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A WOMAN'S VENGEANCE.

CHAPTER I.

AT THE MITRE.

IT is early summer and early morning in the

most picturesque of English cities Oxford. No-

body is astir in the gray streets
;
the heavy col-

lege gates, and even the small posterns cut in

them (for the admission ofgay young under-grad-
uate dogs after hours), are as yet fast closed.

The parks and pleasure-grounds are all deserted,

under whose stately trees so many generations
of youth have dreamed their day-dreams. The

quads, with their trim lawns, which have echoed

for centuries to boyish laughter, are silent. The

plaintive caw of the half-awakened rooks, as the

swaying elm-tree rocks them, alone is heard,
save the voice of Time itself the Guardian

Time, who here holds all things in its solemn

keeping. First the four musical quarters, and

then the five beats of the iron tongue. From a

score of ancient churches issue the same warn-

ing sounds, and silence reigns again, more indis-

putably than ever. In other places, at such an

hour, Time's voice seems to make solemn pro-
test:

" A quarter gone ; two,- three,- four. An-
other hour, poor mortals, from the sum of your

days,- and yet you spend it sleeping!" But
Time is at home here, and does not preach.
What need for preaching in a place where every
stone is a sermon ? Other cities have withstood

sieges ;
other cities have brought forth martyrs ;

other cities (not many) can date their origin

from earlier ages. But this one is far more ven-

erable (save to the mere antiquary) as being
that city in which the years of man, in place of

being threescore years and ten, are three, or if

(by reason of idleness or stupidity) they reach

to four years and over, the surplus age is labor

and sorrow, and its end a bathos.

To dwell here even a year after one's fellows

have departed (except the College Fellows) is to

feel old indeed. To return here after a few

years is to experience the feelings of Rip Van
Winkle. Alma Mater is a hard mother, though
she spoils her children. "Come," she says,

"eat, drink, and be merry in this pleasant

place ;
for what saith the Preacher :

'

Rejoice,
O young man, in thy youth ;

and let thy heart

cheer thee in the days of thy youth, and walk
in the ways of thine heart, and in the sight of

thine eyes.'
" And*the young men obey her glad-

ly. But when three years, or four at most, are

o'ver, she saith : "Arise, and go into the world,
and return hither no more : but make way for

others."

To how many has she thus been the home
and the (/rave of joy ! How many have spent

,vith her their "palmy days" their only ones
and found the world the harder for the contrast !

Sow many, in bidding good-by to her, have bid-

den good-by to Comfort, Ease, Light-hearted-

ness, and taken Want and unrewarded Toil as

;heir companions through life's long journey in

;heir place! Even the rich leave here their

)lithest days behind, and with them but too oft-

en the open hand, the tender heart, soon to be
closed and hardened by the consciousness of

great possessions.
"

For, while here, rich and
joor are alike (or nearly so), and Liberty, Equal-

ty, Fraternity for one brief epoch reign, no

ihadowy triumvirate. O golden youth ! O hap-

)y time ! never, never to return again : each

clock-tongue seems its knell.

Such thoughts, or thoughts like these, are

mssing through the mind of Arthur Tyndall as

:ie stands at the corner of a silent street and
looks at his old college left some five years

sack, which seem to him a century. He can

lot help entertaining them (though in a particu-
lar rather than a general way), notwithstanding
ihat he is by no means given to sentiment. He
nas been to the ends of the earth since he dwelt

yonder, and has witnessed, and doubtless taken

part in, reckless doings. His face, which was
here as fair as a girl's, has had the tropic sun

upon it
;

his hands, here hardened only by the

oar, have made acquaintance with the spade,
the gun, the sail

;
his beard is grown, and hangs

low over his broad chest. But for the moment
he is a boy again. Scenes of light-hearted mirth

and wild high spirits, quite different from the

saturnalia of his later days, are recurring to him :

the noon of friendship and the dawn of love. He
has his friends still, and one the same that was
his dearest friend at college, Jack Adair. Jack
and he were always one, though so different in

position and character. Hard-working, steady
Jack had always had his own way to make in

the world, while for Arthur it had been ready

made, or seemed to be so. What a fool had he

been to anger the governor by his extravagance,
and then to run such a muck abroad that when
the poor old man deceased and left him all, it

had been almost all discounted beforehand. If

he had only known that Swansdale would have

been his own so soon
;
and even now, if it was

not so heavily dipped Here Arthur Tyndall
stroked his beard and sighed. In disinterring

his dead past he had come upon a regret which
had some life in it

;
or if dead, it had a ghost

which haunted him.

One, two, three, four, five, six a single chap-
el bell begins to ring with importunate shrillness,

and footsteps are heard in the High Street,
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though every shutter is still closed. Two un-

der-graduates in "flannels," with towels in then-

hands, are going to the river to bathe. Iney

might have been Jack and he, six years ago.
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ally termed "the fullness of time," would de-

velop into just such another as her mamma.
She was a Juno with a vengeance, and "with
he chill off" even in the coolest of weathers.

T/iei/ used to bathe a good deal, and go down

the river a good deal in those days ;
which latter

thing it was natural enough to do, since Swans-

dale Hall was on the river, and Jack was almost

as welcome there as himself. He had not seen

the old place for near six years, however. There

would be change, no doubt, in it
;
and people

change even more than places. So much the

better, sometimes, when they do. Again he

strokes his soft brown beard, and sighs, this

time articulately, "I wonder whether Jenny is

married." Then, "Bah! what does it matter?

I'm a nice fellow to grow faint with romantic

memories. I wonder what Allardyce's opinion

would be upon that subject, or Jack's (no, not

Jack's Jack is soft himself), or any body else's

who knows me. There goes the quarter. We
were to breakfast at six sharp. That excellent

old lady will be saying,
'

Ellen, your Harthur's

late.' Poor Helen! Well, I dare say I shall

make a good husband, as husbands go : only
somehow I wish she wasn't quite so fond of me.

I wonder whether Jenny will be at the inn as

usual."

This last reflection was made at the very
threshold of the Mitre, but it was not that

inn to which he referred. At that respectable
hotel were located at present Mrs. Somers and
her daughter Helen, to whom he was be-

trothed; and a very pretty girl she was for

a blonde. It is one of the many evidences

of the false and feeble frivolity of the days on

which we have fallen that dark women try to

become of light complexion. It would be bad

enough if the case were vice versa, but there

would at least be some reason in it. "Black
for beauty, chestnut for" well, for many excel-

lent things, no doubt for prettiness, softness,

gentleness, and high breeding, for example
but not for beauty. Helen Somers was at least

a bona fide blonde
;
her hair was her own at

least some of it not dyed nor "tinted;" her

complexion, which was pure and soft as milk,
owed nothing to the perfumer's art; her feat-

ures were a trifle large, but then she was alto-

gether on a large scale (as all noble creatures

are), and every feature was perfect of its kind.
Her eyes were blue, but by no means of an in-

sipid blue
; they could flash like a sword, if need

were, and even on trifling provocation. Do
not, however, picture to yourself a virago. As
she rises from her chair at the open window of
the sitting-room (where she has been watching)
to welcome the man she loves she has a charm-
ing air. "A Juno with the chill off," Jack
Adair once called her, when discussing her with
his friend, quite unconscious of the latter's de-

sign to be her Jupiter ; but, indeed, he did her
less than justice. You might walk for a week
in any English town save London, and all over
the Continent for the term of your natural life,
without meeting so fair a sight in the way of
womankind as Helen Somers. Her" misfortune
was that at present she was always coupled in

public with that stately dame, her mother
;
and

the conclusion to which the reflective mind a
once leaped, upon beholding them together, wai
that the daughter, in what might be very liter

Pier complexion had, from long standing, turned

Vom milk to cream. She was not only on a

arge scale, but on the largest the same as

;hat on which the Ordnance Survey used to be,

vhen it was jobbed by private persons, in order

;o secure maps of their estates. Her eyes

veil, what there was of them was also blue
;
but

ou couldn't always see her eyes. When Jack
irst beheld her, apprehension on his friend's ac-

ount is said to have caused him to ejaculate,
' The Blonde

; or, Twenty Years Hence : in any
number of volumes, quarto."
But there was one thing in which Helen Sorn-

ers would never resemble her mother. Long
residence in a colony may cause persons to

yrite little i's instead of big J's
;
but when you

lave once got your aspirates, they keep in any
climate. Helen would never drop her A's, as

"poor dear mamma" dropped hers. This was
i fatal blot in the Somers's escutcheon, and the

nnocent cause thereof was unhappily aware of

t. "It's all along of my 'uskiness there it is

again, you see I mean Auskiness
;

ever since

ast autumn, when I caught that cold at Emel
Emstead." But it was not last autumn, nor

;he autumn before that, in which Mrs. Somers
iost her A's

; and, moreover, she often found

them when they were not wanted. It was ter-

rible to Helen to hear herself called Ellen
;
but

when her mother talked of "
Harthur," her kin-

dred flesh and blood crept and curdled as though
a goose were walking over her grave.

Helen was the first of her race who had over-

come the difficulties of the aspirate, and she had
not only the zeal of the convert she had the bit-

terness of the apostate. She was very impatient
with the paganism that she had discarded for a
more enlightened faith, and abhorred the shock-

ing stories that were afloat about this family fail-

ing. There was one dreadful tale extant about
Somers pere with relation to this infirmity. He
had been a clerk in the Bank of England, and

upon a certain dividend day, being in charge of
the letter A only, was worried by an old lady
from the country whose name was Lawrence".
"Please to give me my dividend, young man,"
she kept repeating, in that importunate and per-

emptory tone used only by spinster ladies who have
dividends. "Go to L/' said Mr. Somers, with

sharpness, and unhappily making use of the as-

pirate. Instead of obeying his well-meant di-

rection, she returned to her hotel and wrote a
letter of complaint to the chairman and govern-
ors of the Bank of England, and Mr. Somers
was within a hair-breadth of losing his situation
in consequence. He did not lose it, however ;

and being a prudent man, and having a good
head for business, he speculated with his little

savings with success. A venture in hops event-

ually crowned his efforts with a fortune, and he
became a gentleman at large. In gratitude to
Fortune he took the plant which had befriended
him for his crest, and its name (which he under-
stood to be the classical term for wealth) for his

motto, and for the rest of his brief existence was
familiarly known as ops Somers. He died, leav-

ing his widow well provided for, and his only
daughter an heiress.
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From that time Mrs. Somers began to "move"
in society, at first with difficulty, but as her

Helen grew up, with greater ease. The pos-
session of such a transferable treasure made the

widow Avelcome every where. Nobody would
have guessed that she had once been a Method-

ist, and thought tea and shrimps a treat. She
had a very stately carriage, and might have

easily been mistaken for a duchess, if she had

only been dumb. In her daughter the Darwin-
ian theory received a triumphant corroboration.

This young lady's grandparents on both sides

had been very inferior specimens of humanity,
residing principally at low-water mark

;
her par-

ents were what we have described them to be
;

while she herself was a triumph of civilization.

She talked French with a good accent
; played

the harp well, and the piano divinely ;
and was

as well acquainted with English literature as

most Lady Marys or Lady Janes she knew

very little about it. Her tastes were what they
should be. She liked Blue Blood, though she

did not express herself so ecstatically upon the

subject as did her mother.
It was this admirable quality which Arthur

Tyndall inherited in perfection from the moth-
er's side, though only in a moderate degree from
his father's that had chiefly influenced Mrs.
Somers in his favor. He was not rich

;
it was

well understood that Swansdale was heavily mort-

gaged ;
but his family had an excellent position

in the county. He had sown his wild oats

abroad, which was an immense advantage, and
he was now going to "settle down" as a country
gentleman. In view of these considerations she

had " thrown the young people together" design-

edly, and with complete success. Helen had
fallen in love with Arthur, and, in a well-mean-

ing attempt to extricate her, he had met with a

similar fate : it was impossible to resist the de-

spair which his studied coolness begot in those

eloquent blue eyes; and besides, as has been

said, Swansdale was sadly "dipped." How
pleasant was the prospect of regaining all his

folly had lost, and more, by one stroke of his

pen in a marriage-register! He was too much
of a gentleman, however, to put it in that coarse

way, even to himself
;
and as time went on, and

this beautiful thing showed her blind attachment
toward him more and more, he began to honest-

ly reciprocate it, though in a less passionate
manner. They had been engaged for some
weeks, and the marriage itself was to take place

shortly. In the mean time Arthur had invited

Helen and her mother to stay at Swansdale

Hall, where Mrs. Kalph Tyndall, his sister-in-

law, had promised (with her daughter Blanche)
to join them to play the hostess and do ' '

pro-
priety." He had planned a river-voyage for

them from Oxford, as the pleasantest means of

approaching the Hall, and invited a male friend

or two to accompany the little party. He was
rather more fond of bachelor society, perhaps,
than an engaged man ought to be, and Helen
had pouted a little at this unnecessary addition
of no less than three "horrid men" to what
would have been almost a tete-a-tete (since mam-
ma slept a good deal when in the open air) ;

but
Arthur had assured her that these fellows would
talk to one another, and leave her sweet self

and him even more "
at liberty" (to cast sheep's-

eyes, to press one another's hands beneath the

table, and generally
"

to spoon," he meant) than
if they had not been there. In that case, they
were welcome enough, whoever they might be.

Mr. Adair she knew, but not the Hon. Wynn
Allardyce and Mr. Paul Jones. These gentle-
men's services, it must be premised, were not

required as oarsmen. The river-voyage was to

be on board a barge.

"But, good gracious, Mr. Tyndall, won't it

spoil our things ?" had been good Mrs. Somers's
horrified exclamation, when she had been in-

formed of this project. Her imagination had

pictured a coal-barge ;
and even now, in spite of

all explanation, she had her misgivings. "Is
the barge covered over ? Will it be quite emp-
ty ? I hope, my dear child, it will never devolve

upon myself or you to steer ?" were questions
hazarded that very morning to her daughter,
that showed a mind ill at ease respecting this

mode of transit.
" My dear mamma," Helen had replied, "how-

can you be so distrustful of Arthur's sense of
what is fitting ! Do you suppose he would place
us in such a position?"

*' I can only say, my love," persisted the dow-

ager, "that women do steer in barges; I have
seen them often standing in a hole at the stern,
so that only three-quarters of them are visible,

and generally with a red cotton handkerchief

round their heads. The men do nothing but

smoke pipes and swear. A small dog runs from
side to side which of itself would make one

very nervous and barks incessantly."
' ' There will be neither swearing nor barking

on board our vessel, mamma ;
of that you may

be sure
; though I will not answer for the smok-

ing. Arthur and Mr. Adair are very fond of

their cigars, and it would be cruel to deny them
that pleasure.""

Very good, my dear
; you will do as you

think best; though, for my part, I never let

your poor father draw a whiff until the last

thing at night, and always in the kitchen.
*

'Arry,' said I,
'
I will never let my 'ouse be-

come apot-'ouse.'"

"Hush, mamma, please," said Helen, im-

ploringly, from the open window. " Here is

Arthur."
Mrs. Somers cleared her throat apologetically,

for she knew from her daughter's tone that its

"huskiness" had been more pronounced than

usual, and sat down corrected, to make the

coffee.

CHAPTER II.

TWO NICE YOUNG MEN.

"WHAT a charming day we have!" said Ar-

thur, cheerfully, after an affectionate salutation

of his Helen, and a cordial one of her mother.
" What wind there is will be with us, so that we
shall be at Swansdale a good hour before dinner

if only Jack and the rest are as punctual this

morning as you ladies. You are patterns, both
of you.""

I've been used to early rising all my life,"

said the dowager ;

"
that is," she added, correct-

ing herself,
" whenever I am in the country I

always make a point of it. I love to hear the

cock crow, and all that."

Helen raised her perfect eyebrows a hair-
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breadth. "I think you must mean the lark,

dear mamma."
"Nonsense; the lark does not crow, child;

but, for the matter of that, I mean all the birds.

I dote on birds. We had a beautiful Poll par-

rot once, Mr. Tyndall, who was a great pet of

your pet's" (and here she looked archly toward

her daughter) ;

" as tame as a magpie it was
;

and which we valued greatly, because it was a

present from a friend of my poor husband's, who

was drowned at sea. Only, whenever it saw a

clergyman, it would cry out,
'

Hooray ! now let

A WOMAN'S VENGEANCE.

us pray a used to anno
.
v 8ood

so don't you remember, my dear? when he

was about to ask a blessing."

"Mr. Bung was not a clergyman," observed

Helen, severely, for (next to those of the aspirate)

she was a stickler above all things for the rights

and privileges of the Church of England.
"
Very true, my dear

;
but he thought he was,"

contended the old lady, unwilling that her fa-

vorite story should be depreciated ;

' ' and so did

the parrot ;
so you needn't take one up so sharp."

*' Would you like to drive or walk to the river-

side, ladies?" inquired the cavalier. "It is but

about a quarter of a mile to the place where the

barge is moored."

"Oh, let us walk, by all means," cried Helen.
"

It's beautifully cool, mamma" (for she well

knew her parent's objection to pedestrian exer-

cise) ;
"and it isn't really worth while to take a

carriage for such a little way.
"

"As to worth while, my dear," said the old

lady, bridling,
"
pray do not let it be supposed

that the money is an object : you need not be so

dreadfully economical, I am sure. Mr. Tyndall
has been out already this morning, remember,
and I dare say has had enough of walking ;

and
since he pays for the barge, or whatever it is,

and the provisions and all that, I think the least

we can do is to give him a lift.
"

Arthur laughed good-humoredly, with an
amused look at Helen, which went far to miti-

gate her chagrin at this terrible speech, and as-

sured the old lady that he felt quite equal to

walking the quarter of a mile.
"

Is your luggage ready ?" inquired he.

"All but the directions," said the dowager."
I waited till you came, because I didn't know

whether to have '
the Welcome' put on the labels,

or
' Swansdale Hall.'

"

The idea of labeling luggage from which the

proprietors were never to be parted, nor even to

lose sight of it for a moment, was absurd

enough ,-
but it was in a grave and hasty tone

that Tyndall replied : "Oh, not '
the Welcome'

certainly. It is true that the things will be taken
out there, as being the nearest place to the Hall
from the river-side, but somebody will be sent to
fetch them. If addressed to

'
the Welcome,

'

the

good people at the inn might think we were
going to stop there, which would be a disap-
pointment to them."

"That's just like your thought, Harthur,"
cried the old lady, admiringly. "You are so
kind, as I often say to Ellen, to pcJor folks and
such-like, that you will never make a very bad
husband."

" Does she maintain I shall, then ?" inquired
Arthur, mischievously."

Lor, Harthur, how can you ?" ejaculated the
old lady. "There, now, see if you haven't

made Ellen downright angry. I shall leave you
two together to make it up."
The beautiful Helen was certainly looking

somewhat stiff and statuesque, not to say white-

marbly; but no sooner had her mother left the

room than she softened like Pygmalion's statue,

and, with many a blush and smile, assured her

_wain that she had never doubted but that he

would make the best and dearest husband in the

world, and that she only hoped she might be

worthy of him. Such extravagant aspirations

are not, perhaps, very valuable in any case, by
whichever side they are expressed ;

but it is sure-

ly less becoming that they should proceed from

Phyllis than Philemon.
'

She may have her

faults and foibles, but it is her gentle shepherd

vho, generally speaking, at least, has more cause

for penitence and need of amendment. The
animal Man, indeed, though audacious and self-

asserting to extremity in books and among fel-

low-creatures of his own sex, is secretly well

aware of this circumstance ;
and when the angel

\Yoman, with drooping eyelids and folded wings,

thus abases herself before him, he has twinges.

Mr. Arthur Tyndall had very sincere twinges, I

think, for he replied, gravely :
" My dear Helen,

it is you who will have to forgive things, and
not I. You remind me of the pictorial adver-

tisement that we saw upon the Avails last night
of the Queen of the Lions, whose mission, it

seems, is to tame the beasts of the forest by her

beauty and gentleness, supplemented, I dare say,

by an occasional flip with her whip. Doubtless

she is not unnecessarily severe upon them, so

long as they bear the pressure of her dainty foot

upon their necks submissively, but she never

talks of being
'

worthy of them.
' Now I have

been a wildish sort of animal myself, dear that

is, I mean," added he, hastily, at a slight con-

traction of Helen's white brow,
" an untamed

one. I've been knocked about a good deal in

roughish weather." Here, whether conscious

that his metaphors were getting confused, or re-

minded of some particular storm in which he had
thrown over a valuable cargo of morals, Arthur
blushed and hesitated. "I've never been used
to go twice to church on Sundays, Helen, and
all that," he blurted out

;

" but I do hope I am
not a bad fellow at bottom, and that you will

never repent having said, 'Yes, Arthur,' in that

low sweet tone of yours, which I love to hear
better than any music in the world." Here he
became inarticulate, and settled, like a bee upon
a flower, on her willing lips, with a murmurous
um um um um

;
to which she replied with

a pleased pur.
It was the most absurd thing in the world to

a looker-on (though the most natural thing pos-
sible to the two performers), and that was why
the waiter, who entered at that moment rather

hastily, was obliged to find an outlet for his mirth
in a series of apoplectic coughs, as he set about

removing the breakfast things. Helen vanished
in an instant. Arthur remained at the open
window, staring at an ecclesiastical edifice, and
muttering snch anathemas against the inoppor-
tune intruder as could have been invented only
in the first ages of the church.
A hotel waiter with a strong sense of humor

must find it very difficult to keep his situation.
Then the procession started for the river. Mrs.

Somers, filled with dread imaginings as to the de-
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scription of vessel that she was to find at the moor-

ings, maintained an awe-struck silence until the

place of embarkation was reached, when she rapt-

urously exclaimed,
" Oh lor, W nice !"

What met her gaze was a Cleopatra's galley
a mighty gondola, the one-half a stately cabin,

glittering with plate-glass and gilding, and dec-

orated with a huge silken flag, while the bows

were already occupied by sundry hampers, sug-

gestive of a bountiful collation. The crew con-

sisted of three men, one of whom was a horse-

man. His gallant steed was cropping the grass
beside the towing-path, while he himself was sit-

ting on the bank, admiring the single spur with

which economy or lavishness had furnished him.

It was his mission to trot unceasingly, never de-

scending from the saddle, even to open gates ;
to

detach the rope at bridges and other obstacles
;

and to call aloud, a mile before he reached them,
* ' Lock !

" and * *

Ferry !

" Of his fellows, one was

steersman, who stood behind the cabin on an ele-

vation which enabled him to look over it and the

other ropesman ;
and it was the latter's duty to

keep the rope clear from piles and brush-wood,
and to swear at the man on the horse without

letting the ladies hear him. The cabin had a

fixed table, with comfortable crimson couches

running round it, and on the couches six Cir-

cassian slaves of exquisite beauty. But no
;

it

was only that Helen had lightly tripped into this

floating drawing-room, and seated herself in it

with a little cry of pleasure ;
and since it was

wainscoted with mirrors, her presence was mul-

tiplied six times. It was impossible for Mrs.
Somers to trip lightly after her

;
and because the

fairy craft had swayed at the first touch of her

foot, she had suddenly altered her opinion of it,

and now stood irresolute upon the bank, openly
expressing her desire to proceed to Swansdale

by railway, in preference to "that gingerbread
thing." Eventually the same device was adopt-
ed that Hannibal found to be so efficacious with
his refractory elephants : she was persuaded to

step on a plank that she imagined to be dry land,
and so transferred herself unconsciously to the

centre of the vessel.

When this operation was effected, Arthur took
out his watch. "It is seven o'clock," said he,
"and I told the animals that the Ark would
start a quarter of an hour ago. Pray excuse

me, ladies, while I fetch them."
"How funny he i?!" whispered Mrs. Somers

to her daughter.
" I do believe he means the

other three gentlemen. Yes
; he is going to the

house yonder, where he said Mr. Thingumbob
the Honorable lodged, because the inns were full.

Well, it does look like the Hark, now you come
to think of it, though I hope it is not wicked to

say so. I do hate to think myself wicked on the

water, or in any dangerous places."
The idea is common, though the frank expres-

sion of it was Mrs. Somers's own : one likes to be
on equal terms with Providence when we im-

agine ourselves to be out of its favor. Helen's

silence, however, betokened disapproval of such
sentiments.

"There he is, my dear!" exclaimed her

mother, suddenly. "I mean the Honorable."
"That is Arthur's man with a case of soda-

water, mamma," replied Helen, coldly.

"No, no; I mean behind him yonder. A
very striking, gentlemanly person, I must say ;

in

a white hat, with a green veil. Oh dear ! I feel

all of aflutter."
" Honorables" were somewhat scarce in the

society in which Mrs. Somers "moved," which

probably accounted for her excitement. Even
Helen turned to the open window, and regarded
the new-comer with as much interest as an " en-

gaged young person" could be expected to feel

toward any other than the beloved object. He
was not young, being decidedly gray ;

and when
his white hat was 1'emoved, it displayed a consid-

erable expanse of "clearing." But he had

bright, bead-like eyes, into which he was always
forcing expression ;

and a stereotyped smile,
which he wished it to be understood typified the

immortal youth and freshness of his nature. He
had an air so jaunty that it was within an ace of

swagger ;
and carried a cane in his hand, with

which, as he whistled, he tapped his legs in har-

mony with the latest popular melody.
"There is certainly a something, Helen,"

murmured Mrs. Somers, as she regarded this

singular object, "in the air" (she said "the

hair") "of a bom aristocrat as is different from,

other people. Now your poor pa was as good
a man as ever stepped, in his own line, but he
could never have carried things off' in that way."

"Ladies," said the object, "I salute you;"
and he raised his white hat, round which the

green veil was twisted like a weeper.
" In the

absence of our mutual friend Tyndall, I must
introduce myself. My name is Paul Jones, of

Llanerdovey", at your service."

From that moment of the discovery of her

mistake it is my belief that Mr. Jones became
an object of personal aversion to good-natured
Mrs. Somers

;
and perhaps it was the conscious-

ness of this unmerited dislike that caused her
manner to be so very gracious, as she replied,
' '

Oh, we have often heard Arthur speak of you
have we not, Helen ? You were at Oxford to-

gether, and all that, if I remember right."

Considering that this supposition would have
made Mr. Jones at least eight college genera-
tions younger than he really was, he ought to

have felt himself flattered. But the fact was that

Mr. Jones had never been at college, nor at any
other place of education "to speak of; and his

keen appreciation of that circumstance led him to

regard poor Mrs. Somers's observation with irri-

tation.
"
No, ma'am

;
I was never at college,"

returned he, curtly.
* '

I was brought up privately
in the neighborhood of our family estate. Mr.

Tyndall and I have not known one another for

any 'great length of time, though I hope that

does not militate against our being fast friends.

Why should it do so, when even love itself is

born and comes to its full growth in a week, a

day, an hour?" Mr. Jones slapped his chest

with his right hand, extended his left, and
struck his foot sharply upon the cabin floor, like

a juggler who has performed a feat successfully.

Eloquence was his passion, but elocution was a

difficulty with him
;
and when he had rounded i

sentence agreeably to his own taste, he could

not conceal his satisfaction.
" What a dreadful person !" murmured Helen,

averting her gaze from this curious spectacle,
which her mother regarded with curiosity, not

unmixed with alarm. It was the attraction of

repulsion, but Mr. Paul Jones took it for admira-
tion pure and simple.
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"Yes, ma'am," continued he, confidentially,
" when I heard that my dear friend Tyndall was

smitten so suddenly with the charms of your

youth in any case, but when really character-

istic, the index of a wasted life. It is, however,
often affected, for, as it is thought fine by some
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lovely daughter which I am sure I should not
|

folks, and a proof of their independence of posi-

have" wondered at, even had it been sooner I tion in life, to be blockheads, so it is held by

was delighted
'

Happy's the wooing that's not others to be a great sign of high breeding to be

long a-doin^ 'I wrote to him, 'is one of those indifferent to all matters of human interest, and

rare proverbs' in which the sense is not sacrificed ! profoundly suspicious of their fellow-creatures.

to the rhyme. Pray introduce me, pray let Mr. Allardyce had scarcely replaced his hat,

me enjoy a few hours of her society, if not in- after saluting the ladies, when the irrepressible

convenient.' And by return of post, if I am not
|
Jones inquired, "How did you sleep, old fel-

mistaken yes, it ivas by return of post he did
j

low ?"

me the honor to invite me to make one in what '

" Q|

I am sure will turn out to be a most delightful

expedition.
Paul Jones

At the word "delightful," Mr.

smiled so profusely that he showed

not only his own teeth but half a dozen others

that had been supplied to him by art, with their

golden fastenings,- and bowed toward Helen,

to implv that the source of the promised delight-

fulness lay there.
" Do you see any body coming, mamma ?" in-

quired Helen, wearily, and in the same despair-

ing tones in which Fatima inquired of her sister

whether help might be expected shortly.
" Let me see

;
let me look,

"
pleaded Mr. Jones,

with ardor, and standing on his tiptoes, for he

was of small stature, to peer over the roof of the

cabin. "Yes, here is Allardyce. You know
who Allardyce is, doubtless," he went on, pop-

ping his head in again, and sinking his voice to

a whisper :

" one of the Allardyces of Norfolk
;

brother of the Lord Catamaran, and heir-pre-

sumptive to the title. A very particular friend

of mine
;
I gave him up my room at the hotel

last night, and took his lodgings instead. He
said he couldn't sleep in a lodging-house ;

where-

as I didn't mind one pin. I've been used to

roughing it that is, among the moors, and such-

like, you know." Mr. Jones meant the moors
of Scotland, but it is not more certain that he

had never been on them with a gun in his hand
than that he had never been taken captive by an

Algerine corsair. "Yes," continued he, as

though conscious of some incongruity in his

polished leather boots and veil with his assumed
character of sportsman, "many a night, with

nothing but the blue sky above me, have I lain

on the bare heather."
" Didn't it tickle you?" inquired Mrs. Somers.
" My dear madam, I had something on," ex-

plained Mr. Jones, with precipitation. "I never

forgot myself (as many do when in those out-
landish regions) to the extent of wearing a kilt,
and a slogan or whatever it is called. The
idea of carrying a knife in one's stocking has

always struck me as dangerous, however con-
venient.

"

"I don't know about the convenience, but I
call it a very nasty habit," observed Mrs. Som-
ers. "Dear me, here is Mr. Allardyce!"
"In the absence of our friend and host, Mr.

Tyndall," exclaimed Mr. Paul Jones, "permit
me, ladies, to introduce to you his friend and
mine, Mr. Allardyce : Mrs. Somers, Miss Som-
ers."

The new-comer was a tall, slight young man,
of demure aspect, and dressed with a plainness
that contrasted sharply with the taste for color
exhibited in the attire of his companion. He
would have been good-looking but for a certain

expression of cynicism, unbecoming enough to

So well," returned the other, without deign-

ing a glance at his interlocutor, "that I over-

slept myself, and have thereby committed the

unintentional rudeness of being late. I feel it

quite unpardonable, when ladies afford so ad-

mirable an example of early rising.
"

" I beg you won't mention it, Mister
"

Mrs.

Somers craned at the A, but found it insuper-

able, and refused the fence. "I dare say you
are not much used to six-o'clock breakfasts."

" I am afraid they are a little novel with me,"
said Mr. Allardyce, smiling. "Are you accus-

tomed to gorgeous river-galleys of this sort, Mrs.

Somers? I don't remember even so much as

seeing one before."
"
Well, yes, at the Lord Mayor's show in '30

(you don't remember it, Ellen d'ear, because you
were not born, but your poor father and I made
one of the party) ;

and we lunched on board just
as it might be to-day ;

and I recollect dear Mr.

Muntz, the deputy-recorder that was, being most

excessively ill afterward, and laying it all to the

motion of the boat. But then we Avere rowed

by four-and-twenty men jerk, jerk which is

not like being towed by a horse
; and, besides, let

us hope that nobody will be so imprudent as to

eat raspberry ices after lobster salad, as he did."
"And is this mode of traveling new to you

also, Miss Somers ?"
"
Quite,

"
replied Helen. "It seems to me

likely to prove very pleasant. I had no idea
there were such vessels.

"

"The City Companies have them," observed
Mr. Paul Jones, "and treble the size; the Hat
and Cap Makers, for example."
"I venture to think that this size is prefer-

able," observed Mr. Allardyce, again ignoring
Mr. Jones's presence, while making use of his

remark; "and I am quite sure that our Com-
pany, or some of it, at least," and here he bowed
to the ladies, "will be greatly more agreeable
than that of the Hat and Cap Makers. I take
it most kind of my friend Tyndall that he should
have invited me to make one of so in every way
charming an expedition."

' ' Here is Tyndall coming,
"

observed Mr.
Paul Jones, from his old post of observation, his
head alone above the cabin roof, while his three-

quarter length, counting upward, still occupied
that apartment.

' ' And I say, Allardyce
"

"Well, what do you say?" He spoke -with

the most careless air imaginable, but lounged
out of the cabin nevertheless. Not only was
there something in the other's tone which was
not careless, but, on the contrary, pregnant with

annoyance and disappointment, but there was
also a significant beckoning of the fingers." The horse lame ? Not a bit of it, you Cock-
ney ! You'll frighten the ladies out of their wits
with your mysterious communications."
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But although horseflesh is always a mysteri-
ous subject, and engenders more nods and winks

than that of an average state conspiracy, the

whispers above the cabin roof had not been con-

cerning it at all.

"I say, look yonder at whom Tyndall is

bringing with him : that fellow Adair is coming
with us, it seems."

"The devil seize him!" muttered Allardyce
between his teeth, while he waved his thin white

hand in sign of welcome to the coming pair.
" Then we shall have to be doubly careful, or he

will spoil sport."

CHAPTER III.

"WHAT is MY THOUGHT LIKE?"

"Wnr, Mr. Adair, I thought you were never

late !

"
pouted Helen, from the window. * ' I have

learned your virtues from Arthur, but I fear I

shall have to learn your imperfections from your-
self."

It was not a graceful speech, though the fair

speaker did not mean it ungracefully. She was
a little annoyed, as some young ladies are apt to

be in such cases, with her lover's constant praises
of his old friend : she had been aware that his

opinion of her had been asked of him by Arthur,
and though, of course, it had been a favorable

one (as how could it have been otherwise, since

the engagement had been already effected ?), she

resented the fact
;
and she objected to be kept

waiting by any body." My dear young lady," said Jack Adair, hold-

ing up a fish-basket and displaying its contents,
" these lobsters are my excuse, and, as you see,

they blush for me. I was here at six o'clock,

but went back for them to the faithless fish-

monger's, who had promised them at that hour.

The house was closed
;
and call me no recreant

knight, since for your sweet sake I have broken,
not a lance, indeed, but his chamber window."

"Adair is always right, Miss Somers; have

you not learned that yet?" said Allardyce, in a
low voice, and with a smile that might be good-
natured or not as she chose to take it.

"Hollo!" said Tyndall, leaping lightly into

the barge
' '

so the real recreants have turned

up at last. I suppose they have introduced

themselves
;
but if not, this is the Honorable

Wynn Allardyce, commonly called 'Lardy;'
and this, Mr. Paul Jones, of some unpronounce-
able place in Wales, commonly called the * Pi-

rate,' from his noted namesake, after whose ex-

ample he has harried most of the watering-places
of England, though without carrying off a prize.
Jack you know."

Jack, whom they knew, was a fine young fel-

low of five or six and twenty, with curling brown

hair, and a complexion as well tanned as English
suns could effect. He had a pleasant smile, that

was not meant for show, but as natural to him as

scent to flowers, and a cheery voice, that in a
small room faded persons with nerves had been
known to consider a trifle loud, but which, in

the present circumstances of open windows and
river air, was just as it should be. Throughout
the voyage none had ever need to say

" What?"
when Jack addressed them, notwithstanding the

ripple of the wave against the prow, or the wash
made in the weeds behind the stern ;

and when

he laughed, as he did now at Tyndall's comical

introduction, Echo laughed too from under Fol-

ly Bridge, and sniggered behind the distant walls

of Magdalen." Are you all ready?" inquired Tyndall.
"
Shall I lower the flag and start the horse?''

inquired Mr. Jones.
U
0h, pray don't lower the flag," said Helen,

piteously; "I think it looks so bright and

pretty.""
At this the men all laughed.

"My dear Helen," said Arthur, "you must
know that Paul is nothing if he is not a sporting
character

;
his metaphor is drawn from the race-

course, where they lower the flag in sign of start-

ing."" Oh dear," exclaimed Mrs. Somers, to whom
this explanation was insufficient

;

"
don't let us

have any racing, pray. Oh lor, we're over ! Save

us, Mr. Tyndall save my daughter !

"

This passionate appeal was caused by the first

movement of the barge, as the horse felt the

spur, the rope tightened, and the keel of the

Lotus clove the yielding wave.

"Don't be frightened, Mrs. Somers: we are

just off, that's all," said Adair, good-naturedly.
"Just off, indeed !" returned she, indignantly ;

" I was just off the seat myself. Ellen, my dear,
this is shocking ! The water is coming in, for I

hear it. You have more influence with Arthur
than I have, and you must insist on our being

put on shore at once."

Poor Adair, having less power over his risible

faculties than the other gentlemen, had retired

precipitately to shriek and roar above the cabin

roof, and he was not unheard.
" I call that man a demon," continued the ex-

asperated old lady.
" I believe he would laugh

if we were all drowned."

"My dear mamma, there is no danger," ex-

plained Helen. " Do you suppose Arthur would
let us run the slightest risk? The motion is

very pleasant now, surely."" You may think so, my dear. I dare say you
would like riding on a camel, if Arthur was on
the other hump ;

but I don't pretend to do so.

I feel like blanc-mange, or a swan that's running
on dry land all of a wabble."

Mrs. Somers didn't look like a swan: with

one hand she had grasped Mr. Paul Jones, who

happened to be near her, by the coat collar, and
with the other she held on to the leg of the table.
"
Do, pray, let Mr. Jones go, mamma," remon-

strated Helen, in a whisper.
" There is no oc-

casion to take hold of any thing."
" I mean to do it, however," answered the old

lady, resolutely ;
"if he's a pirate, he can swim

;

and as to the table, that '11 float of itself when the

thing goes over."

It took all the ship's company, inclusive of

Arthur's own man-servant, to calm the good
lady's fears

;
and even when they succeeded, she

was subject to relapses. Once she announced
that the vessel had sprung a leak on the evi-

dence of a tear or two distilled from the great

crystal iceberg which lay in one of the hampers
in readiness for cup-time ;

and upon the first oc-

casion of the tow-rope breaking, she went into

hysterics. Eventually, however, she learned to

enjoy the voyage like other folk; and when the

rope was spliced for the fourteenth time, and
Jack Adair made his celebrated joke about
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"
eight knots an hour" being good sailing, she

appreciated it as much as any body, and called

him a sad wag. Except for the rope breaking,

and even that was remedied at Abingdon by the

purchase of a stronger one, there was no hitch m
any of the arrangements.

" Youth at the stern,

and Pleasure at the prow," might have been

taken for the motto of the Lotus. Past hall

and hamlet, village church and ruined abbey,

she glided on 'twixt meadows full of sheep and

kine; underneath walls of woodland, through

which the sunlight fell green and golden on her

deck
; deep down in cool dark locks, where glees

were sung; past farms, that seemed the very

homes of peace, where dappled cows stood knee-

deep in the stream, and switched their tails and

stared and chewed the cud; past villas with

broad lawns, where beaux and belles suspended

croquet while the gay ship passed ;
'neath bridges,

where the yeoman stopped his gig, the hind his

team, to see her shoot the arch
; past garden

islets, with fair fishing temples, in which Love

was worshiped by fond pairs, whose shallop,

fastened to the willow, swayed and swayed as

though impatient of its freight's delay ; past
island tongues, overrun by weed and tangle, their

king the kingfisher, their queen the stately

swan, whose nest, hidden by a belt of reeds, lay
in the alders, where love was worshiped too.

The Lotus, snide the horse was changed at

intervals, went fast so fast that, in mid-stream
and where the current was strong, she seemed,
to those who watched her from the shore, to

glance by like the dragon-flies (and scarce less

bright and gay) which flitted on the reeds be-

neath the bank
;
and only at the locks, and when

the horse's rider cried out "Ferry!" not the

mere word, but a long, plaintive prolongation of

it, which the echoing woods took up (as though

they wished her gone, and helped her on her

way, that they might have their looking-glass,
the river, to themselves again) was there need
to tarry until the ferryman poled his great boat

across, and her voyage could be resumed upon
the other bank. And thus it happened that all

the river life that was to be seen that day the

Lotus saw. The eight-oared galleys and the

racing skiff passed it at full swing, the oars with
molten silver on their blades, and music in their

even sweep ;
but ever and anon the Lotus came

on them again, their panting crews resting be-
neath some full -

fuliaged bank, or passing the

gleaming pewter from lip to lip at some river-

side inn. As for the other craft, she passed them
all, or rather they scattered at her approach (to
give her room), like a swarm of gleaming fishes

when the pike shows his peaked jaw : the paint-
ed wherry, wherein Paterfamilias plies the long-
disused oar, and smiles upon his giggling girls ;

the steadfast punt, wherein the patient angler
sits and casts the whirring line

;
the river yacht,

that shoots from bank to bank, and at the mo-
ment when it seems to touch the shore, sheers
off, and with her side kissing the stream, wooes
once more with her sail the favoring breeze

; or,
pleasanter to view even than these, the little row-
boats, whose scanty crews are weary of the oar,
and have rigged out a sail a jacket, or a bath-
ing towel, or a shawl, perchance, borrowed from
some fair passenger and slowly drift, now here,
now there, as the wind puffs, their inmates scarce
awake enough to steer. Sweet is pleasure after

toil, but sweeter leisure ; and, lying at full length,

or propped on one another's knees, these idlers

neither found nor sought a haven.

Among so much that Avas picturesque it was

difficult to decide what earned the palm ;
but

Helen gave it to a snow-white swan, whose neck

stiffened in angry scorn as the barge swept by

her, curved down to seek beneath her wing for

her frightened cygnets, who presently, as though
assured of their safety and her maternal care,

crept beak by beak out of their floating cradle,

and launched themselves once more upon the

scarce less native bosom of the stream. Mrs.

Somers gave her note of preference in favor of a

picnic party, who had landed on a flowery mead-
ow to partake of their mid-day meal. It was a

bachelor crew, and they had brought a tent with

them, which made them independent of the inns

at night the beds of which, said Adair, who
knew the river, "were mostly stuffed with man-

gel-wurzel.
"

They had lit a gypsy fire for cook-

ing purposes, and one who had charge of the

commissariat was reading aloud to his lieuten-

ant a list of articles which would be required
for dinner : "Forks, spoons, and salad bowl, oil,

ice, and nutmeg grater."
What struck the men's fancy most was their

very narrow escape from a " running-down case."

Ahead of the speedy Lotus was a sailing-boat
that would not get out of the way. In vain were
all cries of warning, from the shrill shrieks of

the two ladies to the deep bass objurgations of

the steersman. They came down upon her so

closely that they could read LaissezAller painted
on her stern, and hear the canvas flap against
her mast.

" 8he must be a derelict !" exclaimed Arthur.
"Then stop the boat!" cried Mrs. Somers, in

an agony, and under the impression that a dere-

lict was synonymous with a torpedo.
"There's nobody in her, madam," explained

Jack Adair.

But as the barge swept past, shaving off the

other's rudder, there were disclosed, sitting in

the bottom of the boat, and under the shadow of

the neglected sail, two very young gentlemen,
with pipes in their mouths and cards in their

hands, playing ecarte. "I propose," said one;
' '

but, by Jove, we're over !

" "
No, we are not,

"

said the other, replacing his hat, which the shock
had knocked off his head. "It's only the rud-
der gone. Play I mark the king." Such were
the scenes of humor, such the sights of beauty,
that met their eyes upon "the silent highway."

It has occurred to most persons given to meta-

phor to compare a river to human life
;
but the

comparison had a special application in the pres-
ent case to one, at least, of the passengers of the
Lotus.

"By Jove!" said Arthur, musingly, "how
jolly the old river looks : all ripple and "sunshine

here, with its rich meadows and gleaming woods ;

and only to think that after a few miles it be-
comes dull and brackish and beastly !"

"When the vessels that it carries," continued

Helen, taking up her lover's parable, and pleased
to find herself a moralist, "are no more pleas-
ure-skiffs, but ships of heavy burden."

"That's like one's Oxford life, and what it

ends in," sighed Tyndall.
"Oh, Arthur!" remonstrated his betrothed,
that is but a poor compliment to me."
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Arthur blushed, and stammered out some

commonplace about having arrived in harbor,
which was the end and object of man's voyage ;

but Adair struck in with a more meet apology.

"Indeed, Miss Somers, I think Arthur has

said well
;

for the pleasure-skiff business can not

last forever, and if it did, would pall upon us

very much. It is in work of some sort that man
finds his true happiness, and all our life-work is,

so to speak, below bridge! Of course a man
regrets his youth the upper reaches of the riv-

er
;
but it is better for him when he gets into the

broad navigable stream, far from the tempting
backwaters that lure one to be idle, not to

mention the perils of weirs and lashers."

"Was Arthur in danger from the weirs and
lashers when you were at college together?"

inquired Helen, with a forced smile. "He looks

very guilty about something."
"I? Not a bit!" cried her lover, arousing

himself, perhaps but from some pleasant dream
of the past ;

but then, in the presence of the be-

loved object, we should be always wide awake,
or only dream of the future. "I was a very
good boy at college, and always went straight ;

or if I did not, blame Jack, for it was he who
steered me. What are Allardyce and Jones

about, I wonder ?"

Those two gentlemen had found the atmos-

phere of the cabin a little
oppressive

not that

it was hot, but because ladies' society had al-

ways, after a time, the effect of carbonic acid

gas upon them, and they had exchanged it for

the ozone of their own bachelor talk, which they
were enjoying above the roof. The fact is (as

generally happens on board ship, whether it be
a pleasure-barge or a Cunard liner), the com-

pany, notwithstanding the varied attractions of

the river, were getting a little tired of it and of

one another, and had already broken into groups.
It is not every body, and indeed, between our-

selves, it is only a very few people, who care for

natural scenery, though a great many pretend
to care for it. To do the Honorable Wynn
Allardyce and Paul Jones, Esquire, justice, they
were not at all hypocrites in this respect, as we
may learn from their private conversation.

"This is cursed dull!" observed the former,

puffing at a gigantic cigar (with the lighted end
of which he occasionally amused himself with

raising blisters on the painted roof on which he

leaned), and regarding nature generally with a

depreciatory air "dull as ditch-water."

*! Infernally!" assented Mr. Jones. "What
a nice game at loo one could have inside, if it

wasn't for the women!"
"You mean, what a nice game three could

have," said the other, significantly, "were the
Other charmers away."

"Charmers !" echoed Mr. Jones, contemptuous-
ly.

' ; Adair is a real charmer, ain't he ? Ugh !

"

" Hush ! Never mention names. Besides,
I was alluding rather to the ladies. What do

you think of the ladies, Paul?"
"I think the young un has a devil of a tem-

per.
"

"Why so?"
"Because she pitches into Adair, though he

is so civil to her, and looks queer even at her

lovey-dovey when he ain't all smiles and atten-

tion. How any man can be such a fool as to

want to many such a virago is incredible to me !"

Allardyce smiled coldly. "Vainly is the

snare set in the eyes of such a bird as my pretty
Poll

;
but all folks are not so wise. If A. T.

were not a fool in this respect, he might not be
in another also, which would be a dead loss to

you and me. It is the married men if you no-
tice that are always our best customers. Weak
with women, weak in every way, ought to. be a

proverb."" That is ungrateful of you, since the sex are
known to be very sweet upon you, Allardyce."

"That's quite another matter, Paul. More-

over, I owe them no gratitude, for it is not I

whom they adore, but my title such as it is.

If my brother were to die, I should be a viscount,
and then they would adore me twice as much.
A title is to women what the herb valerian is to

cats. They would roll themselves in titles if

they could, and scent their pocket-handkerchief
with them. Why, if you were a viscount, my
good fellow to take an extreme case they
would adore you.""

They shouldn't marry me, though," said Mr.

Jones, resolutely. "If this girl here, for in-

stance, was to go on her bended knees and im-

plore me, with outstretched hands
"

"And twenty thousand pounds in each of

them ?" interposed Allardyce."
Well, I wouldn't marry her even then."

"But, supposing that you owed a devil of a
lot of money, and didn't see your way to paying
it except by looking through a wedding-ring ?

Supposing you owed just three thousand, for in-

stance ? a debt of honor, Paul, such as it would
distress you not to get paid, I'm sure."

"You are right there," said Mr. Paul Jones,

grimly.
* '

It would very much distress me.
"

"Well, then, put yourself in this excellent

young man's place, and be charitable to him.
How do we know that he really cares a brass

farthing for this young woman, who has given
herself such airs to my pretty Poll, and stroked

his feathers so very much the wrong way that

he calls her a virago ?"
" My dear fellow, I have no personal objection

to the young lady whatever, upon my sacred

honor. I only deplore
"

"Just so," interrupted Allardyce, coolly.
"You only deplore her conduct. You invited

yourself upon this charming expedition, and yet
are surprised to find yourself de trop. If you
were to propose to accompany these two young
people on their honey-moon (which you are

quite capable of doing), could you blame the

bride for showing that she didn't want you ?"

"But she don't want you, neither," argued
Mr. Paul Jones, vehemently; "and yet she is

civil enough to you. So is the old woman a

regular stiff un, if there ever was one she cot-

tons to you as though you were her Methodist

parson."
"I tell you, my poor Paul, that I am the

herb valerian, at which the cat will jump wher-
ever you hang it

;
whereas you are, at the best,

but a dandelion. Of course it is very rude of
these women to make the difference so marked

;

but it is just like women to do so. In the case
of the girl, especially, I don't wonder at your
feeling galled. If our cases were reversed I

think I should be inclined to say to myself,
4 You shall pay for this, young woman, or, rather,

your husband that is to be shall pay for you.'
"
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"So he shall," muttered Mr. Paul Jones.

"That's well thought of."

"I mean to say, my dear fellow," continued

the other, mildly,"
"
that the next time it comes

to be a question of taking one handful or two,

that, if 1 were in your case, I should not be so

easily satisfied, so Quixotically moderate, that's

'"I've been much too good to him," said Mr.

Jones, regretfully, "I know ;
but I thought that

it was the safer plan, and that we should gain

more by it in the long-run. But now, I'm cursed

if every insolent look of his pretty doll sha'n't

cost him a hundred pounds."
"

It '11 be an expensive voyage to him at that

rate, unless she improves in her manners, my
dear fellow. I heard her ask Adair where on

earth Tyndall picked you up."

"She did, did she?" returned the other,

slowly. "I'll pick him up for that. We shall

have a little game to-night, I dare say ;
and even

if his dear Jack should keep his hawk's eye on

us Hush ! I heard our names mentioned.
"

It was just at that moment that Arthur, in the

cabin, had exclaimed, "I wonder what Allar-

dyce and Jones are about?"

"I know what they're thinking about," said

Adair, in a low voice, intended only for his

friend's ear
;
but Helen heard him.

"What are they thinking about, Mr. Adair?"

She was annoyed with him for having defended

Arthur against herself, and if she did not raise

her voice with the positive intent of making
mischief, she took no pains to moderate it.

Messrs. Jones and Allardyce popped their heads

into the cabin in an instant.

"Did any one call us?" inquired Mr. Jones,

innocently. "The view of this mill-race is so

entrancing, Miss Somers, that Allardyce and I

were just wishing that you could be persuaded
to bring out your sketch-book."

"Was that what they were thinking about,
Mr. Adair ?" reiterated Helen. ' ; No

;
it wasn't.

Do you mind his telling us what it really was,
Mr. Allardyce?"
"I? certainly not," returned Allardyce, in-

differently. "Do you, Paul?"

"Well, that depends on what he says," an-

swered Mr. Jones, uncomfortably.
"Well, that's the best thing he's said yet!'

cried Mrs. Somers, clapping her hands, and

laughing loudly. "Oh, do let's hear it, Mr.
Adair ! There's nothing I dote on like conjur-
ing tricks. When a party is getting a little

dull it is the very best thing for stirring one up
a bit. I remember a clever toy as your cousin

George made, Ellen he as was afterward the
civil engineer, and run over in the tunnel

which, when you pulled a string, a sharp needle
ran into your thumb quite unexpectedly, and
made him a great favorite at evening parties.
But can you really do it, Mr. Adair ?"

"I can't run a needle into your thumb, but I
can prick all your consciences, Mrs. Somers.
See ! here are five pieces of paper.

-

It is now
nearly one o'clock a time very favorable for a
horoscope I will write down what every body
in this company has been thinking about within
these last ten mintues."

"Lor, Mr. Adair, you make my flesh creep."
"But supposing I am correct which, I hon-

estly tell you, I am sure to be I exact one con

dition. You must own that I am correct, and

.he subject of your thoughts must remain a dead

secret between each of you and myself. Is that

agreed upon ?"

"It's all rubbish!" said Mr. Paul Jones.

What does it signify whether we agree or

not?"
"It may be rubbish," replied Adair, coolly;

; '

yet I can afford to bet you five hundred pounds
;hat I will succeed with you.

"

"You bet me five hundred pounds?" The
ittle man had already pulled out a pocket-book
and a metallic pencil, and looked all eyes.

'Yes, I will," said Adair, who had come

quickly round, so as to place himself between

Jones and Allardyce ;

"
only I must not run nil

he risk, and you none. I have the utmost con-

fidence in your word of honor, Mr. Paul Jones,
but still it would be so easy to say,

' You are

>vrong,'you see, when I was right. I must
therefore get Mr. Allardyce and yourself to put

down, without collusion upon paper the sub-

ject of your private conversation during the last

;en minutes (which you know I can not have

overheard). These notes shall be placed in any
third person's hands say Tyndall's, for instance

and opened only if necessary ;
that is, if the

correctness of my magic be disputed. Come
;

do you bet or not ?"
' No

;
I won't bet," said Jones, doggedly, and

after vainly endeavoring to exchange a glance
with his friend. "It's all tomfoolery.""

I thought you wouldn't," said Adair, coolly.
" I will show you the trick, however, without the

money. See here. There are five pieces of

paper, on each of which is written the most im-

portant topic that has occupied each of your
minds during the ten minutes before this matter
was broached. I throw the five paper packets
down upon the cabin table, and perform my mir-

acle upon the tacit understanding that nobody
will meddle with them unless under the condi-

tions I shall name."
"That is but fair," said Helen, "though I

don't believe in you a bit."
"
Very good : if your faith is taxed, your pa-

tience shall not be so. All is ready ;
but only

one at a time, if you please."

"Now, mamma, open yours first, and tell us

whether Mr. Adair has read your thoughts aright."

"Yes, indeed, he has, my dear!" exclaimed
the old lady, excitedly.

"
It's a most remarka-

ble thing, I'm sure
;
for I never mentioned it to

a soul. Why, you're a perfect conjurer, Mr.
Adair. Where did you learn to do it ?"

"I was taught it at Cairo, my dear madam,
by an Egyptian wizard

;
and I have never known

the thing to fail. But with every experiment
the details are a little different. For instance,
it will now be necessary for the person whose
thought has been guessed to mention it aloud."
The effect of this announcement was remark-

able.

"But it might have been a very private
thought," urged Helen; "one which one would
not like to have made known to every bodv."
The fact was, she had been speculating in her
own mind about those "weirs and lashers" the

temptations and dissipations into which it was
more than possible her beloved Arthur might
have been led at Oxford, and that was not a sub-

ject for the public ear.
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' ' I told you I should prick your consciences,

"

said Adair, smiling.
" Those who object to the

ordeal have only to tear up their pellets without

looking into them."
"I tear up mine," said Allardyce, suiting the

action to the word, "not because I have the

least faith in the sorcery, but lest something
might be written in it which it would be more

embarrassing for others to hear than for the

reader to repeat."
"I am sure," said Tyndall,

"
that Jack is in-

capable of setting down on paper
"

"Pray, don't defend me, Arthur," broke in

Adair. "Allardyce best knows what he was

thinking about, and if I was not right, there

would have been no occasion for him to read it.
"

"By Jove! that's true," said Tyndall. "I
think he had you there, my honorable friend."

"
Come, Arthur, we have not heard your

thought," interposed Helen, with a gayety that

women can so easily assume when quarrels
threaten.

"
Nay, nay," whispered he

;

"
since you have

declared off, by reason of the tender character

of your meditations, you must credit me with

similar sweet thoughts." He also tore up his

paper. Perhaps Arthur Tyndall, like Allardyce,
had his fear, though of a different kind. At all

events, he had good reason to know that his

friend Jack might have hit upon his recent

thoughts without any aid from the Egyptian
wizard, and he did not wish that worthy's repu-
tation to be enhanced at his expense.
"I don't believe you," said Helen, pouting

(for the weirs and lashers were still upon her

mind). "If you were thinking of me, you
know, you might tell it to me

;
that is, just whis-

per it."

"But we promised Adair, you know, to say
it aloud, or not to tell it at all. Did we not,
Jack?"
But Jack's voice was raised even louder than

usual, and his attention engaged elsewhere.

Something very like an altercation appeared to

have sprung up between him and Mr. Paul
Jones. "You have read the paper, Sir," ex-

claimed Adair, with energy." So help me I mean, I haven't, upon my
soul!" returned the other, earnestly. "I only
took it up; and there it is, you see, torn into

little bits."

"The word of a gentleman is always sufficient

without an oath, Mr. Jones. Of course I be-

lieve you ; and, indeed, if you had broken our

agreement, it would have mattered little, for, in

such a case, the paper would have only shown
you some commonplace word without any mean-
ing attached to it, or else a blank. That is the

way the Egyptian always confounds slippery
folks."

With a forced laugh and a red face, Mr. Paul
Jones lounged out of the cabin, and joined his

friend Allardyce, who was standing in the bow
of the boat.

"
Upon my life, Adair," said Tyndall, taking

up the position the others had vacated above the

roof, and beckoning to his friend to join him,

"you have made a very unpleasant quarter of
an hour for us."

"I couldn't help it, my dear fellow. I couldn't

tell Miss Somers what those men were really

thinking about, in fairness to themselves, and
B

you surely would not have had me tell a lie. It

was a plant of some sort they were plotting, I'll

lay my life.
"

"No friends of mine are given to 'plants,'

Adair," answered Tyndall, coldly.
" You allow

your prejudices to take too great liberties with
men's characters."

"Well, at all events, the little beggar didn't

venture to take my bet
j
and I believe, if I had

written
'

cards,' I should have won it."
"
Well, and what did you write ?"

"Oh, that is a secret between myself, the

Egyptian, and one other."

"Oh, come
;
the Egyptian may have put you

up to a wrinkle or two in the way of fortune-

telling and card-sharping, in return for your sav-

ing his boy from the bastinado
;
but you must

not expect me to believe in his magical powers,

though you did take in that excellent old lady."
"It seems to me that, like all the rest, you

fought rather shy of testing them, however," said

Adair, slyly."
Well, Jack, the fact is, that throughout this

blessed voyage I've been thinking of poqr Jenny.
What a fool I was, by-the-bye, to come by the

river, where every thing, of course, reminds me
of her! and when you talked of Oxford days,

my mind played truant altogether."
"It should not have done that," said Adair,

gravely; "neither should you have supposed

that, for the sake of a stupid jest, I should have

played with the feelings of my friend."
" You are right there, old fellow. That was a

bad compliment to you, I allow," said Tyndall,

laying his hand on the other's arm. "But my
conscience was pricked a little, I suppose, and
when that happens one loses one's judgment,
and grows suspicious of every body."
"I wish you would let your suspicions light

on those who are deserving of them," said Adair,

significantly.
" What sort of a fellow do you

think he must be who violates a tacit agreement,
and when taxed with it, is ready to take his

oath to a lie ?"
"
Well, he would be no sweetmeat, certainly."

"In other words, my dear Tyndall, he would
be a scoundrel, and yet that is just Avhat Mr. Paul
Jones has done. He is the 'one other' that

hares the secret. I saw him take up the packet,
nd substitute another one in its lace, which he

s

and
tore up with scrupulous honesty. The original

paper he has got in his pocket."" I hope what is written on it is not insulting,"

said Tyndall, earnestly.
"
I have my reasons for

not making an enemy of that man.
"

"I am sorry for that, because, unless I am
much mistaken, he is a ready-made one, Arthur,"
said the other, dryly.

" But there is nothing on

the paper to hurt his feelings, except, to be sure,

I told him that the Egyptian confounded scoun-

drels by substituting a commonplace word for

their secret thought, so that he will feel himself

convicted of being a rascal.
"

"But what was the word, Jack ?"

"Well, it was the same that was written on
all the papers. I knew that it was what your
excellent mother-in-law that is to be was think-

ing of, and I managed the drawing so that she

should be my first convert."

"But what was the word, Jack ?"
"
Well, it's what your man is ringing that bell

for, if I am not mistaken lunch."
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CHAPTER IV.

AGAINST TIME.

LUNCH is good at all times, if you have but got

the appetite for it. A mid-day meal, however

stupid Fashion may flout it, with her late break-

fasts and early kettle-drums, is Nature's require-

ment, for which more than the ten minutes
"
guaranteed" by the railway companies at their

refreshment stations should always be allowed.

It is not a repast to be hurried over, standing at

a counter with somebody waiting for your place.

It is derogatory to its noble character to call it a

snack, or to consider it as a stop-gap ;
for is it

not the half-way house between breakfast and

dinner which Providence has placed upon the

high-road of daily life ? At it we are bound to

make up for our deficiencies at the former meal,

and to take no thought for the latter, but to eat

as much as possible, and of the very best
,

for

who of us is perfectly certain that he shall live

till dinner-time? If it be but "a biscuit and a

glass of sherry," it invigorates us more than a

far more ambitious refection at another time, and

we are more thankful for it, though the formula

of grace is dispensed with
; while, if the lunch

be on a scale commensurate with its opportune-

nessiced Moselle cup and a lobster mayonnaise,
for example and the spot chosen for its con-

sumption be in a concatenation accordingly in

a gilded barge, moored to the river-bank, with

the lapping water for music, and the smile of

beauty for light But the very idea of such

a divine festival is rendering us as incoherent as

though we had already partaken of it. Imagine,

then, the gilded Lotus moored beside the tow-

ing-path that fringes an emerald mead, powdered

by golden kingcups and giant daisies
j
the noon-

day sun is blazing down on the cabin roof, but

all within is cool; the river airs blow freely

through the open windows
;
the table, clothed

in white, is sparkling with glass and silver, and
the song of birds mingles with the chirrup of the

frequent cork. Charles (Arthur's man) having
made the "cup," and delicately concocted the

salad, has betaken himself with the other men
across the stream to the public-house, a fairy
bower decked with roses, and lying in the bosom
of a wood. They likewise are doubtless at lunch,
and so, beyond all question, is the unharnessed

steed, which crops the meadow without a scruple

respecting the rights of property or laws of tres-

pass. It is a time when even the most orthodox
ask themselves whether human nature is, aftei

all, so bad, or its "look-out" so exceedingly un-
comfortable as the theologians describe it to be.

Thediscordant elements that have already evinced
themselves in our little company during theii

river voyage are hushed
;
the oil and vinegar are,

for the present, mixed as harmoniously as in the
salad bowl.

"Now this is what I call the best part of it

all!" exclaimed Mrs. Somers, emphatically,
poising a bit of chicken on her fork, and regard-
ing these bright surroundings." Do you mean the liver-wing, nuimma ?" in-

quired Helen, roguishly.

"Well, yes, my dear, that is very good, and
Arthur could not have helped me more to my
liking. One of the things that has always puz-
zled me in life 'is why chickens should not have
been made with two livers the gizzard being so

ndigestible. But I meant the luncheon alto-

gether, with our pretty look-out upon the woods

ind swans and things."

'Take some lobster, my dear madam," said

\Ir. Jones. "You'll find it rhymes to chicken

eautifully."
"Stuff and nonsense, Mr. Jones! I mayn't

>e a poet, but I know better than that. Chick-

ns rhymes to pickings, and very pretty pickings

hey are. Well, since you are so pressing, I

will have a piece of lobster, though perhaps it's

lardly prudent.
"

" She is thinking of the fate of the deputy-re-

order," observed Mr. Paul Jones, whose face

had already disappeared pretty often in the am-
>le tankard of Moselle cup.
"Don't you be too confident, mister," re-

_urned the "old lady, tartly.
' ' When the boat

>egins to wabble again, you'll be none too com-

brtable, unless.I'm much mistaken. By-the-bye,
what makes those lily-buds bob about so, child ?"

"Hush, mamma; they are not lily-buds,"

vhispered Helen.
' '

They are ducks diving.
"

"
Lawk-a-mercy, so they are !" said Mrs. Som-

ers, putting up her double gold eyeglasses.
"
I

tvonder they don't get blood to their head."

At this, despite all politeness, natural or ac-

quired, the whole party could scarcely restrain

their mirth . the ducks in their inverted position
did really look so very like lily-buds. Jack
Adair fled to the tankard, in hopes to hide in its

contents any expression of disrespect toward

Miss Helen's mamma
; but, unhappily, it had a

glass bottom, through which his countenance

was revealed to that lady with shocking distinct-

ness. He caught her eye, and fle'd to the bows
of the barge in roars of"laughter. Peal on peal

they issued from his stentorian lungs, as he lay
on the deck, and gesticulated it was thought
toward the ducks with frantic earnestness.

"The man's mad," said Mrs. Somers, red
with rage and lobster.

' ' What makes him laugh
so?"
"The gee the gee the horse!" stammered

Jack, and off he went again into a fresh parox-
ysm. All looked toward the bank, and lo ! mak-
ing his way toward the horizon, and already two
fields away, trotted their faithless steed !

He had mistaken some movement on board
the boat for a command to resume his journey,
and there he was jogging leisurely on, doubtless
under the impression that he had the rope at-

tached to him, and was giving every satisfaction

to his employers of which horse-power is capa-
ble. Then every body roared together, includ-

ing even the Honorable Wynn Allardyce, who,
though he had a thin acid wit of his own, was
not very susceptible of a joke.

"Paul, you must fetch the horse," said he,

peremptorily, as soon as he could speak.
"The horse be biowed!" returned Mr. Paul

Jones. "
Why should / fetch the horse ?"

"Because the horse is blowed," answered his

friend, coolly. "We should not have expected
it of you had he been a fresh one."

"Why shouldn't he go?" remonstrated Mr.
Jones, motioning toward Adair. Poor Paul was
stout, and abhorred exercise of all kinds.

Allardyce, however, whispered a few words
hurriedly into his ear, when off started his hench-
man, reluctantly enough, but at a good round
trot, which was his best pace.
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"I should think Jones had scarcely ever run
since he was a boy," observed Arthur.

"Except to .seed," said Allardyce, dryly;

"certainly never after a horse. I'll bet he
catches him, however."
"That is equivalent to saying you will bet

Jones don't have a fit. The horse must stop
sooner or later, when he comes to a shut gate."

"Well, I tell you what I'll do, Tyndall: I'll

take ten to one he rides him home !"

"The deuce you will! Let me quite under-
stand you. Will you take ten to one in pounds
that our fat friend will mount that bare-backed
steed and ride him home ?"

"Oh, dear me! they're going to bet," ex-

claimed Mrs. Somers, uneasily.
"Let us say shillings instead of pounds before

the ladies," whispered Allardyce, hurriedly.
"

I'll

take you in fivers, if you like."

"Very good," returned Arthur, aloud. "If

pounds is too much, let us say crowns."
"That is better," said Mrs. Somers, approv-

ingly. "But why not bet in postage stamps?
That is quite enough for amusement."

"Stop a bit, Tyndall ;
I can afford to give you

a point better," said Adair. "
I'll take your nine

to one."

"It's fivers, Jack," whispered Arthur.
"I thought so," said Adair, coolly. "But,

nevertheless, I'll take the bet."

"I had no idea you were such a sporting

character," said Arthur, with unfeigned surprise.

"Well, Allardyce, he's spoiled your market, un-
less you undersell him."

"I'll take your eight to one," answered Allar-

dyce, keeping his eyes fixed on Paul's retreating

figure ;

"
eight crowns to one."

"I'll take five," said Jack.

"Adair must be mad," remarked Allardyce,
"or have more money than he knows what to

do with." His tone was careless enough, but his

brow was knit, and his lips were pressed closely

together.
"Five crowns to one with you, then, Jack,"

said Arthur
;

"
though I had rather it had been

Allardyce's money," he added, in a lower tone.

Jack chuckled with even more than his usual

zest. "It is you who will lose, my dear fellow.

Look, look at the Pirate
;

he has neared the

chase, and fired a shot across his bows."
Mr. Paul Jones had, in fact, come up with the

runaway horse, and was throwing stones appar-
ently at its nose it was a quiet and inoffensive

animal enough, with almost a too delicate sense
of duty, as we have seen but he was afraid to

take hold of its bridle. At last he accomplished
this dangerous feat, and stopped it.

"
Bravo, Jones ! Now get up," said Jack,

approvingly.
"He never will he never can," said Arthur.

" To him it is a Tartar of the Ukraine breed."
"Never mind that; you don't know his cour-

age, and you underrate his activity, my dear fel-

low. Mrs. Somers, Miss Helen, here is a spec-
tacle."

Thus adjured, the ladies came out of the cabin

to watch it. Instead of leading back the ani-

mal, as Mr. Jones might certainly have been ex-

pected to do, he was making the most frantic

efforts to mount him. Twice he got half-way

up, and twice the noble steed wheeled round,
and off he slipped again ;

the third time he suc-

ceeded so far as to establish an equilibrium;
half his body remained on one side of the horse
and half on the other, like a sack of corn. Per-

haps the clatter of the stirrups, as he strove to

introduce his foot in one of them, alarmed the

creature, or perhaps it caught sight of the barge,
which suggested to it that it had deserted its

post, but off' it started at a canter. Nothing of
the sort had ever given so much general satisfac-
tion since Richard III. had returned in similar
fashion from the field of Bosworth; but Mi'.

Jones had the advantage of that monarch in the
matter of vitality; he was very literally alive
and kicking ; and, as he drew nearer, could be
heard apostrophizing the powers of darkness,
and consigning the good steed that bore him to

perdition, just as though it had been a fellow-

creature of his own species. All were much too
exhausted with laughter to rescue him, except
Allardyce, whose face wore only a sardonic

smile, which did not give much promise of as-

sistance
; but, fortunately for the victim, his Rosi-

nante stopped of its own accord beside the barge,
and began to crop the herbage. Then Mr. Paul
Jones rolled oft', and sitting on the ground, re-

garded his unsympathizing friends with reproach-
ful hate.

" I think you might have stopped that beast
of a horse, instead of giggling, some of you,"
muttered he, vaguely.
"I am sure I wish they had, "said Tyndall,

wiping away the tears of laughter from his eyes ;

"for you've cost me five-and-twenty pounds."" Cost you what, Arthur ?" cried Mrs. Somers,
excitedly.

"Five-and-twenty crowns I mean five-and-

twenty shillings," said Tyndall, floundering a
little in his arithmetic, for he was not used to

cooking his accounts.
" Was it really pounds or shillings, Mr. Allar-

dyce ?" inquired Helen, in a low voice.
' ' You had better ask Mr. Adair," answered he,

in the same confidential tone.
" He is all can-

dor and veracity, you know. As for me, I am a
wicked gambler, as I dare say he has told you."" He has told me nothing; but I like people
to be open in what they do, even if it is bad."

Allardyce stole a glance at her of admiration

mingled with humility. "I am not used to such
noble natures," said he, and sighed. "Well,
Paul, you are not hurt, I hope?"

"Yes, I am," said the object of his doubtful

solicitude, rubbing himself in sundry places. "I
am shaken to pieces."
"Take a drop of brandy," said Mrs. Somers,

good-naturedly forgetting her hostility to this

fallen foe.
' ' That will settle your inside

;
and

when you go to bed, get somebody to rub you
with spirits."
"And in the mean time take some more

lunch," added Tyndall.
"
If there are any ribs

broken, there is nothing like filling them up.
Here is a galantine of turkey that will be just
the thing. Come, let us all resume our duties.

Jack, make some more cup ;
there's a good fel-

low.
"

Helen looked at Jack as though he were by no
means a good fellow, and even at her Arthur
with some displeasure; but she sat down again
at table with the rest without remark. The in-

terrupted repast, which had, indeed, but just been

begun, was recommenced, and good Humor
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(handmaid to Lunch) reassumed her reign. If

Mi- Paul Jones was somewhat mercilessly ral-

lied upon his recent Great Act of Equitation,
he

bore it in good part ;
he talked unceasingly ;

the

brandy and cup combined brought out in him a

hateful characteristic a hankering to stand, up

and make speeches : he wished to propose lyn-

dall's health, and if that desire had not been

sternly repressed by the object of his enthusiasm,

would, without doubt, have "begged permission

to couple with it that of the lovely mistress of

the ceremonies, need he say Miss Helen Somers.

The instincts of the commercial traveler were

terribly strong in him, and liquor stirred them

within him. Jack Adair looked at him as

though it would presently become incumbent on

him, as Arthur's nearest friend, to put this little

man in the river. That most excellent gift,

Tolerance, is, however, one of the first-fruits of

a pleasant meal, and Mr. Paul Jones's vulgarity,

which an hour ago would have caused disgust,

now only excited mirth. Allardyce, at first

ashamed of his companion, now regarded him

with patronizing favor, as though he were the

proprietor of this curious animal, whose gambols
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so amused the company.
Permit me," said Mr. Jones, to sing a

song." This was met by a scornful refusal

"Allow me, then, to propose a sentiment."

This desire was also cruelly denied to him.

"Then," said Mr. Jones, resolutely, "I will

tell you a story." And amidst shrieks of laugh-
ter this little boon was granted to him.

"Only take care, for goodness' sake, Jack,
what he does tell," whispered Arthur.

" All right," said Jack ;
and he kept his large

right hand just behind Mr. Paul Jones's neck,

so that he might compress his windpipe on the

instant, should his selection of subjects for narra-

tion be unfit for lady's ear.

"I'll bet you a pair of gloves, Helen," said

Arthur, in lover's tones, and while the little man
arranged his ideas, "that it will be about his

cousin the Attorney-General of Sierra Leone
a connection of which he is unreasonably proud.'"

" I am not so fond of betting as some people,'
was Helen's cold reply.

Tyndall bit his lip ;
and Allardyce, whose eye

saw there was something amiss between them,
though his ear did not catch her words, laughed

grimly in his sleeve.

"It's a most capital story that I'm going to

tell you," commenced Mr. Paul Jones, confi-

dently, "and one of the best you ever heard.
It happened to my cousin Herbert, who was

Attorney-General for Sierra Leone in 1844.
Sierra Leone is in Africa. My cousin went out

there, with the highest recommendations, as

very young man. I suppose nobody had ever
been out with higher recommendations. Sir
Charles Goadby was Governor, and took him by
the hand. He had immense talents as a pleader.
My uncle George used to predict of him and
my uncle was an uncommonly shrewd fellow,
living in the neighborhood of Kingston-on-
Thames "

" We can't stand your uncle George," observed
AHardyce, tartly;

"
cut him out of the story."

Every body gave a little sigh of relief, and
felt grateful to Allardyce : a sort of deadly calm
had taken possession of Mr. Jones's audience,
which he attributed to inthralling interest

;
and

he was irritated, therefore, at the interruption,

not only on his own account, but upon theirs.

"You must let me tell the story iny own way,

or not at all," said he, peevishly.

"Not at all, then, by all means,' observed

Allardyce, coolly ;
but the ladies (always pitiful,

and often mistaken in their pity) murmured,

'Oh, pray go on, Mr. Jones;" and he went

m.

"When, in consequence of his excellent in-

.roductions, and the help of Governor Sir Charles

joadby, my cousin had been made her Ma-

jesty's Attorney-General for Sierra Leone, he

decided upon giving a little dinner."
" Ridiculus mus," muttered Allardyce.

"I see nothing ridiculous in my cousin's giv-

ing a dinner-party," remonstrated Jones.
" A '

party !' no, my dear fellow
;
but you said

a little dinner.' Considering his introductions,

and all the rest of it, it ought to have been a

banquet.
"

"
It was a banquet, Sir," urged Jones, assert-

.ng himself. "All the beauty and fashion of

all the beauty and fashion of" ("Ally, Ally!"

whispered the narrator, earnestly, "I've forgot-

ten the name of the cursed place ;
it was your

fault for interrupting me ;
do tell me")

"
all the

beauty and fashion of Sierra Leone were there.

The room was decorated with all the luxurious

,-egetation that belongs to that tropical region.

Fire-flies danced about. The moon, never so

glorious as in that particular part of the world
"

Mr. Jones was growing ghastly pale, large drops
were standing on his forehead, his very hair be-

gan to bristle.

"I knew that man would be ill," murmured
Mrs. Somers, regarding him with horror.

"Where was I?" inquired Mr. Jones, wildly.
"At the moon," replied the inexorable Allar-

dyce.
" 'The moon, in that particular part of

the world,' were your last words."
Mr. Jones gasped and nodded; you would

have thought they had literally been his last

words.
"If you are going to be ill, Jones, you'd bet-

ter go out of the cabin, "whispered Allardyce.
"Don't, don't!" returned the other, plaint-

ively. "Oh dear, I've forgotten something."
' ' Your pocket-handkerchief ? Here, by Jove !

take mine, man," cried Adair, with good-natured

promptitude."
No, no

;
it's not that," returned Mr. Jones,

rejecting the proffered loan with irascibility.

"Stop a bit. The moon was at the full.

Through the open windows could be seen the

heaving deep. The natives, in considerable

numbers, were assembled beneath the balcony,
beating tom-toms beating tom-toms," repeated
the narrator, with gentle pathos.
A simultaneous roar of laughter burst from

the whole company, shaking the cabin and rock-

ing the barge. Mr. Paul Jones regarded this

outbreak with a feeble smile; it is better to

know that one has failed, than to be always on
the brink of failure, with the certainty of falling
over sooner or later.

"I have forgotten the point of the story,
ladies and gentlemen," said he, with a depre-
cating air; "it's really the very best story you
ever heard

; please to give me one more chance.
"

For the last quarter of an hour or so the un-

happy wretch had been talking against time.
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CHAPTER V.

THE BARGEES.

MR. JONES'S pathetic appeal was not acceded

to, though a single effort was made in one quar-
ter to give him "one more chance."

"
I'll bet any man an even fiver," said Arthur," that Jones don't recollect his

'

point' within
ten minutes."

The next moment he regretted his indiscretion
;

Helen, like the rest, had been convulsed with
mirth at Mr. Jones's discomfiture, but her lover's

speech sobered her at once. Arthur Tyndall's
love of gambling had been the one objection
which her mother had entertained against him
as a son-in-law; she had spoken of it to her

daughter very seriously, and Helen had repeated
her words to Arthur. He had promised her to

reform in this respect ;
and yet, within one half

hour or so, and in. her mother's presence, he had
made, or attempted to make, two wagers ;

and
one of them, as it seemed to her, of a very con-
siderable amount : he had also lost it, which, in
a woman's eyes, greatly heightens the immoral-

ity of misdemeanors of that description. It was,
to say the least of it, veiy thoughtless conduct
on her Arthur's part ;

if he were restrained by
no other motive, he might have refrained from
such conduct for her sake.

"Mamma and I are not accustomed," said

she,
"

to hear gentlemen betting fivers
;

it makes
me nervous."

" Nervous ! It puts me all of a twitter,
"
ejacu-

lated Mrs. Somers. * ' I really wish you wouldn't,
Harthur."
The aspirate was very marked.

Tyndall's sun-tanned face turned a whole shade
darker. It was an indiscreet speech for Helen to

make, especially aloud. It seemed to him that

the woman to whose money he was about to be
indebted for restoration to his old position in so-

ciety was already presuming upon that circum-

stance : if she lectured him now (before his

friends, too!), what would she not do when she

became his lawful wife! He would not have
cared so much about what her mother had said,
if she had not put in that H. He had always
thought to himself, "She is a good-natured old

lady, after all." But " What a vulgar old wom-
an this is!" was the idea, plain and bare, that

now occurred to him. His nature was passion-
ate, his feelings unaccustomed to the control

even of himself, much more to the interference

of others. He rose from the table and walked
out of the cabin. A dead silence fell upon all.

"You must not be angry with him, Miss

Somers," said Allardyce, in a voice sympathiz-
ing, if not absolutely tender. "He meant no
harm : it is so difficult to get out of what has
become an ingrained habit."

Adair, who overheard this speech, as, indeed,
did every body but Arthur, regarded Allardyce
with fiery scorn

;
and perhaps Helen herself re-

sented it in her heart. If it had been Mr. Paul
Jones who had spoken it, she would have told

him to mind his own business
;
but the incense

of the herb valerian was grateful to her nostrils.

She could not snap that up, or tread it underfoot

like a common weed. She kept silence, looking

angrily out at Arthur standing in the bows with his

back to them all
;
but her mother answered for her :

"Yes indeed, dear Mr. Allardyce, Arthur is

much too fond of betting ; that is the only fault
he has. I do wish as a friend whose advice I
am sure he would value highly you would per-
suade him to give it up."

If Mrs. Somers's vision could have penetrated
through a ten-inch mahogany table, she would
have here perceived Mr. Paul Jones's finger and
thumb meet facetiously in a fleshy part of the
Hon. Wynn Allardyce's leg. But as it was, she
only saw the latter gentleman shrug his shoul-
ders and shake his head.
"I'm afraid he will find it as difficult to get

rid of his taste for laying fivers, my dear mad-
am, as Mr. Jervoise, of Green Place yonder,
found it to get rid of his wife."" Where is Green Place ? Oh, that house on
the hill, is it?"

"Yes; and a very strange story there is at-
tached to it, if you'd care to hear it."

Mrs. Somers did not in the least care to hear
it

;
but any thing was better than the icy silence

in which the company was plunged. It was onlv
too obvious that her future son-in-law was of-

fended : he was pulling at a great cigar so sav-

agely that, at a little distance, you might have
taken the barge for a steam-yacht ;

and she was
very anxious to conciliate him.

"Come, Arthur," said she, cheerfully, "and
listen to Mr. AJlarctyce's story. He says it is a

very strange and interesting one."
"Jones promised the same for his, madam,"

answered Arthur, with a short laugh. "I'll fin-

ish my weed first, and then join you, so as to be

just in time for the point, if there is one."

Considering that Tyndall was their host, this

refusal was a rudeness to the whole company, of
which nobody was more conscious than himself.
He not only knew he was doing wrong, but had
already repented of it, and was cursing his own
hot-headedness in several tropical languages. If
Helen had even looked toward him forgivingly !

but her eyes, directly he turned round, had riv-

eted themselves on the table. And "if he had
sold himself," thought he, "he had not sold him-
self as a slave; no, by Jove! he hadn't;" and
so he stood unmoved a marble statue with a

yearning heart !

"I don't think you ought to tell that story,

Allardyce I mean about Jervoise," remon-
strated* Adair, in a smothered tone, and speak-
ing behind Jones, who sat between them.
"And why not?" replied Allardyce, raising

lis eyebrows, and speaking in a very contemptu-
ous tone.
"
Well, it is not a pleasant story to tell, under

the circumstances. You will do as you please,
of course

;
but"

"Thanks, "interrupted the other, insolently

'thanks, I am sure. Having obtained your
gracious permission, I will tell it;" and he began
accordingly : "Jervoise, of Green Place yonder,
was a very good fellow, as I remember him,

years ago. He had a little weakness for play,
staked high sometimes higher than he could
afford but mightn't have hurt himself much,
lad he only stuck to cards."

"Ah! that's where it is: you get led on,"

sighed Mrs. Somers, as though quoting from the

depth of some terrific gambling experience ofher
ra.
* '
Just so, madam,

"
continued Allardyce :

" he
took to the turf and the bones."
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"You don't mean to say he murdered any

body?" gasped the old lady, a ghast y vision of

clandestfne

P
burial, no doubt, suggesting

itself to

mean the and the

for a fortunate man lage.

Allardyce paused here, perhaps

but, it almost seemed, significantly.
Mi

ers was now as silent as the ^.J
gaze fixed itself on the table moie intently

before. .

" His bride was a charming

Ashleysof Devonshire-but
I am

v

did not much care for her; stall, she wasi

of him, and would have put up with a good deal

-with any thing there was to pu up.with .pei-

haps, short of a rival. Unhappily theie was a

rival.
"

, ,, ovo .

"How shocking!" ejaculated
Mrs Someis

and yet her voice had a tone of relief m t

strangely inconsistent with the words. Iheie

was no longer any parallel between this Jervoise

case and that of Arthur.

"Yes, and what was worse, it was so soon

land where they were man and wife; but he

was always called the Man with two Wives.

Any body about here will tell you the same story :

rt'fas well known as the Swan with two Necks

there, where our men are gone to lunch.

"And do you mean to say," inquired Mis.

Somers
' ' that this wretch was never punished ?

Yes indeed ;
did I not tell you that he was

Cupelled to live in Scotland? Whenever he

crosses the ^rder^e

ak̂
ul

j^lif T burden!

TWsThy Gmen^pC yonder is^aysjet'.
AWv if I had been the first Mrs. Jervoise

"The barge, Tyndall-the barge \

"
cried Jack

Adair, at the top of his voice.

rose to their feet, and not a moment too

soon A heavily laden coal-barge with three

horses, and several men 'walking beside them,

had just turned the corner of the river and was

down upon them very fast. One could

huge rope quiver in the blue air, and hear
-

. weeds, or tear the turf where the

rrh. The mast of the gay Lotus, its

i,
and its painted flag-staff, were all

L W1th instant ruin. Tyndall, deep in

thoughts, and still savagely smoking his

The

precipitancy, and, it is said, made overtures of when a sweet clear voice
^ng-out:

Reconciliation to her late husband." don't, gentlemen. Arthur, foi my sake,

"She must have been a very poor-spirited plore you. ,...,, QC if f ,r miidince
woman " observed Helen Adair looked to his friend, as if for guidance.

Allardyce gave his favorite shrug of the shoul- The position was, indeed, critical enough

ders "I don't know, I'm sure. Ladies always horses were already treading on the tow-

seem to me to be much more tender and forgiv- above them
;
the men three in n

ing than their lords. Jervoise was not forgiving, powerful specimens of their class, were tram

at any rate, though he was tender to another by, with a malicious sneer upon their dirt-grin

woman; for within six months during which faces.

he had some money left him unexpectedly he "You'll have your figure-head spoiled it jou

had married somebody else." don't get under cover, young oman, said one, a

"What an abandoned wretch! quite a Blue- milder specimen of the river desperado than the

beard !" exclaimed Mrs. Somers. rest. His words were addressed to Helen who
" Doubtless

; though, I dare say, the
' some- was standing by Tyndall's side with her hand laid

body else' did not think so. She was a parson's lightly on his arm. In her hasty exit from the

daughter, and lived not a dozen miles from cabin her, hair had escaped from its bands, and

where we are sitting, and a very pretty girl, was streaming in the wind like a cloud or gold.

Of course Mrs. Jervoise Number One was fran- She might have sat (or stood) for her lover

tic ;
and she took her revenge. When Jervoise guardian angel.

'

returned from his marriage-tour the second " For my sake don't fight those men. It will

honey-moon the monster had had that year, by- kill my mother."

the-bye he gave, like Jones's cousin,
* a little Poor Mrs. Somers, speechless from sheer ter-

dinner,' to celebrate his return. The guests ror, was seconding her prayer from the cabin with

were all out upon the lawn enjoying the summer outstretched hands
;
Mr. Paul Jones had opened

evening, and perhaps Jones's moon, when who the little door that communicated with the steer-

should come sailing in among them, with a Lon- age, and curled himself there, where he justly

don lawyer in tow, but the late Mrs. Jervoise ! calculated no rope could touch him ;
and the

This is my husband !' cried she
;

' and that Honorable Wynn Allardyce had thrust his head

young person has no sort of business here.' And out of one of the side windows, in hopes to see

she was right too, or, at all events, partly right, a fight.

Though the divorce was good in Scotland, it was Arthur looked doubtfully from the bargees to

not so here, since the grounds for separation Helen, from Helen to the bargees. He was ex-

were not held sufficient by the English law. ceedingly angry with the latter, and longed to

The matter was never disputed in the Arches chastise them for their brutality ;
his dissatisfac-

Court, because the Jervoises removed to Scot- I tion with himself increased his fury against
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them
; and, besides, unless some very strong

measure should at once be taken, their pleasure-
boat would be knocked to pieces, not to mention
the possible danger to life and limb. On the
other hand, there was Helen's imploring voice

no longer rebukeful, but sweet and suppliant.
What was to be done ? Suddenly an alternative

presented itself: he sprang to the luncheon-
table and seized a carving-knife.
"There will be bloodshed!" screamed Mrs.

Somers
;

"
gore ! oh

,
dreadful !

"

The next minute he was holding by the mast
with one hand, while the other grasped what
seemed to be a flaming sword. A roar of voices

from the approaching vessel perforce drew the
attention of the three bargees on shore, who were

plodding on remorselessly. The leader instantly
stopped his horse.

"I say, what are you arter, young fellow ?"

"I am about to cut your rope, my man," an-
swered Tyndall, coolly "that is, if it comes
near enough. Pray go on, if it so pleases you."
He really looked a handsome fellow, standing

up in the sunlight, with his calm bronzed face set

so resolutely to keep his word, and his gaze fixed

on the now slackening rope. Full of admiration
and lore, Helen's eyes devoured him. In the

height of his passionate fury her voice had
calmed him, and he had obeyed it

;
and now had

not his quick wits devised a plan which bade fair

to release them from their perils ? She did not

know it was a common plan, that is often found
to be efficacious with bargees, who will never

stop for love, and sometimes not even for money.
She thought him as wise as he was brave and
handsome. For the moment the Lotus was a

floating shrine, and Arthur Tyndall the object
not only of her love, but of her adoration.

Up crept the grimy barge no longer terrible,

its slackened rope passing from hand to hand
over mast and flag-staff and slid along the gild-
ed galley so closely that the inmates of each could

have shaken hands. This was far from their in-

tention, however. Nothing but the resolute atti-

tude of Adair and Tyndall restrained the horny-
handed sons of Toil from expressing their opin-
ion of the sons (and daughters) of Pleasure in

the strongest language : their brethren in charge
of the horses were already doing so, but fortu-

nately the wind was contrary, and the ladies' ears

were spared. Even as it was, though the Bella
of London passed the Lotus without speaking
her, the temptation which the gay attire of Mr.
Paul Jones, still crouching in the stern, offered

to the steersman of the former craft proved too

great for his discretion, and he emptied a small
sack of coal-dust exactly over him. As the vic-

tim had done nothing for the common weal dur-

ing the late commotion, this outrage was not
made a casus belli ; and in the stern Mr. Paul
Jones remained for hours, washing himself and

vainly striving to renovate his apparel. His ab-

sence or rather separation by panel from the

rest of the company did not affect its cheerful-

ness, which recent events had completely restored.

Even Mrs. Somers, paralyzed as she had been by
terror, rallied at the sight of the reconciliation

between " her two young people ;" and with the

assistance of a glass of green Cura9oa, recom-
mended by Mr. Allardyce as a specific for nerv-

ous disorders, became herself. Once only did

she break down again, when, having the bargees

and their threats of vengeance, which had vague-
ly reached her, still upon her mind, she suddenly
exclaimed, "Great Heavens ! there's a man in a
black mask leveling a gun at us !

"

At these words Mr. Paul Jones came through
his panel with the agility of a harlequin at Christ-
mas

;
and even Mr. Allardyce turned his head to

look out at window for the assassin. But after all

it was only a photographic artist, who (attracted
by their picturesque appearance) had set up his
machins upon the bank, and was focusing the
Lotus. Then the crew came back from the Swan
with two Necks in a fine state of exhilaration,
and off started the faithful steed, this time with
the rope attached to him

;
and away they went,

with a surge at the bow and a ripple at the stern,
on their river-voyage again.

CHAPTER VI.

OTHELLO CHARMS DESDEMONA WITH THE TALE
OF HIS ADVENTURES.

IF the beauties of the river had been approved
of before lunch, we may be sure they were now
doubly appreciated. Mrs. Somers," it is true,
"overcome" by the warmth of the weather, had
dropped asleep, but it was only to dream of
them. She thought she was in a fairy shallop
with the Rev. Mr. Bung, whose weight, com-
bined with her own, sent the prow of the boat

up (as it probably would have done in real life)
heavenward

;
and now the good man pointed to

the firmament, praising it in his smooth, patron-
izing way ,

and now he dipped his curved hand
into the stream, and offered it to her like a cup ;

and she accepted it gladly, for the waters of that

river were green Cura9oa". Helen was dreaming
too, and likewise a dream of bliss. Her ears

drank in the music of her lover's voice, and her
hand clasped his beneath the table

;
and yet she

had eyes for the fair sights which met them upon
every hand, and a pleasant

"
Yes, indeed," for

Jack Adair, when, pipe in mouth, he would raise

himself upon his elbow from the bench on which
he lay reclined, and point out some object for

her admiration. Mr. Allardyce's mind was much
exercised in making cigarettes ;

but when the

demand was temporarily supplied that is, when
he was smoking them there is every reason to

suppose, since he stared at the river a good deal,
that he also was regarding it with satisfaction.

"How very, very beautiful is nature!" sighed
Helen : it was not at all characteristic of her to

be sentimental
;
but the ejaculation, though con-

ventional enough, was really genuine, and won
from her by what she beheld.

"Very much so," said Jack, feeling called

upon to say something himself, since nobody
else spoke, and, of course, not aware that Ar-
thur had squeezed her hand, which was all she
wanted in the way of acquiescence.
"So calm, so gentle, so sympathizing with

humanity," continued Helen, answering the

squeeze with a soft pressure.
' '

Well, I don't know about that,
"
laughed Jack,

who was truth (not to say matter-of-fact) itself.

I think Arthur could tell you another story."

"Eh, what!" cried Mrs. Somers, aroused by
Jack's stentorian tones. "Is Arthur going to

tell us another story ? I'm all attention
j
I have
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I mean

scent even will

minds to distant

24

not been asleep. I only wish I could sometimes

get a wink or two of sleep in the middle of the

dav How nice every thing looks! Ive got

nuite to like the wabble, wabble, wab- I

her ample bosom sunk her double chin ;
above

it her head nodded once or twice, like a ham-

mer beating in a nail, and she once more rejoined

th

"^Vhy should Arthur think that nature is un-

svmpathizing ?" inquired Helen.
" " Make him tell you with his own-
in his own words," replied Jack, who was the

soul of propriety,
and thought lips, under the

circumstances, would be indelicate.

"Tell me, Arthur," said Helen, softly.

are you asleep?" added she, a little louder, and

not without a touch of reproach.

Arthur Tyndall was not asleep, yet he had not

heard her.
*

He was in what is called I know

not why a "brown-study." Men that have

traveled* much are subject to them; something

that occurs around them a sight, a sound, a

suddenly carry away their

scenes, and abstract them

wholly from the present. It was not a distant

scene in this case ;
it was a home scene one, too,

that he was nearing every instant but it was a

by-gone one, by-gone forever, as he thought ;
and

such have their attraction for us all.

"Asleep ?" said he, rousing himself with effort.

"No, indeed; or if I was," he added, in a low

tone, "I was dreaming of you." You liar!

whispered a little voice that of Conscience,

which, fortunately, is so still and small that it

is a quite rare feat even to make its owner hear

it, much less another.

Helen gave one of her purs of pleasure. The
Hon. Wynn Allardyce heard it, or, at all events,

understood by the expression of her features

that she was "purring, and scowled under cover

of his cigarette smoke. He had no chance now,
at all events for the present, of coming between

these two fond hearts
;
the herb valerian (as I

have, unfortunately, had occasion more than once

to remark) is very powerful with females, but pales
before the unfolded Rose of Love.
" You shall not be so lazy, Arthur," exclaimed

Helen, a consciousness that "those horrible men"

might imagine she was "
spooning," suddenly en-

dowing her with vitality. "Come, let us have

your story."
I believe that Jack must have guessed how

matters were with his friend, for he came to the
rescue with: "That shipwreck story, Tyndall.
I was telling Miss Somers that nature hadn't al-

ways sympathized with you."

"Oh, it's nothing," said Arthur; "that is,
the story isn't. But it's quite true what Jack
says Nature pleases herself: if she pleases us,
so much the better for us

;
but she doesn't go

out of her way to do it not she. I was once a

passenger on board a ship that was burned in
the North Pacific. We talk of '

leaving home
as being a painful experience ; but when home
leaves us, when one sees the vessel that has been
our ark of safety for long months in wind and
storm go down before one's eyes into the Deep,
a sheet of fire that is leaving home indeed. I
was quite calm when the thing happened, so tha
we were all enabled to take to the boats, but i

was not less terrible to see on that account. I
shall never forget the hiss of the waveless sea as

he burning mass went under, nor the darkness,

which it had illumined, that closed over us as it

did so. It seemed to be a full five minutes before

ve saw the stars ; yet there they were, shining

down upon us as daintily as they will shine

upon this pleasure-boat to-night, with the thin

leecy clouds sailing in and out among them
;

and they would have shone all the same, we may
je sure, had we all been burned alive in our lost

ship, and gone under with it. So, you see, Hel-

en, that Nature is not quite so sympathetic as you
take her to be."

'Go on, Arthur; pray go on. \Vnat aid

you do ?"

"Well, we did the best we could, which was

not much. In the first place, we counted our

Di-ovisions. No petty trader ever knew so well

what articles he had in store as we did, every

man of us
;
for we were a thousand miles from

:he nearest land, and every ounce of food and

every spoonful of water might be worth its weight

... gold. We had four hams, and twenty-eight

Dounds of pork ;
twelve two-pound cans of oys-

;ers and preserved meats; six bushels of raw

aotatoes (which rotted very fast, by-the-bye, and

were of small service to us) ;
but sixteen gallons

of water, three bottles of brandy, and one hun-

dred pounds of tobacco."
' That seems a great deal, too," said Helen.

'Yes," murmured Jack; "I have heard of

nothing like such provision since the list of

stores in Robinson Crusoe's cave."

'Yes, my good fellow, but that was for one

man's benefit," said Arthur, gravely, "and we
were thirty-one, and a thousand miles from land.

Two of us, it is true, were sick, and had not

much appetite, but what they had, poor fellows,

was never satisfied. It is no exaggeration to

say that what Jones yonder took to-day at lunch

to his own cheek would have lasted him a week
on board our boat. We were put on short al-

lowance from the first, of course, each man being
allowed but a morsel of salt pork (or a little piece
of potato, if he preferred that} and half a sea-

biscuit three times a day. It took seven of

those sea-biscuits to weigh a pound. For the

first two days only a gill of water was served out

to each
;
but for a fortnight afterward there was

almost incessant rain, which we caught in canvas,
and stored in every place that would hold water,
even to our boots. Those were luxurious days
when we had plenty of water, for thirst, as we
afterward discovered, is even harder to bear than

the pangs of hunger ; though, as to that, when
folks talk of 'wanting objects in life,' and prate
about having 'nothing to look forward to,' I

often think of those first few days, when we were
less used to starve, and how, after the morning
fragment was consumed, we counted the hours

till noon and night should bring with them an-

other meal. A time did come when most of us,

perhaps all of us, would have given up every
chance of prosperity in this world I had almost
said of happiness in the next for half a loaf of

bread and a cup of water ;
when all the riches

of the world, and the pride of life all that Art
and Learning have ever done for the human race

had become absolutely valueless
;
when civ-

ilization was a dead letter, and our hearts and
wishes were all. as it were,

'
fried down' to

those two rude desires, Food and Drink."
"Did you talk much?" asked Helen.
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"Not at first; most of us were too down-
hearted. We only looked at one another, and
searched the sea for the sail that never came."

" And thought, I suppose, of Home ?"
" Sometimes. I have seen this very river, for

example, with its green banks and shady groves,
as plainly as I see it now, though the tropic sun

poured down on us its fiery darts, and the sea

itself shone around us like molten metal. I

heard the flap of the sail, the cool dip of the oar :

the ripple of this rushing stream mocked my
parched lips. It was not Home, you see, so much
as water, of which I dreamed. I am afraid you
must think me a savage, Helen."

If she did, it was easy to read in her admiring

eyes that she thought him a very Noble one.
* * On the contrary,

"
said Jack,

* '

you were more
like an alderman, always thinking of eating and

drinking. , But pray get on to where you de-

voured the two sick men."
Helen gave a stifled shriek of horror, and

Allardyce looked up for the first time from his

cigarette manufacture with a gleam of interest

in his languid face.
" Did you eat them raw ?" inquired he.
" We did not eat them at all," said Tyndall,

"as Jack very well knows."

"Oh, how could you, Mr. Adair!" remon-
strated Helen.

"I beg your pardon for the disappointment,"
answered the Incorrigible One. "Paddle on,

Tyndall."
"Next to food, the hope of being picked up

was the subject of our thoughts, and even of our

dreams, when we did dream, for we slept but

little. The nights were very dismal and lone-

some, especially (as mostly happened) when there

were no stars : as we had no lantern, too, we
could not even see the compass.

"

" How did you steer the boat ?" inquired Allar-

dyce, languidly expelling a thin spiral of smoke.
"
It traveled easy, and we steered by the feel

of the wind in our faces and by the heave of the

sea. I have abused the stars
;
but I am bound

to say that the North Star, though I still contend
that he only came out for his own convenience

"

"Oh, Arthur!" interrupted Helen.
" I don't say, my dear Helen, that he would

not have come out for yours," continued Tyn-
dall, coolly; "but as for us, who, I dare s'ay,

did not deserve it, he was not very considerate.

When we did catch a fleeting glimpse of him,
however, we made the most of it, instantly light-

ing a match and examining the compass to see

that we kept our course. On the fifth day we
caught a dolphin, which we warmed by means
of a fire made in a tin plate, and divided among
all hands."

" Did it change into all kinds of beautiful col-

ors when it died, Arthur ?"

"Not that I remarked, my dear
;

it only struck

me how very little there was of it, though it had
to go such a great way. We caught seven more
in all, and a bonita. After that we caught no

more, and began to starve. On the eighth day
our rations were reduced one-half. Breakfast
an ounce of ham, one gill of water

;
dinner

same quantity of bread and water, with four

oysters."
"Ah!" said Allardyce, "in London one eats

oysters for an appetite, which you could not have
wanted. Were they natives ?"

"Fortunately not, since they were much larger.
But just imagine how you would feel at the club

when, after the oysters and bread-and-butter,
your host said,

* That is all.
' Our supper con-

sisted of the same portion of bread and water,
with twelve raisins. During the first fifteen days
we had also each a spoonful of brandy, but that
soon failed. Upon one occasion a small dark
object was seen rising and falling upon the waves.
As we drew nearer it was found to be a green
turtle, fast asleep. I never remember enduring
such moments of agonizing expectation as fol-

lowed. Directions were given for his capture,
but we hardly hoped that so great a blessing
should be vouchsafed to us. The man to whom
the task was confided probably felt a greater
sense of responsibility than that of all the direct-
ors of public companies who have ever existed

;

and as for the rest of us, we held our breath as
the moment approached for the execution of his

project. If he should miss his grasp, we felt that
we should tear him to pieces. Silently we float-

ed up to this floating prize, and the next instant
it was hauled aboard by its hind-leg. Jack has
likened us to aldermen, but never did aldermen
smack their lips over turtle as we did

; it was
warmed, like the dolphins, and then divided. If
heaven can be concentrated in a taste, I must
surely have experienced it in my thirty -first
share of that turtle."

"It must have been an invidious task to di-

vide it," observed Helen. "
I suppose the cap-

tain did that ?"
" The man they had chosen for captain did

;

for we were only one of three boats, though with
the other two we had parted company, and, as it

happened, none of the chief officers of the ship
were with us. The division, I believe, was made
as equal as it could be."
"Are you sure of that, Tyndall?" observed

Jack, quietly. "As the story was told me
though not by yourself I understood the cap-
tain often gave some of his own share to a little

lad there was on board."
"How nice of him !" cried Helen, rapturously."
Well, he was a big, strong man," said Arthur,

"and the poor child was failing. On the eight-
eenth day we caught two *

boobies.' Never were
two boobies so welcome to any joint-stock com-

pany; they are about as large as a duck, but

mostly bone and feathers. They were not even

warmed, for the sea ran too high to admit of our

lighting a fire
;
so we ate them raw, and to the

last bone. On the twenty-first day a dreadful

incident occurred. One of the men an invalid-

ed one too, who was too weak even to take his

turn in the watch leaped suddenly to his feet,

and cried, 'A sail! a sail !' But it turned out to

be only one of our own boats that had drifted

across our path after three weeks of absence.

They could do nothing for us, of course, nor we
for them

;
but that chance meeting seemed,

strangely enough, to increase our sense of lone-

liness. *On all the vast Pacific there seemed to

be no other beings than ourselves and our ship-
wrecked fellows. That day we made an obser-

vation, and found that we were a thousand miles

from where our vessel had been burned. Think
of a thousand miles of ocean without a sail ! Wo
had been steering for the Clarion Isles, but wer&
now obliged to give up the hope of making them,
and altered our course for the Sandwich group.
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What we suffered for the next three weeks it is

impossible to describe. The pains of hunger

would seem incredible, even if I could paint

them. Curiously enough, what we found most

efficacious to divert our minds from the horrors

that encompassed us was the descriptions of deli-

cious dinners eaten at home, or the planning of

interminable and preposterous
bills of fare for

dinners that we should eat when we got home

again ;
onlv the little boy had the good sense to

remark that plain bread-and-butter would be

good enough for him all the days of his life,

if he could only get it. You may think I exag-

gerate, but it is nevertheless a fact that, during

this last period of our sufferings, we never slept ,

nor yet were we wholly awake. Three-fourths

of our faculties were in our possession, but the

remainder was in dream-land, and made feasts

always feasts composed of every thing imagina-

tion could dream of, piled upon long tables, and

smoking hot. We fell down and ravenously

seized upon the first dish; and then awoke to

find ourselves among our -starving comrades

upon the desolate, sailless sea. It is too terrible

to recall to mind : let it suffice to say, as an ex-

ample of the condition to which we were reduced,

that on the twenty-eighth day our rations were

one tea-spoonful of bread-crumbs and an ounce

of ham for the morning meal, and a tea-spoon-
ful of bread-crumbs only for the evening. On
the thirty-eighth day of our troubles we had

nothing left but a pound and a half of ham among
us. The ham bone was saved for the next day.
For some time before that we had been cutting
our old boots into small pieces, and eating them,
and also pounding wet rags into a sort of pulp.
After apportioning the ham bone, the captain
cut the canvas cover that had been around the

ham into fifteen equal pieces, and each man
took his portion. This was the last division.of

food
;
but the men broke up the small wooden

butter-tub, and divided the staves, and gnawed
them up ;

and also the shell of the little green
turtle was scraped with knives, and eaten to the
last shaving. As for myself, I remember eating
the strap of one boot, and saving the other for

the next day."" But did you really never think of eating one

another, Tyndall?" inquired Allardyce "of
drawing lots, I mean, and so forth ?"

"The men did so, I believe," answered Tyn-
dall, hesitating.

"Well; and you were one of the men. Come,
tell us the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth," said Allardyce ,

"
unless, indeed,

you wish us to consider yourself the only hero
of this terrible adventure."

" There was not much heroism in the matter,"
said Arthur, gravely, but with perfect good hu-
mor, "because, you see, we could not help our-
selves. I am sorry I can't oblige you by any
reminiscence of cannibalism

;
but since you in-

sist upon it, I will allow that some of our people,
as they confessed to me afterward, turned their
minds that way. It was felt that one member
of the company must soon succumb to his priva-
tions, and who that would be we all very well
knew."
"And was the subject of these anticipations

aware of them ?"
*' Yes

;
he knew that he was being waitedfor,

if you will have it. But even if he had died, I
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think the captain would have done his best to

avert what those poor wretches were planning.

They were not to blame, however, in my opin-

ion, though I did not share their views. On the

forty-first day we sighted land. To giver you
an idea of our despondency, the 'watch below,'

who were lying in the bottom of the boat, did

not so much as stir. They had been disappoint-
ed so often by false alarms that they did not be-

lieve the good news. When it was made cer-

tain, however, our joy was beyond all bounds.

One man even declared that the sight of those

green hills was more welcome to him than a

day's rations, which, under the circumstances,
was surely an extravagant expression."
"But I am sure, Arthur," said Helen, seri-

ously, "that you were not only glad, but grate-

ful, when your deliverance thus came at last."

"Certainly, my dear Helen. But consider-

ing that the sky never wore a cloud the less on
our account, nor the sea (on which the sun glint-

ed as usual) a billow, I do contend that Nature

your Nature is not a sympathetic personage
as regards humanity."
"You might have proved, however, that Man

was sympathetic," observed Adair, "if you had
not chosen to leave out of your story that inci-

dent of the flying-fish."
4 ' True

;
I forgot,

"
said Tyndall.

' * When we
had been in the boat thirty days a small flying-
fish was caught ;

so very small that, like a prime
number, it could not be divided at all, or cer-

tainly not among one-and-thirty people. So all

agreed, since the captain had been pretty hard

worked, that it should be given to him. It may
seem a small thing to you, but it was a treasure

more valuable than all the gold in Aladdin's cave
would have been to whomsoever of us should
have gained it; and of course we might have
drawn lots for it, and each had his chance. The
captain himself very properly pointed this out,
and proposed a lottery ;

but the men noble fel-

lows that they were all said Shall I use their

very words, Helen ?"
" Oh yes," cried Helen, "by all means. Dear

fellows, what did they say?"
"Well, they said they would see him damned

first." Arthur rose from his seat, with a light

laugh, and was passing out of the cabin, as

though to avoid being questioned further, when
Adair interposed with, "Ask him whether the

captain took it. Miss Somers."
"
Yes, he did," said Arthur "took it like a

shot-, and there ends my story." And with that
he walked forward, and began to question the
man in charge of the rope as to their rate of

speed.
"The story doesn't end quite there, at least

as I have heard it from other lips," said Jack
Adair, taking his friend's place by Helen's side.
" What was there more?" asked she.

"Oh, nothing, except that when the captain
took it he only did so to give it away to the lit-

tle lad, whom every body was expecting to die,
but whom that little fish kept alive."

"How very, very noble of him!" exclaimed

Helen, flushing up. "I should like to know
that brave man's name."
"I can tell you," said Jack, in a proud whis-

per ;
"

it was one Arthur Tvndall."
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CHAPTER VII.

SEARING HOME.

NEVER had Helen so admired her lover as at

that moment, when another hand thus pointed
him out as the hero of his own story ;

her heart

even warmed toward Jack, who was too plain-

spoken to recommend himself to her good graces
in a general way : she was somewhat spoiled and

imperious, and though Arthur (as something told

her) would not stand that, she liked other men
to play at being her slaves. If Tyndall had not

already obtained her willing "yes" in answer to

his suit, he might have won it, at that moment,
with even greater ease

;
and she almost regretted

that she had it not again to give him. She wish-

ed that he would come in from his distant post
beside the mast yonder, and hear from her own
lips that she had'found out what he would fain

have concealed from her how nobly, generous-

ly, unselfishly he had behaved in those awful

straits.

But Arthur Tyndall remained at the bow of
the barge, sunk once more in those thoughts
from which he had been roused to tell his story.
He had been glad to tell it, not, indeed, because
of the credit which it reflected upon himself

for, as we have seen, he had glossed over his own
share in the matter, and was even now ignorant
that it had been disclosed but because it had oc-

cupied his mind, into which, wherever there was

space, crowded regrets, remorse, forebodings.
For the second time within five minutes he con-

sulted his watch, then, with quite a spasmodic
effort, put this commonplace question to the man
beside him : "At the rate you say we are going,
we ought to be at the Fisher's Welcome by six

o'clock?"

"About that time, Sir
j yes."" I suppose they do a thriving trade there,

as usual?"
"

Yes, Sir; I should say a smart trade."

The boatman, like most of his class, was taci-

turn. If he had been a seaman, he would have
had a yarn to tell about that inn which would
have drawn out like copper wire

5
but being a

fresh-water man, he only pulled at his pipe.
There was one subject, as it happened, about
which he could be eloquent enough, but it did
not often turn up in conversation, being Ground-
bait.

"Do you know the people hereabouts?" in-

quired Arthur, carelessly.
The man shaded his eyes from the sun, and

gazed earnestly down the river, as though the pop-
ulation he hoped to recognize were "

floating."
"Not many on 'em, Sir, I expects yes, there's

Mr. Crofts yonder for certain
;
and where he is,

Mr. Baines ain't far off.
"

"I see nobody just here," said Arthur.

"No, Sir
j
but I knows them two gentlemen

are hereabouts. Look at that pole yonder with
the green top. That's Mr. Croft's pole, I'll take

my davey. There's a matter of three shillings
of ground-bait if there's a pen'worth where
that pole is. I call him the Champion Perch-
fisher of the Thames

;
and so he is

,
a nice open-

handed gentleman too
; only, when any body else

in the same boat chances to hook a bigger fish

oh lor !

" A squirt of tobacco juice filled up the

measure of admiration for which words could not

be found.

"But Mr. Crofts doesn't live in this neighbor-
hood, does he ?"

"Well, no, Sir; he lives in London, I believe,
when he ain't on the Thames, which is eight
months out of twelve, however. I reckon lie

spends a hundred and fifty pounds a year upon
worms and gentles, and such-like : reg'lar chucks
'em into the sea, as the saying is

; or, leastways,
it's the river. Sometimes he's here, and some-
times at Henley, and sometimes down our way.
I don't know the people as lives here, except by
name; that is, such as Lord Rowley, Squire
Percival, and yourself, of course."
"You know old Jacob Renn, I suppose?"
Something had happened to the rope tho

man's attention was wholly occupied for a while
in getting it free from a snag. The time thus

spent seemed to Arthur interminable, so impa-
tient was he for the other's reply ;

and yet, on
the other hand, the delay gave him a certain sense
of respite. Perhaps he had been imprudent in.

asking this question, which he had restrained him-
self from putting to others for many a month, and
which, if this fellow had forgotten, he made up
his mind not to repeat.
"Old Jacob as used to have the Welcome ?

Oh yes, I know Mm well enough ;
him and his

pretty gal. Jenny Wren, they called her, as

perhaps you remember."
" Did they ?" returned Tyndall.

" I had for-

gotten that. I have not been at home for these

five years. How long did you say it was since

they left the Welcome f
"
Well, it must be three year come Michael-

mas
;
which I remember by a very curious cir-

cumstance. I was out here fishing with Mister

Crofts, and a friend of his as had never had a
rod in his hand before 5

and I'm blessed if, just
off that very inn, that young gentleman didn't

hook a bigger perch than ever Mr. Crofts did in

his life ! What a way the old man was in, to be
sure ! oh lor! I think I can hear him now crying
out to old Jacob Renn, upon the shore :

' You

say it is time you gave up inn-keeping, but cuss

me if it ain't time I gave upjishing.'
"

"Why don't you favor us with your conver-

sation, Arthur ?" cried a pleading voice from the

cabin.
" We have been for some time on as short

an allowance of that as your shipwrecked friends

were in the matter of turtle, and yet you seem to

have a large store of words for others."
" You are very ungrateful," returned Tyndall,

gayly.
"
I was only making inquiries about our

rate *of progress, so that I might be in a position
to count the minutes till I should welcome you
to Swansdale."

"Very pretty, but rather too elaborate," said

Helen :

" such a cloud of words is seldom used

unless to conceal the truth. Come here. Sir, and
confess your sins."

"I should have to invent them, "replied Ar-

thur, whose spirits had risen in a most unac-
countable manner: "I have never committed
but a peccadillo or two, which are not worth

naming."
"Oh, I dare say! Mr. Adair and1 Mr. Al-

lardyce, who know you, could tell quite another

story, I suspect."

"Yes, yes, another story," cried Mrs. Somers,
who had secretly been trying to wake for a con-
siderable time, and imagined that the period had
arrived for making such an opportune remark as
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would prove she had not been asleep at alh

"They'll tell another story to oblige us, I'm sure.

With this the whole party made very merry,

and urged by the old lady, whose energies were

greatly recruited by her" nap, the conversation

became once more general.
'* It is quite pleasant to see you yourself again,

Arthur," said Helen, softly.
" Shall I tell you*

you naughty boy, what I had almost begun to

think?"
"If it was nothing wrong, "returned Arthur,

comically, "tell me."
**
Nay, but it was wrong, for it was doing you

an injustice. I thought you had begun to regret,

just the least bit in
?

the world, that you had

given me your heart.
"

"My darling, how could yon.?'
"
Well, but J did, and I'll tell you why. It

struck me that there was something on your
mind something in connection with the place

we were coming to.
"

"I was thinking about the old home a bit,

love. I have not been here, you know, since I

was quite a boy."

"Yes; but I don't mean that, Sir. A man
is not a cat, to be so devotedly attached to

places."
Arthur frowned involuntarily. He disliked

the petulant air which Helen was apt to assume

upon slight occasion, and he disliked her words

themselves. If he had in reality no very senti-

mental feelings with regard to his ancestral home,
he did not wish to be told so, and especially
when he had laid claim to the possession of them.

"It was a person, and not a place, Arthur,
that I was afraid you were thinking about.

'Suppose,' said I to myself, 'I should find a

rival down at Swansdale !'
"

"Why, lor, Arthur, you look quite pale!"
cried Mrs. Somers. " That's what comes of

smoking so much with your back to the horse."

Arthur was deadly pale ;
and though he ral-

lied himself with an effort and joined in the

mirth the old lady's remark had occasioned, his

laugh, to the quick ear of love, sounded forced
and hollow.

"I am afraid I have made you angry, dear,"
whispered Helen, fondly. "I know I do some-
times

;
and I'm always sorry for it afterward.

You are going to marry a very silly girl, I fear,
and you will have to forgive her much. There,
come, you have got your dear bright looks again.

Why, of course, I was not serious
; or, at least,

only just a little. Is it possible I could think

you so wicked as to love any body else? But there
is a young woman, you know, and a very pretty
one, not twenty miles from us at this moment,
whom you used to flirt with a good deal in the
old days. Oh, TVe heard all about that, you
naughty man!"

" And who told you?'' inquired Arthur, strain-

ing his lips into a smile. He felt himself grow-
ing white again, and it seemed to him that the
beating of his heart must needs be heard."

Why, your friend, Mr. Adair, of course-
Jack, as you call him who else possesses your
secrets ? I protest I am quite jealous of that
man."
" Jack Adair ? Jack told you that I used to

flirt with somebody down here ? That's impos-
sible."

"
I didn't say she was always down here."
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Arthur, who had been almost suffocated, be-

gan to breathe again, but still with difficulty,

like one recovered from drowning by the Mar-

shall Hall method.
" I said she was within twenty miles of us at

the present moment. Mr. Adair, here is Ar-

thur pretending that he has forgotten his cousin

Blanche is to meet us at the inn!"

"I am not astonished at his forgetting any

body under the circumstances," said Jack, gal-

lantly.

"Very good ;
I'll tell Blanche that," said Tyn-

dall, mischievously. "Now see Jack blush,"
he whispered.
And Jack did blush from the sunburned rim

of his neck to the roots of his curly brown hair,

as he stammered out : "I was speaking of you,

Tyndall ; I did not say that the rest of the par-

ty might be excused from forgetting
"

"Well, that's not very complimentary to me
and mamma you know," broke in Helen, pet-

tishly.

"I beg to say Mr. Adair does not speak for

me, ladies," observed Mr. Allardyce, bowing re-

spectfully.

"No, no; Jack is speaking for himself,"

laughed Tyndall.
" Ain't you, Jack ?"

This was hard measure to his friend, to whose
admiration of Miss Blanche Tyndall he was no

stranger; but he owed Adair a grudge for the

fright which Helen's words had given him, and
the rebound of his own spirits was such that he
was not quite so careful of the other's feelings as

it was his wont to be. His cousin Blanche was

wealthy, and Adair was poor, and the latter had

always taken pains to conceal, so far as he could,
the tenderness he entertained for her. He could

have taken a great revenge upon Arthur had he

chosen
;
but it never entered into his honest mind

to do so. He Avas annoyed, however, and not be-

ing quick of speech where his feelings were con-

cerned, though ready enough on other occasions,
he remained silent. An uncomfortable pause

ensued, during which Arthur felt the pangs of re-

morse.

"I suppose your cousin Blanche is a great

heiress, is she not, Tyndall?" inquired Allar-

dyce, carelessly."
Certainly not an heiress, though her mother,

it is true, has money. Even if our friends the

bargees had cut the thread of my existence, in

return for my attentions to their rope, she would
have benefited nothing, since the Swansdale
estate" a sardonic smile flitted across Allar-

dyce's features " such as it is," added Tyndall,

reddening, "is entailed upon heirs male. It

would all go to my cousin Francis, the son of

my father's youngest brother. Blanche and he
and Uncle Magus are the only blood-relations

that I possess."
"Uncle Magus? WT

hy, that's no Christian

name, surely !

"
ejaculated Mrs. Somers.

"No, madam, it is a surname, "returned Ar-

thur, dryly, "and borne by a very honorable
man."

"
It means a magician, my dear Mrs. Som-

ers," whispered Allardyce
"
probably the East-

ern magician spoken of by Mr. Adair."
"And is he Arthur's uncle? Oh, my good-

ness!"
"
Hush, yes j

but Tyndall is no conjurer him-
self, you know far from it."
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"
Well, that's a mercy, at all events. And

does this Mr. Magus live in Egypt, Arthur?"

"In Egypt? No; he lives at Swansdale;
and I hope to have the honor of introducing him
to you this very evening."
"But your mother's name was Tyrone, I

thought?" said Helen, rather alarmed for the

antiquity of the race with which she was about

to be allied.
" One of the most respectable families in Ire-

land, as I have always understood, "added the

dowager, raking her proposed son-in-law with

her double eyeglass.

"Well, I don't know about its being 'respect-

able,'" laughed Arthur; "that is a matter of

opinion ;
but it is certainly old enough to know

how to behave itself; and yet the house of Ty-
rone is a fabric of yesterday compared with that

of Magus."
"Came over with the Conqueror, of course,"

remarked Allardyce.
" Norman William must

have had a big ship."

"My dear Sir," answered Tyndall, compas-
sionately, "Norman William was a mushroom

compared with the first Magus. And this old

fellow a fine figure still, as straight as a pine,

though he is over seventy, and six feet three in

his stockings is the last of his race."
" The longest and the last, eh ?" laughed Allar-

dyce. "You are alarming the ladies, my dear

fellow, who now expect to meet a giant as well

as a magician. If the countiy were a little more

level, and if he chanced to be standing up, a

grove of trees would not, I suppose, be an insu-

perable obstacle to seeing Uncle Magus from
here." Mr. Allardyce rounded his hand, and,

looking through it as though it were a spy-glass,
exclaimed :

"
And, by Jove, there he is !"

"I don't believe it, "cried Mrs. Somers, half

incredulous, half hysterical. "Why, you wick-

ed, story-telling man, that's a May-pole!"" In that case," said Tyndall,
" we are draw-

ing near the Fisher's Welcome, for the pole to

show, I suppose, that there is bait there stands

in front of the inn."

CHAPTER VIII.

A RIVER LEGEND.
ONE more wooded reach, through wllich the

sun, now low in the unclouded heavens, rained

gold, and then the river inn came full in sight.
It was a pictm-esque building, standing in a

garden, and without hedge or boundary of any
kind save the stream itself, down to which it

sloped. On the lawn were two ladies looking
eagerly toward the approaching galley, and wav-

ing their pocket-handkerchiefs in sign of wel-
come. At the landing-place was a cart, with serv-

ants.

"Is that the cart for the luggage, Arthur?"

inquired Mrs. Somers, still fidgety respecting her

goods and chattels: "why, it can surely never
take all our things."
"Your aunt and Miss Blanche are waving

their handkerchiefs to us," remarked Helen, at

the same moment. "Why don't you take off

your hat, Arthur?"
But Arthur heard them not. There was a

fascination for him in the place before him,

of which they did not dream, and it held all

his thoughts in thrall. He was still young in

years, but travel and peril and a wild and

rough career had made him something wholly
different from the boy who had bidden adieu to

that fair scene five years ago. A score of times

he had leaped ashore where yonder skiff was

moored, and in the summer twilight hurried

across the noiseless grass to greet his love; a
score of times at that latticed window looking to

the south he had seen her face on the watch for

him. By that red beech, under the harvest-

moon, he had parted from her, with vows of eter-

nal fidelity at least on one side. Suppose, in

spite of what he had heard from the boatman,
she should be at the Welcome still ! Yet, if so,

her father, plump and portly, would be standing
at the inn door; he always came that far to

welcome the county folks
;
but as for the ordi-

nary water wayfarers the bare-legged, jersey-
coated tenants of eight-oars and four-oars the

arrival of a whole argosy of such would never

have drawn him from his snug parlor, behind the

bar. Once, years and years ago, to meet Squire

Percival, who had carried the county in the

Whig interest, Jacob Renn had been known to

come down to the landing-place ;
but a great po-

litical principle had been involved in that move-

ment, and it had never occurred again. Still,

Jenny might be there. The garden, that was
her pride, looked, indeed, not quite so well cared

for as of old ;
but the old house was aglow with

flowering creepers still, and what, if at her cham-
ber window yonder, the purple blossoms of the

wistaria should be pushed aside by a white
hand he knew, and a face should shine forth,

"looking ancient kindness" on his pain and
falsehood ! The soft shock of the barge as it

skimmed the shore awoke him from these reflec-

tions, and he hastened forward to do the honors
to his new guests. They were to be passengers
on board the Lotus for the short remainder of its

voyage a mile or so of the most beautiful por-
tion of the river

; then, dropping through Swans-
dale Lock, they would emerge, not in view of the

Hall, indeed, but quite close to it, and glide along
its garden-grounds to the landing-steps. The
ladies were already acquainted with one anoth-

er.
" What a charming day you have had for

your expedition!" "Oh yes, it has been most

delightful. How I ivish you had been with us."

etc., etc. Mr. Wynn Allardyce alone had to be

introduced.

"My dear Arthur," whispered Mrs. Tyndall,

"do, pray, take some notice of the new landlord

of the Welcome ; it is not old Jacob, you know,
as it was in your time. He has been bowing and

scraping for these five minutes."

"The new landlord! How very remiss of

me !

"
If Tyndall's acknowledgments were tardy,

the goodman of the house had certainly no cause

to find fault with their cordiality." What a lovely boat ! what a beautiful cabin,
Arthur!" cried Blanche, enthusiastically. "It
is like a boudoir."

"Yes, and these are not all its beauties, cous-

in. We have a picture in panel here, painted by
Bargee,, after Rembrandt."
He drew back the wooden partition that di-

vided the apartment from the steerage, and dis-

closed the grimy features of Mr. Paul Jones,
who had honed to pass unobserved. This was
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rude of Tyndall, and, as he had his own reasons

for knowing, highly imprudent ;
but he was once

more in
"
tearing spirits," and scarcely cared

what he did. In vain Blanche courtesied to

"the Pirate" with all due solemnity; her fair

face was purple with suppressed mirth, and when

the laughter of the rest broke forth, she could

no longer restrain it. Even Allardyce roared.

Adair alone did not smile
; perhaps he felt how

dangerous it was for his friend to anger this

man. The humor of the scene entirely did away
with that stiffness which always follows the in-

troduction of new elements into a social gather-

ing. But for it Mrs. Somers would without

doubt have put on her "company manners,"

which did not become the good old soul, and Hel-

en would have been feverishly polite ;
as it was,

with a rustle of silk, and a "Plenty of room

here, Mrs. Tyndall," the former lady welcomed

her contemporary, while their olive branches

forgathered in less formal fashion.

The new-comers were of the same type as

those they met that is to say, they were dow-

ager and daughter, plump and fair, well-dressed

and well-looking, but personally they were very
different people. Mrs. Ralph Tyndall was said

to have the best manners of any lady of her age
in Belgravia ;

we do not say
" of her rank," be-

cause, unhappily, manners culminate at a certain

comparatively low point in the social scale, and

by no means improve with elevation. Her voice

was low and gentle, but perfectly distinct. She
talked with ease, but avoided subjects with which
she was unacquainted. Her face, in place of the

stereotyped smile of fashion, wore an about-to-

be-pleased look, which charmed and encouraged
the beholder. When she was displeased, the of-

fender said to himself, not " How particular this

old woman is !" but " What a fool I have made
of myself!" or (if a rogue), "I am afraid I have
shown my hand." But such occasions were rare.

She was the idol of young men, to whom she was

very plain spoken in her sweet way, but intensely
charitable. The worst things she said of any one
were courteously couched, and always spoken to

their faces. She had her enemies (as such wom-
en always will have, so long as there are jades
and scoundrels in the world), but they were at a
loss for a bad name for her, and obliged to con-
fine themselves to telling one another that her
husband used to beat her, and had died of delir-
ium tremens. The latter statement was a fact.

She had suffered much as a wife patiently, he-

roicallyyet wept honest tears over her poor sot-
tish husband's grave. Fair as she had been as a
bride, she was scarce less attractive now even as
to mere beauty, while a life of kindly deeds and
honest thoughts had left upon her face such a
serene reflection that any saint might have ex-

claimed, "Here's the wife for my money!" (or
whatever expression seems a saintly equivalent)."I may have steeled my heart against a woman,
but this is an angel .'" And yet she was dressed
in purple and fine linen, edged with real lace
and lived in Eaton Square.

Miss Blanche, as a
step-daughter,, would have

astonished the saint. She doted on croquetand when at a ball, had a preference for round
dances

;
but she was an honest-hearted English

girl, for all that, and a gentlewoman from the
crown of her Dolly Varden hat to the sole of her
high-heeled Balmorals; Of course she had nev-

er been one of a shipwrecked party of three-and-

thirty "waiting" for a sick boy, but in such ex-

periences of life as had fallen to her share she

had been always fully equal to the occasion.

She was always perfectly at ease, whether in the

company of princes (she had danced with one
once at a garden-party, and had had the courage
to confess she thought him dull), or of the peas-
ants about what had once been her Berkshire

home, for she entertained the rare idea that they
were equally her fellow-creatures. For the rest,

she sang a little, painted a little (though not on

velvet, so her cheeks were safe), read a little

(novels mostly, Heaven bless her!), and had a

sharp tongue for a rival. She had an eye, too,
for the picturesque, and pointed out with enthu-

siasm to Helen various points of beauty on the

way.
"How good of you!" said Helen, not quite

knowing what to say, but bent upon being friend-

ly, "since all these things must be so familiar to

you as almost to be wearisome."

"Oh no," replied Blanche, gravely. "The
more I see of the river the more I love it. It has

always new charms, as you will find. How I shall

envy you when you come to Swansdale for good!"" Of course she will," laughed Arthur. " She
will envy you ?ne, my dear."

At this Blanche beat him with her parasol,
and Helen looked on, well pleased. If there really
had been any thing between the cousins in old

times, thought she, it was certainly all over now,
or he would not have ventured on such a pleas-

antry.
"We are now coming to my favorite 'bit,'"

said Blanche, "and what used to be Arthur's

too, before his outlandish experiences put him
out of conceit with dear old Father Thames. He
denies that, of course

;
but how a man can pos-

sess a place like Swansdale, and not visit it for

months after he comes to England, is to me in-

credible."

"I kept that pleasure," explained Arthur,
gravely,

"
until the time (which has now arrived)

when it should be doubled by being shared by
the loveliest of her sex."

It was now Helen's turn to administer chas-

tisement. "What a naughty story-teller your
cousin is !" she said. "Hush ! What is that !"

"That is the thunder of our Niagara, the

lasher," said Blanche. "All day long you will

hear its dreamy music at the Hall, and when at

night you would fain sleep, you have only to pic-
ture its tumbling depths of foam to insure it.

That great chalk clift' opposite is haunted."
"Haunted!"
' '

Certainly. There used to be a ferry-house
yonder, but it has been done away with on ac-
count of the ghost. Nobody could be got to put
people across after nightfall.""

Oh, pray tell us the story, Blanche."
"I am so frightened!" w'hispered that rogue

Tyndall; "might I get a little nearer to you,
Helen ?"

There was not the least occasion for him to do

that, but she did not forbid it.
"
Well, once upon a time, long, long ago,

there was a lock-keeper at Swansdale who had a,

very charming daughter. Her name was Janet,
and she was the toast of the river.""

They called her '

the Fair One of the Golden
Locks,'

''

interpolated Tyndall.
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"Be quiet, Sir. Well, her pretty head got
turned by the attentions of the gentlemen-boat-

men, and instead of wedding the young ferry-

man to whom she was engaged, and in whose

company she would doubtless have crossed safely

the river of Life, she married above her station.

She had no one to blame but herself, 'for even

her father disapproved of the gentleman she had

chosen a wild, extravagant young man, belong-

ing, if I remember right, to some regiment quar-
tered at Windsor

;
but she would have him, and

paid a sad penalty for it. He ill-treated her, and
she ran away from him."

"With somebody else," observed Arthur, by
way of chorus.

"I am afraid she did," continued Blanche;

"but, at all events, what her poor .father heard

of her was so bad, that it was almost a relief to

him when he heard nothing at all, and began to

conclude that she was dead. Just before dawn
on a certain summer morning, he was aroused

by that cry of 'Lock, Lock, Lock!' which you
have heard so many times to-day ;

but musical

and melancholy as it always is, there was some-

thing in its tones that sounded to the old man's
ear much more pathetic and plaintive than usual.

It was a woman's voice, too, which it was rare

to hear, and especially at such an hour. He rose

and dressed himself, and came out upon the lit-

tle bridge. The day was breaking, and the mist

lay on the river, so that he couldn't see up
stream

;
but the low, sweet call came nearer and

nearer, and he began to open gates. There was
no sound of oars, however, nor beat of hoof;

nothing save that pitiful cry and the roar of the

lasher, which he was too familiar with to hear,
broke the silence of the dawn. Presently the

cry was repeated, apparently at his very feet, and
out of the silver mist floated into the lock itself

his lost daughter, Janet ! Dead, drowned, with

her golden hair floating about her like river-

weed, and her hands clasped over her heart, she

had come home at last."

"Poor soul!" sighed Helen. "Did it not
break her father's heart ?"

"Yes. He took that ghostly call for a sum-
mons to the tomb, and died

;
and what was worse,

the poor ferryman, her lover, was summoned
also

;
for everv succeeding night there was a cry of

'Ferry!' 'Ferry!' 'Ferry!' 'Fer!' 'FerT'Fer!'

'Ferry!' coming through the mist, and echoing
with painful importunity from the chalk-pit and
the voice was a woman's voice that he well knew.
He never dared to answer that appeal, and when
real people, passengers of flesh and blood, de-

manded his services at night, he would not give
them. And so the ferry was done away with."

"Really! For that very reason?" inquired
Helen.

"Yes, my dear," said Arthur; "the story
was said to have been invented by the clerk of

the Thames Commissioners for an excuse to re-

duce their staff."
" Youknow it's true, Arthur, "insisted Blanche,

"and also that the chalk cliff is haunted by all

three of them."
" Yes

; they play dummy-whist together," as-

serted the Incorrigible. "In the early summer

mornings you may hear them calling for trumps,
and crying

'

Treble, treble, tre tre tre tre

treble, and the rub !

' "

"You may laugh as you please, cousin; but

all I know is, that the call only ceased when the

poor ferryman died
"

"And when the ferrywas abolished, you should

have added,
"
said Tyndall.

' '

Singulai-ly enough,
the cry of ' Lock !' is still occasionally heard."
As though to corroborate this statement, the

tremulous call, "Lock, lock, lock!" was raised

by the horseman at this moment, and repeated
in plaintive tones by the chalk-pit ;

and the great

gates were seen closed before them, as though
the river had found its end. On the right hand,

however, some portion of it made its way over

the lasher, above whose roaring depths the feath-

ery spray hung like a cloud. The trees, save for

the towing-path, came down on each side to the

water's edge ;
and between the lasher and the

lock was a green island with the trim cottage of

the gate-keeper standing in a blaze of flowers.
" How charming! how exquisite!" exclaimed

Helen.
" Dear heart, how pretty!" cried Mrs. Somers.
" I knew you would admire it," said Blanche,

proudly ;

"
it is the gem of the Thames."

The ladies all emerged from the cabin the

better to behold this beautiful scene. Since the

arrival of the new-comers Adair had been making
himself agreeable to the two elder ladies. If his

ears had listened greedily to Blanche's voice as

it narrated the river legend, his eyes had not

wandered toward her, but had fixed themselves

ever and anon with a pained anxious glance on

his unconscious friend. Now that the oppor-

tunity offered, he drew quite close to Arthur,

and, while affecting to be admiring nature with

the rest, addressed him thus in a low tone :

" Be
careful, Tyndall. You will see an old friend at

the lock the people at the Welcome told me"
" Great Heaven ! you don't mean "

"Hush! yes."
No name was spoken, but Arthur read on his

friend's finger-guarded lips two words: lt
lt"s

Jenny."

CHAPTER IX.

HOME.

SLOWLY and sullenly the great gates parted
before them, and the Lotus glided into the lock.

It was not a short-handed establishment, as many
had been through which they had passed that

day, and where the help of their own crew had
been gladly accepted, for two men worked the

winches, while another looked on with a pipe in

his mouth. This on-looker was a stout old fel-

low in decent black, whose duties seemed to be

confined to fishing for sixpences with a little

landing-net at the end of a long pole, and to see-

ing that nobody trod upon the flower plots that

adorned the sloping lawn. Even the grass itself

he would have kept sacred if he could.

"Keep to the stone, gentlemen, if you please,"
exclaimed he, as Adair and Allardyce jumped
out, according to their custom, to stretch their

legs, while the barge sunk to the required level.

"The sward is slippery, and an accident soon

happens. Why, bless my soul, Mr. Adair, how
are you? Surprised to see old Jacob here, I

dare say ? The fact is, though I gave up the

inn, I found I couldn't live away from the old

place, so I bought out the lock-keeper, and here

I am, with all the work done for me. That suits
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me to a nicety. You know young Mr. Tyndall is

coming back to-day, I suppose ? What ! you ve

got him there ? Why, Master Arthur, how do

you
Tyndall had come out of the cabin, reluctant-

ly enough, to receive the old man's hearty sal-

utation, and not without difficulty reached the

shore, for the boat was sinking rapidly. It was

some comfort to him to reflect that in another

moment or two he would be concealed from the

observation of its tenants.
" The idea of your trying to slip by without

saying
* How d'ye do ?' to old friends ! Lawk-

a-mercy, how brown and hearty you do look!

Jenny, Jenny !"

As he raised his voice, calling to some one in

the house, Arthur cast a hasty glance toward the

barge, but it was already out of sight.
" Here's Mr. Arthur, Jenny ;

come out and

greet him, wench ! Lor bless us, it don't seem

but yesterday when you left us ! I remember

your* coming down the last night to the Wel-

come, and I opened a bottle of Champagne ah,

that I did to drink you luck. And you've had

luck too, if all I've heard is true. Got a pretty

wife, hasn't ye, with plenty of money? Here,

Jenny, lass, here's Mr. Arthur
;
come and bid

him joy !"

The name of Jacob Renn's daughter was in

reality Alice, but she was always called Jenny
Wren chiefly, doubtless, from the temptation of

the pun, but also from a certain bird-like bright-

ness and vivacity that distinguished her. Bright
ns a bird she was, with cheeks as brown as the

berry it feeds on, yet without touch of coarseness.

On the contrary, except in the eyes of those who
deem Nature herself vulgar, her appearance was

essentially refined. Her rich brown hair was
so long and plentiful that, so far from needing
dead women's locks, or a horse-tail, to plump it

out, she had much ado to stow it away in a

queenly crown. She was tall, but of an exqui-
site figure, and though simply dressed in very so-

ber colors, looked every inch a lady. And yet it

was neither her beauty nor her grace that struck

the observant eye, so much as the extraordinary
intelligence of her expression. Her face did not
need a smile to win you ;

her brow and eyes
attracted you at once. To be sure, on most oc-

casions, her eyes did duty for her lips in the way
of smiles

;
but they did not do so now. They

were very grave and steady, though not sad, as
she stood at the cottage door with outstretched
hand to greet Arthur Tyndall."

Why, Jenny, how you are grown!" said he.

Though the rest were out of ear-shot, thanks to
the roar of the lasher, his tone was studiously
careless, but there was a tremor in it which all

his efforts could not conceal.

"Yes," answered she, significantly: "grown
out of all knowledge."

*'

Oh, Jenny, spare me !" answered he, in low,
earnest tones.

" You don't know all."
He would have retained her hand, but she

withdrew it from his passionate grasp.* '

Why should I know ?" said she; quietly.
' '
I

have neither the right nor the desire to do so."
She had drawn herself up to her full height;

but her eyes spoke neither haughtiness nor re-

proachonly quiet decision.
"If you have not the desire, Jenny, you must

think me in your heart a scoundrel.
""

The color mounted to her glorious forehead
;

but she shook her head.

"Give me ten minutes," he went on, "only
ten minutes alone

"

' ' Not five, not one,
"
she answered. ' '

It would

be both wrong and cruel.
"

" That is what you said when, in your unself-

ish generosity, you forbade me to write to you ;

and see what has come of that /" replied he, bit-

terly.

The warm blood left her cheeks even more

quickly than it had come
;
her whole frame

trembled, and she put out one hand and grasped
the pole of the veranda. He saw her weakness,
and would have given the world to have rushed

forward and placed his arm around her, but he
dared not.

"For what is past I do not blame myself, nor

you Mr. Tyndall, "answered she, faintly. "But
should blame myself, indeed, if I suffered you

to renew I mean if I assumed the right to ask

for an explanation of your conduct, or permitted

you to give one. Your friends are waiting for

you yonder.
"

'To-morrow and every other day, "gasped
Arthur, desperately,

"
at the same hour and place

as Jenny, Jenny!" But, with a gesture of

annoyance and disdain, the girl had withdrawn
into the cottage, whither he felt it would be mad-
ness to follow her. The barge was full in-sight,

waiting for him by the shore beneath the lock,
and all eyes might be upon him. One pair ofeyes,
which he had not bargained for, was watching
him with great intentness, the owner whereof
stood on the little bridge across which he needs
must go to gain the boat.

"Why, Glyddon," cried Tyndall, as he turned

and recognized this personage, who had a fish-

ing-rod in his hand, "did you spring out of the

lock ? I never saw you when I landed.
"

"I have been looking for your arrival these

two hours, "said the other, shaking hands with
him heartily,

' ' and to pass the time have been

fishing off the weir. Welcome home, Tyndall !

And especially do I give you joy upon another
account. Hark ! that is what our bells are say-

ing also."

Above the roar of the waters came plunging
through the air the first notes of a merry peal
from the church-tower, just visible above the

more distant trees.
" In a few weeks more, I suppose, they will be

ringing on a still more joyful occasion ?"

"I suppose so that is, I have every reason
to hope they will," returned Arthur. "Have
you been introduced to Miss Somers ?"

"Yes; Adair did me that honor; then sent

me back to call you. You paid no notice to his

outcries, he said, but would doubtless hear the
church. Our friend Jack is as funny as ever."

" My ear is not so accustomed to the noise of
the lasher as it used to be, "explained Arthur.
"I can scarcely hear myself speak here; so let

us move on. How is yo"ur flock ? I see by your
looks that I need not inquire after the shep-
herd."

The Rev. Charles Glyddon \v\s certainly a

healthy-looking man enough, though far from
handsome. He was very tall and angular ;

had
such high cheek-bones that he seemed to look
over them with difficulty, as a cow looks over a
wall

;
and though a college contemporary of Ar-
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thur's, at whose recommendation his father had

given him the living of Swansdale, had no air

of youth about him. Notwithstanding his pres-
ent pursuit, he wore full canonical attire

;
videl-

icet, a silk waistcoat without buttons how he

got into which was a standing miracle to most
of his congregation and a white tie of great
stiffness and altitude.

"The flock is well," he said, "and especially
the lambs are flourishing, thanks to the good
teaching of Miss Alice Kenn "

"What ! does Jenny still teach ?" asked Tyn-
dall, with a sudden interest that contrasted

strangely with his previous lukewarm manner.
"
Certainly ; though we have given up calling

her Jenny. Our school could ill spare her serv-

ices. She has fortunately plenty of leisure on
her hands

;
for the old man seems to have made

his fortune at the Welcome, where, however, she

was sadly out of place.""
Yes, indeed," laughed Tyndall. "Do you

remember how old Jacob used to boast of her

having had an offer of marriage from a lord ?

And so she had, I believe : a lord in the upper
remove fifth form at Eton, aged fifteen years
and a half. She used to be called the Toa'st of

the Thames."
" I remember to have heard so," said the rec-

tor, gravely. "It was a very painful position

altogether."
"What on earth has kept you all this time,

Arthur!" exclaimed a chorus of female voices,
for the two had now reached the barge.

" The church," answered Arthur, piously ;

" I

was listening to this reverend man. He wants

subscriptions for the repair of the chancel."

"Really, Tyndall, you are too bad, "said the

rector, reprovingly.
"I told him, from what I knew of Allardyce,

that I was sure he was good for a painted win-

dow, and we have put down Paul Jones for a

gargoyle."
"You have only to take a cast of his express-

ive countenance," observed Allardyce."
Or, if you want any brass ornaments, melt

it," suggested Tyndall.
"I owe you one for that," muttered Mr. Paul

Jones, between his teeth.

"Never mind, Paul
;

it's the first I O U he has

ever got out ofyou," whispered his cynical friend.
"
Come, Tyndall, confess what was the attrac-

tion at the cottage that kept you so long away.""
I know,

"
said Jack, coolly ;

"but perhaps it

would be hardly right to tell."

Mr. Glyddon, who had come on board the

barge, now slowly poled upon its way, looked up
sharply at the speaker. Arthur's eyes wandered

nervously toward Helen. Had she caught sight
of Jenny or not? he wondered. He did not
doubt his friend's good-will or prudence ;

but

perhaps it would be necessaiy for Jack to say
something to which it must needs be embarrass-

ing and painful for him to listen.
"
Come, out with it !" said Allardyce, coarse-

ly.
" His father-confessor is here to give him

absolution."

The rector frowned, not because the observa-

tion was personally rude, though, considering the

speaker was a stranger, it undoubtedly was so,

but because he disliked jesting on such subjects.

"Well, as I remember Tyndall in our old river

days," continued Adair, "he never could pass
C

that cottage without testing its famous tap of

shandy-gatf beer and ginger-beer, ladies, no
worse."

Helen's face was clouded.

She had seen Jenny, then, thought Arthur,
and evidently resented this lame explanation of
his conduct

;
she would now imagine that the

girl had been always at the lock, and had formed
its attraction for him, which would be making
matters even worse than they were.

" I don't think '

shandy-gaff' could have been

quite a sufficient excuse for Arthur keeping us
all waiting, Mr. Adair," observed Mrs. Ralph
Tyndall, in her gentle tones; "but I should
have thought very ill of him if he had not given
a few minutes to his old friend and playfellow,
Alice Renn. Her father used to keep the Wel-
come, Helen, when Arthur was quite a boy, and
though he left it for some years, the charms of
the old place, it seems, proved too strong for him,
for he came back some months ago, and took the
lock cottage ; though, to look at the old man,
you would scarce have given him credit for such
sentiment."

"
No, indeed," said Helen, once more all

smiles. "And yet I do not wonder at any effect

produced by the sceneiy of Swansdale. How
grandly the gray church-tower stands out against
the sky yonder ! And oh, Arthur ! is that beau-
tiful place the Hall ?"

"Yes, dear, that is the Hall, or at least the

roof of it.
" He was really gratified that the place

he could still call his own, in spite of waste and

revel, awoke such evident admiration. "The
interior will want a good deal of what your good
mother calls

'

setting to rights,' and no doubt
will therein afford you an opportunity of showing
your excellent good taste," he whispered; "but
it is picturesque enough outside."

Swansdale Hall was more than picturesque ;
it

was a really noble mansion, and ofgreat antiquity.
"Did you say the Hall was in sight?" asked

Mrs. Somers, nervously. "Oh, dear me, yes ;
I

see it now. Very pretty, I'm sure, though not

quite so spacious as I had expected.""
Nay, my dear madam, the Hall is hidden

by the trees again just here," explained Arthur,

smiling. "That is the cottage where Uncle

Magus lives, and this is his garden. One of his

few pleasures is the cultivation of roses, and

many a prize has he taken at the flower-shows

for them."
The shore was, indeed, here a bank of roses,

the odor from which filled all the air. The cot-

tage itself, with its carved porch and mullioned

windows, was but a gymnasium for them whereon

to climb and cling and hang, peering inquisi-

tively, head downward and with flushed faces,

against the latticed panes, or struggling, bymeans
of the quaint gables, to reach the roof. Beneath
this fairy dwelling was a boat-house, the gates of

which had been already opened to admit the barge.
"Welcome to Swansdale!" exclaimed Tyn-

dall, graciously, as they glided in.

"Welcome home!" answered a grave, clear

voice.

On a wooden gallery which ran round the

boat-house, and at the top of the steps that led

down to the water, stood a gigantic figure, clothed

in black velvet, and with a long white beard.
"
Lawk-a-mercy !

"
ejaculated Mrs. Somers,

beneath her breath.
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" Uncle Magus," said Arthur, leaping out, and

clasping the old man's hand,
"

let me introduce

7
AB &ch of the company came up the steps,

the old man saluted them in different fashion

To the rector he offered his whole hand ;
to Jack

Adair he gave a couple of fingers ;
to Allardyce

and PaulJones a stately inclination of the head
;

Mrs. Ralph and Blanche he kissed upon the

cheek : Helen he held at arms-length, regarding

her attentively for some moments, and then

pressed his lips to her brow.

"What will he do to me t" was the agonized

thought of Mrs. Somers, as she regarded these

proceedings, for, for some to her inexplicable

reason, she had been kept by Arthur to the last,

as a bonne louche for this ogre.

"I shall make you, madam, my peculiar care,

said the old gentleman, gallantly, and lifting her

gloved hand to his lips. "The mother of Ar-

thur's choice has a claim upon me which my
heart can never fail to acknowledge."

"Most polite of your uncle, I'm sure,' ob-

served the dowager to Arthur, as they followed

the rest up a winding path toward the house.
" But I was really too frightened to answer him.

Why does he dress like that like a pen-wiper

at a fancy fair all black? When I come to

know him a little better, I shall certainly give

him a hint or two about that."

"It is his fancy to wear velvet," said Arthur,

gravely, "and it is best not to interfere with it.

As for the black, he is in mourning for his only

son, though his death happened twenty years

ago."
"Poor Mr. Maggot!"
" Not Maggot Magus. He is very particular

about his name, which he would not exchange
for that of Guelph or Hapsburg."

"Why should he?" answered the old lady.
"Of course nobody likes to be called out of

their names : only it's unfortunate he should have

such a funny one. Does he always live here?"
"
Always ;

and I hope will continue to do so."

"Rent free, I dare say? Now that's just like

you, Arthur."
" Hush! pray. We are all very fond of him,

and it must never be supposed that he is under

any obligation. I need not ask you to be kind
to him

;
but if you ever feel inclined to smile at

his eccentricities, pray, for my sake, forbear to

do so that is, of course, in his presence."
"Lor, you needn't be afraid of that. I'm

frightened to death of him. The idea of his

kissing my glove ! It's a mercy I had my four-

and-nines, or the color would have come out foi

certain. Well, you 'ave got a fine 'ouse house,
I mean that's my 'uskiness again, through tin

situation being a little damp, I dare say, so nea
the river. You may build a couple of towers on
to any place, and call it a Castle

;
or stick a fe\\

pillars in front of it, and call it a Belvideary
but this is something like a 'All."

CHAPTER X.

IN PAIRS.

SWANSDALB HALL, as has been hinted, wa<
well worthy of Mrs. Somers's eulogium. While
in reality of considerable extent, the straggling

character of its architecture, which was of vari-

us periods, made it appear to occupy even a

greater space than it did. The main entrance was

it the side, and opened into a huge stone court,

,vhich again gave access to another court, inclos-

ng a bowling-green (now perverted to croquet),

commanded by the windows of the principal

chamber, and "with a terrace and stone steps

'routing the river. How many a time had fair

dames in hoops and patches swept that sward,

or sat upon the velvet banks to watch their lords

at play! How many stately minuets had been

lanced there in the summer eves by long-trained

misses and high-heeled beaux ! How often, be-

jieath those thick box-tree walls, proof against

jrying eyes, had the tale that never palls been

.vhispered to powdered nymphs by ruffled swains !

The cedar on the lawn had seen them, sheltered

hem ;
and from its mournful boughs, as the wind

of evening stirred them, one heard a sigh, as

:hough in memory of those scenes of old-world

elegance and elaborate ease. As little, however,
did the present tenants of Swansdale Hall spec-

ulate upon the generations before them as had

hose done upon what manner of men should suc-

ceed them. Each had his own views, expecta-

tions, hopes ;
and some their cares. At dinner-

lime, however, you would not easily have lit upon
a merrier company. The host drank to all his

guests in turn, and seemed in the highest spirits,

and each one did his best toward the general en-

tertainment ;
if they did not always succeed in

this benevolent object, it was not their fault.

After dinner they strolled about the garden
which the moon showed as brightly as in the day

in pairs. Let us play the eavesdropper on
their talk.

" What on earth made Arthur bring that man
down here ?" asked Blanche of Adair.

"Which man?"
"Why, Mr. PaulJones, of course."

"I don't think he is at all worse than the

other.
"

" Mr. Allardyce ? Well, he is at least a gen-
tleman."
" 'At least,' you say. I fear the thing is not

so common, Miss Tyndall, as your remark would

suggest. Moreover, Allardyce is not a gentle-
man. Is it possible that, because he has a han-

dle to his name, Miss Blanche Tyndall takes the

fact for granted ?"

"I am not going to be led into an argument
only to be beaten by your trained wits, Mr.
Adair. I know you have always your lance in

rest against people of quality.
"

"Why don't you say I run a muck against
birth and riches 'because I myself have neither

to boast of?" said Adair, with bitterness.
" Because that would be untrue. Your nature

is too, no too just for that. Birth and riches

are, every body allows, an accident
"

" And poverty an offense," interrupted Jack,
with a little sigh.
"With very vulgar people, like Mr. Paul

Jones, it may be so. I have got back to him,
you see, notwithstanding your adroit endeavors
to lure me from the point. Why did Arthur ask
him here?"
"You had better ask your cousin himself.

"

" That means you will not tell me."
"

It means that I have no right to do so. One
often wishes to tell things when one has no right."
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"Other people's secrets?"

"Sometimes one's own."
He had stopped mechanically, and there was a

silence save for the beat of their hearts. At that

.moment footsteps drew near upon the gravel
those of Mrs. Somers and Mrs. Tyndall.

"Why, bless me," whispered the former, with

vivacity, "I do believe we are coming upon the

lovers ! My glasses are behind my neck some-

where, but it's Arthur and Helen, is it not ?"

"Certainly not," answered Mrs. Tyndall,

gravely.
" That's my Blanche : your daughter

is much taller than she."

"Is there any thing between the young peo-
ple ?" Materially, there was not

; they were very
close together indeed Blanche with her eyes
fixed on the ground, Adair with his eyes fixed

on hers.
"
Nothing. They are very old friends, that is

all."

In the strictest confidence between herself and
the box-tree wall, Mrs. Somers winked a wink
of sagacious incredulity, but all she said was,
"Oh, indeed!"
" What a lovely night !

"
exclaimed Mrs. Tyn-

dall, cheerfully addressing the clandestine pair.
"Is it not, mamma? We were just enjoying

the calm and silence."

A burst of boisterous laughter broke from the
terrace above their heads.
"Mr. Paul Jones enjoys it too after his fash-

ion," said Jack, dryly." He's a very noisy man," observed Mrs. Som-
ers.

"He's an odiously vulgar little man, that's

what /call him," said Blanche, impetuously." We will rather say he lets his spirits get the

better of him," remarked her mother, reprov-

ingly.

"Indeed, mamma, I think it is Arthur's spir-
its that have got the better of him, "said Blanche.

"Hush, hush! he is your cousin's guest, re-

member."
"That is just what Mr. Adair and I were talk-

ing of when you came up,
"
said Blanche. * * How

could he have asked him ? Did you ever see a
man behave so at a dinner-table ? proposing
toasts and wanting to sing songs. When he pro-
nounced that opinion upon the hero of my uncle's

story, Lord Camelford <

Well, I think his lord-

ship was stark staring mad' I really thought
Uncle Magus would have put him out of win-
dow."

" He would, if there had been any height to

drop him from," said Adair, laughing.
"No, Mr. Adair

;
Uncle Magus would never

have done any thing unseemly at Arthur's ta-

ble," said Mrs. Tyndall. "But hush! here is

your uncle.
"

Upon the walk beneath them could be seen
two gigantic shadows, projected from the forms
of Uncle Magus and the rector, advancing very
slowly. The former, with a finger of one hand
laid on the palm of the other, was arguing some

question with great earnestness.

"You are wrong, my dear Sir; quite wrong.
Of course it is distressing to a clergyman to hear
of any gentleman being cut off by a pistol-shot,

particularly if he leaves a large family unpro-
vided for ; but that loss is a trifle compared with
the benefit resulting to society from the practice
of the duello. What does Mandeville say?

'Man is civilized by nothing so irresistibly as

by fear.' And again : 'Is it not strange that a
nation should grudge to see perhaps half a dozen
men sacrificed in a twelvemonth to obtain such
an invaluable blessing as politeness of manners!'

"

"Nay, if you come to quote authorities," re-
turned the rector, smiling, "hear Benjamin
Franklin. He has a story, with a rider to it,
which I think I can remember in his very words.
A gentleman in a coffee-room desired another
to sit further from him. '

Why so ?'
'

Because,
Sir, you smell.' 'That, Sir, is an affront, and
you must fight me.' 'I will fight you, if you
insist upon it, but I don't see how that will mend
the matter. For if you will kill me, / shall smell
too

;
and if I kill you, you will smell, if possible,

worse than you do at present.
'

Upon which the

philosopher has this reflection: 'How can such
miserable worms as we are entertain so much
pride as to conceive that every offense against
our imagined honor merits death !'

"

that he was a miserable worm
;
but it is plain he

was not a gentleman.""
Well, I am sure you will not say that of Dr.

Paley," contended the rector; "and yet his

views are quite as decided as Franklin's on this

subject. 'Dueling, as a punishment,' he says,
'
is absurd, because it is an equal chance wheth-

er the punishment falls on the offender or the

person offended
;
nor is it much better as a rep-

aration, it being difficult to explain in what the
satisfaction consists

' "

"Difficult to explain, perhaps," broke in the

other,
" but not to feel that is, in the case of a

man of honor. And as to the duello being an

equal chance, that depends upon how a gentle-
man may choose to neglect his opportunities of

improving himself. If you will one day do me
the honor of listening to some manuscript notes

which I have written upon this important sub-

ject, wherein every thing is dealt with from the

cartel, or note of defiance, down to the minutest
conduct at the releager, or place of meeting

"

"There are ladies on the box-tree walk," in-

terrupted the rector, hastily; "and if they have
overheard us they must think our subject a very

blood-thirsty one."
" Not at all," answered Uncle Magus, sinking

his voice; "that's a vulgar error, which I have

exploded in my Chapter on Chances. I remem-
ber a friend once sending for me, whom I found

pacing his room in the most violent state of agi-
tation. 'I am going out,' he said: 'there! look

at that letter on the table. I have accepted a

challenge, and want your pistols.' (The poor
fellow had not even pistols of his own.)

'

Oh,

my poor wife ! and that cursed Equitable won't

pay a rap of my insurance !'
' Pshaw ! pshaw !'

said I. 'Compose yourself and listen to me.
You are going out, true

;
but that is no reason

you should be shot. Only one man out of four-

teen' (in reality, out of thirteen and a half, but I

gave him the half in to encourage him)
'
re-

ceives the coup de cceur.' 'What's that?' says
he. He was lamentably ignorant of an accom-

plishment that every gentleman should acquaint
himself with, and a nervous subject besides.

However, in the end I composed him, and the

event justified my calculations, for he was only
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winged. Yes, Sir, the effects of the duel are

much exaggerated. I have known many men

to have had bullets through their lungs and then-

spleen, and one who, though shot twice through

the head, and deprived of most of his teeth and

half his jaw, still enjoys most excellent health.

"His digestion must have been naturally very

good," observed Mr. Glyddon, smiling; "even

better than Arthur's proved to be in the ship-

wreck, about which Mr. Jones was laughing at

dinner. Not a good-mannered man, by-the-bye,

I must say, that Mr. Jones."

"Good-mannered? In my time, Sir, a man

with such manners would be impossible. I have

had a man out before now for less than that
;
but

there! I can bear any thing for Arthur's sake."

"I did not notice that Mr. Jones committed

any rudeness to yourself."

"Rudeness? No, Sir; it was a point-blank

insult. I was telling a story of my friend the

late Lord Camelford, a man of the nicest and

most scrupulous sense of honor. It was this :

An acquaintance dining at his lordship's house

in town gave him some cause for offense, which

demanded satisfaction, but, mindful of his posi-

tion as host, he restrained his feelings. When
his friends departed, however, he offered the of-

fender a seat in his own carriage took him
'
off the stones' to Acton Green and then pro-

duced a pair of pistols.
' You insulted me at

dinner,' said he,
* and I could not resent it

;

but now you are my guest no longer.'

shot him "in the leg at fourteen paces.

Then

Many
men in Camelford's position would have given
him the coup de coeur, but he was magnanimity
itself. Yet this Mr. Paul Jones expressed his

opinion that his lordship, whose memory I re-

vere, was a stark staring madman.
"

"I think he hardly knew what he said," ob-

served the rector; "else he would never have
asked for whisky-and-water after dinner."

"I am not so sure of that point," rejoined
the other, doubtfully. "Though I do not affect

spirits myself, I have known men of honor in

Ireland to indulge in them. I am sorry to see

Arthur, however, has a friend such as this

Jones."

"One who has lived a roving life, like Tyn-
dall, must needs pick up some strange acquaint-

and I dare say this man has his good
all events, chosen a

ances

points. Arthur has, at

most beautiful bride.

"A good-looking young lady, no doubt: I
have not a word to say against her. Though,
if you ask me, Mr. Glyddon, if she is such a
bride as his mother would have chosen for him,
I must needs say 'No.'"
"I trust she has not incurred your displeas-

ure?"

"Certainly not so far as she is personally
concerned. It would be very difficult for any
young lady to do so, I hope ;

while in her case
I have even to acknowledge an evident desire to
please a forlorn old man whose only claim or
her is that he is her lover's kinsman. But I
hear to-night, for the first time, from Mr. Wynn
Allardyce" the old man looked cautiously about
him and sunk his voice" that the Somers fam-
ily are connected with trade. I had taken it for
granted that they were the Somerses of Lincoln-
shire"

"May I ask," interrupted the rector, "wha

caused this Mr. Allardyce to make you acquaint-
ed with that fact ?"

'It was no officiousness on his part, I am
jound to say, Sir. He was so good as to pre-

vent my completing a rather sweeping expression
of opinion respecting the commercial community
>y a whispered mention of the fact. Miss Som-
ers may possess, and doubtless does so, all the

virtues of her sex
;
but Arthur is marrying be-

neath him ;
and you know as well as I what must

needs come of that."

The rector was silent. Was it the effect of

lie moonlight, or had his fresh complexion on a

sudden become pale ?
' You are surely not in favor of unequal mar-

riages, Mr. Glyddon ? I mean among the laity ;

'or I know your views respecting the celibacy of

the clergy, and though I do not agree with them,

for I am no papist pray forgive me
;

that

was a rudeness. I meant to say I respect those

views in you, though not in others. Well, if you
were to marry, I say, you would not choose the

miller's daughter, nor the sexton's. And yet
that is just what Arthur has done in his Parish

which is the World he has chosen a hop-
merchant's, in other words, I suppose, a brewer's

daughter. Now the Magus blood, Sir, is not a

thing to mix with yeast."
'There is a sight yonder which seems to

shame the artificial distinctions to which you at-

tach such weight," said the rector, smiling. He
pointed to the river, up which a skiff was being

lowly oared. The oarsman was leaning for-

ward, and scarcely moved the sculls, the silvery

splash of which could just be heard. The steer-

er, attired in white muslin, was leaning forward
also, as though in whispered converse with him.
It was Arthur and Helen. She had expressed
a wish to go on the river by moonlight, to which
he had, of course, acceded. If she had reflected

a little, it might have occurred to her that the

necessity of the case would keep them consider-

ably more distant from one another in a boat
than there was any occasion for when walking
in the grounds ;

but young women are too often

the creatures of impulse. On the other hand, it

is true, they seemed more alone together, more
cut off from the unsympathizing world, when on
the silent river, and were certainly less liable,

perhaps at some tender crisis, to interruption
from their fellow-creatures.

"
You're sure it won't tire you, Arthur, to row

just a little way?"" Not thirty miles, Helen, in your company."
"Nor bore you?"
She knew or nattered herself she knew that

it would not do that
;
but she wished to hear

him say so.

"There is nothing I should enjoy more. Is

the seat quite comfortable ? Would you like to

steer, or shall I take off the rudder?"
"
Oh, I should like to steer, of all things."

"But, my dear Helen, you are steering up
stream."

"Why not, dear ? I want to see the lock by
moonlight : I thought it so very pretty this after-

noon."

"Well, just as you please, dear; but though,
as I said, it would not tire me, I must confess I
should prefer down stream to up." He rested
on his oars, so that the boat began to drift down
of itself.
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"Why, you silly darling," laughed Helen,
"what can it signify which way we start, since

we shall have to come back again ?"
" To be sure

;
I forgot that,

"
said he.

' * What
a droll idea!" He was so merry over his stu-

pidity that he could not pull a stroke for laugh-

ter, and the boat drifted down the stream still

more.
What he was saying to himself all the time

was : "I will not go to the lock. What would

Jenny think, if I took Helen there on the first

evening of my return ?"
' ' But you are going down stream, Arthur, all

this time*"
"
Yes, I mean to do so," was Arthur's reflec-

tion: "nothing nothing shall induce me to

go to the lock." What he said was: "My
dear Helen, a thousand pardons, but I am as

weak as a cat with laughing. Do wipe my eyes
for me with that lovely handkerchief. Thanks,

dear, thanks. We will drop down stream first,

and then row up again to the lock. It's just the

same thing, as you were saying ;
and since we

have got so far, it is scarcely worth while to

turn!"

Helen was not quite pleased at this. She
liked to have her own way, and especially with

her slave. She was silent, which is not a good
sign in any woman. But she could not keep
her eyes from Arthur, and he was grand to look

upon; plying the oars with such strength and
skill for he had recovered himself now that

the boat seemed to fly through the stream, and

smiling on her, notwithstanding her pouted lips,

with persevering good humor. She could well

imagine how he had been the life and soul of

that unhappy shipwrecked company ;
and then

she thought of the sick boy he had saved from

death, and her heart melted within her.
"
By-the-bye," said Arthur, presently,

" I for-

got to ask my darling what she thinks of Uncle

Magus?"" I think he's a dear old man," answered Hel-

en, eagerly. "I am sure the kindness of his

manner toward myself and mamma notwith-

standing his grave and stately ways could not

be exceeded."
"I am so glad you like him, Helen, because,

so long as he lives, I should wish him to always

occupy the cottage. I owe him a debt of grati-
tude for his conduct toward me as a boy, not

only in teaching me all boyish arts to ride, to

shoot, to swim but as a peace-maker between

myself and my poor father. He has no othei

kinsman, nor any one to care for him, but my-
self."

"One other now" said Helen, softly. "Aft-
er what you have said, I am sure Uncle Magus
will be always welcome in any house of mine."

"Thanks, dear, thanks. The old man was
once very different from what you see him now
he has mixed with the gayest and the highest
but they have all forgotten him that is, the few

he has not outlived. 'A pagan suckled in a

creed outworn,' Blanche calls him."

"What a shame to call him a pagan!" said

Helen, unconscious of the quotation. "I no-

ticed he stood up when Mr. Glyddon said grac
at dinner, and looked more devout than anj

body."
"Nay, she didn't mean it in a bad sense

;
bu

that he" lives in the past, and loves old-worl(

ustoms and opinions. His family was the old-

st in Ireland for all I know, in the world
;
and

hrough centuries of hopeless ruin the head of

lis race has always hoarded the title-deeds of
lis confiscated estates, and attached to them the
ame value as though they gave him the lord-

hip of a province. He hoards them still in yon-
ler cottage ;

but there is none to whom to trans-

nit them. His only son died of want of sheer

tarvation."
"
Oh, Arthur, how shocking!"

"Yes, and the more so since, but for ances-
ral pride, Uncle Magus might have saved him.
But he would not stoop to ask for help of any
man. He himself was rescued by my fatheV

vith difficulty, and almost by force, from the

same horrible fate. His pistols, the last relics

>f his palmy time, were lying by his side
;
and

n the same room was the dead body of his son

;he last of his proud line which he had em-
)almed by some process learned during his trav-

els in the East.
"

" How terrible ! But would he not part with
lis pistols to get bread for his son ?"

' We must not say that, Helen. He did not

vnow the boy was so near his end, or, rather,
the brave young fellow concealed the necessity
of his condition to spare his father pain. Imag-
ne such abject poverty befalling the lineal de-

scendant of Magus of the Hills ! But there ! I

dare say you never heard of him : he is the man,
tiowever, of whom (as of Wray of Ards) the

tale is told that he left his castle and lived at an
inn for weeks because he saw his daughter wash-

ing some egg-shell china with her own hands.

The china is lost to Uncle Magus, but the pride
remains."
"And you, too, have some of this ancient

blood in your veins," murmured Helen, admir-

ingly. The herb valerian was at work with her
;

for, next to a title, the fact of tenacity of exist-

ence in any particular family excites the female

breast to enthusiasm. Yet the lowest type of

creature clings to life though you cut it in pieces,

and begets its tens of thousands, while a Shaks-

peare leaves no heirs.
"
Oh, Arthur, how could

you think of marrying me?"

"Well, my darling, there were very many
reasons," answered Arthur, with mock gravity.
" If you will look in the water, for instance, you
will see one. I couldn't help thinking of it, di-

rectly I set eyes on you."
"Are you sure of that quite sure, dear?"

answered she, earnestly. "I have sometimes

thought just now and then that it was not so.

In spite of myself a feeling has crept over me

though I never thought to tell you of it that I

was not always, as I hope and believe I am now,
first and foremost with you. It seemed to me
I don't know what moves me to confess it, ex-

cept that I do not wish to have a secret from

you that some other image occupied your heart

when I first knew you, and that that had to fade

and fade before it could receive mine. It has

faded has it not, darling ? altogether now f"

She leaned forward beseechingly, imploringly,
and laid her hand upon his knee.

"It was a mirage," said Arthur, smiling faint-

ly :

' " there was no real image till I saw you"
There was a pause ;

she looked at him doubt-

fully ;
and he added: "I don't wish you to

imagine that my heart waited for you, prescient
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of your coming. For how could that he, dar-

ling ? You are too sensible to helieve it. Men

are not like women, pure and patient, content

to wait for their ideal. If any man of my age

tells one like you whom he has known but a

few months that he never thought of love be-

fore he saw her, he lies ! I hope I do not shock

you : I trust I have not been mistaken in my es-

timate of your good sense and knowledge of the

world
;

if I have, remember, Helen, you put me

to the question."
"
Yes, I suppose it must be so, sighed Helen,

drawing her h'nger through the water, and look-

ing down at it. "So you did love another, did

voTi, Arthur, before me ?"
"

"Several!" (She started.) "Lots!"

"Oh, Arthur!" cried she, bursting into tears.

"Pooh, pooh! my dear: they were but

'The summer pilots of an empty heart

Uiito the shore of nothing.'

Or if one of them or some of them was

something more, they were not to me as you
are : that I swear. We never exchanged vows o'f

unalterable attachment
;
never swore to be faith-

ful to one another
;
never But why should I

say more : you do not doubt me, Helen ?"

'"No, clearest." She held out her little hand
for him to kiss, and smiled divinely. "Your

lips are cold, Arthur; I am afraid you are tak-

ing cold. Let us turn back and go home."
"It is cold work doing penance in one's shirt

sleeves," returned Arthur, smiling; "but one
feels all the better for it. I am shriven and for-

given, am I not?"

"Oh yes, indeed. I never, never was so

happy !

" "

So they rowed back to land, whispering soft

nothings, and not a word did Helen say of wish-

ing to row up stream to see the lock
;
but Ar-

thur's heart was heavy within him and smote
him sore.

Beside the croquet ground, above terrace and
garden and river, sat yet another pair."

Why can't you talk to a fellow, Allardyce ?"
said one, peevishly, after a long silence, during
which they puffed at their cigars.

"Because," replied the other, "one can say
nothing at which you don't burst out laughing
like a hyena. You're drunk, Sir

; and it is not
pleasant to be the keeper of a drunken man.
But for me you would have gone down among
those people yonder and done for us both. Our
invitation here was not so pressing that you can
afford to make a beast of yourself. It would
serve you right if Tyndall kicked you out neck
and crop."
"He won't do that," said Mr. Paul Jones,

cunningly.
" When a man has got the thumb-

screws on, he is very careful how he moves.
With one turn I could smash his bones."
"Not yet, my friend; don't think it. You

would bruise him a
little, that is all. It needs

another turn or two."
"Which we will give it."

"We intend to do so; but in the mean time
you must endeavor to imitate a gentleman I
tell you again that you are making our position
here precarious by your pot-house manners "

"Precarious ? Come, I like that, when I saw
you making love to Miss Helen on the barge
under Tyndall's very eyes ! Yes, yes ; you may

be as angry as you please ;
but I am not going

to have all my plans thrown over because you
choose to indulge your fancies."

"
Pooh, pooh ! You are talking of what you

don't understand," answered Allardyce, con-

temptuously. "So long as you get your money
I mean other people's money you are con-

tent
;
but for my part, it is also necessary that I

amuse myself. It would be dangerous in your
case to do so (if it were not absurd), I grant ;

but it is not so in mine. You are a master of

Jinesse at whist
;
but in other matters, my dear

Paul, you are crass, gross, of the earth earthy,
and incapable as a lock-gate of a delicate move-
ment."

"Indeed! Yet which of us was it that pro-
cured us the invitation to Swansdale?"
"You mean, extorted a permission to present

ourselves here. Well, I allow that that is owing
to you, and give you full credit for your audaci-

ty. It was a bold stroke to write to a man who
owed you money, to tell him that if he did not

ask yourself and friend to visit him under his

own roof, you would send the sheriff's officer

there instead!"

"I did nothing of the kind. I wrote a most

polite letter
; you shall see it some day quite a

remarkable combination of friendship and well,
firmness

;
and while hinting at the little account

between us, pleasantly suggested that the result

of our meeting here would be as likely as not to

wipe it out, or even to leave a balance on the

other side. Think of that, Sir wasn't it a fine

touch ?"

"I say again it was audacious: Taudace,

Vaudace, et toujours I'audace, should be your
motto when you come to have one. 'There
are four things,' says Solomon, 'which say not
It is enough;' but he would have written,
'There are Jive things,' if he had been ac-

quainted with a gambler who is unlucky. Tyn-
dall's ill luck is not likely to change, I'm afraid.

Hush ! there you are with your hyena laugh
again."
"I can't help it. 'His ill luck likely to

change !' Well, that is a good one. Oh dear,
oh dear!"
"I hope the things from Darwin's have ar-

rived," said Allardyce, gravely.
"I've seen 'em, my dear fellow. There's a

great packet, with From Daricins painted on it,

lying in the corner of the smoking-room. That's
what put me in such high feather at dinner-time.

What a pity Swansdale is entailed ! it would be
rather a nice place to come down to for the sum-
mer months, and to have painted on one's cards,
Paul ,Tones, JEsquire, the Albany, and Swansdale

"And what's to be painted on my cards?''
asked Allardyce, with sudden ferocity."

Whatever you please, my dear fellow. We
go share and share alike to the last penny, trust

me for that."

"We shall certainly go share and share alike,"
was the dry reply ;

"as for trusting you well,

yes, I trust you, for you know that if you played
me false, Paul, I'd kill you like a dog. See,
there's the boat come back again with Tyndall
and his young woman. Well, I suppose he'll

have had enough of spooning by this time, and
be ready for business. In my op'inion, he should
be bled freely without delay or stint : he's just
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the sort of fool to be sweet upon his wife and
nose-led

;
and it is just possible that after mar-

riage there may be
"

"A son and heir," interrupted Paul. "Yes,
he may become careful for his son's sake.

"

" Not he. A gambler is never restrained by
a far-off contingency. But when he is married,
it is possible there may be what it is now so

fashionable to dispense with on such occasions

No Cards."

CHAPTER XL
THE LUCK.

THE goddess Fortune is the only one of the

heathen divinities who has survived the disaster

of her fellow-gods, and has still her worshipers

among us
;
and yet how little are her nature and

requirements understood ! We would all please
her if we could, but not one of us is certain of

the road to her favor. Curiously enough, it is

among the most irreligious persons that her rites

ceremonials and observances that are supposed
to please her are most carefully paid. The
man who believes in nothing else, believes in

Luck, and endeavors to propitiate her with de-

vices at whose childishness the African adorers

of Mumbo Jumbo might laugh. I have seen a

minister of state turn his chair round at a whist-

table in order to avert her displeasure ;
I have

seen a warrior, to whom the safety of an army
has been confided, and not in vain, lodge an ivory
fish upon the candlestick to secure her good
graces ;

I have seen the most prudent of attor-

neys call for fresh cards and pay for them in

the full confidence that she would be gratified by
that extravagant proceeding ;

I have known a

venerable divine to lay his finger with indecent

haste upon the two of clubs because " whoever
first touches the two of clubs" (as he was good
enough to explain to me) "secures a good hand
for himself

"
directly after the hands were dealt.

To scoff at such ritualistic observances is to ex-

cite in these idolaters an indignation not unmin-

gled with satisfaction precisely such a feeling,

in fact, as is induced in certain religious persons
when they hear the railing infidel. "It's very
shocking; but he'll suffer for it that's some
comfort." And the idolaters are at least logical
in their reflection, for when one man suffers at

cards, others reap the benefit. To do Arthur

Tyndall justice, he committed no impiety of this

sort
;
on the contrary, he was observant of every

ceremony likely to propitiate the goddess For-

tune, and yet, whenever he had played against
Messrs. Jones and Allardyce, he had suffered

loss.
" Under one's own roof," however, it has

been said by one of the priesthood of this cult,

"luck changes ;" and it was with the cheerful

expectation that this would happen that, after

Uncle Magus and the rector had departed from
the smoking-room at Swansdale, about midnight,
the host sat down at the card-table to play loo

with his usual antagonists. Adair did not play,
but looked on, gravely enough, smoking his pipe,

and watching the winners : from them he never

withdrew his eyes save once, when Tyndall ex-

claimed,
" Curse the luck ! I'll have new cards"

until the luck became unbearable, and the host

rose, and declined to have any more of it. No

money had changed hands, but the transactions
on paper had been considerable.

"Well, you have been deuced unlucky, and
that's the fact,

"
said Mr. Paul Jones, condoling-

ly.
" In his own house, too

;
it's really too bad.

Ain't it, Allardyce ?"
"

It's hard lines," returned that gentleman,
with a yawn ;

" but luck will run so sometimes.
As for me, I've won all this pot of money almost
without knowing it, for I've been as much asleep
as awake. That traveling on the river makes
one so confoundedly sleepy ! I could scarcely see

the cards."
"
Oh, don't go to bed yet," pleaded Mr. Paul

Jones
;

"
let's have one more cigar first."

"I shall not prevent your smoking any num-
ber of cigars, my pretty Polly and especially
of Tyndall's cigars but as for me, I am. off to

my virtuous couch, to sleep the sleep of the just."
And he lit his bedroom candle. On seeing this,

Mr. Paul Jones reluctantly did the same.
"I will see you to your rooms, gentlemen,

"

said Tyndall, rousing himself with an effort from
the consideration of his losses

;
but they both

begged him not to do so. They knew their way,
and he had a cigar to finish.

"You should have stopped," whispered Jones
to Allardyce as they trod softly along the well-

carpeted passage together, "and not have left

Tyndall alone with that fellow : he has been

watching us all night as a cat watches a mouse."
"I know it," answered the other; "and it's

quite as well that we have altered our little game.
The more he watches us now, however, the better.

By-the-bye, you know the exact number, I sup-

pose, that
"

"Hush! Yes; forty-eight.""
I'll make a note of it, however, for if but

one remains, like that story of the cock and the

pomegranate seeds in the
' Arabian Nights'

"

" Here's your pocket-book, Allardyce, if that's

what you're looking for," said a quiet voice:

"you left it on the whist-table."

"Thanks, Adair, thanks," said Allardyce,
taking from his hand the article in question, and

dropping it in his pocket.
"How imprudent you are!" exclaimed Mr.

Paul Jones, peevishly, when the baize door of

the smoking-room had swung noiselessly upon
Adair's retreating figure, and the two friends

were once more alone together."
Why so, man ? You don't suppose I'm fool

enough to write any thing compromising in a

pocket-book?"" I don't mean that; but you were talking so

loud when he came up with us."
" He is welcome to all I talked about."
"
Well, as it happened, I believe he may be,"

said Mr, Jones, reflectively. "But, depend upon
it, he listened all he could. If there is one char-

acter more contemptible than another, it's an

eavesdropper."

"Very true. But here is my room; and if

you have no other jewel in the "way of a senti-

ment to drop in my ear, I will now wish you
good-night."

"
Good-night !" Mr. Jones walked on, shak-

ing his venerable head, on which the bump of
" caution" was unnaturally prominent, and only

slightly counteracted by that of a tendency to

strong liquor "good-night, and don't talk in

your sleep. Curse that eavesdropping fellow
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Adair ! How I wish I knew what those two are

talking about in the smoking-room !"

Let us, reader, enjoy the opportunity for which

Mr. Paul Jones sighed in vain.

"Did you ever see such infernal and unvary-

ing ill luck as mine, Jack?" inquired Tyndall,

with that strange desire for condolence in loss

which characterizes most gamblers, no matter

how independent of sympathy they may be in

other matters.

"Very often," replied Adair, coolly. "Al-

ways, in fact, when 1 have seen you play against

Jones and Allardyce."
"
Oh, that's all nonsense, my dear fellow.

They are as straight as a die, so far as that goes ;

I'll lay my life on that."
" If you go on playing with them, it is my be-

lief, Tyndall, that you will soon have nothing

else to lay.
"

"Stuff and nonsense! The luck must turn

some day. One would really think the cards

were bewitched." His eye turned toward the

table, whereon they still lay in disorder, and lit

upon the pocket-book. "That's Allardyce's.
Just run after him. will you, Jack, since you've
done your pipe, and I don't want the smoke to

get all over the house. Thanks." Then, when
he had come back: "There were some rather

heavy items against my name in that confounded

book, Jack."
" I have no doubt of it," said Jack. "I sup-

pose twenty-five pounds would not be much when
set against your account this evening ;

but there

they are." And he laid down the notes upon the

table.

"My dear Adair," exclaimed Tyndall, in an
offended tone, "what are you thinking about?
I never borrow of a friend, you know."
"I know that, though I do not agree with

your ideas upon the subject, especially since you
borrow of these men, or, at least, are content to

owe them money, which is the same thing.""
Really, Adair, you must permit me to re-

mark that that is my business, and not yours."
"Just so, my dear fellow," returned Jack,

cheerfully ; "exactly as this is your money, and
not mine. You lost it to me, it is true, but you
did not lose it fairly, for I was perfectly certain
that the event against which you betted was
about to come off. Allardyce offered to take

your ten to one, if you remember, that Jones
mounted the barge-horse and rode back

'

"Well, it was ten to one against his doing
it, "interrupted Arthur. "Nothing but my in-

fernal luck could have put it into his head to" ride
a horse."

"
I beg your pardon ;

it was Allardyce him-
self that put it into his head. I heard him whis-

per to Jones as he started,
' Eide him home.

That was why Allardyce offered you the wager ;

that was why I took less odds, and spoiled his
market

;
that is why I now say those five fivers

are yours!""
My dear Jack, I know you believe every

word you speak," said Tyndall, gravely,
" and I

know that you mean nothing but good to youi
friends. But I don't know any man whose judg-ment is more blinded by prejudice. Granted
that Allardyce said, 'Hide him home.' Well,
that might be only chaff, or, more likely, a sneer
and even if he meant it, what guarantee could he

mve had, on the instant, that Jones would have

done his bidding ? Fray take up your money,
and don't let us talk upon a matter on which we
hall never agree namely, the merits of Jones

and Allardyce. I don't think them perfection ;

)ut as to any charge of dishonesty, it is an insult

to my understanding and to myself to bring such

against any man with whom I am in the habit

of associating."
'All right, old fellow," said Adair, good-hu-

moredly putting the notes back in his pocket,
and filling his pipe. "How beautiful Miss Helen

ooked to-night!"
" Yes indeed, did she not ? I do believe she's

very fond of me, Jack.
"

'I never doubted that," returned Adair,

quietly.

Tyndall colored, and puffed vigorously at his

cigar a sure sign with him that he was ill at

ease.
" You see, I'm not a soft fellow, Jack, like

you, with women. I may have been so once"

Jack nodded assent :

" You were," said he, par-

enthetically "but I've knocked about too much
n the world for that now. You don't know
,vhat I've done and gone through. They say
human nature is the same all the world over

;

but that's not true. It's worse, far worse, where
I've been than here at home."

"It must be deuced bad, then," said Jack,
,vith confidence, and glancing involuntarily to-

ward the card-table.
"
I wish I had something better to give Helen

in exchange for her devotion to myself than what
is left to me of a heart

;
that's what I mean,

Jack. My life, since I came to manhood, has
been a mistake. I should never have disagreed
with the poor old governor, nor have left Swans-
dale."

"Ah!" returned the other, dryly, "but you
might have staid at Swansdale, aiid yet have

downright quarreled with him."
' '

That's true.
" He sunk his voice as he add-

ed: "I saw her to-day, Jack, at the lock, and
spoke with her."

"
I know it," said Jack, curtly.

"How could I help it?" pleaded Tyndall.
"'What! haven't you a word to say to your
old friend, Jenny ?' said old Jacob

;
and I was

obliged to go. When I saw her standing at the

cottage door, looking straight at me with her
great reproachful eyes, and fifty times more beau-
tiful than ever, I said to myself,

' Arthur Tyn-
dall, you're a liar and a coward.

' "

"You should have thought of what you would
say to yourself when you saw her, months ago."
"I did, Jack; but where was the use? It

was the fear of that very thing which kept me
from coming down here, or from asking a word
about her. If the old man had only kept away
for good, and not brought her back again here
close to my very door ! Helen wished me to row
her up to the lock this very evening : think of
that!" Tyndall rose and paced the room with

hasty strides.
" Oh

, Jack, if I had only had the

pluck, when I first came home, to run down here
at once, and redeemed my word, instead of

staying up in town until I could not redeem it !"

"Why?" inquired Adair.

"Why?" reiterated the other, impatiently.
"Why, because I had not the money. Three
'

thou.' in hard cash have I paid to Paul Jones
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already, and I owe him as much again ;
and Al-

lardyce has had his pickings also. Of course

I've been a fool
;
but who was to know that luck

would run like that? Now Helen's money
though, of course, I don't marry her for that

will set me straight, and keep my father's roof

over my head and Uncle Magus in his cottage ;

and I did hope that Jenny might have gone away,
as I knew her father meant to do

;
but there

it's just like my luck !"
" But does Jenny still think of you, Tyndall ?"

asked Adair, gravely.
"Not she; she is too proud. She even re-

fused to hear any explanations of my conduct.

The time was past, she said, for that, and she

should be ashamed of herself if she permitted me
to give them."

"
Well, that is as it should be," said Jack.

" I suppose it is," answered Tyndall, ruefully."
I try to put Jenny out of my head altogether;

a fellow can't do more than that, you know
;
and

I'm sure I like Helen very much. It '11 be all

right when we're married, at all events; I'm

quite sure of that."

"I hope so, indeed," answered Jack, ear-

nestly.
' '

Well, as Iam about to be a Benedick so soon,
it is only right that I should accustom myself
to early hours," said Arthur, smiling. "Good-
night, old fellow, and when you have finished

your last pipe, put the candles out."

"All right, Arthur. Good-night. He's go-

ing to marry the wrong young woman," mut-
tered Jack to himself as the door closed behind

his friend.
" I was afraid of that all along."

CHAPTER XII.

A NIGHT WITH THE ARABIAN NIGHTS.

THOUGH it was now very late and, indeed,
the day was about to break Adair made no

sign of retiring to repose. He had one of those

constitutions which in youth, at all events the

want of sleep seems to affect but little; and

though by no means of dissipated habits himself
for he was a sportsman whenever he had the

opportunity, and a hard worker, save when, as

now, he chanced to take a holiday he had been
used to the small hours. It is by no means un-

usual, in fast society, where play is deep and
night is turned to day, to find some quiet athlete
who sits in his arm-chair pulling at his pipe and
regarding the wild doings of his comrades with
but a moderate amount of interest. He does not

play ;
he does not bet

;
but always "sitting out"

in a state of philosophical calm," sometimes sees

more of the game than those who join in it.

And Jack Adair was one of these. Without any
striking characteristics of his own, he had always
been very popular among men

;
and though only

a few of the opposite sex were able to appre-
ciate his honest worth and independent simplicity

(which most of them called
" want of polish"),

those who were able to do so admired him even
more than did the men. At school he had been
called

" Gentleman Jack," and distinguished for

an uprightness and sense of justice very uncom-
mon among school-boys. At Oxford, though
neither a reading man nor possessed of marked

ability, he had made himself more respected by

the authorities of his college than many a man
who was a "

credit" to them as a scholar; while

among the tinder-graduates, whether as a "first-

rate oar" or "an excellent bat," a "man with-
out an ounce of humbug in his composition," or
as " the best fellow in the world" (and quite im-

pervious to the effects of liquor), he was adored.
Jack never lost a friend, and thus it happened
that, in after-life, he was so often found in the

society of men of widely different habits from
his own, and even sometimes in that of those who,
if you judged men by their companions, would
have caused you to have entertained rather an in-

different opinion of even Jack himself. Arthur

Tyndall had been his closest college friend, not-

withstanding a great difference of character, or

perhaps in consequence of it
;

for

" This was rich where that was poor,
And this supplied that's want the more,
As hia unlikeness fitted his."

Jack grieved for his friend's faults, but did not

blink at them (and it was to Arthur's credit that

the other's plain speaking had never caused a

rupture between them) ;
while he appreciated

his virtues (and they were many) to the full.

"What could he do for him? How could he

help him in his present fix ?" was the thought
that was now agitating Jack's honest heart. The
facts of the case, as they seemed to him, were
that Arthur was in love with two women at

once : a position by no means impossible (with
all due deference, ladies), nor perhaps even unusu-

al, but very embarrassing, at least when it occurs

in Europe. What made it more difficult to Jack,
as a question of morals, was the loyal conviction

he entertained that Arthur Tyndall, though im-

pulsive and even unstable, was incapable of a

baseness, and must be considered, in the main,
to be the victim of circumstances.

And Jack knew all the circumstances. In the

old days Arthur had kept nothing from him
not even his secret love for Jenny Wren. The
girl had been but seventeen or eighteen at most

then, and yet, as Jack had thought, one of the

most sensible as well as lovely girls he had ever

spoken with
;
but then she was an innkeeper's

daughter : and what folly it had been in his friend

to enter so passionately on a pursuit which could

never end in capture ! As for any thing dishon-

orable in the affair from its having been confided

to Jack we may be sure there was nothing of

that sort
;
and to do Arthur justice, no such idea

had entered into his thoughts. He meant to

make Jenny Wren his wife some day. Jenny
had not concealed from him that she recipro-
cated his affection, but she looked at it with

clearer eyes, and perceived its hopeless character.

To obtain the elder Tyndall's consent to such a

union was evidently out of the question : even

Arthur did not attempt to do so, and the estrange-
ment between himself and his father took place

upon a wholly different matter a money matter.

On the eve of his departure for a distant land

he had had an interview with Jenny, in which
she had exhibited immense good sense and entire

unselfishness. He would have bound himself to

be hers forever, but she would not permit it.

"My heart is yours," said she, "whenever cir-

cumstances permit you to come and claim it, and
if you still choose to do so

"

"If I still choose!" had been his indignant
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interruption.
" Can yon suppose absence or dis-

tance can affect love like mine ?"
^

" You have never tried them, Arthur, had

been her quiet rejoinder.
"There is, at all

events, no need of vows, which bind only the un-

willing ;
and if unwilling, I do not wish you to

be bound."
Her prescient heart if it were not mere self-

sacrificing generosity that actuated her had not

misgiven her in vain. How idle are the saws

that talk of absence and distance as only more

endearing to one another those whom fate has

parted ! Does the memory of our dead, then,

grow more lively and more poignant as the years

revolve without them ? In solitude, perhaps, and

when occupation is wanting to the mind, it may
still feed itself with fond regrets ;

but in the busy

world, and still more among scenes of novelty

and excitement, the image of the beloved one

fades and fails. So was it with Arthur Tyndall :

nor must we think too harshly of him because of

it. He was by no means incapable of noble and

unselfish actions, as we have seen in his giving

the sick sailor lad that priceless boon
;

his na-

ture was generous and affectionate
;
he was no

"liar," as the pang of conscience had caused

him to call himself; but he was unstable of pur-

pose, and a gambler. He not only liked high

stakes, which is a variable term, and means play-

ing for such sums as are of importance to us,

but gambling that is, risking more than we can

afford. He had anticipated the funds that would
have been at his disposal on his father's death,
and on its occurrence had come home, impoverish-

ed, yet not so poor but that with what was left

to him he could have lived on at Swansdale and
maintained Uncle Magus (a sacred trust with

him) at the cottage as before, and in ignorance
of his change of fortune. His marriage with

Jenny might have been then effected
;
and if

"the county" had refused its sanction to the

mesalliance, so much the better, for it would
have saved his purse-strings ;

but immediately
on his arrival in town he had fallen in with cer-

tain old acquaintances, and some dangerous new
ones, and the result had been such pecuniary loss

as was almost ruin. Why had he not flown upon
the wings of love, it may be asked, at once to

Swansdale? a question not to be answered to

the satisfaction of the fair sex. That brief de-

lay, however, had cost him dear. By his own
act he had rendered that impossible which, five

years ago, he had looked forward to as the crown-

ing happiness of his life. Then came Helen, as
beautiful as her namesake of Troy, and with the

power to re-establish his broken fortunes.

Such, in general terms, was the position of
Arthur Tyndall, as it appeared to his friend.
Whether he had really sacrificed love for money,
whether he still entertained for Jenny any great
proportion of that affection with which he had
once regarded her, and all of which was Helen's
due, Jack could not tell for certain, but he feared
that it was so. He took his friend's part as far as
he could. Jenny might have been magnanimous
in refusing to permit her would-be swain to plight
his faith, and agree to correspond with her
through those long years of absence, but the re-
sult had been unfortunate. If there had not bee
great danger in such a course, there would have
been no magnanimity ;

but there had been dan-
ger, risks, temptations, which had ended in ne-

:essities to which Tyndall had succumbed. It

md been wrong in him, but by no means inex-

:usable. But what if Arthur, contrary perhaps
o his own expectations, had not got off with this

>ld love before he got on with the new ? What
f, coming down to Swansdale an engaged man,

had suddenly found the sight of Jenny too

much for him, awakening sweet memories of the

ast, and making the future hateful ? Jack was
ot given to sentiment, but he was a man of scru-

ulous honor and sense of justice, and this ap-
rehension filled him with pity, not so much for

\rthur and Jenny, as for Helen. He did not

ake "the county" view of the affair at all; he

uiew that Arthur would have by no means
married beneath him" had he married Jenny,

ind, indeed, that the latter was a greatly superior

oung lady, in all respects worth consideration,

o Helen herself; but it was about Helen that

IB was troubled most. She had given her love

o Arthur, and was about to give her money.
Suppose he should have nothing to give her in

eturn, or even but a little! She was by no
neans one, if Jack judged her rightly, to be sat-

sfied with half a heart, and still less if she should

find out that the other half was in another wom-
m's keeping. Yet his mind misgave him sorely
hat this would be the case.

It was true that Jenny had behaved with dig-

nity and prudence in refusing to listen to Arthur's

excuses for himself; but how long would she

maintain that admirable attitude if she really
oved him ? Jack was not a scholar, but he had
studied in the school of human nature with some
profit. He called to mind Arthur's studious ret-

cence to him upon the subject of his first love

ever since his return to England, and even when
announcing to him his engagement to Helen. It

>vould have been surely natural to have alluded

:o Jenny then, if he could have honestly said,

"I have got over that, old fellow, as that good,
wise girl herself always said I should do." How
suspicious, too, had been his behavior on board
the barge ! so nervous and distrait as they had

approached the Welcome, so relieved when he
lad found her departed from it

; or, if that

might have happened in any case, what but the

rery madness of the renewal of love would have

prompted him at the lock cottage to offer ex-

planations of his conduct ! The time, as she

had said, was indeed long past for that, and si-

lence would have become him far better. And
yet what could Arthur Tyndall do in his crippled

pecuniary state, and with that three "thou." of

debt to Mr. Paul Jones hanging over his head ?

He could offer himself as "a hand" to old Jacob

Renn, and assist him to open the lock gates, but
he certainly could not offer his hand, with a de-

ficit in it, to his daughter. What a position of

Jack put gently aside the words "disgrace
and dishonor" that suggested themselves to his

mind, and substituted for them "embarrass-
ment!" W'hat a hobble had poor Arthur brought
himself into, and how was he to escape from it,

if at all ? Whether to cut away masts and rig-

gingthrow over position and competence or

heave overboard the precious cargo of honor and
good faith, and ride the storm out that way, was

unfortunately not offered to him as a simple al-

ternative. The question was far more compli-
cated

;
it included poor Uncle Magus's interests,

which he was bound to protect, for one thing,
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besides Helen's, and Jenny's, and his own. Still,

if the money were but forth-coming, the difficulty
would not be so insurmountable. Arthur would

then, at least, be free to choose.

How different, thought Jack, was the position
of affairs to what it had been when he was at

Swansdale last, five years ago and more ! Arthur
had his difficulties even then, but they were not

discreditable ones
;
the road of his love did not

run smooth, but it did not fork and run in two
directions. This was the room they used to

smoke in then
;

it had been Arthur's play-room
from a boy, and there stood the book-case still,

with its store of youthful literature, mixed with
a few novels of a later time. "Robinson Cru-

soe," "Gulliver," the "Arabian Nights" By-
the-bye, what had that scoundrel Allardyce said

about the "Arabian Nights" as he had come

up with him and his confederate (Jack always
called them "

the confederates") in the passage :

4 '

If but one remains, like that story of the cock
and the pomegranate seeds in the 'Arabian

Nights'
"

If one remains of what, I wonder?
And what is the story ?

Jack took down the volume from the shelf, and

finding no such title as the cock and the pome-
granate seeds in the index, sat down to peruse it.

The dawn was finding its way in through the

shutters, and it reminded him that when a child

lie had once sat up till daybreak over this very
book; but it was new to him now again. What
a farrago of absurdities and improprieties it

seemed to him as a man! how strange that it

should be placed in the hands of children at all !

and yet what an undeniable charm and interest

hung about these princes and princesses, whose
names were sneezes, and who lived, even by sup-

position, no nearer than at Samarcand or Bas-
sora ! Some of the stories, such as " The
Fisherman and the Genius" and "The History
of the Husband and the Parrot," were familiar

to him through quotation, but for the most part
he remembered nothing of them. Long-bearded,
broad-shouldered Jack, pulling gently at his twen-
tieth pipe or so, had become a child again, list-

ening to Scheherezade with all the attention of

her husband the sultan. When he arrived at

the story of "The Second Calender," however,
his attention was arrested by the following pass-

age:" The pomegranate immediately began to swell,
and became as large as a gourd, which then rose

up as high as the gallery, and rolled backward
andforward there several times; it thenfell down
to the bottom of the court, and broke into many
pieces. The wolf in the mean time transformed
itself into a cock, ran to the seeds of the pome-
granate, and began swallowing them as fast as

possible. When it could see no more, it came to

us, with its wings extended, and making a great
noise, as if to inquire of us whether there were any
more seeds. There was one lying on the border

of the canal, which the cock in going back per-

ceived, and ran toward it as quickly as possible ;

but at the very instant that its beak was upon it

the seed rolled into the canal, and changed into a

fish-"
"If but one remains, then," thought Jack,

"of somethings or other, I know not what I

am quite sure he was not joking, from the ear-

nestness of his tone there will be danger to

Messrs. Allardyce & Co. What he must needs

have meant is, that that one would be as dan-
gerous as though all were left. If I could but
find that one, I would bless the 'Arabian Nights'
as long as I lived. What can that one thing be?"
Jack's eyes lit upon the cards that had proved so
fatal to hfe friend, and fixed themselves there.
He had watched those men with the utmost care
that night, but could see no signs of what he had
more than suspected on previous occasions

namely, the existence of a secret telegraph, a
silent code of signals, between them. He
had no more doubt that they were blacklegs

cheats than of his own existence
;
but how

did they accomplish their villainy ? It is easy
for a fool that has lost his money to aver that
he has been cheated, but it is only fools who
sympathize with him unless his assertion can be

proved. The world, in its wicked wisdom, is

slow to credit such charges; while, curiously
enough, the man that is really cheated is often
the last to believe it. The suggestion is humili-

ating to his amour propre. Tyndall had already
shown himself credulously obstinate in the mat-
ter of the bet on the river, and he was not likely
to be less so where much heavier stakes were in-

volved. Jack had been not only vexed with his
friend's infatuation, but hurt that his own evi-

dence had been disregarded, and he was firmly
resolved not to make another move until he could
see his way to checkmate the enemy. "If but
one remains." Well, if the metaphor of the

pomegranate seeds were a correct one, 'there

ought to be a great number of these dangerous
somethings. Suppose the cards were marked,
and one of them found to be so would not that
be a case exactly applicable ?

The blood rushed to Jack's forehead : in his

excitement, this idea seemed almost a revelation.

For now that he came to think of it, the winners
had not made their gains at loo that night so
much by the possession of good cards as by their

singular good fortune in taking "miss." If

they took miss, it was sure to be a better hand
than Tyndall's, and if they did not take miss,
and declined to play, it had always turned out
that if they had played they would have lost by
it. Now all this would, of course, have hap-
pened had they known the cards before they
were turned. He took up a pack they were
white-backed ones, with elaborate white spots

upon them and throwing back the shutter, ex-
amined them with eager care. They had been

slightly soiled with use, but there was not a mark,
nor sign, nor prick upon them. He felt them
over with delicate deliberation, but there was
neither projection nor roughness such as might
have guided a dealer's hand. Where had they
come from, those innocent-looking bits of card-

board, that had cost his friend so much ? They
had been taken six packs of them from a

great brown-paper packet under the book-case.

Jack turned it over, and examined it carefully ;

it looked all right enough, and had evidently
come straight from the manufacturers. "From
Darwin & Co., Card-makers," was pasted out-

side it, side by side with the railway parcel tick-

et. There were two-and-forty packs remaining ;

six had been taken out
;
so there had originally

been four dozen forty-eight. Why, was not
that the very number mentioned by Paul Jones

just before Allardyce began to speak? It had
made no impression on him at the time, for the
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doors in Swansdale Hall had been all numbered

as at an inn, through some strange fancy of t

late Mr. Tyndall, and he had thought that Jones

was merely referring to his own apartment ;
but

now it recurred to him with quite a new signif-

icance If it was the number of packTs of cards

o which Jones referred, then Allardyce's reply

was pregnant with meaning indeed; and if it

was not, the coincidence was extraordinary.

Adair returned to the table, and was about to

take up a pack of cards when a sudden idea

struck him. "If I take one of these thought

he "Messrs. Jones and Allardyce will be sure

to miss it. They will not think ot counting those

in the parcel, and even if they do, they may come

to the conclusion that the Messrs. Darwin may

have sent one short." With that he put a new

pack in his pocket, and was about to leave the

room, when the book lying on the table attracted

his attention. "I'll put that back again, he

muttered: "if these scoundrels escape me, it

shall not be through lack of prudence. There s

not much in my idea, after all, I fear, for my

eyes are sharp enough, and as yet they have dis-

covered nothing. Still, 'Patience and shuffle

the cards,' is a good motto." The shelf was

well filled, and the return of the "Arabian

Nights" was opposed by another volume of this

juvenile library, whose title thereby attracted

his attention" Mornings with the Microscope."

"By Jove!" cried Jack, "that may be a great

piece of luck. Since my unassisted eyes have

failed to detect any thing wrong, suppose I try

a morning with a microscope !"

CHAPTEK XIII.

ON THE BRIDGE.

"SORROW may endure for a night, but joy
cometh in the morning, "is a saw of great au-

thority and acceptance, and yet we suspect that

human experience, if appealed to generally,
would reverse that saying. Surely it is at night,

after some sort of meal, or drink, or even a pipe
of tobacco, that our spirits fight against despond-

ency, and we make the best of a " bad job," or,

at all events, look forward to forgetting our trou-

bles in sleep ; whereas, on the other hand, when
the blank day breaks, the full sense of our ca-

lamity is borne in upon us, and, like Miss Bella

Wilfer, we wish that we were dead. At all

events, on the morrow of his return to his old

home Arthur Tyndall awoke far more dispirited
and displeased with himself than he had yet been,

and, early as it was, arose and dressed himself.

For to lie in one's bed in the broad daylight, to

think and think of the ruin that we have brought
upon ourselves, or on the wrong we have done to

others, is of all things the most intolerable.

Within-doors no one was stirring, but without
the ancient gardener was already sweeping one
of the gravel-walks, and bade his young master
"good-morning," heartily.

"Foreign parts have not altered your ways of
life, I see, Master Arthur," said he, approvingly ;"

for you was always an early riser, like your
poor father before ye."
Yes

;
he had been an early riser, and at Swans-

dale especially, for a certain reason, which the

sight of Old Giles recalled to his mind with a

sharp pain. Often and often had he come upon
the old man when, with rod and basket, he had

gone forth from the Hall at that very hour not

to fish, but to pretend to fish from the river-side

path that led to the Welcome. It was not unlikely

sven that Giles knew that he had done so, for,

though no one in the village was aware of how

far matters once had gone between "Master

Arthur" and "Jenny," there was a shrewd sus-

picion abroad that they were not indifferent to

one another. How unchanged seemed every

_bject that met his gaze since those palmy days of

adolescence and first love : unsettled and doubt-

ful days, indeed, but days of promise ! How glo-

riously the tall trees sparkled with dew ! How
freshly rose the incense from the flower beds !

In the winding shrubbery "wilderness" it used

to be called, but to his traveled eyes, accustomed

to the wild luxuriance of nature, it seemed garden
like the rest howjoyously sang the birds ! There

was the little wicket-gate to which she had once

been so rash as to accompany him on his way
back, and where they had parted with a whis-

pered farewell: he had leaned upon it, and

watched her trip homeward along the dewy

fields, and when she turned and smiled (for he

knew that she was smiling, since she had her

face toward hini), he had smiled too and kissed

his hand. He leaned upon it now, and gazed

upon the vacant fields with an aching heart.

But why had it not ached before, when absent

from her ? And why had it not yearned on his

return to England to clasp her in his arms as

it did now ? Why had his love smouldered so

low that he had thought it cold and burned out ?

And now, when it was too late, why, merely at

the sight of her, had it flamed up anew so fierce-

ly that it threatened to consume him ? Had he

deceived himself, and, loving her all along, per-

suaded himself being tempted so to do by ma-

terial advantage that he no longer loved her ?

No ! If he had come back yesterday and found

her exactly as he had left her, "a simple maiden
in her flower," he could have borne to look upon

her, with remorseful eyes, perhaps, but with stead-

fast ones. He had made up his mind to do so.

He had been bound by no promise to do other-

wise
;
she herself had told him that what had

happened was likely to happen ; necessity (in-

duced by his own act, but still necessity) had com-

pelled him to the course he had taken. Of course

he had been inconsistent : woman is weak, illog-

ical, and (very) contradictory, but there is no

bound to the inconsistency of man. The most

faithful forget their allegiance ;
the bravest be-

come cowards. Picton himself was convicted

of participation in an act which men of ordinary

courage would die rather than have committed.

Arthur, to do him justice, had given Jenny cred-

it for the same readiness to forget and to forgive
to forget him, that is, and to forgive herself

as he had manifested toward her; or if that

should not have been the case if even she should

still entertain some tenderness for him she was
such a very sensible girl (this was how the poor
wretch had argued) that, so soon as she heard

of his engagement to another, she would at once

dismiss him from her heart as a traitor, per-

haps ; yet if so, so much the better for her. But
what if she thought him a traitor, and still had
not dismissed him from her heart ?

Her air had been grave and cold ; she had re-
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fused to hear what he had to say for himself:

she had treated the idea of their meeting at the

old trysting-place though only to hear his ex-

cuses with indignation and disdain
;

but he
could not forget how, stung with the studied care-

lessness of his first salutation "Why, Jenny,
how you are grown !" she had answered, as it

seemed in spite of herself,
" Yes ; grown out of

all knowledge.
"
Throughout the rest of their brief

interview she had been cold as snow
;
but that

one sentence of reproach, forced from her, doubt-

less, by the sense of insult which his words had

occasioned, still rang in his ears. And how
beautiful and like a gentlewoman she had grown !

and how, in comparison with her, had all other

gentlewomen, such as his aunt, or Blanche (he
would not even to himself say

' *
or Helen"), dwin-

dled into insignificance ! She had been always
far cleverer than himself, he knew

;
but what a

divine wisdom seemed now to dwell in those glo-
rious eyes, yet not unmixed with pity either,

when she denied his prayer such pity as the

angel might have felt whose duty it had been to

expel our first parents from the Gates of Para-
dise ! And yet she was a woman too, for had
she not trembled and changed color when he had
denounced her refusal to let him write to her as

having been the cause of their estrangement, and
did not those signs betoken that she still loved
him ? He did not so much still love her (though
all the old passion was revived within him) as

love her anew, more fondly, more fiercely, than
he had ever'loved before

;
and in a few weeks he

was pledged to wed, not her, but another !

The river-side path, that led to the lock as well

as to the inn, lay before him, and he regarded it

with wistful eyes. Should he take that, or the

upper one, which led to the village church-yard,
wherein stood his father's tomb, to visit which
had been the object he had proposed to himself
in going forth that morning ? Something with-

in him seemed to whisper that at whichever de-

cision he should arrive, it would be final. As he
hesitated there fell on his ear a splash of a pole
in the water, and there glided by up stream a

punt, with a fisherman in it, bound, doubtless, for

the osier-nets that hung in the backwater behind

the lock. This trifling circumstance decided
him. If he ivas to meet Jenny, it was certainly
advisable that there should be no possible witness

to their interview; and he struck at once into

the path that conducted to the church. It was
the nearest way to the village, likewise, for all

the water-side parishioners, running straight up
through the meadows, and dipping midway into

a hazel coppice, in which was a rustic bridge
that spanned a little tributary of the river, but
little frequented save on Sundays. The last time
he had trodden it, it had been by his father's

side to church, on the eve of his own departure
for abroad. They had not been so cordial as fa-

ther and son should be: there were faults on
both sides : but now that the old man was be-

yond the reach of all amends, they seemed to

have been on Arthur's only. And yet a few
minutes ago he had been debating in his mind as

to whether this little pilgrimage of piety should
not be postponed, for well, for what ? For a
mad attempt to throw himself in the way of

temptation; for an appeal to Jenny's feelings,
that would be worse than hopeless, since, even
if it should have succeeded, nothing could have

come of it but shame and ruin. He could not
shut her from his thoughts on the way, or even
when upon the hill-top he stood beside his fa-

ther's grave. Why had the old man been so
stern that confidence had never existed between
them? How far nearer would he have now
seemed to him had he been encouraged to dis-
close the secret wish of his young heart, even
had it been denied him

;
but now death had di-

vided them indeed. If Jack had died and been
laid here, who had been privy to that early hope
and to almost every thought and action of his

life, how differently he would have felt! a por-
tion of his very self would then seem to be lying
yonder, whereas, though this was his own flesh
and blood, and the author of his being, it did
not seem so. Suppose his father had given him
permission to marry Jenny, and instead of be-

coming an exile from home and country, he had
done so, and, filled with love and gratitude, had
been his son indeed, with little children to climb
the old man's knee, and since a lonesome life

is hurtful to health as well as heart to win him,
perhaps, from the very grave itself? This thought
of what might have been was too much to bear,
and he turned away almost abruptly from the

grave-yard, and began to retrace his steps. Quick
motion suited with his mood, and the way being
down hill, he advanced very rapidly, with eyes
fixed on the ground ;

so rapidly that, half-way
through the copse, he came upon the narrow
wooden bridge, and had his foot upon it before
he perceived that it was already occupied by some
one coming from the river-side. He looked up
hastily, and lo, it was Jenny Renn !

She stood for an instant in the middle of the

bridge, undecided whether to retreat or advance,
and with her hand upon the side-rail a picture
and a poem in one then came on slowly toward
him.

"Jenny, Jenny !" cried Arthur, eagerly, hold-

ing out both his hands.

"My name is Alice Renn, Mr. Tyndall," was
her cold reply.
"I thought that, seeing me from the river,

you might have come to meet me," said he, im-

ploringly.
"No. I was going to the church to practice

on the organ, for I am the organist now."
The organist ! Then he would hear her on

Sunday, and every Sunday, from his pew, where
he would be sitting with Helen. He would know
she was behind the little curtain, looking down
between its folds upon himself with scorn, upon
his bride with pity." I have behaved very, very ill to you, Jen-

ny,
" he began.
She stopped him with a quiet motion of her

hand. " I do not say so, Mr. Tyndall ;
but if

it is so, let me tell you this, that you behave worse
in speaking of it/' She was very pale, but her

voice was very firm and resolute. As she stood

erect upon the bridge, from which he had with-

drawn to let her pass, she was taller than he
;

and he felt she was his superior every way." I will not confess my baseness, since you for-

bid me to do so, Jenny, "said he, dejectedly; "but
do not suppose that I am not punished for it.

If you knew all, even though you could not love

me any longer, you must needs pity me.""
If any misfortune has befallen you, I am in-

deed sorry, "returned she "very sorry."
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" No misfortune, for I have brought it all upon

myself no misfortune, since, compared with that

of which I may not speak, all ills that may hap-

pen to me are of small amount; but, for one

thing, I am a ruined man."

"I thought so!" gasped the girl; not, how-

ever, like one who hears the worst. There was

a certain tone of relief, nay, almost ofexultation,

in her ejaculation.
" I thought so !

"
It seemed

to say, "I thought that nothing but dire neces-

sity could have compelled him to such conduct.'

"Ruined, Mr. Tyndall!" she continued ;

' that

is bad news indeed. A few weeks, however, as

I understand, will retrieve your fallen fortunes.

Her woman's heart could not refrain from giving

him that stab
; then, perceiving that she had

wounded him to the quick, it melted within her.

"Forgive me, Sir
;
I did not mean to pain you ;

far from it. Heaven knows I wish naught but

good to you to you and yours. But no more

meetings such as this, I pray you." Here she

sobbed most pitifully; and he sprang forward, as

ho would have done five years ago, to comfort

her.

She thrust him from her with some force, and

pointed toward the Hall.
" Leave me, Sir. As

you are a gentleman, I entreat you to leave

me."
He obeyed her, but unwillingly ; slowly, linger-

ingly, he went on his way, with many a look be-

hind. She stood where she was, leaning against
the bridge rail, and never turned her face toward

him. Then presently, when she had recovered a

little, she began to climb the hill, like one who
carries on his shoulder a burden as great as he can

bear. He felt that he must never speak to Jen-

nv in that way in the way he had attempted to

speak to her unless he could show a better right
to do so

;
unless well, unless, for one thing, three

thousand pounds that he owed to Mr. Paul Jones
should fall from the clouds. That Jenny loved
him as dearly as ever he had now no doubt

;
her

very dread of "such meetings as that" was a

proof of it
;
and this conviction, though he knew

it was basely selfish to do so, he welcomed in his

secret heart. It was sweet to think that, for his

sake, she had kept herself heart-whole through
all those weary years, though, doubtless, she

might have wedded a better man Mr. Glyddon,
for instance. Arthur had not forgotten the ex-

pression of the rector's countenance when he first

met him on the lock-bridge.
" Was it all really

over?" that old tenderness he used to have for

Jenny it had seemed to ask, and "was her
heart free to receive a new tenant ?"

Perhaps this was but a morbid fancy ;
but it

was contrary to his experience that his ritualistic
friend should go a-fishing, and in accordance
with it that he might be pretending to fish.
Even if it was so,

" would it not be well for Jen-
ny ?" was an idea that did not occur to him. She
seemed to be too good for any body, even for him-
self

;
but if she were his own, he" would at least

appreciate her as no other man could do. Cruel-
ly, faithlessly, as he had behaved to her, he would
make amends for all, if once she were his. He
was giving himself up to that intoxicating thought

as to those dreams of banquets when starving
on the barren sea when suddenly the breakfast
gong sounded from the Hall, and through the
trees he saw his Helen waiting, eager-eyed to

greet him on the lawn.

CHAPTER XIV.

A CONSIDERATE CHALLENGE.

FOR the next few days Helen could no more

complain of her lover being preoccupied and dis-

trait : he was feverishly gay. Since thought op-

pressed him, he put it from him altogether that

is, in company, and when it was possible to do

so. He talked small-talk to Mrs. Somers, dis-

cussed old times with Blanche and her mother,
rattled on with Helen, though avoiding the ten-

der subject to which she would have led him,
rallied Allardyce on his cynicism, and joined in

"making hay" of Paul Jones, and all the time

was scarcely aware of what he was saying or of

what was said to him in return. To Adair and
Uncle Magus he spoke but little; the former

knew too well what he was thinking about what
he was trying not to think about and there was

always a chance of his recurring to that painful

topic. The latter required to be listened to, and
Arthur could not listen, could scarce endure a

pause. Thus it happened, though playing well

his part as host except that he somewhat over-

acted it he was in reality in ignorance of what
was going on under his own roof. He did not

know perhaps, so far as he himself was concern-

ed, he would not much have cared that Allar-

dyce's manner toward Helen had become earnest

at all times, and sympathetically confidential

when opportunity served : so much so that even

charitable Mrs. Tyndall had pronounced it to

be "objectionable," and simple Mrs. Somers
"too marked." He did not observe that, for

some reason or other, Mr. Paul Jones was ex-

quisitely uncomfortable, that Uncle Magus was
stiffer in his manner than usual, and that Jack
Adair was unusually grave and silent. He took

no interest in any thing about him, with one ex-

ception. He hailed the coming of night, because
it brought with it the excitement of the gaming-
table

;
the chances it did not bring, for there

never came one turn of luck in his favor.

Night after night, up in the smoking-room,
the cards were brought out, and three men sat

down to play, and one looked on, and pufted at

his huge meerschaum pipe as though keeping it

alight was the whole object he had upon his

mind. There was nothing new in the result of

this amusement, but the stakes were higher, and
the I O U's, with Arthur Tyndall's autograph
attached to them, more numerous and for heav-

ier figures than they had ever been. Irritated

by ill fortune, urged by the desire to retrieve it,

and thirsting more than usual for excitement,
Arthur had once proposed to play in the day-
time, but to this the others would not accede.

"What would the ladies say" (who had no idea

that they played at all, or, if they did, supposed
it to be a quiet rubber of whist)

' '
if they should

desert their company for cards ?"

The Hon. Wynn Allardyce was quite shocked
at the idea of such a solecism in good manners.
Of course, if the ladies had not been in the

house, he would have been charmed to play. All
hours and days were alike to him : in daylight
one's head was clearer and better for that which
he frankly owned was the great business and
pleasure of his life

;
but as to behaving rudely

toward the fair sex, he was quite incapable of it.

Without Allardyce loo was impossible, so noth-

ing more Avas said about it
;
and Arthur was
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compelled to wait for "his revenge" till evening,
when he lost a thousand pounds before midnight.
"That will do, gentlemen," said he, with a

bitter laugh ;

" I am obliged to you ;" and, ris-

ing from the table, he wrote a memorandum of

the amount, which Mr. Paul Jones added to the

collection in his pocket-book.
When a man has lost heavily it is not wise to

trouble him with questions, or else more than one

of his hearers would have liked to ask him why
he was "obliged" to these fortunate antagonists
of his for easing him of another thousand pounds.

" I don't like Tyndall's form," observed Al-

lardyce to Jones, as they parted soon afterward at

the door of the former's chamber. "I'd sooner

he was restive, and even downright savage with

us, than that he should take this grimly humor-
ous turn."

"I don't think we shall get much more out

of that quarter, myself,
"
assented Jones.

"
Here, just step in a minute," said the other.

Then, when the room door was shut, "There is

not much more to get, Paul. My fear is that

we may never realize those little securities of

which we are already possessed."

"They are as good as gold, my good Sir,"
returned Mr. Paul Jones, confidently. "That

girl of his will do any thing for him, and she will

have thirty
'
thou.' in ready money."

"But suppose he doesn't marry the girl?"" Not marry her ? Oh, but he must. It would
be deuced dishonorable I mean to us if he
didn't. Besides, she is so spooney on him that

she would never let him off, even if he wished it.

Why do you look like that ? You don't mean to

say, Lardy, that you are so infernally selfish as

to be up to any tricks in that quarter? Upon
my soul, if I thought you were capable of such

folly, I'd"
"Don't threaten, Paul," returned the other,

coolly; "it's a part you are not fitted to play,
at least with me. I can easily believe, however,
that it would make you very angry if I carried

off this Helen from her Menelaus."
" You may, for all I care when he has mar-

ried her," replied Jones, brutally.

"Exactly so; when he has married and set-

tled his debts. But suppose, instead of marry-
ing the girl, he were to blow his brains out ?'

'

" Don't talk of such things, "remonstrated the

other, with a shiver
;
"I hate them. What do

you mean, Lardy ?"

"I mean," said Allardyce, gravely, "that in

my opinion it is even betting that Tyndall puts
himselfout of the way to-night. You heard what
he said ' That will do, gentlemen ;

I am obliged
to you.' Why should he be obliged to us for

winning more than ever of him? It may be

only a coincidence, but those were the very words
that Charles Sloper used at the hazard-table at

Newmarket before he made his hole in the wa-
ter. What he meant was that he was thankful

to have his mind made up for him at last by los-

ing more money than it was possible for him to

pay. Those bitter jests are a bad sign in a fel-

low like Tyndall, and I tell you I don't like his

form."
" I wish we were well out of this house," ob-

served Mr. Paul Jones, hoarsely, and turning

very pale." With all our assets realized? So do I, be-

gad ! How much have you in all ?"

"I have four thousand eight hundred pounds
in

* I O U's.' Ifwe get cash for them, we shall

have cleared nearly four thousand pounds each
out of this little speculation."
"And we shall clear it, never fear, Paul,"

said Allardyce, confidently, "if only Tyndall
lives. Don't fear, man. How white you look!
You were out of sorts at dinner to-day, I no-

ticed, and didn't take your wine. You took

enough of it yesterday, however, to last for
twice.

"

"
Yes, I took too much. When a fellow has

taken too much, he ain't answerable for his ac-

tions, is he ?"
"
I should be sorry to say that, Paul

;
a good

many fellows who have paid us money might
have got off on that plea."

"Well, not for his words, at all events?"
"What the devil are you driving at?" ex-

claimed Allardyce, savagely. "You have not
been telling things in your cups, have you ? If

you have- said one word to my discredit, drunk
or sober

;
if you have dared to peach on me in

any maudlin fit, I'll
" He had him by the cravat

by this time, and his hold was tightening in it.

"Be quiet, Lardy. I've never said a word
about you," gasped the other

;
"I'd not be such

a fool."

"Gad, you're right there, Sir. You'd be a
fool indeed to try to drag Wynn Allardyce down
with you because you felt yourself falling. I'd

make short work with you, if nothing else was
left me to do."

"I didn't say you wouldn't," said Jones, sulk-

ily ;

" but I do say it's cursed ungrateful of you
to talk so. Don't I take all the risk ? Wasn't
the order to Darwin written by me, and isn't it

I who have the odium of winning all this money,
which is afterward to be divided between us?

Why, if there was a row here to-morrow, what,
with your ignorance of this, and your never

dreaming of that, and your being own brother to

a viscount, you'd prove yourself as immaculate
as the driven snow."

"If I didn't, it would be your fault, Paul;
and thence, believe me, your misfortune."

"That's right; threaten again. That's the

way to make friends."

"It's the way to keep friends with some peo-

ple, Paul. It is often wondered at why we go
through the world like Damon and Pythias.
' How can you put up with that low fellow, Paul
Jones ?' says one. I only laugh and shrug my
shoulders

;
but I could tell them the reason if I

chose.
* There is the bond between us of a com-

mon interest.' Another says, 'How can you
trust that slippery beggar, the Pirate ?' My an-

swer would do you good to hear it : 'I have the

most perfect confidence in Paul.' There is no
occasion to add this reason, which 1 may state,

however, in confidence to yourself: 'I trust him
because he has a knowledge ofmy own character,
and very well understands that if he deceived

me or betrayed me, which is the same thing
I'd have his heart's blood.' You are a very
clever fellow, Paul

;
but you lack what our friend

Tyndall and his dear friend Adair, and any
number of dull-witted fellows I could name to

you, possess in plenty : you've got no pluck at

least when you're sober, for, I am bound to say,

you are impudent enough when the wine is in

you: the manner in which you went in at old
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Magus yesterday, for example, beat cock-fight-

ing at Dudley Woodside. Well, that puts you

at a disadvantage. You can't act independent-

ly ; you are obliged to employ a bully."

"That's you,
"
growled Mr. Jones.

" I know it, my dear Paul. If a man were

to say,
' Your friend Jones cheats at cards, I d

have him out at twelve paces."

"Pooh, pooh! nobody fights duels nowa-

'

"Don't be so sure of that, Paul. At all

events, I'm ready to do so, and men know it.

Now I suppose you'd rather lose a thousand
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Lor, what fun ! And yet it would be the very

best thing in the world for your reputation ;
and

it would make a gentleman and a man of honor

of you for life."
*' I'd rather be as I am," said Mr. Paul Jones,

naively.
"

If you've quite done threatening and

boasting, I'll go to bed."
"
Boasting! nay, there was no need to boast

of what I would do in case you played me false,

for you must have known it in your poor little

timorous heart years and years ago. The very
idea of your doing so made me wild, that's all.

Forgive me, Paul, and good-night. If you hear

a shot before morning, lie still and keep your
head under the clothes. It won't be robbers;
and yet it will mean to you and me that we have

lost two thousand four hundred pounds apiece."
This thought was not an agreeable one to go

to bed upon, but it was not the most disturb-

ing reflection that agitated Mr. Jones's breast

that night. No sooner had he reached his own
room and locked the door than an expression
of hopeless agony took the place of that of dis-

comfort and uneasiness which had characterized

his physiognomy throughout the day, and he sank
down in a chair like some malefactor, who, from
weakness or terror, is

" accommodated with a
seat" upon the scaffold.

" What a hard-hearted, ungrateful, selfish vil-

lain he is!" groaned Mr. Paul Jones. "If ever
there was an opportunity for a man to prove him-
self a friend that is," added he, hastily,

" 'a
friend' in a good sense, not an abettor of a mur-
der there was one offered to Allardyce to-night;
but he is a mere heartless, merciless cynic. In-
stead of doing his best to get me out of the

scrape, he'd foment the quarrel; if I intrusted
him with an apology, he'd make it an insult a
second insult. Oh dear me ! To whom am I to
turn for help against this Fire-eater, this Blood-
sucker, this Vampire in human form?"

Mr. Paul Jones wrung his hands a very
mournful peal and then took from his pocket
such a letter as you seldom see in these degen-
erate days. It had no envelope, but was formed
of an immense sheet of paper, folded squarely,and fastened by a seal of gigantic proportions,
bearing the impression of a coat of arms. If the
Queen in council had decided upon making Mr.
Paul Jones Lord Chief Justice of the Queen's
Bench, or Speaker of the House of Commons, it
is probable she would have addressed to him
some such document, and sealed it with some
such seal. The communication, however, came
from Uncle Magus, and had been delivered by
that gentleman's own hands that very morning

in the Box - tree Walk, in stately silence, but

with every formality that the occasion demand-
ed

;
and thus ran its contents, or thus they walk-

ed, rather, in punctilious and high-flown style, as

though each word was dancing a minuet :*

"TnE COTTAGE, SWANSDALK.

"SiR, I am quite aware of the impropriety of

addressing you personally upon the subject here-

after to be "mentioned, but unhappily I have no
choice. It is even possible that the affair in

question may have to be brought to a conclusion

altogether without the intervention of a third

person. Such a case, however, it may be some
satisfaction to you to learn, is not wholly without

precedent. In A.D. 1013, the Lord Bruce and
Sir Edward Sackville fought with short swords

at Tergoso, a town in Zealand, without seconds,

though it is true each had his surgeon, who
might be considered as such. The affair was ex-

ceptional in many respects, such as their fighting

ankle-deep in water in their shirts, and with the

mutual understanding that one at least should

leave his life upon the field
; but, from the rank

and honor of the combatants, this encounter has

been always placed among just and legitimate
duellos. It is impossible, Sir, as you will easily

perceive, for one situated as I am to secure the

services of a friend in this delicate matter : I

have (alas !) no friends, save one my nephew ;

himself too nearly connected with the subject of

our quarrel to be applied to under any circum-

stances
;
and though I have no manner of objec-

tion to your coming to the Eeleager (or place
of meeting) attended by a friend, it will probably
be more consonant with your feelings to waive
that advantage, and go through with the affair,

like your antagonist, alone. Moreover, this course

recommends itself upon the ground that a little

secret of this sort is only too apt to leak out,

which in these days often results in the disappoint-
ment to both parties, and the adjournment of the

meeting sine die, if not to its being put a stop to

altogether. In our case, indeed, this last mis-

hap is rendered impossible; for, as I have al-

ready had the honor to tell you, nothing but your
blood can wipe out the insult that has been put

upon my house by you, nor shall -any length of

time or distance of place prevent my procuring
satisfaction for it. Should a man refuse me what
is my due under such circumstances, I would

pistol him wherever I met him, and should make
it my business to meet him at an early oppor-

tunity. I am well convinced, however, that such

a menace is out of place in your case, who, I

doubt not notwithstanding your conduct when
overtaken with wine are a gentleman of the

nicest honor. At the same time, I do not con-

ceal from myself that your age for, compared
with myself, you are sti'll young and the mode
of life in which you have been brought up may
have rendered you ignorant, not, indeed, of the

demands of honor, which are common, I hope,
to all ages and all times, but of those details of

conduct which were once familiar to every gen-
tleman in connection with the duello, and (what
is of even more consequence) of those precau-
tions which it is well to take before proceeding to

the Releager. Fortunately, however, I have made
the subject my study, and beg, Sir, to forward

you certain memoranda the results of a long ex-

perience which may be of use to you, and tend
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to place us on a more equal footing. I take it for

granted that the pistol is your weapon though

any other" ("The umbrella,"was the brilliant

thought that flashed upon Mr. Jones's mind upon
the first reading of this epistle, but the context

robbed him of that consolatory idea) "though

any other among the recognized arms of tlie du-

ello is equally familiar to me. Accordingly, I

beg to inclose certain extracts from my manu-

script notes having relation to that arm, togeth-

er with some hints of a general nature, and beg
to subscribe myself, yours obediently and to com-

mand, DANVERS TYRONE MAGUS.
"P.S. I have only to add that, though any

hour or place is the same to me, I would venture

to suggest to you, as a stranger, that at early

morning there is seldom any one stirring in the

neighborhood of Swansdale Church-yard, and
that the small common to which it is contiguous
has always struck me as being peculiarly well

adapted for such a meeting as we have in view.
"

"What a cold-blooded, calculating, murder-
ous old devil it is !

"
ejaculated Mr. Paul Jones

;

"and how he sets all law and morality at de-

fiance ! He'll 'make it his business,' he says

and, I don't doubt, his pleasure too if I don't

consent to meet him, to pistol me at the earliest

opportunity. Why, that's downright murder
;

and yet the worst of it is, nobody except myself
would believe him capable of it. I'd swear the

peace against him ;
but what's the good of bind-

ing a man over no.t to shoot you for six months
who is resolutely determined to do it on the

seventh ! What have /done ?" cried Mr. Jones,

looking pitifully about him, and appealing, in de-

fault of an audience of his fellow-creatures, to

various articles of bedroom furniture "what
have / done to make me the subject of this old

ruffian's vengeance? Nothing, absolutely noth-

ing, beyond mentioning within his hearing after

dinner yesterday the indisputable fact that Tyn-
dall was going to marry for money."

'.Did I understand you to state, Sir, that my
nephew Arthur was about to contract matrimony
from mercenary motives?' was what the old

beggar said : whereupon, little knowing what he
was driving at, and, indeed, not thinking of any
thing very much besides how good the claret had

been, I replied,
' Most certainly, old gentleman,

your nephew Arthur put himself up to auction
in the matrimonial mart, and has fetched a most

uncommonly good price. And quite right too,'
I added, hastily, for I never saw an old gent look
more vicious; but that didn't smooth his fur

down, not a bit, but seemed rather to rub it the

wrong way." ' You shall repent this, as sure as you're a

living man,
'

cried he, and he looked like a turkey-
cock. And then he comes to me this morning
while I was smoking my cigar in peace and in-

nocence, and puts this cartel (as he calls it) into

my hand I'd ten times sooner it had been a writ

and then retires in silence and complete ar-

mor (as it seemed), like the ghost in 'Hamlet.'
As for his giving me hints on the etiquette of

the duello, and suggesting precautions against
his own murderous designs, that seems to me the

worst of it all, because it shows his implacability
of purpose. He's mad, of course a criminal

lunatic broken out of a medieval asylum, but that

makes him all the more dangerous. If he was a

D

sensible man, I'd give him a thousand pounds,
and square it that way ;

but no reasonable being
could ever write such stuff as this :

" 'It is advisable that on the night before a

gentleman has an affair of honor on hand he

should carefully avoid drinking to excess, or tak-

ing anyfood that tends to create bile, and espe-

cially to keep his mind from dwelling upon the

coming encounter.' Was ever any suggestion
so preposterous ?" commented Mr. Paul Jones.
"For who could avoid drinking to excess with
such a horrid morning's work before him, or, if

he did, how could he possibly fix his mind upon
any thing else ? As to taking any food to create

bile, I'm sure I've felt all to-day as though it

would have choked me to swallow so much as a
slice of bread-and-butter. To read this fellow,
one would think that the fact of a duel on hand
whetted the appetite like a bloater.
" ' To eat a hearty breakfast is wrong,

'

says he.
* I am not one of those who subscribe to the opin-
ion that it is as wellfor a man to Jill his stomach
on such occasions. Let him drink a cup ofcoffee
and take a biscuit with it directly he rises ; then,
in washing his face, attend to bathing his eyes
well with cold water. If in the habit of wearing
flannel next his skin

1 "
Mr. Jones mechanically

thrust a finger in the interstices of his shirt-front,

and turned paler than ever " 'he should omit

putting it on. Wounds comparatively trifling'

What a demon ! what a murderous, mocking, re-

morseless fiend!" muttered the commentator
" ' have often become dangerousfrom pieces of
flannel being carried into them; but in other mat-
ters let him make no change in his usual habits

t

If he smokes, let him take a cigar ; and, ifa mar'-

riedman, avoid disturbing his wife and children.

About six in the morning is the best timefor meet-

ing in the summer.
' And the immediate vicinity

of a church-yard the most convenient spot!'
groaned Mr. Jones :

"
this is horror upon horror

indeed! ' He should himself observe that the

pistol-case is furnished with every necessary, in-

stances having occurred more than once of the pis-
tols being left behind in the confusion of starting,

subjecting the parties, of course, to much incon-

venience and ridicule.' I don't seethe inconven-

ience, and I could survive the ridicule," mutter-

ed Mr. Jones. "But there would be no hope
of that sort

;
this old devil will doubtless have a

whole armory of pistols.
' The period most try-

ing to a duelist is doubtlessfrom the time the word

"ready" is given until the handkerchief drops.'
I won't read any more," cried Mr. Jones, passing
his handkerchief over his forehead, which was in

a state of profuse perspiration. "I feel ready to
'

drop' myself. If Allardyce were worth a pinch
of salt But, ah ! I have it !" A gleam of hope
stole over his pallid face : he unlocked and softly

opened his door, then retraced his way stealthily

along the passage toward the smoking-room.
" If he is not there," he muttered, "I will go to

his bedroom. It's a matter of life and death."

CHAPTER XV.
A GOOD NIGHT'S WOKK.

ARTHUR TYNDALL did not now sit up, after

his game of cards was over, to smoke a pipe
with his old friend

;
nor had he done so since
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that occasion when Adair had spoken to him of

Jenny. On this night, in particular,
he had, in

fact, hurried away so soon as Jones and Allar-

dvce had departed, as though positively afraid

of finding himself face to face with Jack alone;

so that worthy smoked on by himself, with his

eves half shut, as his custom was when thinking,

and with a book in his hand that he did not

read. "Things are getting worse and worse,"

muttered he to himself. "Poor Arthur is not

like the same man. He must owe these charm-

ing friends of his a little fortune and, unhap-

pily, not his own fortune. He is imbittered and

half mad with what he persists in calling his

' Luck.
' He lias made up his mind to take some

decided course, I feel assured a desperate one,

it must needs be Heaven grant it may not be a

f.ital one ! If I could only make the scales fall

from his eyes, and show him what these fellows

are, there would be some chance for him yet ;
but

they are as cunning as they are ruthless fox and

wolf in one. I'll have one more try," continued

he, presently, "at those devil's books. As yet
I've essayed to read tliem only by daylight those

thieves have kept it up so late and I'm begin-

ning to think that, like the devil himself, they be-

long to the night only, or at least have then more

power for evil. Else why did not these scoun-

drels play with them in the daytime? If Allar-

dyce cured for the opinion of the women, Jones

certainly would not have done so, since he knows

they hate him already, yet they both excused

themselves from taking a hand. It must be as

pleasant to rob a man of a thousand pounds be-

fore dinner-time as after. Why didn't they do
it? Come, speckle-backs, be kind and tell me."
He drew his chair to the table, and dealt out

the cards very slowly, face downward as before.

At first he could discover nothing peculiar.

They were glazed cards, with white spots upon
them, as they had always seemed to be; that

Avas all. But presently, happening to raise his

hand in dealing, the glaze on one card seemed to

concentrate itself on a particular spot ;
the next

showed no such sign; nor the next; but the
fourth card had also, like the first, a shining
spot, though not in the same situation. They
were both court-cards which was in itself a

strong element of suspicion the one a king, the
other a knave. Upon selecting the court-cards,
including the aces, from the rest, he found that

they all showed similar spots, though in different

places, whereas the plain cards had none. -The
spots were not only invisible by daylight, but had
to be held at an unusually acute angle to be seen

by candle-light; but when you once knew of
their existence, recognition was easy enough.
In a few deals Adair was able to say :

" This is

a court-card, and this a plain one," as they passed
swiftly through his fingers ;

and by the end of
half an hour he could name each particular card.
The system upon which the cards were marked
was ingenious, yet very simple. Each court-
card was divided into eight imaginary divisions

four at top and four at bottom so that, wheth-
er the card was upside down or not it could be
read with equal ease. The first compartment,
counting from either end, was devoted to dia-
monds, the second to spades, the third to hearts
the fourth to clubs

;
and the value of the card,

whether ace, king, queen, or knave, was indi-
cated by its position in the compartments. A
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dealer at loo who was in possession of this se-

cret could, therefore, always tell in which hand
was the best trump, and whether it Avas advisable

for him to play or not
; and, with that advan-

tage, it was, of course, absolutely impossible that

he could fail to win. When the cards were flat

on their faces, or held in the hand, no spot was
to be made out, even by the microscope, in any
way differing from the other spots.

' ' Now this is what good Mrs. Somers would
call 'very ingenuous,'

"
observed Adair, dryly." I wonder whether Arthur will believe me when

I show him this, or shall I have to get his money
back by the same trick, in order to convince him ?

I suspect I shall. We'll have a new pack of

cards to-morrow night, and I'll take a hand

myself; then when I deal, I shall say: 'Now
mark, Tyndall, I'm giving you the knave of dia-

monds, and Allardyce the king of clubs, and
Jones the queen of hearts.' It's a trick that

these gentlemen and I can do with any of these

packs. Then if there be a rough-and-tumble,
I should not wonder. Jones will jump out of

the window, and be staked by a standard rose-

tree
;
and Allardyce will draw a revolver, or oth-

er 'sedative' he's just the sort of fellow to do
that when all is up and go in for me. If he
kills me, it will be bad for him

;
but if he misses

me, it will be worse. There's a man's step in

the passage, and it's not Arthur's. Can there be

any other devilry afoot?" Jack threw down the

cards and rose from his seat, just as the door

noiselessly opened and admitted Mr. Paul Jones.

"He has come to burn the old cards," thought
Jack. "He doesn't know that I have a speci-
men pack under lock and key in my own room,
poor dear."

But Mr. Jones did not seem at all disconcerted

at finding his enemy in the smoking-room ;
on

the contrary, his face evidenced much satisfac-

tion, and there was a genuine self-congratulation
in his tone as he exclaimed, "Thank Heaven, you
are still here, Mr. Adair

; you are the very man
I wished to see!"

"
I am still on view, though for a few minutes

only, "replied Jack, dryly.
"
If I am kept up

past midnight" (and he took out his watch and
consulted it gravely),

"
there will be an extra

charge.
"

"I won't keep you up, Mr. Adair I won't
detain you five minutes. But something has hap-
pened which may have the most fatal results, and
it is you only who can avert them."

"
Well, though I smoke a good deal, I'm not

a patent flame-extinguisher, so it can't be Fire
that's the matter," observed Jack, coolly ;

" and
if it's Thieves, you must call Tyndall, since I'm

only a lodger.
"

"What I have to speak about is no joke,"
continued Mr. Paul Jones, in solemn tones, and
drawing a chair close to the other, who had sat

down again; "it's worse than fire, and worse
than thieves. The life of a guest under this

roof is threatened, Sir
;
an innocent man is like

to be murdered in cold blood !"

"Then it certainly isn't you,
"
said Jack, with

an involuntary glance toward the cards.

"Yes, it is; it's me. Your friend's friend,
an acquaintance of your own, with whom you
have no cause of quarrel ;

a fellow-creature, at

lowest, whom you are bound to protect from an
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Mr. Jones spoke with an impassioned eagerness,

and, when he ended, laid his hand upon the oth-

er's knee in cringing entreaty.
Jack briskly withdrew his leg, and brushed his

knee-cap, as though those supplicatory fingers
had been a spider with viscous legs.

"Who wants to assassinate you?" inquired
Jack. (" He's insulted Giles," thought Jack,
' ' and the old fellow has threatened to turn the

liquid-manure engine upon him
;
and quite right

too.")
"Mr. Magus."
" Indeed ! that's serious," said Adair : and his

tone was serious too. "I don't know the facts

of the case, of course; but whatever Mr. Magus
has promised to do, you may be sure of one

thing he'll keep his word."

"Oh, don't say that, Mr. Adair; pray don't

say that. If you only knew what it was that he
has threatened : there are his own words in black

and white;" and Mr. Jones produced the letter

with whose contents we have just been made ac-

quainted, and placed it in the other's hand.

"Upon my word," said Adair, when he had

perused it,
"

this is a very ugly-looking busi-

ness."

"Ugly-looking! It is simply horrible, Mr.
Adair ! Did you ever read such a blood-thirsty

production ? It might have been written in let-

ters of gore!"" He seems to have made up his mind, how-

ever, don't he?" said Jack, coolly. "If you
won't 'go out' and you toon't, of course I'll

bet a crown he shoots you like a rabbit."

"But that will be murder!" ejaculated Mr.
Paul Jones.

"From your point of view, undoubtedly it

will, but not from his. Magus is a fine old Irish

gentleman of the olden time
;
a sort of chival-

rous savage. He may shoot you on the Queen's

highway, or at noonday in the Kegent Circus
;

but he is quite incapable if that is any satisfac-

tion to you of any thing dishonorable."

"But no man can act like that, Sir, nowadays.
Mr. Adair, there are laws there is the constab-

ulary."
"No doubt there are," said Jack :

" the yeo-
manry can also be called out upon occasion,

though scarcely in this particular case. Magus
cares nothing for what are called the authorities

;

so long as his sense of honor is satisfied, he would

cheerfully submit to be cut into mince-meat."
"For Heaven's sake, don't joke, Mr. Adair;

I can't stand it. My brain is giving way under
this tremendous pressure. I was always nerv-
ous about fire-arms. My mother was frightened

by a horse-pistol just before my birth
;

it's con-
stitutional. This demon in human form if it

be human, for in that black velvet suit of his he
looks the very picture of an aged Mephistoph-
eles has only given me twelve hours to turn

about in. In my extremity I turn to you. I

can't ask Tyndall, because I said that about his

marriage, and he would be naturally prejudiced

against me in the matter ;
but you are a common

friend of Mr. Magus and myself. Well, at all

events" for Jack was raising his eyebrows very
high "you wouldn't see me butchered in cold

blood for having spoken a few words in jest, and

nothing but the truth, too."
"
Unhappily for you, you see, that was where

the offense lay," remarked Jack, nibbing his chin.

"Why did you tell the truth ? It is rather un-
usual with you, isn't it ?"

"
It was after dinner, you see," explained Mr.

Jones, excitedly, and quite unconscious of the

sarcasm. "After a couple of bottles of claret

one says any thing ; besides, I thought this old
fellow was a mere nobody, kept here in charity,
and without even a kick in him."

"
Ah, that was a mistake : it is only his hair-

triggers that have no kick in them. Well, I real-

ly don't see why you have come to me, Mr.
Jones. Why not go to your friend, Mr. Allar-

dyce ? I should have thought he was the very
man to see you through an affair of this kind."

"That's just it, my dear Sir," exclaimed

Jones, hurriedly; "he'd make me fight; he'd
take a devilish pleasure in seeing me stand up
at fourteen paces to be riddled by swan-shot,
or whatever is used. But you you're a Chris-
tian man

; you are actuated by religion and mo-
rality, and all that. Here's my check-book;
name your sum; and the same hour in which
this terrible old man says,

'
I won't shoot him

;

I'll let him go,' you shall have the money."
"Let me see," said Jack, setting down a few

figures with his pencil on the face of an ace
of spades; "you told us at dinner one day that

you had never less than four thousand pounds in

your banker's hands, didn't you ?"
" But if I did, it wasn't true," cried Mr. Jones,

hastily; "there is no subject a man's word is

less to be relied on, you know, than upon his

banking account. Besides, to take any large sum
for such a service as I have asked of you would
be mere extortion downright robbery, indeed.

I'm astonished at you."
"I never said 1 was going to take a penny."
"But you are going to save my life?" in-

quired the other, pleadingly. "I would rather

give you half I have in the world, or all, rather
than lose my life.

"

; ' You seem to set rather a fancy price upon
it," observed Jack, quietly ;

" but I will not take

advantage of that. At the same time, it will

cost you a good deal, not only in money, but in

reputation, to get out of this hobble.
"

"I don't care about that at least, about the

reputation part of it. If yo^ choose to say I am
not a gentleman, and therefore not worthy of

being fired at by a man of blood (and a man of

blood he is, with a vengeance), you are quite at

liberty to do so. My father was a tailor by trade,
between ourselves, "and you can say I served in

his shop."

"My good Sir, you don't understand these

nice distinctions, "observed Adair, smiling grim-

ly in his sleeve. "No matter what your father

lias been, or what you yourself have been before

you came here, Mr. Magus has met you here as

his equal in society, as the companion of his fa-

vorite nephew (whose motives with respect to mat-

rimony you have been so imprudent as to ma-

lign), and you are put on the same level with any
other guest at the dinner-table of your common
host. He does you the honor of supposing you
as worthy of his steel as a Bayard or a Howard ;

he's bent on fighting, that's certain. Now how
much will you give to save your skin ?"

:{

Well, I should not have thought it of you,
Mr. Adair

;
I should have said that you were

incapable of a bribe. Yes, Sir" Jack's honest

face was showing unmistakable signs of shame,
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and Mr. Jones pushed his supposed advantage

accordingly"! have often said to Allardyce,
'
It's no use attempting to buy Adair.'

"

" Why should you have wanted to buy me ?

inquired Jack, looking up quickly.

"Oh, I only made the observation in a gener-

al way. I meant that you had not your price,

like most men ;
that whatever you did such as

this little service for me, for instance, though I

little thought then of having to ask it at your

hands you would do for nothing, out of your

mere sense of duty.
; '

' ' I see,
"
said Jack, dryly.

' '

Well, Im sorry

to disabuse you ofyour good opinion ;
but I shall

want three thousand pounds."
"Three thousand pounds for merely saying a

good word for a friend ! It's monstrous ;
it's

out of the question. Why, it's one hundred and

iifty a year, forever, in compensation for a quar-

ter of an hour's conversation with a gentleman of

family.
"

"Yes, it's a large sum, Mr. Jones; exactly

the same sum, I believe, which you and your
friend received from Arthur Tyndall in compen-
sation for your loss of time over a week's card-

playing in London. These gains are compara-
tive. Many persons, for instance, would rather

play at loo for a week than argue with a man
like Mr. Magus for a quarter of an hour, espe-

cially if they had good luck, great luck, quite

exceptional luck."
" One can't tell what one's luck will be till one

has tried," observed Mr. Jones, carelessly. He
was always prepared for such an insult as Adair
was putting upon him, and minded it very little,

<ince no victim was there to listen to it and to

profit by it
; and, besides, he had a much more

perilous and weighty matter on his mind. " Now
in the case of this man Magus, you know what

you are taking in hand, and what will come of
it. You can put me straight in this matter, and
I don't care how you do it, if you only will."

"I can," said Adair, coldly; "and nobody
else but me could do it. Tyndall himself could

not, even if you dared to ask him. When a jew-
el is rare, the cost is great ;

when it is unique,
it becomes priceless." I am letting you off cheap
at three thousand pAmds."

"It is extortion!" cried Mr. Paul Jones,
starting suddenly from his chair.

"
I won't sub-

mit to it. I'll appeal to the law
;

I'll hire a po-
liceman four policemen to follow me night
and day."

"Very good, "said Adair, coolly, tapping the
ashes out of his pipe. "My ultimatum is refused.
You will come again before the twelve hours are
out, and find the terms harder

;
or perhaps you

have made up your mind to fight ? In that case,
remember about the biscuit and the cup of coffee,
and

?

bathe your eyes well with cold water, and
don t wear flannel next your skin.

"
"
Stop, Adair, stop !" cried Mr. Jones, appeal-

mgly.
' '

I'll give you the money I swear I will
if you will bring me a note from Mr. Magus

to say that it is all made up."
"I have every confidence in your word, Mi-

Paul Jones
;
but I prefer your bond. Before I

move in this matter I must have a check for the
money, with a little memorandum in addition
to explain that it was for value received. You
may stare at me as hard as you please ;

I dare say
my nose does seem to you a little Jewish-looking
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I'm worse, am I ? Very good. I'm a robber,
if yon please a gentleman of the road, whose
motto is, 'Your money or your life?' Only, in

this case, it's a division of labor : if I don't take

your money, another man takes your life."

Mr. Paul Jones made a rapid mental calcula-

tion. He had already received half of these

three thousand pounds from Tyndall, and two
thousand four hundred pounds were still owing
to him from that quarter. After paying this

enormous ransom he would still, therefore, be
nine hundred pounds to the good, even if Allar-

dyce should not moderate his demands out of

consideration to his friend's calamity. But no
he would never do that : and, on the whole, it

would be better not to tell him. The merciless

banter to which such a confession was sure to

subject him would be insupportable.
Mr. Paul Jones took out his check-book, and

wrote an order to John Adair, Esq., for three

thousand pounds sterling.

"So far so good," said Jack. "And now
give me up those 'I O U's.'

"

" What do you mean ? Are you mad ?"

"Not at all; my brain is capable of precise
calculation. You have in your possession prob-

ably in your pocket-book acknowledgments
from my friend Arthur Tyndall to the amount
of four thousand eight hundred pounds. I have

kept a separate account ofyour transactions with
him. I believe I am quite correct. But the

sum may be larger, in which case you must pay
it. I must have it all."

"What? Seven thousand eight hundred for

speaking to Mr. Magus ?"

"Not at all, my dear Sir. This four eight

naught naught is quite a distinct matter."
" And what, in the devil's name, have you to

do with it ?"

"Nothing no more than I had to do with
the three' thousand pounds. To tell you the

truth, I am acting toward you in a very friendly
manner. I am about to turn away the wrath of

the Great Magus from no other motive than be-

nevolence. This check is not for myself at all
;

it is neither mine nor yours ;
it is Tyndall's. I

thought there might be some difficulty in getting

you to disgorge what you had already robbed
him of; whereas the '

I O U's' are of less con-

sequence ;
he has only to disown them."

"You must be drunk you must be exceed-

ingly drunk you can't know what you are say-
ing," ejaculated Mr. Jones, but with a tremor in

his tone and a pallor on his face that belied his

confident words. " These memoranda of Tyn-
dall's are as much my own as the sovereigns I
have got in my purse."" That depends upon how they have been come
by. What a curious spot this is, is it not ?"

Jack was holding the ace of clubs face down-

ward, so that the light played full upon it. Mr.
Jones's florid face grew paler and paler.
"I see no particular spot," stammered he:

"it's a spotted card."
"That's because you're not holding it in your

own hand," observed Jack, quietly.
" If you

dealt these cards, you would not fail to remark,
I think, that there was something peculiar about
the backs of all the aces, likewise of the kings and
queens and knaves. Nothing, however, let us

confess, can be fairer than the plain cards. You
had better give up those '

I O U's.
1 "
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"I I don't understand you."" Then you are trifling with your intelligence,
which is considerable. These ' I O U's' are, un-

der the circumstances, waste paper. Mr. Allar-

dyce and yourself are * blown upon' as I have

delicately hinted 'burst up,'
' uncovered' -

quote from your own Sharper's vocabulary : you
are both '

spotted,' like the cards themselves."

"Mr. Wynn Allardyce had nothing whatever
to do with it," exclaimed Mr. Jones. He wiped
his forehead, his chin, his throat, which were all

in a state of profuse perspiration ;
he felt as if he

had been drinking antimonial wine to excess, and

topping up with spirits of nitre.
" I don't believe it," said Jack, decisively.

"On the contrary, I will pay you the compli-
ment of remarking that I believe Mr. Allardyce
is a more infamous scoundrel than yourself. Do
you still hesitate to give me those*

4 1 O U's ?'
"

Jack rose and locked the door. "Very good :

then I shall take them
;

I'll have them if I have
to strip you to the skin. You may call it Rob-

bery with violence, if you like : I call it Resti-

tution. You'll give them up ? I thought you
would. It is the peculiar virtue of the scoun-
drel to know when he is 'beaten. Poor Tyndall
would have fought against overwhelming odds
till he had lost every shilling to you two villains."

"Here are the 'I O U's,' Mr. Adair," said

Jones, producing them
;

" but I most solemnly
swear to you that Allardyce was ignorant of the
unfair advantage which you have detected. His

gains have been small, and, for all he knew, were

solely attributable to good fortune. This is the

simple truth, upon my honor."

"Nobody can doubt that, of course," observed

Adair, dryly; "but it is curious that my first

hint of this knavery was suggested by something
that fell from Mr. Allardyce's own lips. It is

not of much consequence, since if any man sits

down to play with Mr. Paul Jones's friend and

companion again, he must be a fool indeed. But
here is the memorandum I spoke about, drawn

up so as to include you both. You must sign

it, if you please, for friend and partner."" I will sign nothing to Mr. Allardyce's preju-

dice," said Mr. Paul Jones, positively ;
"he is

no partner of mine, nor has he ever been."
" Do you mean to say that you alone knew of

those spotted cards ?"

"I do. I ordered five hundred similar packs
of the maker, and marked them all

; then, care-

fully resealing them, I sent them back, request-
ing the same number of plain white ones. I knew
that he supplied Tyndall, and that he liked the

spotted ones."
" I see," said Jack, taking up the cards.

* ' So
these are your old friends again ?"

Mr. Jones nodded his head sulkily: he had
made a clean breast of it, and yet he 'was not

happy. If he could have killed Adair without

discovery, he would have stabbed him to the heart
as soon as look at him in fact, sooner, for he kept
his face studiously averted from the other's gaze.
"You must sign this little acknowledgment

of your ingenuity," observed Jack, pushing over
to him a piece of paper across the table. "I
have put it all to your own credit, since you will

have it so."

"You have got the money back," answered
the other, doggedly.

" Why do you want this ?"

"To save your life,
"
answered Jack, coolly.

"I must show it to Mr. Magus; and when he

perceives that you confess yourself to be a cheat
and a card-sharper, he will be the last man in

the world to wish to fight you."
"But you might have told him that at first,"

exclaimed Mr. Jones, pathetically.
4 ' That's true,

"
said Jack, with a grim chuckle ;

"but business first, and pleasure afterward. If
I may venture to add a piece of advice gratis, I
would recommend you not to put in an appear-
ance to-morrow morning, Mr. Jones. Tyndall
is very trustful

;
but when he finds he has been

deceived he is apt to be rather violent."

"I've an engagement to-morrow in town which
I ought to keep," remarked Mr. Jones, thought-
fully. "Yes; I think I'll go."
Jack chuckled again.
"Are you sure Allardyce hasn't an engage-

ment also ?"

"Quite sure," answered the other, earnestly.
"I have already exonerated him from all com-
plicity in what has happened."
As he turned to go without a farewell " Had

you not better take these pretty cards?" suggest-
ed Jack. "You have only four hundred and

fifty-two packs left in the maker's hands." But
Mr. Paul Jones had left the room and slammed
the door before the sentence could be finished.
" I'm afraid I've put him out," said Jack Adair.
Then he lit his eleventh pipe, and pondered." This is an excellent night's work,

"
soliloquized

he,
" and takes the rope off poor Tyndall's neck.

Shall I tell him at once, and so give him a good
night's rest, or shall I wait till morning ? It will

be better to let this rogue take himself off first,

or there may be a row. As for the other, guilty
or not, he can do no more harm : like a pair of

scissors, cheats can only act in concert, and now
there is but one Blackleg left. Yes

;
better wait

till morning."
Better not wait till morning, excellent Jack ;

better go at once and see thy friend, and take
the rope oft' now ; for he is on the very scaffold,
if thou only didst but know it, and about to leap
"nto an eternity of woe !

CHAPTER XVI.

IN THE SUMMER-HOUSE.

"THAT will do, gentlemen ;
I am obliged to

you," had been the words of Arthur Tyndall
when he found himself a debtor to his false

riends for nearly five thousand pounds ;
and he

spoke them in the fullness as well as the bitter-

ness of his heart. He ivas obliged to them : he
did feel thankful to them for having so piled up
the burden of misfortune that he could no longer
n honor ask another to help him to bear it. He
lad passed the limit of indebtedness which could,
even by utmost stretch of conscience, be conceal-

ed fj-om Helen. It was impossible that he could
)ermit her to take, unconsciously, the hand of a

lopelessly ruined man. Of course her fortune

could easily discharge this obligation, as he had
ooked to it to discharge a less

;
but his con-

science had been growing more and more tender

upon this point of late ever since he had seen

Jenny and this last stroke of ill luck (or good
uck, for he was not quite sure which it was) had

>rought matters to a crisis. He would tell Helen
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all, and formally release her from her engage-

ment; and then? well, he could not answer

that question decisively. It took him the whole

night to think about "it, during which he never

closed his eyes.
Now he saw Helen, with indignant cheeks

and reproachful looks : now he saw Jenny, sad

and tearful, but not contemptuous ofhim
; though

she would not permit him to explain himself, he

fancied that she understood his perplexities, and

took pity on him. Neither Helen nor Jenny was

now for'him. He must needs be once more an

exile from home and country, living on a mere

crust, till enough could be saved out of his in-

come to pay off those dreadful
" I O U's." He

would have to make up some story to account

for his going away to simple Uncle Magus. That

ancient gentleman had taken a great fancy to

Helen, or, at all events, always paid her the most

courteously paternal attentions. It would not be

easy to explain to him (since his own pecuniary
embarrassment must be carefully concealed from

the proud old man) how matters stood. Mrs.

Tyndalland Blanche would consider his behavior

very strange and unjustifiable, and their opinion
was of consequence to him. Above all, what
would Jack say? He attached more importance
to Jack's censure than he would have done to

the unanimous anathema of the bench of bishops.
He felt that Jack and he could never be such

friends again after this, though Jack would love

him always. Why had he not listened to him in

the old days, when he had urged him to tell his

father all all about Jenny ? If the worst had

happened then, it could not have been so bad as

the pass to which things had come to now. He
could have married her then, and gone out as a

humble emigrant, and made his way in the New
World

;
but he had gone out alone, and forgotten

her, and misspent his time and his money among
worthless companions ;

and now it was too late

to ask her to be his wife, for he was worse than

penniless : a load of debt and that of the worst

kind, a debt of honor was hanging around him,
which it would take many a year of his crippled
income to discharge. It was his own fault from
first to last that he found himself thus poverty-
stricken, humiliated, and without hope or com-
fort, and he knew it

; but, bitter as the reflection

was, it was not so painful as the thought of what
his wayward selfishness had inflicted on one in-

nocent girl, and was about to inflict upon an-
other.

As for himself, what did it matter ? he would
go back to the wild life he had led for the last

live years, and stay away for good and all from
home. For what home was there now to wel-
come him? Friendless, loveless, an outcast by
his own act, what was there for him to live for
now ? The best thing that could happen for ev-

ery body even for himself, perhaps would be
that he should be polished off by a Yankee bowie-
knife, or wiped out by a Malay creese, in some
free fight, should the chance of more honorable
warfare be denied him. Then Cousin George
would succeed to Swansdale, and not refuse, it
was to be hoped, to let Uncle Magus live out the
remainder of his days at the Cottage. And Hel-
en would many some respectable and domestic
man, who didn't play loo

; and Jenny It was
strange that whenever his thoughts recurred to

Jenny they broke down, just as his speech might
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have done had he been talking of her. There
was a solution of continuity ;

schemes and reflec-

tions alike vanished from his mind, and in their

place came some remembrance of the past, the

recollection of some scene (visible, perhaps, from
his very window, had it been day) where she had
held sweet converse with him, smiled upon him,
kissed him even such as the chalk-pit, and the

tree beneath which he had bidden her farewell

and he would give himself up to these dreams as

an opium-eater gives himself to his drug, though
he knows the waking will be terrible.

When morning dawned he took a bath (which
made him shiver instead of glow, as usual), and
dressed, and let himself out-of-doors, as he had
done before. But on this occasion the hour was
too early even for Giles

;
there was no scrape of

the besom on the path, or sweep of the scythe on
the lawn

;
the dull, importunate beat of the lasher

alone was heard. Yes, one other sound struck

on his ear a minute after he had left the house
the stealthy closing of the front-door. Under

any other circumstances he would have returned

to inquire into so strange an incident
;

if he had
done so now, the whole course of his future and
of another's future would have been altered, for

he would have met Mr. Paul Jones, in the act of

leaving Swansdale, face to face, and learned that

he was his debtor no longer ;
but as it was, it

seemed to concern Arthur Tyndall nothing as to

who left the hall or entered it. He crossed the

lawn with rapid steps and took the path that

skirted the weir not leading to the lock, but

away from it. It was an unfrequented one at

any hour (for the tow-path ran on the other side),
which was one reason why he chose it

;
the other

was, that it awoke no too tender memories of the

past. The meetings between himself and Jenny
had always taken place between the Welcome
and the lock, never below the latter. Here he
was only reminded of certain incidents of boy-
hood, the recollection of which period, notwith-

standing some sentimental deliverances to the

contrary, are generally exempt from the sting of

regret.

*

Here was the tree with the forked branches, in

which, with some aid from the village carpenter,
he had once built "a house," a one-roomed edi-

fice, at least, thatched without and boarded with-

in, and having in the centre of its floor, a trap-
door that concealed a tiny cellar the pride of
the whole structure in which he had been wont
to keep smallish beer. The master-builder had
long been dead, and all that remained of this

once favorite retreat looked little better than a
deserted rook's nest. But it was still the home
of many memories. Here was the old osier be-
neath which the big trout used to lie, and where
he had stood by the hour with the new rod and
basket that his father had given him on his birth-

day, throwing the flies that Uncle Magus made,
and in whose hands they were such "

killers."

How often in this very spot had he forecast
his future an impossible one, for it had been
without a woman in it and hesitated whether
he should be a field-marshal or an archbishop,
or (in less ambitious moments, and after perusal
of " Tales of the Genii") a merchant of Bagdad
doing a great business in the pearl line, and whose
ordinary currency was purses of sequins ! And
now, at eight-and-twenty, his prospects were
quite as vague, though not so brilliant. How
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often had he sat leside that broad, clear stream,

flowing on to-day precisely as it had done then,
and followed some floating object with his eyes
as it was hurried toward the sea that sea which
he had never seen and could not picture for him-

self, and how he had longed to be hurried with it,

and to cross the ocean, and behold new worlds,
with forests, temples (such as were on the Chinese

fire-screens in the library), tigers, crocodiles,

and cocoa-nuts! Well, he had seen all these

things without thinking much of them, and was
now about to see them, again, or other things

equally without charm, for life was emptied of all

promise.
Here was the thicket where he had played at

robbers with the rector's son (not Glyddon's, of

course, but his predecessor's), and from whence

they got the wood for bonfires on Guy Fawkes's

Day ;
and here was the summer-house at the very

extremity of the Swansdale ground, where, as

children, he and this same companion had been

allowed, "for a treat, "to boil their kettle and
make tea. What had become of that lad who
had once been so dear to him, and with whom he
had fought so regularly until it was clearly proved
that he was the better man, when somehow his

interest in him had died out? And Avhat was
that old story, and who had told it to him, about
his own mother having at one time in her youth
been beloved by that lad's father before she mar-
ried Squire Tyndall? How sad and strange
were all those memories of the dead and gone
among which his mind was drifting, and how
sombre was the picture which human life pre-
sented to him, set in the past as in a frame ! In
the contemplation of it, however, he had wholly
forgotten his own troubles, when suddenly the

doorway of the summer-house in which he was

sitting was darkened, and he looked up and saw
Helen standing there, fresh and bright and fair

as the morn itself.

"What a good boy you are for early rising,
Arthur ! I really thought that I had got the

start of you to-day by at least an hour, but
What's the matter, darling ?"

He had risen and taken both her hands in his,
and was holding them, fast, indeed, but without
that earnest pressure which she knew so well

;

and his face was sad, and his eyes full of sorrow-
ful import." There is much the matter, Helen with me,"
he said

;
"more than you can guess more al-

most than you can believe because you have a

good opinion of me."
"
I have. Arthur, and nothing can change that

nothing nothing" Her voice was laden with

tenderness, but there was a simplicity in its tone
which touched him more than even that. This
woman believed in him implicitly ;

she had never
conceived ofhim as being a profligate and a ne'er-

do-well
;
her assuring smile defied him to con-

vince her to the contrary even with his own lips."
If I had not seen you here, Miss Somers

"

She turned so ghastly pale, and her hand
seemed to cling to his with such a despairing
clutch, as he thus addressed her, that for very
pity's sake he altered his cold style."

If you had not come here, Helen, it was my
intention to seek an early opportunity of seeing

you alone this morning to tell you something
some very bad news of the man to whom your
hand is promised, and who is unworthy of it."

She shook her head and motioned with her

lips, as though she would have denied that it

could be so
;
but that word, "Miss Somers," had

paralyzed her. Arthur led her to a seat, and
placed himself beside her. Her eyes never left

liis face for a single instant.
" When I first asked you in marriage, Helen,

you will remember that I told you that I was
not a rich man, and confessed to you that my
habits had been extravagant, and that I had been

reckless, foolish, improvident ;
but I did not tell

you the whole truth that I was an irreclaimable
as well as an unlucky gamester."
"I knew it," she whispered; "I knew that

quite well."

There was no despair, nor even despondency,
in her tone

;
it was evident that she was stating a

fact to be deplored, indeed, but one which she
had already taken into account, as it were, and
made up her mind for. Arthur had thought it

better to fire his heaviest-shotted gun at first, and
so to sink all hope at once within her

;
and lo,

she had been quite prepared for the discharge,
and seemed no worse for it ! This result discon-

certed him extremely. Was it possible that any
woman could so love him that she had been con-

tent to be his wife, notwithstanding that such a
revelation as he had just made had been no news
to her ?

"You don't know what a gamester is; you
don't know what a marriage with such a man
may mean, girl," said Arthur, almost fiercely.
He was struggling against the tenderness with
which her self-sacrificing affection and simplicity
and beauty were inspiring him. " How should

you ?"

"It may mean ruin, Arthur," said she, calm-

ly ; "my mother told me so, and I believed her.

Is this all your bad news ?"
" You talk of ruin, Helen, as though it did not

mean the wreck of happiness as well as of every

thing else. I saw you were annoyed the other

day when I lost but a few pounds
"

'"That was wrong of me," interrupted she,

earnestly
"
very wrong of me. But do not

punish me with death for an offense so slight."

"Death, Helen ! What do you mean ?" asked

he.

"Never mind," replied she, with the same

ghastly look as she had worn before. "Don't
ask me, but go on."

"I say, if I annoyed you because I lost a few

pounds, what would you say if I were to lose

hundreds thousands ?"
"
Nothing, Arthur ; nothing at all, believe me.

Whatever you may lose henceforth, you shall

never hear a reproach from me."
That she meant what she said was clear

;
it

was also becoming clear to Arthur why she meant
it why she clung to him while he was con-

fessing his unworthiness more closely than she

had ever done when he was pouring forth his

protestations of love. She was resolved, at all

hazards, not to lose him.
" You think and hope it may not happen, Hel-

en. You know not the depths of folly into which
such a man as I describe is capable of descend-

ing. Let me give you an instance, not of what

may happen, but of what has already taken place.
I have paid away three thousand pounds of loss-

es at cards since my return to* England, and I

owe five thousand more. I lost a thousand
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pounds last night while you were sleeping-

dreaming, perhaps, of me as your pure mind has

pictured me, not as I am "

"
It matters nothing," she broke in

;

"
though

your debt were five times as great, I still could

pay it. And how could I spend my fortune bet-

ter than in helping you ? What use were a for-

tune to me if you did not need it ? I would nev-

er ask you to stint yourself of a single pleasure ;

and if this be indeed a pleasure, take it. Per-

haps luck will turn ;
and if it does not turn, at

least there will be your Helen to comfort you.

Oh, Arthur! is this loss the only ill news you
had to tell me ? If so, I thank Heaven for it, for

somehow, in your look and tone at first, I thought

I Saw bi^ it is not there now I thought I saw

I was exiled from your heart, and that would

have been loss and doom indeed.
"

The passionate earnestness arid pathos of her

tone took Arthur's soul by storm. Looking down

upon the beautiful face that supplicated him thus

tenderly, he could not but stoop down and kiss it,

and clasp to his own that self-sacrificing and gen-
erous heart which only beat for him. He dared

not say, "I have not told you half; I love an-

other," for fear it should stop beating at such

f.ital news forever. "There is no worse news,"
he said, "than what I have told you, Helen."

Half fainting in his arms for joy, she blessed

her fate and thanked him. She had never known,
she said, how dear he had been to her until that

moment when his face had seemed to be so

strangely set against her, and yet she had loved
him from the first, and had never ceased to love

all sharp words and pouting looks and peril-
ous rebukes (that should never again be uttered)
notwithstanding. She was his, and his alone,
and ever would be his while life was in her.

And he, on his part, was not silent, but touched

(as well he might be) by her unexacting trustful-

ness, made solemn promise that, for the future,
he would risk naught at play of hers nor his,
nor ever game again. "Your generosity has

quite subdued me, darling, and exorcised this
demon from my breast," he said. "I cast it

from me."
"And take me instead," she murmured.
"Nay; you were always there."
What could he say, with those blue eyes swim-

ming in grateful tears beneath his own, and while
she nestled in his bosom like a dove ?

CHAPTER XVII.

TOO LATE.

IT was still early when Arthur and Helen
returned together from their interview in the
summer-house, and they were both surprised to
meet Mr. Allardyce between it and the Hall.
His habits were not early, nor had he been vet
known to be down stairs within half an hour"of
the sounding of the breakfast gong : as, however
he drank claret at that meal-for his.tastes were

Continental
he did not suffer the penalties of

lukewarm coffee and weak tea, which otherwise
would undoubtedly have been inflicted on him byMrs. TyndalL She did not like people to be late
at meals, and especially young men, although she
spoiled them in so many ways. She never kepther dinners waiting more than ten minutes,

"
to

allow for the difference of the clock," for any
body. Not that she was wanting in courtesy, as

some may thence suppose, but for precisely the

opposite reason : she was not so discourteous as

to spoil the dinner of half a dozen sensible per-
sons for the sake ofone or two fools who thought
it fine to be late.

Mr. Wynn Allardyce was no fool, nor did he
think it fine to be late

;
but the comfort of no

human being beside himself having ever entered

into his mind, and being by nature slothful, he
was seldom in time for any thing. As for get-

ting up in the morning, he saw no reason for do-

ing so, except upon some festival of his church
such as the Derby-day. Under the present un-

satisfactory and imperfect conditions of life it

was quite unusual to get any Play before noon
at earliest

; and, like an artificial fountain, his

only work was play,which was very literally meat,
drink, and clothing to him, since it supplied him
with the means of procuring them. And yet
here was Mr. Wynn Allardyce up and out-of-

doors at eight o'clock in the morning, wondering,
doubtless (like the fabled Kumtumfoozleum), at

the works of Providence, which were all new to

him at that hour. His delicate kid boots had

rarely "brushed the dew away to meet the sun

upon the upland lawn," when so far from its

meridian as at present, and he found it absolute-

ly necessary to mitigate the overpowering per-
fume of the flowers by cigarettes." This is charming," he said, ashe politely sa-

luted the lovers
;

"
this is charming of you, and

as it should be. I have never even read in books
of any thing so touching as this walking out to-

gether before breakfast-time. It reminds one of
the Garden of Eden. Quite lackadaisical I

mean paradisiacal upon my honor."
"It is very pleasant," said Helen, coldly," and nothing new to those who have been

healthily brought up."
The herb valerian had lost its flavor for her

for the present : she didn't like this banter, which
somehow seemed to take the gloss off her new-
born happiness." You are right, Miss Somers, as you general-

ly are. I'm a very unwholesome person, and all

wrong every way. I have only just sufficient

grace left to admire what is good in others.

Have you seen our friend Adair this morning,
either of you ?"

His tone was careless, and in curious contra-
diction to the expression of his face, which was
eager, and even anxious. His eyes wandered

restlessly from one to the other so quickly that

they must needs have intercepted any glance of

significance, had such passed between them.

"No," said Arthur. "Jack is not such an
early bird, though, unlike yourself, he is always
in time for his groundsel. Have you backed
yourself to beat him at getting up this morning ?"

"No; it's not that; but I wish you to read
this letter, in fairness to myself, before you see
Adair. Pray forgive me for all this mystery,
Miss Somers : there should be no secrets be-
tween Tyndall and yourself, I am aware, but this

is a matter that no lady should be troubled with."
" There has been no quarrel among you gen-

tlemen, I hope?" exclaimed Helen, nervously.
"It struck me yesterday that there was a cool-
ness between your 'uncle Magus, Arthur, and
Mr. Paul Jones "
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"There was such, I believe, Miss Somers,"

interposed Allardyce ;
"but I can answer for it,

upon my honor, that it exists no longer, for the

cause of quarrel has been removed. You will

grant me that little favor, Tyndall ?"
" To read this letter before I see Jack ? Cer-

tainly, my good fellow, certainly.
"

He put it in his breast-pocket ;
and Allardyce

passed on, remarking that, since he was out at

so premature an hour, he should take that con-

stitutional before breakfast so strenuously advo-

cated by writers on indigestion. His tone was
so nervous and his laugh so forced that Arthur
and Helen both observed it.

"There has been a row of some sort," said

he to himself. "I hope Jack hasn't insulted

him. I won't have any man insulted in my house

upon mere suspicion. Allardyce is as straight
as a die, or I should have found it out long ago.

"

"Mark my words," said Helen, "that note

has some unpleasant reference to Mr. Paul Jones.

I never liked that man, Arthur."

"Well, he is not a lady's man, my dear,"

laughed Tyndall,
' '

it must be owned, and my
notion is, ROW that I have given up play, that he
will not trouble us much with his company ;

but
there is no real harm in Paul,

'

my pretty Poll,
'

as Allardyce calls him
; and, at all events, Lardy

would be the last man to write any thing against
him."

"
May I see the letter, Arthur ?"

"
Well, no, my darling. I think that would

be hardly fair to Allardyce, after what he said."

"He said there should be no secret between
us."

"So he did, dear; he was obliged to say that,

you know : but he added that the matter in ques-
tion was 'one that a lady should not be troubled

with. I understand that to mean that the sub-

ject is a private one to be confined to himself

and me. Don't you see, my darling ?"

It was evident that "my darling" did not see

it. Her curiosity was not to be gratified ; and,
what was worse, the proprietary rights which she

already imagined herself to possess in this young
man and which were as dear to her as the rights
of property to a lord of the soil were threatened.

What could this matter be which was to be kept
from her, yet shared with her Arthur by a mere

acquaintance ? Could it possibly a spasm shot

across her heart have reference to a woman ?

"As you please, Arthur," said she, coldly.

"Perhaps I had better go in-doors, and leave

you to examine this wonderful document by
yourself.""

Well, perhaps so, my darling. Lardy seem-
ed to be in a deuce of a way about it, and it

takes a good deal to put him out
;

so I suppose
it's something important."

"It ought to be, since it separates us
"

"For five minutes!" interrupted Arthur,

laughing: "not a moment more will I give to

this fellow."

She Avas gone, and had left him in an alcove

cut in the box-tree wall, very convenient for

privacy ;
and yet he made no haste to open the

letter, which was addressed to himself in Allar-

dyce's hand. It was the first time he had found

himself alone since his lot in life had been settled

for him,' it was only natural that his own affairs

should take precedence in his thoughts, and they
did so. A few hours ago he had trodden that

very walk in doubt and perplexity as to his fu-

ture, in doubt even as to how he should exist
;

and now it was arranged that he was to live on
at Swansdale with Helen for his wife. Her gen-
erosity and devotion had conquered him, and he
did not regret it even yet, even though her fair

form was no longer clos'e beside him with its elo-

quence of hand and lip and eye. She had been

very good to him, veiy tender to his faults and
follies

;
and the least he could do in return was

to make her a good husband, faithful in thought
as well as act, and wholly devoted to her inter-

est. (That was not a very passionate way of

putting it, perhaps ;
but there had been a good

deal of passionate protestations that morning,
and one's capacity in that way is limited.) It
was a pity that dearest Helen was so soon put
out, and when she was that she showed it so very
plainly ;

but that she was a thorough good girl
lie felt certain, and would make a far better wife
to him than he deserved. And in the mean
time, thanks to her, what a load was lifted from
his mind with respect to that debt of five thou-
sand pounds that was owing to his friend Jones !

This reminded him of the letter, the contents of
which Helen had predicted would have some ref-

erence to that gentleman, and he broke the seal

(for it bore the unusual safeguard of sealing-

wax), and opened it. The envelope had no less

than three inclosures a note from Allardyce, a
statement in the handwriting of Jones, and a
check for three hundred and eighty pounds from
the former gentleman, payable to Arthur Tyn-
dall. The note, which was dated 1 A.M. that

morning, ran as follows :

"MY DEAR TYNDALL, I have just discover-

ed, to my inexpressible horror, that we have had
a cheat and card-sharper for our companion for

the last week, and how long before that it is im-

possible to say. His villainy, it appears, was dis-

covered by Adair last night, to whom he. bad

grace enough to acknowledge that I myself was

wholly ignorant of his malpractices. I compelled
him, however, to sign his name to the inclosed

statement
; not, I hope, that I need any such ex-

culpation in your eyes, but for the satisfaction of

those who have less knowledge of me. This
scoundrel swears, as you will see, that he never
used unfair means against you except under your
own roof (and what an abyss of villainy such a
confession reveals!); but it is quite impossible
that I should retain a shilling of what I have
ever chanced to win in his company. I there-

fore inclose you a check for the exact total which

you have lost to me at cards from first to last.

It is not much
;
for it seems this fellow was too

greedy to let much slip through his own fingers,

even to avert suspicion from himself. I can not

paint the annoyance and disgust I feel at this

astounding revelation ; for, though I shall have
the sympathy of every man of honor who is ac-

quainted with the facts, I well know how my
character will suffer at the hands of many a

sneaking scoundrel, whose poisonous words may
fall into ears that I would fain should hear no evil

of me. When I think of it all, Tyndall, I almost

wonder that the wretch who has so wronged you
should have escaped with his life. That you,
like myself, should have been made a cat's-paw
of by such a vulgar ruffian must be humiliating

enough ;
but you will easily understand that in
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mv case I feel this ten times more bitter, inas-

much as I have known him longer, trusted him

more, and, above all, through that very intimacy

have subjected myself to a suspicion of collusion

that makes me sick to think of. I leave it, how-

ever, to vour honor, honesty, and friendliness to

do me full justice in this matter, and I am sure

I do not trust to them in vain. Always yours

most faithfully,
WTOX ALLAUDYCE.

"The infernal rascal!" exclaimed Arthur,

starting to his feet with the intention of running

into the house.-" Hollo, Jack ! "-who.should

he run against on the terrace but Adair himself,

who was out in search of him.
" Where is this

scoundrel ?"

"Allardyce?"
"No; Jones, of course. Has he dared to

stay under my roof?"
" Not after last night, old fellow

;
no he s

off. You know all about it, it seems ;
I thought

you would."
"
Yes, Allardyce has written to me : a most

frank and manly letter, I must say." They
drew back into the alcove, where Adair read the

communication in question, and Tyndall Mr.

Jones's statement, which he had been too im-

patient for revenge to do before. It told all

that he knew respecting the marked cards, and

also solemnly acquitted Allardyce of all collusion

in the matter.
" You see this quite acquits poor Lardy," ob-

served Arthur ;

'
'.and though, of course, 1 sha'n't

accept his check, I don't think he could have be-

haved better or more straightforwardly under the

circumstances. It must be a devilish galling

thing, poor fellow !"

"
Very, "said Jack, dryly :

"
it must be deuced

unpleasant to him to have to disgorge three hun-

dred and eighty pounds, if he really supposes you
are going to accept it. But then, you see, you
tire not."

"You know I don't mean that, Adair. I wish

you would not be so uncharitable. It is no won-
der that Allardyce begged me to read his letter

before I saw you."

"Quite right," said Jack, cheerfully: "he
was reasonably afraid of my dropping what lie

calls
'

poisonous words' into your ear.
"

"Well, my dear fellow," answered Tyndall,
"I must beg you as a favor not to drop them.

Perhaps I ought not to have let you read that

letter
; Allardyce has put himself and his honoi

in my hands, and I accept the trust. His quar-
rel is my quarrel so far."

"My dear Tyndall, I am not going to quar
rel

;
but you must not expect my views to change

quite so rapidly as yours. You must permit m
to hold the same opinion that you yourself hel

up to, say, twelve o'clock last night."" How do you mean?"
"Well, 'Allardyce is as straight as a die, anc

Jones is as straight as a die,' said you; ergo
Allardyce is about as straight as Jones. There
don't be angry, but let us agree to differ. Time
will show. In the mean while, here is money.

'

lie took out of his pocket the "I O U's" tha
Jones had given up, and also that gentleman'
check for four thousand eight hundred pounds.
"What is this?" cried Arthur, looking ove

them. He had suddenly grown deadly pale
His friend imagined that this arose from th

hock of joy at finding himself relieved from his

mbarrassments, and even possessed of a small

ortune.

"It is a trifle of seven thousand eight hun-

red pounds, my dear fellow
;
but only your own

loney back, after all. Of course this fellow had

o claim to a sixpence of it
; but, nevertheless,

et me tell you, it required some little finesse on

ly part to compel restitution. I'll tell you all

bout it at another time. But there goes the

;ong, and you had better be early at the break-

ast-table to prevent people chattering about this

candal : the flitting of our '

pretty Foil' this

norning is sure to be a matter of some specula-

ion."

"You are right," said Arthur, slowly, and

cioving mechanically toward the Hall. "Let
,s go in."

"Well, I must say you take your good luck

nore philosophically than you used to take your

11," observed Jack, with some touch of irritation.

' I am not a commission agent, but I did expect

x little percentage in the way of gratitude for

aving saved your three thousand pounds out of

he fire, not to mention the collaring those
' I

U's.'
"

'My dear Jack, forgive me," said Arthur,

vringing the other's hand.
"

I thank you from

he bottom of my heart
;
but

"

The completion of the sentence was a sigh ;

ind the next moment they came upon the ladies,

vho had collected on the croquet lawn, on to

vhich the French windows of the breakfast-room

>pened. Had he ended with words, the sen-

ence would perhaps have been, "But this un-

ooked-for prosperity comes too late."

CHAPTER XVIII.

UNDER THE SYCAMORE.

Six weeks have passed since the events re-

corded in our last chapter, and the haunted

chalk-pit of Swansdale is compelled to echo the

notes of a merry peal ;
over wood and water

wedding news is dancing, making many a rustic

maiden's ear to tingle, and many a gossip's tongue
to wag. There is feasting below stairs at the

Hall to-day, and old Giles strolls about the lawn,
for once an idle man, with his hands in his pock-

ets, and a huge white favor on his breast. Uncle

Magus (for the first time these twenty years) has

left his rose-embowered cottage and gone to Lon-
don Town to give the young folks his blessing at

the altar when the priest has done with them
;

and the priest is Mr. Glyddon." A nice day the young squire have got," says
old Jacob Kenn to his daughter, as they sit at

their afternoon meal, with the cottage door open,

through which the music of the bells breaks in

pell-mell.
" If happy's the bride on whom the

sun shines, Miss Helen she's been missus, how-

ever, these three hours, I reckon ought to be
most uncommon happy."
"I trust she may be," says Jenny, steadily,

not looking at her father, but gazing out at the

blue air, as if the bells were hung in the heavens,
and she was watching the spirits who rang them.

"What's the use of trusting, lass? Let's

drink her health and his. There's a glass of

sherry wine for you such as was never drunk in
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a lock-keeper's cottage before, I'll answer for it,

and seldom in a gentleman's house.' It comes
from the best bin in the old Welcome. Here's

to the young couple :
'

Long may they live, and

happy 'may they be, blessed with a good large

familee,' as the saying is. Why don't you drink,
lass ?"

"I did drink, father."

"You don't call that a drink! No wonder

they names you Jenny Wren, for 'twas more like

the sip of a bird. When you've wine like this,

you should hold it up to the light, so that pleases
the eye ;

then lean your head back, and tilt the

glass gently, so that pleases the palate; then

think over what you have done a bit, for you've
been a-swallowing gold, or leastways a good two

shillings' worth of the best amontillado, which is

the mother of sherry."
"It's very nice, father, I've no doubt; but I

am afraid it's thrown away upon me. The heat

oppresses me. Would you mind my leaving

you for a few minutes to sit by the lasher in the

cool ?"
"
Not/, lass, since you leave me in such good

company."
Jenny rose and went out through the garden,

stopping on her way to pluck a rose. If this

was to show herself calm and unagitated in

mind, the action was lost upon the old man, for

lie was looking at her unemptied glass." What fools women are !" was his reflection.
" The idea of leaving wine like that ! But Jen-

ny always threw away her chances. It is my be-

lief she might ha' been a peeress by this time,
if she had cared to play the cards that were dealt

to her. She might certainly have had Mr. Ar-
thur not that he was much of a catch, as it has

turned out
;
and now she has only to hold up her

finger, and the rector would put the ring on. A
lord, a squire, a rector : well, that's pretty well

for one young woman, and she but an innkeep-
er's daughter. But what sort of an innkeeper ?

.ah, there's the rub. Well, it's not for me to

boast
;
but I don't suppose there ever was such

a landlord of an inn before or since. Certainly
not since, to judge by that fellow who has got the

old place now. No manners, no graces, no keep-
ing of hisself up before every body such as I

had the gift for. Why, I've seen a matter of

six young lords a-dining at the old house at

once, and every one on 'em had a '

Well, Jacob,
how are you ?' for me, when I brought in the
first dish. Jenny had that gift too. No prin-
cess could have held her own better, or taught
them their place. Still, as a father, I felt the
inn was bad for her, with its rough river-folk,
and queer comers and goers ;

and so, when a

good offer came, I parted with it. It is not every
father that would have done that."

It might have occurred to Mr. Jacob Renn
that the same objections that he thus urged
against the Welcome as a residence for his prin-
cess were at least equally strong against the
lock cottage; but amontillado is not only the

"mother of sherry," but when taken freely, as

in the present case, of self-satisfaction and com-

placency.

"Yes, I have done my duty, I flatter myself,
in that station of life to which Providence has

called me, and especially as a father. I have
never inferred interfered with that girl, but just
let her take her own way, and a queer way it is.

Why, notwithstanding all her good looks and
when a girl has them, she generally don't care to

have any thing else she's cleverer than the
member for the county ;

and as for study, the

parson himself daren't tackle her in theol the-

ology. I wonder, by-the-bye, if she could ex-

plain what hiccoughs was sent for ? It can't be of

any use, that's certain, for it only spills the wine,
and I don't believe as any body thinks it a but
a beauty. I've got eight shillings' worth ofamon-
tillado in my inside, and should be perfectly

happy if it wasn't for hie, if it wasn't for hie

'Hie, Hsec, Hoc;
Lay Mm on the block.'

That's what the young lord from Eton used to sing
to Jenny, a song full of the Latin he had learned
at school

;
but she would only laugh at him.

'Lords shouldn't be laughed at,' said I; 'it's

disrespectful, and contrary to the Cat Cat
"To behave myself reverently to all my betters,"

says the Church Catechism
;

' and old Jacob Renn
was allus a churchman. Hark at them bells !

One more glass, one more glass, one more glass :

that's what they're a-saying on
;
and I obeys

'em."

Jacob Renn obeyed them so loyally that he
enriched his interior by exactly twenty shillings'

worth of the "mother of sherry" drained the

last dregs, in fact, including the contents of his

daughter's glass, and then fell fast asleep in his

chair.

In the mean time Jenny was seated beneath
the sycamore behind the cottage, and hidden from
all save those whom pleasure or business might
chance to bring to the lasher which thundered
at her side, a dam with a low flood-gate alone

interposing between herself and it. But her ear

heard nothing but the bells, which, instead of

inviting her to take one more glass of the amon-

tillado, importunately reminded her of the aus-

picious occasion which they celebrated. " Ar-
thur Tyndall's married," "Arthur Tyndall's mar-

ried," "Arthur Tyndall's married," was their

reiterated tidings, and every word of it seemed
to beat itself into her brain.

" NOAV that he is married," murmured she,
" I

must return him this. Why did I not give it

him before ?"

She took a little anchor of gold from her bo-

som, in whose white depths it was wont to lie

hidden, and contemplated it with sorrowful eyes.

"Perhaps it was my keeping that which made
him look and speak so when I met him on the

bridge. Well, he shall have it back now. Yes,

my one jewel, my sole treasure for so many years,

you must go ! There are the letters, too, which
he wrote me from college, that I have kissed and

wept over so often : must he have those also ?

May he not conclude I have lost or burned them?
No : he can not. He forgot me, but he can not

think that I ever forgot him. Burned ? Lost ?

No ;
he will know better than that. They must

go back. I will give them him without a word
when I see him next."

Here she hurriedly thrust the trinket back
whence it came, and started to her feet.

" What ?" exclaimed a voice of astonishment
;

" Alice Renn, and without a book in her hand !"

It was Mr. Glyddon who addressed her
;
and

notwithstanding that he was an efficient member
of the village choral society, his tone was nnusn-
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ally musical as he did so. It was always gentle

when he spoke to the lock-keeper's daughter, but

also somewhat sad. It was gentle now, even to

tenderness; but there was a buoyancy in the tone

(or so it seemed to Jenny) which she had never

noticed before, and it jarred upon her ear.

"I was looking at the book of Nature, Mr.

Glyddon, which has more to tell us than you

quite give it credit for."

Bv comparison with the ordinary British maid-

en Jenny was rather an espritfort. The rector

and she had had many a good-natured assault of

arms together upon theological matters
;
he at-

tired in full armor oforthodoxy, and riding on the

hitfh horse of ecclesiastical supremacy ;
and she,

aslt were, clothed but in buffjerkin of common-

sense, and armed with the bow of sense of jus-

tice and the shafts of native humor. When he

came thundering down upon her with the lance

of authority, she would step lightly aside, and

sometimes send an arrow through the joints of

his harness that went home. To do him justice,

he had been always ready for the combat per-

haps it was the best chance he had of getting

her to talk with him alone while she did but

stand on her defense
;
but on the present occa-

sion their respective tactics seemed reversed:

she had offered him battle by throwing down
that gage of the book of Nature, and yet he did

not pick it up.
"This scene is a fair leaf of it, indeed," said

lie
;

" and yet how the place is marred by those

who haunt it !

"

"Thank you, Sir." This acknowledgment
was accompanied by an elaborate courtesy.

"My dear Miss Alice, you surely can not

think that I was referring to yourself?"
"I didn't know," answered she, demurely.

"When I have heard you say, 'There all was

peace and beauty,' etc., it has been generally
followed by a reference to the presence of the

infidel."

"Don't talk so lightly, Alice. I should be
distressed and pained indeed, did I think you
were deserving of such a name. What I had in

my mind was the unfortunate association of this

place the set of people whose business necessa-

rily brings them hither, with their brutal man-
ners, and still more shocking language."
"Do you mean the boating gentlemen or the

bargees ?"

The simplicity of the tone of this inquiry would
have made the fortune of a comic actress. Jen-

ny knew well enough that Mr. Glyddon meant
the bargees, but also that he was very jealous of
the gentlemen rowers, whose toast she was, in

spite of herself, though they were seldom vouch-
safed a sight of her

; and, indeed, the very men-
tion of them irritated him.

" The bargees, ofcourse,
"
said he. "It makes

me shudder to'think of your being obliged fo list-

en tp them."
1 t)ne is obliged to listen to many things, Mr.

Glyddon, to which one would willingly shut one's
ears,

"
answered she, significantly. J

' But as for
their bad language which my friend the lasher
here, however, is so good as to drown that is
not half so bad, to my mind, as seeing them beat
their horses. When a man blasphemes his Cre-
ator, he does not do it with impunity, I suppose,
and the Maker of all things is far beyond the
reach of his ill humors

;
but the poor horse is not.

For my part, I have a firm belief that words

for ill as well as for good have not the weight

of deeds."

"It is the intention, however, my good girl,

that makes the sin," observed the rector, mount-

ing his ecclesiastical steed in spite of his deter-

mination not to do so.
" If it were a man's inten-

tion to ill treat his horse, even though something
should occur to prevent him, he would be as cul-

pable as if he had done it."
"

It would not be so bad for the horse, how-

ever," observed Jenny, slyly. "Now suppose

(for one may suppose any thing) the bargee in-

tended to go to church, and then thought better

of it (I beg pardon worse of it), would it be

equally creditable to him as though he had actu-

ally gone?"
"My good girl, you know better than that.

Every body knows that
'
hell is paved with good

intentions.
' "

" Who told you that ? Is it in the Bible ? If

not, why are you clergymen so fond of quoting
it ? You seem to me to take a positive pleasure

I mean many of you do so in narrowing the

way and closing the gate against miserable sin-

ners. If a bad intention unfulfilled is as bad as

a bad act, a good intention unfulfilled ought to

be worth something, surely.
"

The rector moved uneasily on his theological

steed. This shaft had found its way, if not to

some vital portion of his frame, to a more or less

tender one. Before he could seat himself in the

saddle again to his complete satisfaction Jenny
let fly another arrow :

" You are good people, you clergymen much
better than most of us. I grant but you are not

ingenuous. You will concede nothing to your
adversaries

; you don't know how to give up with

a good grace a position that has been shown to

be untenable. Why don't you own at once that

sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander ?"

"Because it isn't," rejoined the rector, shar

ly. "Take that very proverb, for instance/
its literal sense

' What is right for the woman
is right for the man.' That is not the case."

" But it ought to be, Mr. Glyddon."
"You know you can not maintain that posi-

tion, my good girl. Men and women are not

equal ; they were not made so from the first. Na-
ture herself would teach us that, even if we had
not the Scriptures. Read the earliest record

of human life that we possess the Old Testa-

ment "

" Yes
;
I know very well that women are only

spoken of there as gleaners or pitcher-carriers.
But it was only men who wrote that account of

them."

"Inspired men, however," said the rector^

gravely.
"It is a pity," answered Jenny, with, irrita-

tion, "that there were no inspired women."
The thought of Jael, the wife of Heber the

Kenite, passed across the rector's mind, but he
dismissed it as being scarcely apposite to the

argument.
" You are fighting against nature and religion

together," said he. "The world accepts the in-

equality of the sexes as decisively as the church ;

I have been reading Her words this very day
upon that subject."

This was the first reference that had been
made by either Jenny or the rector to the cere-

irn-

,ln
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mony which he had performed that morning in

town
;
and yet it had been filling though with

very different feelings the thoughts of both of

them. Not even when Arthur had come down
to Swansdale an engaged man did the rector feel

sure that something might not happen to break

off the match. It might have been possible for

a man (though he would not himself have thought

so) to forget Alice Renn during long years of

absence
;
but even one who had so forgotten her

could scarce be proof against her surpassing
charms when his eyes once more beheld them.

Although, therefore, the rector could not but

blame Arthur's conduct with respect to Jenny,
it did not seem to him, in the face of such great

temptation, wholly inexcusable. He knew that

she loved her old flame still, and that while he

was attainable, was within the possibility of be-

coming hers, there had been no hope for him-

self in that quarter ;
but now now that his friend

had given her up once for all, and married an-

other woman there would surely be more chance

for him : the great reward for his long and pa-
tient waiting would fall into his loving arms at

last. For he had loved Jenny from the first,

even though he knew there had been some ten-

der passages between Tyndall and herself, and
had hoped in his secret heart for the very thing
that had actually come to pass namely, that

absence would cool the passion of one or the oth-

er of them. And even when he heard that it

had done so in Arthur's case, though chivalry
toward his friend no longer kept him silent, as

it had hitherto done, he had kept silence still.

For though suspense is hard to bear, it is not,

after all, so hard as that rough shock of dis-

appointment and refusal which he had only too

good reason to fear would be his fate if he asked

Jenny for her love while Arthur was unmar-

ried. "The fair field" was at last his own, but

(alas!), as it seemed, "no favor." Rather than

even now hear him speak upon the subject next

his heart, she met him with arguments and con-

tradictions which seemed more woful, because

more out of place, than ever. He would fain

have agreed with her upon every topic, had his

conscience permitted him to do so, and through
sweet accord have led her tenderly to the con-

sideration of his suit.

Of course there were circumstances in Jenny's
case which caused her to hold a different position
toward himself than might have been expected,

considering their relations in life. He was the

rector of the pai-ish, and so far a man of some im-

portance and dignity, while she was but a lock-

keeper's daughter ;
but this disparity was appar-

ent rather than real, for old Jacob Renn was re-

ported to be rich, and had been known in Swans-
dale as a man of substance for near half a cen-

tury, while Jenny's independence did not consist

in means alone, but in character. She had help-
ed the rector with his schools and choir, and did

so even yet ;
but out of the school-room and the

church she held her own opinions, and expressed
them with freedom. He had set himself to con-

vert this beautiful heretic, but not at present with

any decisive success. Their ages were about the

same
;
and if he were her superior in learning,

she, on the other hand, was gifted with better

wits, and even with an originality of mind most
unusual with one of her sex and position ;

and
now he felt himself less able than ever to con-

tend with her, with that traitor in his own camp,
his heart, urging him to dismount from his ec-

clesiastical steed, and fling away shield and spear,
and throw himself on his knees at her dainty
feet. He was a kindly Christian gentleman,
bent on doing good though somewhat obstinate
in doing it after a particular fashion singularly
free from taint of grossness, and with an honest

contempt for the airs and ways of gallantry ;
but

at this moment he would perhaps have bartered
some of his solid virtues for the possession of
handsome features, a graceful form, and the art

of expressing fitly the tender feelings within him.
He knew that his face was plain, his shape un-

gainly, his manners stiff and formal, and, in his

humility, thought such drawbacks to be even

greater defects in woman's eyes than they really
are.

Even when he had got to speak of the cere-

mony that he had solemnized that morning he
lacked the address to turn the opportunity to his

own account
; nay, on the contrary, its approxi-

mation to the matter he would have spoken of so

terrified him that, in place of pursuing the sub-

ject, he flew off at a tangent.
"

If you want to

see the place of women in society accurately de-

fined, Miss Alice," said he, "you should read
Dr. Straitlace on 'The Handmaidens of the

Church.'
"

"Perhaps I may," said Jenny; "but I re-

member Miss Blanche telling me that Dr. Strait-

lace was almost a papist."
"He is a most wise and excellent man, my

good girl," returned Mr. Glyddon, hotly for

he was himself accused of leaning toward the

scarlet woman "whatever foolish people may
choose to say of him."
Now Jenny detested to be "

my-good-ghied"
by the rector or any body else, justly conceiving
that that form of words implied intellectual pat-

ronage and condescension
;
and she did not like

her friend Miss Blanche to be called foolish.
' '

Well, I'll read it," said she, humbly, "since you
think so highly of him, Mr. Glyddon. He was
the same gentleman, if I remember right, who
distinguished himself so highly at Oxford by ad-

vocating the Celibacy of the Clergy." Jenny
was very miserable on her own account, which
must be her excuse for a retort so cruel

;
and di-

rectly she had spoken she would have given much
to have recalled her words. She had undoubt-

edly intended them to bear a certain significance.

On his first coming into the parish, as a very young
man, enamored of Puseyism, but ignorant of Jen-

ny, Mr. Glyddon had himself advocated the celi-

bacy of the* clergy as well as all other points of the

High-Church charter
;
but she was well aware that

the extreme solicitude exhibited by this excellent

theologian forherconversion to his ritualistic views

had been of late years mingled with a more tender

feeling, the idea ofwhich was to-day, of all days,

especially unwelcome to her. She wished, once

for all, to cure him of his wound, but had she

known how deep and tender it was, she would
not have used such ungentle surgery. Just as

though this blow had been a material one dealt

in his face, the color rose upon the rector's high

cheek-bones, and his honest eyes grew moist with

tears.

"You are angry with me, Alice," said he, in

a plaintive voice.
"
Forgive me, if I have an-

noved you.
"
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"I am angry with myself, Mr. Glyddon, for

being angry on such small occasion," answered

Jenny, earnestly, "and I should say rather, Tor-

" You would have me forget r/ow," he blurted

out, with sorrowful pathos. "Yes; you would

say: '.Forgive, and then Forget.' I read it in

your eyes."
She did not answer him, for she could say

nothing that could please or comfort him
;
but

she pitied him from her soul. Her silence and

her pity gave him courage at last to ask what his

heart nevertheless foreboded would be denied.
" Dear Alice, I have loved you for many a

year," sighed he,
" when you have never dream-

ed o'f it
;

but now I see* you know it. Take

pity upon me. You do so ? Well, and pity is

akin to love, they say."
She shook her head, but suffered him to re-

tain the hand he had seized, though it lay in his

own without response.
"I know, Alice, you have not the love to give

that you once gave" to another" he could feel

that little hand growing cold and heavy in his

hold as lead, yet he went on "but I am con-

tent with less, far less. Even if you do not love

me at all, I can wait in hope. In time, perhaps
now you know how I hope and pray for it

you may learn to do so just a little.
"

"
I respect and like you very, very much, Mr.

Glyddon," said she, gravely; "but you ask me
for what I have not to give. You can not raise

the dead, and my love is dead, and Listen !

that is its knell!"

The merry marriage-peal was still filling the

trembling air above them, and for a full minute

they both listened to it, while it wailed out,

"My love is dead," "My love is dead," "My
love is dead," before either spoke again.

Then, "I know that well," said the rector,

softly ;

"
it was cruel of me to speak to you like

this upon the very day it died : a week hence, a

month, a year, I will ask you once again, Alice,
and even then I will not expect too much."
"Mr. Glyddon, it is no use," said Jenny," nor will it ever be. It may be different with

other girls and better girls than Ibut as for

me, I can love but once."
" But you can not love Arthur Tyndall now,"

reasoned the poor rector, "for that would be
sinful."

"Can I not?" she answered, with a strange,
sad smile. "You talk of love, Sir, but youknow not what it is. There is, however, no
need to argue upon that matter, since one thing
is certain if I may not love him, I can not love
another. What! are you still not answered?
Well, then, years ago I made a vow Heaven
was my witness, though you are the first man to
know it that I would never marry any but Ar-
thur. You would not have me forswear mvself
I know."

So she thought, and so would he have thoughtan hour ago ; but the good rector was, after all,
but human. As the existence of buried Hercu-
laneum was not dreamed of for centuries, and
would never have been discovered but for the
sinking of a well, so there is many a man who
goes through life without any necessity arising
tor the revelation of his inmost feelings. The
Java-mud of conventionalism is sometimes very
deep and hard, but under it all lies human na-
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ture. Ritualism like many another c ' ism" and

"opathy" is excellent and all-sufficient when
there is nothing much the matter

; but, like thin

ice with a weight too great for it, it breaks down
when the pressure is serious. The rector found
himself face to face, for the first time, not only
with the declared object of his affections, but

with himself, and if he had had time to contem-

plate his own features thus disclosed, he would

scarcely have recognized them.

"Such a vow as you speak of, dearest Alice,
is naught," cried he, impetuously ;

"or if it be

aught, it is better broken. What right had you
to devote your whole life and being to any hu-
man creature, as though he were something sa-

cred, in place of the faithless man that his con-

duct has proved him to be ? Why is he, because
he has played you false, to make my life also

miserable and lonesome ? Do you suppose, be-

cause I do my duty in the station to which I

have been called, and am not at the bidding of

every reckless impulse, that I can not love

that, like the blessed martyrs of old, I walk
about in the burning fiery furnace of passion un-

consumed ? I tell you, no ! I love you, I a,dore

you, I worship you, as much, nay, Heaven for-

give me ! more than man should worship woman."
He would have thrown himself on his knees

before her, as if to a veritable patron saint, had
she not stopped him.
"Do not abase yourself, Mr. Glyddon; do

not do what you will be ashamed to think of in

your calmer moments," cried she, with tender

earnestness.
" I pity you ;

I respect you ;
I am

sorry, beyond the power of words to tell, to pain
you thus

;
but it is better for you to know the

truth, however bitter, than to encourage a base-

less hope. I will never marry you, nor any
man. "

CHAPTER XIX.

A TERRIBLE INFANT.

ON their honey-moon in the Lake Country Ar-
thur and Helen were as happy as the days were

long ;
and the wet days, with which that* beauti-

ful region is so plentifully dowered, ivere long.
On the fine ones there was always a hill to be

climbed, from which four-and-twenty distinct

sheets of water were to be seen
;
or a row on the

lake to be taken to some point from which four-

and-twenty distinct hills could be counted
;
but

when the sheets of water came down perpendicu-
larly and hid the hills, it became a little dull

within-doors. Our ancestors seem to have had
a great liking for inns, and that, too, when no
modern improvements in the way of table dilutes

and croquet grounds made inn life social. They
drank a good deal, it is true, and perhaps the re-

flection that they were stopping at a place where
no remonstrance was likely to be made upon the
amount of liquor they imbibed was grateful to

them
; else, there is certainly an atmosphere of

discomfort about even the best-regulated hotels
that causes, if not discontent, at least restlessness
and ennui. To be confined to the coffee-room,
or even to the public reading-room (where there
is one), for a whole day is a melancholy experi-
ence

;
and even if you have with you your own

materials for business or amusement, you can not
use them there effectuallv.
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Of course our bride and bridegroom had a
bower of their own to sit in, where they could be
"all In all to one another;" but even there a

day-long down-pour produced depressing effects.

Helen would sometimes send forth her Arthur,
like the dove of old, to see whether the waters

were subsiding ;
or if they were obviously not

doing so, suggest to him that he should take a
walk without her, since she was sure he must be

getting ennuyed, shut up alone with her all day.
And though he gallantly denied that (as he was

expected to do), he took his walk, not wholly
without a sense of emancipation. Or sometimes
she would say, good-naturedly, "Why not have
a game of billiards, darling?" and he would go
into the hotel pool-room, and stop there for sev-

eral games ;
and it was curious how much more

quickly the time passed there than it did in their

private parlor. But this, perhaps, if the truth

were told, is the history of all honey-moons, more
or less. However it may be with woman, man
can not live on sugar-plums for a whole month
without occasionally getting a little tired of

them. The couples who earn that flitch of ba-
con at Dunmow, yearly, must be of angelic

tempers, or else (and which is more consonant
with human experience) great fibbers

;
for they

make oath that they have never had so much
as " a tiff," "a breeze," "a squabble" the very
number of synonyms for the thing show how uni-

versally prevalent it is. That the quarrels of lov-

ers are the renewings of love we learn even from
the Latin grammar; and if there is no quarrel,
how is love to be renewed ?

"
Tiffs" are the very

salt of the ocean of love, without which it would
"
go bad," as the housekeepers say become ut-

terly flat and insipid. A man of sense likes his

wife (so to speak) to have a kick in her, and
vice versa; and unless this is the case men are

but tyrants and women termagants. If any
fault could be found in the relations between
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tyndall on their wedding-
tour, it was that they were too loving a couple.
For Helen worshiped Arthur, and Arthur did

his best to prove that he worshiped Helen nor
is it to be supposed that he did not like her very
much indeed because he liked another better.

To do him justice, he did not think of that other
more than he could possibly help. When the idea
obtruded itself, as it sometimes would ("Ah, if

it were but Jenny ! "), he put it from him with a
sense of shame, and was doubly attentive to his

wife by way of penance. Then, if only toler-

ably happy himself, he made Helen perfectly so :

walking beside her pony as she rode up Skid-

daw, and stopping it whenever the view struck,

him as most favorable to point out to her Glara-
mara or Scafell, or making her toil a pleasure
in some less ambitious ramble on foot by the aid
of his strong arm. and tender guidance. They
had no "

tiff's," it was true, at present ;
but that

was his fault. Helen was sometimes not disin-

clined for them her nature, indeed, like that of

many other excellent women, was tiffy; but he
would never take up the quarrel, however tempt-
ingly it was offered for his acceptance.

This was not, as all married people are aware,
a healthy state of things. When a man is hen-

pecked, there is generally a pretty good reason
for it, which is not to his credit

;
and similarly,

though in a less degree, it is a bad sign if he
doesn't take his own part when attacked by his

wife without reason. Helen didn't hurt him
much, it is true

;
she didn't bite him, but she

nibbled at him, and he did not resent it. It was
enough to make any woman have her suspicions.

Fortunately for her own peace of mind, they nev-
er hit upon the real explanation, which was (I
think) that Arthur felt he had no devotion to

spare no reserve fund of affection upon which he
could draw in case of having any heavy balance
to make up in the way of discontent and annoy-
ance. If the waiters and chamber-maids in the
Lake Country had been asked their opinion upon
the subject and they have a great experience
of newly married folk they would have de-
scribed Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tyndall as

" a fond

pair," but have added their doubts of "
its lasting."

The bridegroom was " too much of a lamb," and
did not "

assert hlsself" sufficiently.
The first time that Arthur showed his deter-

mination to have his own way was upon the

question of the duration of their tour. He wished
it to be prolonged for some days or weeks (in fact,

indefinitely), while his wife wanted to go home
to Swansdale. Natural scenery had no great

charms for her, and though she enjoyed the lakes

immensely with her darling Arthur, she would
have enjoyed Lincolnshire equally well under
the same circumstances

;
she was tired of ram-

bling and scrambling, and it was growing late

in the season. Above all, she was eager to as-

sume her station as the great lady at Swansdale.

Here, in the Lake Country, she was a bride

indeed, and as such a focus of considerable in-

terest
;
but there were half a dozen brides besides

herself, who were focuses also. At Swansdale
she would be the bride

;
in her honor calls would

be paid by the county, dinner-parties given,
bells set ringing, gravel-paths strewed with flow-

ers in fact, a great fuss about her, such as is

dear to the female heart, would probably be

made, and she was impatient for it.

Arthur, on the other hand, dreaded the return

home. It seemed to him haunted by Jenny's
presence. If she had been dead and he had

wronged her, his conscience could scarcely have
smitten him more keenly. The Hall would be a

prison to him, for how could he ever leave it. by
land or water, secure from meeting her ! He
would see her (as he had already pictured her) in

the organ-loft at church, and come face to face

with her in the porch, perhaps, when the service

was over. Once out of the Hall grounds, nei-

ther path nor stream would be safe from her.

Would they meet for the first time alone or in

company ? and if the latter, would he be with

his Helen ? And would Jenny speak or not, and
what would she say ? For her own sake, as well

as for his, he wished that she lived miles away
from Swansdale. He was resolute never to re-

vive in her by word or look the embers of that

love that was supposed to have died out between
them. Of course, if it had been really dead, he
would have had no fear of revivifying it. He
knew, in his own case, that it was alive smoul-

dering, glowing deep within him and only kept
from bursting forth in flame by the united efforts

of several moral fire-engines. Prudence, Grati-

tude, and Right Feeling pumped cold water upon
it at the least sign of danger, and kept it under
for the present ;

but they could not put it out.

They worked hard, however, to do so. Arthur

Tyndall had really done his best to remedy the
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consequences of his own faithlessness and folly.

He had been prepared on that morning when he

stood alone in the summer-house to take upon

himself all the consequences of his own bad be-

havior; he had made up his mind to abjure ease

and station, and go forth from his native land

alone and poor, in order to discharge by toil

what he considered to be a just obligation. In

the end, perhaps, he had flattered himself that he

might win Jenny also
;
but this expectation was

so exceedingly remote that it scarcely sweetened

the bitter cup he had resolved to drain to the

dregs. Then came Helen, as we have seen, and

won him back again to herself, chiefly by her

self-sacrificing generosity, partly by the passion-

ate devotion which it so evidently evinced.

Having given way to her fond arguments, to

which he had not had the courage to oppose the

truth, was it possible for him when, thanks to

Jack, he found himself a free man, to turn upon
Helen and reject her for the second time upon a

ground that he had not mentioned on the first

occasion ? At all events, he had not had "
the

heart" the courage or the brutality to do so
;

and he was now a married man. As respected
his position as Helen's husband, it is true he had
as yet, even in thought, little to reproach him-
self with

;
but he feared the temptations that the

future might have in store for him. He remem-
bered that meeting on the little bridge with Jen-

ny her tears and her agony. He knew she

loved him then, and feared what, if he had been
a scoundrel, he would have hoped that she loved

him still. He was neither so vain nor so base
as to anticipate any positive harm to Jenny from
his presence at Swansdale

;
but he felt that it

would be bad for her and bad or at least em-

barrassing and inconvenient for him. Hence
it was that he opposed Helen's wish to return
home.

"Let us go to London for a week or two
first," suggested he a temporary reprieve at

best; but procrastination seemed always better
to Arthur Tyndall than the grappling with a dif-

ficulty face to face, and getting it over.
" Let us

go to London, dear, and enjoy ourselves a bit

before shutting ourselves up at Swansdale."

"Ah, you dread shutting yourself up with me
alone, Arthur!" was Helen's quick rejoinder." You have had enough of my society, I suppose,
and require some relief from it before you can
undergo it at home for good : just as people take
their children to the sea-side in autumn to give
them strength to bear the winter!"

"
Eeally, my dear Helen, I think you have no

reason to say that. I am sure I've
"

Here
he stopped, but not quite in time.
"Been very attentive to me, you were going

to say ; or,
'

borne every thing very patiently all
this time.'

"

"Indeed, I was not, Helen. You put words
into my mouth. The fact is, this is just the
dampest time of the year at the river-side

;
and

you are far from strong, you know, my darling,
though you are so plucky, and never own to any
thing being the matter."

e

Helen- had one duodecimo ringlet, a mere curl-
ing thread of softest silk, that hung down beside
her delicate ear, and with this he toyed affection-
ately as he spoke. Unable as man is to copewith woman, and especially when she is his wife
nature gives to what is

paradoxically termed

"the sterner sex" some little arts that serve to

mitigate female tyranny ;
and when Arthur could

capture this curl, Helen always became mollified.
"
But, my dear Arthur," said she, smiling,

" that loving argument of yours which is, how-

ever, founded upon a mistake, for I am quite

strong would have equal force to keep me away
from Swansdale for months to come."

"Well, for some time, certainly, my dear."

"Oh, but that's nonsense ! We will stop in

town, ifyou like, for a few days on our way home,
but home we must go. So far from its doing
me harm, I feel it will do me good. I am quite

pining for Swansdale."
Arthur sighed, but submitted. How could

he do otherwise, since he had, in fact, no argu-
ments with which to support his position ? Hel-

en, however, was so pleased with him for his

prompt capitulation for she had the sagacity to

perceive that it was no mere whim that he had
thus given up that she made up her mind to

reward him by letting him invite a bachelor
friend or two from town to shoot with him at

home.
When they did go to town, and Arthur ex-

pressed no wish to do this, she took it as a sign
that he was content with her society, and out of

gratitude to him asked Mr. Allardyce herself to

Swansdale, expecting to give her husband a joy-
ful surprise. So far from being joyfully sur-

prised, he was considerably annoyed by this, for

several reasons. In the first place, it was treat-

ing him like a child
; or, rather, it was treating

him as though he was not master in his own
house a very unpleasant notion to a poor man
who has married an heiress

;
in the second, be-

cause his regard for Allardyce was less real than

apparent. lie stuck to him loyally, because oth-

ers looked askance at him, as he believed, with-
out cause

;
but now that he played cards no lon-

ger, there was, in fact, scarcely any thing in com-
mon between them. He still, however, professed
a considerable regard for "Lardy," which, back-
ed by the influence of the herb valerian, had in-

duced Helen to invite the man
;
and when she

had done so, he could scarcely cancel his wife's

act. If she had asked Adair, he would have for-

given her easily enough, though it was doubtful
whether Jack could have come, for though the

long vacation was not yet over, he was under-
stood to be working hard in his chambers, not so

much, perhaps, with the woolsack in view as the

possession of a certain prize in petticoats, whose
name may be guessed.
But Helen had not asked Jack, nor shown

herself so kindly toward him as she might have
done as her husband's oldest friend; and now
Jack would doubtless be annoyed, not, indeed,
that he had been slighted for his nature was
too magnanimous to harbor "littlenesses" of that
sort but that the man of whom he entertained
so ill an opinion should be asked to Arthur's
home. It was true that Arthur did not share
that opinion ;

but he would certainly not have
wished to act in the teeth of it, as this invitation
made him appear to do. He clung to Jack
more than ever now, and would have liked to
have him at Swansdale beyond every thing;
but, as we have said, the young barrister's stud-
ies forbade it, and also the" invitation might have
been declined on other grounds. Though Adair
was incapable of petty feelings, he had sensibil-
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ity enough to perceive that his presence was not

welcome to his friend's wife; and if he had
been less modest, or more acquainted with female

character, he would have known the reason of

it namely, that though she knew his influence

over her husband was never used except for good,
she was jealous of him.

As it was, it was impossible for him to press
his society upon the newly married pair; and

Arthur, in resentment at the necessity which kept
Jack at a distance, did a thing which was dread-

ful in Helen's eyes : he left her alone occasional-

ly, and dined with him at the club. It is due to

Jack whose character, though he might never

become a judge, was eminently judicious to

say that these proposals emanated from Arthur.

Jack foresaw that they would only increase the

disfavor with which Mrs. Tyndall regarded him,
and yet he could hardly refuse to meet his friend

without stating the cause of his disinclination to

do so, which would have been ill-judged indeed.

He could not, as a bachelor, suggest to his mar-
ried friend that he ought not to leave his wife

if it might be done in some cases, Arthur at

least was the last man in the world to take such
advice and, moreover, it was unnecessary, since

his wife was sure to let him know as much.
These meetings themselves had not the flavor

of the old times. All subjects had then been

open for their discussion, if not for their agree-
ment. Now there were no less than three which
were tacitly avoided as topics of conversation

Jenny, Helen, and Allardyce. Moreover, the

idea that when the evening was over he would
be called to account for the manner in which he
had spent it, or, what was worse, would be sub-

jected to sideway reflections "flings" from
his neglected bride, leavened the whole enter-

tainment for Arthur. * ' Small matters, indeed,
"

it may be said,
"
to harass an existence which

could boast of so many blessings.
"

But, unhap-

pily, such existences are easily harassed
;
and it

is by such small specks that the "white radi-

ance" of married life becomes blurred and black-

ened.

It is not to be supposed, however, even when
Arthur found himself seated in the train for

Swansdale, next his wife and opposite to the un-

welcome Allardyce, that he wished himself un-

married. When matters have come to that pass
when a man or woman allow even to them-

selves, "I have made a mistake in my mar-

riage" the position is serious indeed. No : beset

by misgivings as he was with respect to Jenny,
and annoyed to find himself hampered for an
indefinite time with a not very congenial com-

panion in his whilom friend, Arthur was not so

disloyal to his recent vows as to wish himself
a free man again. His disagreements with his

wife for they were more serious than "tiffs,"
and had no such healthy influence were, after

all, only occasional, nor was he unconscious that

her excessive devotion to himself lay at the bot-

tom of them. When Helen had ceased to be a

bride, and become a wife, she would grow more
sensible and less exacting; doubtless they would

get on "all right together when once they were
at home." It must be remembered that Helen
had youth and beauty on her side, two powerful
allies.

There was one advantage in " that fellow Al-

lardyce" so far had "Lardy" already dropped

in the thermometer of friendship being with
them : there was no occasion for him (Arthur)
to make conversation

;
and it was a relief to

him, while appearing to listen to that of his
wife and friend, to be left alone with his own
thoughts. Especially was this the case when the

scenery began to grow familiar to his eyes, and
suggestive of the past. When they reached the

station, from which they had still a few miles to

drive, there was Uncle Magus on the platform
to greet them; farther on there was a more
public welcome in the shape of a triumphal
arch, and a crowd of male and female notables
of the village, headed by the rector, who made
the happy pair the subject of a pleasant speech.

Helen was delighted by these manifestations
of the general good-will, and bowed to left and
right, after the pattern of her Gracious Majesty
when acknowledging the plaudits of her subjects.
Mr. Allardyce, if slightly bored, was cynically
amused

;
and Arthur thought it

' ' deuced kind of

every body," and in more polite phrase expressed
himself to that effect. Only he looked about
him a little nervously lest his eye should light
on Jenny. She was not likely to be present on
such an occasion from choice, but she might be so

from fear of her absence being misconstrued. At
the lodge gates, where they left the carriage, the

village school-children were assembled, and sang
a song composed by some local poet for the oc-

casion. If the words were not of great merit,
the sentiments they expressed were very kindly,
and Helen was deeply touched by them.
"Who taught you to sing so prettily, my lit-

tle dear ?" inquired she of one chubby-faced lit-

tle girl, the smallest of the infant choir.
"
Jenny Wren, ma'am

; leastways not this

song, she didn't, but she do most songs."

"Jenny Wren!" returned Helen, smiling.
"
Well, if it had been ' Thrush' or 'Blackbird,'

I should have understood it better. Who is this

Jenny Wren ?"

"It's Miss Kenn, please, ma'am, as lives at

the lock."

"Oh, Miss Renn, is it ?" said Helen, laughing.
"That is the young woman, is it not, Arthur,"

inquired she, innocently, "that Mrs. Ralph Tyn-
dall spoke of when we were on the river ?"
"
Very likely," returned Arthur, carelessly.

"And why didn't Jenny Wren teach you this

pretty song, my child, since she taught you the

others ?" continued Helen, pursuing her cross-

examination of the infant. The publicity of the

scene, and the prominent part accorded to her

in it, flattered her sense of self-importance and
"
position :" she was eager to play that role of

"Lady Bountiful" for which, to say the truth,

she was not quite fitted. It was a pity, at all

events, that she began with the juvenile popula-
tion. She had no experience of children, or,

looking at the flushed and embarrassed little

countenance that now looked up at her, she

would not have pushed her researches in the

present case to extremity.

"Come, why didn't Miss Renn, who lives at the

lock, teach you this song as well as the others ?"
"

I'd rather not say," said the little dot, grow-

ing very red indeed.

"Oh, indeed," answered Helen; "then we
won't ask. I should be sorry, just on the first

day ofmy coming home, to hear any thing wrong
of Jenny Wren, or of any body."
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This magnificent moral patronage flew over

the head of her little friend altogether.

"There's nothing wrong with Jenny,' replied

she, sturdily.
"
Then, if there was nothing wrong, 1 11 give

3-ou this silver sixpence for an answer to my
question."
She held up the glittering prize in her gloved

fingers.

"Well, then, I did hear mother say, said the

little girl, standing on tiptoe for this reward of

truth and plain-speaking,
"that it wasn't likely

as Jenny would teach a song to welcome you,

when she thought to have been in your place

herself!"

CHAPTER XX.

WITH THE RECTOR.

THE words of the enfant terrible, delivered as

they were in haste in view of the promised

guerdon, and in a thin bass voice, were heard

only by those immediately about her who for-

tunately happened to be the four "gentlefolks."

Helen had the presence of mind to bestow the

sixpence, and to say, "Oh, that was it, was it?" in

unembarrassed tones, and then passed on. The

child, dazzled by her treasure, thought no more
of the words that had procured it, and the public
scandal was thereby averted that would certain-

ly have taken place had she repeated them.

As Helen crossed the threshold of the Hall,

Arthur took her hand, and said, "Welcome
home, Helen." He would have kissed her, but

there was something in her look which repelled
and likewise irritated him. He knew what she

was annoyed about, of course, but what right had
she to be annoyed ? Could she suppose that he
had kept his affections free for her even before

he had had the opportunity of seeing her? As
she did not return the pressure of his hand, he
withdrew it, and turned away to acknowledge
the good wishes of the servants, most of whom
had known him from his youth. He did not see

Allardyce step forward in his place and congratu-
late her upon the public welcome which she had
received. There was a tenderness in his tone
which seemed rather to sympathize with misfor-
tune than with triumph, and which brought the
color into her cheek." He had heard it, then.
He knew that there was a girl in the village who
had thought to have held her place to have been
her Arthur's wife.

"I shall reserve my home-welcome till yon
come to see me at the cottage, my dear," said
Uncle Magus. "I hope you and Arthur will not
be so wrapped up in one another though I own
it would be pardonable in his case as to forget
the existence of a lone old fellow like myself."He too had heard it, then, and was doing his
best to knit up the raveled sleeve of her dis-

quiet^
She was grateful to him for that, though

chagrined to discover in him another witness to

SST
hu liation

' and she thanked him warmly.I hen Mr. Glyddon came in to say a few gracious
words in his private capacity as friend of the fam-
ily : his felicitations were genuine enough; it
was clear he had heard nothing without-doors to
mar the effect of their reception. Perhaps it
was mere gratitude to him for this that induced
Helen to ask him to dinner

;
but it was not long

before she formed the resolution to turn the rec-

tor's presence to account in the matter that now
monopolized her mind, should an opportunity
arise for doing so. And such an opportunity did

arise. Soon after dinner Arthur proposed an

adjournment to the billiard-room, to which Al-

lardyce and Uncle Magus agreed the last not

without some notion of protecting his nephew
from his companion's artifices, for it was not

without difficulty that the old gentleman had
been convinced by Arthur's arguments that the

heir-presumptive of Lord Catamaran was inno-

cent even of actual collusion in that rascality of
Paul Jones, while he mistrusted and disliked

him exceedingly. He volunteered, therefore, to
" stand and mark" for the two young men ;

while
Mr. Glyddon, good, respectable soul, repaired to

the drawing-room to keep Helen company.
She looked up from her seat by the fire for

though it was early to take out the polished bars

of, the grate, prudent Mrs. Glyn, the housekeep-
er, had done so, and had had the fire lit, lest her
new mistress should "feel the damp" of Swans-
dale and, pleased to see the rector was not fol-

lowed by any of the other gentlemen, Helen
made room for him beside her.

' ' I am glad you are come, Mr. Glyddon," said

she, in her clear tones so swift and clear that to

some ears they sounded almost sharp "for I

wish to have a word with you alone.
"

"Indeed," said the rector, smiling:
" then I

am fortunate in having resisted the temptations of
the billiard-table." What Mrs. Tyndall had to

ay to him he concluded must be with reference

to that subject which, to do him justice, was sel-

dom absent from his thoughts the parish.
It was a source of genuine congratulation to

him that Arthur had married a woman who held

proper views as respected church matters. It

would have placed him in an unpleasant position
had the wife of his squire and patron been care-

less on such points, and still worse had she been
a zealot of the Exeter Hall type. But as it was,
he looked for her sympathy and co-operation. It

Avas not improbable that she now wished to sig-
nalize her arrival at Swansdale by some suitable

thank-offering : a painted window for the chan-

cel, or a brazen lectern, or even an altar cloth

worked in gold any or all of which would have
been very acceptable. If she should leave the
choice to him, he had made up his mind for

though modest on his own account, there were
no bounds to his voracity on behalf of Mother
Church to ask for a new organ. Curiously
enough, Helen's first words did have some sort of

reference to that very subject, and yet, if she had

proposed to turn Uncle Magus's cottage into a
Methodist chapel, they could not have astonish-
ed him more.

"Tell me, Mr. Glvddon, who is this Jenny
Wren ?"

The poor rector felt himself turn hot and cold
in the same instant, like the Russian gentlemen
who, travelers tell us, enjoy nothing so much as

exchanging a vapor-bath for a roll in the snow
;

with this difference only, that he did not enjoy it

he had never felt so uncomfortable before. He
was incapable of deception ;

but it was certainly
not with perfect ingenuousness that he replied":

"Jenny Wren? Do you mean Miss Alice

Renn, the organist ?"
" I suppose so," returned Mrs. Tyndall, dryly;
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"
though why it should be the fashion here to

call her '

miss,' I can not tell. She is the daugh-
ter of the man at the lock, is she not ?"

'* Of old Jacob Eenn ? Yes. He did not al-

ways have the lock, however
;
he used to keep

the Welcome."
"So I have heard. But is an innkeeper's

daughter considered a lady in these parts ?

Don't deceive me, Mr. Glyddon." (Her clear

voice was sharp now, without doubt.) "I wish

to hear the truth about this girl. It is better I

should hear it from your lips than from some
common person in the village, for the story, it

seems, is in every body's mouth."
"What story, Mrs. Tyndall ?"

"You know what story very well: the story
of my husband and this girl. You are the cler-

gyman of the place, and a gentleman ;
I appeal

to you in both capacities. I was told to-day in

all innocence by a mere child that this Alice

Kenn thought to have been Arthur's wife. I

want to know how I stand here, and whom I

have ousted."
" My dear Mrs. Tyndall, you have ousted no-

body. It is quite true that, years and years ago,
when Arthur was quite a boy, there was some
little

" The rector felt that to hesitate was to

be lost, and yet he could not find the word he
wished.

"There was some disgraceful attachment
formed between them, I conclude," said Helen,
coldly.
"Your conclusion is itself disgraceful, mad-

am," cried the rector, jumping from his seat
;"

there was nothing of the sort. I beg your par-
don, Mrs. Tyndall ;

but the girl I spoke of has
been my parishioner these six years, and has been
a great help to me, and and to the church, and
an excellent example to all our young women.
Not a shadow of reproach has ever rested upon
her character."
" Indeed !" said Helen, even more coldly than

before. She was by no means pleased to be told

that Miss Alice Eenn was so irreproachable. It

is no comfort to a woman who imagines she has

a rival to hear that the said rival is every thing
a parish priest could wish. She would perhaps
even prefer to hear that she was no better than
she should be.

" You will assure me next, per-

haps, Mr. Glyddon, that this Miss Alice Kenn is

not only a paragon of virtue, but also a highly
educated and lady-like young woman ?"

" Without intending to do so, madam," an-
swered the rector, quietly, "you have exactly
described her character. Her education, it is

true, she owes only to herself, but she has read
and learned more than falls to the lot of most
women

;
while if ever the expression,

' a lady
born,' could be rightfully applied to any one, it

especially befits her."

"And how was it, then, that this piece of per-
fection this highly educated young woman who
has never been to school this innkeeper's daugh-
ter who might be taken for a duchess, and who
favored my husband with her modest smiles

when he was a boy, was never married to him ?"
" If you insist upon having my opinion, Mrs.

Tyndall," said the rector, bluntly he was no

longer embarrassed now, nor did he feel any need
to pick and choose for words "it was through
his own ill behavior. They were never engaged,
as I understand

;
no promise ever passed between

them
;
but he made her feel that she had won

his heart. Yet when he went abroad he never
wrote to her, never thought of her, or, if he did
so, to little purpose, since he so utterly forgot her
that, on his return to England, he never so much
as asked whether she was alive or dead. I am
sorry to speak so harshly of your husband, Mrs.
Tyndall a man I have reason, on all other ac-

counts, to respect and like, and to whom I am
greatly indebted but since you compel me to
do so, I must needs tell the truth."
He need not have apologized so earnestly, for

every word that he had said to her husband's dis-
credit was welcome to Helen. It was a comfort
to her to reflect, if Arthur had misunderstood
their relative positions so far as to flirt with this

innkeeper's daughter in his youth, that riper
years had at least brought with them a better
sense of the fitness of things ;

that he had en-
deavored to forget her, and succeeded. Upon
the whole, her inquiries had ended more satis-

factorily than they had at one time promised to
do

;
but there was one thing yet that troubled her.

"I understand you to say, Mr. Glyddon, that
Arthur never communicated with this'young per-
son while abroad, nor revisited her when he re-

turned to England ? The first time he saw her,
therefore, after that must have been when we
passed through the Swansdale Lock in the barge?"
"I suppose so, madam in fact, I am sure

of it."

Helen was calling to mind how long that inter-

view had lasted
;
how they had waited for Arthur

by the river-bank
;
how Mr. Adair had hastened

to excuse him for his delay by a ridiculous story
about "

shandy-gaff" just such a one as a con-
fidential soubrette on the stage would invent to

account for her young mistress's peccadilloes ;

and how Mrs. Ralph Tyndall had disdained that

subterfuge, and confessed at once that Jenny and
Arthur had been "

very old friends." And then
came the recollection of his disinclination to row

up to the lock that night, doubtless for fear of

seeing this girl. Why had he spoken to her at

all ? Why should he be afraid of seeing her ?

Was it possible that the sight of her had resusci-

tated his former passion, and made him distrust-

ful of himself? The flame of suspicion thus kin-

dled in Helen's heart leaped from point to point
with terrible rapidity. He had sworn, it is true,
on that same night that he had never loved an-

other as he then loved her ; but perhaps he had
loved another better. There were no bounds to

the deceit of man. Even the clergy themselves

her clergy were accused of
' ' mental reserva-

tion." What if Arthur had married her for her

money, while in his secret soul he preferred an-

other ? Her heart became ice, her brain grew
hot and dazed. What was that story about the

money he owed, which she had offered to pay for

him, and which, after all, there was no need to

pay ? What had he said to her in the summer-

house, and, above all, what had he meant to say
when he addressed her as "Miss Somers?"
Even now, in the tumult of her wrathful sus-

picions, the sharp pain recurred to her which she

had felt when he had called her by that name.
She had thought then that he had meant some-

thing more than he had said, and now she was
sure of it. These thoughts passed through her

mind like waves in a troubled sea, which a strong
wind moves rapidly. But near as instinct had
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brought her for the moment to the truth, she

soon drifted away from it. She forgot or per-

haps she had been scarcely conscious of having

employed them the loving arguments she her-

self had used with Arthur on that very occasion
;

the worship she had paid to the mere mortal
;

the temptation of her beseeching tones, of her

passionate despair, her tearful beauty. And

leaving these out of the account, it was hard to

explain why his resolution to cancel their en-

gagement had given way as suddenly as it was

formed, if his love for her had had any other ob-

stacle to overcome than pride. At all events,

this comforted her somewhat ;
and she clung to

it as the exhausted swimmer clings to some rock,

and climbs it, glad, though it is not land, to find

a foot-hold, and present safety from the cruel sea.

"Thanks, Mr. Glyddon ;
thanks for your can-

dor," said she. "1 felt you would be a friend

in whom I could rely. If I have been wrong in

speaking to you, forgive me. I could not apply
for the information I required to the only person
who should be my confidant. But one word
more. I have appealed to you as a clergyman,

remember, as I had a right to do, I think, in

such a matter : you will not repeat what has

been said ?"

"Most certainly I will not, Mrs. Tyndall;

though I regret that You have a new sketch-

book, I perceive" (for the three gentlemen now
made their appearance) : "I hope it is well filled

with reminiscences of the beautiful Lake Coun-

try."

CHAPTER XXI.

PATCHED UP.

THE drawing-room conversation that evening
had been dull and forced, as the talk at dinner
had also been. Both host and hostess were dis-

trait. An opportunity had not yet arisen of dis-

cussing that momentous observation made by the

representative of the infant school. It would have
been better not to discuss it, perhaps, but Helen's
conduct had rendered some allusion to the cir-

cumstance absolutely necessary. "Tact," of

course, had been out of the question, as it al-

ways is when deep feelings are aroused, but she
might have manifested more self-control. It was
folly to have denied her husband the kiss of
welcome he had offered her, and by accepting
which she might have made one of reconcilia-
tion

; worse than folly not even to have returned
the significant pressure of his hand. For, after

all, as he reasoned with himself (if the suggestions
of wrath and pride could be called reasoning),
what right had she to feel resentment against him
for having fallen in love with another woman be-
fore he had ever set eyes on Miss Helen Somers ?
Did she imagine herself the Ideal for the manifes-
tation of which in the flesh his soul was to wait
any number of years? Ideal, indeed ! She had
made an idiot of

herself, and her husband to look
like a fool. He had not been so angry at first as
he was now. If she had employed the hour or
two that had intervened before dinner in think-
ing better of the matter, and sat down to table
open to reconciliation, even willing to please and
be pleased, all might have still been well. But to
Arthur she had shown only coldness, and to their
guests that exasperating cheerfulness of demean-

or forced, yet designed to appear forced by
which women exhibit their sense of wrong.
Such a state of things was insupportable be-

yond a few hours : a mutual understanding or

its contrary was inevitable. She would prob-
ably introduce the subject so soon as they were

alone, and then the thing would be got over some-
how it almost seemed to him that it didn't much
matter how, so that they had it out. This would

perhaps have been the case but for Helen's confi-

dential talk with the rector, of which, of course,
Arthur knew nothing. But as it was, she no longer
felt that eager desire to know the rights of the mat-
ter as respected Miss Alice Renn which she had
entertained at first. She could afford to wait to

hear what her husband had to say for himself;
and when he did speak, she had data by which
to gauge his veracity. Eager, too, for the fray
as Arthur had been while the opportunity was
still afar off, his courage cooled as it drew" near,
just as a defier of ghosts grows less and less au-
dacious as the shades of night draw in. He was

by nature one of that considerable class of males

who, though not disinclined for excitement else-

where, like quiet in their own homes, and the
near prospect of a " row" with Helen grew more
and more distasteful to him. He was not afraid

of her, but, as has been already hinted, he was
afraid ofhimself : always distrustful of the amount
of his reserve capital of affection for her, he was
conscious that it had already been drawn upon to

a considerable extent by the events of the day.
He felt that his sentiments with respect to her

just now were not such as ought to be enter-

tained for a bride of but five weeks. He wished
that this particular night, at all events, they were
a hundred miles apart, and that was not a pleas-
ant reflection, considering that it was the first

they would pass in their new home. Perhaps she
would feel fatigued with her journey, and be fast

asleep before he retired. Then they would have
no words about this matter, and in "the morning,
having "slept upon it, "she would take more
sensible views, and be herself again. In order
to afford an opportunity for this desirable termi-
nation of the affair, he went on playing billiards

with Allardyce for some time after'his wife had
taken her departure, and loitered away another
hour in his dressing-room. Then, treading soft-

ly, so as not to wake her, and opening the door
with the caution of a burglar, he found the cham-
ber a blaze of light, and Helen very wide awake,
brushing her long tresses before the fire.

"
I thought you would have been asleep," said

he, propitiatingly : he was offering her, as he

thought, a third opportunity of "
making it all

up."
"
I am not at all tired, thank you."

If ever a "thank you" might be paraphrased
by "thank you for nothing," that " thank you"
might have been. It curdled the milk of domes-
tic kindness in Arthur's breast by what photog-
raphers call the instantaneous process.
"You are uncommonly cross, at all events,"

said he.

"I have reason to be not cross, indeed, but

hurt, annoyed, distressed."

"You have no reason whatever. You have

nobody to thank but yourself for worrying a vil-

lage school-child with foolish questions, till at
last she gave you a still more foolish answer."
"A true one, however. You told me once
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that you had never been in love with another

woman, and yet there is a girl in this very parish
who has reason to suppose herself wronged by
my being your wife."

" That is her affair and mine, not yours."" What ! yours, and not mine ?"

She had risen from her chair and confronted

him
;
her blue eyes lit with flame, her silken tress-

es flying loose about her shoulders she had,

perhaps, never looked so beautiful, but her beau-

ty did not occur to him at all. "What a devil of

a temper this woman has got!" was his reflection.
"
Yes, it is her affair and mine, and not yours ;

I repeat it, Helen. I loved her before I saw

you ;
I ceased to love her before I saw you ;

it

is she that has the right to complain of me
;
not

you. You have won me
;
she has lost me. What

the deuce would you have ?"

"You are speaking of love as though it were
a stake at cards. You think more of cards than
of it,"
" Pardon me, madam." (His face had grown

quite pale.) "I was speaking of the object of

it, my humble self. As to cards (of which you
so ungenerously speak), I gave up all thoughts
of them, as you well know, when I married you

as of something else more worthy." Angry as

he was, he felt he had said too much.
" You mean, of this same girl," answered she,

swiftly. "And yet you tell me you had ceased
to love her before you saw me."

" So I had. I am not going to be cross-ex-

amined about my past, madam. I deny your
right to do so. Suffice it that I have done noth-

ing, so far as you are concerned, of which I need
be ashamed."

"
Qui ^excuse s'accuse," said Helen. The use

of that conventional phrase, he rightly thought,
was a good sign. When matters are really seri-

ous, it is only French people who jabber French.
Was there not here some opportunity slight,

but still perhaps sufficient for his making a
clean breast of it ? Not for telling the whole

truth, indeed for it would be madness to do so,

since a woman in her condition of mind would
be sure to give credit to all that told against

him, and to withhold it from what was in his fa-

vor but for revealing a good deal of it.

"You are taking up this matter much too se-

riously, Helen," said he; "I mean, even sup-

posing you are justified (which I altogether re-

fuse to admit) in taking it up at all. Every
young man has his flirtations, of course, and I

had mine. This with Jenny Wren was one of

them. Perhaps you do not know that she was the

daughter of the man that kept the Welcome?"
"You would have me believe it was a mere

vulgar liaison" exclaimed Helen, passionately." I would not," said Arthur, quickly, and with

a sudden flash in his cheek; "I would not do
the girl such wrong. We were very young
both of us at the time, and we did not take

into account the barriers that society has inter-

posed against such alliances. Undoubtedly we
thought of marriage, but only as children think

to be always lovers
;
in reality it was impracti-

cable and out of the question. It might not

have seemed so to the village people, who are

always eager to believe in such romances, and
that is doubtless how the idea got about which

you heard to-day. But I don't believe Jenny
I mean Alice Kenn ever refused to teach the

girls that song out ofjealousy or pique. You are
not fit to live in the country, I assure you, if you
are so sensitive to gossip." While he was about
it, it struck him that he would throw in a pre-
cautionary hint for future contingencies; but,
unhappily, this was lost upon her

; there are times
when a woman does stick to the subject of dis-
cussion.

"You call this girl Jenny or Alice indiffer-

ently, it seems
;
but others call her Miss Alice.

Why is that, if she is an innkeeper's daughter ?"" All these matters are relative, my dear.
Here you yourself are a great lady, whereas in
London you were nobody very" particular."
(There's one for the Hops, thought he, and he
laughed in the sleeve of his dressing-gown to see
her wince.)

" In this little village old Jacob
Renn has a certain position ;

he is rich and re-

spected ;
and they call his daughter

'
miss.'"

"Then she is not really 'a lady' in her man-
ners or ways of thought ?"

Her eyes were riveted on him with earnest

steadiness, but he little knew with what interest

she waited his reply. The description of Jenny
as given by the rector was fresh in her mind.
Fixed as her thoughts had been throughout the
late conversation with Mr. Glyddon upon the
relations between this girl and Arthur, it had
never struck her that there might be a personal
reason for the rector's eulogies. She had taken
it for granted that they were deserved, and gen-
erally known to be so. She was now about to

learn by proof whether Arthur was bent on de-

ceiving her or not. He did not answer for a mo-
ment

;
his mind was wavering ;

he was ashamed
to depreciate Jenny for the sake of propitiating
Helen

;
he was half inclined to break out with :

"Yes, a true gentlewoman; one who would
never stoop to such contemptible behavior as

that of which you, madam, are now guilty;"
but prudence restrained him.

"Well,
* a lady' is so vague a term ! I thought

her a lady when I wooed her as a boy ;
but I

dare say I was not much of a judge."
"Was she well educated?" faltered Helen.

The hope that she was going to learn the truth

from Arthur's lips was dying within her. He
had already equivocated with her. Would he
tell her a lie ?

"Educated?" replied Arthur; "how could

the poor girl be educated ? Certainly not. She
knew next to nothing."
He was quite glad to be able to speak the truth

this time. When he had fallen in love with Jen-

ny she had been wise and good and beautiful,

and certainly
" a lady" in her ways and manner,

but of mere books she knew but little. It was
in order to divert her mind from dwelling upon
her lover in his absence, and later, when the

thought that he had forgotten her began to take

hold of it to prevent despondency, that she had

given herself up to study. He did not know what
the rector knew, and, unhappily, their respective
statements were incompatible.
"That is false, and you know it !" cried Helen.
" What is false?" ("This infernal woman

will drive me mad, "thought Arthur.)
"All you have been telling me from first to

last," replied she, furiously. "You loved this

girl when you asked me to marry you, and you
love her still ! I heard all about her this very

evening from Mr. Glyddon."
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Priests may keep their share of the burden of

secrecy, but 'what is the use when the other

bearer of it is an angry woman ? It is like a

conscientious player at seesaw, who continues

to sit on his end of the plank while the other is

empty and in the air.

" Ob, Glyddon told you, did he ? Then I

suppose you asked him ?"

"Certainly I did."

"And that is your notion of a wife 8 duty, is

it ? To ask a priest to tell you lies against your

husband, and then to believe them ! I thought

that all these High-Church crotchets of yours

were harmless follies
;
but it seems they are much

worse. That the parson has made a fool of you
is only what was to have been expected, for, if I

am not much mistaken, he is in love with this

girl himself."

"Oh, Arthur, I never thought of that!" ex-

claimed Helen, terrified at her husband's tone,

which was harsh and grating ;
different alto-

gether from what she had ever heard it
; nor, in-

deed, had either man or woman heard him speak
so before.

"I can believe you there," continued he, bit-

terly.
" You thought of nothing but the grati-

fication of a mean curiosity ; you wished to pan-
der to a miserable sense of jealousy, for which

your conscience told you you had no excuse.

Madam, I wish you good-night.
"

He had closed the door behind him and was

gone into his dressing-room before she could in-

terpose a word. What had she said, what had
she done, to provoke such a catastrophe as this ?

At first she was indignant beyond measure. She
had done nothing, she had said nothing, save what
the circumstances of the case had demanded. It

was only right that she should make herself ac-

quainted with Arthur's antecedents in the village,
in order that things should go smoothly, and for

her due administration (as "Lady Bountiful'')
of parochial affairs. To be sure, that idea had
not struck her before (perhaps because it was a
reasonable one), but she made a note of it now,
though it was a little late. It was only natural
that she should have applied for information on
such a point to the clergyman of the parish.
It was unfortunate, indeed, that he should have
been in love with this girl (for that he ivas so
seemed likely enough, now she came to reflect

upon his manner as well as words, and how he had
resented the suggestion that had impugned the

girl's character); but not knowing that, it of
course followed that she had believed all he said
of her.

' ' Mean curiosity,
"
forsooth, and ' '

mis-
erable sense of jealousy".'

"
She had a right to

be curious, and, for that matter, to be jealous
too. She had little thought her Arthur had such
a temper, or could be so easily put out. The
idea of his slamming the door like that, after

wishing her "good-night" so coolly! Was it

possible that he really meant to sleep in the
dressing-room ? What would the servants say ?The clock on the mantel-piece struck two.
Well, the servants must be all "in bed

;
that

was one comfort." There was little else to com-
fort her. The fire burned brightly, and the
room was well lit and cheerfully furnished but
she felt cold and wretched. If she went to bed,
she well knew it would not be to sleep. No
she would sit up, and presently he would come
back again and beg her pardon. An hour
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passed the first half in expectation, the last in

apprehension. When the mountain did not move
at Mohammed's bidding, he went to the mount-
ain

;
Helen followed (without knowing it) his

sensible example. At three o'clock she rose and
knocked at the dressing-room door. "Arthur !"

said she, softly.
No answer. Great Heaven ! had he done

something dreadful ? cut his throat, perhaps
unable to bear the recollection of her unkind-
ness ! She had been hard upon him, poor fel-

low
;
and now she might have cause to repent it

all her days. She almost expected to see his

life's blood oozing under the door
;
but it was

not
;
so she ventured, with trembling hand, to

knock again.
"Arthur! Arthur dear!" cried she, a little

louder.
"
Well, what is it ? Come in." She was re-

assured by his voice, which, though a little gruff

(and, to say truth, grumpy), did not give any sign
ofa severed jugular vein. She opened the door,
and found him lying outside the little couch in

his dressing-room, and reading the "Pickwick

Papers."
That was better than suicide, but rather too

much (so to speak) in the other direction. Nev-

ertheless, it was in a very plaintive voice that she

inquired, "Are you not coming to your own
room, Arthur?"

"Well, I have been driven out of it. You
made such a dam" (my belief is that he was

going to say "fool of yourself,'' but there was
that in her face which softened him)

" such a

damaging exposure of temper that I am quite
afraid of you.

"

"I am sorry to have made you angry, Arthur."
He got up and took her hand. "Nay, my

dear, I am sorry too to have made you angry
so very angry about nothing at all."

Here Helen distilled a tear or two, not of peni-
tence, it must be owned, only a few drops of that

unpatented elixir which women always keep by
them to melt the stony hearts of men.

" Don't cry, pray don't, my darling," pleaded
he, overcome by this unexpected weapon. "I
know I was very cross to you ;

I am afraid I

behaved like a brute."

She did not deny it, but put up her fair cheek
for him to kiss. It was a little damp, but he
was very glad to kiss it.

"And you won't be jealous about nothing
again, darling, will you ?"

She answered "
No," of course

;
but he, on his

part, made up his mind to be even more cautious
as respected Jenny than he had intended to be

;

and she, on hers, made up her mind to look aft-

er this "young person," who had thus already" come between" her Arthur and herself, most

uncommonly sharp.
And so the quarrel was made up for that time

;

but it was not a good beginning of their domes-
tic life at home, and ominous of ill for its future.

CHAPTER XXII.
THE WATCH-DOG.

WEEKS and months went by at Swansdale
without much event to mark them. The newly
married pair were received with all the gracious
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hospitality to which Helen had looked forward,
and the Hon. Wynn Allardyce was asked wher-

ever they were asked. His position began to be

recognized as
" a friend of the family," or rath-

er, as the French say,
" of the house." For he

staid within-doors a good deal. He did not care

for field sports ;
and when Arthur went with the

hounds or out shooting, he, as often as not,

staid at home with Helen. Arthur did not mind
this at all, for he had no wish for Lardy's com-

pany. Yet somebody he had always with him.

He had formed a steady resolution not to give
himself an opportunity of meeting Jenny alone.

He had met her when walking with his wife and

Allardyce, and bowed to her
;
but they had nev-

er interchanged a word. She played the organ
at church, but the curtain always concealed her

;

he had caught himself looking up at it at times,
when he thought Helen was not looking, and
once or twice she had been looking, which was

very unpleasant. Helen had extracted a prom-
ise from him that he should not take Mr. Glyd-
don to task for having answered her inquiries
with respect to his eld attachment

;
and this had

a bad effect
;

for he could not help feeling ag-

grieved with the rector, and showing that he felt

so
;
and this was naturally enough set down to

another cause.
" He is angry with me," thought

Mr. Glyddon, bitterly,
" because he suspects that

I love the woman that he has deserted, and who,
for his sake, even now refuses to listen to my
suit."

So, though there was no open rupture, the

squire and the parson of Swansdale were not on

good terms with one another ;
and the supposed

reason why got, in course of time, to be whis-

pered in the village, and at last reached Helen's

ears. She did not speak of it to Arthur, but it

rankled in her mind and made her cold to him.

To some husbands this would not have much
mattered. There are many respectable couples
who live together amicably enough, not only
without any demonstrativeness of affection, but

in a state of armed neutrality ;
but to a man of

Arthur Tyndall's temperament such a state of

things was very irritating. He sometimes took

his gun and went out, not to kill birds, but time,
and because home was intolerable. Then Mr.

Wynn Allardyce would redouble his efforts to

make himself agreeable to his friend's deserted

wife, and to some extent succeeded. He did

not succeed in making himself agreeable to his

friend's uncle, and yet, five times out of six,

when his hostess and himself were in the draw-

ing-room alone together, playing duets (for he
was a pretty good pianist, and, indeed, was an

accomplished man in many ways) or chess, or

engaged in some other innocent amusement, up
would come Uncle Magus from the cottage, and
sit with them until Arthur came home again.
"Here comes that fine old Irish gentleman

again," said Allardyce, peevishly, looking out of

the drawing-room window, on one occasion,
when Arthur was out in the stubbles, and Mrs.

Tyndall and himself were playing at backgam-
mon.
"Poor Uncle Magus ! I dare say he feels dull

all alone in his damp little bower," said Helen,

pitifully. She had taken to the old man ever

since she had learned that he had picked a quar-
rel with Mr. Paul Jones on her account.

"
It is

a pleasant change for him to come up here,

no doubt; and I do believe he is very fond of
me."
" I don't think that is to his credit," said Al-

lardyce."
Well, upon my word, that is a very civil

speech, Sir ;" and she tapped him sharply on the

fingers with the caster
;
there was only one cast-

er, the other having been lost, so they had to

pass it over to one another in turn. If Allar-

dyce's fingers met her own by accident some-
times when this interchange took place, he did
not now apologize for it, as he used to do at first.

"I mean to say he could not help being fond
of you, and therefore deserves no commenda-
tion," explained Allardyce; he was looking fix-

edly at the board, as though in contemplation of
his "move,"and did not dare to raise his eyes
from it, yet he would have given much to know
if she were blushing."

I wish that were the case," said she, with no

blush, but with a little sigh; "I mean that ev-

ery body was fond of me."

"Well, you don't expect the women to be so,"

laughed Allardyce; "that would be too much.
We are told to love our enemies, but even the

Scripture does not demand of us to love our ri-

vals and our conquerors. I was reading a French
novel the other day a very correct one, howev-

er, I beg to say in which the heroine is de-

scribed as charming all mankind save one, which,
says the author, naturally involved her having
all the women against her."

"And who was the hard-hearted exception
among the gentlemen ?"

"It was her husband.
" He shook the caster,

again keeping his eyes upon the board. ' '

Quatre,

cinq /" cried he.
* '

I've hit your blot at last. But
here is your uncle. Mr. Magus, you are just in

time to save Mrs. Tyndall from utter rout." For
she had risen abruptly from the table, and evi-

dently meant to play no more. There had been
a certain sympathetic tone in those words,

"
It

was her husband," which she could not miss ; it

had startled her, and yet she was not altogether

angry with him for sympathizing with her. It

was not to be expected that Arthur's treatment

of her (that was the way she looked at it, never

from his point of view) should pass unnoticed
;

and, doubtless, Mr. Allardyce, as a friend and a

man of refined nature, pitied and felt for her.

Why should he not ? She could not tell
;
and

yet she was not annoyed exactly, but well,

his doing so, or, at all events, his letting her

know that he did so, had given her an uncom-
fortable feeling. She felt glad, as she had not

felt before, that Uncle Magus had come in and

spoiled their tete-a-tete. Mr. Allardyce, on the

contrary, was more put out by his arrival than

usual, and after a few commonplaces left the

room. Alone with Uncle Magus, she seemed
somehow to breathe more freely; and yet she

had a vague sense of oppression still, for which

she could not account.

"It does not rain now, uncle. Suppose we
take a walk in the garden."

" We two?" said he, in well-pleased, yet half-

incredulous, tones.
"
By all means, my dear.

That is,"he added, "if you think it quite pru-
dent."

She had been ailing lately; the situation of

Swansdale was damp; and she had constant

colds.
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The old man's solicitude, which the intonation

of his voice expressed even more than his words,

touched her.
"
Oh, it won't hurt me. uncle, said she

;
ana

I should so like it. I shall
not^be

a minute put-

ting on my bonnet and shawl.
"

" Mind you wrap up well, dear. I shall never

be forgiven, you know, by somebody, if I cause

you to catch cold."

He was very tender to her, this ancient fire-

eater, but also so loyal to Arthur that he would

never omit saying a good word for him. Well,

that showed he felt the necessity for defending

him, and was, in fact, a sort of confession of her

husband's ill conduct toward her. Still, she

would not let his words pass by without com-

ment.
" I do not know who the

'

somebody' is,

Uncle Magus. I don't know any body who would

be more sorry, or perhaps so sorry, as yourself, if

I took harm.
"

"Quite right, dear, quite right. It was your
husband I was thinking of; but it is no wonder

that you mistook me
;

it was foolish to speak of

him in that way, because he is your very self.

You and he are one, of course. Wrap up warm,

my dear, wrap up warm. "

Was this mere kindly simplicity in the old

man, or was he determined not to see her mean-

ing ? She did not pursue the subject, but went to

her room and dressed. As she came down stairs

she heard some one cough above her, and looking

up, saw Mr. Allardyce leaning over the balusters.
" You are going on duty ?" said he, softly, and

with a little laugh.
" Uncle Magus has asked me to have a little

walk with him in the garden."
" How I envy you !" answered he.

"Then won't you come with us ?"

"No, thank you. Au revoir." He put his

fingers to his lips, and went back, with his usual

almost noiseless tread, into the smoking-room
to his beloved cigarettes.

Again that feeling of oppression came over her,
and she stopped at the drawing-room door, with
her hand upon her heart. Why had she told

him that Uncle Magus had asked her to walk
with him, when the exact contrary had been the
case? Had she been afraid to vex him by say-
ing that she had proposed it herself? She dis-

missed these questions as soon as asked, for they
made her tremble. What she did reflect upon
was, how very rude of him it had been to say,
* 'How I envy you," since it presupposed that they
two held in common a contempt for the old man,
who, whatever his faults, had always shown him-
self her friend of late her only friend. Again,
if it was not a downright rudeness in him to kiss
his fingers to her, it was certainly an unwarrant-
able liberty. In his veryAu revoir, too innocent
as the phrase was there had surely been an un-
pleasant significance. For the future she would
keep this agreeable gentleman at a distance.

Uncle Magus was not a great conversationalist
at any time, but to-day he was more silent than
ever. They walked on the terrace -and under-
neath the box-tree wall, and nothing was to be
heard but the craunch of their feet in the wet
gravel; and yet the old man, who had her arm
in his, kept pressing it and patting it, as though
since words had failed him, he would thereby ex-
press his solicitude and affection for her. Pres-
ently they heard the report of a fowling-piece

a damp thud in the misty air, which the chalk-

pit echoed dully.
"That is Arthur's gun," said Uncle Magus.

"He is firing it off just before coming in."

The old man's voice had an air of gladness, as

it seemed to Helen, which jarred upon her. Why
should he feel pleasure to know that her husband

was coming home, when she felt none ? or pleas-

ure that was so mixed with wrath that it was
next to none. In reality, if she could have read

her companion's mind, it was not so much glad-
dened as relieved by the fact in question. He
felt as the faithful watch-dog feels who has been
on guard over the flock all day, and at last sees

the shepherd coming.
' ' Do you know Arthur's gun by the mere re-

port of it, Uncle Magus ?"

"Yes, my dear. Just as old Giles knows
what tree he is near at night by the sound that

the wind makes in its branches. Have you never

seen my guns? Well, a shower is coming on,
and my cottage is nearer than the Hall

;
so come

in and see them. You shall be back home again
in time to meet Arthur."

"I dare say he will survive it even if I am not,"
said she.

The old man stopped, and looked at her fixed-

ly, then shook his gray head, and walked on.

He had evidently something to say to her, but

mistrusted his own powers of expression. "I
would speak," said his look

;
"but I am but a

blunt speaker, and I might make things worse
than they are."

Late as it was in the season, quite winter-time,
in fact, there were still a few roses about the cot-

tage. Its cleanliness and neatness were such as

are only to be found in houses exclusively inhab-

ited by males : not, of course, that man, in gen-

eral, is so neat as woman, but when, from choice

or necessity, he is neat, he eclipses her altogeth-
er. Into the tiny "lobby," with its tall clock

and floor of snow-white stone, and into the lit-

tle oak-paneled parlor, with its one picture a

portrait of Arthur us a child Helen had been

introduced, ofcourse
;
but in the adjoining cham-

ber, to which she was now invited, she had never

yet set foot. It was a sign that you were a fa-

vorite indeed with Uncle Magus when you were
admitted to his private bower. This was also

oak-paneled, and though a bedroom, had an air

of greater comfort and " liveability" about it than
its neighbor chamber. A round table with a

huge desk, covered with manuscripts, stood in

front of the fire-place, and beside it a high-backed
arm-chair, curiously carved.

"Why, Uncle Magus, you must be an author,"
cried Helen, laughingly ;

"
you must certainly be

writing a book. What is it all about ?" and she

stepped forward to satisfy her curiosity.

"No, Helen; you must not read that," said

the old man, stretching forth his long arm and

turning the papers over face downward,
"

for you
would misunderstand it. It is a book, but not
for ladies' eyes. That is, I mean," added the old

gentleman, hastily, and coloring like a girl, "it
is upon a subject unfitted for the exercise of their

judgment, being the Duello. There are the

guns."
He pointed to two guns hung above the chim-

ney-piece; one, a fowling-piece, about which
there seemed nothing remarkable, though, to the
owner's eye, it doubtless revived many a palmy
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day on moor and stubble. He took it down, and
looked at it affectionately. "Do you suppose I

should not know the voice of this old friend, or

ever mistake it for a stranger's? That" he
nodded his head toward the other, an old-fash-

ioned weapon splendidly ornamented in gold and
silver

"
that, I believe, was the first gun ever

used by any member of our race. It has de-

scended from father to son, from son to grand-

son, I know not for how many generations : it

will now^alas!" added he, with a deep sigh,
"descend no longer."
"And these pistols are they very ancient

also, Uncle Magus?" Two of these weapons
were hanging beneath the guns, long in the han-

dle, short in the barrel, and somewhat clumsy-
looking.

* ;

No, my dear
;
at least I can remember their

being made. My father gave them to me upon
the day I came of age. There are no gewgaws
about them

;
but they have been very serviceable

in their time, and would be so again, should
there be any necessity for their use.

"

"Lor, Uncle Magus, there will be no robbers

at Swansdale, I do hope."
"I hope not, my dear, I'm sure," answered

he; then added, after a little pause, "if there

were to be one, it would be bad for him.
"

There was a certain vengeful quiet in that ad-
dition to the old man's speech a sort of chained

ferocity that curiously agitated his companion.
Her mother had always said that,

"
for her part,

that Mr. Maggot frightened her to death," but
Helen had never been frightened at him until

now. She knew that he was not talking of rob-

bers that steal gold and silver.

"Is that another gun," said she, with affect-

ed sprightliness,
"

in yonder case?"
"
No, Helen. Did your husband never tell

you what it was ?"

"Oh yes, I remember. Oh, Uncle Magus, I

am so sorry!" She now recollected, though, in

her hurry to change the conversation, it had not

occurred to her, how Arthur had told her that

this singular personage had kept the body of his

only son enbalmed in his bed-chamber. The
old man took no notice of her embarrassment

;

but his eyes, which were fixed on the object in

question a mahogany box, looking not unlike

what she had taken it for, with brazen clasps
about the lid, and brass-work round the key-
hole filled gradually with tears. "I am so

very sorry, Uncle Magus,
"
repeated Helen. She

laid her hand upon his arm, and gently led him
to the arm-chair, wherein he dropped rather

than seated himself. Her own fears and troubles

were quite forgotten in her contemplation of the

old man's agony tears from such eyes had some-

thing awful in them.

"My only, on ly son my heart's own treas-

ure!" lie murmured. "
May Heaven grant, my

dear, that your children may have a better end.

I had cherished the dream it was but a dream,

they tell me, but it made me happy that some

day my boy would have regained the inheritance

of his fathers. I kept our ancient title-deeds

but no matter
; they are waste paper now even

in my eyes. I thought, at least, to see him grow
up and wed, and hoped before I died to dandle

on my knees his offspring ;
but the old tree has

died out, root and branch."
There was silence in the little room. Helen

was kneeling at the old man's feet, herself in

tears, not on his account only. If she had borne
within her the promise of offspring of her own,
how different, she felt, would her life be to her

;

what content, notwithstanding its troubles, would
have blessed her present ;

what happiness would
have seemed in store for her in the future ! A
child, she had read, endears a mother to its fa-

ther, and to the mother makes the father doubly
dear.

"Do you know how my boy died, Helen?"'
continued the old man, in trembling tones.

"Oh yes, I know. Don't speak of it," she

whispered.
"
It is too terrible even to think of.

Poor lad, poor lad, poor Uncle Magus !"

"Yet it might have been worse, my dear,
both for him and for me."
"Worse?" echoed she, in astonishment.

"Worse than what Arthur told me? That is

impossible."
"Not so, Helen," said the old man, very ten-

derly, yet no longer with agitation. "He might
have grown up and wed " He hesitated, then

stopped, and once more she saw in his face that
look of mistrust in himself which she had no-
ticed in the garden.
"A wicked woman, "suggested she.
"
No, no

; my lad would never have done that,
Helen

;
but he might have married one who,

though she loved him dearly, might have misun-
derstood and vexed him, and he her; and

though there had never been any real ground of

quarrel between them the breach might have
widened daily, hourly, till it was very wide.
Then Are you listening, Helen ?"

"
Yes," whispered she, she was.

"Then, when they were thus apart, some
smooth-tongued scoundrel, full of lures and
smiles, might by degrees have interposed him-
self between them, and, ere she had scarce

dreamed of harm " Here a bell rang at the

cottage door. Helen rose hastily to her feet,

very pale and trembling. "Rather than she

were harmed by such a villain," continued Uncle

Magus, steadily,
"
being the wife of son of mine,

I say that I prefer to see him as he is, a withered

corpse, and to know that he died, as he did, of

want, than lived to bear such shame."
" Uncle Magus, Uncle Magus, I have brought

you some birds," cried Arthur's cheery voice, in

the other room. " Where are you ?"

"Will you see him?" asked" Uncle Magus,
with his eyes."

No, no," she answered
;

" not just now. I

could not."

Then, covering her face with her hands, she

sank down in the chair that the old man had

quitted, while he went out to Arthur, taking care

to close the door behind him.

CHAPTER XXIII.

THE CIIALK-riT THE LOWEIt PATH.

HELEN had been shocked by the obvious ap-

plication to her own position conveyed in Uncle

Magus's words, but she had not been conscience-

smitten
;

like the supposititious wife of the dead

lad, she had scarce dreamed of harm: the worst

thought she had ever had in her mind with re-

spect to Allardyce was to use him as a lure to
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win back her husband's love by making him an

object ofjealousy. And this she had altogether

failed to do. W hatever might be his displeasure

with his wife, Arthur had the most complete con-

fidence in her faithfulness and honor. Nay, to

say that he gave her credit for the exercise of

the same virtues that he used himself was great-

ly to understate his confidence in her. There

are some men who overestimate the purity of

women, as there are many who misprize and de-

ride it
;
and he was of the former class. He

might in his own case find it hard to prevent his

mind from dwelling upon Jenny, though he loy-

ally did his best to do so, and avoided her pres-

ence with the utmost care
;
but as to his wife,

whom he knew to have had no lover before him-

self, forming after marriage an attachment to an-

other man, such an idea was inconceivable to him.

lie would no more have suspected his Helen of

a flirtation than Uncle Magus of a lie. Yet she

had flirted with Allardyce though with no ill

intention, and even with a good one before his

very eyes.
To excite a husband's jealousy in order to re-

cover his affection is like some very brilliant oper-
ation in surgery, which may at once restore the

patient to health, but also may kill him outright.

It is always safer to use more ordinary and grad-
ual remedies; and the experiment in this case

was especially hazardous, from the depth to

which it was necessary to push the probe. Ar-
thur's confidence was so complete that strong
measures were necessary to shake it, and though
Helen had used them, they had as yet had no ef-

fect that is, upon him. Mr. Wynn Allardyce,
however, could not be supposed to be cognizant of
Helen's ulterior view in making herself so very
agreeable to him, and he naturally set it down to

a predilection for himself, of whom, as a charm-
er of the fair sex, he had a justly high opinion.
This predilection was reciprocal, too

;
he had al-

ways had "a fancy" for this woman, and, as we
know, had been reproved by Mr. Paul Jones

(though not upon any high ground of morality)
for entertaining it

;
and he more than suspected

what was the fact, that he owed it to her only that
he had been asked to pay a second visit to Swans-
dale. It was true that Helen was by no means
so gracious to him when they were alone as in
her husband's presence, but that he set down to

coquetry, and of late he had found that even
here she had shown signs of yielding. At all

events, he had begun to push the siege with a
vigor that had startled her, and now came Uncle
Magus's warning to make her thoroughly aware
of her peril. Most women, in her case, and
especially ifconscious ofsome imprudence, would
have been filled with indignation against the
man that had ventured to tell them the truth

;

but, to do her justice, Helen felt no spark of re-
sentment against her ancient relative. He was
not one of those vulgar persons who pride them-
selves on "speaking out" and "giving a piece
ot their minds ;" on the contrary, he was reserved
and silent

; very slow to interfere with the affairs
31 others, and reticent to others concerning his
own. She was convinced that he had spoken
unwillingly and under pressure; and that in
his eyes at least, the danger of which he had
so broadly hinted was great and imminent. It
was certain that nothing but affection for Arthur
and herself could have prompted him in the mat-

ter
;
no wish to make himself of importance ;

no
love of scandal

;
no prudery ;

and though mat-

ters had not gone nearly so far as the old man
had feared, for the future she would be careful

for all that. Without being rude to Mr. Allar-

dyce, she would let him perceive that marked
attention from him, of any kind, was disagree-
able to her.

Unhappily her good sense stopped here. She
could not, indeed, go straight to her husband and
tell him all, for he would certainly have wrung
"Lardy's" neck upon the instant, or, at least,

kicked him through the dining-room window
;

but she might have made such an appeal to him
as would have brought him literally on his knees

before her
;

it was even yet in her power to do

that, by any show of her real love for him, and
she knew it; but her pride forbade this; she

would extricate herself out of this trouble be-

fore trying to win him back, and in the mean
time matters might go on between them as they
were. Fabian tactics recommend themselves to

women, while men prefer even a defeat in a

pitched battle to a campaign of Delay; and
Helen did not understand that to harass a
husband such as Arthur Tyndall was to drive

him well-nigh to desperation. That his patience
had been pushed to extremity was certain from
the fact that he had, for the first time, confided

to Adair that his wedded life was not a happy
one

;
not that he had said so even now in so

many words, but he had written him a letter in

a tone of cynicism (altogether foreign to his

character), and the subject of which was the

marriage state. If he had thought to find sym-
pathy in Jack, however, he was mistaken. So
far from sympathizing, Jack took the part of

womankind, well understanding, without doubt,
that it was the part of Helen. His letter had

displeased Arthur, and he had crammed it into

the pocket of his shooting-jacket at breakfast,
half unread. He had gone out as usual in the

turnips, and finding the birds wild, had given up
sport ;

then recollecting the missive in question,
and wishing to read it in private, he handed his

gun to the keeper, dismissed him, and took his

way home alone.

His path lay through the chalk-pit, above
which was another path leading to

"
the Station,

"

as it was called not the railway station, but a
sort of natural platform, commanding an exten-
sive view, and on which an obelisk had been
erected. This chalk-pit had witnessed many a

loving interview with Jenny in the old days,
and, indeed, was the very place that he had sug-
gested as the scene for his proposed explanation
when he had first met her at the lock

;
but he

was not thinking of Jenny now. He was think-

ing of his troubles at home; of the "cat-and-

dog life" though that was an exaggerated term
for the state of affairs between them which he
and Helen led together, and of Jack's want of

appreciation of his position, evidenced by the let-

ter he held in his hand. "To bachelors, and

especially to those fellows who are fools enough
to wish to be married," muttered he, resentfully,"

it is the wife who seems always in the right.
It is she who is

'

oppressed' and '
sat upon,

' and
'
to be greatly pitied.

' Man is a brute, and wom-
an an angel, in their eyes. Angel, egad ! They
have all crowns on their heads and palms in their

hands, but so have other people : to their hus-
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bands, at all events, they appear without their

wings. What an altogether unsuspected talent

they have of making a man uncomfortable ! I

dare say Blanche herself, if Jack ever gets her,
will develop considerable faculties in that way ;

and it will serve him right." Arthur halted in

the middle of the pit, which was a sheltered spot
for that purpose, to reperuse his friend's letter.

"You say that there are idolaters of the insti-

tution of marriage, just as there are of that of the

Sabbath, whereas matrimony is made for man,
not man for matrimony : with this I cordially

agree. Of late years, however, people have taken

sensible views upon this question, and if marriage
does not prove a blessing, it is no longer neces-

sary, thanks to our Divorce Court, that it should

be a life-long curse. But there is surely an omis-

sion in one part of your statement : Matrimony
is made for man, and woman also, let us say,
etc. What is sauce for the goose (it was always

agreed between us, as good radicals) should be
sauce for the gander, and I think, since he is the

stronger, and holds the purse-strings
"

4 'That foul blow is unlike Jack," ejaculated

Arthur, passionately.
" If he only knew how I

regretted Gracious Heaven ! you here, Jen-

ny!"
Immediately before him, with a white face and

very grave eyes, and holding a little packet in

her hands, stood Jenny Wren. At the sight of

her, and the thought that they were alone togeth-
er in the very spot where they had been used to

meet as lovers, all his prudence was forgotten,
and with a little cry of joy, he held out both his

hands to greet her.

So far from making any corresponding ad-

vance, she did not seem even to notice this ac-

tion, but, still holding the packet before her, ob-

served, "I have long sought an opportunity of re-

turning you these these things, Mr. Tyndall."
"What are they, Jenny ?

! '

" Some letters and a token you once gave me,
which no longer belong to me.

"

"What! the little anchor?" exclaimed he, in

astonishment, for, man-like, he had quite forgot-
ten the existence of it, as of the letters also, un-
til that moment. "Why, there can be no harm
in your keeping that, Jenny." He took a pleas-

ure, as one who rolls a sweet morsel under his

tongue, in calling her by the old name.
"There can be no good" she answered, coldly,

placing the packet in his hand. "Good-day, Sir."

"Have you not a word to say but that?"
She had "turned already upon her way home,

and did not even look back as he thus addressed

her, but only shook her head.
He did not attempt to follow her

;
he knew

that it would be madness as well as wickedness
to do so

;
but he lifted the little packet for an

instant to his lips ere he put it by, and then, with
a little sigh, pursued his way.

CHAPTER XXIV.
THE CHALK-PIT THE UPPER PATH.

" IT is quite clear, and there will be a beauti-

ful view from the Station, Mr. Allardyce," said

Helen one day, as the two alone as usual

were about to leave the luncheon-table.
" What

do you say to a walk to the obelisk ?"

" I am afraid you will find it damp underfoot
in the wood," replied he, doubtfully. It was
damp underfoot

;
but it was not out of consider-

ation for Helen's health that he mentioned it.

He greatly preferred a tete-a-tete with her in
the drawing-room, exposed though it was to the
risk of interruption from Uncle Magus, to a walk
with her out-of-doors. She had shown herself
less inclined for playing chess and duets with him
of late, and had kept him altogether more at a
distance.

"Oh, the damp won't hurt me," said she,

laughing.
' ' One would really think, to hear you

and Uncle Magus talk, that I was made ofsugar.
"

"
Well, so you are, in a sense, you know,"

said Allardyce, tentatively.
"Thanks for the compliment, Sir;" and she

courtesied. "Excuse me for a few minutes
while I put on my cork soles."

"I wonder whether she is melting?" mused
Mr. Wynn Allardyce, as he stood sipping a glass
of sherry with his back to the fire.

" If I was a
rich man, worth powder and shot, and Tyndall
was a poor one, I should think the whole affair

was ' a plant,' with a view to swingeing damages,
the way in which he leaves his wife alone with
me every day is so very marked. It is but the

result, however, I suppose, of that 'incompatibil-

ity of temper' that seems to exhibit itself in most
men and women directly they marry one anoth-

er. Well, so much the better for us bachelors.

How jealous she is of that poor devil Tyndall !

I almost wonder it don't turn her yellow ;
and

yet I do believe he gives her nothing to be jeal-
ous about. I wish he would. The husband's
ill luck is the lover's opportunity, and if I could

only catch him tripping, I think I could pay off

old scores."

Mr. Allardyce's countenance began to be un-

pleasant to look upon. He detested Arthur

Tyndall, for the very reason that it was to his

stanch advocacy that he was indebted for the

position such as it was that he still held in

society, out of which his connection with Mr.
Paul Jones had well-nigh cast him altogether.
His benefactor, even as such, is always hateful

to a scoundrel of the Allardyce type ; and, more-

over, in this case he well knew not only that he
had obtained Tyndall's good word under false

pretenses, but that if he should be proved cul-

pable, his present ally would hold him as loath-

some and contemptible as did any one of his de-

tractors.

Perhaps it was the clear blue air and sunshine,
or perhaps the reflection that she had done well

in her avoidance of a tete-a-tete with Mr. Allar-

dyce in the drawing-room, that had given Helen

an elasticity of mind she had not felt for weeks,
and which showed itself in her eye and cheek

;

but certainly she had never looked more charm-

ing. She had a delicate, fragile air, it is true, and
was very different from the plump, healthful girl

we knew as Helen Somers
;
but that change was

to her advantage. In time, indeed, so far from
her growing to the ample proportions of her

mother, it was only too likely that she would err

in the other direction, and become pale and wan.

"She'll be scraggy before she is thirty," was Mr.

Allardyce's muttered prophecy ;
but at present it

was hard 'to say where there could be improve-
ment. Her dress was faultless too. In her fur-

bordered mantle and dainty fur-trimmed boots,
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she looked for even if it be true that it takes

three generations exempt from trade to make a

gentleman, the saying has no force when applied

to the softer sex every inch a lady. She carried

a muff, not because it"was cold for it was not

so for the time of year but in order to have an

excuse for declining Mr. Allardyce's arm
;
and

looked snug and soft and charming beyond

power of pen to tell. Doubtless she knew this

well
;
but when her companion ventured upon a

compliment on her appearance, though couched

so as to apply rather to her attire, so far from

giving her pleasure, it annoyed her
;
she wished

to avoid all such pretty speeches her good res-

olutions were so spick and span and she strove

to let him know it by ignoring them. This was

an error, since Allardyce set it down to distrust

of herself, and resolved to push what he consid-

ered his advantage : his manner had never been

so tender, his voice so gentle and persuasive, as

when they slowly climbed together that winding

path that led through the leafless woods above

the river. She felt her color rise, and her heart

beat faster than the toil demanded, though her

fragile frame was taxed by the toil
;
and finding

that mere inattention did not check his honeyed
words, she took another way. She began to

praise the man she knew to be his enemy, Adair.

Had he noticed in the papers how often Mr.
Adair's name had appeared lately ?

"In what part of them am I too look for it?

There are bankruptcy, police, and so many
things, "answered he, carelessly." You can be very bitter when you please, Mr.

Allardyce;" and there she stopped and blushed,
for was it not as much as to say,

"
notwithstand-

ing that you have been so uncommonly sweet
and soft-spoken to me for the last ten minutes ?"

"I hope not bitter," said he, with a little

sigh ;

" but some things do make me well, im-

patient and irritated. I dare say this Adair may
have his good points, and I have no doubt that he
likes your husband

;
but he has no right to come

between him and you.
"

" Come between me and Arthur ! How do you
mean?"
"Well

,^
perhaps I was wrong to hint at it;

but Adair's jealousy of yourself is something lu-
dicrous. And yet Tyndall consulted him too be-
fore your mar But there, it is no business of
mine."

"Consulted him about what ? I insist I en-
treat you to tell me, Mr. Allardyce !"

They were on the top of the hill now, on the
path that traversed the brow of the chalk-pit, and
from whence an exquisite landscape was discern-
ible

;
but Helen had no thought for the view

;

her eyes were fixed inquiringly on her compan-
ion, and she had released one hand from her
muff and laid it excitedly on his sleeve.

"Well, I am afraid it is something like a
breach of confidence," said Allardyce, with pre-
tended reluctance" a betrayal of that tacit un-
derstanding which men are supposed to have
with one another but I can refuse jou nothing
my dear Mrs. Tyndall. The fact is, in club
smoking-rooms and similar wicked haunts, it
used to be whispered now, pray forgive me, for
I am only repeating what may have been a
groundless scandal that Adair *

got up' Tyn-
dall's marriage."" Got up my marriage f

"
The hand that had

rested on his sleeve sought the railing that ran

round the edge of the chalk-pit for support, for

her limbs trembled with shame and rage.
"The story, my dear Mrs. Tyndall, since }-ou

will have it though it distresses me above meas-
ure to repeat it was this. Your husband, it

seems, had formed another attachment before he
saw you no one can believe that it could have

happened afterward and was said to be unde-
cided in his mind as to which lady he should
honor with his hand

;
and that being accustom-

ed to consult his friend Adair upon all other

matters, he consulted him on that. I can not

say what pain it gives me, Helen, to say these

things."
"Go on, Sir!" said she, impatiently: in her

bitter humiliation and fury at his tidings she
did not notice that he had addressed her by her
Christian name. "Go on, I beg."

"
Well, there is not much to tell

;
I have only

instanced it to show the undue influence that

Adair possesses over Tyndall ; and, besides, it

mayn't be true; but what is said is, that the
other lady was very strong-minded and resolute

to hold her own, and thinking that she would be
the more likely of the two to lessen his influence

with your husband, Mr. Adair was graciously

pleased to recommend that the handkerchief
should be thrown to you. But, hush ! there is

your husband!" He took her by the arm and

dragged her back so as to be screened from view
of any person that might be standing below, at

the same time pointing downward into the pit.

Her fierce eyes followed the direction of his

eager gaze, and fairly flashed with ire at what they
saw. Advancing slowly from the direction oppo-
site to that which they were taking, and reading
as he did so an open letter, was Arthur Tyndall ;

and so engrossed was he in its contents that

he did not perceive, what was plain to the two

spectators from their point of vantage, the fig-

ure of a woman coming swiftly through the wood
as if to meet him.
"I think we had better go, Helen," said Al-

lardyce, softly, and with a tender pity in his

tone.
" This is not a scene for you to witness."

" Hush !" Again she knew not that he had
ventured to address her by the familiarity of her
Christian name

;
his insinuating speech, his com-

miserating glance, were lost upon her. She had

eyes and ears only for what was going on be-

neath them. "
It is that girl from the lock. I

thought as much," muttered she between her
set teeth.

"It ?s," said Allardyce ; "and," added he to

himself, "a deuced fine girl too." All things
were working well for him, and far beyond the

best he could have hoped for. To have come
upon this interesting spectacle so opportunely
was a stroke of luck indeed. He had no doubt
that the meeting between Tyndall and this girl
was designed was, in fact, an assignation ;

and
that belief, mistaken though we know it to be,
was greatly in his favor. Up to this time he
had had to invent his slanders, and to proceed
with caution

;
the danger signal is always up on

the Line of lies
;
but now his road was clear.

* ' I

think we had better come away," reiterated he.

"I stay here!" interrupted Helen, fiercely.
Then added, with sudden tenderness :

*'
Perhaps

I do him wrong. This meeting may have been

accidental, after all."
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"If it is any comfort to you to think that,

Helen, do so," said Allardyce, shrugging his

shoulders.

"Comfort!" answered she, with such bittei

scorn that the word sounded like Despair.
" You

are right ;
I was a fool to believe him true. That

letter he was reading was from her, appointing
this place for their meeting. Look, she has given
him another!"

It was at this moment that Jenny put the lit-

tle packet into Arthur's hands. Except for that,

nothing passed between them, as has been said,

save a few words, which, unhappily, Helen could

not catch. She only knew that her husband was

speaking doubtless of his treacherous and clan-

destine love. The whole interview, if it could

be called such, did not last two minutes, and al-

ready Jenny was retracing her steps without a

look behind.
" I do not understand this," murmured Helen,

the hope that things were not so bad as they had
seemed beginning once more to dawn within

her.

"Nor that?" whispered Allardyce, with a

sneer; and he pointed to Arthur as he raised

the little packet to his lips and kissed it. "You
must be hard to convince indeed. Oh, Helen !"

he murmured, as, half fainting with mortification

and despair, she suffered him to support her with

his arm,
"

is it possible that you can doom your-
self to dwell forever with a man who is blind to

your charms, or prefers those of a village girl !

who, close to his own roof, has the baseness

and cruelty to make assignations with her, and
writes and receives

"

"Get me that letter," gasped Helen "the
letter which I saw him kiss

,
let me be once con-

vinced !"
" What ! is the evidence of your own eyes not

to be credited ? My poor, dear Helen ! Well,

you shall have that 'letter
;
and when you have

certified yourself of his falsehood, believe, I en-

treat you, that there is still one loving heart

here, here that will prove faithful forever, and
which only beats for you !"

He poured out his words with a fervor of

passion that astonished himself; and yet she

seemed scarcely conscious of their meaning.
" That letter if I could only see that letter !"

was her pitiful, reiterated cry.
"And again I say you shall see it," responded

Allardyce, in the tone of one who concludes a

bargain. He felt that she had no great liking
for himself; he knew that what her words im-

plied was, that ifindeed her husband had wronged
her, she would be revenged upon him, no matter
at what ruinous loss or disrelished shame. Yet
with that much he was content. His promise
of fidelity even so far, that is, as he understood
the meaning of the word was genuine enough.
Helen was an heiress, and would, doubtless,

though a married woman, have money in her

own right. She was not one to be flung away,
when one was tired with her, like a toy. He
foresaw not only an agreeable intrigue, but an
investment.

" He is going to follow her 1" exclaimed Hel-

en, as her husband moved slowly onward.
"
No, no

;
he is going home," said Allardyce,

reassuringly.
"Home!" moaned Helen. "There is no

home for me!"

"There is," whispered Allardyce in her ear;
"not here, but elsewhere; a new home, and
loving arms, and a faithful heart!"

She shuddered, as though some cold and crawl-

ing reptile were in contact with her, but she did
not say him Nay.

" The letter I must see that
letter!" said she.

" That is understood, Helen. And now let us

go back to the Hall, for I am sure you are not

equal to going farther. Take my arm, and lean
on me so. That is well: you must do your
best to control yourself, and act as though noth-

ing had occurred."
Arthur was in advance of them by some min-

utes, and his path was the shorter one, so there
was no chance of a rencontre with him. But
Uncle Magus, watching at the wicket gate, saw
the pair coming through the wood, arm linked in

arm, as he had never before seen them. When
they came nearer, too, there was a certain look
of subdued triumph in Allardyce's face which
did not escape his searching eyes. "I shall

have to shoot that fellow," he murmured to him-
self. "Well, better so than that it should fall

to Arthur's lot Helen, my dear, your husband
has just come in, and was inquiring for you."

CHAPTER XXV.
FACE TO FACE.

WHETHER or not Uncle Magus had piously
invented the statement that Arthur had been ask-

ng for his wife mattered nothing to Helen. The
scene to which she had so lately been a witness
had placed her relations with him on an alto-

gether different footing from that which they had

occupied an hour ago. It was no longer a ques-
tion as to whether he was cold or affectionate,
ndifferent or eager for reconciliation

;
the breach

between them, though only one of them could
see it, had already widened to an abyss. Though
she had often accused him to herself of unfaith-

fulness, she had not in reality believed it
,-

it was
rather to excuse her own unwifely conduct to-

ward him, and to keep warm her indignation

against him, that she had pictured him in such
lark colors: and now that she had satisfied

lerself of his perfidy, it came upon her with

he shock of a revelation. It had been bad

enough "intolerable," she had called it in her
own mind to imagine herself an injured wife,
Hit to know that she was so that was worm-
wood. Her whole being revolted against the in-

sult that had been put upon her; wrath and
hame consumed her. If she had heard her hus-

jand calling, "Helen! Helen !" ever so tender-

y, she would but have scorned him for his hy-

jocrisy ;
if he had met her with a smile of wel-

come, she would have only set it down, with

Hamlet, "that one may smile and smile and be

a villain." But, as it happened, Arthur was just

Beginning a late lunch in the dining-room, and
at this supreme moment (had he but known it to

)e so !) was dividing his mind upon the respect-
ve merits of cold beef and pigeon-pie.
Shut fast in her own chamber, Helen recalled

lis looks, his acts, his motions, as she had seen

them from her post of espial above the chalk-pit,
and each of them was fuel to her rage. She had
cast her bonnet and mantle on the ground, but
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even thus she felt oppressed and feverish ;
and

though the sun was low and the wind keen, she

flung wide the window, and sat beside it, gazing

out upon the river with heated eyes. How long

she sat there she knew not, but through her pas-

sionate and vengeful thoughts stole at last a sense

of shivering cold, which warned her she was

committing a great imprudence. The mists were

rising from the stream, and curling above the

tree-tops, and the thunder of the lasher was dull-

ed in passing through them. What cared she,

however, for cold and mist, or, rather, was it not

better that they should stream in upon her bare

head and unprotected bosom thus and thus

and enwrap her in a veritable shroud ? But no
,

they should not do that
;

for if she should die,

that jade the lock-keeper's daughter would wear

in triumph, and without concealment, the prize

that she had already won ;
her death would be

just what the guilty pair desired, and therefore

she would live on to balk them. She closed the

window, and sat down before the fire, which was

now always burning in the room, once more to

think, and think, and think upon her wrongs.
She did not even reflect upon the revenge which

she had promised herself, momentous as it must
needs be in its consequences to herself. The
man Allardyce did not enter into her thoughts,

except so far that he had promised to procure
for her that packet which should resolve all her

doubts. For she had doubts even still. It was

just within the limits of possibility that some

satisfactory explanation might yet be offered of

the interview to which she had been witness,-
but no

;
it was folly to believe that ,- her only

comfort lay in the hope that this discreditable

flirtation might have originated with Jenny, not
with Arthur; that it might not as yet have gone
beyond flirtation

;
and that she might nip it in

the bud by some sharp, decisive action. The in-

dulgence of this hope was the only evidence that

remained to her that she still loved her husband,
for she was not ignorant of human nature, and
if she had had to form an independent judgment
on the matter, she would have set down the
blame to the man rather than the woman. But
now she clung to the idea that her Arthur was a
victim though, alas ! not an unwilling one to

Jenny's crafty wiles. She would know that for

certain, however, only Avhen she had made her-
self acquainted with a specimen of their corre-

spondence ;
and in the mean time how should she

endure the suspense? How should she live un-
der the same roof, and sharing bed and board,
with this man who had thus dishonored her?
How long would it be ere an opportunity should

present itself either to her or Allardyce she
scarce cared which to get possession of that tell-

tale packet to which her husband had pressed
his faithless lips ?

^

Then all of a sudden a desperate determina-
tion seized her to know the worst at once

, not
to ask Arthur for she felt that would be hope-
less

;
the so-called honor on which men pique

themselves would prevent him from betraying a
woman's secret, though it had not restrained him
from behaving treacherously to his wife. She
would learn the truth from Jenny's own mouth,
though she should have to take her by the throat
to wring it from her. The next minute she had
thrown on her walking gear, and stood listening
at the half-opened door. The house was still,

and a faint odor of tobacco in the corridor gave
assurance that either her husband or Allardyce
(probably both) were in the smoking-room.
There was little risk of meeting Uncle Magus,
who mostly kept within-doors in his own home
when his services as volunteer watch-dog were
not required at the Hall. If one of these three,
or indeed any member of the household or the

village, had seen her, she could not, of course,
have escaped recognition ; yet she wore a thick

veil, put on either mechanically, or as some safe-

guard against that danger which, but a few min-
utes ago, she had so rashly courted. Quickly, yet

noiselessly, she descended the stairs, and passing
through one of the sitting-rooms, the windows of
which opened on the lawn, she left the house

unobserved, and started for the lock. The fog
had increased, and was advancing from the riv-

er in a solid wall. Once within it, however, she
could see a little, and, besides, there was the noise
of the lasher to guide her. But her path was
not without its peril, for the little bridge she had
to cross was very narrow, and slimy with the

damp, and how easy (thought she) would it have
been to slip over its unprotected side into the
sheer dark lock ! That would give them pause,
those two ! Their consciences would surely prick
them when they came to know that she had
watched their interview that day ere she came
here to end all. But perhaps Allardyce might
not disclose it to them, and perhaps she was
here now to discover it perhaps her husband
might not be so very, very much to blame. She
crossed the bridge, and approaching the cottage,

pressed her face close to the diamond panes of
the parlor window. Old Jacob was in his arm-
chair by the hearth, apparently asleep ; Jenny
at at the table with a book before her, but look-

ng at the fire pensively. How very beautiful
she was ! If she had been a lady (thought Hel-

en), it would have been no wonder that she
should have attracted any man

,- nay, she did
not look unlike a lady ;

the hand on which her
lead was resting was white and shapely, and her

\ttire, though simple, was tasteful and becoming.
She knew, of course, what did become her, and
took care to wear it

,
her very simplicity might

even be affected, in order to contrast with the

appearance of real ladies, and so to Here
jassion cut short these strictures, and she tapped
softly on the glass.

Jenny glanced up at the window, and seeing

only the curtain of fog that overhung it without,
urned her eyes again toward the fire

; they were
tearful eyes, as Helen now noticed, and had a

weary, hopeless look in them
,
but then their

owner had not seen Arthur kiss that packet : if

she had, they would doubtless be triumphant
enough ;

this jade did not know that her wanton
wiles had made such way with him. as they really
lad.

Helen tapped again, and this time very sharp-
y. Old Jacob stirred and murmured, "Moth-
er of Sherry !" like a good Catholic who, roused
irom sleep, calls on a saint or two then sunk
nto a sounder slumber than before. Jenny rose
and came to the window.

" Come out !" motioned Helen, imperiously ;

"I must speak with you."
Jenny put on the bonnet and shawl which lay

on a chair beside her, and let herself softly out.
Her face had grown very pale, but she did not
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look afraid, as the other had expected; the

tones, too, were quite firm in which she said,
" Will you not come into the parlor, madam ?"

"No," answered Helen. "I want to speak
with you alone, where no one can hear us."

"There is my own bedroom, madam j
there

is a fire there."

"No," reiterated the other, even more curtly
than before. "Take me somewhere outside, out

of ear-shot and eye-shot."" There is the lasher, madam," suggested Jen-

ny; "few people cross it, especially in this

weather
"

"That will do," said Helen, interrupting her.

"Take me there."

"It is very foggy, madam ; you had best keep
close to me." She would have offered her hand
had her visitor been any other woman

;
but she

well knew that this one would have rejected it.

She had nothing to reproach herself with, yet she

could not but be aware, from Helen's tone and

manner, that it was to reproach her to impugn
her conduct with respect to Arthur that she
had come thither. They had met in the chalk-

pit that day by chance, and she had given him
back those tokens of their old love she had

thought it wrong to keep, and which she had
carried about with her for weeks in case such an

opportunity should occur ,
there had been no harm

in that, surely ! This woman had won him from

her, and possessed him
;

she had not been for-

gotten and forsaken what cause had she for fan-

cying herself aggrieved and wronged? Jenny
stopped under the lime-free, which was her fa-

vorite haunt, but," No," said Helen
;

" here peo-
ple may come upon us without our seeing them."
She led the way herself on to the broad plank

that spanned the lasher from end to end. If

any one should put foot on it from either bank,
its tremulous recoil would at once inform them
of it.

"Be careful," said Jenny, waraingly; "you
are not used to this place as I am

;
it is danger-

ous."

"You are most kind,
"
returned Helen, scorn-

fully; "and very anxious to preserve my life,

no doubt." She walked on to the centre of the

plank, and then turned round on Jenny. "So
this is the face that caught my husband's fancy
in his boyhood, is it," said she, regarding her
with great disfavor,

" and has kept it ever since ?"

Jenny's cheeks flushed crimson, but, strangely
enough, anger was not her predominant feeling :

looking at this woman, her successful rival, face
to face, she could not help reflecting what a coarse,

passionate expression it wore, and how unlike a

gentlewoman's.
"You had better answer me," said Helen,

menacingly. That cold, almost contemptuous,
gaze of Jenny's made her well-nigh frantic.

"What would you have me say ?" said Jenny.
"It is quite true that in his youth the man who
is now your husband proffered love to me. Do
you come here to taunt me because he forsook

me for yourself?"

"Impudent jade!" cried Helen. "Don't

speak of myself and you as though we were

equals, but answer what I ask. Has he kept his

fancy ? love, if you choose to call it so, who
can not know what honest love means. I say,
does he love you still ? That you love him., aft-

er your low, base fashion, I know "

"You do not know, if you call it mean and
base," interrupted Jenny, haughtily.
"Then you do love him, wanton girl; you

have confessed it."

"I have nothing to confess," returned Jenny.
"What ! Not that you met him by appoint-

ment in yonder chalk-pit this very afternoon ?"

She saw us there, thought Jenny; there is

some excuse, then, for this insolent fury, though
it is wholly undeserved. "

It is quite true, Mrs.

Tyndall," said she, calmly, "that I met your hus-

band, as you state, but it was not by design. We
scarcely interchanged a word, and and "

"You hesitate, girl; you are about to tell a
lie! What was in that packet you gave him,
and which I saw him kiss ?"

For the first time throughout this terrible in-

terview Jenny trembled
;
not for fear, but be-

cause she heard from that most trusty messenger
(when an unwilling one), a rival's tongue, that
Arthur had kissed the token she had returned
him of his ancient love. He might not love her
still it was not right he should do so but
he at least entertained a tender recollection of
those departed days in which her own hopes and

happiness lay buried. And this woman, who
had lost nothing and had gained all, grudged
her even that !

"What was in that packet, I say?" reiterated

Helen. "Tell me; I insist on knowing!"
"You never shall!" answered Jenny "at

least from my lips ; you have no right
"

"
Right ! you dare say that to me ?" cried Hel-

en, seizing her fiercely by the wrist.
"
Tell me

this instant, or I will fling you in the river
; by

Heaven, I will !" She was not naturally a more
powerful woman than Jenny, but that short mad-
ness, passion, had lent her the strength of mad-
ness. "Tell me, tell me!" repeated she,- and
with each iteration of the words she dragged her
rival nearer to the edge of the plank.
There was really no sufficient reason why Jen-

ny should not have told her what the packet con-

tained, but her pride rebelled against doing so on

compulsion -, perhaps, too, it seemed to her a sort

of sacrilege to speak to this furious scoffing wom-
an about those old love-letters which still "kept
their green" for her, and that dear emblem of

fidelity, the golden anchor, the significance of

which had been so belied.
' ' Will you tell me what was in that packet,

you slut, or will you not?" cried frenzied

Helen.
" I will not !" answered Jenny, struggling

vainly on the slippery plank with her furious

enemy.
"Then drown!" cried Helen, passionately;

and in another instant, half pushed, half slip-

ping, Jenny was in the hurrying stream. It ran

beneath the plank like a mill-race, and under-

neath it escaped into the roaring fall through an
iron grating. The strongest swimmer in the

world once beaten against that would have sunk,
bruised and battered

;
and so swift was the cur-

rent that Jenny's feet already touched it, though
her hands clutched at the plank, and held her
head above the stream for a single instant. Short
as the space was, however, repentant Helen had

already thrown herself upon her knees and grasp-
ed her drowning rival by the hair. Hate, anger,

jealousy, had taken flight together, and horror,

remorse, already filled their place within her
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breast ;
she was no longer a fury, but a woman :

she felt, even though she could save this girl, that

the guilt of murder would lie upon her soul for-

ever ;
and yet she would have given her very

life to save her. She was hazarding it now:

she clung to those long, luxuriant locks, which

she had loathed but a moment since for their

rich beauty, as to her dearest hope ;
and twined

and twisted as her fingers were in them, and un-

stable as her own position was upon the foam-

flecked plank, it was more than likely when Jen-

nv should be carried under that she would share

her fate. But not a thought of her own danger

urged that passionate appeal for "Help, help,

help!" which rang from her through the misty

air, and shrilled above the thunder of the fall
;

her cry to Man, her silent prayer to God, was for

Jenny only :

" Save her ! help ! save her !

" How
terrible in its dumb agony looked that fair, wet

face that almost touched her own, and which in

a minute more would be dumb and dead ! What

reproach dwelt in those terrified eyes that were

about to close forever ! What ghastly memories

would that moment leave behind it to haunt her for

her whole life long! "Help, help! oh, help!" But
there was no answering sound save the ceaseless

roar beneath, and the swirl and rush of the cur-

rent above
;
nor was any thing to be seen save

the damp white wall which the mist had built up
around them. In truth, the end was imminent

to one, if not to both
;
for Jenny's finge'-s could

no longer retain their hold, and Helen's energies,

already weakened, were wholly unable to meet
the double call thus made upon them. "Oh,
help, help, help!" shrieked she, in mortal strait,

and to that last agonized cry, extorted by de-

spair rather than uttered with any hope of assist-

ance, assistance came. A weight seemed to fall

on the plank and shake it from end to end, and

rapid footsteps, careless of all danger, hurried

along it till they reached Helen
;
and then one

strong hand mingled with her own, and another
reached down into the flood and seized on Jenny's
arm, and bove her body up out of the clutch of
Death.

CHAPTER XXVI.
HELEN ASTONISHES THE RECTOR.

IT was Mr. Glyddon who had rescued Jenny,
and perhaps Helen also, from the raging stream.
He took her in his long arms (which, dripping
and half drowned as she was, had never borne so
welcome a burden), and carried her into the cot-

tage. He had come down thither from the vil-

lage to see her upon some business, or pretense
of business, concerning the choir, and found old
Jacob asleep and alone. Was it possible, thought
he, that even on such a misty afternoon she might
be found near her favorite lime-tree ? Without
waking the old man, he had gone out to see if
such a word could be used in such weather and
when close to the lasher had heard Helen's last

despairing cries. The rector wos a Christian
gentleman, unselfish (as men run), and of a tender
heart; yet he could not avoid the silent reflection,
as he strode across the garden with his precious
burden, "May not this be fortunate for me as
well as for her?" To be loved out of gratitude
is not so satisfactory, doubtless, as the being
loved for ourselves, but it is better than to win

no love at all, where we have so passionately

sought for it
;
and ever since that last interview

with Jenny he had given up hope of gaining her
affections. He had still hovered about her, like

a bee around some flower whose blossom affords

no honey ; pity from her was more dear to him
than love from another

;
and now, if he had won

not her love, but even the toleration of his

suit by loving service, he would be content in-

deed. She had given him one feeble glance of
thankfulness when he had lifted her from the

stream, but immediately afterward had become
unconscious

;
and he had treasured up that look

in his soul to comfort him forever.

"How did this happen?" inquired he, as he
hurried with her across the misty lawn, with
Helen close beside him.

Ah, how did it happen ? For the first time the

gravity of the occurrence, as it concerned herself,
lashed on Helen's mind. If Jenny should de-

nounce her, her position would be critical indeed,

[t would be difficult, considering their mutual

relation, even to show that she had not gone down
to the lock with a malicious, perhaps murderous

ntention, and still more so to deny what really
was the fact, that in a moment of exasperation
she had pushed her supposed rival into the river.

But, in truth, she did not at present think of de-

fending herself against the latter charge. She
was still penitent for what she had done, or rath-

er for what she had so nearly done, and was con-

tent to suffer for it
;
but her dislike to the girl,

which had vanished while she was endeavoring
to rescue her, had already returned, though not
with its former violence.

"I don't rightly know how it happened," she

replied.
"I can quite believe that, "said the rector.

"For my part, I wonder you kept your senses.

Had you lost them but for an instant, this poor
girl would have perished. You saved her life,

my dear Mrs. Tyndall, and at great risk, though
your generous heart may not have been aware
of it, and by that act you have made Charles

Glyddon your debtor forever!"

At such a moment he could make no secret

of his love for Jenny ; and having thus disclosed

it, and being now at the cottage door, he grati-
fied an impulse that had all along been gradual-

ly overpowering him, to press his lips to the cold

unconscious cheek that lay so near his own. "
I

leave her to your tender care, dear Mrs. Tyndall,
until I can fetch the doctor." And then there

was the sudden awakening of old Jacob, who,
dazed though he was by the astounding spectacle
of his daughter's condition, was moved by native

instinct to do the best thing that could be done

namely, to administer a glass of brandy ;
and

with Helen's help and that of the servant, Jenny
was rubbed and dried and put to bed in her own
room

;
and there she lay, not fully conscious, but

slowly coming to herself; and Helen sat by the

bedside.

From time to time old Jacob would hobble in

(for the mother of wine had borne gout to him)
to see how Jenny was going on, and to reiterate

his thanks to Mrs. Tyndall, for, from something
the rector had said, he understood that it was to

her he owed his daughter's life
;
and these in-

roads were welcome to Helen. She listened with

seeming interest to the old man's praises of his

darling, for, next to himself, Jenny had always
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been most dear to him dearer even than his

sherry how she was as good as she was beauti-

ful, and how she had refused a lord, because

she would not leave her poor old father (he had

got to believe this after dinner, though, of a morn-

ing, the affair in question did not appear to him
as having been quite so ripe) ;

and would she

believe it ? though Jenny was so wise and learn-

ed, as doubtless she had heard, she suited his lit-

tle household to perfection, and could cook a cut-

let, with just the right taste of tomato about it,

fit for a queen. It was better to hear all this

rubbish than to find herself alone with Jenny
when she should begin to recall what had hap-

pened, and to speak about it. She had a sus-

picion, however, that Jenny had by this time

come to herself, and of design kept silence. Per-

haps she was waiting for a fit audience in order

to proclaim her as her would-be murderer. What
was to be must be. She would prefer even that

line of conduct to the assurance of any patron-

izing protection from Jenny's lips, and, above
all things, of being pardoned for her husband's

sake. Still, when voices were heard in the gar-
den announcing Mr. Glyddon's return with the

doctor, a shudder ran through her frame. It

really lay within the power of this hateful girl to

disgrace and destroy her, if it pleased her so to

do; she hardly knew whether she should hate
her most for showing malice or generosity.
The doctor came the rector and old" Jacob

with him and bent down over the patient. As
Helen had surmised, the former had long ago
come to herself, and was quite prepared for his

questions, which she answered in low but distinct

tones.
"
Come, this is much better than we could pos-

sibly have expected, "said he. "Mrs. Tyndall,

you must have taken excellent care of this young
lady?"

"There was but little that could be done,"
said Helen, her eyes turned full upon the ques-

tioner, her ears waiting anxiously for the first

words from Jenny's lips." There was a great deal to be done upon the

lasher bridge," broke in the rector, enthusiastic-

ally, "and but for Mrs. Tyndall"
"Yes," interposed Jenny's quiet voice, "it

was Mrs. Tyndall who saved me. She snatched
at my hair when I slipped in, and was being
carried beneath the plank, and never loosed her
hold till I was safe."

A burning blush overspread Helen's face, and
for the first time she looked toward Jenny. But
Jenny's eyes had already closed again, perhaps
to avoid having to reply to her glance." She is still faint and weak," said the doctor

,

"that is only to be expected : we ought to be
thankful indeed that things are no worse. How
did the thing happen, Mrs. Tyndall?"

Before Helen could answer, the low, soft voice

from the pillow was heard again.
"It was the work of a moment, doctor; I

was showing Mrs. Tyndall the lasher, and we
very foolishly ventured upon the plank, which
the fog had rendered more slippery even than

usual, and I fell in. I hope, father, that you
have thanked Mr. Glyddon, for it was he
who"

"
Nay, nay," said the rector, while his eyes not-

withstanding greedily pastured upon her grateful
smile : "it is to Mrs. Tyndall you owe all your

if

thanks : I did but give my mite of help at last,

though Heaven knows how gladly !"

His fervor brought a tinge of color into Jenny's
cheek; she was shocked to see that her mis-

chance, or the part he had taken in it, had ex-
cited in him anew a hope that she felt was as

far from being realized as ever. Helen saw the

blush, but put a different construction on it.

Perhaps this girl had some regard for the rector

after all, which her gratitude might warm into

love. She had been really touched by the girl's

generous conduct, which had certainly been ex-
hibited without a trace of triumph over her;
but now she began to thaw toward her to a de-

gree that a minute since she could not have
credited. For if Jenny became Mrs. Glyddon,
she would no more be a source of apprehension ;

she would no longer molest her husband. If

Jenny and she had been alone together now, she
would even have expressed her repentance for

the passionate act she had committed, and her
sense of the kindness which Jenny had shown
in concealing it. But this was not to be.

There are hasty footsteps in the garden, an

importunate knocking, and then who should pre-
sent himself in Jenny's chamber but Arthur
himself! Panting and eager-eyed, like one Avho
has been running fast to hear great news, he
stood irresolute at the open door.

"Come in, Mr. Tyndall," said the doctor,

laughing: "this is the reception-room to-night,
and we have cause for congratulation that it will

not be used by the coroner and his twelve jury-
men. There, you can shake hands with the pa-
tient, ifyou like, and wish her joy at her escape."

Jenny blushed like a peony, as she held out her

hand, and Arthur uttered a few cordial but com-

monplace words. " I only just heard of your
accident," added he, "and ran down at once, in

hopes" here his eye for the first time lit upon
Helen, who had been partially concealed by the

bed-curtain" in hopes to be ofany good. But I

see you have plenty of good friends about you ;"
and he cast a glance of genuine gratitude and
affection at his wife.

"
I did not know you were

here, Helen."
He thought she had hurried down from the

Hall, like himself, at the news of the catastrophe,
and with the same object."

If Mrs. Tyndall had not been here," observed

Mr. Glyddon, earnestly, "and that before any
one of us, you would never have seen Alice llenn

alive ! It was your wife who saved her life at the

lasher."

"My dear Helen!" ejaculated Arthur, as he
came round eagerly toward her, "how good
and "

"Hush!" said she, interrupting him, coldly,
and turning away to Jenny; "you are not fit to

be in a sick-room. Your patient should be kept
calm and quiet should she not, doctor ?"

"Oh, Miss Jenny will do very well now," re-

turned the doctor, cheerfully. "I think we
ought to attend to you, rather. You look very
pale and tired, Mrs. Tyndall, as well you may,
after your noble exertions. If you will follow

my advice, you will just swallow a glass of wine,
and then go home."

Mrs. Tyndall was very pale, but not tired, or

at least she was far too excited to feel so. How
infamous it was of Arthur to run down to the

lock, just because he had heard that this girl had
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got a wetting, and to force himself into her very

room ! It was very well for her father, and the

doctor, and even the rector ;
but for a married

man, who had no sort of business there, it was

a most abominable proceeding ! As for his thanks

to her the tribute she knew he had been about

to pay to her for her supposed generosity toward

her rival it was an insult ! He would have been

glad if things had happened as he thought they

had, no doubt
;

it would have been very pleasant

to him to imagine that Jenny and she were

friends, and that he had her leave and license

for the future to speak with this girl whenever

he met her, and carry on his flirtations under her

very eyes! She hated Jenny worse, and was

more angry with her husband than ever
;
she al-

most regretted that she had been in such a hur-

ry to undo the work of her own hands to bring

back this girl to life when already half-way to

the other shore only to become, perhaps, a

greater curse and trouble to her even than before.
"
Come, Helen dear

; you hear what the doc-

tor says," pleaded Arthur, guessing some of the

thoughts that agitated his wife, but feeling very

grateful to her, and most anxious to please : "let

us go home together at once. You have behaved

like a heroine, Glyddon tells me, but you can be

of no further use here now.
"

Even that annoyed her, and increased her bit-

terness against him. Having heard that she had
saved this woman's life at the risk of her own,
he was still considering, forsooth, whether she

could be of further
" use" to her !

"
I think you had better go home," said she,

in cold, low tones
;

" men are always in the way
when there is illness. Besides, you have left Mr.

Allardyce alone."
" Mr. Allardyce !

"
repeated Arthur, contempt-

uously.
Helen laughed a little harsh laugh, which she

knew to be her husband's especial abhorrence.
" Of course Mr. Allardyce is nothing to you

nor any body else, in comparison with this ca-

tastrophe," whispered she, mockingly. "Still, I

think you may leave the interesting patient, now,
with confidence; unless, that is," she added,

sinking her voice still lower, "your conscience

tells you that she deserves poison at my hands !"

When husband and wife whisper together in

company, it is generally understood that they are

not exchanging compliments ; but, on the present

occasion, no person in the room had an idea that

they were disputing upon any more serious sub-

ject than whether Mrs. Tyndall should leave her

charge immediately or not.
" My conscience reproaches me with nothing,

Helen, as respects that girl that is, as far as you
are concerned," returned Arthur, solemnly.

If he had confessed his guilt, she could not
have felt more outraged than at this reference to
his old attachment for Jenny. If she had had
any hesitation about refusing to go home with

him, she felt none now : she would not have taken
his arm and walked with him alone just then for

any bribe. Again came that bitter feminine
laugh, which is to a real laugh what a sneer is

to a smile.

"Your concern for me in the matter is very
great, no doubt; but I don't wish to talk of that":
whether you go or stay, I shall remain here."

"If you will, you will," said Arthur, with t

sigh. Then speaking aloud, he added, "I wil

send your maid with some extra wraps in half

an hour, Helen."

She made no answer, but, as he wished the

patient good-night, fixed her eyes steadily on
lim a proceeding which she well knew would

embarrass him exceedingly, upon Jenny's ac-

count, and which did not fail of its intent. With-

n five minutes of his departure she rose herself

go.
"But your wraps are not come, Mrs. Tyn-

Jall," said Jenny, really solicitous for the other's

icalth
;

" and the fog is as bad as ever. If you
vould not mind using some of mine " added

she, timidly.
'I shall do very well, thank you," answered

rlelen, coldly. "I shall walk fast home."
"But not alone," interposed Mr. Glyddon.
You must allow me, my clear Mrs. Tyndall, to

36 your escort." The rector and Helen accord-

ngly started together.
" I am glad to have this chance, Mrs. Tyn-

dall,
"
said the former, as soon as they were

alone,
" of once more thanking you for to-day's

good deed. You already know my secret with

espect to Alice."

'Yes," said Helen, stopping for an instant,

with a fierce expression on her face
;
"but you

don't know mine."
' Yours ? Oh yes ;

I remember to what you
allude," said Mr. Glyddon, greatly embarrassed.

"It was a most unfortunate incident to have

lappened on the very day of your return
;
but as

1 told you then, that affair between Alice and

your husband has been over long ago."
" You think so," said Helen, bitterly."

I am sure of it, Mrs. Tyndall. And as to

any thing being between them now, if that is what

you mean, I am shocked and astonished at your
hinting at such a thing. You ought to know

your husband better
;
and as for Alice, I will an-

swer for her
"

"No doubt you will," interrupted Helen, grim-

ly:
" she is an angel. Well, she has been very

nearly going to her own place (I mean heaven,
of course) this afternoon, you know."

"
My dear Mrs. Tyndall, I entreat you not to

talk in'this way. Do not jest at what should be
a source of thankfulness and "

"Not to me," interrupted Helen, vehemently."
I tell you plainly, not to me. Your Alice is an

artful, deep, designing girl."

"Oh no, oh no.'" pleaded the rector, vehe-

mently.
' '

I could not bear to listen to such words
such false and slanderous words but that I

know you speak in passion, under the excitement
of a woman jealous without cause."

" Without cause!" repeated Helen, bitterly.

"Yes, wholly without cause. Alice Renn is

incapable of an immodest thought, even ifArthur

(which I do not believe) should be so base as to

put temptation in her way. You wrong them

both, madam."" Your credulity, Mr. Glyddon, may arise from

your own exceptional purity and goodness, but
it proclaims you to be a fool."

4 '
Call me what you please, madam," said the

rector, turning very red nevertheless.
" I would

rather be overcredulous than without common
charity and and decent feeling. You have
made me angry, I confess, but not upon my own
account. Your suggestions concerning Alice

Renn, I repeat, are false and infamous
^
nor could
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I have listened to them, but for the reflection that

she who uttered them had, but an hour or two

since, preserved her life."

A shrill laugh broke upon the misty air, as

though an evil spirit was making merry near

them.
"You are quite wrong there again, for it was

I who pushed her in !"
" You pushed Alice into the river ? You ?"
"
Yes, I did. You take your arm at once from

mine, of course. You loathe to touch me now.
I expected that. You may tell all the world, for

what I care, and cause them to shrink from me
likewise. Any thing is better than to suffer the

protection and patronage that I have endured
this evening; any thing is better than to owe

my safety to the generosity of such a jade as

that. Not that she would have held her tongue
for long. / know her. Here and there, first to

one, and then to another, she would have whis-

pered :

'

Now, would you believe it that wom-
an pushed me in, before she saved me, and yet
I never said a word to harm her? I said, I

slipped!' Well, she shall not do that. When
she comes to tell you her pretty story how well

she has behaved, and what a wicked wretch I

was it will now miss fire."

She had spoken with such vehemence and pas-
sion that it was impossible to interrupt her for an
instant. But here she paused, not for want of

words, b,ut breath.
"

I can not believe my ears," gasped Mr. Glyd-
don.

" I hope, I pray, that what you have said,
Mrs. Tyndall, has been spoken in sheer frenzy.
Are you aware that, if it be true, you have at-

tempted to commit murder?"
"I wish I had done it! Listen to that, and

doubt your ears if you can. You will believe it,

however, rather than what I told you before,
that your Alice is a Wanton. And yet the one
is as true as the other. Here is the' house that

is called my home my home! You will not
cross its threshold, perhaps, after this disclosure.

Good! Go back to this girl, then, and tell her
that you know all, and that she need tell no more
lies on my account. Good-night."

She had gone in and the door had closed upon
her ere he could frame a sentence. The rector's

whole theory of life had broken down under this

tremendous revelation. His profession had given
him a painful experience of humanity : he had
seen oftentimes, despite the Psalmist's testimony
to the contrary, the seed of the righteous begging
their bread

;
the diligent man unable to procure

work
;
the religious man haunted in death by

ghostly terrors
;
the infidel dying at ease. But

here there was a greater anomaly than all. He
had not been unacquainted with persons who had
repented to him, as a priest, of hidden crimes of
various kinds

;
but here was one convicted by

her own lips of the worst of crimes
;
and not only

unrepentant, but exulting in it, and only regretting
that its consequence had not been so fatal as she
had intended it to be. And what a criminal !

An educated woman, so newly married that she

might almost be still termed a bride, the wife of
the squire of the parish (it did not strike him
that this was a bathos) had any man ever heard
the like ! He could hardly believe her words,
even yet, but he did believe them. Kind, right-

thinking Mrs. Tyndall his right hand in the

parish, and always ready with her purse for his

poor people, and with such good views, too, upon
church matters had been in her heart nay, was
so still, since she had not repented of it a mur-
deress ! True, she had done her best to repair
her evil act, and, thanks be to Heaven for her

sake, even more than for that of her victim, dear
as she was to him had succeeded. The good
rector put that fact foremost in his mind, and kept
it there. As to revealing what Helen had told
him to Alice or any one else, he never dreamed
of it. Her dark and terrible secret was as safe,
so far as he was concerned, as though it had been
intrusted to him under the seal of confession.
But would she be mad enough to tell it to oth-
ers ? That for he had no further apprehension
upon Jenny's account

;
he felt that Helen had

spent her wrath and hate was now his only fear.

CHAPTER XXVII.
A LETTER FROM AN OLD ACQUAINTANCE.

WHEN the news of Jenny's accident had been

brought to Arthur Tyndall, he had been sitting
with Allardyce in the smoking-room, into which
the latter gentleman had lounged unasked : he
did not often inflict his company upon his host,
and Arthur had not the least expected the in-

trusion, which had happened at a most inoppor-
tune moment just as he held the great lid of
the old cabinet in his hand (one-half of which
was the book-case of which we have already
spoken), and was meditating which of the little

drawers contained in it he should choose for a

hiding-place
for Jenny's packet. He would not

trust it in his dressing-room, where his wife would
have an excuse for coming ; for, though there

was nothing that he need be ashamed of in his

own old love-letters, they would, of course, annoy
her, should she chance to come across them

;
and

he positively possessed no private receptacle of

any sort in which he could place it.

Nothing was locked belonging to Arthur, ex-

cept the cellar door, and the key even of that

was confided to the butler. Whatever his faults,

secretiveness or want of confidence could cer-

tainly not be laid to his charge. We^ave seen

how the secret of his affection for Jenny (even
when he was resolute not to encourage it) weighed
upon his mind

;
and now that he had something

material which it was necessary for him to con-

ceal, his perplexity was ludicrous to witness.

Where the deuce was he to put it ? Should he
burn the letters, and keep the trinket ? No

;
for

if Helen should discover the latter without the

letters to explain its existence, it being plainly a

love-gift, matters would be even worse : she might
imagine, in her jealous frenzy, that he had re-

cently purchased the thing to give away. After

all, this old cabinet the lid of which let down
and formed a desk, on which he had often writ-

ten his holiday task in the vacations of his school-

days was as good a hiding-place as any other

not under lock and key ; indeed, in one of Ed-

gar Poe's stories he had read that a place that

was not locked was even safer for such a purpose,
as not being open to suspicion ;

and there was
no possible chance of any one's finding the thing

by accident in one of those old drawers or ' '

pig-
eon-holes."

He actually had the packet in his hand, and
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was about to put it away, when "that fellow Al-

lardyce" came in, and had had hut just time to

thrust it in his pocket, and slam down the lid

with a bang, and " look as if he was doing noth-

ing particular." He knew he had not quite suc-

ceeded in that last operation, but what did it mat-

ter ? Old love-letters and a keepsake were not

much in Lardy 's way. Still, the circumstance

annoyed him, and made the company of his guest

more'irksome even than usual. He felt inclined to

make himself disagreeable (which was very rare

with him), and did so which was rarer. But

Lardy's temper, if for this occasion only, was

imperturbable, and not to be ruffled. Even when

Arthur asked him whether any thing had been

heard of
" that scoundrel Jones, whom you used

to call
*

Pretty Poll,'
" he refused to take offense.

"I know nothing about the little blackguard,"

he replied ; "and, in fact, I am the last man to

know; he takes uncommon good care to keep
out of my sight, and even hearing, you may be

sure.
"

At which Arthur grunted, "Oh, indeed."

It was abundantly evident to Mr. Allardyce
that he had tired out his welcome at Swansdale

Hall, so far as his host was concerned
;
but he

did not mean to leave it just yet, or, when he

did so, alone. If he could only get possession
of that packet, Helen would be his

;
and he

meant to have it. It was unfortunate that Ar-
thur should have this disrelish for his society, as

it was necessaiy to the object in view that he

should just now favor him with it. He had
watched his host go straight from the dining-
room to the smoking-room, and it was very un-

likely that he should have deposited the packet
in the former place. There was scarcely time

for him to have put it elsewhere before he sat

down to lunch, for (as the other justly concluded)

Tyndall would not have decided upon a hiding-

place for so important a document and Allar-

dyce imagined it to be much more important than
it was in a hurry. At that bang of the lid of

the cabinet he pricked his ears like a horse who
hears the corn -bin open, and said to himself,
"It is there." And it was his plan to sit Ar-
thur out, so that he might have the room alone,
to convince himself of the fact. But, as though
aware of his intention, his host sat on, pulling

slowly at his cigar, while the other puffed his cig-

arette, and with his nimble fingers prepared its

successor.

"Are you not due at the piano or the chess-
table this afternoon ?" inquired Arthur, express-
ing in his tone, by design, no little contempt for

both those refined amusements.
" No

;
I am off duty for to-day," returned the

other, gayly. "Are you not going to have an-
other turn at the birds ?"

"How the deuce could I?" replied Arthur,
peevishly. "One couldn't see them in such a

^fog
as this if they perched on the barrel of the

gun."

"True, it is foggy," said Allardyce, with a
glance at the window. And then the conversa-
tion would languish, only to be revived again by
some brusque remark of Arthur's, which the
other would take in more provokingly good part
than ever. It was in one of these pauses that
the footman, in answer to a summons for more
logs for the wood fire, made bold, with a smiling
face (for catastrophes are pleasant excitements

to the country domestic), to acquaint his master

that something had gone wrong down at the lock.

"Gone wrong? What do you mean? Are
the gates burst ?"

"No, Sir
;
but they do say as Miss Alice have

fallen in
"

' ' Fallen into the lock ? Great Heaven !

"

Arthur was up, and had reached the door be-

fore the domestic could explain, "I don't think

he's drowned, Sir!" And without even waiting
to put on his great-coat, snatched his hat from
ts peg in the hall, and rushed oft' to Jacob's cot-

tage, where we found him. On his way thither

ie would gladly have compounded for any an-

noyance or mischance, if only Jenny should be

safe
;
but on his return, though he left her con-

valescent, he was filled with irritation and dis-

Dleasure
;
Helen's conduct toward him had been

not only cold but aggressive, and that, too, when
lie had done his very best to conciliate her, and
lad really felt toward her more warmly than he
:iad ever done. He fully acknowledged the gen-

rosity with which she had acted with respect to

Jenny,
' '

though, after all, one surely would not

simply because one was absurdly jealous of her

et a fellow-creature drown if one could help it ;"

3ut her subsequent behavior had chilled him to

he core. Her icy face seemed to gaze on him.

through the mist, her bitter laugh still sounded
n his ears. He had not, of course, the least

suspicion of what had actually occurred. In the

gitation of his thoughts he did not even inquire
of himself how Helen had come to be at the lock

at all, and in the company of a woman whom he
knew she detested ; but, even believing what he

lid, his wife stood less high in his affections than

she had done before. If she had saved Jenny,
it was with no willing hand, as she had taken

pains to show him
; while, with that good deed

to her credit, it was only too probable that she

would hold herself higher than ever, would be

more defiant and exacting and, in a word, intol-

:rable. She had already publicly refused to come
home with him. Well, if a tete-a-tete was so

distasteful to her, it was at least equally so to

him. She had the advantage over him in being
able to put up with this continuous estrange-
ment

; but, for his part, he could not stand it

much longer. She should keep her money, and
he would leave her, and make his own way in

the world, as he had intended to do while he
was yet a free man. A free man ! Yes. What
an idiot he had been to sell himself into slavery!
Thus Arthur Tyndall pondered on his way

home, and afterward up in the smoking-room,
alone, for hours, sitting moodily over the fire,

and ever and anon striking the burning logs with

his foot. He had locked the door to prevent fur-

ther intrusion, and when a knock was presently
heard at it, inquired, angrily Who it was, and
what was the matter.

"It is me, Sir," returned the voice of Mrs.

Glyn, the housekeeper.
" I want to have a word

with you, if you please.
"

He rose in some astonishment, for meek Mrs.

Glyn had never made such a request before in

her life, and let her in. The old lady wore two
withered apples of a wholesome red in place of

cheeks, and was consequently incapable of chan-

ging color, but she had an anxious, worried look,
and it was in embarrassed tones that she ad-

dressed her master.
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"Oh, please, Sir. if you would just step into

missus's room and see her for a moment. "

" Did she send you to ask me?" inquired Ar-

thur, coldly.

"No, Sir; I came upon my own responsibil-

ity ; but, the fact is, I don't think she is well.
"

" Not well ? Why, I saw her only a few hours

ago at the lock cottage."

"Ah, that was it, Sir. I am afraid that what
she did there the pulling that girl out of the

river" (Jenny was no great favorite of the house-

keeper's : the common report ofher having at one
time aspired to be mistress of Swansdale Hall

offended her sense of the fitness of things)
" was

too much for her
;
or perhaps the fog has settled

on her poor lungs ;
but she's downright ill, and

my belief is she'll be worse."

"Send for the doctor instantly."
"I took the liberty of so doing, Sir, though

unknown to Mrs. Tyndall."
"Quite right. I'll go and see her at once."

The intelligence that his wife was ill disarmed
Arthur on the instant of all his indignation ;

his

moods were hasty and violent, but he had a very
tender heart. "What is this I hear, Helen?"
said he, kindly, as he entered her boudoir. She
was crouching over the fire, and shivering with

cold, though there was a burning spot on each
of her cheeks. He had been often among sick-

ness in his travels, when there was no doctor to

help, and knew the signs of ordinary ailments

well enough.
She did not answer, but suffered him to take her

hand, which was dry and hot, and feel her pulse.
"You are feverish, my dear Helen."
"Am I ?" returned she, carelessly.

l ' What
does it matter?"

"It matters a great deal to me, your hus-

band," said Arthur, with tender gravity ;
he was

too alarmed about her to be annoyed.
Helen essayed to laugh her usual contemptu-

ous laugh, but it died in her throat.

"You must go to bed at once, Helen. I, or

at least Mrs. Glyn has sent for the doctor" (some-
thing forbade him to take any credit to himself
on her account, where it was not his due).

" I

am afraid you are going to have an attack of
some kind."

" Indeed. Well, I will go to bed
;

it is just
dinner-time

; you will excuse me to Mr. Allar-

dyce. Oh dear, how the room goes round !"
" You are giddy, my darling. Lean on me."

"No, thank you." (She tried to draw her-
self up with dignity.) "I feel better already.
Send Esther, or Mrs. Glyn, please."" You had rather have them about you than
me!" said Arthur, with a reproachful sigh."

Well, I will send them. You will give me one

kiss, Helen, before I go?"
She hesitated a moment

; the red spots seemed
to glow in her cheeks like burning coals.

' '

No,"
said she, curtly; "else, if the fever be conta-

gious, I might give it to you."
He knew it was but an excuse to avoid kissing

him, but it was something that she had troubled
herself to invent an excuse

;
she might have de-

nied him point-blank. While he still lingered
in the room the doctor came. At the first glance
at his new patient he put on a grave face enough,
and murmured, "Ah, I feared this."

"Well, what is it, doctor?" asked Helen,
wearily, when he had asked his questions.

"Well, it's what comes of going out in fogs,
when we are not strong, and saving other people
who have fallen into lashers. You've got a fe-

verish cold on you ; you must go to bed.
"

Then afterward, in that conference outside the
sick-room which takes place in such cases with a
husband :

" I don't like your wife's looks, Mr.

Tyndall. I shall have more trouble with her, I

foresee, than with my other patient yonder."
And he pointed toward the lock.

The comparison was not agreeable to Arthur
;

he had (as he often observed to himself) no cause
for self-reproach; but now that his wife was
threatened with severe illness, this allusion to

Jenny was somehow inopportune and unwelcome.

Supposing Helen was to be very ill, dangerously
ill how sorry he would be. Nay, if she were
to die ? That thought though but half an hour

ago he had been eager for something that should

separate them, and the more completely the bet-

ter sent a shudder through his frame. He had
half a mind to burn those records of affection for

another which he had about him at that moment
to sacrifice them, as it were, on the altar of

wedded love so tender did he feel toward Helen,
so solicitous to do away with the least ground
of offense in her eyes. And yet, why should he ?

Would not such a proceeding be a tacit confes-

sion that there was still some feeling in his heart

toward Jenny of which he was ashamed ? No
;

he would put them away in the old cabinet, as he
had originally intended.

This idea occurred to him in the smoking-
room, to which he had again retired, and he put
it into effect at once. He went to the book-case,
raised the lid, and, as before, was meditating into

which drawer he should deposit the packet, when
his eye lit upon an open letter, lying on the flat

part of the desk, and, of course, within it. It

began, My dear A., and was, therefore, apparent-

ly intended for himself. At first, his thoughts
being so taken up with Helen, he concluded that

his wife herself had placed it there
;
he had heard

of some married couples who, not being upon
speaking terms, had therefore written to one an-

other, and perhaps Helen might have adopted
that unpleasant means of giving him a piece of

her mind, and perhaps proposing the very sepa-
ration which he had had in his own thoughts ;

but the next moment he reflected that the let-

ter had certainly not been there when ,he had
been to the desk before

;
and whoever had open-

ed it since, it could not have been Helen. More-

over, it was not in her handwriting, which was

eminently lady-likeall the letters very much
alike, and slanting like a shower of rain

;
where-

as this was a man's hand. It ran thus :

" MY DEAK A., It seems to me that you are

taking up your residence at Swansdale
;
and

though I know the attraction that keeps you
there, I confess I do not understand it. It is .

one of the (few) misfortunes of being born a

swell that their loves are always dangerous. Like

the man who liked ham, and regretted he was
not a Jew, in order that he might sin in eating

it, the piquancy of peril seems requisite to en-

gage your affections. In this particular case,

however, you have revenge to gratify, and I need
not say how heartily on this account / wish you
bonne fortune. Never, never shall I forget that

hour of disgorgement at Swansdale. Upon the
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whole, counting the dinners we gave him before

play in London, I positively believe that I am
out ofpocket by the man who, at one time, bade

fair to be a small fortune to us. I say 7, because

it is I who have suffered both in purse and repu-

tation, while you have got off scot-free. I don't

complain of that, my dear Lardy"

As Arthur read that word, the truth for the first

time broke in upon him. This letter was from

Paul Jones to Allardyce, and the allusions of gal-

lantry it contained could point to but one object

Helen. It was fortunate perhaps for all con-

cerned that at that moment she was on a bed of

sickness ;
for even with those hateful words re-

specting her before his eyes, he could not think

evil of her now. Indeed, what reason culled

from one scoundrel's letter to another had he for

thinking evil of her ? The intentions of Allar-

dyce, indeed, were made evident enough, but

where was the proof that Helen knew of them ?

Arthur passed his hand across his forehead once

or twice, then sat down to finish the letter.

"I don't complain of that, but my great re-

venge, as Mr. W. Shakspeare observes, has natu-

rally a larger stomach than yours. From your
last account, the affair appears to be progressing
well. You show your usual sagacity in the re-

mark that your best hope lies in your catching
him tripping or appearing to catch him, all's

one for that with J. \V. That would drive

your game into the net. Your observation that

your charmer is a perfect demon for jealousy
is only what I expected. She always was a de-

mon for most things, and treated me very bad.

I have made the inquiries you requested, and
find that H. S.'s fortune was settled unreservedly
on herself and children

;
those unpleasant

'

post-

nuptial' articles have fortunately not supervened,
but I warn you that in the case contemplated

you will be by no means sure of the money. I

have taken advice (and not gratis neither, but
no matter) upon that point, and it seems 'the

Court' (of Chancery, I suppose) has power to deal

with the property of runaway wives in the inter-

ests of morality. A most abominable idea, is it

not ? Still, it is more than possible that A. T.'s

infernal pride would incline him to waive that.

I can fancy nothing pleasanter than to beggar
him irifthis way, and then to offer him fifty pounds
a year out of his wife's money. I can't write of

him, I can't think of him, without a thrill of
hate

;
and yet there is one man in the world we

have cause to hate more. When you have play-
ed out this little game, I trust you will give me
your undivided aid in paying off all scores with
*
honest Jack.

'

Gr-gr-gr-gr-gr I growl like a

dog to fly at his throat. Yours, ever, P. J."

CHAPTEK XXVIII.

UNRECONCILED.

THE first impulse ofArthur Tyndall upon read-
ing Paul Jones's infamous epistle was straight-
way to seek out his treacherous guest and wring
his neck. So far as Allardyce was concerned, he
would not have had the slightest scruple in so do-
ing, and in all probability to attempt would have
been to accomplish it

;
for naturally a more power-

ful man than his enemy, Tyndall's limbs and mus-
cles were more exercised, and he was filled with

the strength of hate. The idea of "calling him
out." which would have been the first to suggest
itself to Uncle Magus, if afterward to be set aside

by the reflection that this fellow was proved by
the letter itself to be the confederate of a black-

leg, never entered into his mind. The instincts

of the mere man within him were too strong for

that. With those among whom his lot had
been cast in foreign climes it had been common
enough to right one's self by the strong hand ;

and that experience had not been without its ef-

fect upon him. He had at bottom a contempt for

the niceties of civilization, and his passions, when
once aroused, were fierce and headstrong. What
saved him now from the commission of some act

of violence, the consequences ofwhich might have
been fatal, not only to its object but to himself, was
his tenderness for Helen. If he should kill this

man, what shame would be laid to her charge!
He had not a doubt that she was free from all

taint, nay, from the very thought of wrong. Not-

withstanding his familiarity with the coarser side

of human life, he had a faith in the purity of

women such as is possessed by few so-called men
of the world

;
and his trust in his Avife was abso-

lute. If she had really given this scoundrel

ground to hope for success, it must have been

through her simplicity. And was it for him,
her husband, to afford other ground for suspicion
of her by gratifying his impulse for revenge?
Doubtless the reflection that she was ill made
his thoughts of her even more kindly and chari-

table than they would otherwise have been. If

he felt a spark of anger on account of her im-

prudence, pity blew it out
;
and pity for her also

prevented the gratification of his fury against Al-

lardyce. It did not mitigate the rage within him,
however : on the contrary, the necessity for mod-
eration condensed it

;
he felt dangerous even to

himself; and if ill fate had at that moment
brought Wynn Allardyce within his sight, it is

more than probable he would have lost all self-

command. As it was, he pulled out his watch,
and seating himself at the old desk dashed off

these words :

"I have read the inclosed letter. It is now
six o'clock

;
if within one hour you have not left

this house, or if I set eyes upon you in the mean
time, as sure as my hand writes this, I will shoot

you like a dog." Then placing Paul Jones's

note with this in an envelope, he sealed it up and

rang the bell. "Take this to Mr. Allardyce,"
said he to the servant, "and immediately."" He is dressing for dinner, Sir."

" No matter
; put it into his own hand at once.

And Stay ; bring back his answer to me in

my dressing-room."
Arthur went in thither, and opened a drawer

in which he had always kept a pistol loaded since

his marriage, at his wife's request. She had been
accustomed to live in town, and was nervous in

the country about thieves. If Allardyce should

refuse to go, or venture to come into his presence,
his blood be on his own head. He would keep
his word.
He could hear the housekeeper talking softly

to Helen's maid in the next room, where Helen
herself was lying ; their voices reminded him of
an illness he had once had at school, the only
severe one he had ever had, and when every body
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about him had talked in a similar key the tone

of the sick-room when there is danger. How
frightful it would be to rouse the quiet of the

house by a pistol-shot, and how it would terrify

Helen ! His wrath did not abate in the slightest

degree, but he regretted having written so im-

perative a letter
;
he might at least have given

this scoundrel longer rope a little more time to

get away. Nevertheless, so help him Heaven !

he would keep his word. He stood by the open
drawer looking at the pistol for what seemed the

full hour, but which in reality was but a minute
or two. Then steps came along the passage, and
there was a knock at his door.

" Who is that ?" asked he. Suppose it should

have been Allardyce himself come to offer some
sort of explanation or denial ! The perspiration
stood upon his forehead.

"It's me, Sir." Thank Heaven! it was the

servant's voice.

He opened the door a little way.
* '

Well, what
is the message ?"

" There is none, Sir. At least Mr. Allardyce
only said, 'Indeed,' and '

Very good.'
"

"Are you sure that was all ?"
"
Yes, Sir

;
that was all he said to me. But

his man was in the room, and I heard Mr. Al-

lardyce give orders that his things should be

packed at once, because Mrs. Tyndall was taken

alarmingly ill, and that, on the whole, he thought
it better to leave the house, lest he might be in

the way."" That is what I expected. Tell John to have
the carriage round in half an hour, to take Mr.

Allardyce to the railway station. And don't let

the gong be beaten for dinner, nor any unneces-

sary noise made
; indeed, there will be no dinner

;

I shall take a chop in the smoking-room instead,
when I have a mind for it. In the mean time I

shall be with your mistress, who is not to be dis-

turbed on any account."

"You would like to know when Mr. Allardvce

goes, Sir ?"

"No; that will not be necessary ;
I have wish-

ed him 'good-by' already."
It was with an immense sense of relief that

Arthur shut the door, and closed the drawer and
locked it. Then he passed softly into his wife's

room, as into a sanctuary, and found her sleeping.
"That is a good sign," whispered he to the

housekeeper,
"
surely ?"

"Well, no, Sir," returned the old lady, sadly," not sleep like that isn't. See how flushed her

poor cheeks are, and how unlike one in health
she breathes ! You must be very quiet, please,
Sir, if you stop here."

Perhaps some reminiscence of the heyday of
her master's youth, during which his high spirits
had made him somewhat noisy, had crossed the

housekeeper's mind, for Arthur was quiet enough.
He sat down beside the fire and listened to his

wife's quick breathing, and also for the sounds
of his guest's departure, which in due time he
heard: the heavy but careful footsteps of those
who carried the luggage down stairs

;
the craunch

of the carriage-wheels on the gravel as it drew

up to the hall door
;
a voice or two, and present-

ly the vehicle's departure. It was welcome to

his ears, of course
;
and yet he found himself

wondering whether the tread of those who car-

ried a coffin would have the same muffled sound
;

and if a hearse should be at the door, would it

proclaim itself for what it was, or not ? Would
the horses champ their bits, as his own did, and
"Arthur?" The voice came from the bed.

"Yes, dearest."
"

I should like mamma to be sent for."

There was nothing unnatural in the expression
of such a wish, under the circumstances

;
and

yet it made him shudder. It seemed to corrob-
orate the dread presentiment of death that had
taken possession of him. And yet, like many
another feeling of its sort, nothing was fated to

come of it, at all events for that time. Helen got
much worse, it is true ;

had what the doctor
called

" a bad bout of it ;" lay for many a week
in piteous case for some days even between life

and death but in the end she recovered. It

was afterward said, indeed, that she never be-
came herself again ;

that the fever weakened vi-

tal powers that were weak before
;
but that was

after another event had occurred, to be mentioned
in its proper place. What altered Helen for the

worse, to common eyes, when she became con-

valescent, was her sense of the new relations in

which she stood she knew not to whom, with
two exceptions, but perhaps to all the world.

Jenny herself knew and Mr. Glyddon knew of
the crime she had attempted to commit, and had
doubtless discussed it together; the former it

was more than probable had also confided it to

others. Arthur, however, knew nothing of it as

yet. It was impossible, if he had known, that

he could have manifested the tender assiduity
that he had shown throughout her illness : to

part of this she had been herself a witness, when
she had got well enough to take notice of any
thing ;

and her own mother gave evidence of the

rest.
" He has showed the best of 'arts, my dear, 'as

your good 'usband," asserted the old lady, in a
burst of enthusiasm which carried away all her

aspirates. "He slept in a bed a foot and a
half too short for him for weeks without com-

plaint, until Mrs. Glyn went in on a sudden one

morning and found his feet out all that he

might be in the next room to you, and 'as never

failed to make up your fire, though it were 'alf

a dozen times in the night, with his own 'and."

Mrs. Somers was not a mother-in-law of the

ordinary type, for she had "taken to" Arthur,
as she expressed it, from the first, and would
have defended him even from the aspersions of

her own Helen, if she had heard them. But al-

though she saw that there was some coldness be-

tween the young couple, she was never admitted
into her daughter's confidence sufficiently to learn

what she always desired to acquire, "the rights
and wrongs" of the matter.

Helen was not unmoved by her mother's ac-

count of Arthur's devotion to her during her ill-

ness, corroborated, as it was, by other witnesses

but her mind was by no means ripe for recon-

ciliation. In the first place, she reflected that

even if his attentions to her were not owing in

some measure to gratitude for the supposed part
she had played in saving Jenny, they would cer-

tainly not have been paid had he known what
her conduct toward that young woman had real-

"y been. She rather resented them, therefore

'so soon as she was sufficiently recovered to do

so), than otherwise not so much from a sense of

unworthiness, as in order that when he did come
to know the truth he might not say that she had
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obtained them under false pretenses. Any praise

of her heroic behavior on the occasion in ques-

tion was most distasteful to her, and not the least

was the talk in which every body indulged con-

cerning her recent illness having been caused by

lier exertions at the lasher ;
for she very well

knew that they were principally due to her hav-

ing sat at the open window in a fit of passion,

inviting consumption. Again, though she felt

not nearly so remorseful as she should have done

with respect to her relations with Mr. Allardyce,

she knew that she had behaved imprudently

with him, and imagined that her husband was

aware of it, from his complete reticence respect-

ing that gentleman. Uncle Magus had perhaps

communicated his suspicions to Arthur. These

things all worked together for ill with Helen, and

prevented her from falling into that meek and

grateful state (known to the vulgar as
"
lamby")

incidental to persons slowly recovering from ill-

ness, and of which so much might have been

hoped. As Helen got better too, not only did

Arthur's solicitude relax, but, as it seemed to her,

his tenderness also, though that was in reality

owing to the cold reception she gave it. He
was deeply thankful for her recovery, and anx-

ious that a better understanding should exist be-

tween them
;
but her secret, which might be no

secret to him any day, made her hard and un-

yielding.
She had not the courage, or, perhaps, she had

too much pride, to confess it to him with her own

lips. They were naturally thrown more togeth-
er than they had been before her illness, and yet
their talk was never confidential. She made
conversation to him as to an ordinary acquaint-

ance, in order to prevent its being so. On one

occasion, however, when they were sitting in

Helen's boudoir together (she was not yet strong

enough to go down stairs), some expression of

pleasure he let fall concerning her returning
health melted the ice about her heart.

"I suppose I have been very ill, Arthur?"

"Very ill, my darling so ill that I almost
feared that you would be taken from me.

"

" Et apresf" said she, with involuntary bitter-

terness.

"My dear?" replied he, simply, not under-

standing her French, nor any body's French.
His simplicity touched her

;
and her own heart

smote her too.
* ' Was it infectious ?" said she.

' ' Were peo-
ple afraid of catching it ?"

" I don't know, I'm sure, dear." That touch-
ed her also; and it was true. He had not given
a thought to the matter. " Why do you ask ?"

" Because I thought Mr. Allardyce had run

away for fear of it."

Arthur's brow darkened; he had wished to

forget all about that scoundrel, and especially
disliked to be reminded of him by Helen.
"No. He went for his own pleasure; or,

rather, it became necessary that he should go.
"

" Indeed 1" She felt hot and uncomfortable,
but spoke as carelessly as she could. ' ' How was
that ?"
"
Well, I did not intend to tell you of it at

present, but you must never mention that man's
name again. He is an unutterable scoundrel.
I" he hesitated a moment the blood rushed to
her brain with a noise like the lasher itself" I
found out by sure proof that he was, after all,

what Jack (and, indeed, every body else but our-

selves) believed him to be, a confederate of that

scoundrel, Paul Jones. If, thanks to you, I had
not forsworn gambling, he would have stripped
me of my last shilling."

He meant nothing but kindness to Helen by
that last sentence, as it was easy to perceive.

But, unhappily, it put her in mind of the circum-
stances under which he had made that promise to

her to play no more
;
of the mental reservation

of which she was sure he had been conscious

when he said that it was nothing but his debts

that had suggested his giving her up. Her bete

noir, Jenny, whose dark hue had been fading a

little, at once presented itself to her mind, as

black and hateful as ever. Instead of alluding
to it, however, her displeasure expressed itself,

characteristically enough, in defending her sprig
of the herb valerian.

"But this is very shocking, Arthur: are you
sure you are making no mistake ? We have seen

a great deal of Mr. Allardyce lately, and you
used to be such a stanch defender of his

"

" I am quite sure," interrupted Arthur, deci-

sively ;

" and I wish we had not seen so much of

him."
There was more significanqe in his tone than

he had perhaps intended. She felt it in every
fibre of her frame

; yet she was not afraid. If

she had been imprudent with Allardyce, what was
that compared with her husband's conduct with

respect to Jenny ? What right had fie, merely
upon Uncle Magus's notion, to use such a tone

toward her as that ?

"How did you come to find it out?" asked

she, with obstinate pertinacity; for she knew,
whatever might be the reason, that he wished to

let the subject drop."
By a letter from Paul Jones to the man him-

self."

"

" How came you to get hold of a letter intend-

ed for Mr. Allardyce?"
Here, in her turn, she inadvertently touched

a very tender place.
Arthur had put Allardyce from his mind as

much as possible throughout his wife's illness, for

the thought of him, in spite of himself, seemed
to harden his heart against her. But there was
one question that would often intrude itself upon
him, and was very importunate for a reply : Why
had Allardyce been prying into his old desk, and
for what ? That he had done so was plain enough,
and in that act had dropped the letter from Paul

Jones, probably out of his breast pocket. From,

the position in which Arthur had been found by
Allardyce, when he had suddenly entered the

smoking-room, it was likely enough that the lat-

ter should have suspected him of having hidden

something of importance in that receptacle. But
what object could he have had in looking for it ?

He was a rogue in one sense, it was true, but not

a common thief. A certain passage in Jones's

letter had haunted Arthur, with respect to this

circumstance.
" You show your usual sagacity in the remark

that your best hope lies in your catching him

tripping or appearing to catch him, all's one
for that with J. W. That would drive your
game into the net."

Was it possible that Allardyce had become
aware of the existence of the packet that Jenny
had given to him, and was looking for that?
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At Helen's inquiry,
" How came you to get hold

of a letter addressed to Mr. Allardyce?" this

idea occurred to his mind with unusual force : it

shot into it like an arrow barbed.

"I found it in my old school-desk: he had

dropped it out of his breast pocket, as I suppose,
while he was prying after something or other

the mean scoundrel ! But perhaps you will de-

fend him for that!"
" Why should you say that, Arthur?"

"Well, at all events, you show no indignation
at his baseness," continued he, with irritation.

"One would think that prying into another

man's desk was an action to excite any body's
abhorrence. For my part, I hate underhand,
secretive ways of all kinds

"

"Do you never use them yourself, Arthur?"

interrupted she.

At this astounding question, delivered in a
cold and quiet tone, Arthur looked up angrily
from the fire, on which his eyes had been fixed

throughout the latter part of their dialogue.
But Helen met his gaze quite firmly. "What
do you mean, Helen ? I don't understand you."
"Oh yes, you do," she struck in, impetuously ;

"your anger shows me that; and yet you have
cause for shame much more than anger.

* No
underhand, secretive ways,' do you say? You !

who make assignations with another woman,
within half a mile of your own door, and receive

letters from her!"

Wild with jealousy and the sense of wrong as

Helen was, and eager, since the opportunity had
offered itself, to tax him with his perfidy to the

uttermost, there was an expression in Arthur's

eyes before which she quailed. It was with a
sensible moderation in her tone that she added,
"It is no use to deny it, Arthur, for I saw you
with my own eyes."" And Allardyce was with you, was he not ?"

said Arthur, in a tone the quiet coldness of which
contrasted strangely with the passion in his face :

she would have much preferred to have heard
him storm and swear.

"Mr. Allardyce and I chanced to be walking
on the upper path, above the chalk-pit," answered
she.

"And you chanced to express a wish to have
that packet you set him on to get it ! You !

under your own roof, induced this villain, by
promise of what bribe is best known to yourself,
to pry and spy upon your own husband!"
He had risen from his chair, and stepped aside,

as though to remove himself from her proximity ;

his face was full of such disgust and loathing as
could scarcely have been excited by the spectacle
of some creeping reptile.

"No, no, Arthur!" cried she, with a sudden
access of her old devotion, and with eager clutch
at the love that seemed departing from her for-

ever. "On my soul, it was not so! I knew
nothing of his attempt to get possession of the

packet, though perhaps I did say I should like

to have it. Was it not natural that I should do
so?"

"
Natural ? Perhaps to you /" scoffed Arthur.

" To me, or to any wife. When my own eyes
beheld you keep an appointment with that infa-

mous girl
"

"Two lies !" interrupted Arthur. " The girl
is innocent, pure as yourself perhaps purer!
and our meeting was accidental."

"And the letter that she gave you a whole

packet, as it looked to me was that accidental ?

was that innocent ?"

"It was."
"Then show me its contents. Ah ! you dare

not. I do not wonder at that."

"There is nothing in that packet, Helen, I
take Heaven to witness, that I have any need to

be ashamed of, or you to reproach me with.
"

" Then show it me."
" No

;
I will not." He had opened the door,

and stood with the handle of it in his hand, turn-

ing once more to look at her : the last look of
tenderness though it was firm too that he was
ever to cast

;
but she was overmastered by pas-

sion, and took no note of that. "You have at-

tempted to gain possession of it by such base

means, by help of so infamous an ally,
"
he said,"

that I will never, never show it to you !"

"And I will never believe you!" answered
she. "I will never believe that there is noth-

ing to be ashamed of in it until you do show it

me."
Then the door closed, and he was gone. If

the opportunity had really offered itself to them,
at the beginning of their talk, for living a new
life, for being, for the future, man and wife as

man and wife should be, for letting by-gones be

by-gones, it was past now, and (they both felt it)

was never to occur again.

CHAPTER XXIX.
BRIGNON.

IF Alice Renn had been the sort of girl Helen
took her for, or endeavored to convince herself

she was, it is probable that she would now have
had good cause for jealousy. The two things
that conduce to a man's unfaithfulness, in about

equal proportions, are dislike of his wife and lik-

ing for another woman
;
and Arthur, who had

been hitherto influenced by the latter feeling only,
was now urged by both. It is true, he did not
dislike Helen to the extent of aversion, and far

less did he wish her harm. But his love for her,
now pity had ceased, was gone, and, what is

worse in such cases, much of his respect had

gone with it. He had no suspicion that she had

permitted Allardyce to speak to her such words
as he had spoken, but his confidence in her was
shaken to its foundation. If he had ever given
her his real affections, they returned to him now,
perhaps to be bestowed elsewhere, if there had
been a chance of their acceptance. But he well

knew there was none. Jenny never spoke with

him, never looked at him again, after that fatal

meeting in the chalk-pit. But he did not burn
his old love-letters, as he had once intended to do,
and he hung the love-gift that she had been wont
to wear about his own neck, and next his heart.

If Helen could have looked into his thoughts,
she would have had good cause to call him faith-

less.

The unhappy couple were no longer on good
terms enough even to quarrel. When by them-
selves they rarely spoke to one another, and if

they did, only on the most ordinary topics, and
to be alone together was hateful to both of them.

They occupied separate apartments ;
and at din-

ner Mr. Glyddon, the doctor, or some other
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neighbor was generally invited, because, in the

teeth of the proverb, three were company and

two were none. For a time Mrs. Somers staid

with them, but the good old lady was too scan-

dalized by what she witnessed to remain a silent

spectator of such "goings on." It was Helen

whom she chiefly blamed for it all.
" My dear,

a man is what his wife makes him, was the

opinion she had the temerity to express.
' That

is rubbish," was the irreverent reply. It is

very easy for Arthur to be civil to you, in order

to secure your good word. But how does he

treat me ?"
"
Well, he's civil enough, at all events ; and,

indeed, Arthur's manner toward his wife had that

excessive polish commonly termed "the pink

of politeness," which, to the observer of human

nature, is any thing but a genuine sign of regard.

"And as for affection, my dear, you must re-

member that that's a flower as is nipped in the

bud by frost
;
and I've seen you catch him up

and cut him short in a way as / never ventured

to use to your poor father,"if he was ever so ag-

gravating."
But neither the metaphor nor the experience

of Mrs. Somers availed with Helen, to whom her

mother's remonstrances at last became so intoler-

able that she gave the old lady plainly to under-

stand that she was overstaying her welcome at

Swansdale Hall
;
and she departed. Curiously

enough, as she had taken her son-in-law's part

not from a prejudice in his favor, of course, but

because she really thought him hardly used, and

also, perhaps, because that course seemed to her

more conducive to mutual reconciliation so did

the sympathies of Uncle Magus enlist themselves

on Helen's side rather than on that of his own
flesh and blood. The chivalry of his nature had

doubtless something to do with this. The sight

of the unhappiness of a woman was always a

passport to his heart
;
but he also liked Helen

for her own sake. He gave her credit for hav-

ing herself dismissed Allardyce for Arthur kept
strict silence upon the reason of that gentleman's
sudden departure and was inclined to believe

that this was the result of his own paternal ad-

vice. Many a well-meant hint did he let fall,

when his nephew and he were smoking their ci-

gars, concerning domestic disagreements and
their cure, and many a kindly endeavor did he

make, when all three were together, to bring
about a more comfortable state of things. Nay,
so seriously did he take the matter to heart that

notwithstanding his habits of reticence and jeal-
ous care for the honor of the family, he secretly
wrote to Mrs. Ralph Tyndall a mere connection

by marriageto entreat her aid and that of hei

daughter Blanche toward a reconciliation. They
were both most eager to offer their good services
but Mrs. Ralph, who knew human nature fai

better than did Uncle Magus, pointed out how
dangerous would be any unsought interference
on her part, and how imprudent it would be tc

invite herself to Swansdale on a venture in which
Helen's own mother herself had failed. She
sent, indeed, a most pressing invitation to Ar
thur and his wife to come and stay with them in

town, but the offer was declined.

Helen, whose health was by no means re-es-

tablished, had been ordered by the doctors t

the south of France. She was really very fa

from well, and the opinion of the London physi

an that she should try the air of Brignon had
een a bond fide one

;
but Arthur smiled cynic-

lly when he heard it, and imagined that the" idea

ad been suggested by Helen herself in order to

et away from Swansdale and Jenny. He made
o objection, however (if

"
Try Van Diemen's

,and" had been the verdict, he would have only

eplied, "Very good, by all means," and would
ave tried it), and took her to Brignon. They
raveled by easy stages, and in the most com-
ortable manner

;
he had his man, and she her

maid. The best private rooms in the hotels

ere secured beforehand
;
she had no necessity

o express her wishes, for they were anticipated ;

nd they did not exchange half a dozen words

hroughout the entire journey.

Brignon is on the sea-coast, and, if in England,
('ould be considered the ugliest place within her

Majesty's dominions. Being in France, and dif-

ic-ult of access, it is spoken of by English people
-even by thosewho have seen it as picturesque,
t has really fine sands and a noble sea view

;

iut the country around it is as flat as a pancake,
md without a tree, with the exception of some

mangy poplars very like the trees in our cheap
Noah's Arks which fringe its sandy roads. It

s not a cheap place, but it is a very dirty one,
md the hotels are horrible. The spring was not

ar advanced when the Tyndalls arrived, and the

'ashionable visitors who resort to Brignon in the

eason were not due for months. In the mean
ime it was occupied by the bourgeoisie of the

neighboring towns. To them, perhaps, it was

heap, and may not have seemed nasty. The
lir is splendid, health-giving, life-giving ; and, in

consequence of that attribute, one of the largest

lospitals in France has been built at Brignon.
A. small portion of it only is used for the general

)urposes of a hospital ;
the rest is devoted to con-

sumptive patients. These afflicted persons haunt
he sands, like ghosts, for a few weeks

;
then

gradually gain flesh and color, and go away lit-

erally twice the men (or women) they were. The

lospital is clean and excellently conducted. The
lotels conduct themselves at least no landlord

is ever found when a complaint has to be made
and very badly. The beds, indeed, are good,

as all French beds are; but the rooms, even

the best of them, are bare and wretched, and
the domestic arrangements infamous. The prin-

cipal dish at the principal table d'hote is (or was
in the Tyndalls' time) liver and plums ;

but what
the food is is of small consequence when the ap-

petite is raging for any thing. At Brignon one

ould eat liver and plums four times a day, if

one could get them
;
but such luxuries are not

always forth-coming.
The amusement of the place is Swinging.

From morning to night the population take their

pleasure in swings, erected perhaps by the gov-

ernment; at all events nobody pays on the

sea-shore. This already healthy locality is held

still healthier if it is pervaded in a state of na-

ture. Scruples, however, having been expressed

(probably by some English visitor) against this

practice, a little clothing is worn. The gentle-
men wear jerseys and drawers

;
the ladies affect

some drapery ;
but nobody wears shoes or stock-

ings. The sand of Brignon is almost as health-

giving as its air. If Mrs. Somers had been with
her belongings she would have remarked that

the hair of Brignon was sandy ;
for it is
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very. The breeze that is always blowing there

bears clouds of sand, but that is good (says the

excellent head of the hospital staff) for the lungs
and the eyes, and it certainly does them no harm.

It was not under this gentleman's professional

care that Mrs. Tyndall was placed, because her

London physician had recommended another
;

but he had an equal confidence in the miraculous

air.
" Mrs. Tyndall was sure to get well at Bri-

gnon," he said
;

"
every body did. But in order

to effect a rapid cure, she must move rapidly

through the air. There was nothing like swing-

ing."
It must be understood that the swings at Bri-

gnon are not merely composed of a seat and two

ropes, but are regular boats with two seats, such

as in England are only seen at fairs. A Bri-

gnon market-woman will gravely put down her

basket, invigorate herself with a swing or two,
and then march on, pursuing her vocation till

she comes to another erection of the same kind,
when she will get in and swing again ;

the post-
man discontinues the delivery of the letters, to

enjoy the same enchanting exercise
;
the priest

on his way to administer the viaticum is perhaps
the only exception to the practice, and he recom-

penses himself for the self-denial by a double

amount of enjoyment on his way back. For do
not let it be supposed that the occupation is of a

frivolous character
;

it is pursued, on the con-

trary, with the utmost gravity. Stout ladies,

mothers of families, and even those expecting to

be more so, step stolidly into these machines, and
are swung by their husbands, who (in jerseys
and drawers) stand over them, like a colossus,
with a foot on each side of the boat, and pull se-

riously at the rope above them, as though they
were tolling a knell. Every body is grave and
sober throughout the operation, and nobody is

sick. Perhaps Helen mistrusted herself in the

latter respect, or being unable to swing herself,

gave up the idea, as she could scarcely ask her

husband to help her. After months of isolation

and reserve, she could hardly break silence for

the first time with,
"
Arthur, swing me." As a

substitute, though by no means an efficient one
for this healthful practice, the doctor recom-
mended carriage exercise.

So every day a sort of mail phaeton with two

prancing steeds drew up at the door of the Bri-

gnon Hotel, and the Milor Anglais, who was so

polite and deferential to his wife that he might
almost have been a Frenchman, stepped in with

Miladi, and drove her along the flat roads be-

tween the poplars at good speed. Both of them
were unwilling to have a witness to their frigid
behavior to one another, though a listener he
would not have been, for they did not speak.
So they were unaccompanied by a groom. How-
ever strange that might appear, there was sure-

ly no danger in it, for though the steeds were
the freshest and fleetest that could be procured,
Milor, like most of his countrymen, wras skillful

to guide them. The astonishment of the Bri-

gnon public was consequently great when, late

one afternoon, the mail phaeton returned, but

without its occupants. That there had been an
accident was certain, for one panel of the car-

riage was stained with clay, and the horses were
in a bath of sweat, and looked wild and fright-
ened. The public consternation was excessive :

men of action forgot to swing, and expressed by

pantomime to eager spectators how the wheel
must have run up a bank, and Milor Anglais been

pitched from his high seat in this direction, and
Miladi in that.

Every body was shocked and desolated
;
nor

were many hours suffered to elapse before men
were dispatched on the road the missing pair
were known to have taken, to give aid, and more
especially to make a due report of the affair to

the authorities. The French (until late events
revealed the imposture) have always been reckon-
ed the readiest people in the world which, in-

deed, they are with their tongues; but in the

investigation of what we call
"
accidents and

offenses" they certainly do not err on the side of

precipitancy. It was late at night, fortunately
a moon-lit one, before they discovered on a sharp
decline (the only one in that part of the country),
about ten miles from Brignon, one in this direc-

tion and one in that, precisely as the pantomim-
ist had described them, the bodies ofArthur Tyn-
dall and his wife. Dead bodies they both seem-
ed when they were first lifted up ;

but this was
not so. They were quite insensible, but they
still breathed, and were at once conveyed to the

accident wards of the Brignon hospital. The
road was stony at the place w^here the catastrophe
had occurred, and it was supposed that they had
been pitched out on their heads, for they had
each sustained a fracture of the skull. Miladi's

injury was pronounced to be the most severe in

this respect ;
but Milor, in addition to his head

wound, had broken bones and a snapped rib,

which was thought to be pressing on his lungs.
As it happened, both the accident wards were

pretty full; but room was made for the new-

comers; and they were tended with that care

and tenderness which medical skill rarely fails to

bestow, though its objects be ever so unknown and
alien. The telegraph did not exist at Brignon,
nor, to confess the truth, were the postal arrange-
ments quite what they should have been; but
within eight-and-forty hours from the time of the

reception of the unhappy pair within the hospital
Mrs. Ralph Tyndall was sitting at breakfast turn-

ing over a foreign letter, the handwriting of the

address of which puzzled her not a little.
" Who on earth can this be from, Blanche?

Oh, great Heaven!"
" What is the matter, mamma?"
Her mother did not answer, but turning very

white, threw the note across to Blanche, and ve-

hemently rang the bell. The letter was from
Helen's maid, and ran as follows :

" My master and mistress have both met with

dreadful accidents, and are lying in Brignon Hos-

pital ;
from what I gather but I can not right-

ly understand what the people say there is little

hope of either of them surviving. My dear mis-

tress was far from well before, and that, they tell

me, makes her case more dangerous. For God's

sake, come, madam, at once."

"
Charles," said Mrs. Ralph to the servant who

answered her summons, "let some one be in-

stantly dispatched to Mr. Adair's chambers in

the Temple with the request that he should come
here without a moment's delay ;

and send Maria
to me at once. Don't cry, my darling Blanche ;

that can do no good." The large tears were

stealing down her own face, nevertheless.
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"
Oh, mamma, if Arthur and Helen have not

been reconciled," sobbed Blanche.

"That was my first thought, Blanche, also:

but hush, hush! Maria, pack up some clothes

for us immediately ;
Miss Blanche and I are go-

i j :> rru~, ,,V. 4-rml- nr o " Ttrflflshnw.
"

ing abroad.
: ' Then she took up a

and looked out for the tidal train.

Bradshaw,
Come, that

will suit well, at all events, and leave time for the

passport to be vistd," said she.
" I only trust

Mr. Adair will not fail us."

"I will answer for Jack I mean Mr. Adair,

broke in Blanche.

"Very good, my dear, but I want him to an-

swer for himself in person," was Mrs. Ralph's qui-

et reply. "We two must go, of course, at all

events ; so, when you have finished your break-

fast, you had better go to Maria."
"

1 could not swallow a mouthful, mamma it

would choke me;" and she withdrew accord-

ingly at once to see, as well as her tears would

permit, about the packing. She had never

thought to cry except with pleasure at the

prospect of having Jack Adair for her traveling

companion ;
and that he was to be so she felt

certain. Nor was her confidence misplaced.
"

It is awkward, of course," was Mrs. Ralph's

reflection, "and must needs throw them much

together, which is the very thing I would have

avoided. But Mr. Adair is Arthur's oldest and

best friend
;
and in a strait like this I know

no other man that I can apply to half as unself-

ish, prompt, and useful. Poor dear Arthur

poor Helen ! What an end to their short mar-

ried life ! and what a sad life it has been ! The

money was on the wrong side there too." Mrs.

Ralph Tyndall was a woman of the world, though
not a worldly woman. She liked Adair exceed-

ingly, but she would have liked him better, and

certainly looked more favorably on him as a

suitor for her daughter's hand, if his affairs had
been more prosperous. Whatever were her per-
sonal wishes or apprehensions, however, they
were never suffered to interfere with what she

felt to be her duties to others
;
and soon after

noon that day Mrs. Ralph Tyndall and her daugh-
ter were in the express to Folkestone, with Mr.
John Adair, barrister-at-law, for their escort,
bound for Brignon.

CHAPTER XXX.
IN HOSPITAL.

WHITE beds, bare walls, carpetless floors,

strange, noiseless figures bending over beds

"Hush, hush!" What did all this mean?
thought Arthur Tyndall, coming to himself after

days that seemed weeks in the ward at Brignon
Hospital ;

and where was he, and what had hap-
pened? Some accident, for he felt stiff and
bruised all over, and could scarce stir a limb,
and there were bandages about him. It was an
effort even to keep his eyes open, and he closed
them again ; besides, it was easier to think when
they were shut. Wherever he was, he had not
been left alone

;
far from it. Streams of peopL

had been to see him rivers, seas, wave after
wave of them. Allardyce, for one, which was
curious, considering what had happened between
them

;
and Paul Jones, with an ace of spades

up his sleeve, which he pulled up and down to

show it him for his amusement. Uncle Magus,
too, had brought his pistols with him for the same

purpose, and had described to him how he had
shot the Frenchman with one of them, which was

mprudent of the old gentleman, considering
that they were in France in France, yes but

whereabouts ? Well, perhaps that would come

presently. Let us think, think, think. There's

i bell tolling, which means that somebody's dead.

Well, perhaps you had better drive yourself, then.

Who said that f Once more he opened his eyes
this time in alarm, for the voice had been very

.oud and whom should they light upon, sitting
Deside him, with a very grave face, but Jack
Adair !

"Dear Jack," said Arthur
;

"
so good of you !"

and then, as though it were the most natural

;hing in the world, he began to cry. He was
neither ashamed nor astonished at himself

;
but

what did astonish him, even at that weak and
wretched pass to which he had been reduced,
was that Jack cried too Jack, whom he had
never seen moved to tears

; Jack, who, although
of tender heart, was the last man in the world
to

"
give way" or exhibit sentiment in a senti-

mental shape Jack cried like a child. Why
should Jack cry ? It touched him, no doubt, to

find his friend in hospital and in such evil case,
and to hear what had befallen him. But there

again was the hitch. What had befallen him?
What had he been doing ? Where had he been

going? Well, perhaps you had better drive

yourself, then!"
" You have said that twice, old fellow," said

Jack, softly.

Had he? Now that was curious, for those

were the very words that he himself had used

to Helen before the carriage was upset.
That ray of consciousness was too much for

him
;

it seemed as though too much light had
been let into his brain, and dazed it. He sank

again into stupor, thence to sleep, and when he
awoke the day had far advanced. But Jack
was watching beside him as before dear, faith-

ful Jack, who had come (doubtless) post-haste
from England for that very purpose. But there

were no tears now ;
he felt much stronger, and

his mind was clearer far.

"How is Helen?"

Perhaps Jack did not hear
;
at all events he

did not answer.
' Where is my wife ?"
' Here

;
under this roof," was the grave reply.

* Was she badly hurt ?"

'Yes."
'Poor soul! poor soul! Tell me about it,"

sa d Arthur.
'

Nay, we know nothing except that you were
both brought here much hurt. You were pitch-
ed out on your head, and had concussion of the

brain."

"And Helen?"
"The same."
How very short Jack's answers were. But

then, as he had said, he had nothing to tell.
"

It happened in this way," said Arthur.
" We were coming very fast down the hill, and
Helen said,

' Take care.
' That was the first

word she had spoken throughout the drive
;
but

then, it is true, I had not spoken either. We
were not on good terms, Jack, nor had we been
for months."
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"
Hush, hush ! For Heaven's sake, do not

talk of that now."
"
Very good ;

I won't. I am very sorry it

was so. I will make an effort now that this

has happened to change all that. I will do my
very best. Helen shall see"

" How did it happen, Arthur ?" interrupted

Adair, nervously. "Keep to that, if you can,
and if trying to think it out does not hurt you.
What took place after she said,

' Take care ?'
"

"Well, that annoyed me. I knew how to

drive well enough, of course, and it is disagree-
able to be interfered with. And then to think

that that should be thefirst time she had opened
her lips to me. So,

'

Perhaps you had better

drive yourself,' said I
;
and I made as though I

would have handed over the reins to her."
" Great Heaven !" ejaculated Adair, with hor-

ror.
" And did she take them ?"

" No
;

but it made me inattentive to the

horses reckless
;
and just then something hap-

pened to frighten them on the road-side, and

they ran up the bank, and, as I suppose, spilled
us."

" That will do for to-night, Arthur; you look

a little feverish. I will come again to-morrow

morning."
"
Thanks, old fellow. Pray, give my love to

Helen. You have seen her to-day, have you not ?

They do let you see her, I hope ;
or is she too

ill?"
" I have not seen her," answered Jack, speak-

ing with difficulty ;
his tongue seemed glued to

his mouth. "She was placed in the female ac-

cident ward, you see; but Blanche saw her."

"Blanche here! Why, how is that? You
two have not made a runaway match of it, have

you?"
' '

No, no.
"

Never was seen such a sickly smile

upon Jack's face before. It was more mournful

by far than his tears had been. "Blanche and
her mother are both here. They left London
the same day they got the news of your acci-

dent."
" To nurse Helen? How good of them, and

of you too, Jack ! Blanche may come here, I

know; I have seen ladies here, visiting their

friends. Bring her to-morrow
;
I do so long to

hear about poor Helen."

Let us return to the hotel with Adair. Mrs.

Ralph and Blanche occupy with him the same
sitting-room that Arthur and Helen used, and for

which, alas ! they have now no occasion. They
are both looking pale and wretched

;
and even

on the elder lady's face who is scarcely more
given to exhibit emotion in public than Jack him-
selfare traces of recent tears. They both look

up from their needle-work as he comes in
;
but

not even Blanche has a smile for him.
"How is he?" they inquire, simultaneously,

with anxiety, but with much more of sadness, as

one who, having been already struck by evil for-

tune, is somewhat numb to the second blow.

"Better; he has come to himself, and told

me how it all happened, and so forth."

"And did you tell him ?" asked Blanche.
"I could not," replied Adair, apologetically:"
I dared not. I know it was very cowardly of

me. I said you would come to-morrow. I know
what you are thinking, dear Mrs. Tyndall ;

how
it is always you poor women who are expected

to say and do the unpleasant things. But Ar-
thur is my oldest friend

;
and Blanche knows so

well how to approach how to break such tidings.
I might blurt it out and kill him."
"I will do my best," said Blanche, sobbing a

little
;

" but I think, dear mamma, that you would
do it better."

"Well, I have prepared him to see you,
Blanche," said Adair,

" and I think if your
mother went he would guess what has happened
at once. What do you think, Mrs. Tyndall ?"

"I think Blanche had better go ;
he is more

used to her. But I shall accompany her to the

hospital, of course. You and I, Mr. Adair, can

stay below in the waiting-room."
"Shall I wear this, mamma?" said Blanche,

pointing to the work she was engaged on some
article of black crape. "The woman said our
dresses would be home to-night.""

I think not, dear
;

it might strike him at

once, then, and Oh, poor Arthur!" At this

the tears of both women flowed afresh, and Adair
went to the window and looked out for some min-
utes in silence : it was a fine clear evening, but
all seemed mist to him.

The next day Blanche went to see Arthur, as

had been arranged. But she had overestimated
her self-control, and at Arthur's first question,
"How is Helen?" she remained speechless." Have you not seen her to-day, Blanche ?"

She shook her head
;
she tried to frame some

plausible excuse
;
but the vision of what she had

seen but yesterday the gaunt, stiff form under
the hospital sheet that was all that was now left

of the blooming bride of not a year ago came
into her mind and froze her speech.

"She is dead!" groaned Arthur, and turned
his face to the white wall.

It was no place for the luxury of grief ;
the

already crowded ward had received an accession

of new inmates, in consequence of an accident
occasioned by the collapse of a circus tent in the
town

;
nor was Arthur's sorrow of the sort to be

assuaged by giving vent to it. Not only regret,
but something very like remorse, was consuming
him. The last words he had uttered to his dead
wife had been peevish, if not passionate ;

the last

look he had given her had been one of displeas-

ure, if not dislike. What would he not have

given to have recalled even those last few min-
utes which they had spent together, and to have
substituted another look and other words for

those he had used ! He did not think of her

share in their estrangement, but only of his own.
He pictured her to himself at her very best hap-

py, radiant, and devoted as on the'day he mar-
ried her.

"Did she suffer?" asked he, presently, in a
voice so different from his own that it might
have emanated from some neighbor patient a

ghostly voice that seemed to be made up ofechoes
from the past.

'I trust not, Arthur ;
I think not. As I learn

from the authorities here, she got better after the

first day ; they had gi'eat hopes, indeed
;
and

Maria was permitted to come and sit with her
more than once. But on the night before we ar-

rived a sudden change for the worse took place
But I am torturing you."
"No, no," pleaded Arthur. "Tell me all.

What I imagine for myself is far worse than aught
you can have to say."
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"There is little more to tell, Arthur. Maria

saw her dear mistress on that night"
"She was quite herself in mind ?"
1 ' I I think not, Arthur. She spoke very lit-

tle about any thing ;
but she seemed stronger,

and had no fears about herself. Yet when Ma-

ria came here as usual the next morning, they

told her that her mistress had passed away ;
and

she went up stairs and found it so. Judge of

our horror, Arthur, to find such news as this

awaiting us ! The certificate of our dear one's

death was sent that very day. I do believe that

all was done that could be done. But only

think of it to have happened among strangers

in a room like this
" Here sobs choked poor

Blanche, and she hid her face on Arthur's pil-

low.

"But you went yourself, Blanche, and saw

her?"
" Oh yes, as much as I dared to see," answer-

ed she, with a shudder. "Mamma and I went

up to the little bed with her name written upon
the head of it

' Helen Tyndall' which, I sup-

pose, Maria had supplied, and we knelt down by
it and bade her good-by.

"

"And / must see her and bid her good-by
too, Blanche."

" That is impossible, Arthur
;
the doctor told

us it would kill you to be moved."
"Would to Heaven it would!" groaned he.

" That is all that is left for me now to do to

die!"

Such an extremity of wretchedness was in his

face and tone that Blanche was filled not only
with pity for him, but with a certain awe : the

spectacle was more than she could bear alone.
" Mamma and Mr. Adair are below, Arthur

;

might I tell them to come up ?"

He was still so weak and crippled that he could

make no sign of acquiescence, and speech had
once more failed him

;
but his eyes said " Yes."

So Mrs. Ralph Tyndall and Adair were sent for.

Upon the former he cast a grateful look, which
she well understood; but it was no time for

thanks.
"
They tell me I can not even see her," mur-

mured he.

"No, dear Arthur; that is impossible; they
say it will be days before you can leave your bed
with safety. In the mean time, you know, you
have only to express your wishes to myself or Mr.
Adair, and every thing shall be done in accord-
ance with them."
"I am trying to think what she would have

wished," he whispered. "Where is her poor
mother ?"
" We expect her every hour. I wrote to her

at her London address directly I got Maria's
letter

; but it seems she was out of town on a se-
ries of visits. They could not tell me for certain
where she was, or when she would learn the
news. Next to yourself, Arthur, my heart bleeds
for her."

"She deserves your pity," replied Arthur, in
a hollow voice. Then, after a pause,

"
It is only

right that her mother should decide
;
but I think

she should be taken back to Swansdale."
"That seems

fittest, Arthur; to her own
home."

" Yes
;
but it was not a happy home," groan-

ed the sick man. "
Blanche Jack where are

you ?"

They came forward, standing each upon one
side of the little bed.

Mrs. Ralph made a half movement of disap-

proval : she apprehended what was coming, per-

haps, but did not feel so certain of it as to justify
her interference, or perhaps the circumstances

of the case forbade it. At all events, there was
no interruption to what followed.

"Blanche," said Arthur, with a tenderness as

grave as that which haunts the tones of a dying
man,

" when you are married, you will have no
cause to mistrust your husband

;
but if a shadow

of suspicion of his fidelity should ever threaten

your bright days, put it from you, I beseech you,
for it will darken the brightest. Jack, dear

Jack, it would be out of place, indeed, should /
give advice to you ; but I pray Heaven when you
and Blanche are one for that will be that you
may never have to reproach yourself on her ac-

count too late
;
that you may never wish to re-

call look, speech, or thought of her and wish in

vain."

It was not until three days afterward that

Mrs. Somers arrived at Brignon, too late to see

the last of her dead Helen. Even then Arthur
was not in a condition to be moved. So Adair
remained to look after him

;
while the two ladies,

escorted by Mr. Glyddon, who came over for that

purpose, journeyed to Swansdale with their sad

charge. Blanche never forgot those three days'
travel. Extreme wretchedness had induced in

poor Mrs. Somers a sort of stupor, which ne-

cessitated Mrs. Ralph's whole attention and tend-

ance, but none of the woful incidents of the

way were spared to her daughter. The bereaved
mother would not be separated from the coffin

that held her dear one's remains, so the dead
and the living journeyed by the same train. The
shocks to which the feelings of Blanche were thus

necessarily subjected at every break of line, and
in the change from rail to steamboat, were very
severe, while the vulgar curiosity that their aw-
ful burden excited was to the last degree dis-

tressing. She had never been deeply attached

to Helen, but she had been intimate with her, as

girls of the same age about to be somewhat close-

ly connected with one another naturally become,
and her nerves were terribly jarred from first to

last. The burial itself was far more trying than

such sad scenes usually are, from the absence

of him who should have been the chief mourner,
and its cause, as well as from the comparison
that would intrude itself between the present and
the time they had spent at Swansdale, such a lit-

tle while ago, when she whom they now laid in

her grave was a blooming girl in the happy an-

ticipation of her bridal hour.

As Mrs. Somers insisted upon being present at

the funeral, Mrs. Ralph and Blanche could not do

otherwise than bear her company ;
and when all

was over they carried the poor forlorn woman
with them to their own home. Mrs. Ralph
urged Uncle Magus to come also, but the old

man pressed her hand and shook his head, and
in a faltering voice replied,

" I shall not leave

home, my dear, until I am carried yonder, whith-

er she has gone so sadly soon." It seemed as

though ten years of sorrow had fallen upon his

gray head at once.
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CHAPTER XXXI.
AT THE MASQUERADE.

ADAIR'S attachment to Arthur Tyndall had

needed no incentive, but the words that his friend

had spoken upon his sick-bed to him and to

Blanche had given him good cause for gratitude.

Since Mrs. Ralph Tyndall had not gainsaid them
at the time, nor alluded to them afterward, he

had reason for supposing that his attentions to

her daughter would be no longer objected to.

And indeed, so strong a term would scarcely at

any time have been applied to that excellent

lady's opposition to the young people's wishes.

It was Jack's own modesty that had been the

chief obstacle in the matter. He was really get-

ting on in that profession of which the degrees
of comparison are said to be,

" Hard to get on,

harder to get honor, hardest to get honest ;" and
had he taken courage to set forth his position
and prospects to his dear one's mamma, they
would probably have by no means appeared

contemptible to her sagacious vision : she had

thought him poorer than he was, though she had

always given him credit for those riches of the

heart which she so well knew how to value. But
it was his nature to attribute his success to any
thing rather than his own merits, and especially
to the good offices of his friend

;
and therefore,

upon the receipt of a certain spontaneous and
most satisfactory epistle from Mrs. Tyndall her-

self, upon a subject that we can guess at, and
which also contained an allusion to Arthur's

words, he at once set down at least half his good
fortune as a debt he owed to Arthur. If the lat-

ter had permitted him to discharge it in so ex-

travagant a fashion, he would have sacrificed

what was to him (for it was the height of term-

time) most valuable time in attendance upon his

friend during convalescence
;
but the latter would

not hear of that, and so soon as he was able to

leave Brignon, a spot become hateful to him from

association, and remove to Brussels, whither he
had been ordered by the doctors, he dismissed

Adair to Law and Love.

Jack prospered in both, and after some months

conveyed to Arthur the news of his approach-
ing marriage, with the expression of an ear-

nest hope that his friend would find himself suf-

ficiently recovered in health and spirits to be

present at it. He received, a letter in reply
which shocked him. There was no word in it

of complaint or repining, and yet it was easy
to read in it that the writer was supremely wretch-
ed. There was in particular an attempt at cheer-

fulness in it that to Adair, who knew his friend

so well, seemed to be the language of a breaking
heart. Now and then, though rarely, the bitter-

ness that lay beneath the jest showed its sharp
lines.

" You will not suppose, dear Jack, that

I can not come because I am more pleasantly

engaged ;
or that I will have naught to do with

marriage, or giving in marriage, because I am in

heaven. It is not quite heaven, this living abroad

alone among strange scenes, which have nev-

ertheless no interest for me, and among strange

people who seem phantoms, so little has my flesh

and blood in common with them
;
and yet I feel

it better to be here than at home. There is at

least nothing to remind me of the Past or al-

most nothing. (When we next meet if we do
meet I will explain these last two words, for

they contain an enigma.) Next to the news
of your own happiness, the tidings of dear Mrs.
Somers's slow but sure recovery of her usual

health and spirits delight me. How I envy
her these 'low beginnings of content!' You
speak of there being some possibility ofyour mak-
ing your marriage tour in this direction, in case
I should still be at Brussels. That is only like

your old kindness, and Blanche's. Of course I

can not say, 'Don't come;' it will be bliss to

see you ; but, to tell you the honest truth, I am
not quite the company for a bride and bride-

groom. At all events, give me due notice of

your coming, that I may put a wreath on my
death's-head."

Nothing more was heard of Arthur before the

wedding, except that a very magnificent pres-
ent arrived for Blanche from Brussels.

"Why, it is fit for a queen !" exclaimed she,
in expostulation at its splendor, but with a beam-

ing look, nevertheless; for what woman's eyes
ever gazed on her own diamonds without reflect-

ing some portion of their effulgence ?

"That is why the dear old fellow has sent

them, because he knows you are my queen," said

Jack, tenderly.
"At all events," said Blanche,

" he must have

paid a royal price for them. Must he not, Mrs.
Somers ?"

The old lady happened to be calling in Eaton

Square, where she was a frequent and welcome

visitor, when the tiara arrived. Blanche's re-

mark drew a most unexpected reply from her.

"Yes, indeed, my dear, he must," assented

she. "And wherever the poor man found the

money But, oh dear! oh dear! I forgot.
I've been and let it out, and I promised not."

She wrung her hands, and began to cry quite

piteously.

"Pray don't tell us any thing, my dear Mrs.

Somers, that ought to be secret, "observed Mrs.

Tyndall,
" or which it distresses you to reveal."

This good lady was burning with curiosity, and
therefore deserved the greater credit for her scru-

pulous delicacy.

"Oh, it don't distress me to talk about it,"

said Mrs. Somers, "though it pained me very
much to have to do it

;
and since I have once

let it out of the bag I can't put it back again, so

you may just as well have it. We are all friends

here, as the saying is, and I know it won't go
no farther."

Her little audience looked adhesion to this

sentiment, but none of them had any suspicion
of the nature of the confidence that was about to

be reposed in them.
"The fact is this, my dears," said Mrs. Som-

ers (she had taken to call Jack "my dear" ever

since his engagement), "Arthur Tyndall has

done a very foolish thing. He was always gen-
erous in his way, poor fellow, whatever his short-

comings, and when he married it was more

through my lawyer's doings than his own that he
had even a life-interest secured to him on my dear

Helen's property. He wanted it to be all tied

up to her and hers. I think it very likely in-

deed (for he looked but little into business mat-

ters) that he concluded it was so
; but, at all

events, when my poor darling died he formally
gave up what was his own, and insisted on my
taking back at once whatever he had received

with her on his marriage. Heaven knows, now
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she has gone, that / have no use for it, and so

I told him
;
but he was stiff as brocade about

it, and not to be moved from his intention. It

was very wrong of me to tell about it, since he

particularly enjoined upon me not to do so
;
but

when I saw that beautiful present, I couldn't help

saying to myself,
'

Why, where on earth did he

get the money to buy it ?' only like a fool I

said it aloud.
"

At these words of Mrs. Somers her three hear-

ers were not only astonished but distressed:

Blanche on account of the magnificence of the

present that had been made to her, and which it

was now made plain the giver could ill afford
;

but her mother and lover for another reason,

which pained them even more, though both for-

bore to mention it. They felt it was not pride,

as good, easy Mrs. Somers imagined, which had

prevented Arthur's reaping any advantage from

Helen's death, but the consciousness overstrain-

ed and exaggerated though it might be of his own
deficiencies as her husband, and of the estrange-

ment that had taken place between them
;
and

coupling this intelligence with his late letter and

with what they had seen in him at Brignon, they
felt only too certain that his present unhappiness
was due to this morbid reflection rather than to

the mere sense of loss. This conviction made
Adair secretly more resolved than ever to see

and, if possible, comfort his old friend upon the

first opportunity, and accordingly Brussels was

decisively fixed on as one of the places to be vis-

ited on their marriage tour. The wedding took

place ;
and a few weeks afterward Mr. and Mrs.

John Adair found themselves in that town ac-

cordingly. In consequence of an alteration in

the trains, they arrived at the Hotel du Pare
where they had ordered rooms, and where Ar-
thur himself was located some hours before

they were expected, and he did not happen to

be within. The place being new to them, they
went out for a stroll in the Park, and presently
sat down on one of the seats of its broad walks.
There were a good many promenaders, but one
in particular attracted Adair's attention. He
was a man of middle height, very thin, and, to

judge by his gray beard, considerably advanced
in age, yet he walked at a pace so quick that it

could scarcely have been used save by a young
man. Threading in and out among the throng,
he almost reminded one of a skater, so rapid
were his movements

;
and yet, as it seemed, he

had no object in view but to reach the end of the

gravel-walk and then come back again.
' That is some Englishman taking a constitu-

tional," observed Jack, pointing him out to
Blanche. ' ' No wonder, judging from such spec-
imens, that foreigners think us mad."

"Englishman, my dear husband!" gasped
Blanche

;

"
that is Arthur himself."

" Heaven forbid : it is impossible ;
and yet"

"^Come away, John, pray," cried Blanche,
excitedly.

"
If he were to come nearer, he would

recognize MS easily enough ; you remember what
he wrote about giving him notice of our arrival

;

I am sure he would rather meet us in the hotel."
Jack obeyed his bride, as in duty bound

;
but

he could not help turning back on his way again
and again to watch the spectral figure, which,
changed as it was, he now recognized indeed for
his old friend. That misery should have made
him gray even in so short a time was barely pos-

sible, but what had given him. that wild and wan-

dering look ?

"What can be the matter with him, Blanche?"
" Sorrow and solitude, dear John, I fear," said

she.
" If / lost you, should not I look Avan and

wild?"
Jack pressed his darling's arm in acknowledg-

ment of her pretty speech, but, in truth, he could

see little parallel in the two cases. It was no

use, however, to speculate upon the causes that

had thus affected Arthur
;
what he had to think

of was the best means to mitigate or remove
them. In this he was more than seconded by
Blanche herself.

"
Kemember, dearest Jack," said she,

"
that

though I can never be so happy as with you
alone, that there is nothing I would not do for

Arthur
;
and if you think we can do him good by

staying here, or by taking him with us elsewhere,
his company will be always welcome to me.

"

As they were just then in that particularly

open space called "the Plain," in front of the

Hotel du Pare, Jack could not express his feel-

ings in the way that would have been most grat-

ifying to both parties ;
but he squeezed her soft

plump arm again, informed her (though not for

the first time) that she was an angel, and ac-

cepted with gratitude the offer of her help.
"You have proposed the very plan that has

occurred to myself, Blanche, but which, without

your connivance, would have been useless. It

is from you, far more than from me, that Ar-
thur's cure must come, if it comes at all. It is

not in man to condole with his fellow on the loss

of a wife as woman can. Only, in this case,

you must be very cautious. Poor Helen and
Arthur did not pull quite so well together as man
and wife as you and I shall do, darling (or if not,
it will be my fault, not yours). And you remem-
ber Avhat the dear fellow said to us at Brignon ?"

"
Yes, yes," said Blanche

;

" I think I under-

stand. Suppose I was to suggest, for instance,
that though an excellent husband in your way,

you yourself have your eccentricities are cold at

time's, and a little difficult to please ;
and that,

in short, we are not without our quarrels. Then,
if he shows surprise (as he well may), I will go
on to hint that I am no worse off than other

wives, nay, better (and that is surely true, John) ;

that marriage is always more or less of a com-

promise
"

" I must kiss you, my darling, I really must !"

exclaimed Jack, in a transport.
" I knew I had

married a sensible girl, but you have the wits of

all your sex combined ! You are a perfect Mac-
chiavelli ;

and all the time as innocent as a ring-
dove ! Yes, that's exactly what you must make
him feel that he made no worse a husband than

other men and, upon my life, I don't believe he

did
;

it was only that he and Helen were singu-

larly unsuited to one another : if he had married

Jenny
"

"Jenny? What! Arthur marry old Jacob
Kenn's daughter ?"

"
No, no

;
I don't mean that of course not."

(" She's a darling, and I still say has all the wits

of her sex," muttered Jack to himself, "but she

has also one of their weaknesses.") "I mean,
if he had married any girl who understood him,

they would have got on together capitally. While
speaking of poor Helen with all the praise and
kindness her memory deserves, try to make him
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feel that also
;
that is the medicine, if I am not

mistaken, for his morbid thoughts. And now
for he will be here in a few minutes not a word
of our having seen him in the Park

;
and do not

seem shocked or astonished at his changed ap-

pearance; and, please Heaven, \ve shall bring
him right yet."

It was difficult, notwithstanding that they had
seen him already, to express no surprise when

they met Arthur : his haggard air, his nervous

manner, his joyless tones, were so marked and

conspicuous, directly the first emotion of pleas-
ure which this meeting with his old friends

evoked had subsided : but Blanche played her

part to perfection ;
and after a time Arthur grew

more at his ease : it was clear hte had expected
some remark to be expressed upon his changed

appearance, and was relieved at its not having
been made. He asked cordially after Mrs. Tyn-
dall, and also after Uncle Magus, who was far

from well (they did not tell him that the shock of

Helen's death had been the chief cause of prostra-

ting the old man) ;
but his most anxious inquiries

were after Mrs. Somers. He seemed surprised,

though well pleased, to hear that she had regain-
ed so much of her old health and spirits ;

and this

offered an opportunity for the two conspirators
to speak a word in season : how the loss of even

those that should be dearest to us can never be

intended to cloud our whole lives long, and if

a Eachel weeping for her only child could be
thus comforted, and submit herself to Fate's de-

cree, so should a husband also.

These sentiments and reflections, of course,
were not intruded, nor fitted with pointed per-
sonal application, but Arthur evidently under-

stood their drift. He did not attempt to com-
bat them, but listened in silence, with a sort of

affectionate sadness that showed he was grateful
for the kindness that prompted them. Not until

Blanche had retired to her room, and Jack pro-
duced the pipes and tobacco for his bride was
far too wise a woman to deprive her husband of

that solace
;
her mission, she justly thought, was

to increase his joys, and not diminish them did

Arthur let fall a word about his own condition.

It was in answer to a question from Adair,
"When are you coming back to us in England,
old fellow ?" that he looked up into his friend's

face, and slowly said, "All places are alike to

me, Jack, now."
"But not all people," rejoined the other;

"the warmness of your welcome to us to-day
would alone disprove that."

"Of course I am glad to see you and Blanche,
Jack. Yes. I feel to-day for the first time
since since Helen's death that I am still united

by a strand or two to the rest of my fellow-

creatures; I had thought they had all parted,
and that I was quite alone quite alone!"
"You are doing yourself great harm, Arthur,

leading this solitary life : at your age, you have
no right thus to throw yourself away. I thought,
when I left you here six months ago, that you
had begun to look life in the face, and to pluck
up spirits."" So I had, so I did, Jack," answered Arthur,
in desponding tones. "I was getting better,
wasn't I?"

" Of course you were
;
and why did not the

improvement continue ? That your sense of loss

should have been keen was only to have been
G

expected by those who knew you; your besS

friends would not have wished it otherwise
;
but

the dead should not haunt the living forever."

"They do haunt them they do, Jack," an-

swered Arthur, in low, grave tones. His white
face seemed to grow paler, his form more gaunt
and thin, and each particular hair in his gray
beard to stand out from the flesh as he added,"

I am a Haunted man."
Adair was more than shocked

;
his heart sank

within him at the sudden thought, "This man
is mad." But he did not move a muscle, nor
suffer his voice to lose its ordinarily cheerful tone,
as he replied, "Well, we are all more or less

haunted men, Arthur; and the more we shut

ourselves out from those who were intended to

be our fellow-creatures, and live in our own
thoughts, the more ghosts we see."

" You are speaking of mere fancies, Jack.
When I was shipwrecked and half starved I had
fancies

; though I was broad awake, I saw scenes

with the inward eye ay, and people too quite
as, vividly as that in which I really was; but I

knew that it was fancy, nevertheless."
' ' And what is it you see now, old fellow ?"

"Nothing now, thank Heaven; but what I

have seen I may see again to-night, to-morrow
;

and the fear of it, the terror of it, Jack, has made
me what you see. Listen. It was about four

months after you left me, and one before you
wrote me word of your approaching marriage

and, as you say, I was getting stronger and more
cheerful

;
so far from courting solitude, as I do

now, I felt inclined to mix with society, and
when I did so found myself the better for it. I

had no friends here scarcely an acquaintance,
indeed so that such gatherings as I frequented
were necessarily public ones. Many persons
would perhaps have thought it somewhat soon aft-

er such a loss as I had suffered to be going about

to concerts and theatres, for I have always taken

my own way (as you know) in social matters

without much thought of Mrs. Grundy, and I

did so then. When a masked ball in honor of

Prince Henry's birthday was announced at the

theatre I even attendecLthat, not for the dancing's

sake, for I did not mean to dance, but because

some acquaintances I had made at the hotel hap-

pened to be going thither, and persuaded me to

accompany them."
"One moment," observed Jack, interrupting

him. "I don't wish to anticipate you, though
I think I know what is coming. But were you
conscious in going to this ball that you were do-

ing any thing wrong? I mean any thing that

jarred ever so little upon your sense of what was

right and fitting in connection with your recent

loss ?"

"I was not. I had been dining temperately
with my friends, and went with them, just as I

should have done to an ordinary concert or prom-
enade

;
not with much expectation of being

amused, yet not quite indifferently. I sat in one

of the stage-boxes, on a level with the maskers,
and observing them

;
when suddenly my atten-

tion was riveted upon one with a black domino

Jack, I am telling you the truth, and no lie

whose gaze seemed to pierce me through and

through."
"It was a woman, of course," said Jack,

dryly.
"It was a woman, but not of flesh and blood.
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I should have known those eyes among a thou-

sand, even if they had not been bent on me (as

they were) with such a fierce yet reproachful

look as makes me shudder when I think of it.

Jack, those were Helen's eyes !"

* You think so,
"
said Adair, quietly. And

vet, are you aware that there is a game played

among children called, I think, Russian Buff-

in which the faces of the players are hidden, and

only the eyes revealed, wherein the difficulty of

recognition, even with those best known to one

another, is found to be fully equal to that felt in

the English game of Blind Man, where the eyes

of the would-be recognizer are bandaged, and he

has only the sense of touch to help him ?"

"I know that, and yet I recognized those

eyes. Nay, what is more, and worse, she moved

her mask aside for an instant and showed me
Helen's face : pale, angry, cold, as I had often

seen it, and (Heaven help me!) helped to make
it. Then, when I sprang up in horror, though
without a word, for terror had paralyzed my
tongue, she glided among the dancers and disap-

peared." Here he stopped, overcome by deep

emotion, and it was some moments ere he could

resume his narration. "Ever since that day I

have lived in solitude, or if, by chance, I mix
with crowds I move through them at speed, and

gaze neither to left nor right lest I should see

that sight again. The remembrance of it is hate-

ful to me
;
the thought of it, ever present as it

is, weighs on my spirits, and is eating awav my
life."

" So much is clear," said Jack, with gravity.

"The effect, unhappily, can be seen by every

body ;
but the cause, as I conclude this spec-

tral vision, if you will have it so no other per-
son saw except yourself.

"

"Oh yes; two other men were in the box
with me, and as I sprang up, followed the direc-

tion of my eyes, and saw it. To them, of course,
it only seemed a woman masked."

"
May I explain it ?" said Jack, smiling."
Explain it ! I would give all that I possess-

ed, friend, if you or any other man could but do

so," sighed Arthur, despairingly.
"Let me try, at all events," said Adair,

cheerfully. "You were not conscious of any
wrong-doing, you say, in going to this masked
ball

; but, nevertheless, it was the first scene of
the kind which you had visited since your great
loss : there must, therefore, have been some un-

derlying sense at least of incongruity in such a

proceeding; the idea, 'How soon!' must have
crossed you, if only for an instant. Did it not ?"

"I have no recollection of it doing so," an-
swered Arthur, with a faint smile of incredulity.

"Still, it may have done so; and when you
suddenly found yourselfgazing with some interest
at a pair of fine blue eyes, your conscience smote
you, though you knew it not, by causing your
thoughts to instantly revert to Helen. Your
face at the same time betrayed your thoughts ;

and the young woman in the black domino, tak-

ing it as a bad compliment, no doubt, that you
looked so weird and startled at her, when "she
would have had you smile, flashed rage and scorn
at you. Moreover, to show you what a prize
you had missed by your ill temper, she slipped
her mask aside and let you see her face. She
would be as much astonished, doubtless as you
Avere yourself, to know she frightened you."
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"But I saw her face, Ja.ck
;
and though it

was but for an instant, the recognition could not

have been more complete had I gazed at it for

hours."

"It was not mutual, I suppose, however?"
said Jack, laughing.

"It was, so help me Heaven !" said Arthur,

solemnly. "If wonder, or caprice, or any other

easily aroused feeling, had been the expression of

the features, I should have doubted, no matter
how like had been the face itself to that of Hel-
en

;
but in place of those there was a certain aw-

ful significance which compelled belief a dread

reproach and menace ! Oh, Jack," cried the un-

happy man, with a shudder, and putting his hand

up as though to shut out the vision he described,
" I can not bear to speak of it ! Your supposi-

tion, however cogent to yourself, must needs

weigh light as air to me who have seen with my
own eyes. I beseech you let us talk of some-

thing else."

And the subject was dropped accordingly.

CHAPTER XXXII.

AN UNLOOKED-FOR MEETING.

AGAIN and again, on subsequent occasions,
did Adair endeavor to lead the conversation to-

ward this same topic, in hopes to shake the mor-
bid conviction of his friend

;
but Arthur so ob-

viously declined the argument as something not

only distasteful but distressing, that he was

obliged to abandon"- his good intent. Adair

spent not only the rest of his honey-moon, but
several weeks beyond it, at Brussels, and only
left it when compelled by urgent business. It

was plain that the presence of himself or Blanche
was not only grateful but beneficial to Arthur,
and they not only used their utmost efforts to

win him from his melancholy, but did their best

to carry him off with them to England. From
Brussels, however, he declined to move, and there

they left him, not without some grave misgivings
not only for his health, but for his reason.

Blanche had indeed no hope of ever seeing her

cousin himself again ;
and though Jack thought

he knew of a remedy for his old friend, it could

not be applied. Months and months passed

away, and only by an occasional letter, uncom-

plaining as usual, yet eloquent of gloom and
wretchedness in its tone, did Arthur give sign of

his existence. Yet he was not forgotten by
faithful Jack

;
and when talking of their going

out of town at Easter, "What do you think,

Blanche," said he, "of running down to Swans-
dale for a week or two ? If we propose to do so,

it is just possi^.e that Arthur might be induced
to join us there."

"Swansdale will be charming," replied

Blanche, delightedly
" that is, if we do but

have bright weather; and though, in my own
opinion, his old home is the last place likely to

prove attractive to one to whom the past is so

painful, ask Arthur, by all means."
As Blanche had predicted, Arthur declined

this invitation very positively; and though, in

the same note in which he did so, he pressed
them to use his house as their own home, the idea

was not agreeable to them. Without its host,
and with its recent unhappy associations, Swans-
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dale Hall was not quite the place adapted for a

holiday residence, so they took rooms at the Wel-
come Inn.

That spring chanced to set in as spring in En-

gland often does, with a foretaste of summer, aft-

erward to be compensated for, alas ! by a relapse
into winter. Tree and herb wore their brightest

green; such flowers as there were gave forth

their freshest fragrance ;
and the river danced in

the sunlight as though there were no bleak winds

and leaden skies in store to ruffle and vex it.

Jack and Blanche were on the water from bright
morn to chilly eve

; they fished, they rowed (and
a very "pretty oar" Blanche looked, and was,
let me tell you), and they sketched. They took

their honey-moon all over again, in short, and

enjoyed it quite as much as the first. Then

suddenly, as though to remind them that they
were mortals to whom happiness without cloud

is forbidden, a messenger from the Hall arrived

with evil news. Uncle Magus, with whom they
had dined but the day before (he had not been

well enough throughout the winter to leave his

own roof), had been taken suddenly very ill. On
arriving at the cottage they found these tidings

only too well confirmed. He had had a paralyt-
ic stroke, which, although he was already recov-

ering from its immediate effects, the doctor told

them would be fatal. If he had not possessed a

constitution of iron, grief for his son's fate would

long ago have killed him. It had survived that,
and the many years ofsolitude and bitter thoughts
which had followed it

;
it had survived, too, his fa-

vorite Helen's death, but the shock had weakened
the old man, and left him with little strength to

bear any attack of disease. Yet even now his

will was as indomitable as ever. His chief solic-

itude seemed to be as to whether the effects of

the paralysis would be confined to the left side

where it had taken place, and would therefore

leave his right arm free to pursue the task in

which he had been oflate engaged. The approach
of death, of which he was quite cognizant, filled

him with no alarm
;

his only apprehension was
that there would be no time to finish that great

legacy to posterity his manuscript on the Du-
ello. He would have sat up in bed to consult

authorities and jot down notes even now, and
could only be restrained from doing so by the

argument that his object would be defeated by
the very means he would have taken to effect it.

" He can not live ten days in any case," was
the doctor's verdict: whereupon Adair drove
round to the railway station on his way back to

the inn that night, and telegraphed for Arthur.
"
If that be finished," Uncle Magus had said,

referring to his magnum opus, "and if I could
but see Arthur before I die, there will be nothing
else to wait for." The last part of that speech
was read in Brussels next morning word for

word
; and, as Adair had expected, it brought

Arthur to Swansdale Hall within two days, or as

fast as steam could bring him. He took up his

quarters at the Hall alone, though Jack pressed
his coming to the Welcome, but tended his rel-

ative day and night assiduously.
"I did not know you at first," said the old

man, with tender frankness,
" but I know you

now
; there is no hand so kind, no voice so dear

to me as yours, Arty, nor ever has been since I

lost my own poor boy."
Arthur was indeed but the shadow of his for-

mer self perceptibly thinner and more aged even
than when last seen at Brussels

;
but his bodily

health seemed good, and his plans for the future

had, it seemed, at last taken some shape.
"I am going," said he to Adair, "whither I

ought to have gone two years ago, and would to

Heaven I had ! So soon as Uncle Magus has
bidden us farewell, I leave England forever."

" But for what place ?"

"That is no matter, so long as it is some-
where far removed from home and all its cruel

associations South America, perhaps. I shall

take the first ship from Liverpool that promises
the farthest voyage."
"You have had, I trust, no recurrence of

that painful fancy ?" inquired Jack, softly, and
after a long silence.

"I have not," said Arthur, "if, at least (as
I suppose), you mean by

*

fancy' a sight as real

and infinitely more terrible than this death-bed
to which you have summoned me. No, Jack,
no; I have seen Helen's face no more."
"Nor ever will see it, dear friend," urged

Jack, "unless in heaven."
But Arthur returned no answer; it was plain

that his hallucination on that point was as con-
firmed as ever.

Though Uncle Magus had rallied for a day or

two, he was now clearly dying ;
but still he would

insist on being taken out of bed, and clothed
so far as it was possible, in order that he might
sit in his old arm-chair, with his desk and manu-
script before him. He spoke seldom, but always
to the purpose to the last. "Let my poor boy
be buried with me," he had said, pointing to the

embalmed body of his son, which had been the

companion of his solitude for more than a quar-
ter of a century; "and all I have to leave is

yours, Arty" "Arty" had been his pet name
for Arthur as a boy, now unconsciously resumed
after those many years "the title-deeds, you
know," he added, with great gravity,

" are yours
by right."

If he had ever really given up the idea that

these were of great value, which is doubtful, it

revived in him now. All his old associations

did so, to judge by the snatches of speech which
he uttered when his eyes were closed and he

thought himself alone. Once he burst out with,

"By George! I've missed him!" in accents of

intense disappointment; and once he cried,

"Starved, starved, starved!" in a tone that

chilled his hearers' hearts.

A pagan, suckled in a creed outworn, though
he was, and one to whom the world he was
about to enter could scarcely be more strange
than that which he was leaving, he had his

sympathies and affections. His views about

"ancestry" and "blood," indeed, may have

been as worthless as those proclaimed by the

merest parvenu in a club, or any female tuft-

hunter who mano3uvres for a lord at her Baker
Street dinner-table

;
but there was this difference

his were genuine ;
he believed in them as he

did in his own existence; and what there ever

had been of courage and chivalry inherent in

those accidents which he deemed virtues he pos-
sessed. In bed he refused to stay even at the

very last, and died, as it were, in harness, feebly

holding the feeble pen with which he would have
defended an old-world and died-out custom.

"Arrived at the Releager (or appointed
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place)," were the last words he wrote ere he

himself was removed to his Keleager. The dy-

ing warrior that bade his sons put on his armor,

and set him on his war-horse, that he might die

as he had lived, was a type of him ;
but stern

and ungenial as he was, Uncle Magus left those

behind him who loved him and mourned his

loss He was laid, with his long-dead son be-

side him, close to Helenas grave, in accordance

with his own express desire.

It was the first occasion on which Arthur

Tyndall had appeared in public since his return,

and the appearance of the widower was such

that not a few of the spectators shook their heads

and remarked beneath their breath that it would

not be long before the squire followed his young
wife to Swansdale church-yard.
He was to remain but one day more, in order

to settle the dead man's affairs at the home that

was now made more desolate than before, and

then to depart from it, in all probability forever.

On that day he had been persuaded, though with

difficulty, to dine with the Adairs at the Wel-

come, and Jack himself, lest some excuse should

be sent by him at the last, walked over to the

Hall to fetch him. Their path lay by the river-

side, past the lock itself, and through a hundred

scenes which were redolent of Arthur's palmy

days of youth and love
;
but he kept his eyes

fixed upon the ground in silence, as a mourner

follows a bier. Jack attempted no word of com-

fort or consolation, but when that dreary walk

was done and the well - remembered inn was

reached, said, "We have the Blue Parlor, Ar-

thur. Will you wait in there a moment while I

speak a word with Blanche in her room ?"

Jack entered the chamber, and closing the

door behind him, found his wife awaiting him
with a white and anxious face.

"I have done it," whispered she, in great agi-

tation.
" She is there alone."

*' And I have sent him in," answered her hus-

band, gravely. Then the two stood and listened

with straining ears for some sound from the Blue

Parlor, which was almost contiguous to where

they were. There broke from it one low, pas-
sionate cry, which was succeeded by blank si-

lence. Was that she or he? Was it the wail

of measureless woe, or the cry of hushed delight?
Minutes passed by that seemed hours.

' '

Oh, Jack, what can have happened ? Heaven
knows I did it for the best. But what if the sud-
den shock has been too much for him !"
"
Hush, hush! I hear a woman's sob : that is

a good sign. Women always cry when they are

very happy."
Without attempting to combat this cynical

observation though, indeed, he who made it

had neither the look nor the tone of a cynic
"Come with me, Jack," cried Blanche, impetu-
ously. Her curiosity was overwhelming, but
she could not yet restrain her fears. They went
out together into the passage. It was she who
knocked at the Blue Parlor door, but when there
was no answer, it was Jack who opened it. Ar-
thur was sitting on the sofa by the side of Jenny
Wren, and with his arm around her waist

,
he

was gray and thin, of course, as before, yet so

bright was his smile that he looked already as

though he had won back ten years of his "lost

youth. Jenny was neither gray nor thin, and
looked charming ;

her face, of late grown very

pale and thoughtful, wore a little flush upon it

that made it simply perfection ;
even when these

intruders entered, her glorious eyes, made soft

with tears, turned not toward them, but remained

fixed on Arthur.
' '

Jack,
" exclaimed he, rising with outstretched

hands,
"

this is your doing, I know. God bless

you for it!"
"
Nay, my dear friend

;
it was a joint strata-

gem of'mine and Blanche's. Indeed, she was

the chief conspirator ; so, if you have a kiss to

spare, kiss her
;

she's waiting for it.
"

CHAPTER XXXIII.

AN OLD STORY RETOLD.

IN spite of Jack's disclaimer, it was, in fact,

chiefly owing to himself that that unlooked-for

meeting between Arthur and Jenny had been

brought about, although he had been ably sec-

onded by Blanche. She had renewed acquaint-
ance with Alice Renn, after long years of inter-

mission, in one of their river expeditions, and
had been surprised to find what a lady-like as

well as sensible girl she was. They had known
one another as children, when the difference of

social rank is not much marked
;
but on her later

visits to Swansdale Blanche had naturally seen

but little of the innkeeper's daughter, and what
she had heard (although it was nothing but

good) had not prepossessed her in her favor.

Her pride had resented the notion of there being

"any thing between Arthur and a girl in Jen-

ny's position ;

" and even when her cousin went
abroad she did not forgive the innocent object
of his attachment. Of late she had been still

more prejudiced against her, for it had reached

her ears that she had been the principal cause of

quarrel between Helen and Arthur. It was true

that Jack himself defended Jenny in the matter,
but the advocacy of a husband in such cases is

not always advantageous for the object of his

vindication, and Blanche had come down to

Swansdale Jenny's foe. That the edge of her

wrath had been in the first place turned away
was owing to Mr. Glyddon, of whom she had a

high opinion, and whose unstinted praise of the

girl awoke in her no suspicion of his own re-

gard for the village beauty : what was unbecom-

ing in the squire would have seemed to her ab-

solutely disreputable in the rector, and her re-

spect for the cloth precluded any such idea.

In sober fact, however, Mr. Glyddon's enco-

miums upon Jenny were quite independent of his

affection for her. The knowledge of the part she

had played with respect to the late Mrs. Tyndall,
and the silence she continued to keep concern-

ing the latter's behavior to her, even now when
Helen was no more, filled the rector with admi-
ration

;
so that on the very point on which

Blanche interrogated him namely, as to the re-

lations between Jenny and Helen he spoke with

such an enthusiasm of the former's conduct as

carried conviction with it. Blanche not only
acknowledged to herself that she had been wrong
in attributing blame to the lock-keeper's daugh-
ter, but sought an early opportunity which Jack
was eager enough to offer to make reparation
to her by graciously renewing their old acquaint-
ance; and once brought face to face with one
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another, the two young women were much too

sensible not to acknowledge each other's merits.

The surprise, however, at finding her former

playmate what she was, was, of course, on the

side of Blanche. There was nothing unexpect-
ed in the grace and elegance of Mrs. Adair, nor,
to Jenny, who was, of course, unacquainted with

the failings of fashionable society, even in her nat-

uralness and geniality ;
but to Blanche the oth-

er seemed a marvel. That she was beautiful, and

delicately so, was nature's doing ;
that she was

well informed upon subjects not generally within

a woman's grasp, as well as upon ordinary top-

ics, was doubtless due to her own diligence ;
but

that one who had passed her girlhood at an inn,
and who was now in a hardly less elevating, and
even a more humble condition of life, should pos-
sess that ease of manner, joined with the most

perfect propriety, which distinguished Jenny, was
little short of a miracle. The drawback of a par-
ent like old Jacob did not strike Blanche so for-

cibly, because her own father had been himself
what Mr. Paul Jones would have termed "no
sweetmeat;" but there was enough, and more
than enough, in Jenny's superiority to the cir-

cumstances in which she was placed to excite

her warmest admiration.

"Whenever I look upon that girl," said

Blanche, when with her husband and Mr. Glyd-
don, "I can't help thinking of that line, 'And
beauty born of murmuring sound shall pass into

her face.
' "

4 '

Perhaps it's the lasher that does it,

"
observed

Jack, to whom the poetic description was a little

obscure.
"
Nay, it is the lasher, "exclaimed the rector,

vehemently, carried away for the moment by the

recollections, evoked by that word, ofJenny'smag-
nanimity and goodness, which did indeed make
her fairer in his eyes ;

" that is, I mean," he add-

ed, in some confusion,
" the sweet sounds and

fair sights which have always surrounded her
from her birth have doubtless had no inconsid-

erable share in making her what she is."

"And yet I have known young ladies who live

by the river-side, "said Jack, "at Wapping and

Greenwich, for instance
"

"You ought not to have known them, Sir,"
broke in Blanche, attacking him vigorously with
her parasol.

"Strike, but hear!" exclaimed the victim.
"

If you will but hear me out, you will see that

you have no reason for this violence. I was go-
ing to say that in their case I did not remark
that *

beauty born of murmuring sound' did pass
into their face."

"My husband has no poetry in his soul," ex-

plained Blanche, in apology, to the rector. "He
thinks Alice Renn is just good-looking, and that's

all."

The fact was, that sagacious Jack had received

his wife's commendations of Jenny's beauty and
merits with studied coolness. He had found out
his previous mistake in defending her against
Blanche's insinuations, and had now nothing to

say for her beyond a few words of tepid praise ;

but he gave her every opportunity that lay in his

power of making her own way into his wife's

good graces ;
and she had completely captivated

her. Many an afternoon did the two young
women spend with one another, sketch-book in

hand, under the lime-tree
;
and once Blanche had

said, though not without some misgiving on the
other's account,

" Won't you come back in the

boat, Jenny, and dine with us at the Welcome?"
And Jenny, without a trace of embarrassment,

had gladly accepted the invitation. ' '

I should
like it of all things,

"
said she

;
"I have not been

in the old place for years.
"

It was after that dinner that Blanche had ob-
served to her husband :

"
Upon my word, my

dear, I no longer wonder at Arthur's old ten-
dresse for that charming girl. Whatever may
have been her bringing up, she is every inch a

lady : if one met her in a London drawing-room,
I am much mistaken if one would not pick her
out as the most thoroughly self-possessed and
well-mannered"

* '

My darling, you can't expect me to say that,
"

interrupted Jack, judiciously.
"No

;
but seriously, dear, don't you think so ?"

" She is quite a lady, no doubt, in mind," ob-
served the designing one, with just sufficient of
detraction in his tone to insure a reply from the
Defense.

"
Well, but, after all, that is the chief thing,"

said Blanche. "And really, now poor dear
Helen is dead and gone, don't you think Arthur

might do worse, if he really feels a warm regard
for Jenny, and taking into consideration, of

course, the dreadful state in which he is in
"

' ' But think of old Jacob, and the inn, and the

lock, "put in Jack.
"
Well, of course, all that is bad

;
but it's a

question of life or death almost to Arthur
;
and

if he could be rescued from his solitude and mel-

ancholy by such a step, I do honestly think that

a marriage with Jenny would be the best thing
for him."

* '

Perhaps so,
"
said Jack. * '

Indeed, my dear,
I am pretty sure you are right ; but, unfortunate-

ly, there is no getting him over to England."
"That's true," said Blanche, the match-mak-

ing instincts that belong more or less to every
newly married woman now thoroughly aroused

;" but couldn't we take Jenny abroad with us in

the autumn, and throw them together ?"

As this was precisely the plan which Jack
had been leading up to from the very first, and
the germ of which had caused him to suggest
their trip to Swansdale, he began, after true

Machiavelian fashion, to manufacture little ob-

stacles to the idea, for his wife to dispose of, un-

til she was thoroughly set upon carrying it out.

In the mean time, however, as we know, circum-

stances had brought Arthur home, and an op-

portunity thus offered itself of carrying their

scheme at once into operation. It was necessary,

indeed, to precipitate proceedings, since, while

Uncle Magus lay dead, it would not have been

decent to talk of marriage, and now that he was

buried, it was Arthur's fixed intention to leave

England, probably forever, in a few hours. But
the very urgency of the case put Blanche upon
her mettle, and so cunningly did she contrive

matters that Jenny was sitting in the parlor at

the Welcome, not, indeed, without a thought of

Arthur, for her heart was heavy within her at the

news she had heard of his altered looks and pro-

posed exile, but without the faintest expectation
of seeing him, when a step that she would have
known among a thousand startled her from her

sad reflections, and made her true heart bound
within her.
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"Arthur !" cried she, at the sight of him, and

a plaintive
wail like the note of an ^Eolian harp

welled from her lips.

"Jennv!" whispered he, astonishment and

delight overmastering him.
" Dear Jenny, can

this be true?" _ .. ,

The poor fellow had thought himself doomed

never to see a happy moment again, and was

half afraid that he was dreaming.

The suddenness and marvel of their meeting

brought that about at once which it might have

taken weeks of consideration and probation to

have accomplished. These two did not do much

credit to the good cheer of the Welcome, but,

sitting on opposite sides of the little table, feast-

ed on
&
one another with their eyes ; they did not

speak much, but they had to endure some good-

natured raillery from their hostess ;
for Blanche

was in the highest spirits at the success which

had crowned her stratagem ;
and it was easy to

see by the twinkle in Jack's eyes that he did not

disapprove of her sallies.
" I suppose we shall not see you again, Cousin

Arthur, after to-night ?" said she, without a dim-

ple about her mouth, and with the concentrated

gravity of the bench of bishops.
" Not see me ! Why not ?" asked Arthur, in

astonishment, for he felt a new man : the ideas

that he had so seriously entertained a few hours

ago had vanished, or, rather, were exchanged for

another set entirely different.
" Of course you

will see us to-morrow." (He had even already

put himself in the plural.)
"I thought you meant to go to Liverpool to-

morrow," said Blanche, demurely, "and start

from thence to some tropical region."

"Jack, "said Arthur, appealingly, "I throw

myself on your protection.
"

"My dear fellow, "replied Jack, "I wish I

had it to offer you j
but I dare not say my soul

is my own."

They were all happy enough to take pleasure
in the simplest mirth; but the most agreeable

spectacle which the evening afforded was the

matronly patronage which Blanche, a six months'

wife, suddenly began to bestow upon Jenny in her

new position ;
the advice she gave her to the end

that she might in future control and subjugate

Arthur, and the many wise reflections she let fall

concerning the Art and Practice of Married Life.

These didactic remarks suffered nothing in their

general effect from the retirement of the ladies,

for, since it was clearly out of the question to

separate Arthur from Jenny, and also would
have been a little too marked and significant to

leave them alone together, the party did not dis-

unite until it was time to break up. Then,
"Would you mind seeing Jenny home, Arthur?"
asked the hostess, with mischievous demureness

;

"because, if so, we can easily send somebody
from the inn." But Arthur did not "mind ;"
and under the still moonlight the resoldered

pair set out along the well-remembered path, and
renewed after that long desuetude thair olden
talk. They stopped at starting beneath the very
tree under which they had parted seven years
ago, and kissed again ; every field recalled some
fond recollection of those by-gone days, once more
so strangely renovated

; and all the way the river

sang beside them its old song. Their talk was
of the past alone

;
their very kisses smacked of

the halcyon days of youth and of first love. Of

the intervening time of Arthur's exile and his

marriage, and of those last twelve months of

widowerhood not a word was said
;
but the re-

membrance of it all was deep within them both,

and bore this fruit of purpose, that there was to

be no more delay. They had been parted long

enough, they had suffered (no matter through
whose error) long enough, and such separation

and sorrow were to be no more. Arthur pressed

for their immediate union
;
and though Jenny

pleaded the nearness of his uncle Magus's death

as demanding a few months' postponement of their

wedding, six weeks was the longest limit his pa-
tience would endure.

It is a beautiful provision of nature that coun-

try neighborhoods are supplied compensatorily
with news by rumor with at least as great rapid-

ity as the electric wire can furnish it to the town
;

and by breakfast-time next morning it was some-

how patent to all Swansdale that the young wid-

ower at the Hall was engaged to Jenny Wren.

Such advantage, indeed, has the tongue over the

telegraph that some circumstances were even enu-

merated in connection with the event that were

absolutely unknown to the parties themselves.

For example, the squire had meant to marry

Jenny from the moment of his late wife's death,

and had come down to Swansdale to propose to

her immediately that that year and day had ex-

pired which custom has assigned as the period

of marital inconsolability; again, the squire had

resolved not to marry Jenny, and, fearful of her

nfluence over him, had avoided Swansdale until

lis uncle's death had compelled his presence

there, when he had at once fallen a victim to her,

and so fulfilled his own foreboding : again, it

s Uncle Magus's dying words which had

brought about this happy issue, for, seeing how

solitary and wretched Arthur was, he had be-

sought him to wed his first love as a remedy for

regret for his second : and again, it was only for

Uncle Magus's death that Arthur had waited even

the very moderate time he had, since, while he

was alive, he had hesitated to bring that relative's

gray hairs with sorrow to the grave by the com-

mission of such a mesalliance.

The second marriage of the young squire of

Swansdale afforded, in fact, a topic of conversa-

tion for the whole interval between the first ru-

mor of it and the ceremony itself, not only to

Swansdale, but to the entire country-side.
" The

county" disapproved, of course there is no

crime, except, perhaps, rick-burning, which "the

county" does disapprove of so much as of a mes-

alliance but it was intensely interested, never-

theless. Ancient justices of the peace, who had

not had oar in hand for twenty years, took to

boating again in order that they might have an

excuse for visiting Swansdale Lock and seeing

the new toast of the Thames in which, howev-

er, they were doomed to disappointment, for the

Adairs had taken Jenny back with them to town,
whither Arthur had followed her. Blanche would

have fought the battle for her with " the county"
tooth and nail, but "the county" was not to be

fought. If such and such were Mrs. Adair's

views upon the matter, it begged to differ from

them
;
that was all it had to say with the ex-

ception of the expression of its thanks to Provi-

dence that it did so differ. In its own drawing-

rooms, and in its own particular circles, conven-

tion had not two opinions on this discreditable
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affair. In them Arthur Tyndall was charged
with many a high crime and misdemeanor, such

as "setting open flood-gates," "destroying so-

cial barriers," "flying in the face of public opin-

ion," and was finally pronounced to have "lost

the respect of all pei'sons whose respect was worth

having," and to have "done for himself irre-

mediably."
Blissfully unconscious of having committed

these atrocities, or audaciously defiant of the pun-
ishment they had entailed upon him, Arthur con-

tinued to prosecute his addresses with ardor, for

which every opportunity was afforded him. Per-

haps the opposition that had been offered to her

own engagement made her more favorable than

it otherwise would have been, but certainly nev-

er had love-match a stancher advocate than was
found in Blanche Adair. She even undertook

the colossal task of reconciling her mother to the

mesalliance, though, it must be owned, not with

great success. Good and wise as Mrs. Ealph
Tyndall was, she had her own traditions, and

clung to them.
"Arthur was old enough," she allowed, how-

ever,
"

to know his own mind, and she had no
intention of remonstrating with him

;
and as for

Alice Renn, she herself had always liked her,

though it was true she had never contemplated
her as a family connection."

This was not very promising, but Blanche was
content with it, because her mother expressed
herself willing to see Jenny ;

and to see her, as

her new friend believed, was to be conquered by
her. And indeed this came about, though not

quite in the manner that Blanche had anticipa-
ted. Jenny did not "lay herself out" to concil-

iate Mrs. Ralph quite so much as was expected
of her : she showed gratitude and respect, but

made no solicitation of patronage. Moreover,
on certain matters of private judgment small

enough of themselves, but things on which wom-
en are prone to be impatient of contradiction,
and especially by their juniors she held her

own, modestly but resolutely, against Mrs.

Ralph, and thereby won her heart.

"I must allow that your friend Jenny has

both principle and character," was that lady's
frank admission

;
and having thus gained a place

in her respect, Jenny was not long in securing
one in her affections. But the most remarkable
feat that this young woman accomplished was
the winning over Mrs. Somers, in whom, as was
to be expected, she found at first her most stren-

uous adversary. She had even refused to meet

Jenny, and when she did come across her, by
sheer accident, under Mrs. Tyndall's roof, had
behaved to her with great scorn and cruelty. It

was only natural that she should have regarded
with disfavor the girl who had so soon been chosen

the successor of her dead daughter, but she had
no right to treat her (as I am afraid she called

her) as
" the dirt under her feet." The manners

of excellent Mrs. Somers, in fact, so far from

having the repose that stamps the caste of Vere
de Vere on that occasion, were so coarse and
violent as to shock all beholders; and Jenny,
who was certainly neither deficient in courage
nor self-respect, had uttered no word of rejoin-

der. Her beautiful face had grown somewhat

paler, and her lip had trembled a little, but

not with rage ;
her eyes had not emitted one

spark of indignation against her antagonist, for

whom, indeed, she felt nothing but pity ; and
she never told Arthur one word of what had

happened.
The fruit of this was borne some days aft-

erward in a letter of apology from Mrs. Somers
herself. "I ought to have known better, Miss

Alice," it said.
" You are not to blame for lov-

ing Arthur, and my conduct was shameful. I

scarcely know what I did say, for my blood was
up (thinking ofmy poor dead darling), but I dare

say it was very bad. Since Blanche tells me you
behaved like an angel, I conclude, indeed, that I

must have behaved like the other thing. She

says that she is sure, however, that you will for-

give me. One thing, pray, believe that if I was
in a passion, I didn't give myself airs. As to

your being an innkeeper's daughter (of which

they make so much), I think nothing of that
;

my own husband, though no publican, dealt in

hops himself, which is something like it May
you be happy, young woman, and make Arthur

so, is my earnest wish." As to the rest of Lon-
don society, it was of small consequence to

Jenny whether she pleased or not, yet, for Ar-
thur's sake, she strove to please, and succeeded.
The town often welcomes what the country re-

jects, and vice versa ; to the former, freshness,

beauty, originality, are always welcome
;
and

even when it was whispered that Miss Alice
Renn had emerged from a lock on the Thames,
it only gave a piquancy to her charms, and
earned for her the title of the Thames Lily and
the Fresh-water Aphrodite.
On many accounts, indeed, Arthur would have

preferred his marriage to have occurred in Lon-
don

;
but there would have seemed a cowardice

in such a proceeding, from which he shrank

ashamed, and in due time it accordingly took

place at Swansdale.

Mrs. Ralph and the Adairs came down to it,

but very few of the neighboring families were pres-

ent, and what was thought a still worse sign, Mr.

Glyddon did not perform the ceremony. Only
one or two persons were aware of the real reason

which prevented his doing so, and his absence

was absurdly enough set down to his disapproval
of the event on social grounds. Popular as both

bride and bridegroom had severally been in the

village, their marriage was not regarded with fa-

vor: even there, Jenny's elevation was quite as

much resented by those of her own class as by
her superiors, while the sentiment of Hamlet was

indulged in with respect to the haste with which

her bridal had followed the funeral of her pred-
ecessor. The frown of "the county" she had
borne with great philosophy, for the county had
never smiled upon her

;
but this disapproval of

her old friends touched her nearly ;
nor did she

derive any satisfaction from the line of defense

which old Jacob always adopted for her (but

especially after the amontillado), that "as for

his daughter Jenny, she might have looked a

deal higher had she chosen, and married a lord"

(from Eton) "years ago."

However, these little drawbacks were as noth-

ing in comparison with the bliss she felt in Ar-
thur's love; and never did a happier or more

lovely bride reply, "I will," to the parson's
"Wilt thou ?" than Jenny Wren on the day
she wedded Arthur Tyndall. The compensation
had come to her at last for those long years of

Patience and Disappointment, and surely, sure-
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lv there was no disaster in Fate's store, save

death itself, that could shadow those bright days

to be!

CHAPTER XXXIV.

TOO MUCH HAPPINESS.

ARTHUR had left it to Jenny to select the spot

in which they should pass their honey-moon, pre-

mising only (for fear, perhaps, that she might

have hit upon the Lakes, where one does not, as

a rule, spend honey-moons two years running)

that it should be somewhere abroad; and she

had chosen Brussels. It was curious to see how

astonished, nay, petrified with alarm, he had

looked when she made that choice.

"Good Heavens! Why Brussels, Jenny?"
"For no reason, dearest Arthur, save that

which my own vanity suggested : I knew you
had been ill and wretched there, alone, and I

flattered myself that you would now feel differ-

ently, and perhaps ascribe the change to me."

Of course this explanation was eminently sat-

isfactory; and as Jenny added that she was but

an ignoramus, to whom every thing on the Con-

tinent would have the charm of novelty, Arthur

proposed Italy. So to Florence, Rome, and Na-

ples they journeyed, and a very happy time it

was to both of them. To Jenny it was a new
world of beauty, for she had never seen any oth-

er landscapes save those homely English river

ones (which, after all, however, have no rivals),

made up of wood and water and hanging banks,
while the wonders of art were almost as new to

her. She enjoyed the immense advantage of

seeing these last with a companion who critical-

ly kne\v nothing about them
;
who did not rave

about this, that, and the other, until she was
afraid to have an opinion of her own, nor chatter

the art shibboleth in her ears till the beauties

faded out of the canvas. She did not say much
herself, but what she did say contrasted very viv-

idly with those second-hand notes of admiration

he had heard other young ladies utter in similar

circumstances, and gave him even a higher opin-
ion of her good sense and taste than he had en-

tertained before : only, with one other, he al-

ways loyally forbore to put her in comparison,
and of her Jenny, on her part, never spoke.
She would have liked to have spoken of her

;
and

certainly would have taken care to do so only
with tenderness and respect ;

but it was not for

her to break the silence which Arthur so rigidly
maintained upon that subject. He never once
mentioned Helen's name, or in the most distant
manner alluded to her, and this Jenny put down
to an oversensitiveness with respect to herself :

he had once discarded her for Helen, and per-
haps he imagined that this was a source of bit-

terness to her
;
and she would have liked to have

had the opportunity of telling him that this was
no longer so

; that she had never wondered, even
when she felt most forlorn, that a beautiful and
accomplished young woman, such as Helen, who
had evidently also loved him tenderly, should,
after so long an absence, have erased the mem-
ory of her own girlish charms, and that now, at
all events, every feeling of humiliation was for-

gotten in the great happiness he had bestowed
upon her.

Jenny was intensely happy ;
and Arthur, too,

seemed to have become quite another man. She

was often asked, by chance companions of her own

sex, how it was that her husband looked s"o old

and yet so young ;
so gray and care-worn in the

face, and yet so eye-bright and conspicuously

iappy.
'It was through an illness that he had at

Brussels," was her reply to all such questions;

but about that illness she knew little more than

they, nothing, in fact, save what Blanche had

told her
;

for Arthur had never opened his lips

concerning it, and her delicate instinct warned her

that there was some reason for his silence
; per-

liaps the time he had spent there had been too

'mmediately connected with Helen's death to

permit allusion to it. Notwithstanding the dog-
ma that husbands should have no secrets from

their wives, complete confidence is hardly to be

expected by the young woman who weds a wid-

ower, and Jenny was much too sensible to be

exacting. She was a perfect Griselda, indeed,

in this respect, and the very antipodes of Helen :

some people may say that that only became her,

considering the position from which her lord and

master had raised her and certainly, in a sense,

it did become her
;
but if such concession be the

usual consequence of marrying beneath one, men
would surely never be so foolish as to wed in their

own spherel Moreover, as to money, although,
it is true, Helen had been an heiress. Jenny, for

her part, thanks to old Jacob's frugality, was by
no means portionless, and, indeed, had brought

juite as much to Arthur as he possessed himself.

As one example among many in the difference

between her and her predecessor with respect to

the possession of
" a will of their own," we may

instance this that when, after a few weeks of

unclouded sunshine both within and without,
Arthur hinted at their return to Swansdale, Jen-

ny at once acceded to it. The idea could scarce-

ly have been very welcome to her. Abroad she

had been every where admired and caressed,

while at home she had only to expect at all

events until time should wear away the preju-
dices of her neighbors cold looks, cold shoul-

ders, and unjust suspicions. Still Swansdale was
to be her home, and, above all, Arthur's home,
and she did not ask for a day's delay. It would

have seemed to her as unjustifiable to do so as

for a public school-boy, whose vacation is over,

to demand another week of holiday without any
reasonable excuse such as an increase of the

royal family.
The Tyndalls, therefore, returned to Swans-

dale. It was fortunate that the difference of

their reception, as compared with that which

they had accorded Arthur and his first wife, did

not, of course, strike Jenny. No bells were rung ;

no rector met them at the station
;
no triumph-

al arch was raised for them to pass beneath it.

The school, however, had assembled at the gates,

as on the last occasion, but of their own accord

and out of love for their old teacher, and gave

Jenny a welcome that brought happy tears into

her eyes. The servants, too, now not so numer-
ous as of yore, lined the hall as they entered, to

do honor to their new mistress
;
but Mrs. Glyn's

manner was even stiffer than her silk gown. She
could not forget that, long ago as it was, there

had been a time when Miss Alice Renn had been
content to take a cup of tea with her in the house-

keeper's room, and had not dreamed of aspiring
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to the drawing-room ;
while the butler was filled

with dread imaginings of the day when he should

have to "demean hisself
"
by waiting on old Ja-

cob at his son-in-law's table, and helping him to

sherry."
There'll be deuced little left of our fine West

India Brown," was his dark foreboding,
"

if that

old lushington gets the run of our cellar."

This apprehension, however, was, as it turned

out, quite groundless; for, in the first place,

West India Brown was an article always stig-

matized by the adorer of amontillado as "trea-

cly stuff;" and, in the second, Jacob Kenn was
much too "independent," after his own fashion,
"

to come any where where he might not be wel-

come
; though (mind you !), for the matter of

that, he had been in company in his time with

the best in the land, and knew how to behave

himself (thank Heaven!), whether it was to a

dook or a dustman. If his gal wanted to see

her old father, she might come down as often as

she pleased to the lock, and, for the matter of

that, the squire with her why not ? and take

a dish of tea." And this judicious compromise
was, in fact, effected. Matters generally settled

down much better than might have been expect-
ed

;
and every day saw the waves of opposition

growing smoother and smoother, for in quiet,

conciliating Mrs. Tyndall they had nothing to

break against. Her only real trouble, in short,

was that the rector could not be persuaded to vis-

it at the Hall : it was painful enough to him,

poor fellow, to have to look upon her and Arthur
in their pew on Sunday from the too command-

ing elevation of his pulpit. But during their

absence he had done them the good turn to

thoroughly disabuse the mind of " the county"
as to the reason for his holding aloof from them.

Some feeble female at a dinner-party had ven-

tured to congratulate Mr. Glyddon upon the stand

he had made against "unequal matches" mean-

ing the tacit opposition he was supposed to have

afforded to Jenny's marriage by deputing its sol-

emnization to another and his reply had aston-

ished the company not a little.
1 * Whoever had married Miss Alice Eenn,

"
said

he " and I speak of all men without exception
with whom I have ever been acquainted must

needs, in so doing, have made an unequal match,
for none are worthy of her.

"

"
Well, upon my word !" ejaculated the feeble

female.
" You do astonish me."

"
Nevertheless, madam," returned the rector,

" I assure you, upon my word of honor, that

what I have said is true."

These words, which circulated from dinner-

table to dinner-table, were by no means with-

out their influence, for Mr. Glyddon was known
not to be one to

"
say things" with a mei'e view

to astonish, and the effect was seen in many "a
call" at Swansdale Hall, which, though it may
have had curiosity for its motive in the first in-

stance, bore good social fruit : those who came
as critics returned again and again in a much
more kindly spirit ;

and one or two of the more

sagacious even confessed to themselves that, so

far from being what they had expected to fine

her, the second Mrs. Tyndall was "perfectly

charming." At all events they professed them-

selves to be Jenny's friends, and though she die

not need them for herself for she was one of

those women who are never idle, or find time

leavy on their hands for want of such companion-
hip she welcomed them gladly for her husband's
ake. It was a satisfaction to her to think, not
hat he need no longer be ashamed of his wife
as one "

sent to Coventry" by her neighbors (for
hat she knew he could never be), but that other

)eople could no longer attribute to him such a

'eeling. Nay, Jenny Wren was but a woman
ifter all (though none the less charming for that

estriction), and it doubtless gratified her, when
she went out to dine with her great neighbors, to

know that she came beyond (or perhaps disap-

)ointed) their expectations of her. It had been

supposed at first that she would have a difficulty
n restraining her knife from visiting her mouth,
and in extending her conversation beyond the

:opic of the coal traffic on the Thames
;
and yet

not six months had elapsed before this "young
person" had advanced to such social preferment
;hat Lady Trottermout, the member's wife, had

graciously pronounced her "quite an acquisi-
tion !"

All this, however, was but a very small item
n the great sum of Jenny's happiness. Every
day seemed to draw her husband nearer to her
tieart and her to his

;
while supremely content

as she felt in her present lot, the future had now
in store for her even a still greater bliss the gift

of offspring."
Oh, my darling," whispered she to Arthur,

when she first told him of it, "I feel so very,

very happy that it gives me fear. The day of

my life seems almost too bright to keep its blue."

"Nay," returned he, with tenderness, "this

is only the compensation which is owed you for

long years of patient sorrow and (alas !) ill treat-

ment; you will be happier and happier every

day, believe me, till the time comes and may
it be long distant, is my selfish prayer for you
to become an angel ;

so happy that the change
at last from earth to heaven will not be notice-

able : nay, it seems to me that it will be no

change at all, darling, since in my eyes you are

an angel already.
"

It was very pleasant to her to hear him use

such loving hyperboles, and still more pleasant
to see him so hopeful and happy, who but six

months before had seemed to have neither hope
nor happiness within him, for to what could that

change be owing save to their mutual love ! He
was going out to shoot that day over a neighbor's

preserves ;
and while left alone at home she re-

peated over and over again to herself those tender

words, and called up the bright look with which

they had been accompanied, to gild his absence.

It was a dull November day, with occasional

showers of sleet, and, as she was not likely to be

troubled with visitors, she resolved to give it

up to
"

setting things to rights" in her little

boudoir. This room was full of knickknacks,
which (such things not being much in her line)

she had never thoroughly investigated and ex-

plored, though to some women it would have
been a great delight to do so. Her predecessor,
for example,

" doted" on inlaid cabinets, old

china, and Indian rarities in ivory and sandal-

wood, and had surrounded herself with them in

her bower. The knowledge that they had been

Helen's might perhaps have given Jenny even
less of interest in them than she would have oth-

erwise felt
;
but if so, she was unaware of any

such feelingf it was with no other sensation than
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that of a somewhat feeble curiosity that she pro-

ceeded to examine these treasures.

A Japanese cabinet, as being the most consid-

erable object in the room, first engaged her at-

tention. It was in construction simple enough,

and, indeed, almost the fac-simile of that in Ar-

thur's smoking-room, except that where his books

stood there were here pigeon-holes, and that

what were pigeon-holes in his cabinet were here

little painted drawers, each with a tag of silver

by which to pull it out. Both articles of furni-

ture served the purposes of a desk, and the late

Mrs. Tyndall had habitually made use of this one

for her somewhat dainty letter-writing. House-

keeping and accounts she had left entirely to

Mrs. Glyn, but what correspondence she had

carried on with old school friends, breathing eter-

nal attachment, or with her more recent ac-

quaintances in the neighborhood, "requesting
the favor of," etc., etc., or "

accepting with pleas-

ure, "etc., etc., had been transacted here, with

little people in ebony and silver disporting them-

selves on every drawer above her, and express-

ing by inappropriate acrobatic action their sym-

pathy with the difficulties of composition. Jen-

ny was not aware of this, and it gave her a mo-

mentary feeling of discomfort upon opening the

desk to find the blotting-book lying before her

just as it had been left there two years ago
with Helen Tyndall in reverse imprinted on it

probably from the last note which her prede-
cessor had ever penned. With that exception,

every thing wore the appearance of having been
looked to and set in order much more recently.

Every scrap of note-paper, for instance, which
had borne the dead woman's monogram had been

carefully removed, and it was with the assurance
that she would come upon no private record

likely to give pain to herself or others that Jenny
continued her investigations. Great was her sur-

prise, then, to find in the first long drawer
the one most likely to be opened by any one who
used the desk, and the one most certain not to
be passed over by the person, whoever it was,
that had set the cabinet in order a large envel-

ope with this address : To be opened by the first

person who shall chance tofind it after my death.

(Signed) Helen Tyndall.

CHAPTER XXXV.
A LEGACY.

WITH a beating heart, and a mind presaging
she knew not what of evil, Jenny broke the en-
velope and seal (a large one, with the Tyndall
crest upon it, the die of which she had seen in
the library), and read as follows ;

"I, Helen Tyndall, being in sound health of
mind, though sorely troubled and distressed
therein, hereby do make confession that on the
24th of November last, being with Alice Renn
on the wooden bridge above the lasher, near her
house, I did

maliciously push her into the river
being incited thereto by hate and jealousy and
this is the truth, whatever this girl may choose to
say to the contrary, out of pretended tenderness
lor my memory, and to suit her own ends. More-
over, I hereby solemnly declare that I do go in
fear of my life from my husband, Arthur Tyn-

dall, who loves me not, but is bent on my death,
in order that he may marry the girl aforesaid

;

and I charge whosoever shall find this paper to

make strict inquiry into the cause of whatsoever

death I shall have died: whether by sudden
seizure of disease (as it may have appeared), or by
(seeming) accident, such as the being thrown out

of a carriage, or drowning (with both which he
has menaced me), so that the guilt may be brought
home where it is due.

"SWANSDALE HALL, December 31, 1860."

Jenny rose, staggered to the door, and locked
it

;
then dropped into her chair to think if the

passing through her brain of a score of weird and
hideous speculations could be termed thinking.
"And but two hours ago," muttered she,

with that self-mocking smile which is Despair's
forlornest wear, "he told me that I should be
even happier than I was!" Shocked and hor-

rified as she was, however, her natural good
sense, even in that extremity, soon rallied itself,

and led her from the contemplation of her own
wretchedness to examine the grounds on which
it had arisen. She had hardly any doubt in her
own mind that Helen had written the document
that lay before her

;
it was scarce humanly pos-

sible that so base and wicked a trick could have
been played upon her by another

5
but still there

was a doubt, and she hastened to resolve it. The
late Mrs. Tyndall's handwriting was not familiar

to her
;
but in the music-stand in that very room,

close to the small seraphine on which she hud
been wont to play, were several books that had

belonged to her predecessor, and perhaps one of

them would have her name written on its fly-

leaf. She opened one the oldest of them, as it

happened, and just within it were the words,
Helen Somers,from her dear Mamma, March 18,
1854. That must have been when Helen was

quite a girl, and yet the handwriting correspond-
ed nearly with that of the document

;
still it was

possible that her mother might have written the

words. Jenny opened another : Helen Tyndall,

August, 1860, and compared it with the Helen

Tyndall, December 31, 1860. There could be
no longer any doubt

;
the autographs were iden-

tical.

Two years ago, then, or twenty-three months

exactly, just after she had recovered from her
last illness, from the effects of which she was
still suffering when she went abroad, Helen had
written that terrible statement with her own
hand

;
and she had perished leaving the lie be-

hind her, in hopes to blacken her husband's mem-
ory ! Not for one instant did Jenny believe that

the thing was true, and yet it made her scarcely
less wretched than if she had believed it. For
what an extremity of desperation and malignan-
cy must have possessed this woman to write such
a document upon the chance that some such ca-

tastrophe might happen as actually did occur !

" Or by (seeming) accident, such as being thrown
out of a carriage."

Jenny's blood ran cold, as she reperused these

words, at the idea of how easily this infamous
document might have fallen into other hands,
and been believed. Nay, how was it that it had
escaped that mischance ? How was it possible
that Mrs. Glyn, or whoever had set that cab-
inet in order for her (Jenny's) use (as had evi-

dently been done), could have omitted to see it,
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lying as it did in the most obvious place, with

the exception of the open desk itself, that it could

lie? Or, again, was it possible that Mrs. Glyn
had found it, read it, and sealed it up again in

order that it might meet the very eyes which had

just perused it ? The housekeeper had always
held herself stiffly almost antagonistically with

respect to her ;
and certainly, if she had become

acquainted with this terrible statement (wherein
her new mistress was, in fact, distinctly designa-
ted as the cause of her predecessor's untimely

end), it was no wonder. But, on the other hand,
the housekeeper's dislike of Jenny had by no
means been so marked that it could be set down
to a cause that might well have justified even

loathing, and, moreover, it had of late months

very sensibly mitigated, which it surely would
not have done under the circumstances supposed.
What was not the least remarkable in this strange
and shocking document was its mixture of truth

and falsehood
;
the unnecessary confession of the

writer's own offense against Jenny in conjunction
with the slanderous accusation brought against
Arthur. What need had there been for Helen
to accuse herself at all ? On reflection, however,

Jenny concluded that this had been done to make
the vraisemblance of the false charge more strik-

ing. Helen knew that she would be dead before

the document was discovered or "chanced" it

(and it was this "chancing" so many things that

was one of the most dreadful features in the case,

as evidencing her utter desperation) and had
therefore cared not what should be said against

herself, if only she could disgrace and harm him
of whom she was so frantically and unjustly

jealous ;
while the very fact of her confessing so

solemnly to such a crime would give a plausibil-

ity to the rest of her statement
; and, moreover,

she could not be sure that Jenny herself would
not reveal what had happened at the lasher, even

if she had not already done so. Finally, the mo-
tive of the whole proceeding seemed only too

clear : either to prevent Arthur's marriage with

herself (Jenny), or if it had taken place, then to

render them both wretched.

And with one, at least, it had succeeded. In

spite of her confidence in her husband's inno-

cence, and of the indignant flush which her ab-

sorbing love for him called up when the shadow
of a suspicion of his guilt came across her mind,

yet at times it would cross it. The poison of

Suggestion stole into her being despite all oppo-
sition, or even, perhaps, assisted by it, for with

every struggle the hateful presumption seemed
to grow more specious.

"Suppose," at last she found herself saying,
"that this is true" and in an instant, without,
as it seemed, volition of her own, she was stand-

ing on the hearth-rug, holding the envelope with

its contents above the flame
;
but the next mo-

ment she turned away, with a " No
;
I will not.

If it could be true if it were possible to believe

that Arthur could be guilty I would have burned
this thing, lest it should harm him

;
but knowing

that he is as innocent of crime as the child I bear

within me, I keep it. It may do its worst."

This revelation of her own faith in her husband
comforted her for a little

;
but as she sat pon-

dering whether to tell him or not of what she

had discovered, again she found herself on the

old track of thought. She was still free from
doubt of Arthur, or flattered herself that she

was so
;
but putting the supposititious case of an-

other having found this paper who had her own
lights to guide him to a conclusion, she was com-

pelled to confess that it was only too likely to be
an adverse one. For why had her husband nev-
er so much as opened his lips concerning his

late wife, unless they had been sealed by some
secret known to himself alone ? And why had
his frame shrunk to a skeleton and his hair

turned gi-ay within a few months of her decease,
unless remorse had withered the one and bleached
the other ? Assumed it was not remorse which,
for her own

paig>
she took for granted yet there

must be some motive for such reticence
;
and his

disinclination to enter upon the subject had, at

all events, this effect, that she resolved to keep
her present discovery to herself.

Her first proceeding was to satisfy herself that

it was her own to keep that it was not already
shared by another. With this intent she rang
her bell, and desired the maid to send Mrs. Glyn
to the boudoir. The housekeeper came, respect-

ful, quiet, unconciliating, without any symptom
of such embarrassment as might have been look-

ed for had she been in expectation of the event

that had just occurred. The summons was un-

usual
;

for Jenny, accustomed to wait upon her-

self, rarely required the services even of her

maid
;
and there was just a touch of surprise in

the woman's inquiry as to what her mistress

might be pleased to want, and that was all.

"I want your advice, Mrs. Glyn, as to a new
distribution of the furniture here : the arrange-
ment does not quite please me. This cabinet, for

instance, as it strikes me, is too close to the fire-

place.
"

"Possibly, madam. The late Mrs. Tyndall
used it as her desk, which caused it to be placed
in that position. Perhaps it should stand near-

er the window."
" That is just what I was thinking, Mrs. Glyn.

Here, for instance. Would you mind helping
me to push it there, and to put this reading-ta-
ble in its place? Thanks."

Other little alterations were made
-,

and then

Jenny remarked how beautifully clean and thor-

oughly in order every thing had been kept.
"I am glad you are pleased, madam," was the

housekeeper's stiff rejoinder. It did not please
her to be praised for such a simple act of duty.
"Did you take all this trouble with your own

hands, Mrs. Glyn ?"

"Certainly, madam. I cleaned out every
drawer myself. It was not for a servant that

is, an tinder-servant," added the old lady, proud-

ly "to be peeping and prying into cabinets and

such-like, where, for all I knew, my late mistress

might have left things of a private nature."

Jenny felt cold to her very heart : the old lady

spoke with such significance, and almost sever-

ity, that she began to fear the worst. She was

determined, however, to know it, if it was so, and

not, at least, to suffer from suspense.
" And did you find any thing of that nature ?"

inquired she, boldly.

"No, madam," replied the old lady, more

stiffly than ever, and with a what-is-that-to-you ?

expression of countenance. "
If I had done so,

it would, of course, have been my duty to in-

form my master of the circumstance."

"True," said Jenny, thoughtfully. She was
far too deeply interested in the matter in hand to
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be annoyed by the other's manner; her mind

was occupied by the alternatives of the case. It

this woman was speaking the truth and she had

little doubt but that she was the document must

have been found elsewhere by somebody else,

and placed, after the "putting to rights had

been effected, in the spot where she had found it.

Of course this might have been done by some

servant of the house ;
but that seemed in the

highest degree improbable. As to Jenny's own

maid, Susan a most excellent girl, but a persist-

ent chatter-box her mistress felt convinced that

had she become possessed of sufh a secret she

could not have kept it to herself for four-and-

twenty hours.

"No one but Susan has access to the boudoir,

I believe, Mrs. Glyn?"
"
Certainly not, madam ; and after my late

mistress's death, and until you came" there

was an ungraciousness about those last three

words that amounted to downright incivility
' '

the room was always locked, and the key kept in

my possession. I sincerely trust that nothing is

a-missing: nothing ever has been a-missing
"

" Nor is likely to be while you are here, Mrs.

Glyn," interrupted Jenny, gently. "You must

not be angry with me, my good friend, if I ask

you one question more."
The soft answer turned away the housekeep-

er's wrath, and made her sensible of the impro-

priety of her manner. "Angry, madam? I

hope not. It would be very wrong in me, as

well as out of my place,
to be so

;
but I was an-

noyed lest something should have been lost."
' '

Nothing has been lost
;
but yet I wish to ask

you whether, to your knowledge, this room has

been entered since the late Mrs. Tyndall's death

by any one but Susan and yourself?""
By no one, madam. Stay," added the

housekeeper;
"

let me be quite correct. There
was one old lady, last July, just after your mar-

riage, who asked to see the grounds ; many do
so in the summer months

;
and my orders were

from my master, as from his father before him,
always to admit such visitors. After she had
seen the garden she wished to go over the house.
I was laid up myself with rheumatism, but one
of the girls came to me with the request I think
it was Jane and I said 'No.' Then the lady
sent her back again with her address card 'Mrs.

Montague,' from London, if I remember right
and the message that she asked the favor as hav-

ing been an old acquaintance of my late mis-
tress

;
and then, of course, I was obliged to give

way; and Jane went with her over the whole
house, this room included, for I recollect giving
out the key."" Had you any remembrance of your late mis-
tress knowing such a person ?"
" No

;
I confess I had not, ma'am. But then

she had many London acquaintances whom I
did not know, and this might very well have
been one of them

; and if so, it would have been
thought very uncivil in me to have refused per-
mission. A person in my position can not act

upon her own
responsibility, you see."

"I quite understand. You did very right,
Mrs. Glyn ;

and there has been no harm done.
So far as I am concerned, pray use your own dis-
cretion in future concerning visitors, which I am
sure will be always judicious. But it is your taste
I want just now as to these chairs and tables."

So Jenny went on to rearrange the furniture
;

reconciling herself with the old lady at the same
time by accepting her suggestions, until the lat-

ter came down from her pedestal of lofty self-

respect, and seemed quite won over to her new
mistress. Jenny now felt positively certain,

first, that the housekeeper had no knowledge of

the document left by Helen
;
and secondly, that

somebody had, or else how could it have been

placed where she had found it ? That person,
whoever it was, probably knew also the contents

of the envelope, since, otherwise, he (or she)
would surely have opened it (since it was ad-

dressed to the finder), and in so doing have
broken the seal, which bore no trace of reim-

pression. This individual, then, must have been
a confidante of Helen's, and intrusted with the

document for the very purpose of placing it, in

case of her death, where it was sure to meet

Jenny's eyes. Jenny's suspicions naturally fixed

themselves on Mrs. Montague. Later 'in the

day, therefore, she took an opportunity of ques-

tioning Jane about that personage. The girl

well remembered the circumstance of the lady's

visit, and of her being shown over the house and
boudoir. She was an old lady, gray and some-
what feeble, and wore blue spectacles to keep the

glare from her eyes. She spoke very little, but

seemed interested in what she saw. She was

staying for a few days, as she understood her to

say, at the Railway Hotel ; and the visit was
made late in the month, within a day or two, in

fact, of the Tyndalls' return home from the Con-
tinent.

The knowledge thus acquired that there was
some living being whom she could challenge and
confront concerning this cowardly attack on Ar-
thur gave Jenny unspeakable satisfaction. This
horrible shadow of suspicion, which might have
darkened her days forever had she had to com-
bat through it with the Dead, might surely now
be dissipated ;

and it should be the object of her

life to get this done. It was hard, however, to

control her emotions, to simulate happiness in

her tone and ease in her manner to her hus-

band when he came in that day from shooting,
and met her with his accustomed caress. It was
hard to lend a ready ear to his talk at table of

the birds in "the four-acre'' which had got up
wild, yet fallen right and left to his double-bar-

rel, and of the single bird that had risen at his

very feet in the turnips and got away scot-free.

And yet his very cheerfulness gave her comfort in

the assurance (needless though it was) that such

wholesome simple thoughts could never have an

abiding-place in a mind that carried such a bur-

den as had been imputed to it by the slanderous

paper which she carried in her bosom not for

love, but safety, next to the little golden anchor,
which had been restored to her once more.

In the drawing-room that evening she cau-

tiously ventured upon the question on which she

had been meditating for hours.

"By-the-bye, dear, Mrs. Glyn tells me that

when we were away in Italy a visitor called and
asked to see the grounds."

"It is likely enough, my darling," answered

he, carelessly ;
"I dare say there were a dozen

;

and he must have been of a very moderate dis-

position not to have insisted upon seeing the

house also. For though, goodness knows, there
is not much to look at, I've known my poor fa-
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ther who never refused a request of that kind,
however unreasonable retire from room to

room, in order that sight-seers should have their

will in that respect.""
Oh, but this was not an ordinary sight-seer ;

it was a lady, who said that she was an old ac-

quaintance."" Indeed ! Dear me," observed he, smiling ;

"has Mrs. Glyn been making you jealous, Jen-

ny?"
"An acquaintance not of yours, Arthur, but

of of Helen's a Mrs. Montague."
The smile faded suddenly away from Arthur's

features
;

it was the first time that Helen's name
had been mentioned between them

;
he remained

quite silent.
" Do you remember the name of Montague?"

inquired Jenny, timidly.
"I never heard of it. I am nearly sure the

person must have been an impostor. Those tour-

ist people will say any thing to gain admittance

where they have no business."

The speech was wholly unlike Arthur. There
was no exclusiveness about his character: the

vile and vulgar notion, held by many persons who
pique themselves upon being above the vulgar,
of keeping their property within walls, and per-

mitting no eye save their own to refresh itself

even on their trees and grass-land, was abhorrent

to him
;
the stranger was always welcome with-

in his gates. His irritation could only be due to

her having trespassed upon that ground which
he did desire to keep private the subject of his

late wife.

Jenny was very sorry : sorry to have angered
him (for the first time, too, since their marriage),
and still more sorry for the cause. But what
distressed her most of all was to learn that he had
never so much as heard the name of Mrs. Mon-

tague. If it turned out to be a feigned one, it

was only the more likely that the person who
bore it should have been she who placed the

document in the cabinet
;
and it was not likely,

having thus accomplished her purpose, that she

should reveal who she really was. Henceforth,

therefore, Jenny would have to contend with her

enemv in the Dark.

CHAPTER XXXVI.
A COUNSELOR.

THE reception which Helen's name had met
with from her husband, even when thus casually

introduced, would have decided Jenny, had her
resolve not been already fixed, to keep the dis-

covery of that terrible legacy of his late wife from
Arthur's eyes ;

and this weight falling upon her as

it did at a time when she was peculiarly ill fitted

to bear such an undivided burden, crushed out

of her both health and spirits. In vain Arthur
endeavored to persuade himself that her changed
appearance was, as the village doctor assured

him, due to her condition only, and that in a few

months she would be herself again. Death had
of late been too busy about him to permit that

feeling of false security into which most men in

such cases are so willing to be lulled
;
he was

certain that she was failing and failing, nor could

her constant effort to appear well and cheerful im-

pose upon his anxious mind. To her, of course,

he said nothing but what the doctor had said
;

but he watched her day by day with an aching
heart, and at last wrote as follows to his

"
other

self,
"
Jack Adair who had been recently blessed

with a little daughter, to whom he had asked Ar-
thur to stand sponsor for the counsel that had
never failed him yet, and had been wise even
when rejected.

"My dearest wife, who will do any thing in
the world to please me, has seen a physician from
town, and he corroborates the opinion expressed
by our own doctor, that there is nothing the
matter with her save what April next will see
the end of. Heaven grant it may be so, but I
can not flatter myself with any such view. If
she had been well enough, nothing would have

pleased me better than to have come up with her
to see my little god-daughter christened, and in-

deed she pressed me to do so
;
but I feel she

ought not to travel in her present state, and oh,
Jack ! I dread to leave her, even for a day, lest

at no distant time I may have to say to myself,
'
I might have lived one day longer with her
whom I have lost forever.' You will say I am
morbidly apprehensive about her, that she was

always of a good constitution, and that though
Swansdale may not be healthy for every body, it

is her native air. They have said all this to me,
and much more, but they have not their all at

stake, as I have
;
and they do not know what I

know. To the doctors to every body, in fact

she presents a smiling face, a cheerful air, is un-

complaining, and protests that there is nothing
amiss with her

;
and she convinces them. For

me, likewise, she puts on her best looks, and
chatters no, she never chatters converses gay-

ly ;
but it is plain to me that it is a continual

effort with her, and at times, poor soul, she ut-

terly breaks down. I have seen traces of tears

on her sweet face, notwithstanding the pains she

takes to hide them, and my Jenny has no
cause^

for tears. I almost wish she had, that I might*

put these down to it. What frightens me most
about her is the terrible rapidity with which this

change has set in. Three weeks ago she was

looking as well as ever she did better, to my
loving eyes, Jack, than on the day I married her,
and as happy as a fairy ; to-day she is pale, thin,

and dejected. If the doctors had not positively
assured me that it was not the case, I should

have said, 'She is in a rapid decline' that is, I

should have thought so, for to have said it, even

to you, Jack, feeling that it was so, would have

been impossible. Well, we can not come to you,

you see. But can you not come to MS ? Will

not dear Blanche, for Jenny's sake, bring down
her babe for Jenny to fondle (which she longs
to do), and spend the first days of the new year
how I tremble to think what it may take away !

at Swansdale? If you wrote to invite your-

selves, that would give my dear wife greater

pleasure, while it would prevent her from suspect-
! ing that I had told you this sad story. Come,
dear friend, and give me your counsel, and, if it

please God, your comfort."

The Adairs were people who not only never

hesitate about performing a kind action, but who

perform it at once. The return of the post

brought a letter from Blanche to Jenny, propos-

ing a visit to the Hall as soon as "
baby" was

pronounced fit to travel
;
and a few days saw

them at Swansdale.
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In the opinion of the new-comers Arthur's

fears had greatly exaggerated his wife's indis-

position, though they pronounced her far from

well : they thought her face somewhat wan and

"drawn;" but, "Dear me, what does Arthur

expect ?" laughed the young matron to her hus-

band
;
"and as for her spirits, I call them ex-

cellent, considering." And though, after the first

flush of their reception, which had really given

Jenny great pleasure,
had passed away, and when

the novel duties of hostess were not compelling

her to cheerfulness, they perceived that there

really was something amiss with her, it did not

strike them as very serious. Mrs. Adair, in-

deed, curiously enough, thought less of it than

her husband ;
for where Jenny was happiest was

in the chamber, now dubbed the nursery, with

Blanche and her babe. Even then, indeed, while

Mrs. Tyndall clasped the child in her arms, or

rocked it to sleep upon her knees, the unbidden

tears would sometimes start into her eyes ;
but

Blanche set that down to the happiness of an ex-

pectant mother the thought of the coming treas-

ure of her own, which a few months would give
her. Jack thought her "somewhat staid" and
"

quiet," and
" with as few words as a Quaker-

ess," and "though it was true that girls often

altered after marriage," the change was greater
than he should have expected in one whose char-

acter had been so marked as Jenny's ;
still he

could honestly assure his friend that he saw no

ground for alarm.

Adair's surprise was therefore considerable

when, on the Sunday after his arrival, staying
behind the rest of the Hall party, after the church

service, in order to speak with Mr. Glyddon, that

gentleman inquired of him somewhat abruptly
what made Mrs. Tyndall look so ill. "I don't

go to the Hall now, Adair, as you know,
"
said he.

" I wish you would they all wish you would,
"

jmt in Jack, quickly, but tenderly (for he knew
all about that business).
"I wish I could" sighed the rector; "but

let that pass. What I was about to say to you
was that Mrs. Tyndall's looks alarm me. What
ails her?"

"Nothing," said Jack
;
"at least the doctors

say so
; though Tyndall himself, to say truth, is

somewhat anxious about her."
"He has cause," said the rector, gravely.

"Look at me, Adair. We are old friends, and
can tell one another the truth and bear to hear
it. You see me changed, do you not, from what
I was a year ago or less ?"

" Yes
; you are aged by more than the last

twelve months. And though you deserve to be
happy, old fellow, ifanyman ever did, you look

"

"Wretched!" said the rector, quietly finish-

ing the other's sentence. ' '

My looks, old friend,
so far do not belie me

;
but no matter for that.

1 wish to speak of Mrs. Tyndall. What you see
in me, I see in her. A month ago (God bless
her !) that woman was like a bird, a flower, any
thing that has beauty and vigor and freshness :

the song, the fragrance, were not for me
; but,

Heaven knows, I grudged them not to him for
whom they were. In my own forlorn and deso-
late condition it was a consolation to me to re-
flect that she at least was happy."
They were in the vestry ;

not a sentimental
spot, as partaking of the nature of a "green-
room" with very commonplace "properties ;" but

the poor rector here sat down in it, in his bands
and cassock, and sobbed like a child.

" Heaven help you !" ejaculated Jack, great-

ly dismayed, though touched by this proceeding,
and somewhat in doubt as to the propriety of in-

voking a blessing on a clergyman. "I'm deuced

sorry for you, and all that, upon my soul.
"

"I know, I know," said the rector. "Par-
don me this, old fellow

;
I thought I had been

stronger. It is the thought of her of Mrs.

Tyndall being in trouble, that moves me so. If

she is not ill, Adair, and very ill, she is very
wretched. Not as I am, of course, nor for the
same reason : you would never have heard me
say so had I thought that. Tyndall is kind to

her, I know
;
but something is killing her. Let

him find out what it is before it is too late."

"How can you possibly know this?" was the

phrase that rose to Adair's lips, but he did not
utter it. This man, who loved her, he reflected,
must needs have keener eyes than he. Few and
small had been the opportunities by which Glyd-
don had arrived at the same conclusion to which
Arthur had also come

;
but their concurrence of

opinion on such a point struck Jack as very note-

worthy. He could not well go to Arthur and
tell him what the rector had said

;
if he did so,

even if it were taken in good part, it would only
increase his friend's apprehensions without sug-

gesting any remedy ;
so he resolved upon a bold-

er, or, at least, a more direct course of proceed-
ing. There was this difference between Mr.

Glyddon's view of Jenny's case and Arthur's :

the latter attributed her ailment, whatever it

was, to physical causes
;
the former ascribed it to

some distress of mind. If the rector had laid

this to the account of his successful rival's be-

havior, the idea might have been set down to

jealousy ;
but he had expressly exonerated Ar-

thur from any such charge, and even pointed
him out as the person most interested in the mat-

ter, and to whom warning was due. It was a

bonajide opinion, and, so far as it did not impute
disease, chimed in with that of the doctors. It

was true that Arthur had expressly stated that

his wife had nothing on her mind: it was only
three weeks ago, he had said, that she had ex-

pressed herself as perfectly happy "so hap-

py that it made her afraid for fear something
should happen ;" but then even the best of wives
did not always confide every thing to their hus-

bands, and especially if they thought that the

confidence would vex them. True, it was most

unlikely that any thing of so painful a description
as to harass mind and body in the way supposed
could have occurred to Jenny within the last

month or so
; but, on the other hand, the effects

from whatever cause were equally strange,
and they at least were patent and undeniable.

One snow-bright afternoon in January, when
Arthur and Blanche had gone out driving in the

pony - carriage to fetch some novels from the

railway station, Jack found himself alone with

Jenny in the drawing-room. They were seated

a very different pair at the same chess-table

at which Helen and Allardyce used to sit, and
the board was before them. Jenny was a good
chess-player ,

it was the one intellectual occu-

pation which old Jacob pursued, and with suc-

cess
;
and she could beat her father. Jack was

but an indifferent player, and, besides, he was
thinking of something else.
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"I can see your game, Mr. Adair," said she,

presently, with a quiet smile : "you mean to do

this, and this." Afcd she showed him how it

would all have failed.
" That was my secret, I confess, "said Jack.

" Will you be equally candid, Mrs. Tyndall, and

tell me yours ?"

She knew well enough that he was not speak-

ing of chess
;
but she made pretense of misun-

derstanding him.
" My secret. Nay, it is Horwitz's plan

"

"
I mean the secret of your sadness, Mrs. Tyn-

dall. You may answer, it is true, that I have

no right to ask it
;
nor have I any : but as the

oldest friend your husband has, and because I

see him changing back to the unhappy being he

was at Brussels
"

"
Oh, Mr. Adair, not that, not that!" she in-

terrupted, pleadingly. She had heard from

Blanche of Arthur's condition there, though not

its cause, and the allusion was painful to her for

more than one reason.
"
Yes, sooner or later, he will come to that,"

persisted Adair. " Can you wonder at it, when
he sees the wife he dotes upon growing paler,

thinner, sadder daily, consumed by some dire-

ful sorrow that she will not speak of even to

him ?"

"Has he said that?" inquired Jenny, tremu-

lously.
4 'Not he, Mrs. Tyndall. Is it likely? Would

he ask a question that might give you pain, em-

barrassment, distress, to answer
;

at all events,
would show he was conscious that his perfect,
trust in you was not reciprocated ? But if he
could bring himself to speak, what he would say,
I am sure, is this :

* Let me bear half this bur-

den of yours, true wife, and so lighten it for both

of us.' Whatever this misery may be which has

fallen upon you thus suddenly, it is but fair, it is

but dutiful, to tell him what it is."

"Tell himf" answered Jenny, with a shud-
der. "Never."
"Then tell me, "said Jack.
If ever there was an honest, friendly voice in

man
;

if ever there was a face inviting confidence

from child or woman
;

if ever there was a hand
that promised help and sympathy in its tender

clasp she heard, saw, touched them then.

CHAPTER XXXVII.
DANETON.

"I WILL tell you, Mr. Adair," answered Jen-

ny, "on the condition that you pass your sol-

emn word that you do not reveal it to any hu-
man being, and least of all to Arthur. You love

him better than he loves himself, you will have
a sounder judgment to bring to bear upon the

matter
;
no wicked slander against him will ob-

tain credence with you for a moment. Yes, I

will tell you."
She drew forth the hateful paper from her

dress, and merely telling him where she had
found it, placed it in his hand.
He read its mysterious address aloud, as a law-

yer reads his brief, with care, and without sur-

prise.
" That is the late Mrs. Tyndall's hand-

writing," remarked he,
" or else an admirable

imitation of it."

These last words made Jenny's heart leap. It

might, then, be a forgery, after all
;
she had nev-

er thought of that. She had also never thought
of something else. In her frank and impulsive
acceptance of Adair's assistance, and monopo-
lized by her apprehensions upon Arthur's account

alone, she had never thought of that first para-

graph of the paper referring to herself Helen's
confession of her conduct at the lasher. Had she
done so, nothing would have induced her to let

Adair possess himself of the fact
;
and her heart

smote her for her forgetfulness, as though she
had voluntarily committed a breach of confidence

against the dead. But it was now too late
;
Adair's

quick eye had already perused those fatal lines.
"

I have read enough, dear Mrs. Tyndall," said

he, smiling, "to convince myself of two things :

first, that you were right not to show this to your
husband

; secondly, that whatever more there is

to read, it should not have disquieted you serious-

ly for five minutes. It is sad and pitiful to think

of what is here, but that is all."

"How so?" asked Jenny, trembling, yet some-
what reassured in spite of herself by his confident

tone.
"
Why, is it not plain from her first words that

this poor lady was mad when she wrote them,
and, therefore, whatever follows must needs be

equally unworthy of credence can not possibly
afford ground for serious sorrow, except upon her

own account ?"

"There is nothing in what you have read at

present, Mr. Adair," answered Jenny, softly,
"

to

prove that she was otherwise than in her right
mind."

" What ! Not when she says she pushed you
into the river ?"

"No. She did push me in, though I believe,

it was half by accident, and though she afterward
saved me from drowning by great exertions, and
at the risk of her own life."

Jack had meant to appear quite unmoved,
whatever news he should become possessed of,
but his honest face showed both astonishment
and horror.

"Great Heaven!" ejaculated he, "and did

you never reveal this to any body ?"

"Never. I would never have let you know it,

had it not been for what follows. Read on."

Jack read on, this time aloud:

" '

Moreover, I hereby solemnly declare that I

go in fear of my life from my husband, Arthur

Tyndall, who loves me not, but is bent on my
death, in order that he may marry the girl afore-

said
j
and I charge whosoever shall find this pa-

per to make strict inquiry into the cause of what-

soever death I shall have died : whether by sud-

den seizure of disease (as it may have appeared),
or by (seeming) accident, such as the being thrown
out of a carriage

'

"This is intolerable!" exclaimed Jack, inter-

rupting himself. "Whoever wrote that wrote
it after the event of that I am positively certain

and is a mean and slanderous liar !

"

"I knew you would say that, dear Mr. Adair !

"

cried Jenny, shedding grateful tears.
" If I had

thought that for one single instant you would
have believed this hateful paper I would have
died sooner than have let you see it."

"
Believe it?" echoed Jack, disdainfully. "If
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such a charge had been made, in such a manner,

against my worst enemy, against any worthless

fellow, such as Wynn Allardyce, for instance, I

would not have believed it then ; and to suppose

that Arthur Tyndall But I will not suppose

it
;
I will not "breathe his name in connection

with so foul and false a slander a slander, too,

that bears upon its face its own refutation
;

for

there is malice and hate in every line. Howev-

er, let us finish it.

" ' Such as the being thrown out of a carnage,

or drowning (with both which he has menaced

me), so that the guilt may be brought home where

it is due.
'

"And so it shall!" muttered Jack; "the

guilt of this abominable device shall be brought

home to him or her who planned it, or my name

is not John Adair !"
" You have read the date," said Jenny, timid-

ly ;

" the last day of I860
;
that would be a few

days before the late Mrs. Tyndall went abroad."
" So I see

,
but it was as easy to forge a date

as any other portion of this precious document."

"You think, then, that it is a forgery?"
"Most certainly I do, dear Mrs. Tyndall.

The only argument against it is contained in the

first portion of the document, which reveals a cir-

cumstance presumed to be known only to the sup-

posed writer and yourself. But though you, it

seems, have never revealed it to any one, the

other person may have done so. It seems unlike-

ly, it is true, but then there is no likelihood about

the matter, any way. The late Mrs. Tyndall,
with whom you were certainly no favorite, may
have had doubts of your generosity in concealing

permanently the part she played at the lasher,

and she might have confided it to another in

order to anticipate your revelation of it."

Neither spoke again for some minutes
,
Jack's

mind had suddenly reverted to Brussels, and the

strange communication which Arthur had there

made to him. The differences between the un-

happy pair must have been great indeed, to sug-

gest to his friend's imagination such a vision as

he had described
; undoubtedly Helen had been

very bitter against him
;
nor would it have been

absolutely out of the question that she might
have left this document behind her, expressly to

distress him after her death, but for its direct al-

lusion to the carriage accident, through which
she had in reality met her end. That coincidence
was too striking to be fortuitous, and, in Adair's

opinion, stamped the document as an undoubted

forgery. It must have been written after the
event which it affected so exactly to predict.
His conviction on this point became even more
complete when he proceeded to question Jenny
concerning the place in which the document
was found. It seemed out of the question that,

lying where it did, it could have escaped Mrs.
Glyn's careful eyes when she put the cabinet to

rights ;
and if so, it must have been placed there

long subsequent to the late Mrs. Tyndall's death,
by some unknown but hostile hand the same
in all probability, which had forged its contents
Of this much Adair felt tolerably convinced

,

but, at his own express desire, he retained the
paper, in order to examine it more carefully a
his leisure.

"
It is not what you thought it was, dear Mrs

Tyndall," said he, cheerfully "an attempt,

shocking indeed to think of, on the part of the

Dead to calumniate the Living ;
but y^t it is bad

enough, and reveals a fact that I should other-

wise have doubted that you are not without a

ersonal enemy. Can you make any guess at

vho it is?"

No
;
she could not guess. She had never

made but one enemy in the world (and that by
o fault of her own), and she was dead. Her
nability to conjecture who this foe, so bitter, so

elentless, could possibly be, affected her no less

han did her previous thought, that Helen her-

elf had left this train of suspicion behind her to

e ignited by hap-hazard. It was terrible to think

hat in the neighborhood, the village, nay, under
er own roof itself, might lurk some malignant
reature, watching the effects of the cruel device

ic or she had already put in action, and perhaps
banning others more directly aimed against her
msband's peace of mind. Suppose, for instance,
uch a document as she had found should meet
he eyes of Arthur, jaundiced as they already
vere with respect to Helen, and morbidly sensi-

ive as he was as to all that concerned his married
)ast ! How fatal might be the consequences ;

and vet what prudence or foresight on her part
could avert them ? Such a catastrophe might
lappen any where, it was true

;
but Swansdale

the place where it had already happened to

icrself seemed to her especially exposed to it.

Notwithstanding her suspicions of the so-called

Mrs. Montague, she could not divorce herself

Tom the idea that this enemy was near at hand

perhaps concealing herself (for her instinct told

ler it was a woman, notwithstanding that Adair,
n default of any other known enemy of Arthur's,
tiad suggested Allardyce as the culprit) under the

mask of friendship, and marking daily with

fiendish triumph the success of her design in

Jenny's sunken cheeks and hollow eyes. If she

could only leave home, some portion of the op-

pression which weighed upon her night and day
might, she thought, be removed from her mind

;

and this object was not difficult to effect. She
had only to say to Arthur, "I think change of

air will do me good," and he would take her

gladly, she was well aware, whithersoever she

pleased. It wounded her pride indeed on Ar-
thur's account, not her own thus to leave the

home he had given her, for fear of an anony-
mous slanderer whom she despised and loathed.

But she felt that it was necessary to do so, for

the sake of that burden so precious to both of

them which she carried within her, and whose

very life might be endangered by her terrors
;

and the request was made.
Of course Arthur at once acceded to it. It

delighted him to exchange his melancholy state

of solicitude upon Jenny's account for any active

measure for her benefit, while the doctors assured

him that her desire was of good augury, and that

she was more likely, under the circumstances, to

know what would do her good than they. As to

place, since she expressed herself as quite indif-

ferent to it, they recommended the southwest

coast, and the London physician having a pet
sea village. of his own that is, of his own rec-

ommendation and to whose air he had given
a high certificate called Daneton, to Daneton

they went. Thanks to its medical patron, and
to a branch line, the share-holders of which have
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sacrificed themselves to its prosperity, Daneton
is now a flourishing little town. But "at the time

of which we write it was but a fishing hamlet,
with "not' more than half a dozen houses adapted
for the accommodation of visitors, all of which,

however, at this season of the year, were tenant-

less and to let. There was no hotel, though a

ground-plan was marked out for one upon a very
extensive scale

;
so of these dwellings the Tyn-

dalls were compelled to take their choice.

They were most of them very unattractive,

being of the common marine lodging-house type
"
scamped," as to their building, with thin

walls and deceptive fronts, and very "skimpy"
as to their internal fittings; but there was one
residence called the "Dormers" for what rea-

son the oldest inhabitant of Daneton was unable

to explain which was in some respects superior
to the rest, and, at all events, presented a wel-

come contrast to their commonplace uniformity.
In the first place, it did not form any portion of

a Terrace so that what was said in its cham-
bers was not instantly communicated to the next

neighbors through the lath and plaster partition,
or overheard by the stranger who might be lolling

in the common balcony but stood in its own
grounds, a small wilderness of shrub and turf,

surrounded by a feathery fence of tall sea-tama-

risk, and a low stone wall, so near the sea that

at flood-tide and with a southwest wind the waves
would break over it. It was of large size and,

indeed, at one time it had consisted of two houses

with a door of communication between them
and irregular shape. The person who built it

had evidently been his own architect, and de-

spised all rules, but he had certainly not fallen

into one amateur error that of forgetting the

staircases, for of these there were no less than

ten. Large as the house was, so many means of

communication were far beyond its needs, and

gave it the air of a labyrinth ;
the rooms, though

numerous, were small, and though full of nooks
and angles and recesses, were so far like one an-

other that you were sometimes in doubt, after

traversing two or three staircases, whether you
had really arrived in another room, or had got
back into one you had just left. In some of the

bed-chambers the walls did not reach the ceilings,
and to a nervous person there is perhaps nothing
more disagreeable than the ideas of secret es-

pionage which that system of internal architect-

ure is apt to engender.

Altogether, the Dormers which, after all,

might have derived its name, and I dare say did

so, from the storm-windows (as they were called

at Daneton) set in its gabled roof was rather a
weird and uncanny sort of residence, especially
when the wind was from the sea, and cast the

sand up against the lattice panes, as though
fleshless fingers tapped at them, and the tall

hedge of tamarisk bent low before it with a mel-

ancholy "swish" like a ghostly hush. In the

kitchen, which was preposterously large, there

were rats, it was true, who showed their evil eyes
even by daylight, and made night hideous by their

mysterious orgies ;
but could all the nightly noises

that were heard at the Dormers be accounted for

by rats ? That was a question that many an in-

habitant of Daneton (who had never heard them)
had put to his neighbor, without receiving any
satisfactory reply. They dared not go to the

fountain-head to Mrs. Weeks herself, who own-
H

ed the Dormers, and lived there for the infor-

mation required, because that had been done

already by Mr. Lamb, the house agent at Dane-

ton, and had resulted in the most disastrous fail-

ure. First, she had called him a fool
;
and second-

ly, she had threatened to bring an action against
him for libel if her house should remain unlet

even for a single season. If he took the good
name ofDormers away, said she, mark her words,
he would have to pay for it ! And so alarmed
was the meek house agent by this menace that

he always made it his business to let the Dormers

first, which he generally contrived to do. It was
not difficult, indeed, to do so, since it was the only
mansion in the place, and no great rent was set

upon it. It had once belonged to a lord of the soil

one Mr. Waldron, to whom Mrs. Weeks had
been housekeeper ;

and when he died he had left

her the Dormers in recompense, it was whisper-
ed, for some very confidential service performed
to a female member of his family for her own.
She was a withered anatomy of a woman, very

quiet and reserved in manner, and of a fabulous

age, but she still "got about" the "haunted
house" as it was called by the Audacious with

alacrity, and looked after domestic matters as

sharply as any landlady in Daneton. She had
not a bad face

;
but her reticence and a certain

hauteur, which perhaps her previous connection
" with the land" caused her to maintain toward
her neighbor gossips, had earned her a bad name.
The Tyndalls, however, knew nothing of that,
of course, nor of the vulgar prejudices to the dis-

advantage of her residence
-,
and as for the lat-

ter, even if they had been aware of it, they would
have held it of no account

; for, notwithstanding
that painful experience of Arthur's at Brussels,
which itself had so waned and weakened since

his second marriage that he would now hardly
have defended it against sober argument, he was
free from superstition ; while Jenny both despised
and loathed it. She was not an esprit forte
though her strong sense of right, and her inde-

pendence in matters of opinion, led some of her

sex to think her so but she was singularly un-

impressionable with respect to mysteries of all

sorts. To her mind there was quite enough
that was inexplicable in the nature of things
without drawing upon human credulity for more
wonders

;
and to suppose that a particular build-

ing, such as the Dormers, should have the at-

tribute of attracting the spirits of the departed
would have seemed not only absurd to her, but

irreverent.

Once away from Swansdale, and its associa-

tions with the occurrence that had so shaken her

nerves, usually steadfast, her spirits began to re-

cover their tone. The wintry sea, the storms,
the very loneliness of their mode of life, delight-

ed her
j
for had she not always with her the best

company in the world in her husband? He,
on his part, beheld with thankfulness the color

slowly returning to his dear one's cheek, the smile

to her lips, the music to her long-silent tongue ;

and though, alas ! while the shadow of her se-

cret trouble was undispelled, there was no fear

of Jenny's becoming "too happy" again, Arthur

Tyndall and his wife could once more be termed
a happy pair. They spent the days either in

walking on the sands, or about the primitive
little hamlet the marine inhabitants of which
were as picturesque in their characters as were
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the shingle-built cottages they dwelt in or in

taking drives in the neighborhood. Nothing about

it could be described as either grand or beautiful,

but much was strange and striking. At the back

of the village ran a river, parallel to the sea for

miles, and the tongue of land that divided the

two waters formed a natural terrace, on which

many gallant ships had dashed themselves to

pieces, notwithstanding the warning flash of the

light-house at its extremity by night, and the tall

tower (raised by Danish hands) that stood up
sentinel-like by day. From its summit the whole

country round showed a level waste, marked

neither with road nor hill, but bristling with an-

cient ruins. Here, at an elbow of the river, and

there, on the margin of the sea, and there again,

beside some ancient farm-house in the fields

(though modern in comparison with it), stood

tower, or castle, or abbey, all crumbling to de-

cay. They had been doing so, however, for

centuries (for their style of building was not that

of the Daneton lodging-houses), and every year
not as it treats us men and women, with whom

age means ugliness, and decay a loathsome

change had touched them with some new beau-

ty, had added something to them of venerable

awe. To one or other of these Arthur and Jen-

ny made their way daily; and in the evening
the latter would try to reproduce what she had
seen in her sketch-book, while her husband read

to her from some favorite volume. It was al-

most like having their honey-moon over again.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
THE VISION.

So happy were Arthur and Jenny in each oth-

er's society at Daneton that they grudged even so

slight an intrusion on it as another lodger under
the same roof; and when Mrs. Weeks suggested
the possibility of the occurrence of such an event,
Arthur opposed the idea with vigor.
"I would rather pay the extra rent, Mrs.

Weeks," said he, "and thereby secure his room
instead of his company."
"But it is not a he at all, Sir," remonstrated

Mrs. Weeks; "it is only an invalid lady; and
she has been recommended here by Dr. Skew-
bald, the same gentleman as has found '

ozone,'
or whatever it is, at Daneton, and is the making
of the place."" I know all that, my good woman : he rec-
ommended us but not to come to the Dormers
in particular."

"Yes, Sir; but this is different. Mrs. New-
ton, for that is her name, writes to say, or rather
her maid writes for her, that a roomy house close

by the sea is indispensable to her health, and that
the doctor mentioned the Dormers, knowing, I
suppose, that it had given yourselves satisfac-
tion

;
and as for the poor lady, Sir, you will

never know she has come
;
for she will live in

the next house, as it used to be, quite apart,
and you need never so much as set eves upon
her."

Thus urged, Arthur gave a reluctant assent to
the arrangement ;

and in due time Mrs. Newton
arrived an elderly lady, much muffled up, and
apparently without the free use of her limbs, for
she was carried out of the fly into her lodgings

Mrs. Weeks, however, was as good as her word,
for if the Tyndalls did "set eyes" upon the new
lodger, that was as much as they did. They saw
her from the garden, sitting with her knitting-
needles at her little window that fronted the sea

,-

and they saw her twice or thrice in her wheel-
chair on the sands

;
and that was all. She kept

to her own wing of the old house, and in no re-

spect interfered with them.
On the twelfth day of their residence at Dane-

ton a telegram arrived from Adair requesting
Arthur's immediate presence in London on im-

portant business. This summons, so unexpect-
ed, and so vague in terms, annoyed the husband
and alarmed the wife. Arthur was extremely
averse to leave Jenny alone at Daneton, and yet
this reticence, so uncharacteristic of his friend,
as to the nature of the emergency, seemed to

heighten the necessity for his departure. Jen-

ny was once more filled with terrors in connec-
tion with their unknown enemy. Something must

surely have again arisen from that base source

to implicate her husband, and that so gravely
that its nature could not be even hinted at. She

besought him to let her accompany him
;
but

he would not hear of that the double journey
involved hundreds of miles, and she was by no
means fit for such travel

;
he promised to return,

however, without fail on the ensuing day. Ac-

cordingly she saw him off by the morning train,
and returned home dejected in spirits and full of

forebodings. She had never before been separa-
ted from her husband even for a day, and in

her forlorn and solitary state the Dormers struck

her, for the first time, as being a desolate and
cheerless place. As she passed through the lit-

tle market-place, she had noticed that the drum
was up, a signal that bad weather might be ex-

pected, and the wind was blowing as if for storm.

Still, any thing seemed better than the gloom and
solitude of the deserted house, deprived of its

home spirit, and after a fruitless attempt to occu-

py her mind with reading, she wrapped herself

up warmly and went out. For a time she walk-

ed up and down the little garden under such shel-

ter as the low sea-wall afforded
;
but what had

never happened before, and which showed how
her nerves had suffered from the event of the day

the supervision of harmless Mrs. Newton, who
sat at her usual post, knitting-needle in hand,

annoyed her. Whether the poor lady was really

looking at her or not could not be known, since

she always had a pair of blue spectacles on her

nose
;
but the idea of such espionage was now

become unpleasant, and indeed unbearable. That
hateful Mrs. Montague, too, had been described

as wearing the same appendages, and even so

slight a coincidence as this was not without its

effect upon poor Jenny. She left the garden,

therefore, and took a long walk beside the angiy
sea. The whirling sand, the flying foam, were
welcome to her : in the war of wind and wave,
and in watching the fishing-boats, as one after

another they flew for refuge into the little har-

bor, she forgot for a time the anxieties that con-

sumed her. Fatigued, but yet refreshed, she

came back to her mid-day meal with unexpect-
ed appetite ;

which pleased her, because Arthur
had charged her, "For my sake, do feed up,

Jenny, while I am away." Like most husbands,
he judged of his wile's well-being by the amount
of fish and flesh that she consumed, which, un-
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der the present circumstances, was rather a fal-

lacious test.

By the afternoon post came a second surprise
in the shape of a letter from Blanche Tyndall,

inclosing another from her husband.
" What it

is about, "wrote she, "I have no idea; but he

sealed it before intrusting it to my hands, which
I consider mean."

Its contents were concerning the very thing
which had been weighing on Jenny's mind all

day.
"I have now found out for certain," they ran,

"what, for my part, indeed, I never doubted,
that the paper purporting to have been written

by the late Mrs. Tyndall must needs be a forgery.
The date, you will remember, was December 31,
1860. Well, while pondering over this precious

production this morning, and turning it all sorts

of ways, literally as well as metaphorically, I hap-

pened to hold it up against the light, when this

singular fact discovered itself : The water-mark

of the paper is dated 1862. I went off at once

to the makers, whose name I had also become
thus possessed of, and they tell me that though
it is their custom and that of the trade to post-
date their paper, it is never done to any such

extent as this. The statement that has given

you such annoyance must indeed have been

written at least six months, and probably much
more, after the death of the late Mrs. Tyndall.
Thus the matter is satisfactorily settled, as far as

Arthur is concerned ;
that is, I mean, this delib-

erate attempt to imbitter his existence is not,

what some who knew neither him nor the late

Mrs. Tyndall might have otherwise thought it,

the revenge of a slighted wife, but the act of

some infamous forger. Of course it is unpleas-
ant to feel that one has a secret foe so audaciously

malignant, but let us be content to despise until

the opportunity presents itself to punish him."
But all this well-meant consolation was thrown

away upon Jenny. The discovery itself, indeed,
would not have been without its interest, and

perhaps its comfort, had it happened at any oth-

er time
;

it was something, as Adair had' said,
to know for certain that that hateful document
was a forgery. But of what nature could the

emergency have been that had caused Adair to

summon her husband so peremptorily within a
few hours of sending this information to herself?

It could hardly be in connection with the same

subject. He would surely have- mentioned some-

thing of his intention to telegraph, if, at the
time of writing, the idea of such a contingency
had occurred to him. Thus, so far from reliev-

ing her mind, Adair's letter filled it with alarms
and misgivings that were none the less pain-
ful because they took no certain shape. She
would have once more gone forth, in hopes to

find some restorative for her spirits, in the keen,
fresh air again, but the gale had now risen in

great fury. The few persons who were still

about staggered and reeled in the fierce blasts

like ships at sea, and while she stood hesitating
at the hall door, an old market-woman, just in

the act of soliciting her custom in sea-side fash-

ion, was blown down, basket and all. Jenny ran
out to help her up, and bade her sit down by the

kitchen fire, and have some refreshments
;
not

that the woman needed warmth or food, for she
had a shop as well as a stall in the market, and
was well to do in the world, but a craving for

company had suddenly come upon Jenny which
was altogether new to her. Her visitor seemed
to perceive this, for she observed, "I dare say
you feel lonesome enough, ma'am, to-day with-
out your husband ?"

News was precious in Daneton, and every
body in it knew by that time that Mr. Tyndall
had gone by the early train to London.

"Well, "said Jenny, laughing, "that is only
natural, is it not ?"

"Ay, indeed, ma'am, you may say that," an-
swered the other, sighing.

" But you may thank
Heaven that your goodman is not, as mine was

(God rest his soul !), a sailor, and away from you
at his trade on such a day as this.

"

"Did you lose your husband at sea?" asked

Jenny, tenderly.

"Yes, ma'am, I did; years and years ago,
when he was no older than Mr. Tyndall, and not
so gray-looking j

but to this hour I never hear
the wind like that but I think I hear him calling
for

'

Help, help, help !' It's near half a century
ago, and yet sometimes the thought comes over

me that he may not be dead. Not a plank of his

boat ever came ashore to say so. Yes, yes, ma'am,
it's well for you as your goodman is no sailor."

" Your story is very sad," said Jenny, pity-

ingly; "but we have most of us our troubles

and terrors and uncertainties."
' '

Ay, ay, I dare say. Gentlefolks is no freer

from them, than other people. And alone in a

house like this, they all seem to come upon you
together like, no doubt. Do you ever hear,
now" here the old gossip sank her voice to a

whisper, so that Mrs. Weeks, moving busily in

and out of the kitchen as usual, should not over-

hear her "any thing at the Dormers as you
shouldn't hear voices and noises, and such-

likes?"

"Why, yes," said Jenny, smiling. "I hear

Mrs. Weeks speaking pretty sharply to her maid
at times (which I suppose I am not intended to

hear) ;
and also the rats make such a noise at

night that one would sometimes think that a sack

of potatoes had been opened and its contents

rolled down the stairs."

"Yes, yes; but I don't mean rats: they do
tell some queer stories about the Dormers,
though, of course, you must know best, and they

may be lies. But I have known parties to take

the house for a month certain, and then to leave

after the first night or two, and '
all on account

of the noises.*"
" That seems to me very unreasonable," said

Jenny, quietly.

"Well, well, that is as it may be; and, be-

sides, it is not your wing of the house as, they
do say, is most troubled. Now that Mrs. New-
ton yonder" and the widow motioned with her

hand to the wall that stood between them and
the next house " she seems to be no more fright-

ened than yourself; and yet there are scores of

people in Daneton as would rather sleep on the

beach under an old boat than in her lodgings.
It was there, as I dare say you've heard, that

poor Miss Waldron Lor, Mrs. Weeks, how
you did make me jump."" You had better jump up and go, then, Wid-
ow Bunn," said the keen, dry voice of the land-

lady, who had come in unobserved while the old

woman was absorbed in her narrative, "and be-

fore you begin to chatter about matters which
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don't concern you, and of which you know noth-

incr.

"Well, the wind do seem to have lulled a bit,"

rejoined the widow, as a blast, move violent than

any which had preceded it, shook the house to

its very foundations ;

" so I'll just get home while

I can."

Mrs. Weeks only answered her by a scornful

look that said as plainly as any words, "You
do very right not to argue with me" and opened

the back-door for her with her own hands.
" That's one of the rubbishy gossiping women

with whom all Daneton is overrun," observed she

to Jenny ;
"and I only hope I stopped her in

time before she did mischief. She has just been

telling you, I'll go bail for it, that because I can't

get rid 'of the rats, and the wind blows against

my windows, that the Dormers is full of uncan-

ny noises."

"She did say something of that kind," said

Jenny, carelessly ;

" but I told her that my hus-

band and I had never been incommoded by any

thing of the sort. Who was this Miss Waldron
that she was going to speak of?"

"My master's daughter, ma'am," said the old

lady, curtly.
" She was out of her mind, poor

soul (though not more so, perhaps, than they as

believes such tales as Widow Bunn tells), and
died here, or, rather, in the next house. That
makes the place melancholy to me, who nursed

her for many a year, and in whose arms she

passed away ;
but I don't see why it should af-

fect others. It would be difficult to find an old

house, I reckon, in which nobody has ever died."
"
Yes, indeed," said Jenny.

"
I hope, how-

ever no foolish person will ever talk about it to

your other lodger, for, being ill and weak, it

might have an unpleasant effect upon her."
" There is no fear of that, ma'am. The poor

lady sees nobody to speak to, except her own
maid

; and, indeed, she has been so ill of late as

not to be able to take even her usual half hour's

airing in her Bath chair. But I am much
obliged to you, ma'am, all the same . it's a great
comfort to me, I do assure you, to have such a
sensible lady and gentleman under my roof as

you and Mr. Tyndall ;
and I shall take it very

kind of you, if you would say a word in its favor
when you hear it run down by them fools."

Jenny gladly promised to do this
,
and yet she

did not feel just then that she altogether deserved
Mrs. Weeks's compliments upon her good sense
and courage. When she found herself alone in

her own room, with the wind howling and the
sea roaring without, and within the arm-chair
vacant of its beloved occupant, the sense of lone-
liness and desolation recurred to her even more
strongly than before. The fire was blazing
cheerfully, and the small apartment was well

lighted, but nothing could dispel her inward
gloom. As the tamarisk bent and swished be-
fore the gale, she thought of the drowned sailor
of whose fate she had just heard, and every shriek
of the wild wind made her start in her chair, as

though it had been the maniac cry of the poor
girl Avho had met her end years ago but a few
rooms off. Even the ill reputation of the Dor-
mers struck her with a sense of fear. In a word,
her nerves were thoroughly shaken, and her
thoughts took color from whatever was most
sombre and morbid in the store-house ofher mind.
She sat up, however, reading if that could be

called such which was interrupted by a chill or

tremor at every noise without and within until

her usual hourj and then retired to her bedroom.
A fire was burning here also

;
but the apartment

looked so cold and cheerless that she lit not only
the candles on her dressing-table, but those on
the mantel-piece likewise, till the little room was
almost as light as by day. It was one of the

chambers, of which, as we have already said,

there were several at the Dormers, which had
once been of larger size, but was now divided by
a partition which did not reach the ceiling. On
the other side of the partition, but not directly

opening into the bed-chamber, was her husband's

dressing-closet ;
and beyond that again was the

wall of division between the houses. The pas-

sage outside the two rooms terminated, in fact,
in the door of communication between them,
which was always kept locked.

Under other circumstances, the knowledge that

she had only to raise her voice to make her hus-

band hear her in the next room was pleasant
and snug enough ;

but now, when she knew he
was not there, the blank space above the wall,
with the gloomy stretch of ceiling beyond it, was

unpleasant to behold, and only suggestive of va-

cancy and absence. Most wr

omen, perhaps, un-
der such circumstances, would have asked their

maid to sleep on the sofa and keep them com-

pany for the night, and Jenny herself was half

disposed to do so
;
but she was of a proud and in-

dependent spirit, and little inclined to make al-

lowance in her own case for a weakness which
she would have pardoned and even sympathized
with in that of another. What would Arthur

say when he came home on the morrow, and
heard that his wife, of whose good sense he had

always boasted, had been afraid to pass the night
alone ! Nevertheless, she did keep her attend-

ant in the room rather longer than usual, upon
this or that pretense, and before she left it put
a question as to where the chamber bell rang,
which showed the direction of her thoughts.

' '

I

know it can be heard in the daytime," said she
;

" but could you hear it if it was rung at night ?"

"I could not fail to hear it, ma'am, since it

rings just outside my room, where Mary and I

sleep together ; for, as for sleeping in a house
like this alone, I could never do it. It's a good
big bell, and if you only jerk it sharp enough, it

would be heard all over the house."

She pulled the rope herself to illustrate this

remark, but no sound ensued.
"
Well, that is strange, ma'am, for I hitched

in the rope this very day myself, by accident,
when I was doing the room, and it pealed like

a church-bell." Again she pulled, and again
without success.

' '

Well, perhaps it's the gale, ma'am, as will

let nothing be heard but itself, and yet it seems

to stick somehow. I'll go to the other end and
see whether it does ring."

"It is no matter," said Jenny, who was be-

ginning to feel considerably ashamed of her own

pusillanimity. "The roar of such a wind as this

may well drown all other sounds. You can leave

me now, for I don't feel inclined for bed, and
shall sit up reading for a little."

"You are sure you wouldn't like me to stay with

you, ma'am ?" said the good-natured maid.
' *
It

may well seem lonesome out at this end of the

house, and with such a tempest out-of-doors
"
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"No, no, thank you," interrupted Jenny, hur-

riedly : "I have got my books, and shall do

veryVeil." She felt quite angry with herself at

having called forth such an offer by her show
of nervousness. "I shall want nothing more.

Good-night."
The maid left her, and she found herself list-

ening to her footsteps along the echoing passage,
and then, long afterward, to the closing of the

distant door. If she heard that, why had she

not also heard .the bell? An hour passed by.
The storm seemed to have spent itself. Like a
woman whose passion is almost exhausted, there

were still murmurings and mutterings, and now
and then a stifled sob close up against the

window-pane, but there was now comparative
calm. The sea still roared and rolled, but to

that she had become as accustomed as is the

dweller in a busy thoroughfare to the turmoil of

the street. There was nothing without to draw
her attention from her book, which was itself an

interesting one. And yet she had only read by
fits and starts : her ears were alive to the least

sound within the house. She had heard the

noise which careful Mrs. Weeks had made in

raking out the kitchen fire for the night, and the

shooting of bolts and locking of doors that had
marked her final retirement. The house was at

rest so far as its human inhabitants were con-

cerned, and the rats had begun their diversions.

Jenny had no "young lady" abhorrences, and
was no more afraid of a rat than she was of a
black beetle, but still she would have wished them

quieter. What a frightful disturbance, and how
unlike any other sort of rioting, do those animals
make at dead of night ! At one time there was
a charge of cavalry through half a dozen rooms

;

at another, a sack, not of potatoes (which was
our metaphor by daylight), but of coals, seemed
to be rolled up stairs with infinite difficulty, and

then, at the highest step, the sack was opened,
and the contents let fall from top to bottom. It

was enough to account for the noise in fifty haunt-
ed houses. Hush ! was that a rat in the dressing-
room ? Something was stirring there, and had
seemed to move a chair.

Fully aware of her increasing nervousness,
Jenny was resolved not to suffer from what one
well acquainted with the human mind has called

the worst of nervous terrors, "a noise which the
reason can not account for :" she rose instantly,
candle in hand, to investigate it, and laid her
hand upon the door. As she did so she distinct-

ly heard what, had it been possible to be so, she
would have set down to the flutter of a woman's
dress in the passage without. She opened the
door wide, and holding the candle above her

head, looked to right and left, but there was
nothing to be seen. On the right hand lay, afar

off, the room in which her maid slept, and that

occupied by honest Mrs. Weeks in a word, help
and company ;

on the left was the dressing-room,
and the party-wall that shut off the other house.
She hesitated a moment as to whether she should
not even now arouse her attendant, and accept
the offer of her companionship for the night, but

pride once more came to her assistance. She
determined to explore the dressing-room. With
a trembling hand she opened the door and threw
it back. She scarcely needed her candle to see

all within it, for the strong light from her own
chamber coming over the low partition lit it up

brightly. There was the little table with its

shaving-glass, the "skimpy" chest of drawers, a

heap of clothes lying folded in a chair, and a row
of boots. Every thing, in short, was in its usual
state. What she had heard must have been fan-

cy. Considerably reassured by the result of this

examination, and" congratulating herself on the
effect of her own courage, she was about to re-

turn to her own room, when an impulse seized
her to try the door of communication (though
she well knew it was always locked) between the
two houses of which the Dormers was composed.
She did so, and what was her surprise and con-
sternation to find it give to her touch that it

was open !

She closed it mechanically, and, with her fin-

gers on the handle, reflected a moment as col-

lectedly as she could. Who could have unlock-
ed it, and for what purpose ? Well, perhaps
Mrs. Weeks herself had done so, for had she not
mentioned that her invalid lodger was not so

well, and might not Mrs. Newton have requested
it to be left open, in case she should require as-

sistance in the night? This was possible, of

course
;
and even in that moment of panic Jen-

ny accepted this sensible and matter-of-fact so-

lution of the question ;
the only evidence that

she gave of weakness, of her nerves being shaken
and unstrung, as, in fact, they were, was that, on

returning to her own room, she locked the door.

To attempt any longer to read her book, how-

ever, she felt would be a mockery ; vague terrors

were creeping over her, stealthy footfalls and

trailing garments were sounding in her ear. She
would get into bed and try to sleep. Before

doing so she drew aside the blind and looked
forth into the night. To her great satisfaction

the moon had risen and showed itself through
the fleecy, flying clouds

;
the sea was a waste

of foam
;
the very garden glimmered white be-

neath her. Even when the candles were all

put out, it would not be dark at all. She was
about to extinguish those upon the table, when
once more she heard that noise in the dressing-
room which had sounded so like the scrape of a
chair. She looked up mechanically to the parti-
tion wall, and on the top of it, with the strong

light cast full upon every feature, was a woman's
face the face of Helen Tyndall, who lay buried

in Swansdale church-yard ! Jenny gazed at it

for an instant with staring, terror-stricken eyes,
and then, with one wild cry that rang through
the old house from end to end, fell heavily upon
the floof.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
A HOMEOPATHIC REMEDY.

ON the same night in which that ghastly vision

manifested itself to Mrs. Tyndall her husband
was hurrying to Daneton by the night mail.

The train had been late at starting, and the en-

gine-man was doing his best to make up for the

lost time. The wind and the train were speed-

ing in the same direction : so fiercely sped the

iron horse that the train outstripped the wind
;

and yet, to Arthur's mind, impatient and dis-

turbed with the sense of peril to his darling, it

seemed to be creeping along at the speed of a

stage wagon. Though his carriage swerved and

staggered in the envious blast, he would often
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stand up, and, holding by the arm-straps, peer

through the window to satisfy himself of the rate

of their advance, and to try to discover how far

they were. It was cold, but he was in fever-

heat with anxiety and objectless rage. Pie had

been summoned to London on a fool's errand by
a telegram of which Adair, from whom it had

purported to come, knew nothing ;
but he would

have been well content to put up with the annoy-

ance and inconvenience to which he had been

subjected, could he have felt sure that nothing

worse would come of it, not to him, but to anoth-

er. He could not divorce himself from the ap-

prehension that something threatened his wife in

his absence; that the false summons had been

dispatched for the purpose of separating them

of causing Jenny to be left alone and unprotect-

ed at Daneton. He had no suspicion of any

particular person, for though he had enemies

of his own as who has not who has mixed

with the world, and is worthy of the name of

man? nay, bitter enemies even, such as Paul

Jones and Allardyce Jenny, so far as he knew,
had none. How could she have ? Who would

have the heart to harm a being so gentle and in-

offensive, and yet so charitable toward even the

arrogant and unfriendly ? The very thought of

it made him grind his teeth and clinch his hands,
so that, had he had a companion on his journey,
lie might have been excused for thinking him
mad. At times he shifted his place from side

to side in the carriage, as though it were a cage,
and he a wild beast, restless and half mad with

his enforced confinement. At every stoppage
of the train he would impatiently thrust down
the window, and when the whistle sounded, and
the speed was slackened through tunnels and
over bridges, he cursed the caution that dictated

the delay. On the branch line, where the pace was

slower, and the end of the journey close at hand,
his anxiety became almost insupportable, and he
could hardly refrain from opening the carriage
door and leaping out, as though he would have

gained time that way. At last, however, just as

the gray dawn was breaking, they reached Dane-
ton. There was no vehicle at that early hour, but
a young sailor, whose boat he had occasionally
hired, was at the station to carry his portmanteau.

"All well, I hope, at the Dormers?" said

Arthur, with as careless an air as he could as-

sume, as they stepped out together briskly to-
ward the village.

"Why, no, Sir," answered the other, reluc-

tantly;
"
your good lady is not well

$ indeed, she
has been very ill

;
but I was to be sure to tell

you, the doctor said, that she was getting on
quite as well as could be expected."

"Ill ? the doctor ? Good Heavens ! has she
met with any accident?"

"Well, I don't know rightly, Sir
;
but she has

had a bit of a fright."" A fright ! Who has frightened her ?" ask-
ed Arthur, passionately, all his suspicions, which
had given place to mere alarm at what he sup-
posed to be an attack of indisposition, at once
returning with new force.
"
Oh, nobody, Sir; indeed, I should think no

one would be so cruel. But being alone at the
Dormers in a gale like that of last night is fit
to frighten any lady, in my opinion. The wind,
I ve heard it said, makes more to-do in that old
house than ever it makes at sea."

"But my wife is not one to be frightened at

the wind, lad. You are sure she is getting bet-

ter ?"

"Quite sure, Sir; only the worst is which I

didn't like to tell you the poor little baby-boy is

dead. Now don't take on, Sir; she really is

getting bet
" But Arthur was already out of

hearing, having started at full speed for home.
To think that his beloved Jenny should have

been without him in her time of trouble, and
when it had ended thus, that he should not have
been nigh to comfort her, went to his very heart.

He did not think of his own loss much as he
had looked forward to that promise, of which the
fulfillment was not to be but only of his wife's

pain and disappointment. At the house door
Mrs. Weeks was waiting for him, with woman's
tenderness expressed in her rugged features.

"You have heard about it all, I see, Sir.

Well, your dear wife is better; and very, very
anxious to see you. No, not that way, Sir: we
have changed her room, so that we might all be
nearer to her in case you should not have re-

turned."

At the door of a bed-chamber next the little

drawing-room stood the village doctor, a tall,

weather-beaten old fellow, with a long skinny
finger at his lips.

"Step this way, Sir, for one minute," whisper-
ed he.

" Your wife has fallen asleep ;
and her

nurse will let us know directly she awakes. In
the mean time I should like a word with you.

"

He led the way into the drawing-room, and
closed the door. Arthur followed him reluctant-

ly enough: he longed to be with Jenny; "and
yet," thought he, with that acquiescence in the

medical fiat which men of his character always
pay where others are concerned, though rarely
in their own case,

"
the doctor must know best."

"Your wife has had a bad time of it in your
absence, Mr. Tyndall. Something or other, or

perhaps nothing one can never tell in these

cases, without knowing something of the patient

gave her a sad shock last night. She has been

prematurely confined, and the child is dead,

though it was not born so
;

I say that because
it may be of importance in a legal point of view."
"But how is she now ? How is she getting

on ?" broke in Arthur, impatiently.

"Charmingly bea-u-tifully $
this sleep is it-

self an excellent sign ;
but there is a complica-

tion. She has no fever to speak of
5
and yet she

is delirious sees things, you know. This is

unusual. The question is, why does she see

things?" The doctor blew out his cheeks, as

though he were Rumor in some very highly col-

ored allegorical painting, and paused for a reply.
"Sees things ! What things ?" inquired Ar-

thur, in amazement.
" That is just what we want to know," said the

doctor. "If it's animals, I should know how to

treat her
;

if it's vegetables, I should know how
to treat her. That is to say, if it is a wild beast,
for instance, I lower the system ; whereas, if it is

a well-remembered landscape, I give stimulants.

My own impression is, she sees wild beasts. Can
you tell me ?"

Arthur shook his head.
"
Is she fond of exciting reading novels with

a good deal of blood and thunder in them, and so
forth?"

"Certainly not."
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"Um ! Then the exciting cause is more im-
mediate

;
the probability is that she was fright-

ened by a rat. She is always looking up at the

rafters of the room, as though expecting to see

something unpleasant there. I thought it better

to have her removed from the chamber where
she met with this distressing disaster

;
but I ex-

amined it carefully, and my notion is that she

saw a rat this house is full of them run along
the top of the partition wall. I may be wrong ;

such is my conviction. What do you think ?"
" I remember the partition wall," said Arthur,

doubtfully, "and I've seen rats in the house."
"
Very good : then combine your information.

If I am right, she must be lowered. That knock
at the wall is from the nurse, to say your wife is

awake. I have given orders that she is not to

be left alone an instant night or day. Keep
an eye to that yourself, Sir, for it is important.
Now go and say a few words to her, while I step
in next door, where, curiously enough, I have
another patient, and a much worse case, in Mrs.
Newton."

Though only twenty-four hours had elapsed
since Arthur had parted from his wife, he found
her sadly altered. She smiled upon him loving-

ly, but very, very feebly ;
and when he came and

sat by her bedside, she had hardly strength to

take his hand in hers. Weak as she was, the

doctor had given orders that although she should
on no account be questioned on the matter, if she
seemed desirous to speak of what^iad happened
on the previous night, she should be encouraged
to do so. But up to that moment she had not
alluded to it. All that was known of the affair

was that a little before midnight a piercing scream

rang through the house, apparently proceeding
from her room, and that her maid and Mrs.
Weeks on reaching it found the door locked on
the inside. On obtaining no reply to their re-

quest for admittance, Mrs. Weeks had sent for

a short ladder, used for getting on the roof from
the attics, by help of which the maid had climbed
over the partition Avail from the dressing-room,
and descended into Mrs. Tyndall's chamber.
She had found her lying on the floor, close be-
side the table, in a faint or fit of some kind

;
and

before the doctor could be summoned she was
taken very ill, and prematurely delivered of a
child that only lived a few minutes. The cause
of the alarm which had brought about these un-

happy results was totally unknown ;
but the doc-

tor who was a very shrewd old fellow, though
much better versed in human nature than in the
science of his craft judged, as we have seen, from
the direction of the patient's eyes and the terror

expressed in them, that it was something in con-
nection with the partition wall that had excited
her fears. Hence it was that, under pretense
of greater convenience, he had had her removed '

into another apartment. Even to her husband

Jenny said nothing of what had frightened her
;

but by her nestling touch and appealing eyes it

was easy to see what a comfort and protection
his presence afforded her; and that even yet
she lay in dread of a repetition of that some-

thing which, whether it was sound or sight, had
given her a shock from which mind and body i

were recovering only by very slow degrees. All
that Arthur knew for certain was that no rat

that ever wore tail would have so terrified his

brave, sensible Jenny ;
but somehow he could not

shake off the distressing impression that some
vile person and that the same who had had
a hand in summoning him by telegraph to town
had played a trick on her, with results beyond

what his or her malice could, it was charitable to

suppose, have looked for. With this idea fixed

in his mind, he was not only a very Argus in his

watch over Jenny lest any further cruelty should
be attempted, but longed with eagerness for the

discovery of some clew to this infamous wretch
who had robbed him of offspring, and almost of

wife as well
j
and it cost him no little effort to

obey the doctor's command, and avoid question-
ing Jenny to this end. At last, after many days,
and when Jenny was sufficiently recovered to be
moved to the sofa, the doctor withdrew his veto ,

and taking for his opportunity a clear, cheery
morning, when the sea was dimpled with smiles,
and the shore aglow with sunshine, and when
even the Dormers itself looked bright and home-

like, he put the wished-for question: "And
when are you going to tell me, my darling, what
it was that frightened you that" night when I

left you alone so cruelly ?"

For a full minute there was no reply : then

shuddering, as though the terror was on her still,

and clasping his hand in woful entreaty, she an-
swered: "Don't ask me, Arthur. Never ask
me that. Believe it to be a foolish fancy not
worth telling, or a something too shocking and
horrible to relate but only spare me the recital

of it. The very thought of it is painful and dis-

tressing to me to the last degree."
"You have said enough, dear, "said Arthur,

kindly, though unable to repress a little sigh.
" I

would not willingly give you a moment's pain."
The tears stood in Jenny's eyes.

" How good
and kind you are to me !" said she.

"
I know it

is not right to have a secret from you, who, I

know, have none from me. I have tried to leave

you one it was very silly of me, but it seemed
as though that would be some excuse for my own
silence in never asking you what took you up
to town."

"Nay, darling, but I wish to tell you that,
whether you ask it or not

;
for on your knowing

it may depend in some sort the elucidation of

what has happened (I do not ask what it was),
and indirectly the recovery of your health and

spirits." She shook her head, with a sad smile,
but let him go on. "I mean, darling, that if

there is any mystery about the matter and there

is, is there not ? well, that, at least, ought to

be explained. I was summoned to town by a

forged telegram. Jack never sent it, nor knew

any thing about it. The only object of its being
sent, so far as I can see, was to get me away
from you ;

to leave you unprotected. In my
opinion, we have been the victims of some rile

plot. / have certainly been imposed upon j
and

I think that you have also."

"No, Arthur, no." Again she shuddered,
and hid her face, as though to shut some dread-
ful picture from her gaze in his faithful breast.

"
Well, well, I was wrong, then

;
and we will

say no more about it."

Greatly chagrined by this failure to extract her

story, Arthur related what had passed between
them to the doctor.

"That's bad," said the old fellow, thought-

fully; "that's very bad. It's not natural, and
therefore very unwholesome, that any woman
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should have a secret all to herself. In my opin-

ion, Mrs. Tyndall will never be what she was

again till she has relieved her mind upon this

subject. Now, look here, my good Sir. I am
no homeopathist Heaven forbid but like cures

like, as it begets it. Have you any little secret

of your own which you have hitherto for rea-

sons that have doubtless seemed sufficient for

you kept from Mrs. Tyndall ? You have, I see.

Well, if it isn't a very damaging one I mean

not personally damaging (and even if it is, that

excellent wife of yours would forgive you) ; well,

take my advice, and tell it her. A sudden con-

fidence is what a woman can seldom receive un-

moved, and it is almost certain to produce a re-

ciprocity. That might be unpleasant in some

cases hey?"
"No, I was not thinking of that," said Ar-

thur, smiling in spite of himself,- "but it is quite

true that I have a secret of my own, never re-

vealed except to one dear friend.
"

"Female?" said the doctor, sharply, with a

twitch of his venerable eye.
"No

;
male. It is a very strange secret, and

one that I should be unwilling to tell to any one.
"

" All the better : tell her, my good Sir."

"I must add, too," returned Arthur,
"
that its

nature is sad and indeed shocking and I should

almost fear that the revelation of it would tend

to make Mrs. Tyndall even more alarmed and
nervous than she is at present."
"Not a bit of it," said the doctor, confidently.

" One horror drives oi\t another, like a pellet in

a popgun. Tell her."

Accordingly, some days afterward, when Jen-

ny, though still upon the sofa, was almost well

enough to "get about," Arthur found occasion

to administer this mental prescription. "If this

bitter weather would but change," she had been

saying (for the snow had been falling fast with-

out), "and the doctor would let me leave this

place, I do think I should pick up some strength
and spirits."
"But the sea-air was recommended to you,

my darling,
"
reasoned Arthur, "and before you

were taken ill you seemed to be delighted with
Daneton."

"Ah, yes," replied she, with an involuntary
sigh; then added, cheerfully, "but then we
women are so changeable.""

I don't say that," said her husband, gravely." One may like a place at one time, and not at
another. Did you ever notice, for instance, how
the very mention of Brussels is abhorrent to me ?

a town which, for some days, I found by no
means distasteful, but which subsequent events
made so."

"Yes, indeed," answered Jenny, seriously
enough, though not with one-half "the interest
she would have felt in the matter had not her
mind been monopolized and overshadowed by her
recent experience, from the recollection of which
she could never wholly escape,

"
I have often re-

marked it, Arthur, and wondered what could have
happened at a city Avhich others deem so pleas-
ant to make it so far otherwise to you."
"I will tell you, Jenny," said he, gravely."At Brussels I became the victim of one of the

most distressing illusions that ever man experi-
enced. It was within a few weeks, you know,
after I had lost Helen What is the matter,
darling ? Do I alarm you ?"
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"No, no," said Jenny, hurriedly. She had
raised herself upon her elbow, and was looking
into his face with a mixture of anxiety and awe
for which he was wholly unable to account.

"Pray, pray, go on."
"
Well, I am not sure that I ought to do so,"

said Arthur, doubtfully; "for though you are

the most sensible of women when you are well

and strong, and would be the first to discredit such

a tale under ordinary circumstances, I scarcely
like to tell it you in your present enfeebled state

lest you should believe it. Still I have long felt

that I ought to have no secrets from yourself,-

though you keep one from me."
" Tell me, Arthur

j oh, do, pray, tell me !" reit-

erated Jenny, unconscious, in her excitement, of

this allusion to her own reticence. "It can do
me no harm to hear of any thing, believe me."

" Then she has seen something," thought Ar-
thur to himself: "the doctor is right. Well,

Jenny, you must remember that though the

thing I am about to speak of did make a most

extraordinary impression on me, both at the time
and afterward, it was but fancy after all, as Jack,
who saw me at my worst, was very resolute to

urge. I was alone, and in low spirits, just as

you were when you were taken ill the other night ;

and at such times the mind is liable to false im-

pressions, to confuse facts with fancies."

She nodded impatiently, but never taking her

eyes off his, and he went on :

"Well, to make a long story short, at a cer-

tain masquerade which I attended not for frol-

ic's sake, Heaven knows, but to distract my mind,
which was forever brooding upon the past I saw
the strangest vision six weeks after she was dead
and buried, Jenny

"

"I knew it
;
I felt it was coming," cried Jen-

ny, with a face as white and damp as the snow

upon the pane. "You saw Helen face to face
;

and I have seen her too."

CHAPTER XL.

INEXPLICABLE.

A SILENCE followed Jenny's terrible words.

She herself clinging to her husband's arm as

though for protection against some immediate
visitation of the thing she feared seemed to have

exhausted her powers of speech in that tremen-

dous revelation
;
while Arthur, even in that mo-

ment of horror, was taking counsel with himself

as to whether it would be for his wife's benefit to

treat what she had just related as a mere delu-

sion, or to discuss it with her soberly, as his own
inclinations urged him to do.
" You don't think I am mad, dearest, do you ?"

inquired Jenny, timidly, and in a hushed voice.
' '

No, dear
;
no. But I do think it quite pos-

sible that at the time you saw, or thought you
saw, this vision your mind was shaken and un-

hinged. You were alone, you know, and per-

haps alarmed by the violence of the storm : some
foolish story concerning the Dormers itself might
have occurred to you, suggesting ideas of the su-

pernatural
"

"Dearest Arthur, "interrupted Jenny, grave-

ly,
"

all this is useless. If you think it well to

ignore what I, for my part, can never forget, so

be it
;
but do not endeavor to explain it away.
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Not only would that be futile, but it" (here she

shuddered, and once more cast around her that

terror-stricken glance which always filled Ar-

thur's heart with tenderest pity) "it terrifies

me
;

it seems like a sacrilegious defiance. You
saw this with your own eyes, you say, or were

about to say. You were so convinced of the fact

that it made the very place of its occurrence ab-

horrent to you, and caused you, up to this hour,

to seal your lips concerning' it, even to me. If

lapse of time and sober argument with yourself
have weakened the evidence of your own senses,

that is not my case
;
and it never, never will be !

I saw your dead wife's face, Arthur, looking into

mine, not three weeks ago : and though I should

live for a hundred years, the recollection of what
I saw will never fail nor fade ! If you had not

told me what you have, it would have been all

the same; my conviction needed not the cor-

roboration of your own experience. If you could

prove to yourself and me to-morrow 'that that

had been false or fanciful, it would count as noth-

ingnothing, so far as I am concerned. Let us,

therefore, agree to be silent upon the matter al-

together, from henceforth, until we ourselves have

passed from this world to the other, or let us dis-

cuss it honestly and without pretense. The skep-
ticism which with you, if I am not mistaken, is

mere bravado, assumed with the intent of giving
me courage, is to me rank blasphemy. I have
seen Helen, and I dare not deny it."

"Let us discuss it, then, darling," said Arthur,
with great tenderness, "and, as you say, honest-

ly; which means, remember, not only the ac-

ceptance of the evidence of our own senses, but

the acknowledgment of the possibility of their

having been deceived."

A faint, sad smile of incredulity flitted over

Jenny's pale face, but she said nothing.
"In the first place," he continued, "let me

tell you what happened at the masquerade at

Brussels. I was in a box, looking out on the

stage, when I suddenly found myself the object
of attention of a female wearing a black domino.
She stood alone, at but a few yards off, and seem-
ed to be regarding me intently. Her eyes had
an angry yet eager look in them reproachful,
and yet tender ; they were Helen's eyes. The
recognition of them as such was complete and
immediate

;
the mere fact of their being fixed

on me would certainly not have filled me with
such astonishment and awe as at once possessed
me. I rose from my chair

;
and as I did so, she

removed her mask for an instant, and revealed

her features : they were Helen's features ! I

was as perfectly convinced that they were so as

I was of my own existence
;
and yet Helen had

then been dead and buried six weeks."
Here Arthur paused, and passed his handker-

chief over his damp brow. The remembrance
of the scene he had described was even now so

painful and distressing that it brought back into

his face the haggard, hopeless look that Jenny
had seen in it when, thanks to the Adairs, she
met him at the Welcome, and which her love

and tenderness had since so softened and effaced.

Her loyal heart, forgetful for the moment of the

terrors that consumed it, reproached her with

having compelled from his lips a relation that

had so cruelly moved him.
" And what if it were Helen?" reasoned she.

" What if I myself were dead, and came from

the grave (as my love might well impel me to

do) to look upon you ?"
" But you would not look reproachful, Jenny,

as she did. It is there, alas !" sighed he,
"
that

the bitterness lies."

"But if you did not deserve the reproach?"
argued Jenny, boldly.

"Yes, but I did," was Arthur's sorrowful re-

ply.
" I had married her when I loved anoth-

er
;
and she knew it. I had given her cause to

know it
;
or at least I had not taken sufficient

pains to hide it from her. False at first, I did
not maintain the pretense of affection, as it was

my duty to do : I should have been patient, for-

giving, penitent, tender, always."
"Poor Helen!" sobbed Jenny, with genuine

compassion for her unhappy rival "poor Hel-
en!"

"Yes; she deserves your pity, Jenny, and I

do not. I confess my falsehood and my fault
;

I admit, strange and unexampled as my pun-
ishment was, that I deserved it. I had no doubt

that my dead wife came from the grave to re-

proach me for my coldness and deception. I took

the fact for granted, until an hour ago ;
but now

I no longer believe it
;
I deny it. I defy the

gates of the grave to open and produce her to

me ! They never did
,- they never can !"

"
Hush, hush, Arthur!" cried Jenny, in terri-

fied tones. " What do you mean ?"

"Listen, darling, and I will tell you. Heav-
en is just, whatever happens, or seems to hap-

pen. It does not punish the innocent for the

guilty. If the spirit of my unhappy wife had
been permitted to haunt me, there was right in

it
;
but there is something even more impossible

than that the laws of nature can be suspended
namely, that He who has the rule over all

things, even departed spirits, can commit a

wrong. It was a wrong if Helen was permitted
to appear to you; and therefore she did not do
so. You seemed to see her, of course, as I did.

What follows, then ? This : that you and I

have been imposed upon by the same villain. We
two have some common enemy, malignant, re-

morseless, capable of inhuman atrocities. If

ever I meet him face to face, may Heaven have

mercy on his soul !

"

Arthur rose from his seat, and strode up and
down the room in a state of irrepressible ex-

citement
;
he was furious, and yet enjoyed a se-

cret satisfaction in the reflection that he had a
foe of flesh and blood to do battle with, with

whom he would one day, for a surety, settle all

accounts.

As he looked at his wife's pale, woe-worn face

and thought of his dead babe, his nerves seemed
turned to steel, his blood to flame

;
he forgot that

he had never even questioned Jenny as to the de-

tails of what she had seen, so positive was he in

his own mind that her senses, by cruel and willful

design, had been deceived. As for Jenny, she

said nothing. Her conviction of the reality of

the frightful vision that had been presented to

her at the Dormers was quite unshaken
;
but the

last words of her husband, "We two have some
common enemy," had had a significance for her
which the speaker did not suspect. Now was the

time, if ever, to tell Arthur of the existence of
that document which Adair had so lately demon-
strated to be a malicious forgery ;

but yet she

hesitated to do so. The hints that he had just
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let fall concerning the unhappiness of his late

union convinced her that these odious charges

would distress him, even more than she had

suspected, on account of the real basis on which

they had been maliciously invented ;
and above

all, their disclosure would necessitate Arthur's

becoming acquainted with Helen's attempt on

her life at the lasher a secret which her gener-

ous nature revolted at the idea of revealing. No,
she would not tell him, was her final decision

5

she would be loyal to her rival's memory, not-

withstanding that her rancor seemed to pursue

her even beyond the tomb.

"You are silent. Jenny," said Arthur, pres-

ently. "Is it possible that you fail to under-

stand that we have both been the victims of some

infamous plot ? As for your own case, can you

suppose that my having been summoned to Lon-

don by a forged message on the very day when
this trick was played upon you that this should

have happened to you, too, when, for the first time

since your marriage, you were left alone and

unprotected was a mere coincidence ? And if

not, how is it possible that what you beheld

could have been what you deem it to be ? Do
departed spirits send forged messages, think you,

by the electric telegraph? Come, be reasona-

ble, like your dear old self, Jenny."
These arguments of her husband, strengthened

as they were by her own knowledge of the exist-

ence of the document in Adair's possession, were
not without their force with Jenny. For the

first time since that lonely night at the Dormers
she began to believe it possible that her senses

might on that occasion have been imposed upon ;

but this incredulity, more welcome to her as it

was than was ever faith to proselyte, eluded her

embrace. Allowing for all artifices, and even for

a great similarity of likeness between the face

presented to her on the top of the partition and
that of dead Helen a similarity demanded by
Arthur's case as well as her own she could not

yet admit to herself the possibility of her having
been mistaken as to the identity. It was not the
mere features, the recollection of which carried
conviction with it for the face in fact was alter-

ed from what it had been during life, being thin-

ner, paler, and more aged but the expression
of the face. For the single instant (that had
seemed to last a lifetime) during which it had
frowned down upon her from that strange emi-

nence, before her senses had forsaken her, she
had recognized in it precisely that same look of
hate and jealousy which Helen's face had worn
when she had stood beside the lasher and cried,
"Then drown, you jade !" No devilish art nor
cunning, no chance resemblance of features, how-
ever strong, could have reproduced that: and
while remembering it her heart once more be-
gan to beat with haste, her limbs to tremble, and
the half-dethroned terror to reassume possession
of her being.
"What I have seen, Arthur, I have seen,"

moaned she, in hopeless tones
;

" and it was the
face of your dead wife I saw, and no other."
"The face!" answered he, contemptuously.*' Then did you not see the form ? Was it float-

ing in the air like a seraph's, or looking at you
like a picture from the wall?"
"For my sake, dear Arthur, for my sake,"

pleaded Jenny, earnestly, "pray do not jest at
what has cost us both so dear."

"If I seemed to jest, Jenny," said Arthur,

quickly, "it was, believe me, but in bitterness.

Forgive me, darling ;
and when you have told

me exactly what you saw, this matter shall be
sealed between us, never to be reopened until the

day when I shall lay before you the explanation
of the mystery in which it is involved. That
sooner or later I shall find that explanation I

feel convinced ;
and since what you are about to

tell me may offer the means of "doing so, I en-
treat you to conceal nothing from me."
With great reluctance, and with many a pause

and shudder during the latter part of the narra-

tion, Jenny proceeded to obey him. She detail-

ed every event of the day in question, from the
moment of her quitting him at the railway station

to that of her retirement to her lonely room
with the sole exception of the receipt of the let-

ter from Adair. She described even the state

of her feelings, admitting that the talk of the old

market woman concerning the bad reputation of
the Dormers might not have been without its

effect upon her mind, and acknowledging her un-
usual fatigue of body and depression of spirits.

She portrayed the violence of the storm, and men-
tioned her attendant's offer to pass the night with
her as an evidence of the nervousness with which

it, together with her loneliness, had affected her.

She concealed nothing, in short, which seemed to

make against her own view of the matter, or to

strengthen Arthur's. All this, however, was
but the frankness of one who has a case so strong
that he can afford to concede every doubtful

point to his adversary. As her story drew to its

close, her every word carried with it that force

which no cross-examination can shake the

force of unwilling conviction. To every ques-
tion which her husband interpolated she answer-
ed briefly and without excitement

;
the recollec-

tion of her own experience absorbed every other

emotion. She spoke of the noises in the dress-

ing-room, and of her visiting it
;
of the curious

circumstance of her finding the door of com-
munication between the houses open, and of the

shock that the discovery occasioned her. But
as to any thought of Helen herself having oc-

curred to her before, just in the act of extinguish-

ing the candles, she had beheld that terrible ap-

parition of her dead rival, she was positive that it

had not done so. A sense of loneliness connect-

ed with Arthur himself might, and probably did,
cause her to take that last fatal look up at the

partition which separated the two rooms, but it

was Absence, and not Death, that was in her

mind. From that point nothing could shake her.

"Above that partition wall, Arthur, I saw your
dead wife's face looking down upon me as sure-

ly as I now see yours ;
nor while I live shall I

ever, alas ! forget it, far less be persuaded to the

contrary.
"

"Very good, my darling. No one shall at-

tempt to persuade you," rejoined Arthur, cheer-

fully, as he stooped down to kiss her. "In a
few days we shall leave this place for good and

all, and in the mean time I will write to Jack,
and get him and Blanche to come and stay with

us, and dispel the gloom of the Dormers."
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CHAPTER XLI.

RECOGNITION.

JACK and Blanche did not come down to

Daneton, for the former had begun to have his

hands too full of legal work to set his legs free,

save in vacation time : idle people like the Tyn-
dalls, they wrote, must come up to them in town,
where they would be very welcome. So Arthur

was deprived of the aid of his friend's sagacity in

prosecuting his investigations into the subject

that now so engrossed his thoughts. But had

Jack been with him, it was hard to say what

could have been done more than was done. It

is true, Arthur might have employed a detect-

ive from London, by whose eagle eye, as he

lounged before the door of his public-house or

took his constitutional by the beach, every soul

in the place should have been critically reviewed
;

but the matter was not one to be communicated
even to the most trustworthy of public officers,

and, moreover, he doubted the efficiency of such

an ally. No clew could be obtained in London
to the person who had dispatched the forged

message from the telegraph office
;
and quietly

prosecuting his own inquiries at Daneton, he

convinced himself that no stranger had come
down thither on the day of his own journey to

town, nor for several days before it
; and, more-

over, that none such were at present located in

the village. His investigations were thus narrow-

ed to the Dormers itself and its inhabitants. It

must have been with the connivance of some of

these that that infamous and cruel trick had been

played upon Jenny, if it had been played at all.

But which of them was it reasonable to suspect
of such a crime, and what possible reasofe could

they have for the commission of it?

The only tenants of the house during the night
in question were Mrs. Weeks and her maid-of-

all-work and Jenny's maid. To imagine that

either of these should have maliciously endeav-

ored to terrify poor Mrs. Tyndall, who was a

favorite with all the little household, was pre-

posterous, even supposing they had the means of

doing so, which, as Arthur conjectured, must
have included some instrument analogous to a

magic lantern. To be sure, the adjoining house

had also its occupants, a sick and almost bed-

ridden old woman, now said to be dying ;
and her

maid, a Frenchwoman, taciturn, perhaps in spite
of herself, for she could scarcely speak a word
of English, but who apparently had no other in-

terest in life beyond the care of her mistress. It

was scarcely more strange even that one should

rise from the dead than that sober Annette should

be connected with such an outrage upon an un-

offending lady. Moreover, upon cross-examin-

ing Mrs. Weeks, that honest dame most positive-

ly affirmed that the door of communication be-

tween the two houses had been locked upon the

night in question, and had, according to promise,

always been locked since Mrs. Newton had come
to lodge with her, and that the key had never left

her possession, but remained, where it was hang-
ing at that instant, in the bunch that she always
carried about with her. This was an all-important

piece of evidence, and indeed, if genuine, it dis-

posed of the whole question $
for if Jenny could

have been mistaken as to whether a door gave
to her touch or not, her impression might be

equally fanciful respecting other matters. To

that conclusion, indeed, Arthur found himself

in the end, and by no means reluctantly, driven.

If, generally stated, it was more likely that testi-

mony should prove untrustworthy than that a

miracle should occur, how much more so was
this the case when the testimony was that of a

nervous, frightened woman, depressed in spirits

and ailing in health, while the miracle, on the

other hand, was as great as it could be. No
;
his

poor wife's vision had been "all fancy;" and he
now regretted exceedingly that he had revealed

to her the occurrence which had happened to

himself at Brussels, the similarity of which to

her own supposed experience had doubtless given
it a greater appearance of reality than it had
worn before. The one thing that remained in-

explicable, and troubled him more than he would
have liked to confess, was the forged telegram j

but

the coincidence of it with his wife's seizure might,
after all, have been accidental, and the deception
that had been played upon him have had no oth-

er object than to send him on a fool's errand.

On the whole, therefore, the best thing to be

done seemed to be to remove his wife from Dane-

ton, and take advantage of the Adairs' invita-

tion to London, where she would be free from
all unwholesome associations

;
and for this he

only waited for the doctor to give his sanction

by pronouncing Jenny fit to travel.

Exactly one month after the incident which
had cost them both so dear this sanction was
obtained. The old medico had paid his last pro-
fessional visit, and was giving a few parting
words of advice to Arthur in the drawing-room
respecting the course to be adopted for the fu-

ture with Mrs. Tyndall, who was still far from

convalescent, and so timid that she could not be
left alone even in the daylight, when a curious

circumstance occurred. There was a knock at

the door, and in came Mrs. Weeks with a mys-
terious air.

"If you please, Sir, Annette, Mrs. Newton's

maid, has come round" (which words were itali-

cized, as much as to say,
" She is obliged to do

that, because, as I have stated, the door of com-
munication is always kept locked"), "and begs
to say that her mistress wishes to see you imme-

diately, if you will kindly step in."

"But I have just seen the poor lady," began
the doctor.

"
It isn't you, Sir, but Mr. Tyndall, whom she

wants."
" There must be some mistake," said Arthur

;

"unless," and he looked toward the doctor in-

quiringly,
" the poor woman is out of her mind.

"

"She" is quite herself," answered the other;

"but, as I have warned Mrs. Weeks here, she

can not last many days, nor perhaps even many
hours. That is one of the reasons, Mr. Tyndall,

why I am inclined to hurry your wife's departure
from the Dormers. The decease of my poor
patient under the same roof would only add an-

other element of gloom to her associations with
this place."" Without doubt, it would," said Arthur.
" But this message is quite unintelligible to me.
Are you sure, Mrs. Weeks, that you have not

misunderstood it ?"
"
Well, Sir, I mayn't be a good French schol-

ard," rejoined that lady, austerely, "though I

have heard a deal of that language talked in my
time, when in service with Mr. AValdron, whose
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lady was French, and whose daughter spoke it

as her mother-tongue ;
but I think I know the

difference between the doctor's name and yours,

even when spoken by a foreigner.
' My mistress

entreats the presence of Mr. Tyndall, if he would

have the goodness to step round,' was what An-

nette said, or words to that effect. You should

see her yourself, but she ransack immediately,

so as not to leave her poor mistress alone."

"It is very strange," said Arthur, musing }

"but I will go, of course, at once."

"I was sure you would, Sir," said the old lady,

brightening up ;
"and to save you trouble, here

is the key of the party door, so that you can go

right through without leaving the house."

Arthur took it mechanically, and Mrs. Weeks
left the room.

" What can be the meaning of this, doctor ?"

"Oh, it is simple enough. When folks feel

themselves dying it is generally supposed that

their thoughts are monopolized with their own
case ; but that is not always so

,
on the contra-

ry, the progress of their malady often gives them
a curious interest in other sick persons. This

poor lady doubtless wishes to ask after Mrs. Tyn-
dall, who, she has heard, has been taken ill late-

ly, and perhaps to send her some kindly mes-

s'age. To me, however, she has scarcely opened
her lips, except to answer a question or two with

respect to herself
;
not that many questions were

necessary, poor soul : she was in a rapid decline

when she came down hither, and now the end is

very near indeed, as you will see for yourself."
But though to the doctor this explanation of

the caprice of a dying woman seemed satisfactory

enough, to Arthur it was still strange and unac-

countable. He went upon his way with reluc-

tant steps, and had it not been for his feelings of

humanity, would very gladly have excused him-
self from such an errand. As it was, he mused
and lingered, and when he arrived at the end of

the passage, put the key into the door of com-
munication with something more than delibera-

tion. A presentiment, not of evil, indeed, but
of some very unpleasant experience, was upon
him, and it would have been something like a re-

lief to him if he had been unable to open the

door, and been compelled to go round by the gar-
den way. The lock, indeed probably through
disuse did not turn very easily ; and, on stoop-
ing down to inspect it, he perceived a white sub-

stance, which was also clinging to the wards of the

key. It flashed upon him in a moment that wax
had been recently used in orde'r to take an impres-
sion of the lock. In that case Mrs. Weeks's pre-
caution to keep the door fast had been altogether
thrown away. This discovery agitated him con-

siderably, since it confirmed at least one of Jen-
ny's statements regarding the occurrences of that
eventful night ; but, at the same time, it renew-
ed his hesitation. At a wrench at the key and
a push with his foot the door gave way, and he
found himself in the other house, which was, it

seemed, an exact counterpart of its neighbor
dwelling. He had entered a long passage, an-
swering to that from Avhich he had just emerged.
As he did so the door on his left hand, answer-
ing to that of what had been his former bed-
room, was opened, and Mrs. Newton's French
maid appeared.

^ O Heaven ! how you frightened me, Sir,"
said she, in trembling tones, and speaking in the

French tongue. "I had forgotten that there
was that way in, and was listening for the front-

door bell."
'

" Some one else has not forgotten it," thought
Arthur, regarding the Frenchwoman with grave
attention.

She was a stout, middle-aged personage, of

respectable appearance, and with so little of the

foreigner about her that, but for her speech, she

might easily have been taken for a fellow-coun-

trywoman of his own. He had met her occa-

sionally, when following her mistress in the chair

upon the sands when she had been strong
enough to use that exercise and he had taken
no particular notice of her. But now, as they
stood face to face, it struck him that once upon
a time, he knew not where, he had met her, not
so casually somewhere else. The woman, on
her part too though that might well be attrib-

uted to their unexpected rencontre looked con-
fused and embarrassed.

"Have you never used that door," observed

he, sternly,
"
since you have been in this house?"

"I, Sir? No. Wiry should I have done so ?

And, moreover, the landlady of monsieur him-
self reserves the key." If her surprise was feign-

ed, it was well feigned : in the expression of her

profound astonishment she even smiled.

"And your mistress has she never opened
that door ?"

' ' My mistress ? What can monsieur be dream-

ing of?" Her eyebrows met the hair of her head
;

her plump shoulders touched her ears. "My
mistress has not moved since we have been at

this sad place Avithout my help. And now, alas !

she will never do so, even with it. Madame is

dying, taonsieur." Annette heaved a sigh that

seemed to come from her very heart, but there
were no tears in her quiet eyes.
"You are used to nurse the sick?" observed

Arthur, significantly.

"Yes, indeed. I have been with madame for

years ,
and she has been failing, dving, from the

first."

"But you have nursed others also; it was

your trade?"

"Perhaps. What matters ?" answered she,

hurriedly. "Hush! that is madame's hand-

bell; and there are no minutes to lose. Will

you please step in ?"

Arthur would willingly have continued to ques-
tion this woman, whom he now fully recognized
as having been employed about the convalescent

wards in the hospital at Brignon. But her tone

had a certain imperativeness in it to which he
felt forced to accede

; and, moreover, she already
stood in the sick-roomwhere, perhaps, indeed,
she had taken refuge, for he had heard no bell

to which he had been so strangely summoned,
and where, of course, such inquiries could not be

pursued. The chamber was precisely similar to

the one Arthur and his wife had occupied pre-
vious to the night of her alarm, except that what
had been his dressing-room was here thrown into

it, and not divided by any partition wall. The
increased size of the apartment made it look
more lone and comfortless

;
nor had even the

same scanty pains been taken with it to make it

appear home-like and habitable
;
while the shut-

ters were almost closed, as though to typify the
shadow that was about to fall upon its tenant.
With the personal appearance of the patient her-
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self Arthur had been tolerably familiar he had
seen her when in her Bath chair, and also as she

sat knitting at her window that overlooked the

garden ;
but as he looked at her now, in that dim

light, he hardly recognized her, so deep had been

the ravages of disease during the last few weeks.

She was lying with her face to the wall, which

her gray hair almost touched
;
and her eyes were

closed. For all that she showed of life she might
have been already dead.

"
Madame, monsieur is come," whispered An-

nette, bending over the pillow.
The sick woman feebly opened her eyes. "It

is well, "answered she, in French. "Leave us

alone, Annette quite alone. When I want you,
"

she added, feebly, "I will ring the hand-bell."

Annette gave a sign of assent
;
and passing

close to Arthur, whispered, "Be patient, be piti-

ful; death will be here to-night at furthest;"
then left the room, closing the door behind her.

Her quiet tread the footstep of one trained to

avoid stealthiness as much as noise passed along
the uncarpeted passage, and away down stairs.

Then all was silent, save for the quiet beat of

the wave without as it rose and fell on the

sand. Arthur stood in the centre of the room,
in a state of great embarrassment and discomfort

;

it seemed to him that the whimsical wish of the

poor patient to speak with him, if such it was,
must have passed away, or that her failing brain

had forgotten his presence. He was about to

remind her of it by a cough, when her feeble

voice once more made itself heard :

"
Open the

shutters.
"

This was not to be done on the instant, for

there were two tolerably large windows, and the

shutters moved stiffly and reluctantly on their

hinges ;
but Arthur, though surprised at her re-

quest, obeyed it with all diligence. The full

light of the noonday sun streamed into the room
and on the bed on which the sick woman lay.
He had got thus far, and had turned round to

address her, when he interrupted himself with a
low cry of pain and horror.

"Hush!" whispered the patient, who had
raised herself upon the pillow a little, and was

confronting him with a very different face from
that she had worn when he had looked upon her
last. Her gray hair had been cast aside, and
was replaced by light brown tresses

;
her feat-

ures, still pinched and worn, and with the com-

ing change foreshadowed upon them as surely
as before, were now those of a young woman.
"Fear not, for I am flesh and blood, Arthur,"
she went on, in a tone of bitter mockery ; "though
there is but little left of either."

"Helen!" exclaimed Arthur, in horrified

amazement. * ' You are not Helen ?"

"Yes, I am," was the grim rejoinder ;

" I am
Helen Tyndall, your wife."

CHAPTER XLIL
RECONCILIATION.

THE amazement and horror of Arthur Tyndall
on beholding this terrible spectacle was unre-

lieved by one moment of incredulity. Woeworn
and wan, and with the look, if not of death upon
her, yet of the shadow which death casts before

it, his recognition of his late wife was as com-

plete as it was sudden. He did not doubt for a

single instant that he saw before him that Helen
who, in the world's belief, had been lying for the
last two years beneath the mould of Swansdale

church-yard. His flesh had curdled, his knees
had trembled beneath him, but not with super-
stitious terror

;
it was She, herself, and that was

horror enough. But now, when he heard her

mocking voice, low as a fiend's whisper, murmur
in his ear, your wife, and marked the malice of
her wasted face, another feeling took possession
of him unutterable scorn and loathing. She
saw it in his shrinking form and knitted brows,
and laughed a harsh, low, grating laugh, the

very ghost of that he had once known so well,

just as she was the very ghost of her former
self.

"You are thinking of that woman yonder,"
said she, pointing with her wasted hand toward
the wall that had divided the two houses. ' ' Since
I am your lawful wife, you are saying to your-
self, What, then, must Jenny be? Shall I tell

you ? Here a cough so violent seized the wretch-
ed woman that to see it shake and tear her would
have moved a harder heart than Arthur Tyn-
dall's, even though it had not been evident, as

it was, that a few more painful hours were all

that remained to her on earth, whether for bitter-

ness or reconciliation. He ran forward to sup-

port her, and presently pouring out a glass of

water, put it to her white lips, with an expression
of tenderness and pity.
She drank

;
and while he waited patiently lest

she should need another draught, she clasped
his hand, and kissing it eagerly, fell back again
upon the pillow in such a passion of grief as it

seemed incredible her feeble frame could have
endured.

Arthur's heart had already melted within him,
but now he knelt down by the bedside and min-

gled his rare tears with hers.

"How can you, can you be so good to me,"
she murmured, presently, "when you know what
I have done to you and her ?

"

"
Hush, hush, Helen ! As for me, you have

done nothing whatever you have done that I

have not deserved
;
and as for her, she will for-

give you, and pray God to do so."
"
No, no ! No woman could do that, Arthur,

on whom such disgrace and shame have fallen as

I have brought on her. I am sorry for it
;
I re-

pent of it
;
but I can not undo it." She paused

a moment to draw her labored breath, and then
went on: "I had meant to be hard and bitter

to the last
;
but the sight of your tears, the touch

ofyour hand, have been too much for me. Oh,
Arthur, Arthur, how I love you even yet ! How
could you cast such love away ?"

"Dear Helen, this is no time for argument, I

know," said Arthur, gravely; "but indeed I

did not what you charge me with. I may have
let it slip, but

"

"Arthur," interrupted Helen, solemnly, and

looking into his tearful face, "you are speaking
to one who in a few hours hence will stand be-

fore the judgment-seat of Heaven. Answer me,
therefore, truly, were you not a faithless husband
to me?"
"As I hope myself for Heaven's mercy, I

never was, Helen.
"

"Then I have done you wrong indeed," groan-
ed Helen

;

' ' and her a greater wrong. Still,
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you sinned in thought, Arthur; you wrote to

her, and received letters from her ?"

"
Never, Helen, never not one line."

"What was that packet, then the packet you
would never show me and that I saw her give

to you in the chalk-pit ? What was in it ?"

" My own letters, Helen. Letters that I had

written to her years ago, when but a boy, before

I went abroad. Those, and a little trinket

which she returned to me, in token that our love

was over that was all. Except that once

the meeting to which you were witness we nev-

er met
;
we never wrote

;
we never thought of

love.
"

There was a long silence, during which Helen

lay, with wide eyes looking straight before her,

pondering many things.

"Give me the medicine, Arthur the one that

lends me strength. I have much to say to you,
but little breath, and scanty time. This woman
was not an angel, though you thought her so.

She counted on my death to marry you."

"Indeed, she did not, Helen. In her most

secret thought, I'll stake my life, she never wish-

ed for it."
" Why not?" asked the sick woman, hoarse-

ly
" wlien I wished for hers, and strove to take

her life"
" To take her life ? Dear Helen, your words

are wild
; you are not yourself. Be calm."

"Arthur, is it possible that she never told

you ? But no
; you must be deceiving me, for

Mr. Glyddon knew it
; and, besides, I wrote it

on that paper. Oh, husband! be true and frank

with me for this one hour.
"

"I am speaking naught but truth, Helen. I

know nothing of the matter at which you hint."

"What! did you never hear what happened
at the lasher ?"

"That you saved Jenny's life there
; yes, of

course."
" And not that it was I who pushed her in ?"

"What! you? Dear Helen, you know not
what you say."

"Alas! alas! I do. Ask her. And yet, per-

haps, she may not confess it even now. Oh, do
not hate me for a guilty wretch, nor curse me
when I am dead indeed

;
but I did do it. And

I have done worse, far worse, since then. Think
me mad, dear husband maddened by jealous
love

;
not guilty ;

and pity and forgive me."
"I pity and forgive you with all my heart,

dear Helen, whatever you have done
;
I know

not what it is, but partly guess. Be calm, and
trouble yourself no longer about the past. What
is done is done

;
and the best of us can but be

sorry for it."

"Ay; but then some can make amends, and
I, alas ! can not. There lies the sting. Once more
the medicine, and the touch of your dear hand,
that seems to stir the embers of my life. The
rector says a good man, Arthur, if ever there
was one, who kept my secret safe, God bless
him for it ! that it is good to make confession
the best use to which to put the failing breath.
Let me make it now, a full one

;
so that in the

years to come no more misfortune may crop up,
sown by this guilty hand, for which you are un-
prepared. When you married me, Arthur dear
to me when I knew it as when I knew it not
you loved another." Arthur shook his head
not very decisively, however. "You did, you

did ! I do not blame you for it
; or, rather, it

was I who was to blame as well, when, guessing
at it, I still pressed my love upon you. It was

unmaidenly, as some would say, Arthur ;
but it

was not unwomanly for, ah ! I loved you so.

We married
; and, suspicious of you always, my

worst fears seemed realized when we returned
to Swansdale. Perhaps, if I had spoken out,
and taxed you with the wrong I thought you did

me, all might have gone well, at least not so ill

as this
;
but I was cold and cross, and you were

cold, reserved, resentful. Don't think I wish to

make excuses for myself; I^know that I was
wrong, and thought unjustly"of you. There was
a man one Allardyce who did his best to shame
you ;

a blind worm in the grass that would have
been a viper ;

he was naught to me
;
and yet

you had a juster ground for censure against me
on his account than I against yourself on what is

the name you call her ? Jenny's. That girl I

hated from the first
;
and on the day when I was

witness to your meeting with her, and saw yon
kiss that packet, I was a murderer in my heart

in act almost a murderer too. But I repented
I thank Heaven for it and strove to undo

what I did in haste, as she will witness. Then,
because she kept my secret, and was generous
to me, and because you thanked me for having
saved her life, my hate redoubled. At one time
in my bitter, loveless life I had longed to die ;

but now, being ill, and feeling that the seeds of

death were in me, I desired to live :
' For if I

die,' thought I,
' Arthur will marry her.' Then

we went abroad to Brignon. You recollect the

misery of that time. I will not dwell upon it.

Well, even then it entered into my heart that I

would leave you, and hiding away somewhere,
die, so that you should never know I was dead,

or be able to take this woman for your wife ;

and for that purpose I put money by me, which
was afterward used for a still worse purpose.
When the accident happened I was taken to the

hospital, like yourself. I mended, and grew bet-

ter, but was still far from convalescent, when
some catastrophe in the town the falling of a
circus tent made urgent demand upon the hos-

pital resources, and I was removed into the con-

valescent ward, to make room for some young
girl who died that very night. In the unwont-

ed hurry and confusion, the name upon the bed-

head was not changed, and when (as I afterward

heard) my maid came as usual the next morning
to see me, and, as I believe, Blanche as well,

they were told that I was dead. They went up
and saw the corpse stretched out in my old place,

with the sheet over it, and did not dare, I sup-

pose, to lift it. A suspicion of what had oc-

curred came over me when I found that no one

visited me as before
;
and in a few days, keeping

very quiet, but listening for all that was said

around me, I heard the tidings of my own death,
and of how my body had been carried away by
the rich English milord and ladies to be buried

at home. I heard also with a joy more shame-
ful than my grief that you were getting well and

strong again, for the vile design over which I had

long been brooding had already taken hateful

shape. The germ of it was due to a slight

thing enough, yet one which by its associations

might well have touched my heart had it not
been changed to stone by jealousy. On that

river voyage that we two took together, in what
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seems such a far back time" for the first time

Helen's voice, which, though feeble, had been

hitherto firm and resolute, here began to tremble

"in that bright day when earth and sky and

water seemed to rejoice with me because of your
dear love, then -were some stories told

; one, by
the man Allardyce, of some one who had mar-

ried in England and been divorced in Scotland,
and who, marrying again, had been claimed by
his first wife as her rightful husband, to the con-

fusion of the second
j
and again, some tale of

Blanche's about the chalk-pit above Swansdale

being haunted. You will remember that, because

you met this girl to whom you had plighted
troth and broken it just after the tale was told,

at Swansdale Lock."
Arthur bowed his head so low and sadly that

it seemed less in assent than in contrition.

"Well, out of those two tales I shaped my
plan. That you would marry this woman as

you did I felt convinced
;
and my intention was

to keep out of your sight and knowledge till you
should do so, then break in on your guilty hap-

piness, and change it to misery and shame. I

meant to haunt your home like the ghost that

Blanche had spoken of, and terrify this hateful

woman, if not yourself. All this I thought of,

gloated over, as I lay in bed, supposed to be un-

conscious, until one day came in a woman who
had been employed elsewhere in the accident

wards, and recognized me."
" That was Annette ?" said Arthur.
" Yes

;
Annette. She is a faithful, innocent

creature, and has been very good to me. At first

I tried to bribe her to silence ; but that failing,

I told her all and more than all my wrongs how
that you had ill treated me, beaten me, and even

designedly caused the accident by which I had so

nearly lost my life
;
and she believed me. I per-

suaded her that my only chance of happiness for

the rest ofmy short life for though 1 had recov-

ered from the direct effects of the fall from the car-

riage, it had injured what were already diseased,

my lungs, and I was doomed to die was to keep
out of your way, and give no sign of my exist-

ence. In this she consented, out of pity, to as-

sist me
;
and to make sure of her silence, when

I left the hospital, which I did under a false

name, I took her with me. I had sufficient mon-

ey to support us both laid by, as I have said, and
hidden in notes about me

;
and I followed you

not telling Annette that I was doing so to Brus-
sels. Why so ? you will say. I can not tell you
why. My love for you was dead, and yet I long-
ed to look upon your face once more. I watched
and dogged you. Your pale looks smote my
heart

;
above all, it melted toward you because you

showed no sign of returning to England, where
that woman was. One night, however, I saw

you start in company with some friends for the

masquerade ; that made me bitter again. To
think that within three weeks of your Helen's
death you should drive away all thought re-

morseful thought, as I imagined it to be, re-

member "

"It was remorseful," murmured Arthur.
" We1

,!, to think that you should seek enjoy-
ment in such a place, and find it so very, very
soon, was wormwood to me

; and, instigated by
headlong passion and jealousy of I know not

what, I followed you."" I saw you in the theatre," cried Arthur. ' :

I

knew that it was you even before you removed

your domino, and froze me with your ghastly,
scornful look."

"I know it," said Helen. "
It was the mad-

ness of the moment : I periled all my plan when
I did that, I know, and yet I could not resist the

temptation to reveal myself.
* He will not believe

even his own eyes,' said I to myself; and yet,
in my secret heart, I thought you would. Not-

withstanding my unforgiving wrath and malice

against }
r

ou, and the danger to which I knew
I had thus exposed the execution of my cher-

ished vengeance, it was a satisfaction to me that

you recognized your Helen that rather than

deny the face you had so often kissed, you ac-

cepted the miracle. I watched, and saw that it

made you a changed man. A hundred times I
had made up my mind to write to you and
confess all, and then to come and meekly beg
forgiveness of you ;

but I did not. I said,
* I

will wait a year and a day,' when, as I had heard,
widowers are free to marry. Then suddenly, on

receipt ofsome message by the telegraph, you left

Brussels for Swansdale, as my heart foreshad-

owed, and I followed you. While lurking in the

neighborhood disguised I was at the inn at

Medhurst within four miles ofyou I learned the

worst I feared had come to pass : that you were

engaged to my rival. Then began my madness
;

my love for you died out, or seemed to do so, to

its last spark, and my one desire was for revenge.
I followed you to London. There, although I

thought my heart was already brimmed with hate

against the woman that was to succeed me, it

found room for more
; for, by one I set to watch

your movements and all you did, 1 learned that

my mother my own mother had received her;
that she regarded with patience, if not with fa-

vor, the girl that was to usurp her daughter's

place ! Oh, Arthur, if it seems hard to die and
be forgotten, how much harder to live on and
watch your memory fail and fade away, and
mark the image of yourself, that you had deemed

imprinted on a loved one's heart forever, wax dim
and wane ! A dead man out of mind is dead

;

and (unless he has earned hell's torments) knows
not how soon those near and dear to him throw
oft' the heart's allegiance or worse, a thousand
times transfer it to another

;
how smoothly

runs that round of life without him of which he
was once the pivot ! But I false to the core

was, for my falsehood, doomed to be spectatress
ofmy own oblivion! Oh, Arthur! I have indeed

been punished for my sin
;
and when I wronged

you most, deserved your pity. Pity me, for pity
is akin to love, they say ; or, if you can not

pity, think me mad for mad I was mad from
the first, to think of such a fiendish, foolish

scheme
;
and madder made by the sight of that

which from the first I knew that I should see

this woman taken to your heart, your arms !

Ah, how I hated her, and cursed you both ! I

could not make you criminal felon by inter-

marrying with her while I was alive : that was
done in innocence

;
but what I could do that I

did, and gloried in it. This girl, who thought to

be your wife, was but your paramour ! Oh, that

was sweet
;
and if she should have offspring

the children that you longed for, and that Heav-
en had denied to me they would be bastards !

Ah, that was balm !"

The color came into the dying woman's cheeks,
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and in her eyes a fire of triumph, and her voice

rang for the moment like a trumpet. Then she

fell back and gasped what seemed her last
;
and

once more Arthur put the medicine to her lips,

and once more life flowed back a little, and she

went on in a hoarse whisper :

" You married, and went abroad. I heard of

you in France, in Italy, so happy, so unlike the

man you had been when you had been wedded

to your late unsympathizing, unessential spouse.

They spared me nothing why should they ?

those whom I employed to tell me all in their

reports of you. You were coming back, like

two young lovers still, to Swansdale. I went

down before you, and in tourist guise gain-

ed access to the Hall, and left a paper, where I

knew your wife would find it, dated two years

ago, and setting forth how that you wished me

dead, that you might marry her, and had sworn

to kill me ;" and that if I did die on a sudden, it

would be by poison ;
or if by any seeming acci-

dent, such as the being thrown out of a carriage,

it would be no accident, but by your malice and

intent. You turn your face away ; you loathe

me : well you may. But I have not done yet ;

hear all hear all ! This set your wife a-think-

ing as I knew it would upon our miserable

life together, and was it possible that you had

thus ill used your Helen ? And she fell ill and

lost her spirits though not her looks
;
she would

not, curse her ! lose her fair, soft looks, that had

entrapped you so with keeping the secret from

you. This went on for months, and you were

wretched, both. I felt no pity, not a grain, for

she was quick with child
;
and I, the barren wife,

loathed her for that more than for all. For her

health's sake, you came to Daneton. /needed
Daneton air too. The doctor said that I might
prolong my life to half a year, perhaps (but he
was sanguine there), by going thither. And
with that excuse I ventured to house myself be-

neath the very roof that sheltered her and you.
There was no time to spare, if I would see the
harvest of that vengeance of which I had already
sown the seed ripen and cut and gathered in.

Up to that moment I had felt no penitence nor

pang of remorse
;
no halt of purpose. Finding

you happy here, I looked to find it strengthened,
and myself more resolute for evil

;
but it was

not so. At times even as I watched you both

you little knew whose eyes were on you, Ar-
thur in the garden and on the beach, so satis-

fied with each other's company, so well pleased
with all you saw and all you did together at

times, I say, the thought would cross me :

' Are
they so very guilty, after all ? If they did wrong
me while I was alive, could they be so light of
heart and so content ?' I had told Annette I did
but come hither to feast my eyes in secret upon
the man I had once so dearly loved before I died

;

and there were moments, nurse my passion
against you as I would, when my heart did yearn
toward you as it does now, husband and" I re-
lented from my purpose. But they were few-
few as the lucid intervals that light the gloom of
madness. I had sworn to take full vengeance,
and I kept my oath. I could not hope to see
this bastard born, and gloat my eyes on the dis-

grace brought forth with it upon its mother : my
time was too short for that : and if from any
cause you should have gone home or elsewhere,
I was too ill to follow you. But I might appear

to her as risen from the tomb in some lone night ;

and though I died the next day, the remembrance
of that ghastly vision should haunt her, as it had
haunted you but worse until her latest day.
If she had not told you of that paper and I d'id

not think she had she would be sure to take it

as a confirmation of the cruel charge I had made
in it against yourself: my unquiet spirit, she

would think, was crying out for vengeance, ret-

ribution. Oh yes ;
I know it was a demon's

act; and when you look upon me thus, Arthur,
I feel as though I were in the place of demons !

Yet think, oh, think, that ere yonder sun has

set, we two shall part forever
;
and strive in

this last hour to pity and forgive a woman
wronged!"
He did not speak, but, still kneeling by the

bed, kissed the wasted hand that clung to his

own, as though in fear lest he should rise in

wrath and leave her.
"
It was a hateful act, dear Arthur a vile and

wicked deed, and false and fraudulent from first

to last. I took an impress of the lock of the

door of communication between the houses, and
had a key made from it in town

;
and when all

was ready I caused the message to be sent that

took you thither, and left her here defenseless

and alone. She has told you all that happened,
doubtless

;
but she does not know that that

which killed her child has saved her honor. If

it had lived, remember, it would have been the

child of shame. In that, my vengeance over-

reached itself. Moreover, what half slew her

has made an end of me : the dragging myself by
night from this sick-bed, and climbing on the

chair to show myself above the wall to her well,

all that has quickened what before was fast ap-

proaching ;
and at last I die, and leave her free/'

"And you repent, dear Helen?" whispered

Arthur, eagerly. "You are sorry that you in-

jured one who never meant you ill?"
"
Yes, yes ;

I do I am.
"

When she becomes

your wife for / am your wife, Arthur, while I

live tell her, tell her that I was sorry. And,
Arthur lean down, lean down, and listen

;
I

have but a minute more : don't tell my mother
;

don't let her ever know
;
dear soul, kind soul.

And and when you think of me remember

you did love this woman, all along, better bet-

ter far than me and pity, pity your poor wife

your wife, who lacked your love !"

There was no sound more but the lap of the

wave without
;
she was dead, with her hand still

clasped in his, and her last look fixed on his

face. Pity her! He had never loved her so

dearly, or so deeply, as at that moment. When
he had thought her dead before, he had been

sorry, remorseful, wretched, but he had never

shed the tears that he shed now. If she could

have waked to feel them falling over her cold

cheek, she would have said, "I must be dead

indeed; and this is heaven."

CHAPTER XLIII,

GRISELDA.

RELIEVED by this passionate outburst of grief,

the traces of which he made no effort to conceal,
Arthur summoned Annette.

"It is over, then," said she, simply, perceiv-
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Ing what had happened at a glance, and rever-

ently kissing the forehead of her dead mistress.

"That is well. Heaven has taken her into its

hand out of yours, Sir
;
and let us hope," she add-

ed, reproachfully,
"
that she will find better treat-

ment there."

Arthur gazed at the woman without hearing
what she said, and almost, indeed, without see-

ing her. Her manner softened at seeing him

thus, and touching his hand, to call his attention

to her words, she continued: "Knowing that

this must happen either one day or the next,
Mr. Tyndall, I have locked up such valuables as

madame possessed, with her little store of mon-

ey, and here are the keys. She is no longer in

my charge, but in that of her husband."

"Hush, hush!" returned Arthur, laying his

finger on his lips. "If you loved your mistress,

you will obey her last words, which expressed a

wish for secrecy. Your looks imply that I

have not done my duty to her hitherto, and you
are right ;

I have done far otherwise : still, if

she could speak, she would tell you that I have
not been what you think I am. I say this much,
not in my own behalf, but that you may know
she has one genuine mourner besides yourself.
As for you, I know that I leave her as for the

present I am compelled to do in loving, rever-

ent hands. As for the money and the jewels, so

far as I have power to give them and I suppose
I have they are yours. Moreover, I shall take

care that henceforth, throughout your life, you
want for nothing."

"Monsieur is very good and kind to me," an-

swei'ed the woman, significantly, and looking ten-

derly at her dead mistress
;

" but
"

"But you can not take a bribe to wrong the

dead," interrupted Arthur. "What I offer is

no bribe, however. If you went out into the

village street, and cried aloud the truth,
' Here

lies this fellow's wife,' that would make no dif-

ference. I only give you what your fidelity has
earned. But I tell you again, in this dread pres-

ence, before which I should not dare to lie, it

was her latest wish, for her mother's sake I do
not say for mine to keep this matter secret. She
was my wife

;
I was her husband. But to say

so now would be to disobey the dead, and wrong
not me, but the innocent. That is the truth.

So help me Heaven!"
"I believe you, Sir," answered the woman,

after a moment's pause ;

" and I will keep your
secret safe. There is a fear, however, that mon-
sieur's own looks may reveal it. If I saw you
in the street now, I should say,

' There goes some
new-made widower.' Kiss her once more

;
then

wah your eyes, and go.
"

It was curious to see this quiet woman thus

dictating to him, as though he were a patient in

her charge, and him obeying her meekly ;
but it

was well for Arthur that such a helper was at

hand, well used to deal with Death and Mourn-

ers, and to whom all tattling was by nature dis-

tasteful
; since, had it not been so, the gossips of

Daneton would have found some means to un-
derstand her alien speech, had it been Norwegian.

Leaving the house that held his beloved dead

by the outer door, so as to avoid his own, Arthur
went to the railway station and dispatched a tel-

egram to Adair, then hastened back to Jenny.
"Do you think you could bear a journey to

town," said he, "this very day?"

"Indeed, indeed, I could," answered she, joy-

fully. "Don't look so grave; it will not hurt

me, Arthur
;

it will do me good. But why have

you resolved on it so suddenly ?"

"The doctor would not give his permission
before, you know."
"And what a time you have taken at last to

get it, dear! Why, he has been with you for

hours, has he not ?"

"Yes; we had a long talk together; but it

is settled now
;
and if you really do feel strong

enough
"

"My darling, I feel almost well already."
Her heightened color, and the ardor of her eyes,

spoke her delight at the prospect of leaving the

Dormers, though hitherto she had done her best

to conceal her impatience to do so.
"
Yes, but you are not well, dear Jenny, nor

nearly well. Though out of the doctor's hands,
he leaves his deputy; your nurse is to accom-

pany you." Her countenance fell at this
;
she

was'no malingerer of fashion not a woman who
likes to be coddled and made much of on the

score of illness, when there is naught the matter.

"But that is surely unnecessary, Arthur."

"Believe me, it is not, dear," said he, gravely ;

' ' and when we are once off, Jenny, I will tell

you why."
"That was enough for her, and more than

enough, even had she never learned his reason
;

but in the mean time she did learn it, or thought
she had done so.

No sooner were they in the railway carnage,
and alone, than she said, tenderly,

" I know why
we take this sudden journey, Arthur, and why
we have brought nurse with us, and why you
look so grave and sad, my darling."

' ' Do you ?" replied Arthur, quietly.
* '

Why is

it, Jenny?"
"It is because of poor Mrs. Newton's death."

"It is, my dear."
" I knew it. When Mrs. Weeks told me what

had happened, I said to myself at once,
'

Dear,
thoughtful Arthur deemed that this sad occur-

rence taking place under the same roof would
render me depressed and nervous. But it has
not done so, indeed, my darling. I wish I could

have been of any use to the poor lady. It was

very sudden, surely, though not, they tell me, un-

expected. And how came she to send for youf"
Well, as the doctor rightly suggested, chiefly

upon your account. When folks are dying they
take an unwonted interest in others who are sick

and suffering. It was a sad scene, of which we
will not speak just now. But you were wrong
about the nurse. I brought her, Jenny, because

it will be necessary when we reach town that I

shall leave you."" Leave me? Oh, Arthur, why?" Then
added, hastily, "But I am sure there is some

good reason a painful one, by your sad face
;

and I will not pain you by asking for it. But
oh, dear husband, it is not for long, I trust?

Without you
"

She shuddered
;
the recollec-

tion of what had happened when he had left her

last flashed on her mind, though she would not

distress him by referring to it "without you,
the days will be very long. Will you be absent

many days ?"

He shook his head
;
he could not trust him-

self to answer, when he thought of what wa
taking him away from her.
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"Are you sure, Arthur, quite sure, that it

would not do you good to tell me ? If I could,

by sharing it, bear up for you even but a little

portion of the burden which I see is pressing

upon you, it would be such a comfort to me,

such a happiness.
"

"No, Jenny, no," answered he, hoarsely;

"that can not be. You can help me only by

leaving me to myself, by not questioning me, by

placing all the confidence in me of which your

loving nature is capable, until the time comes

as it will come some day when I can tell you
all. Will you promise me to do this ?"

"Indeed, indeed, I will, Arthur."

That she would do so he felt very sure. She

had always striven to anticipate his wishes, and

now that" he had expressed them, was it likely

that she should fail in her obedience ? But his

heart was full of trouble and perplexity. To
confess all to her some day, as he had just said,

would be positively necessary; but how should

he make amends for the wrong that had been

done her without the knowledge of others ?

Without taking at least one other person, such

as Adair, into his confidence, this would be full

of difficulties. To ponder upon these, and to

plan how to overcome them, though a distaste-

ful task enough, was better than to let his mind
revert whither it ever strove to wander to Hel-

en. In either case, however, it was a melancholy
time enough with him

;
and the efforts which

poor Jenny made to console him by a show of

increased affection arid devotion only rendered,

him more wretched. He seemed to himself to

be obtaining them under false pretenses. At
last, perceiving that her loving ways had lost

their power, and yet that when left to himself

he grew more wretched, she began to talk of

ordinary matters, such as how long would their

journey last, and where did he propose to stay
in London.

" I have telegraphed to Jack," said he. "We
are going to the Adairs."
"But remember what a little house they have,

dear. They offered to take us in, it is true-
though you remember what Blanche said about
their scanty room but I am almost certain they
will not be able to take in nurse."

"They will take in you and nurse not me,
dear,

"
returned Arthur. * * The business at which

I hinted will take me from you at once to-night.
I shall leave you in Blanche's hands, however,
knowing that you will be as well cared for there
as in my own. In a week or less I shall come
back to you."

Despite all her firmness and good sense, this

unlooked-for tidings of her husband's immediate
departure from her struck cold to Jenny's heart.
She was not, perhaps, so fully recovered from her
illness as she endeavored to persuade herself: at
all events, she made no answer, for she could
not, but turned her head away to hide her quiet
tears.

_

It was a long, sad journey for them both. Ar-
rived in London, they drove straight to the Adairs,
who received them with affectionate welcome.
In an hour afterward, almost all of which time
he had spent in private talk with Jack, Arthur left
the house, to go Jenny knew not whither, and
had forborne to ask. That one at least of her en-
tertainers knew, she felt convinced, which made
her trial the harder. But yet, Griselda-like, she

was patient, and put trust in him who seemed
to have no trust in her. Day after day passed by
without a line from him

;
but on the sixth day,

in the morning, he returned. Not a word of

complaint, nor of remonstrance, even then did

Jenny breathe, but took her husband to her arms
with a thankful heart. There had been some-

thing in the behavior of her host and hostess

toward her in his absence so commiserating, so

compassionately kind, that it had filled her with

the dread foreboding that he was gone forever.
" And you do not ask me where I have been,

Jenny ;
or why I was so cruel as not to write ?"

cried he, admiringly.

"Nay, my darling: when the surgeon cuts

and probes," was her reply, "the patient does
not ask, 'Why does he torture me?' I knew
that you would not thus wring my heart if you
could help it."

"That's truth, my love, my own. Heaven
knows!" he answered. "The trial, however,
of your patience is not over yet.

"

' ' Are you going again to leave me, Arthur ?"

she put in, piteously.

"No, darling; never, never! But you must
still trust in me implicitly, and without question-

ing, for a few hours longer, whatever happens.
Will you?"
"For a few hours!" she answered, lovingly.
For life, if need be, husband!"
Then Blanche came in, with her bonnet on,

and said, "It is time, Arthur," and looked to-

ward Jenny.
"Blanche and I are going somewhere," said

Arthur, tenderly; "and you must come with

us."

A carriage was in waiting at the door, and
took them off, all three. None of them spoke
throughout the drive, which was a very short one,
and ended at a church porch.
"We get out here, darling," whispered Ar-

thur. "Remember your promise, and have faith

in me."
Jack Adair was waiting for them on the steps ;

but the church was empty, save for the clerk,
who closed the door behind them. From the

vestry, however, came out a clergyman in his

robes, and took his place within the altar rails.
" What is this ? What are we going to do ?"

whispered Jenny, in wonder.

"We are going to be married, my darling.
There was a flaw in the first."

Jenny trembled excessively ; her heart beat

violently ;
her face was suffused with blushes

not a bride's
;
her senses reeled : but she called

to mind her promise, and summoned all her cour-

age ;
and by the time the priest began to read

was calm. The kindly pressure of honest Jack's

hand, as it gave her- away, went far to reassure

her. Only once she forgot herself
;
and when

the time came for inscribing her name in the

register would have written "Tyndall," but for

Arthur's watchful interposition.
" That is often

done," observed the clergyman, good-natured-
ly, and little thinking why it was done. Then
Blanche embraced her tenderly ;

and taking Jack

away with her, left Arthur and herself to go
home alone.
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CHAPTER XLIV.

HEARTH AND HOME.

THE revelation that Arthur had to make to

Jenny was necessarily a long one, and affected

her by turns with pain and shame and pity. The

only consolation was that the mystery of that

ghastly spectacle which had so shattered her

health and weighed upon her spirits was by it

!%solved.. He told her all he knew, and also

how that he had left her to return to Daneton,
and followed the remains of Helen to the grave.
" I could not write to you the truth, my darling,

could I ? So I did not write at all."

Arthurhad thought oftaking Jenny abroad with

him immediately after their second marriage, but

he did well in suffering himself to be persuaded

by the Adairs to remain for a few weeks beneath

their roof: a woman's love and sympathy were
what his wife now needed even more than his own

passionate affection, and in Blanche she found it.

Not a word ever passed the lips of either in blame
of Helen, but of the two Jenny's thoughts of her

were the more charitable and forgiving. The re-

venge that she had taken upon her had indeed

been great and terrible
;
but had she not (as she

reflected) been robbed by her of Arthur's love ?

There was an excuse for her in that to Jenny,
which there was not to Blanche. It was years
before the latter could come down to Swansdale
and hear unmoved the thunder of the lasher,

where Helen's crime had been so nearly consum-

mated, and could look upon that grave in the

church-yard where Helen did not lie, without a

shiver. "But in due time, for Jenny, Swansdale had
associations of another kind, so bright and glad
that they dispelled all surrounding gloom. She
had children boys and girls who made the old

house loud with mirth, and a play-ground of the

ancient garden. Hand in hand these would visit

the cottage, and speculate, not without some child-

ish trepidation, upon what manner of man that

Uncle Magus had been of whom they had heard

so much, yet understood so little
;
or question old

Giles secretly upon that mysterious and absorb-

ing topic, the first Mrs. Arthur Tyndall. That
she could not have been so good or beautiftd, as

their own mamma was certain
;
but they liked to

hear him tell how fair she was, and how Uncle

Magus had loved her. Grandpapa Renn was a

living enigma to them
;
but they enjoyed nothing

better than an afternoon visit to him (with its

terrible passage over the lock bridge, where the

girl clung tightly to her mother's hand, and the

boy sent a thrill to her heart by his rash temeri-

ty), when the old man would sit out on the lawn,
and give them pipes to blow bubbles with, and
converse about what they deemed to be another

inexplicable member of the family the Mother
of Sheriy. When he told his pretty granddaugh-
ter (who was his favorite of the two) that she

would never be one-half so beautiful as her mam-
ma had been, the child assented to that state-

ment
;
but when he added that she might have

had a lord for her father, and asked how she

would have liked that, she answered, after much
reflection, that she preferred matters as they

were, and " her own papa" to any lord. The
Herb Valerian does not, therefore, it would seem,
affect the female mind till after four, which was
little Jenny's age at that time.

To these inquisitive young people Mrs. Som-

ers, who occasionally visited the Hall, and nev-
er without bringing a cargo of sweetmeats for

them, was another family riddle. In a moment
of Dutch courage, produced by eating too many
French sugar-plums with liqueurs inside them,
Master Arthur had once called her "

grandmam-
ma," which title the kind old lady had accepted
very readily ;

but when .he added,
"
Then, if you

are grandmamma, you must be wife to grandpapa
at the lock," she by no means took it in such

good part, but boxed his ears, and shut up the
bonbon box for the afternoon. It was the only
occasion on which that excellent lady was ever
known to have been "put out." Even when the
observant child once asked her, "Why do you
call me Harthur, Grandmamma Somers, when
my name is Arthur?" she answered him, with
her usual good nature, that it was by reason of a
"

'uskiness" in her throat. This explanation of
her infirmity had been so often given that there is

no doubt she believed it to be the true one
;
and she

clung to it to the last. But we don't get to heav-
en the less, it is to be hoped, through pronoun-
cing it without the aspirate ;

and when she died

which happened in London, with her favorite

Arthur Tyndall and Blanche Adair about her pil-

low the world might better have lost many much
finer ladies and much better grammarians than
honest Mrs. Somers.
So tender was the good old lady's heart that

it pitied those it ought to have despised. A lit-

tle before her last illness she had quite a battle

royal with Jack Adair in behalf of one she had
little cause (had she known all) to defend Mr.

Wynn Allardyce. There were rumors that, aft-

er having been a defaulter at Tattersall's, that

gentleman had taken to several bad courses, but

especially to drink
;
and one day Adair brought

Avord to Swansdale of his final degradation." Who should I see dragged out of the train

at the junction this morning," observed he at

dinner, "for card-sharping, but the Honorable

Wynn Allardyce!"
"Oh, impossible!" exclaimed Mrs. Somers,

pitifully.

"But, my dear madam, I saw him with my
own eyes. He had a bonnet too

"

"
Then, depend upon it, he only did it for a

joke, poor fellow."

"I mean a confederate, madam," explained
Jack, "who was taken up in his company, and
in whom I also recognized an old acquaintance.
But our honorable friend poor

'

Lardy' looked

much the greater scamp of the two."

"Well, for my part," said Mrs. Somers, "I
can not imagine that Mr. Allardyce could ever

look any thing else than quite the what do you
call it? the haristocrat.

"

" My dear madam," answered Jack, with some
little impatience for he knew the utter worth-

lessness of the man well
' ' I don't doubt his aris-

tocracy; but he was a rogue in grain, a scoun-

drel from skin to skin."

"Well, well," urged the kind old lady, "re-
member he was a young gentleman of title, and
had naturally been spoiled from his cradle, and

flattered, poor fellow, by every body that came in

his way. It is no wonder *if such high folks,
when they come down a peg, and want money or

any thing else, think they have a right to obtain

it any way.
"

"That is an excellent argument against the
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existence of a hereditary aristocracy," answered

Jack, laughing; "and I'm sure I've no fault to

find with it on that score
;
but

"

"Jack, for shame!" ejaculated his wife.

"Mr. Adair, I'm astonished at you!" exclaim-

ed Mrs. Ralph Tyndall, who, with all her respect

for her son-in-law, never called him by his Chris-

tian name ;
it was not her way. Upon the whole,

it was evident that Jack was in a minority upon
the question of the Honorable Wynn Allardyce's

peccadilloes. With all his faults, those three

excellent ladies could not forget that the culprit

was a sprig of the Herb Valerian.

"Well, well," said Jack, who was much too

sensible to argue with his fair antagonists on such

a subject; "but you have not asked me who
his confederate was. It was no other than his

old friend and ally, Mr. Paul Jones his pretty

Poll, as he used to call him, and in a very moult-

ing state, I do assure you."
"I never liked Mr. Paul Jones," observed

Mrs. Ralph Tyndall, quietly.
"Liked him, mamma!" exclaimed Blanche;

"I should think not, indeed. He was the most

odious little creature!"
" His appearance was certainly unfortunate

;

but he did his best to make himself agreeable,

poor little fellow !" said charitable Mrs. Somers.
That good lady had not "an aversion" in the

world, nor had she ever made an enemy in it.

"Happy is the woman who has no biography,"

was a proverb that found its example in her

smoothly flowing life. She never knew of her

daughter's second death
;
nor did any one know

save those five persons to whom it had been nec-

essary to disclose it. No one else suspects, who
reads" in Swansdale church-yard the inscription
to "Helen, wife of Arthur Tyndall, "that beneath

it lies, not she, but a poor French horse-rider in.

a traveling circus, so void of friends in those last

hours on her hospital bed that there was none ttJ

ask after her nor tell her name. If all were to

be told, perhaps the tidings would distress the

rector most of all the world. With such a man
"the letter killeth ," and, notwithstanding Jen-

ny's innocence, the thought that for that dread-
ful year she had been no lawful wife would have
shocked him to the core. There was a time

when, sore at heart, he had thought of joining a
certain Anglo-Catholic Retreat, wherein the office

of warden had been offered him
;
but there was

too much good stuff real substance in him
for that. He remained at Swansdale to baptize

Jenny's first child, and to stand godfather to her

second, the girl. And next to Jack Adair

kind, wholesome Jack, to whom Heaven has de-

nied children of his own, for his one child died

in infancy, in order, perchance, that his large
heart should know no bounds the most rapt-

urously received visitor to the nursery, the guest
most welcome to the father, most honored by
the mother, at Swansdale Hall, is Mr. Glyddon.

THE END.
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HIRELL
CHAPTER I.

JOHN KYMER CUNLIFF.

THERE
are no dreamers like unimaginative

people. With such persons dreams remain

to the last pure dreams. They have no power to

make the actual grow out of the ideal
;
and Na-

ture, in a kind of divine foresight and pity, com-

pensates them by keeping up this inner light ;

which, however feeble and discolored, warms and

cheers, even though there be no window in the

sanctuary of the soul through which the rays may
pass out to guide the benighted steps. Faithful

to the last they dream, touchingly unconscious

of the process. They could not tell any thing,

perhapts, if asked. But not the less do they

dream, and dream on, of what will never be
;

and thus assert their share in the profounder in-

stincts of humanity. But they also toil on, along
the roughest, the dryest, and the dustiest of roads

;

patient and enduring ;
and never think to com-

plain that such things should be in their hearts

if they may not realize them.
But there are men whose dreams, no matter

how wide and glorious their scope, are ever moni-
tions to duty ;

who see their thoughts return to

them, as the messenger returned to Joshua, laden

with tokens of the Promised Land, and who know
they can go and take possession if they will. Not
without heroic discipline of self, perhaps ;

cer-

tainly not without great and protracted effort.

But they can do it. They do not. Again they
are tempted, and yet again. Every faculty cries

out to them for leave to do its own" proper work,
to grow strong, healthy, victorious. But the re-

luctant feet still cling'to the familiar soil. The

eyes, dazzled for a moment, turn away, and see

all things more dubiously. The lips answer,
"Yes, but not now."
And Nature deals with these men, too justly,

not pityingly. They are the worst of traitors to

her ! And she so loved them ! So poured upon
them her choicest gifts ! She leaves them to their

fate. And they are, or try to believe themselves

to be, happy ;
for they no longer dream those dis-

turbing dreams.
She leaves them. Yes, as the sun leaves the

tropical forest at eve, stifling in its own rankness,
a prey to a thousand unclean things. And }

ret

how beautiful many of them are ? One doesn't

see them properly in the open, harsh, unsympa-
thetic daylight. It hurts the eye, too, so much

looking at the sun. We see well enough here,
after all. The soul, like the eye, soon accommo-
dates itself to a soft, luxurious gloom. Who

knows but it may shut out unpleasant objects,
and bring nearer to us things we may like ? Be-

sides, we are modest, and prefer that some things
should be veiled. Let us look around and enjoy
while we can. Let us take the goods our toiling
sires provide. What wealth we have ! What
leisure! What infinite opportunities for active

gratification ! What delicious couches for repose !

And yes, once more we can dream sweet dreams,
from which it is a pain to awake.

The light streams from the little conservatory
on his face on John CunlifFs face, as it bends
over his writing-desk in his luxurious bachelor

apartments, overlooking one of the parks. The
light, being that of the September noon-day, is

strong, and shows the face more truthfully than

flatteringly, thus : A long face, with a colorless

complexion, light hair, parted in the middle of

the head, and falling rather long, as in the earli-

est Anglo-Saxon portraits ;
not golden hair, or

chestnut brown, but only pale, dead brown. A
straight, long nose

; lips full, firm, well-shaped,

flexible, expressive. A long chin, with a small,

pointed beard. Surely there must be large and
brilliant eyes to ennoble and glorify so seemingly
commonplace a countenance ?

He looks up from his writing towards the flow-

ers in the conservatory. The eyes are not even

blue, nor dark, nor large. Gray, with green lights
in them as they look towards the sun

;
keen as

an eagle's ; bright, and, like the lips, expressive ;

a little darker and more tender in color when
bent again contemplatively on the writing, but

not handsome eyes at any time, if studied only
for themselves

;
and yet the face as a whole is

good, original, and in some of its aspects has a

certain massive and melancholy beauty, caused

by no particular feature
; unless, indeed, by the

broad, smooth, finely-rounded brow but due to

the perfect harmony of all.

What is he doing ?

It is a question that apparently he would not

care to have put to him even in look, for when
the man-servant enters with coals, Mr. Cunlift'

slides his letter under the hollow of his desk-slope ;

and appears to be busily engaged, with elbows

propped on the desk, studying a large photograph
from one of the Hampton Court cartoons that he
has just purchased, and mounted straight before

him beyond his desk, by the aid of a pile of books,
at a suitable angle for examination

;
and towards

which his eye had unconsciously turned at every

pause in his letter-writing, as if with a true art-

istic love. When the servant has gone out he
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draws forth the letter. Then, after a pause, he

rises goes to the door, and locks it. Still dissat-

isfied, he unlocks it, rings the bell, and when the

man comes, says
" Mind ! I am at home to no one to-day.

"Except, sir, I suppose to
"

"To no one!"
"
Very well, sir. I'll take care.

This time the door was not locked after the

servant, and the work at the desk recommenced.

What is he doing ?

Can we discover for ourselves by watching him ?

The human face is always one of the most at-

tractive, but also one of the most perplexing of

problems. Lavater, no doubt, was right enough

in his theory that the character is to be seen in

the countenance. But then we need an angel to

read it for us, and keep us from making the most

dangerous mistakes. What, we might ask, could

be clearer than the passions that express them-

selves in the looks and gestures of two men en-

gaged in a deadly struggle ; deadly to life, or to

reputation, or to one's dearest hopes? Surely

there, if anywhere, we might hope to find the

perfect outward manifestations of those inward

forces which so jealously shun the light ? But

no. Neither of the combatants forgets, for an in-

stant, that the other's eye is upon him
;
and that

consciousness modifies, perhaps even falsifies, all

expression.
But there is a position in which the student of

physiognomy may revel to his soul's content. It

is that of a man, who, believing himself free from

observation, is writing a letter which stirs his na-

ture to the depths, and which may affect his whole

future. And such a letter, it is impossible to doubt,
John Cunliflf is now engaged on.

Can it be that he is in debt and serious danger ?

No. Men don't lock their doors, even for an in

stant, against a servant in order to answer a cred-

itor. Nor do they spend half an hour over th<

turn of a single sentence in writing to him. Nei

ther do they tear up sheet after sheet, and pause

again and again, as if hopeless of self-satisfaction

in style ;
and pace up and down the room with

nervous irritable gestures, before sitting down once

more to the apparently unconquerable task.

No, John Cunliffs difficulty is not one of debt

What then ?

Is he discovering that the beautiful fruit which
was held to his lips when he entered the work

eight years ago independent in purse, radian

with youth, energy, enthusiasm, and the honor:

of a successful university career this fruit ol

pleasure of which he has been eating ever since

with palate growing less keen, but habit growin
more exacting, is. he discovering, at last, as he

gets to a core, having exhausted bloom, and rind

and pulp, that the essence of all is but a bitte:

ash ? Is that his discovery ? And is he sitting
down in the first hours of remorse to unwind the
toils that hold him fast; and beginning to tel

the truth with all fit considerateness to other
whose fate is involved with his own ? No. Fo
even the most considerate of beings will, at sue!

times of domestic revolution, think chiefly of

themselves, and make short Avork of others' sacri
fices while striving to complete their own.

But may not this still be his true position, onl)
that there is an addition to be made ? Perhap
he intends to reward himself for his self-denial
Or rather he, perhaps prudently, won't over-esti

mate his own heroism ;
and intends, while turn-

ig from the Delilahs oflife the typical Delilahs

nly, let us say to take to himself a beautiful

nd virtuous spouse, provided only she will con-

ent? An exellent resolve but not in the least

esembling John Cunliff's. Else why the lower-

ng expression of that naturally frank face
;

the

.Imost furtive glancs towards the door of so

earless an eye ;
or the peculiar coloring of his

heeks, that has partly driven olf the ordinary

jailor, and which seems to suggest, you hardly
enow how or why, the idea of a man engaged in

i terrible struggle, that yet has nothing in it of

he noble, or even of the self-respecting ? Never

lid a man sit down to write an honest and manly
ove-letter and bear the while an aspect like John
Dunliff's.

He must have been insulted
; or, worse still,

lave himself given mortal offense, and he now
offers or accepts a challenge. But the days of

duelling are past ;
and men either summon or are

summoned to the Divorce Court
; accept or com-

pel refuge with the police ;
or arbitrate their rights

ind Avrongs at Nisi Prius. They don't agree to

fight. Besides, there breaks through the power-
ful restraint that one sees John Cunliff imposes on
himself occasional glimpses of an extraordinary

change of feeling. Chaos suddenly changes into

creation. All his unpleasant thoughts seem to

die, and pleasant ones to spring up into vivid and
attractive life. And then he walks about the room
with an elastic step ; glances at his favorite pic-
tures on the walls, which always send him with

new zest to his Raphael photograph ;
or he goes

into the conservatory to see what new plants the

florist has brought in the weekly exchange for

those gone out of bloom
;
but pauses unthinking-

ly, and yet full of thought, over a rose so long, that

one gets the notion he has forgotten all anxieties,
and is abandoning himself to some fascinating

day-dream.
What, then, is he doing ? Why, simply writing

a short, and surely very innocent letter
;

if this

be all :

"I hear you have half accepted Lady Sellon's

invitation to go back with her into the country
after her hasty visit to town

;
that she goes very

early to-morrow morning; and that she thinks

you will come to her this evening prepared to stay.
If she does not see you this evening, she will con-
clude you refuse to go. I ventured to say you had

expressed so much pleasure at the thought that I
was sure you would accept. If so, may I not

hope to see you later in her drawing-room, that I

may explain how I have fulfilled the slight com-
mission with which you honored me ? Or, as I
must myself make a call in' your neighborhood
about eight o'clock, may I, if I should have the

good fortune to come across your carriage on its

way to Lady Sellon's, venture to ask, to be taken
in ? I shall not add much to the weight of your
trunks. By-the-by, what an exquisite carte-de-

visite of yourself was that which you showed FO

reluctantly yesterday ;
and which, but for Lady

Sellon's kind treachery, would have remained un-

known to us all. You gave away copies, but did

not give one to me. I did not ask then, it is true.

Now I do. I wait anxiously to know if you for-

give the request."

Surely an innocent letter ! But why is it un-
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signed ? "Why is there no indication of the name
of the lady to whom it is addressed ? Obviously
it is a lady to whom John Cunliff writes.

He must be one of the least conceited of men,
tobe so unwilling, even now, when he has got a fair

and completed copy after innumerable failures, to

read it over and over so many tunes, r.rid alwavs

with increasing dissatisfaction. To judge from

his attitude his head supported on his left arm,
which is elbowed Oil the desk, looking sideways
at the letter which the right hand has drawn away
and holds up just a little while, resting on the

farthest part of the slope there is not a sentence

or a thought in it over which he does not hold a

mental cavil
;
and which he only leaves unaltered

because he dares not embark on a new attempt,
and is hopeless of improving the texture if he

did.
"

It must go as it is or not at all," he says to

himself.

One more pause the open letter on the slope,

elbows on each side, hands clasped and drawn
down over the eyes as if to shut out the too bril-

liant light from the conservatory and shut in the

letter while a last thoughtful look at it is taken.

Suddenly he breaks the pause ;
encloses the

letter in an envelope, addresses it, and two min-
utes later drops it in the post-office letter-box,

saying to himself, with a half smile
" That settles my part of the business, at any

rate. Six hours will tell me all the rest."

CHAPTER II.

WAITING FOR AN ANSWER.

WHEN the letter had been dropped into the

box, Cunliff stood for a moment in the street, ir-

resolute then turned towards a shop to purchase
some gloves, but suddenly hurried back to his

rooms, as if wishing neither to see nor be seen.

On his way he met a respectable-looking man,
evidently fresh from a journey, who stopped and
bowed with marked respect.

' ' Jarman ! You in London ! Any thing the

matter ?" asked Cunliff, stretching out his hand.

"No, sir no. But as you were so anxious
about the payment into the bank to-day, I thought
I'd come myself, with all I have been able to

collect."

Cunliff looked as if he could have dispensed
with this personal attention on the part of his ob-

sequious agent ;
whose inclined head, subdued

attitude of deference, upward side-glance from a

bright brown eye, and respectful words, only
called forth a rough, "Oh, very well!" and then
Cunliff turned on his heel, leaving Mr. Jarman
to follow as he pleased. That gentleman accord-

ingly hung back just enough to admit of conver-

sation without seeming to claim intimate acquaint-
ance.

"And how much have you got for me?" de-

manded Cunliff, the moment the door was closed

upon them in his own room.
' A little less than sixteen hundred pounds.
You mean beyond what must go to the mort-

gages ?"
'

I am sorry to say, sir, inclusive of that.
"

You didn't sell the timber, then?"
' The best of it

;
but it only fetched four hun-

dred and ten pounds."

Cunliff looked at the agent, and his face dark-

ened.

"I assure you, sir, "said the agent, "I have
done my best to force in all arrears, even under

painful circumstances
"

"I told you, Mr. Jarman," interrupted Cunliff,
in a rapid, impetuous tone, "I did not wish to

hurt deserving people among my tenants."

"Yes, sir, I understood that; and I hope I
have drawn the arrears I refer to with as little

damage as was possible."" You must go into this matter more fully with

me."
"
Oh, certainly ! Now?"

* ' N o, not to-day ! I'm busy.
"

" Of course, sir, any time will do for that."

Cunliff glanced at the agent, then turned away
moodily. Nothing could the agent say that did

not jar. His employer looked so thoroughly dis-

satisfied that it was a wonder he ventured on his

next theme: "I had, sir, I must confess, anoth-

er motive for presenting myself to you to-day."
"Then why the devil didn't you say so?

What is it ? The fact is, Mr. Jarman, I am thor-

oughly disappointed. I expected at least five

hundred more. And when I intimated to you
that I might possibly travel, and not find it con-

venient for a long time to wait for remittances, I

did expect you would have managed better. Six-

teen hundred pounds ! Absurd ! Why, halfgoes
for things that, as you know, must be provided
for! But what's this other matter?"

"Pardon me for what I am going to say. I

have been thinking you might be put out at this

unsatisfactory result, and as I have a thousand

pounds lying" idle, if you will allow me to antici-

pate your next rents, and "

"Jarman, you surprise me! I didn't expect
this. No, thank you. It's very kind very !

Excuse my ill-temper ;
I'm out of sorts. But I

don't think I can avail myself of your kindness."

"Why, sir, may I ask?'' And Mr. Jarman 's

attitude of respect and upward side-look of inquiry

compelled Cunliff to ask himself the same ques-
tion "Why?" Not getting any decisive an-

swer, he said
" Mind you take interest, till you have repaid

yourself!""
Yes, sir

;
I'll mind that !" said Mr. Jarman,

with a rich smile overspreading his face, which
seemed to say for them both As if he were the

man to forget !

" Youwon't care about my being inhospitable ?"

said Cunliff.
" If I do decide to go, I shall start

this very evening."

"Pray don't mention it, sir!"
" Of course you noted my request ?"

"Not to say any thing about your journey ?"
" Yes : not till you know I am off."
" I have been, and will be, very careful."

"Oh, it's merely this: two or three different

things are tempting me into new expenses at

home, and so I'm half inclined to join a military
friend on a Continental tour, and economize."

Something tickled Mr. Jarman's throat, and
caused him to cough ;

but he only looked red and

discomposed when Mr. Cunliff stared at him, and
said

" Have we done for the day, then ?"

"Hem! yes. One thing I will just mention

merely that you may, when at leisure, kindly
take it into consideration.

"
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"And that is?" asked Cunliff, wondering at

the agent's hesitation.
" The cottages, sir the laborers' and the work-

men's cottages
" Mr. Jarman spoke in a low

and confidential tone that particularly irritated
the

listener.

"Well?"
"
They are getting bad, and people talk, and

there's some illness not much,
^but

a little. You'll

forgive my mentioning it, sir ?"
' ' Of course. Quite right. I ought to have at-

tended to this before. But I couldn't see my way
to doing the business effectually. So, Jarman, I

must get you to draw me up a comprehensive re-

port, and add your own suggestions."
"I beg pardon I did so, and sent it to you

about a year ago."
"Did you? Oh, very good. I can't stop

now ;
neither can I just now spare a sixpence.

But it shall be seen to. Say so if you like."
" And the money ?"
' '

Pay all into the bank, instantly. Thank you !

I wish you good-bye in case we don't meet again
for the present."
Mr. Jarman shook hands as he always did with

his "superiors," that is, he managed by the very
set of his shoulders, and the movement of his

apologetic hands, to express how highly he felt the

compliment, without at the same time doing aught
that a bystander could have charged against him
as fulsome or unmanly. Indeed, Mr. Jarman

gave the impression of a gentleman who had only
bent his mind to circumstances, but with a little

more than ordinary determination as to the bend,
and as to the subdued and graceful dignity of its

manifestation.

It was an odd thing that when Cunliff had got
rid of his visitor, happening to entangle his feet

in the crimson wool mat at the threshold of his

door, he sent it flying towards the open conserv-

atory, and had the satisfaction to hear a crash of

falling pots and plants, which made him grind his

teeth as he waited for the end but when it was

over, his only comment was
"I couldn't refuse without insulting him. Ex-

cellent man, and thoroughly detestable !

" He then
shut the conservatory door, and forgot all but his

immediate cares. And in some such fashion as
this was the fabric of his thought :

" Six hours. One gone. What on earth am
I to do with the other five ? Five houi-s, twenty
quarters, three hundred minutes no, I won't go
into the seconds, lest I should turn wild, and lose
what little reputation for sanity this day may
leave me. And yet, in the name of Heaven, how
am I to get through five hours of this ?"
To keep down the irritable fit that was taking

possession of him, he found or made things to do
which in a measure engrossed him. He read a
French novel a rather exciting one for a few
minutes, then threw it away, Avalked till he was
tired, then read again, and so got rid of a couple
of hours.

Then he went over his banker's book
;
and no

worn-out clerk of an old-fashioned private bank
could have done it more slowly, methodically, or

painstakingly. It was as if he felt he was in
the mood for mistakes, and mistakes should not
be made. His strong will carried him success-
fully through. When he had finished, he dallied
a little with his check-book in his hand think-
ing:

" If I draw the check, I needn't do any more
till I know. I must draw it close. The bank
won't mind I may when I'm far off."

He drew the check, examined it with minute
care went twice or thrice over it as if conscious

of failing attention, to be sure that no accidental

violation of form might cause embarrassment at

the last moment, and was about, when satisfied,

to put it in his pocket, when he remembered

something, and rang the bell.

"George, did the tailor send the things ?" he

said, as the man entered.

"Yes, sir. They are in the dining-room.
Would you like to try any of them on ?"

" No. Yes ! Bring the waistcoat. The last

fitted badly."
The servant brought the waistcoat, and left it

on the table. When he had gone, Cunliff, with-

out even a single glance at the shape or quality,

changed it for the one he wore
;

slid his hand into

a pocket inside the breast Avhich he had specially
ordered

;
and there ended the trial of the waist-

coat, with entire satisfaction to the owner.
Into that coveted pocket he put the check;

and then, as he stood musing, his eye happened
to fall on his ivory card-case, and some loose

cards bearing the words

"MR. JOHN K. CUNLIFF."

He gathered the cards up into the case, and put
that with the check in his new pocket.
One thought leading to another, he began to

hunt for some plain cards and a less showy case
;

and having found both, he dropped them careless-

ly into his coat-pocket. He looked at his watch
and spoke aloud.

' ' Two hours yet ! They will pass ! But it isn't

easy to believe it."

A spasm of disgust of his own voice drove him
to

tinent,
corner. This interested him. So much so, that
he began to make memoranda in pencil, partly
from the map, partly from a Murray's Hand-book.
And thus, and by beginning to sort the papers
taken from his pocket a week's accumulation
while casting a sort of half- comic, half- helpless
look at the medley in his desk, and instituting an

auto-da-fe with a wax taper for stake, he whiled

away another hour.

Then he could no longer engage in any occu-

pation. He could read nothing ;
look at neither

plants, pictures, nor photographs. He could not
sit still at the table, nor stand still at the window,
whither he went determined to watch the doings
of the world without, while comfortably secure
the world could not watch his doings within.

To and fro, like a wild beast in his cage, he
moved. And, like the beast, seemed to take a

desperate pleasure in feeling the bars, by always
touching with his foot as he reached it the touch

being very like a kick the skirting-board that

bounded his walks.
" This infernal sun ! How hot it is !" he once

exclaimed, and drew down the blinds. And then,
on his next coming to the spot, he drew them up
again, and with a change in his manner and as-

pect, "Somehow, one always needs light in this

queer world. And I'm a pretty fellow, to have
the impudence to say so, just now. Well ! Only
forty minutes more to the time when the postman
generally makes his rounds. I can fix him to a

to silence, and to the study of the map of the Con-

tinent, which hung over the back of a chair in a
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nicety. I'll bet he's here within the thirty-seven
and the forty-two that's giving him five minutes'

grace. Yes, and what'll you bet he brings you ?"

Silent, John Cunliff? Yes, he is absolutely si-

lent.

The door opens. The servant enters on tiptoe
with a confidential smirk.

"I saw Mr. Arnold coming
"

"Not at home! Didn't I say so?" almost

gasped Cunliff below his breath.

"Yes, sir," answered the frightened man.

"But, sir, I thought I'd run up and tell you be-

fore he spoke
"

"Quick, then!"

The servant hurried out
;
a little too fast, it

seemed, for presently he was heard apologizing.

Then, as Cunliff advanced to shut the door, he

met, at the threshold, Mr. Arnold, with his brown,

healthy, vigorous face, volunteer garb, and a su-

perb new rifle in his hand.
* '

Cunliff, how are you ? I found the door open
the hall empty ;

so I thought I wouldn't stand

on ceremony."
"Delighted, I'm sure! But you haven't en-

listed taken the Queen's pay for life, have you?""
Oh, the rifle and uniform ! Just fresh from

Wimbledon on my way home. Private match.
Such an exciting one such a scene ! We were
done for when they told me to go in and lose, for

to go in and win was simply impossible. Cunliff,
old fellow, I did it ! I won !

"

Mr. Arnold was a tall, robust man, who found
it only a sort of profitable and honorable recrea-

tion to guide a lucrative business, and become a

popular M.P., and who was therefore able to de-

vote the serious business part of his life, with all

its responsibilities, to volunteering and manly
sports. He was the crack shot of his corps.
To Cunliff's extreme discomfort, Mr. Arnold be-

gan to give, in fuller detail, a glowing, almost boy-
ish recital of his triumphs that morning, when he
had won -the superb Mountstorm rifle he carried

in his hand, after a most critical and exciting-
contest. He finished by saying :

"But I'll tell you what really did please me.
When the thing was done and, by Jove, I wish

you had only heard the shout, and felt the grab,
as I was carried off my legs, in spite of most en-

ergetic remonstrances of fist and foot that Lord

Bullyblow, as we used to call him at school Don't

you remember him ? Why, you polished him off

after half an hour's struggle, having previously
very kindly disposed of me.

" I remember," said Cunliff, with a laugh.
"Well; though he and I always hated one

another as boys, and though he's now a furious

Tory, and I"
"Am now a bitter Radical."

"Perhaps perhaps not. Well, he was one
of the most uproarious. He's left his mark, I

can tell you, on my right thigh, with his tremen-
dous grip. I like that;- and honor the fellow

now, though I held him only as a snob before.

But, I say, Cunliff, what's the matter with you ?"

Glad to see his chill responses growing effect-

ive at last, Cunliff said :

"Then you don't know?"
"What?"
"That I'm off this evening to the Continent
that is, if certain preliminaries are made easy

for me. Travel's expensive, and "

" For how long ?"

"
Can't say. Most likely a year or two."

Mr. Arnold gave a low whistle, and began to

look so much concerned that Cunliff wondered.
"Haven't heard worse news, old fellow, for a

good while. I didn't come to tell you all this

bosh. Don't you give me credit for being such
an ass. No, I came to ask you, have you had

enough of this kind of life, a very arduous one,
I should imagine ;

and are you willing, say only
for the novelty of it, to try another ?"

"And that is?"

"Politics."

John Cunliff shook his head, and laughed, as

he replied :

"Politics don't interest me. Not now, at

least. What do I care which side is in or out,
when I see both sides are substantially the same ?

Wait till the American war is over, and then let's

see. If the North wins, there'll be a tremendous

shaking of the dry bones all over the world soon-
er or later,* and then, perhaps :

"And, then, where shall we be ifwe don't pre-

pare beforehand ?"
" Who are the we ?"
" The Independent Liberals."
* '

Independent ? Yes, so independent that they
can never, by any chance, be brought into work-

ing union against the enemy. A mere mob of

sharpshooters not a disciplined corps. How-
ever, that's not my reason for keeping aloof."

"And what is your reason ?"
"
Arnold, you know very well that apart from

yourself and a few men like you, there isn't in

the whole British House of Commons, just now,
a particle of earnest faith in any one great or

good thing, unless it be in that supremely good
thing, the English gentleman, sublimated by
squirearchy, and by an undying devotion to

game-laws.
"

"Grant all that, and then? Do you think
that if I am in earnest, and if there may be a
few others also in earnest, we ought to be left

alone a prey to the Philistines ?"
"
Hang it, Arnold ! yon come too close. And,

besides, I haven't time even to think to-day."
"Well, it may give you a twinge or two, I

hope most heartily it may, to know that I came
to offer you one of the nicest boroughs in Eng-
land a place where, if you once get in, they'll
never turn you out, nor make you bleed profuse-

ly, either, every time you must be re-elected."

"Seriously?"
' '

Seriously. And if you think our long-stand-

ing acquaintance justifies the request, pray pause.
I'll say no more, but wait till to-morrow to see

whether you go or stay. If you stay, I shall be-

lieve the house will obtain a man who can, if he

pleases, delight it with his chastened and vigor-
ous eloquence, and yet at the same time obtain

and retain the hearts of the people by a breadth
of sympathy rare among politicians. The want
of our time is a union between the unspoiled but
also untrained instincts of the many with the cul-

ture, knowledge, and experience of the few."
It was impossible for Cunliff to listen unmoved.

At first he thought his friend was speaking so wild-

ly that he asked himself if his speech were not a
bitter jest. But he knew why Arnold said these

things. He saw in Cunliff not the man of to-day,
but the man of the debating club, and of the sol-

* Written during the earlier portion of the great strug-
gle.
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itary walk, and of the students'
"

oil and lamp
"

of Oxford. Besides, Arnold's tone and manner,

so light and conversational, could not prevent

Cunliff from understanding they were the ring of

true metal
;
the man's heart was in his words.

CunliiFs face flushed with pleasure and surprise.

It was pleasant for the moment to find that if he

had forgotten what might have once been sup-

posed to be his true self, others had not. That

was his feeling just for a moment
;
and then a

shadow swept across the face that made Arnold
|

unconsciously turn to see if any thing was passing
the windows, and darkening them. But the cloud

was from within, not from without. With an

emotion he did not for once attempt to hide, and

which, from its infrequency, was only the more

striking to the observer, he said, as he shook his

friend cordially by the hand :

"You are partial. I do not deserve I could

not justify that that which you say of me. Even
the little good you knew of me at college, and
which you remember so generously now, has, I

fear, died out. The soil was poor, perhaps, and
so the showy sprouts have dwindled in the sun.

However, that I do value your friendship and

good opinion, let me show by saying I will do
what you ask."

' ' You will ? You'll think it over ? Even now,
before you commit yourself to any thing else ?"

"I will."

"Thanks! Good-bye! Stop, Cunliff; do you
know people are talking about you and Mrs.

Rhys?"
"Damn people!"
"Hem!"
"Let them talk the idiots!"
* ' That's very well for you, but
" Of course

;
I didn't mean to be so selfish."

" Of course, of course. And I know there's

nothing in it, or I should fight shy of this talk.
"

"Nothing in the Avorld. I am bound to say
that for the lady's sake."

The men looked at each other, shook hands,
and parted.

"He'll know all, I suppose, to-morrow," was
Cunliffs secret comment on this. "Pleasant!"
He looked at his watch and started. Only ten

minutes now. Ten. The postman was due in

that time. Could he do better than spend the
brief interval in weighing Arnold's proposal ?

He felt more disturbed about it than he could quite
understand. He took up his Availing place. It

was the top step of the conservatory. From
thence his eye commanded just a few yards ofthe

open space across which the postman must pass.
He never moved till he saw the man, but leaned
his back against the lintel of the door, and drew
out a cigar, intending to smoke it, as he often did,
in this place ;

but he never lighted it. He only,
in the intervals of his painful thought, pierced it

with his penknife stopped, and then again, after
a while, resumed the work.

It was a trying time. What he had under-
taken to do involved a retrospect inexpressibly
painful and humiliating. His instinct had only
too accurately warned him to keep off such themes
altogether. And the future ? Suppose he were
even yet to draw back, and use this very election
business as an instrument of extrication ? Did
he feel die spring, the energy, the clearness of aim
and faith that would give him reasonable hope of
success ? No, no, no. He doubted every thing,

and most of all, himself. He doubted success,
even if that which is called so were obtained.

Doubted, therefore, Avhether he ought to succeed
;

doubted the Avay he was going, but also doubted
whether it would be any gain to change the di-

rection
;
and if it were, he still doubted whether

the gain would be Avorth the inevitable struggle.
The fatalism of the time in English politics and
in English society had in John Cunliff' an adher-

ent Avhose obedience to the cause was only equal-
led by his contempt for it.

What fine things Mr. Arnold had managed to

say of him, without seeming to be insincere !

But Arnold was a fine fellow, and saAV in his

friends Avhat he wanted to see, and had in him-
self. But there might be grains of truth in the

appreciation. Was that all to go for nothing !

Could it be and Cunliff 's face changed a little at

the thought, and looked decidedly belligerent ;

could it be that Arnold knew more than he had
chosen to reveal ? Was there a special and so

to say friendly meaning in this visit, which, if

fully understood, would explain such unusual de-

monstrativeness of Avord and wish ? Was he con-

sciously interposing at a critical time ? Then,
Avith an effort to forget Mrs. Rhys, and reverting
to Arnold's Avords, Cunliff tried in a sort of ab-

stract Avay to look at himself, and judge Avhether

it was likely he could, if he tried, fulfill such ex-

pectations.

Finding little satisfaction in this, he passed,
as by an effort of will, to a different theme
Avhat other men thought of him and his "tastes."

These were said to be exquisite. And of himself
there had been circulated the remark, that to

make an idle gentleman the world had lost a true

artist. If he remembered these things noAv, it

Avas only to ask himself why there seemed ever

such a principle of death in his tastes, as Avell as

in the gifts for Avhich Arnold gave him credit.

Was he, then, the man to teach the world IIOAV

to liA-e ? Absurd ! If, indeed, the ansAver he ex-

pected every instant was unfavorable, then An
almost audible laugh burst from him bitter and

self-mocking and distorted his face, as he SBAV

the sudden exposure of his logic. He could not
Avhile he looked one way ;

he could when he looked
the other ! And though he didn't like to confess

it, he saAV that, after all, that solution might be

true, however uncomplimentary.
Very well : he accepted it. If she but that

hypothesis needn't be pursued farther
;
for he Avas

then committed to her by all the ties of honor.
But if the answer were not of the kind he had

perhaps absurdly anticipated, then

"There he is !" he ejaculated aloud, and there

was an end to all speculation. The blood came
in a rush to his face and broAV, as he turned back
into the room to meet his man Avith the letter, if

letter there Avere. There Avas time enough for an
answer that he kneAv. He kneAV, also, that the

lady was so occupied as to be sure to have been
at home. If there Avere then no letter, the silence

Avould mean what ? He could not tell not j ust

then.

AAvare of his own agitation, and of the violent

heat in his brain, he paused, and quelled it so

thoroughly, that by the time the senrant entered

the face Avas not merely pale, but so unnaturally
Avhite, that the man fancied his master was ill,

j

and forgot Avhat had brought him.
"Are you ill, sir ?"
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" No !" was the stern reply.
"
George, why

j
upon the breeze, the sounds of the Tower cannon.

the devil do the police allow those vagabonds to And to the fancy, the three structures seem to

squat all the day on the seat there, just in front

of my window ? Have them rooted out."

So saying, he held out his hand to take the let-

ter from the tray, and only thus did George know
that his master was conscious there was a letter.

When the servant had gone, and not till then,

did Cunliff open the delicate pink envelope, and

turn suddenly with his back to the light that he

might better gaze on that which he had drawn

forth, a card portrait.

"Only this!" his face seemed doubtfully to

ask, and then its sudden illumination told all the

rest. He understood it well enough. Presently
he was in a cab, the horse galloping under the

excitement of the cabman's whip, who knew he

had got the right kind of fare, when told to drive

fast, and to go to
"

Coutts's Bank."

CHAPTER III.

A LONDON TWILIGHT.

LONDON is not beautiful, that must be owned
;

neither is it jfrand or picturesque. It is not even
^>rf-vnt'/%-i-i/vr + TM-ia " rvi-notioni "

take gigantic life, and to cover London with their

far-stretching arms, religion from Wren's mag-
nificent dome brooding in the centre over all, and

having the law and the sword, representatives of

existing civilization, on either hand, keepingwatch
and ward, within sight alike of the city and of the

distant boundaries.

Amid his final preparations John Cunliff comes

every now and then to the window to look out.

Uis own thoughts are dream-like as the scene
;

but with no twilight lull, no twilight peace for

their atmosphere.
He hardly seems the same man that we have

seen so much of during the last few hours. A
sense of spiritual intoxication seems to expand
his whole being ; though it is so controlled by the

Englishman's habitual reticence as to be percep-
tible only in the softened tone of the voice when
he speaks to his servant

;
in the springy yet cau-

tious step ;
and in the sparkle of the eye, which,

as it glances from time to time towards the bril-

liant star in the heavens, appears to borrow an un-

earthly lustre.

He answers now such letters as must be an-

swered. He puts off engagements ;
declines in-

convenient. The "
practical" men to whom we

j

vitations and always on the same plea, his for-

are indebted for it have not yet carried out in eign tour. When they are completed, and he is

architecture the rule they enforce so vigorously about to send them to the post, he is struck by a

in their ordinary transactions
; they have not

found out and discharged the incompetent
themselves.

But even this gigantic medley of buildings
loses its hardness, ugliness, and incongruity when

twilight hangs like a veil over the whole. Inex-

pressibly tender then steal forth a thousand ob-

jects, animate and inanimate, and we can gaze
on and question them, as if suddenly set down
in a new world.

That twilight lull is now existing in all its force

and beauty for John Cunliff. The sky above,
from which the sun has quite vanished, seems yet
full of his presence. Wanderers gaze on the fine

sense of the ridiculousness of his position if aught
should affect his purposed journey. What if he
had made a mistake, after all ? Nonsense ! he
knew better than that. There should be no mis-

takes. But he might as well retain the letters to

the last. So he put them into his pocket, and in

order to make occupation, finished the sorting of

his desk papers, by selecting the few he cared to

preserve and by burning the rest.

While thus engaged he came upon a single
leaf of manuscript in his own handwriting, and
which yet seemed fresh as if unseen for many
years. As he gazed on it his thoughts were car-

ried back to an altogether different and long-for-

opal tint with a sense of its pleasantness to the
j

gotten world of daily aims and occupations. He
eye ;

and as they gaze a star appears in it, the could hardly credit, for the moment, it was he
first and only one, sparkling, palpitating, won- who had written, when about eighteen or nineteen

drously beautiful. Below, at the same time, the

artificial lights of the park begin to appear in

bright succession among the trees, and Cunliff

takes an almost personal interest in the move-
ments of the unseen man who kindles them. The
trees themselves, grouped in darkening masses,
but forced forward at intervals into publicity by
the lamps, take new shapes ; suggest unfamiliar

glades and coverts even to those who know them
best

;
and lend a kind of romantic background

to the persons walking in the road, and to the

carriages that roll dreamily along. The never-

ceasing roar of the three millions of people who
make up what we call London comes to Cunliffs

ear as if some dim thought of the hour possessed,

quite unconsciously, for a single instant for a

passing mood, the whole of that diverse mass of

humanity.
Hark! It is the clock of the palace tower

that strikes Avith its deep musical and prolonged
boom. Before it ceases there comes faintly borne

upon the wind, which changes for a moment its

direction, the answering voice of the bell of St.

Paul's. And then, short and menacing, from the

farthest City bounds eastward, comes, also borne

years old, the verses before him.

STUDIES. No. I.

Black boughs at night, just arching o'er

A little hall themselves have made
;

Where spectral leaves upon the floor

Dance through the light, dance through the shade ;

While in the branch-built roof the Moon,
Great world to little, holds the lamp.

The soft light wakes the toad too soon ;

He eyes askance the leafy tramp,
Until his brightening eyeball sees

The silvery slime-track of the snail
;

Then squats ;
to take him at his ease,

And hold him linked by his own trail.

He squats ;
and heaves his glistening sides

And sensual throat in stifled mirth.

The adder see?, and rears, and glides :

The red worm lengthens from the earth.

Cunliff paused a long time over this paper,

looking at it, and not seeing it, but seeing instead

the world beyond it, of his vigorous and manly
college life, of which these verses were a mere

passing mood.
"

It's well I had the sense not to go to No. 2,"
he said at last as he carefully put by the leaf.

He would go out, and freshen his blood, and
shake off these morbid tendencies.
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lie went out. The first tiling he saw through

the increasing dusk was the family of vagi-ants on

the seat, whom he had ordered to be driven off.

He felt in a different mood now. Poor wretches,

how desolate they all looked ! Had they really

no home ? Would they sleep there ? Were they

very hungry ? He wished they would ask him

for help. He couldn't go to them, it looked so

ostentatious just as if he were on a philanthrop-

ic hunt.

While these thoughts ran through his mind

he was able, unnoticed, to see something which

touched him keenly. The family seemed to have

been waiting for the return of a boy, who had

been sent somewhere perhaps to beg. The boy
came. Cunliff saw, from the angry gesture of

the father, and the pleading attitude of the moth-

er, that the boy's honesty was suspected. The
man searched his pockets. Cunliff could not re-

fuse the inviting shelter of a tree-trunk, which

enabled him to get close to them, and see the end

of the search. The little pockets were all turned

out, and from the last of them emerged a hard,

dirty crust of bread. The boy burst into tears as

he gave up his hidden treasure. Cunliff's heart

seemed to give him a sense of stifling, as he

thought of the depth of misery the incident re-

vealed.

He ought to stop and go a little into their his-

tory, before doing aught else, he knew that. But
he was in no mood to embark in such mental ad-

ventures
;
so he slipped the biggest coin he could

feel in his pocket a crown piece into the man's

hands, and said :

"Take this, my friend, and get yourself and

family something to eat. Good-night."
He heard no thanks, no loud " God bless you,

sir!" follow him. He only heard the woman's

passionate ciy and the man's terrible silence.

He passed on and soon forgot the affair. He
wandered about, neitherknowingnor caringwhith-
er. He revelled in dreams that were only the

more delicious that no human being could guess
at their existence, even though many might won-
der what caused him to stroll to- and fro so aim-

lessly.

Still he wandered still he dreamed. He was
at one moment so lost in thought, that when a
cab came rushing past, at the turning of a corner,
and the cabman seeing he had muddied the gentle-
man's overcoat, grew angiy and abusive, Cunliff

only laughed, and said to him,
"I assure you, I didn't intend to do it."

He was to be roused from this amiable mood
and these pleasant dreams. As he approached
his home, thinking it must be dinner-time, he saw
his man standing outside, bare-headed, looking
anxiously in every direction but the right one.

" He wants me. There's something Avrong."
That was Cunliff's instant thought. An in-

stinct warned him that all his glittering bubbles
were about to burst. He walked fast, then faster,

though still preserving that personal dignity of

bearing which was a part of him which he val-
uedand which he, a little too artificially, per-
haps, always maintained.

"
There's a man in the hall, sir. He brought

this letter, and said he was told to wait till he
knew you had got it."

"Very well." He took the letter. "Keep
the man five minutes. Then, if I do not ring,
let him go. Give him a shilling."

Cunliffwent slowly up stairs with his unopened
letter

;
waited patiently while the servant lighted

the lamp ;
saw the man close the door after him-

self as he went out, and then he read th' -

"Five .clock.

"I have this moment received a letter from R.,
and copy for you a few sentences :

" ' I have had a letter from a very aged maiden

aunt, who tells me that some one, whose name
she is not at liberty to mention, has told her that

you and a Mr. Cunliff are very often together ;

constantly meeting at the same places ;
and that

she believes you are to meet him at Lady Sellon's

country-house ; and, in a word, that she wishes
me to hurry home and judge for myself. I shall

hurry home undoubtedly, but for any reason rath-

er than the one suggested in my aunt's letter.

She is an exceedingly old woman nearly ninety
and I let her say what no one else, I think,

would dare to say to me. But if you want, my
deaf Catherine, to know what I think, I say then

go to Lady Sellon's by all means if you wish to

go, whether Mr. Cunliff or Mr. any body else is,

or is not, to be also there. My trust, dearest, is

in you ;
not in the place you happen to be at or

in the men into whose society you may happen to

be thrown. I do trust you, darling, with all my
heart and soul. Old as I am, I am young enough
in heart to feel the tenderest affection for you.
One that will never fail you while you do"not
wish it to fail. God bless and preserve you, my
own ever dear, dear wife. Within three days I

shall be with you.'

"Cunliff! do you read this as I read it with

streaming eyes, with a sense of shame that can

never, never fade away, yet with a cry of tran-

sport to God that we are awakened in time ?
" Farewell for ever and ever ! You will not,

I am sure, wish to violate this my only and parting

injunction.
' ' I reopen this to say, do not blame yourself

alone. God bless you ! Again, farewell !

"

When Cunliff had read to the last word, and he
read very slowly, he raised with a painful gesture
his long-bent head. Finding the light of the

lamp too brilliant, he stretched forth his hand to

moderate it, and whether intentionally or acci-

dentally, put out the light.

CHAPTER IV.

EXHALATIONS OF THE DAWN.

AT the age of twenty-two John Cunliff had

quitted, as he had come to, the University under

peculiar circumstances. He had entered it as a

lonely, studious, friendless youth, not long after

the death of a beloved mother
;
and when he

was dependent upon a harsh and unsympathetic

father, who kept him on the shortest possible al-

lowance
; scarcely ever saw him or wrote to him,

and seemed to think it not of the slightest impor-
tance whether his son studied or no. Thus he en-

tered the University. When he quitted it he was
surrounded by troops of friends, including some
of the very best men of his college, who exulted

in the honors he had won, and predicted what

they were to lead to
;
his father was dead, and

had left behind him an estate of two thousand
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a year, without a sixpence of mortgage upon it
;

and another relative having also died, young John
Cunliff became the presumptive heir to a baron-

etcy, apcj. a property of at least six times the value

of ino',
(
,.,,ternal estate.

That was his position when suddenly launched

into the great world of society, with appetites keen

as youth and health and the associations of a rich

and cultivated nature could make them; and

where he found glad faces and seemingly warm
hearts welcoming him on every side. Such a man
with good birth, manly and attractive person, elo-

quent tongue, a spiritual something not easy to

describe in the general style of his conversation,
and Avith a kind of stately chivalrousness in his

peculiarly gentle demeanor to women, became
the cynosure of female eyes ;

and made the face

of many a dowager grow almost ideal as she re-

ceived the answer to her eager question, "Oh
yes, it was quite true two thousand a year, un-

encumbered, and with some prospect in the dis-

tance of nearly thirteen thousand a year, and a

baronetcy !

"

He entered London in the first flush of his Uni-

versity successes. Yet it was remarkable how
seldom he spoke of them how unwilling he was
to be spoken to on the subject. The Alps he had
climbed only showed him the greater Alps yet to

be surmounted. He was modest, earnest, hope-
ful

;
and in heart and soul the student and the

scholar.

Thus, at least, he seemed to his few intimate

associates at the time of his introduction to Lon-
don society ; perhaps even to himself. But there

was another and still more remarkable trait of his

character that must not be passed over. Though
no one ever heard him speak in the language of

Utopia, it was impossible to listen to him when en-

gaged in any earnest discussion on political or so-

cial subjects, without seeing perpetually bright

gleams of ideal light and Utopian fancy flashing
across the arid regions of fact and figure ; and
suggesting that the young John Cunliff had gone
far and wide in his wanderings after those central

truths which promised to transform the world.

Yes; he was then young enough and hopeful
enough to believe in the divinity of his own in-

stincts, which seemed ever to whisper to him," Go forth, thou, too, to the fight ! Error, and
vice, and crime, and misery are not the inevita-

ble lot of man they are only the inevitable lot

of man's unorganized half-barbaric past. It is

habit, precedent for precedent's sake, and the
slavishness of soul these two create that sustain
the existing evil of things. Destroy them build
on new foundations a place for the aspiring soul
to labor and then, indeed, shalt thou see this

world become a temple fit for the gods, with men
only less than gods inhabiting it."

Perhaps it was the very magnitude of his secret

desires, and the sense of unreality which exagge-
rated expectations and high-flown visions inevi-

tably bring home to us, that sobered him in his

communications with others, and suggested the

propriety of due pause and preparation. The
fashionable world soon settled all the rest. It

did not treat his dreams with ridicule, for he took
care it should know nothing about them. Silent-

ly, day by day, he measured its forces for resist-

ance on the one hand, and its many seductive at-

tractions, on the other, for those who are con-
tent simply to enjoy and ask no inconvenient

questions, till he gave up the whole problem with
a bitter laugh at his own absurdity ;

and then

|

why, then, the world went on as usual in its own
serene course, knowing nothing of its noble victo-

ry, or of the fresh victim offered at its shrine.

Thus speedily died out John CunlifFs notions
of the possibility of his becoming a sort of lite-

rary prophet of a new social era, and with it went
more than he or the world could have easily sus-

pected.
What remained ? He would, at least, play the

part of an English gentleman. Unbounded was
CunlhTs faith in that character. Nor was he,

j

perhaps, destitute of a strong hidden belief that

j

he was himself, so far as natural powers and
tendencies were concerned, no unfit representa-
tive of its truthfulness, high personal sense of

honor, magnanimity, fortitude to bear, reticence
in speech, dignity in serious act

;
and all these

springing from the belief in, and feeling for, the

greatness of the English name, history, and des-

tiny, as individualized in the said English gentle-
man

;
with his nature deepened and heightened

by the reflex of the religious sentiments that had

permeated, at critical periods, his family's histori-

j

cal life. A character that, at its best, needs only
I the flower or crown of all chivalrous abnegation
in the weightier things of life to become the ex-

emplar of the world
;
but which, at its worst, be-

comes one of the most insufferable specimens of

humanity : egotistic, priggish, hard, cruel.

This dream shared, to a certain extent, the

fate of the other. It may be very inconvenient,
but certainly the scheme of Providence does not
consist in giving us a complete nature with many
separate parts which we may divide as we please

select, reject, or accept as we please and so

John Cunliff found, when, after a little coy dalli-

ance, he threw himself-with open hands and heart

j

into the world's arms, as represented first by socie-

i ty s$ large, and then by some of its baser elements.

j

In a word, society which arrogates to itself the
i idea that it is. the very flower of all civilization

j

did not know how, or did not even care to try,
to appeal to the purer and nobler elements in the

young man's nature
; which, if received in a natu-

ral and wholesome atmosphere, would have add-
ed new lustre to itself. And as to what it did

offer of material or sensual enjoyment, John Cun-
liff preferred to go elsewhere

;
where he could,

without any sort of social hypocrisy, please him-
self in his own way, and run riot to his soul's ut-

most content.

It was not long before John Cunliffs appear-
ances at public and private receptions became
less and less frequent ;

and when he did come
his presence ceased to create the old flutter, for

the prophet had spoken he was not inclined to

marry.
Thus eight years passed away, each one of

them leaving its own special mark upon him,
till he became little better than an habitual sen-

sualist, a bad landlord, an idle and utterly useless

man
;
and with little of the true gentleman re-

maining below the surface or shell.

. Happily for him his pleasures were to a cer-

tain extent antagonistic. Poetic instincts of puri-

ty survived in him through all his worst degrada-
i
tions

;
and made him feel at times as keenly the

true character of his life, and shrink back from it

with a loathing as intense as if some powerful re-

ligious belief had suddenly risen within him, and
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thrown his whole nature into a kind of revolu- I "Very sorry, sir, but we've no room elsewhere,

tionary convulsion. What religious feeling might Quite a gentleman, and "

have done for him Cunliff knew not, and never " ^ **< '" **

even dreamed of asking. What his poetic tastes

left him he had little pleasure to see.

At thirty years of age he already felt as if his

capacity for enjoyment (once so boundless) need-

ed to be economized thenceforth. He therefore

became thrifty in his pleasures ;
restricted in his

range of vision
;
ceased to see always so many

beautiful and attractive forms flitting before him,

as parts of an infinitely extending aerial perspec-

tive, and fixed on one of them. To do him jus-

tice, John Cunliff's love for Mrs. Rhys was cer-

tainly the best feature in a continuously bad life,

if we may speak so paradoxically. It was only
since he knew her that he had given the first real

check to desires and tastes perpetually wander-

ing, under obedience to no law but that of an un-

ceasing thirst for pleasure.

CHAPTER V.

PASSING GLIMPSES.

DURING the day following that on which our

story begins, a gentleman got out at Shrewsbury
from the train going towards London, and imme-

diately took his place in the down train for Wales,
thus retracing the way he had come.
The official, as he looked at the ticket given up

to him, wondered why the gentleman was sacrifi-

cing so coolly, over a ride of a few miles from his

country seat, a ticket taken for London. He ap-

peared to be well known on the platform. Por-
ters touched their caps as he passed. The guard
of the Welsh train put him into a compartment
by himself, and locked the door.

The traveller shut down both windows, and
threw himself into a corner with the air of a man
worn out with fatigue and anxiety, and who felt

he could now enjoy his miseries in his own savage
fashion. He threw his feet with their muddy
boots on the opposite seat; opened the breast

of his coat, and drew a long, deep breath
; flung

his hat to the farthest corner
;
and then sat

still for a minute or two, staring at the flying
trees.

"What a superstitious ass I grow! I put it

all on the question whether I should or should
not reach Shrewsbury in time for this train. I
did reach

;
and here I am, going, not to London,

'

but whither? To the devil, most likely. With
all my heart. And I had better, now that I am
in for it, entitle myself to his most respectful con-
sideration.

"

Thus ran the first turbid current of thought :

the actual evil of the speaker's heart consciously
exaggerated in his bitter irony.

By-and-by he became quieter, leaned back his

head, closed his eyes, and for a few minutes seem-
ed to sleep ;

but suddenly he started up, and
stared as if he saw some horrible thing; then

laughed, struck out his arms with a sort of gym-
nastic movement, till he was thoroughly wakened
from his drowsiness, when he sat down again, as

still, and holding as stern a command over him-
self as if not a single seat in the carriage had been
vacant.

He was soon interrupted by the guard, who
said, in a low, deferential tone-

then!" shouted the station-master;
the guard sounded his whistle

;
the ponderous

train began slowly to move
;
and then, leaping in

so as to compel the gentleman inside to draw up
his limbs in an undignified hurry and posture,
came the new passenger. The door was banged
to. They were off.

"I really beg pardon," began the new-comer,
out of breath.

' ' Rather a sudden entrance. We
had a run for it. I didn't know any body was in-

side. I
"

Here he stopped abruptly, noticing that no kind
of response was forthcoming ; stopped ;

took one

steady look at the corner where the silent person

sat, and said aloud, with inimitable coolness and

enjoyment
"Really! I am sure I thought I saw a gen-

tleman somewhere!"
And then, as if entirely convinced of his mis-

take, took out a cigar ; lighted it without gesture
or apology, which obviously on his theory could

not be required ; opened the window on his own
side, and was about to do the same on the other,
when the silent gentleman found it necessary to

interfere with a decided lift of the hand, and a

"No; I thank you!"
Again the new-comer looked, and his look was

answered with interest. And then, before either

knew what he was going to say, both broke out

into a laugh.
Five minutes later the two young men were en-

gaged in more genial talk than either of them had
ever had before on so slight an acquaintance.
The silent traveller had felt attracted by the

intruder's face even in spite of his boorish recep-
tion of him. Subsequent glances more than con-

firmed the impression. He thought he had nev-

er before seen so handsome a countenance to be
so devoid of pretension and conceit. There was

nothing scholarly about it, nothing intellectually
noble

; just as there was nothing sensual, nothing
mean. It was manly. It was picturesque, with
its short, thick, curling, chestnut - colored hair.

But its great charm was an indescribable healthi-

ness and happiness of expression, a perfect sunni-

ness of content, that obviously did not spring from

any temporary cause, recent good - fortune, or

recent gratification of long-cherished desires,.
but seemed to be native. The very sound of his

laugh low, joyous, but quite undemonstrative

would, of itself, if you shut your eyes, tell you the

kind of man, a man who needed only to be.

In person he was of middle height ;
shorter and

stouter than his fellow-traveller
; easy, graceful,

and unembarrassed in manner, though not, to the

critical eye of his neighbor, polished. That per-

sonage set him down as a gentleman farmer, and
so he proved to be. He was from Kent, which
be soon gave his companion to understand was
the finest county in England.
"Yet you do find a change desirable some-

times ?" was remarked to him.

"Change, sir?"

The young farmer laughed ; glanced at the

scenery they were passing, shrugged his shoul-

ders, and looked at his companion with eyes brim-

ful of merriment at the idea of his needing a

change."
I had something to do to make up my mind

to come away, I can tell you!" he said. "I
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haven't been away before at this time of the year
since I was a boy."
He had a peculiar mode of speaking, in brief,

quickly-uttered sentences, with a meditative pause
between each, and the words that came after the

pause were often rather a continuation of his si-

lent thoughts than ofwhat he had previously said.

"Why it's just in its glory! No rains over

there yet. Roads cracking in the sun. Hop-
pickers pouring in night and day. Ditches nice

and dry for 'em. Corn-fields up to the hedge-

tops. Nights pretty well light all through ;
and

so hot with gypsy fires, and so noisy with corn-

crakes and crickets, and with apples falling crash,

crash, on the cabbage-leaves, you can hardly sleep.

No, sir, I haven't come out of Kent, in Septem-
ber, for the sake of a change."
"Nor for health, I presume ?"

"Not exactly."

"Business, perhaps?" suggested the other,

tempted on by the farmer's own interest in, and

liking for, the conversation.
" Yes

;
and not very pleasant business."

"Indeed!"
"I have a cousin in Wales a small farmer

with forty acres of thin mountain land only rents

it been as poor as a rat all his life. Six months

ago he came into a legacy of nigh seven thousand

pounds, and now I've got to tell him it's all moon-
shine."

"How's that?"
"Do you happen to know the firm of Morgan

and Garnet, curriers, Bermondsey ?"

"No," said the other, with a slight smile.

"Well, Morgan, a Welshman, who made that

business, retired twenty years ago from the man-

agement, but kept his capital, twenty-seven thou-

sand pounds, in the concern. He died last April,
and we, who were his nearest relatives there's

four of us in all thought we had come in for a

good thing. I bought a hunter a prime bit of

blood on the strength of it. Luckily, I'm not

obliged to sell him. Two days ago, when I wras

expecting a summons as executor to meet the part-

ner, and receive the transfer of the capital so long

invested, I got, instead, a letter inviting me to a

meeting of creditors. Didn't my lawyer go off

in a terrible hurry ! 'Twas all true. Two-and-

sixpence in the pound for the ordinary creditors

nothing to the dead man's relations, for he had
been a partner, and his capital long since lost

which he didn't know or suspect.""
Sharp practice eh ? to keep you all in igno-

rance so long."" That's what I can't get over. For myself I

don't care
;
but I never felt so cut up for any body

as I do for my cousin, Elias Morgan. He's rough,
but true as steel. One in a thousand, sir."

"But as he has never, it seems, been other

than poor, won't he soon get over it ?"

"He may. It's a cruel business. Just one
bit of sunshine in his whole hard life to show him
how gloomy it had been, and then every thing
back in the old state."

The listener's look was sympathetic, but he
said nothing, and the young farmer went on :

"I'm afraid I made matters worse by being
over sanguine. When the rascals who wanted,

they tell me, to inveigle another partner kept up
such a show of prosperity as to pay us a year's

profit, eight hundred pounds two hundred apiece
which had been for some time due, and when

my lawyer said it was a most respectable firm, is

it very wonderful I was taken in? So when I

sent Elias his two hundred, I congratulated him
on his being easy for life, and told him I should

soon have to send him all the rest, nearly seven

thousand pounds."" Then he may be incurring liabilities on the

strength of it."
" That's what I'm afraid of. He was so cau-

tious as to write me back a special letter of in-

quiry. It ought to have warned me. It didn't, t

I told him the money was as safe as in the bank."
"Hem! Veiy awkward that! He may be

drawing checks on this ideal bank in the shape of

orders for goods, that are really promises to pay."
"Well, it's done, and can't be undone. If he's

veiy hard upon me, I must grin and bear it, as

one of my ploughmen says when he is pulled up
suddenly by a big root or stone in the furrow."
"Then you are equally disappointed?""
Oh, it won't hurt me."

"Are you so very rich ?" was the query in the

other's eye.
"It won't hurt me," he repeated. "In fact,

I've got a hunter out of it. I shouldn't have had
him else. Now I mean to keep him. Mine's only
a bit of a place ;

but it was my father's, and my
grandfather's, and, I believe, my great grandfe-

ther's, but I won't speak to that. A hundred and
nine acres. That's all. But such land that I'd

rather have an acre of it than ten of this foul stuft'

we're passing."
The companion looked out with a curious ex-

pression of interest at the land they were "
pass-

ing," but said nothing, perhaps through the stop-

page of the train.

"We're in for more company," said the farmer.
" Shouldn't you set this down for a doctor?"

A gentleman with splashed leggings came and
took his place in the seat nearest the platfoi-m,
and turned round instantly to speak to some one
who had accompanied him. His first words made
the farmer smile significantly :

"You'll keep her quiet, my many and be care-

ful about the medicine."

"Ay," answered a grufF voice, while eight
thick dirty fingers hooked themselves over the

door. The platform was too low for the face of

their owner to be seen by those farther in the

carriage. Only the top of a grizzled rough head
was visible to them

;
and sometimes a bit of red

forehead full of wrinkles
;
and a pair of eyes

bleared and bloodshot, and wildly intent on ev-

ery word that fell from the doctor's mouth.

"Keep the children away as much as you
can, you know."

"Ay! And the light stuff in the queer-

shaped' bottle to-night, ain't it ? and the dark in

the morning?"
The doctor nodded.
There seemed to be no more to say ;

but the

fingers still clung obstinately to the door
;
and

the bleared eyes still looked up into the doctor's

face. There was apparently something more he
wished to ask, and which the doctor did not wish

to hear. He looked up and down the platform.
The man's eyes followed the direction of his, and
the grizzled head turned listening intently to the

puffing of the engine.

Suddenly a broad pair of shoulders filled up the

Avindow. The man had set his foot on the step,

his arms over the door, and brought his face close
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to the doctor's. A repulsive-looking face, with a

square chin covered by a prickly beard of a week's

growth. He said something which the others could

not hear, but they saw the doctor look boldly at

the face, and heard him say

"Well, and if it should be so ? We are do-

ing our best. If after all it should be so, you
are a man, arn't you, and a father ? You know,

you musn't forget that.
"

The arms uncrossed with a heavy, awkward

haste. The fingers hooked themselves on the

door again. The grim face and the unfragrant

breath were gone. Then the fingers also disap-

peared, and the window was cleared.

The doctor unthinkingly put out his head to

look after him, but drew it in quickly, and kicked

his carpet-bag farther under the seat.

In a minute the fingers were again on the

door, and the face came close up.
"Doctor!"

"Well, my man?"
" Jarman said as he was a comin' over to-

morrow, agin, for the rent. If she's better, by
the Lord ! I'll see him, and speak him civil. I

will, Doctor ;
but if it's that

"

The thick voice died off into hard breathings.

The eyes looked round the carriage at the two

quiet occupants on the farther seats, encounter-

ing their eyes without seeming to see them.

"If it's that, Doctor," continued the thick

voice, "keep him off o' my place, will you?
Keep him wide of it, Doctor ! He was there o'

Thursday, and that set her off. She was by
herself, and he went on at her ever so long,
and when he was gone, she skirled out with a

silly laugh, and's been so ever since."
" Be off, my man ! The train's moving," said

the Doctor.
" Jarman said as the landlord's kep' writin' for

the money. If he writes agin, tell Jarman will

you, Doctor? to write back and say his d d
rotten pig-styes can't, and never won't be paid
for in flesh and blood and money too. When
we can live in 'em, instead o' dying in 'em, p'raps
we can pay for 'em

;
but we can't pay house-rent

and coffin-rent, too, all the year round ! What
do they mean by a saying we don't pay ? By
the Lord ! we pay that as they'll be made to give
us the receipts on, some day. Yes, yes ! good-
bye, Doctor. God bless yer!"
The Doctor turned to look at his fellow-travel-

lers. One was gazing out of the window
;
the

other, with a face full of sympathy, seemed to

ask the same question that the miserable hus-
band had been determined to have answered.
But the Doctor, though reticent as to his opin-

ion of the woman's chance, could not help show-

ing something of that which was in his thoughts.
He explained to the young farmer that he had
been called in to a bad case of typhus ;

and that
it was a chance if he saved the poor woman's
life, who had seven miserable children dependent
on her, and on that poor desperate creature, her
husband.

" Nice thing, isn't it ?" he asked, "for a gen-
tleman to keep cottages on his estate that breed

pestilence and death
;
and then himself spend

every shilling he can wring out of his tenants in
all the enjoyments of society ?"

"And is this his land we are passing?" de-
manded the young farmer, with quite new inter-
est in the state of the soil.

"It is."

"What's IMS name?"
Before it was possible for the surgeon to reply,

the gentleman in the corner turned from the win-

dow full face upon the surgeon, who then first

saw him, slightly colored, hemmed, and took ad-

vantage of the slackening of the train to ciy out,
with his head at the window
"Here porter!"
' ' What may be the gentleman's name ?"

again asked the unsuspicious querist.
"Cunliff!" was the stern reply from the far

corner the occupant of which again exchanged
glances with the embarrassed, but not exactly
ashamed surgeon, who, lifting his hat, said

"I wish you good-morning, sir!"

"Good-morning!" said the gentleman, as he

responded to the courtesy with a menacing ex-

pression of face.

The young farmer followed with his eye the

retreating form of the surgeon along the plat-

form, then turned to ask more about this Mr.
Cunliff and his land

;
but his new acquaintance

was settling himself for a nap, and saying with a

half-smile, as he shut his eyes" Excuse me
;
I scarcely slept last night."

And thus suddenly broke up the pleasant re-

lations that had been growing between the two

young men. This was much to the regret of the

Kentish farmer, whose freshness of feeling, con-

trasted with his very limited intellectual experi-

ence, had caused him to look on his companion
as a marvel of knowledge and eloquence ;

and to

listen with so much earnestness, faith, and ad-

miration visible in his large, bright, joyous eyes,
as to give new zest to the operations of the speak-
er's own mind; and apparently, he had felt in

return a counter influence working on himself.

However, it now seemed all to go for nothing.

Hardly a word more was said till the train stop-

ped at Llansaintfraid
;
and there, when they both

j

found themselves standing on the platform, about
'

to separate-most likely forever, with the rain mak-

ing so great a noise on the glass overhead that they
could scarcely hear each other speak, it seemed a

question for "the moment whether they wouldn't

even part as absolute strangers. But the young
farmer, even though a little hurt, could not help

putting out his hand
;
and it was grasped warm-

ly just for a moment
;
then something was mut-

tered about hoping to have the pleasure of meet-

ing again somewhere or other, and the two sepa-
rated the one to go, as he said, to

" the Town,"
the other to take the "

Major's coach
"
just about

to start for Dolgarrog. They separated, not even

knowing each other's name.
The young fanner paused on the platform just

for a moment, looking after his late companion ;

and seeing he was mistaking his way, ran after

him, and shouted
"To the left!"
" Thanks !" was shouted back, and then they

were rapidly lost to each other in the distance.

CHAPTER VI.

OVER CRIBA BAN.

To the farmer's surprise and vexation the coach

was full. While he had been thinking of his late

) acquaintance, and obeying the impulse to set him
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right on his road, other passengers had hurried to

secure the seats, and the train being a heavy one,
the Dolgarrog portion of it soon filled the coach.

There was a general outcry among the Welsh

passengers to have him up or in somehow
;
but

the driver, a gentleman who owned the coach,
said it was quite impossible; they were over-

loaded already.
The disappointed man looked black, and growl-

ed aloud

"Pleasant voyage!" and hurried back out of

the rain to the platform, from whence he went off

to the town, which is at some distance, fearing he
would be obliged to stay over Sunday, when the

coach did not run. Before entering the inn yard
he was overtaken by a man who had been hang-

ing about the station till the coach was out of the

way, and then hearing of the gentleman left be-

hind, had run after him. He had come from

Dolgarrog with a party of tourists, and was going
back when the horses had rested.

"How much?"
' ' Five shillings, sir.

"

" All right. Quick as you can."

About half an hour later, and while the farmer,
whose spirits had sunk a little, was trying to con-

gratulate himself as he sat before a fine cold sir-

loin of beef, and a preposterously tall glass of ale,

on his good fortune "
so economical, too !" the

driver re-entered.
" Wild night, sir, to cross the mountains. No

idea of stopping here, I suppose ?"
"
Certainly not. Are you ready ?"

" Would you mind, sir, a gentleman going with

you ?"
"
Oh, I see. As I'm not to be got rid of, I

must have a companion. And he pays five shil-

lings too, eh ?"

The driver laughed.
"Who is he?"
The driver handed a card, on which there was

writing in pencil. It was a neat, almost elegant

hand, though that perhaps was in a measure due
to the care and minuteness compelled by the lim-

ited space.

" Mr. John Rymer begs to apologize for the

liberty he is taking, and trusts the occasion will

be his sufficient excuse. He is most anxious to

reach Dolgarrog to-night ;
but there are no

horses obtainable either at the other inn or at

this. A share in the return carnage, which has
been pre-engaged by the gentleman he has the
honor to address, is therefore his only resource.

May he then venture to ask so great a favor ?"

"Give my compliments Mr. Robert Cham-
berlayne's compliments to Mr. Rymer, and say
I shall be glad of his company. Perhaps he will

like to come in here. I shall soon be ready."
Then, as the driver moved off, he called after

him: "I say, no more passengers! It'll be
' No '

next time, even if, as I expect, you bring
me a benighted woman and child !

"

The driver only laughed his answer, and went
out.

A minute later the gentleman came in. How
shall we paint the expression of the two faces ?

The annoyance almost shame on Mr. Rymer's,
to be so unexpectedly caught and exposed in his

secretive arrangements ;
the genial, broadening

mirth on the other's, who had risen to receive his

visitor, and could not help exclaiming

"
Hang me, if I didn't think so !"

Mr. Rymer, with admirable self-possession, be-

gan to explain. And then Mr. Chamberlayne could

no longer restrain himself within the bounds of

courtesy and good-breeding. He laid down knife

and fork, and roared again.
Mr. Rymer joined in the laugh, or tried to do

so
;
then he said

" But I thought you were gone by the coach ?"
"

It was full
; they wouldn't have me."

"
I see. How absurd ! How very ridiculous !

But I asked the man if it was a gentleman in a
dark overcoat, and he said, No."
"I wore two they're very thin and I was

getting so hot with my walk that I took one off

before the man came up to me. So you also are

going to Dolgarrog ? How very odd !

"

"
Very! And how fortunate we should thus

meet again !"

"Yes
;
but Avhy the deuce didn't you think so

before ?" was the question in Chamberlayrie's ex-

pressive eyes. Rymer didn't choose to notice

them. They got into the coach and were driven

off.

"I assure you," said Mr. Rymer, after a pause,"
I am really glad of this meeting again quite

apart from its convenience to me."

Chamberlayne needed some such assurance to

recover his former interest. He smiled. And
then Mr. Rymer, as if conscious of his false posi-

tion, evidently determined to have it soon forgot-

ten, by regaining his ascendency over the mind
of his companion. So he promptly forced the

conversation into particular and agreeable chan-

nels, and again delighted the young farmer.

But he was not quite successful in making Mr.
Robert Chamberlayne forget. He saw that that

gentleman was getting more sensitive, reticent,
and cautious. No wonder. How could Cham-
berlayne overlook the fact that Mr. Rymer, even
if he had not liked to go by the coach to Dolgar-
rog, might have said he was going there, and

might have offered a share in the carriage he had
been intending to take? What did it mean?
That he had been standing on his social rank?
Confound his social rank ! Chamberlayne was in-

clined to cry, if his social rank was mean enough
to encourage other men to talk of their affairs,
and then when they exhibited in return equal in-

terest in his, to coolly make them a bow, and
walk off.

So mused Chamberlayne, in spite of Rymer's
pleasant talk. But, somehow, the latter gained

upon him nevertheless. He liked him, gentleman
or no gentleman. Perhaps he had mistaken al-

together the cause of his reticence. Perhaps he
had mistaken even his social position.
A bright idea strikes him. Isn't he a specu-

lator in the gold mines, of which so much has

lately been said? Of course he was! Why
they were both now on the direct road to them.
Bod Elian itself, Elias Morgan's place, had four

or five gold mines within its immediate neighbor-
hood. That hypothesis needed only to be true

to explain all. Was it true ?
" I suppose," he said to Rymer in the most art-

fully quiet way he knew how to assume, "you
have heard of the new mines ?"

"Ah, yes. The British El Dorado. Anything
in them ?" The words were indifferent enough
but there was quite a promising ring in the voice,

Chamberlayne thought.
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" I fancy so," was his answer. And there he

stopped, and turned away a little to show his in-

difference. And both Avere silent.

' ' Which is said to be the best of these mines ?

asked Rymer after a little pause.
" The Duke of Cornwall's, I think.

'

"You don't happen to know do you? the

present value of the shares, the amount of paid-

up capital, and the likelihood of success ?"

"No," said Chamberlayne, "but it would be

easy to learn."
"
Ay, but so that one might trust to the alleged

facts if one were inclined to speculate ?"
" I think so."

There the subject dropped, but Chamberlayne
could not help saying slyly to himself, "Aha!
I thought I'd find him out ! He doesn't want to

buy a pig in a poke, nor pay too much when he

does buy. 'Cute fellow ! I may help him if he's

on that scent." Then he said aloud, "What are

your plans on reaching Dolgarrog ?"
" Plans ? I haven't got any that I know of."

"I am going to a private house, Butty

Hughes's ! I'd rather be there than in the tour-

ists' hotels, which must be still very crowded

though the season's nearly over."
' '

I don't know but I am in the same mind.

Who is Butty Hughes ? What a name !"
" You mustn't call him so he's a most respect-

table old gentleman. When I was pupil to the

Reverend Daniel Lloyd, whom I hope to see

to-morrow, I used to sit in the parlor at Mr.

Hughes's, and eat bread and butter every time I

came into Dolgarrog. His invitation (always the

same)
' Have a bit of bread and butty?' was a

standing joke. I and the little Lloyds called him

among ourselves Butty Hughes. But he's a very

respectable old gentleman. Shall we see if he

can accommodate us ?"
" With 'all my heart," responded Rymer.
" The rooms are ridiculously small, but clean

and comfortable," added Chamberlayne.
From that moment Mr. Rymer, as if he had,

on second thoughts, discovered special advantages
in an intimacy he had previously striven and ma-
noeuvred to shun, threw off whatever even of oc-

casional reticence his manner had previously ex-

hibited. He seemednow to accept Chamberlayne's
first advances in a thoroughly genial spirit. In a

word, there was, thenceforward, a perfect tone of

equality.

They were still ascending, as they had been do-

ing almost from the first mile or so of the journey.
The sharp mountain air penetrated to every cor-

ner of the rickety carriage. Chamberlayne, as he

grew more comfortable about his companion, fell

asleep. A heavy drowsiness had also for some
time been stealing over Rymer. But the cold

would not let him give way to it, so he remained
in a state of miserable half-consciousness person-
al and mental patiently pushing back Chamber-

layne's heavy form, as it kept falling against him ;

patiently listening to the rattle of the broken win-
dows

;
to the bleating of a sheep lost somewhere

in the black watery chaos without
;
and to the

sudden fall of masses of slate, that seemed to him
as if the very foundations of the hills were shaking
and shivering away into fragments.
As he leaned back, to escape the drifting rain,

with half-closed eyes, he saw lights twinkling,
now down in giddy depths, now up on what had
before appeared to be dark rolling clouds.

The noise of waters was everywhere, trickling,

babbling, leaping, roaring. There seemed to be a

kind of water jubilee that night, in which river

shouted to river, sea to sea, the waters under the

earth to the waters above the earth
;
and yet they

were now on the highest ridge of a shoulder of

the Criba Ban
;
and Rymer would have seen, if

there had been light, a wondrous panorama of

mountain tops, with mountain valleys squeezed
in between them or looking so.

Once they stopped in front of an inn. Rymer,
at the sight of the red firelight streaming from
the door, felt inclined to get out, and stretch his

limbs, and warm himself; but Chamberlayne Avas

so sound asleep, and the interior of the house
looked so strange and unim-iting, he fancied, that

he preferred to remain where he Avas
;
so while a

boy came out to give the horse Avater, and the

driArer Avent in, John Rymer took his first look at

a Welsh interior.

A flight of rough stone stairs faced the door,
and on these stairs an army of black shadoAvs

coming from above, and an army of lurid fire

gleams, from the room on the side, met and strug-

gled for possession. Now the red light ascended
in triumph, pushing off the darkness, and showing
more and more of the stained damp stones. Re*

vealing IAVO tiny children, tired and dirty, eating
their oat-cake supper, side by side, on the stairs

;

revealing, first, their little Avooden brass - toed

shoes
;
then the dirty, dimpled knees

;
their arms

;

the loA'ely little faces leaning cheek to cheek
;

the great round oat-cake, with tAvo mouths clos-

ing on its thin edge at the same moment
;
the

tumbled, glittering curls. Then back AA'ould fall

the red light, and doAArn Avould come the darkness,

SAvallowing stair after stair, till bright curls, baby
faces, fat knees, Avooden shoes, all Avere gone from

sight, and there Avas onlv a Avorn step or two left

visible, and the room to the right, Avhere three

solemn men, watched by a solemn, long-nosed

shepherd-dog, Avere drinking, and talking in a

strange tongue. A young woman Avas nursing a
child in one comer

;
Avhile a stiff old dame Avith

short petticoats, and with her knitting in her

hands, came stalking out to look at the strangers,
to Avhom she vouchsafed a bobbing courtesy.
The young Avoman began to sing to her child a

soft little Welsh air, to Avhich the old dame's flap-

ping cap -frill kept solemn time. Two voices,

small, fresh, and clear, from the dark stairs, join-
ed in the song.
"What's that?" cried Chamberlayne, Avaking

and staring about Avith his Avide blue eyes.

By this time the driver had resumed his seat.

The firelight gave Rymer one more glimpse of the

stairs, and of the tiny mouths opened to the shape
of a round O, and two clumsy Avooden shoes raised

to beat time to the tune they sang, and then began
again the rattling of windoAvs.

"N's da'!" (Nos da' good-night), said the

old dame.
"N's da'!" answered the driA'er, and on they

Avent down into the Avindy, Avatery darkness.

Down, still doAA-n, mile after mile, betAveen dark

Avoods, Avhich in the light of day are so inexpres-

sibly beautiful, Avith their fern -covered ground,
surface teeming Avith Avild floAvers, and low guard-
ian Avail, Avhere the moss, most delicious of nat-

ural cushions, may be felt several inches deep on
the rounded stones of the top.

DOAATI, still down, through the pelting rain, till
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the lights in the sombre and low stone houses on
each side tell the travellers they are in Dolgarrog.
And there, to the driver's great relief, who had
been ordered by Rymer, when starting, to drive

to his own hotel, he was directed by Chamber-

layne to take them to Mr. Hughes's, at the Coun-
cil House.

This was a long, low building, at the very bot-

tom of the market-place. Rymer could see noth-

ing striking about it in the darkness and rain,

and was glad to follow Chamberlayne into the

shop. A single flaring jet of gas lighted it and
its contents, which formed the oddest mixture Ry-
mer had ever seen. The shop was paved with

bright red bricks, which a stout young woman
with her hair over her eyes was mopping vigor-

ously. Tarpaulin hats, untanned leggings, tin

kettles, onions, and dried hams, hung from the

low ceiling. On the deal counter smoked a batch

of bread, hot from the oven
;
and behind the coun-

ter, sorting the loaves, stood a woman of about

forty, with a worn, amiable face, and soft dark

eyes, which continually glanced to the far end of

the shop, where, in a little parlor, and seated by
a roaring fire, the master of the Council House
was taking his supper. He was a fine-looking
old gentleman, fair-faced, and with blue eyes, full

of gentle, childish enjoyment of his food and of

every thing that was going on. There was a soft-

ness and oiliness about him that made Rymer
smile as he thought of the name that Chamber-

layne had given him.
There was a great fuss over Chamberlayne

when, after teasing the good folks for some time

to discover who he was, he made them remember
Mr. Lloyd's young gentleman, who used to come
there for bread and butter.

The little room up stairs was vacant and quite

ready for their use, for the hotels which sent their

overflowings to the Council House were not just
then full. The gentlemen were both glad to re-

tire early.

CHAPTER VII.

DOLGARROG.

DOLGARROG by the light of morning confirmed
all that Dolgarrog by night had suggested of mel-

ancholy grayness, barren breadth, and straggling
architecture.

To Mr. Rymer, as he looked down from the
window of the old Council House, while Cham-
berlayne piled the fire to keep out the damp, the
town appeared inexpressibly dreaiy. The low
stone houses seemed utterly deficient of window-
sill and balcony, door-step and portico, and of all

those innumerable little hints and promises of in-

terior comfort which ooze out of English homes.
In the intricacies of back streets, perhaps some
little flannel-weaver might have his flower-pot or
his blackbird at the window of his one-roomed

factory, but no hint of such luxury found its way,
in odor or in song, to the gray market-place.

Unadorned, stiff-backed, austere, yet not with-
out a certain pathetic suggestiveness, and built of
the same sad-colored stone that covered the graves
in the churchyard, the houses seemed to belong to

a solemn Puritanic community, who regarded
their town and their churchyard as two chambers
of one dwelling ;

two chambers, in one of which

they spent their day, the other their night.

The rain fell, as Rymer stood looking out, see-

ing no signs of life in the King's Square, as the

market-place was called, except now and then a
half-dressed slipshod woman, running across to

fill her jug or kettle from the swollen little spring.
There was a large covered way over the opposite

shops, where, last night, gas was flaring, and legs
of mutton, and linseys, and wooden shoes were
cavilled over

;
but now, on the rainy Sunday

morning, all was silent and deserted, only a mis-
erable outcast of a dog had gone under for shelter,
and was looking up and sniffing at the empty
meat-hooks.
When breakfast was over, Mr. Chamberlayne

sent word to his landlord, that if he had no ob-

jection his friend and himself would come down
and hear the Dolgarrog news

;
and Mr. Butty re-

sponding most heartily from the little parlor at

the foot of the stairs, the two gentlemen presently

joined him there.

A delicious little parlor! They saw it down
there below glowing and glistening at the stair-

foot, a queer little three-cornered bit of a room
as they descended by the steep stairs which led

right into it, and saw doors in different parts

opening out. A room where Brobdignagdian
roses blossomed on Lilliputian walls

;
where the

tiniest of windows were darkened by the highest
of cacti

;
where the heavy furniture would only

fit in one particular way ;
where the woolly,

yielding hearth-rug reached farther than the mid-
dle of the room, making it seem all fireside

;
where

there was not a square inch of oak-panelling, or a

twisted chair-leg but was in a state of warm,
blushing polish ;

for the pallor was, in fact, the

object of every body's best and brightest handi-

work, the very idol of the old house.

They found the master, who was as little in

proportion with it as every thing else, seated in

an elbow chair by the fire, with his wife's apron
pinned over his shoulders, and his Sunday toilette

being performed by Mrs. Hughes in bits and

scraps between her more pressing household du-

ties
; Butty having long since been too stout to

undertake so arduous a task himself.

He rose and blushingly apologized to the gen-
tlemen for the state in which they found him

;

while his wife set them chairs, and placed two

steaming tumblers beside that one from which
Mr. Butty occasionally sipped to sustain himself

during the fatigues of his toilette.

Mr. Rymer stood at the window a minute, look-

ing at the people crossing the King's Square on
their way to the church, and to the many little

chapels.

"Well, "said Mr. Butty, reseating himself, and

resigning his silver locks to his wife's hands again,
"I suppose you young gentlemen are going up to

Capel Illtyd Church this morning, to hear your
old master eh, Mr. Robert ? Mrs. Rhys has

come home, you know, and there will be English
service."

' '

Yes, indeed, Mr. Robert,
"
added Mrs. Hughes ;

and those words, always so sweet and characteris-

tic from a Welshwoman's lips, lost none of their

force now. "
Yes, indeed, Mr. Robert, you must

go. And eh, dear me! why he'll never know
you a bit."

"I was thinking of going, "answered Chamber-

layne ;

' ' but I didn't know whether Mr. Rymer
would care to walk a couple of miles in this

weather, though it is clearing a little."
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He looked inquiringly at Mr. Eymer, who stood

at the window, with his back to them. He had

happened to be looking at his watch when he

heard the lady's name mentioned, and the ques-

tion put to him. He looked at it still, as he

paused before answering, and by its aid gave him-

self exactly half a minute for thought. Chamber-

layne wondered if he had heard the question.

'Five more seconds. Mr. Rymer almost felt

that ifthey had been no longer than ordinary sec-

onds, he never should have seen the inside of Ca-

pel Illtyd Church ;
but they were long seconds,

full of evil leisure, as if some imp of wickedness

had leapt astride the little gold hand, and was

holding it back, and jeering, and gaping at the

pale face bending over it in an agony of hesita-

tion.

"What do you say?" asked Chamberlayne.
"Shall we go?"

"Decidedly," answered Rymer, turning round

in his quick way.
" I shall like it, of all things.

Do we start at once ?"

"Not for a quarter of an hour or so," returned

Chamberlayne. And then, taking his boyish low
seat in the corner, he began his inquiries about

old acquaintances ;
which Mr. Butty answered

with a pleasant twinkle in his eye, at seeing he
remembered so many of the tribes of Jones and

Evans, Williams, Roberts, Rees, and Hughes,
that almost exclusively peopled Dolgarrog.

The twinkle be*came mischievous presently,
and both Butty and his wife sent amused ex-

pectant glances at Chamberlayne, as if waiting
for a name that the young gentleman felt some
reluctance to mention. At last Mrs. Hughes,
while giving her husband's hair a little pull,
said

' '

Eh, dear, Mr. Robert, sir, the master's wait-

ing to hear you ask after your little cariad (sweet-

heart), Miss Hirell."

Chamberlayne colored slightly and laughed.
' '

I didn't ask, because I am going to Bod Eli-

an myself to-day, Mrs. Hughes. They're all well,
I hope ?"

"
Yes, sure," answered Butty Hughes, his fat

face dimpling with smiles as he exchanged sig-
nificant glances with his wife.

' ' And your uncle,

Elias, is a great man at Dolgarrog to-day, Mr.
Robert."

"Indeed! How is that?"
' '

Why, don't you see the country-people com-
ing in ?" asked Mrs. Hughes.

"
There's all Ca-

pel Illtyd chapel-people, and the folk from up in
the mountains behind, that'll be here. The mas-
ter's counted twenty from Aber. Eh ! there'll

be a chapel full !

"

Chamberlayne stood up and looked out of the
window in astonishment.

"Why, what has all this to do with Elias Mor-
gan ?" he asked, and Butty's tongue was now un-
loosed.

Didn't Mr. Robert know ? There was the
great Calvinistic Methodist minister from the
Welsh chapel in London had come down, .and
was going to preach at Dolgarrog, that morning,
in aid of a new chapel that Elias was building
near his own home.

"
Elias building a chapel !" echoed Chamber-

layne, in undisguised alarm.

"Yes, indeed!" exclaimed husband and wife
in chorus, though it was Mrs. Hughes who wenton" And's put a hundred pounds to

it, and is

responsible for all it will cost. Two hundred
and fifty pounds, they say ! Yes, indeed !"

Chamberlayne stared at the couple in blank

dismay. A gentle glow of excitement over-

spread the face of his host, who, to heighten the
effect his news had produced, went on to give
more illustrations of Elias Morgan's expendi-
ture.

While Mrs. Hughes unpinned her apron, and
took it from his shoulders, and dusted him with

it, he told Chamberlayne how Elias was sending
his young brother away to college to-morrow, with

!
an outfit which David Jones, the little tailor, had
been at work upon for the last three weeks

;
how

Hirell, Elias's daughter, was to be sent to a sort

of finishing school at Liverpool ;
and how she

and Keziah were working their fingers to the
bone to get her dresses made

;
how Elias growled

and groaned over the fine silks and ribbons as

j

vanity and vexation of spirit, but how, notwith-

standing his preaching, he had been very kind
and generous to the young people, as if he had

J

not the heart to spoil the first glow of good for-

|

tune for them. Butty told how a great sum had
been laid out on Bod Elian itself Elias having

i built two new rooms to the hou?e
?
and bought a

red wagon and a second horse.

All this Butty told with a cheery, childlike ex-

citement, sometimes losing himself in the middle
of a sentence, and being obliged to look for help
to his wife, who was a little, a very little better

acquainted with the English language than him-
self. Now and then they had a little gentle, co-

|

quettish discussion over certain points, and would

stop to have it out in Welsh
;
and between-whiles

Mrs. Hughes would call up the stairs to her two

nieces, who were dressing for chapel, to hasten,
and who presently came down with their hymn-

|

books in their hands. A shrill dialogue in Welsh
was carried on between them and Mrs. Hughes as

she buttoned her husband's gloves, and put the fin-

ishing touches to his collar. In the midst of it

Mr. Rymer, who had been for the last few minutes

feeling a good deal of sympathy for Chamber-

layne, said to him in a low voice
" You ought almost to see your relatives before

they go into chapel.
"

Chamberlayne started to hear this unexpected
confirmation of his own thoughts.

"Yes," he muttered. "I must if I can."
" Then I shall have to find my way to Capel

Illtyd Church alone," said Rymer, as he prepared
i
to move.

' ' I hope not. Wait a bit for me,
"
replied Cham-

berlayne.

"Good-morning, gentlemen!" said Butty,
turning back to bow politely, as he joined the

i girls at the door
; and, kissing the tips of his

black kid gloves to Mrs. Hughes, went forth,

I guarded on either side by a blooming damsel,
I and followed by the admiring eyes of his wife,

;

who stood on the wet stones at the door, with
i her head a little on one side, and the sweetest
of smiles on her worn, kind face, looking after

i
him as if he had been a child

; and, indeed,

Butty's fat face, when it looked back to nod to

! her, was as fair and fresh, in spite of its silver

j

hair, as full of beaming simplicity and radiant

j

consciousness of being good, as any child's.

They had not gone many steps before one of
the nieces came running back to say that the

Morgans were all coming over the bridge, and
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that Mr. Ephraim Jones, the great minister, was

standing in the King's Square waiting for them.

Chamberlayne took his hat and went out. Mr.

Kymer wished Mrs. Hughes
"
Good-morning !"

and followed. He found Chamberlayne standing
still a few steps from the door, with his handsome
face so bewildered that he hardly knew it as the

same he had sat opposite during so many hours

yesterday.
The church bell had ceased. Chapel people

took the benefit of its warning silence and began
to stir. Yes

;
the great London minister was in-

deed there, and a most prominent figure he made
in the market-place. He was a thick-set, burly,
Cromwell-like man, with rough, pimply face

;
a

man who seemed to have been battling through
all his long life with the eternal enemy, whether

intrenched within or encamped without, and to

have grown strong, bristling, antagonistic ;
his

very attitude of repose a defiant poise victorious

on the whole, but scarred and obliged to .hold

his very conquests by the tenure of perpetual
watch. He the Reverend Ephraim Jones now
stood in the middle of the market-place convers-

ing with Dolgarrog ministers, and watching the

approach of four persons.
These were Elias Morgan, his young brother,

Hugh, his only child, Hirell, and his housekeeper,
Kezia Williams. The slim, youthful figure of

Hugh, on whose shoulders Elias's heavy hand now
and then fell, as if to give additional weight to

some admonition, attracted little attention. It

was the elder brother it was Elias himself, to-

wards whom all eyes were turned.

A short man, but broad-chested, supple-limb-

ed, powerful treading, and with a certain rough
dignity in his bearing that compensated for an
utter want of grace, both in form and feature.

His eyes alone, dark and bright, and shaded with

long thick lashes, might have been comely but
that there looked out of them a spirit so inscruta-

bly stern, so piercing and alert, yet withal so im-

movably calm. Little passing emotions such as

give most human eyes their wondrous variety of

expression and light, must have been crushed
dead in Elias's broad chest, before they had lived

long enough to trouble the stony calmness of his

eyes. His square chin, and his lips, thin and firm-

set, had the same unflinching look.

When he first came within view of the market-

place, Elias was wholly absorbed in his brother,
and the counsel he was giving him, as to how he
was to meet the snares and temptations of the

great world, for which the lad was to leave his

mountain home to-morrow. Presently, as he
saw Hugh's eyes looking excitedly forward his

own followed them, and he suddenly became
aware of the stir his approach was creating. His
hand dropped from Hugh's shoulder, he slackened
his pace, and a scarcely perceptible color rose in

his swarthy cheek
;

his mouth somewhat relaxed
;

his eyes softened. Chamberlayne watched him
in deep anxiety. There was more of happiness
in his cousin's face than he had before seen there.

Yes
;
Elias Morgan's cup of bliss bliss after the

thirstings of his own stern heart was full.

What ! Did the elect of God honor him for this

little humble edifice he was raising on the moun-
tain slope? How much more would he not yet
God willing ! do for them !

And the poor mountain fanner, who had been

used to earn his bread from hand to mouth till

his fortieth year ; Elias, with his narrow notion
of things and his boundless faith in God, felt his

coming inheritance of seven thousand pounds to

be a power in his hands, by which he was to ac-

complish all sorts of great and divine purposes.
He could venture now to snatch a little leisure,
in which to perfect the conquest of his own stub-

born heart. He was not usually thought a char-

itable man for none knew how much he strove

to accomplish for those in his own household with
the barest means and therefore could not know
the strength of his motives for resistance to ordi-

nary appeals for charity. Now he felt he might
be better understood. Hitherto he had had to

stint himself in food to spare a penny to a starv-

ing tramp. Now! But he closed his firm lips

suddenly with an expression that seemed to say
"Thou knowest!"
With the solemn glory of his dream about

him, he advanced into the market-place, to take
the two hands Mr. Ephraim Jones, the London
minister, stretched out, even while his friend was

yet distant.

Chamberlayne did not understand what had
caused Elias to quicken his pace ;

and feeling he
must make an effort to deliver his ill news, he
went hastily towards him.

' ' Cousin ! Cousin Morgan !

"

Elias, strange to say, had either known him at

the first glance, or was too much preoccupied to

express any surprise when enlightened by the

words addressed to him. He gave him his right
hand cordially, while with his left he made a mo-
tion towards the group in the market-place, as if

to show him he could not then stop.
"Cousin Chamberlayne, is it you?" he said.

" Have you come to stay at Bod Elian? You
are welcome. Come up to-night, if you like.

Only no business, Robert, till to-morrow. The
Lord's day this ;" and then his half-closed eyes,
and moving but mute lips seemed to say he, of
all men, ought to remember that.

"But, Morgan," began Chamberlayne, hur-

riedly. His cousin instantly stopped him with a
sort of stern good-humor.

"Cousin Chamberlayne, we are late. Bad
roads made us so and the vanities of dress."

And he motioned with his broad hand towards
the two women behind him.
To these Chamberlayne, in his despair of any

useful effort with Elias, turned, only to have his

wits still more confounded. The slender form
and fair face of Hirell were familiar to him, but
now he found the familiar image painfully, yet

bewitchingly strange to him, by the new and
wondrous beauties which breathed from it and
surrounded it.

No childish, pouting, country beauty, with

glowing glances stealing the admiration under
which she blushes for thus had Chamberlayne,
with his Kentish experience, and not too brilliant

imagination, painted her and yet no pale statue,

coldly perfect, was the daughter of Elias Morgan.
Her loveliness was neither of marble nor of roses.

Her beauty was a mysterious beauty, which alike

puzzled and charmed Chamberlayne, but which
he could not succeed in comprehending. Hirell's

form was lithe and slender, and full of wild nat-

ural elegance. Its little, wavering, flower-like

movements were veiy pretty, and suggested a con-

stant recollection of its native mountain breezes.

But it was not her form that so bewildered Cham-
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berlayne, nor her hazel eyes that glanced up to

him full of sweet, fresh dewy light, like sudden

gleams of morning ; no, it was the thought of her

name which had often puzzled him, and which he

felt for the first time he understood. Hireli

beam of light angel ! Yes, he felt that since

he had last seen her, that wild, restless soul of

hers, had become moulded to her name. She was

no longer the same being who had run wild

races with him in the stony fields of Bod Elian,

or sat in the little room at the old Council House,

laughing at Butty Hughes. They had taken her

away, he felt, her father and those grim old Dis-

senting ministers, and lifted her from her half-

melancholy, half-boisterous childhood, and placed

her in a sort of saintdom, where he, at least,

could hold no commune with hei'. He felt as if

he could not speak to her. He could only stand

before her, and feel pain at her entire forgetful-

ness of him.

He was thinking of her still while Keziah spoke
to him. He was wondering if Hireli ever had

now those sudden fits of sadness that used to

come over her when they were children together ;

or those wilder fits of passionate restlessness and

longing to break through the iron restraint of her

poverty-pinched lonely mountain home. Surely

nothing of this ever troubled Hireli now ! Sweet

saintly gravity was on her lips, her eyes were full

of joy. Had it all gone from her, this restless-

ness* he wondered? Was the beam of light a

pure beam, free from all discolorations and dust

of earth? Or and the thought brought him
fresh pain was this bright joyousness caused by
the supposed change in their fortunes ? If it were
this indeed, how could he meet her to-day or to-

morrow ? How look in her eyes when his news
had sent all the sweet light out of them perhaps
forever ?

At her father's half-jocose allusion to her van-

ity, which had drawn upon her the sudden looks

of Chamberlayne and his friend, the beautiful Cal-

vinist blushed and trembled, and let fall her care-

fully-upheld dress
;
and in her confusion at see-

ing the fair, pale silk slip to the wet stones, and
herself revealed in all her rich attire, she glanced

up and met Mr. Rymer's half-smiling gaze of ad-

miration and of pleasure in what he felt must be

Chamberlayne's pleasure at the sight of her. He
lifted his hat and bowed when he saw her look at

him, and she blushed most painfully, hesitated,
then courtesied so rustic a courtesy that she
blushed again to think of it when it was done,
and turned to follow her father, quite unconscious
that she had neither spoken to nor shaken hands
with her kinsman and old playmate, Robert Cham-
berlayne.
The two young men stood apart, watching the

moving masses of figures in the market-place.
Elias was holding the minister's hands

;
and the

latter, seeing a strange look of inquiiy in Elias's

earnest, weather-beaten face, said, in his burly,
loud voice, which seemed, however, softer than
usual

"Yes, friend Elias; I am reminded I didn't
come here for the rest I so much coveted among
my old friends, but to do His work. He knows
what He is about when He says,

' Take this sor-

row,' and wrings out the cry in answer,
' What is

it Thou wishest me to do ?' Elias, my little boy
my only one is dead ! so this letter has just

told me. God help and comfort the poor moth-

er ! She is too old to have another child. You
can guess, then, how it must have been with us

how it now will be. Enough ! Courage, Eli-

as ! God is thinking of you and your plans to-

day. He means to make me speak out for you.
He fills my heart how, then, can I help but

speak ? Your cause won't suffer through my loss.

It is I who tell you so, but it is He who tells it

me. Come!"
Elias had been holding one hand during these

words, with a sense of strong, almost passionate

yearning to the stricken, but brave man. He
now relinquished the hand, and took the proffer-
ed arm, and he said in a voice so low and dream-
like in tone that it hardly seemed meant for the

minister (whose first hearty words of congratula-
tion as to the change of fortune were still ringing
in Elias's ear)

" The Lord giveth, and the Lord
taketh away."

"Is that all, friend Elias?" sternly asked the

minister, stopping at the threshold of the chapel-
door to look in the other's face. "Thou art

over-considerate. Dost thou think I can not say
what thou art secretly saying

' Blessed be the

name of the Lord !'
"

The hard voice that for its pain might have
been the voice of one speaking from the rack,
was followed by a burst of children's voices sing-

ing in the school-room, before the service began,
a hymn prepared for the occasion. So fresh and

soaringly did it rise, that it seemed as if the little

singers, unknown to themselves, were charged
with God's tender answer to the words wrung so

sternly from the stricken heart.

The minister and Elias lifted up their faces and
listened : stirred like veteran soldiers, by the

trumpet-call to battle. Hireli looked at them,
and from their rugged faces drew to her own a
new glory. Forgetful of her fair silks, she folded

her hands, and glided in between the two burly
figures a beam of light, indeed !

The inner chapel doors closed. Rymer and

Chamberlayne turned, and silently crossed the

bridge, on their way to Capel Illtyd. Once
more the market-place was gray, sombre, and de-

serted.

CHAPTER VIII.

DOLA' HUDOL.

THE gray house fronts of Dolgarrog were dry-
ing in patches as Rymer and Chamberlayne cross-

ed the bridge leading out of the town, and enter-

ed upon a road the beauty of which endures even
the test of the old Welsh motto, which says,"
Nothing is excellent but that which can not be

excelled."

The whole way from Dolgarrog to Aber, where
the little river winding through the valley ends in

the sea, the road gently ascends. The breeze

blows with increasing freshness as you advance.

The old walls, built of large stones, are held to-

gether by no cement, but only by the roots and
stems of innumerable plants ; conspicuous among
which are the ivy, fern, stone-crop, and the vig-
orous and healthy penny-wort, whose round fleshy
leaves mimic the size of every coin in existence,
till they become so small and minute that only
fairies can need to put such money into their

purses. And these old walls grow more and more
rich as we recede from the town, till every square
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yard becomes a kind of inexhaustible treasury for

the artist, the poet, and the lover of nature to stand

before and study.
And still as the road ascends the openings in

the craggy banks on the right show glimpses of

fresher green ;
the valley on the left broadens

;

Criba Ban, stretching its vast bulk above it, and
above its many tributary mountain-vassals for a

distance of many miles, assumes more distinct

and majestic forms
;
the magpies flash their daz-

zling white and black more frequently before the

eye ;
while the rougher and the more full of ob-

stacles the stones of its shallow bed become, the

louder and more determined is the triumphant
song of the little river.

Through this road the two men move in an al-

most unearthly silence, after the first few and
faint flashes of conversation have died 'out.

Chamberlayne's eye scarcely quits the line of the

road before him, and even of that he sees little

more than the ground upon which he treads.

It is very different with his companion. He
too is deeply absorbed

;
but unlike Chamberlayne,

who can follow but one stream of thought and
emotion at one time, Rymer can not help but see

and feel, even though it be almost unconsciously,
the influences around him. And thus, while the

secret thoughts that so strongly possess him keep
his spirits fluctuating like jets of flame in un-
wholesome air, he can not help but stop now
and then, gaze round half- incredulously, then,
with a quick, impatient step, rejoin his compan-
ion, and then once more let his eye and fancy
go free through those exquisite regions of earth

and air.

It is strange how differently these glimpses of

the landscape affect him at different moments

deepening his sadness when he is sad, increasing
his exaltation of spirit when some flattering sur-

mise happens to elate him or making more rest-

less and feverish his ordinary mood, which is one
of the deepest anxiety.
About a mile from Dolgarrog he stood still be-

fore a scene, the charm of which, to an eye like

his, was as sudden and potent as a strain of ex-

quisite melody to an unexpectant ear. And truly
all the chords of beauty were here gathered to one

perfect, silent, harmonious work, by the Divine
Musician.
Two mountains stood near together one a lit-

tle in advance of the other. The farthest was of
tender purple ;

the other, clasped by the sunshine

bursting from the clouds, was of deep, bright
green ;

and they stood so leaning together as to

form a sort of mighty gateway to a world of
mountains beyond, the edges of which could just
be individually seen, and all of which repeated
the colors of the two in fainter and more exqui-
site tints, till the curving lines purple beyond
green, and green beyond purple ceased against
the sky. As Rymer stood before this mountain

gate-way, and looked in upon this mountain

world, it seemed to him, that, from its won-

drously dewy freshness, and freedom from all

trace of life but that of trees, clouds, waters,

birds, and sunlight, and of all which helped to

make its beauty, it might be appearing from
under the rising mist for the first time since

its creation. The faint rainy sunshine met the

majestic heads, and the colored slopes, and crept
from one to another as if bewildered by excess

of beauty now fainting on the bosom of the

hill where it lay then awakening, and with sud-

den passion clasping all. Still Rymer stood and

gazed upon the scene. He only gazed. There
was not a thought dared to enter.

He had chosen actual darkness in the first

agony of his disappointment, and had chosen to

consider himself in the dark ever since. Could
he dare to see now ? If he allowed himself to

remove this mental bandage he had put before
his eyes, to perceive the majesty of these heads

the colors of these slopes the inexhaustible

tenderness of the valley depths between must
he not see more, much more, which he did not
wish to see

;
which he dared not, would not, see ?

But for one moment the "seeing" had come;
and with it an indescribable sadness. Then back
into the darkness and onward again.
And the darkness had begun to have a subtle

charm of its own : he turned towards it with a

glad exhilaration, to which the freshening air and

increasing wildness added every minute, and
seemed to give a false glow of health and natural-

ness.

The wind its wing no longer clogged by the
rain that had weighed it down so many days
rose and swept on with exultant voice

; tearing
the white mists from the valleys, and the blue

mists from the mountains
; creeping, conspirator-

like, into the woods, and setting the friendliest

trees by the ears
; dividing itself into millions of

genii to seize and shake dry each blade of grass
in a whole field, and making the solitary little

flower on the hillside laugh its blue-bell empty of

tears
; pausing, now, to make a loud, jubilant song

to the waterfall's music
; then, like a careless

shepherd, who suddenly remembers his neglected

sheep, hallooing to the gray straggling clouds, and

driving them before him with a tyrant's fury, till

his own strength is exhausted, and he lags with

weak, puffing breath behind.

Presently there appeared, above the wall on the

left, a bit of rich swelling park land, on which
Robert Chamberlayne's eyes rested with a pleased
look.

"
That's Dola' Hudol," said he

;

" most likely
the people from there, with a tourist or two and

ourselves, will be all the congregation at the Eng-
lish service this morning."

"This place, then," asked Rymer, "is owned

by an English family, is it ?"
" Mrs. Rhys is English," answered Chamber-

layne, without noticing the light that kindled his

companion's eyes as they both drew to the other

side of the road, and stood on alow wall, the bet-

ter to see up the slope to the knoll of trees in the

distance, where, all but completely hidden, stood

the plain Tudor mansion built of the grayest, cold-

est stone.
" Yes

;
and they make enough ofit," answered

the farmer, a little contemptuously ;

"
they have

even named the house from the fields. Dola' Hu-
dol means 'the fascinating meadows,' I have

heard; but there's some story connected with these

Hirell Morgan once told me I forget all about it

now though."
One of the paths, the beginnings and end-

ings of which Rymer's eye was busily trying to

discover, came winding from the house to a lit-

tle door in the wall near where they stood. Down
just before the door was a stone placed over a

noisy little channel of water. It was green un-

derneath, and on the top thickly cushioned with
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moss. It was like a tiny antique drawbridge to

some fairy castle.

"What exquisite moss!" said Rymer, and

stooping he took up a little piece from the old

stone, and raising it as if enjoying its fresh pecu-

liar scent, he bent over it as it lay in his palm some

time, touching it with his lips with a stealthy ten-

der reverence.

A little later, as the two walked on, leaving

Dola' Hudol behind them, he crushed it in his

hand in a sort of scorn of himself. What foot

could have trodden upon it ? The little door was

not in use the ivy grew about it in chains and

barsbut as he crushed it, it thrilled him, and

by some strange power kept his fingers from un-

closing and casting it away.

They were now on Capel Illtyd bridge, looking

down on the old Roman causeway, as it lay visi-

ble beneath the beautifid water
;
and Chamber-

layne pointed to where, low down on the right,

Iny the old Abbey farm, where he had spent his

school-days. The smoke rising above the trees

a few cows grazing in the fields a woman in a

blue spotted jacket washing potatoes in the river,

using an old basket as a sieve, these seemed at

first to be the only signs of life visible. But look-

ing up the gray mountain sides, Rymer saw a few

dreary stone cottages, and two or three miners sit-

ting at the. doors English probably, thinking of

English homes,by the way in which they sat gazing
across the valley and over the crowding mountain
heads. From here the two men could see in the

direction opposite to the mountain gate-way to the

end of the valley ;
where the turbulent little river

met the sea, whose black swollen lips spat at it

livid foam that blew hither and thither, scarcely

distinguishable from the white seagulls. The
meadows all the way were dotted with lakes by
the last rough tide. A heron stalked upon a sandy
little island by itself. Clouds of strange birds

were glutting on the drenched pastures the whole
scene was wild, wateiy, and desolate.

At the top of the steep bit of road they were

ascending, stood the toll-gate, to the left of which
is the village of Capel Illtyd ;

and to the right the

church. Turning towards this they entered upon
a road like a Swiss mountain pass, and in a few
minutes came upon the church, a very small and
primitive looking building.
The chief part of the little congregation attend-

ing the Welsh service had gone, and were seen

dotting the far-away road to Aber, which ap-
peared cut like a shelf in the mountain

;
but Ry-

mer and Chamberlayne met a few solemn-looking
communicants leaving the churchyard some
grave old men, and soberly-attired women in
their long cloaks and high-crowned hats. They
stood aside to let them pass, then looked along
the road for signs of the English congregation,
but saw none

;
and Chamberlayne began to have

a doubt as to whether there was to be an English
service at all.

They paced up and down the gray slate paving-
stones for a few minutes, looking at and" trying
to read the inscriptions on the graves, and glanc-
ing expectantly along the quiet road, Chamber-
layne carelessly, and almost hoping to see no one,
that he might the sooner join his old friend and
tutor, and confide to him all his trouble and per-
plexity concerning his relatives

; Rymer with a
studied indifference, beneath which was hidden a
torturing suspense that made him feel as if time

were standing still by his side, and waiting with
him.
The wet September foliage rustled against the

dark little church-Avindows ;
a few yellow leaves

fluttered about the gray tombs and green grass,
and suspense cut it all much too sharply on his

heart for the picture ever to be effaced. Ev-

ery time they reached the little square porch, as

they paced up and down, they heard a dry, pa-
tient cough from the clerk within

;
and every

time they reached the gate they heard nothing
but birds and running water no sound of wheel
or of footfall on the road.

" I think no one will be coming now/' said

Chamberlayne, at last
;
"we had better walk on

towards the Abbey farm till Mr. Lloyd overtakes

us."

Ht3 led the way out of the churchyard, and Ry-
mer followed him. He still held the bit of moss,

crushing it in his hand with a fierce grief, as if,

having come from her door, some pity or hope
might be wrung from it. He walked on, and the

lovely still life of that road was hateful to his

straining eye and ear.

Midway between the church and the toll-gate,

they heard a strange sort of call
; and, looking

back, they saw a man standing at the gate of the

church, beckoning them.
" That's old Jones, the clerk," said Chamber-

layne, looking annoyed and perplexed.
"We must have made some mistake they are

j

there
; they must have come some other way, the

|

English family you mentioned," said Rymer, hur-

riedly.
' ' There is another door

;
but they must have

been waiting in the churchyard ever since we've

|
been, if they are there; for "there's no other road

|

from Dola' Hudol," answered Chamberlayne.
" Let us go back

; they must be there!" Ry-
mer said, in a sharp, decisive tone, which he often

! used to conceal some strong emotion.

The gaunt old clerk, in his threadbare coat and

spectacles, beckoned determinedly, almost angri-

|
ly, till they came up to him at the gate. Then
he went to the porch, and beckoned till they reach-

ed him there.

Then they entered the church, and, in a min-

ute, made the discovery that with the exception
of the clergyman and the clerk, they were the only

persons in the building.

Rymerwas horribly annoyed, and glanced round
more than once in the hope of retreat. But Rob-
ert Chamberlayne's old tutor began immediately,

|
leaving them no choice as to staying or going ;

!

and it was as strange a thing as either had ever

1 experienced, to feel that the service had really be-
1 gun and would be gone through entirely on their

behalf.

There was a humorous side as well as a sol-

emn one to the position, and the men both felt the

! humor more than the solemnity. The clergyman

j

felt it a little also, and there was an odd twinkle

I in his eye that showed a certain enjoyment in his

task. The Reverend Daniel Lloyd had two gifts

seldom found in one man
; great energy of mind

and extreme quietness of manner. His energy
was not of the feverish, dry, exhaustive kind

;
but

j

was a bright, dewy, refreshing energy,which seem-

I

ed to have no end. His small gray eye shone

:

as bright in his dry-skinned, sunburnt, hale-look-

ing face, as a clear spring of water in a rock
;
his

voice was sweet, and had a rich sort of grit in it,
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and had a dry, mellow music peculiar to itself;

his hair was gray ;
his form tall and slight, but

erect and hardy. He did not read the prayers,
but prayed them, and the Psalms he read as po-
ems. He did what scarcely any body else could

have done that morning drew Rymer's thoughts
from himself.

But this was not for long. As he sat, his at-

tention divided idly between Daniel Lloyd's small

vigorous head and the quaint primitive funereal

plates of metal that decorated the walls, there was
a slight sound at the door.

A rush of heat that no power of will could hide

came to Rymer's face.

What was it ? Was it not the branches that

he had heard brushing against the windows and

door, as he paced up and down the churchyard
with Chamberlayne ? No the clerk was rising ;

lie saw some one then.

The clerk walked to the door. Then Rymer
heard his footsteps and those of another. Yes,
of another, that made his very throat swell and
throb with a strength that threatened to break the

silence. Then he heard a pew-door opened and
shut some way behind him

;
and the clerk return-

ed to his seat, and the next minute a new voice

was joining Chamberlayne's in the responses ;
a

sweet, rich, young, tremulous voice, that held Ry-
mer's mute, and for the moment so filled his soul

with joy, that he felt repaid for all he had suffer-

ed in that little gray-tombed churchyard, in which
a grave had seemed to Us waiting for his last fra-

gile, darling hope.
Robert Chamberlayne, in his impatience to

transfer some of his own anxiety concerning the

Morgans to Daniel Lloyd's shoulders, was hoping
he would not think so small a congregation worth
a sermon

;
for he remembered he had sometimes

omitted it on such occasions
;
but his former tutor

had no such intention now, and never had Cham-
berlayne heard him preach with more vigor and

homely eloquence. He spoke of the smallness

of his congregation, and as in no wise regretting
it. He even said that were only one present, that

one might perhaps receive more good than great
numbers

;
for as he would have no neighbor to

Avhom to pass on Christ's message he must per-
force take it to himself.

When he finished, the clerk, who had been
fast asleep, woke with a start, and got up and

opened the door of the pew where Chamberlayne
and his friend sat.

They came out and followed him down the

aisle, Chamberlayne, engrossed in looking for

half-a-crown for the clerk, who was an old ac-

quaintance of his, followed him to the door
;
and

Rymer came after them slowly very silently
and slowly.
He had to approach a large square pew, with

armorial bearings on the panels, before turning to

the door.

He approached the pew veiy slowly, and as he
did so was looking into a face that was regarding
him with amazement, fear, and agitation.
The pew belonged to Mr. Owen Rhys, of Dola'

Hudol, and the face which looked over it Avas that

of his wife, Catherine Rhys.
It was a full Saxon face with large blue eyes,

fair hair, and a rose-like richness of complexion ;

and there was in its beauty an indescribable depth,
like the folded mystery of a rich garden-rose, the

power ofwhose hidden graces breathes through the

visible beauty, till that which is apparent appears
less than that which is felt to be concealed.

It was a face which had in it the same kind of
loveliness that pervades the earth in very early

summer, or rather, in full and perfect spring",
when the softness, and bloom, and perfume of all

things are richest
;
when the wild hyacinths rise

under the trees, between the thickly-spreading
surface roots, in gleaming lines of azure

; when
the yellow cream of May has settled thickly on
the fields

;
when the breath and blush of the first

rose offers consolation for the fading lilacs, and
the falling of the fragile hawthorn

;
when the

green Guelder rose is but half blanched, and the

honeysuckle has just opened the end of one of its

clusters of tiny bugles, and blown its first sweet

joyful reveille in perfume to the summer.
The very spirit of this time was in her face :

the softness, the bloom, the fresh abundant
health and life nothing lost or lessened, but all

deepened and intensified by being human. There
was nothing of the ethereal part of very early
spring, the childlike innocence, or arch-wildness";
and there was nothing of the wearied heaviness,
the fierce splendor or voluptuous languor of July ;

it was all bright May eager, fervent, passionate,
but dewy and heathful as the morning breeze.

Sin-prise seemed to take from Mrs. Rhys all

power of concealing the agitation which the sud-

den appearance of Rymer caused her. The color

in her cheek at first paled ; then, under his fixed

and passionate gaze, returned, and burned in it

with angry vividness. As he passed, he saw her

anger and surprise lessening, her lip quiver, her

deep blue eyes fill and droop. He went away
towards the open door, listening with the air of

one who is certain of a coming step. Then he
heard the sound of her pew- door, and with almost

unnaturally keen perception, knew it was herself

had opened it.

The expected and waited-for step came weak
uncertain. He did not look back, but all the

light that was mounting before his dazzled eyes
over Criba Ban, and showing him for the first time
the grand range, bare of cloud and mist, to the

very summits seemed caused by that step's ap-
proach ; which, from the long-hidden heights of
his hope, Avas sending the mists flying, and lighting
all Avith the old warmth and beauty.
He stood just without the church-door; the

step Avas almost on the threshold, when it paused,
and his heart seemed to pause too, as on the

threshold of something to Avhich it yearned, but

could not move save with that step. Yes, that

step Avas still
;
then he heard the sound of a faint

rustling, like the dragging of a weary _ AAdng, not

to the door and to him, but away ;
back into the

silent aisle! He turned, he listened; looking
with AA'ild eyes into the cold, still place. He saAv

nothing, but, as he looked, heard a long-labored

sob, and in it a name and the name was that of

the clergyman to Avhom he had just been listening.

He understood then. She had turned back,
and appealed to him !

CHAPTER IX.

THE ANSWERING CHORD.

DURING the next two or three hours Mr. Ry-
mer Avandered about irresolutely.
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Going back towards Dola' Hudol, he met a
|

man whom he had seen crossing the fields from

Dola' Hudol. To this person he addressed him-

self.

"Excuse me, my friend, stopping you, but I

want to ask you whose house that is just before

us?"

"My master's, Mr. Rhys !"

"You are
"

"His game-keeper."
"And who is he? some fortunate mill-own-

er from Lancashire, or
"

"You had better not ask him that question,"
said the man dryly.

"Why?"
"Of course," said the game-keeper,

"
you're

quite an Englishman, and with the usual Eng-
lishman's knack for showing his ignorance of,

and contempt for the people among whom he

happens to be."

"I fear so, except as regards the contempt,"
said Rymer, taking off his hat, and bowing with

a mock humility that only increased the game-
keeper's irritation, "but I am very willing to

learn."

"Mr. Rhys, then, is the descendant of a Welsh

prince, whose ancestors ruled a brave, happy, and
illustrious people, while England was little better

than a flock of silly sheep, and worried by Danes,
Norwegians, and Saxons at pleasure."" The Welshmen, also, I think, gave us an oc-

casional early taste of the amenities of genial

neighbors did they not?" asked Rymer; and
the game-keeper became so eloquent in his an-

swer, that by the time he had come to a full

pause, he had discovered the English tourist was

certainly a good listener, and had possibly there-

fore learnt somewhat. So he said to him,
"Are- you fond, sir, of old books and manu-

scripts ?"
"
Very. Is Dola' Hudol rich that way ?"

"Stuffed full! and they're of immense value.

Heirlooms. They've one manuscript there,
the green book of Dola' Hudol they call it, that

no Welshman would exchange for the crown of

England ; no, nor give away even its least pre-
cious leaves, leaf by leaf, in exchange for gem by
gem of the Regalia."
"And is the house visible?"
1 ' Not now. Not since yesterday !

"

* ' What's the matter ? Some tourist outrage ?"
" Oh dear no ! Mrs. Rhys has Come home

that's all."

"That's all," echoed Rymer. "It is shown
then when the family are away ?"

"Oh yes."

"Well, my friend, let me tell yon,- 1 admire
more perhaps than I ought to do these old fam-
ilies and their old homes and shall be inclined
to tread most reverently the halls and corridors
of the descendant of a Welsh prince. Take
this," he said, handing the game-keeper half a

sovereign, "for a slight acknowledgment of the

pleasure your talk has given. I wish, honestly,
my man cared half as much about me and mine,
or could speak as eloquently about them. But I
don't know what ails you Welshmen. You seem
all to me bora gentlemen, whatever your station
in life

;
and as to your language, I can not, for

shame the speech of the humbler among my
own countrymen."

This might be banter, and certainly was not

spoken in entire sincerity. It may also be a ques-
tion whether such truth as there was would have
been so demonstratively expressed under any oth-

er circumstances. Anyhow, he spoke of real

facts he had noticed; and consequently there

mingled with the unreality of his tone something
deeper and more genuine. The effect was irre-

sistible. The game-keeper colored with pleasure,
his eye laughed, and his voice rang out as he

apologized to the stranger for his previous expres-
sions.

"And now," said Rymer, "can't you get me
a peep inside? It's Sunday, I know, but your
curate, I have heard, once showed on a Sunday
the old abbey where he lives, to a friend who
could not wait for Monday. That's just my case.

I am going back to England immediately, and feel

a strong desire to see what I call a typical Welsh

gentleman's house. I dare say you think I could

find no more favorable example ?"

"That's very certain, sir, and thank you for

your liberality ;
but if it's given with a view

"

and he held the coin out, as if to return it.

1 '

It's not given for any thing in the world but

to enable me to please myself in pleasing you, if

you are not too proud to accept it."

"Well, sir," said the Welshman, as he pock-
eted the half-sovereign with considerable satis-

faction,
"

it seems a trifle to refuse you, and per-

haps it might be managed ;
but great offense was

once given to Mr. Rhys by a party of visitors who
were, as a special favor, allowed to see the prin-

cipal ruins while the family were in residence
"

" But he is not here, is he ?"
"
No, and to be sure that makes a difference !

For his lady wouldn't say a word against our ad-

mitting a stranger if he were really a gentle-
man except for the sake of disobedience to or-

ders. Well, sir, I think I'll venture, if I may be
sure you will keep close to me, so that there may
be no risk of annoyance."" Don't doubt that."
"
Well, sir, I think, knowing the place and its

ways so well as I do, I may manage to show you
what is best worth seeing, without coming across

my mistress."

Rymer heard, but said nothing, and followed
the game-keeper silently.
As the stranger became more reserved and si-

lent, the game-keeper became only the more chat-

ty ;
and told the history of a certain family, the

chief member of which had committed suicide

through finding himself unable to pay a debt of

honor a touching piece of domestic tragedy,
I which Rymer would have listened to with inter.

j

est at any time but the present.
He was now feeling the full significance of his

;
position Avas realizing the nature of the perilous

|

path along which he strode as if no giddy preci-

pice were on either hand, no termination to the

vista beyond that even the boldest spirits might
be unwilling to face.

Thus they reached Dola' Hudol
;
when a new

trouble affected Rymer that he had not, in the
1 intense preoccupation of a determined purpose,
| previously thought of. Was he noAv being seen

j

by Mrs. Rhys, as they approached ? Would she

a
i

again fly from him ? Or would she not feel so

speaks it to
perfection, and puts to : deep a resentment as to arm herself against all

the life of me, understand the why or wherefore
but I notice that if a Welshman speak English
at all, he speaks it to perfection, and nuts to
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further consideration for him, and denounce him,
and expose him before her husband's servants ?

" To his great edification !" said Rymer, grim-

ly, to himself. "Not a bad stroke of policy on
her part, if

"

He did not finish the sentence, for they had
now reached the house, and without so far as

Rymer's keen eyes could discern, as they ranged

incessantly from window to window attracting
the least attention from any one within.

It was a great infliction to him to have to deal

with the intelligence and zeal of his companion.
He would have given the diamond ring from his

finger her gift so he felt, to have exchanged
the game-keeper for the ordinary show-woman,
with her monotonous cut and diy sentences, and
utter carelessness as to what he thought, how he
looked or moved, so long as he did not linger too

long, nor touch forbidden things.

Through half an hour of almost intolerable

torture did he vainly strive to listen to talk that

he knew he ought to attend to, if only to keep off

suspicion ; while, in fact, every sound was full of

pain and alarm, for it confused what he was striv-

ing to make clear with all the faculties of his

soul those other sounds all so soft and remote,
which whispered to him of the rustle of a dress,
or the fall of a light foot, a distant word of direc-

tion, or a question put to a servant sounds so

delicate, that he feared to lose them in the thick-

er stream of the game-keeper's voice.

Suddenly he was startled into consciousness by
the remark

" You are tired, sir, I see
;
and can't take

much interest in the place.""
No, no, you are deceived

;
I never was more

interested in my life. Talk on, and don't mind
me."
For a few minutes Eymer managed, with great

efrbrt, to preserve a rnuaner more obviously suita-

ble to the character he had assumed
;
but it wea-

ried him so much that in a wanton spirit he threw
all further attempt aside, and stalked on, gloomi-

ly listening to every thing said, gloomily looking
at every thing shown, but perfectly unconscious

of any one fact whatever, except this she was
near him; and yet he was failing to find her,
or even to get the slightest trace of her where-
abouts.

' ' What's that ?"* he said suddenly, in a voice

so low and significant, that the game-keeper was

startled, and fancied the stranger had caught
some sounds that he too ought to hear and did

not.
" I I mean the singing !" said Rymer,

with an attempt at indifference.
" Oh that ! I couldn't imagine, sir, what you

heard. Oh that's only Mrs. Rhys, singing ;
she's

a fine singer, they say though an Englishwom-
an. The Welshman said this with a sly smile.

"
It does indeed seem exquisife. I wish I could

hear it more plainly."" Do you ? Well, I have a message for her,
so I'll go in, and leave the door open behind me
then you'll perhaps get half a minute or so.

"

"
Stay. What if she were to come out while

I am here ?"
" She will not do that. I shall tell her what

I have done
;

she's sure, then, not to be angry.
"

"Very well. Give me as long as you can.

The aiv is one I should like to hear through, if it

Avere possible."

* '

Please, sir, to be very silent, and do not move
at all till I come back !

"

"I will not."

The game-keeper went to the other end of
the corridor, in which they stood, and tapped
lightly*" Come in !" said a voice that seemed even
still richer in its own natural music than in aught
that it had artistically learned.

Rymer stood, listening ; breathless, moveless,
gazing at that opening door which did not reveal

her when fully open, and which was then partially
reclosed.

He could not hear distinctly what the game-
keeper said to her, and yet felt certain from the
tone that he began by giving his own independent
message, and that it was to that the sweet pathet-
ic voice replied, wearily,

"Very well"
Then again there was silence for a moment.
And then, while Rymer wondered if the game-

keeper's courage had failed him about the intrud-

ing visitor, and whether she would begin again
the singing, he heard the man's heavy steps mov-

ing not towards, but away from him, Rymer." What on earth does that portend?" he asked
himself.

" You will find it, James, I think, on the din-

ing-room table
;
I am sorry to trouble you," Mrs.

Rhys said, in a raised voice.

She had then sent the man for something.

Truly Rymer felt it to be a wonderful piece of

good fortune. He might venture in, and in half

a minute might do that for which alone he had
come hither.

But even as he moved with fixed resolution to

his purpose, he heard Mrs. Rhys's voice rise again,

very falteringly, it seemed, then grow stronger,
and then it sang to Welsh words the exquisitely

pathetic air, Ar hyd y nos, but not to the end
;

there was an inexplicable sinking and diminish-

ing of the rich full tones then fresh effort and

struggle almost a conquest then a low cry of
intensest anguish, and then what Rymer dared
not even to picture to himself, through the omi-
nous silence.

Unmanned for the moment by this, he changed
Iris resolution, and wrote hurriedly in his note-

book these words :

" I am here, listening to you, but quite unknown
and unsuspected, as a tourist visitor. Judge by
that of the value of my word when I say I will

ee you once whatever may come of it.

"But that shall be our last interview, if you
choose.

" Hear me then, as I must also hear you, once
for all. Then I accept, absolutely, your decision,
however fatal.

j"
Come, alone, to the place called the Maiden's

Lake, at dusk this afternoon. There is a catch-

penny gold-finder there on week days, whom peo-

ple go to see make experiments in washing for

gold-dust. He will be absent to-day. We may
meet there as strangers, without risk to you ;

and
find no one but ourselves.

"Strike a chord upon your instrument, to say

yes ;
I will not take no not even if I have to

seek you here again after your husband's arrival.

Destroy this."

While this was being written, Rymer expected
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every instant to be stopped by the returning game- 1

keeper, till he remembered his own request to the
j

man, and saw how easily the slight commission :

given to him by Mrs. Rhys might be and no

doubt was being consciously used for Kymer's
benefit.

Tearing the leaves out, he strode stealthily to-

wards the still partially open door paused drew

himself up seemed to hesitate as to the shock

the sight of him might give Mrs. Rhys, perhaps
also as to his promise to the game-keeper, so

hastily rolled the leaves round the only conven-

ient weight he could find, a half-crown, and threw

it against a part of the wall he could just see.

Glass crashed and was followed by a slight

scream which was instantly interrupted, as if in

sudden consciousness of the possible meaning of

the incident.

It was the glass of a picture that had been

broken. Strange enough, too, the drawing was

a water-color drawing of Mrs. Rhys herself.

Rymer seemed to hear each separate beat of

his o'wn heart, as he listened to hear how she

would act.

He was not long left in doubt. Of course she

could not choose but deal some way with an inci-

dent so compromising. She crossed the room.

Rymer saw her, and saw her stoop saw how

carefully she chose not to see him saw that then

she went away back, and most probably to her

former seat at, or near the piano.
The game-keeper who had staid to the ut-

most verge of what he dared now returned
;

and Rymer, who was standing so much nearer

than before, could hear him give his not very con-

fident explanation about the visitor outside.

A long and embarrassing silence followed, be-

fore Mrs. Rhys made any kind of comment.
Then she said, with a tone of severity through
which Rymer could feel every thrill of her heart,
"I shall say nothing now, James, but if this

happens again, I am sure Mr. Rhys will discharge

you. You need not wait."

Scarcely knowing how best to excuse himself,
James uttered a few faltering words, and hurried

away ;
and being already angry at the reproof he

had incurred, was still more angiy to find the

tourist almost close to the door, instead of being
where he had left him a long and respectful way
off.

" I have got into trouble on your account, sir,

and must beg you to hasten your departure," he
said somewhat roughly.

' '

Many thanks. You may want a friend some
day, if so I shall remember this."

The game-keeper was mollified, and even show-
ed him certain other objects of interest that did
not involve further penetration into the recesses
of the mansion

;
and he found that his visitor

seemed to linger more over these comparatively
trifling articles of virtu, than he had done while

examining the most priceless of the heirlooms of
Dola' Hudol.
At last, though most unwillingly, the,man was

obliged to repeat his warning to Mr. Rymer, about
his too long stay ;

and though, again, the latter,

by his coolness and presence of mind, was able to

say something which obtained him another min-
ute or two, all resources and expedients were fail-

ing, and he was at the door, and still he had not
heard the chord he had demanded in sign of ac-

quiescence.

But when the door was opened and it was a
door that could only be noisily opened Rymer
understood the delay ;

for as its harsh, jarring

sound, as it was thrown back against the wall,

ceased, there came through an open window one

loud, wild, stormy chord from the instrument,
then sudden silence

;
and then the sharp, impetu-

ous closing of the window a moment later, which

suggested to Rymer thoughts so confused and in-

tricate, that he could not even in fancy disen-

tangle them.
"No matter she will meet me!" he muttered

to himself.

CHAPTER X.

THE MAIDEN'S LAKE.

THE intervening hours were spent in wander-

ing about in places where Rymer thought himself
most secure from observation. As sunset drew
on, he loitered before a lane about three miles

along the road to the right of Capel Illtyd toll-

gate.
It was a fine golden October afternoon

; but he
looked impatient with its very brightness, as if

that for which he waited and watched would not

appear till the evening, and yet he could not help
waiting and watching, though the sun still bur-

nished the spare autumnal boughs above him, so

that they shone like wreaths and wands of dusky
Indian gems.
He strolled up and down, and time lagged

heavily. He grew sick of the thin-looking crops
of the corn-fields, where children were gleaning
on his left because the shadows were so slow in

creeping over them
;
sick of the tiny river flashing

through the trees on his right, because its restless

silver was still stamped with day's bright image ;

sick of the burnishing, transforming sun, because
it was so long in gathering to itself its beamy off-

spring that lay sleeping on tree, and field, and

dell, in such heavy languor.
lie watched, and paced, and wearied, and as

he looked at his watch, often doubted if the hands

really moved at all.

But the slow reaper and his scythe came on, as

surely as slowly, and cut the day down like a

flower
;
and as it lay dying and flooding the earth

with sweetness, even in death, Rymer left the

road by the lane on the right, and entered into a
wonderful labyrinth of sylvan passages ; airily
roofed and walled by hazels, aspens, and willows

;

and paved with moss, red leaves, white stones and

gray ; lights and shadows all mingling and blend-

ing in mosaic richness.

Some slight sound meeting his ear made him
start and pause to listen with head inclined for-

ward, and eye kindling and dilating. Then he

pressed on with a rapid noiseless step, till he
reached a small* and beautiful sheet of water,
walled on one side by the bending trees, dropping
their foliage across like a curtain

;
and on the

other by a quaint little bridge, from which the

ivy hung so low as to touch the surface of the

water.

There was a dainty elfish elegance about the

spot ;
the blocks of rock that rose from the water

in stately forms, were as smooth and polished, and
almost as white as alabaster, and suggested the

idea of their having been the resting-places of some

troop of tiny bathing nymphs. The lake itself
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was clear as glass, shallow, and paved with smooth

fair pebbles.

Rymer stood at the water's edge, and listened

till the faint sound he had heard became nearer

and more distinct. It was, as he had thought,
the sound of footsteps.

He listened as they fell now light on the

stones, now crisp on the dry leaves, now silent on

the moss
;
and he never turned till they paused

very close to him. Then with an expression in

which mingled tender welcoming, self-abasement,

fear, and reproach, he looked round into the face

of the person who had come to keep this appoint-
ment with him at the Maiden's Lake.

It was Mrs. Khys.
As he turned towards her she lifted her veil,

and he saw that her cheeks were very white, and
her blue eyes and rounded lips were contorted

with an expression of scorn and bitter grief.

From old habit he held out his hand, but she

refused it by a slight, ever so slight a gesture, and
looked steadily into his face.

"And is this you," she said in a voice whose

trembling weakness she tried to turn to sternness

"Is it possible it is John Cunliff who has

brought me here to meet him, by this this

honorable letter
;

this delicate threat which he
knows I can no more help trembling at, than I

can help despising it and him now that I have

come."
Cunliff was silent. He was reminded at that

instant of how he felt when, a child, suffering
from ghostly horrors in the night, he had cried

aloud and brought the household to his room
;

his relief, his acute shame, and acute joy, then re-

sembled that which he now experienced." Why did you not let me see your true char-

acter before ?" continued the voice that made his

heart tremble with its sweetness and anger. "It

might have saved me some misery. I thought you
braver, more humane, more chivalrous than most

men, and what must I now think of you you
who could write this letter, threatening me,
threatening my husband's peace, your own life,

any thing any thing to frighten and terrify my
already most miserable heart.

"Oh Catherine, Catherine! have you been
brave ? Must it not be a cruel and unjust judge
who passes a sentence she dares not deliver with

her own lips ?"

"Well, I have come now. I will deliver it

with my own lips if you demand it. This is to be
the last time we two meet. Is that plain ?"

He looked down on the grass and repeated the

words as though they were of a language but half

known, and he was uncertain of the accent of
each:

"This is to be the last time we meet."
"And may you be forgiven," said Catherine,

turning away her face,
"

for bringing upon us the

bitterness of such a last meeting."
He did not reply, and she moved as if she

would leave him.

At the first few steps his eyes looked up with a

gleam ofwater in them
;
then as if drawn towards

her in spite of her stinging words, which chained

his feet, he fell or threw himself after her re-

treating form
;
and his clasped hands fell on the

edge of her dress, as it swept the grass, and de-

tained her.

She turned and looked down upon him. Her
fair girlish forehead was drawn up in such lines as

belong to age, her round under lip was held from

quivering by the pressure of her teeth.

"Take care," she said in a voice of great an-

guish ;

"
Cunliff, we are not alone."

"No? Who is here Rhys? With his pistols

perhaps ? Is thereany such merciful end in store

for me!"
"Mr. Cunliff, one is here without whom I

dared not have come."
"Ah! your confessor at the church. To

whom who you have exposed me, I suppose ?"
"
No, he knows nothing shall know nothing,

but that you are one whom it is not formy soul's

health to be permitted to stay here.
"

" And this meddler is near us now ?"

"He is."
" I thank you, Catherine."

"Oh, don't make me repent more than I al-

ready do, having obeyed your command !"

She seemed to feel how deeply he was stung
and humiliated, for she said in a softened tone .

" It is useless to speak of my regret in giving

you this pain must not every thing that brings
us together be painful now ? There I will wait

I will sit down " and gently drawing her dress

from his hands, she sat on a piece of the beauti-

ful white rock that rose from the moss. "
Say

what you wish to say, I will be patient ifyou will

be generous. We will part as friends as dear

ones if you will only I conjure you reflect well

beforehand on all you say to me. The present
is very, very, bitter the past has been humilia-

ting let us leave some possible consolation for

the future. We are neither of us very fervent

Christians, Mr. Cunliff but we have I think a

little real faith in a life to come, where the evil

or the goodness of our acts here will be of conse-

quence to us."
" Oh yes ! how glibly a woman can talk when

she is mistress of herself, when she knows and
acts out all her own secret purposes, with the

most admirable self-command, when in a word
the man loves her with his whole heart and soul,

while she only loves him with strict attention to

the proprieties."
She seemed about to answer him in his own

way, but the angry impulse died out : she sighed

deeply and said :

"You shall not offend me by this wild talk,

for I can only too well understand it. But I

must tell you my husband is at this moment not

many miles away. It is dangerous for me to be

here, he is so likely to arrive during my absence.

Do not then, I entreat you, waste the time in

meaningless reproaches."

Then, as he lay, he began to pick up the small

pebbles that lay about him, and throw them into

the stream, now with an affectation of utter indif-

ference, now with a quick, passionate, vindictive

gesture ;
and as one after another fell into the

water, and sank, deeper grew the gloom in both

their hearts, sadder the sense of their utter hope-
lessness. Cunliff was the first to renew the dis-

course :

"I have found a profitable occupation, you
see, but still it is not half so profitable as the one

you taught me ;
that of throwing every thought

and faculty, every energy and hope into the un-

fathomable gulf of a professing woman's love."
' ' Did I profess to love you ?"

"No you only made me think you professed
it."
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"Did I even do that ?" she asked.
" God knows, I can not say ! The upshot of

the matter is, we have been as two gamesters

playing for a great stake ; but I did not know

you played with false dice
;
and so, now that I

have lost all I played for, you need not wonder

if I am sore and complain."
She was about to rise, but his look restrained

her. There was something terrible in his face.

Her own face changed as she saw his, her eyes

dropped, and for the moment she felt as though
all her senses kept so long on the rack were

about to leave her.

He on his side saw, and had seen the passion-
ate resentment slowly gathering in her heart;

and he had consciously fed it, yet not without a

certain quickening sense in his blood of the per-
ilousness of the process, which presently assumed
the mastery, and impelled him to change his man-
ner and tone, which became full of an inexpressi-
ble tenderness and melancholy, and made the tears

for the first time rush to Mrs. Rhys's eyes ;
as she

sat with averted face listening to him.
" You asked me, I think, why I brought you

here. I do not know whether I can tell you,
without much more talk of myself than I find it

agreeable to contemplate. Let me own, howev-

er, I am not the brute I have seemed. I did not

bring you here to punish you for giving me some

gleams of light, some moments ofhappiness, some
fancies and hopes ofso winning a nature, that even

now that I understand their hollowness, Lam fool

enough to wish, like a child, that they might all

again return to me, to mock me once more.
Do you know what I was when we first met?
But I am mad to ask the question. A pure heart

and soul like yours
"

An agitated voice interrupted him :

' ' Do not say any thing like that again to me.
The punishment is greater than I can bear.

"

"You would I suppose refuse to believe me if

I told you, as I do now, with a calm voice, in

quiet and deliberate words, and speaking, I hope,
with entire possession of my sanity, as yet at least,

that it is because you are so pure, so sweet, so in-

trinsically good, that I compare you with the

mass of your fellow-women, and wonder no long-
er at my own love and worship, or, if you will, at

my own infatuation. I have found but one bit

of solid ground, one real, true, beautiful, divine

thing, one influence of good springing up, I scarce

know how, into wondrously productive activity ;

but this is all mere words words
;
what shall

I say of it that can even distantly shadow forth

its miraculous powers ;
what but this, it trans-

formed even me? Call it by what name you
please, but do not deny that we have known love.

Catherine Rhys, look on me here, grovelling at

your feet, and believe what I say, that even if you
desert me, still it behooves you to let me know
henceforward, I have known one true woman,
have had the grace to love her, and in my heart-
felt devotion to her, have thus some claim to be

satisfied, that I too, am not utterly beyond re-

demption. The worst has come and must be en-

dured, I know that yes, I know it we can not
undo what is done, then let us draw out of it

whatever of benefit we can. You love me, Cath-

erine, or you have bitterly deceived me. You have
known what has been passing within my heart
for many months you will not deny that ?"

"No you know that I can not and you ask

it to make me hate myself still more than I do al-

ready," Mrs. Rhys answered bitterly.
" No only to make you do me one last act

of justice, Catherine."

"Justice! we have both forgotten it towards
ourselves and towards him. What justice can
I do you, Mr. Cunliff!"

"Tell me that this very misery Avith which I

go aAvay is not come of an empty dream a

mockery tell me you have loved me. We have
been so silent in our hours of happiness. We
have felt ourselves so wise in reading each oth-

er's thoughts. I may have been misled, or may
fancy I have. Don't think it will weaken me to

have the sweetness of the truth as well as the bit-

terness. Since I go, Catherine, give me the words
that staying I might never have asked for, and I

will go with such terrible contentment as is alone

possible for me, if only I might bear with me the

unchallenged possession of my one jewel, my
sweet amulet, my precious talisman, my only

only earthly possession that I can care for, and

gloat over, and draw light and comfort from, in

the dreary awful years to come. Catherine, you
know what that is the knowledge of your love."

"
Cunliff, you press me hardly, inconsiderate-

ly, cruelly. I think of another beside you. I

must think of him will think of him. He de-

serves all I can give him and shall have it."

"Ay curse him! No do not be angry.
Doubt not I curse myself with infinitely keener

tongue."

Again she essayed to rise, and again he detain-

ed her, but with so much of pleading, passionate

entreaty, that she once more yielded with the

murmur
' '

Cunliff, see how the evening darkens. It is

impossible I can stay many minutes longer !"

"What! give him all all for evermore
and deny me even these bitter moments which I

see you are resolved shall leave no other taste be-

hind. Ah, you are indeed heartless."

She looked down at him as she echoed his word
in tones of bitter reproach, then suddenly to

suddenly that he was shocked into forgetting
himself in alarm for her she burst into tears

;

and in that moment of weakness and uncontrolla-

ble childlike passion of grief, she sobbed out his

name, with so much tenderness, that the instant

after she drew in her breath, and stood as ifaghast
at the revelation she felt she had made.
A secret thrill of joy ran through his veins

even beneath all the unquestionable agony and
conflict of John Cunliff's soul and shook his

whole frame. But with the lover's instinctive

cunning, which is never more time, inventive, or

daring, than when love is in the highest state of

spiritual exaltation, he remained silent, as if find-

ing naught that he desired in her passionate in-

vocation. The trick was only too successful.

As she saw him despondent at her feet, she could

not but feel steal over her in vivid succession

the remembrances of their first meeting, and the

gradual and unsuspected growth of their attach-

ment ; favored as it had been by the general hab-

its of society, and of the people among whom
they had been thrown.
And though it was no longer with secret de-

light she nourished her many remembrances of

that time of illusion thjough she had no longer

pleasure or satisfaction in marking the almost

daily processes of change still, as Cunliff lay
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there, prostrate, and the consequences were ciple ; worthy of admiration for her many real

brought home so vividly she could not help : and charming qualities, but spoiling all by the

letting her thoughts run back even if it were
! practical habit of dissociating cause and effect,

only in wonder or with the hope to draw some I and demanding worship for herself, whatever
that self might choose to be, in any moods, how-comfort out of them for him.

She saw how they had dallied with talk which

rarely failed to bring the blood into her cheek.

How they had exchanged opinions, and always
with the same result, that the opinions insensibly

passed away and were forgotten, while leaving

ever willful and fantastic.

And if all these things are changed, and for the

better, how can the heart of the woman but ac-

knowledge the author of the change ? How re-

fuse to him what he asks, as his sole repayment ?

something behind too sweet and mysterious to be
j

She turns her brimming eyes full upon him, takes

prudently looked into. She remembered their his hand, kisses it, and then says to him
few but coveted solitary walks together, where
even the commonest acts of courtesy insensibly
assumed a strange and attractive meaning ;

their

half-accidental, half-managed visits to the same

country houses, or the same London drawing-

rooms, at the same time ; where each of the

" Did you not know in fact, beyond all possi-

bility of honest denial on my part,* the true state

of things with me, no power should now draw it

from me."
"No !" she added, with uplifted eyes, and with

the smile of a martyr at the stake, at the moment
hypocrites of love played the same well-acted she feels she is about to triumph and make the

part of glad surprise at the unexpectedness of

the meeting she from the woman's instinct of

safety ;
he to cover her design while feeling he

j

even while the big drops were falling heavily on

eager soul resist and keep down the shrinking and
coward body, with a smile like this on her face,

thus strengthened the claims he might one day
urge.

She saw all this now with changed eyes, and
would have given some of the best drops of her
heart's blood to wipe away from her soul the

stains such a career left there.

But she saw, also, with almost a new sense,
how strong and irresistible a love had grown up

his hand, "No God, who sees into my heart,

may best judge me but I think I could keep my
secret in spite of you, John Gunliff, had I any
secret the keeping of which was humanly possi-
ble. But as it is not I can but own to you that

I am not ungrateful ;
that if I am in any way

less frivolous than I was, less heartless, less in-

clined to see all creation as a kind of magnified
under those evil conditions. How her present

j

image of myself, but rather to ask why, amid so

scorn of the conditions, and of the miserableness sad and yet so sweet a world, where there is so

of the whole array of temptations, proved the ' much good to be done, why I, so pitiful and use-

strength and reality of the love.

And so step by step she was driven back to

look into herself to note what a creature of im-

less a being, exist it is to you I owe the change.

Aye, \vonderful as it may sound, it is you who
would have led me away from God, who have

pulse she had been what a plaything every one carried me, and are now carrying me nearer to

had made of her from her earliest years spoiled
j

him ! Dear friend, if you wish then to hear the

by her parents at home, her teachers at school,
j

truth which can only shame me by its existence,
and most of all by her husband, who saw in her not by its declaration I will no longer deny you
a beautiful idol, and treated it as if half of his the poor satisfaction."

You love me ?"

"I do."

For a time that seemed to both as if centuries

own creation.

Then, again, when she had gone forth into so-

ciety, what new and fascinating changes were

rung on sweet-sounding bells to the same old
|

of thought and feeling were sweeping over them,
theme, her gracious goodness in consenting sim- they were silent.

Then she spoke very softly." Have I now satisfied you ?"
ply to look and to be

;
when she became the es-

rial
pet of fashion

;
the favorite object of court

rf
hosts and hostesses who wished to invest their I can not thank you. I suppose you know

dreary dinner-tables with a new charm
;
the day- that ?"

dream of youi^ men for her beauty, talent, and
|

"You do thank me. I am sure you do. Well
fascination

;
who fluttered numerously about her

j

now, Cunliff, it is your part to be generous, manly,
and made her the constant centre of a most bril- considerate. If our love be such as i

liant circle.

And had Catherine Rhys been no more than
she thus saw in herself, her career would doubt-
less have been that of a thousand others the ca-

we have

both, with unconscious flattery, perhaps, painted

it, it is a love that will not allow you to attach

ever more a breath of any kind of reproach or dis-

honor to my name. So also is it a love that will

reer of a woman who has no inconvenient scruples
j

make me yearn not to see you, nor in any way,
against any kind of enjoyment provided only

j

for a long time to come, to communicate with

all be done with due outward decorum and re- vou, No hear me out ! but that will make

spectability.
Catherine had soon found herself to be quite

7OU>

me watch unceasingly, to learn of your good
works, of your growing fame, of your recognizedUatnenne fiacl soon louncl nerselt to be quite works, ot your growing tame, or your recognized

another woman, when her strong though unde- i power and influence among and over your fellow-

veloped passions and affections began to be call-
j

men."
ed forth by a new influence. Looking back at "Dreams!" ejaculated Cunliff, and turned as

herself, she seemed now for the first time to un- if he Avould no longer even look upon her.

derstand herself, and could not resist the fascina-
|

When he again turned, he was startled
to^see

tion of collecting together, as into one focus,jim how unconscious he had been while she had risen

the scattered traits under the new lightX She
'

and walked away homeward,
had always been kind-hearted, but rarely thought- Swiftly he pursued and overtook her.

.ful in her kindness; pure in feeling and desire,
j

She, however, resolutely moved on towards the

but with no fixed basis of religious or moral prin- slope in front, which had to be ascended, and he

3
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was obliged to content himself with pouring out

the last bitter flow of speech as he walked by her

side.

"And is it possible that you can thus dismiss

me to my fate ? Can you see me return, perhaps,

to the base life, from which only an angel could

have drawn me? You are you must be the

instrument of my salvation ! Live for me and

I will be to youwhatman never yet was to woman.

I feel I could write my name and yours so deeply

in the world's heart, that they should never be

forgotten. I am no philanthropist, yet I could,

I think, under the inspiration of your ever-pres-

ent love, move the men of my time out of their

ceaseless talk into serious action for the benefit

of the reeking mass of miserable humanity that

lies all about us. The beauty of such work would

impel me on when the duty of it might seem too

weak. But I need your eyes to refresh my dulled

ones_if the sense of that beauty is to keep alive

and be fruitful. Catherine, dearest, is there no

hope for me beyond aught you have yet said ? It

is your love I need. With that I will play my
part worthily before God and man."
"That love shall be yours so far as I can in

honor give it. Honor ! "God help me for even

His common words fail to express my sad state.

But He will pity me, I think, if I act by the light

given and that light, dear friend, says, I must

go this way, and you that !"

She pointed as she spoke, first downward to-

wards Dola
; Hudol

;
and then to Dolgarrog, and

the mountains behind it, through which lay the

road to Cunliff's own home.

They were now on the edge of the hill they
had been ascending, and stood almost on a level

with the dimly-seen mountain-tops, across the

valley that lay below in misty distance, winding
in large, grand undulations from Criba Ban on
the left, to Snowdon on the right. Looking
towards Snowdon, the valley appeared almost

straight ;
and down it as Cunliff turned his eyes

that way, there came sailing through the sky
where the golden haze of the sunset had left just
a last suggestion of its warm radiance, a single
heron gaunt even at a distance stately and

steady in flight, unswerving and swift. With
that unconscious superstition that in moments of

great import makes trivialities become as the

signs of fate, Kymer looked at the bird, and felt

that if it continued coming straight down over
the valley, and passed where they two were, as

certainly must this bitterness pass his lips. As
he stood and looked, Mrs. Rhys came close before

him, holding out her hand, as if taking her final

leave. He received it, but dropped it again ;

and sat down on a bit of low broken wall beside

her, his hat off, his hands clenched between his

knees, his eyes on the patch of dark cloud sailing
out of the faint but still golden distance.

As Mrs. Rhys looked at that white face, and
that broad brow, where the lines seemed to have
marked the minutes instead of the years that had
passed over it, there came a rush of warm, brave

pity into her heart. A mother's comforting pow-
er and sweetness was in her touch and voice as
she laid her hand on his shoulder and said
"I should suffer more than I do if I did not

know that with you things are better than with
me. My existence ! What can it be now at the
best ? Patience, endurance, success in hiding the

only living thing in my heart. This is suffering !

But with you it is all different. You have a com-
forter. Do you think I have not seen it ? Call

it the dream of your youth your first ideal

what you will, I shall call it as Christ did,
'
the

spirit of truth.' You have seen truly ;
/ never

did till I knew you. You may again see truly.
And oh, Cunliff, may these tears that dim your
eyes at this parting be the falling of the mist that

has blinded them so long. This very suffering
itself should help you ;

for you know that for

such minds as yours there is a rebound from

deepest misery to highest and noblest bliss. And
you will let this be so now ? If you wish there

to be one link between us still
;

ifyou would let

some light and hope into my dark life, you will

let me hear this has been so with you."
He felt that she bent down towards him

;
he

saw the lonely heron his messenger of fate

coming steadily, swiftly, on through all the clear

spiritual beaut}-
of the evening sky, growing larger

and more gaunt and sharp in outline.

It came it passed. He cowered on the ruin-

ed wall.

Mrs. Rhys stooped and kissed his brow, but he
did not stir, for he thought the kiss was not for

him, but for that spirit within him, of which she

had spoken, and in which he had no faith.

He knew then that she was going from him,
but could not stir or speak ;

there was in the

quiet, gentle step, as it receded, something that

told him no gesture, no word could stop it.

But suddenly it did stop, and his heart seemed
to stop beating at the same instant. Yet he did

not dare to look up or to move.
The steps came hastening back, and he could

but look up now with a certain fear, for they
were like those of a person running from danger.
The next instant Mrs. Rhys was clinging to

his arm, trembling, panic-stricken.
He looked beyond her for the cause of her

alarm, and saw it slowly ascending the path
through the firs a gray figure, tall and courtly,
a grave, long face, pale and bearded. He did
not recognize it, but knew that she had done so.

He needed to ask her no question, he needed

only to think how to help her, as the great blue

eyes and white trembling lips appealed to him
with a child's helplessness a woman's agony.

Selfish as he was, Cunliff at that moment
would gladly have had the earth swallow him for

her sake. For himself, and hi\>wn danger, in

meeting the man who was approaching them, he
cared little. But for her his very soul yearned
to do the thing that was best. He conquered his

own strong longing to let things so chance as to

drive her to him for protection. He gave a quick,

scrutinizing glance at the coming face, and saw
that it was at present looking down. Was there

hope still that he had not seen them ? No soon-

er did the thought come than he saw it was the

one to act upon.
He looked at her, and said quickly, but decis-

ively" He may not have seen me. You must meet
him as if he had not. Have courage !"

His look and voice had complete command
over her. Her cold hand was firm, even before

it left his, with one tight, icy pressure." Have courage, dear life !"
"

I have I will have," answered the white

lips.
' God bless you ! Go go quickly !

"

And they parted, Cunliff going to the little
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wood, and Mrs. Rhys hurrying to the brow of

the hill to meet her husband.
Cunliff could not, to save his soul, have kept

out of earshot of that meeting. He could urge
her on to save herself; but if it were too late,

she should not stand alone to meet that man's

rage. Whatever his interference might cost him,
or her, interfere he would if he suspected danger.

So he crept along inside the firs, as she went
with a sickly, miserable smile on her face down
the path, up which the form he could not see was

coming.
The firs now were too thick to allow him to

see her, but he heard her footsteps, and his own
kept pace with them. Soon he heard also the

ascending footsteps, and wondered whether they
were not more than usually measured and delib-

erate. Was she thinking so, poor soul, and trem-

bling ? he asked himself.

They have met he has heard the footsteps

stop.
"Dear Owen!" says the sweet, hysterical

voice.

Cunliff can just see through the trees that her

husband has taken both her hands and kissed her.
" You are looking very pale, darling are you

not well ?"

The tone is rather politely kind than tenderly
anxious or shocked. Is it natural to him, Cun-
liff wonders

;
or is 4t strangely unnatural, and

filling her with alarm, as it fills him with alarm
for her sake ?

Then they turn and move on slowly together
towards Dola' Hudol, Mrs. Rhys murmuring some
inaudible reply to her husband's question ;

and
Cunliff is left in wretched suspense suspense
that is not to be passively endured ihat makes
it impossible for him to withstand following and

watching the two figures. Gh'ding along in the
shelter of the firs, he descends the hill with them

;

gliding on inside the rude road wall, he goes with
them till they reach the carriage-gates of Dola'

Hudol. But no movement of theirs shows him
what he so much longs to know, and he is never
near enough to overhear their words.
The great gates are open, and still remain open

after the master and mistress have passed through
them

;
but now he dare only follow them with

his eyes up the broad, rising carriage drive. They
stop at the little side door of the Tudor arch, and
then he loses sight of them.
But he lingers about the place, watching the

windows as the lights appear in them one by one,-
with a passionate dread that will not let him go

that drags back his feet when he takes some
paces homeward.
The park trees are black, and the owls of Dola'

Hudol are filling the sweet, still night air with
their melancholy cries before he has forced him-
self to take his way back to Dolgarrog, to his lit-

tle close lodgings at the old Council House to

struggle there with his remorse and his miserable

suspense as to Catherine's fate.

CHAPTER XI.

THE HOME OF THE PEACEMAKER.

DAYLIGHT is spreading slowly down the long

valley below Capel Illtyd, driving the clinging
river mist before it. There is light enough for

the miners as they cross the little bridge to see

part of the Abbey ruins, even if another light did
not fall redly upon them the light of a turf fire

burning in the great refectory, which is now the
centre of a straggling farm-house, hidden from the

bridge by trees.

As the light streams from the hidden window,
and flickers across the yard to the roofless chapel,
with its nail-studded doors and mouldering jagged
walls, there is such an air of stillness and solemni-

ty about the place, one could half expect to see

some monkish form among the shadows. Ap-
proaching the yard by the muddy little path be-
side the stream, one perceives on the fresh breeze
a slight odor ofmusty antiquity. The wooden stile

by which the yard is entered is so rotten, great
crumbling splinters can be picked from it

;
and

the moss on the wall is deep and rich with age.
The chief door of the farm-house is directly op-

posite the decaying doors of the old chapel. It is

iron-plated and nail-studded, and opens right into

the great refectoiy. The window is a little to the

right, and shows this morning an interior worthy
of Rembrandt.
The span roof of black oak, still in perfect

preservation, seems to mock, by its grand propor-
tions, the lowly fortunes of the family, gathered
now round the wide chimney-place.
Two small tree-trunks are blazing there, giving

out a pleasant, pungent smell
; giving out also a

red light, that leaps to the rich black oak of the

roof, and to the fair brown oak of the dressers and

cupboards, which glow and deepen in color as if

blood was rising to their surface at its kiss.

Old-fashioned, polished chair legs throw their

shadows on the gray, stone floor
;
on the home-

ly blues and yellows of the dinner ware
;
on the

shelves, and the breakfast things on the little ta-

ble by the fire
;
and on the bright irons and brass-

es of the garden tools and cooking utensils, hung
up indiscriminately in the chimney-place.
On one side of this chimney-place, which is all

sooty shadow and vivid light, sit two great boys,

squeezed together in one elbow-chair, their whole
attention centred in a little pipkin of milk, placed
on the logs to boil. A shaggy little terrier, on a

high stool beside them, fixes his greenish-brown

eye on the same object, and with no less interest

and watchfulness, perhaps with even a keener ap-

petite. On the other side of the fire, with a baby
of two months old on her lap, sits a girl in a black

dress and square-bibbed apron. That is Nest,
the curate's eldest daughter. Her fair, simple
face and light hair, her blue eyes and wide laugh-

ing mouth look pretty in that dark old chimney,
whatever they might look elsewhere.

Two tiny girls sit at the table, waiting for the

milk, and comparing the fullness of their basins

of cut bread
;
and opposite these, with a three-

days-old
" Times "

in his hands, is Daniel Lloyd,
the curate of Capel Illtyd.

His eldest girl sends anxious looks at him from
time to time, for she sees that there has been some

addition, since yesterday morning, to his many
anxieties and troubles.

"What's the matter, Nest another stray?"
demands one of the boys, looking eagerly at Nest,
as she rose in haste and went to the window, as

if to look at the pigeons strutting on the ruins.
" I do believe, papa," cries Nest, in sudden

animation,
"

there's Robert coming across the

fields!"
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' ' Robert !

"
cried the curate.

' ' What ! not

Robert Chamberlayne, surely ?"

"Yes it is him! He's waiting on the stile

now
;
he can't get across for the sheep."

The curate rose, his face illumined with sudden

warmth and gladness, and came to the door;
while the boys rushed out delightedly, and Nest

put off her nursing-apron.
The yard was crowded by an immense flock of

sheep, which Chidlaw, the tenant of the Abbey
farm, and the curate's landlord, with an old shep-

herd, and two long-nosed dogs, were trying to

drive into the chapel whose ancient doors stood

open, showing a roofless, grassy little hall, which
was often used to confine the sheep in while they
were being marked.
The curate and his boys looked across the, as

yet, impassable sea of wool, and saw Robert

Chamberlayne sitting with one leg over the stile,

looking down upon the sheep with lazy perplexity."
What, can't you get across to us, Bob ?" said

Mr. Lloyd, laughing ; "And, how are you, Bob?
Well ?"

"Yes
; jolly enough, thank you, sir," shouted

back Robert's voice, with the mellow ring ofhealth
in it.

" God bless him!" said the curate to himself;
' '
he's just the same as ever.

" And he stood look-

ing across at him with kindling eyes, feeling as if

a bit of the brightest and healthiest of the outer
world had come suddenly to his home in that

handsome face of Robert's. The very sight ofhis
fresh light clothes was pleasant to Daniel Lloyd,
who was used to looking down on the same rows
of coats Sunday after Sunday, and year after

year.
The boys shouted out no end of information

to him, a little of which he heard, but the great-
er part of which was lost in the loud lamenta-
tions with which the whole place was distracted.

lie did not appear at all troubled at the delay, but
sat comfortably with his cigar between his fingers

in amused patience laughing across the noisy
yard." So you haven't had much of a harvest here ?"

he shouted.
' '

No,
"
answered the curate.

' ' And how goes
farming with you, Bob ?"

"Splendidly," roared Robert, half despairing
of being heard above the increasing tumult.
But the curate did hear, and thought with a

sigh of the failure of his own potato-crop." I don't know how you manage to tear your-
self away from it all just now, Bob. I hope it's

a good wind that blew you here, eh ?"

"No! confoundedly bad."
"Ah!"
"Yes. Hollo! the tide's beginning to turn

now."

By fair or foul means Chidlaw had got one of
the sheep into the chapel, and the others began to

awaken some fears in the minds of beholders as
to whether they would not smother each other in
their blundering haste to follow.

The latest stragglers nearly threw Robert down
as he came across the yard." I can't act patience on that monument any
longer," he said. "How are you, sir? I was
at church yesterday, and you did not recognize
me."

There was a deep respect and affection in the
manner of the young man, as he came up to him

and grasped his hand, that moved the curate very
much.

' '

No, Bob !

" he said,
' ' I shouldn't have known

you. It is a long time since we met. I scarcely

expected to see you again."
" Or wished, sir?" asked Robert.

"Ah, Bob
;

I often do that."

The young man held out his hand again, col-

oring with pleasure. They passed on into the

refectory, Chamberlayne, by the way, pulling the

ears of the boys, and greeting Mrs. Chidlaw, the
curate's landlady, with a compliment that made
her for some minutes oblivious to every thing
around her. There was a touch of gentle rever-

ence in his greeting to Nest, as she met him with
a child in her arms and one at her skirts look-

ing, he thought, like one of the tender virgin
mothers of the old pictures fair, and sweet, and

placid. Her black dress, and the black frocks

of the little girls, reminded him how one kind
face that had always grown kinder at his coming,
was no longer there to meet him. The remem-
brance put a sudden quietness and constraint

upon him, which lasted all the Avhile he was drink-

ing the coffee Nest made for him
;
and when at

last the curate took him into the study, the boys
were both agreed that Bob was not nearly so jol-

ly as he used to be, and went out together to dis-

cuss the fact with Chidlaw.
The curate had winced -a little when Robert

asked if he would go with him into the study,
for it was a spot to which the gentle care of Ne'st

had not penetrated since her mother's death. The
window-plants, Avhich the still hands now crossed
over the still heart had tended so lovingly for

the sake of him who worked here, were dead
and dry ;

and the very Avails of the room seem-
ed to weep for her

;
for the damp she used

to keep from it by her skillful care, now oozed

through the bright papers and discolored the low

ceiling.

Daniel Lloyd did not trust himself to look

round, but waited at the door till Robert came
in, and then sat down and kept his eyes upon his

face.
" I thought there must be something the mat-

ter, Bob," he said, "at least I was half afraid
there was by your coming here before you went
to Bod Elian. Sit down, my boy, and tell me
all about it."

Robert knew the room well, for it was here he
used to pore over lessons during the three years
he was the curate's pupil, and he was at once con-
scious of an indescribable dreariness about it he
never noticed before.

"
Yes," he said,

"
it's the most confounded

sort of business I ever had to deal with in all my
life before

; and, if it were not so terrible to Elia's

Morgan, would be the most absurd!"
1 '

Elias Morgan !

"
echoed the curate, with a

look in his eye that rapidly changed from wonder
to sudden enlightenment, and then to deep con-

cern. Robert went on :

" Let me see. I've got the lawyers letter

somewhere. Oh, here it is ! Read that, and

you'll know the best, or rather the worst, part of
the business."

In silence Mr. Lloyd took the letter, went to

the window, and there read it slowly and care-

fully. After that, he did not need to ask many
questions in order to leam the true character of
the calamity impending over his neighbor, and
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of his pupil's unfortunate share in bringing it

about.

"Poor things !" he said,
" the blow will be very

Uerrible !" Then, seeing the pain on Chamber-

layne's face, he added, "My dear boy, I really
feel for you."

Robert sat down on the broad window-seat,

saying" I'm as wretched about it as a fellow well

can be!"
^" Elias is my neighbor," said the curate,"

though he hasn't spoken to me of late. For

many, many years, we have trodden the same

ground ;
our footsteps have perpetually crossed

;

yet he keeps himself now more rigidly aloof than

ever, as if he thought it not merely impossible for

two men to lead by different roads to the same

God, but that my road must be to a very bad end
indeed ! Yet I can but feel for him I can but

feel for him ! He is a proud, austere man
;

he'll

think that the scorn of his neighbors will be turn-

ed upon him. The blow will, indeed, be awful
to him ! The poor children, too ! Yes, yes ;

it's

a sad business altogether ! Bob," he said pres-

ently,
"

I'll go up with you to break this to Eli-

as.

*

At the worst, he can but turn me out of the

house
;
and if he did that, I should be tasting a

little of his humiliation, which will do me more
good than sitting here thinking of him."

" I was going to beg you to do so, sir?" said

Robert wonderfully relieved, "but I was half-

ashamed to show you how cowardly I feel about
it altogether. You see, it makes it so much worse,

my cousin being what he is. He's not one to let

the blow be softened for him a bit. I know he
wouldn't take a penny from me to save himself
from starving."

"Well, Bob ;
I have a letter to write, and one

or two things I must see to before I can be ready
to go with you to Bod Elian. There are the boys
wild to be at you, I know. You must give* them
a few minutes, and remember the accumulation
of gossip Nest has for you.

"

So Robert went back to the refectory, and had

just seated himself comfortably opposite Nest,
with his favorite little Margaret on his knee,
when the curate called him back.

" I want to ask you a question, Bob ;" he

said, "and mind you're quite at liberty to de-

cline answering it if you like to do so. It's about

your cousin Hirell !"

Robert colored, and looked with an air of deep
interest at a cart lumbering past the window.

" You have changed your mind
; you have

given up all these old fancies, possibly ?" asked
Mr. Lloyd.

"No, sir!"
"
May I ask, then, Robert (and mind you

needn't answer if you'd rather not), may I ask
how you think this change will affect you with

regard to her ?"
" I think it will play the deuce with me alto-

gether, with regard to Elias, and every body be-

longing to him," answered Robert, gloomily." You think it would not be right to her t<

any thing under these circumstances ?"

"I'm afraid," said Robert, "she would think
I wanted to take advantage of their difficulties."

"I think so too, Bob, "said the curate rising,
' ' and this is what I want to say to you, if you do
think of speaking to Hirell, do so before they know
of this. Now go and talk to Nest."

to say

CHAPTER XII.

BOD ELIAN.

BOD ELIAN (the abode or dwelling of Elias, an
ancestor of the Morgans, from whom the house
was named in the days of its prosperity) lay up
the mountains on the right of the Capel Illtyd
road.

Daniel Lloyd and Chamberlayne ascended a

path through a thick wood, so thick that in spite
of the rains of yesterday, the ground they trod
was almost dry, and crumbled under their feet.

This led them to the foot of another hill, one
far more rugged and steep, where the wind blew

fiercely, and the wild hungry-looking sheep tore

great patches off their coats, and lamed themselves
in getting to the little bits of storm-blackened veg-
etation on which they fed with almost wolfish vo-

racity ; looking up, some with half-threatening,
others with pleading and pathetic faces, at the in-

truders crossing their wretched pasture." Iknow the poor fellow who rents these fields,"
said Daniel Lloyd ;

"his own food is as scant as

that of his sheep.""
Why doesn't he come to Kent ?" said Cham-

berlayne.
The other smiled without answering ;

and they
went on till they had left the sheep far below,

tearing at the half-bald hill-side, like ravenous

children at the breast of a mother dead of fam-
ine.

And now the hill, as they continued to ascend,
became more barren, and seemed leading to a re-

gion utterly destitute of all life and beauty, till

suddenly there appeared before them, on the hill's

summit, a fringe of foliage against the sky."" I think," said Chamberlayne, "I know where
we are."

"Yes," answered Lloyd, "that is the garden
of Bod Elian."

The very word "garden" seemed strangely out

of place. The garden of Bod Elian, looking at it

from where they stood, far below it, had an ethe-

real, unreal aspect : its trees might have been but

fringes of the dusky cloud that hung over them,
and seemed mimicking their shapes. The path
did not lead them to this, but curved round the

hill till they came to a spot where they could see

the house of which they were in search, and where

they had the garden below them on the right.

They were now descending a green sloping

field, in which sheep and a few cows were graz-

ing. Below this was another field, level and
brown

;
and therein, with the garden trees on its

right, and a wet heavily rutted road leading to it

from the left, stood Bod Elian.

It was even more austerely simple than the

Dolgarrog,houses, as if its builder had had in his

mind the thought,
" I want a house to shelterme

from rain, and storms, and sun, and nothing
more ;" and had said to all manner of comfort

and beauty as Thomas a Kempis would have a
true Christian say to happiness,

" I can do with-

out thee."

It stood alone, detached from the garden trees
;

and the sun, shining on its flat, dark face, took

from it none of its coldness and solemnity. Some
of the windows were open, but no snowy curtain-

end or blind flapped in the breeze : windows were
dark

;
no brightness from within welcomed the

brightness without. And the sunshine lay on the

houie-fiont, like a smile on a dead, stiff face.
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As they came upon the road leading directly to

it, Mr. Lloyd suddenly stood still
;
and Chamber-

layne, looking at him inquiringly, saw a gleam of

kindly emotion in his clear gray eyes. He look-

ed in the direction of their gaze ;
and beheld, in

the distance, on the slope of a stony field, Elias

Morgan's new chapel ;
the roof just finished

;
a

flag flying merrily in the morning breeze.

Robert examined it with his tourist-glass.

There was no creature near, except a dog asleep

upon some clothes of the workmen, who had

probably gone to dinner. There was such an air

of stillness around it as seemed to belong to a ruin

rather than to a new building ;
and almost as a ruin

the two visitors to Bod Elian, knowing what they
did of its builders' fortunes, regarded it. It was
a simple building so small and humble that John
the Baptist might have raised it in the wilderness,
and preached there in his garment of camel's hair.

The two stood gazing at it silently.
' ' And this was his great ambition,

"
said Cham-

berlayne, deeply moved; "this is what we must
show him to be his castle in the air."

Daniel Lloyd did not make any reply as they
turned towards Bod Elian. He was the curate of

Capel Illtyd, and his feelings concerning this

chapel were necessarily of more mixed a nature
than Chamberlayne's. The bit of hardy color on
his cheek grew deeper as they approached the

house.
"
I confess to you," he said to Chamberlayne,"

I feel any thing but sure that my interference

will be welcome to Elias."
' '

Oh, Mr. Lloyd, but what is it to me ?" cried

Chamberlayne earnestly,
' ' I am more of a cow-

ard every step I take. Look at that flag ; fancy
them all going out to see it hoisted this morn-

ing; there's the new red wagon Hughes was

speaking of, I suppose ;
and what's this ? Oh, the

two new rooms, see, built out at that end. By
Jove !"

He slashed at the grass and weeds by the road
with his stick, as if each thing he had mentioned
had increased his indignation against himselfand
his unwelcome news.
"I am no longer in doubt, sir," he said, sud-

denly turning to the curate and speaking in a
low voice, "as to what we were talking about.
I will try and see Hirell, if you will talk with
Elias a little while, before he is told."

"There's some one in the hall?" remarked
Mr. Lloyd.

"It is Hirell!" said Chamberlayne, slashing
away at the weeds harder than ever.

The ground was sodden, and their footsteps
fell noiselessly upon it, so that they approached
the door without being perceived by two persons
just inside it.

These were Hirell and Kezia Williams. One
side of the hall was crowded with large pack-
ages, and by one of them knelt Hirell, drawing
aside the cover to peep at the velvet cushion of
the arm-chair it enclosed. Kezia was feeding
some linnets in a long cage, and listening with a
gentle flutter to Hirell's exclamations of "delight.
Though she spoke in Welsh, Chamberlayne knew
the meaning of the girl's joyous tones too well

;

and concealed pity gave his own voice and man-
ner a deeper seriousness and gentleness than he
had meant it to show, as he entered the door,
meeting her face to face, and calling her by
name :

"Hirell!"
"Robert !"

And then he was holding her hand, listening,
without understanding, as she spoke apologeti-

cally of her coolness yesterday.
Hirell's mode of speech was peculiar. She was

frequently seized by hesitation, almost painfully

apparent* in her face and manner, but she never
allowed herself to go on speaking while this last-

ed. She would be suddenly silent and confused

|

in the middle of a sentence sometimes, but dur-
', ing that silence, and while the listener pitied her,
i
would recover herself, and then she would con-

! tinue her speech with a grace and firmness, a

I

sweet dignity of voice and look, that at times was
noble.

' '

Nay, be not afraid for your child, my friend,
"

the old minister, Ephraim Jones, had once said,
! in reply to some tenderly expressed misgivings
:
of Elias

;

" her very voice speaks within her like

j

the ringing of a bell that is sound."
Robert Chamberlayne could hardly realize

what it was, whether voice, eyes, old memories
i or new hopes, that charmed him so as to deprive
|

him almost of the power of speech as Hirell

! spoke. He only knew that some strange spell

|

was over him.
"I am so glad to see you, Robert," said Ili-

| rell,
"
Hugh was afraid you would think we were

! not pleased to see you yesterdav ;
but we were

indeed all of us were but
"

She stopped as she noticed Daniel Lloyd talk-

ing to Kezia, and moved to him slightly, then
went on speaking with quiet, genial confidence.

' ' You find us just at the beginning of a great

change. But you knew. And have you thought
about us did you fancy how all would be altered

here ?"
' ' Well yes I supposed it would alter things

for you," answered Robert with a desperate effort.

"Father," said Hirell, "is in the new parlor
with Hugh. He is writing a letter to the master

!
of the college where Hugh is going ;

and some

j

other letters to friends he once knew in London,

j

and who have been very kind in their congratu-
lations on this change."
"Oh!" said Robert, his gaze straying from

the sweet direct eyes to the little fingers playing

j

with a gold chain, the only bit of yesterday's fin-

|

ery that Hirell wore this morning.
" Then your

I

father is engaged just now ?"

"Yes, but not for many minutes, for he is ex-

pecting company. Mr. Ephraim Jones, the min-
ister you saw us with yesterday, is coining to see

'

the chapel, and to have prayers for Hugh. Ke-

|

zia, won't you bring Mr. Lloyd in ?"

She led the way as she spoke towards the old

parlor, which Robert remembered well enough.
Mr. Lloyd did not follow them, but stood in

the hall, talking with Kezia about certain poor
people, to whose houses they both were in the

habit ofgoing on the same errand.

It was a damp, faded, commonplace room into

i

which Robert followed Hirell. The window was
shut because Hirell's dresses were lying here.

The table was covered with pieces of silk, and
near it stood two chairs in which Hirell and Ke-
zia had sat at work till the arrival of the new
furniture.

Every bright ribbon and shining fold of silk

added to the distuihance of Robert's mind.
Presently- Hirell said-
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*' I am to go to London for a little while, and

one must do as other people, you know."

As she sat down and carelessly took her work

in her hand, Robert dropped into Kezia's chair

on the other side of the little round table, and

watched her nervously, feeling as if every stitch

she set were a fresh knot for him to undo in this

tangled web.
He looked at Hirell as she sat and stitched

;

and her hand, like a soft little bird held captive

by a string, flew to and fro from her work
;

he

looked at her, and all his honest wish was in his

eyes.
Hirell felt his gaze on her face, and drew from

it the knowledge that Robert found her much
changed from what she had been when they were

together last
;
and she knew well that the change

was not for the worse, but was one of the many
delights which were just now being showered

upon her. She was beautiful
;

the knowledge
was not new to her, but it came with exquisite
freshness from Robert's honest eyes. She bent

her head and trembled, for she knew that her

childish joy had risen in soft blushes to the face,

and in tears to her eyes.
"Will you forgive me, Hirell, if I ask you a

question that may make you very angry with

me?"
Robert's voice trembled

;
his arms were on the

table flattening the crisp silk, and Hirell knew
that he was looking upon her with very bright
and eager glances. She vaguely supposed it was
one of the old silly gallant speeches he was about

to make, and tried to overcome her confusion, and
smile as she said :

"If your question makes me angry, Robert, I

promise to forgive you ;
and if it does not, as I

don't believe it will do, there is no forgiveness

needful, I suppose ?"

"No, I suppose not not in that case; but

I'm afraid it won't be so. I'm afraid it will

make you angry, Hirell. I shouldn't ask it just

now, not till we had seen more of each other, af-

ter such a long separation ;
but I have no choice

as to time. I must go away to-morrow unless

well I want to ask you, Hirell, if you remember
if you ever think with any pleasure of the old days
when I was here, when we spent so much time to-

gether ?"

Hirell could not quite see why so much ear-

nestness need have been put into the question. It

was one which she had often thought she should
like to ask Robert

;
and now he had asked her,

but not exactly as she would have asked it of him.
She was puzzled, but on the whole pleased that

he should think so seriously of a time which was

very dear to her.
"
Yes, Robert," she answered,

"
I have a great

delight in thinking of that time."

"And do you ever wish it back, Hirell, as I

do?"
Hirell paused in her work, resting an elbow in

the palm of one hand, and her chin in the other,

looking dreamily, without one pang of regret, on
the silk that Robert was crushing." Do you ?" she said in a soft, wondering tone," do you wish it back, Robert ? I don't I can't

sweet as it was. I can't wish it back. As one

gets older, one sees so many things coming so

much more wonderful and happy than any thing
one has known before ! But don't think me un-

grateful, Robert, or changeful," she said more

earnestly, looking up at him and smiling.
"

I
would not have that time cut out of my life for

the world. It was like what nothing* else will

ever be again. I remember it as one in a rich
orchard full of ripening fruit remembers the blos-
soms they are lovely to remember; but one
would not wish to have them back instead of the
fruit."

"
No, that stands to reason," said Robert,

bluntly and sadly "and I don't know that I
mean I should care for the old state of things al-

together. I'm too lazy now to satisfy Mr. Lloyd's
idea of a morning's work

;
and but that's noth-

ing to do with it, Hirell, it isn't the time I want
back it is my old friend of those days, Hirell
it is you !

"

Hirell's hands fell in her lap, her cheeks turned

pale, and her eyes, as she raised them to Robert's

face, had a chilled, blank look in them.

"Robert, "she said, "I suppose I know what
you mean."
"I mean, will you be my wife, Hirell, as you

promised me when you were a little girl, and my
dearest friend, though not half as dear as you are
now ?"

Hirell sat silent. She felt cold and choking.
All her bright life seemed threatened by sudden
dullness and monotony. She felt like a child who,
hastening gladly to some gay feast, is asked to

turn away with a dry crust. What! marry Robert

honest, commonplace Robert Chamberlayne
(for so she could not but look upon him, with-

out stopping to ask as to the justice of the opin-
ion) and live all her life long in his boasted coun-

ty, crammed so full of corn and hops, or, as Hi-
rell looked at it, of bread and beer, that one could

scarcely breathe !

Was this the thing for which she was asked to

give up all the new delicious dreams that were

enchanting her life, day and night ?

She looked at Robert's large hands thrown half-

clasped across the table in his eager, hearty ear-

nestness, and rising laid her own hand, cold and

trembling, on them.
"
Robert, you asked me to forgive you if your

question should be one to cause me pain.
"

"Was it then, Hirell?"
"
Yes,"answered Hirell, selfish in her intense

desire to throw oif the chill weight his words had
laid on her heart. "I wonder you should have
asked it, Robert. But never mind

;
whatever

pain it has given me, I forgive freely."" Thank you," said Robert, taking her extend-

ed hand, and looking in her face with a deep re-

gret. She would not have been flattered had she

known what an unselfish regret it was
;
how much

he was thinking of her loss by her refusal, and how
little of his own. . His evident pain as he clasp-
ed her hand, and looked at her, gave her much
trouble.

"I wish," she said, with tears,
" I could forgive

myself as easily for causing you disappointment,
Robert."

"Now, don't you think of that, "cried Robert,
with sudden relief and heartiness

;

" don't you,
for a moment, think of that, Hirell. / sha'n't

hurt
;
I mean I shall throw it right oif, and for-

get it in very little time. Before I've been back
a month, you shall hear of me being as jolly as

ever. Don't you have a grain ofuneasiness about
me. Now promise me you won't."

And holding her hand in one of his, he laid his
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other on her slight shoulder, and looked in her face

with a smile that seemed so simply bright and ge-

nial, that Hirell could but smile too at her own

fears concerning Robert's heart-wound, as she an-

swered with perfect sincerity, and with the slight-

est touch of contempt at his utter want of ro-

mance
"No, I won't be uneasy about you, Robert.

I don't think there is much cause of uneasiness.
"

"Not the slightest ;
and now let's forget it. I

shall go and speak to Kezia, or we shall have Mr.

Lloyd converting her."

As he passed out of the door a dog came in,

and he turned his head a little to look after it, re-

membering it as an old acquaintance ;
and Hirell,

whose eyes were following him, saw that his face

was full of trouble so full as to make her feel for

the moment she had hardly understood him. In

spite of all that he had said then, he was suffer-

ing, she thought even a nature like his was not

to be easily read.

But she soon forgot him ;
for her pale-blue silk,

the most beautiful ofall her dresses, at which Kezia
and herself had worked so hard, was now finish-

ed
;
and Hirell stole up to her own room to try it

on, intending to come down in it and dazzle Hugh
and her father both of whom enjoyed such pret-

ty surprises of Hirell's after her own manner.

CHAPTER XIII.

ELIAS MORGAN'S FEAST.

IN honor of the expected guest, the Reverend

Ephraim Jones, an unusually bountiful repast was

being prepared in the kitchen of Bod Elian.

Before the two new parlors were built, the

kitchen was the principal room in the house. It

was a large long-shaped room, with low ceiling,
and smoke-blackened beams, thick set with iron

hooks, on which almost every suspendable thing
in the kitchen was hung. There were old mar-

ket-baskets, hams and flitches of bacon, jugs,

hats, kettles, horse-collars, and old sets of har-

ness; strings of onions, bags of seeds, bunches
of dried herbs, and coils of stocking yarn. But
to-day the beam hooks were crowded beyond their

wont by the provisions for the great chapel feast

which was to be given by Elias to-morrow to all

the members of the Dolgarrog chapel. Large
joints ofbutcher's meat, a rare sight in Bod Elian,
kept the noses and tongues of the three farm dogs
in a etate of perpetual unrest, as they prowled
about the kitchen in spite of Kezia's gentle scold-

ings, and the vigorous flappings of the rough serv-

ant-girl's apron. The morning sun shone on nets
of rich russet apples, that had plainly never ripen-
ed in the windy little orchard on the hill behind

;

and the dresser was crowded with parcels of gro-
cery, and cakes, and sweetmeats. Hampers half-

unpacked stood about, bewildering Kezia, as she
moved gently to and fro over her work.

^
Robert Chamberlayne found her here, frying

"lightcake," as she called some heavy prepara-
tion of batter, very popular in her countiy. Mr.
Lloyd sat near the fire, chatting to her about the
domestic affairs of the farm. He looked at Rob-
ert with a kindly anxiety. The young man laid
his hand lightly on the curate's shoulder, and as
Kezia was bending over her cooking, said in a
low voice,

"We were both mistaken, sir," then Mr. Lloyd
looked up into his eyes more scrutinizingly, and
Robert nodded and smiled, and the curate nod-

ded, as if saying he understood, but did not smile
;

and then Robert went to the other side of the fire,

averted his face, and they both sat as if quietly-

watching Kezia's cooking.
Kezia Williams, Elias Morgan's housekeeper,

was a soft-eyed, fair-haired woman, about twenty-
three, but seeming older

;
for her manners were

peculiarly grave, and her face wore a look of

peaceful wisdom, as if she had seen through all

the great mysteries of life, and would never let

herself be disturbed by a single worldly hope or

fear. Her soft gray eyes had a kind of sympathy
in them for the griefs of others, however trivial

;

and her placid lips a dreamy smile for all who
smiled at her

;
but she did not allow her thoughts

to dwell on the bitter sufferings of the world
;

she kept her meek eyes on her own narrow path,
and followed it with patient cheerfulness, thank-
ful that she had just light to see it.

"
Elias is still engaged, then?" Robert said to

Kezia.
' ' He is, Master Robert,

"
she answered. *'And

I was saying to Mr. Lloyd, I hope you will not
think us rude not telling of your being here

;
but

he wished not to be disturbed while writing this

letter for Hugh."
The tone in which Kezia said "he wished"

expressed as much respect for the injunction as
if it had been a command.

Chamberlayne showed no niore signs of impa-
tience, but sat watching Kezia as gravely as if

she had been preparing a funeral feast.

While his eyes were resting on a basket of
new spoons and forks, engraved with Elias Mor-
gan's initials, Kezia pointed out to him an object
he had not yet noticed.

It stood at one end of the room, the farthest

from the wide old chimney, wrapt carefully from
dust and smoke, and for the last hour Kezia's eyes
had kept turning towards it with a tender pleasure.
It was a present which Elias intended for his

young brother, and of which Hugh as yet knew
nothing ;

for it had arrived while he was out, and
had been concealed in Kezia's own room till this

occasion, on which it was to be presented to him.
It was a new harp, and its purchase was, next

to the building of the little chapel, the greatest

extravagance of which Elias had been guilty.
The old one, which had been in the family

many years, had, under the young man's touch,
been the source of the only pleasure the grave
elder brother allowed himself to enjoy. And his

enjoyment of Hugh's music had been deep; so

deep and exquisite, that he no sooner possessed
the means than he felt he must give expression to

it; and he chose to do so by this gift, "which,"
said Elias to Kezia, "will thank him in language
he best understands."

There it stood, and Kezia pointed it out to

Robert, and related its story ;
and he looked at

it gravely enough.
Yes, there it stood, veiled music, like their fu-

ture, which when they came with joyous impa-
tient hands to try it, was to startle them with its

mournfulness.
The long deal table was spread ;

and Kezia laid

out the bright new plate, and ranged her dainties

on the shelf before the open window, through which

they could just see the 'new chapel with its merry
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flag, and the workmen, who had returned to their

tasks and were making Moel Mawr (the great

mountain) faintly echo with their sawing and

hammering. Seeing all this, Kezia smiled and

brightened with a gentle excitement, that brought
a feint rose on her cheek, and gave new light to

bar eyes.

^Robert had assisted her to draw up the heavy,
stiff-backed oak chairs to the table, and to bring
in benches and stools so as to make up the neces-

sary number of seats, when they heard, at last, a
door opened, and the feet of Elias and Hugh ap-

proaching.

They came in together. Elias held the letters

he had been writing in his hand. Both brothers

had on their faces a tender gravity which seemed
to speak of but lately subdued emotion, and gave
them for a moment a faint likeness to each other,

though Hugh was thin and slight, and had a small,
oval face and brown eyes like Hirell's.

As they came in at the door, Elias resting his

hand in his old way on Hugh's shoulder, there

was a touching contrast in the expressions of the

two faces
;

in the lingering anxiety of the elder

brother's as his eyes rested on Hugh with a deep
fatherly love, and the bright furtive self-confidence

that lay behind the respectful attention in Hugh's
downcast look. It was sad wisdom and happy
ignorance, loving, but doubting, each other.

Kezia had placed a clothes-horse be/ore the

harp, that it might not be seen by Hugh till the

moment Elias should think fit to present his gift.

"See, Elias," said she, going to meet them as

they entered, "here is Robert Chamberlayne
come, and Mr. Lloyd with him

; they have been

waiting for you nearly an hour."

While Hugh and Robert shook hands, the keen

gray eyes of Elias rested on the curate's face in-

quiringly. He had a few secret grievances

against him. A member of his chapel had been
drawn away to become one of Mr. Lloyd's con-

gregation; one of his laborers had been made
drunk at the fair by a ploughman of the Abbey
farm; and, worse than all, to Elias's certain knowl-

edge, Mr. Lloyd had not only allowed some Eng-
lish tourists to visit the Abbey ruins on the Sab-
bath day, but had actually conducted them him-

self, and given them all the information he could.

Elias could not look into the curate's face with-

out seeing these three transgressions written plain-

ly upon it, and his gaze was at first severe and re-

pelling. But on different parts of the curate's

apparel was traced in certain hieroglyphics such
as a darn in the white necktie

;
a chalkiness round

the button-holes of his coat
;
a patch on the toe

of his boot a word which had far more effect on
Elias Morgan's heart than all the curate's crimes

put together.

Poverty yes. He was still poor; always to

be poor. His children his home his heart

knew none of the sunshine that was flooding Bod
Elian, where every one moved about in a sort of
delicious blindness where Elias himself at times
could only think calmly when he darkened his

eyes to pray.

They approached each other. Daniel Lloyd's
face was very sad. Elias, little dreaming it was
the shadow of his own calamity that made it so,

bowed himself before the superior dignity which,
it seemed to him, sadness and poverty gave even
to his misguided and much-erring neighbor.
The obstinate, rigid head, so unaccustomed to

bend before any save One, bowed stiffly as he
held out his hand.
"You do me an honor, sir," said Elias. "I

thank you for this visit."

Mr. Lloyd had been prepared for coldness

suspicion ;
for any thing but being received by

Elias warmly and humbly, and his voice was not

quite steady as he said

"And I am grieved grieved more than I can

express, to tell you my visit is a very sad one."

Hugh, who was standing by Robert, turned

hastily, his attention arrested by something in Mr.

Lloyd's voice.

Elias, whose perceptions were not so quick,

thought the curate was alluding to some trouble

of his own, and was beginning to be filled by a
new hope and pleasure. Had Lloyd come to him
for help ? Would he let him help him ? If so,
how could he do it most humbly, most effectual-

ly ? How could he anticipate what his neighbor
was going to say, and spare him the anguish and
humiliation of saying it ?

Hugh's eyes had seen in their hurried, se^arch-

ing gaze at the curate's face that something was

wrong, and they flashed back to Robert question-

ingly. Robert's lip was unsteady ;
he bit it, and

moved his hand vaguely towards Mr. Lloyd, which
was all the answer he could give to Hugh's silent

question.

Then, as Elias stood praying in his heart for

light to see his neighbor's need, he was startled

by hearing Hugh cry out behind him
"Mr. Lloyd, for God's sake speak at once!

Something is the matter ! What is it ?"

Elias looked round bewildered, but sternly re-

proachful at Hugh's use of that holy name.
Daniel Lloyd was about to ask to speak with

him alone, but seeing that Kezia had left the

kitchen, and no one was there but Elias, Hugh,
and Robert, he saw no good in further delay.
The blow which he had to give seemed as if it

would take all the strength out of him he look-

ed about for a chair.

Robert came round and gave him one. He
sat down while Elias stood before him his face

grim with sudden foreboding, his form rigid as a
rock. . .

"Morgan," said the curate, "I think I can
understand now, for the first time, why I have

always had a sort of wish to shun you. I believe

it was because Satan warned me that if I became
intimate with you, I should have presented to me
finer and harder lessons than I should care to

learn. But now I am so placed by the hand of

the Allwise, as to be obliged to come here to

learn of you such a lesson as I speak of. And
this is what I have come to learn : If a man,
after a life of poverty and depression, and sad-

ness, through poverty is made rich in all that

he desires for himself and those dearest to him
;

and if, just while the joy of his good fortune is

at its height, he is called upon by God to resign

all, suddenly and completely, how .should he bear

himself under this blow ? Elias Morgan, you are

to teach us this lesson. God requires it at your
hands. He wills that you should teach it to all

within your house to your young brother Hugh,
to your child Hirell, to your faithful servant Kezia,
and to all here who have been glad with you in

your prosperity, and must suffer by your loss.
"

Elias remained still, his eyes cold and hard-

looking as flint, fastened on the curate's face.
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Hugh had thrown himself into a chair, and was

sitting with his arms on the back, and his head

bowed down on his arms.

Then Robert Chamberlayne came to take his

part in explaining, and Elias turned his flinty

eyes slowly from Lloyd's face to his cousin's.
"

"Morgan," said the young man, "I take great

blame to myself for writing you that letter. Till

last Wednesday I thought nothing, not the Bank

of England itself, safer than our shares in this

aifair.
"

An almost lion-like glare came into Morgan's

eye as it scanned Robert's flushed and troubled

face. He stood still
;
his chest heaved. He said

with manifest effort, and in a voice that made
even Hugh start, stricken as he was

" Had I been you, Robert Chamberlayne, I had

rather have cut off my right hand than have done

this thing. Facts ! Facts !

"
he almost wailed in

his strong voice.
" I asked you for them before,

and you gave me opinions it seems. Tell me
the truth now ;

the whole truth, though it be more
bitter than gall, and sharper than a sword."

" This is the whole truth, Morgan," said Rob-
ert.

" The firm is ruined
; they paid us a year's

profit to deceive us, as they wanted to keep all

quiet to get another partner in. I never knew a

word of it till Wednesday, when I was asked to a

meeting of creditors. Here is my lawyer's letter,

which tells all."

Elias took the letter, and read it through with

the same strange glare in his eye, a glare of wrath

of wrath at the world's crookedness which had

brought this thing to pass. When he had read

the letter he gave it back to Robert.

There was silence then for a minute
;
neither

Robert nor the curate feeling fit to cope with the

difficulty.
A bitter sob from Hugh stirred him at last.

He half turned his head towards him.
"
They will all want comfort from you, Elias."

said Daniel Lloyd, gently.
Elias looked round at him.

"Comfort!" he repeated, grimly. "No, sir,

my family will expect of me that I do my duty.
You come to see how I do it in this sore strait.

You shall see
; you shall see me do it according

to my light according to my light."
The light was a narrow one, but intense. First

of all it showed him the well-filled table where
the new plate was shining." Kezia !"

She had just come into the room, and was stand-

ing like one petrified, a? she looked at Elias.

He stood at the head of the table, and motioned
with his hand as he said sternly

' ' Gather these up ; pack them as they were
before. They go back

; they are not mine.
"

"Elias?" cried Kezia. "Mr. Lloyd; oh,

mercy ! what is the matter ?"
"
Obey me !" shouted Morgan.

The letters which he had written for Hugh to

take with him to London lay on the table close to

his hand. His eye fell on these next. He took
them up quietly and tore each in two, and dropped
both to the ground.

Just then a soft rustle of silk drew his eyes to

the door, and in a moment Hirell entered, coming
quickly, conscious of having loitered over her new
dress. She noticed nothing strange at first, for

she was full of tender expectancy of the surprise
and pleasure of her father and Hugh.

They all watched her approach, and trembled
for her at the cruel severity of the voice that went
to meet her and arrest her step.

"Hirell!"
She stood still

;
her color went, and she turned

her soft startled eyes from one to another
;
then

they returned to her father's face with a look of

great fear and trouble.

It did not soften the indomitable sternness of
that face only a sharp spasmodic quiver passed
over it, as Elias stretched out his arm, and point-
ed to her dress.

"Take it off!" he cried; "go, take it off!

and these gauds," touching her necklace with a
cold trembling finger

"
off with them. Kezia,

take them off!"

Kezia, with her nsual prompt obedience, came
in timid haste, unclasped the necklace, and laid

it on the table before her master.

He looked from it to a large trunk that stood

by the wall, partly packed, ready for Hirell's visit

to London.
" Go with her," he said to Kezia, pointing to

Hirell; "and take off that gown, and bring it

here, and all her other finery and your own ;
all

that has been bought with this money."
Hirell, in her great perplexity and terror, al-

lowed Kezia to lead her away, and as they went
Elias turned upon Hugh."

Brother ! if I am not to have help from you,
let me have at least obedience. If you must

grieve as a child, obey like a child. Those clothes

that you had made at Dolgarrog, put them up
all of them. Give me that watch.

"

Hugh roused himself, and threw the watch on
the table by Hirell's necklace.

" That pin in your handkerchief."

While Hugh was taking it out, a heavy march-

ing tread was heard along the passage a form
stood in the doorway, and all but Mr. Lloyd rec-

ognized the burly figure, and strongly-blotched
face of the Calvinist preacher, the Rev. Ephra-
im Jones.

"Well, friend Elias," he cried, in his loud,
hoarse voice, wiping the moisture from his face.
" Here you are, feasting like Job among his breth-

ren, wrhen the days of his trouble were passed.

Well, shall I, like them, condole with you over

the evils that are gone, or rejoice with you for the

peace and plenty that have been showered on your
house ?"

Elias looked at him, his clenched hand on the

table his nostrils distended.

"Do neither, friend Ephraim," he answered,
in a voice of hard, calm agony.

"
Since you are

come, assist me to set my house in order
;

for

God hath commanded that Mammon shall depart
from it

;
and I am sorely tasked in destroying his

idols, and tearing his bonds from the hearts of my
children."

Robert Chamberlayne seeing the minister stand

amazed, went to him, and told him the truth, en-

treating him to prevail upon Elias to deal more

gently with Hirell and Hugh.
As he was speaking with him, Hirell and Ke-

zia entered, pale and trembling. Their arms
were full of things, with which they timidly ap-

proached Elias.

Hirell wore one of the very oldest and poorest
of the dresses that were hers before the sudden

change from poverty ;
for all the better ones had

been given away by herself or Kezia to the poor.
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It was a dingy blue print, with white spots, made
loose and fastened with a coarse cord girdle. She

had only been used to wearing it for milking in on

wet mornings, and on churning days, and had sel-

dom sat down to any meal in it in the presence of

her father and Hugh. Having now to come into

the presence of so many in it, seemed to her to

add greatly to the strange and sudden humiliation

that had fallen upon the house. She had resist-

ed, but Kezia in her great fear of Elias had been

strong, and had forced her to do his will. Her

white, stricken, terrified face, as she crept in at

Kezia's side, with her beautiful dress in her arms,
touched Robert more than all her joyousness had

done. His heart ached for her as she stood wait-

ing for, but trembling to meet her father's look.

That look came upon her and Kezia, and on

their gay load, quickly and sternly. It made Hi-

rell's tears pour forth. She dropped her burden

on the ground, and hid her face on Kezia's shoul-

der.

The sight did not move the pity, but roused

the anger of Elias.

"What!" said he; "is this a child of mine

shedding tears over such gauds as were worn

by the daughters of Zion? Put them by!" he

cried, turning to Hugh, and pointing to the heap
of things on the table and to the open trunk.
" Let them go out of my sight out of my house

back to where they came from; back to the

world of vanity, and deceit, and snares. Hirell,

if you will not, or can not assist, go ;
but do not

hinder. Kezia, help Hugh to put those things in.
"

Kezia gently withdrew herself from Hirell, and
went on her knees before the trunk, meekly lay-

ing in the things as Hugh gave them to her.

Hirell, as she stood alone, seemed to see every
form and object before her begin to swell and

sway ;
a chill crept over all her limbs

;
and she

would have fallen but for the rough grasp of the

minister's hand on her shoulder.

"The child is sick," he said, looking down at

her kindly.
She struggled with her faintness a moment,

then turned deathly white, and fell against him,
cold and powerless.

Hugh and Kezia left their task, and went to

her then
;
while the minister rested his foot on

the open trunk, the'better to support her.

Elias stood looking on with folded arms and

compressed lips.

Robert and the curate could not take their eyes
from her face till they saw the sweet faint color

returning to her cheek, and the little mouth strug-

gling for breath. She opened her eyes, and look-

ed at the minister gratefully. He was moved.
He had no thought but that her distress was for

the loss of her fine clothes as Elias had so spo-
ken

;
but her anguish, and her pure and exquisite

beauty penetrated to his rugged heart.

He glanced into the trunk, and shook his head
as she opened her eyes upon him, and said, with

a rough tenderness in his loud, harsh voice

"Foolish maiden! what need hast thou of

these things, thou lily of the field ?"

Kezia led her to a seat in the chimney-corner,
and Mr. Lloyd came and sat by her, trying to

give her words of comfort.
" You must let my daughter come and see

you," he said
;

" she is wiser in sorrow than your-
self. Your garb is the garb of poverty

hers, poor child ! but, Hirell, it is black."

Kezia and Hugh were again at work, under the

direction of Elias
;
and the Reverend Ephraim

Jones, seeing there was no staying the turn of his

friend's mind, and having, moreover, a secret ex-
ultation in the spirit of stern integrity that was

ruling him, tendered his hearty assistance
;
and

fell to, cording the hampers with as much vigor,

good-will, and grim satisfaction, as if Satan him-
self were confined in them, to be banished piece-
meal out of the world.

Hugh had been sent out to give orders for the

red wagon to be taken back to its maker
;
and to

stop the two gardeners, who were at work making
paths, rooting- up old shrubs, and planting new
ones. Kezia was still busy, though even Elias

and Ephraim Jones had paused, and were stand-

ing wiping their brows before the open window.
For a moment there was a pause and a deep si-

lence, broken only by the stifledsobbing of the poor
frightened servant-girl, as she assisted Kezia.

In this pause and quietness, there came to the

ears of all, with sad significance, the distant noise

of the workmen at the chapel." Friend Ephraim," said Elias, turning to him
with gleaming eyes, "the chapel shall not be

stopped ! What I have bought with this money
for the uses of the flesh and the devil, I take back
from the flesh and the devil

;
but rather than

take that back which I have bought and conse-

crated for God's use, I will beg I will beg!"
"And I, too, Elias;" answered the minister,

extending his hand, red with the labor he had

just ceased from.
" I will beg for you rather

than stop that work. One triumph you shall

have one sweet drop in your cup of bitterness !"

Hugh now came in with money in his hand,
which had been given to one of the men entrust-

ed to make a purchase at Dolgarrog. He gave
it to Elias across the long, narrow table, on oppo-
site sides of which the brothers were standing.
While Hugh was out, the servant, in fulfilling

Kezia's orders, had moved the old clothes'-horse

from before the harp.

Elias, as he took the money from Hugh, glanced
round and round, and saw the instrument stand-

ing there. He glanced back at Hugh with the fe-

rocity of a tigress who would defend her young
from pain, and saw his eyes were on it with a great

light in them.
Then the eyes of the brothers met. . Elias

dropped into a chair, covered his face with one

hand, and flung the other across the table towards

Hugh.
The lad's slim fingers for an instant quivered in

a sort of agony over the clenched hand of Elias
;

then his young face and form became suddenly in-

spired as with the spirit of the ancient Celtic war-

riors. He rose, he touched his brother's hand
with a light thrilling pressure, he spoke clearly and

musically :

"Elias, do but lend it me to show you how I

thank you, and it shall go back at once."

Elias lifted his heavy head to look after him as

he went and uncovered the harp.
The minister watched him, and gave a sort of

grunt of assent as he sat down.

"Ay, play to him, youngman," he said
;
"com-

fort him, ifyou can. Comfort his heart, as David
comforted the heart of Saul."

Hugh seated himself on a box beside the harp
and began to play.

His prelude was rough, chaotic stormy. The
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minister liked it, and half-groaned now and then,

in sympathy with its strength and mountainous

rudeness. Minute after minute passed without

one sweet strain coming, Robert Chamberlayne

began to think he did not like the harp ;
but Hugh's

other listeners were all Welsh mountaineers, and

knew well to what loveliness they were climbing

so laboriously. The change was sudden instan-

taneous. All at once, out of that tumultuous,

crashing winter ofsound, the summer of his music

stole upon them perfect, fresh, dewy, full-blos-

somed, balmy, intoxicating.

In one minute Hugh had made a heaven, and

drawn every soul present into it. Hirell came
and sat on a low box near him, her sweet face

lifted like a flower, athirst for dew. Elias kept
his hand before his eyes. Eezia watched him with

the joy of a mother who has seen water in the

desert for her perishing children.

Workmen from the chapel, who had come to

ask questions about their work, crept near the

open window, keeping out of sight.

Young god of the world he had made, Hugh
sat glowing with triumph, and smiling with hap-

py scorn on the baskets of the upgathered feast

of fortune from which he had been driven.

He stopped gave up his godhood, and became
a man ? No, a boy flushed, trembling, abash

ed.

Elias slowly moved his hand from his eyes.

"Hugh!"
In an instant Hugh's hand was in his. Then

a ciy of more passionate love went from Elias :

"Hirell!"
The girl cried out and ran to him.

"Come," said the curate, softly, to Robert;
and they went out.

The Reverend Ephraim Jones stood irresolute,

then Avent towards the door.

Before he reached it, a broken voice called after

him
' '

Nay, friend Ephraim, do not leave us. I had

prepared to receive you a table on which was

spread good silver plate and wine. But stay with
me now, I entreat you, and eat at my table, though
my

'

silver is become dross,' and my
' wine is mix-

ed with water.
' "

CHAPTER XIV.

ROBERT CHAMBERLAYNE DOES ELIAS YET AN-
OTHER SERVICE.

WHEN Robert Chamberlayne left Bod Elian,
he went back to the Abbey farm with the curate,
and did not return to Dolgarrog till the shops
were closing, and the guide to Criba Ban was driv-

ing out his hard-worked ponies into the meadow
behind the town.
A group stood round the door of the old Coun-

cil House. Robert recognized the little tailor to

whom Hugh's clothes had been sent back. He
was reading the list of things he had made for

the young man, to the gentle amazement of Butty
Hughes, who sat near the door of the little shop,
enjoying the freshness of the evening air, the salu-

tations of his neighbors as they passed, and the

gossip about Elias Morgan's change of fortune,
which was the theme of the day. His wife stood

knitting behind his chair, her soft dark eyes ever

ready to answer his upturned look of childlike

wonder, and her lips always replying with a gen-
tle sympathetic

4

'There, master ! Only to think !

"

His eyes brightened with fresh anticipation at

the sight of Robert, at whose approach the others

moved aside
;
and he became.almost tearful with

disappointment, when the young man strode in,

merely nodding as he passed him.
Robert went through the shop, across the tiny

parlor, up the steep little stairs, and entering the

sitting-room he shared with Rymer, found his

friend lying on the sofa apparently asleep.
"He has been overdoing it to-day," he said

to himself as he noticed the air of utter exhaus-
tion which Rymer's figure and pale face wore as

he lay.

Robert seated himself at the open window, and
lit a cigar.

There was nothing pleasant to look upon now in

the King's square. The covered market-place was

empty, and the gas turned out. The night came
darkening down, soft and calm, but starless.

But for a reluctance to wake Rymer, Robert
would have rung for candles. If he had any po-

etry at all in him, he certainly cared nothing for

its shady side
;

his spirit throve not in that. He
suspected "blight" in every sunless day. He
felt his own weakness in this respect as he sat at

the window of the old Council House, looking on
the dull gray buildings, the darker mountain lines,
and still darker sky. "I know," he thought to

himself, "I should have a devil of a temper if

things went wrong with me."
And he felt that his mind had lost its balance

as it Avas. Hirell's scarcely disguised pain at the

thoughts of a marriage with him, Elias's sharp,
bitter tones, still caused him not a little disquie-
tude and humiliation.

He had relieved his mind a little by sending an

anonymous subscription for the chapel ;
and there

was another matter in which he hoped to serve

his cousin, and it was the thoughts of this that

made him glance impatiently towards Rymer.
It was not till Mrs. Hughes brought up the can-

dles, that the latter opened his eyes and got up.
"So you are back," he said, coming to the

window.
Then Robert brightened, and told him some

of the results of his communication to Elias
;

and it was not long before he brought out what
had been in his mind concerning Rymer for some
hours.

"You said you had some thoughts of spending
a month or two up among the mountains."

"I was thinking of it, certainly,'' answered

Rymer, vaguely ;
"but why do you mention that

in connection Avith your cousin ?"
"
Well," said Robert,

" I have promised Kezia

Williams, his housekeeper, that stiff nun-like

Avoman you saAV Avith them on Sunday I have

promised her to try and find them a lodger, as

they intend to let the tAvo neAV rooms that haA'e

been just built. She came doAvn about it to the

Abbey Farm this afternoon. She thinks of fur-

nishing the rooms with some things she left at

Aber, Avhen she came to live at Bod Elian. I

Avas thinking if you wanted, as you said privacy
and quiet- you'd get enough of both there."

"I thank you. I'm sure I should like the sort

of place," replied Rymer, "but my plans are

changed, I fancy ; however, I'll let you know to-

morroAV morning,"
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That question of his staying or going, was one
he was forced quickly to decide, irrespective of

Chamberlayne's proposal. For his own part he
would have been glad to go to leave Wales,
England, Europe to give way to the feverish

restlessness that possessed him, and made still-

ness unendurable. But could he leave while so

uncertain as to what the consequences of his self-

ishness might have been to Catherine Rhys ? He
could not he knew he could not. No, he said,

he must stay and yet he dared not stay here in

Dolgarrog too many eyes were on him too

many strangers coming daily through the town.

He would seek concealment among those solitary
mountains he would be Elias Morgan's lodger.
"I am sick of this place," said he to Robert,

after they had been smoking their cigars in si-

lence for half an hour almost forgetting each

other's existence. "If I decide on staying, I

might want to move to-morrow, and you say the

rooms are not furnished.
"

"I could soon see if Kezia couldn't accommo-
date you somehow," said Robert.

" I'm almost

sure she could, if you would not mind sharing
with the rest for a few days."

Rymer felt anxious now to decide the matter
at once. He took some letters from his pocket,
and appeared to consult them, then looked up
with a quick, dry cough, and said to Robert-*

"
Upon my word, I don't see any use in leav-

ing it uncertain. I think I'll say that if you like

to arrange it with your people to have* me to-

morrow, I'll come."

"Very well," said Robert. "I'll walk up to

Bod Elian before breakfast to-morrow, and settle

it all with Kezia."

CHAPTER XV.

MR. RYMER'S FIRST NIGHT AT BOD ELIAN.

IT was past nine o'clock when the young men
arrived at Bod Elian

;
and Elias Morgan had al-

ready given orders that the house door should be
closed and supper delayed no longer for the new
inmate who had been expected since noon.

Robert took him round to the back, where they
saw light coming from an open door.

"Ah, here is Nanny," he said; "you must
make friends with her. She's the belle of Capel
Illtyd. Listen she sings well."

Rymer looked in and saw a young woman iron-

ing in a large un-English-looking outer kitchen.
There were rude farming implements hanging on
the damp walls and standing in comers a low
fire burnt dimly in the chimney, and sent puffs of
smoke over the girl's head as she stood with her
back to it and her face towards a young man who
leaned indolently against the empty dresser. A
little stream of water from the leaking tap ran

along the sloping stones to the door, over which
a piece of the roof was broken through and a long
garland of ivy trailed down from it.

"So, Nanny, "said Robert, "you had shut us

out.
"

Nanny stared, and took a sudden dislike to Ry-
mer's pale face and dull, unobservant eyes."

Lodger late, Mr. Robert," said she.
" Elias

Morgan very angry," and she stood with her hands
on her hips regarding the new inmate of Bod Eli-

an with critical and somewhat disdainful eyes.

"
Come, Nanny, don't be cross, ''said Robert,"

this gentleman takes a great interest in your
country. I hope you'll do your best to make him
comfortable while he's here."

"
Nothing to do with it, Mr. Robert," answer-

ed Nanny, leaning against the chimney side," make no one comfortable here no more, going
away."

She strode leisurely across to the door of the

inner kitchen, which she flung open roughly ;
and

marching in a few yards, turned round with her
fists in her sides, and surveyed the two visitors as

they entered the room where Elias Morgan and
his family were assembled

;
and then she walked

out again with a slow, contemptuous swing of her

limbs, and without glancing at any of the family
from whose circle she had been banished.

Elias Morgan had effectually cleared his house
of all signs of the abundance and confusion which

yesterday morning prevailed there. Austere or-

der and cold poverty had once more linked hands,
and taken command of his household

;
and Elias

sat at the head of his table, his old account-book
and Bible before him, his sad gray eye sternly
watchful of the drooping young faces around him,
as if he would detect and punish even a thought
that rebelled against the new and bitter rule.

Yet the faces seemed all sufficiently meek and re-

signed even to the Reverend Ephraim Jones, who
sat writing at a little table by the fire, and who
could not quite understand that watchful and al-

most cruel light in his friend's gaze, as it turned

slowly from face to face at the narrow table. He
did not know that the more gentle and complete
their obedience, the more sharp became Elias's

struggle with his own heart, and its passionate

pity for them.
It was strange indeed to Rymer thus to find

himself suddenly a member of such a household
as he saw before him. The bare, low-roofed,
black-beamed kitchen, with its long table, and
the peculiar persons sitting at it, made a picture

utterly foreign to all his experience.
As he looked vaguely round his attention was

attracted by the eyes of Elias, who regarded him
with such a severe scrutiny he could scarcely help

resenting its length and fixedness.

He bowed.
Elias prolonged his gaze. Hugh rose with

heightened color, and Robert said, a little impa-
tiently" This is Mr. Rymer, Morgan."

"Yes, cousin, "said Elias,
"
you mentioned his

name before, but being entirely a strange one to

me, I can not see how your mention of it now is

to serve as an excuse or apology for your and his

arrival at so unseemly an hour. However, AVC

have not yet had supper. Sir, you are aware
that your private rooms are not fit for you to oc-

cupy as yet ;
and that as you choose to come be-

fore they are made so, it will be necessary for you
to conform to the arrangements of my family.

"

Rymer bowed. Elias stood up and paused.
He was not used to introductions, but he seemed
to feel it behooved him to make the person who
was to become one of his household somewhat

acquainted with its members.
"
I should be very doubtful, sir," he said,

" as

to our power of making your stay here agreeable
to you, if it Avere not for my housekeeper," mov-

ing his hand towards Kezia, who rose and cour-

tesied. "She will, I am sure, do her best for
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your comfort as she does for ours. That is my
brother, whose company I am very soon to lose

;

this is my daughter."

Rymer was standing near Elias on his left, and

had acknowledged each introduction with the re-

spect that seemed demanded by his host's tone

and manner. As Elias said
' ' This is my daugh-

ter," he glanced down at a form sitting at his

right on a low seat, and so near to him that Ry-
mer had not noticed it before. It rose up now,
and he saw in a patched old gown and with some

coarse needlework in her hand, the girl whose

delicate beauty had seemed to fill the gray market-

place of Dolgarrog with light. He looked into

the same face now, but its sweet glad light was

gone. The hazel eyes were clouded, the cheeks

pale, the lips set in that firm, pathetic closure

which seems to betoken the soul's desire to lock

itself in alone with its sorrow.

Rymer looked at Ilirell with cold, vaguely ob-

servant eyes, bowed and turned away to the seat

indicated by Elias.

Hirell sat down, penetrated with wonder and

pity by the pale suffering face into which she had

glanced.

Rymer stood with his hand on the back of his

chair, looking on the people among whom he had

chosen to make his home much as a mourner in

a funeral-coach looks out upon the scenery and
incidents of the road

; knowing that nothing can

alter the sad purport of his journey. They were

strange to him, and perhaps it was better for

those restless thoughts that will stray away from

sorrow, like children from the side of a mother
who watches by a coffin, perhaps it was better

they should come back laden with strange things
rather than with tokens and memories of the

dead.

At first the manner of Elias had annoyed him,
and made him half-inclined to turn his back on
Bod Elian and all Robert Chamberlayne's strange
Welsh relations at once and forever. Then came
the question, would any change of place or per-
sons matter to him? His host's eye was stern

truly, but would the most flattering of smiles

make him less abhorrent of himself and his ex-

istence? The chair on the back of which his

hand lay irresolutely was of hard, bare wood, but

could he have found rest to-night on cushions of

down ? The barley bread which the meek, quaint-

ly-attired young housekeeper laid on the supper-
table was almost black, but was there any dish

whose taste would not be bitter in his mouth to-

night ?

He sat down, finding the sad place none the

less sad because he was convinced that the whole
world contained none happier for him.

Elias now summoned the Reverend Ephraim
Jones

;
who said grace, and seated himself oppo-

site Rymer, scanning him frowningly.
Kezia placed a basin of warm buttermilk be-

fore each person ;
and Elias cut up the barley

loaf, a slice of which he gave to each on the point
of his knife.

Rymer took his slice, laid it on his plate, and
looked at it in some perplexity as to what to do
with it. He had not the slightest inclination to
eat the solid, stiff, black-looking stuff

;
but see-

ing Elias's eye upon him, he took his knife and
made a feint of doing so, to avoid notice, he told

himself, but it was rather from a delicate reluc-
tance to let them see his aversion to it.

He was vexed when he noticed Kezia's kind,
attentive eye watching him

;
and his annoyance

helped him to swallow a large piece of the dis-

tasteful food with apparent unconcern.
"I am sorry," said Kezia aloud to Robert,

by whom she sat, "that I was not able to get
to Dolgarrog to-day for some white bread. I
am afraid your friend will not like ours."

"What do you say, Kezia Williams?" de-

manded Elias, bending his eyes upon her so stern-

ly that her face flushed.

She replied very gently in Welsh, but Elias

said ina still sterner voice in English
' ' And if you did, what of that ? Do you think

I would have better food on my table for this

stranger than I eat, and my child, and brother,
and you eat? No, do not trouble yourself, Kezia

;

when his rooms are ready he orders what he

pleases, but while he shares our table he will con-

tent himself with the victuals that are upon it for

our use."

Ephraim Jones made one of the strange gut-
tural noises by which he usually signified his ap-
probation of Elias's blunt speeches. Hugh glanced
at Robert with an annoyed expression, and Hirell

and Kezia both looked troubled.

The whole thing was strange enough to draw

Rymer's attention from himself; and make him
look around him with something approaching to

interest.

He looked at Elias, and was sin-prised to find

his face calm and unmoved by any antagonistic

feeling.

He saw nothing of the irritability or pompous
self-assertion he expected to find ther*e after such
a speech. There was, as Elias looked at the faces

round his table, a calm tragic watchfulness in his

eyes, such as might be on the face of a captain

preparing for a black voyage. Knowing what he
did of this man's fortunes, Rymer could not help

comparing for the moment his state with his own.
Both he felt were tossed on a gloomy sea of dis-

appointment and bitterness
;
but Avhile the one

was watchful and prepared, with eye alert, and
firm hand upon the helm, the other drifted blind-

ly into the darkness, helpless against rocks and

storms, and perils of all kinds.

Looking where that steady, keen gray eye
wandered, Rymer noticed for the first time the

young man sitting at his left hand. He was

dropping pieces of bread into the buttermilk with

one hand, and leaning his cheek on the other,
while he gazed across the table in a reverie that

seemed at once pleasant and sad. It was a small,

oval face, dark-complexioned, bright-eyed, with

a boy's life and light in it, and a man's thought
and vigor.
There was an impatient, bright sort of feverish-

ness in it
;
a weariness, as of one cramped in too

small a space ;
a yearning towards fate

;
a thirst

for a deep draught of the cup as yet hardly tasted.

Rymer could not help at once envying and pity-

ing him
;

for he saw that his soul stood quiver-

ing like some prepared instrument, highly strung
and tuned, ready to breathe music or shriek dis-

cord, under the touches of fate's capricious fin-

gers.
On this face the eyes of Elias rested longest

and most anxiously, as they traversed the two
sides of the table. Rymer looked at the brothers,

wondering what these delicate undertones of ex-

pression meant on the faces of two laboring farm-
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ers, for such he guessed them to be from their

clothes and their domestic arrangements. But
as he glanced about him with a more observant

eye, he noticed a strange mixture of refinement

with the primitive rudeness and simplicity of the

household. It was altogether more like some

high-born family of a far-off time, than of modern
rustics. The women had gentle manners

;
and

the men showed towards them a grave, unaffected

gallantry.
Some of the vessels on the table were of very

rare old china, precious heirlooms, through the

delicate transparency of which shone, for the own-

ers, a tender light of traditionary greatness ;
but

time and poverty had brought them in contact

with strange company ;
the delicate, thin-edged

basin, in which some fair ancestress had placed a

royal gift of roses, held now its owner's humble

supper of buttermilk
;
a beautiful, fragile little cup

rested on a plate of commonest ware, while on the

wafer-edge of another, reclined a pewter spoon.

Among the clumsy horn and wooden knife han-

dles were one or two of some antiquity and value.

It was looking at these made Rymer aware that

the one he held was different from all the others,

being small and light.

He looked at it with a half unconscious curios-

ity, and saw that it was almost new, and that it

had a pretty mother-of-pearl handle, on which
some letters were engraved. His lips moved si-

lently with the name the letters made. It was
"Hirell Morgan."

Hirell saw the examination of the knife (her

christening present), placed by herself and Kezia
for the stranger's use, as the most modern in the

house
;
and she saw also the lips moving over her

name, and then the sad eyes glance absently
across at her, showing she was remembered in

connection with the name : and though they were
so absent, and looking out as it seemed from such
vast distances of sorrow, she could not help drop-

ping her own confusedly, and blushing under his

gaze.

"Young man," said Ephraim Jones, suddenly
looking over his spectacles at Hugh, "listen to

this." He spread out a letter he had been writ-

ing, and cleared his throat.

"It is," said he, "to my friend, James Grif-

fith, the manager of Messrs. Tidman's, and I

hope it fittingly expresses your desires and inten-

tions."

Hugh looked from Rymer to Ephraim Jones,
with a glance of quick, eager remonstrance

;
and

the* minister saw and understood it, but in his

bold and downright way of dealing with things,
he had little patience with such refinements of

feeling ;
and he chose now to overlook Hugh's si-

lent allusion to the presence of Rymer, with grim
sarcasm and indifference, and began to read.

Elias listened with profound attention, Hugh
with averted face, Robert with evident annoyance
for Hugh, whilst Hirell and Kezia turned their

faces reverentially but sadly towards the reader.

"DEAR JAMES, Can you find a place in

your office for a young man possessing some abil-

ity, but no business experiences whatever ? His

age is twenty-one, his moral character good, and
I doubt not, that he would, under strong disci-

pline, such as you have always been remarkable
for exercising, prove of some use in a humble

post. He would bs willing to place himself in

some family of strictly religious principles and

orderly habits, so that his services to Messrs.
Tidman should not suffer in consequence of late

hours, or through any of .the evils which surround
the young and ignorant on first acquaintance with
the world. I should not, of course, ask higher
remuneration than would enable him to subsist

with rigorous economy, and an unflagging self-de-

nial, such as his youth and health render him
quite capable of e'xercising. He writes a good
hand, but is a poor accountant, and quite unused
to application. This is, however, a quality he
would soon gain at your hands; and I have no

doubt, that with the grace of God, he would prove
a useful and faithful servant to Messrs. Tidman,
to whom have the kindness to convey my respect-
ful remembrance, and show this letter.

" I shall speak of myself and my progress on
this Welsh mission when I see you, which, God
willing, will be at the end of the present week.

Trusting you will oblige me in the matter of which
I have written, I am, dear sir, yours truly,

"EPHRAIM JONES."

The minister as he refolded his letter looked at

Hugh with eyes that seemed not asking but de-

manding his approbation of it. Elias looked at

him in much the same way, but his gaze had also

something of entreaty.
Hugh remained still with his face turned away

from Rymer ;
his cheek was burning, his eyes

were cast down in painful thought.

Ephraim Jones began to rap with his thick fin-

gers impatiently on the table, and to lower his

shaggy eyebrows."
Well, young man," said he, "may we pre-

sume that you concur with the sentiments ex-

pressed in this letter, and intend to forward them
to the best of your ability ?"

"I hope you'll pardon me, sir," cried Robert,
no longer able to contain himself,

' ' but I really
must say this is not business-like it is not in-

deed. A fellow like Hugh, with his education

and talents, to be spoken of in that way, why you
couldn't say less of any ignorant shop-boy. Do .

let me try, Elias," he said, turning to the elder

brother eagerly, "what /can do before this let-

ter is sent. I am sure I could find him a situa-

tion better than any such a letter as that can bring
him."

Hugh's eyes filled with a grateful moisture as

Robert spoke. Then he turned them entreating-

ly towards his brother.

"May this be so, Elias?" he asked. "May
Robert try for me, and may that letter be de-

layed ?"
"
Hugh," answered Elias slowly,

"
I am satis-

fied with that letter. Robert Chamberlayne !

"

and all the wrath and bitterness of his sorrow

rose in his voice and eyes as he turned towards

his cousin "have I had such good reason to be

satisfied with your judgment as to accept it a sec-

ond time ?"
"

I have done, Morgan," replied Robert quick-

ly. "You know how to silence me, and you
use your knowledge generously. Even for Hugh's
sake I can say no more," and he got up from the

table.
"
Come, come, friend Elias," interposed Ephra-

im Jones,
"

let there not be an angry parting be-

tween you and your young relative. He means
well. If he condemns my letter for being unbusi-
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ness-like, it is because he differs from me in his

notions of the quality and intent of business.

You are satisfied ?"

"I am," answered Elias, "and I trust that

Hugh has more respect for our opinions and

wishes than for those of a person even less serious

and enlightened than himself. What do you say,

brother ?"

Hugh did not answer ;
but as Robert moved to

Avish Kezia farewell, his eyes followed him with

the yearning of a prisoner who sees his would-be

deliverer turned from the jail gate.
"
Good-bye, Kezia," said Robert, "I mustn't

stay here, a wolf among lambs, any longer."

Kezia's eyes were turned anxiously towards

Hugh, to whose side she went when Robert had

shaken hands with her, and gone round to Hirell.

"Hugh," said Elias, with that peculiar thick-

ening of the voice which came to him in moments
of excitement,

" I have heard no word of ap-

proval or acknowledgment, yet, of this service

which our friend Ephraim Jones is doing you."

Hugh still remained silent, in sadness rather

than in obstinacy or anger. Kezia, as she sat by
him, gently plucked his sleeve and whispered,

" Dear Hugh, say something. Oh think! has

he not enough to bear ?''

She had a tender winning voice, and eyes like

it, and Hugh looked at her and received their per-
suasion passively.

In a minute he turned his head wearily to the

minister.
' ' I thank you, sir, for what you have done," he

said.

"And will he take thanks from you, sir, so

grudged ?" asked Elias, with rising anger.

"Enough, my boy, enough," cried the minis-

ter, extending his great arm across to take Hugh's
hand. "Elias, you require too much of the

young man. Could the captives of Israel thank
him who should point out for them the road of

their exile ?"

Robert leaned over Hirell's chair, and said

"Good-bye, Hirell;" and she looked up at

him with eyes so brimful of her own griefs, that

they asked and won of him forgiveness for being
too heedless of his. He even smiled as he pressed
her hand, and all the pleasantness of his liking
came over her.

Their friendship had been founded on simple
knowledge of each other, and the habit of being
and thinking together. As no admiration on
either side made them exaggerate its strength, all

that there was of it was genuine, and knit into

their very natures. It was like that primitive mys-
terious link between blood relations, that is oft-

en never felt till it is suddenly broken by some
bitter family dissension or death. Hirell's liking
for Robert was as a stream that ran too deep and
strong to make any of the murmurings by which
a shallower one attracts and excites the mind. If
her bright imagination had once looked down into

it, it might have burst into sunny beauty ;
but as

it was, it flowed silently and unseen refreshing
her without her knowledge.

"Good-bye, Robert," said Hirell, and their

hands clasped with clinging earnestness.
All had risen to take leave of Robert, except

the lodger, who sat at the table still, either lost in

thought, or anxious to appear unobservant of the

disagreements that had taken place.
The simple hospitality of Elias would not allow

him to sit while his guest and kinsman took his

departure ;
but the attitude in which he stood at

the head of the table, and the expression on his

face of unmoved severity, did not encourage Rob-
ert to take aliy steps towards lessening the breach
between them.
He had wished them all good-bye, and now ap-

proached Elias.

"Well, good -night, Morgan," he said, and
held out his hand.

"Good-night, Robert Chamberlayne," answer-
ed Elias, as he took coldly the proffered hand.

Robert noticed the coldness, became flushed

and irritated, then turned to go." The lantern," demanded Elias, turning slow-

ly to Kezia.

She brought it, and they were not surprised to

see him follow Robert
;

for it Avas his common
custom to light any one who went away at a late

hourbeyond the first white gate. Hirell and Hugh
went after them.

Robert remembered the last time he left Bod
Elian they had all followed him then, but not si-

lently as to-night ;
the long, stone passages and

kitchens had rung with blithe farewells, and en-

treaties that innumerable commissions with which
he was charged, might be remembered

;
that let-

ters might be quickly answered
;
that nobody and

nothing about the farm might ever be forgotten by
him

;
and now he had nothing to do for any of

them
;
no one had asked him to write, or wish-

ed to be remembered by him. He longed to turn

back and tell Hugh that he might rely on his

friendship when he came to London, but he dared

not, for Elias was between them.
Hirell fully expected some outburst from Rob-

ert at the injustice with which he was being treat-

ed. It was like a dream to her to see him go
after once turning his face towards her out of
the gate and down the hill, and then to feel that

he was gone.
Her father's harshness to Robert made her

own thoughts ofhim kinder than they would other-

wise have been. She laid her hand on the gate,
and looked down in the direction of his foot-

steps sounding crisply on the slaty path, and

falling into the rhythm of the fresh autumn

night.
The light fringe of garden trees waved airily

on her left, and seemed to lean and hearken af-

ter the footsteps with her
;
and the water in the

deep ravine to hurry and cry louder
;
while the

oxen in the field showed their breath in the faint

starlight, as they turned towards the sound.
'

It went on, farther and fainter, and seemed to

leave a chill behind it
;
and when it was quite

gone from Hirell's hearing, and she took her

arms from the gate and gazed round, the garden
trees looked still and dull, the water plunged
down the ravine with a crashing, gloomy monot-

ony, the oxen lowered their heavy heads again,

and tore and chewed the tough, dry grass. He
who like the fairy prince would have changed it

all, was gone, and the place left still under the

dreary spell.

Elias had given Hugh the lantern, and was

waiting for Hirell.
"
Father," she said, as she came up to him,

" I

want to ask you if I have done right or wrong in

some matter in which I have acted without ask-

ing your advice."

"*What is it,
Hirell?" he said, gravely.
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"Robert Chamberlayne has asked me to mar-

ry him, and I told him I can not."

Whatever Elias felt at the news, he kept con-

cealed in his own breast. He said not a word
till they bad nearly reached the door, and then

he asked her

"Was it before before this bubble burst, or

after?"
" After he knew of it all, but before he let us

know.
"

He looked at her pausing in the doorway to

do so, as they were entering he looked at her

with a keen, penetrating glance, and then across

at the gate by which Robert had gone away.
"I thought of myself alone when I answered

him," said Hirell.
"

If he had asked me after

all this, I can not tell but perhaps for all our

sakes, I might have been tempted to give him a
different answer."
"And he saw this when he decided to speak

to you first! I honor Robert for it, Hirell. I

shall write and tell him so."
" I care enough for him to be very glad to hear

you say that, father," answered Hirell gratefully.

They went into the house, and Elias shut the

door, and followed her into the kitchen.

They found there Ephraim Jones and the lodg-

er, by no means in a friendly attitude towards each

other, and Kezia looking on in much distress.

"I maintain, sir," the minister was saying,
"that it is utterly beneath the manners of a
Christian or what I suppose is a stronger word
in your vocabulary a gentleman."

"
May I trouble you for my candle ?" said Ry-

mer to Kezia.

"What is this, Ephraim?" inquired Elias.

".Friend Morgan," said the minister, "have I

not rightly informed this person in telling him
that every one under your roof is expected to be

present at evening prayers ?"

"It is my rule," answered Elias.
" And one which by no means should you per-

mit to be broken,
"
cried the minister.

"My candle, if you please," repeated Rymer
to Kezia, who stood looking hesitatingly from one
to another.

"Your candle," said Ephraim Jones; "and
what candle, sir, will light you in the darkness of
a night unhallowed by prayer ?"

"
Shall we begin at once, friend Ephraim ?" pro-

posed Elias, "as Mr. Rymer appears anxious to

retire; and, indeed, it is growing later than I

thought,
"
he added, looking at the clock.

"You are very kind," said the lodger; "but
pray do not alter your arrangements onmy account,
for I am going at once to my room. Oblige me
with a candle."

And he took it with a bow from Kezia's yield-

ing hand, saying,
"
I fear I must trouble you to

show me what bedroom I am to occupy."
She turned a perplexed look on her master.
"
Elias," said the minister,

"
it is your duty to

uphold, like the ancient fathers of Israel, the stat-

utes of your house."
"

Surely, sir," interposed Hugh, who had just
entered and seen how things stood between their

guest and lodger,
" Mr. Rymer can do as he likes.

He is not under the obligation of a visitor. He
buys a home of us, and I can npt see how our
share in the bargain is to be fair unless we give
him a home with all its privileges and liberties."

"And one of the privileges and liberties he is to

enjoy," said the minister,
"

is letting Satan find a

passage through his heart to your very fireside.

Take heed, Elias ! May not the exposure of one
sheep bring the wolf into the fold or the care-
lessness of one soldier betray the whole garri-
son ?"

The word of the Reverend Ephraim Jones was
law at Bod Elian, and all stood irresolute and
perplexed. Every one, even Elias himself, would
have been glad to let the lodger have his will, and
relieve them of his presence, yet no one dared
volunteer to show him the way to his room.

Rymer's position was even more embarrassing.
He stood with the candle in his hand determined

upon going, yet not knowing in the least which

way to turn.

At last he remembered Nanny, and, instantly he
did so, went towards the kitchen where he had
seen her.

Hirell and Kezia were thankful to hear them
going up stairs together ;

and to see by the man-
ner in which Ephraim Jones flung into a chair,
and opened his Bible, that he had given up the

contest.

"Perverse and stubborn spirit," he cried, shak-

ing his head at the door by which Rymer had

gone out
;

" God grant that this night sleep alone

may visit him, for if death got hold of him, sharp
indeed were its sting, and great

' the grave's vic-

tory.' But come, friends, come, fellow-soldiers,
maimed and weary before we leave the battle-

field to rest under the tent of night, let us kneel

down at our Commander's feet, and make known
to him the defeats and triumphs of the day, and
ask of him that he will enlighten us as to the

duties of to-morrow."

They all knelt, and he prayed specially men-

tioning Hugh in his prayer and setting forth

such a terrible vista of temptations to be passed
through by the young man as to make the wom-
en tremble, and redouble the anxiety of Elias.

Hirell knelt where she could see the minister's

face
;
but it was not while he was praying that

she cared so much to look at it, but when his prayer
was finished. Then, as if the loud voluminous
tones of his own voice had acted like a kind of thun-

der on his mental atmosphere, and cleared it ofthe

evils which filled it, keeping him forever watchful

and antagonistic, his face grew calm, peaceful, ra-

diant.

His eyes swam in glad light, like the eyes of a

soldier who descries through the battle's smoke,
and lines of interknitting steel, the green hills of

the land on which he would set his foot as a con-

queror.
Hirell gazed at him in childlike wonder and

reverence as he knelt there, his large red face

slightlv raised, his thick lips firmly set, his nostrils

distended, his blotched forehead up-drawn in thick

lines, his eyes full of tender ecstasy.

Did he see his little boy who had been taken

from him, Hirell wondered. Did he see him on

those glorious shores to which he looked ? The
look was so humanly as well as divinely happy,
she almost thought he must.

She would have liked to ask him when they
rose from their knees, but it was not permissible
at Bod Elian to hold any converse after the last

prayers of the day. She could not forbear touch-

ing his great hand with her lips when he wished

her good-night and blessed her.

Then Elias went first with the one light which
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was to be set in the passage before the partly-open

doors to serve for all.

They were all on the broad oak staircase togeth-

er, Elias foremost with the candle, then Ilirell and

Kezia, then Hugh with his two dogs, who always

lay at his door, and Ephraim Jones came guard-

ing the rear, his great Bible in his hand.

As he passed Kymer's door, he could not him-

self forbear breaking the silence by a deep groan,

which so startled Hugh's dogs that they growled

ominously till silenced by their young master's

foot.

Rymer heard both sounds, and felt as strange

in his bedchamber as he had done at the supper-

table of his new Welsh home.

CHAPTER XVI.

THE autumn rains set in now with persistent

force, making the slow monotonous days at Bod
Elian pass still more slowly and monotonously,
and impoverishing Elias Morgan's scant harvest

fields.

In spite of the wet weather, the lodger spent
most of his time out-of-doors, and when he
remained in shunned the family, and shut him-
self up in his own room. He was so irregular
in his habits, as to cause Elias no little annoy-
ance.

On some mornings he would not come from
his bedroom till nearly noon, on others Elias met
him returning before breakfast from the barren

hills behind Moel Mawr. He was an inexhausti-

ble theme for gossip and speculation in the village
of Capel IHtyd, where every morning a group as-

sembled at the little post-office to compare notes

and discuss him. At Bod Elian no such gossip
was permitted. Elias, while in his heart resent-

ing his lodger's apparent contempt for his rules,

sternly silenced all curious comments and specu-
lations concerning him.

Before Ephraim Jones left "Wales, Elias gave
him a simple account of what he had himself ob-

served about Rymer, making no mention of re-

ports that had come to him, and the minister had
answered

"It is manifest to me he is at war with the

enemy of the world. Bear with him while this

appears so
;
honor him if he seem to you victo-

rious
;

cast him from your house if you see signs
of his being conquered, for Satan will use him
there for no good purpose."

Elias, while much impressed with this view of
the case, did not see exactly how to deal with it,

finding it impossible to tell by his lodger's moods
whether he or his supposed antagonist was enjoy-
ing the best of the conflict.

But Elias had little time and few thoughts to

spare away from the hard duties of his farm and
household, and it was much the same with every
one else at Bod Elian. Kezia was busied with

preparations very humble ones this time for

Hugh's departure. Hugh intended to be of won-
derful assistance to Elias with the harvest work,
but he was restless and preoccupied as most
people are on the eve of a great change. Elias
was very patient with him, and never told him he
was doing him more harm than good.
The lad had already recovered so much hope

concerning his prospects in London, that Elias

began to have less anxiety about him.
His greatest care was Hirell. It was the

thought of her that so often kept his weary eyes
from closing at night, and that made his meagre
harvest bitter to him.

She was drooping daily in spirits and in health
he saw it he had seen it from the very day

when the great shock had come to them. He
watched her in perplexity and fear. If she had
fretted and complained he would have understood
that as the natural effect of disappointment. But
he never saw her in tears

;
and if she sometimes

spoke impatiently, it was never on the subject of
their poverty but generally to Kezia for showing
too much concern for her.

Sometimes Elias returning with his little cart

full of spare sheaves up the field in front of the

house, would see Hirell between the garden trees

standing lost in sad thought. He would have

given up his best acre to know what kind of

thought it was. Did the girl reproach him in

her own mind, he wondered, for letting her enjoy
too much the fruits of their brief prosperity ?

One day Nest Lloyd, the curate's daughter,
who had visited them two or three times since

their trouble, called and left some books for Ki-
rell.

Elias watched her when Nest was gone tak-

ing up one volume after another and throwing
eacli down again impatiently. He went over to

the settle where she sat, and looked at the titles.

"And did the child of a minister of the gospel
advise you to read these ?" he said.

"
They are

novels, the work of those who think the world
so deficient in wickedness and vanity they must
needs imagine more. Hirell, you will not read
these?"

"
Very well, father," she acquiesced, wearily.

He was touched by her passiveness. It rather

pained him, appearing as if she had no interest in

any thing. He felt himself growing weak enough
to wish she would ask leave to read one of the

books, and detecting the weakness, said sternly
"Such works are most pernicious."
"It is a pity then that some of them are so

beautiful," answered Hirell.
" Then they have corrupted your mind already,

or you could not think so," said her father.

"Perhaps that is it," she returned, sadly, but

quite simply, and without a touch of satirical

meaning in her voice.

Elias was more and more disappointed. He
now quite longed for her to ask for one of the

books; and was so angry with himself for the

feeling that he put them aside and said
"
See that these are sent back, and no more of

their kind allowed to enter this house."

"Yes, father," said Ilirell, without looking a
bit distressed or disappointed.
"And do you take pleasure in reading such

things ?" asked Elias, hoping still to draw a re-

quest from her.

"While I am reading them yes," answered
Hirell

;
"I have found the greatest happiness I

have ever known in reading two or three but I

think it must be a kind of fool's paradise, for I

find my own life so much duller afterwards. At
all events I know I am the sadder for reading
them. I know it is better for me to give them

up."
The sight of the books going away cost Elias
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far more regret than it did Hirell. He could not

understand her. She was a mysteiy to him, but

he had a deep faith in her
;
he was certain that

the mystery hid something good and beautiful

that his mind was too dense to understand. He
had no wish to see her mind brought to the level

of his own, nor did he ever once tell himself she

was better left to her own thoughts, and that there

could be nothing in common between them. The
more saintly and beautiful she seemed to him,
the more his heart cried out that she was his

child the more his mind yearned up to hers.

He was frightened of his love and reverence for

her frightened that they might weaken his hand
as a father and guide, and in this fear he oft-

en dealt more harshly with her than any one
else.

He was sitting one morning at his bureau, in

the close little parlor, busy at accounts, when the

door opened and closed, and without hearing a

step on the carpet he knew that Hirell stood near

him.
"Are you very busy, father? may I speak to

you ?" she said.

His hard fingers fluttered nervously among the

bills in the bureau. It was an unusual thing her

coming to him in this way.
"Surely, Hirell;" he answered, half turning

towards her.

She sat down on one of the old horse-hair

chairs, and fell with a grace indescribable for its

gentle naturalness into her customary attitude,
her elbow in one hand, and her chin in the other.

"Father," she said,
"
Ephraim Jones was talk-

ing with me the other night before he left us, about

my going away from home and doing something
to earn my own living."

Elias turned his face towards the bill-file, and
moved the papers up and down. After a minute
he moistened his lips, and said

"Well, Hirell?"
"

I have thought a great deal about it, and I

feel it would be better, much better if I did."

Her cheek was flushed, and her hazel eyes were

very earnest as she met her father's slow, puzzled

gaze.
"You wish to go away from home, Hirell?"

he asked her, slowly."
I wish it very much. "

She had no thought of paining him. She had

conjectured he might disapprove of her wish, that

he might refuse to gratify it, but it had never oc-

curred to her that he might be shocked or hurt.

He had so carefully concealed his heart behind
his conscience, that those belonging to him had
almost forgotten it lived and felt. Hirell had

great veneration for his character
;
he seemed to

her to embody all that was grand in the old puri-

tans, of whom she delighted to read. She had
also a strong love for him

;
but this she looked

on from childhood as a useless possession, for ever

since she could run alone she had been taught
to do all that she did for duty's, not love's sake.

To her he was faultless, but cold and unmoved

by human weakness as a rock.

When she watched him moving the papers in

the bureau, she Avas disturbed by no fear but of

her wish being denied to her.

"Will you tell me, Hirell." asked Elias, very

gently,
"
why you think it better for you to leave

home ?"
" I'm afraid I can no* see all the reasons plain

enough to tell them to you," said Hirell,
" but one

great thing that I want to go for is
"

She hesitated. Elias thought she doubted his

power of understanding her, but Hirell's doubt
was all of herself.

' ' What is the one great thing you want to go
for, Hirell?" he asked.

" To see," she answered,
"
to see if life every-

where is as hard and dull, and unlike all the

beautiful life in books as it is here."

"No," said Elias, a faint color rising in his

cheek,
"

it is not. I can answer for that, Hirell.

You might go far and find no place so poor as

your father's house just now. It is no wonder

you should wish to leave it."

"No," cried Hirell, her sweet voice ringing
out with sudden passion,

"
father, it is not that

it is not that. My want I can not tell you. I
do not know unless it be I want the Avish to live

but at least I can not find it here. Oh, let me
go, I want to find out not only for myself, but

for us all, which is false all the things I read

and think of, or this life this sad, sad life we all

lead here.

Elias leaned his elboAV on the bureau, and his

forehead in his hand, for some time, without an-

SAvering.

At last he looked up with heavy, wistful eyes.
"I believe, Hirell," he said, "you have

thoughts which I can not understand, and I do
not think it is because they are too foolish, but

because they are too deep. In this case I had
better leave it to your own wish to go or stay.

If you think it for your good to go, then go,
but

''

He stopped suddenly, and Hirell looked round

in gentle surprise.
His head as he sat at the bureau, Avith his back

toAvards her, was upright when she turned, but

as she looked, it drooped forwards, and the hard
hands received it, the fingers quivering as if they
Avould reason with and uphold it against its weak-
ness.

Hirell's eyes dilated, and filled with* water and

light her heart swelled. She looked at the bent

figure. Would it turn upon her angrily in a min-

ute ? Should she go out of the room ? She felt

he would wish she should.

She did go a feAV steps, but came back and stood

near him.
She laid her hand upon his shoulder, requiring

all her courage to do so. He was difficult to ap-

proach in his lightest moods. Was she not dar-

ing too much to come near him in his sorrow ?

"Father," she said, schooling her voice, that

her yearning sympathy might not show itself, and

annoy or startle him, and there was only percep-
tible in its music a faint breath of the passion she

crushed doAvn, that stole sweetly into his senses,

like the perfume of a trodden flower, "Father,
have I vexed you ? am I Avrong in what I have

asked ?"

He raised his head slowly and looked at her.

The tenderness in her eyes was like some strange

transfiguring light upon her. He gazed at her as

at something holy and far off, and shook his head.

"No, Hirell," he said, "if it seems right to

you to go go but I
"

The flinty eyes filled, and turned from her slow-

ly, as he added
"

I AA'ns sorry, for I had need of you. I had

! need of vou."
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She stood a minute her face streaming with

large calm tears.

Then she knelt by him and clasped her hands

on his knee.
"
Father," she said,

" how wise you are ! Oh
I am amazed to think what wisdom God has

given you. You have lighted all my darkness
;

you have shown me what my want was."
" My child ! what was it ?"

She put her arms up round his neck, and laid

her wet face on his bosom, whispering with a

deep joy,
' '

Oh, father, my need was that you should need

me."

CHAPTEK XVII.

A BEAM OP LIGHT.

THE earliest step on the oak stairs of Bod
Elian, next morning, was Hirell's.

The night had been one of awakening instead

of sleep for her
;
she had for the first time been

brought to understand how all the sternness and

strength with which her father had encountered
their late misfortune had been wrung from a na-

ture sensitive as her own
;

less selfishly, more

nobly sensitive she felt. How easily had the blow
struck her down ! How helpless, how weak she
had been while all the household had been pa-

tiently and bravely bearing their increased bur-

dens ! Poor Hugh was to be cast inexperienced,

unprepared as he was, into the world, to make
his own way as best he might.

Kezia, in addition to the heavier housework
that Hirell's negligence had imposed on her, was

earning a few pence a week by knitting stockings
for the post-office shop of Capel Illtyd ;

and was
so anxious over this private little scheme of hers

that Hirell had once seen her fingers moving in

her sleep, as if busy with needles and worsteds.

"And 1 have done nothing since that misera-
ble day," she thought, "but neglect what little

work I did before, and add seriously to their

anxiety."
Then came the question, at first put passion-

ately to herself, then fervently and entreatingly
to God,

" What can I do ? what can I do ?"

Then she lay still and thought. She longed
to be of great service to them all. She felt capa-
ble of achieving some act of heroism, if only it

might be pointed out to her
;
but she at once saw

the danger of any such dream keeping her from

accepting humbly and with fitting earnestness,
the small, insignificant duties which alone were

ready to her hand.
When in the morning she looked into her small

dressing-glass nailed to the window-frame, the

sight of her face, the beauty of which was inten-
sified by the tenderness and enthusiasm that had
sprung up in her heart, had a strange effect upon
her. She took it as an evidence that the purity
and light belonging to one of the elect were still

in her spirit; and that her labors in,the house,
humble as they might be, were to be blessed by
God.
With her feet unshod and her clumsy wooden

shoes in her arm, that her steps on the bare oak
stairs might not disturb the weary sleepers, she
came from her room fresh, bright, noiseless as the
sunbeams on the old stone walls

; and, in so do-
ing, startled back into his room a certain restless

spirit who was slowly opening his door and med-
itating an escape from the house when the fair

apparition appeared before him.
She did not see him, but sat down on the seat

of the old window on the stairs to look at the sun

shining over her father's fields. They had yield-
ed nearly all their little harvest, and were looking

empty and worn out
;
but Hirell's gaze rested on

them tenderly, and found a pathetic beauty in

what others would have seen but as stony barren
wastes. There bloomed for her, at their comers
and edges, memories brighter than the blue corn-

flowers, and richer than the scarlet poppies of

Robert Chamberlayne's Kentish fields. How
many years had these black furrows and clods

drunk the sweat of hands dear to her ! By what

hopes at sowing time, and disappointments at har-

vest, were they not consecrated ! She wondered
she could have longed so to leave them

;
her eye

glistened with joy to think how gently she had
been turned back. And, thinking this, Hirell rose

and went down the stairs, pausing sometimes to

feel how very still the house was
;
and to listen, with

her finger on her lip, to the deep calm breathing
she could hear from the upper rooms. There was

something strange to her in this feeling. She told

Kezia afterwards that she thought God must have
called her to show her how sweet and sacred He
kept the house during their helplessness.

All the time she was descending, her face was

looking up towards where the sleepers lay, with a

smile of deep, reverential joy ;
and she whisper-

ed softly to herself, as she thought of all their

trouble,

"He givcth his beloved sleep."

The ticking of the old clock in the hall seemed
to give no suggestion ofhaste, or eA*en progression,
but seemed rather like the measured tread of pac-

ing feet, as ifTime himself had turned sentinel to

watch them. As Hirell took her hat from the

row that lay on the bench by the door, it seemed
to her a stranger might almost tell the characters

of the owners by looking at them. There was
her father's tall-crowned beaver, with a curve in

its brim, which had a rigid, obstinate look peculiar
to itself. There was Hugh's soft felt with the

crushed crown, old and soiled, but with careless

grace in every line as it lay upon the bench.
There was Kezia's of the ancient sugar-loaf

shape prim, and straight, and neat
;
and there

was the large low-crowned beaver worn by the

Reverend Ephraim Jones on his visit to Bod Eli-

an
; which, with its nap turned the wrong way,

had caught the antagonistic expression of its

wearer's face arid form.

Hirell took her own from among them, and
went out into the square flat field in front of the

house, where the cows were standing by the wall

waiting for Nanny to milk them.
There was a wild freshness in the morning, a

joyous hurrying of water, gushes of birds' song
glad and loud, flying armies of yellow leaves mad
with liberty, a merry minstrel in every tree shak-

ing music from it, and rain-drops that came clash-

ing brightly down like tears shaken off by laugh-
ter.

Blithely as a child Hirell ran against the breeze,
and came laughing and singing among the cows,
which she caressed and spoke to separately with

that soft drawl in the voice with which one often

speaks to children or animals.
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In the old times, when nothing but poverty and
hard toil was expected at Bod Elian, Hirell had

always helped Nanny with the .milking ;
but she

discontinued this directly the news came of their

good fortune, for she had always disliked the

task, and other and far pleasanter duties were

thronging to her hand.

She had not resumed it when all that dream
was over

; and, seeing her sad eye and pale

cheek, they had not urged it upon her. Nanny
had grumbled, but only with her face buried in

the cows' sides, and would not have said a word
about it to Hirell or Elias for the world.

This morning when Nanny went, gaping and

rubbing her eyes, to where the two tin pails hung,
she could not find them

;
and was uttering one

of her not very refined maledictions on the per-
son who had moved them, when, glancing round,
she saw them standing ready with the milk in

them.
In her surprise she glanced up to the little deep

square window, and saw there a face looking at

her Avith a sweet expression pensive, amused,
penitent. The little hand, in which the chin rest-

ed, was red with its labor
;
and the snowy fore-

head was moist under the half rings of auburn
haii* that had been ruffled against the cows' sides

;

the hazel eyes looked deep, and full, and very
bright.
As Nanny looked at that face her own became

ennobled by a tender admiration and affection.
"
Yes, yes !" she said in Welsh, with a rough

fervor in her voice, "they did right to call you
so, Hirell, Hirell!"

The head, set like a picture in the square stone

window-frame, shook gently, and a voice answer-

ed, also in Welsh

"No, Nanny; it is too holy a name for me.

Angel ! ah, what must the real angels think of

me for keeping it.
"

"Nonsense, Miss Hirell-iacA /"* said Nanny,
"they know fast enough you've as much right to

it as they have
;
and indeed more, for they know

it's more to your credit to stay here, where angels
are so much needed, than to sit up there twang-
ing their harps and hallelujahing all their time

away. You not an angel ! Why what more would

you do to be one ?"
" My work as I used to do it, for one thing,

Nanny ;
so mind you call me to-morrow, if I do

not wake myself," answered Hirell.

Then the face passed from the window the

beam of light was gone from before Nanny's eyes.
It came upon Kezia next, as she stood looking

in amazement at the breakfast all prepared and

ready.
"Is any thing wrong, Kezia?" asked Hirell at

the open door.

Kezia looked concerned half frightened.

"Hirell, dear, you should not do this," she

said. "Your father, what would he say? he
does not wish you to work hard

;
he will certain-

ly be vexed.
"

"He is coming, Kezia; let us go and meet
him."

Elias, returning from a far-away field where the

plough was at work, saw them coming, and the

bright fresh morning seemed to brighten and
freshen still more. A sudden light shower had
dashed down, and been caught by the glorious

* Bach term of endearment.

sunshine, that made it look as if there had been
a fall of jewels.

Hirell approached him laughing and shaking
the wet from her hat.

"Why, father, what a lovely morning!" she

said, with a sweet gayety that'filled Elias with

joy.
" The old year must be in its second child-

hood, for it's all tears and smiles, like April."
Elias said
"
Good-morning, Hirell, God be with you."

And repeated the same invariable morning greet-
ing to Kezia.

They went on towards the house together, Hi-
rell's gayety sobered as usual by her father's pres-
ence, but not destroyed.

Mr. Rymer was standing at the door watching
the three as they approached. He had passed a
restless night, and was for once thankful for the

early habits of the house which enabled him to

shorten the solitary self-communing which had in

this particular instance become almost unendura-
ble.

The long breakfast-table had, perhaps, owing
to Hirell's deft hands, a more than usually invi-

ting air
;
or rather, a less than usually repellent

one to Rymer. Hugh in the outer kitchen was
mending a box to take with him to London

;
and

Nanny was chattering to him, trying to make her
voice heard above the din of his hammering.
The sunshine was streaming into the passage
through the open door

;
and with it a sweet sound

like a voice singing, and coming nearer. Drawn
by the sound, and the warmth of the sunshine, for

he was chill with weariness and want of sleep,
Mr. Rymer went to the door, and saw his land-

lord and the two women coming up the field.

The youngest walked a little in advance of the
others on the side nearest her father

;
and was

sending sweet peculiar notes, half plaintive, half

joyous, up the bright wet field before her. She
was not walking trippingly, or as if any childish

superabundance of spirits prevented her keeping
pace Avith the others

;
her step Avas elastic, eager,

but quiet and even, and had more the gliding
likeness of a spirit than mere youthful buoyancy.
As she approached near to the house and saAV

Mr. Rymer standing at the door, she fell back a

little; so that her father and Kezia might enter

first.

The lodger received from each a characteristic

glance and salutation. His host's look was brief

and severe as his "good-morning," Kezia's very
gentle and full of humble solicitude at his pale, al-

tered face, but Hirell's eyes looked into his with

the modest boldness of perfect indifference
; they

Avere so open, so dewy, so unflinching and un-self-

conscious, that the man's sad eyes gazed back into

them as if they were as insensible of his gaze or

its profound sadness, as two lovely floAvers into

Avhose depths it might comfort him to look. It

surprised him to see them fill suddenly with sweet

human pity, and droop as Hirell passed him on
the threshold.

After breakfast Mr. Rymer found himself sit-

ting in his landlord's dull little room listening to a
voice talking and singing by turns in much the

same mood as he had looked into Hirell Morgan's
beautiful eyes. He listened to it without think-

ing of the owner. It deadened the sharp aching
of his head to rest it against the Avail by the win-

doAv, and listen to the strange language uttered

by the sAveet, peculiar voice. It blended so per-
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fectly with the scene on which he looked the

tender outlines, and shading of grand heights, and

soft depths the poor simple houses scattered

here and there, looking so lowly and plain, as if the

builder had feared to blot God's work by theirs,

and had therefore done no more than necessity

required.
Hirell's voice singing over her work in the outer

kitchen seemed the very music of these things,

at one moment high and clear, dying off in soft,

faint indistinctness, like those ethereal mountain

points, then falling into depths of rich, dreamy
tenderness, sweet and mysterious as seem the

deep valleys in the distance
;
then suddenly would

sound the very key-note of sharp poverty suffer-

ing, but enduring patient, but pleading.
Mr. Rymer was not the only person at Bod

Elian who listened to Hirell's voice just then
;

Elias, harnessing his little rough-coated horse in

the yard, heard her, and to him neither voice

nor language was mysterious, but both impressi-

bly touching and comforting ;
for he drew from

them the knowledge that he was not henceforth

to toil on his stony path alone, but to have with

him a bright, sweet presence, surrounding him
with flowers and light.

How bravely she was striving ! For he knew
that it was a matter of striving for Hirell to turn

suddenly to these mean tasks from which she had

thought herself forever rescued. He knew this,
even if her voice had not told him, as she toiled

and sang.
She was packing the little market-cart, and as

she passed to and from it and the kitchen, she
burst out with a little antique Welsh song, with
such a yearning in her voice that Elias felt his

misgivings return, till he looked up and saw her

bright face smiling as she dragged the heavy
basket along and sang

Blithe is the bird who wings the plain,
Nor sows, nor reaps a single grain ;

Whose only labor is to sing

Through summer, autumn, winter, spring."

"Now, Nanny," cried Hirell, as she returned

and laid her hands on a heavier basket, "you
must help me with this pork." Then, in sud'den

alarm " What are you doing ?"

Nanny replied by holding up a potato and
knife.

"Goodness sake, leave off!" commanded Hi-
rell. "What do we want with them to-day,
and father out, and Kezia making a bread-pud-
ding ?"

" Just a couple for the lodger for the look of

it, Miss Hirell-6acA," pleaded Nanny.
"Well, just a few

;
but for goodness sake be

careful, Nanny. How else are they to last the
winter through ?"

Nanny came and helped her lift the basket, and
as they bore it to the cart Hirell went on with her

song
"At night his little nest he finds,

Nor heeds what fare may next betide;
The change of season nonqrht he mityls,
But for his wants lets Heaven provide."

She held tte shafts as her father and Nanny
put the horse in, and in moving quickly, tore a

long slit in her dress
;
and Elias, as he mounted

and drove slowly over the rough ground, saw her

looking down at it ruefully as she walked back to

the house, singing the last verse of her song

u Oft on the branch he perches gay,
Oft on his painted winga looks he ;

And, penniless, renews his lay,

Rejoicing in unbounded glee."

CHAPTER XVIII.

THE WANDERER.

ONE evening Hugh and Kezia went to a chap-
el meeting at Aber. They were to stay the night
with some friends there, that they might the next

day pack Kezia's furniture ready for its removal
to Rymer's rooms at Bod Elian.

Hirell and her father had spent a quiet evening
together, for the rain had come on with increased

violence, and put a stop to all work out of doors.

They were sitting at one end of the long kitch-

en table, Elias reading and Hirell knitting. They
had no candle, they could no longer afford such a

luxury ;
but on the table over between them stood

a curious little machine, that held, in something
like a pair of nippers, a rush that had been soak-
ed in common household grease. When one rush
burnt out, which it did in very few minutes, Elias

would take another from a little bundle that lay
close at his hand, light it and insert it in the place
of the burnt one. He managed this so dexterous-

ly that Hirell never had to stop the rapid move-
ment of her needles for the want of light.
As the rain beat on the long, low window, Eli-

as raised his head with a troubled look.
" Are you sure, Hirell," he asked, "that Mr.

Rymer is not in his room ?"

"Quite," she answered, "the door is open.
You can see right in as you pass.""

Surely he must have sought some shelter."
"
I hope so," said Hirell.

"Is that the passage door? Yes listen I
think he has come in," said Elias.

They listened, heard footsteps, a loud exclama-
tion from Nanny, and then a faint shivering
voice cry,

"My God! No fire ?"
"
Oh, father, go," said Hirell, "he is very ill."

Elias rose and went quickly to the outer kitch-

en. The rush burnt down to the end, and Hi-

rell, neglecting to light another, was left in dark-
ness.

She went a few yards towards the open door,
and stood still listening.

She heard Elias cross the kitchen nnd pause.
Then she heard his voice speaking clearly and

sharply,

"Go, sir, to your room and take off these wet

things. I will come myself and light you a fire."
"
I can not I can not move," replied the faint

shuddering voice.
" Let me be still. Leave me

to myself."" I shall not," said Elias with increasing stern-

ness.
' '

I have left you to yourself too long. You
are killing yourself, and you know it. I will no
more permit you to trifle with your own life in

this house, than I would with another's."

Then Hirell heard her father's footsteps com-

ing back quickly, and in a minute he met her
where she stood.

"Give me a light, Hirell, in the lantern. I
must saddle Gwen and go to Tan-y-Llyn for Dr.
Robarts."

"
Is he very ill, then, father?"
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' '

I never saw any one look worse quick, Hi- : Nanny set to work lighting a heap of dried furze

rell send Nanny out to help me."
j

and sticks in the huge, sooty chimney ;
and while

She got them the lantern, and then stood' she did so Hirell came nearer, and stood in the
alone in the great dark kitchen, watching the smoke.

Rymer's form was tAvisted round on the oak
settle

;
across the back of which his arms were

pale gleams of light across the window as her fa-

ther and Nanny moved about the yard, and in

and out of the stable and harness-shed.

In a few minutes she heard Gwen's quick, sure-

footed trot on the wet road, and Nanny running
beside it to open the gate.
Then Nanny came back and fell to chopping

wood in one of the sheds, in order to fulfill her

master's instructions to light a large fire in the

lodger's room.
Meanwhile Hirell had heard several times some-

thing like a moan, and a sound as of teeth knock-

ing together, which filled her with apprehensions.
Could she do nothing ? she asked herself, feel-

ing very helpless and very impatient at her help-
lessness.

Soon Nanny came in where he was with her

bundle of sticks, and the next moment she heard
her drop them, and cry sharply

"Miss Hirell! Miss Hirell!"

Hirell was standing in the middle of the out-

er kitchen before Nanny had picked up her lan-

tern.

Her steps had been swift and unhesitating as

the impulse of pity and alarm, which the girl's

cry had awakened in her heart, towards the mis-

erable stranger.
She saw a form huddled together at the end of

the long oak-seat near the chimney ;
and looked

from it to Nanny, asking under her breath :

"What, Nanny?"
Nanny only pointed towards the bent form,

and made a gesture of fright and perplexity.
The truth was, that Rymer had tried to rise,

and had been seized with pain and stiffness, and
thrown himself back with a moan of impatience
and despair.

Hirell stood bewildered. What was she to do ?

She was not at all experienced in cases of ill-

ness. Nest Lloyd had tried to prevail upon her

to visit with her the sick people under her care

about Capel Illtyd ;
but she was obliged to give

up all thoughts of making a nurse or doctress of

Hirell. She was like some wild creature in her

extreme sensitiveness at the sight of physical

pain. A consumptive cough made her tremble
;

a cry of suffering filled her with almost passion-
ate alarm

;
the knowledge of some girl in the

village being in a decline, would cost her days

laid, supporting his face.

When the fire began to give out a glow of light
and warmth, he stirred, shivered, and turned to-

wards it
; stooping so that his arms rested on his

knees.

There was such an animal-like gratitude and

helplessness in the expression of the figure and
white face as it watched the fire, that it gave
Hirell courage to say"

It will burn brighter soon."

Rymer's gray sunken eyes looked up, and grew
puzzled at the vision of grace and sweetness that

stood in the smoke, looking at him.
The young bright eyes, with their fullness of

charity, puzzled him. It was such pure charity,
unsullied by reproach or inquisitiveness. So un-

questioning and large it was there seemed some-

thing angelic in it.

Who was it that looked at him thus ?

. Gradually he remembered who it was
;
he re-

membered Hirell, slowly and with difficulty, as one

Avho, reading a stray line of beautiful poetry,
might recall the poem to which it belongs.

Hirell had been almost fit to tremble at the

sound of her own voice when she spoke to him.
She fully expected him to answer her with anger ;

and the most she hoped for had been sullen si-

lence. She was therefore very much surprised,
and her pity became greatly deepened when he

said, in a voice trembling with gratitude, as he
cowered towards the fire,

"Thanks, thanks!"
At this she took courage and let a warm burst

of pity out upon him in her voice and look :

"
It gets so cold here now at nights ;

and the

rain has been so heavy ;
and you have been out

in it all."

It was like part of the fire's delicious light and
warmth to him hearing her speak so. As the

warmth of the fire came penetrating through his

wet clothes to his cold and aching body, so Hi-

rell's voice and look, with its unquestioning kind-

liness and comfoit, stole through the heavy cling-

ing mists of loneliness and depression that had

gathered about his heart.

The fire blazed, filling the windy chimney with
its light and roar. Rymer leaned down towards

of melancholy thought and restlessness. The 1 it, and let his body and mind wake from their

wise, careful Nest was shocked at her want of numbness, and for the first time for many days
discretion and self-control before such people ;

i know something like comfort. He forgot the

and thought it best to leave off taking her, for noises of the winds and waters, the cries of lost

their sakes, as well as for Hirell's. cattle in the solitary hills where he had wander-

To Rymer's illness was added the fact that
j

ed, and of carrion birds, and remembered only
his reserve and isolation made it a great difficul-

|

the crackling of the fire, and the sweet fresh

ty for her to approach him.
j

sound of Hirell's voice.

If she had found him in a fit or fainting, her
j

As a dog may try to hide from a cruel master,
hesitation to offer assistance would have been i and nearly starve in the attempt, and creep back,
less

;
but the very dejection and wretchedness

; weary, famished, cringing for the dryest bone,
of his attitude, showed his consciousness. And the meanest place at the feet that had so despite-

remembering how studiously he had avoided all fully used him, so had Rymer tried to hide from

contact with her family ever since he entered the world that had grown so bitter for him, and

Bod Elian, even her pity could not overcome her had returned to accept gratefully its meanest corn-

reluctance to intrude herself on his notice.
;

fort.
"
Nanny," she said in a low, timid voice

;

" I Hirell stood on one side of the chimney, knit-

think you had better make a fire here, as Mr. Ry- ting, and Nanny on the other, with her hands on

mer seems too unwell to go to his room yet." j

her hips, and a look of broad sympathy on her
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face, and sometimes she stooped to pick up fallen

brands, and threw them back upon the fire.

They were all silent
; only the crackling of the

fire or a shiver from Eymer broke the stillness.

And in this way more than an hour passed.

At last Elias came, and alone.

Dr. Robarts had been sent for to the Duke of

Cornwall's mines, where an accident had taken

place the day before.

Elias went straight up to Rymer.
" A lad at the mines has had his foot cut off,"

said he, bluntly; "so you must do without the

doctor till to-moiTOw morning. And after all,

you can do yourself more service than he can do

you."
The pale face bending down to the fire re-

mained unmoved.
Hirell looked pained at her father's tone.
' f Yoti had better let me help you up to your

room, Mr. Rymer," said Elias. And he helped
him to rise, and upheld him with a strong arm
as he dragged his stiff, aching limbs across the

room.
Hirell stood watching them, expecting, with

childish eagerness, one parting word or look,

but the sick man did not once turn his head.

"Ill-mannered English brute!" said Nanny,
who had noticed her young mistress's disappoint-
ment. "A fed dog wags his tail but these Eng-
lish ugh !" and she kicked aside the lodger's wet

boots with inexpressible contempt.
Elias made his patient swallow some warm

broth, and in half an hour came down and said

he was sleeping quietly.
In this, however, Mr. Rymer had deceived him,

for he had but closed his eyes in the hope of get-

ting rid of his rough impromptu doctor
;
who had

no sooner left him alone than he rose up on his

elboAV, and began to seek for something among
his clothes by the bedside.

He took from a pocket a little note that he
knew well by feeling as well as sight, and lay
back on his pillow, with his eyes upon the note

as if they read even in the darkness the words
he knew so well Catherine's last words to him
her little, almost illegible note she had been fright-
ened into writing by his incessant watching and
too evident alarm and suspense concerning her.

Waiting once, as usual, in the dusk, outside

the wall of Dola' Hudol, by a spot where he
|

knew she often stood at that hour, to watch the

lights of the town so far below, and of the village
so high above, kindling one by one, waiting at

this place, Rymer heard her coming by herself.

Then he heard her pause, and in an instant his

arms were on the low wr

all, his eyes and voice

chaining her to the spot by their misery.

"Catherine, I can not bear it I must know.
How is he treating you ? Did he see me ? You
are deadly pale, Catherine. Did he see me, then ?

Are you suffering for it ?"

She stood still, her white face leaning a little

forward, like the face of one who has had the
voice of a dead person recalled to her memory,
suddenly, startlingly.
He held his hand out, but at that movement

she started, turned, and walked quickly away.He lost sight of her as she went among a little

group of trees. Would he see her no more ?

Yes the light dress fluttered out again. She
came quickly to the wall, and went from it as

quickly, without i word, a look to him.

But that little note had fallen at his feet. It

contained few words, and none that gave him
comfort only such words, indeed, as drove him
far from the only place he cared for in the world,
and being banished from which made him hate

every other place." I can not tell," Catherine had written,
"what he knows or thinks he is kind, but

seems different from what he has ever been be-

fore. Suspense is killing me. Keep away, if you
have any pity ;

do not add this constant alarm
which your presence about here gives me, to my
other misery."
For several days Rymer had kept out of sight

of the walls and windows of Dola' Hudol
;
and

had wandered on the mountains, exposed to all

the fierce winds, and the frequent rains of the

time, and only returned to seek the shelter of a

home, when he found himself at the last stage of

exhaustion.

As he had sat leaning towards the fire watch-

ing Hirell's five knitting-needles glittering in its

light, there came for him one of those intervals

of peace and quietness which will come, and
sometimes inexplicably, to the greatest sufferers

;

a breathing-space in which one can look upon
one's own pain, and think of it almost as if it

were another's. The delirious patient has some
moment of the day or night when he remembers
whose step has fallen lightest in the sick-room,
whose hand has been most kind, whose eyes have

longest kept awake for him or whose heart has

been wounded most by his impatience. It is a

merciful subsiding of the waters that we may see

our own hearts for a little while, and discover

there and comfort ourselves with the gifts of

human grace and tenderness that sorrow's tide

has brought us.

Such an interval had come just now for Ry-
mer

;
and he found his heart's storm-beaten shore

plenteously strewn with such gifts, and he looked

upon and tried to count them with tenderness

and remorse.

But he could not count them
; they were innu-

merable the delicate kindnesses that had been

offered to and brutishly spurned by him, or churl-

ishly accepted, since he first came to Bod Elian.

To the gentle housekeeper, Kezia Williams, he
knew that he owed many; to Hugh some; to

Elias also a few
;
but he knew that the lightest

step, gentlest hand, and most watchful eye in the

sick-room of his soul all this time had been

What was her strange name ? he asked
;
and a

second time he said it softly to himself it and its

meaning as Chamberlayne had told it to him
" Hirell beam of light angel."

CHAPTER XIX.

A WELSH ANTIQUARY.

WHEN Hirell and Kezia went to meet Elias

returning from his work in the lower fields next

morning, they both asked anxiously about the

lodger; and Elias told them it seemed to him
Mr. Rymer was in some kind of fever

;
that he

was quiet, and willing to see Dr. Robarts when
he should come.

" There is good in him," said Elias
;
"he en-

treated me like a child to raise the blind, that he

might see Criba Ban from where he lay."
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Hirell and Kezia both looked at Rymer's little

window, and from it to the mountain, standing,

kinglike, above the rest^ and both agreed there

must be good in thoughts that could like to climb

so high. Hirell felt too, in her own heart, that

they would hardly be content to rest there, for

there was a flight of great snowy cloud-steps to

take them higher still; and the morning sky
seemed unfolding brighter and more intense

depths of blue.

It was Hugh's last breakfast with them before

his departure for London. All had been arranged

by the Reverend Ephraim Jones, for his entrance

into the office of Messrs. Ticlman, and his lodging
with a Methodist friend, near the chapel where

Ephraim Jones himself preached. Though he
was not going till the evening, his two small

boxes, and the old harp, already stood in the

hall, packed and labelled
"
London," and Nanny,

whenever she could spare time, went and had a

cry by them. More than one of the farm-labor-

ers put their heads in at the door to have a peep
at the wonderful address

;
and several persons

came up from Capel Illtyd, in the course of the

morning, for the same purpose.
The game-keeper from Dola' Hudol came with

a message from his master, who had always been
a sort of patron of Hugh's, to ask him not to go
without paying him a farewell visit. So Hugh
had to unpack one of the boxes, and put on his

best clothes to go down to the great house for

half an hour or so.

He went the nearest way, going from the road
at Capel Illtyd and across the fields down into the

valley, and in his walk he found how true was the

old Welsh proverb, that parting looks are mag-
nifiers of beauty. Never before had the grass
seemed to shine with such emerald brightness, or

the plumage of the magpies and sea-gulls flashed

above it so dazzlingly white. Was there any
place in England where sea and land birds min-

gled as they did here, making such gladness and
life in the air ? Even the children playing at

holding a grand Eisteddfodau in a ditch came in

for a share of his rekindled admiration.

Surely only mountain air, and only Cambrian
mountain air could make such tints and outlines,
such hardy delicacy of bloom and graceful

strength. Two farm-girls passed him, and be-
fore they had well got by, they heard him sing-

ing a Welsh song :

" Full fair the Gleisiad* in the flood

Which sparkles 'neath the sun;
And fair the thrush in green abode,

Spreading liis wings in sportive fun;
But fairer look, if truth be spoke,
The maids of County Merion."

As he stood waiting at the little side-door at

Dola' Hudol, looking at the sheep grazing in the
rich swelling meadow, even they reminded him
how clumsy and ungainly the English sheep,
which he had seen at Dolgarrog markets, were
in comparison with those graceful, agile little

creatures, whose pretty intelligent faces were to

be seen peering fearlessly over the most giddy
heights, along which they ran nimbly as mice.

Hugh was shown into the library, and left there

to await Mr. Rhys, who had sent word to him to

amuse himself with the harp, or look at any thing
he liked till he came to him.

* The Salmon : (Mr. Borrow's translation).

Hugh, however, remained standing just where
the servant had left him, too much overpowered
by the gloom and grandeur of the Welsh antiqua-
rian's "holy of holies

"
to move hand or foot.

He had often been in that room before, and
been made supremely happy by a sight of those

precious relics of the ancient glory of his country.
Sometimes Mr. Rhys had read aloud to him from
old manuscripts, sitting in his higsQ&cked t^rone-
like chair like a modern Don Quixote ;

an& some-
times he had made Hugh read, or play to him on
the magnificent harp, while he leaned back with

eyes half-closed, revelling in dreams from which
he always rose with a prouder carriage of the

head, and more haughty step and voice. Hugh
likewise would go home with an air of grand mel-

ancholy, inspired by the contemplation of his an-
cestral greatness, and require some rousing words
from Elias, before he became sufficiently recon-

ciled to the existing state of affairs, to be able to

take his part in the work of the farm.

But in spite of old acquaintance, the library at

Dola' Hudol impressed him that morning as much
as ever its owner could have desired that a lowly
and young Bardic retainer should be impressed

by sui'h a sanctuary.

Perhaps the contrast between the great exploits
of the noble wearers of those helmets bending
over the door and window-frames, and his own
narrow path of duty as carved out for him by the

Reverend Ephraim Jones, made him feel more in-

tensely his own humbled and their exalted state.

These relics and tokens of past greatness were
not exposed in the common light of day.

Through the carving of an enormous piece of
oak part of a Gothic screen which blocked up
one window, and through the stained glass of an-

other window came such a light as should alone
touch those rare mementos of Kymric glory. It

showed the antiquity of the books in the dingy
oak cases without irreverently exposing their di-

lapidations. Yet they had been wonderfully well

preserved. It was easy to see by the equal yel-
lowness of their pages, and the general diy, crum-

bling look of their bindings, that no student had

given them such destructive usage as Time him-
self.

Several of these cases had glass slides, which

revealed, not books, but vessels of pottery dug up
from a British camp ;

urns with human ashes
;

two golden sickles of the Druids one broken,
one only a little chipped ;

incense dishes
;

a

breastplate of richly embossed gold, and several

curious drinking-cups. But the most famous of

these, the Hirlas, was placed on the slab of slate

supposed to be stained by the blood of a martyred
warrior. This slab was supported by two blocks

of stone, which also had their own marvellous his-

tories engraved upon them in three or four lines

of Welsh poetry, now perfectly illegible (with the

exception of a name or two) even to Mr. Rhys
himself.

Upon this rude but venerated sideboard stood

the Hirlas a long blue drinking-horn, rimmed
with silver, and having attached to it a piece of

parchment bearing the following lines in Welsh,
from Owain Kyveiliog's poem of the Hirlas

" This hour we dedicate to joy,
Then fill the Hirlas horn, my boy,
That shineth like the sea;

Whose azure handles tipped with gold,
Invite the grasp of Britons bold,
The sons of liberty."
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Beside the Hirlas was another object on which

Hugh's eyes rested with a certain wistful melan-

choly in their leave-taking glance.

It was not because he had any covetous desire

for this ancient and most precious of all his pa-

tron's possessions,, or any deeper regret in the

thought that he might never see it again, than the

same thought gave him with regard to all the

other things i^-Jie room, but because it remind-

ed him" of many a boyish ambition, the recollec-

tion of which made the taste of his present lot

very bitter.

In looking at that bar of twisted gold, four feet

long, flexible, bright, and hooked at both ends,

Hugh was not now so much inspired with enthu-

siasm at the thought of how many of the greatest

of his country had worn such an ornament as a

mark of their rank or valor
;
he had heard often

enough from Mr. Rhys, how Aneurin the bard

had worn one at the battle of Cattraeth
;
and

Boadicea, when leading the Britons to fight

against Agricola. Before his eyes, too, attached

to the golden torque, was the boast of Llywarch
Hen, Prince and Poet

u Four-find-twenty sons I have had,

Wearing the golden wreath, leaders of armies."

In Hugh's country, Dwyn y dorch (to win the

torque) may occasionally be still heard as a house-

hold phrase"for winning the prize ;
and the young

man, who had ever loved to talk about the prr.ious

relic, had heard it applied to himself so frequently
his torque being fame and wealth that now he

could but look on the object before him with a

sense of sharp disappointment and an irrepressi-

ble despondency, that made the grand antiquities
of Dola' Hudol even dimmer to his eyes than the

richly darkened windows made them.

But Hugh would not for worlds have had Mr.

Rhys suspect him of any unmanly shrinking from
a career his brother had with such difficulty

opened for him
;
and in case he should come

upon him suddenly while his throat was so un-

easy in Kezia's new collar, and his eyes persisted
in seeing the helmets of his patron's great-grand-
fathers nodding tipsily over the doors and win-

dows, he crept quietly to his old comer where the

harp stood on a sort of little dais.

Kneeling on the step, and resting his cheek

against the gold frame, his hands took from the

strings a gentle and comforting sound
;
and he

was soon able to look round him with unflinch-

ing eyes, and take his farewell of the great spirits

of the past, who seemed to him still to haunt the

antiquary's room, swelling the gold breastplates
and nodding the helmets. With the humility of

the young and lowly bard of a great house, Hugh
addressed them all in his wordless song. He told

them that for the last time his soul drank to them

humbly from the renowned Hirlas
;
that he was

to go forth to a contest arduous and inglorious ;

to be no winner of the torque in this world, but

a suppliant for it in that kingdom to which they
had been gathered, and whose honors aiever tar-

nish, as that ancient torque, on which he looked,
had tarnished.

Hugh's improvised farewell was very sweet and
full of patient submission and subdued power.
The music reached the charming old morning

room opening into the lawn, Avhich seemed al-

ways to cast over it a reflection of its own soft,

perpetual light.

Mr. Rhys heard Hugh's playing as he sat

here, reading his
" Times ;" and laying down his

paper, listened attentively.
Mrs. Rhys was sitting near him, copying a

faded little oil-painting, one of his most valued

heir-looms. She was succeeding with her task so

well as to give him much pleasure, and just now
she looked tranquil, almost happy.

She, also, heard Hugh's music, and glanced to-

wards her husband with a smile, showing pleasant

approval of his protege's talent. His face, how-

ever, was turned from her as he leaned his elbow
on the table, and his head on his hand, and gave
his whole attention, as it seemed, to the uncon-
scious Hugh.

It was not so much enjoyment of the music,
as respect for the national instrument on which

Hugh played, that the face of the descendant of

the Welsh princes expressed, as he leaned back in

his chair listening with half-closed eyes. It was
a peculiarly narrow face now, but once, when the

cheeks were fuller, must have been of a perfect
oval shape, the eyes were large, and almost

black
;

the nose and mouth undisguised by any
mustache, and retaining still a noble and grace-
ful contour seldom seen on so old a face. The
thick iron-gray hair left bare almost too large and

dome-shaped a forehead
;
the eyebrows were pe-

culiarly fine-arched, and black
;
and a beard of

patriarchal proportions hid the narrow chin, and
half covered the broad chest.

Hugh's soft, distant music seemed to be bury-

ing the antiquary in profound thought.
" How well he plays," said Mrs. Rhys, speak-

ing rather to herselfthan to him, and scarcely ex-

pecting him to hear her
;
but at the sound of her

voice the dreamy and somewhat sad face, with-

out looking towards her became attentive, anx-

ious, wistful. It was like the face of a judge who
feels that he must weigh the slightest gesture,

word, tone, or look of a prisoner, as evidence from
which to make a sentence of life or death.

Catherine had now become in a manner accus-

tomed to this terrible judgment overhanging her ;

she had felt it, had suffered under it from the mo-
ment when Cunliff left her, to meet her husband

alone, after that last interview at the Maiden's

Lake.
Mr. Rhys had hinted at no suspicion from that

minute to this, when they sat together listening

to Hugh's playing. Yet she knew as well what
had been in his mind as if he had told her in

words, how after hearing her talking with some
one on the day of his return, his finding her alone

had greatly surprised him
;
how he waited for

some explantion from her, and how her contin-

I ued silence on that point made him suffer.

She had striven, no human creature knew how

| hard, to ward off such an explanation, knowing

I

it could bring forth only misery for both. She

!
tried to forget her own suffering, and to make

i
their reunion as happy as possible, that he might

i dread to sadden it by any expression of his doubts.

i
And he did dread doing so

;
her timid advances

j

were so sweet to him, hiding his suspicion as

! opening rose-leaves hide a thorn ;
so that it was

1

only when his heart received them with the old

| passion that he felt it still there, and still sharp

and poisonous.

Looking up from her task at her husbands

trouble-averted face, she asked herself how long

this could last, how long they could both bear it.
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And how must it end ? Must she throw herself

at his feet and tell him all before there could be

peace for either ? Perhaps he would not believe

in her or forgive her, and then what would her life

be ? How then could her thoughts be kept from

the one who did so well know her, and believe in,

and love her? No she must trust to her own

courage and patience, and to time
; confession,

on the chance of her truth being doubted, was too

desperate a risk.

Her greatest longing now was to do something
to please him. She wished she could play to him
like Hugh, or help him with his translations.

How much she might do for him now that his

young assistant was going away, if she had not

been so ignorant of his beloved language, and all

those things he cared for most !

"I am sorry your clever secretary is going

away, Owen," she said, bending low over her

painting.
' ' I had almost made up my mind to

ask you to let him teach me Welsh."
The grave face lighted with sudden pleasure

and surprise, which scarcely was perceptible in

the voice as it said

"Is it my ability or patience you doubt, that

you don't think me fit to be your teacher, Cathe-

rine ?"

"My ability and your patience," she replied,

smiling.
"I don't think it would take many experi-

ments to remove both doubts from your mind
but do you wish it seriously ?"

"Not only seriously, but anxiously, Owen.
Will you teach me ?"

And she laid down her brush, and looked full

at him, with yearning eyes, tearful but strong;
that seemed to declare how much more she would
fain do, if it were possible to remove the cloud

that had come between them.
The expression of her face and voice moved

him much. He rose and went to her.
"

It used to be the custom," he said, lifting her
hand in a very courtly manner, "for pupils to

kiss their teacher's hand. Let me reverse the

custom, Catherine, and thank you with all my
heart."

She smiled with almost her old brightness, and

rising slipped her hand in his arm, saying
"And now you must not keep Hugh Morgan

waiting any longer. But I may come with you,

may I not ? I should like to thank him for play-
ing for me so often last year ;

and give him some
little remembrance, that he may not go telling

every body his patron has a stingy English wife.
"

Hugh heard their voices and brought his fare-

well rhapsody to a close.

He looked so slim and boyish as he came down
from the dais, that Mrs. Rhys felt quite a warm
pity at the thought of what his family must suffer,
at sending him alone into a world so utterly

strange to him as London.
" You have been playing very charmingly, my

lad," she said,
"
I am almost as sorry as Mr. Rhys

to lose you."
Hugh blushed scarlet with pleasure, as he made

his bow.
" And so Hugh," said his patron shaking hands

with him, "you are going the way of all our

young men of talent deserting Cambria at the

call of England eh ?"
"
Rather, sir, at the call of fortune. What can

I possibly do here but starve ?"

"Ah, yes; that is true. It was different

though in the old days, when our country was as

a very light among the nations
;
and when to

come to Wales rather than to go from it, was the
aim of the young, the ambitious and of those
whom God had gifted with a spark of his own
nature that which we call awen the English,
genius.""

Ah, sir, I shall hear no more about those old

days, but I am always dreaming about them, and

wondering if they can ever be brought back."
"
Never, Hugh never ! But this you may do

help to make the world understand what we
have been, and what we are. Ah how we for-

get things ! I remember now. I meant to have
read you a little paper I have been preparing in

my leisure hours, a sort of preliminary sketch for

a more elaborate essay some day to be prepared.""
Is it, sir, too much to ask that I might hear

it now ?"
" Not now, Hugh ;

not now. Mrs. Rhys loves

Wales, I am sure but she maybe readily excused
for not caring to hear prosy narratives about Brit-

ons and Saxons, and "

"Owen," she interposed, speaking earnestly,
"will you believe me if I say you could hardly
give me a greater pleasure, than to read this pa-
per to Hugh and to me."
He looked at her a moment in surprise, then a

scarcely perceptible color stole into his cheek
;

and when he spoke again it was with a smile of

quite youthful unaffected gratification, that she

saw, and was in turn deeply affected by.
"But you know, Catherine "he began, as if

he could not even et venture to realize asjiis own
the pleasure he felt.

"I know, Owen, I have been very silly and

ungrateful in past times, when you have sought to

interest me in things that interested you. Let
our young friend hear and condemn me for the
confession if he pleases, that I have too often ir-

reverently laughed, or indecently yawned, when,
as I now see, I might have drunk in not simply
instruction, but solace^and agreeable occupation
for those hours which pass so dangerously, if not

profitably employed."
These last words were said in so low a tone

that Hugh could not clearly distinguish them, but

not a syllable not an accent not a tone was
lost upon Mr. Rhys.
He gazed at her as if asking, as alone he could

ask, with his eyes, what all this implied, and

strange to say, his gaze was the first to falter.

He went first to one cabinet then to another, as

if seeking his paper, but his wife saw he was strag-

gling with the new hopes her words had conveyed.

Presently he came back stately, measured, com-

posed as ever, and taking her hand as if to place
her in a chair by his side, he pressed it for one
moment tenderly, and felt that pressure respond-
ed to.

He felt half inclined to dismiss Cambria, the

paper, and Hugh altogether, and use the blessed

opportunity offered, for trying to come to an un-

derstanding with his wife, whom he felt to be
dearer than ever

;
but he controlled the impulse,

while half afraid he should regret afterwards the

testing her new docility and patience too much.
"
Well, Hugh," he said turning to him, as he

took his own seat, which he turned away a little

from his wife, as if not caring to risk the watching
of her countenance as he read; "Well, Hugh,
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since Mrs. Rhys is so good as to indulge us in a

bit of self-gratification, I suppose I must venture

to read this sketch, I so imprudently, perhaps,

mentioned
;
not that I can hope it possesses the

eloquence, the profound research as regards ma-

terials, or the literary skill that disposes of them

to the best advantage, that adorn and vivify a

subject ;
but simply in the hope that you, like an-

other David, may find here and there among my
facts and remarks, a pebble or two with which to

hit that modern Goliath Anglo-Saxondom.
"

He had seated Catherine in his own stately

chair at the end of the table, and taken his place

opposite to her, while Hugh sat on the dais step,

his downcast eyes beaming with unbounded pleas-
ure. It seemed like the days of bardic glory
come round again, indeed, for him to be sitting

there in the presence of the learned and proud
master, and beautiful mistress of Dola' Hudol,
and listening to a discourse on a topic of such in-

exhaustible interest to him.
The lad's simple enthusiasm, and the sweet at-

tentiveness of Catherine's face, inspired the anti-

quary's calm, grave features and voice with unu-
sual energy as he read, dashing at once into his

subject.

CHAPTER XX.

"ARE THE ENGLISH ANGLO - SAXONS ?" A
SKETCH WHICH IMPATIENT READERS MAY
PASS BY UNREAD.

THE ciy of Anglo-Saxon as a distinctive mark
of nationality, and Teutonic origin, is one that I

verily believe no other people under the sun would
raise under similar circumstances.

Suppose it for a moment strictly true, as ap-

plied to the greater part of England, what then ?

Is it true as applied to Devon, and to Cornwall
;

to the Manx islands, to the Channel islands, or to

the Highlands of Scotland ? Is it true as applied
to Wales ? Above all is it true as applied to Ire-

land, which alone has had& Celtic population of
more than six millions ?

Reflect then, by the aid of these plain facts, on
the good taste, the good sense, the patriotism, the

chivalry, the honest regard for truth of the pre-
dominant race in ignoring such immense numbers
of their fellow-citizens whenever the grandeur of
the empire is in question, by the summing up all

in the self-glorifying phrase, "Anglo-Saxon."
It is quite impossible to acquit English writers

and politicians of a disregard for truth in their

treatment of this subject. Facts in every direc-

tion stare them in the face, if they will but take
note ofthem, and point to exactly opposite conclu-

sions to those which they eternally parade, as if in

full faith, before the world.

For example : If the European character of

England as a military power were to be traced
back to the influences that most powerfully tend-
ed to its formation, we should all, I think, revert

to that wonderful series ofbattles fought in France
that is to say, toCrecy, Poitiers, andAgincourt,

as the events that impressed indelibly upon the

imaginations alike of the English and of Conti-
nental nations, the idea of a prowess to which
thenceforward every thing was humanly possible.
Now mark !

Those very battles were, in all probability, due
as much to Celtic as to Anglo-Saxon valor. The

connection between the earlier English Princes
of Wales and the Welsh people, was marked by
special tokens of royal trust and honor, and es-

pecially by the gathering of a large number of
Welshmen under the Prince's own command, for

the French expeditions. At Crecy, in the Black
Prince's own division, there were, apart from the

archers, who played the part allotted to sharp-
shooters and skirmishers in modern battles, just
one thousand Welshmen to eight hundred men-at-

arms, presumably English, but who may have
contained many persons from Ireland and other
Celtic districts. These men-at-arms and Welsh-
men had the severe business of the hand to hand
fighting to undertake, after the archers had cre-

ated as much confusion as possible in the ranks
of the enemy. To which body did the Prince

give the precedence ? To the Welshmen
; who,

advancing under the flag of the Red Dragon of

Wales, struck the blow that not only disorganized
the whole French array by the slaughter of somany
of its leaders, but, it is said, offended even the

king, Edward, inasmuch as that they did not pre-
serve the richer men for ransom. The gallant
Welshmen thought their business was to hit hard,
and not trouble their heads about money-making.
So much for Crecy.
Now for Poitiers. The Black Prince himself

commanded there
;
and it is certain the Welsh,

as well as the Irish Kernes, were largely repre-
sented

;
and the former being in his own favorite

and tried division, we may be sure played their

parts at least on an equality with the Anglo-Sax-
ons.

As to Agincourt, less I believe is known as to

the numbers present of the Welsh
;
but the spe-

cial brilliancy of their deeds and position is most

suggestive. Henry the Fifth, who commanded
in person, sent to reconnoitre the overwhelming
masses of the confronting French. Probably,
the choice he made was a superb piece of diplo-

macy, as between himself and his small army in

so tremendous a conjuncture. That peculiar

property of Anglo-Saxons, in their own estimate,

phlegm, did not it seems shine out in the mo-
ment of supreme danger from an English face,
to the king, but from a Welshman's. It was his

favorite Sir David Gam, who went, saw, and
brought back the report, that, when re-echoed

through the camp, was almost equivalent to a new
division for the army. The enemy he said were

enough to fight, enough to be killed, and enough
to run away. Caesar's veni, vidi, rid was scarce-

ly happier than this
;
with the difference in his

case of the ease of speaking epigrammatically af-

ter victory, and the difficulty of Gam's venturing
to do so before.

But this is but the comed}r
-prologue to an aw-

ful tragedy. Eighteen French gentlemen banded

together that day, in a solemn determination to

kill or to capture the English monarch, or die in

the attempt. They failed. The king was saved.

How ? By the rampart which the devoted Gam
and his officers made around him of their breasts.

They saved him, but died in the process. Was
there ever, in all military history, a more touching
incident than that of Henry coming to his dear

brave-hearted Welshmen, after the battle was won,
and knighting them in their moments of death,
as the only mode left him to show alike to them,
and to the world, his heartfelt gratitude ?

And then Englishmen, of this day, not of that,
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go blowing a brazen trumpet about the world, in

memory of the Anglo-Saxon deeds, that made
England great.

It may be thought this is a mere exception in

our military history, however brilliant. Judge
ye. Is it or is it not a fact, that all or nearly all

the great modern battles of England, whether

fought in Flanders, in India, Egypt, Spain, or

Belgium, have been fought by armies in which
the Celts of the empire predominated? Why
the Irish alone, I believe, even now form some-

thing like half the British army. Was I then

unjust to use the word "honest" in connection

with this cuckoo cry of Anglo-Saxon ?

The mention of the conquest of Agincourt,
and of the Irish elements in the British army, re-

mind me of other facts worthy our attention.

After the death of King Henry, his widow mar-
ried again ;

and from the issue of that marriage
sprang one of the greatest of English sovereigns.
And the mere name of her dynasty makes the

author of it, Owen Tudor, a household word,
wherever the English language is spoken. Was
Queen Elizabeth Anglo-Saxon ?

The other instance to which I referred, is that

of the greatest of modern military commanders
an absolutely perfect representative, I imagine,

of Anglo-Saxons, in their own estimation the

Duke of Wellington ; who, born in Ireland, and

related, by the maternal side, to the illustrious

Welsh family of the Tudor-Trevors, is not much
more Anglo-Saxon than Queen Elizabeth herself.

I see you smile, and no wonder. But this is a
far more serious matter than at first sight it may
appear. British statesmen seek unity. They are

ever ready to put in operation the extremest pow-
ers ofgovernment to coerce differing national ele-

ments into unity. We refuse even to the death,
the right of self-government, say for instance to

Ireland, in the name or' unity. Nothing, in Eng-
lish opinion, can be more criminal than for non-

Anglo-Saxon elements to oppose unity. No pun-
ishment is too bad for the rebellious spirits that

will not lovingly kiss the hand of authority in uni-

ty. And while all these things are so, amid the

ceaseless strifes and heart-burnings thus produced,
there rises, alike for those who yield and for those

who struggle, the same eternal songs of triumph
for Anglo-Saxondom.

WHAT BECAME OP THE ABORIGINES?

But are the English Anglo-Saxon, after all?

I think not, and hope to show they may look
to a much nobler ancestry.
Does it ever occur, I wonder, to the more

thoughtful and cultivated men among them, to

ask themselves as they read the spirit-stirring rec-

ords of their very earliest history, what became
of the aborigines ?

Of course, I know, as they know, the babyish
story, which even learned men have been content
to accept as history, that the Britons were all

killed off, or driven away into Wales, by the

early Saxon invaders. I will deal with that

presently. But there must have been other ideas

and influences at work, to strengthen and main-
tain such a conception of rfie origin of the Eng-
lish people, through so long a period of time

;
ac-

companied, as it was, by a reversal of the usual

order of things ;
for whereas we find in history

generally, the memory and influence ofgreat ideas

or events gradually fading away, till at last they

are little more than a recollection and a name
;

here, on the contrary, the original idea has gone
on growing with the country's growth, till at last

it has become one of the more conspicuous stand-

ing phenomena of the world.

What then have been these influences ? I think

they may be thus enumerated :

First, as regards the earlier state of things,
there would be the hate felt by the successful in-

vaders for those they had so deeply injured, who
had struggled with them so long and so well, and
whose civilization they were unable to appreciate.

Then, as regards modern times, I note
The notions about the very limited numbers

of the aboriginal British population ;

Their supposed barbarous character, which
seemed to suggest how easily a more cultivated

race might displace them, and which made the

English unwilling to think them their progeni-
tors

;

The very weighty fact of the language ;
and

lastly,

That peculiar trait of the Teutonic race, the
belief in its descent from gods, no matter that

they were pagan gods, which makes each man
resent as a personal offense, every thing that op-

poses his god-like ideas and will
;

and which,
when he is in the position of absolute conqueror,

commanding the lives, liberties, customs, educa-

tion, marriages, etc., of a mixed race, may grad-

ually through a favorable combination of circum-

stances extend through the whole
; leavening even

the non-Teutonic blood with the pleasant titillat-

ing fancy of the whole of humanity ranged as in

a circle before the Superior one's eyes, humbly
bending like the sheaves of corn of Joseph's breth-

ren, while his own particular sheaf stands erect in

the centre, lord of all.

The British population then, according to the

popular notion, was very limited. Indeed ! Juli-

us Ca3sar did not think so. If he, speaking from
his own personal experience, may be supposed to

know any thing about the matter, "the popula-
tion

" was "
infinite, the houses very numerous."

At a later period (the time of Nero), and after

immense losses by fighting against the Romans,
Tacitus, speaking of tributary British chiefs in

council, says they were reminded that "if the

Britons would but consider their own numbers,

they would find that the Roman troops who were

among them were but a paltry and inconsidera-

ble force."

But the fact of the long continuance of the wars
between the first military power of the world, and
this despised British population, before a final con-

quest was achieved, ought to have shown the ab-

surdity and shamelessness ofthe theory. To con-

quer Britain became with the Romans the culmi-

nating point of national glory. For this triumph-
al honors were granted by applauding senates, im-

perial coins stamped. Think of a Roman Empe-
ror changing his name, in order to call himself

Britannicus, in memory of the Roman Conquests.
Tacitus says of one of the decisive battles, in

which the "Britons under Boadicea were defeat-

ed, "the glory won on that day, was equal to that

of the most renowned victories of the ancient Ro-
mans." We can easily understand that, when we
hear of such an incident as a Roman Legion be-

ing almost annihilated by a single and sudden

stroke, while on its way to reinforce its besieged

countrymen ;
when we recall Severus's loss of fif-
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ty thousand men in a single campaign ;
or when

we remember that the Roman conquest was not

finally completed in less than a hundred and thir-

ty years ; though if the time of the last actual

fighting be the limit, then more than two and a

half centuries were required.

Judge then how curiously untrue is the notion

of the aborigines being few or weak. Let me add

two portentous facts. When the revolted Brit-

ons under Boadicea attacked London and St. Al-

bans, which were occupied by the Romans, and

Roman-British, and British in submission or alli-

ance, they killed seventy thousand persons. And
then when the Romans were able to retaliate ef-

fectively by a tremendous battle, victory, and

slaughter, they killed, according to Tacitus, some

eighty thousand British men, women, and chil-

dren, on the field, or afterwards. And all these

came from only two of the seventeen tribes by
which South Briton was occupied. Let us finish

this part of our theme by the mention of a pleas-

anter incident. It refers to the year 359, when
the bloodshed between Roman and Briton had

ceased; when "arts" had again taken the place
of "arms;" when a prolonged peace reigned
never again to be broken by the same combat-
ants

;
and with as much of dignity for the de-

pendent race as was compatible with military,

political, arid tributary submission. It was when
the Roman colonies on the Rhine, having been

pillaged by the barbarians, were left in imminent

danger of starvation. Eight hundred vessels of

unusual size were in consequence sent to Britain

for corn, and brought back a most abundant sup-

ply. Such was the state of agriculture at that

time among us
;
such was the population on which

the abundance depended.
But the Roman dominion ended by the Ro-

mans' own act, through the general decay of their

power. And then followed what no doubt every
wise and pati-iotic Briton had mournfully foreseen,
his country became a prey for the hordes of rob-

bers who were drawn to it by the knowledge of

the unprotected state in which it had been left.

For several generations the art of war must have
died out among the Britons, unless we make an

exception in favor of the many men of mixed
blood, Roman-British, who must by this time
have come into existence

;
and who may have

been trusted with arms and trained as Roman
soldiers, without being, like other British recruits,
sent abroad.

The Picts were the first and the most unnat-
ural of these invaders for in all probability they
were of Celtic blood.

To save themselves from this influx of barba-

rians, who could have had no motive but the su-

perior wealth, and, therefore, superior civilization

in many respects of the Britons, the latter, it is

supposed, appealed to the Saxons for aid
;
who

came drove off the Picts and then turned upon
the unhappy Britons treacherously ;

and after

another frightful period of anarchy and war,
which lasted some hundred and fifty ye.ars, were
"
exterminated and driven into Wales."
The simplicity, neatness, and completeness of

this theory is certainly charming, if only it is

true.

But why is Wales made a receptacle for desti-
tute Britons? She had her own and powerful
tribes, her own interests, her own land to care
for and guard. No doubt she might in cases of

necessity receive a limited number of refugees,
whose characters as warriors, or whose local po-
sition on the borders, when flying as houseless
wanderers from the vengeful Saxon sword, might
give them a claim to the hospitality of the Kymri
(a distinct branch, remember, of the Celts), who
possessed Wales. But any thing like a whole-
sale reception of such fugitives would have been

simply suicidal. Theymust all, guests and hosts

alike, have perished by famine
;

to say nothing
of the endless additional complications of absurdi-

ty into which we are plunged by the hypothesis."

No great numbers then of the Britons of Eng-
land could possibly have been received in Wales,
or existed there if received. Nay, we may even

ask, how could they ever have got there ?

If the Anglo-Saxons were in such absolute mas-

tery as to achieve the result spoken of, they must
also have been able to stop the wandering masses
of Britons, who might attempt to march through
or across the country ;

and therefore slaughter
them at once, rather than risk the most danger-
ous of all results their junction with men of
their own blood in or near Wales, who were still

free.

The alternative, then, is that the Anglo-Saxons
killed them off which makes the theory proba-
bly neater, more finished than before but also

not a little startling.

What, kill all those warriors, of all those tribes,
within a very limited space of time, who had pre-

viously made alike Roman and Saxon measure
their rate of progress towards conquest by cen-

turies rather than by years ? The idea is a bold

one, and takes one's breath away ! But let us ac-

cept it and go on.

The warriors gone at one fell swoop, what
about the laboring population, scattered over ev-

ery part of the interior of the country, and without
whom warriors and war would alike soon have
come to an end ? How were they to be got at

even to be killed? Did the Anglo-Saxons send
a deputation of a couple or half dozen armed
men to every township, village, and hamlet, of
the whole of England, that they might there call

the rustic Britons together, as the memorable
mistress called her ducks,

"
Dilly, dilly, come and

be killed?" Or did they, less confidently, send

armies to march through the whole length and
breadth of the land to perform the job, having pre-

viously sent a polite request that the natives

would be kind enough to stay at home till they
came?
But I am inclined tobe generous and allow the

possibility, as a bai'e theory, that the whole labor-

ing population might have been killed off", but I

am arrested by a little difficulty in going farther.

Did the Anglo-Saxons not want corn, or pork, or

beef? Or did they object on principle to make
other men labor for them ? Or were they so en-

amored of industry, after a long and successful

career of pillage and slaughter, that they prefer-
red not to be lords not to be masters but do

every thing, down even to the humblest offices,

for themselves ? Certainly that would be a reve-

lation ofAnglo-Saxondom for which the world is

hardly prepared.
But it is in argument as in love

;
once begin

to yield to your antagonist, and you must go on.

So," I give up the whole laboring population to in-

discriminate slaughter, as well as the warriors.

But what about the .women ? Did the Anglo-
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Saxons not want them ? Or is it supposed that

one, two, or three hundred thousand virgins were

fetched from the wilds of Germany ?

And if so, how did they come? In those

fleets of " three
" and "five

"
ships, of which we

hear so much ? Or did each batch, in first coming,

bring with it, stowed away below as ballast, a

reasonable proportion of sweethearts, wives, sis-

ters, and daughters to profit by the change of

country, when their lords and masters should

have taken undisputed possession, in periods of

time varying probably from a few to more than a

hundred and fifty years ?

And even if the ascetic, spiritual-minded An-

glo-Saxons foreswore the charms of British wom-

en, and with heroic self-sacrifice killed them all,

what about the children ?

Suppose only those children left alive who were
under twelve years of age, how many would there

be ? Look back at the series of facts I have detailed

and judge whether it is humanly possible that

they could have been roughly speaking less in

number than the whole of the Anglo-Saxon in-

vaders, excluding of course those who had been
born on the soil

;
who would assuredly be Celtic

on the mother's side, and whose true designation

was, what all Englishmen's ought to have been,

Anglo-Celt.
Of course, having admitted so much as I have

done, I may be now asked to admit finally the

wholesale slaughter of even the innocent young
children. And if the idea can be accepted and
looked at even for a single moment as true, what
an infamous set of barbarians must the ancestors

of the English people have been ! And yet Eng-
lishmen are to call themselves Anglo-Saxons ! To
glorify themselves as Anglo-Saxons ! Why they
should rather have a day set apart of solemn hu-

miliation, renunciation, expiation, and pledge ;

a kind of political baptism to wash them clean,
and put an impassable barrier between those Teu-
tons and these.

But again, I say the English, with that charm-

ing modesty that so becomes them, mistake them-
selves ; neither they in their notions of the past,
nor their presumed ancestry in their actual deeds,
are so bad as they seem.
The whole basis of this incredible story rests

upon one man Gildas to whom may be applied
the eastern fable of the tortoise that supports the

world, and the question the fable provoked, what

supports him ? Nothing.
He is supposed to have written his book in the

year 550-560, to have been a monk, and to have
obtained his materials not from Britain itself, nor
from original British documents, but from the

Continent, probably from British refugees devoted,
like himself, to Roman ideas and interests. But
the value to be attached to his writings may be

judged by two facts
; one, that where independent

and more trustworthy evidence can be placed by
the side of his, it is generally to contradict him

;

the other that Mr. Stevenson, in his preface to a
recent edition of Gildas, says :

"We are unable to speak with certainty as to

his (Gildas's) parentage, his country, or even his

name, the period when he lived, or the works of

which he was the author !

"
In other words, we

really know nothing about him.
But the most amusing part of the business is

that even this half-mythical personage does not

say what it is always supposed he did say, but

rather the very reverse. Here is the passage that

has been made such wonderful use of, and which
I transcribe from Dr. Giles's translation in his
" Six Old English Chronicles :"

* ' Some therefore of the miserable remnant be-

ing taken in the mountains, were murdered in

great numbers
; others, constrained by famine,

came and yielded themselves to be slaves forever
to their foes, running the risk of being instantly

slain, which truly was the greatest favor that could

be offered them
;
some others passed beyond the

seas with loud lamentations, instead of the voice

of exhortation, 'Thou hast given us as sheep to

be slaughtered, and among the Gentiles hast thou

dispersed us.'
"
Others, committing the safeguard of their

lives, which were in continual jeopardy, to the

mountains, precipices, thickly wooded forests, and
to the rocks of the seas (albeit with trembling

hearts) remained still in their country."

So that instead of saying the Britons were all

killed, Gildas really says some went abroad (who
must have been very few), some were killed, some
made slaves, and some driven for shelter to the

forests, mountains, etc., who thus, as he points

out, remained still in the country. Exactly !

Just what one might have anticipated beforehand.

Strange to say, looked at in this simple natural

light, Gildas's story becomes not only probable,
but is beyond question substantially true. He
says nothing whatever to contradict the idea that

the great mass of the British remained alive and
under Saxon rule. Large numbers may have

been killed, but the interesting question for us is

as to how many remained alive, and in what state.

And that question may be briefly and summarily
answered, from the Saxon Chronicle.

Eleven years after the dates mentioned for his

book (550-560) Saxons and Britons fought at

Bedford
;
and Aylesbury and other towns were

then takenfrom the Britons. Six years after that

Gloucester, Cirencester, and Bath \\erefound in

the hands of the Britons, and three British kings
slain in dispossessing them. And yet again,
seven years later, we find it recorded that many
towns were taken from the Britons. And now
for the crowning fact: 617. This year Ethel-

frid, king of the Northumbrians, was slain by

Redwald, king of E. Angles, and Edwin, the son

of Alba, succeeded to the kingdom, and [then]
subdued all Britain THE KENTISH MEN ALONE
EXCEPTED.

It is most important here to note that where

the invaders first landed there they first always
strove to make for themselves strongholds or

places of safety ;
and from these marched into the

interior of the country, often only to be driven

back.

All their tactics must have been framed with

a view to the permanent retention of the strong

places on the coast; consequently the British

strength must have been in the interior. And
the known historical facts confirm this. Carac-

tacus, in his ever memorable speech, speaks of

his nation as the most renowned one of Britain,

dwelling in the very heart of the country, and out

of sight of the shores of the conquered, so that

their eyes were unpolluted by the contagion of

slavery. Cassar, distinguishing between the mar-

itime people (formerly invaders from Belgium),
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refers to the interior as peopled by the natives
;

and the latest of the battles between Britons and

Anglo-Saxons were, as we have seen, in the in-

terior.

Really one is ashamed to reflect how clear,

after all, is the matter, if looked at without prej-

udice, in the light of common sense.

Here is a people consisting of many distinct

tribes or nations (Kent alone had four kings)

overpowered, not at once, but by successive and

very slow steps, and with alternations of fortune

and of feelings on both sides. Now one grows

weary of the strife, now the other. Thus spring
'

up the two parallel ideas hateful at first, but

gradually growing irresistible first, of the native

yielding to the foreign force that presses so heavi-

ly, and seems capable of endless reinforcement
;

and secondly, of the conquerors accepting submis-

sion without making it too humiliating and hope-
less for the conquered. And this state of view as

regards the more independent-minded of the

Britons would be constantly forced upon their un-

willing thoughts, by the sight of so many of their

countrymen in different parts of England already
enslaved through the superiority of the Saxon

strength in those particular localities.

A still more potent element would be the amal-

gamation of the races through the marriages of

Saxon men with British women forced probably
at first. And it is easy to see how large a num-
ber of such women there would be after the ter-

rible slaughter of the British warriors in the lat-

ter years of British independence.
Here I think is the key-note of the whole.

The Saxons could have as a general rale no
women but those they obtained from among the

Britons
;
and when once that process had gone

on for a few years on a scale of considerable

magnitude, as in the nature of things it must
have done, the very heart of resistance was pluck-
ed out; the two enemies were fast becoming
friends by the law of inexorable necessity.
Two or three facts will confirm, I think, the

truth of this my theory. Bede shows us that in

603, Ethelfrid gave the Britons the alternative

of becoming tributary, or being driven out. If

one of the worst of the ravening "wolves," as he
was called, found it necessary to offer such terms
as these, after the period when it is supposed the

Britons had altogether disappeared from the land
of their birth, we may judge how less ruthless

spirits would deal with them. And here is a

striking commentary : Credwalla, a British

Prince, actually reigned over one of the newly
formed Saxon kingdoms, Wessex, A.D. G34.
How can that fact be explained, except on some
such hypothesis as I have suggested ?

It was a compromise, I conclude, between the

politically powerful but less numerous Saxons
Avith the less powerful but more numerous Brit-
ons

;
the latter accepting the Saxon arrange-

ments, in return for the personal respect shown
to their race; the former yielding the post of

sovereign for the certainty that all further oppo-
sition within the new kingdom would cease. I
shall leave this part of my subject with one later

glimpse of Saxon and Briton together in amity.
At Exeter, in 940, there was a British part of
the city and a Saxon part, the two having equal
privileges.
You will be prepared now to receive, I hope,

as it deserves, a few words from our Welsh

Triads, which really, in many senses, are histori-

cal documents of the utmost value
" The Lleogrians [i. e., the people inhabiting

what we now call England] became as Saxons.
"

To the suggestive simplicity and straight-for-
wardness of those words, written probably in the
same century as Gildas wrote in, one can add
nothing.
But the poet Taliesin, living in that same sixth

century, has also left his record. He says (I

quote from Mr. Borrow's Wild Wales) :

" A serpent which coils,
And with fury boils,

From Germany coming with armed wings spread,
Shall subdue and enthrall

The broad Britain all,

From the Lochlin ocean to Severn's bed.

" And British men
Shall be captives then,

To strangers from Saxonia's strand ;

They shall praise their God, and hold
Their language as of old,

But except wild Wales they shall lose their land."

I can not agree with my countryman Mr.

Stephens, author of that very excellent work," The Literature of the Kymri," who appears to

include this prediction among the poems wrongly
assigned to Taliesin, and to consider that it was
made long after the Britons had been enslaved

;

and for the rather obvious reason, that as the
Britons have not kept their language any more
than they have kept their land (except in Wild
Wales), the prediction shows on the face of it,

that it was written when the ruin of the British

power was impending but not consummated
;
and

hence was liable to the fate of all human prophe-
cies mistake.

Partly then through actual amalgamation and
the amity produced by intermarriage ; partly

through political compromises and alliances in

moments of Saxon need
;
but chiefly through re-

duction to slavery, did the ancient British popula-
tion become merged into the new England ;

and
in numbers that, according to all probability, must
have greatly exceeded the numbers of the inva-

ders. And thus we find Taliesin's prediction of

what should be, in harmony with Mr. Hallam's
view of what was, when the historian refers to

the great proportion of the serfpopulation of Eng-
land as consisting of Britons.

But how, it may be asked, came the ancient

Celtic language to be so completely obliterated in

favor of the Teutonic ?

The ceaseless spirit of exaggeration that affects

the Anglo-Saxon advocates has misrepresented

this, like every other part of the subject. The

ordinary notion has been that the language is

throughout Teutonic, alike in the vocabulary and
the structure. Both positions are now denied

;

and as to the first I shall merely point to the opin-
ion of Mr. Max Miiller, that not <>ne third of

the words in English dictionaries can be traced

to a Teutonic source.

Still the language is the one specious argument
that Anglo-Saxondom can urge in favor of the

idea, that the English are Anglo-Saxons. How
specious it is, is seen the moment we cast our

eyes across the Channel, to the descendants of the

Gauls, who were the very same people as our

own Britons, who now also speak the language
of conquerors, not their own.

All the causes I have enumerated fbr the ab-

sorption of Britons and Saxons into one race of
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Englishmen, but under the dominating influence

of the latter, acted with equal effect in producing
one language, and that the English, under the

despotism of the conquerors.

They of course dreaded the tongues of the op-

pressed, for they might at any time bring about a

new alliance of the Tribes, a new struggle, a new

conquest, if not even a reversal of the conquest

by defeat.

The British poets, and the poets of Wales, who
came by degrees to represent the former (helped,
no doubt, by many of the choicer spirits who fled

to them for hospitality), were at the time full of

predictions of the restoration of British, and the

destruction of Saxon power ;
as you will find in

Mr. Stephens's book.

The native language therefore was put down :

not in one year, nor ten, nor perhaps in a centu-

ry, but still put down.
And the process may not have been as barba-

rous as at first sight one might fancy, nor so diffi-

cult. It was only to see that the children were
all made to learn Anglo-Saxon. And how could

they help but learn, when their own fathers in a

vast number of cases were the teachers ? The
amalgamation of the Saxon men with the British

women clears away every difficulty.

But is it not a pitiable spectacle to see a knot
of learned men eternally squabbling about race

and language, as if the mightiest interests of hu-

manity were bound up in proving some impassa-
ble barrier between these men and those

;
while

all the while, they themselves show us that Celt

and Teuton in blood and language, alike draw the

line of descent from one common stock or parent,
the Indo-European ?

Well does Sir F. Palgrave remark: "Brit-

ons, Anglo-Saxons, Danes, and Normans were all

relations, however hostile. They were all kins-

men shedding kindred blood."

Is there yet need of further demonstration?
If so, glance at the faces of Englishmen wher-
ever you meet them, and ask what story they tell.

Do fair complexions, blue eyes, broad faces, flax-

en hair such as we have been told to look on as

characteristic of the Saxon race predominate ?

Or as Mr. Pike puts the matter in his valuable

and interesting book, "The English and their

Origin,"* which goes deeply into this part of the

subject (and putting aside in fairness what may
be merely the exaggeration of a truth), do men of

darker complexions and hair, oval faces, and long
heads, predominate or no over men of less dark

complexions, broader faces, and shorter heads ?

It is impossible for there to be any doubt as to

the answer: the former greatly predominate.
And yet the types thus summarized are precise-

ly the accepted types of Briton and Saxon.
But I do not agree with Mr. Pike, as to an act-

ual predominating Celtic influence in English so-

ciety looked at in its broadest aspect; and for

this, to me, all-sufficing reason, if there was ever

* The author wishes to mention in connection with this

work, and one on a similar subject by Dr. Nicholas, that
his own views as conveyed in the text were formed long
before he had seen either of these books. It was during
a protracted residence in Wales for the purpose of this

novel, he first began to ask himself the question and to

obtain the answers, he has put into the mouth of another.

This refers simply to the general theory of the above
sketch. Its tone and peculiarities must be considered in

connection with the fact, that it is a Welshman who is

the speaker.
o

a nation of "
imagination all compact," it was

that of my countrymen before the destruction of
their independence by England; and what they
were, the Britons previously had been in all essen-
tial qualities ;

while on the other hand, there never
was a nation, perhaps, in which imagination was
so deficient as in the Anglo-Saxons of the middle

ages, and as at present in the bulk of English-
men.

I do not doubt that there are stupid Celts and

brilliantly endowed Teutons among us
;
but no

fair observer can question the statement that the

predominant character among the' English is Teu-

tonic, and the predominant population Celtic the
rural elements of the latter constituting probably
the largest proportion of the whole having suf-

fered to a ruinous extent by the original slavery of
their condition, then by serfdom, and lastly by their

modern state, as agricultural laborers, earning
too little to nourish either body or mind pi-operly.
But with the Celtic town population it has been

different. They might there be inferior in num-
bers to the Anglo-Saxons, and hence have been
beaten in the race for material things, but they
have also been the winners probably in those

greater achievements, which give glory to the na-

tion. Chaucer, and Spenser, and Shakspeare,
and Milton, have little or nothing in common, so

far as their genius is concerned, with the unimag-
inative masses of the English (rich or poor), of

our time, but they have every thing in common
with the bards and romantic heroes of early
Welsh and British history. At all events I please

myself by thinking that we have the greater right
to them while we resign to our old antagonists
the material conquests of industry and the past
influence over legislation.

BRITON OR SAXON, WHICH NOW SHOULD BE
OUR EXEMPLAR ?

Can there be a doubt ? asks some impatient
Anglo-Saxon, contemptuously thinking only of

painted Britons on the one side, perhaps, and of a

King Alfred on the other.

What will he say then to my assertion that the

Saxon invaders were mere pagan barbarians ? and
that they came to attack, stifle, or destroy a civil-

ization and a religion too high for them even to

understand ?

The Englishman admires antiquity, yet takes

care to stop short before an antiquity to which his

antiquity is but a thing of yesterday. As Bishop

Percy, long ago, told the English, the hills, for-

ests, rivers, of their country retain to this hour the

names that British forefathers gave them, and,

perhaps, innumerable centuries ago. Every thing
of the grandest antiquity we possess is Celtic.

So again of the British laws and customs, how-
ever difficult it may be to trace step by step the

links, and show what remains. Sir John For-

tescue in his De Laudibus Legum Anglice, writing
so late as the fifteenth century, and referring to

the excellence and duration of those in his own

time, enumerates the conquerors who came to rule

over the country, Romans, Saxons, Danes, Sax-
ons again, and Normans, then says, "if these an-

cient British customs had not been most excellent,

reason, justice, and the love oftheir country, would
have induced some of these kings to change or

abolish them, especially the Romans, who ruled

all the rest of the world by the Roman laws.
"

So

spake one of the very highest English legal au-
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thorities of British laws and customs, not from

his reading or theories, but from his own actual

living experience.
Is it in individual heroism that the Saxon sur-

passed the Briton ? Excuse the smile with which

I ask. I suppose if the world's suffrages could he

collected, there would be but one opinion, that a

grander specimen of heroic humanity never glori-

fied our planet than Caractacus. And the Brit-

ish woman was only less grandly represented in

Boadicea. Here are two figures who are yet to

the imaginations ofmen living, actual beings nev-

er to be forgotten.

Or do we wish for yet another variety of hero ?

Take him then in Arthur, the representative alike

of the actual and the idealhere each personified
in the most glowing and enchanting of all antique
individualities. Do youknow that while his deeds

rank him as among the greatest of patriotic kings
and warriors a man who side by side Avith Al-

fred would make even that most noble, most mag-
nificent monarch shrink in the comparison were

those deeds only as well known as the Saxon's

do you know, I ask, that the mere light and glo-

ry shed from his life have sufficed to fill Europe
from that time to this, not vaguely and egotisti-

cally, but generatively with the most precious
fruits of our literature ? From the Arthur legends

sprang the romantic poetry and fiction of modern

Europe. At this moment England's greatest liv-

ing poet finds his grandest opportunities in the

dealing with the British King Arthur.

Yet even these tilings seem to me for the mo-
ment trifles Avhen I contemplate another feature

- of that early time, and the fratricidal contest of

the two races. One can hardly believe one's

senses when we read English history, to see how
the introduction and reception of Christianity to

this land appears to be thought the merit of An-
glo-Saxons. Why, the barbarians found the re-

ligion of Christ flourishing among us, and destroy-
ed it for us so far as they could. Tertullian,
about the close of the second century, boasts that

the Gospel had subdued the very tribes of Britain

that were still unconquercd by the Romans, Was
there ever a more magnificent compliment paid
to the courage, the intellect, and the divine in-

stincts of a nation ? Why, the Church in Britain

was in full organization by the end of the second

century, and sent bishops and othei's to represent
it at the great councils held on the Continent, as

for instance at Aries in 314. And then those

delicious Anglo-Saxons, after having choked ev-

ery thing like religion out of the hearts of the

people, re-discovered it
;
and other would-be An-

glo-Saxons, centuries after, boast of the grandeur
of the exploit !

Before I try to illustrate the culture of the

"painted barbarians
"
at the time of the Saxon

invasion, let me show the Saxon culture by one

pregnant fact. Even in Alfred's time there was
no Anglo-Saxon literature : all the treasures of
the past remained to be translated into the An^lo-
Saxon tongue, and he himself labored to begin
the work.

How, on the contrary, was it centuries earlier
with the Britons ? I will not dwell vaguely on
the knowledge of the Druidic times, great as that

certainly was, but refer you simply to existing evi-

dences.

There are specimens of the intellect and phi-
losophy of the Britons, Triads, so called, which are

among the oldest things preserved in Welsh lit-

erature, and which date probably from the very
time of the Druids. Take the subject genius,
and compare, for instance, with Wordsworth's
view of the poet's genius in the Preface to the

Lyrical Ballads :

The three foundations of genius : the gift of

God, man's exertion, and the events of life.

The three primary requisites : an eye that can
see nature, a heart that can feel nature, and bold-

ness that dares follow nature.

The three supports : strong mental endow-

ment, memory, learning. And again : prosper-

ity, social acquaintance, and praise.

I may deceive myself, but it seems to me that

here is an absolutely perfect analysis of the sub-

tlest thing in the world, not only in its diviner

spiritual aspect, but also in its worldly aspect, so

that to-day, as so many centuries ago, it remains

absolutely true, and you can neither add to it,

nor take away.
Consider again these themes from the" Triads,

godliness and social duty, so finely melting into

each other:

The three characteristics of godliness : to do

justice, to love mei-cy, and to behave humbly.
There are three actions which are divine : to

succor the poor and feeble, to benefit an enemy,
and courageously to suffer in the cause of right.

One more triad, and I have done. It is a

glimpse of the ancient Briton's speculative philos-

ophy :

The three priorities of being which are the

three necessities of Deity : Power, Knowledge,
and Love. And from these three are strength and
existence.

Hugh, don't forget to ask your neAV Anglo-Sax-
on friends to put by the side of these things what-
ever they think may best stand the comparison in

connection with their cherished exemplars of the

sixth and seventh centuries, and tell me the re-

sult.

But our forefathers acted out what they
thought ;

whereas the Saxon nature seems al-

most to fear thinking, lest it might be tempted to

act. Look at the treatment of the artisan as

shown to us by his treatment in Wales in the very
earliest periods. He could travel wherehe pleased,
and enter what houses he pleased, sure of hos-

pitality. The Mabinogion presents to us a knight

knocking at the gate of a castle, and being told

the knife is in the meat, and the drink is in the

horn, and there is revelry in the hall of Gwyrnach
the Giant

;
and except for a craftsman bringing his

craft, the gate will not be opened to-night.

Even in trade the Britons preceded and taught
their conquerors. Himilco, the Carthaginian nav-

igator, described them long before the Roman in-

vasion as a numerous race, endowed with spirit,

with no little expertness, all busy with the cares

of trade.

Herodotus and Aratus also speak of their ex-

port of metals to the East.

Could you not fancy it would be a most inter-

esting thing to be able to look into the home of

one of the early Britons ? Well, you may do so.
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You may judge of the domestic state and culture

of the Britons in the sixth and seventh centuries,

by the anecdote quoted above, and by that which
Giraldus Cambrensis found in the year 1204 in

Wales
;
which could have had no external lights

or influences of any kind in the interim, to change
the substantial character of its civiliaation. It

may have improved or deteriorated, but not fun-

damentally changed. Consider then this charm-

ing picture, and especially its bearing upon the

condition of women, and then think of the wreck
that was made when these things were destroyed
in England :

" The strangers who arrive in the morning are

entertained until evening with the conversation of

young women, and with the music of the harp ;

for in this country (Wales), almost every house
is provided with both ... In the evening, when
no more guests are expected, the meal is pre-

pared according to the number and dignity of the

persons assembled, and according to the Avealth

of the family which entertains. The kitchen

does not supply many dishes, nor high-seasoned
incitements to eating. 'The house is not furnish-

ed with table-cloths or napkins ; they study na-

ture more than splendor; for which reason the

guests being seated in threes, instead of couples,
as elsewhere, they place the dishes before them
all at once, upon rushes and fresh grass, in large

platters or trenchers. They also make use of a
thin and broad cake of bread, baked every day ;

and they sometimes add chopped meat, with

broth. Such a repast was formerly used by the

noble youths from which this nation boasts its

descent, and whose manners it still partly imi-

tates. While the family is engaged in waiting
on the guests, the host and hostess stand up,

paying unremitting attention to every thing, and
take no food till all the company are satisfied.

''

Music is the only thing, alas, in which we now
seem able to indicate our former quality. Pray
listen, Hugh, for this should be very interesting
to you. The same authority says :

"By the sweetness of their musical instru-

ments they soothe and delight the ear
; they are

rapid yet delicate in their modulation
;
and by

the astonishing execution of their fingers, and
their swift transitions from discord to concord,

produce the most pleasing harmony."
And again :

"
It is remarkable that in all their

haste of performance, they never forget time and
musical proportion ;

and such is their art, that

with all their inflection of tones, the variety of

their instruments, and that intricacy of their har-

mony, they attain perfection of consonance and

melody, by a sweet velocity, an equable disparity,
and a discordant concord. . . .

"They enter into a movement, and conclude
in so delicate a manner, and play the little notes

so sportively under the blunter sounds of the bass

strings, enlivening with a wanton levity, or com-

municating a deeper internal sensation of pleas-

ure, that the perfection of their art appears in the

concealment of it : for

1 Art profits when concealed,

Disgraces when revealed.'

"
It is asserted," adds Mr. Stephens,

"
that the

Welsh were acquainted with counterpoint prior to

Guide's supposed discovery of it, as one of the

twenty-four ancient games, in which Welshmen
were ambitious to excel, was to sing a song in
four parts with accentuations.

"

The position of the Bard-musician among such
a people must indeed have been enviable. His
order was erected into a hierarchy. Going back
so far as the tenth century, we find his position as

supreme bard was next but one to the patron
[i. e., the chief, prince, or king] of the family. His
land was free, a horse from the king was in at-

tendance for him. When the office was first se-

cured to him he had a harp from the king, and a
gold ring from the queen. Hugh, lad, does not

thy soul expand at the thought of the things such
bards did ? Imagine thyself in the position pro-
vided for the bard when he was ordered to sing
the Monarchy of Britain in front of the battle !

Before I draw to a close I must remember that

I have said nothing of the chiefest glory of those
olden days. Yes, you understand me the poetiy
which we have still in possession, linking the Brit-

ons of the most ancient days with my own coun-

trymen, the Welsh, down to a period before the

advent of England's morning star in Chaucer.
The wealth at my disposal embarrasses me.

But at the very same period English poetry the

poetry of the Anglo-Saxons had literally no ex-

istence. Uncouth thoughts, in still more uncouth

rhymes, crop up eveiy now and then
;
but from

the sixth to the fourteenth century, when Chau-
cer wrote, there is scarcely a gleam of any thing
that even looked like fancy, imagination in a
word poetry.
Now for the contrast. What shall I give you

first ? A Bacchanalian hymn ; not, however, in

honor of the juice of the grape, but of that from

honey; of which, by-the-by, the Anglo-Celtic
queen, Elizabeth, was very fond.

Listen to an extract from the Mead Song of a

very early time :

THE MEAD SONG.
u To him who rules supreme; our Sovereign Lord,
Creation's chief by all that lives adored,
Who made the waters and sustained the skies.
Who gives and prospers all that's good and wise ;

To him I'll pray that Maelgwyn ne'er may need
Exhaustless stores of sparkling nectrous mead ;

Such as with mirth our hour has often crown'd,
When from his horns the foaming draught went round.
The bee who-e toils produced it, never sips
The juice ordained by Heaven for human lip?,

Delicious mead, man's solace and his pride ;

Who finds in thee his every want supplied."*

Can you believe that such a poem was written

in Wales a century or two before Chaucer was
born ? yet that is the latest period assigned to the

poem. But here I am again at issue with Mr.

Stephens, who thus dates the poem, in direct, con-

tradiction to the popular tradition and belief, and
to the very name attached to it, Taliesin. If it

was his, it was written by a Briton in the sixth

century, i. e., the very period of the straggle of

the Britons against the Saxons. And why does

Mr. Stephens doubt its antiquity? Simply be-

cause the language (in the Welsh) is so smooth,

pure, and lucid. But he forgets that the original

poem may easily have undergone slight verbal

transformation as the language became modern-

ized, without any vital change whatever in the es-

sential character of the original. Meantime the

Stephens.
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poem testifies beyond all question to my mind

that it belongs to the earlier date, and to the sup-

posed author. Note this :

"To him I'll pray that Maelgwyn ne'er may need," etc.

Who was Maelgwyn? Why, a celebrated king

of the Britons, contemporary with Taliesin, and

his personal friend and patron.

So much for the Mead Song. Now take a

specimen from what I may almost call a splendid

dramatic poem of the twelfth century, the Hirlas.

The prince-poet who wrote it imagines himself

presiding over a banquet with his warriors, on the

eve of a day of battle.
"

Fill, cup-bearers !

" he

exclaims at the beginning of every verse
;
and

then taking his chiefs in succession, he reviews

their deeds, managing with admirable skill to

vary the praise bestowed on each. In the list

he comes in turn to Tudyr and Moreiddig.

"
Fill, cup-bearer, as you would avoid death,
Fill the horn of honor at our banquets,
The long blue horn of high privilege ;

of ancient silver

That covers it not sparingly ;

Bears to Tudyr, eagle of slaughter,
A prime beverage of florid wine.

Thy head shall be the forfeit if there come not in

The most delicious mead."

The cup-bearer goes, as the poet-prince sup-

poses, with the mead to the heroes he names, in

whose praise the song again rises

"To the hand of Moreiddig, encourager of songs,

May they become old in fame before they leave us.

Ye blameless brothers of aspiring souls,
Of dauntless ardor that would grasp ev'n fire,

Heroes, what services ye have achieved for me 1

Not old disgustingly, but old in skill;

Unwearied, rushing wolves of battle;
First in the crimsoned ranks of bleeding pikes ;

Brave leaders of the Mochnatians from Powys,
The prompt red chiefs to use their arm?,
And keep their boundaries free from turmoil;
Praise is your meed, most amiable pair !''

He now turns to greet them, but their places
are vacant

;
he recollects they fell in the morning

conflict; he hears their dying groans his tri-

umphant exultations cease his hilarity flies

and the broken tones of mournful exclamations

suddenly burst out

tl lla the cry of death ! and do I miss them ?

O Christ ! how I mourn their catastrophe !

O lost Moreiddig how greatly shall I need thee."*

I can add to this only two pieces mofe, extracts
from love poems, a class of which I could find a
hundred other examples, in the poetiy of Wales,
before the Anglo-Saxons of England had obtain-
ed a single poet.
The first is a literal translation by Mr. Ste-

phens, from Rhys Goch, who died in 1340. Of
course the charm, the aroma of the original verse,
is not to be hoped for in such a guise. But take
it as it is :

uAbove us streamed the rays of the summer sun,
And long green grass covered the fields,
Trefoils in great numbers and leafy trees adorned the

scene ;

There lay I and Gwen in perfect bliss,
Reclining both among the flowers,
Surrounded by troops of trefoils

;

Lip to lip we spent the time.
From the lips of the maid I obtained a feast,
Like that of saintly David in the choir of Hodnant,
Or Taliesin at the court of Klphin,
Or the Round-Table feasts of Caerlleon,Or angel joys in paradise.
And we both feasted thus
Without a care for what had been,

*
Stephens.

Without a thought of what would be ;

This height of bliss was never ending,
For we were both of one intent,
And all that day we only sang
That we would live and love together ;

Living sweetly upon kisses,
And both dying on the same."

The second is a love-song by Howell, Prince

of N. Wales, who died in 1172, and who has
written other exquisite things :

" Give me the fair, the gentle maid
Of slender form in mantle green ;

Whose woman's wit is ever staid,
Subdued by virtue's graceful mien.

Give me the maid whose heart with mine
Shall blend each thought, each hope combine.

Then, maiden, fair as ocean's spray,
Gifted with Kymric wit's bright ray,

Say, am I thine ?

Art thou then mine?
. What ? silent now ?

Thy silence makes this bosom glow.
I choose thee, maiden, for thy gifts divine,
'Tis right to choose

; then, fairest, choose me thine."*

Judge now of the true characters respectively
of Britons and Anglo-Saxons, and of our debt to

each in blood and culture.

Judge also whether, as I said at the onset, the

time has or has not come to put off the false and

put on the true designation. To banish the word
Saxon the most hated word to be found, perhaps,
in any language so far as it concerned Brit-

ons, Welsh, Scots, and Irish, in past times, and by
the Irish people even now. Banish it forever,
with all its bloodthirsty and egotistical associa-

tions. Oh, banish it ! Be content to take prece-
dence with your own favorite word that which

gives name to England and then- instead of a

kind of repetition of your own notion of your own

exceeding excellence, substitute a word that may
allow your fellow-citizens to have also a position,
a share, a satisfaction, in whatever aftects the

happiness, the honor, or the welfare of the whole

empire. ]Let us have no more Anglo-Saxon
but let Anglo-Celt henceforward be the national

watchword.
In conclusion, let us not forget that, in the

scheme of God, we may be very sure that all

qualities are interchangeable between all races.

Perhaps, because they all came from one
;
or if

not that, then because they are yet to become
one

;
one people, one language, one government,

but comprising in that sublime trinity in unity,
endless diversities cf people, tongues, and govern-
ments

;
with a wealth of all kinds, mental and

material, inconceivably beyond aught we at pres-
ent know, but without that incessant war of in-

terests and bigotries which at present makes the

whole world but groan 'like a creation in travail
;

and renders even the wealth we do possess value-

less in the eyes of a Christian philosopher, except
as materials for the future to which the spirit of

progress must lead us on
;
that progress itself be-

ing but the law which is evolved from the inter-

changes of which I have spoken.

CHAPTER XXI.

HUGH MAKES 3IISCHIEF.

HOWEVER weary older and wiser persons
might have grown, during the reading of this

paper, it is certain they had sufficient interest for

*
Stephens.
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the antiquarian's young listeners to hold their at-

tention throughout.
While Hugh sat in open-mouthed astonishment

at some of the facts he had just heard, Mrs. Ehys
said, almost gayly

"Well, Owen, you have made one convert at

all events Hugh Morgan, be you witness, /am
henceforward Anglo-Celt."

Mr. Rhys was happier than he had been for

many long months. During the last hour all the

threatening storm seemed passing from above him,
leaving serene beauty and sunshine.

Hugh, to whom he felt he partly owed the

pleasant opportunity by which he had gained,
for the first time, his wife's earnest attention and
clear appreciation, was soon to feel the effects of

his patron's altered mood.
As he received his parting shake of the hand

he found a piece of paper left in his own.

Hugh colored deeply as he opened it and saw
that it was a ten-pound note.

"Oh, sir," he said, bluntly, "would it seem

very ungrateful to ask another favor instead of

this?"

"Not to ask another favor, Hugh, certainly,
but why in place of this ?"

* ' He is discontented,
"
he thought ;

" of course,
because I've done so much for him, he thinks I

ought to do more. Celt or Saxon, they're all

alike for gratitude."
But he was wrong ;

for Hugh was grateful to

him, and never thought there was any bitter in-

consistency in his patron's kindness for teaching

him, first, that the whole charm and essence of

life lay in the love and cultivation of noble and
beautiful things patriotism, chivalrous senti-

ment, music, poetry, art and awakening in his

soul a passion for such things that could only pass

away with his life, and then letting him go to

spend the best years of his youth on an office-stool

for fifteen shillings a week.
"I could not ask it, sir, unless you let it be in

place of this, that is, if you can grant it." And
Hugh colored again, and pushed the note farther

on the table.
"
Well, I suppose I must promise out with it,

then, Hugh ; you have given me much of your
time and labor, and must remember it's only due
to me to let me know how I can best assist

you."
"Would you mind, then, sir I am afraid it's

asking a great deal but would you mind not

sending for the rent for some months longer, till

Elias has recovered a little from his heavy losses ?

He is driven so terribly close, sir, I don't know
how he will get through it."

" My dear boy, rely upon my attending to this,

and "
Mr. Rhys answered, but before he finish-

ed his sentence Catherine's generosity took fire,

and she went to Hugh, and pressing her purse
into his hand, said

"
I shall go up there and see them, Hugh, and

do what I can for them your pretty sister, Hi-
rell

"

"Not my sister," interposed Hugh, with a

smile,
" but just the same."

" Yes I forgot well, I have never seen her,
but I intend to do so

;
I heard from my maid

that she has not been well since this dreadful dis-

appointment you have all suffered now why
shouldn't she come here for two or three days ?

I'm sure it would do her good."

"It will give her such pleasure to hear you
have wished her to come,

"
answered Hugh,

" but
she's quite well, and I doubt if they could possi-

bly spare her. Hirell's one that makes the very
life of the house no, I'm sure she couldn't be

persuaded to leave Elias for a single day, just now,
and as to any more help

"
continued Hugh,

growing rather frightened at the thoughts of the

reception any charitable visitor might meet with
at Bod Elian, "as to any more help it is not at
all at all

" He would have said "
needed,"

but was too truthful, so stammered and broke off,

blurting out again with "They are getting on
much better now they've a lodger, you know,
sir," he said, turning partly towards Mr. Rhys;" I dare say you've seen him he's always wan-
dering about we often wish he knew you, for

he's constantly grumbling about not being able

to get at any books here."
"
I don't wonder at it, poor fellow who is he,

Hugh ?"

"A Mr. Rymer.""
Rymer," echoed the antiquary, half careless-

ly, half musingly, "it's familiar, somehow, yet
I'm sure I don't know any man with such a
name."

" To say the truth, sir, Kezia and I don't think

it is his real name," said Hugh." I can't think how it is I seem to know it,

Catherine," he said, his whole face and voice

changing to a strange tenderness as he uttered

her name, and turned towards her.

But having turned, he stood still as stone.

She knew how bloodless her lips and cheeks
had become, but as he turned she did not think

he could know what had brought this deadly
faintness over her she expected some cry of sur-

prise fear solicitude, but still felt that he was

looking and was silent. Did he remember Cun-
liffs second name ? It was written in a book he
had given her when they first knew each other,
and that book she had sent, with others, to her

Husband, when he was in Italy. Could it be that

he remembered it ?

Hugh watching them, thought Mr. Rhys must
be paralyzed with grief or fear at his wife's sud-

den illness, and seeing him so motionless, said-
" What shall I do, sir ? Shall I ring ? I have

noticed Mrs. Rhys growing so pale, but I did not

know she was ill."

"I am better I think the room is close,"

came in a labored whisper from the white lips. .

"
Well, good-morning, Hugh, I wish you all

prosperity," said Mr. Rhys, in a cold, forced

voice.

"Good-bye, sir, thank you for all your kind-

ness."

So Hugh passed out of the room where he had

spent so many delightful hours, laying down on
a book-shelf, as he went by it, the little purse
Mrs. Rhys had given him.

When Catherine felt she was alone withher hus-

band her deadly faintness came back
;
she closed

her eyes and did not open them till the sharp shut-

ting of the door made her spring to her feet, with

a suppressed cry.
He had gone away !

She went to the door, then to the window, with
a sort of weak, wild, hopeless impetuosity.
Near the window was a cast of a curious old

cross in which she had taken an interest when
she had first seen this room a year ago. It was
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from the "Maen Achwynfan," or
" Stone of La-

mentation,
"
near Whitford. She had heard from

her husband how penances were finished there,

and how tears of contrition and humiliation were

shed there in olden times
;

earlier even than the

ninth century.
As she faced it now in her inexpressible terror

and anguish, she wondered whether the many bur-

dened souls who had sought relief at its foot, had

found what they sought. And then, without Avait-

ing to conjecture yes or no, shfrsank down herself

before it with a cry as bitter as any pilgrim peni-

tent that ever sought it could have uttered.

CHAPTER XXII.

A VISITOR AT THE ABBEY FARM.

IT was fair-day at Dolgarrog, and William

Chidlaw, the young master of the abbey farm, had

gone there with two of his men
;
and the Abbey

farm yard, in consequence, was shut . in by its

great gates, and was so quiet and sunny that the

Reverend Daniel Lloyd found it a pleasanter study
than his damp little parlor, or the great refectory
where his boys were buzzing over their lessons.

He was pacing slowly up and down, from the

refectory door to the nail-studded doors of the

ruined chapel, when the yard dog woke and be-

gan to growl, looking menacingly towards the

stile.

Mr. Lloyd glanced absently in the same direc-

tion.

The intruder was Mr. Rhys of Dola' Hudol.
The curate's look of quiet thoughtfulness

changed to one of subdued anxiety, almost dis-

tress. He looked down at the sheet of manu-

script he held, while he recovered some presence
of mind before meeting his visitor

;
and the last

words his pen had traced happened to be such as

came to him far more impressively than he had

hoped could ever aifect others for whom they
were written.

He had earnestly desired to keep the secret of

the poor young wife, if it were possible to do so

with honor to her and to himself. And though
he had refused to be present at her meeting with
the stranger, unless she gave him permission to

tell her husband all he knew, if he saw such a
course was best, he had earnestly hoped it would
not be necessary to take advantage of her promise.
The countenance of his visitor, gave him noth-

ing but the most gloomy forebodings ;
and turn-

ing his eyes from it to his page of manuscript,
they rested on the words his pencil had just writ-

ten :

"It is often to those very persons who think
that the truth would ruin them, that it is simply
salvation."

Mr. Rhys had two very distinctive manners of

speaking. When he dwelt on the ancient glories
of Wales, or on the pages of an ancient illumina-

tion, he would be discursive, eloquent full in his

speech, but also slow. When, on the contrary,
he was in action he spoke few, but curt and decis-
ive words, such as habit of command abroad had
given him. It was thus he now spoke to the

curate, after they had shaken hands silently ;
and

Daniel Lloyd could see that he scarcely remem-
bered, as he went on, what was due to him whom
he addressed,

' You have seen mv wife, latelv ?"

'Yes."
'Will you be good enough to tell me what

I do not know that I can do that."

'Indeed!"
'

Candidly, Mr. Rhys, I would have been very
glad to have seen you here on any other business."

"We may agree in that, Mr. Lloyd."
The curate paused a moment, with eyes bent

on the ground as if in reflection, then began,
bluntly, and with effort

"The Sunday before your return, Mrs. Rhys
came to our English service. Only two or three
other persons were present, one of them my old

pupil. After the service she went out
;
but while

I was unrobing she came back in deep agitation,
and shutting the doors, came towards me with a

cry of anguish and fell down at my feet.

"Astonished,! endeavored to raise her; and

failing that for she clung to my knees I strove

to quiet her, and induce her to speak." When she did so, it was in broken murmurs,
reminding me of the next Sunday's communion
I had announced, and of the words in the Prayer
Book, authorizing those who need it, to seek coun-
sel beforehand.

" She did need it, she said
;
and at last I drew

from her that there was some one hovering about
in the neighborhood to see her, whom, to use her
own words, it was not for her soul's health she
should see.

" Shocked as I was, I could not but see how
wisely she had resolved, by making this appeal,
and I assured her of my fullest help and sym-
pathy.

"

" Did she tell you who ?"

"No, "said the curate; "nor would she tell

me, in spite ofmy strong reproof. But she prom-
ised me solemnly, that if he compelled the meet-

ing, I should be not far off, to protect her, and
her name, and yours. He did compel that meet-

ing I too went and I never lost sight of them
till they separated. That is substantially all I
know. And I believe he yielded to her resolve,
and left her in peace."" And you a minister of Christ did not think
it necessary or right to inform me ?"

"What good could I have hoped for in doing
so ?" demanded the curate. "What could I have
said but that which I now say deal tenderly with

your wife. She has erred, I doubt not
;
but not

too far to be readily forgiven. As I am Christ's

minister, I say to you, one such sinner who repents

is, or ought to be, dearer than a thousand who
have not known her temptations, and would have
sunk irretrievably if they had."

Mr. Rhys listened in gloomy silence, and walk-
ed two or three times with the curate to and fro

on the grassy avenue, then abruptly took his leave

with the words :

"I thank you. Perhaps I have been harsh.

You confirm, then, my wife's statement, that you
knew of her meeting with with- before it took

place ?"

'I do, most emphatically."
' Can vou tell me any thing more about him,

Mr
you

. Lloyd ?"

'Nothing."
'

Good-morning, Mr. Lloyd.".
'

Stay ifyou please, one moment. Your wife

sought me first. You .seek now, I did not seek
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her. I do not seek you. But you are here. Par-
don me, then, if I ask you what benefit can accrue

from your discovery of this man, whoever he be,

if it is clear your wife and he no longe; hold any
kind of communion ?"

There was a kind of smile, and a rising of the

eyebrows, and a dreamy, vacant look in Mr.

lihys's face, as he listened to this
;
but now, as

elsewhere, through the brief inteniew, he did not

trouble himself with what Daniel Lloyd 'thought,
but what Daniel Lloyd could tell. For that alone

he had evidently come, and looked baffled that

he got no other answer.

"Beware! my dear sir, I entreat you," said

the curate, earnestly.
" Beware how you reject

the wife that turns to you in time. If I under-

stand her rightly, she must need you now more
than ever she did in her life before need you, your
respect, your love, your returning confidence

"

"Thanks!" said Mr. Rhys, interrupting him.

He put out his hand, which the curate clasped
and held, looking wistfully in the hard face, but

seeing nothing there, was fain to let the hand go.
As Mr. Rhys walked away, the curate looked

after him, remembering he had not told him all
;

for he had not told him how earnestly he had
striven to persuade Mrs. Rhys to speak to her

husband, or to let him (Lloyd) speak to him.
Neither did he tell Mr. Rhys that he had only
consented to be silent at his wife's appeal, on re-

ceiving her solemn and voluntary promise never

again to see this stranger, unless in case of abso-

lute necessity; and then that he, the curate,
should know.
He looked after the tall menacing form, and

sighed heavily as he turned to go back to his

damp little study. The sunny, clean-swept yard
had lost its charm for him.

CHAPTER XXIII.

HUGH'S LAST HOURS AT HOME.

THEY were too busy at Bod Elian to give way
to much grief at the thoughts of the approaching

separation, for Kezia's furniture had arrived, and,
Dr. Robarts having been and seen Mr. Rymer,
and given orders that he should be removed, as

soon as possible, to a livelier room, they were all

assisting in fitting up the two new parlors for his

use.

By tea-time this was accomplished, and the in-

valid was helped down stairs by Elias, and led

into a bright little bower, the existence of which,
in such a place, he could scarcely understand.
As he lay back on the little sofa, looking round
the room, he felt that it was chavming, but in

what its charm lay he could not conceive.

The new paper on the wall was false in design,
and gaudy in color

;
the carpet almost threadbare,

the furniture black and worm-eaten. Yet every
thing seemed harmonious and pleasant. The
darkness of the furniture perhaps sent the eye
gratefully to the bright roses on the wall, though
they might be out of drawing ;

and their bright-

ness, again, made the dingy carpet pleasant to

rest on. White full curtains at the two little

windows threw an air of dainty elegance over all.

A fire was burning in the bright new grate.
Kezia's old time-piece, with its white face and
black frame, ticked on the mantel-shelf. A plate

of African marigolds stood in each window, and
filled the room with rich aromatic odor ;

and a

few branches of mountain-ash berries, and a pale
China rose, were set in a vase on the table among

|

the tiny tea-service, every piece of which had been
'

wrapped up separately and packed away for years
in a box of Kezia's mother's.

The sofa was so placed that he could see,

j

through the window, the wildest side of Moel
I Mawr, where furze-fires were flaming up fitfully
in the twilight. He could see through the door,

too, which he had begged might remain open,
into the passage, along which some one or other
would be constantly passing ;

and now and then a
door on the other side was left open,- and he could
see into the great kitchen where Hugh was spend-

I

ing his last few hours, regarding grudgingly every
; little duty which took either his brother, or Hirell,

j

or Kezia, during one of those precious moments,
I
from his sight.

Rymer saw that tea was spread there also, and
that the brothers, unlike their usual custom, were

sitting side by side at the table their faces to-

wards him. Hugh very often had to get up and
leave Elias to go and speak to some one who
came to the outer door to wish him farewell.

Such visitors were frequent, and Rymer fan-

cied that the lad's voice was less and less cheery
and strong every time he answered their adieus

and good wishes.

Rymer knew when the time for the parting had

come, for Elias rose and said something to Hugh,
who got up also, and followed him out of the

room. Hirell and Kezia lingered a little while,
then they too went out.

The brothers had gone into the old parlor,
which was generally called Elias's room, because
his bureau was in it, and he sat here at his ac-

counts a good part of every afternoon.

When Elias had shut the door, he turned to

Hugh and said :

"
I can only give you money enough for your

journey, and to keep you for one week."

Hugh nodded sadly, and Elias knew his sadness

Avas not at having so little to take with him, but
at having to take it at all.

"Look here, Hugh," said Elias
;
and he lifted

up the lid of the bureau.

Hugh looked, and saw just what he knew he
should see little packets of bills and letters in

perfect order the old account-book lying open,
and the Bible beside it. Hugh saw that the last

entry was his brother's gift to him, and that there

was left in hand nothing.

Hugh stood looking at the figures gloomily,
and thinking that Elias might have spared him
the sight." How can I take it, Elias/' he asked, almost

reproachfully, "what will you do?"
"
Hugh," answered Elias,

" I did not show you
this to prove how poor I am after this poor gift to

you. I wished to tell you the comfort I have
found in order and accuracy. I have been rich,

and I have been poor, and I have come to believe

that in poverty alone can a man rule his soul and
his fortunes, with something of that divine order

by which the mighty possessions of God are

ruled. Here are two books;" and he gave him
two like those that laid in his bureau :

"
in one, let

God see written in honest figures the exact state

of your fortune, day by day ;
in the other, find

words to tell Him the condition of your soul, and
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He shall cast up both for you with the eye of a

father and master. Though the column where

the sum of your possessions should be written is

a blank, leave the blank there cheerfully, for God's

eye to see
; pray for your daily bread, and go forth

to your work."

He closed the bureau, just as Hirell and Kezia

came to the door. Hugh started, as he heard the

handle turned, and glanced at Elias. The elder

brother guessed by his look that he wished to re-

main alone with him a minute or two longer, and

as Hirell appeared in the doorway, raised his hand

to warn her back. She nodded, and went away
with Kezia.

Elias then looked inquiringly at Hugh, and was

surprised to see him with a suddenly heightened

color, as he stood looking at the money in his

hand. Elias sighed, for he thought that some
other unavoidable expense must have occurred to

perplex him.
" What is the matter, Hugh ?" he asked.

Hugh sat down in a chair near him at the ta-

ble, on which he laid the money, and began to

move one coin after another, as if counting it

slowly.

"Well, Hugh."
"Perhaps," said Hugh, "I had better not say

it now
; perhaps I'd better write to you, Elias."

" If you have any thing you wish to relieve

your mind of, why not do it at once, Hugh ? Are

you sure it is something you wish me to know ?"
" I do, I do, Elias. I wish you knew. I know

you ought to know."
" Then tell it me simply, lad."
"
Oh, Elias ! perhaps you guess it. Sometimes

I think you do."

"I never guess," answered Elias; "I have

enough to do to understand and cope with Avhat

I know."
" But you must have thought sometimes

"

"What about?"

"Kezia," said Hugh;
" that I care for her;

that I love her."

Hugh was accustomed to long silences, on his

brother's part, in times of surprise or excitement,
but no silence had ever seemed so long or so op-

pressive as this which followed his own agitated,

hastily-uttered confession.

Elias was standing at the window, with his

back towards him. He had not been standing
so when Hugh began to speak.

Suddenly he turned round.
" Have you told her? Does she know?" he

asked.
"
I never said any thing to her till last night."

*' And it was after you spoke," asked Elias, in

a slow measured tone,
"
that she wished to come

home ?"

"Yes
;
but I don't know if it was through my

speaking. I do not know if she even understood

me," said Hugh.
"Do you wish to speak to her now, before you

go?"
"I think not. I think I could not, Elias go-

ing out of this place as she knows I go a beggar.
No

;
I'll wait till I have done something to give

her faith in me, and to give you faith in me,
Elias."

And Hugh rose, with a light in his face that
seemed to say he meant that something to be very
great and decisive, but his brother's glance did
not respond to it.

At this minute Hirell and Kezia came again to

the door to say that the car which was to take

Hugh to Aber was waiting. Kezia, in her quiet,
subdued way, went straight up to Hugh to say
something about his things.

Elias watched her with a strange, wistful sera-

tiny." Here is a list of the things I have not mark-

ed, Hugh," said Kezia, slipping a little piece of

paper in his hand
;

"
pray don't forget to get the

ink, and mark them as you promised."
Elias watched her glance at Hugh's troubled

face, and then turn away gently, as feeling she
should have no place in his thoughts or sight at

such a time. Did she feel this ? he wondered.
Kezia let them all go before her into the hall,

and stood waiting, feeling a pleasant confidence
in soon hearing the young man's footsteps come
in her direction.

She waited, listening to the boxes being lifted

into the car, and to the confusion of footsteps in

the hall.
" Now he must be coming," she thought, and

a gentle, motherly yearning came into her eyes.
The next minute, those soft eyes of Kezia looked
startled and grieved, for the wheels of the car

were heard cutting sharply through the moist

gravel.

Surely it was not possible Hugh had gone with-

out wishing her good-bye ! Then she heard Hi-
rell go back into the kitchen to speak to Nanny.
Then Elias came toAvards the stairs before which
Kezia stood.

"
Oh, Elias!" she cried out in a pained voice," did he forget me?"

Elias looked at her sharply, and passed by her.

and went up stairs without a word.
Kezia stood still, pursing her mouth and bri-

dling her neck a little, and the tears rose to her

eyes ;
but after a little while she wiped them

meekly away, saying to herself :

"
They have too much upon them to think of

me ;" and then she went about her work as cheer-

fully as ever.

In about an hour she had so quieted her mind
as to be able to sing one of the hymns she had
heard at Aber Chapel the previous evening. Her
soft voice penetrated one of the upper rooms, the

door of which had been closed and locked since

Hugh's departure. As Kezia's voice came softly

stealing up, the door was opened, and Elias stood

on the staircase looking down and listening.

It was a dove-like, soothing voice, neither very
sweet nor very powerful, but soft and winning,
and full of peace. It was not a voice to excite

any powerful emotion
; yet, as Elias listened, his

chest heaved, and he said in a low, deep voice :

"
Lord, I t"hank thee that she can sing in my

service, though he is gone."
There were other ears that also found the voice

of Kezia pleasant. Mr. Rymer, in his little quaint

parlor, with its mixture of age and newness, lis-

tened to it with a great sense of peace. It had
been a strange day for him altogether. A soft,

continuous flow of fresh, heathful visions and

sounds, had pressed back old thoughts with a

strange, sweet pertinacity that even habit and
sickness could resist.

When he first woke in the morning, he remem-
bered that the previous day had not gone by ex-

actly as the days had done for so long the night

closing on him like an additional prison door,
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none the less gloomy and hopeless to him if nail-

ed with stars. What had made it different ? He
looked at a sunbeam lying across the splintery

floor, and that reminded him of a name which !

made him smile as he said it to himself. A soft
]

lowing of cattle drew his eyes to the field before

his window, and what he saw made him say the
!

name again. He had looked at the flowers when
he came into the room where he sat now, and

they too brought the name to his thoughts and

lips.

As he sat listening to Kezia's singing, he was
also listening for a step to return a step that had

gone away a few minutes since. He had listened

to it all day, as it fell along the passages, upon the

stairs
;

it seemed to have a music a meaning
different from all other footsteps.
Soon he heard it going past his window, and

then he heard another footstep join it, and knew
that Elias and his daughter were walking up and
down on the little raised path on which the win-
dow of the bedroom opened. The one footstep
sounded heavy and despairing, the other light and
blithe.

Rymer went to the window and sat down be-

hind the curtain. He saw the two standing still

there Hirell looking at the stars that were crowd-

ing out everywhere, Elias looking at her with his

slow, wondering gaze.
"What are you thinking of, Hirell?" Rymer

heard him ask, when they had stood so for some
time. He spoke in a wistful, pathetic voice, as if

wearying for some of the light that he saw on her
face.

"I was thinking, father," answered Hirell,
"while this our world is growing dark, how
many, many worlds grow bright."
Then Kezia called Hirell, and Rymer saw

Elias standing looking at the stars alone and
bareheaded.

CHAPTER XXIV.
THE VIRGIN MARTYR.

ABOUT half an hour later, coming from his

bedroom into his little parlor adjoining it, he
saw Hirell and Nanny, who had just brought in

his supper, holding up something between them,
and looking at it in a passion of admiration.

He stood a moment without disturbing them,
listening to their exclamations, of which the tone

only was comprehensible to him.

They were holding, carefully spread out, an
artist's proof of an engraving of the Virgin Mar-

tyr. He had that evening taken it from his port-

manteau, where it had lain rolled up since he
left London, and had opened it out on the table.

There was no mistaking the poise of Nanny's
rough head, nor the parted lips and dilating eyes
of Hirell, as the two girls held it up between
them.

Suddenly the door, opening between this and
his bedroom, creaked.

Hirell started and cried imperatively to Nanny
to let go.

Nanny glanced carelessly towards the door,
and seeing no one there for Rymer was just
behind her retained her hold on the picture,

answering Hirell's entreaty by a rude refusal,
and continued to feast her eyes upon it.

Hirell implored, commanded, and, thinking

Nanny would yield, tried to draw it from her.

Nanny gave it a rough pull and tore it right
across the centre.

Hirell dropped it and burst into tears. She
had never seen a picture any thing like it before,
and vaguely estimated its value as something
immense.

Rymer approached, making the aghast and
contrite Nanny jump as she saw him so close to

her.
" I hope," said he to Hirell, as he touched the

torn picture, "it isn't this little accident that's

distressing you ? The thing is of no value what-
ever."

Hirell lifted her tearful eyes in a timid amaze-
ment to his

;
and then Nanny and she looked at

each other as two penniless wayfarers might do,

hearing a prince declare the same after having
had his watch and diamond ring stolen from him.
How rich he must be to call this worthless !

"
Indeed, sir, I am truly sorry and ashamed,

I am, indeed," Hirell said with such a sweet and

utterly humble look of sorrow that he was at

once amused charmed yet quite grieved that

she should take the trifling accident so much to

heart.
"

I assure you it doesn't matter in the least.

You seemed pleased with the picture," he said,

looking at it carelessly as it lay torn on the table.
"
Oh, sir, it is the most wonderful thing I ever

saw in my life
;
and to think

"

And she drooped her wet, flushed face and
went slowly from the room, murmuring :

* '
I must go and tell father about it, and see

what is to be done."

Rymer followed her after a minute's perplex-

ity, and found that Elias was not in the kitchen,
but out in the front field. It was yet early, and
Kezia was setting off to Dolgarrog to make some

purchases for the lodger.

Seeing this, he went back to his room and
waited with some impatience for her invariable

visit to him before such an expedition, and the

usual timid inquiry as to whether she could do

any thing for him at the town. He was not sup-

posed to know she went there purposely for him.

This evening when she came, instead of the

surly
"
no, thank you," she was intrusted with a

delicate little commission, which put her into a
sad state of nervousness.

She was repaid, however, on her return, by the

perfect satisfaction and polite thanks of Mr. Ry-
mer, Avho immediately after opening the little

parcels she brought him, set to work with paste,

pasteboard, and little tacks, with gum, camel's-

hair pencil, and dark paints, to the great surprise
and curiosity of Nanny. Just before prayer-

time, when Elias was taking his good-night look

into the stable and cow-houses, and Hirell and
Kezia were knitting in the kitchen, Mr. Rymer
issued from his room with something in his hands.

He approached Hirell and held it before her

with a smile.

It was the torn picture wonderfully mended,
mounted and framed in a plain, bright gilt frame.

"Is it worth being hung up in your room
now? I am afraid not," he said meeting her

wondering eyes with a strange thrill of delight.
" My room, sir!" echoed Hirell faintly.

"Or anywhere you like. I have put it to-

gether for you as well as I could, as you liked it

so much."
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Hirell rose, putting her little hands timidly on

the frame, but so tremulously that he thought if

he let go it would fall.

Again she looked full into his eyes, her own

strangely bright her cheeks a shade paler than

usual it seemed, he thought, if not too absurd

to believe with emotion.
" You have done this for me ? You give it

to me ?" she said.

"No, perhaps not
;

it's not worth having, is it?"

said he, pretending to draw it away.
Then her fingers took firmer hold on it.

Once having it out of his hands, the joy of pos-
session made her forget herself.

" Kezia !

"
she cried in a voice of sweet childish

triumph.
' ' Look it is mine my very own !

"

"But you have never thanked Mr. Rymer,
Hirell," said Kezia reprovingly.

"No, and I never can," she replied turning to

him suddenly, with swimming eyes, "only when
I look at it only then to myself."

' '

Nonsense, child," said Kezia in Welsh, "you
can say thank you."

"Yes, I can say thank you.
" And she look-

ed over her picture at him, and uttered the two
words with a mixture of delight, despair of being
able to express her delight, and of entreaty to him
to believe in her gratitude.
The look and voice haunted him all night.

Several times he found himself shaken by a tender

laughter as he thought of Hirell and Nanny over
the torn picture ;

and constantly, when he hard-

ly suspected himself of thinking about her, his

lips twitched with some such exclamation as
"
Quaint little creature!"

"Solemn, delicious gratitude.""
Sweet, holy little .face !

"

CHAPTER XXV.
AFTERNOON AT DOLA' HITDOL.

ON his return from the Abbey farm, Mr. Rhys
went into his library, where such pleasant hours
had been spent that'morning, and, after standing

hesitatingly a minute before the bell-rope, rang." Ask your mistress to be kind enough to come
to me here,

"
he said to the servant, and then sat

down in the throne-like chair, took a pen and
sheet of note-paper, and began to write a letter.

Before five minutes had passed his wife came
in. He did not look up or take any notice, but
her keen eye saw that he was conscious of her

presence. She put on no assumption of careless-

ness or annoyance, but walked straight up to the

window, and stood by the table where he was

writing, and looked gravely out on to the lawn.
His hand trembled a little at feeling her so

near. It was hard to sit unmoved while she
stood there in her sweet, pale, morning colors,
fresh as the new-blown bells of the convolvulus,
that waved against the window hard to know
how the living gold of her hair was glittering in

the sun, nor dare to lift his eyes to it hard to

know the sweet rose on her cheek was deepening
in color at his silence, yet remain mute to feel

the kindling fire of her blue, averted eye, and
keep his own cold to know how her breast was
heaving with the misery of her young, passionate
heart, and not fall down a cringing lover at her
feet, and sue for it once more.

But a little quiver of the hand, and the passion
was subdued

;
he wrote on

;
his wife waited at

the window, and whenever she glanced at him his

profile was cold as that of his bust on the book-
case.

At last he felt she was beginning to be impa-
tient to lose her self-command. Perhaps he
needed this to begin his task at all.

She walked once or twice to the door. Sud-

denly she turned upon him.

"Owen!" she said, in a rich, half-laughing
voice, while her eyes looked at him gravely
enough, "if ever I commit suicide, it will be
while I am waiting for you to speak. For God's

sake, say what you have to say. Your words

may kill me, but your silence maddens me, and
I'd rather be killed than sent mad. If I am what
I am sane, God knows what I should be as a lu-

natic."

He paused in his writing, looked up at her,
laid down his pen, and said with the old courtesy :

' ' Pardon me, I forgot ;
I hoped to have fin-

ished this before speaking to you. I am writing
to your uncle."

" To my uncle !

" Was it merely the fire-light
he saw suddenly reflected in his wife's eyes, or

was it but he did not choose to pause to answer
himself.

"Owen, beware! I can bear much. You
may easily degrade me in my own eyes, almost
as much as I see I am already degraded in your
eyes ;

but but he loves me
;

is the one being
that thinks me not altogether worthless. You
would not oh, you would not ruin me with him
my last friend !

"

"I desire, Catherine, to spare you every pain
that your own behavior has left it in my power
to spare you ;

but as regards your uncle
"

"As regards him," she interrupted, "if you
are wise, you will be silent. He v.

r
ill believe me,

if I must speak. In Heaven's name, Owen, let

us both spare the old man. You, like myself,
have had much kindness from him."

" You are too quick too impetuous. I beg
you to be calm. You are young, and can bear,

perhaps, these exhausting emotions
;

I am old,
and can not. You have discovered, Catherine,

though somewhat late, that I am old
; pray, then,

let age have its needful immunities."
' '

Oh, my husband ! What madness possesses

you, that you fling your words at me like those

poisoned weapons that you once told me about
as in use among barbarous nations ? Why do

you use these cruel sarcasms ? When did I ever

show you by look, or word, or act, that your age
is

"

* ' What ! do you reject the one excuse that even

I can find for you ay, in my very heart ? Shall

I, because I played the fool once in marrying you,
never again cease to play the fool ? You are wrong,

unreasonable, unjust to yourself. You have taught
me much!"
He ceased

;
and taking no heed of the bitter dis-

tress that she could no longer hide, turned away,
and again went on with his letter.

It would seem that Catherine had come into the

room possessed by some secret desire or determi-

nation that enabled her to bear up against the

terrible severity of his words.

Again she interrupted him :

" Have vou seen Mr. Lloyd?"
"Yes,"
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" Does he confirm my statement to you ?"

He was silent.
" I know he does," she said, "and, Owen, I

know not whether it is God that prompts me, in

spite of myself, to do now what is so hopeless ;

but see my husband I kneel to you, and ask

you, perhaps for the last time in life, to listen to

me."
"Do not mock me," he answered,

"
any more

by idle appeals. If you will be good enough to

be silent for a few minutes
"

"No, Owen, I will not be silent. I do not

know what new outrage on me you are meditat-

ing."
"You shall know, soon !" he said, with a quiet-

ude of tone that only made the listener more and
more desperate."

Owen, you have hitherto seen in me a woman
conscious of error, deeply repentant for it, making
all restitution in her power, stopping in time

;
see

here, in the presence of God and the dear Saviour

of mankind, I swear to you I stopped in time, and
with the strongest resolution and desire to be to

you once more an honest wife. But you believe

nothing ; you thrust me back upon my miserable

self, even when my heart goes out towards you ;

you are blind to all that ought to satisfy you my
own isolation here, Mr. Lloyd's testimony, your
own letter

"

She paused as she thought of that letter, lest

once more grief should conquer the rising anger
which she now wished to call forth.

" What letter?" he demanded, not looking up
nor removing his pen or eye from the paper.
"That one you wrote me from the Continent,

so noble in its language, so confiding. Ah! do

you not know, have you never yet suspected, that

it was that that suddenly changed me? Owen,
do you not know that ?"

He made no answer, but remained in his bent

position, as if he could not trust himself to speak.
"I can not, I will not, live in this fearful, this

wretched state ! I demand now, then, that you
speak plainly out here, if you please, and now
else before my uncle, to whom I myself will go,
and before him challenge you to impeach my in-

nocence!"
*'
Catherine, while I try incessantly to narrow

the ground between us, you make it wider at every

step. I want to think of you as well as I can.

I want to take things as they are. I am too old

to dream. The days of romance are gone for me.
Would they had never been revived, as they have

been, to tell me what I have lost. Why, then,
are you not content ?"

"Content!" To be suspected of I know not
what ! Watched at every turn ! Unable to say
one truthful word, without finding it come back
to me stamped, like a base coin, with fraud. No

;

I will bear this no longer. Say then, plainly,
what you have to say ;

and I will defend myself,
with God's help, as I best can."

He gazed at her with surprise, wonder, almost

admiration, for a single moment, then pushed
aside his writing-desk, and rose to his feet

;
and

then, as if beginning at last to share her own agi-

tation, he walked once from end to end of the

room
;
then returned, again sat and gazed once

more in silence upon her anguished, burning face.
" So be it," at last he said, and he spoke with

extreme deliberation as one might suppose a just

judge to speak when compelled, by some unhappy

i combination of circumstances, to give judgment
I
in a matter affecting most deeply his own most
sacred interests.

" Do you know that handwriting?" he asked,

placing before her a short and merely compli-

mentary note, professing to be written from Lon-

don, on some unimportant matter, from Mr. Cun-
liff to herself, on the very day of her meeting with
him at the Maiden's Lake. This bore the London

post-mark of the day after had come by the

morning mail and been delivered the same af-

ternoon.

Scarcely knowing what to say, or to do, and

naturally truthful, she faintly responded,
"Yes."
" Read it," said her husband. "I received it

and opened it the day after that of my meeting
with you and his."

When she had done so, and noticed the date,
she understood, in a moment, its intention, and
was lost in wonder to know how the thing had
been done.

Cunliff, as he reached Dolgarrog on that mem-
orable evening, was in one of those moods when
the most desperate things seem the most prudent.
He sat down, wrote a few words with forced slow-

ness and care, put them into an envelope, with a

few words addressed to his housekeeper, got out

a saddled horse, which he occasionally hired, and,

riding at an almost incredible pace, reached a place

eighteen miles distant before the mail-cart, that

had started more than half an hour before
;
there

found the night-mail train, and a passenger who
undertook to deliver the letter immediately the

mail arrived in London. He had done so soon
after daybreak ;

the housekeeper, obeying the or-

der inclosed, drove off to St
4
Martin's Le Grand,

and posted the letter, which returned to Wales by
the day-mail, and was delivered the same after-

noon at Dola' Hudol. All this Cunliff did, be-

sides getting back the same night so as to cause

no remark from Chamberlayne, in the mere hope
that he might thus help Mrs. Rhys to convince
her husband (if necessary) that he, Cunliff, was
in London when that letter was written.

" And you opened this ?" said Mrs. Rhys, after

a prolonged pause.
" I did when I found you still silent as to the

meeting I had interrupted. You wonder at me,
Catherine, I know. Well, I confess I wonder at

myself; the change was sudden from faith to in-

credulity. But consider that seemingly courteous

and most innocent letter. Do you believe it ?"
" Had you asked me at the time I could have

replied to you," said Mrs. Rhys, with a touch of

the sex's skill in answering difficult questions by
a retort on the questioner." I read this, and of course ought to have be-

lieved that this Mr. Cunliff' was in London, when
he seemed, to my imperfect vision, to be much
neareV to me and you. What I did was to write

to a friend, who learned for me that Mr. Cunliff

had left London before the date of that letter,

and had not returned since. That, then, Cathe-

rine, is one of your friends a trickster, who, no
doubt for excellent reasons, finds it necessary to

lie in this fashion. Do you desire me to go far-

ther ? It is my turn, wife, to ask you to spare
me. I have loved my wife honored her and
the contrast is too painful."
"Do you make me responsible for Mr. Cun-

liffs doings {"
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" Yes ;
while you stand at his side, and dishon-

estly shelter him, and refuse to say,
' That is the

villain !'
"

"
Owen, Cunliff is no villain !"

"Ah, indeed! Come. Try me. I can listen,

if you please, to all his virtues. I should like, in-

deed, to be sure that it is a noble victim who "

He stopped, and evidently with the manner of

one who goes farther than he intended.
" Goes to the sacrifice! is that what you were

about to say ?"

"Look to yourself, woman. I will deal with

him."
She was about to reply, but checked herself as

she noted the unerring sign that was for an in-

stant visible on his face. Yes, she could read

there vengeance, and an unsleeping energy of

purpose.
A sudden calmness came over, for him. For

him Cunliff she suddenly found the power she

had failed to evoke for herself
;

for he was in dan-

ger, beyond all question. Yet how ? To what
extent ? Had her husband already seen him ?

" You bid me, Owen, look to myself. That is

what I seek to do, now that you drive me to ex-

tremities. Is this, then, all you have to lay to

my charge in explanation ofyour recent behavior

to me? Is this all, that Mr.. Cunliff has written

me such a letter ?"

He looked at her with surprise, as if thinking
of her audacity, and almost he seemed to feel the

pity of it that he must go on.

''If I understand you, Catherine, rightly I

mean as to what you wish me to think about you
your understanding with Mr. Lloyd was that

you were never more to hold any kind of com-
munication with the granger that it was possible
to avoid. Do you wish me to believe that you
have kept that engagement ?"

Her slow speech gave her, so it seemed, a few
extra seconds of time in which to think of the

answer to this dreadful question.
If she acknowledged the last interview, she felt

there would be no limit to the severity ofhisjudg-
ments, because no longer would he listen to any
thing but his own absolute certainty of her guilt.

"I do wish you so to believe," she said in a

hard, but firm tone.

"Liar!" he cried, "do I convict you at last!"
He went to the handle of the bell, to pull it,

in awful silence.
" What would you do ?" she asked.
"Call the servant, who has seen him and you

exchange communications O shameless woman
within this very week!"

"Owen, Owen ; stop ;
hear me. I I am in-

nocent of aught but the despair you force into my
soul innocent in

"

She had fainted
;
and Mr. Rhys was for some

time unable to complete the business on which he
had set his heart. When she revived, slowly, si-

lently, the courage of despair began to strengthen
the unhappy woman, and so feeling, she said to
him when an hour or more had passed and he
had finished his letter

"
Please to express your will, and let me go."" Can you listen to the letter I have written to

your uncle ?"

"I will try," she said, with a sweet and most
cruel smile, that almost repaid to him the pain he
had inflicted on her.
He began to read it, thus :

' ' DEAR SIR, I write to ask from you a person-
al favor. It is that you will receive Catherine for

a time, the duration of which it is now impossible
to fix, in your house ;

and with the understanding
that she receives no visitors but your visitors, and
never leaves your house and grounds without

your express permission.
"How much is involved in these requests, I,

alas ! of all men, have the saddest reason to

know. Nor should I put them to you how
could I? for myself; but I do put them and

urge them for her.
" She has deeply wronged me, but to what ex-

tent I leave her to explain. I am willing to hope
for the best. I demand that for a time, at least,

she keeps aloof from society ;
and I in return

will do my best to hold her reputation safe before

the world, so long, at least, as she will let me.
"

I grieve to see that I am not writing as I in-

tended to write. The bitterness of the heart, I

feel, is infecting my every word, and making me
unjust." I do think she is personally innocent. I do

think, for one so young, so beautiful, so inexpres-

sibly lovely in that loveliness of the spirit which
is as heaven to earth compared with the body's
attractions I do think, I repeat, that all these

things, with my own age and rigidity of charac-

ter, may excuse her in your eyes. Ah ! I would
to God that they might in mine too. You do
not know she does not how I worshipped her.

' '

I dreamed again I was of the kind capable
of loving and being loved. All the chivalry of

the past seemed to be revived all the romance
of my youth, and I said, my life may be of little

worth to her, but it can not but be glorified in

such light, and whatever I am, or have, or may
be, all is hers.

" What my state is now, it is worse than use-

less to speak of, if she be lost to me.

"Ah, sir ! will you try to win her back to me ?
' ' Hear her story. Keep her by your side.

Win her confidence. Then though not too soon

write to me. If you can then say in solemn
truthfulness of soul,

' Take back your wife
;
she

is no longer unworthy of the love of an honest

man,' then, indeed, will I give her, what now I

can not, my trust.
" Dare I still think this may yet be so ? My

life can not be prolonged to any great extent, but

whatever it be, then it shall be devoted once more
to her, to smooth over the past, to struggle for a

future one where I may indeed feel peace and
so feeling, may show to her an old man's bound-
less gratitude."

She had never once interrupted him, except by
the occasional, half-stifled cry of despair his words

wrung from her
;
but when he had finished, she

rose hastily, wiped away the moisture off her face,

and said with sudden animation :

"Owen, I accept this I do indeed I do;
and now will you let us part, as we should part.

Oh ! my husband my heart still beats for you
and your happiness if if

"

He could no longer resist. Before he was him-

self conscious of what he was doing, he opened
his arms, and she flung herself upon his breast,

and wept there a long time.

After a time she whispered
"When do you wish me to go ?"

"To-morrow. We will ride together to the
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station, then part your groom and maid going
with you."

"Very well."
" Do you, Catherine, now see why I have done

this?"
'

"No."
" Because I feel I am no fit judge of my own

case. My heart seems to harden against you
while while

"

"I understand. This, then, is our farewell?"
" Yes substantially.

"

"Then, O my husband, will you not not

even say God bless you ?"

She knelt down, with bowed head.

His trembling hands were upon her his mur-
mured words floated in her ear unrecognized,

yet fully understood.

"And pardon?"" Do you deserve that, Catherine ?"

She looked up at him. He had not spoken se-

verely, she saw.
"
I do ! as God is my other Judge, I do !"

"Take it, then and let us both hope all the

barriers are removed that lie between us and a
future."

" One word more. You spoke as if desiring

vengeance
"

She could go no farther so terrible was the

look that came upon his face.

She would not be warned. Cunliff was in dan-

ger that was all she could think of. She prayed
in her inmost soul not to be obliged to see him or

write to him ever again. But she could not al-

low him to
"
Owen, you have forgiven me you must also

forgive him.
"

"Catherine, I will not be tempted. There has

been enough, and too much, of violence. Leave
him to God!"

"Will you do so?"
He went away without answering her question.
Catherine had said before that his silence mad-

dened her, but never had it been to her so terrible

as now.
In the night she made a resolution, reckless of

consequences, and in the morning she earned it

out as recklessly.

CHAPTER XXVI.
THE MOUNTAIN ORCHARD.

MRS. RHYS rode over to Capel Illtyd before

breakfast next morning. When she reached the

gate of the lowest field of Bod Elian, she got
down from her horse, and told her groom she

was going to walk up to see the people at the

farm.

She had a vague hope of meeting Cunliff ram-

bling about before she reached the house
;
but her

determination to warn him was so fixed, and her

fears as concerned her own safety so slight, that

she scarcely paused once to think how or where
the interview she wished for was to take place.

In this manner, defying more and more the

danger that became more and more apparent to

her as she went on, Mrs. Rhys reached the flat

field in front of Bod Elian.

The doors were open the house seemed emp-
ty, and indeed it was just the time when Nanny
was away with the cows, and Elins had ridden out
to set the men to their dav's work.

Standing hesitatingly a minute at the open
door, Mrs. Rhys thought she heard voices some-
where behind "the house, and gathering up the
skirt of her habit, walked quickly round towards
the garden trees.

In the wall that inclosed those trees, she saw
a broken door swinging back on its hinges ;

she
entered by this, and found herself in a garden.
On her right was a long path, sloping downward ;

on her left a flight of uneven steps, with moss and
ferns growing out of them. The instant that she
reached that spot she heard Cunliff's voice not
so as to understand a word he was saying but

only in a murmur, audible enough for her to know
it was his voice. It came from somewhere above.
She looked up, and saw that the steps led to a lit-

tle orchard, whose trees bore scarcely any thing
but moss upon their branches, which were all bent
one way by the sea wind that came along the val-

ley on the other side.

*Mrs. Rhys mounted the steps in that same
spirit of impetuous courage and generosity that
had let her dare so much already in coming to
Bod Elian on such an errand.

She followed the only path she saw in the weird
little orchard, and it took her straight to the oth-
er side, where the valley, with its walls of moun-
tains, its glittering little thread of a river, and the

great flashing line of sea at the end, burst sudden-

ly upon her view.

But the beautiful valley, in all the glory of the

morning sun, was only a background to the pic-
ture by which the eyes of Catherine Rhys, in

their brave, reckless search, were suddenly rivet-

ed. Just before where she stood a part of the
loose stone wall had fallen long ago ;

and the

stones, all thickly cushionedwith moss, were scat-

tered for some way down a little green hill, at one
side of which a waterfall dashed down with a
force and noise as if it had all the sea in its flow.

On one of these stones sat the man for whose
sake her heart was so full of misery her eyes
so dim with midnight tears that she could scarcely
bear the morning sun which lit the picture. There
he sat, looking in tender, smiling interest, at a girl,

whom apparently some question of his had plung-
ed in a fit of sweet, thoughtful embarrassment.
She was very lovely. Catherine Rhys felt her

loveliness through all her heart, which seemed to

drink it in like poisoned honey the dewy hazel

eyes, full of fresh fancy and tender wildness the

smiling lips the fresh, natural-grace of the form,
which the poor dark clothes suited as the foliage

of the young willow suits the tree the pretty,
childish fingers twining round the great horn of

the cow against which she leaned, with her feet

crossed, and her other hand stretched down ca-

ressingly to a little calf, that rubbed its blind, soft

head, against her knee nothing was lost to Cath-

erine's eyes, which look upon the picture till it

and they seemed both to turn to fire, and she

pressed her hands over her face, but only to snatch

them down and gaze once more.

CHAPTER XXVII.

MR. CUNLIFF AGAIN VISITS DOLA r HUDOL.

KEZIA WILLIAMS was standing near the kitch-

en window kneading a dark mass of dough, when
she saw a stranger come into the yard and look
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about him. One of the farm boys passing, the

man stopped him, and asked him some questions

which, as the boy did not answer, Kezia concluded

must have been spoken in English. The man was

dressed as a groom, and she thought he had, per-

haps, come with an order from some large house.

Muffling her hands in her apron and raising the

window, she asked him in English

"What is your business, please ?"

The man turned sulkily, like one who has had

his patience rather sorely tried.

" Do you know if my mistress is ready ?" he

said.

Kezia looked perplexed.
" Whose servant are you ?" she asked.

"Mr. Rhys's at Dola' Hudol. Mrs. Rhys
came up here about an hour ago she ain't gone,
is she ?"

Kezia was quite amazed and flustered at the

idea of such a visitor, but she answered quietly
"I have not heard of her being here, but I will

see and let you know if she is ready."
She rubbed the dough from her hands and went

out into the passage calling Hirell. She thought
she might have met the lady of Dola' Hudol and
taken her into the the parlor but that was emp-
ty, and so seemed all the house beside.

Kezia took her hat and went round towards the

garden. Then she heard, as Mrs. Rhys had done,
voices above in the little orchard. She went

lightly up the steps, seeing no one till she came

upon the same picture the bit of broken wait,
the cow, Hirell leaning against it, the little blind

calf rubbing against her knees, Mr. Rymer sitting
on the stone his pale face all brightness and an-

imation.
"
Hirell," cried Kezia with the faintest tone of

reproach in her voice.

Hirell looked up and answered her gayly
' '

Yes, Kezia. Do you want me ?"

Rymer rose laughing, and looking, Kezia

thought, a little confused.
" Have you seen Mrs. Rhys, of Dola' Hudol ?"

"No, indeed whv, Kezia, is she here ?" asked
Hirell.

"
Yes, it seems she is here her groom is wait-

ing ;
he came round to the kitchen window and

asked me if she was ready. Do put up your hair,

Hirell, and see about it."

Hirell obediently raised her hands to twine up
a long twisted roll that had escaped from the lit-

tle brown felt hat. While she was doing so she

glanced towards Rymer, and the thought struck
her that she had never seen him so pale ;

but the
idea of the distinguished visitor whom she had to

seek, the beautiful wife of Hugh's patron, had
such complete possession of her mind that every
thing else was forgotten as she sprang over the
fallen stones and passed under the light foliage
of the orchard.

Kezia went back into the house, to see that it

was fit for the expected guest.
When they were both gone Rymer turned, and

looked up after them with a face full of intense
and sad alarm.
He rose feeling half stunned with the sense of

some nameless calamity. Catherine here ! what
could have brought her ? What but something
worse than he dared think of?

All at once a cry reached his ears, and made
his feet bound towards the spot it came from up
past the scattered stones, in under the trees.

He saw Hirell standing looking down upon the

ground, and knew by her face it was she who
had uttered the cry.

Before her at her feet a beautiful form lay pros-

trate, its hands clasped over its head, its face

crushed flatly to the damp earth beside a little

spring. In the long riding-habit it looked, as it

lay, of peculiarly noble stature, and as still as

death.

While Hirell stood pale and amazed, she saw
Mr. Rymer lay his hands on the lady's shoulders

and tiy to lift her face from the ground, and heard
him whisper in a hoarse voice

"Catherine!"
At that name a shudder shook the form and

the hands unlocked. A face stained with earth

was lifted suddenly. It was so shocking to see

its youth, its beauty, its convulsive passion, its

stains as from a grave, that Hirell burst out sob-

bing at the first sight of it.

Mr. Rymer looked up at her keenly entreat-

ingly
' ' Be her friend and mine,

"
he besought her," some water here, wet me this handkerchief."

He tore it from the grasp of the little gauntlet-
ed hand. Hirell dipped it in the basin of the

spring and brought it to him, and watched him
touch the face with it very gently, though his hand

might have been palsied to tremble as it did.

In a little while Hirell saw the lady make a sud-

den movement with her hand, as if to push back
Mr. Rymer's, and he looked at her with a deep
sorrow and tenderness, and said

"Catherine Catherine what made you do
this ?"

She smiled at him such a smile as Hirell had
never seen before, cold, mysterious, cruel she

could not help gazing at Mr. Rymer's face to see

how he received jt, and she saw him turn yet a
shade paler.

In another minute Mrs. Rhys was standing.
She walked a few steps slowly, supporting her-

self by the trees then more firmly and quickly,
and without support, she went down the orchard

steps, Rymer following her in silence.

Hirell found her hat upon the ground and went
after them with it.

The groom was waiting at the door of the house
with the two horses. Mrs. Rhys mounted with
his assistance. Cunliff took her hat from Hirell

and gave it to her, and she received it with the

same peculiar smile.

Before her servant had mounted she had gone
leapt the field gate, and was galloping down

the steep road at a fearful speed. Hirell looked
at the groom and at Rymer, and with difficulty

restrained from crying out.

Without a word Rymer seized the rein from
the man's hand, leaped on his horse and followed.

Hirell ran to that part of the field from which
she could see farther down the Dolgarrog road,
and soon she saw the two horses abreast of each

other, galloping towards Dola' Hudol.

Kezia saw her from the window, and came
out.

" Did you see Mrs. Rhys, Hirell ?" she asked.
" Has she gone without coming in ?"
" She has gone. She came to see Mr. Rymer,

and he has gone back with her.
"

' '

Surely ! how strange he knew them and has

never been to Dola' Hudol before !" And Kezia
went back to her bread-making puzzled, and
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Hirell went to work proud, secretly proud, of her "Do you believe me?" she cried again, in a

sagacity in understanding from a certain tone in voiceless whisper. "He does not love me."
Rymer's voice, when he said, "be her friend and

;
Still her husband gazed at her, and did not

mine," that he wished this strange event to be
! speak.

kept a secret among those who had witnessed it.

Mr. Rhys was standing in the hall when he
"He does not love me," said Catherine; "it

is riot for my sake he is staying hei-e. I went to

heard the horses coming up the park. He look- warn him this morning of your anger, and saw
ed, wondering who such early visitors could be,

and was greatly amazed to see his wife, whom he

thought to be still in her own room. As she

reined in sharply before him he looked at the

gentleman who had ridden up with her to the

door, and something in his pale, excited face riv-

eted his eyes.
Cunliff saw Mrs. Rhys look from one to the

who it is he is staying for, and learnt what I tell

you, that he does not love me. I saw the one
that he does love I saw him with her. I saw
him light-hearted and happy while I the sight

nearly killed me I fell down where I stood
and when I came to myself my mouth was full

of earth, as if my teeth had tried to gnaw an
opening to my grave. They found me, and tend-

other, and fall forward with a deadly sickness in ! ed, and were kind to me. I broke from them,
her face

;
and motioning Rhys, exclaimed pas- !

and rode away madly in hopes some accident

sionately, "Quick, quick, help her
;
she is ill." I might happen to me before I reached you ;

but

Rhys answered the appeal with a glance full of you see he followed, and cherished and guarded
meaning, took his wife in his arms and lifted her

j

me. Oh, thank him thank him for the precious
life he has saved. Oh, Owen, thank him!"
He felt the little hand relinquishing its hold

upon his arm he knew the sudden rush of

strength was failing and he had scarcely time

gently to the ground.
As he turned he found Cunliff dismounted

standing before him, and bowing with deep re-

spect, hat in hand
" I must ask your pardon for this intrusion,"

said he, in a clear, unfaltering voice. "I have
had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Rhys in London,
and finding her this morning too unwell to be

riding alone or in the charge of a servant, have
ventured to accompany her home."

" I thank you," said Mr. Rhys :

"
may I know

to whom I am so deeply obliged ?"

"My name is Cunliff."

The question was asked and answered as they
stood face to face. Cunliff, with one foot on the

step, and the groom's thick, short whip in his

hand
; Rhys, with his arm round his wife, as she

leaned half fainting against him.

She seemed to feel the look with which the two
men were regarding each other, for she shudder-

ed, and slowly turned her face towards Cnnliff.

to seize both hands, before she sank at his feet

white and stiff as if in death.

He looked across her at Cunliff.

His look was simply one of dismissal pathet-
ic and stern. There was no fury in it no ha-
tred. The sword of vengeance which had been

sharpened by one sorrow, was blunted by another.

Cunliff saw this received the look with deep
respect bowed low and turned away.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

HUGH'S FIRST LETTER HOME.

HIRELL did not mention to any one the scene
which she had witnessed in the orchard. Cun-

Then she turned it away with a sharp spasm of
i

liff discovered this soon, and wondered at her si-

pain on her own, and looking at her husband, I lence upon the subject,

said The next day Kezia came home from a visit to

"Owen, as Mr. Cunliff does not seem inclined, Dolgarrog, and' brought the news that Dola' Hit-

even in self-defense, to tell the story of my hu- dol was deserted again that Mr. Rhys had gone
miliation I I must tell it myself." on a foreign tour, and that his wife had return-

"
Catherine," said Mr. Rhys sternly,

"
quiet ed to her uncle's house. Hirell looked at Cun-

yourself ; go to your room. I will take care that
i

liff when Kezia had told them of this, and their

Mr. Cunliff shall explain all."
" That he will never do," ansAvered she.
" That he shall do before he leaves this house,"

said Mr. Rhys, with extreme calmness.

"Owen, "cried Catherine, turning upon him

suddenly, "do you know what you would hear
of your wife ? hear it from her own lips at least

would you have him tell you how I have been

eyes met, and were withdrawn in much embar-

rassment. In the evening, happening to meet
her as he was crossing the orchard, he said to

her
"How can I thank you for your kind consid-

erate silence as to what took place here yester-

day ?"

Hirell was standing by the little spring, near

mistaken "all this time that I alone have been I which Mrs. Rhys had lain; she had been think-

guilty in all this scandal this misery ?"
|
ing of the lovely stained face as Cunliff came

"You are excited, Catherine; you do not
|

towards her, and of his low passionate cry of

know what you are saying. Let me take you in. I "Catherine!" and she seemed to hear it still

Come."
I

in the murmur of the water.
" Do I not know what I am saying ? Look at

j

"I shall never speak of it," she said quietly,

me, Owen look into my face and see ifyou think "You are veiy kind. I thank you much."
I feel it a truth or not, when I tell you that man ! He held out his hand. To have taken it, Hirell

does not love me."
|

must have extended hers over the very spot where

She had laid her hand on her husband's arm,
j

Mrs. Rhys had fallen. Perhaps she had been

and was looking up at him with a despair so deep ! standing in the dusk and listening to the water

and wild, it fascinated him. He gazed down at till she had grown superstitious ;
for as Cunliff

her with a great anguish, almost forgetting Gun-
j

held out his hand she hesitated, looked down on
liflfs presence. He knew she spoke the truth, j

the ground, and then up at him, with eyes sweet,
and he saw Avhat that truth cost her. sad, and questioning.
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"
Is it worth thanks to be silent on such a mat-

ter ?" she said gently.
"The best thanks of my heart."

She did not take his hand, and he drew it back

and went away from her in silence, and not with-

out some humiliation.

Elias had been absent at the cattle fair of Dol-

garrog all day, and his return was being looked

for most anxiously by Hirell and Kezia, for on

the dresser in a conspicuous place that their

eyes might be gladdened by the sight of it all

day was Hugh's first letter.

Even when Elias returned, it was not taken

down from its place till the meal was over, and

the fireside prepared as for an honored guest, and
then Elias got up and took the letter, and, return-

ing to his place, read it aloud to Hirell and Ke-
zia.

" London, .

"DEAR BROTHER, I hope you will all for-

give me for not writing before
;
I have so little

time to myself, but I will manage differently in

future. I will write as you wished me, regularly,
and conceal nothing from you. In the first place,

then, to do this I am afraid I must shock you, as

I have already done Ephraim Jones, by declaring
that I like, admire, and almost reverence Lon-
don."

Elias paused, and read the passage to himself

again slowly, while Kezia and Hirell looked at

him thoughtfully. He made no comment, how-

ever, but went on. .

' '
Life here is life indeed. Since I came I have

seemed hardly to want food or sleep."

"Then surely he isn't well," said Kezia, anx-

iously ;
"but I beg your pardon, Elias;" and

Elias continued

" I am at the office by nine, but between that

time and the time I rise I have generally seen
more than I have done in the whole course of my
life at home. Then when I leave the office my
real day begins. I wish I could describe to you
the feeling of hope and confidence I have as I
roam about by myself as I stand on the bridges,

looking at the reflection of the lamps in the river

and thinking of home ofwhat temptations I have
to do something with this restless strength which
the rich life of this place and its infinite possibil-
ities give me. I have already some good news
for you. It was only yesterday that I summoned
up courage to go to Mr. ,"with the letter of
introduction recommendation, perhaps I should
call it from Mr. Rhys. I found him very stiff

before he read the letter, and very kind afterwards.
When we had talked a little while, chiefly about
the Eisteddfod, he took me into the study, where
his harp, a present from the Queen, was, and he
asked me to let him hear me play. I did so. I

>yas prepared for any roughness, any condemna-
tion for great musicians are proverbially eccen-
tric and I said to myself, if I have made a mis-

take, or if Mr. Rhys is mistaken in me, I shall
hear it noAv without ceremony. I was prepared
to see him laugh, sneer, any thing but come to
me in the simple manner he did, and tell me that
his friend Owen Rhys was quite right, that my
talent was very extraordinary. His extreme gen-
tleness and quietness made me quiet while with

him, but no sooner was lout of the house than it

seemed as if my happiness would choke me. I

whistled, hummed, walked, ran, but my excite-

ment only increased as it grew later, and I ap-

proached nearer home. To put my finger under
the door, find my latch-key, and go up to my room,
seemed an impossibility. I wandered on past the

house to the end of the street. It was a moonlight
night, and I heard something like music. I

found it was a wretched tinkling when I came to

the public house at the corner of a low street,

where three fellows were playing on a fiddle, flag-

eolet, and O Cambria ! a harp. It was a
wretched thing, but not so bad as the poor old

chap who played it would have made us believe.

His fingers trembled as if he had the palsy. His

poor, thin face was turned over his shoulder, as

if sick of his own music. Of his two companions,
one looked an idiot and the other a rogue, on
whose face appeared to me stamped all sorts of

villainy." When I saw the poor creatures creeping out

of the gin-shop, and out of the Avretched houses

down the street, and approaching to listen to this

trio, I watched them to observe whether they de-

rived from the music the comfort, or pleasure, or

excitement, they seemed to expect. The air,

which made itselfapparent to me through the dis-

cord, had a certain low, smart cunning in its

turns that I can not describe to you, but that seem-

ed to gratify the listeners vastly, and to awaken
in them emotions which, judging from the ex-

pressions of their faces, the antics of their hands
and feet, must have been at once ugly, wicked,

and, in spite of a gleam of devilish mirth, most
miserable. Elias, you will be annoyed at what I

did, but you must remember how excited I was
with Mr. 's praise, and the bright hopes that

I had been kindled by it
;
and when I saw these poor

souls being played toby disease, idiotcy, and vice,
each of which infused its own peculiar spirit into

the music and was reflected on the listeners' faces,
I felt as if something most holy, most divine,
were being desecrated, and made to lie to those

who had the sorest need of its truth, its sweet-

ness, and comfort. Music was beating, burning
at my fingers' ends. Almost before I knew what
I was doing, I had gently taken my place between
the poor old fellow and his harp, and the ill-treat-

ed chords and I understood each other. You
will laugh at my egotism, but I never enjoyed the

possession of such power as I did at that moment.
It was as though the spirit of all the music that

had been murdered on those strings revived and

sang under my hands. I played the
' March of

the Men of Harlech.' With increasing power,

excitement, and delight, I watched slouching
limbs straighten slowly, and eyes lose their gin-
fevered light, as if a breath of our own mountain

air, borne on the music, had blown it out. They
hurried, more and more of them, up the street

they crowded round me. The march to which I

was calling them became to me as a march of

souls the battle as a battle against poverty, mis-

ery, and infamy.
"Oh Elias! no Cambrian chivalry ever an-

swered to the call more readily than they. Up
they came from street and alley, in rags, dirt,

half-nakedness, and tinsel. At any other time I

should have seen such a crowd with horror, for I

had never realized the existence of such beings as

I saw about me. But what could I do? whither
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could I lead them, now that they had come ? I

asked myself, as I played on. My heart seem-

ed to dissolve at the thought that they must go

away no richer than they came. I stopped the

inarch, and played our sweet * Ar hyd y nos,' as

tenderly as I could, trying, like a modern David,
to tame and comfort this wild and many-headed
Saul.

"
Suddenly a heavy hand fell on my shoulder,

I was forced to let go the harp, and thrust uncere-

moniously through the crowd, and in a few min-

utes found myself at the door of the house where
I lodge, struggling and laughing in the grasp of

Ephraim Jones.
" I must stop now. It is nearly three o'clock,

and while I am at that place which something

prophesies will not be for long I must keep its

hours, so now for bed. If Ephraim Jones goes
down to Dolgarrog next month, about this new

prayer society, I shall send you some powder for

destroying rats. It is advertised everywhere here.

Give my love to Hirell, and tell her not to laugh
at my first bardic exploit ;

and please to give Ke-
zia my most respectful regards, and believe me,
Elias, your affectionate brother,

"HUGH MORGAN.
" N.B. In Kezia's last letter she tells me of

every one but herself. Let her know that I have
noticed this."

Kezia looked up and colored faintly at the idea

of being so remembered by onewhom she and Hi-

rell were regarding as the greatest hero in Lon-
don. Both pairs of eyes that Elias met as he fin-

ished Hugh's letter, were so full of pride and ten-

derness, that he was for the moment half ashamed
of the anxiety in his own.

Hugh had not said one word about his work at

Tidman's office, the real business of his life, ex-

cept in the hint about not long keeping to it, a

hint which filled Elias with alarm.

Seeing them so proud and happy over the let-

ter, Elias could not bear to damp their pleasure

by showingthem this, but took it to himself as an-

other cross to bear in secret.

CHAPTER XXIX.

DOES HE STAY OR GO ?

THE intentions of his lodger concerning his

winter home became a theme of anxious specula-
tion to Elias Morgan. Would he stay with them
till the spring, or would he suddenly make up his

mind to go ? As far as Elias could tell, he was
in a strange state of indecision. One day he
would talk of sending him a certain farming book
if he should be in London next month, and the

next would express his intention of ascending
Criba Ban in mid-winter, or visiting certain wa-

terfalls in February. He did not know what

hopes, fears, and grave consultations every word
of this kind caused Elias and Kezia, or he would,

perhaps, have been more careful.

As Mr. Rymer paid well for his rooms, it would

have been a'great comfort to Elias could he have

been certain of his continuing with them through
the winter. But the lodger seemed resolved on

not letting them enjoy any certainty on the sub-

ject.

Weeks passed and still he did not go, neither

G

did he state or hint at any intention of stay-
ing.
When the long, cold evenings had set in and

made all the little household draw closer togeth-
er round the chimney-place, Mr. Rymer was still

there to draw his chair in with the rest.

When the first fall of snow lay on the moun-
tains, still there he was to delight them by his de-

light at the soft and lovely outlines.

When the Christmas waits came round, he was
still there. They heard his window open to let

in the wild music, and his silver ring down mer-

rily on the frosty ground.
On Christmas day when all at Bod Elian rose

up before six, and went by starlight and lantern-

light to early service at the little chapel, Mr. Ry-
mer was among them.
When one morning, after the winds had been

for many days blowing soft and sweet, Hirell ran
into the house and called all to come and see a

snowy, shivering, little creature, the first lamb of
the new year, bleating piteously behind the back
shed door, she called Mr. Rymer with the rest,
for he had not gone.
When the almost perpendicular field in front

of Bod Elian, to which Elias's chief care had been

given, shone like an emerald shield on the breast

of Moel Mawr, and began to be silvered over with

daisies, he praised it with the rest, for yet he had
not gone.
When the ethereal garden trees put on their

faint white and green, he was still there to think

how much more than ever like the apparition of

a garden it looked upon the black hillside.

When the carnival of solitude had begun, and
a sweet life and tumult pervaded the secret places
of the hills

;
when the primroses gleamed like

lamps along the way, and the dog-violets like lit-

tle blue-hooded peasants came thronging up the

mountain sides
;

his wandering footsteps crushed

them oftener than any other lingering still.

They lingered and seemed likely to linger ; yet
never at the beginning of the much-dreaded win-

ter had Elias Morgan wished his lodger to stay
half as earnestly as he now longed for his depart-
ure.

Kezia had discovered and shown to Elias

certain cards bearing the name of Mr. John R.

Cunliff.

"Kezia," he said one evening, entering the

kitchen and looking at the young woman with a

sharp, anxious glance,
" Where is Hirell ?"

" She is gone with herwork to Judy Griffiths's,
"

answered Kezia.
" I thought so," said Elias, a gloom overspread-

ing his face. "Mr. Rymer is standing at the door

talking to some one."

Judy Griffiths was the bedridden mother of

one of Elias's laborers, and lived in a hovel above

Bod Elian.

Kezia said nothing in answer to Elias's last

statement, but bent over her knitting with a ten-

der concern and perplexity in her eyes. Elias

sat down just as he had come in from work, in

his soiled 'clothes and wet boots. He laid his

tall-crowned beaver hat on the table, and with

his elbow on its wide brim leaned his head on his

hand.
"
Kezia," he said,

"
you are right. Wherever

Hirell goes he follows her
;
and she have you

noticed her? have you watched her? does it

seem to you as it does to me, that she is. not her-
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self when he is away ? Yesterday when he went

to Aber, do you recollect how dull and tired she

seemed all the afternoon and
(

then in the even-

ing did you notice her, Kezia ?"

The question was asked in a voice yearning for

a denial of the thing it intimated, but Kezia's

eyes looked into his, as they always did, with

perfect truthfulness. Her looks at this moment

sorrowfully confirmed his fears, while meekly

claiming to share them.

"I know she thinks a great deal of him, Elias.

I used to think it was his book-learning only at

first that made her brighten so when he spoke-
but I'm afraid now," and Kezia finished by shak-

ing her head gently.
"He must go," said Elias. "He must go,

Kezia. I must tell him so."

Elias on saying this rose and went out, as he

generally did when he came to any important de-

cision
; for, though seldom overruled by any of

his family, he judged it best not to allow himself

to be tempted by listening to their arguments.
That night Mr. Rymer received notice to leave.

CHAPTER XXX.
A FRIENDLY LETTER.

WHILE yet the annoyance of Elias's notice to

leave was upon Mr. Rymer's mind, and before he
had even attempted to think out the many em-

barrassing questions involved, he had another sur-

prise in the shape of a letter brought by the post-

man, addressed Mr. John Rymer, Dolgarrog,
but with a note appended in brackets [Inquire in

the neighborhood of the gold mines].
' ;

'Tis from Arnold ! How on earth has he
found me out ?

!>

Found me out ! The words seemed to mock
him with their double meaning. His cheek red-

dened as he remembered their last interview, and
the falsehood he had told his friend about Mrs.

Rhys. It was with no pleasure he began the

perusal of the lengthy document

" House of Commons, 186-.

"Mr DEAR RYMER, You will wonder to see

yourself thus addressed
;
but your wonder will

hardly be greater than mine in having so to write.

Thus it happens : Our friend, Lord Bullyblow (to
stick to the old name) has just been touring it

through North Wales
;
and he tells me that one

day he came somewhat abruptly on a gentleman
lying on the sward, and seemingly in a deep
reverie, who started at the intrusion, and looked
disturbed as he turned away. Our noble friend

apologized received a polite bow in acknowledg-
ment and saw nothing more of the musing soli-

tary, except his back as he walked off. Bully-
blow is great in the knowledge of backs. lie
swears he can tell any man whom he has once
known, no matter how different or disguising the

address, by the look of his back. And thus he
declares the owner of that back was Mr. John
Cunliff.

"He thought he would ask a question about
the stranger at the toll-gate near

;
and learned

he was a gentleman who looked after specula-
tions in gold mines his name Rymer." He said nothing till he saw me then swore
that Rymer was Cunliif

;
and wanted to set me

talking as to the possible meaning of such an in-

cident.
" I told him what you had told me ; that you

were going to the Continent
;
that I had never

known you lie, no matter what the temptation,
even if one of women, and therefore he must be
mistaken. He hemmed and laughed, and so the

matter passed off.
" And now, old fellow, if this notion of his be

true, you must let me speak my mind.
"It is already known that something serious

has occurred in the R family. R has

again gone abroad. Mrs. R has gone to re-

side with her gouty uncle
;
and all this happens

just after the former had returned full of honors

and of years to enjoy what of life might remain
in the solace of home, and the affection of one of

the most charming of women.
"And now Bullyblow seems to complete for

me the story !

" I may now also tell you that when we talked

before, I was in deep concern about this matter.

I had heard more than I cared to repeat to you.
I thought the abrupt hint I gave you, taken in

connection with the new career I tried to open
to you, might suffice to turn the tempter away.
I have no notion of men preaching to one an-

other, and so I hoped even my slight touch, as

from a friend, might benefit.
" Nor shall I preach now. I only want to say

to you and now I talk to Mr. Rymer that if

you have irremediably injured this hapless lady,

you are . Well I won't put the word in fill

the place up yourself ; but, by the Lord, you can't

put in one too black, too terrible, too branding.
But no, Cunliff, I can not can NOT think you so

great a scoundrel ! So for the present let me
preserve my old faith in Cunliff, Avhile I abuse

the, I hope, imaginary villain Rymer to my heart's

content.

"There, old fellow, I have said what I felt I

must say and now for a different tune.

"Do you remember observing to me, in our
last memorable talk before your departure, that

politics didn't interest you, and your bidding me
wait till the close of the American war.

'

If,
'

said you,
'
the North wins, there'll be a tremen-

dous shaking of the dry bones all over the world
sooner or later and then perhaps
"The war is over, substantially. Lee is a

prisoner. The North has won. Already in

England the dry bones do shake, and so we get
to the highly suggestive perhaps.

"Jesting apart Cunliff has not the time

come ? Is not the era of laissezfaire, and of ex-

pediency, and of government by ear - tickling,

dying or dead at last? Look around you and
answer. Look at your own university, Oxford.

Try, ifyou can, to conceive the magnitude of the

change there. The boldest democratic and re-

ligious theories springing from the place that was
once the very citadel of aristocratic belief, and

prejudice, and routine alike in religion and pol-
itics. In ordinary times it is through our young
men all great changes come. Their as yet un-

spoiled faith and instinct give the necessary

strength and momentum to the movements which

their elders have thought out, waited, yearned,
and struggled for.

" The young men of Oxford are, I hear on all

sides, growing up in the light of new thought, in

the warmth of new desires. Of course you know
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the sort of men I mean. Not the empty-headed
fox-hunting country squires, and game-preserving
justices of the peace, in embryo, who make up
so large a numerical proportion of the whole
but the men of mark, of ability, our future states-

men, bishops, law lords, philosophers, doctors,

authors, and musicians. The men from whom
these come our mental aristocracy are feeling
the ground-swell, and being carried off their feet,

intellectually speaking ; though knowing not yet
in what direction to go, or to "which men they
should look as men who can guide.
"Do you feel nothing responsive as I tell you

this ?

"Listen, then
;
I am going to speak to you of

something that interested me, and perhaps may
interest you, particularly if that bird of evil omen,
Rymer, is not just now at your elbow.

" A dozen or so of us have been lately meet-

ing together almost nightly, since we began to

see, or fancy we saw, our time coming. All sorts

ofdiscussions have taken place, all sorts of theories

have been ventilated, most comprehensive tables of

statistics duly set forth with scientific and labo-

rious accuracy; the phenomena of life, society,

government, international relations, in the gross
and in detail, glanced at and all to what end ?

,Why simply to muddle those of us that really did

believe in and desire to see some way through so

much intricate ground; and to confirm the ob-

stinacy of the others, who stick to the old liberal

formulas, and think all that is wanted is to per-
fect the structure by wider suffrage, and the bal-

lot, etc., etc., and then to improve the end sought,
the general well-being of society, by a few meas-

ures of practical importance in the interest of the

great bulk of the people. But no reorganizing,
no revolutionizing only safe and steady progress.
In fact, doing as we have done perhaps a little

better, perhaps a little worse, but substantially the

same.
' ' This last party was about to triumph, when lo,

a new actor appeared in the field, and changed
the fortunes of the campaign :

" Mr. Sillman, a brother M.P., whom you
must know as the most cruel torturer of an ad-

miralty that ever a Providence, whom we must
still think to be benevolent, inflicted on a first

lord, this gentleman, who had listened, according
to his wont, in silence, except when figures were
in question, and then dominated alike us and
them he now produced from his pockets, in his

usual quiet, penetrating, undemonstrative way, a

paper, which he said had been put into his hands,
and which he thought it might be worth while

for us all to read.
" We happened to be just then in the mood to

snatch at any thing. Sheer despair of ourselves

made us ready to welcome any interference, how-
ever unlikely, that still had the audacity to prom-
ise.

" Mr. Sillman accordingly, at our request,
read the paper, of which I shall give you briefly

the substance, stripped of the veiy striking garb
it wore. In truth, Cunliff, it was wonderfully

eloquent without being rhetorical. It impressed

you, at 'every sentence, with the idea that the

author was himself so deeply smitten with the

force, beauty, and significance of his own faith,

as to be afraid to compromise it by the least

taint of literary display or affectation.
"
Speaking from memory, I can not if I would,

give you any notion of the real power it exhibit-

ed, notwithstanding this restraint, and I would
not if I could

;
because I want you to see the

bottom of the thing at once, and then judge.
I have seen enough of pretty-looking theories.

So now, however much I admire the original

shapes, I invariably gut them, and then I can

say something about their insides.

"The leading point, then, is this that a pro-
found vice lies at the root of our method of gov-
ernment, and that hence flows its failure to com-

pass the ends of government for any but a small

portion of the people, even if which the author
doubts that portion does get the benefit it

thinks it gets.
"This vice is, he says, the making govern-

ment a thing for aggregate society rather than a

thing for individual man."

"Hollo! What the devil's this!" exclaimed
Mr. Cunliff, stopping in his perusal of his friend's

letter, staring at it, turning the leaves over to the
last page with an odd mixture of surprise, in-

credulity; and amusement in his face
;
then set-

tling himself with quickened interest and curios-

ity once more to the letter.

' ' Let a man ask what is good for society, and
who shall answer him ? But let him ask what
is good for man, and the answer comes precise,

clear, and full. The whole then comes under
law.

"What is society but a mere framework for the

inclusion of so many individual men and women
as compose it ? If each of these is born under

good conditions of health
;

is properly trained

and educated
;

is secured in due time the enjoy-
ment of natural rights and privileges, such as the

power to labor for adequate reward in a suitable

occupation, the power to many, to become a cit-

izen, and to share in what then becomes the one

principal business of legislation the securing
that his children shall have like or still greater

advantages ; if, he says, all these obviously neces-

sary conditions are substantially guaranteed by
wise, prudent and beneficent legislation, who af-

terwards needs to trouble himself about the fate

of society ?

"Does any body fear that a universal state of

well-being, a state freed from the cruel lotteries

of life, but enriched with infinite aspirations and
infinite possibilities of realizing them, will prevent

by force of law,
*

good society
' from its meetings,

scandal, gossip ;
or interfere in any way with

those public operations which are for the public

good, except to improve them ?

"But reverse the question. Forget the in-

dividual and take care of society, and what do

you see ? Why, just that which is the disgrace
of every so-called civilized government devotion

of the strength and resources of the whole people
to the comfort and interests of a part, at the

top of the social edifice, and neglect of the seeth-

ing, miserable mass of people at the bottom ig-

norant, dwelling in pig-styes, living a life of un-

requited labor while they can labor, then passed
on to a workhouse, whicli under pretense of be-

ing a place of shelter for the poor, is in fact a

place for their punishment for the crime of be-

coming a burden to society, the logic being as

exquisite as the humanity.
" No doubt that even on the existing theory it
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is intended to go gradually downward from the

care of society as a whole, to care of its parts,

but unluckily the way is so long to humanity and

justice at the bottom that they are never reached.

"Ask society whether it wants more schools,

better systems of education, better houses or

higher wages for working-men, freer opportuni-
ties for the poor to rise, and it answers by plung-

ing into a bottomless pit of averages, as though
Johnson was cheered by knowing there ought to

be a good school for his boy according to the

figures ;
and as if Smith were able to keep off

the ravages of hunger by having it clearly ex-

plained to him there was an exact average of two

quartern loaves a day somewhere expended on

him and others according to the figures.

"This was the leading point of the paper ;
the

next was the necessity of a clean sweep among
our officials. Pension them if you like to their

hearts' content, but remove them, or improve-
ment is hopeless. No system of doing can be
carried out by men who have lived on the system
of not-doing. It is not merely their intellectual

unfitness, or their lack of enterprise, but that the

not-doing system corrupts the men engaged in it.

Perpetually the evils that exist come face to face

with the men who ought to deal with them they
do not and then are driven to deny, to equiv-

ocate, and if necessary to attack all who see

through them.
"The third and last prominent feature was

the making all governments consist of an exact

series of operations, where there was always, with

every mechanical duty to be fulfilled, an ideal

aim also to be attained through the mechanism
;

and lastly, a man responsible for the results.

For example :

' ' Can you so govern that poor-law union that

the poor shall feel it is for them a real home
when needed, and yet not want to stay any longer
than they are obliged ?

" Can you employ the people in it so that each
shall make some sensible use of such faculties as

he or she has got, so as at once to lighten the

burden of expense, and improve rather than de-

teriorate the unfortunate inmates ?

"Can you distinguish between the sensitive,

the ordinary, and the brutal
;
and that with such

success in after-management, that while all com-

plaints shall be honestly heard, few or no com-

plaints shall need to be made ?

"Can you realize to' yourself the idea of a true

poor-law, as intended to guard humanity at its

lowest level
;
to be always striving to raise that

level, conscious that even the most benevolent of

men may feel some satisfaction when he can say :

' We take in all
;
none can sink below this

;
then

if we take care of these, firmly uphold these at

all times and in all circumstances the body and
heart of the nation must be sound, and ready to

be raised by a thousand different agencies, such
as our illimitable wealth, and skill, and knowledge
can enable us to set going ?'

" Such are the questions our author would ask
of the future governors of our workhouses, while

saying to them, 'You will have time, counsel,
generous help, but you will succeed, or be dis-

placed !

'

"So with our prisons, hospitals, asylums, and
schools

;
so with our army and navy ;

so with
our organizers of emigration, co-operation, and
of whatever other methods may be found most

potent for the lifting of the toiling poor to a state

of comparative comfort and culture, when they
will only be too glad to take care of themselves.

" And the man who is over all these subordi-

nate or local governors must be under similar

conditions. He can not prevent mismanagement,
but he must be responsible for speedy and certain

discovery of the mismanagement when it does oc-

cur, and for decisive remedies.
" The law and philosophy of the whole being

the strong to take care of themselves, but the weak
to be cared for with all the skill and might of the

state, so that they or their children shall also grow
strong.

' ' Of course this opens a vast field for labor,

expense, skill, courage, faith, patriotism, but

promises to reward them all by the spectacle of

such a people as only the eyes of a man like John
Milton has ever seen. Caring for the individual

is hard, but noble, and wonderfully fruitful
;
car-

ing for society very easy almost as easy as the

effort is contemptible and impotent.

"Such, Cunliff, was the spirit of the paper,
which branched out into and dealt with all the

j
great departments of public life and duty." And who was the author, think you ?

"I read with my own eyes the name at the

end, and was certainly
'

dazed,
'

as some old poet

says.
'"That name was 'John Cunliff, aged twenty-

one, under-graduate of St. John's, Oxford !

"

" Have you forgotten all this ? I hope so, for

how else is one to believe you sane, staying where

you now are, for such ends ?

"Cunliff, we want you. Come forth out of

the Slough of Despond. We want you. I want
I you. I have some courage some small talent

!
some bull-dog tenacity in holding on when I see

aught to grab at
;
but I and all the men I know

need what you only possess the statesman's im-

agination. A quality as vital to him as to the

poet or to the natural philosopher. What are

the laws, or the worlds, that a Newton's mental

eye can imagine before discovering them (and
without which power of imagination he never

wrould have discovered them), to the human
laws, and to the human world, which wait the

discovery of the statesman.

"The time is ripe. England's material su-

premacy is passing away. A greater England is

rising into competition across the Atlantic, and

attracting the eyes of every nation on the globe.
The praters cry,

' Don't Americanize your insti-

tutions ! Don't follow in the wake of the United

States!' But we can not help ourselves, while

they are in advance of its, because in all essential

respects the genius as well as the blood of both

nations is the same.
"But let us boldly step out. Think as they

do for one's self and think grandly. And
then where would we be? Side by side with

America, at least. But I too am English, and

want Englishman-like more than equality of

national fame and influence. Will any man dare

! to tell me that a nation, merely because she is big,

j

and has got an unlimited supply of land, is there-

\ fore great ? No. America is materially rich and

comfortable through her land, but her grandeur

springs from the grandeur of her aims. Let it

be so with us. Let ours be the grandeur of our

ideal life. Let us make a reality of the old de-
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Insion about teaching the nations how to live.

With our glorious history, our centuries of cul-

ture, our long line of illustrious men, and our pos-
session of the wealth, skill, and material agencies

requisite to develop the sublimest national career

that poet or patriot ever dreamed of, let us so act

that it is the Americans who shall have to croak
* Do not, for God's sake, do not Anglicize our

precious institutions !"
"
Cunliff, come to us. Enter parliament, and

I promise you in three years such a success if

you are not yet quite lost in indulgence as will

repay you a thousand times over whatever sacri-

fices you may have to make of habit or aught else.

"I fear you have dipped deeply into your fu-

ture income
;

if so, I have a thousand or two at

your service. Don't be ashamed for yourself
or troubled for me. The cotton-mills are going
merrily, to the tune of a clear fifteen thousand

pounds profit this year, so the beggar can afford

to bleed, you see.
" Now will you come ? If not may the dev-

il take you as he will. Yours ever,
"FRANCIS ARNOLD."

It so happened that the close of the letter

as thus far shown occurred on the first page of
the last sheet of note-paper used, and there was
no indication given of any writing beyond.
Cunliff therefore remained in entire ignorance for

some little time of a somewhat important com-
munication which was annexed. But turning
the leaves over with a kind of restless impa-
tience, as a man will who receives an important
communication, one suggestive of grave cause for

doubt and anxiety, he saw a postscript overleaf,
which not a little startled him.

"N.B. I reopen this to tell you I have just
seen Sir George. He is strangely altered for the

worse, and is certainly breaking fast, ife is con-
scious of the fact, and spoke of you with a kind
of irritable affection, that moved me to attempt a
half apology for your long absence from his house

;

but he became angry and seriously ill, and quite
silenced me when he spoke again, by saying,

'

Oh,
he'll turn up, no doubt, in his own time ! Depend
upon him to pay his last respects to me. Haven't
I got what he wants, and which he knows I can't

keep from him, the title and the estates.' I
think you must now take this further fact with

you, that you will soon have to emerge, not mere-

ly from the Mr. Rymer, but also from the Mr.
Cunliff state, and stand forth as an English baro-
net of great wealth, and greater responsibilities."

In deep silence, Cunliff, after a long pause, put
the letter into his pocket and went forth into the
cool air to think.

An hour later he wrote to Arnold, saying he
should come that he was just able to say noth-

ing did as yet prevent him and now that nothing
should.

CHAPTER XXXI.

EWYN Y RIIAIADR.

IN the evening of the same day on which Mr.

Rymer had been requested to quit Bod Elian, and
had received Arnold's letter, he heard, as he sat

in his little parlor, Hirell receiving instructions

! concerning an errand she was to undertake for

Elias on the following morning.
She was to purchase some cloth at a little cloth-

mill situated in a spot so famous for its beauty
that few tourists go to Dolgarrog without visiting
it. Mr. Rymer had not yet done so ; and when
he heard them talking of it, he told himself it

was a great omission to have made, and he had
half a mind to go and see it yet before his depart-
ure.

He had heard them arrange that Hirell was to
start early in the morning ; and, taking some oat-

cake and apples in her pocket, was to eat her din-

ner by the waterfalls, and to treat the day alto-

gether as a holiday.
While they were doing this, Mr. Rymer rose,

paced quietly up and down, and asked himself
two questions which took him all the rest of the

evening and late into the night to answer to his

satisfaction.

They were these : Should he meet Hirell at

Ewyn y Rhaiadr to have the understanding whicU
he must have before leaving Wales ? And what
was that understanding to be ?

What was he to say to her ?

Pausing once near the door when her sweet
voice was speaking, the answer came to him al-

most so as to overpower him. He felt the water
in his eyes ;

his hands locked, while the answer
was put to him in this fashion :

Say to her! What should he say to her but
that he loved her that he owed to her his deliv-

erance out of a miseiy and despair too deep and
dark for his own thoughts to look back into with-

out growing dizzy. That he loved her, and that

his love had been founded on had grown with
all true and noble influences, radiating from her
as from a centre, even when not all her own.
Ah yes ! and were there no such things as

ambition, or "good society," through which even
the noblest ambition finds itself compelled and
humiliated to pass then Hirell was for him his

life's one and only want his most perfect ideal

realized.

Yes, if he could now renounce all aims beyOnd
those of a simple country gentleman, no scheme
of happiness mortal man ever fashioned could be
more full of the certainty of fruition.

Can he do that ?

Strictly examining himself, he sees and honest-

ly confesses that he can not. He can not make
such a sacrifice, for if he did it would fail. When-
ever he does finally extricate himself from the in-

dulgences of the past, it can only be under new
temptations of a better kind, such as a career of

vigorous public life may probably afford.

Arnold's letter, and its extraordinary effect

upon him, brings all to a point to a single alter-

native. Hirell and a private career, or Hirell

abandoned honorably for public duty.
Yet how is he to explain to her his motives ?

Can she think it enough for him to tell her

he expects to be a baronet, and the possessor
of great estates ?

Or that he is ambitious, not only as before from

inclination, but now also from duty and posi-
tion?

Or that he sees in Elias and her family influ-

ences from which he can never hope to extricate

her, and with which it is impossible for him to

enter into intimate communion ?

Or lastly, can he allege Hirell's ignorance of
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the world, and lack of educational culture, never

thought of before?

So John Cunliff reviews his position ;
and

finds unhappily that just as he begins most strong-

ly to convince himself he must go, does he also

s'ee the extreme improbability of Hirell's mind and
heart being equally open to the same conclusion

from the same arguments.
"
Well, what must be, must be," he cries, irri-

tably. Thus does the Englishman cut the knot

which he has busied himself, in so seemingly

exemplary a manner, by trying to untie. And
then comes the satisfying salvo :

" If I suffered in such a marriage and regretted

it, she must suft'er and regret too. Have I not

seen in my own painful experience the danger of

ill-assorted unions? Let Mrs. Rhys's fate warn

me, and save Hirell. I may hurt her for a while

by leaving her, but the hurt of an unhappy mar-

riage could end only with death."

Nothing was said to Hirell that night as to the

notice which had been given to Mr. Rymer. A
strange feeling kept Ehas silent on the subject;
and Kezia waited for him first to break the news
to Hirell before she herself made any mention of

it to her. So Hirell went up stairs to bed with-

out knowing any thing about it, and slept un-

troubled by any of the doubts and misgivings
which long kept sleep from the eyes of her father

and Cunliff.

The next morning was very fine and bright,
and Hirell was out earlier than usual that she

might get her work done by breakfast time, and
set forth on her little journey immediately after-

wards.

She was in the little outhouse arranging for the

comfort of her lambs, when above the noise of

their bleating she heard a voice say,
"Hirell!"
She turned quickly towards the little window,

whence it came, and saw there Mr. Rymer's face,
which startled her by the extreme gravity and
sadness of its look.

He smiled as he met her direct questioning
glance, and said,"

Hirell, I should like to talk with you a little

this morning. I shall wait on the lawn of the
burnt house below Ewyn y Rhaiadr; will you
look for me as you pass ?"

Hirell bowed her head, and said "yes" in a
low voice, and then he went quickly from the

window.

Seeing that he was gone, she rose from her

stooping attitude, and sat down on a bundle of

straw with a great change in her face. It was

very pale and profoundly thoughtful. Her hands
trembled as she clasped them in her lap, and her

eyes had a strange light and anguish in them.
Had Cunliff staid and watched her he would

have thought that some foreshadowing of the truth
had come before her some sad foreboding caught
from his own face. But he would have conjec-
tured falsely, for nothing of this was- in Hirell's

thoughts. What she gathered from his face, and
his manner of putting his request to her, was sim-

ply a confirmation of what had long been her se-
cret belief, that this gentleman, so much above
her in station, culture, and worldly advantages,
loved her, and wished to make her his wife. He
had chosen this day to tell her so. This, and
only this., was what she drew from his face and

voice when he had looked in and spoken to her

through the outhouse window.

Sitting looking down upon her lambs and her
sordid work, Hirell looked less like an agitated
Griselda than an inspired Joan of Arc in one of
her visionary trances. Her hands stroked each
other as if to still their trembling ;

and her eyes,
full of tears, were raised to the black roof with a

saintly light, but a sharp human anguish in

them.
Could Cunliff have known her thoughts as to

his intentions concerning her, could he have seen
the prospect which she fully believed he was about
to offer her, as his wife, he would have expected
she should indeed be overcome by happiness, for

he was not without a belief that 'she loved him,
and the contrast of the life she lived at Bod Elian

and that which she would live as his wife was

thoroughly appreciated by him. He could not

have believed that the idea of a marriage with
him could have been regarded by Hirell as other-

wise than a great honor under any circumstances,
a great happiness if she loved him as he believed

she did.

He had little idea that marriage with him in

his present state would be looked on by Hirell

and Hirell's family as almost a crime, and there-

fore an impossibility. But so it Avas with her and
them. No Capulet was ever more implacable

against a Montague than Elias was prepared to

be against this creedless mysterious stranger bear-

ing a false name, should he think of such a thing
as marriage with his daughter that pure, regen-
erate child of God, that saint whose birth to him
he regarded as the surest sign of grace his God
had ever shown him. When his doubt of his

own worth, his own regeneracy, was strongest he
had but to look upon Hirell's beauty, and bethink
himself of her great merits, to be filled again with

faith to feel that such a flower could not have

proceeded from a tree meant only to be "hewn
down and cast into the fire."

Hirell, on her part, regarded the religion in

which she had grown up as a sanctuary in which

every thing was beautiful and perfect to those

whose hearts were like Elias's strong, or like

Kezia's calm and humble; and when she found
the Avindows dark and the air oppressive, she

blamed her own restlessness, and want of peace,
and humility, and steadfastness. But she loved

it too well, and believed it too entirely, to think

that she could live away from it. She had yearn-

ings towards the great w
rorld beyond ;

and for the

poor wounded wanderer that had fallen in her

way she felt much pity, and a strong desire that

he might be "raised and gathered into the fold

of the elect." She tried to be better for his sake,
as an inspired chorister, seeing an infidel at a ca-

thedral door, might sing the sweeter in hopes to

lure his wavering steps into the sacred place.

She saw, and with a deep delight and rever-

ence, the many gifts he possessed with which she

had never before seen any creature gifted. "If
he has all this in his dark state," she thought,
"what would he be, enlightened with grace like

ourselves? How infinitely above me, and such

as me!"

Cunliff, perhaps unconsciously, used all his pow-
ers to make her see the largeness and grandeur
of his vieAvs as compared with hers, but succeeded

only in making her see and love the mind that

held them the soul tiiat she thought would be
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lost through them. Hirell tried every hour of he:

life so to live as to make her religion beautifu

and holy in his eyes, but succeeded only in inspir

ing him with a sense of her own beauty and holi

ness.

But now if what she expected was coming die

indeed come, if he should ask her to be his wife,

there must be an end to this hovering towards
each other across the threshold ofher faith

;
eithei

he must enter ere she can depart with him, or h<

must be sent away and the door of redemptior
closed on him. She knew well he would expeci
her to depart with him, that his people might be
her people, his God her God

;
and this is what she

was trying to arm her soul against. She though!
that the temptation would be strong ;

and remem-
bered how sweet the tempter's voice was to her
how piteous it Avould be to cast away the soul foi

whose salvation she had thought it her peculiai
mission to make hers shine.

As her lambs came bleating round her asking
for their bed, which was the straw on which she

sat, she stooped and fondled them, looking up-
wards the while as if she would remind her Maker
she was, without His help, as weak as these.

At this moment came Kezia calling her to

breakfast. So she rose and shook down the straw,
and the little creatures lay in pretty attitudes shiv-

ering upon it, for the early morning was cold

though fine, and giving promise ofa warm, bright

day.
Hirell then went in to breakfast, and affecting

haste, that her want of appetite might not be per-

ceived, soon left the table, dressed herself, and,

taking leave of her father and Kezia, set out upon
her journey.

During her long walk her spirit underwent many
changes. At first the beauty and exhilarating
freshness of the moniing, as well as a sense of

liberty in being abroad and having a holiday be-

fore her, made her joyous and full of hope in spite
of herself. But 'by degrees, as the distance be-

tween her and the burnt house at Ewyn y Rhaiadr

lessened, and she remembered how soon she should
be face to face with Mr. Kymer, she felt her cour-

age die within her. She imagined, with suspend-
ed breath and tears starting to her eyes, the face,
the voice, the speech she so revered and loved

using their powers to press upon her an honor so

dearly and so richly esteemed by her. She look-

ed down at her old clothes, which just then seem-
ed but as a type of the poverty and narrowness
of all her life, and said to herself

"
me, so poor

in all things, to presume to and he knows every

thing, and will think me mad." And then her

poverty and ignorance, looked at as with his

eyes, became very contemptible to her, almost
shameful and hateful. A vision of her home
swam drearily before her eyes ;

but in one of the
fields there happened to be a single figure toiling,
and her mind's eye saw the face turn and look at

her. It was the face of Elias, and its patience,
its vigilance, strength, and faith, which, in Hi-
rell's imagination, were truly portrayed, sent all

her shame away ;
her step grew firm again, her

eyes filled with the old saintly peace and securi-

ty. She reminded herself how often she had
wished for some opportunity for exercising for

her creed that zeal and devotion so much com-
mended in her

;
and told herself that the hour of

trial was now before her, that to-day she must
either become the means of adding to the elect a

great and noble soul, or by its loss, and the loss

of all her eaithly hopes, become a martyr whose

martyrdom must be unseen by any eye but
God's.

At the foot of Ewyn y Rhaiadr was a desert-

ed house, that had been partially destroyed by
fire, and stood in rich grounds ; where past cul-

ture, neglect, and nature, had made strange and

picturesque work of trees, paths, parterres, and
lawn. 9

Hirell stopped near this, and sat down on a
rustic seat left before a half-circle of magnificent
evergreens, growing so wild and thick as to al-

most hide the little walks between them. A
beautiful lawn stretched away before her, towards
the mountains across the valley ;

some clusters of
daffodils by the brim of a sheet of water, shallow
and broad and clear, kept a light and sparkle in
the place.
She had hardly seated herself, and begun to

glance nervously about her, when suddenly she
heard a step in a little path near

; and, turning
her head, saw Mr. Rymer coming towards her.

She sat still, but the best blood of her heart,
and the best light of her soul, flew to her cheeks
and eyes in acknowledgment of his presence.
That form had become for her the one form,
whose absence made all places alike dull. She
looked at the lawn, the water, the daffodils, and

thought that something must have been lifted

from them at this instant so bright, so full of

exquisite meaning their beauty had become.

Yet, delicious as the change was, a sharp pang
came with it. If all the beauty of the world was
no longer free to her, but all locked up, and the

key with him, what would life be if

She dared think no more at that instant, for he
stood before her holding out his hand.

She gave hers rather coldly, and he saw tears

in her eyes.
It struck him that he might have brought blame

upon her from Elias, for having made this appoint-
ment.

"
I hope it has not caused you annoyance, my

having asked you to let me meet you here?" he
said.

"
No, it has caused me no annoyance, Mr. Ry-

jr."

"I was afraid it had, Hirell I thought you
seemed sad."

She made no answer, and again he wondered
if it were possible she had some foreboding of the

truth. Perhaps she had heard he was going to

leave Bod Elian.

As they rose and went off the lawn, he said
" Has your father told you of some talk we had

yesterday, Hirell ?"
"
No," answered Hirell,

" he has not said any
thing to me about it."

So her sadness was still inexplicable to him,
and he was much puzzled by it as he walked be-

side her out of the grounds of the ruined house.

He did not feel at all inclined to begin his task,
nor did he think there was need for much haste.

They had the day before them, and it was very
sweet and lovely, and why should they not enjoy
as much of its sweetness and beauty as they could,
and let its hours, falling away oneby one, like rose-

eaves that conceal a thorn, bring them to its sor-

row by degrees ?

They were now walking by the bed of the tor-

ent.
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"And is this Ewyn y Khaiadr?" asked Cun-

liff.

4 '

Yes, this is it,

"
said Hirell

;

"
it means ' foam

of the waterfall,' and was named so from the great

circles of foam that are almost always to be found

on it, and that you will see higher up."

They were ascending a sort of magnificent nat-

ural staircase, through whose centre rushed a

stream of clear water broken into all kinds of

wild and beautiful shapes by the rocks and stones

that intercepted its headlong course. It was

walled and in some places roofed over by slen-

der trees, growing in infinite profusion the whole

way up ; and often bearing on their highest
branches little patches of moss, from which grew
ferns in great luxuriance and beauty. The old,

dark, cast-offgarments of the trees still lay mould-

ering at their feet, making the fair green in which

they were now dressed appear yet more faint and
fair

;
and the wild flowers and roots that here

and there pricked through the rotten leaves look-

ed like bits and scraps let fall by the trees in their

attiring. The stream was the presiding genius of

the place. To it the trees were bent, and the

fairest primroses sacrificed, growing on mid-water

stones, where nothing but its spray, which kept
them so fresh and luminous, could ever reach

them.

Through the pale net-work of new leaves the

sunshine glanced quiveringly, making the water

and the green glitter as with golden lightning.
Cunliff was charmed at all he saw.
"
I shall not soon forget my first walk with you,

Hirell," he said, as he held out his hand to assist

her up a more steep and stony bit of ground than

they had before passed. "I have seen nothing so

exquisite yet as this Ewyn y Rhaiadr.
"

Hirell looked round her with less delight, though
perhaps not with less appreciation, than Cunliff.

To her, indeed, the place was beautiful
;
but its

beauty became to her as a solemn, almost an aw-
ful thing, as she felt that it was perhaps the rob-

ing and decorating of the altar where she was to

sacrifice Abraham-like the Isaac of her heart.

Cunliff's exclamations of delight added strange-

ly to her sadness, and she could only answer them

by bowing her head gently, and turning away her

eyes that he might not see the tears in them.

They came to the rustic bridge, on one side of
which was the little cloth-mill where Hirell was to

buy cloth for Elias, and on the other a little saw-
mill for cutting up the slender trees, that grew so

abundantly on the sides ofEwyn y Rhaiadr. The
saw-mill was deserted, its owner having gone to

his dinner at Dolgarrog. The cloth-mill consist-

ed of one room, where one man was at work, and
singing ;

and as they passed on for Hirell de-
cided on delaying her visit till their return home-
ward the increasing force of the torrent drown-
ed his voice, the trees hid the smoke of his little

chimney, and the solitude of Ewyn y Rhaiadr but
seemed the more profound for this passing glimpse
of primitive life and business.

For some little time they had both remained si-

lent. They had never before been so thoroughly
alone together, and both felt an embarrassment
which made it seem impossible for them to talk
on any trifling subject that might present itself. In
spite of this, and in spite of Hirell's melancholy,
Cunliff was inexpressibly happy. Perhaps a less
selfish man would have found it impossible to be
otherwise than miserable with the prospect of giv-

ing another such disappointment as he expected
he would give to Hirell, when he should make
known to her his intention never to see her more.
But there was in Cunliff a strange power of

snatching at passing gleams of happiness. He
would live a gnat-like life of pleasure in a moment
of sunshine, that would be scarcely perceived by
senses less acute. He saw that if he had no sac-

rifice to make, if he were here to tell Hirell that

he loved her, and to learn what he was certain he

might learn if he liked, that she loved him, he saw
that then this place and hour might indeed con-
tain a joy greater and more exquisite than he had
ever before known

;
that under such influence his

vision would become clear, so that he could see

the errors of his life, and be able to resolve upon
a new one, great and true and possible. He felt

that were it but thus, he should find on this sweet
fresh day of April that all nature was charged
with a divine message to him

;
that each lovely

form of a tree, or cascade, or glistening leaf, or

bright flower, were characters in a language which
truth used to woo him to her again ;

to bid him
cast off the stains and shackles of the world, and
receive from her once move the old pure and high

aspirations revived again by Hirell's unconscious

touch.

Seeing that such good would certainly result

from this meeting were it not for the sacrifice he
had to make, and liking goodness as his purity of

taste made him like most beautiful things, he al-

lowed himself to put from his mind as much as

possible all thoughts of that sacrifice
;
and to en-

joy Hirell's presence and the beauty of the place,
and the influence of both, as much as if he intend-

ed no sacrifice at all.

Hirell, when she found he still delayed speaking
in that manner in which she had all along been

expecting to hear him speak, and when she saw
how his face was full of happiness, began to ask
herself whether he felt already assured of her love

and of her acceptance, and this made her still

more sad, and anxious for him to know all that

was in her mind.
"Mr. Rymer," she said, turning to him with

heightened color and eyes turned to the ground," I am waiting anxiously to hear what it is you
wished to talk to me about that made you come
to meet me."

It had caused her much effort to say this, as

she believed it to be an invitation for a confession

of love. She stood trembling when it was said,

and her blush died away and left her very pale.
As she spoke they were stopping beside a large

stone on the bank, thickly cushioned in the moss;
and such a seat for beauty, elastic softness, and

luxury, as kings might covet for a throne. Cunliff

was touching it with his stick as she turned upon
him and spoke so suddenly.
He remained stooping over it. She had taken

him by surprise ;
he had not meant to speak yet.

It had become so sweet to imagine that all was

going to be well between them that he need
not say that which he knew he must say, and of

which she reminded him that he began to wish

earnestly he had not to say it. He had played
with what was good and true till goodness and
truth began really to influence him.

For some time it had seemed to him that he
was not only mounting by Hirell's side to where
the air was purer, the foliage fresher, the rushing
water more musical, strong, and bright, but to be
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attaining also heights where existence itself was

larger and more joyous. It even occurred to him
that in thus yielding to the influence of this love,

of which neither had yet spoken, and which ap-

peared the more wonderful for making itself so

manifest in its dumbness, it even occurred to him
that he was in spirit retracing steps which he had

once taken in blindness and recklessness. For in

those days when he had tried to persuade him-

self it was his fate to love Catherine Rhys, and
to win her love, he had known, though he had
not paused to think of it, that all life was but a

descent, reckless and headlong, in which the

mind had grown more and more confused and

dizzy just as now, reversing the process, it be-

came clearer and purer with the ascent.

As he stood probing the moss with his stick,

he was tempted by eveiy thing noble within him
to look up and answer Hirell's question by saying
that he had asked her here in order to offer for

her acceptance a husband, fortune, and position,
in every way unworthy of her, but that by her all

might be one day made more worthy.

Caution, however, was one of CunlifFs habits,
and often clung to him when he would have been

much better without it
;

for his rapid, instinctive

impulses were, after all, the best part of his char-

acter, and against these caution was always bus-

ily at work, waylaying and destroying. It way-
laid and held back the words he would have said

to Hirell then, and suggested that to begin more

guardedly would save him from committing him-
self one way or the other. So he answered, as he
still held his stick plunged deep in the cushion of

moss, and tried to shake it gently" You would not blame me for this delay, Hi-

rell, if you knew how unhappy it makes me even

to think of what I have to tell you."
Hirell looked puzzled. Unhappy ! What could

he have to say to her that made him unhappy ?

Was it possible he had already spoken to her fa-

ther, and been answered as she knew he would be

answered were it so. Her lips quivered, and she

felt ready to cry at the thought of this, for she

was woman enough to think things impossible to

her father might be possible for her.

"Pray tell me, Mr. Rymer," she asked falter-

ingly,
"
pray tell me at once."

He paused a moment, then looking up at her as

he stooped over the stone, said
"

Hirell, I received a letter yesterday which
shows me that I nxust go away immediately."

Hirell heard this without much surprise. It

had often been a matter of wonder to her that no

business, private or public, had called him away
before. She did not understand from what he
said that he was going for more than a few days
or weeks

;
and if he loved her if he desired to

ask her that which she was prepared to hear, she

thought it natural he should do so before such an
absence. While, therefore, she waited for him
to go on with what he had to say, she tried hard
to strengthen in her heart those resolutions she

had formed as she sat in the out-house, with the

little lambs bleating round her, before she started

on her journey. The effort and the inward pray-
er with which she did this, gave to her face and
form so noble and tender a grace, that Cunliff

asked himself if this could indeed be her whose
unfitness to share his exalted fortunes he had de-

cided upon, and was about to prove to her. He
was, too, surprised and a little saddened at the

quiet way in which she had received the news of
his intended departure, for it did not occur to him
she regarded his absence from Bod Elian as only
a temporary thing. His task was, he felt, much
to his reluctance, now fairly begun, and must be

proceeded with.

"Hirell," said he, "I think there is enough
friendship betwixt you andme for us to have made
some surmise by this time as to the hopes and
aims of each other's lives. It often seems to

me that, strange as I am to you in all that con-

cerns my past life and affairs, you are possessed

by a kind of prophetic instinct that my rightful
and true duty does not lie here. Tell me, Hirell,
have you not felt this ?"

"Oh, Mr. Rymer," answered Hirell, "how
could I I, so ignorant as you know I am, how
could I ? No, I have never thought you wrong
in any one thing, but

"

"But Hirell!"
" But the greatest thing of all

"
she added,

in a trembling voice.
" My abominable idleness ?"

"No, no, no. Oh, I think you I think, as

you must know, so much, oh, so much too high-

ly of you, to judge you in any thing ;
and I can

but honor, while I mourn, the rare self-doubt,
the proud humility, which which "

In her earnestness her tears had risen so fast

as to make it hard for her to speak
"Which makes you," she went on, with inde-

scribable mournfulness and tenderness,
"
keep so

long from its place among the elect of God a
soul so surely, so plainly showing itself by its

great gifts to have been predestinated to enjoy all

the glory and love of His chosen ones."

Though he was very much moved by her ear-

nestnessits simplicity, and strength, and sweet-

ness and by the beauty of her face in its emotion,
he could not help smiling at that favorite word of

her creed, "predestinated."
Now that she had begun to talk about religion,

Cunliff suddenly became conscious of her child-

ishness, and ignorance, and his own superiority.
* ' You must not trouble about my soul, Hirell,

''

he said, trying to hide some of his amused con-

tempt. "I can not give you any comfort con-

cerning that. If, as your people believe, all the

world is given over to everlasting wrath, save those

few you call the elect, depend upon it I am among
the damned."

" Mr. Rymer, I entreat you not to talk so.

You do not know what it is to me you can not.
"

"
Well, well, Hirell ! go back among your elect,

and forget me. Your father, at all events, does

not want me among the chosen few.
"

" I do not understand you, Mr. Rymer ;
how

strangely you speak.
"

' *
I will speak more plainly, Hirell. God knows

I feel in no mood to jest. "l am leaving you to-

day ; your father thinks it better for us all
; per-

haps he is right ;
for myself, as I told you, I fear

my duty does indeed lie elsewhere. I fear, too,

I should forget that if I staid here much long-
er."

"Then you asked me to meet you here to
''

"To bid you good-bye, Hirell, forever."

They had continued their ascent, while the rush

of water had become fiercer and fiercer, and now
they had reached that spot where the falls were
at their grandest ; where, as one of the poets of

the country had described it
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14 Foaming and frothing from mountainous height,
'

Hearing like thunder the Rhaiadr falls ;

Though its silvery splendor the eye may delight,

Its fury the heart of the hravest appalls;"*

while below one great ring of the foam which

gave the place its name, perfectly round, flat, and

compact, and measuring five or six feet across,

\vas swinging about in the current.

There was a seat opposite the falls. Hirell sat

down upon it,
and Cunliff stood watching her.

Her eyes were half closed, her lips very white.

She had come prepared for martyrdom, but not

of this kind. This was too hard, too bitter
;

there was no glory in it, nothing but shame. She
had almost confessed her love to him, in her cer-

tainty that she had his. Where was the sacrifice

she was to have made ? What had she to sacri-

fice ? She thought she could bring this man into

the sanctuary of her creed, or be compelled, for

the honor of that creed, to send him from her

broken-hearted. And now, after having been

cherished in sickness, and his soul watched for

and prayed for so long and unceasingly, he could

talk coolly of going away forever.

As she exerted all her energies to look up, to

try and answer his farewell calmly, she found her

two hands suddenly taken and held in a tender,

passionate grasp.
"I did come to bid you an eternal farewell,

Hirell, but I can not I will not. Duty ! Oh
Hirell, how can I fail in that, if you Avill give your
love, if you will be the wife of a man unworthy
ofyou in all respects save one his love, his rev-

erence for you my darling, my sweet saint !"

In the Morgan family sudden changes of pur-

pose were so little known, that Hirell, for a mo-
ment or two after Mr. Rymer had asked her to

become his wife, felt her mind much confused be-

tween that fact and the statement he had made a

few minutes before, as to the necessity for their

final parting.
Alarm for him, and at the thought of what he

might be forgetting in his love for her, mingled
with her rising joy and relief from humiliation.

Pressing his hands that held hers, and trying
to look with some calmness in his face, which was

just then very eloquent and nobly impassioned,
she said, gently

' '

Wait, wait, dear friend ! You speak too has-

tily, too generously ; wait, and let us talk of this

when when wre are calmer.
"

That she could keep an unselfish and tender
consideration for him in the midst of her emotion
which he saw was little less than his own, filled

Cunliff with amazement. He was determined to

be no less generous. Pie would not think
;
he

would not wait and reason calmly, as she begged
him to do

;
he would so bind himself that he

could not retrace, if he should ever find himself
base enough to wish to do so.

"Let me hear you say you love me, Hirell;

nothing else in the world matters now."
He had seated himself beside her, and had put

his arm round her as he spoke, as if he would
fain take her and her confessions, for which he

asked, together to his heart.
She rose and stood before him.
"If I loved you, Mr. Rymer, should I not re-

member these words you spoke before a little

while ago : you said your duty called you else-

* Borrow' s translation.

where, that it was best for you to leave me, and
to see me no more. If I loved you, and loved you
much, should I not do better to remind you of
those words, than to confess my love'to you ?"

He looked up at her.

"My dearest Hirell, by all that is most true, I
tell you that to give me your love, and this dear

hand, will do more to accomplish my welfare here
and hereafter than any thing else in all the world."

" And this you say as God is your judge?"" As He is my judge."

"Then, then," said Hirell, with her face full

of intense joy and hope, and stepping back from

him, and standing in an attitude in which a sculp-
tor might have carved a rapt and worshipping an-

gel in the divine presence,
" Will you come to us ?

Here into the light in which we live ? The bless-

ed haven of the true faith ? Oh, will you learn
of my father and our ministers the way to be
saved ? Will you let them lead your soul to its

appointed place among the safe and happy ones ?

You desire our lives should join ; then, dear sir,

will you come to us ? will you take our faith ?"

Cunliff was too much moved by the loveliness

of HirelPs face in its enthusiasm not to take the
hands outstretched to him, and kiss them with

deep reverence and emotion.
"I take your faith, Hirell, so far as God per-

mits me," said he.
"

Hirell, you have won me."
"Ah! am I so happy so honored ?"

"I take your faith, my innocent and beautiful,
so far as I can, with my dim eyes, see its truth.

All in it that makes my darling so sweet and true

above all others, I desire to share, find it in what
manner of creed I may."

' '

Oh, sir ! it is but the One that could have in-

spired me with courage to speak to you as I have

spoken."
Cunliff had not intended the slightest untruth

when he said those words which made Hirell feel

herself the most joyful and privileged among
women. Neither had he the smallest intention

of becoming a Calvinistic Methodist. He had,
he told himself, spoken brt>adly ; and Avhen those

wonderful brown eyes, suffused with tears and
fired with triumph, rested on his face, he was too

jealous of his own present happiness, and hers, to

undeceive her. Of course lie would undeceive
her

;
but he must not let such a trifling matter as

her religious scruples stand in the way of their

happiness when he was willing to make such great
sacrifices for it.

Hirell was so accustomed to hear such questions
treated with the most sacred truth and solemnity,
that she could not doubt his words, though she

had heard them with astonishment and trembling

joy. He had spoken, too, with a reverence that

she had not thought of being inspired by herself;

and she attributed his earnest manner entirely to

his sense of the solemnity of the charge he was

accepting.
She stood looking on him -with wondering, al-

most adoring eyes, as on one newly anointed by
her God, and trembled with delight to think it was
herself who had been the means of his conversion.

"And yet, Hirell," said Cunliff, taking her

hands, and looking deep into her eyes, as his jeal-
ous passion tried to penetrate beyond the unself-

ish tears and light that filled them, "you have
not told me

;
do you love me ? Hirell, do you

love me ?"

"Do I love you?" Her gathered tears ran
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over, her lips whitened, as if with despair at their

powerlessness to express what her heart, now un-

restrained, would commit to them. Each word she

spoke came to him so clothed in low, delicious,

clinging music, that their sense would have been

missed by other ears than his, "I should have
loved you, lost or saved. I should not have turn-

ed from my people, from my faith, for your sake,
because it is to me as a safe chamber set apart by
God for His elect, out of which I dare not go.
If you had left me I should have staid there, but

I should have found it as a place hung with black,
and its lights gone, and the stone hard where I

must kneel, but now you are with me ! I hold

your hand, and instead of its being hard to me to

pray, as sometimes it has been, my thoughts

spring up in prayer as if they'd known no other

way. Oh ! when I say I love you I love you
do you not feel in my voice some thing that is not

speaking to you ;
a joy that cries out even in

those very words to my Lord, whom your love

lifts me near, so near I already feel I can defy
death ? Yes, gladly, gladly die !

"

A tender thrill, too vague to be called fear, made
Cunliff hold her closer to his heart, and say, plead-

ing passionately he knew not against what

"My life my life!"

Besides its beauty and its perfume, the rose

has another power which perhaps shares not a

little in its charm. It is the thought of its eva-

nescence which gives that inexpressible tender-

ness to the delight with which we regard the

bloom and odor the thought of death's hand on
the stem as Avell as the glowing flower that holds

our gaze-.

Cunliff, drawing Hirell to the seat, gazed into

her face. Did that hand grasp the flower of her

beauty ? Would it be snatched away out of the

world ? Was her youth so radiant because Death
was feeding it with wasteful hand from the light
of years to come ? No

;
it could not be. This

sweet color on the cheek was not the hectic flush

of a day drawing near its close
;
but the fresh

brightness of the morning sky. The wonderful
hazel eyes surely had in them none of the fatal

fire of too rapidly consuming life, but were full

of tfie dewy light of health. He thought, too, of
her hardy life, and wondered how the idea of the

loss of her could have entered his mind. Why
had he felt it as a sort of prophecy of evil ?

Could any thing but death take her from him, or

change the heart so full of love for him ?

"Do not let them reason you agahist me, my
Hirell," he said, with the same vague dread in

his soul that had been there ever since she show-
ed him her great love, and he felt its priceless
value to him. "Don't let them persuade you
that because I have lived in the world, and you
out of it, we can not make each other happy."

' ' Do vou think that might be so ?"

She raised her head and looked into his eyes
with a half startled look in her own.
"

It might cause us trouble, Hirell, if we loved

each other less."

Her face was very thoughtful as her head lean-

ed lightly against his shoulder. He looked down
into it. Again the bright eyes glanced up with
a shade of melancholy in them.

"
Suppose you do love me less than you think?"

** How can I do that when every minute I am
with my darling I love her more ? Why do you
speak so, Hirell can you doubt me ?"

" I should doubt myself my power of making
you at all happy, if you left off' loving me."" And you think that possible, Hirell ?"

She was silent. She was thinking of Mrs. Rhys
of the stained, death-smitten face by the little

spring in the orchard. She had thought of her

very often, but always remained silent about her.

The stoiy seemed to Hirell an easy one to guess.
This lady had loved Mr. Rymer before her mar-

riage with Hugh's patron, a*nd he had loved her
;

then he had changed, and she married another,
and had been unhappy, keeping in her heart her
first love still. She had come to Bod Elian, and
seen Mr. Rymer unexpectedly, after all these

changes, and had seen him with one so unworthy
to take her place in his heart

;
and the surprise and

anguish had stricken her as they had found her.

From the reports that had reached them at Bod
Elian concerning the life of the gay and fashion-

able mistress of Dola' Hudol, the Morgans had

tacitly regarded her as one of the light daughters
of Zion with stretched-forth necks and wanton

eyes "walking and mincing as they go, and mak-
ing a tinkling with their feet ;" therefore Hirell ex-

onerated Cunliff from blame
;
and the doubt that

crossed her mind was not a serious one. Tliat

love could not have been blessed by God, as sure-

ly this was.

"No," she said, with her wet lashes rising

quiveringly from her cheek,
"
I do not believe it

possible that either of us can cease to love the

other."

"No earthly consideration shall part us," as-

serted CunlifF, as if reasoning with some real and

pei'tinacious antagonist. "Let nothing, let no
one persuade you that the differences of our pre-
vious lives shall interfere with our happiness."" I suppose you mean that they will tiy to

persuade me that I shall disgrace you," said Hi-

rell, lifting her head, and looking with a sweet,

half-pensive thoughtfulness on the ground.
" But

they can not do that, Mr. Rymer."
"It would be strange, indeed, if they could,

Hirell."
" And I would never have you doubt me until

you doubt your own love for me.
"

* ' Doubt you ? In what, my Hirell ?"

"Doubt my power of fitting myself to the du-

ties that will come to me as your wife."
" Have I shown any such doubt ?"
" You have seen me," she interrupted him with

a sweet, strong confidence in her eyes and rich

tremulous voice, "you have seen me at all kinds

ofhard work, Mr. Rymer. It is likely you should

doubt my fitness for a life so different
;
but

"

she rose, and stood before him with the grace of

a queen
"

I ask you not to doubt me. I know
such doubts may come. I dread them. I am
not given to overrate my powers, but I do assure

you that I believe with all my heart and soul that

this hand that has known no other defilement than
labor that has never been a day unlifted to its

Maker, can serve you faithfully in your own sight,

and in the Lord's. By the world I do not desire

to be judged."
Again Cunliff kissed the little hand most ten-

derly, most reverentially, answering her by a look

more eloquent than any words he could have spo-
ken. He then drew her once more closely to

him, and kissed her, and felt that the betrothal

was now indeed final, sacred, indissoluble.

Their happiness was deep and perfect. They
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sat silently, looking at the torrent, whose voice

sounded thick with whispers of the great eternal

joy of the new world love had opened to them.

There are times when every thing near us

seems to take up the story of our great happiness
or sorrow, and to bear it for evermore ; meeting
us with it at strange times, and in strange places.

The eye that wet with joy or anguish falls on any
little common flower, finds, after no matter what

years, what changes, the passion of that moment
in the flower still, rise up where it may. There

are memories in which the pale, sweet gleam of

the primrose casts too cruel a light to be looked

at without tears. There are eyes to which the

edges of the fresh spring daisy seem to have been

crimsoned in the very blood of a lost love. There
are ears for which the hare-bell rings with a sub-

tle, creeping music that will not be shut out. It

is as if the soul in moments of great joy escaped
from its prison, and became a part of all beauti-

ful and living things, shining in the sun, and

breathing in the flower, and never gathering it-

self completely in its prison again ;
so that it oft-

en appears to us to be a more real, living, pas-
sionate self we find in these tokens of the past,
than exists in the weary frame bent over them.

Hirell and Cunliff knew that the joy of these

moments was being stamped on all things sky,

trees, water, flowers never to be erased while

memory lived. When the clouds in after years
should look a little as they looked now, it would

bring it all before them again. When the sun-

shine of later Aprils should fall again through
tender, pale foliage, it would make the same wri-

ting on the moss that their happy eyes read now
;

the water would fall, and the flowers glow with and
breathe the same story as when they sat there,

young and true, feeling their spirits to be as a

part of the joy and light, the tenderness and pas-
sion of the spring-time.

They rose, and wandered about the place ;
and

Hirell's holiday sped on as fast as sunny, delicious

April hours could bear it.

The time came at last and all too quickly
when they must part ;

for Cunliff had, he told

her, decided on leaving Dolgarrog for Llansaint-

fraid that very night, that he might be in time

for the first train in the morning. Matters of

great importance about which they must talk,
but not now demanded his presence in London.
He had too long neglected them. She spoke of
her father, and how she should break the news
to him. At the mention of this, Cunliff's eyes
lost some of their joyous light and became coldly

thoughtful. He told her he would like the mat-
ter to be left in his hands. Let him tell Elias

when he returned after these pressing matters of
business were settled. Hirell was not surprised
or grieved at the request, but pleaded against it

sweetly and earnestly, and won at last a reluctant

permission to tell him all.
" But don't make too much of my conversion,

Hirell," he added, when he gave it.

The words did not trouble her then, because as

he spoke them he was taking her hands in the

parting clasp, and a strange dizziness and pain
she had never known before took all her strength
to struggle against it.

"
Only a few weeks, Hirell a month at most,"

he promised her ; but Hirell shook her head, and
begged that nothing he had to attend to might be
hurried for her sake.

''With your love to think of at home, and

your soul to rejoice over in the house of God,
have I not happiness to content me long, long?

: '

she said.

They had returned to the seat opposite the falls,

as Cunliff was going to the town that way, and
Hirell home through the grounds of the deserted

house
;
and when he left her she sat there still

for some minutes. Looking back, he saw the

checkered sunlight quivering on her closed eyes
and pale face. It was so pale he had half a mind
to return to her but, as he hesitated, he saw her

slip from the seat to her knees in that devout rig-
id attitude which he had noticed as peculiar to the

congregation of Morgan's Chapel, and the ecstatic

look upon her face made him knowing as he did

whom she rejoiced over turn quickly and silent-

ly from the spot.

CHAPTER XXXII.

HARD QUESTIONS.

HIRELL reached home just as the twilight was
disguising the familiar shapes of the fields round
Bod Elian, and making the tops of the mountains

indistinguishable.
She knew she was mneh later than her father

and Kezia had expected her to be, and as she drew

nigh a vague fear crossed her mind
;

but her
whole being was too full of ligiu to let its shadow

rest, and it went flitting instantly like the shade
of a filmy cloud over a field of buttercups. Hi-
rell had no half-guilty, trembling happiness, nor
did she feel in the least abashed or shame-faced
at the thought of the news she had to tell Elias.

She longed, to meet him; not to hang down her
head before him, and make tearful and blushing
confession of her love, but to look into his grave

eyes and make them glad with the stoiy of the

grace that had been shown her. She found him

sitting Avith Kezia in the kitchen, and saw the
moment she entered that his face was more than

usually careworn, and that Kezia's eyes as she
looked up were a little red. Still Hirell felt no

self-reproach. She advanced towards them, her
face beaming with happiness, till the voice of Eli-

as startled her

"So the man who calls himself John Rymer
has been with you to-day."

She turned pale, and recoiled like one who had
been stung. Elias sat looking at her, evidently

holding great control over himself.
" Did you think to deceive me, my daughter?"

he asked.

"Indeed, Hirell, this is not like you," murmur-
ed Kezia, not with any wish to reproach, but from
an instinct that if another besides himself blamed

Hirell, Elias might be moved to make his own
blame less stern.

' ' Oh Kezia ! Oh father !

"
cried Hirell,

* '

why
are you angry with me ? what have I done ?"

"Hush, dear Hirell," said Kezia, "you must
know it was not right.

"

"
I know that all which has happened me to-

day has been right and holy and blessed in the

sight of God," Hirell said with streaming eyes,

I

"and, father, the man of whom you speak so

sternly is now rejoiced over by the angels of

heaven. He is saved he comes to us he will

I be your son by marriage, and in the Lord he will
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learn of you and our ministers. Ah, put no
trouble in my heart this night, for it is so glad !

Like Hannah and like Mary, my soul exults to

think how its lowliness has been regarded."
There was something so sweet and thrilling in

her voice that Elias and Kezia simultaneously
raised their eyes to look at her; and beheld on
her face an expression so tender, so seraphic, that

they withdrew their gaze quickly lest their looks

of reproach should be changed to adoration.

Elias, putting his hand before his eyes, so as

not to be moved by the sight of her, said in as

calm and hard a voice as he could command
" Give me simple and true explanations, Hirell.

Does this man wish you to marry him?"
"I know, father," she answered, "it is hard

for you to believe that this gentleman has so hon-
ored me

; yet it is true, and is the least of the

miracles that have been shown me this day.
"

"Then, "said Elias, "John Rymer so-called,"
he added sternly, "has agreed to become a mem-
ber of the Calvinistic Methodist Church."
"And through me your unworthy your

"

Her sweet voice became choked, she bent her
head meekly, and let her emotion find vent in an
unrestrained rush of tears.

"
Why does he not come back with you, to ask

for you at my hands? Why keep away like a
backslider and deceiver ?" asked Elias, rising.

' ' Oh Kezia,
"
cried Hirell, falling upon her neck,

"tell him he is coming tell him he is true and
honorable as any man living.""

Is he coming to-night ?" demanded her father,

sternly.

"No; he was compelled to leave to-day, but
in a few weeks he will be here.

"

"Why did he steal from my house like a thief,

letting none know the time of his going ?"
" He had letters, ho told me

;
his business was

sudden."
"And of more importance than the consecra-

tion of the soul he has, you say, newly given to

God
; or, than his marriage with you ?"

"Indeed, Kezia, my father should understand
he is not as other men he has great matters on
his mind."
"So has Satan," groaned Elias internally ;

but
aloud he said "Why did he sojourn with us
under a feigned name ?"

Hirell raised her head from Kezia's shoulder,
and looked at her father with parted lip and di-

lated eyes.
* '

Feigned ! his name ! Oh father !

"

"I have said it," answered Elias coldly, re-

turning her look.

"May I ask how? what makes you believe

this?"
" Kezia knows let her say."
"I found in his room, Hirell, cards with the

names he bears, and another added John R.

Cunliff," answered Kezia, kissing the pale cheek
turned attentively towards her.

"
Is that all ? that may be the name of a rel-

ative."

"Can you so easily deceive yourself, Hirell?"

asked Elias.

"Could he so cruelly deceive me? No, I

tell
you, father, no. Be careful, dear father, and

Kezia, what is true must be known and and
borne but oh ! oh !

"

She broke from Kezia and stood alone, her
arms crossed tightly on her breast, her form

swaying like a slender mountain tree in a cruel

tempest, and then, laying one hand on her father's

wrist and the other on Kezia's, she said

"But oh, it would be more charitable in both
of you to desire to see my death my death
than the breaking of my trust in this man."
Alarmed at her passionate manner, so unusual,

so strange to her, Kezia gently stroked the hand
that burned and trembled on her wrist. Elias
looked down helplessly at that which lay on his,
and dropping it, said :

" Has it then gone so deep with you, Hirell?"

"Deep as life."

"And you desire to walk with your eyes blind-
folded?"

' '

No, only to walk in faith. I love him. What
is love without faith ? I will trust him. When
the words of his own lips defile him, then only
will I doubt. Let me believe till then Men,
which means always."

She said the last words with a smile breaking
round her lips, and in a tone at once strong and
tremulous with happy trust.

"Go then," said Elias, not unkindly, "I will

not reason with you more to-night. Go to your
room, Hirell, subdue passion, pray for wisdom,
' commune with your own heart and be still.'

"

"
Good-night, my father."

"Good-night."
"Good-night, Kezia," she said, and theembrace

she dared not give to her stern-eyed father she press-
ed with unwonted tenderness on the gentle house-

keeper holding her in her arms, and clinging to

her as a child to a mother.
" Dear God bless you," whispered Kezia, and

gave her a candle, and Hirell took it and went
out.

Turning towards Elias, Kezia saw he was

watching his daughter from the room with eyes
in which was a mixture of great tenderness and

anger.

"Bright spirit!" he said, still looking at the

door by which she had gone out, his hard voice

broken, "if this man prove false, may her purity
and faith be made the fire by which his God shall

scathe him. As to my wrath God deal with it,

God deal with it!''

CHAPTER XXXIII.

KEZIA TURNS PERVERSE.

THOUGH Elias had been suffering all that day
a most tormenting anxiety concerning Hirell, af-

ter hearing that his lodger had been seen to take

the road to Ewyn y Rhaiadr about half an hour
before she started, it was to cares of another kind
that the clouded looks on his face, and the red

eyes of Kezia noticed by Hirell when she came
in, were due.

It was now about six months since Hugh Mor
gan had intrusted to Elias the secret of his love for

Kezia. The confidence reposed in him, as well

as the absence and poverty of the young man,
made Elias regard it as his sacred duty to influ-

ence Kezia in his favor as much as he possibly
could. During this six months Hugh had not

fulfilled his promise about writing home regular-

ly and acquainting his family with all that hap-
pened him.

His letters were few and arrived irregularly
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were sometimes utterly despairing, sometimes

wildly sanguine. At first they generally contain-

ed half tender, half bantering messages to Kezia,
and Elias invariably read them to her, she listen-

ing with the simple affectionate pleasure of one

unexpectedly remembered.
In the last three or four, however, Elias had

come upon certain passages which he had felt

obliged to evade reading aloud. Hugh complain-
ed of never hearing any thing about Kezia

;
she

must speak of him sometimes
; surely Elias

might give him more comfort than he did con-

cerning her
;
or if she had no regard for him at

all, would it not be kinder in his brother to tell

him the truth at once ? Then perhaps the next

letter would contain a passionate avowal of his

incapability of living without hope of her accept-
ance

;
and so the elder brother was loaded by

more and more perplexities and care.

He thought the time had now come for him to

acquaint Kezia with the truth, and learn the state

of her mind towards Hugh. He had been kept
from doing this before, partly by the wish his

brother had expressed on leaving home that she
should not be told till he had done something to

give her faith in him
;
and partly because Eliaswas

haunted by the fear that Kezia would not receive

the announcement as Hugh expected she would.
Hirell's absence seemed to offer a good oppor-

tunity for Elias to speak to her
;
and as soon as

the most pressing business of the morning was
seen to, he came home with the intention of re-

questing her presence in the little parlor, where
all interviews or consultations of any importance
in the family were invariably held.

It revealed a strange perversity in the mind of

Elias Morgan, that though he saw Kezia alone in

the kitchen, and every thing most .favorable to

his purpose, he turned away from the door, and
came back to it no less than three times, before

he spoke the words he intended to say.
The first time he paused on the threshold, as

if in reluctance to sully the floor with his muddy
boots, for the kitchen was in a state of cold, pol-
ished cleanliness. The beam hooks, once so

plentifully stored, were now almost empty ;
the

fire had been let out till the time for cooking the

men's dinner
;
the gaunt chairs were drawn up to

their places, and on one of them near the open
window, looking small in the great brown cham-

ber, and solitary, and primitive, was Kezia. She
wore a print gown which had once been a bright

puce color, but which age and frequent washing
had faded to the pretty faint hue of the dog-vio-
lets on the mountains. On the fresh-scoured
table before her was the scant stock of linen she
had just been gathering from the hedges where it

had been spread to diy, and which she was now
mending. The place smelt sweetly of it, and of
the little spray of cherry blossom she had brought
in with it and placed on the open leaves of her

hymn-book that lay before her. The side of her
face was towards the door, and the line of her
hair as it went from the centre of her low fore-

head, and over her small fair ear, to the thick

plaits behind, undulated in pretty waves, which
gave her profile a richness that almost turned' its

simplicity into beauty. Her eyes bent over her
work and her lips apart, as she sang in the low
somewhat monotonous tone of a person having
no faith in her own vocal powers, but who sings
from an overflow of peace and contentment.

She looked up as the footsteps of Elias crossed

the hall and came to the door, but seeing that he

only stood looking on the floor in a sternly con-

templative manner, went on with her work, tak-

ing no further notice of his presence. He then,

j

after pausing a moment or two, went up stairs to

I

his own room, and presently re-appeared on the
threshold of the kitchen in the clothes he usually

! put on when his hard out-of-door work was over.

This time he fixed his eyes on the clock, as if

,

he had come there merely to consult that. Then

j

he went away as far as the house-door, and Kezia

I

thought he was going out
;
but the next moment

j

his form again stood in the door-way of the kitch-

i en.

"Kezia?"
The soft, peaceful eyes look- up inquiringly.
' ' Will you come into my room ? There* is a

matter on which I have to speak with you."
"Surely, Elias."

She rose and folloAved him.
Elias went to his bureau, and took out the well-

known packet of Hugh's letters. From these he
selected four.

"
Sit down, Kezia, and read those."

She thought his voice and manner peculiar, and,

|

looking at him anxiously as she received the letter,

said

"There's nothing wrong with the lad, Elias, is

there ?"

He sat down, holding the packet in both his

hands, and answered gently

"Read, Kezia."

She began to read the letters in the order they
were given to her.

The first one was written when Hugh's enthu-
i siasm for London had experienced a sudden re-

vulsion. All now was as poor, mean, and hope-

{

less as before all had been rich, alluring, infinite.

His musical friend, having raised his hopes by the

very highest of praise, considered his duty towards
him done, and left him to his own resources.

|

Thus his happiness was made to depend solely on
the manner in which he performed his business at

Tidman's and on his office companions, both of

which he described as becoming more and more
distasteful to him.

*' You ask me, Elias," he wrote,
' '

ifI have made

any friends among my fellow-clerks yet. Lonely
as I am, I am thankful to answer ' no

'

to that. I

wonder what you would think ofthem their views

I
their conversation the intense meanness of

their lives and aims the way they speak ofwomen,
!
as if they had never known a mother or sister, or

I any but the wretchedly artificial fast-looking crea-

!
tures I meet them with at theatres and some of

the concerts. Elias, how inexpressibly dear and

angelic the image that is always with me grows

|

by such a contrast. Sometimes I wish she knew.

j

You might say more about her than you have done

lately. I am afraid you are not able to give me
much hope, as you carefully avoid saying any
thing about her whenever you can."

Here the letter finished with the usual messages
to each. Kezia had heard it all before, except

|

this last passage. Folding the letter, and hand-
1 ing it to Elias, she asked, with deepening color

"Who is it he means, Elias the image that

|

is always with him ? I do not understand."

I

" Take the next perhaps you will understand
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that better," was the answer and Kezia took up
the next with a trembling hand.

This one she remembered well. It had touch-

ed them all deeply for in it Hugh told with a

generous regret for his former hasty judgment
of the great goodness that in many instances lay
behind the outward vulgarity and disagreeable-
ness of his fellow-clerks. He told them how x>ne

whom he had laughed at for his effeminacy who
had a nervous horror of thieves, cattle, dogs, and

draughts, was, by his persistent labors to support
a wife and seven children, in spite of the encroach-

ments of a deadly and painful disease, proving
himself a miracle of courage and heroic strength.
He told them how another, whom he had before

described as utterly selfish, was capable of an act

of such self-abnegation as breaking off his engage-
ment to the woman he loved, in order to devote

himself to the support of his newly-widowed
mother and young sisters. "Let them appear
as commonplace, vulgar, apathetic, cowardly as

they please," Hugh wrote,
"
they can not deceive

me longer, or incite me to self-glorification. I

know there is in this office as much delicate sen-

timent, refined sense of honor, and chivalrous

bravery, as ever existed in the olden times, among
the same number of men. What becomes of all

the old ledgers, I wonder, when they are full, and
done with ? It seems to me there are histories in

those long lines Of figures which should be read

and treasured when ' The House ' whose accounts

they contained, is no more.
" You must all have thought me very rambling

and unsuccessful since I came here
; but, strange

to say, something has been growing in my mind
which my very mistakes have helped to enrich.

It is a new adaptation of Kezia's favorite air, one
I find quite unknown here it is wonderful to me
how it has ' come to me '

or, as Ephraim Jones
would say,

' been borne in upon me.' I find my-
self able to work at it really, steadily, and progres-

sively. You may be sure that I find my work all

the pleasanter for remembering who used to sing
it. Oh, Elias, if I could but come home and see

her how it would refresh me after all I have

passed through here ? Tell her but no, I can
not send the usual message. Let her think I

have forgotten to mention her in this, and tell me
what she says. Love to Hirell. Your affection-

ate brother, HUGH MORGAN."

Kezia kept the letter in her fingers a minute
after she had read it.

Elias took it from her, and gently placed anoth-

er in her hand.
This Avas the most eventful one that had been

received from Hugh since his departure. It con-

tained the joyful news that his song was accepted
by a well-known publisher, who thought it would
have a great success, but he wanted words to it.

Hugh knew that his brother's lodger was the au-

thor of several anonymous poems of some power
and grace. Did Elias think he would write a

song of the character of the inclosed description ?

From some conversation Hugh had had with him

during their brief acquaintance, Hugh thought it

likely Mr. Rymer might be pleased with the idea

he suggested for the poem. "And now,
1 '

he

wrote,
"

if, Elias, you think as I do, that this is

the foundation of a great prosperity and success,

you may tell Kezia how long and how deeply I

have loved her
;
but if you still doubt me, I am

willing to wait till I have still stronger evidence
to convince you I am worthy to be trusted with
one so dear to us all."

Kezia laid this letter down, and rose with wet

eyes and burning cheeks.

"I understand what you would have me
know, Elias Morgan," she said, "need I read
more ?"

"
Yes, Kezia, read that ;" and he gave her the

fourth and last of the letters he had selected from
the packet.

This was written after the brilliant success of
his song, to which the desired verses had been
written by Rymer." Of course I have thrown up my situation at

Tidman's; it would be sheer nonsense to stay
there. My plans are not yet quite settled. I
shall write again in a day or two. I was certain-

ly surprised you did not speak to Kezia as I

wished, upon receiving my last. I shall begin to

think, Elias, if you still show such reluctance to

let her know the truth, that I am but a poor, mis-

erable fellow, with all my success I mean that

you feel there is no hope for me. It would cer-

tainly be better for me to know the worst."

This was the last letter Elias had received

from him, and a month had elapsed since its ar-

rival.

Kezia had read it standing.
" Oh what a pity this is, Elias ; what a great,

great pity," she said in a trembling voice, with-

out looking up from the letter.

"You will be his wife, Kezia you will make
him happy;" said Elias, in a tone half entreat-

ing, half authoritative.

He heard her tears pattering on the letter, but

her head was unusually erect, her cheek very
bright and hot.

He walked to the other end of the room and

back, then said to her again,
"You will be his wife, Kezia? You will let

me write to-day and set his heart at rest ?"

The letter rustled in her hands, then fluttered

to the floor, and she turned slowly, holding the

edge of the table.

"Elias Morgan, do not ask me that again. I

am sorry no one could be more sorry but nev-

er ask me again!"

They stood looking in each other's faces, and
there was a strange light in the eyes of Elias that

might have been taken for a gleam of intense joy,
but that, as he spoke, his voice was so harsh and
measured.
"And do you know, Kezia, that he looks to

me to win you for him to give you to him?"
"That you can not do."

"You say it, Kezia, I can not ;" he said, with

a strange passion in his voice and eyes.
"
If you

will not, how can I force you ? Had I, like the

patriarchs of old, full power over all my house, 1

would command }
rou to marry him the Lord be

my witness, I would command you to marry
him!"

" And it would be the first command of yours,

Elias, that
"

She had gone to the door, and now, without

finishing her sentence, glided out gently.

They did not meet again till evening, and then

not a word was said till Hirell's return. a

When Kezia, some time after Hirell, went up
to bed, she took from an old box of hers a little
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packet, and sat down with it in her lap before her

bare, blindless window, which showed, through its

small square panes, the April stars and moon.

Kezia opened the paper with trembling fingers.

Soon there glittered in them a plain gold ring ;

and where it had lain, words were traced too

faintly for her to see by the moonlight but that

she knew them as well as she knew her own
name.
"I leave this, my wedding-ring, to Kezia

Williams, my death -bed comforter and friend,

whom I earnestly desire one day to take my place
as my husband's" wife and my daughter's mother,
with the blessing of her who shall have gone be-

fore to dwell with her Saviour."

Kezia looked at the faint lines, and laid back

the ring, saying softly
' '

Maiy, Mary ! it is over !

"

CHAPTER XXXIV.
THE REVEREND EPHRAIM JONES SENDS EVIL

NEWS.

THE next morning Elias received the following
letter from the Reverend Ephraim Jones :

"DEAR FRIEND, Your brother has given

great dissatisfaction at Tidman's by his negligence

during the last few weeks of his being there, and

by his leaving suddenly without any reasonable

warning. He seems, by his manner of dress and

living, to be prosperous ;
but I warn you he is

among evil companions. You will do wisely to

orde.* him home at any cost. Yours truly,
"EPHRAIM JONES."

Elias never thought of questioning the advisa-

bility of carrying out his old friend's advice. He
wrote commanding Hugh to come home instant-

ly.

His trouble seemed indeed thickening round
him. The spring days lengthened in care for

him, as well as in light and beauty.
Kezia Avas cold and timid, and had ceased to

sing over her work. Hirell loved to spend the-

fine sweet days out of doors, roaming alone in a

wild, bird-like joyousness that made the fearful

heart of Elias tremble for her. Could the man
who caused her happiness be honest, when he had
never yet even written to him ?

From morning till night he waited in unutter-

able anxiety for Hugh, or for some news of him.

Days, weeks passed, and neither came.
And now another began to turn her eyes down

the road with him, and to watch and long as he
watched and longed.

Hirell told no one that the time of her lover's

absence was longer, much longer than he had said

it should be
;
but her father and Kezia knew it,

and watched her with increasing pain.
Unable to endure any longer the suspense about

his brother, Elias wrote again to the minister en-

treating him to seek Hugh, and learn why he did
not come home or answer his letter.

The reply came the third day after the letter

had been dispatched.

"DEAR FRIEND, I have news which will
need all your fortitude. Hugh has left his lodg-
ings, and gone none seem to know where. He

stole from the house in the night being deeply
in debt there and in the neighborhood. Yours
in tribulation, EPHRAIM JONES."

The women sobbed aloud. Elias remained in

a stupor for a few minutes, then rose and began
making preparation for a journey.

Hirell went after him.
" Oh father, what shall you do ?"

"Sell the horse, and go to London to seek

him," answered Elias.

CHAPTER XXXV.
THE IRONY OF FORTUNE.

CUNLIFF again sits in his London room over-

looking the park a water-color draAving of Welsh
scenery, just purchased, occupies the place which
the Raphael photograph occupied when first he
was introduced in this stoiy outAvardly all things
else remain the same the pictures, furniture,

Avriting-desk, the conservatory, newly-furnished,
and bright with the floral brightness of May
ah

1

look so like what they did last September,
that it is difficult to believe that the OAvner has

passed through so much mental and other expe-
rience : even his very look, gestures, and attitude,
at times seem to recall the hesitation and conflict

he felt on that momentous and eA'il day when he
Avrote his letter to Mrs. Rhys, and waited for her
ansAver.

Yet, in spite of the exterior resemblances, it is

impossible to study him with attention, and not
see that he, at least, is changed. The brightness
and perfume of the conservatory which only
seem to concentrate the brightness and sweetness
of the lovely morning outside into a focus seem
also to have entered into Cunliff. His step is

springy, in spite of a certain sedate and compelled
gravity ;

his gray eye glances to and fro with a

quick suddenness of apprehension and Avith a sort

of eager joyous light ;
his head is thrown back

proudly and haughtily, if for the moment unpleas-
ant recollections cross his mental vision

;
and in

his work for he is very busy there is none of

that obvious concentration upon a single secret

thought and aim, which so characterized him on
the day that began for him events and influences,
the end of Avhich is not yet. Whatever secret

thought may now perplex him, it certainly does

not injure his activity in dealing with all sorts

of affairs.

By his side lies the rough draft of an address

to the electors of . Through Arnold's influ-

ence, a very old member of the House of Com-
mons has delayed till noAv an intended resignation,
in order that Cunliff might step in, as he stepped
out. The Avrit for a new election will be issued

to-moiTOAV. The old member's printed address,
not yet made public, hangs on the back of a chair

,

and Cunliff glances at it now and then while read-

ing and correcting his own composition, which at

last pleases him sufficiently to be dismissed. lie

folds it up, sends it, with a genial letter of thanks,
to the aged M.P., and as he drops it into the let-

ter-box, thinks

"The farther one sees and the deeper one

hopes to go down to the root of things for social

and political remedies the more necessary is it

to give the silly world the notion that your fault
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is over-timidity ; your defect, unwillingness to

acknowledge the necessity for changes too soon.

Establish the right character, and then you may
lead the world : to the devil or a good long

way in the opposite direction. I Avonder wheth-
er my cautious speaking will bother Arnold ?

No, I think not
; though he adopts the very op-

posite course, and is so frank and generous that

he seems always ready to go anywhere and with

any body, till the push comes, and then uses his

character to moderate, and do only just what he
likes. Still, a fine fellow, and as little of a self-

seeker as any of us are likely to be."

This business over, was in a minute utterly for-

gotten. Drafts of leases were brought forth, with

accompanying lawyers' letters, and read with such

scrupulous care, that one might have fancied

the reader's daily bread depended on his judg-
ment and accuracy. Then a few words were
written on the back, which told exactly the state

of the landlord's mind, which agents and tenants

already knew was a mind that changed not.

These things dealt with, a batch of the letters

of the morning were answered some by a con-

temptuous "pish!" some by a silent thoughtful

drop into the waste-paper basket, and some by a

few kindly and generous written words, including,
in two instances, a check in each letter. The
batch was what may vulgarly be called beg-

ging-letters, though Cunliif himself had so much
of the generosity of the gentleman in him, that

he would not for the world have applied that epi-
thet to some of the many he had gone through.
Between all this hard work, Cunliff frequently

paused, in an inexplicable manner, as though sud-

denly forgetting the very sentence he had been

reading or writing, and stared fixedly right oppo-
site at the wall for perhaps half a minute, his face

grave, almost sad
;
and before resuming work, he

invariably, though with no sort of consciousness,
allowed his eyes to rest on that water-color in

front of his desk, which represented a bit of wild

"Welsh scenery one that he had never seen, but

which seemed to him to be as familiar in all its

characteristics as if he had lived in it from a boy.
A double tap at the door roused him from one

of those odd reveries, which began to recur more
and more frequently as the long array of work

began visibly to lessen.
" Come in !" he said,with an uninterested voice

and manner.
The door opened, and closed again behind Cun-

liff and there was silence, and then forgetful-

ness, and the busy pen and busier thoughts moved
on with renewed impetus, till a low and very re-

spectful cough made Cunliff suddenly turn round,
chair and all, when he saw his agent, Mr. Jar-

man, bowing more obsequiously than ever, even
while still allowing some sort of half-grown spirit

of independence to assert itself by his look.
"
Jarman, my good fellow, what on earth made

you stand there, as if suddenly stricken with pal-

sy ? I thought it was the servant who knocked,
and I forgot all about him."
He stretched out his hand, and shook the

agent's cordially and then the two set to work

together in a somewhat remarkable fashion.

Cunliffhanded paper after paper lease after lease

document after document one at a time in

solemn silence to Jarman ;
who looked at the re-

marks written on the back, gravely inclined his

head,took possession,and held out his hand for the

7

jxt : only twice stopping to put now a query and
)w an objection : the obiection was recognized.

next;

now an objection : the objection was recognized,
and the endorsement altered

;
the query answer-

ed to Mr. Jarman's entire satisfaction and so no
more. When the whole of the pending matters
were thus disposed of and some of them involved
matters of life or death, pecuniarily speaking, to

tenants and others Cunh'ff said,
"Have we done?"
"
Yes, Sir John, I I think so."

Cunliff noticed the hesitation,and a certain dark-

ening of the agent's face ; and, moved by some
secret misgiving, hesitated to do as he ordinarily
did dash at it, and demand to know its meaning

but said :

" Because after you have done after, I say,

you have quite done I want to speak to you
about one or two matters demanding your instant

and most careful attention."

Mr. Jarman's eyes, that had scanned boldly
enough his employer's face, now bent down to-

wards his feet
;
and there was a moment ofawk-

ward delay, from which the agent suddenly ex-

tricated himself by saying in a low perturbed
tone

"She's dead!"
"She? Who? Good God! who can you

mean ? Don't keep me in suspense. Not "

Hirell he was about to say till the full force

of the revelation contained in the mere utterance

of the name struck him, and he was silent gaz-
ing sternly yet anxiously on Jarman's face.

" The wife of that man, Sir John, who was so

long ill in the cottage at
"

Cunliffwaved his hand impatiently he needed
to know no more. He remembered only too viv-

idly that incident of his mad pursuit of Mrs.

Rhys when the man with his dirty hooked fin-

gers hung on to the window of the railway car-

riage, talking to the doctor and threatening Jar-

man.
Cunliff rose, and with an impassive face, ob-

served

"I have forgotten something," and left the

apartment.
He returned in a minute or two, with a paper

in his hand.
"
That, I think, was your plan for the repair or

rebuilding of those cottages. Put the matter in

hand at once, and let me hear they are done with-

in the shortest possible time."

Mr. Jarman bowed, but, to Cunliff's discom-

fort, would say something more.
"
I think, Sir John, you ought to know that a

coroner's inquest has sat
"

Cunliff glared at his agent but the agent went
on -

"And it came out that the woman had heart-

disease
;
and and the jury attributed her death

to that; and that's all, Sir John."
There was a moment or two of significant si-

lence, during which Cunliff could not but reflect

on that irony of Fortune which here and now
should have brought to his recollection the warn-

ing he had previously received in. the same place
and from the same lips.

Then he turned, and with a genial, almost

friendly look, that was full of meaning, he said in

low tones :

" Mr. Jarman, I thank you."

They had a glass or two ef wine together, and
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the agent fancied it was not only in compliment
to him, hut that Sir John himself felt the energy

of his will shaken for the moment, and wisely

enough paused for recovery.
"
Jarman," and he now spoke as friend might

speak to friend, while the gray, bright, piercing

eyes glanced again at the Avater-color, "I want

to ask you a favor to do some things for me,
not in the formal spirit of business, but

"

"I understand Sir John," said Mr. Jarman,
with a sort of grateful smile lighting up his whole

countenance, and reddening his complexion to

the very roots of his hair,
" and feel myself more

honored than I can easily express."
Cunliff then, in a few words, and without any

sort of preliminary or accompanying explanation,
told the story which Robert Chamberlayne had

told to him on their first meeting, of the Mor-

gans' supposed fortune
;
and then of the burst-

ing of the bubble, and its consequences to the

"Morgans," who were permitted to be known to

the agent only through the individuality of Elias.

"It's a cruel position. He is in debt which he
can not pay, except through long years of ex-

hausting labor and anxiety. But he will take

nothing from my friend Chamberlayne, therefore

I, a stranger, can not hope he will take any thing
from me. A sort of fanatic of independence,
goodness, and piety ; but, after all, a good sort

of fellow enough at the bottom. I can aid him,
if only you will undertake for the way. My no-

tion is that some debtor of the bankruptcy con-

cern in years gone by, who has since grown rich,

may b}' accident hear of the Morgans' misfor-

tune, and offer to send a sum of money, on the

understanding that it is to be devoted exclusively
to the use of the family. I see the difficulties,

and improbabilities, but I want it done."

"Exactly, Sir John !" said the agent thought-

fully." And it'll be no good unless it's so well done,
that no one can get behind the pretenses to see

the real actors."

"I will do my best."
" Don't say that, or I must give the thing up.

Say you will do it, and I'll leave the whole in

your hands, sure ofyour tact, skill, and secrecy.""
I will do it, Sir John. Already I see how to

improve on your idea. I think I can make the

offer to Elias seem bond fide a something due
;

and I am sure I can keep off all suspicion from

you or me, by acting through my own solicitors,
who will then act through other solicitors, on
whom we may all rely."

' '

Veiy good. Mind, it is not now done, there-

fore I can not now know it is done. When it is

done, I wish to hear nothing about it
;
therefore

I shall still know nothing. You understand?"

'Perfectly, Sir John."
'

This to me is serious I mean for the fam-

ily s sake."*
' And to what extent ?"

'Just so far as you can go without exciting
suspicion."
"Would a capital realizing an income of a

hundred a year be ?"
" No ! Too much to be believed. Five hun-

dred in all would set Elias on his legs, and ena-
ble him to take a larger farm. And let it be in
the funds, so that if the acceptance be once got
over, the recipient will be sure of the value of
what he gets. If I know Elias rightly

"You do know him, then, Sir John ?" thought-
lessly interrupted Mr. Jarman.

CunlifFs reply was only by a look
; one, how-

ever, that considerably disturbed the agent, who
felt he had been an ass to let out such a woman-
ish bit of gossip or curiosity." If I know Elias Morgan rightly," Cunliff re-

peated, "he will never use the bulk of the money,
but keep it as a safeguard for for the future. I
wish you a very good-morning, Mr. Jarman."

"
Good-morning, Sir John."

They shook hands, and Cunliff accompanied
his agent with unusual ceremony down stairs to
the very door leading to the street. There he
said," Can you go to-day about this business?"

"Instantly! nor will I let it alone till it is

quite accomplished.
"

He descended the steps, bowed, and turned.
" Jarman !" was called after him.
"I thought there was something else. Can

you manage within a wreek from this time to be
at my late uncle's place ?"

"Certainly, Sir John."
"
Say this day week Monday."

"Yes."
' ' I have an odd fancy to walk through the

place alone, or possibly Avith a friend
;
could you

"

here some person passed by, and Cunliff' whis-

pered low into the agent's ear a few words, which,
to make sure of their being exactly understood,
he repeated.

Mr. Jarman bowed, did not again look in his

employer's face, but said,"
Every thing shall be, Sir John, as you wish."

And then they separated.

Cunliff returned to his desk, but, strange to

say, all his old self-dissatisfaction seemed to have

suddenly returned upon him, and with it all his

old irritability.

He could no longer work, but paced to and fro

in gloomy reverie, uttering now and then an an-

gry or impatient exclamation, and making as if

he would renew his labors, but after two or three

ineffectual efforts he gave up the attempt, saying
to himself,

"No, no
;
the matter must be fought out now

once for all. Delay will only deepen the difficul-

ty, till it becomes .insurmountable. Fool that I

was, and am ! What on earth must she be think-

ing about my prolonged absence and silence?

"And Arnold! He must put a new ingredi-
ent into this devil's broth which Fate a second

time, with her infernal irony, seems to commend
to my lips."
He took up a letter that had been laid aside

from the others after a first hasty perusal, and
read a second time a certain passage in it. He
read it slowly very slowly, as if to give himself

time to branch out in thought in any direction he

liked as he read.

"
Shall I tell you something that almost ex-

poses me to a charge of breach of faith, and

against one of the most charming of women

my cousin, Miss Harrington? She was asked

her opinion of you, not by me, trust me, but by
one who had a right to say what he pleased to

her her grandfather. I was present.
'

Sir John

Cunliff,
'

she said but, no, on further considera-

tion, I will not tell you. You are already one of
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the vainest of men, and my telling you may spoil

her telling you when you ask her, as I hope you
will. Cunliff, my friend, one serious word with

you. No man ever really settles to any worthy
labors after a life like yours, till he marries.

When a man like you does marry, his whole fu-

ture is to a large extent in the hands of his wife.

You must not only love your wife's person and

heart, hut you must honor her intellect and char-

acter. There must be sympathy between you.

Cunliff, I will tell you what I have never before

spoken of to mortal man. That I am what I am,
I owe to my wife. Spare your sarcasm, it is out

of place. I know God gave me little of original

personal gift, but she has helped me to make the

best of what he did give ;
and in no spirit of van-

ity or conceit do I say I am satisfied as regards

myself; I am happy as a reasonable man expects
to be, and grateful alike to God and to her. You
are too shrewd not to understand what all this

means. If you like Miss Harrington, as I fancy

you do, pray attend to her a bit, study her, and,

my life on it, you will thank me for the hint. I

shall not for a moment use my privilege as a cous-

in, or my knowledge of her thus obtained, to ex-

tol her virtue, her talent, beauty, or accomplish-

ments, because you of all men are the one to take

nothing, in trust, but to judge from your own in-

dependent point of view. Still less do I feel in-

clined to speak of mere worldly advantages, or

the powerful political influence her relatives could

and would exercise in behalf of one they esteem-

ed worthy of her. But this slight remark may
be ventured, I hope, without offense. Were you
to marry my cousin, and take your position as

one of England's future statesmen, I know no
woman in all my circle of acquaintances who
would be so fit as she to grace your every con-

quest or smooth over your eveiy difficulty, by her

exquisite tact, and perfect knowledge and esti-

mate of all those social influences which play so

large though unacknowledged a part in our public
life. Forgive this plain speaking; if it offend

you, I shall never certainly repeat the offense."

The letter was laid down with a sort of tender

and respectful care
;
and the man to whom it

was addressed sat with it before him on the desk,
his head supported on his elbows, till a sudden
and seemingly accidental remembrance, suggest-

ed, perhaps, by the water-color, made him start

as if stung, rise, turn, and lay the water-color flat

on the table, and then again pace about the room
in deep, brooding anxiety.

Yes, John Cunliff was feeling deeply now the

cruel irony of fortune, which brought him a sec-

ond time, in the same place, without a single ad-

monitory warning beforehand, to deliberate on
certain matters, while even now the deliberation

itself was a something so disgraceful he could

not courageously face it, or truthfully and frankly
characterize it.

"At least, whatever I do, she shall see I do not

fear to meet her. I think I can trust myself.
The world my best compliments to it! has in

a few weeks once more taught me, I think, the

lesson I have been so near forgetting to take

care of myself.
"And will she too take care of herself? It is

calumny to doubt it. From her spiritual eleva-

tion it is childish to pursue the thought. It is

I who have to fear
;.
and my safety must come

out of my full knowledge of that fact beforehand.

Yes, I plunge, and hesitate no more."

Again retracing the old ground, past Shrews-

bury ; past the spot where Chamberlayne jumped
in so unceremoniously ; past his OAvn bare-look-

ing fields, which the young fanner had so con-
demned

; past the station where that tenant of
his had hung on to the window

; past the precise

spot how well he knew it where he had looked
out of the other window while Robert Chamber-

layne was wanting to know the name of the land-

lord who then dealt out, for a weekly rent, dis-

ease, misery, and, since then, death
;

all this he
now vividly remembered, but somehow found
his chief consolation in the fact that it was he
who had faced doctor and querist, and silenced

them by his answer "
Cunliff."

When he. arrived at Dolgarrog, and made ar-

rangement to stay the night at the new hotel, his

old recollection and perplexity returned upon him,
and he sat brooding over the fire in the coffee-

room hour after hour, as if he had come to Wales
with no other purpose. At last his friend, and
landlord of the Council House, having heard of

his arrival, came in to him full of Elias Morgan's

trouble, and his journey to town in search of

Hugh.
Cunliff 's hesitation was now at an end. He

immediately gave orders for a car to be made

ready for him at half past five o'clock the next

morning to take him to Capel Illtyd.

Before it was announced he had already break-

fasted, and for many minutes paced restlessly up
and down the room, to the great annoyance of

j

some gentlemen belonging to the gold mines,

who, with sundry white papers of yellow dust and

peculiar-looking stones beside them, were making
calculations over their coffee at the same untimely
hour.

Cunliff left the car waiting at the toll-gate, and

began to ascend the familiar fields of Bod Elian

with a quick, springing step.

CHAPTER XXXVI.
KEZIA PROVES AN UNFAITHFUL STEWARD.

THE absence of the master made little differ-

ence in the aspect of things at Bod Elian. Know-

ing so well as every one there did what he would

desire and expect to be done, and the relentless

j

manner with which he would regard any neglect,

! his absence became almost as impressive as his

presence. Kezia felt that it gave a sacred re-
'

sponsibility to her; and she went about the house

with a firmer step, a more erect bearing, and a

greater seriousness and earnestness in her watch-

ful eyes. Hirell, seeing that she considered her

her chief and most anxious charge, showed a gen-

tle, childlike submission as sweet to Kezia as it

was unexpected ;
for Hirell's will was not gene-

rally very yielding to any but Elias, who in his

house made all wills bend to his, not by tyranny
but by the force of his own example in obeying
that Will to which he tried to shape his whole

life.

The farm laborers were as punctual to their

hours as when he was at Irome
;
the very sheep-

dog seemed to assume a look of graver responsi-

bility than was his wont, and to rush up- the
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mountain at the appointed time, and drive his

charge down, and trot round them as he brought

them home, with more than usual zeal. The

yard-dog was perhaps low-spirited at missing his

master's firm step and short salutation, for he had

been captious all day and restless all night, bark-

ing loudly when light appeared in any window on

his side of the house, and even Avhen the moon-

beams glided across the yard, or when the deep-

ening silence of all other things made the torrents

sound loud and grand worthy of the mighty hills

whose silver tongues they are.

"Hirell," said Kezia, as they sat at work to-

gether earlier than usual on the morning when

Cunliff, who knew, of course, their early habits,

was making his way towards Bod Elian, "is it

well, dear, to give yourself so much time for think-

ing, when it only makes you sad ?"

Kezia was sitting at the hall door, Hirell just

outside, on the ancient stone which was used in

olden times to assist the portly dames of Bod
Elian to mount their horses when they rode to

church or fair
;
and above her head hung by a

rusty chain the little cow-horn bugle by which
the guests of those days announced themselves.

When Kezia spoke to her she was looking away
far down the field-path by the ravine where she

had stood and listened to Robert Chamberlayne's
footsteps, on that quiet autumnal night when she

felt he was leaving Bod Elian never to return.

The ravine was now one long tangled wilderness

of fresh May beauty ;
and it did not remind her

of that night, or of Robert Chamberlayne, but of

the day at Ewyn y Rhaiadr, and of the hard
words Elias had spoken to her on her return.

As Kezia spoke she broke off her reverie, and

gently took up a piece of homely work on Avhich
Kezia was engaged, saying,
"Wise or foolish, Kezia, it certainly is not

kind while you have so much to do. As to its

making me sad to think, I must not mind that,
if it brings to me things that I ought to know."

' What things, Hirell ?"

'Don't ask me, Kezia; miserable things."
'Yet you told me you could not help being

happy, even in spite of poor Hugh."
' And I told you the truth. I am happy."
' Then Avhat have you to do with these mis-

erable thoughts you speak of?"

"Ah, what have I to do with them?" said

Hirell, dropping her work, and playing with the

rusty chain above her head, which she leaned

against the wall, to hide from Kezia the tears that

came into her eyes.
" What have I to do with

them, Kezia ? why, when I am happiest, are they
sent down before me, like the unclean creatures
in Peter's vision ? Like him, Kezia, I sicken and

cry, 'Not so, Lord!' but again and again they
come."

" I don't know how it is, Hirell, but you never
had such thoughts as these before," said Kezia.
"Do not say so, Kezia! I know whom you

blame for it."

So saying, she roused herself, and again took

up her work, smiling and shaking her head.
"I blame no one, dear," Kezia protested, "but

I can see it is with you as with so many others
these strong earthly affections bring with them so
much pain, restlessness, anxiety, and "

She stopped, and something in her voice made
Hirell look at her with a shrewd and loving
glance.

" And yet we must believe it to be a gift from

heaven," added Kezia.

"The greatest of heaven's wonders," Hirell

said; "which I suppose we mortals scarcely
know what to do with, better than we should
know what to do with any of the lesser wonders

the moon or the stars were they given to us.

Ah ! Kezia, look, look !"

Kezia glanced inquiringly at her, not knowing
where she meant her to look, for Hirell's eyes were
bent upon her work. There was on her face a

strongly subdued joy, the meaning of which Ke-
zia did not for the moment understand

;
but soon

she heard a step, and the next instant her hand
was in Mr. Rymer's, and he was speaking to her
with very hearty friendliness; and then a 'few-

moments later she was away in the house alone,

feeling glad she had had presence of mind enough
to gather up her work and come in quickly, leav-

ing the two by themselves.

The quiet, deep joy and tenderness of Hirell's

look as he stood before her, made Cunliff forget

every thing but her and his own pleasure at their

meeting again.

Joy chooses its own seasons for coming to us,
and as often as not makes its way to our hearts

over sorrow's writhing form. Hirell thought of

this as, in a voice of self-reproach, she murmured
taking her hands from Cunliff

"Ah poor, poor Hugh !"

"I know, I have heard all, Hirell," said Cun-
liff.

" I will help your father to discover where
he is, I Avill do all I can for him, all that they will

let me when he is found. But, Hirell, I have
come to ask you to spend this day with me as we
spent one memorable day together. I have things
to say to you that I can not talk of hurriedly, and
I have business which takes me from here again

instantly."

"Away again ! Instantly," repeated Hirell.
"
Yes, instantly. I must within a few hours

be in the neighborhood of Shrewsbury to see the

agent of some great man's property there. I need

only spend a few minutes with him, then all the

day, this exquisite May-day, with you, Hirell, if

you will come with me. You will like to look

over the castle and grounds. You shall be back
here at night. Can you refuse me ? The first

time I ever asked you to trust me."
"

It can not, can not be, Mr. Rymer. My fa-

ther would never forgive me. Ah ! he was so

hurt when he heard how it was with us. He
thought we had practised deception towards him.
He never used such words to me before, and to

hear you spoken of so harshly, that is what I can

not bear. And, Kezia ! I am under a solemn

promise to my father to be guided by her in all

things while he is away, and I know she would

never, never consent to my going away so far

too oh no, Mi*. Rymer, ask me no more."

"Hirell, I do not ask you again, as you have

any faith in me but now I shall go and speak to

Kezia myself."
Then leaving Hirell agitated by a great longing

to go dread of acting wrongly to her father in

his absence, and a yet more tender fear of offend-

ing Mr. Rymer, in whom she had such perfect

reliance, he went into the house, found Kezia,
and pleaded his cause before her.

She was terribly startled when she first under-

stood what his request was; but he made the ex-

cuses for it so unanswerable, spoke so well of the
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engrossing nature of his affairs, the shortness of

the time at his command, the necessity for Hirell

and himself (and here he spoke with a grave seri-

ousness) arranging their plans definitely for the

future, and settling how he could best move with

regard to Hugh, gave such sacred promises as a

gentleman and a man of honor as to the care he

would take of Hirell, and the hour at which he

would bring her safely back to Bod Elian
;

in

short, so impressed and overpowered the timid

Kezia, that she was already half inclined to yield,

when Hirell came in, and added her entreaties to

her lover's.

She assured Kezia she would not for the world

consent to this, still less urge it, if, after thought
and prayer, it seemed to her wrong. But she had

thought and had asked counsel, and felt sure no

warning against it had entered her heart. She
asked Kezia if her conduct since her father's de-

parture had given her cause to doubt or trust

her
;
and at that question the sweetness of her

humility and submission came to Kezia's heart,

and moved her lips to a trembling consent.

Mr. Rymer gallantly kissed her hand, and Hi-

rell's sweet eyes looked their thanks. In less

than a quarter of an hour they were gone, and
Kezia sitting alone, her heart full of misgivings.

Suppose Elias should return before the day was
out. What would he say to her ? What an un-

faithful steward would he think her ! How slow-

ly the time went in her loneliness ! When would
the day and her anxiety be over ?

It was yet early in the afternoon when she was

sitting with her work on the old mounting-stone,
and her eyes most unreasonably beginning al-

ready to look for the return of her charge, when
she heard a step, the sound of which turned all

her vague anxiety to very painful and certain fear.

She rose and turned. Elias was toiling up the

path, his face and attitude eloquent of failure, fa-

tigue, hopelessness.

CHAPTER XXXVII.
HIRELL'S JOURNEY.

CUNLIFF felt himself possessed by a wild joy-

ousness, unlike the calm, deep happiness he had
had in Hirell's society at Ewyn y Rhaiadr. His

step was quick and elastic, his glance restless, his

very voice irrepressible ;
and Hirell smiled to

hear him several times singing a snatch of some
sweet air she had never heard, and which, as soon
as she was interested in it, would be stopped and
another begun.

Hirell's mood was very different. She was si-

lent, and her steps were slow and measured.
As they were descending the little path between

the ravine and the field, Cunliff looked round at

her quickly.
"This is the first time, Hirell, I've seen you

walk down here," said he.
" At other times you

have always come bounding down with the speed
of a born mountaineer as you are. The chamois
itself could hardly have so certain, vigorous, or

delicate a foothold. Do you come so slowly to-day
as a wholesome check on my impatience, or why?"

Hirell looked into his half-laughing, half-jealous

eyes, and smiled with an affection so deep and

tender, that his doubting was changed to delight.
" How bright and merry of heart you can be,"

she said. "I envy you, Mr. Rymer, and yet I

don't know for why. I believe my happiness is

at least as great as your own."
"Yet till I reminded you you are coming

along blithely now you walked at that funereal

pace."
"When I see Nanny rushing down the hill,"

said Hirell, "and her pails swinging lightly in

her hands, Kezia and I look cross at one another,
for we know she has little or nothing in them
but when she comes slowly and sedately down,
looking slyly out of the corners of her eyes into

the pails, I clap my hands and run to meet and

help her : for I know then her burden is very
precious and bounteous. And if you won't think

it very rustic and milk-maidish, Mr. Rymer, I

should say a full heart, like a full milk-pail, must
be carried quietly, soberly, or it will overflow as

look, you have made mine."
For great tears were rolling down her cheeks,

even while her laughter rang gayly in his ears.

They found the carriage close by, waiting for

them under a little avenue of trees
;

and the

driver looking with sharp curiosity to see who it

was the English gentleman had come to fetch at

so unlikely an hour from Bod Elian.

The horses were striking the ground impatient-

ly, thinking they had been there long enough,
and the driver was standing at their head quiet-

ing them with his hand and voice, while his

glances were turned towards the coming lady.

"Oh, Hirell Morgan, is that you?" he ex-

claimed, as she came up to him. He spoke with

an air of familiarity not at all disrespectful, but

intensely annoying to Cunliff.
* '

Now, my man, mount ! I'll see to the rest,
"

he said, irritably.

"Yes, David," answered Hirell with a smile,

and the faintest possible indication of increased

color. She knew David, he was one of their

congregation, and her first thought was how she

should like to run back and comfort Kezia by
telh'ng her that David Roberts was the driver;
and that, both going and returning, she would be

for a considerable time under his care.

For one single moment she looked back, but

the next she saw how foolish it would be to keep
her lover and the carriage waiting, without being
able to give an intelligible reason ; for she would
not even seem to Mr. Rymer to have confidence

in any but him
;
so with glad trust she dismissed

the thought and entered the carriage. Cunliff

followed, fastened the ~door after him, and away
went the horses at a great pace, in obedience to

Cunliff
?

s hint of

"Fast as you can!"

Cunliff had done well to strike a kind of mirth-

ful keynote by his buoyant vivacity at the moment
of departure, if his aim were simply and honestly
to banish from Hirell's loving and filial heart all

fear of her father's displeasure: there was some-

thing so genial, so pure, so unlike aught that sug-

gests danger or doubt, in his behavior, that Hi-

rell would as soon have questioned the benefi-

cence of heaven, as her lover's truth on this sweet

May morning.
Hirell wore her chapel dress, a very different

one from that which had made so sweet a glow
of color in the market-place of Dolgarrog on the

Sunday when Mr. Rymer first saw her.

Even if Elias had permitted her to keep one of

the fine dresses of that time, she would not dare

to be seen in it by a congregation among whom
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she was one ofthe poorest. But the experiences

of that bright and busy time had made Hirell

so cunning in the management of the poor clothes

remaining to her, that she had been able to unite

the prettiest fashion of the day with the austere

simplicity demanded by her sect, in the common,
coarse linsey which she now wore. Its color re-

minded Cunliffof her own native mountains when
the heather was in bloom a kind of misty violet,

not bright, but soft and rich. A "train
"
in the

chapel would have been thought almost as great
a defilement to the stones as the cloven foot itself;

therefore Hirell's dress was short, and looped up
at each side over a snowy crimped frill Avhich was
Kezia's pride to keep, as she said,

"
like the snow

when it lies on the ribbed sands at Aber." A
little cape the same as her dress, fitted closely to

her figure. Her hat was also home-made. It

was tuscan, of a rich old-fashioned plait, and was
made out of some ancient bonnet that had been
left to the family with the effects of a rich grand-
aunt of Elias Morgan's. Hirell had undone the

straws and made them up again into as charming
a little round hat as Cunliff had ever seen at pic-
nic or croquet. As he looked he was again chang-
ing his opinion, and going back with fresh zest to

his first impressions. And now he could not but
notice that Hirell wore new and delicate kid

gloves. It had been amatter ofsome consideration
with Hirell, as she stood looking at them in her

bedroom, Avhether she should or should not take
them from the long resting-place for Cunliff's

sake. There was something sacred about them
as a lost friend's last gift. When Robert Cham-
berlayne was Mr. Lloyd's pupil, he had once
taken Hirell into the chief shop of Dolgarrog on
her birthday, and told her to choose whatever she
liked best for a present. She had chosen a pair
of bright, delicately colored kid gloves, never hav-

ing had such things on her hands before. And
ever since, as the birthday came round, a pair of

gloves from Robert had arrived with it. Her
latest birthday was in the week following Robert

Chamberlayne's last visit
;
and thinking that visit

would be a long one, he had brought his offering
with him, daintily fresh and perfumed. Then
when he found how things were between him
and Elias and Hirell, he gave them into Kezia's

charge.
' ' Ask her to accept the old present for

the last time, Kezia," he said
;
and added with a

tone of unusual despondency,
" Who knows, Ke-

zia, but what she may give her little hand away
to some other fellow in that very glove ? Some-
how I feel she will.

"

"It's a shame, Robert," Hirell had said to
herself as she put them on, Avhile Cunliff was im-

patiently calling to her at the foot of the stairs

that morning; "but," she said, touching the

soft, scented surface with her lips,
"
they shall not

be defiled by the touch of any hand less honest
and true than your own, Robert."
Of these thoughts Cunliff knew nothing, nor

needed to know. As he finished his examination
of her, he said to himself:
"Whence comes this wondrous instinct of

woman for self-adornment ? By heaven, she is

artistically perfect, and I was a most convention-
ally-minded ass to doubt it!"

On the bridge, over which they went at a
walking pace, they met the postman who deliver-
ed letters along the road beyond Dolgarrog, and
whose beat included. Bod Elian.

Hirell looked wistfully towards him, then sud-

denly lowered the window, and putting her head

out, said to the man :

"
Any letters for us, Richard Pugh ?"

" Eh ! Miss Morgan, that you ? Yes, there is

one."

"Indeed ! I am so glad I stopped you," said

Hirell, continuing to talk in order to cover her

anxiety while he ransacked his bag.
" I am so

anxious about Hugh and my father," she said,

turning to Cunliff as half apologizing for the de-

lay, for he had immediately called to the driver

to stop, on understanding her wish.
A rather bulky-looking letter was at last discov-

ered and given to Hirell, who looked at it with
obvious surprise ;

and after a moment or two of
hesitation put it in her pocket, and begged Cun-
liff to tell the driver to go on.

Cunliff wondered, and did as he was bid
;
then

wondered why he had wondered, and answered
himself by the mental comment that he had seen
the address, that it was not from Elias, that it

was from some one who wrote a formal, but hand-
some and manly-looking hand.
Who could be the writer ?

Hirell on her part did not seem in the least

conscious he was or might be putting such ques-
tions to himself; and there was something so

naive, simple, and frank in her behavior under

these, as Cunliff thought them, peculiar circum-

stances, that he could not help giving her for the

first time credit for some little taint of the wis-

dom of the serpent in modification of the inno-

cence of his dove.

"Your letter, Hirell; pray don't mind me,"
he said, after a brief pause.

"Oh, I had forgotten it already," said Hirell,
with a look that Cunliff thought conscious of

guilt ;
and he was the more satisfied of this when

he observed she made no movement to correct

the omission.

The sight of the people in the market-place,
gathering for some holiday excursion, stopped
for the moment further questioning.
As they passed through Dolgarrog, Cunliff

drew back into the obscurity of his corner as far

as possible, and in doing so noticed that Hirell

did the same. But the charming tint that her
secret thought had raised on her cheek had, he

felt, no response on his
;
and the fact once more

began to make him very thoughtful.
For a moment or two only. He had come

into this day's work with a determination not to

think, not at least until the inevitable hour when
all must be made known.

"Now, Hirell, hey for England!" said Cun-

liff, gayly, as they cleared the town of Dolgarrog,
and began the long and picturesque ascent round
the shoulder of Criba Ban.
"For England!" exclaimed Hirell, with eyes

dilating, and a momentary spasm of fear, which

passed away in a sweet shame as she saw his en-

joyment of her surprise. "I have never been

there."

"Is it possible ? Never in England !"
" Never ! But oh, Mr. Rymer, how can we do

that and be home again to-night ?"
"
Easily," was the answer.

" We do just ad-

vance a little way into England beyond the Welsh

border, that is all."
"
Ah, well ! I am so glad. It is something to

say one has been there at last."
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Somehow this little incident set Cunliff think-

ing in silence to himself as to many things about

Hirell which he fancied so secluded and inexpev
rienced a life must involve; but suddenly he be-

gan to explain the course of their journey, as in-

cluding two or three hours of the present convey-

ance, then rail for a like space, then again some
vehicle for half an hour to reach their destination,

the great house where Mr. Eymer was to meet
his friend, the steward of the estate, and where

And there
" Mr. Rymer," as the sweet musical

lips continued to call him, stopped; with the

abrupt reflection that, however she might receive

what he then proposed to say to her, it would be

cruel to risk telling her while so much of the

bright, happy day remained, and which his words

might
A kind of thrill ran through him as he thought

and thought of what lay before them, and espe-

cially as he pictured the having to travel together
homeward.
He felt for her, no doubt

;
while obeying the

prudent philosophy of his and our teachers felt

as much as it was in his nature to do. Cunliff

unhappily shared but as a victim rather than as

an originator in the heartlessness of intellect

which is one of the most deplorable phenomena of

our time
;
and which seems to be chiefly due to

the egotism of the national character when not re-

strained by noble aims, and a vigorous activity
of life in the effort to realize them

;
but when

rather as with us now it is fostered by the itch

for and habit of ceaseless criticism. We are all

of us nothing if we are not critical. The trader

who has not an idea beyond his ledger, the wom-
an whose one thought is fashion, the boy and girl

with their eyes just opening on life, the rich and

poor, the idle and industrious, are each and all as

critical as the cultured teacher who steps forth

from his studies prepared to show the hollowness

of every thing that old-fashioned men have been

accustomed to revere
;
or as the practised states-

men, so called, who, originating nothing, stand

ever on the watch to attack with their destructive

criticism those who attempt to build in the light

of faith, and with the results of the knowledge of

the past. And all the while they seem to have no
idea these insatiable critics that their process
is one that may or may not achieve what they ex-

pect from it, but is sure to destroy the best part
of themselves. One can hardly help asking if

this be not the modern way of selling souls to the

Evil One
;
who was the first and remains the

most powerful of critics
;
and who with crea-

tion for his theme works out his principles of

criticism to their natural end.

The credulity that can believe in the value of a

perpetual system of cynical analysis, is only one

step removed from the credulity that teaches the

analyzer he or she is too superior a being to be

obliged to recognize ordinary laws of humanity ;

which accordingly they lose faith in, and so them-

selves become what they imagine others to be. A
false atmosphere hangs about them, distorting all

natural objects an atmosphere in which no good
or great thing can possibly grow. Charity be-

comes an economical blunder
; sentiment, senti-

mentality;" philanthropy, "mawkishness ;" pa-

triotism, when it rises to heroic proportions and
world-wide scope, "brainless;" and the only phi-

losophy worth acceptation is the philosophy of brute

force, impregnated with the delicate flavor of a

touch of fraud. These be thy heroes, O modern
Israel !

And so, having criticised away all the sweet
courtesies oflifewhich ought to regulate, and might
regulate, if Christianity be a truth, the relations

of the whole human family ; having taught every
one to expect nothing by rendering nothing ; made
faith, earnestness, chivalrous feeling, self-abnega-
tion in our every-day lives, things of banter and
ridicule

;
mademen andwomen generally ashamed

to avow a desire for a better state of things, or
an intention to try to help it on by their own life

and teaching having accomplished all this, they
explain away religion, and put back God into His

place : leaving what ? Themselves.

Ah, but do they not admire themselves, and
have they not reason? Is not the object they
see when they happen to look that way, worthy
of a Brahmin's devoutest self- contemplation ?

Can they help but fancy they see a kind of mag-
nified image of themselves influencing men, man-
ners, and nations, correcting the past, photograph-
ing the present, shaping the future ? a figure as

grand-looking and potential as that stately old

Etrurian king who sat through unnumbered cen-

turies in his tomb in his habit as he lived, unas-

sailable by Time or any other enemy, so it seem-

ed, till an unlucky spectator opened a crevice to

look through, and while gazing in great awe of

soul on the spectacle, let in unconsciously a breath

of fresh air, just a single puff, but full of its own
true natural elements, and lo ! there was a shim-

mer, a shiver, the fall as of a scarcely perceptible

veil, and king and state and all were gone, leav-

ing only a handful of gray ashes on the pave-
ment.
Some such speculations were in Cunliff 's mind

this bright jocund May morning, as he thought
of the pain he might have to inflict, of his own
feelings during the process, and of the influences

that must have been upon him the last few years
to make the meditated business possible to him.

Such men are often fond of analyzing themselves,
and can do it with a certain skill and accuracy,

though also with a tender touch for sore or danger-
ous places ;

and they take at times a morbid pleas-
ure in it, in believing in its virtue, and in calling
it "philosophy ;" which very probably it may be

in the modern acceptation of the word, seeing it

never leads to any thing, never leads to action,

except, indeed, to paralyze action when ideas, sen-

timents, threaten to become dangerous to ease

and self-love. We are fast becoming a nation of

Hamlets, with all that is most valuable in the

character of Hamlet his faith, imagination, and

deep tenderness for humanity omitted by par-
ticular desire.

But if Cunliff, like all his kind, felt once in a

way he had a heart, and the presence of a worm
at the core, it was quickly forgotten in the stream

of the world. He and men like him have so pro-
found a faith in themselves as to think that, in

spite of a vicious and purely self-solacing life,

! they are quite as open as ever to receive the

purest, and deepest, and most abiding impressions
from things worthy of creating them.

But he and they are alike deceived. They
have after such experience no more of the natu-

ral strength to flower and fruit virtuously and

nobly than trees have that are constantly trans-

planted ;
which have no tap-root of conscience

;

no spreading net-work of moral fibre
;
and so are
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easily displaced, or torn up, by any strong wind of

circumstance.

Cunliff, as he sat by Hirell, and luxuriated in

the delight of her society, thought only of his

present state, and was well satisfied with himself

and state
;
and did not therefore care to dwell on

how all had been with him during the many
weeks of his absence ;

did not recall how Hirell's

image had grown each day more and more dim
;

how soon he had practically forgotten Wales, and

the many deep and tender glimpses of spiritu-

al beauty he had there enjoyed with her, in the

scenery and among her people ;
with what zest

rank and fortune had come upon him
;
how he

and the world had again smiled upon each other
;

and how at last he had come only to think of Hi-

rell as one whom in a moment of folly he had

committed himself to marry ;
thus leaving him

quite prepared to reflect on the beauty and salva-

tion to be found in a prudent life and wiser mar-

riage, if they were still practicable.
But with Hirell again by his side all this is

forgotten, so far as his habits of mental intro-

spection are concerned. The old thirst for

pleasure is on him once more
;
and happily or

unhappily, it is on the present occasion pleasure
of the purest kind so he persuades himself

that he desires to drink deeply of, for how much
need may he not yet have of it,

if

To do Cunliff justice, even while also thereby

committing him to a deeper condemnation, one

of the most real things about him, at all times and
under all circumstances was his ideal desire for,

and earnest love of, excellence in woman. That

excellence, which is the soul's beauty, Avas in truth

at least as precious to him, ideally, as any mere

physical beauty could be.

In Hirell this abounds he is with her, the

world forgotten, the moment is very sweet, again
he worships in the spirit of a devotee.

He thought of Mrs. Rhys not to ask where
she was, how enduring the lifelong martyrdom to

which in all probability he had condemned her,
but to refresh himself with the recollection of the

fact that it was because she had been to his imag-
ination, more even than to his eyes, the most love-

lywoman he had known, that he had cared for her,
and only in heart and in aim left her when Hi-

rell came and raised and glorified his standard.

Had society developed heart as well as head in

John Cunliff, he would now need but to gaze on
this latest object of passion, receive her glance in

return, and at once decide, beyond possibility or

desire of recall, to take so sweet and precious a

gift as God seemed now himself to offer with out-

stretched hands.

Being as he is, what is he doing, or about to

do ? Perhaps he could not answer the latter part
of the question with absolute precision, if he
would

;
but as to the former, he is continually re-

viewing his position, his promise to her, her fu-

ture if he rejects her, his past evil life, which he
can not but feel has through some inscrutable pro-
cess been chiefly changed, and forever changed,
through contact with her and her family. All
this he considers, looks at in every possible way,
and ends the doubts that oppress'him by plung-
ing once more into conversation with his future
wife or victim. Soon to go back to his solitary
ponderings.

Three things abide with him through all the se-

cret chaos of thought and feeling :

He had told her before his declaration of love
tnat he had meant to leave her : surely an impor-
tant fact !

He had also beforehand pledged himset? to Ar-
nold to take a course which for most Aveighty rea-

sons decided his judgment his calm, cool, ear-

nest judgment against a marriage Avith Hirell.

Certainly since then he had been Aveak, though
that Avas due to the unexpected strength of her

beauty ;
but not the less Avas it clear that nothing

of his former belief had changed, or been met
with reasons for change, while his public career,
his new rank, his large fortune, suggested a thou-
sand additional arguments for remaining true to

himself, to those really unbiased convictions ofhis.
All this Avas intellectually very clear

;
but when

the question came of reducing all to practice, the

Avay Avas not so easy Avhen it Avas Hirell that had
to be dealt Avith Hirell, Avith her delicate, fresh

beauty of person, Avhich yet seemed not itself to

be so much an independent pOAver as the mould
formed from Avithin by the growth of one of the

sweetest, purest, and most religious of souls.

With all Cunliff's delight of eye and heart in mere
external beauty, he always found himself forget-

ting, with Hirell, the eye, in thinkingofwhat it ex-

pressed the lip, in sympathizing Avith the thought
that issued from it the form, in the Avondrous

grace of her individuality of character, as shown

by her every gesture, as Avell as by her most elo-

quent silences.

Hirell did not for some time notice the gather-

ing gloom in her loA'er's countenance, so instan-

taneously did it lighten at her look, or smile, or

Avord so prompt Avas he to reply to her innocent

questionings, which Avere incessant, and dealt

Avith all sorts of matters.
"

I have always Avanted to knoAv so many things

things that people could not or Avould not tell

me about. NOAV, when I ask you, every thing
becomes clear so clear!"

Thus spake Hirell during a certain pause, Avhen

she became conscious how inquisitive she had

been, and with a sort of sweet shame rising on
her features that he was noticing it.

"Ah, Hirell, I Avish to God somebody could

and Avould do as much for me !" responded Cun-

liff, Avith a half laugh, that did not conceal some
dark gulf of doubt or remorse below.

"Dear Mr. Rymer, out of your OAvn true and

good Avords are you convicted. 'You wish to

God,' you said. Ah if indeed you do that!

But you do ! You Avill !"

"We'll see. But I am not going to discuss

religious matters with you to-day."
The sloAv but certain shadoAv he saw OA'ercast-

ing Hirell's face warned him to speak further, so

he promptly added
"
Not, I mean, till AVC have our great talk by-

and-by.
'
Sufficient for the day is the good there-

of,' I would say, Avith an alteration of the phrase
that I hope may be forgiven me.

"

Hirell smiled again, but the smile was a thought-
ful one

;
and Cunliff, to change the current of her

thought, stopped the carriage and leaped out.

He Avent to a hedge, and cut Avith his knife a

branch, and brought it back to Hirell, Avho saAV

one of the most lovely of natural garlands, a long,

flexible branch of the Avild white hawthorn, ooz-

ing, as it were, with blossom at every joint and

pore, the first significant sign of the coming sea-

son that Hirell had yet seen.
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"Do know you what I am going to do with

this ?" he asked, as he called out to the driver to

push on, and then began paring away the thorns

with extreme care, that none might be left, inter-

jecting an exclamation now and then, as the thorns

retaliated on their enemy by piercing his hands

to the quick.
"U o," said Hirell, with a half-consciousness

of a fib, and a more than half-consciousness that

he must see it was a fib, exhibiting itself on her

rosy temples by way of anticipation.
"I am going to put the finest of earthly coro-

nets on the most lovely of all women," and so

saying, he, with tender care and respect, wound
the beautiful spray round the beautiful head, which

shyly advanced a little to facilitate the operation,
and when that Avas over, was held by him for just

a few seconds, while he gazed at her in the spirit

of an artist, as he said
;
but even while he gazed,

he saw bright tears begin to ooze, and deep emo-
tions to flicker over the face

;
he felt an irresisti-

ble desire to kiss her he did so and then their

eyes met: hers so full of love and boundless

faith, that he could no longer bear it, but seemed
struck to the heart as by a spasm, and turned so

deadly pale that Hirell was alarmed, and some-

how from that moment the day lost for her what,
she knew not but something of which there was
no return, then or thereafter.

"
Hirell," said he, "I am curious to know how

you a woman have so lost all curiosity ?"

"I I really don't understand," and she cer-

tainly did look puzzled ;
then suddenly her face

flushed, and flushed again as she thought to her-

self he meant why did she not ask about his name,
his condition, vocation, etc.

Cunliff saw the flushes, and attributed them to

the letter, which he was determined to have forth,

or know something about.

"I mean that /could not exercise so much
self-denial as to keep a letter in my pocket, un-

opened."
"Oh, I know who it is from!" and as Hirell

said this her cheek undoubtedly did color a little,

though instantly there followed a kind of tender

severity of expression.
"Indeed!" said Cunliff, in a tone so signifi-

cant, that Hirell found it impossible to pass it

without notice.

"It is it is," she said, with an ingenuous
smile breaking forth over her face, "it is from

my relative Robert Chamberlayne."
"Indeed!" again commented Cunliff, and the

tone and look said plainly,
"
why did you not say

so before ?"

He saw Hirell grew more and more uncom-

fortable, and at last he drew from her the whole

story of Robert Chamberlayne's devotion, offer,

and rejection, which the present lover listened to

with checkered feeling. He could not but ad-

mire Chamberlayne : could not but acknowledge
there was something more than mere sunny pleas-
antness of character in the man who had so be-

haved
;
but for that very reason he was only the

more annoyed that Hirell should have been so

mysterious about the letter.

The incident suggested to him quite a new
field of speculation, and apparently it was a very

unpleasant prospect he thought he saw.

Hirell, meanwhile, had drawn forth the letter

from her pocket, and began to read it
;
Cunliff

turned a little away, but not so far but he could

see, under his half-closed lids, her every move-

ment, look, or thought, as he fancied.

As she went on with the perusal, her face be-
came very serious for a time, then full of strange
light ;

and as she ended there was a rapt look

heavenward, such as Cunliff remembered in an
old print of one of Bellini's saints.

"Read, dear friend, read! Oh, God is with
us still. My father ! My dear father ! Ifnow
we could only find Hugh !

"

Cunliff took the letter, and also read it with

deep interest for reasons perhaps little guessed

by Hirell.

"My DEAR HIRELL, A curious thing has

happened, which I think it best for you and your
father to judge of, without my interference in the
matter any farther than I am compelled." But I must first tell you that had the letter

of which the below is a copy reached only a

day sooner, your father would have had it, for he
has been here seeking poor Hugh. Unfortunately
I could only say I had never seen him never
heard from him since his removal to London.

" The letter itself I have sent after your father

to an address he gave me, for he could not even
then give up the idea that Hugh would sooner or

later find his way to me, but I have made a copy
of it first for you, which I shall here transcribe :

" '

SIR, Mr. James Morgan, a partner in the

late firm of Morgan & Garnet, of Bermondsey, in

which you were, we understand, largely interest-

ed, and by whose failure you were a great suffer-

er
2
has, since the bankruptcy, and the receipt of

his certificate, come into some little property;
and in consequence is desirous for special rea-

sons, which he would rather explain personally
than by letter to make you, a countryman of

his own, some compensation for the heavy loss

you endured, preparatory to his paying the whole
of the -debts at some future day, should fortune

favor him.
" ' We may, from ourselves, hint that our cli-

ent feels very deeply the deception practised in

dividing profits, while trading at a loss, but is

confident you would exonerate him if you knew
the whole truth.

" Tor the present, suffice it to say he has

lodged five hundred pounds in our hands to be

paid to you, as a part of your own, morally, not

legally, due to you, and it is accompanied only by
this condition, that nothing be said to the other

creditors, till such time as he himselfmay be pre-

pared to deal with them.

." 'He makes an exception in your case first,

because he knows, he says, of certain facts which

you are not acquainted with, which makes your

position a peculiarly hard one, as regards the

firm
; secondly, because he hears of your debts,

and how cruelly the disappointment fell on you ;

and lastly, because the sum that alone he can

spare would, if divided among all the creditors,

produce but slight benefit or satisfaction at pres-

ent, and lead possibly to unreasonable expecta-
tions and annoyance as regards the future. We
are, sir, your obedient servants," 'MAXWELL & DODD.'

"Such, dear Hirell, was the letter which was
sent first to the solicitors I before employed, and

by them forwarded to me, when they were made
aware of the contents

; they thinking, I suppose,
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that 'I had managed so wonderfully well before,

it would not do to employ any body but me now
confound them !

"Of course I went to my lawyers, and asked

them whether the thing wasn't mere humbug.

"They replied that the five hundred pounds
were ready to be paid to them at a moment's no-

tice, on receiving Elias Morgan's authority, and

left me to judge whether that was humbug.
"
Greatly puzzled, I went then to Maxwell and

Dodd, strongly inclined to ask them to let me see

and handle the said five hundred.

"The upshot is, the money is there so they

say ;
and that your father so they say can get

it either personally, or by getting a Dolgarrog at-

torney to prepare and send up a proper docu-

ment.
" So they say, mind not I.

" If you ask me whether I believe they mean
what they say, I reply,

'

Yes, but will be respon-
sible to your father for nothing, after what hap-

pened before.'
" But now, my dear Hirell, I want to speak to

you. I have not been a very exacting relative,

companion, or friend, I think, and if you think so

too, I want to get some benefit from some such a

character.
" Your father, when I saw him, seemed to me

under such a strain as no man can long stand.

Either he or that must give way. Hugh, too,

whom I love as a brother, and in whom I have
still full faith what is to be done with him in

your father's present poverty ?
"
Well, then, I want you to accept from me, as

an advance out of this new and most fortunate ac-

quisition, a hundred pounds, to be used as you and
Kezia shall see fit, saying nothing to your father

till he has received and is quite satisfied about the

five hundred pounds." Should he reject the proffer as he certainly

will, if he can find any loophole or crevice through
which a moral doubt may pass, and take posses-
sion then let me be Kezia's creditor only, if you
are too proud, or too unkind, to give me this one

single pleasure that might be given.
' '

I entreat you for your father's sake to accept
this and for Hugh's.

' '

I will not ask you to be sure I shall never

seek any kind of return, for you are quite incapa-
ble of thinking so ill of me as the words might
imply.

"Unluckily I am not likely to remain your
and Kezia's creditor long enough even to believe

in my own merits, so no more from your true

friend, ROBERT CHAMBERLAYNE."

Cunliff smiled once in reading this
;

a very
curious smile, which Hirell saw

;
but before she

could ponder on its meaning, it was gone never
to return, and she forgot it almost as soon.

No wonder he did give one brief smile at the

ingenuity of Mr. Jarman in obeying the instruc-

tions he Cunliff had given ;
and which seem-

ed to leave the business however seemingly im-

probable in the abstract quite beyond cavil prac-
tically.

But Chamberlayne again! He saw tears in

Hirell's eyes, and was foolish enough, while divin-

ing their meaning, to obtain confirmation from her
own lips.

Yes, it was Chamberlayne's behavior, she own-
ed, that had drawn forth those sweet tears. She

confessed it, while calling on him to say whether
he did not share with her in the general emotion
she felt.

"
Yes, "he said aloud, and then to himself add-

ed "Dn him!"
With a cry of surprise, Hirell now took a check

from the envelope, that had not before been no-
ticed.

' '

See, Mr. Rymer, see
;
he has sent the money

without even saying so. That is so like him, is

it not!"
" You will send it back, ofcourse?" said Cunliff.

"I think not," said Hirell, thoughtfully; yet
with a kind of decision in the tone that struck

Cunliff as new or at least new towards him.
' ' You must ! you must indeed ! I will do in-

stead what he proposes."
"Are you so rich?" asked Hirell, wistfully." Will you oblige me, Hirell ?"

"Dear friend, do you not see, I could not so

offend my own relative and old companion, nei-

ther could I take from you
"

Hirell stopped in quite a fit of distress, that she
could not make her lover understand without

words, how indelicate she would have felt it, to

take money from him, to say nothing of her fa-

ther's thoughts.
Cunliff was silent and moody, but her next

words restored peace." I would not take it even from Robert Cham-
berlayne, but I know that he knows that

"

Cunliff finished the broken sentence by another

kiss, as if to show her he understood and perfect-

ly appreciated the distinction between a friend

who was and a friend who was not a lover.

But the thought ofChamberlayne, and the tears

and smiles and high glow of color that his name,
character, and letter had brought into Hirell's

face, continued not merely to trouble and perplex
Cunliff, but to give a certain hardening and crys-

tallizing character to purposes that before swayed
to and fro in a state of flux.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
WERGE CASTLE.

IT was a great effort that Cunliff had to make
to keep up the flow of talk, and yet avoid the top-
ics that were pressing constantly upon his mind
with ever-increasing urgency. He concealed the

efforts from Hirell, but only at the cost of feeling
his own burden the more heavily.
The railway was reached, passed over, and

again they were driving in a hired vehicle, which
soon set them down within the distance of half

an hour's walk of the place where Mr. Rymer was
to meet his friend the steward.

They got out, the driver was told to stay till

they returned, and Hirell gazed curiously about

over the broad undulating scenery.
Her eyes fell upon a grand-looking old tower

that seemed to issue from among the trees at

some distance.

"Is that a church?" asked Hirell.

"That is the old keep of Werge Castle, the

place to which we are bound. Come."
"And to whom does it belong ?"

"It did belong to one who lately died; who
the heir is I am not prepared to say. You see

the flagstaff on the keep ?"
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"Yes."
"There would be a flag flying from its top if

the owner were at home, so we are not likely to

be prevented seeing the place."
The winding road they were pursuing a pri-

vate one was so constructed, so veiled in parts,

so opened out in other parts, that at every turn

some new view of the castle presented itself; and

Hirell could not but exclaim with delight at the

continued changes, and the growing develop-
ments of the picture as they went on.

They are now stopping to gaze at the first view

they have been able to get of any considerable

portion of the pile. They see water of some

breadth, a bridge across the water, an entrance

gateway consisting of two strong towers, and a

portcullis gate between ;
the whole, with the keep

in perfect preservation towering beyond, present-

ing the aspect of a noble mediaeval fortress, stand-

ing within its own moat.

Presently that view is hidden, and a new one

gradually comes into play. It is a long castella-

ted front, some of the high arched windows show-

ing the sunlight through their rained state, but

the whole wonderfully picturesque from the beauty
of the architecture, and the ivy that clothes it.

Again, as they move on, the trees shut out the

pile, till they come to a spot where the entire

structure comes into the line of vision
;
but where

the barbican towers, the embattled and ruinous

front, and the keep over all, are softened and in

part hidden by the modern front which here chal-

lenges attention
;

not only by its own stately

beauty, but by the happy art with which the HCAV

architecture seems artistically to echo the old,

without losing any of the characteristics required
for modern ideas and habits.

But it is hardly these features which impress
Hirell the most

;
she sees their magnificence, but

it is, as it were, afar off; there is something
nearer her heart in that which lies between her
and the gracious stateliness of the new fa9ade.

She and her lover stand on a little hillock, look-

ing down into one of the most perfect gardens
that poet or painter ever conceived as a part of a
real work-a-day place of recreation for men and
women one where dreams must be realizable to

be of any value. It was not the beauty of the

lawns, the colors of the flowers, exquisitely as

they were arranged, the individual forms of soli-

tary trees remarkable for their elegance of foliage
and rarity, the broad lake and its islands, but the

consummate art with which you were led on from
one kind of beauty to another

;
from the unpre-

meditated wildness, as it seemed, of the glades
behind where the lovers stood, surrounded by
magnificent forest-trees of almost preternatural

height and size, and where the scenery around
was almost too grand and primeval-looking to be
called park; it was, we repeat, the art with
which you were led on, step by step, the wildness

decreasing, the culture increasing, till you rested

at last on the parterres and lawns about the castle

base; and felt that the refinement without must
be intimately allied with the refinement within

;

the one a kind of repetition of the other : God's
work in the flowers and gardens, becoming a
standard and guide for man's work in the saloons

and chambers
;
the same life inside and outside :

life in luxury, redeemed by consummate taste and

poetic refinement, that gave nameless charm to

every thing.

Hirell'sjoy became almost pain. She sat down
on the grass, forgot Kymer, Elias, Hugh forgot

every thing in gazing on the picture before her,
which was too brilliant, too rich, too full of parts,
and altogether too baffling in its witchery, for her
to understand one bit of the details, or to guess
even what skill, time, money, and devotion must
have combined, before Werge Castle and the gar-

dens, as she" now saw them, became possible.
Amid the dazzling glory of the whole, there were

only three things she could fix on a little pond
fulV of water-lilies in bloom, a long bank of scar-

let rhododendrons that formed the boundary in a

particular direction at the edge of a precipitous

hill, and an arcade of rose-trees.

"Come, Hirell, we have little time to spare,"
said Cunliff, who watched her unceasingly, and
took now a malicious pleasure in breaking in upon
her reverie.

She turned and looked at him for a moment,
as if she did not see him through the golden haze
that affected her mental eyesight ;

then became

conscious, smiled, rose hastily, and again stopped,
and said with a profound sigh
"I do not think it would be good for me to

stay long here."

"Why ?" demanded her lover.

He watched her while she stood considerirg
her answer, as she nearly always did consider

her answers to him
;

sometimes taking so long
about it that he perceived the current of her

thought was quite changed during her consider-

ation. It was so now. He knew that if she

had replied to him quickly, she would have spo-
ken of the hard contrast between this place and
Bod Elian. In those moments of silence, how-

ever, that thought and its sadness was swept

away from Hirell's mind
;
and lifting her eyes to

Rymer's, she said in a voice very sweet and trem-

ulous

"I had forgotten. "What contrast can hurt

me now ?"

And the great dilating eyes, almost divine in

their pure truthfulness, let Cunliff read in them
how he had become much more to Hirell Morgan
than home and kin, than the scenes so loved from

infancy, than the little chapel so venerated, the

much -reverenced ministers, the sweetest, most

holy recollections of the past, than all these he
was dearer her eyes filled with tears of tender

shame as they confessed how much, how very
much dearer.

But they did confess it
;
and whether he felt,

as many a better man might have felt, a sense of

his own unworthiness
;
or as many a worse man

might have felt, exalted and purified by the con-

fession, he could not answer her in words or by

looks, but could only lift and touch her hand with

his lips, and hold it almost timidly as they walk-

ed on in silence.

They were passing down an incline between

banks, and under an arch, from which they

emerged into a bit of wild, rocky scenery ;
a veiy

small but very perfect imitation of those little rifts

or ravines one finds so often running down the

slopes of the Welsh mountains, water running

along the bottom, the banks on each side falling

back a little, but reaching across to each other by
means of tree-branches, and long shoots of shrub-

by spray, the home generally of some of the most
beautiful of ferns.

It was a fernery Hirell looked on, and tliere
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was something in it that affected her strangely,
j

Her eyes gleamed.
"Ah!" she said, "this is sweet. There is a

|

place quite near our house just like it. I know
j

where every one of these ferns can be found in

Two or three minutes brought them, to some

outlying but connected portion of the castle.

Cunliff knocked gently, the door opened, and a

gentleman stood before them, who immediately

and very warmly welcomed them.

Hirell could not but notice with a secret thrill

of pleasure the deep, almost profound respect that

Mr. Jarman showed in look, tone, and gesture, to

her lover, in spite of the familiar tone of equality

that marked his words. It was the first oppor-

tunity she had enjoyed of estimating how the

world looked upon the man who was so dear to

her, and it was decisive.

Mr. Jarman led the way to a banqueting-room,
where the walls were decorated with pictures of

great size, which instantly attracted Hirell's gaze,

though she scarcely dared to venture to ask ques-

tions about them. Her heart- was already full,

too full for her to preserve the equanimity she

desired
;
and now her head began to turn dizzy

with the novelty of all about her, for she had

never seen any thing of the kind before.

Refreshments were on the table ready. No
servants appeared, for none were needed

;
and

the viands were so various, so full of delicacies

for the appetite, and all so strange, that she felt

she should be able to eat nothing, and began to

wish for a quiet meal after the fashion of Bod
Elian.

But Cunliff understood in part her difficulty ;

and in tending her, conveyed in an unobtrusive

manner to her sufficient knowledge of the things

offered to enable her to enjoy herself and satisfy

her hunger, for she soon began to discover she

was hungry.
Mr. Jarman and Cunliff withdrew for a few

minutes, to deal, as the latter said, with the busi-

ness that had brought them together, and she was
left alone.

The solitude was an immense relief. She rose,

moved a few steps, as if to realize the feeling she

was for the time once more free, then in a calmer

mood began to study the pictures on the wall.

Cunliff returned alone, and said Mr. Jarman
had given him carte blanche to take the young
lady over the house without the annoyance of a

companion.
"He seems a dear, charming person," said

Hirell wistfully, as if hoping Cunliff would speak
of their relations

;
for she wanted now to know

what she thought others must know of the good-
ness and nobleness of Mr. John Rymer.

Cunliff laughed, and said," Oh yes, he's very well, as men go ;" but there

was something that jarred upon Hirell
;

it seemed
to show so little response to the good steward's

own feelings towards his friend.

They now went together into the place ;
Cunliff

directing her attention only to those things which
a man of his own culture cared to speak of the
Roman mosaic let into the centre of the pavement
of the entrance-hall, and which had been found
on the estate; the rare armor, ranged along the
walls of the inner saloon

;
the marquetry, the rare

china, bronzes, and articles of virtu in the splen-
did suite of reception-rooms ;

the pictures in the

chambers, some of which he, in the innate delica-

cy that still survived in him when in presence of

womanly purity, took care she should not see;
the frescoes in the billiard-room, the ball-room,
and the music saloon, or theatre

;
but Hirell,

while listening with all possible attention, rapt at

times in his words when some fine thought drop-
ped from him unconsciously, found her eyes drawn
in spite of herself to the more visible and material

splendors of the place.
She Avas trying to realize the life of the mistress

of such a place, the liveried servants, the recep-
tion of the guests, the dresses, the jewels, the

beauty, the youth, the distinction of the bright
and happy "ones assembled in that exquisite
drawing-room and alcove she had passed through,
the government of so many people, the order re-

quired in so magnificent a home
;
and the result

was that one bright vision after another kept
pressing on through her eager and yearning
brain, but leaving nothing clear or definite be-

hind, except the sense of a lovely chaos.

One natural bit of pleasure, one quiet, pure bit

of enjoyment stood out ever after to her as a re-

membrance of the eventful day. It was Cunliff 's

pause in the business of teaching, and explaining,
and suggesting, when he discovered, to his amuse-

ment, that Hirell wanted him to shoAv her how to

play the game that he said was so fascinating
billiards. He did so. They spent perhaps ten

minutes there together, laughing at every unlucky
plunge of the cue from Hirell's charming hands,
till the cloth was cut, and the bit of sunny, pleas-
ant life ended forever, as far as these two were
concerned.

The picture gallery delayed them some time,
not in order that Hirell might receive her first

lesson in the glories of art, here gloriously rep-

resented, but that after they had walked through
the entire length of the gallery she might return to

look at a small sketch that Cunliffhad drawn her

attention to, with the remark,
"Look well at that. I will tell you some

story about it by-and-by."
She had done so, and once gazing needed no

other incentive, and he had some difficulty in

drawing her away.
To this she now returned.

It was a woman's face, very lovely and tender,
but its beauty did not strike Hirell as being more
remarkable than that of many faces in the paint-

ings she had already seen on the gallery walls.

Like them it bore signs of rank and wealth.

There was the rich circlet of jewels on the brow,
the queenly carriage of the head, the gracious

smile, yet though so like, how far different it was
from all the others. Under the circlet the artist

had drawn on the gentle young forehead a little

line, strange to see there. Under the cheerful,

commanding eyes, a deep shade, that should have

surely been only under eyes that were more used

to tears than these could be
;
and the long, raised

|

lashes seemed almost to quiver, as if, in spite of

the eyes' bright courage, they must presently fall

in deathly weariness upon the pale cheek, and rest

!

there never to rise more. The smiling lips had
'

something very faint and ethereal about them,
like those clouds that the sun in rising touches

',

with rose-color, and leaves fading ;
and the slen-

der throat was so cunningly portrayed, that, state-

: ly and noble as was its bearing, a subtle touch,

i showing the tension of a vein or nerve, gave to it
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a tragic meaning a patience most heroic a pa-
thetic weariness that seemed to show how in an

instant, if it could have liberty from that stern,
brave will that supported it, it would, like a bro-

ken flower, hang down its head and die.

"You said I was not curious some hours ago,
now you have quite cured me of that fault, so

please tell me about this picture, of the lady whose
face haunts me and saddens me."

"Presently presently presently," said Cun-

liff, with a half laugh, as he took her away to the

outside of the mansion, thence across a croquet-

ground, to the base of the great keep, which now
stood before them revealed in its full and grand
proportions, and in all the sad expression of a

great age.

Many many times had Hirell wondered to

herself what had become of the servants. The
strange solitude, amid the extreme freshness, and

perfection of state, of all she had seen, was very
striking, almost at times, to Hirell, mournful
without her exactly knowing why.
No servant even here was visible. Cunliff

seemed to know and be prepared for every thing.
He took a great key from his pocket, opened a
door high up, to which they ascended by a slop-

ing platform (probably removed in time of war or

siege), and taking Hirell's hand, led her in, re-

closed the door, and they were in complete dark-
ness.

"Are you frightened?" asked Cunliff, after a

moment's pause, during which he felt her fingers

tremble, and her breath come and go in short,
stifled gasps.

"No," she said simply.
He made no response, except to re-open the

door
;
then he lifted a trap-door on the ground,

and bade her look down.
She did so shudderHgly, as he said,
"A pretty piece of business was done down

there, long ago, but by no ancestor of m of my
friend's master; the castle then belonged to a

boy, who lived here in the care of a relative, to

whom he was ward, and by whom he was so

says tradition pitilessly murdered in the depths
here below.

"

"Oh, shut it down cover it up! I can not
bear to be near such places. Dear Mr. Rymer,
this tower is horrible to me. Let us go !"

"Presently, Hirell, but I want you to see the

prospect from the top. Strangers come here

merely to see it. Mr. Jarman would never for-

give our want of taste if come."
He took her hand, and led her by a winding

stair, up and up, story above story, to the top,
where in a moment Hirell felt repaid for all.

It was a scene to make an Englishman's heart

exult in the beauty and serenity of his country
the serenity meaning so much of peace, law, free-

dom, culture, that the beauty itself seemed al-

most to flow from them, rather than from the
natural features of the landscape.

Hirell gazed for some time without speaking
on woods and rising meadows, and leas and lanes,
all blooming and lustrous in the sunshine of

May.
"How wonderful," she said soon, "that I

should see it just at this most perfect time of all

the year!"
Then she began in a low voice repeating some

lines of poetry in her own language, her eyes full

of tender joy and admiration as they still looked

far over the large, fair prospect, her hand under

his, on the little wall, trembling.
"What a pitv I can't understand that," said

Cunliff.

"Oh, I can say it in English too," answered Hi-

rell, a little proud for once of her learning : and

then, with a deeper glow on her cheek, she repeat-
ed to him a translation of some lines from Davydd
ab Gwilym's poem to the summer.

"Thou Summer! father of delight,
With thy dense spray and thickets deep;

Gemmed monarch, with thy rapt'rous light
Rousing thy subject glens from sleep;

Proud has thy march of triumph been,
Thou prophet prince of forest green !

Artificer of wood and tree,
Thou painter of unrivalled skill,

Who ever scattered gems like thee,
And gorgeous webs on park and hill,

Till vale and hill, with radiant dyes,
Become another paradise !"

For some miuutes longer the hands on the lit-

tle wall remained clasped in silence, very happy
silence to Hirell.

"How many counties do you think can be seen

from here ?" asked Cunliff.
" I can not guess ;.

are there four !" said Hi-
rell.

"Eleven."
"And those mountains ?"

"Well, yes; true Welshwoman to fasten on
them first! they are the Berwyn mountains."

Hirell gazed on them as if she felt her soul had

wings to fly to them, and was poising itself to

start, when her lover called her attention again.
"Do you see that wood far away on the slope

of a great hill ?"

"Yes."
" Do you see to the right of it still ata great

distance the gleam of water ?"

"Yes."
"Turn still farther to the right. Do you now

see the church spire and village they are very
faint ?"

"Oh, but I see them."
"Now finally turn in this direction, and you

will have looked east, west, north and south, and

you see the viaduct, with its long series of arches,
over which a railway passes ?"

"Yes : that is very plain."" Within those limits, then, behold the posses-
sions of the master of this place !

"

"
What, all those villages ? and farms ? and

innumerable fields and woods and "

"All!"
"And is he happy?"
There was a pause a deep silence then Cun-

liff said
"
I can not answer that. He may be too great

a fool to benefit by all that fortune has given or

offers."
" Is he married ?"

"I I believe not."

"Well, that is a pity. I can not fancy any
one living single in a place like this. Can you ?

I should feel, if I were the single gentleman

among a crowd of servants in all this empty and

roomy splendor, that fortune was laughing at me."
"You never heard of the irony of fortune, I

suppose ?"

"No : what does it mean?"
Cunliff did not speak for a few seconds, and

then seemed to have forgotten the question.
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" The wind blows cold here, so we must go

down, else I had intended"
He stopped, took her hand to guide her down

the winding staircase, and in doing so their looks

met.

All the way down those seemingly interminable

steps, did Hirell ponder over that look, but pon-
der vainly.

They went back, but entered at another door
;

and to Hirell's astonishment they stood in a Goth-

ic chapel ; small, but of the most elegant propor-

tions, and of the most delicately beautiful archi-

tecture.

Hirell stood as one ravished, gazing at the altar

end, where above the altar-stone was the one

window of the place, of stained glass, now literal-

ly blazing and burning with molten color, and

sparkling gem-like effects, through the vividness

of the sun outside.

"Come, Hirell," said Cunliff, with grave voice

and preoccupied air, no longer thinking of her

thoughts.
"
Oh, but is it not good to be here ? Let me

stay here while you you tell mo what you said

you would."
" The place strikes chill

; you will feel it soon."

"Oh no no! See!" and she sat herself

down on a step, that formed a kind of dais for

the altar. "It is so pleasant. Let me be here.

You do not, can not think how happy I was to

see what place you had brought me to last of all

last of all!"
"

She spoke with mournful sweetness, then sud-

denly remembering the very different interpreta-
tion Mr. Rymer might give to her words, rose

hastily, and with a hot blush on her cheek, which
she vainly strove to master, said

"
Perhaps it will be better to

'

" No
;
since you wish it, let it be so.''

He made her sit down again, and sat by her

side.
" You liked that picture I mean the face of

the lady ?"

"Ah, yes, surely ;
it has a history ?"

"Did you ever hear the story of the Lady of

Burleigh ?"

"No!"
"Not in Tennyson?"" Who is Tennyson ?"

Cunliff looked at her a moment, as if in aston-

ishment, but immediately glossed over the inci-

dent, and said," Well that is a kind of impromptu painting,
made from recollection only, of the lady in ques-

tion, by another lady who knew her, admired her,
loved her, and lamented her so at least I was
told when a boy, and that is all I know about
the picture. I can not from my own, or any
other trustworthy knowledge, even say whether
it does or does not truly represent, or was intend-

ed to represent the Lady of Burleigh. But the
face is the face to me and ever will be that I

have believed in. I think you will say so too
when you hear the story."
He was holding her hand as he began to speak ;

his eyes fixed now on her eyes, just for one single

moment, then turning away, with a kind of af-

fectation of carefulness, to remember accurately
the facts he had to recount.
"A young painter an artist, as supposed

came to a certain village, and lodged in a certain

house, where the daughter was a maiden of sur-

passing beauty. I often wonder, Hirell, whether
or no surpassing yours."
"That I am sure is no part of the story," said

Hirell.

"Is it not? I thought Hirell, you confuse

me when you look at me as if you saw right into

my very soul."
"
Forgive me if

"

"
Pooh, darling ;

I do but jest, though God
knows I have little of mirth-material in me just
now. Where was I ?"

" At the lady's beauty
"

"No, Hirell, at yours if truth is above the

world, as you Welsh people are always dinning
into one. Hearken :

" The painter was a quiet, unobtrusiAr

e, gentle-

manly sort of person, and the affair took the usu-
al course, and there was another pair of fools in

the world."

"Ah, what do you deserve, to speak so to

me ?" asked Hirell.
4 ' Give me, then, that which I deserve. What

is it ? A kiss ? Come, life is full of surprises.
What if it were the last you were ever to give
me?"
"Mr. Rymer!"
' ' Let us only imagine it the last for the moment.

We might be killed by lightning, you know, like

the lovers of which our story-book tells us. Come,
one kiss

;
as if it were to be the last."

There was such a mingling of the passionate,
the tender, the stern, and the pathetic in his

look and words, that Hirell, bewildered, knew
not for the moment what to do.

"I will be bribed," said he, "or I tell no

story.
"

The kiss was given by a trembling lip, cold as

ice, and a lip full of fire and determined pur-
pose.

Hirell drew off a little from him, hardly know-

ing that she did so
;
but he noticed it, and went

on at once with his story, with new vivacity.
"The young lady accepted the artist's love,

of course, even while he told her he had little of

the world's goods. They were married
;
he took

her away to go to their own future home. As
th,ey went, he had a fancy to show her one of

the grand mansions of the country the seat of

an English noble. They \vent, just as we have

gone to-day, only I am no English noble."
" God forbid !" ejaculated Hirell and so soft-

ly that she must have fancied she spoke only to

herself but he heard.

"He took her through the gardens showed
her the environing woods the armorial bearings
on the gate took her through the stately recep-
tion-rooms and galleries but

:

"But what?" said Hirell, in a tone that seem-

ed to be intended to be playful, but was obviously
under some inexplicable constraint.

" The young wife, the beautiful maiden, could

see none of these things, for something else that

she saw."

Again he stopped, as if willfully.

"And that was?" suggested Hirell, softly.

"That her painter-husband was lost to her in

a single moment as by the glance of her eye
which saw forms bending humbly on every side

before him
;
and when she turned in trembling

wonder and affright to ask what all this meant,
he simply said to her

"'All this is thine!'"
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* ' Oh how SAveet ! How beautiful !

"

"
Very. But beauty is apt to be short-lived

even this beauty was so. The lady was much
j

shaken by the news. No wonder. The life she
j

had lived, and the life she was to live, were
divided by an awful gulf. Do you not think

so?"
"
Yes,

"
said Hirell, sadly.

' * Poor lady !

"

" What would you have done, Hirell?"
" Asked ray husband to let me trust every thing

to his love and to God, and asked both to forgive
me when I should fail."

" He did not wait for her to ask."
"
Ah, no. One like him would not !"

" He cheered her, quieted her, brought peace
back into her soul. She accepted her duties gal-

lantly, fulfilled them charmingly, bore him chil-

dren, won every body's love, and then
"

His voice ceased. The mournfulness of the

tone of his last words remained like an echo in

Hirell's heart, and she too was silent.

She could not tell what passed during the next
few minutes, as she looked around, as she thought
of the behavior and looks of the man by her side,

as she thought of herself, and the resemblance

could it be accidental ? between the story just
told and her own story, so far as she yet knew it,

even to the journey, and to such a place as this.

A little thrill or shiver ran through her, and she

said in a piteous voice,
"I am cold!" and was about to rise. But

Cunliff said to her,
" Do you not wish to hear the end ?"

Strange to say, Hirell's absorbing interest in the

story of the Lady of Burleigh could not prevent
her forgetting all about it during those few event-

ful moments which passed after Cunliff had sus-

pended his narrative. But now brought back to it,

she said simply
"If you please!"" Borne down by her secret sense of her unfit-

ness, she sickened and died within a very few

years three or four, I believe in spite of all that

the tenderest love could do for her. That is the

story of the picture."
"And of nothing more ?" demanded Hirell, a

change passing over her face.
" What more can there be ?"

"I ask you that."

Again there was the little shiver
;
and then the

eyes shut for a moment, then again opened and
dilated as she went on, and said

"Are you John Rymer and such as I have

thought you ?"

"I was John Rymer Cunliff, a plain English
gentleman ;

I am Sir John Cunliff, and this place
is mine ! and all I have shown you."
Did he purposely use words that Hirell could

not but instantly contrast with those other words,
* ' All this is thine

"
or was it accidental ? What-

ever it was, it did its work

"Hirell," he began, "I am here to-day with

you to tell you the truth that it concerns us both

to know. Listen to me, I entreat. I have done

wrong. Shall I remedy that by more wrong ? I

have led an evil, indulgent life
;

that you have

cured for me. Never forget that your God, wheth-

er he be my God or no, will reward you He
must. My "rank, my tastes, my education, my
duties, all now impel me to a public career.

What that involves for my wife, in all sorts of

ways
"

"We shall be late, Mr. Rymer," said Hirell,

rising hurriedly." Pardon me, I will but detain you for a very
brief space. In this place look round you
nay look! and believe that I feel something at

least of the religious awe you feel here then, in

the eye and ear of God, I swear to you that I
love you dearly, that in my soul I believe I never
can cease to love you, and that I would take you,
if you were a beggar in the street if being what

you are, you could also be that which "

"Yes, yes. I understand. Spare me now
if"

She caught his hand convulsively, and he, mis-

taking the cause for she was, she thought, about to
swoon and fall, cried out passionately,

' '

Darling !

"

But the word, the tone, and the look revived
her in time

;
and she without heat, almost for the

moment without agitation, removed his hands
from her, and said in a kind of hollow whisper," We shall be late ! Think how far we have
to go. We shall be late. Oh !"

Nature could bear no more. She sat down
again to avert the danger of his touch or a fall,

and bending herself all of a heap, gave way to all

the frenzies and agony of her young soul.
' '

Hirell, I am pledged to marry you. If I can
not redeem the pledge itself, you must let me do
the best I can. I shall settle on you an inde-

pendent fortune."

A ciy, followed by a light, hysteric laugh, rang
through the chapel, but was stopped in a minute
or so

;
and the bending form was again still as

death.

"Hirell, I do not expect you to agree with me
to-day. I only want you to listen. Your father !

Think of his poverty. Hugh think of his ge-

nius, difficulties, and future career. Think of

yourself mistress of yourself free to move as

you please live as you please where you please.

Come, dearest, do not believe the day is to set in

eternal gloom because the clouds are heavy for a

little while. What am I ? A man burdened
with many follies, and, I fear, some vices. Can
we not be still friends ? Not just now

;
but

when the first bitterness shall have passed off?

Consider ! How much of all that our marriage

might have given you might yet be yours ah,
how much you need still !

"

He stopped Sir John Cunliff stopped, as if

aware of the abyss on the very edge of which he

stood, and looked down.
Hirell saw that abyss too he was sure of it.

But she, like himself, was silent ! And it is

possible he drew auguries, evil as they were

vague, of a possible future from the silence.

At last she lifted her head, and in so doing Cun-
liff saw the ruin he had wrought already only too

plainly there visible. And before he could speak
to assuage the anguish he had created, he saw Hi-

rell's face confronting his own,- fearless, proud as

he had never before seen her
;
her eyes searching

through his with a kind of scornful light that

seemed to burn them
;
then in deep silence she

rose, her strength apparently recovered, and was
about to leave the place alone.

"Hirell!" and Cunliff laid his hand upon her

arm.
"

Sir !" she said, turning coldly, while every
limb shook as with ague.
"You shall not leave me thus by Heaven you

shall not!"
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" What what do you now wish ?" she said in

great fear, and every word spoken with difficulty,

as though her nervous system was suddenly par-

alyzed.*" That you try to think over in a calm and

kindly spirit, what I have said to you."
"I will!"

"Thanks. I will then say no more to you
now, we must both try to think no more now, or

how shall we get over the journey back ?"
"

I shall go alone."

"Not while I live to prevent you. Hirell,

this is not the way to deal with me. I love you
and honor you, wish to do all that man can do to

extricate us both from a false position ;
but if you

begin to contend to fight to
'

' ' No no no. You will take me home, and

by the time ?"

"I will, on my soul."

"And and let me let me, do yes what

you said try to forget all this till we I reach

home !

"

" I will. And, if you wish it, will ride out-

side in both the vehicles, so that you shall not

again be alone with me. Oh, Hirell ! can you
not trust me ?"

"Yes."

The journey was, in effect, spent throughout in

the deepest silence. Cunliff forgot his offer to

ride outside, and Hirell's instinct warned her to

shun every kind of antagonism. Cunliff spoke
only when a favorable opportunity offered, and
Hirell invariably replied to him either by a single

word, or "yes" or "no," or by a slight bend of
the head. She had neither heart nor inclination

to play a part to seem to throw off the humili-

ation put upon her
;

all she desired was to draw
herself shrinkingly into the corner as far as pos-
sible from her companion, and to be allowed to

keep silent, so that when she wept he might not

know of it, nor she be again made to weep by
him when the tears were awhile driven back upon
their source.

He often saw her lips moving, and tortured

himself by fancies of what the words might be.

They were, for the most part, little other

than

"Father! Father! Kezia! Kezia! when shall

I reach you ? When ? when ?"

Bod Elian was reached at last.

She Jet him ascend the hill with her, though
her whole frame quivered at the thought of her
father seeing him.
But she again promised him to think over all

he had said, and then, as if moved by some strong
revulsion of feeling that she could not control,
she tried to say a few kindly parting words,
then broke down, when Cunliff said, as his last

words
"When all this is over, I shall again see you

to ask and earn your forgiveness;" but when he
made as he would kiss her, she put him aside,
and said

"Good-night!" and disappeared in the dark-
ness.

Was it fancy that made him think he heard a

ciy that curdled his blood, only a miimte or two
afterwards ? It was low, penetrating, but full of
such concentrated essence of all mortal suffering

at least, so his conscience received it that it

rang in his ears, in his heart, in his brain, all the

way to the hotel, and through the live-long night,
which for him passed without a moment of

sleep.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

HIRELL'S RETURN.

ELIAS had indeed returned in an anxious and

despairing state of mind. The efforts which the

Reverend Ephraim Jones and himself had made
to discover Hugh, had been as unavailing as they
had been injurious to his home affairs and to his

purse. To continue the search longer would have
been simply ruinous to him. He had parted from
the minister with a despair on his face so settled

and deep, that Ephraim Jones had considered it

his duty to rebuke him
;
but broke down igno-

miniously in the attempt, at the mildness with
which Elias received his lecture. The accounts
he heard of Hugh's manner of living from the

people to whom he owed money, and therefore

probably exaggerated accounts, were such as to

fill one so inexperienced in town life, and so au-
stere in his own, with dismay and deep anger.
On reaching Bod Elian, and hearing from

Kezia of Hirell's absence, he sat like one over-

taken by a storm, and not knowing which way to

turn for shelter. He did not reproach Kezia in

words, but looked at her in a manner that filled

her heart with remorse and foreboding.
These two sat waiting for Hirell through the

long hours of the May afternoon, never speaking
to each other, but going in turn to the door to

look for her. Elias made no attempt to work,
his whole soul was in expectancy; he knew he
could not work

;
he would not pretend ;

he knew,
too, perhaps, how great a punishment it was to

Kezia to see him thus doing nothing, but sitting,

apparently unconscious of his great fatigue, grim-
ly waiting.

Kezia was the first to hear the footsteps com-

ing, and watched Elias growing gradually con-
scious of them too. They were the footsteps of
a single person, and were familiar to them.

Elias rises and goes to the door, opens it, and
sees his daughter's form alone at the door, while

another form is dimly revealed in the moonlight
retreating along the Avail.

"Hirell Morgan," he says to her, "is this

how you employ your time while I am away ?"

She stands still without attempting to enter,
and he hears her sigh heavily.

"
It is coming back to such a home, no doubt,"

thinks Elias. Then he says aloud and veiy

sternly" S
r
o the man avoids me, Hirell?"

"No, father," answers she in a languid, faint

:oice, "he would have seen you and spoken to

you if he had heard you had come back
;
but I

I saw no good in such a meeting."
He pauses a minute, perplexed and troubled

greatly at the strangeness of her voice, then

moAres back as a sign to her to come in.

She Avalks slowly across the kitchen, bringing
with her fresh odors of the spring evening, and
stands by the fire holding her hand towards it

and shivering. The two look at her in some be-

wilderment at seeing her show no fear of her fa-

ther's anger, and they see that her face is very

pale, her eyes look large, bright, and very sadly

thoughtful.
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Suddenly while they are looking at her she
turns to her father.

"
Father, any news of Hugh ?"

"
None, Hirell," retumed Elias, "it seems tha

Tie is lost to us."
"
No, father, I think not," says Hirell

;
then

looking down deeper and deeper into the fire she

says
" Do you remember my once asking you

to let me go away from home, father ? Do yoi
remember how much we always wished pooi
Hugh and I to see the world, to see what it was

like, and what life was like away from here ? ]

have not been very many miles to-day, father
j

but but"
She sobbed out, and Elias approached her in

alarm.

"Hirell!"
" But my journey has been too much for me;

I I am weary ;
I want to see and hear no more

of any thing of any one away from here. Yes,
and to forget what I have seen to forget what I
have seen."

"Hirell, "said Elias, "I desire to hear where

you have spent this day, and how you have spent
it."

" Mr. Rymer came here this morning, the gen-
tleman we have known as Mr. Rymer," answered

Hirell, speaking in a quiet but strained voice,
",.Kezia has told you what he wanted have you
not done so, Kezia ? I went with him, thinking
that when I came back I should tell you the time
for our marriage was arranged, and that if father

returned with good news of Hugh, we should all

be very joyful together."
Elias looked at her searchingly ;

Hirell returned
his look with steady eyes." We looked over a beautiful estate," said Hi-

rell, "we talked a great deal of the owner, Mr.

Rymer showed me how great a man he must be,
and then how much responsibility and care would
fall to the wife of such a man, and how no one
but a lady born and bred should aspire to such
an honor. He made me to agree with him, and
then at last it came out that Rymer himself was
the great man owner of the place that he is

Sir John Cunliff."

Kezia could scarcely take in so much romance
as this all at once. She sat gazing in fixed as-

tonishment at Hirell. Elias went to his daugh-
ter, and took her hand.
" Go on, Hirell, tell me all," he said.

"He convinced me of the truth of what he said.

Oh, yes, he convinced me !

"
answered Hirell.

" Why has he chosen so strange and unstraight-
forward a plan for doing this ?"

They still looked into each other's eyes. At
last Hirell's filled and overflowed, and her lips

quivered.

"My father, "said she, "does this matter to

us, who are parted from him forever ? Is it not
between him and his God ?"

" Have we done with him forever, Hirell ?"
" When I say my prayers to-night, father, I

shall try to say 'I have done with this man,' with

the same calmness and resignation with which

good Christians at their death-bed say,
' I have

done with life,' though mine mine mine are the

harder words, and in saying them I think I say
the others too."

"
Kezia, she is faint," said Elias,

"
help her to

her room. I will see you, my child, before I go
to bed myself."

8

They went out together ;
and Elias sat himself

down alone, and life was more bitter and myste-
rious to him than ever.

CHAPTER XL.

GONE.

THE next evening Sir John Cunliff received
the following letter

"
SIR, You desired me to think over our in-

terview calmly before answering you. Not calm-

ly, but in as peaceful and forgiving a spirit as af-

ter long prayer God gives me, I have thought of

your actions on this dreadful day just past ;
and

now, in the night not calmly as you requested
but not I trust with unchristian passion I sit

down to write to you. I wish first to inform you
that I have not made known to my father or any
one, the whole truth of this day. I feel no need
to do so I feel no need of being protected from
you more than you have protected me by show-
ing me that which you really are

;
so believe me,

sir, and be thankful for it, this poor, laboring
household of God's elect, of which I am so un-

worthy a member, shall never know how cruelly,
how treacherously its peace and honor have been
struck at through me. Thank God, they sleep,
and I, only I am awake, bearing my sorrow by
myself as best I may." My answer, sir, is only this I will never of

my own will see you more in this world. I need
to take no oath, to bind myself by no vow

;
the

resolve that comes from humble prayer and con-

quered passion is sufficient in God's eyes. Oh !

let it be in yours, and do not try me. Farewell,
Mr. Rymer, I use the name I loved once more.

May God forgive and bless you, and guide you
to His kingdom, where, if we meet, humble will

be my place compared to yours, your servant," HIRELL MORGAN."

On the day after he had received the letter,

Cunliff was at Capel Illtyd. Here he heard news
which kept him from continuing his journey to

Bod Elian.

Hirell was away from home.
Her father had taken her away, no one knew

whither.

Hugh had not been heard of. Special prayer
lad been offered at the chapel for Elias.

Cunliff in a few hours was once more at Llan-

saintfraid, and there took his place in the night
train for London.

CHAPTER XLI.

NEWS OF THE PRODIGAL.

HIRELL had been absent some days, and Elias

>ack at Bod Elian, when he received the following
etter from the Reverend Ephraim Jones :

"DEAR FRIEND, The prodigal is found.

?ain would he arise and go to you, who are to

rim as his earthly father, but that severe sickness

lolds him to his bed, from whence it is doubtful

whether he will ever arise. The physician and
death are in combat for his body, and myself and
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Satan for his soul. The manner in which I dis-

covered him you shall hear of another time.

His spirit is full of despair ;
his bones are almost

through his skin. This night will perhaps decide

his fate. Wait till you hear again, to-morrow.

Yours in commiseration, EPHRAIM JONES."

Elias rose up from the reading dry-eyed and si-

lent. He went out to his work, but found no

comfort in it. The emerald fields the flowery

coppices of May the skylark letting down from

the impenetrable blue distance a faint pathway
of song, that seemed thronged, like Jacob's lad-

der, with heavenly company the rich -voiced

thrush, whose breast has become dyed as with

the rich flickering shade and sunshine that plays
over it through the dancing leaves of her home-
tree the tiny, thrilling linnet all seem to Elias

tins morning to be singing the songs of Hugh.
He strides through the furrows, his hard hands
to the plough, and as he reaches a corner where
a cluster of young fruit-trees drop their blossoms

on to the brown mould, his eyes rest upon a long,
broken bough that lies across his path. Its bright
leaves and fresh white blossoms are drooping and

dying. He turns his plough sharply, as if his

eyes had found in the sight an emblem of Hugh's
fate.

The minister's words, "the prodigal is found,"
are constantly before him. Found! and what
has Elias to welcome him with ? neither rich

garments to put on him, nor fatted calf to kill.

He must do his meanest laborers' work to win
him common bread. Prodigal ! of what has he
been prodigal ? Did not Elias send him portion-
less from his father's house? In his toilsome

progress he again comes to the bough with its

withering blossoms, and the word "broken bro-

ken "
issues from his stern, compressed lips.

"I knew he was less strong than Hirell, yet I

sent him out, and kept my own and kept my
own."

All day he toiled in the sun, and in the evening
was somewhat comforted to look back on the

stony field, and see that he had done the work of

two men. The birds were singing as he came

home, but Elias found nothing but sadness in

their burden. He thought of how Hugh whis-

tled or sang as he came home at his side, and how
their singing and all the sounds of the evening
used to seem to become a part of his song.
Would he never walk by him again across

these fields in the sunset, lifting his rich, sweet

voice, which the echoes sent back, as if proud to

repeat such music ? The sunset Avas as beautiful

as on those last-year summer evenings, when the
brothers returned together from their labor. There
was a silent cry in the heart of Elias, to which
the birds seemed to give voice, till he forgot it

was from, himself, and could almost fancy they
really sang them to him reproachfully as he went
along ; instead of which, it was his heart that

gave words to their voices, which seemed to cry"
Elias, Elias, what hast thou done with him ?

Where is the sweet musician ?"

In the evening, several times his head was
turned sharply towards the door, at slight noises.
If Hugh were to die, could the moment of his
death be to Elias as all other moments ? would
he not be allowed to know it by any sign or warn-
ing?

In the night, when he was asleep, his rest was

troubled by sounds of music, piercingly sweet.

He dreamed he saw his father beside his bed, and
that he asked him Avhat they were, and he an-
swered him Avith a stern voice " Turn to your
sleep, Elias

;
the burden that I left you is re-

moved. The music you noAV hear is your broth-

er playing in God's choir.
"

Elias AA-ent out early to his ploughing, feelingvery
lonely in the glory of sunrise, as he thought he

might be the only one of his father's house left

for it to shine upon. He came in his laborious

turns upon the broken bough, and found all its

blossoms withered.

A few minutes before the letters arrived, he
stood in the little post-office garden, looking
doAvn the winding road. When he saw the post-
man's AArhite horse galloping across the bridge, he

gazed at him as if he expected to see some sign
about him of the kind of neAvs he brought. He
came close

;
one of his bags Avhirled through the

air and fell in the midst of the cabbage-bed in

the post-office garden, and the white horse dashed
on.

Some miners Avere waiting for their letters, and
Elias Avatched them as the bag Avas sorted almost

passionately envious of those who received Avhat

they had come for, and full of pity for such as

turned aAvay empty-handed.
"Elias Morgan," called the postmaster.
Elias took the packet held out to him, and

turning quickly from all inquisitive looks, went
homeAvard Avith his prize.

It was from the minister, and these were the

contents, which Elias, as usual, read aloud to Ke-
zia :

"DEAR FRIEND, My hearty supplications,
and the prayers which I know you have offered

up for him at Bod Elian, have prevailed Avith the

Lord, who has given your brother back into my
hands out of the valley of the shadow of death.

He is not yet safe
;
he lies, as it Avere, upon the

slippery bank ;
but as strongly as one mortal may

hold another, Avill I hold him for you, Elias. I

Avill noAv tell you hoAV it came to pass that I Avas

permitted thus to find and succor him even at the
eleArenth hour. My mission for the last Aveek has
been to preach in the place of a Avell-meaning, but
feeble brother, at Street, a croAvded, poor,
and sinful neighborhood, as doubtless you may
have heard. Large bills, certifying my intent

and the subjects of my discourse, had been dis-

played for some days previous to my arrival in the

locality; and I make no doubt but that the un-

fortunate lad saAv my name on them, and was
mOAr

ed, not by its associations Avith the Master I

serve, but by its carnal associations Avith home
and kindred, to enter into the little tabernacle,
that he might see me and hear my voice. Prob-

ably he intended to depart as he came in, unno-
ticed by me

;
but even as the presence of the

nightingale is made knoAvn by her song, so A\
ras

his betrayed to me by the peculiar poAver given
him by the only Giver of those gifts of the spirit.

"The day of our meeting was Saturday, the

busiest in the week with the tradesmen of that

tinsel and gingerbread booth of vanity fair
; and,

OAving to this accident, it transpired that the young
organist, a shoemaker's apprentice, Avas not at the

chapel. When, therefore, having groAvn warm
with my discourse, and Avishing to take rest, I
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called for a hymn, no response was made to me,
j

till presently one of the congregation whispered |

to me the state of the case, whereat I was vexed
in spirit, for melody is as healthful to the soul as

dew to your fields.
*

Brethren,' said I,
'
is there

not amongst you one whose hands have cunning
to do our missing brother's duty? Can no one

play upon this instrument ?'

" So long a silence ensued, that I was ahout to

tell them to sing without accompaniment, when a

slight movement took place among those near to

the door, and in a few moments, without seeing
the person who had just seated himself before it,

the sounds of the organ rose, and rolled with a

vast power and most melting sweetness; and
over our heads there began, as it were, a mighty
converse in which human and divine voices

seemed mingled. It was to me as if a band of

angels had come rushing down to meet and to

embrace the ascending but still chained souls;

and that the spirits of earth and the spirits of

Heaven did for the time hold passionate commu-
nion with each other, uttering piercing complaint,
and profound and tender comfort deep-voiced

despair, and clear, thrilling whispers of hope
which seemed to be all rending the air at once,
in a harmony so grand, so tumultuous, I could but

think thus at the Judgment-Day men and spirits

shall meet.

"The music ceased, and I bethought me of

the master-hand to whom we were indebted for

moments of such exalted emotion.
" ' We thank thee, brother,' I said, looking at

the curtains that concealed the lower part of the

organ ;
and not unwilling to take advantage of

the incident, according to my wont, to stimulate

the attention and keep alive the curiosity of the

very rough congregation that these special ser-

vices call together.
l Who art thou ? For fain

would I know the name and calling of one so gift-

ed by the Lord.'
" Without answer, without a look towards me,

a form rose up and went down the steps leading
from the organ. The form so slim and slight,

and now so thin
;
the motion of the arm, the pale

downcast face Elias, I knew it I knew him.

I understood the power of the music it was that

lost misguided youth, thy brother. I saw him

hastening towards the chapel door, and was moved
to call out his name in a loud voice. He only
hastened the more I was determined he should

not escape me.
"

'Brethren,' I said, 'I have much to say to

you. My evening's mission is not fulfilled, but

stopped midway by another. What man of you
having an hundred sheep, if he lose one of them
doth not leave the ninety and nine in the wilder-

ness, and go after that which is lost until he find

it ? Such a one I go to seek. Brother Robert

will pray with you the while. > I may return pres-

ently.'" I left the chapel, and went in search. I was
in time to see his form again, before he turned

the street corner, and hastened after him. Be-

fore I reached within a few yards of him he had

heard my hurrying and somewhat heavy footstep

and turned. Seeing me, he fled
;
but speed was

given me to bear him yet in sight, which I did for

the length of several small streets. At last I saw

him stop and enter a house, and then saw him no

more, and neither could I remember with any

certainty when I came to the spot which house

in the row it was that he had gone into. I there-
fore took note of the name and position of the

Duildings, went back to the chapel, and brought
our meeting to a more decent conclusion.

'

Early in the morning I went again to the
Dlace to seek him. I inquired at three houses,
without discovering that any such person as I de-
scribed lodged there. At a fourth I obtained

tidings of the Wanderer, and sad tidings, too,
friend Elias. A woman, as dark of aspect and
almost as loud-voiced as a thunder-cloud, began
to rail at him as soon as I pronounced his name.
'Lodge here?' quoth she; 'a wheedling young
swindler ! I reckon ho lodges at the bottom of
the Thames by this time any thing with some
folks to cheat ho'nest, hard-working people of
their due. She then bade me come up to her

young lodger's room, and witness for myself
whether it was not left by one who was bidding
farewell to life as well as to it. And truly, the

sight of letters in your handwriting, my friend,
in small pieces on the floor, and sheets of written

music torn as by a passionate hand that wildly
seeks to silence life itself, as+it silences these? evi-

dences of life gave me the gloomiest forebod-

ings.

"I picked up some of the scraps of paper,

thinking to find a clue to his trouble, but was as

prompt to put them down again as if they had
been covered with plague-spots. My very hands
felt blistered. My cheeks grew hot. Then my
heart was moved within me to a transport of in-

dignation against the iniquity of our time and

state, that allows iniquity to sow broadcast its

seed through our streets and waysides, so that

our young and undefiled country children, when

they come up full of hope and belief of great

things in store for them pure, simple-hearted,

unsuspicious children find harlotry in silks and

satins, vice no longer shame-faced but triumph-

ant, and systematically fed by a thousand differ-

ent agencies. What wonder then if they can not

see and understand the hideous truth beneath,
till it is too late to profit by the knowledge ? Oh
for the days of our Puritan forefathers ! But

they will yet come again ;
and then, God willing,

we will make one clean sweep of the whole, and
breathe once more the pure air of an uncorrupted
dwelling this dear old England, which has been
and shall again be the abode and dowry of the

saints. In God's time! Yea, in God's own
time !

" I made thewoman promise to send me word

instantly by a private messenger, should her lodg-

er return. But I could not sleep, Elias, that

night, for thinking of the lad and thee
;
and so I

got up and walked the streets for some hours,

obeying first this thought, then that, but had to

return empty-handed to my poor lonely, bereaved

wife
;
who by this time had, I verily believe, trans-

ferred all the hidden-away love of her heart for

the child we lost to thy brother, and lamented

my every failure as if Hugh were indeed our son.
'

Woman,
'

I said to her once,
' am I this lad's

keeper ?' for she began almost to persuade me the

guilt and misery lay all at my door, that I had
not more and better looked after him.

" Next day I went again to the lodging ;
the

same the day after
;
and yet again on the third

day, when I was later than I had intended, and

so evening had come. As I approached I heard

the high-pitched voice of the woman sounding
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angrily from above
;
a word or two reached me,-

and they seemed sweeter than the songs of angels.

I ascended the stairs as quickly and as lightly as

my heaviness of body permitted, and stood out-

side the half-open door to listen, glad of the rest,

for I was somewhat out of breath.
" ' And if you ain't come to pay me, what are

you come for ?' the woman screamed out.
" "

Elias, I wDl not tell you what the lad said,

or was trying to say, but I understood partly then,

and the rest afterwards. He had resisted suicide

had fled from the tempter-devil's last fitting

blandishment had thought ofyou, Kezia, Hirell,

me
;
and so in his extremity had run, literally ran

through the darkening streets in the fear that his

better mood might pass away ;
and thus he had

come back like a poor hunted hare to his form,

knowing not where else to get even a crust of

bread.
"
Every bit of clothing beyond what bare de-

cency required he had pawned and sold, and the

lad was literally starving ; yet he would fain have

filled his belly with the husks that the swine did

eat, and no man gave unto him, or was willing to

give." I went in, pushed aside the brawling virago,
and Avent to Hugh, who was supporting himself,
while confronting her, against the corner of a ta-

ble
;

his head drooping in spite of a certain rigid-

ity and uprightness of his frame
;

his face shriv-

elled and ghastly, full of misery and despair ;
and

yet, Elias, there was a kind ofmocking smile upon
it fearful to behold, as though he rather looked

on like a bystander, amused at the pretense of a

straggle betwixt life and death, between God and

Satan, and waited in a strange patience the issue.

"But I sent that damnable smile out of his

face pretty soon, I can tell you. This was, as well

as I can remember, our first salutations, when I

sent the woman out and locked the door :

"'Hugh!'
"'Well.'
" '

Is it well ? Dare you say it is well, with

that friend at your elbow ?'

" He turned hastily, and seeing no one, said
" ' What friend ? I see no friencV
" I did not choose to notice the touch of bitter-

ness in the last few words, and the low, half

stifled sigh that accompanied them.
" ' Look again, young man,' said I, and in no

gentle accents.
' He is there, wr

hispering even
now in your ear, and bidding you keep his whis-

perings from me. Oh, your friend and I have
had many a tussel. The devil, Hugh, is behind

you ;
and I bid you kneel with me now, and let

us try which of us, he or I, has the best right to

you!'" He stared, and seemed half inclined to laugh.
' ' ' Down on your knees down before God !

Ask Him pardon, while I, too, oifer my soul in

prayer !

"

' '

I said no more, but knelt.
" He stood still

; stiif, silent, and gloomy."
I prayed aloud : first to God on my own ac-

count, that He would forgive whatever of remiss-
ness I had shown in not watching more closely
the youth given to my charge. Then I asked for

power to speak, that this unhappy sinner by my
side should understand that he was yet precious
in his Father's sight ;

and then I poured forth all
I felt of the beauty of the life them hadst taught
him, of the wondrous gift I myself was witness

to
;
of the temptations to which I supposed his

young spirit had given way ;
of the chastisement

he had received and was then enduring but for

what ? why, that he might yearn once more for

innocence, pardon, and peace : and I was about
to conclude with words of promise, when he stop-

ped me.
"I had known for some time that he was be-

ginning to be moved by my words, or rather by
God's Holy Spirit that moved me, and I felt as

though I could have struggled then, and success-

fully, for a soul ten thousand million times more
evil than his

;
but as I was about to finish, as I

said, with words of Divine promise, he gasped
out hoarsely rather than spake the word '

Stop !'

came to my side in a terrible silence, knelt

down as one possessed might do, while I, though
I said nothing, marvelled greatly, and looked at

him for perhaps a full quarter of a minute or so.

"'My son!' I said, at last, feeling truly as

though he were bone of my bone, and flesh of

my flesh.

"And my voice, I suppose, getting somewhat

shaky, the lad could bear no more, but fell into

my arms as I opened them, and cried on my
breast like a child.

' ' He would not let me stir, even to get food,
till he had told me his whole story, which I am
sure he told me truly, excusing nothing con-

cealing nothing, except the shame that I saw

overpowered every other emotion, and at times

threatened to affect his very wits.
" That story I do not propose to tell thee, Eli-

as, unless thou expressly wishest it. It will be a

great comfort to him, if thou canst forgive, and
take him to thee unknowing the particulars. I

advise thy doing so.
' ' Friend Elias, the lad greatly needs comfort.

His very life depends upon it. So let me say
this : he has done nothing to prevent him from

yet going forth again into the world, with a
re-^

newed heart and strengthened frame, and becom-",

ing a true and shining light." He is now at home with us
;
but I see he

must remain no longer than is indispensably nec-

essary, or the poor wife will complain she loses a

second son when he goes. Expect us, therefore,
soon. Ever thy friend, " EPHRAIM JONES."

CHAPTER XLII.

BROCKHURST.

ROBERT CHAMBERLAYNE lived in the village
of Nytimber, in Kent.
A three-cornered pound stands where the roads

meet at the entrance of the village, which seems
to have been almost deserted at this end, for there

is seldom any thing in the pound but the stones

thrown by the Nytimber boys at unfortunate

strays in the times when it was kept in better

use. Tramps are fond of resting on its low wall

to eat their bread and cheese while spelling out,

and digesting the meanings of, the names on the

finger-post, and deciding their further progress.

On Sundays some lazy reprobate from the village

will come and smoke his pipe there, to be out of

the way of the church-goers in the morning ;
or

if sent out by his wife to take the children for a

walk, is glad to impound them there while paying
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a visit to the '

Hop Pole,' kept by John Clutter-

buck, whose sign swings at the bottom of the long
naiTOw garden, before a crumbling house a little

beyond.
Opposite this, a pond lies stagnant, trying to

draw over its dead water a decent covering of

duckweed, which the dipping of a willow bough
disturbs

; lifting it as an inconsolable mourner
lifts, a shroud to kiss the cold face of the dead.

No more signs of the village appear for some

twenty yards or so,, when the little church comes
in view, and the old parish stocks just outside the

graveyard wall, in passing which the gaitered legs
of certain elders of Nytimber may still be seen to

twitch a little as they go by with their gayly
dressed, unconcerned sons and daughters.

Cottage gardens walled right in, and approach-
ed by steps over the wall, come next, with their

flowers and vegetables, their luxuriance, poverty,

order, and untidyness. After these the road

narrows, and on each side of it the hay-ricks
stand so thickly together that the beholder trem-
bles at the thought of the conflagration that would
ensue if a lighted match were dropped among
them. The air begins to smell of farmyards.
Grunting snouts appear under large wooden
gates, bits of yellow hay stick to the hedges, the

wagon ruts in the muddy road cross and recross

just here, like lines at a railway junction ;
for the

two huge barnyards on either side are the head-

quarters of two farms Brockhurst and the Rook-

ery Farm.
If one watches the fowls of either farm just

here, it will be seen that they are not particular
as to which of the two yards they run into, out
of the way of the brisk mail-cart or lumbering
wagon. The great, placid, heavy-maned horses,

too, unhaniessed from the plough, will, with great

contentment, turn into whichever gate chances to

stand open ;
and the dogs, who were the last to

allow of such neighborly freedoms, are now de-

riving more advantages from the alliance of

Brockhurst and the Rookery than any other ani-

mals on the two estates
;
and are constantly trot-

ting across the road, giving and receiving each
other's experience and advice concerning the barn
rats and other important matters of business.

Brockhurst farm-house stands with its back to

the road, a stone's throw from the great gates,
covered from basement to chimneys with ivy cut

sharply all round the windows, and looking simply
very warm and comfortable and well kept from
here

;
but over the wall one catches a glimpse of

something more than warmth and comfort of

vine-houses and conservatory ;
of great bow-win-

dows shining through a well-trained luxuriance of
fresh green beginning to cluster in colored buds; of

nearly covered trellisses, archways, green mounds,
lilac-tree tops dark with buds, quaint summer-
house, roof-dovecotes, white guelder roses, bee-

hives all these are to be seen over the rich old

wall of the garden at Brockhurst.
The Rookery farm-house is down an avenue,

farther along the road. It has a rich moated-

grange air about the ancient windows, every one
of which has a thatched projection over it like a
hood. The rooms are dark

;
near the house the

trees have been allowed to grow too tall and

bushy the whole place wants the brightness and

loving cultivation of Brockhurst. Yet it is at the
old hooded Rookery-house that the master of the

two farms had resided for the last month, and

there he had made arrangements to stay for
the rest of the summer. Till his mother's death
Brockhurst would not really be his own

;
and he

had taken the Rookery Farm on lease, intending
to go on with certain experiments which the care-
ful old-world agriculturist, who was his mother's

foreman, looked grave over when being tried on
her property. So the young man took up his res-

idence at the hooded house down the avenue,
and went to work as if he had all his fortune to
make.
As the two houses were so near, this was much

wondered at in Nytimber; and another reason
besides anxiety about his new farm was hinted

at, by certain wiseacres, for his having left th
comforts of Brockhurst and his invalid mother
for the damp old Rookery place. It was report-
ed that Mrs. Chamberlayne had had a poor rela-

tion thrown suddenly upon her a very pretty
girl but so humble and so poor, so beneath Mr.
Robert in every respect, that his mother, who
knew there had once been a foolish fancy for her
in his mind, had judged it best to encourage him
in his whim of living at his new tenancy.
The pretty, smart maids, whose pleasant faces

and bright ribbons made the passages of oak and
the many ivied doorways of Brockhurst more
lively and homely still, were -constantly flitting to

and from the hooded .house with little notes and

messages to Mrs. Payne, the old woman who lived

there, concerning Mr. Robert's comforts. Eveiy
morning there was something to be sent over
his garden lounging chair a new magazine, a
bunch of lilac for the hall, or a dish of young
peas, at each of which attentions Mrs. Payne
murmured inwardly. Had she not kept house for

old Farmer Stubbes, who held the farm before

Mr. Robert ? Had she no peas and lilacs in the

Rookery garden ? What need, then, for such
litter from Brockhurst? And as for cooking,
she thought it time enough when Mr. Robert

complained for his mother to interfere, sending
those 'tossed-ofF jades' over every hour of the

day to hinder all the men about the place. It

was all their tale-bearing, Mrs. Payne declared,
that made the lady of Brockhurst so over-anx-

ious. If she could have got over to the Rookery
herself she could have seen how comfortable things

really were for her son
; but, of course, poor thing,

that was impossible.
It was impossible not on account of Mrs.

Chamberlayne's age, for she was but nineteen

years older than her son
;
and looking at them

together, it was hard to believe even that that

difference existed between them; but she had
been for some years confined by a hopeless spinal

complaint to the two rooms on the ground-floor,
with the great bow-window opening into the gar-

den, into which she was carried on her sofa when
the weather was warm and fine.

The old garden parlor at Brockhurst was one
of those rooms possessing a mysterious richness

and comfort a charm which the upholsterer's
art has little share in imparting. Every bit of

furniture seemed to have worn, as it were, to its

place. It was mellow and rich with the love and
attendance of several generations. There was a

patriarchal largeness and suggestiveness about it.

One felt that grandfathers and grandmothers,

young men and maidens and little children, had
all made meny together here

;
and there was a

cheeriness in the ticking of the ebony timepiece,
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and a sort of jovial expectancy about the large

easy -chairs, and in the grotesque faces in the

great Chinese vases, whose light mosaic colors

contrasted so well with the oak wainscoting
and sideboards, that seemed to prophesy a return

of those good old times.

The position of that brown leather arm-chair

just out of the draught and of the way of care-

less feet, has been studied by more than one of

the old Kentish patriarchs, whose names are writ-

ten in the great square Bible on the sideboard.

The hanging of the ancient little oval mirrors

Avith candlesticks before them, has been seen to

by eyes who knew well in what light their own
was best reflected. For so many years so much
had been added to it so little taken away hand
after hand had been laid upon it with so much
tenderness for those hands which had done their

work there and been folded away in rest that

it could but grow rich and beautiful, gathering
from time a peculiar tenderness of its own, as the

little church of Nytimber had gathered the moss
about its dull red roof.

Here, on a crimson sofa that was worn to a

very comfortable dullness, Mrs. Chamberlayne
spent her days. She was a tall woman, with a full,

foir face, blue-eyed, and of that transparent com-

plexion which usually accompanies red hair and
Mrs. Chamberlayne's was red not auburn or

golden brown, but uncompromisingly red. She
wore a dainty bit of white lace she called a cap
over it, that gave much grace and softness to the

rich bright waves that crowned a forehead broad
and placid. She was a prisoner, probably for life,

but her prison was one of the pleasantest spots
of the earth, and she rested in it with much tran-

quillity and lively contentment. She was neither

languid nor idle. The good books old and new
and the fresh magazines and newspapers on

her low table were well read
;
the pretty wool or

silk embroidery had generally gained" another

flower or leaf for the vicar's wife to admire at

each of her frequent visits. But the invalid's

thoughts and fingers were most busy over her lit-

tle writing-case. She was an indefatigable let-

ter-writer. Her old school-girl friends had been
retained in spite of her great seclusion, simply by
the constancy of her correspondence. Roman-
tic, girlish attachments had become deep, strong

friendships with many of those to whom her let-

ters staid, sweet, sensible came as, perhaps,
the only tokens of what life had once been, for

they were still full of the warmth and heartiness
of a girl's affection

;
while the deepening wisdom

of a Avoman who studied attentively and hum-
bly the experiences of others as well as her own,
made them inexpressibly precious to many a heart

wavering between wrong and right, or sinking in

despair.
In the atmosphere of her garden, her flowers,

her books, her calm and sunny household, she
received and considered the stories of her friends'

troubles and anxieties, thinking out for them coun-
sel which might well be sweet, since she came by
much of it as bees come by their honey, in com-
munion with flowers, pure air, bright sunshine,
and softened shade, for these were the chief pleas-
ures of her life and her untiring companions.

It was to this person that Elias Morgan, in the
helplessness of his poverty and sorrow, brought
his daughter, after discovering that an aged rela-
tive with whom he had thought to place her had

gone to that narrow home in which none can re-

ceive guests.
"Charlotte Chamberlayne,"he had said, stand-

ing by her sofa and looking down at her, "I
little thought, after your son Robert's betrayal of

me, to ask any thing of you or yours, but I am
pressed sorely*. There are other friends who
would perhaps help me, but blood is thicker than
water

;
I choose to come to you. My child is

beset by the snares of the wicked. The doors
of the poor are weak

;
will you guard her for

me?"
The two travellers, their clothes covered with

dust, and their faces pale and drawn, and almost

haggard with intense mental suffering, seemed to

have risen up like spectres before Mrs. Cham-
berlayne's astonished eyes. Her first movement
was to glide her trembling hand under her lace

shawl and lay it on her heart, which, unused to

sudden agitations, had begun to beat so violently
as to alarm her. Her kinsman's tale of sharp
suffering, told more plainly by his voice than in

his words, had come like a bitter wintiy blast on
the calm, sweet summer of her life. She held
her hand against her side, and, closing her eyes,

struggled to regain the calmness without which
she was so unused to act.

Elias, who regarded Mrs. Chamberlayne in

her luxurious surroundings as a kind of domes-
tic Queen of Sheba, mistook the meaning of her
rather prolonged silence and stillness, and after

gazing upon her a few moments with great an-

guish and proud humiliation, he turned and drew
Hirell towards the door, pausing before it to say,
"When my child, like Lazarus, shall lie upon

the bosom of her father Abraham, if you, like

Dives, shall call to her for help, then may she
have power to serve you, Charlotte."

Elias was punished for his haste. His name
was gently called, and, turning, he saw his afflict-

ed kinswoman, who had been prostrate so many
years, standing erect. There was a certain majes-
ty in her form as she stood upright but helpless,

reminding Elias of some newly descended angel,
whose unaccustomed feet doubted the earth's

vile contact. The mingled command and entreaty
of the attitude was not to be resisted. Elias ap-

proached her in some fear for her, and indeed no
sooner had she seen her relatives returning, than
she sank back on her sofa and fainted.

Her kind-hearted, quick-handed maids were
soon about her, and had her completely restored

;

and in half an hour Elias was sipping his tea with
a sort of sad, stern peace at his heart concerning

Hirell, whom Mrs. Chamberlayne had promised to

cherish as a daughter so long as he should think

fit to let her remain at Brockhurst.

If Robert Chamberlayne felt much surprise,
when he came in to his tea, at the sight of his

mother's visitors, he did not allow his surprise to

embarrass himself or them very long ;
but began

to talk about his own affairs, his worry and dis-

appointment about the new farm, and other home

matters, with unusual volubility ;
the whole drift

of his discourse being to show his mother the ur-

gent necessity for him to take up his quarters for

a time at the hooded house. This unsympathetic
and selfish conduct of Robert's, instead of disgust-

ing, seemed to please both his mother and Elias
;

his other listener being too much prostrated by
sadness and exhaustion to notice any thing that

was said or done. She sat like a tired child
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whose mind was incapable of understanding the

things that the others talked of.

Elias had left Brockhurst the next morning,
and it was not till after his departtire that Mrs.

Chamberlayne began to feel some misgivings as

to the charge she had undertaken.

When the door closed upon her father, Hirell,
who was sitting on a chair near it, rose, stretched

out her hand as if to re-open it, but refrained, and

again sat down. Her gesture had been so impet-

uous, so passionate, Mrs. Chamberlayne thought
to hear a childish exclamation of grief or sudden
burst of tears, but she was mistaken

;
Hirell was

quite still and mute. It was then Mrs. Cham-
berlayne felt a keen regret at not being able to

rise and go to her. Calling her to her side was
such a different thing. She felt very kindly to-

wards her, and was grieved to see how much a

stranger Hirell evidently felt her to be.

Like some wild mountain-bird, whose broken

wing had let it fall into a rich garden, she looked
with startled eyes, bewildered and stupefied, on
the strange things about her. Her sad heart,
more passionately loyal in its sadness than ever

to the old home, the old mountains, the old cus-

toms, turned against all she saw. In her mind she
was certainly grateful for the kindnesses shown

her, but she regarded them as the listless eye of
a dying bird regards the dainties which children

hold to the wires of its cage to bribe it back to

life and song. They had no power to comfort or

to arouse her.

Day after day she went, in obedience to Mrs.

Chamberlayne's wish, to walk about the garden,

every yard of which, above and below, began to

be a revelation of fresh beauty such beauty as

was not to 'be found in her wild mountain home,
while the thick trees hid fuller choirs of birds than
she had ever heard before, singing the prologue
of the summer. She looked most often to the

clouds, that best imitated her own hills. Mrs.

Chamberlayne used to watch her looking up at

them, and think how strange a fancy it was for

such young eyes to seek so wistfully through blos-

soms and fresh green and sunshine for the clouds

whose shadows dim their beauty.
When the minister's letter about Hugh reached

her it increased her depression, and seemed to

make her more than ever sick of the world.

The soft, rich beauty of the budding Kentish
summer was too exquisite not to be apparent to

her-^not to be a pain or a delight. It was a pain
it touched her to the quick moving, yet sick-

ening her spirit, like the passionate pleading of
an unwelcome wooer.

Mrs. Chamberlayne watched and waited for

improvement, but she watched and waited vain-

ly. Perfectly tractable and gentle as her charge
was in all her outward conduct, she felt her heart

was yet as unapproachable and untamable in its

pain as the wildest creature's in creation.

One morning she missed her. The poor bird

was not, as usual, fluttering wearily about her sun-

ny cage. She lay still in a corner of it, with dull,

heavy eye, and dry, beating throat.

Mrs. Chamberlayne made her servants carry
her on her light garden couch into Hirell's room,
which was on the same floor as her own, and she

found her in her bed too ill to move, moaning
quietly, and murmuring piteously, "Father, "and"

Kezia," and other old home names.
After that Mrs. Chamberlayne's doctor from

Reculcester, whose handsome brougham used to

step twice a week regularly outside the ivied

house, became a daily visitor at Brockhurst.

Every evening, at dusk, Mr. Robert used to cross

the lawn and sit in the American chair outside
his mother's window, and they would talk togeth-
er in low voices.

At one time the smart, lively servant-maids
went about the house on tiptoe, with faces and
voices very much subdued. Mrs. Chamberlayne
became pale and worn-looking. Mr. Robert paid
brief visits to her window many times in the day.
Straw was laid down on the roadside of the house
to deaden the rumbling of the carts and wagons.

CHAPTER XLIII.

.

"
THE REFUGE DISCOVERED.

BUT the dark time passed over
;
the patient's

youth and fine constitution brought her safely
through all the dangers by which she had been
so fiercely beset. The straw was gathered away,
the wagons rumbled by as heavily as before, the
senrants knocked with their brooms, and sang,
and gossipped, and slammed doors. Mrs. Cham-
berlayne's faint color returned to her cheek, her

charge was still safe in her keeping.
One June morning this young kinswoman of

Mrs. Chamberlayne's woke from a refreshing

sleep, and looked with an affectionate and grate-
ful gaze about her room. It was the look of a

person whose life for many weeks had been as

one dark night. She had a sweet and bright

morning for her awakening. Its light came

through the striped dimity curtain that met across

the open window, which admitted the scents of

hay and lilac-time.

"Thy servant liveth thy sun is sweet," she

said, and the tears stole softly and peacefully
down the wasted cheeks.

The maid came in with her trim breakfast-

tray ;
the arrangement of which Mrs. Chamber-

layne had superintended, looking at it, before she

let it go, with her head on one side, as lovingly as

any would-be R. A. parting with his first picture.

A picture Hirell found it, with its old silver

service, pretty pale pink china, delicate white loaf,

so different from the coarse, almost black bread

of Bod Elian, its pat of butter impressed with the

prettiest of all the little wooden' stamps kept for

the purpose in the Brockhurst dairy, the freshly-

gathered flowers on its snowy cloth, the magazine

just come by post, the little pearl paper-knife beside

it all these Hirell's soft, grateful eye took note of

as the servant placed the tray upon her bed, and
covered her shoulders, and told her she looked so

much better and "morenat'ral," and didn't she

smell the hay ? They were making it in the

Crosspath field, and were going to mow the Star

meadow to-morrow, and cook's hands ached with

drawing the ale, and she, Susan herself, must go
and help, but would be back soon, to see how she

got on Avith her breakfast.

Then Hirell when she was gone felt her

heart beginning to stir a little, like something that

had been numbed and is quickening. The sick

bird began to lift up its head and warm itself in

the sunshine from which it had shrank before
;

but even as it did so it again cowered and shiver-
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ed, as if it had suddenly seen rising once more

the head of the serpent that had wounded it.

Ilirell drew back a little from the tray, pale

and faint, and looking down on the flowers in fear

and anguish.
To make the tray still more inviting to the in-

valid, Mrs. Chamberlayne had laid a letter that

had come for her charge among the flowers she

had gathered for her.
"
What," said Hirell to herself,

" not over yet

not over yet ! Oh, I can not bear much !

What can he be cruel enough to say to me now ?"

She drew the letter from where it lay, under a

long green leaf holding a lily of the valley, and

tore it open with fingers that trembled so she

could scarcely keep the paper still enough to see

to read it.

And this was her letter :

"Mr DEAR HIRELL, It was but at eight

o'clock last night, while I was dining with some
friends at my new town-house in Eaton Square,
that I heard for the first time of your place of

abode and illness. I now write this from a vil-

lage ale-house only a couple of miles from you ;

where I mean to stay till I see you, and renew the

conversation so abruptly broken at Werge Castle,

by causes that originated at least in my over-pru-
dent anxiety for you as well as for myself.

" Before daybreak I was beneath your window,
which I soon discovered by signs that I thought
could not mislead me

;
and while I listened, I

heard your window opened, saw your nurse look

out, and report to you on the beauty of the morning
heard you answer her. How I refrained from

then speaking to you, from then demanding instant

admittance to you, surely the recording angel will

note to my credit, knowing I did it only as fearing
to startle and injure you. You know not how I

have sought you. Since our ill-omened parting
at Bod Elian, I have had neither rest ofbody nor

peace of mind. This is a third attempt in search

of you here. I came before your arrival, and I

went away deceived. Then I sent our friend, Mr.

Jarman, and he went to the other farm. Now
again I come, and find you, never again to lose

sight of you. Be sure of that.
' '

Hirell, I can not live without you. I have
trie'd yes, I have tried and failed. Will you
now punish me for this honest confession, or for-

giveme because of its honesty ? Ah, yes. Love,
true love, rich as life and profound as death this

is your need and mine. We have gone too far

to retreat : so, darling, trust me henceforward as

you would trust your own soul. I see clearly, at

last, my wants and my duty : both bring me
here.

"
Hirell, dearest, I can not bear to say to you

in this cold-blooded fashion things that ought to

be said, and must be said, when we are face to

face. Then, when the whole world that is to

say, whatever of sweet savor the world contains

is concentrated, essenced in you, and I need

only to look at you, listen to you, then, indeed,

may I speak to you out of the fullness of my own
yearning, passionate beliefand worship thatwhich
shall not be unworthy for you to hear.

"
I have wronged you in many things that you

know of, but there is one wrong of which you do

not^know you are too unselfish to have discover-
ed

it, too deeply engrossed for others when you
care for them to have found me out in this.

Enough, I have found myself out, and now play
the informer, not without secret hope of reward.
I have defrauded you ! Do not look startled

do not disbelieve. I have not taken of your
worldly goods ; no, but I have, in my delectable

egotism, in my calm consciousness of superiority
of sex, social position, age, experience, and what

not, defrauded you of love's sweetest and most

precious offerings, the outpourings of a worship-

ping heart. Can you help turning away in dis-

gust if I tell you that I have discovered, since your
absence has compelled me to look more sharply
into things, and above all, into myself, that it is

you who have played the lover, and I who have
condescended to be so loved ! Am I not judged
now judged, sentenced, and given over to swift

execution ?

"Laugh at me that is my true punishment.
I laugh at myself, but with a bitterness of scorn

that heaven forefend you should ever feel towards
the humblest thing that breathes, much less to-

'

wards me. Laugh at me if you can but when

you have done so, remember God loves mercy as

well as justice. Above all, forget not I am now
a suppliant at your feet. I descend from the

throne, place my beautiful one there instead, and
hencefoith take my seat on the steps, and on the

level of her footstool.

"Hirell, I begin to understand myself and you
better, much better. Is it fortunate or unfortu-

nate, that you in the process improve on acquaint-
ance while I horribly deteriorate ? But then do

you not see that goodness like yours, so pure,

sweet, exalted, boundless, could not possibly have

been given by God for your own personal grati-

fication alone ? And therefore, sinner that I am,
unregenerate even in my regeneration, I can not

but conclude that the excess on your side is meant
to balance the defect in mine

;
and that the two

have but to coalesce to become both perfect for

this life which is earth, remember, not heaven.
' ' In deep sincerity of heart, Hirell, I ask yon

to pardon that which I can never again speak
of while I live, never again think of without

shame, and which I will not deny, even though I

might with some show of truth do so. It would
not be true truth I own that; you saw to the

depth of my guilty soul
;
and then I saw too

;

and now bend before you humbly, and in a con-

trite spirit, as the prayer-books say, to ask your
full forgiveness.
"To assure me of that, I need only one little

line from those dear gentle fingers, that even hard

work could not spoil, and that I have so often

kissed in wonder and reverence of soul one little

line only, saying to me '

Sinner, come.'

"All else (and how much that includes you
can not, I am sure, conceive) I will then tell you ;

and if I do not satisfy you, I will ask no more,
but go my way and demand of myself, if enough
sense remains to me to answer the question
' Can it be that thou hast won this priceless treas-

ure and lost her ?'

" But I will not lose her. No, thank God, she

is not lost. She will get better, and there is a

vain belief in my heart that I can help her, not

only to get better still, but well, quite well, and

with rapid steps, when she once more admits me
to her society, the only society that John CunlifF,

baronet as he is, M.P. as he is, and worldly to the

heart's core as he begins to fear he has long been,
now finds he cares for.
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"
Hirell, only one little line to bid the truant

'come!'
"If you are unfit to talk, let me only look on

you, rest with you but a few minutes, and I will

leave you in boundless content and gratitude.
Ever yours, and yours only,

"JOHN CUNLIFF."

This letter did Hirell some good as well as

harm. It had re-opened her heart's wound, but
it hud poured balm into it. When Susan came
to take away her breakfast she begged for a pen-
cil and paper, and wrote her answer.

"DEAR SIR, I pray you not to think too much
about my illness. I am getting better. God has
raised up for me in my need friends whom only
he can thank. They have saved me not only
from death, but from something much worse than
death my own heart's despair and base ingrati-
tude. I shudder as I look back upon the way I

have come, but there is light near me and above

me, and I am trusting that in time peace may
come again.

" I am grieved that you have written to me,
yet inexpressibly thankful for much you say in

your good and kind letter. I wish I knew how
to make you understand what I feel. I do so

want and now more than ever that you have

given me so great a relief that you shall think

of me as kindly as I must think of you. Dear

sir, all else is at an end between us do believe

that, for it is so !

' ' You ask my forgiveness. I do give it to you,
I do indeed, with all my heart, and soul, and

strength, and humbly as becomes one so much be-

neath you.
"I find I can write no more. Dear Mrs.

Chamberlayne will be angry with me for sitting

up so long to do this, for I write very slow and

painfully, and I hope you will excuse any mistake,
for there is a sort of mist comes over my eyes at

times that frightens me.
"So now, dear sir, with many wishes and

prayers for your happiness, in this world and in

the next, I am your humble servant,
"HIRELL MORGAN.

"
P.S. I can now say, without one pang at my

heart, that I believe you were right in thinking
the position of your wife unfit for me. If at times

thoughts of me make you impatient with yourself,
think of that too and that my last words to you
were to ask you to do so."

"When her letter was finished and given to Su-
san to post, Hirell lay down and slept for some
hours

;
and in the afternoon, though quiet and

peaceful, was too ill to bear the blind up, or to see

any of the haymaking in the Cross-path fields.

She passed a good night, and found no letter

among her flowers to disturb her at her break-

fast. She read a chapter in her little Bible with-

out much pain to her eyes, for the first time for

many days. She lay half sleeping, with a smile

on her lips, and the book open in her feeble

hands, when her nurse came in with a letter,

which she said Clutterbuck's boy from the "
Hop

Pole" had just brought, and to which answer was
to be waited for. It bore the writing she expect-

ed, but sorrowed to see.

"
HIRELL, I will not receive this from you.

Rather than destroy the paper on which your fin-

gers have traced your thoughts, I would tear mv
own flesh off my body, but I have torn up that

which you have now sent me. When shall I see

you ? Choose your own time. I can wait.

"JOHN

When Mrs. Chamberlayne was brought in to

pay her usual morning visit, she found, to her

surprise, Hirell sitting up, pale as her night-dress,
and with bright, excited eyes, writing a letter.

"
Hirell, this is very wrong really it is will-

ful, "she said.

"Please forgive me,"answered Hirell, "but I
am doing that which I must not leave undone.
I will rest and do all you wish me, but do not
hinder me my head is strange, and I must fin-

ish."

"Don't distress yourself, my child. I will

leave you, but exert yourself no more than you are

positively obliged.
"

Left to herself, she wrote on her old danger-
ous fever-red creeping back into her cheek, and

making thp tears scorch her, as now and then in

the pauses of her thoughts they stole slowly
down.

"Sm, "she wrote, "again and again in the
darkness of my long black night, when a little

space of sense came to me, I felt such bitterness

of sorrow that I was glad to go back again even
to that shelter if only to forget.

"Always it was the same the cry of my heart

against you, sir, which I could not help but begin
to pour out, till my own thoughts stifled me, and
there was a blank once more.

" You will not, you say, heed the one last dear
wish of my soul, that we should part in peace.
O God forgive you for the wrong you do, for the

suffering you inflict !

"What I was when you found me, you know.
Sad often, when I dreamed of that great world

without, and compared it with my own narrow

gloomy home, but happy in the love of my father,
and all in my house

;
and if I was too conscious

how they exalted me, I never forgot that it was

they, not myself, to whom my seeming elevation

was due.
" There you found me. You were in great

trouble, sir, and what woman's heart could help

doing what mine did trying to comfort you, even

while I sought to keep such things unknown.
" There you saw me day by day, hour by hour

saw my father, and what I was to him saw

my ignorance, my every defect. You knew me
I dare to say it as truly as it was in your na-

ture to know me, had the years we passed togeth-
er been more in number than the weeks of our

real acquaintance." You loved me, you said. How I trusted you
in return I need not speak of. But I would have

given you more, a thousand-thousand times more,
had that been possible, than I did give. How
often have I not prayed to God to enrich my
heart, to enlighten my soul, to make me worthy
ofbeing given to one so full of all that stamps hon-

or and nobleness on the name of man ! I do not

think any poor creature ever knelt in secret witli

more boundless, swelling gratitude, or with more
sense of the glory of life and of the world than I

did, for the wondrous chance of knowing and be-

ing loved by you. It was a secret I knew not
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how sufficiently to keep. I have cried often

when, unawares, words, looks, or accidents of any

kind, made me think I had been unmaidenly in

not concealing both the delight and pride I felt.

* ' And once loving you, from that time I could

have borne any disappointment, however bitter,

if only it did not come from you.
" You told me at Ewyn y lihaiadr you had in-

tended to leave me, and then made me confess

my love. I thought of it afterwards, and while

my heart was in its joyfulness and pride, found

great pleasure in the remembrance. I thought
of it on the evening of that dreadful day, and felt I

could have been reconciled by the remembrance
to the worst, could have forgiven your thoughtless-
ness in committing me to such a hopeless future,
had you simply told me in a fitting manner you
could not marry me.

"
I tremble and shiver when I think of myself

on that day, and of what might have been had
not a higher hand protected me overwhelmed,
in darkness from which there seemed no escaping
but by a cry to you, who watched and waited,

seeking if there were but one spot in the poor soul

through which evil powers might steal, with you
to follow them in triumph.

<:
Oh, sir! Oh, sir! you have wrung this from

me, as you might by a like inhuman violence

squeeze the' blood out of this weak body. I

wanted to spare you this. I yearned to be per-
mitted to think you would be sorry for all this

when we had separated, and that then I, like so

many more, might watch your good works, and
desire all else to be forgotten. This, too, is only
another dream. Well, I shall dream never, never
more !

" I am ill veiy ill. Jf you try me much more

you will kill me.
"

I do forgive, in spite of all I have said only,
let me rest. I entreat you, let me rest, and may
the peace that passeth all understanding be yours
is slill the prayer of HIRKLL MORGAN."

CHAPTER XLIV.

DARK DAYS.

HIRELL continued to recover slowly, but Mrs.

Chamberlayne was not mistaken in saying that

the excitement of her correspondence with Sir

John Cunliff had taken all the spring from her

recovery. She became well enough to join her

aunt in the pleasant old "parlor, to change the

flowers in the Chinese vases for her, to go on
with her lessons in Welsh stocking-knitting ;

but

Mrs. Chamberlayne saw, under the true eagerness
to please, an apathy and a listlessness that the

girl spent all her little strength in trying to con-

ceal.
' ' Do you think you can never like Nytimber,

Hirell, dear?" she asked. once, as she saw her

grand-niece standing in the window and looking
as usual, riot down along the alleys

'

of the gar-

den, but up at the white clouds.

Hirell could not answer her throat seemed to

tighten. She still looked up at the sky as long
as she could see for the upwelling tears, and that
moment felt a loathing for the bright blooming
country about her, that smothered the gentle and
grateful reply she would fain have given. She
thought of her own home as of something cold

and soulless, out of which all the life and joy had

passed forever
;
but it was as a mother thinks of

her dead child feeling it to be far dearer in its

coldness and soullessness than any strange one,
however beautiful.

The lovely yellow laburnums were all in their

glory, shining here and there among the old trees

of the garden like sunshine, that both bloomed
and burned. And Hirell was conscious of them
as a bereaved mother is of the tossing golden
locks of some strange fair child. She withdrew
her eyes, and answered her aunt with an inward
shiver :

"It is very pretty."
Mrs. Chamberlayne did not try to draw from

her a more direct answer to her question, but in

her own mind began to fear the understanding
and healing of this strange, suffering heart was

beyond her skill.

She was better yes she could move about,

only feeling a little tired
;
but she began to think

she should never have her old health and light-
heartedness again, she should never care for life

any more. Living would be like climbing a toil-

some hill to look upon a prospect that she had

seen, by some magician's aid, to be barren and

dreaiy ;
it would be like watching the unfolding

of a rose at whose heart she knew a canker to be

lying. It was in vain she told herself that health

and happiness would come again ;
the most alarm-

ing thing to her was the certainty, the sharp re-

ality, of her heart's suffering and despair. When
Mrs. Chamberlayne prepared little surprises for

her, which she often did, a new dress, or bon-

net, or something that she thought would please
her Hirell would thank her with expressions of

pleasure and gratitude which she thought must be

sincere, till a choking feeling at her throat and a

hot mist at her eyes made her say to herself,
"Miserable hypocrite, you know you have no
more gratitude than a stone for these things."
When she prayed, a half-smiling, half-cynical

face came between her and the glory and power
she had once been, used to feel through her in-

most soul, when she knelt at Bod Elian, in the

chapel of her people. It seemed to waylay her
most passionate sentences of prayer, and smile

over and reason with her about them half in

mirth and half in earnestness and wisdom. She
knew it was the recollection of things Cunliff had
said at different times, in the same bantering
manner in which this haunting voice spoke to

her.

Her own fate was a great mystery to her.

Why should it have come upon her ? this pecu-
liar trouble. Why should her peace have been
broken in upon, and her faith in life, and the

world, and heaven itself, been so cruelly shaken.

She asked things of her own heart and in her

prayers piteously, but not impatiently, though day
after day dragged on and left her unenlightened,
and her weariness and hopelessness increased.

Late one evening Mrs. Chamberlayne was car-

ried to her room, and in her gentle way gave her

unwelcome news. She brought her another let-

ter. She did not wish to give it, she told Hirell,

knowing how much she had been disturbed by
others from the same writer; but Kobert had

given his word to Sir John Cunliff, who had ap-

pealed to him, that it should be placed in Hirell's

hands that night.

When her aunt had left her, Hirell held her
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hands clasped in her lap a moment, looking at

the letter as it lay on the table before her, with

something of her father's sternness in her eyes.
It remained there when she opened it, and

while she read it through.

"Hirell, your letter is horrible but I do not

wonder at it. As soon as I can forget the smart,
I shall only see in it new evidence of what you
are. That I already know.

"This is sent to say that if ever man was

ashamed, I am.
" What can you need more ?
" I must, in spite of all, keep some self-respect,

or be worthless alike to myself and others. Do
not ask further abasement. *

" This is a black spot in my life, which I will

wash out.
"

I have again read your painful letter inex-

pressibly painful ! I have brought myself to re-

ceive it, as I am sure it was in your own secret,

tender, and loving soul meant to be received, as

the inevitable overflow of a wronged love towards
its wronger. I lay it to my heart. I will read
it again and again, till I have drawn out of it,

if possible, every bit of virtue it contains for

the healing of distempered minds. Hirell, I

have wept over it, for the first time since man-
hood.
" Are you now content ? It is idle to talk of

my going aAvay. I shall never go away without

you !

"But you are ill. Oh, my sweet darling, if I

migh$ but be by you, to nurse you, to amuse you,
to lighten your load of depression !

"You Avant mirth, not medicine hope, not

anodynes the one who loves you, and whom you
love have you not said so ? and not troops of

bewailing friends.
" But you think to teach me patience, perhaps.

So be it. Hirell, there is nothing I will not learn,
if only you say it will please you, and make you
grow strong.

"Shall I tell you what I have been dreaming
about of late ? Yes. Because I want to know
what you think of the dream.

"Hirell, I often wonder whether you are like

the clerk of Oxenford,of whom our first great na-

tional poet, Chaucer, speaks, when he says

"'And gladly \vould he learn, and gladly teach.'

Hirell, tell me frankly, would you gladly learn ?
" Do you wonder why I ask ? Listen. I am

going to propose something that I see beforehand
will be veiy dangerous to me, and perhaps very
foolish, into the bargain.u What subject ever asks his despotic queen to

put on attributes that shall give her greater pow-
er than before over him ? Yet that is what I am
about to do, either because I can't help myself, or
because I have such unbounded faith in my own
particular despot." What if you were a queen suddenly trans-

formed as regards blood, descent, and position
but in all other respects just such as you are

;
a

queen who must reign, say at the risk of war and

bloodshed, and social convulsion- what would be

your first desire, the immediate and overpowering
cry of your soul ?

* ' Would it not be,
* O God, make me fit ! make

me fit ?'
" And what, Hirell, would you make fit ? Is

the vista of difficulty so appalling in detail, so in-

terminable in apparent length, that you can not

readily grasp the whole, and say to yourself,
' Can

I, or can I not do this thing ?"
" You might say

' No '

at once, in your sweet

modesty, humility, and inexperience when these
are placed side by side with an idea apparently so
formidable as this, of turning a poor simple maid-

en, fresh from tending her sheep on the Welsh
mountains, into a woman capable of queening it

in the eyes of a critical world.
" But can you say

' No '

to the actual truth, as
I shall now put it before you ? I think not.

"Hirell, you need one, two, perhaps three

years (for I will rather exaggerate than diminisli

the sacrifice I am about to ask from you) of that

particular kind of education that shall best sup-
plement the education given you by your father

(a truly admirable one, for how else could you be
that which you are ?) ;

of an education that shall

qualify you to converse in any circle on the topics
that are always current there, and in the tone pe-
culiar to the best-bred women. Hirell, my ear
even now seems to listen entranced to the music
of your voice, than which nothing can be more
full of fascination, sweet and pure, trained as it

might be, and to your own enjoyment. I care
little for mere accomplishments, but I do not
think you would find the French language any dif-

ficulty. Do you remember the lesson I once gave
you, and in which you really delighted me by your
progress, only it was impossible to get you far-

ther, for your mocking laughter and unseasonable
merriment ?

"As to music, you ought to sing and play to

perfection. Hugh has impregnated your whole

being with the love of sweet sounds
;
and music

is to me, when good, a supreme enjoyment. Still

I should wish no more than this that you bent

your mind steadily to it for a sufficient time
;
then

if you were not satisfied, I would cheerfully say,
'Let it go.'" How do you like the first half of my sermon ?

Is it very hard to accept ? You laugh ! Well you
may ! They are indeed trifles.

" But there is another limb to the homily. I
am a rich man, a man of rank, a politician, like-

ly to be a minister some day, if my ambition and

my industry hold. What ought these things to

involve for my wife ? More, much more, I take

leave to say, than the wives of men like myself
generally give to their husbands. I shall mention
in few words one point as suggestive of all the

rest. I should not like my wife to become a fu-

rious fanatic in politics, but I should like her to

take a real living interest in the subject, if only
for my sake.

" Can you, Hirell, for my sake,do such things ?

They demand work, perseverance, devotion, but

success is assured, and the reward great. Tho
very best masters England can give would be at

your service.

"Dare I even dream that I deserve to have
such a wife as mine would be, if to her present
self these externals and improvements were
added.
"I will not answer that. I only know how I

need her.
" Once more I plead for the line, the one little

: line,
'

Sinner, come to me !

'

I
"I will come. I will, indeed, whether you say

.
it or no

5
but not yet, nor without your permis-
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sion, if I can get it, or see hope of getting it with-

in any endurable time.

"Believe me I suffer in your suffering, and

dare not do aught rashly to endanger or retard

even for an hour your recovery, for which I will

this night try to pray to God, where, I am
ashamed to say, I have not knelt, even in thought,
for many,many years, in the solitude of my cham-

ber. Yes, I will try to pray to Him to make

your restoration as swift and entire as your best

friend could wish, among whom henceforward I

claim the first place.
"Did I say claim? Strike out the word for

me. I can only plead but I do it with a pas-
sionate something gnawing at my heart, Avhich

you alone can remove.
" I will read nothing more I swear it, from

you till I see the words
"

'Sinner, come, for pardon and peace, first
;

then for
'

"
I will not conclude my sentence, in the hope

you will do it for me. Ever yours sincerely,
"JOHN R. CUNLIFF.

" P.S. You have been in haste to answer my
previous letters, and in your haste have been
most cruel. In answering this a repentant and
true heart's last appeal to you take time, and I

will wait, trusting to God your leisure may be
more merciful than your haste. J. R. C.

"

The letter read and laid down, Hirell leaned
back in her soft little chintz-covered chair, and,
turning her face against it, shed some bitter tears

over its bright roses.

But in a little while her father's strong, stern

spirit seemed again to enter her heart, and rouse
and strengthen it, and she got up to fetch her

writing things, and began her answer immedi-

ately.

"
SIR, I reply to your letter at once. I have

so few words to say that I find it quite unneces-

sary to take time to choose them as you suggest.
Sir John Cunliff, believe me. as one to whom you
know truth is dear, there is nothing now that you
can write or speak that would make me change
my determination never to become your wife. I

entreat you, therefore, not to pain me by so hu-

miliating that which I in my own mind had set

up higher than all things but God. For you do
humiliate yourself by using your powers in plead-

ings to one who can never more bave faith in you.
Though I can not read your words of repentance
without tears, I do not believe in them. Oh, sir,

you are not repentant of more than having lost

Avhat you wished for by setting too low a price on
it. No, it is the simple truth that I do not believe

in your repentance or your sorrow. Indeed, sir,

in your kindly expressed intentions with regard
to my better instruction, and in your generous
compliments to myself, I could fancy you almost

gay, or at least in a state of mind little in keeping
with the broken spirit you profess to plead with,
and so movingly as to cause me many tears, not-

withstanding my doubt of it.
"
If you persist in taking advantage of the

kindness of my aunt and Robert, I must trouble

my lather in the matter, which I shall be loath to

do, as he has enough to bear. Your humble
servant, HIRELL MORGAN."

CHAPTER XLV.
EVENING VOICES.

THE next afternoon another letter was brought
to Hirell, as she sat in the garden by Mrs. Cham-
berlayne's couch.

"This is the last I shall read from him, aunt,"
she said, as she opened it. "If he sends any
more I shall send them to father to answer."

"Mr DEAREST HIRELL, "wrote Cunliff, "still

dearest, in spite of all your harsh words, so you do
not believe in my repentance and sorrow well,

you shall at least believe in my patience and my
love. I bear all that you say to me in a spirit as

meek as even you could desire a sinner to take
his punishment a sufferer to kiss the rod. I
have been most unwise, most cruel, in troubling

you just now, while you are so ill, and so over-

whelmed by anxiety about your family. I have
written to my friend Kezia, for information as to

poor Hugh's health, and am so truly rejoiced to

hear he is recovering. In his next start in the
world I trust to be allowed to be of some assist-

ance to him. And now I must tell you a most

annoying thing has happened, which compels me
to go instantly to London. A great debate is

coming on in the House of Commons
;
the result

may influence the fate of the ministry; every
vote is important ; and, in a word, honor and

eveiy consideration of duty and character de-

mand my presence. I am obliged to own I
must go.

" Can you not in this feel for me ?

"I write hurriedly, for I have already delayed
too long."

Hirell, dearest, I will make a compact with

you. One I little thought of a few hours ago. I
Avill promise you on my sacred honor to leave you
alone henceforward, not only till Parliament is

over, but for some little time beyond, only en-

treating you to take no step in the mean time
that will make our union impossible.

I won't deny I have my own objects to serve in

this. I want to be free when I do again place

myself at your feet; so I will stay patiently in

London that, to me, hideous wen till Parlia-

ment adjourns, then dispatch arrears of indispen-
sable private business, and be with you immedi-

ately after.
' '"How I shall exist till then I know not. Still

I exact no new promise, no fresh bonds, but offer

you liberty for so long a period, trusting that your
sense of justice (even if there be no more tender a

thing pleading for me in your heart) may keep

you from doing any thing to make my voluntary
absence a cruel mockery. By the time this

reaches you I shall have left Kent. Yours ever

truly, JOHN R. CUNLIFF."

All day Hirell could not think of the letter

without a certain vague alarm at the idea of

seeming to give Cunliff' permission to hope, by
being silent. But she saw no good in writing ;

and, on the whole, felt it better to let her last

words stand as a final answer. Then, too, his

absence was an expressible relief to her.

She seemed able to breathe more freely to

hear sounds about the house without starting and

trembling her slim form when she sat down look-

ed more restful her very voice had more neace

and sweetness in it.
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When Hirell went to bed it was still daylight,
and she stood a minute or two at her window,
listening to the gradually subsiding hum of the

village that pleasantest sound of all the long
summer's day when mothers are calling home
their children from their daisy-gathering in the

roadside meadows, and neighbors gossip across

fragrant garden hedges,and bird-boys and plough-

boys, just home from work, are shouting over their

mysterious games, with mouths full of bread and
butter and the blacksmith is putting out his

fire, and pot-house politicians are waxing warm
in the little corner garden, where pewter mugs are

turned down upon the dahlia-sticks. They are

doubtless politicians of most narrow, illogical,

and coarsely expressed opinions ; the blacksmith

,very likely breaks some promise concerning the

shoeing of somebody's horse, in putting out his

fire so early ; the boys at play probably cheat in

the laws of their games ;
the neighbors gossiping

over the sweet-peas are perhaps virulent scandal-

mongers ;
the mothers calling home their children

may "be harsh-voiced and ungentle, bringing the

little ones in trembling haste from out the long-
flowered grass, which has been to them as a won-
derful fairy forest where they could fight their

way easily with their soft little hands, and lose

and find each other at will. And how strange
that out of such discords should flow a sound so

sweet and full of mysterious happiness, so redolent

ofhome and comfort, and the poetry 'of labor and
of rest, as that which floats softly to Hirell's win-

dow, with the odors of the little Nytimber gar-
dens. It is as if the earth in the beauty of its

fading summer day and coming summer night
has been attuned to yield nothing but music,
even to the bitter and complaining breath of hu-

manity.
Hirell stood and listened to this homely and

pleasant murmur, which, in the full, large voice

of nature, rich with the chirpings of callow black-

birds in the elms, and the jovial whirring of gnats
and tinkling of sheep-bells, was small andjlreamy,
like an infant's crying overpowered by its mother's

lullaby. As Hirell listened it sounded to her as

the happy murmur of a world from which her

sorrow parted her. She felt very lonely, and al-

most sadder than when her trouble had been new.
Then her spirit had been content to lie crushed,
but now that it tried to rise it felt bitterly how
much it had been wounded and enfeebled.

The stars that were golden in the waning day-
light grew brilliant and silvery as the evening

deepened; the nightingale began to sing in the

screen of trees dividing the two long fields dotted

with little hillocks of hay. The village hum came
to her softly and sweetly, and moved her heart

with a great tenderness for the world of which it

seemed to speak so pleasantly. Her thoughts,
as she looked up at the stars, fell into a silent

entreaty for comfort, and a reconciliation of her

soul with life, and life's duties and pleasures.
From that sorrow in which she felt she had been

placed as in an ark of safety when sinking in dan-

gerous waters, she sent a prayer, as Noah sent the

dove, entreating God that if one green leaf of hope
were left for her on the waste of her grief-invaded

life, He would let some messenger bring it to her

for her sad heart's comfort.

CHAPTER XLVI.
AT THE HOODED HOUSE.

SIR JOHN CUNLIFP had left Kent very well

pleased with Robert Chamberlayne.
On the morning of the same day on which Hi-

rell had received his farewell letter he had called
on Robert at the Hooded House, It was the
first time he had done this, though he had twice

waylaid the young farmer in his fields, and found
him tolerably genial and willing to assist him in

getting his letters conveyed to Hirell.

It is true he might not have found him so kind
a friend in this respect, had he not managed, and
without saying any thing positively untrue, to

make Robert believe it was solely on her father's

account that she was now refusing him ; after, as

Sir John assured him, there had been a solemn

engagement between them.
Robert certainly thought the baronet hardly

treated, and said as much.
"It's their religion," he muttered, "it's al-

ways making them do some unheard-of thing."
Robert had sat in the little Nytimber church

till its doctrines had become bone of his bone,
and flesh of his flesh. He was not bigoted he
believed in some men being able to see farther

than lie saw in such matters even farther than
the portly old Vicar of Nytimber himself could
see but in his own heart Robert had a calm

deep-rooted content in the old state of things that

had agreed so well with the Chamberlaynes and
their land time out of mind. He had a great

respect for Elias and his stern, high principles,
and for the sweet, fearless transparency of Hirell's

nature
; but, do as he would, Robert could not

help seeing in their constant trouble and the pov-

erty of their land, a sort ofjudgment on them for

departing from the more orthodox and comforta-

ble state of things.
"When Sir .John called upon him, Robert was

sitting down to a one o'clock dinner in the un-

furnished dining-room of the Hooded House
;

and it
.
did not take his visitor many minutes to

discoA
rer that Robert's self - banishment from

Brockhurst was attended by nqt a few inconven-

iences, and sacrifices of domestic comfort.

The easy-chair and one or two favorite pictures
the pretty little davenport, with its stand of

books the bouquet of roses, and other luxuries

and ornamentations sent over by Mrs. Chamber-

layne, looked almost absurd in the great unfur-

nished room, the ceiling of which was not entire-

ly free from cobwebs.

Sir John's quick eye also noted that the simple
dinner was ill-cooked and ill-served, and that Rob-
ert seemed afraid of uttering his remonstrances

loud enough for Mrs. Payne, who was very deaf,

to hear. He evidently had as great a horror of

rousing her temper, as -of rousing a kennelled

mastiff; ancl indeed his visitor saw it was not

without some reason
;
for when Robert asked for

another plate and glass for Sir John, she inform-

ed him flatly that she had not agreed to cook for

all the parish, or all the strangers that liked to

come after him,
' '

ringing the bells as if a body
had no ears."

When Sir John had praised the views from the

hooded windows, and had had the politeness to

discover that he was fond of home-made bread

and cheese, the only thing on the table that Rob-
ert ventured to recommend him, Hirell was spo-
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ken of, and Sir John's intentions concerning her

made known to Robert.

Robert thought the plan of leaving Ilirell alone

till she should be sufficiently strong to hear Sir

John plead his own cause personally, a good one,

and said so.

Then Cunliff thanked him for having befriend-

ed him thus far, and asked him bluntly if he

might go in the hope that he would still continue

to further his cause as much as lay in his power,
both with Hirell and her family.

When the question was put to him, Robert was

standing by the window, and for a moment or

two afterwards he remained silent, looking out on

scenes that were too familiar to him not to speak
now as eloquent witnesses of his own past hopes.
But thinking of those hopes now did not injure

Sir John's cause
;

for the strongest among them
had been the hope of making Hirell's sad life hap-

pier. And from all that Robert had learnt of

her state, from the words she had uttered during
her illness, from his knowledge of the fascination

she would find in a man of Cunliff 's tastes and

accomplishments from all these Robert had

gathered the firm belief, that Hirell Morgan's

happiness now depended on her marriage with the

man who was asking him to stand his friend.

Cunliff studied Robert's face that moment or

two furtively and shrewdly, and the study gave
him additional respect for the friend he wanted
to take up his cause. He saw a man who was
not ashamed or too much afraid of his own weak-
ness to think over unflinchingly before another

man the tenderest secrets of his heart. Sir John
would not have cared for Hirell to have seen

Robert as he stood there weighing the worth of

Jiis love for her, to have seen his face just a little

stung, perhaps, by Sir John's request, but other-

wise full of tenderness, bold, honest, strong, una-

bashed, unveiled by any show of indifference.
"
Well," he said suddenly,

"
I want to see her

happy, if there's any possibility of persuading her

people to let her be so. I suppose you know

you have heard from her how I have failed as re-

gards m}rself?"
"

Hirell has told me all," answered Cunliff,
"and of your admirable consideration."

*

'Well/' interrupted Robert bluntly, "if you
know that I failed on my own account, don't ex-

pect me to do very brilliant things on yours that's

all I wanted to say. What I can do with Hirell

and her father in the matter I will do."

And he held out his hand, which Sir John

grasped gratefully, though he did observe that the

rest of Robert's form held rather proudly and re-

belliously aloof, reminding Sir John of Ephraim
Jones's favorite saying, "The spirit is willing, but

the flesh is weak."

They walked up the village together, and part-
ed at the cross-roads.

Sir John, on the whole, was well pleased with
the advocate he had left behind him. He knew
that while Hirell had never been in the least de-

gree in love with him, she yet had what Sir John
thought an absurdly high opinion of his judgment
and general character. He had certainly a little

modified his own estimate of Robert since he had
been in Kent, and had so many opportunities for

observing how greatly he was respected.
It was not long befoi-e he discovered that Rob-

ert had the good fortune to be wonderfully popu-
lar without making any kind of sacrifice to obtain

his popularity. His independence in his dealings
with men above himself in social position was
shown in so simple, natural, and quiet a manner,
as not to offend, though it might occasionally sur-

prise, the squires, magistrates, and other rural

magnates with whom he came in contact. It

was not easy to frown down a man who paid his

laborers higher wages than any one in the coun-

ty ;
and whose love of justice and of honesty in

its purest and most primitive sense, was a by-word
of the neighborhood.

In spite of his being constantly seen in his own
fields and farmyards hard at work, he was admit-
ted into good society at Reculcester, though not
into the "Bishop's set." He had a fine voice,
and sang well, and gave faded gaslight pleasures
a dash of freshness and hearty reality.
And it was no mere jealous}' made Cunliff de-

cide that Robert Chamberlayne was veiy hand-
some.
Those Kentish autumns that had ripened twen-

ty-six harvests in his life had put their spells about

him, as they had put them about his corn-fields

and his orchards the spells of their burning noon-
tides and their still, breathless nights, and had

given his form a supple strength and grace, and
his face a pei-petual sunshine.

The young ladies of that limited circle of Re-
culcester society into which Robert was allowed,
declared him to be far more handsome than strik-

ing. His face wanted expression ;
its unchang-

ing good humor was very pleasant and refreshing
to see very lovable but also very tantalizing,
when the sad, soul-smitten glance was being
watched for. In fact, Robert had the behavior
of a man who already loved, and was contented
and happy in his love.

CHAPTER XLVII.

CARRYING THE HAY IN THE STAR MEADOW.

THE next morning though by that time she
had lost her yearning towards life a messenger
of hope did come to Hirell.

It was about eight o'clock, an hour before

Mrs. Chamberlayne's breakfast-time, that, having
dressed herself, Hirell sat down near her window
and began some needlework

; stitching rapidly,
as if she could keep off dangerous thoughts with
the point of her needle

;
and to show the tears

that always came pressing at this hour when bodv
and soul felt weakest, that there was no time for

their falling. The curtains of her window were

open only just wide enough for her to see a green

tree, whose leaves had come later than those of

its neighbors, and were fresher and paler. The
sun was shining on them, and they were very
bright quite luminous, as with a light of their

own.

Suddenly she heard a rush of swift small wings,

and, looking up, saw that a little brown bird had

perched at the end of a twig of the bright tree,

and was swinging vehemently to and fro.

Something about the bird made Hirell lay down
her work and look at it. It was a sparrow, very
sleek and small, his little bead-like eye glittering

in the sun. Surfeited with the summer's sweets,
his breast throbbing as though it would burst, he
had come therewild for solitude, to emboAver and
h'cV. himself from all his mates, and to swing
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and to rock himself alone, balancing his happy
little heart. He turned his head from side to

side, and chirruped sharply. And still he rock-

ed and swung, and his shadow was on one of the
leaves as they waved about him, bright as with
the light of that mysterious world from which

they had so lately come. Sometimes he would
lift his tiny wings, spreading them out to thebreeze
and stroking them with his beak, as if even his

little feathers were cloyed with happiness.
After he had been there awhile he flew away

refreshed by his brief solitude, and Hirell felt as
if the tiny shadow that had left the leaf staid

and quivered over her heart still.

The overflow of the little creature's joy went to

her grief, and sweUed it till its bitter waters found

passage from her eyes.
Where was this sweetness and this joy with

which her small guest was so sated and overbur-
dened ? Was there such wealth at a little spar-
row's service, and none for a starving human
heart ?

She draws back her curtain, and looks out with
a yearning and hungry look for the first time since

she has been in Kent, desiring to see. She does
see : and soon her eyes begin to lose their hag-
gard hopelessness, and to grow soft and absorbed.
She leans her head on her hand, and a tender-
ness comes over her face, and a peace that is al-

most gladness.
The road that lies between Hirell and the two

long meadows is unusually silent and deserted
;

for the hay-fields form the centre of attraction.

Under the long hedge on the stubble are seated
in a row such little girls from the village as. are

spared the discipline of the Nytimber school on
account of the babies, whose calico sun-bonnets,
which reveal nothing of their owners but a rattle

or a buttercup-grasping fist, dot the field in con-
siderable numbers, like some strange fungi pecu-
liar to haytime. That half of the Star meadow
which lies nearest the road is cleared of the fra-

grant heaps that in orderly profusion still lie on
the farthest half, right to where the hedge divides

it from a cornfield of lustrous young green ;
and

beyond the cornfield wave the grasses of another
meadow in all. their glory of sorrel, and flower,
and seed. Here the mowers are at work, driving
the sharp line of tall, blooming grass farther and
farther away.

This field shelves suddenly down, so that Hi-
rell sees the wagon, which is in the middle of the

meadow, nearest her, standing against the sky
with its rich yellow load

;
on the top of which a

man, with careless hardihood, is standing, hold-

ing a hayfork, receiving and packing down the
fresh contributions to the russet load that the oth-

ers are tossing up to him. On the right is a hill

covered with a little forest of hopsticks, whose
bare tops look strange enough ;

for the tightly-

clinging fresh young plants afford them as yet but
a scant covering. On the left of the hayfields is

the avenue and the Hooded House, the grounds
of which are separated from the black, furrowed
field where the plough is at work, by a great clus-

ter of oaks
;
whose leaves are now in their fresh-

est gold-green beauty, and still retain that crisp

crimp of the folds in which they have lain in the

bud. A delicious gurgling of young throats and
old comes from this copse ;

and now and then an

army of chattering specks, disorganized and un-

certain, will arise from its midst, advance and

hover over the cornfield, then, at the report of an
unseen gun, wheel round and retreat in the blue

distance, spreading and condensing, and again
spreading and condensing, with a strange sort of

disorderly method.

Early as it is in-doors, the day appears to have
attained its noon heat and mellowness. A sky
of deep, burning blue spreads like a thing that
can never change, over the full country ;

the sun,
a clear ball, pale with intensity, is high, smiting
even lusty strength with languor; the heavily-

maned team-horses smoke as their great limbs
strain over the furrows, while the ploughman takes

mechanically his toilsome, plunging steps beside

them, and the haymakers twirl their forks with a
slow, monotonous movement, a subdued strength
that looks like sleepy indolence.
While every dog-rose on the hedges, and every

bell of the little bindweed under the hedges, had
its deepest secrets of tint and perfume, and golden
floss laid bare to the burning sun, the flowers on
the shady side of the garden, of which a small slip
is visible from Hirell's window, still remain in
their dewy stillness, like sleeping princesses in a

guarded palace. The heavy, wet lilac plumes are

drooping and still among their leaves
;
the labur-

num's gold tresses lie in tangled, dewy luxuriance
on the wall top ;

over which a great bee, tired of
the field beauties, comes humming noisily into the

quiet garden.
The wagon, with its russet load standing out

against the sky, and making, by its hugeness,
horses and men look small, is quite the centre-

piece of the picture set in a grand half-oval by
the hop-pole-covered hill on the right side, and
the avenue trees and thatched gables of the hood-
ed house on the left. Towards it stare the cows,
as they lift their drowsy, dripping faces from the

open pond near the road
;
and the mowers, in the

farthest field beyond the corn, always look that

way when they pause, to rest and spit upon their

palms.
Hirell's gaze also constantly returns to it, for it

is the figure standing on the piled-up load that

imparts to these scenes the familiarity and home-
liness they have suddenly assumed for her. She
owes to him the vague sweet memories of them
memories that have been lost, but that come

again and take away the strangeness the place
has worn till now. The sight of him reminds her

that what she sees should not be strange, but as

the reading, in its original language, of a poem,
of which she has once heard with delight a fee-

ble translation : as the listening to a melody,
of which the key-note was struck long years

ago.
On the broken wall, at the back of Bod Elian,

she has often sat with Robert, talking of these

scenes, and he has kicked the fallen stones into

rough models of the house, the church, the stocks,
the pound, and the fields, with their dividing

hedges and rustic fences and gates, striving hard

to prove to her that if her father could ever be

prevailed upon to let her spend a week with his

mother at Brockhurst, when Robert himself was
at home for the holidays, that week would fall

little short in its effects of seven days spent in

Paradise. Hirell, in the time of her childish

doubts of and secret rebellion against, the austere

religion and life of her small prison-like world, had

begun to long for a taste of the rich plenty and

sunny freedom of Robert's home, the reality of
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which his mother's letters seemed to prove more

than all his own eloquence.
But all such wishes vanished when Hirell found

herself beginning to be regarded as one of the

shining lights of her people ;
when she saw eyes,

usually cold and condemnatory, or stern and pre-

occupied, rest upon her with wonder and reveren-

tial tenderness, she began joyfully and tremulous-

ly to believe in her own saintliness, and to put
from her mind all earthly, or, as her ministers

would have said, "carnal" subjects, and Robert

and Kent were in the list. She declined his offer

of a small hamper of Nytimber Nonsuch apples,
and burnt the copies he had sent her for the im-

provement of her hand-writing, as they were all

on the same topic,
"
Kent, the garden of Eng-

gland," or "
Nytimber, a Village in Kent," traced

in Robert's bold hand, in characters large enough
to fill up the line. The birthday gloves she had
not the heart to refuse, but requested they might
always be black, a request which Robert con-

temptuously disregarded.
And now the picture which had been the rich-

est thing in her childhood's imagination lay be-

fore her, glowing warmly, breathing sweetly.
She remembered how one day Robert, in a fit

of sharp homesickness, when Mr. Lloyd had been

cross, and Mrs. Lloyd severe on the subject of

spilt ink, sat with her on the same spot on the

broken wall, and heard from her that she like-

wise had endured indescribable persecutions from
the village schoolmistress, on account of her stu-

pidity at learning to turn the heel of her first

knitted stocking and they sat together, she cry-

ing, and he plunged in a gloomy reverie, with
his hands in Ids pockets, and his foot on his Lat-
in grammar. Almost as vividly as she sees the

real Robert on the hay-wagon, she sees the slim

young student who sat beside her on the fallen

Avail, rather thin and pale, and dark under the

eyes with rapid growth, and unaccustomed "wor-

ry
"
of his studies. She remembers how those

blue, darkly-circled eyes turned on her suddenly,
wistfully, and how Robert, putting off all that as-

sumption of manliness by which most boys so

disguise themselves, said simply, as he drew away
the half-knitted stocking with one hand, and laid

the other on her shoulder
"
Oh, Hirie, don't you wish we could put this

horrid stocking in my Euclid, and pitch 'em over

Criba Ban, and tramp off' to Kent, and have no
more horrid worry all our lives ? Don't you, Hi-

rie, darling ?"

She remembers how she fell into the fascina-

tion of his idea, and answered that she should like

it very much, and that of course they must expect
the journey to be like the Pilgrim's Progress, full

of fearful dangers, so that Robert might display
a valor unheard of in these days, and both a de-

votion and faith that should carry them safely

past lions and demons and Giant Despair, and
the Valleys of Death, and all sorts of things in-

vented by Satan to shake their faith in each oth-
er and at last reach the enchanted fields of Ny-
timber, where they were to rest as in a prefato-

ry Heaven of unlimited duration.
So the charm of sweet old acquaintance steals

over all the summer scenes before her, giving a I

deeper sunshine to the gold of the buttercups and
laburnums, a fresher sweetness to the scent of
the lilacs and the hay. So her trouble has !

brought her to this : the shipwreck of all the
;

richer, dearer hope of her womanhood has still

left her in the enjoyment of her childish dream.
Could she be as she was then, and forget all

that had happened since? Here are the fields

she has longed for more beautiful and rich than
even Robert had taught her to imagine them.
And then the gentle, wise, and generous ruling

spirit of the whole the good Samaritan, under
whose hands her wounds are healing at the

thought of her, tears rise hot and fast, and hide
the pleasant fields and dazzling sky.

Strange that the very one who made her love

this place and long for it should be the means of

destroying its charm whenever she thought of

him, and of bringing back the fierce throbbing
life into her half-conquered sorrow. She can
think of the slim lad with his half-troubled, half-

laughing eyes, and good-tempered despair as to

his own educational progress, she cart think of

him always with affectionate pleasure. But when
she turns to him who now stands on the wagon
of hay, laughingly inviting his men to throw up
more and more to the rich burden, the full-faced,
blue -eyed, supple

- framed, young farmer how
can she look at him and not see the form that

stood by him near the bridge at Dolgarrog one

Sunday ;
or the blank disappointment that he

brought into her happy, prosperous home the

morning after that Sunday, or the way in which
he assisted them in their poverty the lodger that

he brought ?

Wonderfully unconscious of his crimes poor
Robert looks, as he shouts to Mrs. Chamber-

layne's overseer, who has objected to his taking
the management of the Star meadow hay, on the

plea that he would not be up early enough to set

the men to work, and who now comes to find three

hours' work done, and to see the men trying to

conceal a grin as Robert greets him in a laughing

voice, round and mellow, and far sounding,
' ' So you've come in time for the beer, Wrig-

ley ?"

Mr. "VVrigley, after scornfully surveying the

amount of work done, as if remarking, mentally,
it was not done in the style he would have had

it, turns his wrath upon the babies
;
and the sun-

bonnets go crawling off in hasty and confused re-

treat, only to advance again as soon as his back
is turned, and take up their former ground as se-

curely as ever.

Meanwhile Robert descends from his exalted

position, and stands leaning against his favorite

black Bess, his straw hat pushed back in a most

ungentlemanly fashion, and his face looking stu-

pid enough in that blinding sun.

By this time the great can of beer has ar-

rived at the scene of action, under the care of

the Brockhurst groom, in morning undress, and

smart, pretty Susan, who guards her face from

the sun, and admiring and grateful eyes, with a

branch of lilac she has snatched off in coming
through the garden.

Mr. Wrigley gives out the beer, offering the

first draught to Robert,who perhaps would scarce-

ly show so lively an appreciation of its refreshing

and invigorating powers, did he know that the

brightest eyes of all the Welsh teetotallers were

watching him.
As Mr. Wrigley's task of giving out the beer

draws to a close in the Star meadow, it may be

seen that the men turn and glance across the

green corn to that distant field where the mow-
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ers are at work, with a look at once congratula-

tory and envious, as they think that the pleasure
which for themselves is over has yet to be enjoy-
ed by their companions with the scythes.

Robert goes to the stile, and gives a peculiar

cry in a high-pitched, ringing voice. One of the

stooping figures looks half round over its shoulder
the young master holds up the can, and raps

it musically with the pewter mug. Up go the

gleaming scythes, moving agitatedly in the sun-
shine an instant, then down again, and then a
row of stooping figures come moving with a sort

of lively slowness along by the green corn.

They are all oldish men, some of them so old

that one can not help thinking each moves his

scythe with that slow, measured sweep in the fear

that if he gives it too wide a swing in his back-
ward stroke it may clash against another scythe
of another silent reaper very close behind him.

They have more respect for Robert than the

younger laborers, and give him the complimenta-
ry title of " squire, '"because his grandfather was
known to them as the Squire of Nytimber when
they fii-st came to the farm

;
and there is much

wiping of brows and twitching of rolled-up shirt-

sleeves as they approach the stile where he sits.

There is also some old-fashioned, flattering
toast muttered by the owner of the tanned arm
that first receives the frothing mug, as one may
see by the brusque, good-humored nod and wave
of the hand that Robert gives, as if he would ac-

cept so much graciously, but decline more.
The mug has passed through all the tanned

hands now, and the mowers go back again along

by the young corn.

The poetry of the morning for them is past,
the flowered grasses may be very beautiful to look
at as the sun shines on them, and the butterflies

flutter and dip among them, but Robert's old

mowers have only to do with the tough stalks,
and the hard stones, that occasionally turn the

edges of their scythes and tempers.
After performing this duty, Robert indulges

himself with a lounge on the hay to the delight
of the dogs, of which those belonging to the farm

engage him in a spirited sham-fight ;
while such

canine strangers as are in the field look on from
a distance wistfully, giving vent from time to time
to their stifled longings by low whines and starts,
and quiverings of their bodies.

The wagon, with its high load, now moves off

towards the gate, under the directions of Mr.

Wrigley, to the general confusion and scattering
of the sun-bonnets and their guardians.

Robert comes across the field towards Susan,
who ceases flirting with her lilac branch, and
meets him demurely, evidently feeling sure he is

going to speak to her.

He does, it is easy to perceive, ask Susan some

question,- and Susan, in answering it, glances to-

wards Hirell's window, and, as if involuntarily,
Robert's glance turns in the same direction. He
sees the dark, drooping head, against the white

curtain.

His hat is lifted, and a wonderfully radiant

face smiles towards her. From that sense of

embarrassment with which we discover ourselves

suddenly observed by the person we have been

rather secretly and closely watching, Hirell blush-

es deeply, while nodding and returning Robert's

look.

In this recognition their first since the day
9

of her coming the eyes of each had a flash of

pure, deep pleasure in them, which perhaps each
would rather have concealed from the other

;
but

as Adam and Eve must have seen in each other's

eyes some light of the lost Eden, Hirell could not
look at Robert, or Robert at Hirell, suddenly, and
without preparation, and not see some lingering
glow and dew of a sweet morning, whose tender

promise they had shared together, and which now
might disappoint, but could never banish from
their memories.
"We are old, old friends," says Hirell, coming

from the window. Then in another minute she

peeps again, and sees the wagon staggering
through the gate Robert plod ding away towards
the Hooded House, and Susan and the groom com-
ing home with the empty cans she guarding her
head from the blows of the lilac branch, which he
has captured from her.

By-and-by comes a knock at Hirell's door.
It is Susan, settling her cap and apron, and say-
ing that breakfast is ready.

Here is the garden parlor, as usual, all comfort
and brightness, and the fair, rich, matronly face

rising from its pillow to welcome her. There be-

gins to be a little patient sort of despair in its

morning s'mile % fo Hirell. This morning, how-

ever, Hirell is to give her a moment of gentle tri-

umph and delight, such as she has not known for

many years. She has bent over her sofa and

given the usual respectful, but cold and timid,

greeting, when Mrs. Chamberlayne, instead of

finding her hand set free, feels it held more and
more tightly in warm and trembling fingers, and,

looking up at Hirell's eyes, finds them gazing at

her with all the wildness and strangeness gone
out of them.

"My darling child!" and she draws her gen-

tly down to kiss her again.
Hirell keeps back her face, with closed, full

eyes and quivering lips ;
but as she sinks on her

knees by the sofa, a sob, and with it a broken

word, bursts from her, with more passion than

Mrs. Chamberlayne believed to be in her na-

ture

"Un-grate-ful!"

CHAPTER XLVIII.

ROBERT COMES TO TEA.

IN the evening of that same day on which the

hay in the Star meadow was carried, Robert came
to Brockhurst to tea.

His visit was quite unexpected by his mother,
who was even more surprised than Hirell to see

him entering the parlor, with an almost impudent

enjoyment of their astonished looks in his blue

eyes.

"Robert," said Mrs. Chamberlayne, laughing
at the thought that it was so strange to see her

son come uninvited into his own home,
"

is any
thing the matter ?"

"Yes, I want a cup of tea," he answered.

"Well, don't be so defiant about it," said his

mother. ' '

Susan, fetch another cup and saucer. ".

He only said to Hirell, as he pressed her

hand
"I'm so glad you're better," but he managed

to make her feel that there was hearty gladness
in his voice and in his hands' clasp, that made
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her ashamed of her own ingratitude for returning

health.

He presently condescended to explain to Mrs.

Chamberlayne that he had been hard at work,

hoping to dear the Star meadow before night, and

it had occurred to him he might as well save

time by dropping in there for his tea instead of

going all the way to the Rookery.
There was a low, round table, before Mrs.

Chamberlayne's sofa, Hirell was sitting at that

side which was by the head of the sofa. Robert

fetched one of the wicker chairs standing on the

lawn, and seated himself on the other side of the

table, half in and half out of the window.

It was an intensely hot evening, and tea was

very pleasant to him in the old room again.
" This is nice," he said, tilting back his chair,

"to sit at a window that hasn't a smothering
straw-bonnet over it full of cobwebs and to

have a cup of tea that's not quite black or quite
white."

"Now, Robert, it's of no use your trying to

malign Mrs. Payne to me," answered his mother
;

"the veiy sight of you satisfies me as to her good-
ness and care. Could he dare, Hirell, to pass
himself off as starved or neglected with that round
full-moon of a face ?"

The full-moon of a face looked comically at Hi-

rell, whose thin, white cheek caught something of

its brightness as she smiled faintly.

The heat and the scent of the syringa made her

feel ^ery languid ;
and her head began to ache

with the thoughts that came crowding oppress-

ively fast and thick through Robert's presence.
There was his letter and its inclosure, which she

had given into Kezia's care. He had never had

any acknowledgment of it from her all this time.

What must he think of that ingratitude ? What
must he think of her taste in allowing him to be
the bearer of letters from CunlitF?

Of one thing she was veiy certain and the

fact was so far very satisfactory Robert no longer
loved her. Indeed, there was in his face so deep
and tranquil a satisfaction so sunny a calm, that

she asked herself if a newer and deeper love had
not come to him, and taught him to smile at the

folly of the old. But sometimes even finding
that a thing proves to be as we would have it, is a

secret pain as well as a satisfaction to us, and Hi-

rell began to'think herself a poor unworthy crea-

ture, since one lover had so soon and so easily

put her from his heart, and the other oh ! would
there never, never come a day which the galling
bitterness of that remembrance could not reach

and overrun ?

A little while ago she might have rather scorn-

ed Robert in spite ofherself for his happy change-
ableness

;
but her respect for him had wonderful-

ly increased since she had watched him among
his men that morning. Robert had been so little

in the habit of talking of his own work, that Hi-
rell had not been quite sure whether he lived the

life of an idle gentleman at Nytimber. She rath-

er suspected when she had heard him talk of his

mother's foreman that such was really the case.
" You must get out in the fields before they're

all cleared, Hirell," said Robert, helping himself
to cream, which Hirell could only be brought to

distribute as so much gold.
"
If you promise to

come to-morrow, I'll make them begin under the

elms, so that you can sit in the shade, and have
some shawls and lie down there."

"Thank you, Robert ! I shall be very glad to

come only don't take any trouble for me," an-

swered Hirell.

"As to that, I mean to take a good deal of

rouble with you, Hirell," Robert said with a de-

cision that rather astonished Mrs. Chamberlayne.
' You must come to church next Sunday, if it's

mly to see the difference between our comforta-
>le old vicar and Ephraim Jones. Then I want
ron to let me drive you over to Reculcester to see

he shops and the cathedral. And it's only eight
miles to the Bay we must go there, and have
dinner at Uncle Stephen's."

Mrs. Chamberlayne laughed.

"Why, Robert," she said,
" whenever did you

arrange all this round of dissipation for Hirell?

ou quite take our breath away."
"Well, I don't mean to allow you the luxury

of a companion invalid ahy longer, mother," an-

swered Robert.
" I'm under a pledge to get Hi-

rell strong with the least possible delay ;
I sha'n't

.et her be moped up here any longer.
"

When he had said this he looked up at Hirell

to see if she guessed whom he had pledged him-
self to about her

;
and he saw a lovely faint flush

spreading all over her pale face, and her lashes

were trembling very low over her cheek.

He got up and took her hand.

"Good-night, Hirell,"he said, "things will all

be right soon. I know what your father is, where

your happiness is concerned, better than you do
;

only keep up your spirits and get well."

Then he kissed his mother, and went out with
a parting nod to Hirell.

He went the garden way, and had scarcely
reached the lawn when he heard a quick step be-

hind him.

Turning, he saw Hirell coming to him, and

looking veiy pale and troubled.

"Robert, "said she, "I want to speak to you
before you go."
Her hurry had made her breathless and wan-

looking. Robert involuntarily made her take his

arm, and walk very slowly up the lawn, whose trees

were now all in commotion with the home-coming
birds; who, by the chattering and quarrelling,
seemed to have brought more trophies from the

teeming summer fields than could be made room
for.

"
Robert," said Hirell, trying to keep her voice

calm,
" I didn't know quite what you meant just

now. I understood about your wish to make me
go out, and help me to get strong and I feel

very grateful, and you may be sure that I will

try. I have tried, Robert, but I will try more
than I have done. But, Robert, will you tell me,

please, what you meant about about father just
now ?"

"
Oh, I mean he'll come round," answered

Robert rather confusedly." Come round to to what, Robert ?"
"
He'll consent to your having Sir John Cun-

liff. Only let my mother and me do our best

with him, and give him time, and I'm certain,

Hirell, all will come right."
"Robert!"
She had snatched her hand from his arm, and

stood confronting him, looking athim with bright,

angiy eyes." Write to father, if you dare ! Speak to me
about marrying Sir John Cunliff again, if you
dare! Understand, once for all, he's not what
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you. or any of you think. Understand, Robert,
if my father went on his knees to ask me to mar-

ry that man I would not do it!"

Robert felt his senses so hopelessly confused by
this outburst that he could at first do nothing but

gaze on Hirell's face with a sort of stupor. Gradu-

ally, however, there came to him a sense of the

deception that must have been practised upon
him

;
and with it a kindling anger that began to

burn more and more hotly, though he turned his

eyes away that Hirell might not see it.
"
Oh, Robert," she said, her voice suddenly weak

again and gentle, "how rude, how ill-tempered I

am ! What a return I make for your kindness.

Forgive me only, pray say no more about this."
" Then I'm to understand, Hirell, that your

refusal of Sir John Cunliff comes from yourself
alone."

"
It does, Robert, quite from myself. I have

found he is unworthy to be my father's son, and
he* shall not be. No, he shall not be."

" Then you have ceased to care for him, Hi-
rell?"

She looked up at Robert's face with a glance
of kindly but irrepressible contempt as if she
would ask him if he thought her love were as easi-

ly disposed of as his own.

"No," she said, "I have not ceased to care
for him nor shall I ever. Oh, Robert ! we are
not all made alike in this world."

Robert smiled a very serious,.short-lived sort

of smile as he thought how wide of its mark her
little arrow had fallen.

He had been leading her back to the house,
and by this time they had reached the parlor
window.

' '

WeU, good-night,
"
he said.

' '
I shall write

the instant I get home and retract my promise."

And the letter was written and posted that

night.

CHAPTER XLIX.

NEWS FROM HOME.

THE next morning, when Mrs. Chamberlayne
was looking over her letters, with her usual g'en-

tle excitement it was her one excitement of the

day she found among them the following letter

from Bod Elian for Hirell and handed it to her.

It was from Hugh the first she had received

from him since the beginning of his troubles.

" Bod Elian.
" MY DEAR HIRELL, I wonder which is the

most truly selfish, the ambition which makes us

feel the world to be all ours, or the tender grief
for ourselves that comes after ambition's fall

;

when we realize that even the little chimney nook
to which that world is shrunk that nook that

once was ours is ours no longer that we have no
sound right to it. And that is what I feel now,
after my return.

"Forgive me pray forgive me, that I have
been too much engrossed, too much puffed up,
and too much overwhelmed, to be able to write

as I promised you. The collapse for the mo-
ment has been complete. My worst enemy could

wish nothing worse for me than I feel, unless it

were to come and sing some song of triumph
under my windows.

'Hirell, I feel something swell dangerously in

my throat, when I contrast the tender mercies of
our fellow-men outside, with the loving-kindness
of my brother, his considerateness, his boundless
charity.
"And I used to think him hard. God help

me, it Avas the life that was hard the life that
he and all of us were condemned to.

"When I returned looking like a skeleton,
Kezia says dreading the very sight of him, and
picturing to myself the black, gloomy place des-
titute of common comforts, and made more desti-

tute by the loss of the delusive hopes I had raised,
while this was my state, I was canied into what
seemed for the moment to my fancy a domestic

paradise. The room was unusually light, there
were flowers on the table

; every thing, in a word,
was as if for a feast. That big-boned, big-voiced

Christian, with a still bigger heart, Ephraim Jones,
I suspect had some hand in this. When I could

speak, I told Elias that I thought it was only a
more refined mode of punishment, and that he
need not fear it was sufficient.

"I had to go to bed, and from thence did not
rise till yesterday week, and to-day I will write
to you, I hope words of comfort.

"
Hirell, I live again. This first failure has

humiliated but shall not destroy me. It is one
of the dreams of the Saxon's egotism that no-

body but he is strong ;
and in measuring strength

he brutally mixes up all kinds of the most in-

congruous natures for comparison, and then judges
them by his own narrow standard. My brief ex-

perience has taught me that however difficult the
world is, however full of pitfalls, a man may still

make way, if, with ambition, and the talent that

justifies it, he has good sense and fixed principle ;

and, to revert to myself, if he can tread down un-
der his feet the artiste deadliest enemy, Pleas-
ure.

"And now for a secret
;
or rather for a whole

nest of secrets. I am going away to-morrow.
I am going away secretly. I am not going to

please myself, for I would gladly have staid here
a few weeks to feel that I and my mother-land
were once again reconciled

;
and yet I must go.

And upon all these secrets comes another and

greater one that explains them, and which you
ought to know.

"Hirell, I have long and dearly loved Kezia.

"Elias knew of this long ago, and promised to

speak for me. He has fulfilled that promise faith-

fully, but somehow my love by proxy did not get
on

;
and he wrote to me when I was in the full

of my mad holiday to say I had better come and
see to the affair myself as soon as I justly could.

"In returning broken alike in heart and for-

tune, as it seemed I had secretly the faintest

gleam of light still cheering me about Kezia.

Her conduct when I did come was strange. It

was tender, motherly, but accompanied with a

certain restraint that I, exquisite coxcomb ! fan-

cied was maidenly consciousness of love.

"It was no time for a pauper to talk, or

dream
;
and I was silent enough, though always

thinking, one minute of Kezia, and the next of

my second venture forth.

"Last night, or rather about half an hour after

midnight, I felt very restless
;
and got up with a

strong inclination to see if my brother were

awake, and would talk to me.

"Wishing not to disturb him if he were asleep,
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or Kezia, who would have fancied me ill, I trod

as if my feet were shod with cotton wool
;
went

to his door, which as you know he often leaves

ajar for air, pushed it open, and went in. The
room was in absolute darkness. I was instantly

arrested by the sound of his voice. And, to

judge by the sound, he was kneeling, I think, at

the bedside
;
and praying, according to his habit,

aloud, that is to say, in a low, monotonous, but

painfully earnest tone, which would not be heard

by any one in the house less favorably situated

than I was.

"I thought it would do me no harm to share

in that which he was saying. Believe me, Hirell,

I would not for the world have staid to listen but

in that spirit." His prayer lasted for some time, was too fine

for me now to go into, but deeply interesting,
without however any special application .to my-
self, which I can not say I desired.

"He had finished, or appeared to have done
so by the pause, and I should have spoken, but

that I knew he had not risen, and might therefore

be still continuing, as I have often known him

do, to pray in silence
;
as if there were subjects

too holy, too mysterious, for the soiling of mortal

words. Presently he broke out again, and the

mere sound of the voice, so broken with trouble,
seemed to warn me instinctively of something I

needed to hear. As nearly as I can repeat his

words, they were these :

"'Lord, Thou knowest his heart and mine.
Thou knowest his present affliction. Have I not
asked Thee, Besought Thee, wrestled with Thee,
that Thou sliouldest raise him up, and comfort

him, and make him as one meet for Thy service ?

Have I not, O Lord, confessed that I know not
whether these his aims are good, and left him
with Thee and his own conscience ? Thou gavest
him his gifts. I am bound to believe thou know-
est well for what purpose. But now, O Lord,
help me; enlighten me about Thine handmaid.
Thou canst look into the heart and judge it

;
O

Father, judge mine ! If it be the desire of the

flesh, the pride of the eye, the delusions of the

soul, that have moved me
;

if I have been unfaith-

ful to this my brother
;

if I have turned her heart

from him for my own gain, let me bend before

Thee, and receive the chastisment due to me, even
while I implore thy pardon and mercy. O Lord !

the lad loves this Thine handmaiden. What must

she inclines not to him ? That she is wounded
if I plead for him

;
that in spite of thy sen-ant's

unworthiness, she has thought to succeed in this

Thy house to the love, and the duties, and holy
responsibilities of that dear saint now in Thy bo-
som?'

"
Hirell, you will judge it was time for me to

go out of that room, and I went. You will judge

my sister, and your father my father, for was ever
brother to brother what he has been to me ?

When I first came home and heard of your ill-

ness and unhappiness, and lay so ill myself in

your little room, looking hour after hour at the

"Virgin Martyr," and the texts on your walls, I
used to think how we had both had our dearest

wish, and got away from home, and then I used to
wonder if we were only to come back to it to die
of our experiences. But thank God, we are not
doomed to stand merely as sad remembrances to

those who love us. We are to live, it seems, and
work, and suffer, ah, yes, to suffer for them. Give

my love to Bob, and ask him if he can manage to

let me see him in London. Dear Hirell, how I

wish how I know they all wish you could have
made him happy. He's one in a thousand one
in a million, I should say. We only quarrelled
on one matter Bob would never own whether he
cared for the harp or not, and used to be offended
when I applied my favorite verses to him. You
know what I mean :

" 'The man to whom the harp is dear,
Who loves the sound of song and ode,

Will cherish all that's cherished there
Where angels hold their blest abode.

" ' But he who loves not tune or strain,
Nature to him no love has given ;

You'll see him, while his days remain,
Hateful at once to earth and Heaven.'

" You can make Bob very angry by repeating
this, if you like. He always says it's mere Welsh
poets' nonsense

;
and that a man may love music

yet be a great rogue, or dislike music and yet be
a very good fellow

;
a shocking notion of Bob's

Saxon to the core. Root it out of him if you
can.

"Good-bye, now, dear Hirell; it is striking
two

; by four I must be beyond Dolgarrog.
"Ever affectionately yours,

"HUGH MORGAN."

CHAPTER L.

OLD FRIENDS.
ONE morning, a week after Sir John Cunliff

had left Kent, when Mrs. Chamberlayne had had
her couch moved into the garden, Hirell came in

I do ? Can I, in his present low estate, tell him through the window for something for her work-
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basket, and to her sui-prise saw Robert leaning
over the table his head buried in the sheets of

a newspaper.
' '

Good-morning, Robert,
"
she said.

' ' Aunt's

out under your pear-tree. I suppose you won-
dered where we'd all gone ?"

Robert coughed a little nervous cough quite
unusual to him then looking up, half folded the

it is time for me to go out of that house, and I
'

paper, and came towards her with it.

depart to-morrow. I have written to them both
;

"This was sent to me by post this morning
how I need not say. Their path henceforth is, I of course it's intended for you."
think, made clear. Another dream killed ! How He spoke quickly, but gravely ;

and she saw

many more murders of the innocents must there that his face was very serious. Looking at the
be?

Hirell, dearest friend, sister, write to me. I
paper as he had placed it in her hands, she saw in

the corner Robert's name and address in Sir John
have no one but you to tell all this to, and expect Cunliff's writing.
some comforting words from in answer. I can not "What is this, ..*v aw i,

^^^^ Ki

express to you how I long to feel I have still the and she sat down in a chair by the table, her col-

wise, kind, holy little sister I have always had in
'

or changing painfully,
you. Sometimes I feel as if you must be indeed "It's the Times," answered Robert, dryly,
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" and I suppose it's sent because it contains Sir

John CunlirTs first speech in Parliament."
Hirell did not feel capable of rising and going

into the garden or to another room with it, as

she much longed to do
;
and to sit there with the

paper without looking at it must seem so strange
to Robert. She opened it saw something that

drew all her heart and mind away, miles away
from Robert and Brockhurst. She hardly seem-
ed to read she almost heard the voice, and saw
the face speaking the words that were before her.

Robert had taken the Reculcester Guardian in

his hands, and had not looked at her once all the

time she was reading. But hearing at last a little,

quick, half-stifled gasp, he raised his face, and
saw Hirell's, flushed with pride and triumph,
looking smilingly at him.

" Have you read it?" she asked,*with tears in

her eyes, and a tremulous voice.

He looked at her face, and appeared to take no
notice of what she said, startling her when he

spoke by words unexpected and painful.

"Why don't you forgive the man and marry
him ? You do love him."

Hirell was silent for a minute with surprise
and grief at the brusque, heartless manner in

which it seemed to her Robert said this. She
turned pale, and her eyelids fell and quivered.
When she lifted them slowly, and looked sadly
and wonderingly at Robert, she met his looking

up timidly and sorry.
"I'm sure," she said, in an unsteady voice,

"you don't mean to be unkind, Robert, but you
speak as if as if you thought very hardly of me."
He sat with his elbow thrown over the back

of the chair, and his face turned aside from her,
and did not answer when she waited for him to

do so.
" This has not been much talked of between

us before," she went on, with effort, but much
sweetness

;

' '

you have been too good and kind
to mention it, and I have been too ill too cow-

ardly and so you have not had a word of my
thanks, ofmy great, great gratitude for your un-

looked-for goodness to him. Oh ! you were so

good to him, when I I had to be so cruel. It

is remembered it is treasured. God bless you
for it, Robert."

His eyes again met hers, as if against his will,
and were withdrawn.
"1 must tell you now, Robert, as this has come

to be spoken of by us," said Hirell,
" that every

thing which I have had to forgive in him has
been long, long ago forgiven so don't say any
thing to me again about forgiving him it pains
me for any one to think I have resentment against
him. And I must tell you that I must not mar-

ry him, Robert, because Robert, there are these

reasons against it. The more I see of the world,
the more I love my father the more rare and
beautiful the holiness of his life seems to me

;

and I think God means me to look to him as I

always had done till till he came. I think that

I am to look to him, and find help for my weak-
ness and faithfulness in the Daniel-like strength
and faith of his spirit. I feel, Robert, that, utterly
removed from him, I should be like that leaf

rustling upon the carpet there, ready to be borne

away by the first wind that blows. And he, Rob-
ert would part us absolutely, entirely. I am sure

of it I am indeed though perhaps he would
not own it to himself, I know it would come to

that I have felt it all along the 'still small
voice

'

has said all along to me,
'

Hirell, it will be
so you know it' and, Robert, I do know it."

She was silent, and Robert did not turn his

head. He seemed to know that she had tears
and sobs to struggle with, though she was silent.

And soon he heard her voice again so low and
so sweet, and chastened like birds' voices after a
storm.

"Then another reason against my marrying
him is, that if we were married, and any thing
made him impatient with me, and he should

speak an unkind word to me, as of course in this

life, where no voice can be always music to us, I
must expect he will do, often, or sometimes

then, instead of being to me as it might to anoth-

er, or from another quickly forgotten and for-

given there is something I should be reminded
of by the lightest tone of harshness, the least

word of impatience from his lips. Robert, there
is something which I should remember which
would come back to me at such a moment, and
make the hasty word, or tone, or look, full of
such bitter terrible meaning it would say to me,
did he not warn me himself that I was not fit

to. I should tear the wedding-ring from my
hand I should die or I should become mad!
Oh, it is so much better as it is. As it is, I can

forgive and bless him. If I were married to him,
I might learn not to forgive, and not to bless

him."
Robert struck the Reculcester Guardian which

he held in one hand an impatient blow with the
back of the other, but his averted face was very
serious and sympathetic.
"Now that I have told you this, Robert, you

won't think me obstinate, or resentful, or unkind,"
said Hirell,

"
in keeping to my resolution, will

you ? and you won't oh, that pains me so
much you won't be always expecting me to

change towards him ? I have resolved
;
and you

know that even when I was a little girl, when I
made a solemn promise to myself I did keep it

you remember, don't you, Robert ?"

Robert did lift his eyes to hers now, with a

long, gentle look that reminded Hirell of a certain

childish promise which assuredly had not been un-
broken

;
but she thought the remembrance had

come to her from herself, and not that Robert's

eyes had any thing to do with it, and it passed as

quickly from her mind as the faint flush it had

brought passed from her cheek.

That, however, returned again as Robert, after

a short cough and another hit at the Guardian,
said," But you care for him still you will only be
miserable all your life."

"I hope not, Robert," she answered. '*!

care for him, but I hope my life will not be mis-

erable through caring for him. You must not
think that, because the pleasure you have given
me in bringing me this paper was a painful one,
such news of him will not some day be a pleasure
free from any pain. I feel that it will, but at

present my loss is fresh to me. When I am
strong and go back home, I shall try and work

very hard for them. I shall work in the fields as

you do, making my pleasure out of it though
neither I nor my fields will ever reflect the rich

sunshine of God as you and yours do, Robert. It

has been a great pleasure to me, seeing you so

happy."
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" There are such things as fools' paradises,"

answered Robert.

"I don't think you have to do with any such

places, Robert. I think that the life you lead

might have been planned by King Solomon in the

very flower of his wisdom."
Robert's hand that hung over the arm of his

chair swung quickly to and fro as if beating an

imaginary tamborine but he said nothing.
"I think you are vexed with me, Robert,"

Hirell said, looking at him anxiously. "Is it

about this paper being sent to you ? Indeed it is

far from being my wish that you should be troub-

led in this way."
"
No, I am not vexed that's not the word for

it," Robert answered; "that seems to mean
some peevish sort of annoyance. You were agi-

tated you turned quite pale when I gave you
that paper, because it was from some one you
have loved a few months, and who loves you ;

but suppose "and he turned his head, and look-

ed full and steadily at her "
suppose you had it

from another woman who pretends to love him,
and looks to you to give it to him what should

you feel then especially if, instead of a few

months, you had loved him for many years, as I

have loved you ?"
"
Oh, Robert ! that is past.""
Is it ? I have yet to learn that, Hirell."

They looked at each other a moment, she

scarcely believing him, and he wondering sadly
how she could have doubted. Then she bent her

head, and pressed her hands together beneath the

table in much distress.
"
Oh, Robert! I hope I did not deceive you in

any way when you spoke to me last September.
Oh, I should be so grieved if

"

' ' You did not deceive me, Hirell. If deceived,
I deceived myself. You know how much easier

it is to me to look on the best side of things ;

and, as to your being grieved, rather than that

I would have let you go on, thinking my love no

stronger and no more enduring than you evident-

ly have thought it."

Hirell put her thin little hands to her face,

saying," This makes it worse and worse, Robert, my
coming here, and being a burden to you, and a

pain, through him through those letters
;
but I

didn't know
;
I didn't know. I never thought

he would find out where I had gone, forone thing ;

believe me, I could never have endured the

thought of his coming to your house with letters

and messages for me. And, when you spoke to

me last year, I did not think for a moment that

you were much disappointed by my answer
;
and

the next hour I seemed to understand why you
had spoken. I thought then you did not love me
at all, and it was only your generous wish to be
in a position to give you the right of helping us
that made you speak to me. Oh, I beg your
pardon, Robert. You have much to forgive me
for."

"What have I to forgive you for, Hirell?"
said Robert, in a voice that had in it a strange
mingling of self-contempt and tender generosi-
ty ;

"
for being the means of keeping me to one

ambition that of making my home, and fortune,
and my own life more worthy of you. Are they
too good now, either of them, under their im-
provements ? When I spoke to you it was al-

together too sudden, I could not help myself.

But I did not look on it as a fair answer from

you. I hoped for a different one next time I
should ask the same question. When I heard

suddenly you were engaged to him whom I was
fool enough to take to your house, of course I
turned a nuisance to myself, and every body else.

When I heard that there was some trouble con-
nected with the engagement, I supposed through
your father, and you came here to us, you did me
more good than any thing else could have done.
I thought, if it is a brother and friend she wants,
she shall have a right sound and faithful one. I
went to your father to reason with him, and I oft-

en met Cunliff here, and told him not to be cast

down. Yes, I offered my comfort, when he had

your love. Oh, Hirell !"

"Robert!
5

; cried Hirell, her face very white
and streaming with tears, as she held out with a

despairing gesture both her hands towards him
;" take the thanks, the poor, poor thanks of one

who has nothing else to offer you for all your
goodness to her ! Nothing, Robert, nothing ;

no
love

;
no hope."

"Then if/ am satisfied with the poor, poor
thanks," said Robert, laying the little hands to-

gether, and holding them very gently and reve-

rentially in his own,
"

will you be? or will you
give me also the pain of seeing that you take your
confidence from me, and look upon me as not to

be trusted as your friend, because there happens
to be in me more friendliness for you than you
care to accept ? Here is, certainly, much of it,

Hirell
;
but only take what you want, and leave

the rest. It will always be here for you."
"Ah, yes, I do trust you, and I will always,

Robert. But you must not mind me going home.
I must go ;

indeed I must.
"

"Then you shall go, and I will take you.
When must you go ?"

"This no, to-morrow I should so like to

go to-morrow
;
but but, indeed, I could go by

myself."

'"Hirell," said Robert, in a tone of tender re-

proach.
"Then please take me."

CHAPTER LI.

ROBERT SETS HIS AFFAIRS IN ORDER.

ROBERT, when he went away from Brockhurst
that morning, found a certain sense of relief in

the fact that he would not have five minutes' time
on his hands till the moment when he should de-

part with Hirell for Wales.

Nothing had been settled as to the exact train

they were to go by, but in his own mind he fix-

ed on one that started from Reculcester at about

half-past nine in the morning. He knew that Hi-
rell would look to him to arrange for her to go as

soon as possible, yet he knew she would not wish

to give his mother such surprise and uneasiness as

going that same day would assuredly cause her.

He got the exact time of the train from Wrigley,
the foreman, and decided that he would go back

to Brockhurst in the afternoon and have it set-

tled.

He did not go to the hooded house for that for-

midable noonday meal which Mrs. Payne made
so much ado about

;
he felt very little inclined

for the sight of it or her, but he persuaded him-
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self it was want of time, not appetite, that kept
him away.

So he busied himself in helping to move a light
fence that was in the way of the mowers, and this

taking him about two hours, brought him to the

time when he knew Hirell and his mother would
have taken their work and books, and settled

themselves under the trees on the lawn. Then
he went round to the garden-door, and came upon
them in a hurried, business-like, matter-of-fact

way, asking Hirell if the morning train would
suit her.

"Very well indeed, Robert, thank you," she
answered

;
and Robert seeing that they had both

been crying, became more in a hurry than ever.

"Then I'll be round with the trap at eight,"
he said, and left them without another word.
And now that that duty was over, there was

still the rest of the hot June afternoon and long
June evening to get through. He must not go
home till he was obliged home to the dreary,
unfurnished house, with its gloomy, darkened

windows, and cobwebbed ceilings, and unnatural

silence, broken only by the slipshod tread of Mrs.

Payne on the stairs and in the great empty rooms.

No, that must be put off as long as it possibly
could be. Besides, had he not the new stands

for the ricks to place, as well as the rick in the

south yard to finish ? And there was the mare,
that had got slightly hurt with the pitchfork, to

be taken over to the veterinary surgeon at Nin-
field.

By four o'clock the new stands were ready, and
were being admired by all who had assisted with
them

;
and Robert had some hay brought to show

how the foundations of the ricks were to be man-

After this he went the round of the hay-fields,
and had some tea brought out to him from Brock-
hurst kitchen . Then he finished in the south yard,
and set off for Ninfield with the mare.
The surgeon advised that she should be left and

sent for the next morning, so Robert had to walk
home.

Ninfield is the nearest post-town to Nytimber,
which has no post-office of its own, and Robert,

recollecting he would be gone before the letters

reached home in the morning, thought he would
call in for them as he passed the little shop. The
postmaster left counting a pound of candles for

a little girl, to attend to Robert
,
and when he

had given him what letters he had for him, he

asked, to Robert's great surprise, if Sir John Cun-
liff was staying at Nytimber."

Certainly not," said Robert, "he's been gone
above a week.

"

Then the postmaster told him that some poor
man had done nothing but tramp from here to

Reculcester, and back again from Reculcester

here, in search of Sir John the whole week.

Uneasy, wild ideas about Elias floated through
Robert's mind as he went home. He soon dis-

missed them as he saw their absurdity. If Elias

wanted Cunliff, he would certainly have gone to

Nytimber first. Then he remembered some man
had come making inquiries of Mrs. Payne about

Cunliff, the day after his departure ; and Robert
had taken no notice of it at the time, thinking
the man was probably some public-house hanger-

on, whom Cunliff had employed on some errand

and forgotten to pay. In all probability this was
the same man who had been so persistent in his

inquiry at Ninfield, and as Robert remembered
his appearance, he was able to dismiss all fears

about Elias.

When he got home it was past nine, but still

light, and though he was very tired, he neverthe-
less felt a great reluctance to go into the Hooded
House. He had now seen to all that required his

attention before a day's absence
;
but there was

upon him a strange fit of carefulness, an anxiety
that nothing should be neglected, and a strong
wish to leave all things in as much order as pos-
sible.

He had not the slightest idea of staying away
an hour longer than he was obliged, yet he found
himself arranging things so that work could go
on a week or two without him.
He showed this so plainly by wanting things

done which did not matter for some time to come,
that his men were all of one mind as to his secret

intention of making his absence longer than he
said it would be.

Robert himself was not a little puzzled by the
mood that was upon him. He had never ex-

perienced it before on the eve of a journey to

Wales or anywhere else. He could not tell why
he was so anxious about the padlock being put
on the gate ofthe three-acre field, when the sheep
were not to-be turned into it for a fortnight ;

he

only felt that he was anxious, and should think
and fidget about if it were not done. Rather
than neglect it, when he found he really had not

courage to knock again at the door of Wrigley's
cottage (he had already disturbed him three times

since his return from Ninfield) he got a padlock
and chain, and went himself to put it on the

gate.
He did not return across the fields, but round

by the road past the pound and the Hop Pole.

The moon had risen, and the hay-fields looked

very pleasant under its soft light. There seemed
an air of peace and order over all things that was

soothing to Robert's restless mind, which grew
quieter and more satisfied as he walked home
along the silent road.

When he got past the Hop Pole he saw a figure

approaching from the opposite side, and quickly

recognized it as belonging to one whom he could

not pass by."
Sir John Cunliff!"

"I am glad to have found you at last, Mr.

Chamberlayne ;
I have been waiting more than

an hour at your house. Is it not rather strange
that none of your people could find you ?"

Sir John spoke in a half irritable, half satirical

tone, that astonished Robert even more than it

annoyed him.

"Well, I don't know that it's very strange,
Sir John," he answered, "considering that my
people my only available people at this hour
consist of poor rheumatic old Mrs. Payne, and
her little nephew."

Robert had determined that he would not be
the first to hold out his hand after such a saluta-

tion from Sir John, but he soon saw there was to

be no hand-shaking for them that night.
" No doubt you have been surprised at not see-

ing me down before, Mr. Chamberlayne ?"

"Not at all, "said Robert, "I am only surprised
at seeing you here now."

They had begun to walk slowly by the side of

the churchyard wall : suddenly Cunliff stopped,
and said almost fiercely :
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" Did you think I would receive such a letter

as yours without demanding an explanation ?"

"Yes," answered Robert, trying to keep down
the bitterness and contempt that seemed as if it

would burst from him or choke him ;
"I did think

you would be careful enough of what self-respect

you may have left to do so."
"
Then, "replied Cunliff growing more calm as

Robert became more excited, "you are greatly
mistaken. I do most undoubtedly demand to

hear your reasons for writing me such a letter."
"
Very well, hear them, if you wish. Certain

representations of yours caused me to undertake

for another's sake a most unwelcome office.

When you had gone, I discovered that those rep-
resentations were false, and I wrote immediately
and told you I withdrew my promise ;

there's

your explanation, Sir John !"

And Robert made as if he would continue his

walk homeward, but Cunliff again stood in his

path." Mr. Chamberlayne, you have most grossly
misunderstood either those representations ofmine

you mention, or the person Avho has made you
believe them to be untrue. I shall certainly re-

quire you to go, for my benefit, more fully into

your motives for this sudden and not exactly hon-
orable charge."

Robert turned with the full intention of giving
Sir John a very much plainer explanation than
he had yet given one that he should find it im-

possible to misunderstand
;
but as he turned, he

saw a man standing watching them
; apparently

he had been there some little time, observing them
with great interest.

When he saw he was noticed he came close to

them, and looked with quiet, earnest scrutiny first

at one and then the other.

Robert recognized him then as the stranger who
had inquired after Sir John of the hay-makers
some days ago ;

and as the same, too, he had no

doubt, who had so beset the postmaster at Nin-
field all the week.
He was a short man with unusually broad

shoulders, round back, and head projecting for-

ward. The eyes that looked at Cunliff and

Chamberlayne were large, of a greenish gray, and
were bloodshot and heavy, as if with fatigue and
want of sleep. Yet there was a restless, wild sort

of light in them
;
a fire that must long have de-

stroyed sleep ;
that must have made the lids throb

and ache, when they tried to keep closed. Dust,
damp, and sun had dyed his clothes to the usual
hue of the tramp's livery, mud color. The sole

and upper leather of one boot had come apart,
and an inflamed, bleeding foot appeared between.

Chamberlayne felt an inward shrinking as the
man looked at him, and thought to himself that

if he had come with the lowest of tramps to the

hop-picking, he should send him away with a shil-

ling in his pocket rather than employ him.
Cunlifflooked at him with less disgust and more

curiosity, and a vague feeling of having seen him
before.

When he had given that piercing look into the
face of each, the man axked in a civil quiet voice,
that seemed about as weary as the rest of him,"

I ask pardon, gentlemen, but will you tell me
which of you two might be Sir John Cunliff,
Bart., the new member for the borough of?"
He said "

Bart." as if it were an indispensable
'

part of the name.

" I am, my man
;
what do you want with me?"

said Sir John.
The man went a step closer to him, and his eyes

seemed to see nothing else now than Cunliff's face.

When he spoke his voice was much deeper, much
more labored.

" Will you grant a poor man a few words with

you in private, Sir John Cunliff, Bart. ? I've

come a long way, I've come from your own place,
I've come a purpose for a few words with you."
"Out with them, then, "said Cunliff, "this is

quite as private as needs be, my man. What is

it you want to ask me ?"

Robert had by no means any very friendly feel-

ings towards Sir John just then, but he did not

quite care to offer to leave him alone, at this de-

serted end of the village, with a character by
whom he was so unpleasantly impressed. He
leaned, half sitting, on the low churchyard wall,
and watched the man closely.
He remained silent a moment or two after he

saw that Sir John was not going to grant him a

private interview, looked on the ground, then at

Robert, then once more brought his bright, blood-

shot gaze back to Cunliff's face, and said," I'm a tenant of yourn ;
I used to live at Pros-

pect Cottages, about a mile from Werge Castle.

Can you call 'em to mind Prospect Cottages?
P'raps you don't know you've got such things on
the estate. P'raps if you've seen 'em you didn't

know 'em from pig-styes. A good many don't

when they see 'em."

Sir John began to feel hot and uncomfortable,
and to wish Robert had not waited. These were
the A

T

ery cottages he had had such endless com-

plaints about. He knew them well enough,
though he answered the man's look with one

proudly, almost insolently calm, when contrast-

ed with the ungovernable passion of the other's

face.

"P'raps you don't know 'em," he went on, "I
hardly think myself as you do

;
but it lays between

you and another, and I've come to you as a gen-
tleman I can hear the truth from. I want to

know whether you, or the devil in the shape o'

that man Jarman, is responsible for the state o'

them holes you call Prospect Cottages ;
and re-

sponsible for bullying and threatening the rent

out of the poor wretches as tenants 'em, bullying
and threatening it out penny by penny ? I don't

say it's you, I don't believe it's you, but I want
to know. I want to be able to give Jarman his

lies back in his own throat if it's him, which he
swears it isn't."

"My man," said Cunliff with sudden serious-

ness and decision, "whatever you have to say
which I advise you to shorten as much as possi-
ble say to me. I am alone entirely responsible
for the "things you mention. Jarman acts only
under my orders. You would be a great coward
as well as a fool to annoy him with your com-

plaints."
He paused a moment, intending to speak of

contemplated improvements and perhaps some

compensation, but the prolonged and peculiar

gaze of the man's eyes on his face stopped him,
and made him say sharply :

"Come now, an end of this, if you please!
You've been seeking me to ask me for money,
is that it ? Well, what is it you're in want of?"

"What is it I'm in want of?" repeated the

man without moving his eyes.
"
Well, I'm very
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poor, sir. Now I think of it, I've nothing left

but but something as belongs to you."
"To me? Avell, what is that?"

"

The man withdrew his eyes then, and, glancing

furtively at Robert, began to feel in his pocket.
Then letting his hand remain there, he looked

up at Cunliif again, and said

"Well, you asked me you kindly asked me
Sir John Cunliff, Bart., what money it is as I

stand in need of. I have made my reckonings,
I have considered what would make up to me for

my wife's death, which between you and me and
the Almighty Sir John CunlifF, Bart. came of
that sty we lived in

;
of that and Jarman's d d

bullying tongue, and nothing else, let doctors put
what cheating Latin name to it they like. I've

reckoned her death, and the babby's at her stone-

cold breast, and my twin lads, bom strong and

hardy so help me God, and my little eldest

wench, the flower of the flock, the apple o' my
eye! All within a year o' their mother. Sir

John Cunliff, Bart., I have made my reckonings,
and I find nothing will pay me no mortal mon-
ey nothing, Sir John Cunliff, Bart., but your
cursed, lazy, profligate, murderous life!"

His hand flew from the pocket wherein it had
been hidden

;
a pistol was levelled at Cunliff, who

was quite off his guard, for he had not been able

to follow the man in his thick, passionate speech,
and had not the slightest idea of his danger till

he saw the pistol, heard a cry from Robert, saw
him rush to strike at the extended arm. But
even Robert, watchful of the man and quick as

he had been, was not in time or at least was

only in time to make the arm swerve and himself
receive the shot.

He fell first to the wall, rested there an instant,
then dropped heavily to the ground.
At that sight Cunliff leaped upon the man with

the ferocity of a wild beast, and just prevented
him firing a second time.

They struggled for some moments very fierce-

ly. At first Cunliff had the best of it
;
but as

soon as the man understood his antagonist, and
in what way he was strongest or weakest, he be-

gan to have mastery over him. He seemed pos-
sessed by a kind of demoniac strength and spring.
At last Cunliff feared he would really be able to

get his hand free and fire
;
but at that moment

they were so near Robert that the latter helpless
as he was managed to seize the man's neck from

behind, and hold his head down to the ground.
Then Sir John got possession of the pistol, and
struck the assassin a blow that partly stunned him.
He next ran to the "

Hop Pole
"
Inn, that was

only a few yards off, and brought back the land-
lord and one or two of Robert's own men that

were sitting in the general bar-room and kitchen.

When they reached the spot where Robert lay,

they found the man standing up looking about
him in a sort of stupor, and putting his hand to

his bleeding forehead.

He made no sort of resistance when the land-

lord gave directions for him to be locked up in an

outhouse, till the police at Ninfield could be sent
to in the morning.
While this was being done Cunliff was on his

knees examining Robert's wound. It was in the

right shoulder, the ball having passed completely
through.
Where was the nearest surgeon ? Sir John de-

manded, with great agitation, as he looked up

from the broad chest covered with blood. There
was a surgeon living at Ninfield, but he was away
on the Continent

;
so that none nearer than Mrs.

Chamberlayne's own doctor at Reculcester could
be thought of, and he never went out at night.
"What is his name? He shall come out to-

night if he values his life," said Sir John. Then
he told one of Robert's men to get him Robert's
black horse from the stables at the hooded house.

Clutterbuck, the landlord of the "
Hop Pole,"

had gone to unhook his long swing shutter to lay
Robert on. Sir John bent over him, and whis-

pered"
I feel what a life has been risked in saving

mine. Try and forgive me, Robert Chamber-
layne."

Robert's white lips smiled, and he gave Sir
John's hand a very genial, but cold, weak grasp,
and said," Let them fetch Wrigley. Let him go home
first to tell my mother."

Wrigley, with whom Robert was always quar-
relling, had already been called, and was standing
close to him.
He was much touched by Robert's asking for

him before any one else, and hurried away with-
out a word to fulfill his request. He knew the

story he had to tell, that Mr. Robert had got hurt
in saving Sir John Cunliff from a madman, who
had tried to shoot him.

By the time he came back Sir John had gone
off on Robert's horse for the surgeon, though not
before he had helped to place him on the rude
litter that had been prepared for him.

Robert did not lose consciousness
;
he saw, as

one in a painful trance, the sights familiar from
his childhood the pound, the stocks, the church,
the little cottages, the crowds of ricks, and the

hay-fields. He noticed all as they bore him slow-

ly down the village. He felt that he understood
now his anxiety to set all his affairs in order.

It was a strange foretaste of what was coming.
He was glad now to think of all that he had
done that day.
The rick in the south yard looked mellow and

fair in the moonlight ;
and it was pleasant to

him, as his languid eyes rested on the soft undu-

lating lines of raked hay in the fields, to think

that the new stands were all ready for it, and it

could all be managed so well without him. He
was even pleased to think of the padlock and
chain he had put on the gate of the three-acre

field.

When the little procession stopped at Brock-

hurst, Robert's senses were a good deal confusedby
the lights, and by the figures standing in the hall.

He did not know whether they had carried him

up stairs or not. He only knew that his mother
and Hirell were standing or kneeling beside him,
and that he tried to speak.
He did speak, but fainted away as soon as he

had said to Hirell, with a smile

"You must let me sleep at home to-night."

CHAPTER LII.

LEAVE-TAKINGS AT BBOCKHURST.

MHS. CHAMBERLAYNE behaved ver^ bravely
the" first night, but the shock of Robert's accident,
and the exertion it caused her to make, proved
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too much for her. <The next day she was too ill

to sit up, and her great anxiety to be at her son's

bedside made her worse.

When Mrs. Payne of the hooded house heard

that a nurse for 'Robert was being sought, she

came over with her little bundle, and entreated

with tears to be allowed to take her place in his

room. Knowing nothing of her shortcomings

from Robert, they allowed her to do so, and she

proved a miracle of patience and devotion.

Hirell's journey was indefinitely postponed.

She could not leave Bi'ockhurst while its master

and mistress both lay ill, and unable to help each

other.

It was a source of great bitterness to her that

all this trouble had been brought upon the house

through her, and she tried hard to do as much

good and be as great a comfort to them as pos-
sible.

She managed all the house very cleverly and

quietly. The doctor, and all who came to inquire
after "Robert, spoke of her with high praise.

One day a letter from her father inclosed the

foUowing from Cunliff :

"MY DEAR HIRELL, Forgiveme for troubling

you, at a time when you must unite with those

around you in wishing you had never met me or

heard my name. I wish, however, to give you a

few particulars as to the end of this sad business,
which has, I fear, lost me any lingering esteem

you may have had left for me, and gained more
than I dare think of for the brave saviour of my
unworthy life. I know that both of you will feel

far more with the outraged tenant than the out-

raged landlord, and that yon will be glad to hear

I have procured his discharge, and sent him off

to Australia, with means that will give him a fair

chance of beginning a new life. I arrived at

Ninfield prison with his discharge, just in time to

prevent the poor fellow from committing suicide.

At first he cared little for his release, but when I

had talked to him, confessing my own negligence,
and showed him what sad and unlooked-for re-

sults had come of his vengeful resolution
;
and

when from my questions to him I discovered

there was still one thing dear to him left in the

world, and that he could benefit that thing by liv-

ing and accepting my assistance, so much less

than what I really owe him, he came round, lis-

tened to reason, yielded to reason. The 'one
ewe lamb '

proved to be a certain small deformed

nephew, the superintendence of whose small outfit

was the first thing that brought a gleam of inter-

est on his uncle's face whose small form he car-

ried on board in his arms, and whose small hand
waved me a friendly farewell as the vessel sailed

away. Little peace-maker ! May he live to out-

grow bigger and better suits than the new cor-

duroy ones that gave him so much pleasure !

"And now, Hirell, I must confess I have an-

other motive for writing to you. I wish to tell

you, as I have told your father in the letter that

goes to him with this, that I shall seek you at his

house on your return there, to receive your final

answer. I claim such a meeting as due to me,
even were my offenses a thousand times greater
than they are. I entreat that you send me no
answer to this, at least not that answer which I

fear, uncfer present circumstances, would only be
such a one as must destroy the hope that still

lives in me, though perhaps it should long since

have given up the ghost. But whilst I live, and
whilst you live, Hirell, it never will. But even if

you do send me such an answer I will not take
it. No. I demand a meeting at your father's

house. If you desire it to be a last one, you
can make it so. Never will I molest you after

that, if your heart remains hardened against me
still.

' ' IfRobert Chamberlayne will acceptmy hearty
regards, give him them

;
and remember, Hirell, it

may some day be in your power to make us as

warm friends as fate seems determined we should
be. Yours faithfully, J. R. CUNLIFF."

Hirell found on reading her father's letter that

he had replied to Cunliff instantly, complying
with his request, which he told his daughter was
a natural and manly one, and that he would not
have it refused.

So there would be fresh agitation waiting her
in that home where she was so longing to go for

rest and comfort.

But it did not make her wish to delay her re-

turn. It would, she felt, now be best to get back
;

and have the meeting over and done with, and
the old calm, pure, monotonous life beginning for

her once more.
Hirell did not see Robert after the night they

brought him home till the day she left. Mrs.

Chamberlayne thought it best that it should be
so. On the afternoon when Robert had come to

them on the lawn, and found them with red eyes,

they had opened their hearts to each other about

him. Mrs. Chamberlayne had told Hirell how
long, and with what patient hope, Robert had
loved her, but she had also sadly accepted Hirell's

passionate and despairing avowal of her love for

the man whom she felt she could never consent

to marry.
After that Mrs. Chamberlayne fully made up

her mind that Hirell would sooner or later marry
Sir John Cunliff. And when Robert lay ill, she

jealously guarded him from one gleam of false

hope. It would be so bitter to take it from him,
if it grew into him with his new strength.
No one ever knew what suffering that one

glimpse of Robert's white face had stamped on Hi-
rell's heart

;
or how for many days, as he lay be-

tween life and death, she was tormented by the

horrible fear that he might never see his ripening
harvest gathered in.

But Robert got better and began to regain his

strength very soon, and as Mrs. Payne declared,
"to eat like a wolf."

Three weeks had elapsed since his accident,
when it was decided that Mr. Wrigley was to take

Hirell home.
Mrs. Chamberlayne, who was now well enough

to be carried every day into her son's room, saw.

that Robert certainly would not be content with-

out Hirell's coming to bid him farewell. So when
she was dressed for her journey, Hirell had to go
and tap at the sick-room door

;
and was bidden

to come in by Mrs. Chamberlayne, who was hav-

ing a late breakfast at Robert's bedside.

Hirell was determined not to disturb him by
the sight of her own emotion. But when she saw

him lying back on the bank of white pillows, his

face almost as white, and thinner, and darker un-

der the eyes than in his school-boy days, she felt

something swelling in her throat that made her

afraid to speak, as she took his hand, and return-
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ed his smile of greeting. Her eyes were full of

tears, which run over when Robert said,"
They will all miss you sadly, Hirie."

That nearly made her burst out with passionate

reproaches on herself, for ever having come and

brought such misfortune upon them, but she con-

trolled herself and only said,

"Oh, Robert, hush! Forgive me, but don't

praise me, after all I have brought on you. Dear

Robert, I can not bear that !"

She sat down pressing her handkerchief to her

eyes, and trying to grow calm.
" Will your father let me come down to Bod

Elian, when I get out of Mrs. Payne's snuffy
hands ?" asked Robert

;
"I shall need mountain

air then if ever any one did."
" Oh yes, please, Robert, we shall all be so

glad."

"Well, I shall certainly come. How strange,
if I am kept here till just about the same time that

I was down last year !

"

At that moment Susan knocked at the door,
and told them Mr. Wrigley said the time was up,
and was the young lady ready ?

Hirell rose hastily, once more shook hands with

Robert, then knelt down by Mrs. Chamberlayne,
and the two clung to each other like mother and

daughter.
When Hirell rose and was moving towards the

door, she stood still and looked round, and saw
that Robert had turned his face upon his arm.
The morning sunshine was on his hand that used
to be so brown, that now was white and thin.

Her eyes followed the sunshine from it to the

rich fields without, and a thrill went through her
as she thought, what if that hand should never

again be busy there with sickle or seed.

Mrs. Chamberlayne looked at her as if she
would bid her to go without taking more notice

of the invalid, but Hirell with an air of gentle de-

fiance stood still a moment, then walked back to

the bedside with something of the old sweet saint-

ly gravity.

"May the Lord bless you and restore you,
Robert !

"
she said solemnly, and kissed him.

She spoke the prayer while her lips were touch-

ing his forehead, so that the kiss was most holy,
the pi'ayer most sweet.

CHAPTER LIU.

MB. WRIGLEY considered his time of far too
much importance for him to think of staying an
hour in Wales. Indeed he returned to Dolgarrog
by the car in which he took Hirell up to Bod
Elian.

Only Kezia was at home, Elias having gone to

a cattle fair at Aber.
She was standing outside the kitchen door by

the churn when Hirell came behind her. She
had just left off her work to rest her arms, and
was looking along the Aber road, visible from here

for many miles.
' ' Kezia !

"
said Hirell, then burst out with a

wild peal of laughter as Kezia started, and turned

towards her. Kezia laughed a little, and cried a

little, all in a tranquil way, very different from
Hirell's. And then they went in and sat down,
holding one another's hands by turns asking and

answering questions, and falling into fits of tear-

ful or smiling silence.

"And father's well, Kezia you're quite sure?"
"
Yes, thank the Lord, he is well in health."

" But is he very much troubled about things
about money, Kezia ?"

"No, he says his affairs are coming more un-
der his control."

"
Kezia, did he use Robert's money ?"

"Oh dear, no! I never dared tell him. I
sent it back to Robert, because the other money
could be got. But somehow, your father did not
think it all right ;

so he has not used any of it,

but he will tell you what he thinks of it."
"
Kezia, it's not about his coming, is it, that

father's troubled ?"
" Oh no

;
he thinks that right and natural.

You know he wrote to Sir John Cunliff yesterday,
telling him you were coming home to-day."
"Did he?" said Hirell, starting up, then sitting

down again, and turning pale: "then he may
be here any day any minute," she added with a
shiver.

"Did your father tell you when he wrote,"
asked Kezia, "that Mr. Rhys had sent here to

know whether Sir John was coming back, and if

so, when we expected him ?"

"No."
"Then you don't know that they are back at

Dola' Hudol, and that Mrs. Rhys is seriously
ill?"

"No, indeed."
"There has been a deal of talk about them

since you've been away."
Hirell looked at her with keen searching eyes.
That strange tragic little episode in the orchard

last year had never quite left her mind
;
now it

seemed to grow more vivid in it.

"
Talk, Kezia," she said, "what kind of talk ?"

"
Sir John Cunliff is mixed up with it, Hirell.

I should not tell you, but I think you might hear
it directly in some extravagant way."" How is he mixed up in it, Kezia ? Tell me
all. You are right I ought to know."

"Oh, Hirell, they say Sir John Cunliff has
broken her heart. They say they cared for each
other too much, and when Mr. Rhys was away,
kept meeting instead of avoiding each other.

She led a wretched life when she came back here,

through Mr. Rhys knowing about it
;
and now,

though it's said he's forgiven her, and they are

quite reconciled, her heart seems broken, and

they say she's dying. But Hirell, bach, don't

look so."
" Go on, Kezia

;
is it known why they want

him ?"
" No

;
who can say ? Hirell, Hirell ! my sweet

dear."

Kezia put her arm round the poor drooping

form, and drew it to the open door for air, and

seating it there, fetched some water, which the

white faint lips sipped gratefully.
After a long silence, Hirell roused herself, and

said
' ' Let us say no more about this, Kezia. Come,

I'm longing to know all the news our news-
which, however sad and miserable, is never, nev-

er worse, never disgraceful. I think you mean
father is troubled about something, if it isn't

about money.
"

There was a silence again, during which Ke-
zia's light eyelashes grew wet.
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"Deai- Hirell, ^ou know how Hugh left us.

Your father has felt it very deeply."
Another silence, and soon Kezia lays her hand

on Hirell's, and says with a faint blush

"I haven't thanked you yet, Hirell, for the

dear note you wrote me after you had heard from

Hugh."
"And, Kezia, you haven't told me any thing

yet that you know I am longing to hear."
" I'm afraid I have very, very little to tell you,

dear."
"
But, Kezia, has nothing come, then, of those

letters that Hugh told me he had left one for

you and one for father ?"

Kezia shook her head, and smiled a sweet pa-
tient smile.

"Did Hugh tell you what he told me about

about father ?" asked Hirell.

"Yes."
"Kezia!" Hirell knelt down before her, and

took hold of her arms, and looked searchingly
into her timid serious blue eyes ;

"
tell me the

truth, dear Kezia, do you after all care more for

Hugh than father ?"

The eyes looked back at her wonderingly, the

head shook gently but emphatically.
' ' Then you do love father, Kezia ? Dearly ?"

The fair puritan-looking little head wavered a

moment, then fell forward on Hirell's shoulder.
" Oh Hirell ! your mother joined our hands.

She often often told me how she dreaded leaving
him he was so stern to himself, she said, so se-

vere and self-sacrificing, he needed some one to

be always guarding him from himself. We had

always been such friends ever since I was a
child. In her last moments, Hirell, she joined
our hands, and asked him to let me take her

place. I have her written words about it
;
I will

show it you, and her own wedding-ring. Well,
dear Hirell, I thought before Hugh wrote that

letter I thought I had never found favor in your
father's sight ;

but though I thought so, I felt,

dear, I'd rather be his servant all my days than
another's wife."

" But now, Kezia, that you know the truth ?"

Kezia raised her head, and looked at Hirell

with a gentle pride." And now that I know the truth, Hirell, what
can / do ?"

Then Hirell understood it all. Hugh had been
able to tell Kezia Elias's secret, but of Kezia's he
had known nothing. Therefore Elias knew noth-

ing of it either. Hirell understood in a moment
why her father had not been able to speak. She
knew his nature well enough to be sure of how
he would doubt the possibility of Kezia's loving
him.

She said nothing more, but kissed Kezia and
went up stairs.

Kezia was the first to see Elias coming home,
and she called Hirell to go and meet him.

She remained in the kitchen herself busily pre-
paring supper.

Instead of coming in, Elias and Hirell when
they reached the house remained, to Kezia's sur-

prise, walking up and down in front of it.

At last they came in together, and Hirell took
her father to his old seat. Kezia was busy at the
fire warming buttermilk, to pour on the oat-cake
she had been braking into the basins on the sup-
per-table.

To her amazement Hirell took hold of her

hand, and drawing her to Elias put it into his

hand, saying

"Father, why don't you give me the mother
that my own mother left me ?"

And then she went out and left them alone.

It was not long before Elias opened the door
and called

"
Hirell, my daughter, where are you?"

And when she came, he pointed with both his

hands to Kezia as she stood with her head bent
down weeping for joy, and said

' ' See then your mother. I go to give thanks
where thanks are due.

"

The evening was a very quiet and peaceful one.

They talked chiefly of the great meeting there
was to be at the opening of the chapel next month.
Hirell had to hear how it had been arranged that

there should be a great gathering of the English
miners on Moel Mawr

;
and how they were to

be addressed by the Reverend Ephraim Jones
and other gifted friends.

CHAPTER LIV.

AN ARRIVAL AT BOD ELIAN.

A FORTNIGHT had passed since Hirell's return

home, and yet Sir John had not made his appear-
ance. His delay was, however, fully accounted
for by the newspapers, which showed how im-

portantly he was occupied and which officious

neighbors took care to bring or send in to the

Morgans, although it was generally believed they
had little reason to be pleased with him.
The Reverend Ephraim Jones, with whom

Hugh now lodged, sent Elias several very favora-

ble reports of him though he owned himself he

began to fear that his work at Messrs. Tidman's,
to whose house he had been readmitted, was too
hard for him, too exhausting, the minister owned

both to the spirit and the flesh.

A few days afterwards they had a letter from

Hugh himself, in which he told them how, to his

astonishment, and for the moment to his shame
and humiliation, Sir John Cunliff had appeared
one day at Tidman's, introduced himself to those

gentlemen as a friend of Hugh's family, and beg-

ged to be permitted to take him away for a few

hours, a request that was granted Avith a marked
sense of the honor done in making it. Hugh
said he could scarcely help laughing at the change
that in an instant came over his employers' atti-

tude towards him, as they looked at him and at

the card on the table before them, bearing the

words "
Sir John Cunliff, Bart.,Werge Castle."

Hugh told them he had spent a delightful day,
and that his future prospects had been discussed

as kindly by Sir John as if he had been his dear-

est friend for many years. When things were

more settled, Hugh said he would tell them what
Sir John had proposed to him.

It wanted three days to the first of the great

prayer-meetings, and Hirell and Kezia were sit-

ting in the afternoon knitting near the open door,
and practising the hymns in which they were to

take the lead on the grand day, when they heard
the sound of wheels coming sharply round the

field road,
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They were unmistakably the wheels of a Dol-

garrog car. Hirell and Kezia both rose hastily,
and Avent into the house.

"
It is him at last," said Hirell.

"
Oh, Kezia,

I wish father was at home."
She had turned so pale and trembled so, Kezia

thought her quite unfit to meet the visitor, and
drew her gently into her father's room.
Then Kezia went herself to receive Sir John,

as she had no doubt whatever the guest would

prove to be.

Hirell heard her in another minute returning,
a manly step accompanying hers.

Surely she would not bring him here, Hirell

thought, rising and holding fast the edge of the

open bureau.

The door opened Kezia appeared, beaming
and behind her came Robert Chamberlayne.
Was it intense relief or bitter disappointment ?

Kezia wondered, that made Hirell burst into tears,
and sob so violently that it was several minutes
before she could quiet her.

Robert stood looking very serious and aston-

ished.

"There," said Kezia, when she had got her a
little quiet, "now see how well master Robert is

looking ;
I shouldn't have guessed he had been ill

at all if I hadn't known all about it
; no, in-

deed!"
"Robert!" said Hirell, smiling through her

tears, and holding out her hand,
" I couldn't

help it I think I never was so startled."

"What, did you take me for my own ghost,
Hirell?" asked Robert.

"I thought I was afraid you were to be as

I left you a long time much longer than this.

And you came in looking as well as if nothing
had happened. It is no wonder I was startled,
Robert. When one lias got used to every thing
being quite changed, it does startle one to see

any body looking so exactly the same as ever, as

you did when you came in. I am very glad,
more glad than I can say, Robert, to see you so."

This speech was a great deal more sweet to

Robert than Hirell had intended to make it. It

made him happier than she had any idea of; and
enabled him to talk to her with less restraint than
there had been between them for a very long
while.

She was greatly interested in all the Nytimber
gossip that he brought, and felt as if it came from
a place in which many years of her life had been

spent.
Elias welcomed Robert a great deal mere

warmly than he had taken leave of him when he
had last left Bod Elian

;
and even smiled slightly

several times, during supper, at Robert's accounts
of Mr. Wrigley's blunders with his new machines.

It was not till just before prayers that Kezia
told him of the visit they were daily expecting,
and then all his happine'ss seemed gone, like a

dream, and he could not tell how it had taken

possession ot him. He had known, he told him-
self he had known, ever since Hirell came to

Kent, that she would many Cunliff at last, what-
ever happened to make him think otherwise.

The next day was Friday, and Robert spent it

with his old tutor at the Abbey Farm. He went
to church in the evening, and saw Mr. Rhys alone
in the Dola' Hudol pew looking so much older

and less strong than in old days, that Robert

scarcely at first knew him.

He got back to Bod Elian too soon to evade
the ministers who had been there to arrange
with Elias certain mattei-s connected with the next

Sunday's meeting. When he saw Elias taking
leave of some one at the door, in the twilight,
Robert's heart grew cold and heavy. It must be
Cunliff. He had been, then. All was settled

;

and how?
When he went in, after watching the retreat-

ing figure in the dusk, he thought he had never
heard such music as the voice of Elias, when it

said to him rather reproachfully" I would you had come a minute sooner, Rob-
ert Chamberlayne, that you might have met our

gifted young friend, the Reverend Griffith Grif-

fiths, who has but just now left us."

Robert was so greatly relieved that he was able

to express quite a lively regret at having lost the

chance of making the young minister's acquaint-
ance.

The eveningwas concluded by the usual prayers,
and an additional one for a blessing on the great

undertakings of to-morrow.

CHAPTER LV.

HIRELL'S CALL.

ALL at Bod Elian were stirring early on the

morning of the great day.
Robert was out in time to help Hirell with her

little farm-yard duties, as, indeed, he had been

every morning since his arrival, making Hirell

half pleased, half vexed.

On that Sunday she had risen earlier, on pur-

pose to avoid him
;
and when she saw him sit-

ting on the kennel, playing with the dogs, and

waiting for her, she returned his "good-morn-
ing" with a something so like a frown that it per-

plexed Robert
;
and made him steal an uneasy,

inquiring glance at her, which Hirell returned

with a very bright, impatient, almost angry one,
and they went to their work in silence Hirell

finishing nearly every thing Robert tried to do.

One of the cows was ill, and Hirell had to see

it take something her father had prepared for it.

While they were waiting, Robert ventured a word
of advice, but Hirell, instead of answering, pulled
her hymn-book out of her pocket, and began

studying it.

"Well," said Robert, losing patience, "if I'm

not wanted, I'd better go."

"Do, Robert," answered Hirell, almost sadly,
" and be ashamed of me as I am of myself. You
thought better of me, I thought better of myself,
than that I should hate you seeing all our wretch-

ed little contrivances and meannesses, because I've

seen how different your place is. I ought not to

feel it I ought not to mind you seeing me do

things that you set your plough-boys to do. Go
in to breakfast, Robert, and don't be hurt I'll

pray to-day for my pride to be broken, and a bet-

ter spirit given me, so that I can bear to have a

fine gentleman opening and shutting doors and

lifting pails for me, and bear to know he's think-

ing 'and she expected to be Lady Cunliff'.'

There, go along, Robert, I know you are going
to say something kind, but I won't hear it. I'm

wicked, but I'm not a child I won't be petted
out of my wickedness I'll get rid of it

;
I'll hum-

ble my spirit to-day by taking to myself the harsh-
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est condemnations that Ephraim Jones hurls at

the miners."

Smiling with tears in her eyes, she pushed him

gently out of the shed, then shut herself in.

Kobert, after a moment's hesitation and per-

plexity, went in, and as usual told his troubles to

Kezia, who took his assistance at the same time

gratefully enough.
At breakfast a minister came in hot haste with

a letter which he had received from the Reverend

Ephraim Jones, who sent word to say that he

should not be able to get to Capel Illtyd in time

to address his dear brethren there after the morn-

ing service, as he had intended. He gave up his

task, he said, to no one save Elias Morgan, the

founder of the chapel, himself; whom he solemn-

ly commanded to take his place, and not to heed
the promptings of Satan to shrink from his duty,
but to speak out of the fullness of the truth with-

in him.
Elias was much disturbed by the unlooked-for

summons, and retired to ask Divine aid and coun-
tenance for such a task.

He returned in a little while, looking calmer
and resigned, but anxious.

" I am willing to undertake the trust which is

given so suddenly into my hands," he said to the

young minister,
' ' but I have a weakness to con-

tend with, which our reverend friend has over-

looked. I know not how to express myself free-

ly in the English language."
This was a fact which no one present could

doubt. Though Elias spoke English correctly,
it was in a slow and rather stilted manner, that

must spoil any eloquence he might be inspired

with, while taking Ephraim Jones's place.
Hirell had been thinking of it ever since the

minister's message had been delivered, and won-

dering how the difficulty was to be met, for she

knew that by far the greater part of the open-air

meeting after the service consisted of English and
Irish miners.

" Could you, friend Evans, render my words
into English as I go on, if I preach in my own
tongue ?" inquired Elias.

The young minister looked veiy dubious, and
said he did not think it would do no, he did not
at all think it would do.

Hirell felt greatly relieved when she heard
brother Evans refuse the task, for she knew it

was quite impossible he could do justice to her
father's thoughts. He was an amiable, industri-

ous young man, yet he had by no means a strong
or original mind ;

but was, as Ephraim Jones had
once described him,

" one of the many who stood
forth to smite Satan, but could never do more than
tickle him."
"Could the gifted Griffith Griffiths?" Elias

asked.

No. Brother Evans knew he had to hurry
away directly after the sendee, as he was to

preach at Aber in the afternoon. Besides, broth-
er Evans thought it decidedly would not do

;
no-

body could translate quick enough. /

As Elias looked along the table, from one face
to another, his eye fell suddenly on what appear-
ed to him a message from Heaven, that put an
end to all his difficulty. It was Hirell's face look-

ing towards him full of light, and wistful, solemn
inquiry. He knew it said to him"

Father, shall / do?" and he answered in-

stantly aloud, and with glad emotion

"
Hirell, beam of light indeed, your call has

come! this work is yours no other's. Be at

peace, brother Evans, the multitude shall be

spoken to in two tongues at once."

"When Hirell rose with changing color and
trembling hands from her place, Robert, who had
not been able to understand the whole of what
had passed, the minister and Elias having spoken
in Welsh, began to suspect something of the truth,
and asked Kezia what it was. When she told

him, he turned quickly to Elias, exclaiming"
No, no, surely, Morgan, you would never let

her do that."

Elias looked at him with calm contempt.
"If you choose to come with us, Robert Cham-

berlayne," he said,
"

it may be you will be glad
the mission has been sent to her. Come, Hirell.

We will go and pray together. Brother Evans,
your time is precious we -will not keep you."

"I should never have . believed it of Elias,"
cried Robert, walking about indignantly, when
he was alone with Kezia.

"
It wouldn't matter

so much for any other woman but Hirell ! Hi-
rell to be stared at and talked over by hundreds
of tipsy miners."

"Ah, Master Robert, leave it to Elias," said

Kezia soothingly. "He knows what is best.

He has wonderful lights ;
and ah, dear Hirell !

it will be a sight to see her giving out her father's

sayings, and crowds and crowds looking at her.

I always said she was one of the holy women,
such as the blessed Paul loved and sent greetings
to by Phebe, and now I must get my bonnet on,
and be all ready to help the dear child."

CHAPTER LVI.

AT THE MARTYR'S OAK.

THEY went out together, Hirell walking with
her father, Robert with Kezia.

Hirell had since
" her call

"
changed her dress

for a very old black one of Kezia's, and wore
black gloves and bonnet.

"
Is this part of the humiliation of the day, Hi-

rell?" whispered Robert, touching her sleeve as

she waited with him and Kezia, while her father

was talking to a group of friends just arrived from

Dolgarrog.
She looked down at her rusty dress and an-

swered
"
No, Robert, this is not humility, this again is

pride."
"How's that?"

"Don't you see that, as the bearer of good tid-

ings, it would better become me to put on cheer-

ful colors, to remember myself only as the Lord's

senr

ant, doing His will, and forget myself as my-
self, timid and startled by the gaze of many
eyes. But I can not do this, Robert, so I've put
on black, that I sha'n't be much noticed as I stand

with father and the others, Avho'll all be in black

too."

As they approached the simple, gray little chap-
el which Robert remembered so well in its unfin-

ished state, they saw already a large number of

miners in straggling groups on the Aber road.

The chapel stood on a mound towards the centre

of the stony field that sloped towards Bod Elian.

The morning was warm and sunny, the ascent
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difficult, and those who came from great distances

sat down on the broken walls and heaps of stones,

wiping their faces, and waiting for the chapel
doors to open.
When they were open, Elias, Hirell, Robert, and

Kezia were respectfully made way for: but no
sooner had they gone in, and sat side by side on
the first long seat, which was for the special use

of Elias and his household, than the push and tu-

mult for places began. In an almost incredibly
short time the little building was filled.

After this there was still a noise and confusion

at the door, and several English jeers and jests
about the smallness of the chapel reached Robert's

ears, and made him feel more and more irritated

at the thought of Hirell addressing such a rabble.

Without waiting for the confusion to stop, the

Reverend Griffith Griffiths began the service, and
before many minutes those close outside the door,
either from curiosity or from despair of distracting
the attention of the congregation, became very
quiet, though the vast and still increasing num-
ber outside and around the chapel made a strange,

buzzing, uneven sort of murmur.
Hirell's heart beat fast as she heard it, and

thought how soon the service would be over, and
her novel and formidable task begin.
At last she knew the time had come. The

Reverend Griffith Griffiths was shaking hands
with her father, and a cry was raised outside the

door of

"They are coming out make way, they are

coming out."

There was a noise, as of eager feet, a great
movement and bustle within, and soon Hirell

found herself out in the strong noon-day sun,
her hand held firmly in her father's.

She heard her father give the order that the

crowd should draw together, and proceed to the

Martyr's Oak higher up the valley, singing as

they went a hymn which he gave out, and which
lie led himself.

The Martyr's Oak was the only tree to be seen

from the chapel. It was of great size and age,
and held in extreme veneration far and near.

Under its branches, said tradition, in the days
of Laud and Whitgift the persecuted flock of

Christ had come to worship ; and, at times, in the

dead of night, when the search was too hot for

them to meet in the light of day ;
and on one

occasion a young minister had been captured and

hung upon its branches.

There the people spread themselves out in a
kind of half-circle. Many in the front sat down,
till row after row was formed, so as to admit those

standing behind to share in the expected feast.

Just in front of the broad trunk of the oak rose

a short stunted stem, as if some other and young-
er tree had grown there and been cut down to

make a pillar on which a man might stand
;

and that, with its overshadowing and waving
canopy, was the Martyr's Oak.

Elias declined at first to mount to so conspicu-
ous a position, but waving his hand for "silence,

began to explain that he and his friend had ex-

perienced a great disappointment in the absence
of the Reverend Ephraim Jones, who had prom-
ised to be with them. But God, he said, was no

respecter of persons ;
and had prompted him,

Elias Morgan, their humble friend and neighbor,
to determine to address them to the best of his

ability.

He did this first in Welsh, then in English ;

and then, also in both languages, explained to

them that as it was difficult to him to think in

English, and as also there were many there who
would not understand him if he used that tongue,
his daughter, an earnest child of God, reared from

infancy in the one true faith, would endeavor to

lift up her voice and translate for them into Eng-
lish what he spoke in Welsh.

Hirell trembled as some English cheers some
mocking, but mostly earnest were raised as her
father ceased speaking. She saw, too, a decided

swaying of the crowd, a vehement pushing for-

ward, and heard a few loud English remarks on
her appearance, and invitations to stand up on
the tree and show herself. She saw Robert stand-

ing alone, for he had been deserted by Kezia, who
had told him, to his amusement and contempt,
that the men and women must separate on leav-

ing the chapel. Hirell saw him standing look-

ing towards her with eyes full of tender vexa-
tion.

Her cheeks were very hot the crowds of
familiar and strange faces swam before her eyes.
As she tried to look steadily around her, she

suddenly laid the other hand on her father's and

pressed closer to him.
He looked down at her, and met her eyes look-

ing up at him full of tears, and passionate entreaty.
' ' What is it, my child ?" he whispered in

Welsh.
"
Pray, pray let me go. I can not speak. He

is there, father, I saw him."
"

Sir John Cunliff?"

"Yes."
Elias gave one stern, hurried glance in the di-

rection the little fluttering hand on his seemed to

indicate, and there he saw indeed Sir John Cun-

liff, looking wonderfully like "Mr. Rymer," in

his tourist dress.

He did not hesitate a moment after looking at

him and around upon the crowd.
"

Hirell, "Tie said, sternly,
"
the welfare of all

these, children of the Almighty Father assembled

here, must be more regarded by me than the suf-

fering of my own one child. You must not shrink

you shall not send forth your voice and trust

to Him to make it heard. Now follow me in-

stantly."
And he cried in a loud voice

"Gweddiwn."
Immediately a piercing, plaintive tone followed

like an echo with the English,
" Let us pray."
And throughout all that long prayer it never

failed, but like a silver bell struck by the same
hand that had just sent the deep sonorous sound

j

from one of iron, rang out clearly, thrillingly,

,

and sweetly.
At first the fair young face, with auburn hair

pushed back under the black bonnet, and sweet

j

eyes clouded and wandering as if they saw noth-

ing, provoked much rude staring and admiration
;

I but before many minutes the short sentences

thrown out by that grand, sonorous base and
'

sweet treble of repetition, began to strike home
j

in many a wild, wicked, and miserable nature,

|

till the air grew more and more silent and clear

j

for the passage of the two voices.

At last the attention of the crowd became rapt
and unbroken

; smoking, nut-cracking, orange-
i eating, orange-peel-throwing, every thing seemed
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forgotten, but the grancf crowding mountain of

heads, and God's double-voiced messenger, who

spoke as with the mouth of archangel and seraph.
A time had been when Hirell would have look-

ed and acted very differently under such circum-

stances, and several who listened to her and
watched her now knew it. Once, and only a lit-

tle year ago, she would have spoken to those

crowds of men in a way only to make them stare

and wonder and forget. Strong in her own puri-

ty, and in the purity of all she loved, she would
have stood before them coldly radiant, like some

angel immeasurably separated from them and
their sorrows and their sins and their despairings

by her own ignorance of pain, her own calm, cold

innocence, and her own unquestioning certainty
of her salvation.

But now the pride of her supposed sainthood
was gone from her. She no longer looked proud-
ly, as if conscious of its crown, no longer stood

proudly as if its spotless robes were on her limbs.

In spite of her father's words, which she repeated,
her voice and

eyes
and gestures were full of a

passionate humility, which seemed to bid all souls

to fall with hers, and own His laws beyond all

understanding, and implore the mercy none might
hope to deserve.

Elias also had undergone some of this change.
The past year had tended to break down his spir-
itual pride as well as Hirell's. They both were
conscious of it both felt it as a token of divine

displeasure, and bowed under it with a meekness
and humility that to other eyes than their own
became as a crowning glory to their simple and

pure natures.

Sir John Cunliff dimly perceived something of

this. He noticed, too, how strange and mysteri-
ous a sympathy there was between the truly good
and the utterly wicked. There was a frightfully

depraved-looking fellow near him ugly with
mental and physical deformity he had been jeer-

ing at Hirell longer than any of the others, but
had been quiet now for some time, and Sir John
noticed that he and many more or less like him
became most moved by the very sentences

which most strongly affected Hirell, while the

self-righteous and respectable part of the crowd
remained scarcely touched. "Perhaps the bond
between them was the sense of the immeasurable
distance of Him to whom they prayed.
"Poor publican," thought Sir John, as he saw

the heavy, disgusting-looking eyes near him blink,
and look down, at sentences that made Hirell's

weep.
" How comes it that you are nearer to

the angels than to the Pharisees ?"

The "poor publican," who was in truth a poor
navvy, emitted something between a groan and an

oath, that Sir John trusted might be taken in

Heaven as an "Amen," when Elias concluded
his closing prayer with these words which Hirell

repeated in English with a pathos and yearning in-

describable '$$"
My God, my God, let it not be that I have

forgotten thee too long ever to find thee again !

"Let me not go a -stranger into the land of

death, or the worm find its way to my heart be-
fore my spirit hath come unto thee !

"

^

A cry of exultation from the Welsh broke the
silence following the prayer. There was a new-
comer seen, recognized as the Keverend Ephraim
Jones.

Elias and he met very near to where Sir John
Cunliff had moved, making convenient use of the
oak-tree's trunk, or descending limbs, for the shel-

ter he needed from time to time, while only seem-

ing to be one of the scattered crowd that clung
closely to the vicinity of the pulpit.
The minister was hard-breathed with the hurry

of his walk, and in a most profuse sweat, and it

was as much as he could do to let out a few
words of explanation, while wiping his face, open-
ing out his coat, and throwing back his waistcoat
to seek air and coolness.

"Friend Elias, thou dost make me rejoice

greatly, yea, and thank God even for my great
trouble this breach of a solemn engagement
when I see and hear of all thy doings in the
Lord. And thou also, Hirell Morgan,

' Blessed
art thou among women !' Would I had myself
been a listener ! But all' in good time I shall

hear thee God willing."
If a blush was ever detected on Elias's face, it

was then. He valued greatly his friend's ability,
and judgment, and was troubled to feel how sweet
to him was this appreciation of faith.

He ought, perhaps, to repel the honor to him-

self, but his old delicacy of perception forbade,
lest he might seem to be reproving his chief.

The two men stepped a little aside from the

crowd, and so came still nearer to Cunliff, who
could only evade them by turning his back.

Suddenly, to his extreme annoyance, he caught
the Rev. Ephraim Jones's eye full and stern upon
him.

Cunliff turned at once full face, and lifted his

hat.

Elias's attention was now caught, and he, too,
saw Sir John, and received his salutation. Be-
fore these two could speak, or determine whether

they should speak to each other at that moment,
the minister plucked his friend by the sleeve, and
said something in a low tone, which Cunliff only
partially heard, but which was enough to send
the blood in a rush to his cheek. The words
he heard were these :

"As I expected, friend Elias, a mere juggle !

An imposition, for what purpose she best knows
though thou too mayest guess."
Then with some difficulty the minister reduced

his voice to a whisper, a tone he neither loved nor
was accustomed to, and Cunliff could hear no

more, except the phrase
"
spoiling the Egyptians,"

which seemed to be uttered by the minister with

great unction, and produced a grim smile on Eli-

as's face.

But he saw them glance at him, and felt cer-

tain his trick about the five hundred pounds had
been discovered.

".Well, what could theymake ofit?" he thought

defiantly, but felt horribly annoyed.
The two men moved away, as if to evade him.

Presently he saw a considerable portion of the

congregation gathering once more together about

the Martyr's Oak, and lo ! on the pillar or pulpit,
stood the big, unlovely, but not unmajestic figure
of the Rev. Ephi-aim Jones.

"Friends and brethren," he said in a voice of

portentous strength,
"

it is not my purpose to-day
to weaken by diluting the admirable address that

I hear friend Morgan has given you. I shall

have another opportunity to talk to you, but I

should like to give you yet something more to

carry home before you go. -Have you not had
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to-day joyful tidings respecting God? I know
you have. I hope your hearts are full with it

;

but you must make room there for yet one crumb
of comfort more relating to God's house yonder
chapel !

"It is not for me to tell you its history; you
know it even better than I do. Are there not

among you many who, poor as the Scripture wid-

ow herself, have given their mites in and for it ?

Are there not among you men who, after toiling
the whole day for bread for their families, have
come here into the dark night .and toiled to make
a place where yet another kind of bread should

be always found ? But I am not here to praise

you, I have little gift that way. I want to tell

you how God has raised up for us in his own
manner, do you hear me ? in his own manner,
which is often not our manner succor sufficient

to finish the good work. All its debt will now
be paid off

;
friend Elias will have the millstone

taken from his neck, nor that only, for I have the

satisfaction to inform you that there will be left,

after its entire completion, enough money to form
a permanent fund for its repair."
He was interrupted by the usual Welsh hum

of approbation, then by cheers which the English
understood better than hums, and then by cries

of

"How? how? how?"
"Five hundred pounds have been sent anony-

mously ah, brethren, how sweet charity can

exhibit itself! to our friend Elias Morgan;
who, knowing no other just or manly purpose
for which it could be sent, accepts, on my advice,
the idea that it is for our chapel ! hurrah !"

The minister perhaps forgot himself when he
Avaved his hat, and gave that loud hurrah, which
set off the whole body of listeners

;
or perhaps

he thought he had a right for once to forget min-
isterial formalism in sheer enjoyment of the pun-
ishment he inflicted.

"Name! name! name!"
"Don't give it; there's enough done," said

Elias in a low but earnest tone, as he saw Hirell

pale as death, and felt her trembling hand resting
on his arm for support.

' ' Not give it !

"
said the minister looking grand-

ly round, while there was a rich twinkle of light
in his eye :

" Not give it ! I would not omit it

for the world. Does not our benefactor deserve

the gratitude of his fellow-men ? At least," and
here suddenly he changed his tone, "do we not

know he ought? Brethren, put up your prayer
this night for our benefactor, Sir John Cunliif,
Baronet

;
and pray as heartily as I do, that what-

ever he may need in this life, or in the life to

come, will be vouchsafed him in measure as abun-
dant as his practical generosity to us. Sir John

Cunliff, Baronet. Amen."
There was a pause, and Cunliff breathed again

as he found there was no intention to make known
his own presence.
But he was furious, and moved about uneasily

for a few seconds, wondering whether or no he

ought and dared to disclaim the gift and the

honor.

No, he saw that was too dangerous; he was
tied hand and foot by the past, a helpless captive
of the bow and spear of the Reverend Ephraim.
They advanced.
"You ai-e pleased to make merry with me,

gentlemen!" he said.

10

"Why not, sir? The Lord loves a cheerful

giver ;
he can hardly be wroth with one who

also receives cheerfully," was the minister's re-

sponse.
"Mr. Morgan," said Cunliff, "will you favor

me with a few minutes' conversation ?"

"May I first ask, Sir John, if this visit is an
accidental one ?"

" No. I come now from London expressly to
see you."
"Then you are welcome to Bod Elian, Sir

John Cunliff. We are ready to turn homeward
with you now. Hirell !

"

She was standing still by the oak with Kezia
and some other women, who had come about her,

praising her, some to her comfort and pleasure,
some to her humiliation and annoyance. But
during that last minute or two, she had had but
scant attention to give to any of their praises.
When her father called her, she turned a little

paler, set her lips close, and with a quick implor-
ing look at Kezia, glided to him and stood at his

side, acknowledging and stopping Sir John's ea-

ger advance towards her by a slight bend of the
head.

"
Hirell," said her father, "go home with Ke-

zia, and prepare to welcome Sir John Cunliff with
what hospitality is within our power."
They hurried on in advance of Sir John and

Elias, who followed.

Without either mentioning his name, both
looked round for Robert, and saw that he had

disappeared.
He had waited till he was certain as to wheth-

er Sir John was going to be permitted to enter

Bod Elian, and then took himself off to the Ab-

bey farm, to wait there till the visitor should be

gone. He had no wish to receive Sir John's

thanks, or to let him see by his behavior how lit-

tle he cared about his gratitude. So he thought
it on the whole wisest to be absent.

He felt there was a time now come for him,
that however long, or however brief, would con-

tain the most bitter moments of suspense he had
ever known.

CHAPTER LVIL
THE BITTER CUP.

HIRELL had no time to think of changing her

dusty black dress or to bathe her eyes that ached
with the strong sun which had shone before them
so blindingly at the Martyr's Oak.

She could not even obey her father in helping
Kezia to prepare some refreshment for Sir John.

Directly she got into the house she went straight

to her father's room and sat down between the

bureau and the window very still so still, that

Kezia, coming anxiously from her preparations,
to look at her, thought she had fainted. But
when she called to her and touched her, Hirell

looked up with a sweet, wild kind of smile, and

taking Kezia's hand, locked it tightly in both her

own, then put it from her, saying
" Don't mind me don't hinder."

As Kezia left the room, she met Sir John and
Elias coming towards it, and turning back looked

at Hirell to warn her.

She remained very still, but Kezia knew she

was aware of their coming, and quietly went out.
"

Hirell," said Elias,
"
Sir John has said that
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to me, which I think entitles him to say it also to

you. Hear him patiently. My child, I leave

you in God's hands. Whatever you do, be sure

of His blessing, and I have nothing more to ask."

She turned her head then, and looking at Eli-

as, answered almost in a whisper

"Yes, father."

Then she heard him go out and close the door,

and knew that Sir John was close to her, one

hand on the back of her chair, the other on the

table before her.

"Hirell!"

She was silent and motionless.

"Oh, Hirell, forgiveness has come for me, at

last, has it not ?"
"
Yes, Sir John

; you know it."
" Do I know it ? may I trust that I know it ?"

"You may."
His hand trembled she saw it tremble at the

sound of her voice, which was cold and forced.

"I may ah yes I know I have your Chris-

tian forgiveness, Hirell, but it is not that I mean,
it is your own heart's full forgiveness that I need.

"

"And that you have."

"If I have that, Hirell, I am blessed, indeed,
for I know that you can not give me that with-

out giving me back with it all that was mine be-

fore. I am here to offer you all that God has

given me, sincere repentance for what has been

my name my wealth my devoted love my
eternal care and cherishing

"

"Sir John Cunliff!"

She spoke so coldly that involuntai-ily he took

his hand from her chair, and drew back a little

way as if stung. He stood more directly facing
her now, and she looked up at him with heavy,
mournful eyes as she spoke.
"I can give you nothing but the free forgive-

ness that has long been yours, and my heart's

best wishes for your good. I can take nothing
from you but your forgiveness and good wishes,
which I ask for, Sir John."
He looked at her with eyes full of passionate,

tender incredulity. He said to himself that it

could not be there was such cruel strength of pur-

pose in such a fair, childish face more childish

now, strange to say, in its thinness and delicacy
than he had ever seen it. Was Elias, after all,

untruthful in telling him no one had tried to in-

fluence her against him ? He thought of her

early love and its utter guilelessness and humili-

ty, and felt it was impossible she could mean in-

deed to refuse him.
He did not answer veiy soon, and his silence

affected Hirell far more than any words could
have done. Though her eyes were still tearless

and her lips closed firmly, he saw her fingers

fluttering nervously near her slender, swelling

throat, as if there were rising in it words or cries

she would fain repress."
Oh, Hirell," he cried, suddenly kneeling by

the table where she sat, and laying his hand on
her wrist,

" You haven't quite ceased to love me,
have you ?"

She was startled startled into tears, but not
out of her coldness.

" I have ceased to love you well enough to be-
come your wife," she answered, in a very low,
firm voice.

"
No, no," cried Cunliff,

"
give me what little

love you have left, Hirell, I will be content
;
I

will make it more, You have pledged yourself

to me you have your pledge to remember, what-
ever I have done. Can you dare to break your
solemn promise to be true to me ?"

At this a little strange gleam of fire came into

the wet eyes." I gave my solemn promise to be true to Mr.

Rymer I was true to him, to the last, but, Sir

John Cunliff, from the first minute you were made
known to me, I felt I felt the one that I had
loved before was gone. You were left, but you
were not the one that I had loved I do not wish
to love you. I do not understand you I will

certainly never marry you ;
I am not fit for you,

nor you for me. You saw it all so truly, if you
would but remember."
He stood regarding her in bitter silence. Those

words ' '

you saw it all so truly, if you would but

remember," were as gall to him
;
and it w.as as if

the cruel light they threw upon his heart's secrets

was reflected back on Hirell's, for he suddenly
saw, or thought he did, the one taint of her na-

ture.
"

Hirell," he said, in a voice such as she had
never heard from him before, "you are not so

perfect as you think, after all your anger against
me. Your suffering, which keeps alive your an-

ger, is all not because I sinned against your wom-
anhood, but because I sinned against yonr saint-

hood
;
and you can not bring back the old glory

and halo, the sense of unapproachable light and

goodness of which you were so proud.
"

Her eyes, fixed on the table before her, were
filled with anguish ;

he SRAV that he had indeed

stung her but, when she spoke, he knew the

sting had only made her heart close up from him
the more.

"Perhaps you are right, Sir John Cunliff;" she

said, "perhaps I am guilty of the thing you say,
but ifso I have never withdrawnmyself from God's

hands, and he knows what he is doing with me.
I am sure, too, that he knows I ought to keep the

one thing you have left to me my faith in Him,
and this I could not do if I married you.

"

"
Hirell, forgive me. How dared I say what I

have said !

"

"I have no doubt but that it was time too

true, Sir John."

Again he stood silent, in fierce self-reproach
and suffering."

Hirell, Hirell," he cried suddenly,
"

this is too

much ! It can not be that I must drain this bit-

ter, bitter cup.""
May God make it less bitter for you, sir

;
I

can not."

He rose, and walked the length of the little

room twice with head bent down, hands linking,
and eyes looking helplessly round as in a vague
search for hope.
At last .his eyes resting on Hirell's little Bible

as it lay by her black gloves and bonnet, he stood

still a moment looking at it. Suddenly he went
to the table, took up the little book, and came to

her with it.
"

Hirell, I can not play the patient lover after

this, and offer to live on hope when no hope seems
to exist. I know you too well, and I know I have

already given you too much time for consideration

for this to be any mere caprice, and yet I can not

I can not bring myself to believe, Hirell!"

She looked at him with cold, questioning eyes.
"
Hirell, my darling ! my only hope and love !

you do not mean me to take your words for sol-
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emn truth not for truth so solemn that you could

swear it upon this book. You could not do that ?

say you could not, and I will wait and hope and
come to you again."
She rose up, she put her hands upon the book

as he held it, but though her lips opened and

moved, she could not speak."
No, Hirell, no," he pleaded, shudderingly try-

ing to draw away the book
;
but following his en-

treaty came the words, low, but clear and dis-

tinct

"I swear upon this book that I will never mar-

ry Sir John Cunliff."

His hands were slowly withdrawn, the Bible

slipped from hers, and fell on to the floor.

Both knew that the vow, the first she had ever

made, was irrevocable. Both knew, as she sank

into her chair, and he knelt beside her, that they
were severed as utterly as two sailors on an ice-

berg, when it breaks, and they are being borne

away on its different parts by different currents.

He scarcely seemed to feel her hands, or she

his, as they were clasped in that last clasp. They
seemed rather to be stretching them towards each

other in the distance they felt spreading so fast

between them.
And then the real parting came, and they saw

each other no more.

CHAPTER LVIII.

THE SOLITARY.

As a man stunned by a blow which deprives
him of all sensation beyond a confused dull pain,
which he does not even attempt to understand,
will go blindly groping along, so that a bystander

may not even guess his state, Sir John Cunliff*

after carefully closing the door of Bod Elian, be-

hind him, descended the hill into the valley.
He stood for a minute or two on the Dolgar-

rog road, upon the long, old, stone bridge that

crosses the valley, and leaned over the parapet, as

if studying the Roman pavement of the ancient

ford below. But the head sank more and more,
till it and the hand rested on and pressed closely
to the cold stone.

A bird sang high in the air, and began to de-

scend, singing deliciously as it did so. He lifted

his head, as if from old habit, to listen
;

broke
out into a passionate but unintelligible exclama-
tion

;
climbed over the wall of the bridge, and

went on through the marshes, up to his knees in

water occasionally (for the tide overflows here),
nor did he stop till he reached the ferry.
The ferryman was on the other side, and Cun-

liff gazed as if in perfect helplessness towards him.

Perhaps, the sound of his own voice, raised just
then in a shout, would have been too horrible.

He waited in a dreadful calm till somebody
should come. A tramp, with tracts in his hand,
as a pretense for a vocation, was the first comer :

he shouted lustily.

The boat and boatman soon crossed, and soon

took them both over
;
the tramp neither annoying

Cunliff by looking at him, orby offering his wares,
to the latter's great relief.

"
Is the river deep ?" asked the tramp.

"
Deep enough to drown a man last week," re-

plied the boatman,
" who got in for a swim, and

couldn't get out again."

"I wonder what he thinks of his luck, now?"
said the half-jesting, half-sepulchral voice of the

gentleman-passenger; but the boatman looked
as though he'd be glad when he'd got rid of such
a reprobate : and the tramp himself looked on in

a spirit of grave reproof.

Cunliff, as he jumped out of the boat, threw
them a shilling apiece, and called out with a

laugh
"Even the devil, you see, is not so black as he's

painted," and passed away from their wondering
eyes.

It was the solitude of the mountain that evi-

dently tempted him. Criba Ban in all its maj-
esty rose before him; its highest peaks rising

steeply up from where he stood
;
while its mighty

arms were prolonged far away, right and left, for

many miles in each direction.

He was mad enough to think he could ascend
from this part. When, after some half hour of
vain effort, he saw he could not, he determined
to ascend from the side opposite to Dolgarrog ;

a

place that just now he seemed bent to shun.

A tremendous sweep had to be made to accom-

plish this, but after two or three hours of exertion

that would have been simply impossible had he
been in his ordinary senses, he found himself at

the top of one of the minor crests that hang about
the breast of Criba Ban.
He was now full two thousand feet above the

valley. The afternoon was yet sufficiently light
for him to see the glorious scenery. Never yet
had he ascended to a place like this without a
vivid sense and keen enjoyment ofthe beauty and

sublimity thus made visible. Yet now, the mo-
ment he stood on a little level platform, which he
seemed to know familiarly, he lay down, without

casting even a single glance around.
He lay on the hard, bare rock now with his

face to it, now, in his writhings, with his face to

the sky, the eyes shut, and the teeth fixed, as if

with a vice. He seemed above all things to dread
that unpacking of the heart with words, of which
Hamlet speaks.

Gradually the light decreased, and a thin white

mist crept stealthily up. Had any friendly voice

been near, it would have been raised in warning.
To be on Criba Ban, or Snowdon, in a mist, is

about the most promising condition in which a
man can place himself, who would like to have

the benefit of suicide without its responsibility.

Sir John may be acquitted ofany such thoughts ;

he had found the solitude he yearned for, the one

only thing that in all this world offered even a

gleam of relief; and if the word luxury can be

applied to any condition annexed to the bed of

tortures on which he lay, that luxury was his

the luxury, the relief to be alone.

Still more dim grew the afternoon, but he saw
it not, saw nothing, till a faint light began to twin-

kle out on the slope of the opposite hill. He saw

that, and sprang to his feet as if an electric shock

had passed through him.

It was Bod Elian
;
there was no other house

there.

He stood as if turned to a pillar of stone, watch-

ing that light for some minutes. Did its radiance

the undefinable sense of comfort suggested by
it kindle the possibility of hope, of yet another

effort to win Hirell before it should be too late ?

Some mechanical impulse caused him to take

out his watch, look at the time, knowing nothing
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however, about- it, and put the watch back. Then '

quite unconsciously he again took it out, and did

notice, though with some difficulty, through the

increasing gloom, that it was near six, and then

came the full remembrance of where he was, and

of his danger if he remained.

Before he had stirred a dozen paces it was

again all forgotten, and he threw himself on the

rock so carelessly as to cut both his face and hands

with the sharp prominences ;
but he felt nothing

of the hurt, but began to give way to the heav-

ing, maddening chaos within, to the bitter loath-

ing of himself, of his life, of the world, and of all

created things that he felt.

Passages from Scripture, used by Elias, came
from time to time athwart this seething, swelter-

ing hell, into which he struggled not to look, but

which would not be denied his countenance.

When he had covered all over as with the black

ash of ruined hopes, and strove only to be at rest

in a blank torpor, there would be a sudden light,

and roar, and he and all the fiends of hell seemed

once more to be in company.
The growing darkness seemed to be as wel-

come as sleep to wayfarers in the Arctic regions
when suffering from intense cold, the sleep that

foreruns death.

Is it with the cruel inconsistency that suffering
forces upon us, that he can not leave the place
from whence he sees that far-off light gleaming,
even while every particle of strength he possesses
is given, and has been given for hours past, to

the one effort that can alone save him from in-

sanity the effort to shut out the actual picture
of Plirell from his sight, and to exclude every

thought directly leading to her from his mind ?

The darkness is still thickening about him, the

wind moaning and sobbing vehemently, so that

he can see nothing distinctly in the valley below ;

and at last, the light that he has watched as a

drowning mariner on a raft at sea might watch
a similar indication of the place where he yearns
for his foot to rest, fades, fades, and disappears.
The sense of the extreme cold now strikes

upon his senses for the first time, as though that

poor light had been sufficient sun for him while it

lasted.

He rises slowly, goes to the edge of the preci-

pice to estimate better his way down. Growing
more conscious at every step, his footsteps begin
to quicken. He understands perfectly his danger ;

he has often ascended, and alone, not simply to this

height, but to the very loftiest peak of Criba Ban.
He sees that the gathering mist has already

shrouded all the lower part of the mountain, but
he also sees a certain spot on the way down, which
once reached, he would be safe, even if moving
through a deeper than Egyptian darkness after-

wards. The way to that spot is fortunately also

sufficiently clear at present, and may remain so
to enable him to pass through its dangers, if he
does not lose a moment. Once the mist covers
that route, he sees it is death to go down

;
and

probably /or him, in his present state, worse than
death to remain on the mountain through such a
night.
The prospect of danger does him good, brings

back some instinct of mental health, and best of

all, gives him work that may shut out, at least
for a few minutes, or perhaps more, the sense of
his intolerable sufferings.
He moves carefully. Between him and the

goal to be readied are black tarns of soundless

depth, sudden, precipitous descents, ridges, cross-

ing which, under such circumstances, is apt to

appear to the bewildered wanderer like walking
along the edge of a gigantic knife

; these, and a
score of lesser but confusing obstacles, he has to

deal with.

The fast-rising wind increases the cold and the

danger. The mist comes every now and then as

if in dense patches ;
he is obliged at a certain

point to pause for breath, and to take counsel
with himself as to a choice of the routes that of-

fer over a particularly dangerous chasm.
It was during that pause he heard something

which induced him to prolong the pause, even

though conscious life now might be a question
of minutes, nay, even of seconds.

He heard it again, but half fancied it was the

wind, and determined to heed it not, but go on.

Some inexplicable impulse of humanity how-
ever stopped him again to listen, and then he
heard clearly a low wail come by him, borne on
the wind.

Full of wonder as to the human being who
could be here at such an hour, and desirous to

save time, he went back a few yards, and there

saw a shadowy something, just a little denser than
the enveloping mist, advancing towards him.
The wail came again, a piteous one, and very

feeble. He had evidently been seen. What wa's

he to do ? A few minutes lost now might com-

promise him hopelessly. The thought of
' '

hope"
was sufficient. He went back.
The form suddenly disappeared. Cunliff stood

transfixed with horror
;

he ran on, and found
what seemed to him at first sight a heap of rags.

Stooping, he touched it, and a groan came from
beneath.

"What in the world is it?" he said aloud :

then some of the rags were pushed aside, and a

wizened, old hatchet-face looked up at him with

cap-frills shaking round it, and toothless jaws mov-

ing as they uttered what appeared to him a jargon
he had never heard before. Certainly, he thought,
if this were Welsh, it was very different from the

Welsh they talked at Bod Elian. Suddenly the

poor old soul stopped her incomprehensible com-

plaint, and said sharply, and with ineffable disgust
and despair, in Welsh :

"No English!"
"No English!" echoed Sir John, "I under-

stand that. But what the devil are vou doing
here?"

' ' No English !

"
again answered the old wom-

an, with a piteous wail.

"Well, up with you," he said, energetically

speaking, though he kneAv she could not under-
stand him, but feeling as if his words must make
his signs more comprehensible to her.

"
Up with

you," and he tried to lift her.

He managed to get her to stand, then seeing
that she had a bundle hanging by a string round
her waist, he tried to take it from her.

' '

Come, away with this
;

it's as much as I can
do to save you, you poor silly old creature, staying
here till this time of night."

She looked at him bewildered at first, as to

what he wanted with her bundle, but when she

understood by his tugging at it that he meant to

take it from her, she pushed him offwith her long,
stiff-knuckled hand, and hugged her bundle to

her, shaking her head emphatically at him.
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"
Come, away with it, I say ; why what the

deuce is in it, you miserable creature ?"

She understood by his touching it, and perhaps

by the tone of his voice, his curiosity, and making
her stiff, trembling old limbs bob a courtesy, un-
did a corner of her bundle, and respectfully show-
ed him it was full of sheep-wool.
"And you come up here for this?" he said;

and she, seeing him look round again, understood
him. She saw that the ever-inquisitive English-
man inquisitive even at such a time and place
as this desired to be informed as to where she

got it from, and immediately, picked some bits

from a bush close to her, bits which the sheep
had left clinging there. She also pointed to the

east, then to the west, by which Sir John under-
stood her to mean, she had been here at her
work from sunrise till now.

"
Well, come," he said, putting his arm round

her, and half lifting her along.
He looked for the goal of safety. It had

passed out of sight.

Still, he reflected, the light might be sufficient

for the Avay to be traced step by step, if only they
could but go faster.

The poor old woman strained her little powers
to the utmost to keep up with the gentleman, but

her pace slackened, rather than increased, her

weight to him grew more serious every minute.
He began to think this was only risking both

lives. Had he not better lay her down in some
sheltered corner, then go at his greatest possible

speed to Dolgarrog, and send off ample assist-

ance? How exquisitely ridiculous to good so-

ciety would seem the fate of Sir John Cunliff,
when reported as perishing in attempting to save

a wretched old woman, whose wits, like his own,
had gone wool-gathering on Criba Ban !

The person in question saved him all further

trouble about this problem ;
she suddenly slid to

the ground, moaning with the pain of her sprain-
ed foot, mutely refusing, with all the obstinacy of

age, to move any farther.

Fortunate chance! But Sir John Cunliff

seems no longer himself, is evidently losing his

self-possession, and growing childish. Somehow,
this poor, exhausted life has swelled to him into

something of value, something that he can not

afford to lose, something that suggests to him he
knows not what, but that he means to look to by-

and-by.

"Now, mother, I am an obstinate man, my-
self, and therefore your obstinacy is of no use.

Tell me, can you or can you not walk ?"

All the answer she could give him was to lay
her head more at ease on the slaty earth, and
murmur meekly in her cracked voice

"N'sda!"
'

"No, no not 'Good-night,' yet. Now for

your bundle ! Hark ! do you hear it going down ?

I wish I could roll you with as little harm down
the same crag but as I can't, I must do this."

He knelt, raise'd her up, half sitting, turned his

back to her, slid his arms under hers, and in a

trice he was again on his feet, and laboring along
under his load

; which, happily for him, was not

heavy, had known too little nourishment to be

in danger of such a state.

And in that position there came into his

thoughts remembrances of old Delilahs of his ex-

perience and imagination, and the contrast seem-

ed to him delicious in its bitterness.

He speculates upon her, and finds relief, in so

doing, from speculations nearer home. Had she
a soul to be saved ? He could not tell ! but by
the living God he would save her body, if the

thingwas to be done. He felt thankful that such
a thing as even this poor life was intrusted to him.
The wind was now coming in fearful rushes,

so that to cross particular spots became at times

impossible without delay.
On one such occasion he put down his burden

for rest, and gazed about till he forgot alike her
and himself in the extraordinary phenomenon that

presented itself. The day was yet light enough
to see the valley but for the mist. Where he
now stood on an isolated height, the fury of the
Avind kept the mist in a perpetual boil, but every
instant it would open, the world beneath would
be seen, then instantaneously close again, and so
all round, towards every point of the compass.
Any thing more awful than the continued

glimpses of the infernal caldron in which they
seemed to stand or than the mad dance that

the world itself seemed to be performing round

him, Cunliff had never seen. His imagination,
which just then drank deep of horror, soon pic-
tured it all as a Cambrian Walpurgis night, a
saturnalia for witches and devils, and for aught
he knew, here he was hugging one of the super-
natural hags to his very breast.

When he took up his burden again, at the first

lull of the tempest, he found her all but lifeless.

He began to find his own strength which hith-

erto he had recklessly drawn upon now fail
;

and with that came the thought he too would fail

in what he had set himself to achieve.

The damp sweat is on his face. The obstacles

are too tremendous. He glances for a single mo-
ment upward to the sky where nothing but mist

meets his gaze he utters in words no prayer, but

the pleading, passionate cry of his soul is not the

less heard.

It is for the poor old creature's life to be saved.

He ventures now upon the last of the really se-

rious difficulties, the passage across an open, slop-

ing space, on which the whole fury of the wind
seems bent on expending itself.

Steadying his own and her weight at every step,

ready at any moment to drop to the ground, he

passes two-thirds of the way in safety, and with

something like exultation at his heart for that bit

of conquest simply, when the two forms are caught
from behind as by the power ofa gently-touching,

yet irresistible hand the hand of the spirit of the

giant mountain evoked for their destruction

which lifts him and his burden, gives no time for

thought, or cry, and sweeps him and her along
as but mere human straws.

* ' Hirell !

" That is his last thought, hope, and

aspiration, believing that the hour had indeed

come! when lo, the dangling feet of the old

woman strike against some projection of rock,

that enabled Cunliff to stay the rush for a single

moment, and that moment Cunliff used for his

and her bodily salvation, by hugging the ground,

as children might hug their mother, fresh from

the most imminent danger.
He waits now for rest, as well as for the chance

of a fresh lull, vainly striving to comfort the old

woman by a few genial words from time to time
;

but at last he ventures the rest of the transit,

succeeds, and all the remainder of the way is but

fatigue, bodily pain, and assured success.
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He leaves her at a little stone hut that he

knows of, under shelter; reaches Dolgarrog ;

sends off a carriage and a couple of men for his

late companion; waits in the dreadful solitude

of his chamber for the news of her safe arrival

and recovery, thankful he has that yet to engross

him ;
then lies down in his clothes on the bed,

not expecting long to stay there, even if to sleep

at all, but he does sleep in spite of fate.

His last words as he was sinking into sleep

were :

"Men sleep, they say, before execution; the

devil's in it if I can't after."

CHAPTER LIX.

THE AWAKENING.

IT would have been well for Sir John Cunliff

if from that sleep there had been no awakening ;

at least, such was his own conviction, when the

first faint light of day met his opening eyes on

the following morning.
It were useless to attempt even to indicate the

sufferings of which such a man is capable, when

every element of his nature is called into preter-

natural activity, his every faculty of perception
into the most vivid life, but only to enhance

the anguish over a blow struck at the most vital

part.
He saw no one, locked and double locked his

door, and then tried to persuade himself that the

worst had passed, and that it was time for him to

live a little more rationally.

The relief he felt might be such as the unfortu-

nate Montezuma may be supposed to have expe-
rienced during those moments when the fire be-

neath happened to burn a little less fiercely, as

the miscreant tormentors ceased for a moment to

feed the flames.

He knew it not as yet, but this was the day for

him of that vital revolution which all men of pow-
erful and comprehensive natures experience at

some time or other of their lives
;
and which

seems destined to enable them to go back to in-

stincts, and first principles ;
to cast off the slough

of the world, as a serpent casts its skin
;
and then

to recover, and to unite with the experiences and

strength ofmanhood the ideal aspiration of youth,
without which the world is indeed but a valley of

the shadow of death, a place of desolation and
of diy bones.

On the dreadful yesterday, which already seems
divided from him by some inconceivably vast gulf,
he felt only. To-day he thinks and though it

seems but a change of suffering for suffering, it is

progress.
Round and round the same set of thoughts go

on perpetually circling, like that horrible devil's

dance he had seen on Criba Ban, and leaving him
no rest for the sole of his intellectual foot. His

love, from which he must turn as Lear turns
from his peculiar danger, for

' ' that way madness
lies ;" his humiliation

;
the cruel irony"of fortune

that he a passionate lover of the ideal should

destroy such an ideal as Hirell would have made
a reality of, for him

;
his weakness in crying as a

child might cry that first will, then will not, then
will again ;

the exposure before Elias, Chamber-
layne, Kezia, and that bloated Puritan, the Rev.
Ephraim Jones, such are the component parts of

the hideous glimpses he gets on one side of his

mental horizon.

Sick and dizzy with the whirl and confusion,
he turns to another, his early, hopeful life, so full

of worth, of promise, of brightness, of faith, of

earnest will, of every thing that could foreshadow
a life of manly vigor and usefulness, alike for him-
self and his fellow-men. Was all this utterly

gone ? Had indulgence eaten out the very heart

of his manhood, so that he could only drop into

the world's stream, and go where that went ?

To stop thinking, while thinking led to nothing
but chaos, he took up a newspaper that had come
with some letters by the morning's post, none of

which had he opened. Had he thought it possi-
ble that any conceivable thing he might see there

would tempt him to feel the least interest, he
would have flung it into the fire. It was a pure-

ly mechanical action, one his fingers had long
been used to.

He saw his name, allowed his eye to run down
the column, pausing here and there, with a new
and fierce light rising in his glance as he did so,

then dropped his clenched hand on the damp pa-

per, and told himself aloud, in conscious irony of

his assumed quiet, the substance of what he had
seen.

" My cottages at
,
the subject of a special

local inquiry, unknown to me or my agent, a re-

port sent to the Government filth, overcrowding,

nuisances, delicate suggestions of incest, hot-beds

of fever, death placed at my door and this, the

editor, my Tory assailant during the election,

knowing how I have been violently opposed at

every step in rebuilding knowing what I am
about to do for a thorough reformation, hastens

to contrast with the sensation, so he calls it, ev-

erywhere excited by my maiden speech, which

prepared every one for some new social apostle ;

and here he is, the Radical M.P. and Baronet,
Sir John Cunliff!

" Of course, since this is here, it is also in every
British newspaper, regaling every hearth in the

three kingdoms with the spectacle of me, hung
out as it were a spectacle to gods and men the

arch-hypocrite of my age !

"

He stopped. No fit of violence now offered

even a temporary relief. Literally, the man's
heart seemed broken. It might be a pitiful thing
to say, but somehow he had a sort of sacred re-

spect for his name, for his reputation. It was in

its stainlessness as regards men, a kind of bond

by which he heia some security for the future.

That was gone. He might build and reform as

he pleased ; spend as he pleased ;
toil as he

pleased. Never again would there be any verdict

for him, but that he had been simply driven by the

outraged voice of public opinion no longer to vi-

olate the public decency.
He tried to walk about his room, tried to eat.

tried to read, raised and lowered the blinds again
and again, found an oKJ chair in a dark corner of

his long apartment, and there sat for a long time

staring at vacancy.
He saw a book on the sideboard, fetched it,

found it was a Bible, opened the leaves and be-

gan ; then, stung by something, hurled the book
back towards its place. Seeing it fall to the

ground, and lie there sprawling in an unseem-

ly fashion, he took it up, went back to his chair,

and tilted up the legs, keeping his knees together
to make a place for the book.
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With a sort of half-scorn, a quick, impatient

hand, he turned over the leaves once more, rest-

lessly and aimlessly, as if after all he were think-

ing of something else. By accident he thus left

the book open opposite the first of Corinthians,
and read aloud in that abstracted kind of voice

which indicates an effort to recall the thought
from some more tempting theme :

" And whether one member suffer, all the members suf-

fer with it: or one member be honored, all rejoice with
it."

This he read a second time, then remarked :

" Why the whole spirit of true government is

summed up in that !

"

He began now to hunt for things that might
be similarly noticeable, and lighted upon this, from

the Romans :

"We then that are strtag ought to bear the infirmities

of the weak."

He made no remark, but pondered long before

he again turned over the leaves, and read from

Revelation :

" Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with

goods, and have need of nothing ;
and knowest not that

thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and
naked : I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire,

that thou mayest be rich
;
and white raiment, that thou

mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do
not appear; and anoint thine eyes with eye-salve, that

thou mayest see."

When he again read still continuing to read

aloud, as if disputing with the fear that he could

not his voice broke with emotion, which was

instantly checked, and he read the next in si-

lence :

" And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed
from thee, and all things which were dainty and goodly
are departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no more
at all."

He could for some time read no more, but

closed the Bible with a gentle touch, set it doAvn,
and paced his chamber silently for perhaps an

hour. Then again he took the book up, saying
in a low voice

"God help me! I don't understand all this!

No mortal man could have spoken more directly
to me, and so anatomized me."
He was soon made to understand it, when he

lighted upgn the text :

1 1 For the word of God is quick and powerful, and sharp-
er than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the divid-

ing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and mar-

row, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the

heart."

"To what end, O God," he cried in irresisti-

ble passion,
"

to what end, if Thou wilt not show
me the path out of this my intolerable shame and

anguish ?"

He could read no more, but went to bed, not to

sleep, but to try once more to shut out the light

that wounded alike body and soul.

Futile effort. He was soon poring over the

Bible again, knowing well'what he wanted to

find, and which he had chosen not before to see.

He found it, read it to himself many times over

in silence, then once aloud, and once only :

" That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that

which is born of the Spirit is spirit.
"
Except a man be born again he cannot see the king-

dom of God."

To the last days of the Avorld's existence, men
like Cunliff, however powerfully moved to the re-

generation of life, to the sense of the necessity of

something that can only be worthily described by
the words, New Birth, will still differ in the mode
of manifesting their experience, from the mode
of those who have led simpler, less artificial lives,
whose natures are less complex, though possibly
even still more strong. WTiatever of the nature
of conversion Cunliff was now to know, it was
not the conversion of Christian in Bunyan's im-
mortal allegory. The pride of knowledge, of

culture, of intellect, is exceedingly adverse to the

straightforward, noble simplicity, and uncom-

promising earnestness which characterizes truly
religious men

;
and makes them accept the new

light and faith without a murmur, except as to

their own profound unworthiness.
He had often before now amused himself by

taking up one by one the cardinal points of relig-
ious belief: new birth, atonement, faith, confes-

sion, and so on, in order to show the natural ele-

ments in each, which all reasonable menwould ac-

knowledge. And thus he explained the doctrines

away till they might be very perfect logically, but

leading to no earthly benefit for any human
being.
He saw now with surprise it was possible to re-

verse the process to a precisely opposite issuey
and began to mount by the well-known familiar

steps.
Our space, and the nature of our book, forbids

further development. But, to illustrate the action

of Cunliff 's mind, let it be briefly observed, that

he found on recalling by the aid of his superb

memory the lives of great men, it was almost

always to be discovered that they had passed
through that memorable phase, which Dante calls

"new life," and which turned Cromwell from

gambling and other dissolute courses, into one
of the greatest of the world's men. Seeing that,

Cunliff found to himself now the courage to treat

at its exact value the ridicule, the knowingness
of society, and to think only of his real need.

Two other texts there were which affected him

strangely :

"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have
entered into the heart of man the things which God hath

prepared for them that love him."
"For I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor

angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present,
nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other

creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of

God, which is in Christ."

The inconceivable beauty and grandeur of all

these passages, which he placed before him care-

fully copied out of these and many others fill-

ed him with something that was not hope, nor

pleasure, nor desire of life, but that was at least

likely again to lead to such things when the awful

period of transition should be gone through.

They suggested, also, powerfully to him the in-

ner harmony between them and the life he had

always vaguely yearned for in spirit ;
and so the

harmony between the life of this world, and the

life of that to come, which it is the true work of

the statesman, the philosopher, the poet, the artist,

the philanthropist to restore. As to Cunliff,

while the very thought of hoping or caring for

aught personal was simply in his present state

revolting, he found himself drawn irresistibly to

hope and care for others
;
and note with wonder

how all his wanderings seemed somehow or other

to lead finally to this.
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He summed up the results of his life, having

first asked if he could do it truly, that is justly

and inexorably.
In the light, whether lurid or pure, of those

facts, he studied his own character what it had

been, what it should be.

Then he scanned narrowly his aspirations, and

the quality of his own powers to realize them, if

indeed he were about to realize any thing.

Finally he asked himself Could he thencefor-

ward consecrate his life, fortune, and whatever of

health, heart, strength, and ability God might have

given, or left him, to the sendee ofhis poorer coun-

trymen, at a moment when it seemed to him that

a social revolution impended, of the gravest pos-

sibly of the grandest character ?

To quiet the anxieties of his kind landlady, as

well as from apprehension of her gossip, he ad-

mitted her to his room with food, and ate.

The next few days were spent in silent, contin-

uous study and labor. Many letters were written,
much business got through. And, although he
went no more abroad than he could help (espec-

ially when he found how popular the episode of

the old woman had made him), still he \vould

walk out occasionally; and it was noticed by
those who had known him ever since his first ar-

rival among them a year ago, how changed he
was in manner. He spoke to no one of his own
motion, but if spoken to there was a strange gen-
tleness in the tone of the voice, a pleasant, though
sad light in the eye, which threatened even to

place him among the simple-hearted Welsh on a

pedestal high and peculiar as Hirell's own
;
but

of Avhich he knew nothing, suspected nothing.
All this while he had been discussing within

himself a certain act of duty which it seemed to*

him he ought to perform, and just one week after

the collapse of all his hopes and worldly strength,
he set out for Dola' Hudol. He had heard that

both Mr. and Mrs. Rhys were at the house, and
that the lady was very 'ill.

CHAPTER LX.

MIDNIGHT AND DAWN.

THE first thing that made Elias aware of Sir
John's departure, was the opening and gentle
closing of the house door.

At that sound he and Kezia looked at each
other with eyes full of tender fear, then went to-

gether to the room, where they found Hirell with
her arms and face on the bureau, white and sense-
less.

Together they revived her and carried her up
to her own room.
When Robert came back from the Abbey farm,

there was an almost deathly silence in the house.
He found no one in the kitchen, and as he sat
there waiting he felt himself punished for the

joy that had almost made him tremble when he
had seen Sir John Cunliff crossing the little bridge
at Capel Illtyd. He had seen him do this as he
stood at the refectory door giving his opinion on
the merits of a new horse the master of the Abbey
farm had just brought home from Dolgarrog fair.
Then Robert when he saw him, was assured of
the truth

;
and it had amazed him and filled him

with a strong irrepressible hope, and a gladness

of which he was too much ashamed to go back
at once to Bod Elian. He could not stay at the

Abbey farm, his excitement was too great to be
concealed

;
so he went for a walk on Moel Mawr,

and did not return till he was thoroughly tired,
and his shoulder was paining him, and forcing
him to think more of Cifhliff and less of his own
suddenly revived hopes.
When he found himself so long alone in the

lower part of the house, and heard no sound any-
where about it, his heart sank within him. lie
had so schooled himself, his look, his voice, before
he entered, that his untimely joy might not show
itself too plainly ;

and then there he sat alone, his

hopes growing-fainter and fainter, his fears strong-
er, as the slow minutes passed.
At last, nearly an hour after he had been in,

Kezia came down stairs.

The first thing he saw her do as he lifted his

eyes in almost timid inquiry to her face, was by
no means comforting. She sat down in a chair,
and putting her apron to her eyes, had, what she
afterwards called, a good cry ;

but to poor Robert
it was a bad and ominous one.

He sat looking perplexed and anxious till it oc-

curred to him that the poor woman had probably
touched nothing since their early breakfast, and
now it was past four.

She had brought a little tray with tea on it,

down stairs with her, and seeing this on the dress-

er, Robert made use of his housekeeping experi-
ences at the hooded house to pour Kezia out a

cup of tea, which he brought her as gallantly as
if she had been one of the finest young ladies in

one of the best drawing-rooms at Reculcester.
' ' Indeed now, Master Robert. Only to think !

"

said Kezia, as he took her apron out of her hand,
and put the cup of tea into it

; then, after sipping
it, she added :

"It's just that beautiful I'll take it up to Elias,
for not a bite or sup, Master Robert, has passed
his lips since breakfast."

"Nor yours either. You'll do no such thing,"
said Robert, laying his hand on her shoulder.
"You shall take him some afterwards. Drink
this yourself, and here's some cake in my pocket
Cicely Lloyd sent for you."

Sitting on the edge of the high table, he watch-
ed her in silence a minute or two, then said :

"Is it very sad up there, Kezia ?"

"Oh, Master Robert, her suffering is very sad
to see. She has given him up : you know that
she has vowed she will never marry him ?"

"And now, Kezia, now you think the act is

costing her her life perhaps ? Is it not, Kezia ?"

"Oh, the poor lamb!" cried Kezia, setting
down the cup and resuming the apron, "to see
her on her knees, Master Robert, to hear her, ever
since she came to from her faint, calling herself

the cause of all her father's troubles, and asking
forgiveness for her false pride, and I can't tell

you all. Her father* has prayed with her, and
comforted her now, a bit, and they are sitting

talking beautiful to hear, Master Robert. But
oh, she is that white and cold ! and when we tiy
to make her lie down she says she can not rest till .

her heart is more at peace."

"Yes, it will kill her, Kezia, don't you feel it

will kill her ?" said Robert, almost fiercely, then
in voice suddenly softened, he said, as he took
her hand :

"
Kezia, / am nothing noAV, of course ? I may
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do nothing, may not see her, perhaps, for many
days may I ?"

"

Robert had always been a great favorite of Ke-

zia's, and now when he stoodlooking her
' '

through
and through" as she said, his eyes questioning
her so much more beseechingly and wistfully than

his lips had done, she was moved a second time

to use Elias's confidence in her in a manner with

which he would certainly not have been pleased.

"Oh, Master Robert, you must not expect

things to be different not yet, if ever," said Ke-
zia, "I ought not to tell you, but I would not

have you hoping with that hope that maketh the

heart *sick. They have talked about you, Master
Robert. Her father asked her in their talk how
her heart was towards you, and she cried very
much, and called herself ungrateful, but begged
and prayed of us to let her stay with us, and say
no more about you, and she knew you would
find one more deserving, and all that. Oh, Rob-

ert, the truth is, she feels her heart is broken."
" Thank you, Kezia

;
I will keep all this a se-

cret, and I will go away to-morrow. I'll cause

her no distress God forbid I should do that if I

can not comfort her which I would cut off my
right hand to do."

"Ah, Master Robert, you have been faithful

to her, and always so tender in saving her any
pain, the Lord will reward you at His own tim'e

in His own way."
She went up then to Hirell's room, and Elias

came down.
Robert and he did not speak ;

but Robertwhen
he came in set a chair for him, and waited upon
him with a woman's care and gentleness. He
was filled with a gratitude too deep for words for

what Elias had tried to do for him too deep for

words even if he had not been compelled to be si-

lent for Kezia's sake. He was so surprised, too
;

for he had little thought that Hirell's father con-

sidered him so worthy of her as to be induced to

overlook the differences of their religion, though
he certainly knew Robert was not one to interfere

with Hirell's faith.

Elias was in a very silent and absorbed mood
when he came down, and did not speak for a long
time or take any apparent heed of Robert's atten-

tion
;
but when at last he awoke from his sorrow-

ful obliviousnessto the fact that he was eating food
of which he stood in great need, and was being
waited upon and supplied with every comfort,
and saw, too, Robert's own dainty wool-worked

slippers on his feet he looked up at Robert, then
down at the slippers, then at the table, and the

toast cut and buttered on his plate, and then he
turned his eyes again on the handsome, subdued
face bending down near the fire, and gazed upon
it with a look of deep, solemn regret and sorrow.
Robert felt rather than saw the look, and under-
stood it to mean "my lad, thy fate is fixed. I

can not alter it." He understood it so well that

he felt he should make some reply to it, but all

the reply he could make was to answer Elias's gaze
with a look manly and cheery, and a smile short-

lived as lightning, but it made Elias's eyes glisten
as he withdrew them.
He spent the rest of the evening at his daugh-

ter's side at the request of Robert; who made
Kezia tell him all there was to see to indoors,
and who did ever so much more than was neces-

sary, or than Elias would have approved of his

doing on a Sunday evening, had he known.

Kezia and Elias never once left Hirell alone
till prayer-time, and then when they and Robert
were on their knees, came a cry of wild restless-

ness and pain
"Father! father!"

It thrilled Elias to his heart's core, but he would
not rise till his prayer was ended. But Robert
could not bear it could not have her call left a
second unanswered. He rose and crept up to the
foot of the stairs and called softly, but with his

whole heart's love and yearning breathing in his

voice,"
Hirell, dear Hirell, what is it ? He is com-

ing he is coming instantly."
It was not till the middle of the night, when he

had heard Kezia go from Hirell to her own room
and Elias leave his to take his second watch be-

side his daughter, it was not till then, when the
house was very still and he found himself yet sit-

ting cold and reluctant to move in the great kitch-

en, that Robert knew to the full how bitter his dis-

appointment was to him.
He felt like a man who sees himself being fast

overtaken by a black devouring tide, from which
he tries vainly to escape. His life had so little

fitted him to know how to endure a prospect of

long years of joylessness and hopelessness, such
as he saw before him, that he felt himself to-night

rebelling against fate like a passionate coward, as

he called himself. Other men had to fece such

things, and why should not he ? And yet he felt

as if he would rather that the wound in his shoul-

der should open afresh, and let him bleed to death
or that he should fall from the Major's coach

on his way to Llansaintfraid, over Criba Ban, and
be dashed to pieces in some slate quarry or

come to any end, rather than go back home to

live under this new and frightful feeling of gloom
and despair.

Until that long and wretched night Robert had

scarcely known what real suffering was, but he
had it then in its very essence.

Once when his fears for Hirell's life sickened

him so that he could not remain still, he crept up
the stairs, and listened near her door. He heard

her voice and her father's talking very quietly,
and he heard with a deep emotion his own name
uttered by her. It calmed him wonderfully. He
became filled with shame at his own self-pity, now
that he knew she had a pitying thought for him.

Welcoming that one bit of sweet faint comfort

in his heart, he went back, and sitting down at

the long table, and laying his head on his arms,
fell into a calm, dreamless sleep.

It had been very near dawn when he fell asleep,

and in less than an hour the light and the twit-

tering of the birds woke him.

At first the sight of brown bare oak every-
where he looked, made him fancy himself at the

hooded house
;
and the remembrance of where

he really was, and how he was to return home
that day, came to him bitterly enough.
He heard steps on the stairs, and started, for he

wondered what Kezia would say to him at find-

ing he had been there all night.
As he rose and was looking towards the door,

grasping his chair, he was filled with astonish-

ment to see Elias come in holding Hirell's hand.

As he looked at them and saw them coming
straight towards him Hirell in one of the fresh

light dresses his mother had made her wear at
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Brockhurst Robert doubted if he were indeed

fully awake.
"Robert Chamberlayne," said Elias, "my

child and I have this "night wrestled with her

sorrow, as Jacob wrestled with the angel ;
we

have talked of and considered with much pray-
er for divine guidance, how best we may bring
back to her the peace of her mind, and the hap-

piness of her heart, both of which have even thus

early been lost to her. We have considered, too,

that it will be well to save her from having her

soul tempted to break a vow she has vowed before

God never to marry the erring, but I trust repent-
ant man you once called your friend, John Cun-
liff. We have considered, foo, Robert, that you,

having been faithful in your love for her as Jacob
to Rachel, generous to her in her time of trouble

and exile, as Boaz to Ruth we have considered

that to you more than any other should the work
of comfort and cherishing belong; and to that

end I give her to you, and she gives herself to

you not now with the love that you deserve,
but in the full trust and belief that it will come.
She said to me, Robert, that last night when you
rose even from addressing your Maker to answer
her call, your voice went unto her heart with a

strange warmth and comfort. Was it not so,

Hirell ?"

Robert, as he listened to these words, had been

looking upon the sweet chastened face of Hirell,
with eyes that at first were doubting and perplex-
ed

;
but that soon had vied with the early morn-

ing skies outside, in glistening light and depth.
When Elias said "Was it not so, Hirell?" he

placed at the same time her hand in Robert's,
and Hirell answered faintly, "Yes."
Then Elias gently unwound the clinging fin-

gers of her other hand from his, and drawing her
nearer to Robert, said

"Take her then, Robert, and be not impatient
with her sorrow, which I have strong belief will

only cover her soul for a time
;
therefore regard

it only as the veil with which the women of the

Scriptures veiled themselves when they were first

brought before their husbands, even as Rebecca
veiled herself when she beheld Isaac coming to

meet her. I have judged it best that the mar-

riage should be very soon, for the sakes of both

you and of another."

Then Robert drew her to his heart and kissed

her, and in his smile she seemed to see a reflec-

tion of the great peace and sunshine of that home
of his, where she was to spend her life. As she
closed her eyes upon his shoulder, a sense of rest

came over her, she stretched her hand towards
her father, and as he gave her his she held it

close to hers and Robert's.

"You will love him very soon, Hirell, and

dearly," said Elias, "he is not a gifted man, but
he is what the Lord loves better, an honest man
in whom there is no guile."

"Father, I know him."

CHAPTER LXI.

LETTER FROM SIR JOHN CUNLIFF TO ELIAS
MORGAN.

a
Dolgarrog.

' DEAR SIR, I fear I am again going to make
you angry but shall be content if your anger

does not also extend to my companion and friend,

Hugh.
"We have again met, and to me unexpected-

ly. I find he has come clown here, hoping to be
of service some way or other to me, and special-

ly in undoing an impression that he fancies his

letters may have given Hirell, about his indispo-
sition towards me. I was fortunate enough to

meet him on his way to you, to convince him his

errand was ended, and
' '

Why make a short story long ? We under-
stand each other too well in all things to be in-

clined just now to separate. I have made him
abandon Tidmans, and promise to accompany
me on a short tour abroad

; hoping to send him
back to you, when we return, as sound of body
as he is of mind

;
and prepared to enter on his

vocation as a musician in a more earnest spirit,

and with more deliberate care as to the means,
than have hitherto been possible to him.

"Forgive him, then, if he needs forgiveness.
As to myself, I shall wait till you see what the

next few months do for him before asking an

opinion on my conduct.

"I know, sir, and respect your fear; but I

have not been so successful in tampering with

my own faith to be at all inclined to repeat the

process with another. That which has made
him you Kezia Hirell what you all are, I

bend before in true humility ;
and would rather

ask that your belief might be imparted to me
were that possible than mine infused in him.
If that, then, be your only fear as I can not but

hope it may be dismiss it, I entreat you, as base-

less.

"You will hear from Hugh shortly. He will

keep you regularly informed of all our move-

ments, so that it will not be at all difficult for you
to answer some, at least, of the letters he proposes
to write you weekly.

' ' Before this reaches you we shall have started.

Farewell, J. C.

"Hugh has written to his friend the Rev.

Ephraim Jones."

CHAPTER LXII.

DIES IRJE.

AVOIDING the ostentation of a carnage, Sir

John walked the distance to Dola' Hudol, and on

reaching the mansion, sent in his card.

A painful incident occurred. The servant had

gone away, and he was mechanically reclosing his

card-case, when some memorandum on the back

of one of the cards attracted his eye. He turned

the card, and saw written, Mr. John Rymer,
and felt once more in all their bitterness, the sad,

degrading incidents that had brought him to this

place. A sudden passion of disgust overmastered

him, and he tore the card to pieces. Then he

prayed in his soul for patience, to face the dread-

ful ordeal before him.

The servant returned instantly, and bowing
with marked respect, led him to the drawing-
room.
There he sat for some minutes, before the door

opened, and Mr. Rhys entered
; stiff, and stately ;

but with a kind of emphasized courtesy in the re-

ception of his visitor, which agreeably surprised

Cunliff, as soon as he realized the fact.
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After the first formal greeting, and Mr. Rhys's
request that Sir John would be seated, a request
which was unattended to, there was a pause, a

very painful one to Cunliff
;
and Mr. Rhys was

sufficientlyaccommodating to begin to speak words
of congratulation on his accession to when he
was interrupted."

Congratulations, sir, of any kind, are out of

place to me here, and from you. Allow me to

explain my presence. When a man is conscious

of wrong-doing, and has reason to fear that others

have been deeply injured by his acts, I beg you,

sir, to tell me how he may best discharge his duty,
and ease his conscience. Tell me that, sir, and I

shall, if it be humanly possible, make you the

amends you yourself appoint. Meantime, I beg
to express my most profound regret ;

and to say
that I know few things henceforward that I more
care to obtain than your forgiveness."
He ceased. Mr. Rhys gazed at him, as a man

gazes who lacks faith in the exterior presented,
ajid is trying to see behind the screen, while doing
it politely.
He then handed Cunliff a lady's card, on which

he saw written with a pencil in a handwriting so

tremulous that it thrilled him to see, words to the

effect that Mr. and Mrs. Rhys, having heard of

Sir John Cunliffs presence in the neighborhood,
would feel obliged by a call at his leisure.

Knowing not what to make of all this, except
that it seemed to say Mrs. Rhys was better, and,

probably, reconciliation come to, Cunliff felt a

great spirit of thankfulness in his heart, and wait-

ed in silence.
" Would you like to see my wife ?" asked Mr.

Rhys, with the same calm manner.
Sir John hesitated to reply. He could hardly

say no, and yet his judgment and feeling alike

warned him there could be no good in such an

interview, and might bs danger to his secret re-

solves, his new impulses, the altogether new life

he desired to enter upon when he repassed this

terrible threshold.
" I may remark, Sir John, that this is probably

the last time my wife is likely to receive you," said

Mr. Rhys.
"She is no worse, I trust ?" asked Cunliff, cast-

ing about for some mode of escape.
"I hope not; I believe not. But you shall

judge for yourself who have known her in health.

Will you go with me ?"

Mr. Rhys hardly waited for an answer, but pass-
ed to another door, leading to a corridor that was

strangely darkened.

"Will you step in, Sir John ?"
"

Is he going to murder me ?" was Cunliff 's

agitated impulse of inquiry, but he was angry with

himselfa moment afterwards that he was not more
even in mood. The peace he yearned for, alas,

had not yet come.
He did not hesitate, but walked on into the dark-

ened corridor, Mr. Rhys closely following him, and
so they walked right through to its end.

Again Mr. Rhys, with formal politeness, open-
ed the door, bowed, and waited for his visitor to

go in first.

The moment he had entered the room, he turn-

ed fiercely upon Mr. Rhys who was still closely

following him, and seemed as if he would fly at his

throat.

But the terror that had seized him soon froze

the blood it had sent rushing so hotly to his brain.

His hand fell powerless, his chest heaved, there

was a chair near the door he felt for it groping
blindly with outstretched hand and drooping head ;

and thus standing, heard a voice speaking quietly,

very quietly
"I am glad to bring together the artist and

his work."
As if a blinding light pained his eyes, Cunliff

shaded them with his cold and shaking hand,
while he looked towards the bed where the body
of Catherine Rhys lay, resting in all the sad pomp
of death.

Fearful was the still beauty of the closed eyes
with their large, blue-tinted lids, and golden lash-

es
;

fearful the marble smile
;

fearful the never-

to-be-broken muteness of the sweet pale lips. The
head rested on a cloud of gold that wonderful
hair which loving fingers had spread out wide
over the pillow ;

and which the dimly burning
watch-candles lit with a faint, unearthly radiance.
Then the waxen hands how perfect, how mo-

tionless ! One holds, with meek obedience, the

jasmine flowers that have been placed within it,

while the other, pale, faultless as an artist's mod-

el, lies straight at the side of the young form, full

and regal of outline as that of some Scandinavian

princess.
There was no daylight in the room. The win-

dows were covered with black hangings, and the

bier with its lights, its awful whiteness, and pure,
cold beauty, shone like a star in a black sky
frosty, lovely, blinding oh how blinding to the

eyes of the man who tottered a step or two for-

ward, and knelt by her.

For a long time it was all chilling, all agonizing
to his soul, but at last its beauty began to be felt

there, not only as a terror, but as something that

in its effect upon him was almost like hope. Like
the star that led the wise men of the East to the

light of the world, so it drew his spirit from its

deadly anguish and its darkness, and made it look

where there was light. The mysterious beauty
and glory that seemed to radiate from that still

form was like a message a token, left for him

by one who had seen farther than human eye
might see, and whose seeing had been sublime

and joyous, and who bade him look up from his

depths of misery, to live, repent, strive, conquer.
At last the silent watcher, who had been stand-

ing with folded arms at the door, apparently

obeying, as he looked on, a foregone purpose of

stem, terrible, overwhelming duty, touched Cun-
liff's shoulder, saying

"Rise, sir, and come away."
He rose submissively, but as he half turned to

follow, the fierce tide of human passion hitherto

subdued and awed by the solemnity of this sud-

den meeting with the dead, burst forth and shook

him like an ague.

Supporting himself by holding with both hands
the chair by which he had been kneeling, he

gazed at the bier in uncontrollable anguish, and

forgetting that there Avas any one near, cried out

his voice rising and sinking in quick gasps"
Oh, what a life should have been here to be

worthy of this exquisite form this entrancing

beauty this sweetness of the soul it lodged
of the love that throbbed with every pulse of her

heart ?"

"Will you oblige me by following me now,
sir ?" said Mr. Rhys.

' '

Sweet, most sweet face ! Why does it smile ?
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So great a sufferer, and smiling, Catherine?

Does she smile because she thinks the excess of

her punishment may be taken to lighten mine,
which is greater than I can bear ?"

"
Come, sir, even the voice of repentance is a

desecration in this room."

"Yes, forgive me, forgive me," said Cunliff, his

awe returning upon him.

Mr. Rhys opened the door and saw him pass

out, followed, and closed it gently, turning his

head away as he saw Cunliff remaining to touch

the panel with his lips.

lie then led his visitor to the library.
There was an old Elizabethan chair at the foot

of the long library table, where Hugh used to sit

when he copied manuscripts for the antiquarian.
He motioned to Cunliff to seat himself in it, and
when he had obeyed, placed ink and paper before

him, then remained standing, resting his fingers
on the table.

" You asked me," he began, in a steady, cold

voice,
' '

to appoint what amends I think you can
now make. They are very slight: First, Sir

John Cunliff, I demand that for which my wife

wrote you the invitation you see on the card I

gave you I demand a letter from herself to you.
You will know it, she said

;
she wished me to ob-

tain it of you."
It was something to be permitted the comfort

of obeying her once more he valued it even
more than what he was asked to resign.
"Do me the justice of believing, sir, that it

was in order to show you by that letter," he said,
' '

that I alone was seriously guilty, that I came
to-day."
"You are welcome," replied the cold voice,

' '

though I have long been aware of the fact you
mention, and it is in regard to my wife's wishes

only that I ask for the letter.
"

' ' This is it, sir.
"

Mr. Rhys took it from him with a formal bow
of acknowledgment. No other thanks did Cun-
liff receive for his valued treasure, and it was val-

ued more dearly than he had before known. But
he felt himself to be undergoing a kind of mental

death, the bitterness and darkness of which he
must face without hoping to bear with* him one
of his heart's dearest possessions.

Its new owner took it to the window to read.

In a few minutes, having placed it in his desk,
which stood open at that end of the table, he re-

turned to Cunliff, his face more pale and stern

than before.

"It was my intention, Sir John Cunliff," he

said, "after my wife's funeral, to seek you in

whatever part of the world you might be, and re-

quest you to favor me by writing on this paper a
few words I should have dictated. I ask you
now to do so. If you refuse of course I can
permit no altercation in this house ofmourning
I must wait

;
but if you consent, you will be re-

leased of all fear of my trespassing on your time
hereafter.

"

He placed a sheet of note-paper before Cunliff,

who, looking at it, read these words in the wid-
ower's writing,

"Died, at Dold Hudol, North Wales, on the
\ 3th of September, 18

, Catherine Rhys, aged
20, wife of Owen Rhys."
"And what is it you wish?" asked Cunliff,

looking at it with dim eyes. Oh, that little score
of years, what a summer of sunshine, bloom,

thunderstorm, and utter ruin, had it been ! His
whole soul was mourning over the vivid little life,
when he was startled by the cold monotonous
voice beside him, saying,
"An unpunishable criminal, like yourself be

seated, sir
;
no vehemence can be permitted with-

in these Avails, while she from whom we have just
come still hallows them with her presence; and
if /am calm in speaking of these matters, surely
you should be. I repeat, an unpunishable crimi-
nal like yourself, unless he be no longer a man at

all, but a very devil, must consider he owes some-
thing to his victim's mourners in their bereave-
ment."

" To what end, sir, do you inflict this torture ?

Could my life, could a thousand such lives as
mine pay you for hers ?"

" Your life, Sir John, is safe enough for me
;

the laws of this kingdom forbid my injuring it,

as well as the laws of that in which I hope to

meet my wife, and to regain the priceless treasure
of her love which might now have been mine, had
you not come between us, and seen the folly of so

sweet a blessing crowning the gray hairs of so old

a man. We knew some happy days before you
came if you can condescend to believe so appar-
ently preposterous a fact but you did come, you
played your part in the tragedy of this old and
once honored house, and from thence its doom
was sealed."

He here became aware that he was allowing
the icy calmness he had maintained hitherto to

become disturbed. He paused, and, when he

spoke again, his voice was once more level, cold,
almost courteous.

' '

I have not been wandering from the subject
of my request, Sir John, though you may think

so
;

I wish you to be perfectly aware that I had
faith in my power of making my wife happy
rather, perhaps, by virtue of her generosity than

my own merits before you came between us
;
I

wish you to be perfectly aware that I have watch-
ed the effects of your influence over her that I

have seen it gradually killing her. I know all

this, and I wish you to be aware that I know it
;

but, sir, I am an old man, I shall spend many
lonely hours here I may grow morbid I may
sometimes forget the truth to my own torture

I may, perhaps, be tempted to listen to what the

world will say ;

' she was unhappy through her

marriage she died broken-hearted.' In my
loneliness, and morbidness because of it, I may
take this view of her death, and madden myself
with it. I have thought, sir, that at such times

it will be well for me to have the criminal's own

acknowledgment of his guilt, in his own writing,
and this is what I ask you for here, upon this

paper. Here is the date of her death you will

please write beneath it your acknowledgment that

it was caused by you and sign your name."
Cunliff raised his eyes to the face belonging to

that hand which was steadily moving the inkstand

towards him. The face was calm grave now,
rather than stern but implacable."

Sign, sir. This paper will be seen by no eye
but mine. It is a poor satisfaction it is all I

shall ever ask of you."
Then the widower stood again at Cunliffs side,

resting his long fingers on the table and watching
him.

It was the only drop of sweet revenge he had
allowed himself to look for. He had told his
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frenzy when it raged within him beyond control

this much it should have and no more. This

much, though it were bought dearly ever so

dearly this, and no more.
He waited very patiently for him to begin.

The silence was long and almost breathless.

"And you call me unpunishable, Mr. Rhys,"
was said at last in a strange sepulchral voice,
* ' while you rack my soul thus. A pen, if you
please."
One was placed in his hand ; both hands as

they touched were very cold and damp.
Cunliff seized the pen and wrote

;
Mr. Rhys

watched.

They were interrupted by a heavy drop of

water falling on the paper, and running into the

ink, and obliterating the words that had been
written.

Mr. Rhys quietly took the paper, and copying
into another sheet the record of his wife's death,

replaced it before Cunliff.

Again the writing was begun, but it so happen-
ed that the freshly traced words in his host's

writing took a more than ever pathetic meaning ;

again unbidden and unwelcome drops of agony
fell, and deluged the clean fair page, till it was

impossible to write on it.

Again the stem and ever-watchful eyes saw and
noted the accident, and the quiet hand, scarcely
this time so firm as before, took the paper gently

away, and with wonderful patience re-wrote the

sad words on another sheet, and placed that before

his visitor as he had done the other two.

This time he did not remain standing at his

side and watching him, but walked to the win-

dow.
As he stood there some repulsive sound seemed

to meet his ear, for he remained listening with

his face strongly expressive of annoyance and

surprise.
He opened the window. As he did so the

sweet church-bells of Capel Illtyd filled the room
with vehement joyous music.

Mr. Rhys called to a gardener at work near,
and asked him in a voice terrible in its intensity,
what so untimely a jubilee could mean.

The man answered him that some one had al-

ready been sent up to have the bell-ringing stop-

ped. Mr. Lloyd was away, and he supposed the

clergyman who had taken his place for the time
had yielded to the solicitations of the village peo-
ple up there, to have the bells rung in honor of
Hirell Morgan's wedding to-day. Though she
was a chapel woman, Mr. Lloyd had always said

they should be rung on that occasion, if she mar-
ried his pupil, which she had done.
The man was English, and though he spoke in

a subdued voice, he was heard at the farthest end
of the library.
Mr. Rhys was aware of this was aware, too,

by degrees, of the effect the man's words must be

having upon his visitor at the library table. He
had heard enough of Sir John's recent history to

know this. And he felt with an unholy passion,
that the work of punishment was being taken out
of his hands into mightier ones Cunliff was be-

ing made insensible to his efforts by this new ca-

lamity. For the moment his thirst for revenge
became fiercer for being baffled.

He shut down the window, and slowly return-

ed to the table to see how the confession was

progressing.
This time it had been nearly completed, but

now as Mr. Rhys looked down upon it noth-

ing but a watery, inky blister met his view, and
moreover the writer's hands were clenched upon
it, and his head was so bowed as to nearly touch
them.

Drawing his hand again and again down his

long gray beard, Mr. Rhys stood regarding him,
full of thought and perplexity.

Suddenly his eyes lit with a generous fire wor-

thy of those valiant Celtic princes from whom he
was so proud of tracing his descent.

Gently he laid one hand on the blistered paper,
and said, pointing to the door with the other

"Go, Sir John Cunliff, go bearing with you
my full forgiveness, and the thought that her last

tears were shed for you. May they baptize your
soul anew. You need not write what I asked

you. Since nature blots out the record, may
God blot out the sin."

THE EKD.
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STRANGERS AND PILGRIMS.

"Egypt, thou knewst too well.

My heart was to thy rudder tied by the strings,
And thou shouldst tow me after : o'er my spirit

Thy full supremacy thou knewst; and that

Thy beck might from the bidding of the gods
Command me."

BOOK THE FIRST.

CHAPTER I.

" Give me a look, give me a face,
That makes simplicity a grace;
Robes loosely flowing, hair as free :

Such sweet neglect more taketh me
Than all the adulteries of art;

They strike mine eyes, but not my heart."

THE scene was an ancient orchard on the slope
of a hill in the far west of England : an orchard

bounded on one side by an old-fashioned garden,
where roses and carnations were blooming in

their summer glory, and on the other by a pon-
derous red brick wall, heavily buttressed, and
with a moat at its outer base a wall that was
built for the protection of a more important
habitation than Hawleigh Vicarage. Time was
when the green slope where the rugged apple-
trees spread their crooked limbs in the sunshine

was a prim pleasance, and when the hill was
crowned by the grim towers of Hawleigh Castle.

But the civil wars made an end of the Gothic

towers and machicolated galleries that had weath-

ered many a storm, and nothing was now left

save a remnant of the old wall and one solita-

ry tower, to which some archaeologically minded
vicar in time past had joined the modest parson-

age of Hawleigh parish. This was a low white

building, ofthe farm-house type, large and roomy,
with bow-windows to some of the lower rooms,
and diamond -paned casements to others. In

this western land of warm rains and flowers the

myrtles and roses climbed to the steeply sloping

roof, and every antique casement looked out of

a frame of foliage and blossom. It was not a

mansion which a modern architect would have
been proud to have built by any means, but a

dwelling-place which a painter or a poet would
have fallen mr.dly in love with at first sight.

There were pigeons cooing and boop-boop-
booping among the moss-grown corbels of the

tower
;
a blackbird in a wicker cage hanging out-

side one of the narrow windows
;
a sky-lark in a

little green wooden box decorating another. The
garden where the roses and carnations flourished

had somewhat of a neglected look, not weedy or

forlorn, only a little unkempt and overluxuri-

ant, like a garden to which the hireling gardener
comes once a week, or which is left to the charge
of a single out-door laborer who has horses and

pigs upon his mind, nay, perhaps also the daily

distraction of in-door duties in the boot and knife

cleaning way.
Perhaps, looking at the subject from a purely

poetical point of view, no garden should ever be
better kept than that garden at Hawleigh. What
ribbon bordering, or artistically variegated mosa-
ic work of lobelia and petunia and calceolaria and

verbena, could ever equal the wild beauty of roses

that grew at their own sweet will against a back-

ground ofseringa and arbutus? shrubs thatmust
have been planted by some unknown benefactor

in the remote past, for no incumbent of late years
had ever been known to plant any thing. What
prim, platter-like circles of well-behaved bedding-
out plants, spick and span from the greenhouse,
could charm the sense like the various and yet
familiar old-world flowers that filled those long
borders which curved in and out with the con-

volutions of that irregularly shaped three quar-
ters of an acre which made Parson LuttrelTs

flower garden ?

Of this small domain about half an acre con-

sisted of meadow-like grass, not often improved
by the roller, and sometimes permitted to flour-

ish in rank luxuriance ankle-deep. The gii'ls

that is to say, Wilmot Luttrell's four daugh-
ters managed to play croquet upon that green-
sward nevertheless, being at the croquet-playing

stage of existence, when a young woman hard
driven would play croquet in an empty coal-cel-

lar. Near the house the grass assumed form
and dignity, and was bordered by a rugged sweep
of loose gravel, called the carriage drive

;
and

just opposite the drawing-room windows there

stood an ancient stone sun-dial, on which the

ladies of Hawleigh Castle had marked the slow

passage of empty hours in centuries gone by.

Only a hedge of holly divided the garden from
a narrow strip of waste land that bordered the

dusty high-road ;
but a row of fine old elms grew

on that intervening strip of grass, and secured

the Luttrell damsels from the gaze of the vulgar.
But for seclusion, for the sweet sense of utter

solitude and retirement, the orchard was best

that undulating slope of mossy turf, cropped close

by occasional sheep, which skirted the flower gar-

den, and stretched away to the rear of the low
white house. The very wall, crowned with fox-

gloves white and red, gaudy dragon's-mouth, and

creeping yellow stone-crop, was in itself a picture ;
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and in the shelter of this wall, which turned its

stalwart old back to the west, was the nicest

spot for an afternoon's idleness over a new book, I

or the worthless scrap of lace or muslin which

constituted the last mania in the way of fancy-
work. This, at least, was what Elizabeth Lut-

trell said of the old wall, and as she had been

born, and reared for the nineteen years of her

young life, at Hawleigh, she was a tolerable ,

judge of the capabilities of garden and orchard.

!She sits in the shadow of the wall this June aft-

ernoon alone, with an unread book in her lap.

Elizabeth Luttrell is the beauty of a family in

which all the daughters are handsome the peer-
less flower among four fair sisters, who are re-

nowned throughout this part of the western world

as the pretty Misses Luttrell.

About Gertrude, the eldest, or Diana, the sec-

ond, or Blanche, the youngest, there might be

differences of opinion a question raised as to :

the length of Gertrude's nose, a doubt as to the ;

width of Diana's mouth, a schism upon the mer-
|

its of Blanche's figure ;
but the third daughter

j

of the house of Luttrell was simply perfect : you
j

could no more dispute her beauty than that of

the Florentine Venus.

What a picture she made upon this midsum-
mer afternoon, as she sat in the shade of the rud-

dy old wall in a holland dress, and with a blue

ribbon twisted in her hair, profile of face and

figure in full relief against the warm background,

every line the perfection of grace and beauty,

every hue and every curve a study for a painter ! !

Oh, if among all the splendid fashion plates in

the Royal Academy the duchess in black velvet
|

train and point lace flounces and scarlet silk pet-
j

ticoat and diamonds
;
the marchioness in blonde

j

and blue satin and pearls ;
the countess in white

;

silk and azaleas
;

the viscountess in tulle and
rose-buds if in this feast of millinery Elizabeth

Luttrell could but shine forth, sitting by the old
j

orchard wall in her washed-out holland gown,
what a revelation that fresh young beauty would
seem!

It was not a rustic beauty, however not a
loveliness created to be dressed in white muslin
and to adorn a cottage but splendid rather, and

worthy to rule the heart of a great man. Nose,
a small aquiline ; eyes, that darkly clear gray
which in some lights deepens to violet; com-

plexion, a warm brunette
; forehead, low and

broad
;

hair of the darkest brown
?
with ruddy

golden gleams lurking in its crisp waves hair

which is in itself almost a sufficient justification
for any young woman to set up as a beauty, if

her stock in trade were no more than those dark
brown tresses, those delicately arched brows and

upward curling lashes. In all the varying charms
of expression, as well as in regularity of feature,
nature has gifted Elizabeth Luttrell with a lav-

ish hand, bhe is the crystallization of centuries

of dead-and-goneLuttrells, all more or less beau-
tiful

;
for the race is one that can boast of good

j

looks as a family heritage.
She sits alone by the old wall, the western sun-

light shining through the crimson bells of the fox-

gloves and the red and yellow flowers of the
j

dragon's-mouth above her head sits alone, with

loosely linked hands lying idle in her lap, and
fixed dreaming eyes. It is nearly an hour since

,

she has turned a leaf of her book, when a ring-
ing soprano voice calling her name, and a shower

.

of rose leaves thrown across her face, scare away
her day-dreams.

She looks up impatiently, angrily even, at

Blanche, the hoyden of the family, who stands
above her on the steep grassy slope, with a bas-

ket of dilapidated roses on her arm. The dam-
sel, incorrigibly idle alike by nature and habit,
has been seized with an industrious fit, and has
been clipping and trimming the roses.
" What a lazy creature you are, Lizzie!" she

exclaims.
' '

I thought you were going to put the

ribbons on your muslin dress for this evening."
"I wish you'd be good enough to concern

yourself about your own clothes, Blanche, and
leave mine alone. And please don't come
screaming at me when I'm asleep."
"You weren't asleep ; your eyes were ever so

wide open. You were thinking I can guess
what about and smiling at your own thoughts.
I wish I had any thing as nice to think about.

That's the worst of having a handsome sister.

How can I suppose that any one will ever take

any notice of poor little me ?"

""Upon my honor, Blanche, I believe you are

the most provoking girl in creation !"

"You can't believe that, for you don't know
all the girls in creation."

"One of the most, then
;
but that comes of

sending a girl to school. You have all the school-

girl vulgarities."
"I'm sure I didn't want to go to Miss Der-

went's, Lizzie. It was Gertrude's fault, making
such a fuss about me, and setting papa at me.
I'd much rather have run wild at home.

"

"
I think you'd run wild any where, in a con-

vent even."
"
I dare say I should

;
but that's not the ques-

tion. I want to know if you're going to wear

your clean white muslin, because my own toilet

hinges on your decision.
.
It's a serious matter

for girls who are allowed only one clean muslin

a week.
"

"
I don't know

; perhaps I shall wear my blue,"

replies Elizabeth, with a careless air, pretending
to read.

" You won't do any thing of the kind. It's

ever so tumbled, and I know you like to look

nice when Mr. Forde is here. You're such a

mean girl, Elizabeth Luttrell ! You pretend not

to care a straw how you dress, and dawdle here

making believe to read that stupid old volume
of travels to the Victoria Thingembob that the

old fogies of the book club choose for us
;
and

when we've put on our veriest rags you'll scam-

per up the back stairs just at the last moment,
and come down a quarter of an hour after he

has come, all over crisp muslin flounces and
fresh pink ribbons, just as if you'd a French
milliner at your beck and call."

"
I really can't help it if I know how to put

on my things a little better than you and Diana.

I'm sure Gertrude is always nicely dressed."

"Yes, Gertrude has the brand of Cain Ger-

trude is a born old maid
;
one can see it in her

neck-ribbons and top-knots. Now how about the

white muslin ?"
"

I wish you wouldn't worry, Blanche
;
I shall

wear exactly what I please. I will not be pes-

tered by a younger sister. What's the time?"
The fourth Miss Luttrell drags a little Geneva

silver watch from her belt by a black ribbon a

silver watch presented to her by her father on
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her fifteenth birthday to be exchanged for a

gold one at some indefinite period of the vicar's

existence, when a flash of prosperity shall bright-

en the dull level of his financial career. He has

given similar watches to all his daughters on

their fifteenth birthdays ;
but Lizzie's lies for-

gotten among disabled brooches and odd ear-

rings in a trinket-box on her dressing-table.
Elizabeth Luttrell does not care to note the prog-
ress of her days on a pale-faced Geneva time-

piece, value something under five pounds.
" Half past five by me" says Blanche.

"Are you twenty minutes slow, or twenty
minutes fast ?"

"Well, I believe I'm five-and-twenty minutes

slow."

"Then I shall come to dress in half an hour.

I wish you'd just tack those pink bows on my
dress, Blanche you're evidently at a loss for

something to do."

"Just tack!" repeats the younger sister, with

a wry face
; "you mean sew them on, I suppose.

That's like people asking you to
*
touch' the bell

when you're comfortably coiled up in an easy-
chair at the other end of the room. It sounds

less than asking one to ring it, but one has to

disturb one's self all the same. I don't see why
you shouldn't sew on your own ribbons : and I'm

dead tired I've been standing in the broiling

sun for the last hour, trimming the roses, and

trying to make the garden look a little de-

cent.
"

"Oh, very well; I can get my dress ready

myself," says Elizabeth, with a grand air, not

lifting her eyes from the volume in which she

struggles vainly to follow the current of the

Victoria Nyanza. Has not Malcolm Forde ex-

pressed a respectful wish that she were a little

less vague in her notions of all that vast world

which lies beyond the market-town and rustic

suburbs of Hawleigh ?
" Don't be offended. Lizzie

; you know I al-

ways do any thing you ask me. Where are the

ribbons ?"
" In the left-hand top drawer. Be sure you

don't tumble my flounces."

"Ill take care. I'm so glad you're going to

wear your white
;
for now 1 can wear mine with-

out Gertrude grumbling about my extravagance
in beginning a clean muslin at the end of the

week: as if people with any pretense to refine-

ment ever made any difference in their gowns at

the end of the week as if any body but utter

barbarians would go grubby because it was Fri-

day or Saturday ! Mind you come up stairs in

time to dress, Lizzie."
"

1 shall be ready, child. The people are not

to be here till seven."

"The people! As if you cared one straw

about Jane Harrison or Laura Melvin and that

preposterous brother of hers !"
" You manage to flirt with the preposterous

brother, at any rate," says Lizzie, still looking
down at her book.

"Oh, one must get one's hand in somehow.
And as if there were any choice of a subject in

this God-forsaken place !

"

"Blanche, how can you use such horrid ex-

pressions?"
"But it is God-forsaken. I heard Captain

Fielding call it so the other day."
" You are always picking up somebody's

phrases. Do go and tack on those ribbons, or

I shall have to do it myself."
"And that would be a calamity," cries

Blanche, laughing, "when there is any body else

whose services you can utilize."

It was one of the golden rules of Elizabeth

Luttrell's life that she should never do any thing
for herself which she could get any one else to do
for her. What was the good of having three

unmarried sisters all plainer than one's self

unless one made some use of them ? She her-

self had grown up like a flower, as beautiful and
as useless

;
not to toil or spin only to be ad-

mired and cherished as a type of God-given idle

loveliness.

That her beauty was to be profitable to her-

self and to the world by-and-by in some large

way she regarded as an inevitable consequence
of tier existence. She had troubled herself very
little about the future

;
had scarcely chafed

against the narrow bounds of her daily life.

That certainty of high fortune awaiting her in

the coming years supported and sustained her.

In the mean while she lived her life a life not

altogether devoid of delight, but into which the

element of passion had not yet entered.

Even in so dull a place as Hawleigh there

were plenty of admirers for such a girl as Eliza-

beth Luttrell. She had drunk freely of the nec-

tar of praise, knew the full measure of her beau-

ty, and felt that she was born to conquer. All

the little victories, the trivial flirtations, of the

present were, in her mind, mere child's play ;
but

they served to give some variety to an existence

which would have been intolerably monotonous
without them.

She went on reading, or trying to read, for

half an hour after Blanche had skipped up the

green slope where the apple-trees spread a fan-

tastic carpet of light and shade in the afternoon

sunshine
;

she tried her hardest to chain her

thoughts to that book of African travel, but the

Victoria Nyanza eluded her like a will-o'-the-

wisp. Her thoughts went back to a little scene

under an avenue of ancient limes in Hawleigh
Road a scene that had been acted only a few

hours ago. It was not very much to think of:

only an accidental meeting with her father's cu-

rate, Malcolm Forde
; only a little commonplace

talk about the parish and the choir, the early

services, and the latest volumes obtainable at the

Hawleigh book club.

Mr. Luttrell had employed four curates since

Lizzie's sixteenth birthday, and the first, sec-

ond, and third of those young Levites had been

Lizzie's devoted slaves. It had become an es-

tablished rule that the curate Mr. Luttrell

could only afford one, though there were two
churches in his duty should fall madly in love

with Elizabeth. But the fourth curate was of a

different stuff from the material out of which the

three simpering young gentlemen fresh from col-

lege were created. Malcolm Forde was five-

and-thirty years of age ;
a man who had been a

soldier, and who had taken up this new service

from conviction ;
a man who possessed an in-

come amply sufficient for his own simple needs,
and in no way looked to the Church as an hon-

orable manner of solving the great enigma of

how a gentleman is to maintain himself in this

world. He was a Christian in the purest and
widest sense of the word

;
an earnest thinker, an
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indefatigable worker ;
an enthusiast upon all sub-

jects relating to his beloved Church.

To such a man as this all small flirtations and

girlish follies must needs appear trivial in the

extreme; but Mr. Forde was not a prig, nor

was he prone to parade his piety before the eyes
of the world. So he fell into the ways of Haw-
leigh with consummate ease

; played croquet
with the mallet of a master

;
disliked high-jinks

and grandiose entertainments at rich people's

houses, but was not above an impromptu picnic
with his intimate associates, a gypsy tea in Ever-

ton Wood, or a friendly musical evening at the

parsonage. He had little time to devote to such

relaxations, but did not disdain them on occasion.

At the outset of their acquaintance the four

Luttrell girls vowed they should always be afraid

of him
;
that those dreadful cold gray eyes of his

made them feel uncomfortable.
' ' When he looks at me in that grave, search-

ing way, I positively feel myself the wickedest

creature in the world,
"
cried Diana, who was of

a sprightly disposition, and prone to a candid con-

fession of all her weaknesses. "How I should

hate to marry such a man ! It would be like be-

ing perpetually brought face to face with one's

conscience."
" I think a woman's husband ought, in a man-

ner, to represent her conscience," said Gertrude,
who was seven-and-twenty, and prided herself

upon being serious-minded. "At least I should

like to see all my faults and follies reflected in

my husband's face, and to grow out of them by
his influence."

"What a hard time your husband would have
of it, Gerty!" exclaimed the flippant Blanche,
assisting at the conversation from outside the

open window of the breakfast-room, or den, in

which the four damsels were as untidy as they
pleased ;

Elizabeth's color-box and drawing-
board, Gertrude's work -

box, Diana's desk,
Blanche's Dorcas bag, all heaped pell-mell upon
the battered old sideboard.

"If you spent more time among the poor,
Diana," said Gertrude, not deigning to notice
this interruption, "you need not be afraid of

any man's eyes. When our own hearts are at

peace"
"Don't, please, Gerty; don't give me any

warmed-up versions of your tracts. The state

of my own heart has nothing to do with the

question. If I were the most spotless being in

creation, I should feel just the same about Mr.
Forde's eyes. As for district visiting, you know
very well 'that my health was never good enough
for that kind of thing ;

and I'm sure if papa had
six daughters instead of four, you do enough in

the goody-goody line for the whole batch.
"

Miss Luttrell gave a gentle sigh, and contin-
ued her needle-work in silence. She could not

help feeling that she was the one bit of leaven
that leavened the whole lump ;

that if a general
destruction were threatened the daughters of

Hawleigh by reason of their frivolities, her own.
sterling merits might buy them off as the ten

righteous men who were not to be found in Sod-
om might have ransomed that guilty population.

Elizabeth had been busy painting a little bit
of still-life an overripe peach and a handful of

pansies and mulberry leaves lying loosely scat-
tered at the base of Mr. Luttrell's Venetian
claret-jug. She had gone steadily on with her

work, laying on little dabs of transparent color
with a quick, light touch, and not vouchsafing
any expression of interest in the discussion of
Mr. Forde's peculiarities.

"He's very good-looking," Diana said, med-
itatively.

" Don't you think so, Lizzie ? You're
an authority upon curates."

Elizabeth shrugged her shoulders, and answer-

ed, in her most indifferent tone,
4 '

Tolerably. He has rather a good forehead.
"

"Rather good!" exclaimed Gertrude, grind-
ing industriously across an expanse of calico

with her cutting-out scissors.
" He has the

forehead of an apostle."
"How do you know that? You never saw

an apostle," cried Blanche, from the window,
with her favorite line of argument. "And as

for the pictures we see of them, that's all hum-
bug, for there were no photographers in Judaea."
" Come in-doors, Blanche, and write a Ger-

man exercise," said Gertrude. "
It's too bad to

stand out there all the morning, idling away your
time."

" And spoiling your complexion into the bar-

gain," added Diana. "What a tawny little

wretch you are becoming !

"

"
I don't care two straws about my complex-

ion, and I'm not going to cramp my' hand with
that horrid German !"

" Think of the privilege of being able to read

Schiller in the original!" said Gertrude, sol-

emnly."
I don't think much of it

;
for I never see you

read him, though you do pride yourself on your
German," answered the flippant Blanche. And
then they went back to Mr. Forde, and discussed

his eyes and his forehead over again, not ar-

riving at any very definite expression of opinion
at the last, and Elizabeth holding her ideas in

reserve.
" I don't think this one will be quite like the

rest, Liz," said Diana, significantly." What do you mean by like the rest ?"
"
Why, he won't make a fool of himself about

you, as Mr. Horton did, with his flute-playing
and stuff; and he won't go on like Mr. Dysart;
and he won't write sentimental poetry, and lan-

guish about all the afternoon spooning at cro-

quet, like little Mr. Adderley. You needn't

count upon making a conquest of him, Lizzie.

He has the ideas of a monk."
" Abelard was destined to become a monk,"

replied Elizabeth, calmly,
" but that did not pre-

vent his falling in love with Elo'ise."
"
Oh, I dare say you think it will end by his

being as weak as the rest. But he told me that

he does not approve of a priest marrying rather

rude, wasn't it ? when you consider that we should

not be in existence if papa had entertained the

same opinion."" I don't suppose we count for much in his

grand ideas of religion," answered Elizabeth, a

little contemptuously. She had held her small

flirtations with previous curates as the merest

trifling, but the trifling had been pleasant enough
in its way. She had liked the incense. And
behold, here was a man who withheld all praise,

who had made his own scheme of life a scheme
from which she, Elizabeth Luttrell, was excluded.

It was a new thing for her to find that she count-

ed for nothing in the existence of any young
man who knew her.
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This conversation took place when Mr. Forde
had been at Hawleigh about a month. Time

slipped past. Malcolm Forde took the parish in

hand with a firm grip, Mr. Luttrell being an easy-

going gentleman, quite agreeable to let his curate

work as hard as he liked. The two sleepy old

churches awoke into new life. Where there had
been two services on a Sunday there were now
four; where there had been one service on a

great church festival there were now five. The
dim old aisles bloomed with flowers at Easter
and Ascension, at Whitsuntide and Harvest

Thanksgiving feast
;
and the damsels of Haw-

leigh had new work to do in the decoration of

the churches, and in the embroidery of chalice

covers and altar cloths.

But it was not in extra services and beautifi-

cation of the temples alone that Mr. Forde

brought about a new aspect of affairs in Haw-
leigh. The poor were cared for as they had
never been cared for before. Almost all the

time that the soldier-curate could spare from his

public duties he devoted to private ministration.

And yet when he did permit himself an after-

noon's recreation he came to gypsy tea-drinking
or croquet with as fresh an air as if he were a

man who lived only for pleasure. Above all, he

never preached sermons out of the
pulpit.

That
was his one merit, Lizzie Luttrell said, in a some-
what disparaging tone.

" His one fault is, to be so unlike the other

curates, Liz, and able to resist your blandish-

ments," said Diana, sharply.
Mr. Forde had made himself a favorite with

all that household except Elizabeth. The three

other girls worshiped him. She rarely men-
tioned him without a sneer. And yet she was

thinking of him this niidsummer afternoon, as

she sat by the orchard wall trying to read the

volume he had recommended
;
she was thinking

of a few grave words in which he had confessed

his interest in her
; thinking of the dark search-

ing eyes which had looked for one brief moment
into her own.

" I really thought I counted for nothing," she

said to herself,
" he has such off-hand ways, and

sets himself so much above other people. I don't

think he quite means to be grand ;
it seems nat-

ural to him. He ought to have been a general
at least in India, instead of a twopenny-half-pen-

ny captain!"
"The half hour was soon gone. It was very

pleasant to her, that idling in the shadow of the

old wall
;

for the thoughts of her morning's walk
were strangely sweet sweeter than any flatteries

that had ever been whispered in her ear. And
yet Mr. Forde had not praised her

; had, indeed,
seemed utterly unconscious of her superiority to

other women. His words had been frank and

grave and kindly : a little too much like a lect-

ure, perhaps, and yet sweet
;

for they were the

first words in which Malcolm Forde had betray-
ed the faintest interest in her welfare. And it

is a hard thing for a young woman who has

been a goddess and an angel in the sight of three

consecutive curates to find the fourth as indif-

ferent to her merits as if he were a man of stone.

Yes, he had decidedly lectured her. That is

to say, he had spoken a little regretfully of her

trivial, wasted life, her neglected opportunities.
"I don't know what you mean by opportuni-

ties," she had answered, with a little contemptu-

ous curl of the rosy upper lip.
"

I can't burst
out all at once into a female bishop. As for

district visiting, I have really no genius for that
kind of thing, and feel myself a useless bore in

poor people's houses. I know I have been rath-

er idle about the church embroidery too," she

added, with a deprecating air, feeling that here
he had cause for complaint." I am very anxious that our churches should
be made beautiful," he answered, gravely,

" and
I should think it only natural for you to take a

delight in that kind of labor
;
but I do not con-

sider ecclesiastical embroidery the beginning and
end of life. I should like to see you more inter-

ested in the poor and in the schools more inter-

ested in your fellow-creatures altogether, in short.

I fancy the life you lead at Hawleigh Vicarage
among your roses and apple-trees is just a little

the life of the lotos-eater :

1 All its allotted length of days
The flower ripens in its place,
Ripens and fades and falls, and hath no toil,
Fast rooted in the fruitful soil.'

It doesn't do for a responsible being to live that

kind of life, you know, leaving no better memory
behind than the record of its beauty. I should

hardly venture to say so much as this, Miss Lut-

trell, if I were not warmly interested in you."
The clear, pale face, looking downward with

rather a moody air, like the face of a wayward
child that can hardly suffer a rebuke, flushed sud-

den crimson at his'last words. To Mr. Forde's

surprise for the interest he had confessed was
of a purely priestly kind. But young women
are so sensitive, and he was not unused to see

his female parishioners blush and tremble a little

under the magnetism of his earnest gaze and low,

grave voice.

Conscious of that foolish blush, Elizabeth tried

to carry off her confusion by a rather flippant

laugh.
"You read your Tennyson, you see." she said,

* '

though you lecture me for my idleness. Isn't

poetry a kind of lotos-eating ?"
"
Hardly, I think. I don't consider my duty

stern enough to cut me off from all the flowers

of life. I should be sorry to moon about with a

duodecimo Tennyson in my pocket when I ought
to be at work

;
but when I have a stray half

hour I can give myself a little indulgence of

that kind."

"You will come to play croquet for an hour

this evening, won't you ? Gertrude wrote to

you yesterday, I think.
"

" Yes
;
I must apologize for not answering her

note. I shall be most happy to come, if possi-
ble. But I have two or three sick people to

visit this afternoon, and I am not quite sure of

my time. The poor souls cling to one so at the

last. They want a friendly hand to grasp on the

threshold of the dark valley, and they have some
dim notion that we hold the keys of the other

world, and can open a door for them and let

them through to a better place than they could

win for themselves."
"

It must be dreadful to see so much of death,"
said Elizabeth, with a faint shudder.

"
Hardly so dreadful as you may suppose. A

death-bed develops some of the noblest qualities
of a man's nature. I have seen so much unself-

ish thoughtfulness for others, so much tender-

ness and love, in the dying. And then for these
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poor people life has been for the most part so

barren, so troubled, it is like passing away from

a perpetual struggle to a land that is to be all

brightness and rest. If you would only spend
more time among your father's parishioners,

Miss Luttrell, you would learn much that is

worth learning of life and death."
"

I couldn't endure it," she answered, shrug-

ging her shoulders impatiently ;

"
I ought never

to have been born a parson's daughter. I should

do no good, but harm, more likely. The people
would see how miserable I thought them, and

be all the more discontented with their wretched

lots after my visits. I can't act goody-goody as

Gertrude does, and make those poor wretches

believe that I think it the nicest thing in the

world to live in one room, and have hardly
bread to ear, and only one blanket between six.

It's too dreadful. Six weeks of it would kill

me."
Mr. Forde sighed ever so faintly, but said no

more. What a poor, selfish, narrow soul this

lovely girl's must be! Nature does sometimes
enshrine her commonest spirits in these splendid

temples. He felt a little disappointed by the

girl's selfishness and coldness
;

for he had imag-
ined that she needed only to be awakened from
the happy idleness of a young, joy-loving spirit.

He said no more, though they walked side by
side as far as St. Mary's, the red, square-towered
church at the beginning of the town, and parted
with perfect friendliness. Yet the thought of

that interview vexed Malcolm Forde all day
long.
"I had hoped better things of her," he said

to himself. "But of course I sha'n't give up.
She is so young, and seems to have a pliant dis-

position. What a pity that Luttrell has let his

daughters grow up just as they please, like the

fox-gloves in his hedge!"
In Mr. Forde's opinion those four yonng wom-

en ought to have been trained into a little band
of Sisters of Mercy a pious sisterhood carry-

ing life and light into the dark alleys of Haw-
leigh. It was not a large place, that western

market-town, numbering eleven thousand souls

in all
; yet there were alleys enough, and moral

darkness and poverty and sickness and sorrow

enough, to make work for a nunnery of minis-

tering women. Mr. Forde had plenty of dis-

trict visitors ready to labor for him
;

but they
were for the most part ill-advised and frivolous

ministrants, and absorbed more of his time bv
their need of counsel and supervision than he
cared to give them. They were of the weakest
order of womanhood, craving perpetual support
and assistance, wanting all of them to play the

ivy to Mr. Forde's oak
;
and no oak, however

vigorous, could have sustained such a weight of

ivy. He had to tell them sometimes, in plainest

words, that if they couldn't do their work with-
out continual recourse to him, their work was

scarcely worth having. Whereupon the weaker
vessels dropped away, admitting in their High-
Church slang that they had no "vocation;"
that is to say, there was too much bread and
too little sack in the business, too much of the

poor and not enough of Mr. Forde.
For this reason he liked Gertrude Luttrell,

who went about her work in a workman-like
way, rarely applied to him for counsel, had her
own opinions, and really did achieve some good.

It may have been for this reason, and in his

desire to oblige Gertrude, that he made a little

effort and contrived to play croquet in the Vicar-

age garden on this midsummer evening.

CHAPTER II.

" Best leave or take the perfect creature-
Take all she is, or leave complete ;

Transmute you will not form or feature,
Change feet for winge, or wings for feet."

IT was halcyon weather for croquet : not a

cloud in the warm summer sky, and promise of

a glorious sunset, red and glowing, for "the

shepherd's delight." The grass had been shorn

that morning, and was soft and thick, and sweet

with a thymy perfume ;,
a little uneven here and

there, but affording so much the more opportuni-

ty for the players to prove themselves superior to

small difficulties. The roses and seringa were
in their midsummer glory, and from the white

walls of the Vicarage came the sweet odors of

jasmine and honeysuckle, clematis and myrtle.
All sweet-scented flowers seemed to grow here

with a wilder luxuriance than Malcolm Forde
4

had ever seen any where else. His own small'

patrimony was on a northern soil, and all his

youthful recollections were of a bleaker land than

this.

"An enervating climate, I'm afraid," he said

to himself; and it seemed to him that the roses

and seringa might be "a snare." There was

something stifling in the slumberous summer

air, the Arcadian luxury of syllabubs and cream,
the verdure and blossoms of this flowery land.

He felt as if his soul must needs stagnate, as if

life must become too much an affair of the senses,
in so sweet and sensuous a clime.

This was but a passing fancy which flashed

upon him as he opened the broad white gate and
went into the garden, where the four girls, in

their white gowns and various ribbons, were scat-

tered on the grass : Blanche striking the last

hoop into its place with her mallet
;
Diana try-

ing a stroke at loose croquet ;
Gertrude busy at a

tea-table placed in the shade of a splendid Span-
ish chestnut, which spread its branches low and

wide, making a tent of greenery beneath which
a dozen people could dine in comfort

;
Elizabeth

apart from all the rest, standing by the sun-dial,

tall, and straight as a dart, looking like a Greek

princess in the clays when the gods fell in love

with the daughters of earthly kings.
Mr. Forde was not a Grecian god, but a faint

thrill stirred his senses at sight of that gracious

figure by the sun-dial, nevertheless : only an art-

ist's delight in perfect beauty. The life which
he had planned for himself was in most things
the life of a monk

;
but he could not help feel-

ing that Elizabeth Luttrell was perfectly beauti-

ful, and that for a man of a weaker stamp there

might be danger in this friendly association,

which brought them together somehow two or

three times in every week.
"

I have known her a year, and she has never

touched my heart in the faintest degree," he told

himself, with some sense of triumph in the knowl-

edge that he was impervious to such fascinations.
"

Jf we were immortal, and could go on knowing
each other for thirty years she forever beautiful

and young, I forever in the prime of manhood
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I do not think she would be any nearer to me
than she is now."

Mr. Forde was the first of the gnests. The
three girls ran forward to receive him, greeting
him with a kind of rapture. It was so good of

him to come, they gushed out, simultaneously.

They felt as if a saint had come to take the first

ball and mallet. Gertrude always gave Mr.
Forde the red-ringed balls

;
she said they re-

minded her of the rubric.

Elizabeth stirred not at all. She stood by the

sun-dial, her face to the west, contemplative or

simply indifferent, Mr. Forde could not tell which.
Did she see him, he wondered, and deliberately
refrain from greeting him ? Or was she so lost

in thought as to be unconscious of his pres-
ence ? Or did she resent his little lecture of

that morning? She could hardly do that, he

considered, when they had parted in perfect

friendship.
"It is so good of you to be punctual," said

Gertrude, making a pleasant little jingling with

the china tea-cups ;
the best china, all blue and

gold, hoarded away in the topmost of cupboards,

wrapped in much silver paper, and only taken
down for festive tea-drinkings like this.

It was not a kettle-drum tea, but a rustic feast

rather. There was a round table, covered with

a snowy table-cloth, and laden with home prod-
uce: a pound-cake of golden hue; preserved
fruits of warm red and amber tint in sparkling

cut-glass jars ;
that standing dish on west-coun-

try tables, a junket ;
home-made bread, with the

rich brown kissing crust that never comes from
the hireling baker's oven

;
tea-cakes of feathery

lightness ;
butter which to the epicure might

have been worth a journey from London to Dev-
onshire

;
and for the crowning glory of the ban-

quet a capacious basket of strawberries and a

bowl of clotted cream.
"The Melvins are always late," said Diana;

"but we are not going to let you wait for your
tea, Mr. Forde are we, Gertrude ? Here comes
Ann with the kettle."

This silver tea-kettle was the pride of the Lut-
trell household. It had been presented to Mr.
Luttrell at the close of his ministrations in a for-

mer parish, and was engraved with the Luttrell

coat of arms in all the splendor of its numerous

quarterings. A spirit-lamp burned beneath this

sacred vessel, which Gertrude tended as care-

fully as if she had been a vestal virgin watching
the immortal flame.

Mi\ Forde insisted that they should wait for

the rest of the company. He did not lauguish
for that cup of tea wherewith Miss Luttrell was

eager to refresh his tired frame. Perhaps in

such a moment his thoughts may have glanced
back to the half-forgotten mess table and its less

innocent banquets : the long table, glittering in

the low sunshine, with its bright array of fairy

glass and costly silver was not his corps re-

nowned for its taste in these trifles? the pleas-
ant familiar faces, the talk and laughter. Time
was when he had lived his life, and that altogeth-
er another life, differing in every detail from his

existence of to-day, holding not one hope, or

dream, or project which he cherished now. He
could look back at those idle pleasures, those

aimless days, without the faintest sigh of regret.

Saddened, discouraged, faint-hearted, he had
often been since this pilgrimage of his was be-

gun ;
but never for one weak moment had he

looked longingly back.
He said a few words to Blanche, who blushed

and sparkled, and answered him in little gasps,
with upward worshiping gaze, as if he had been
indeed an apostle; talked with Diana for five

minutes or so about the choir she played the
harmonium in St. Mary's, the older of the two
churches, which did not boast an organ ;

and
then strolled across the grass to the sun-dial,
where Lizzie was still standing in mute contem-
plation of the western sky.

They shook hands almost silently. He did
not intend to apologize for what he had said that

morning. If the reproof had stung her, so much
the better. He had meant to reprove. And
yet it pained him a little to think that he had
offended her. How lovely she was as she stood
before him, smiling, in the western sunshine!
He never remembered having seen any thing so

beautiful, except a face of Guide's the face of
the Virgin-mother in a Roman picture-gallery.
That smile relieved his mind a little. She could

hardly be offended.
" You have had a fatiguing day, I suppose,

with your sick people ?" she said, suddenly, after

a few words about the beauty of the evening and
the unpunctuality of their friends. "Do you
know, I have been thinking of what you said to

me this morning all day long, and "l begin to

feel that I must do something. It seems almost
as if I had had what evangelical people describe
as 'a call.' I should really like to do some-

thing. I don't suppose any good will come of
it 1 know it is not my line and I am rather

sorry you tried to awaken my slumbering con-
science. But you must tell me what I am to

do. I am your pupil, you know your Madame
De Chantal, St. Francis!"
She looked up at him with her thrilling smile

the deep violet eyes just lifted for a moment
to his own with a glance which was swift and
sudden as the flight of an arrow. He thought
of old stories of sorcery in dark medieval ages,
and that those legends should be read the reverse

way. It was surely the nuns who bewitched the

monks, if there were any such women as Eliza-
beth Luttrell in those ancient sisterhoods.

"I think your father is more than competent
to advise you,

"
he answered, gravely.

"Oh, no man is a prophet in his own coun-

try," she said, carelessly. "I should never
think of talking to papa about spiritual things ;

we have too many painful interviews upon the

subject of pocket-money. If you want to re-

claim me, you must help me a little. Mr. Forde.
But perhaps I am not worth the trouble ?"

" You can not doubt that I should be glad to

be of use to you. But it would be presumption
on my part to dictate. Your own good sense

will prompt you, and you have an admirable
counselor in your sister Gertrude, my best dis-

trict visitor."

"1 should never submit to be diilled by Ger-
trude. No

;
if you won't help me, I must wait

for inspiration. As for district visiting, I can't

tell you how I hate the very notion of it. If

there were another Crimean war now, I should
like to go out as a nursing sister, especially if"

she looked at him with another briefly mischiev-

ous glance "if there were nice people to nurse."

"I'm afraid young ladies whose inclinations
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point to a military theatre are hardly in the right ! and whether she liked Hawleigh or the country
road," he said, coldly.
He felt that she was trifling with him, and

was inclined to be angry. He walked away
from the sun-dial toward the hall door, from

best, conversation was apt to languish.
Mr. Forde, who was sitting a little in the back-

ground, talking to Mr. Luttrell, rose and gave
his chair to Elizabeth the last comer. He

which Mr. Luttrell was slowly emerging an eld-
| brought another for himself, and sat down again

erly gentleman, tall and stout, with a still hand- and went on with his talk
;
while Frederick Mel-

some face framed in silky gray whiskers, and a

slightly worn-out air, as of a man who had mis-

taken his vocation, and never quite recovered his

discovery of the mistake.

vin worshiped at Elizabeth's shrine, offering tea

and pound-cake and strawberries and unuttera-

ble devotion.
" I wish you'd go and flirt with Blanche," she

" Verv good of you to come and play croquet said, coolly. "No, thanks; I don't want any
with my' children, Forde," he said, in his good- ;

strawberries. Now please don't sprinkle a show-
natured lazy way he had called them children !

er of them on my dress ; I shall have to wear it

when they were all in the nursery, and he called a week. How awkward you are !"

them children still
"

especially as I dont think

it's particularly in your line. Oh, here come the

" Who could help being .awkward ?" pleaded
the youth, blushing. "Sir Charles Grandison

Melvins and Miss Harrison
;

so I suppose we would have made a fool of himself in your so-

are to begin tea, in order that you may have an
hour's daylight for your game?"

Elizabeth had walked away from the sun-dial

in an opposite direction, smiling softly to herself.

It was something to have made him angry. She
had seen the pale dark face flush hotly for a mo-
ment

;
a sudden fire kindled in the deep gray

eyes. In the morning he had confessed himself

interested in her welfare
;
in the evening she had

contrived to provoke him. That was something
gained at least.

"He is not quite a block of stone," she

thought.
She did not trouble herself to come forward

and welcome the Melvin party, any more than she
had troubled herself to greet Mr. Forde, but came
strolling across the grass toward the tea-table

presently, when every one else was seated the

guests here and there under the chestnut branch-

es, while Gertrude sat at the table dispensing
the tea-cups, with Frederick Melvin in attend-

ance. Mr. Melvin was the eldest son of the chief

solicitor of Hawleigh, in partnership with his

father, and vaguely supposed to be eligible from
a matrimonial point of view. He was a young
man who had an unlimited capacity for croquet,

vingt-et-un, table-turning, and small flirtations
;

spent all his spare hours on the river Tabor, and
seemed hardly at home out of a suit of boating
flannels. He was indifferently in love with the

four Misses Luttrell, with a respectful leaning to-

ward Elizabeth, as the beauty ;
and he was gen-

erally absorbed by the flippant Blanche. His
sister Laura sang well, and did nothing else to

particularize herself in the minds of her ac-

quaintance. She was fond of music, and dis-

coursed learnedly of symphonies and sonatas,

adagios in C flat and capriccios in F double

sharp, to the terror of the uninitiated. Miss
Harrison was a cousin, whose people were of the

gentleman - farmer persuasion, and who came
from a sleepy old homestead up the country to

stay with the Melvins, and intoxicate her young
senses with the dissipations of Hawleigh market-

place. The Melvins lived in the market-place,
in a big square brick house picked out with
white a house with three rows of windows, five

in a row, a flight of steps, and a green door with
a brass knocker

;
the very house, one would sup-

pose, upon which all the dolls' houses ever man-
ufactured have been modeled. She was not a

ciety."
' ' I don't know any thing about Sir Charles

Grandison, and I don't believe you do, either.

That's the way with you young men
; you get

the names of people and things out of the Sat-

urday Review, and pretend to know every thing
under the sun."

"Wasn't he a fellow in some book Pamela,
or Joseph Andrews? something of Smollett's

some sort of rubbish in sixteen volumes ? No-

body reads it nowadays."
"Then I wouldn't quote it, if I were you.

But the Saturday Review is the modern substi-

tute for the Eton Latin Grammar. Please go
and flirt with Blanche. You always stand so

close to one, making a door-mat of one's dress !"
"
Oh, very well

;
I'll go and talk to Blanche.

But remember" this with a threatening air

"when you want to go on the Tabor "

"
You'll take me, of course. I know that.

Run and play, that's a dear child !"

He was her senior b)y three years, but she gave
f superiority notwithstand-herself ineffable airs of superiority

ing. Perhaps she was not displeased to exhibit

even this trumpery swain before the eyes of Mal-
colm Forde, who went on talking of parish mat-
ters with her father, as if unconscious of her

presence. Very little execution was done upon
the pound-cake or the syllabub. The atmos-

phere was too heavily charged with flirtation for

any serious consumption of provisions. It is the

people who have done with the flowers and sun-

shine of life who make most havoc among the

lobster salads and raised pies at a picnic ;
for

whom the bouquet of the Moselle is a question
of supreme importance ;

who know the difference

between a hawk and a hern in the way of claret.

So, after a little trifling with the dainty cates

Miss Luttrell had hospitably provided, the young
people rose for the business of the evening." Wouldn't you rather have a cigar and a glass
of claret here under the chestnut?" said Mr.

Luttrell, as Malcolm Forde prepared to join
them.
"That would be a breach of covenant," an-

swered the curate, laughing. "I was invited

for croquet. Besides, I really enjoy the game ;

it's a sort of substitute for billiards."
" A dissipation you have renounced," said the

vicar, in his careless way. You modern

young men are regular Trappists!"
very brilliant damsel

;
and when she had been

j

Whereby it will be seen that Wilmot Luttrell
asked how she liked Hawleigh after the country,

|

was of the Broad-Church party a man who had
and how she liked the country after Hawleigh, \

hunted the Devonian red deer in his time, who
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had still a brace of Joe Mantons in his study,
Avas good at fly-fishing, and did not object to

clerical billiards or a social rubber.

They played for a couple of hours in the

balmy summer evening, the Luttrell girls and
their four visitors played till the sunlight faded

into dusk, and the dusk deepened into the soft

June night, which was hardly night, but rather a

tender mixture of twilight and star-shine. Ger-
trude had taken Mr. Forde for the leader of her

side, Miss Harrison and Blanche Luttrell making
up their four. The Beauty headed a skirmish-

ing party, that incorrigible Frederick for her

supporter, Di Luttrell and Laura Melvin bring-

ing up the rear. To her Malcolm Forde ad-

dressed no word throughout the little tourna-

ment. It may have been because he had no

opportunity ;
for she was laughing and talking

more or less all the time, in the wildest spirits,

with the young solicitor perpetually at her elbow.

And Gertrude had a great deal to say to her

pastor ; chiefly on the subject of her parish work,
and a little of a more vague and metaphysical
nature concerning the impressions produced upon
her mind by his last Sunday evening's sermon.

He listened kindly and respectfully, as in duty

bound, but that frivolous talk and laughter upon
the other side worried him not a little. Never
had Elizabeth seemed to him so vulgarly pro-
vincial

;
and he was really interested in her, as

indeed it was his duty to be interested in the

welfare of his vicar's daughters.
"It is all the father's fault,'* he said to himself;

"
I do not believe he has ever made the faintest

attempt to train them."
And then he thought what an estimable young

person Gertrude must be to have evolved out of

her inner consciousness, as it were, all that se-

rious and practical piety which made her so val-

uable to him in his ministrations. As to the

future careers of the other three of Blanche,
who talked slang, and seemed to consider this

lower world designed to be a perpetual theatre

for flirtation
;
of Diana, who was selfish and idle,

and set up a pretense of weak health as a means
of escaping all the cares and perplexities of ex-

istence
;
of Elizabeth, who appeared in her own

character to embody all the faults and weaknesses

he had ever supposed possible to a woman of

the manner in which these three were to tread

the troubled paths of life he could only think

with a shudder. Poor lampless virgins, straying

blindly into the darkness !

Yet, measured by a simply sensuous standard,

how sweet was that low rippling sound of girlish

laughter; how graceful the white-robed figure

moving lightly in the summer dusk
;
how exqui-

site the dark blue eyes that looked at him in the

starlight, when the game was ended, and the

Church Militant, as Blanche said, pertly, had

been triumphant over the Devil's Own, in the

person of the mild-eyed Frederick Melvin ! Mr.

Forde's unerring stroke, mathematically correct

as the pendulum, had brought them home, in

spite of some rather feeble playing on the part of

Gertrude, whose mind was a little too much oc-

cupied by last Sunday evening's sermon.

Mr. Luttrell had strolled up and down the gar-

den walk, smoking his cigar, and had loitered a

little by the holly hedge, talking to some people
in the 'road, while the croquet-players amused

themselves. He came forward now to propose
B

an adjournment to the house, and a claret-cup.
So they all went crowding into a long, low room
with a couple of bow-windows, a room which was
lined with book-shelves on one side, containing
Taylor and Hooker, and Barrow and Tillotson,
and South and Venn, and other ecclesiastical

volumes, freely intermingled with a miscellane-

ous collection of secular literature
;
a room which

served Mr. Luttrell as a library, but which was
nevertheless the drawing-room. There was a

grand piano by one of the bow-windows a piano
which had been presented to Diana by a wealthy
aunt and godmother, and the brand-new walnut-
wood case whereof was in strong contrast with
the time-worn old chairs and tables

;
the chif-

foniers of the early Georgian era
;
the ponderous

old cane-seated sofa, with its chintz - covered

pillows and painted frame a pale, pale green

picked out with gold that was fast vanishing

away. The attenuated crystal girandoles upon
the high wooden mantel-shelf were almost as old

as the invention of glass; the Chelsea shepherd
and shepherdess had been cracked over and over

again, but held together as if by a charmed ex-

istence. The Derbyshire Spa vases were relics

of a dead-and-gone generation. The mock Vene-
tian mirror was of an almost forgotten fashion

and a quite extinct manufacture. Blanche vowed
that Noah and his wife, when they kept house

before the flood, must have had just such a draw-

ing-room.
Yet this antiquated chamber seemed in nowise

displeasing to the sight of Mr. Forde as he came
in from the star-lit garden. He liked it a great
deal better than many finer rooms in which he

was a rare but welcome visitor, just as he pre-
ferred the ill-kept Vicarage lawn and flower bor-

ders to the geometrical parterres of millionaire

cloth manufacturers or pompous squires on the

outskirts of Hawleigh.
Frederick Melvin and his sister pleaded for a

little music, upon which the usual family concert

began: a showy fantasia by Gertrude, correctly

played, with a good firm finger, and not a spark
of expression from the first bar to the bang,

bang, bang ! at the end
;
then a canzonet from

Blanche, of the "Oh, 'tis merry when the cherry
and the blossom and the berry, tra-la-la-la, tra-la-

la" school, in a thin little soprano ;
then a sonata

Beethoven's Adieu by Miss Melvin, which

Mr. Forde thought the longest adieu he had ever

been obliged to listen to. He lost patience at

last, and went over to Elizabeth, whose ripe,

round mezzo-soprano tones he languished to hear.

"Won't you sing something?" he asked.

"What '"does riot singing come within your

catalogue of forbidden pleasures a mere idle

waste of time lotus-eating, in short ?"
" You know that I do not think any thing of

the kind. Why do you try to make me out what

I have never pretended to be an ascetic, or

worse, a Pharisee? Is it only because I am
anxious you should be of a little more use to

your fellow-creatures?"

"And of course singing can be no use, un-

less I went about among your cottage people

leading oft' hymns."
"Does that mean that you won't sing to-

night ?" he asked, in his coldest tone.

"Yes."
" Then I'll wish you good-night. I've no

doubt the music we've been hearing is very good
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in its way, but it's hardly my way. Good-night.

I'll slip 'away quietly without disturbing your
friends."

He was close to the open bow-window, that

farthest from the piano, and went out unnoticed,

while Miss Melvin and her cousin, Miss Har-

rison, were debating whether they should or

should not play the overture to Zampa. He
went out of the window, and walked slowly across

the grass, but had hardly reached the sun-dial

when he heard the voice lie knew so well swell

out rich and full in the opening tones of a ballad

he loved, a plaintive lament called Ettrick.

" O murmuring waters, have you no message forme ?"

He stopped by the sun-dial, and heard the song
to the end ; heard Fred Melvin supplicating for

another song, and Elizabeth's impatient refusal

"She was tired to death," with a little nerv-

ous laugh.
He went away after this, not offended, only

wondering that any woman could be so willful,

could take so much pains to render herself un-

womanly and unlovable. He thought how keen-

ly another man, whose life was differently planned,

might have felt this petty slight how dangerous
to such a man's peace Elizabeth Luttrell might
have been

;
but that was all. He was not angry

with her.

What would he have thought if he could have

seen Elizabeth Luttrell half an hour later that

night, if he could have seen her fall on her knees

by one of the little French beds in the room that

she and Blanche occupied together, and bury her

face in the counterpane and burst into a passion
of tears ?

"What is the matter, Liz what is it, dar-

ling?'' cries Blanche the impulsive.
The girl answers nothing, but sobs out her

brief passion, and then rises, calm as a statue, to

confront her sister.

"If you are going to worry me, Blanche, I

shall sleep in the passage," she exclaims, in im-

patient rebuke of the other's sympathetic caress.
" There's nothing the matter. I'm tired, that's

all, and that absurd Fred of yours has persecuted
me so all the evening."

" He's no Fred of mine, and I think you rath-

er encouraged his persecutions," said Blanche,
with an aggrieved air. "I'm sure I can't make
you out, Lizzie. I thought you liked Mr. Forde,
and yet you quite snubbed him to-night."

" Snubbed him !

"
cried Elizabeth.

" As ifany
body could snub St. Paul !"

CHAPTER III.

"I know thy forms are studied arts,

Thy subtle ways be narrow straits,
Thy courtesy but sudden starts,
And what thou call'st thy gifts are baits."

THE curate of Hawleigh, modest in his sur-

roundings as the incorruptible Maximilian Robes-

pierre himself, had lodgings at a carpenter's. His
landlord was certainly the chief carpenter of the

town, a man of unblemished respectability, who
had even infused a flavor of building into his'trade

;

but the curate's bedroom windows commanded a
view of the carpenter's yard, and he lived in the
odor of chips and shavings, and that fresh piney
smell which seems to breathe the perfume of a

thousand ships far away upon the distant main.
He had even to submit meekly to the dismal tap,

tap, tap of the hammer when a coffin was on hand,
which might fairly serve as a substitute for the
"
Frere, ilfaut mourir!"of the Trappist brother-

hood.
It must not be supposed, however, that this

choice of a lodging was an act of asceticism or
wanton self-humiliation upon the part of Malcolm
Forde. The Hawleigh curates lodged, as a rule,
with Humphreys the carpenter; and Hawleigh
being self-governed, for the most part, upon strict-

ly conservative principles, it would have been an

outrage against the sacred existing order of things
if Mr. Forde had pitched his tent elsewhere.

Mrs. Humphreys was a buxom middle-aged wom-
an of spotless cleanliness, who kept a cow in a
neut little paddock behind the carpenter's yard ;

a woman who had a pleasant odor of dairy about

her, and who was supposed, by long practice, to

have acquired a special faculty of doing for cu-

rates.

"I knows their tastes," she would say to her

gossips, "and it's astonishing how little their

tastes varies. 'Oh, give me a chop, Mrs. Hum-
phreys,' they mostly says, if I werrit them about
their dinner. But, lor, I know better than that.

Their poor stomachs would soon turn against

chops if they had them every day. So I soon

leaves off asking 'em any thing about dinner, and
contrives to give 'em a nice variety of tasty little

dishes a whiting and a lamb cutlet or two with

fried parsley one day ;
a red mullet and a split

fowl broiled with half a dozen mushrooms the

next, a spitchcook, they call it
;
and then the day

after I curry what's left of the fowl, so as their

bills come moderate; and I never had a wry
word with any curate yet, except Mr. Adderley,
who didn't like squab-pie, and I did give him a

piece of my mind about that."

The rooms were comfortable rooms, though of

the plainest, lightsome and airy, furnished with

chairs and tables so substantial that their legs
had not been enfeebled by the various fidgetinesses
of a whole generation of curates : honest, wide-

seated, leather-bottomed chairs, bought at the sack

of an ancient manor-house
;
stalwart walnut-wood

tables and brass-handled chests of drawers, made
when George the Second was king. Mrs. Hum-
phreys was wont to boast that her Joe meaning

j

Mr. Joseph Humphreys knew what chairs and
tables were, and did not choose them for their

looks. There were no ornaments of the usual

lodging-house type, for Mrs. Humphreys knew
that it is in the nature of curates to bring with

them sundry knickknacks, the relics of university

extravagances, wherewith to decorate their cham-
bers.

Mr. Forde had furnished both sitting-room and
bedroom amply with books, nay, even the slip of

a chamber where he kept his baths and sponges
and boot-stand was encumbered with the shabbier

volumes in his collection, piled breast-high in the

angles of the walls. He was not a collector of

bric-a-brac, and the sole ornaments of his sitting-

j

room were a brass skeleton clock which had trav-

j

eled many a league with him in his soldiering

days ;
a carefully painted miniature of an elder-

I ly "lady, whom, by the likeness to himself, one

might reasonably suppose to be his mother, on
one side of the mantel-piece ;

a somewhat faded

daguerreotype of a sweet fair young face on the
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other
;
and a breakfast cup and saucer on a little

ebony stand under a glass shade. Why this cup
and saucer should be so preserved would have
been a puzzling question for a stranger. They
were of ordinary modern china, and could have

possessed no value from an artistic point of view.

He had performed his early morning duty at

St. Clement's, and spent half an hour with a sick

parishioner, before his nine-o'clock breakfast on
the day following that little croquet party at the

Vicarage. He was dawdling a little as he sipped
his second cup of tea, with one of Southey's Com-

monplace Books open at his elbow, turning over

the leaves now and then with a somewhat absent

air, as if in all that jetsam and flotsam of the

poet's studious hours he hardly found a para-

graph to enchain his attention.

What manner of man is he, in outward sem-

blance, as he sits there absent and meditative,
with the broad summer daylight on his face? It

would be a question if one should call him a hand-

some man. He is distinguished-looking, perhaps,
rather than handsome

;
tall and broad-shouldered,

like the men who come from beyond the Tweed
;

straight as a dart
;
a man who is not dependent

upon dress and surroundings for his dignity, but

has an indefinable air of being superior to the

common herd. His features are good, but not

particularly regular, hardly coming within the rule

and compass of archetypal beauty ;
the nose a

thought too broad, the forehead too dominant.

His skin is dark, and has little color, save when
he is angry or deeply moved, when the stern face

glows briefly with a dark crimson. The clear

cold gray eyes are wonderful in their variety of ex-

pression. The firmly moulded yet flexible" mouth
is the best feature in his face, supremely grave in

repose, infinitely tender when he smiles.

He smiles suddenly now, in the course of his

reverie, for it is clear enough that he is thinking,
and not reading Southey's agreeable jottings,

though his hand mechanically turns the leaves.

He smiles a slow thoughtful smile.

"What a child she is," he says to himself,
" with all a child's perversity ! I am foolish ever

to be angry with her."

He heard a double knock from the little brass

knocker of Mr. Humphreys's private door, shut his

book with an impatient sigh, got up, and walked
to the window. The Humphreys mansion was in

one of the side streets of Hawleigh, a street known

by the rustic title of Field Lane, which led up a

gentle hill to the open country a vast stretch of

common-land, sprinkled sparsely on the outskirts

with a few scattered houses and a row or two of

cottages. Nor had Mr. Humphreys any oppo-
site neighbors; the houses on the other side

stopped abruptly a few yards below, and there

was a narrow green, with a pond and a colony
of ducks in front of the curate's casements.

Malcolm Forde looked out of the window, ex-

pecting to see his visitor waiting meekly on the

spotless door-step ;
but the door had been opened

promptly, and the door-step was unoccupied. He
looked at his watch hastily.

"I've been wasting too much time already,"

he said to himself,
" and here is some one to de-

tain me ever so long. And I want to make a

good morning's round out Filbury way."
The medical practitioners of Hawleigh prided

themselves on the crushing nature of their duties,

yet there was none among them who worked so

hard as this healer of souls. Here was some tire-

some vestryman, perhaps, come to prose for half
an hour or so about some pet grievance, while he
was languishing to be up und doing among the
miserable hovels at Filbury, where, amidst the
fertile smiling landscape, men's souls and bodies
were consuming away with a moral dry-rot.
The door of his sitting-room opened, but not

to admit a prosing vestryman. The smiling hand-
maiden announced "Miss Luttrell, if you please,
Sir." And lo, there stood before him on the
threshold of his chamber the willful woman he
bad been thinking about just now, gravely re-

garding him, the very image of decorum.
There was some change in her outward aspect,

the details whereof his masculine eye could not

distinguish. A woman could have told him in a
moment by what means the Beauty had contrived
to transform herself. She was dressed in a lav-

ender cotton gown, with tight plain sleeves, and
a linen collar no bright-hued ribbon encircling
the long white throat, no flutter of lace or glim-
mer of golden locket, none of the pretty frivoli-

ties with which she was accustomed to set off her
loveliness. She wore an old-fashioned black

silk scarf, a relic of her dead mother's wardrobe,
which became her tall slim figure to perfection.

She, who was wont to wear the most coquettish
and capricious of hats, the daintiest conceit in

airy tulle by way of a bonnet, was now crowned
with a modest saucer-shaped thing of Dunstable

straw, which at this moment hid her eyes alto-

gether from Malcolm Forde. The rich brown

hair, which she had been accustomed to display
in an elaborate structure of large loose plaits, was

neatly braided under this Puritan head-gear, and

packed into the smallest possible compass at the

back of her head. She had a little basket in one

hand, a red-covered account-book in the other.
" If you please, Mr. Forde, I should like you to

give me a round of visits among your poor peo-

ple," she said, offering him this little volume.

"I am quite ready to begin my duty to-d&y."
He stood for a moment gazing at her, lost in

amazement. The provoking saucer-shaped hat

covered her eyes. He could only guess the ex-

pression of her face from her mouth, which was

gravity itself.

"What, Miss Luttrell, do you mgan to help

me, after all you said last night ?"

"Did I really say any thing very wicked last

night ?" she asked, naively, lifting her head for a

moment so that her eyes shone out at him under

the shadow of the saucer brim. Peerless eyes

they seemed to him in that brief flash, but hardly
the most appropriate eyes for a district visitor,

whose beauty should be of a subdued order, like

the colors of her dress.
"

I don't know that you said any thing wicked ;

but you expressed a profound disgust for district

visiting."
"Did I ? It was the last rebellious murmur

ofmy unregenerate heart. But you have awaken-

ed my conscience, and I mean to turn over a new

leaf, to begin a new existence, in fact. If the pi-

ano were my property, instead of Diana's, I think

I should make a bonfire on the lawn and burn it.

I have serious thoughts of burning my color-box

Winsor and Newton's too, and papa's last birth-

day present. But you must be kind enough to

make me out a list of the people you'd like me to

|
visit. I don't want to be a regular district visitor,
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or to interfere with your established sisterhood in

any way ;
so 1 won't take any tickets to distribute.

I don't want the people to associate me with sac-

ramental alms. I want to have a little flock of

my own, and to see if I can make them like me
for my own sake, without thinking how much

they can get out of me. And if you could coach

me a little about what I ought to say to them, it

would be a great comfort to me. Gertrude says

that when she feels herself at a loss she says a

little prayer, and waits on the door-step for a few

minutes till something comes to her. But I'm

afraid that plan would not answer for me."

Mr. Forde pushed one of the heavy chairs to

the writing-table near the window, and asked Miss

Luttrell to sit down while he wrote what she want-

ed in the little red book. She seated herself near

one end of the table, and he sat down to write at

the other.
"

I shall be very happy to do what I can to set

you going," he said, as he wrote; "but I should

be more assured of your sincerity if you were less

disposed to make a joke of the business."

"A joke!" exclaimed Miss Luttrell, with an

aggrieved air
;

"
why, I was never in my life so

serious. Is this t.ie wav in which you mean to

treat my awakening, Mr. Forde ?"

He handed her the little book, with a list of

names written on the first leaf. "I think you
must know something of these people," he said,

"after having lived here all your life."

"Please don't take any thing for granted about

me with reference to the poor," she answered,

hastily. "Of course it is abominable in me to

admit as much,.but I never have cared for them.

The only ideas about them I have ever been able

to grasp are, that they never open their windows,
and that they always want something of one, and

take it ill if one can't give them the thing they
want. Gertrude tells quite a different story, and

declares that the serious-minded souls are always

languishing for spiritual refreshment, that she can

make them quite happy with her prim little ser-

mons and flimsy little tracts. Did you ever read a

tract, Mr. Forde ? I don't mean a controversial

pamphlet, or any thing of that kind
;
but just one

of those little puritanical booklets that drop from

Gertrude like leaves from a tree in autumn ?"

"I have^ot given much leisure to that kind

of study," replied Malcolm, with his grave smile.

"I hope you won't think me unappreciative of

the honor involved in this visit, Miss Luttrell, if

I am obliged to run away. I have a round of

calls at Filbury to get through this morning."
" You remind me of poor mamma," said Eliza-

Deth, with a tributary sigh to the memory of that

departed parent; "she had always a round of

calls, and they generally resolved themselves into

three a triangle of calls, in short. But they
were genteel visits, you know. Mamma never

went in for the district business."

The loose slangy style of her talk grated upon
his ear not a little. He took his hat and gloves
from the sideboard a gentle reminder that he
was in haste to be gone.
"I won't detain you five minutes more," she

said.
" How nice the room looks with all those

books ! I know Mrs. Humphreys's drawing-room
very well, though this is rny first visit to you.

Papa and Gertrude and I came once to drink tea

with Mr. Horton. He gave quite a party ;
and

we had concertante duets for the flute and piano

'Non pin mesta,' and ' Di piacer,' and so

on," fhis with a faint blush, remembering her own
share in that concerted music. "You should
have seen the room in his tenancy Bohemian-

glass vases, and scent caskets, and stereoscopes,
and photograph albums

;
but very few books. I

think I like it best with all those grim-looking
brown-backed volumes of yours."

She made the tour of the room as she spoke,
and paused by the mantel-piece to examine the

skeleton clock, the cup and saucer, the two por-
traits.

" What a grand-looking old lady ! your moth-

er, of course, Mr. Forde. And oh, what a sweet

face!" pausing before the photograph. "Your
sister, I suppose ?"

"No," Mr. Forde answered, somewhat shortly.
"And what a pretty cup and saucer, under a

glass shade ! It looks like a relic of some kind."

"It is a relic."

The tone was grave, repellent even, and Eliza-

beth felt she had touched upon a forbidden sub-

ject."
It belonged to his mother, I dare say," she

thought; "and he keeps it in memory of the

dead. I suppose all his people are dead, as he
never talks about them."

After this she made haste to depart with her

little book, knowing very well that she had out-

raged all the conventionalities of Hawleigh, but

rather proud of having bearded this lion of Judah
in his den.

Mr. Forde left the house with her, and walked
a little way by her side

;
but was graver and more

silent than his wont, as if he had hardly recover-

ed from the pain those injudicious questions of

hers had given him. He parted from her at the

entrance to a row of cottages, in which dwelt two
of the matrons whose names he had entered in

her book.

"Good-by," he said. "I hope you will be

able to do some good, and that you will not be

tired of the work in a week or two.
"

"That's rather a depressing suggestion," said

Elizabeth.
"

I know you have the worst possi-
ble opinion of me

;
but I mean to show you how

mistaken you have been. And you really ought
to feel flattered by my conversion. Papa might
have preached at me for a twelvemonth without

producing such an effect."

"I am sorry to hear that your father has so

little influence with you, Miss Luttrell," the cu-

rate answered, gravely.
He left her with the coldest good-by. The

proud face flushed crimson under the mushroom
hat as she turned into the little alley. This morn-

ing's interview had not been nearly so agreeable
to her as yesterday's lecture under the limes at

the entrance to the town. She began her mis-

sionary work in a very bad humor
;

but bright-

ened by degrees as she went on. She was a wom-
an in whom the desire to please dominated al-

most every other attribute, and she was bent upon
making these people like, or even love her. It

was not to be a mere spurt, this adoption of a

new duty. She meant to show Malcolm Forde

that she'could be all, or more than all, he thought
a woman should be that she could be as much
Gertrude's superior in this particular line as she

surpassed her in personal beauty.
"Gertrude!" she said to herself, contemptu-

ously. "As if poor people could possibly care
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about Gertrude, with her little fidgety ways, and
her Low-Church tracts, and her passion for soap-
suds and hearth-stone ! She has contrived to train

;

her people into a subdued kind of civility. They
look upon her visits as a necessary evil, and put

up with them, just as they put up with the water !

coming through the roof, or a pig-sty close to the

parlor window. But I shall make my people look

forward to my visits as a bright little spot in their

lives."

This was rather an arrogant idea, perhaps;
but Elizabeth Luttrell succeeded in realizing it.

She contrived to win an unfailing welcome in the

twenty cottages which Mr. Forde had assigned
to her. Nor was her popularity won by bribery
and corruption. She had very little to give her

people, except an occasional packet of barley-su-

gar or a paper of biscuits for the children, or now
and then some cast-off ribbon or other scrap of

genteel finery for the mothers. For the sick

children, indeed, she would do any thing empty
her own slenderly furnished purse, rob the cross

old parsonage cook of her arrowroot, and loaf-

sugar, and isinglass, and corn-flour, and ground

rice, and new-laid eggs ;
but it was not by gifts

of any kind that she made herself beloved. It

was the brightness and easy grace of her manner

rather, that delightful air of being perfectly at

home in a tiny chamber with a reeking wash-tub

at her elbow, a cradle at her knee, and a line of

damp clothes steaming in close proximity to her

hat. Nothing disgusted her. She never won-

dered that people could live in such dirt and mud-
dle. She made her little suggestions of improve-
mentnot blunt plain-spoken recommendation of

soap-suds and hearth-stone, but insinuating hints

of what might be done with a little trouble in a

manner that never offended. And then she was

so beautiful to look upon ;
the husbands and wives

were never tired of admiring her.
"
Ay, but she

be a rale right-down beauty," they said, "and
thinks no more of herself than if she was as ugly
as sin ;" not knowing that the fair Elizabeth was

quite conscious of her own loveliness, and hoped
to turn it to some good account by-and-by.
Nor did Elizabeth forget, in her desire for pop-

ularity, that the chiefobject of her mission among
these people was of a spiritual kind

;
that she was

to carry enlightenment and religion into those

close pent-up hovels where the damp linen was

forever dangling, the wash-tub forever reeking ;

where the larder was so often barren, and the

wants of mankind so small and yet sometimes

perforce unsatisfied. Although she was not her-

self, as Gertrude expressed it, "seriously mind-

ed," though her thoughts during her father's ser-

mons, and even during those of Mr. Forde, too

often wandered among the bonnets and mantles

of the congregation, or shaped themselves into

vague visions of the future, she did notwithstand-

ing contrive to bring about some improvement in

the theory and practice of her clients. She per-

suaded the women to go to church on Sunday

evenings, if Sunday-morning worship was really

an impossible thing, as the poor souls protested ;

she induced the husbands to clean themselves a

couple of hours earlier than had been their Sab-

bath custom, and to shamble into the dusky aisle

of St. Clement's or St. Mary's, while the tinkling

five-minutes bell was still calling to loiterers and

laggards on the way ;
she taught the little ones

their catechism, rewarding proficiency with bar-

ley-sugar or gingerbread ;
and she sat by many a

wash-tub reading the Evangelists in her full sweet

voice, while the industrious housewife rubbed the

sweats of labor from her husband's shirt-collars.

She would even starch and iron a handful of col-

lars herself, on occasion, if the housewife seemed
to set about the business clumsily.
"I have to get up my own fine things some-

times, or I should go cuffless and collarless," she

said.
"
Papa is not rich, you know, Mrs. Jones."

Whereat Mrs. Jones would be struck with amaze-
ment by her handiness.

"
I don't believe there's a thing in this Varsal

world as you can't do, Miss Elizabeth," the ad-

miring matron would cry, with uplifted hands ;

and even this humble appreciation of her merits

pleased Lizzie Luttrell.

Her reading was much liked by listeners who
were not compelled to sit with folded hands and
a brain perplexed by the thought of neglected
housework. She had a knack of choosing the

most attractive as well as the most profitable por-
tions of Holy Writ, an acute perception of the

passages most likely to impress her hearers.
"

I do like your Scriptures, Miss Elizabeth,"
said one woman. "When I was a gal, I used

to think the Bible was all Saul and the Philis-

tines there seemed no end of 'em and David.

I make no doubt David was a dear good man,
and after the Lord's own heart

;
but there did

seem too much of him. He wasn't like Him as

you read about
;
he didn't come home to us like

that, miss, and you don't read as he was fond of

little children, except that one of his own that

he was so wrapped up in."

"The Gospel sounds like a pretty story when

you read it, miss," said another; "and when
Miss Gertrude read, it did seem so sing-song-

like. Sometimes I couldn't feel as there was any
sense in it, no more than in the Lessons of a hot

summer's afternoon, when it seems only a dron-

ing, like a hive of bees."

So Elizabeth went on and prospered, and grew

really interested in her work. It was not half so

bad as she had supposed. There was muddle

and there was want, but not such utter gloom
and misery as she had imagined in these hovels.

The spirits of these people were singularly elas-

tic. Ever so little sunshine warmed them into

new life; and, above all, they liked her, and

praised her, and spoke well of her to Malcolm

Forde. She knew that from his approving man-

ner, not from any thing he had distinctly said

upon the subject.

Rarely had she met -with him on her rounds.

The list he had given her included only easy sub-

jects people who would not be likely to repulse

her attentions, homes in which she would not

hear foul language or see dreadful sights and

having allotted her pathway, he was content that

she should follow it with very little assistance

from him, and even took pains to time his own
visits so as to avoid any encounter with her.

He did, however, on rare occasions find her

among his flock. Not easily did he forget one

summer afternoon, when he saw her sitting by
an open cottage window with a sick child in her

lap. That figure in a pale muslin dress, with the

afternoon sunshine upon it, lived in his memory
long.

"If I could only believe that she was quite in

earnest," he saul to himself,
"

that this new work
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of hers has some safer charm than its novelty, I

should think her the sweetest woman I ever met

except one."

Elizabeth had been engaged in these duties for

two months, and had done her work faithfully.
It was the end of August, the brilliant close of a

summer that had been exceptionally fine
;
har-

vest well over in this Western land, and the tawny
stubble baking under a cloudless blue sky ;

hazel-

nuts and whortleberries ripening in the woods;
great sloe-trees shedding their purple fruit in ev-

ery hedge ;
a rain of green apples falling on the

orchard-grass with every warm south wind
;
the
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red plums swelling and purpling on the garden
wall a vision of plenty and the perfume of roses

and carnations on every side.
" If we don't have that picnic you talked about

very soon, Gerty, we sha'n't have it at all," re-

marked the youngest and the pertest of the four

sisters at breakfast one morning, when Mr. Lut-

trell had withdrawn himself to his daily duties,

and the damsels were left to enjoy half an hour's

idleness and talk over empty coffee-cups and
shattered egg-shells and other fragments of the

feast. "The summer's nearly over, you see,

Gerty, and, if we don't take care, we shall lose

all the fine weather. I've no doubt there'll be a

deluge after all this sunshine."

Blanche always called her eldest sister "Ger-

ty" when she wanted some indulgence from that

important personage.
"Well, I'm sure I don't know what to say,

Blanche," replied Miss Luttrell, with provoking

coolness, as if picnics and all such sublunary

pleasures were utterly beneath her regard ; strong,

too, in her authority as her father's housekeeper,
and conscious that her sisters must bow down
and pay her homage for whatever they wanted,
like Joseph's brethren in quest of corn. "I
really think," she went on with a deliberate air,
" as the summer is nearly gone, we may as well

give up anv notion of a picnic this year, especial-

ly as papa doesn't seem to care about it."

"Papa never seems to care about any thing
that costs money," cried the disrespectful youn-
gest.

" He'd like life well enough if every thing
in it could be carried on for nothing ;

if his chil-

dren could be born and educated, and fed and

clothed, and doctored and nursed, and introduced

to society gratis, so that he could have all the

pew-rents and burial-fees and things to put in

the bank. It's very mean of you to talk like that,

Gertrude, and want to sneak out of the picnic,

when it's about the only return we're likely to

make for all the croquet parties, and dinners, and

teas, and goodness knows what, that our friends

have given us since Christmas."

"Really, Blanche, you are learning to render

yourself eminently disagreeable," Miss Luttrell

observed, severely ;

" and I fear if papa does not

face the necessity of sending you back to school

to be finished, your deficiency in manner will be

your absolute ruin in after-life."

"Never mind Blanche's manner," interposed

Diana, "but let's talk about the picnic. Of
course we must have one. We always have had
one for the last five years, since the summer after

poor mamma's death I know we were all in

slight mourning at the first of them and our

friends expect it. So the only question is, where
are we to go this year ?"

This was intended in somewise as an assertion

of independence on the part of the second Miss

Luttrell, who did not intend to be altogether over-

ridden by the chariot of an elder sister, even

though that elder had bidden a long farewell

to the golden summer-tide of her twenty-fifth

year." Elizabeth won't go, of course, now she's turned

serious, "said Blanche, with a sly glance at Lizzie,

who sat leisurely watching the skirmish, with her

head against the clumsy frame of the lattice, and

the south wind gently' stirring her dark brown

hair, a perfect picture of idle loveliness.
"

You'll have nothing to do with the picnic,

of course, Lizzie, not even if Malcolm Fordo

goes," pursued the "Pickle" of the family.
"Who gave you leave to call him Malcolm?"

flashed out Elizabeth.
" No one

;
but why shouldn't one enjoy one's

self in the bosom of one's family. I like to call

him Malcolm Forde, it's such a pretty name ;
and

one ought to get accustomed to the Christian

name of one's future brother-in-law."

Two of the Misses Luttrell flushed crimson at

this speech : Gertrude, who turned angrily upon
the speaker, as if about to retort

;
and Elizabeth,

whose swift reply came'like a flash of lightning,
before her senior could reprove the offender.

"How dare you say that, Blanche? Do you
suppose that I would marry Mr. Forde a curate

even if he were to ask me ?"

"I won't suppose any thing till he does ask

you," answered the incorrigible; "and then I

know pretty well what will happen. Whatever
fine notions you may have had about a rich hus-

band, and a house in London, and an opera-box,
and goodness knows what, will all count for noth-

ing the day that Malcolm Forde makes you an
offer. Why, you worship the ground he walks on.

Do you think we can't all of us see through your
district visiting ? A pretty freak for you to take

up, after admitting that you detested such work !"

"I suppose it is not quite unnatural that one
should try to overcome one's dislikes, and to do
some good in the world, "replied Elizabeth, with

dignity.
" Have the goodness to bridle your

tongue a little, Blanche
;
and rest assured that I

shall never marry a curate, be he whom he may."
"But Mr. Forde is not like common curates.

He is independent of the Church. He has private
means."

"Yes; three or four hundred a year from a

small estate in Aberdeenshire."
"
Oh, you have been making inquiries, then?"

" No
;
but I heard papa say as much one day.

And now, Blanche, be so kind as to abandon the

discussion of my affairs and of Mr. Forde's, and

let us talk of the picnic. I say Lawborough
Beeches."

This "I say" was uttered in a tone of author-

ity unbefitting a third sister
;
and Gertrude im-

mediately determined not to brook any such usur-

pation ;
but it somehow generally happened that

Elizabeth had her own way. She had a happy
knack of suggesting the right thing.

"Lawborough Beeches is a jolly place!" said

Blanche, approvingly." When will you learn to abandon the use of

that odious adjective ?" cried Gertrude, with a

shudder. "Lawborough Beeches is low and

damp."
"Well, I'd as soon have it on the moor, and

we could have donkey races and no end of fun."
" Was there ever a girl with such vulgar ideas?

Donkey races! Imagine Mr. Forde riding a

donkey with a piece of white calico on its back !

And imagine picnicking on the moor, without a

vestige of shade ! A nice blistered state our

faces would be in ! and I should have one of my
nervous headaches," said Diana, who had a kind

of copyright in several interesting ailments of the

nervine type.

Lawborough Beeches was a little wood of an-

cient trees, with silver-gray trunks and spreading
crests

;
beeches which had been pollarded in the

days when Cromwell rode rough-shod over the
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land, and had stretched out their mighty limbs low

and wide in the centuries that had gone by since

then. It was a little wood lying in a green hol-

low, through which the Tabor meandered a sil-

very stream dear to the soul of the fly-fisher ;

here dark and placid as a lake, under the broad

shadow of the trees; there flowing with swift

ourrent toward the distant weir.

Miss Luttrell acknowledged somewhat unwill-

ingly, after a good deal of discussion, that the

Beeches was perhaps the best place for the pic-

nic, if the picnic were really a social necessity.

"I must confess thafr I do not see it in that

light," she said, "and I rather wonder that you
should do so, Elizabeth, now that your mind has

been awakened to loftier interests. The sum
which this picnic will cost would be a great help
to our blanket club next winter."

Elizabeth pondered for a few moments. Of
course she was anxious to help those poor people
who were so fond of her; but the winter was a

long way off. Providence might increase her

means in some unthought-of manner by that

time. And the near delight of a long summer
afternoon wUh Malcolm Forde under Lawbor-

ough Beeches was very sweet to her. She had
seen so little of him of late. The very change in

herself, which she had fancied would bring them
nearer together, seemed to have only the more
divided them. She did not meet him half so

often as in her unregenerate days, when she had
been always strolling in and out of Hawleigh, to

change books at the library; or to buy a new
song, or a yard or two of ribbon

;
or to look at

the last Paris fashions, which the chief linen-dra-

per had just received from Plymouth.
"We ought to make some return for people's

hospitality," she said. "I consider the picnic
unavoidable."

So Blanche produced a sheet of foolscap, and

began to make out a formidable list of comesti-

bles: pigeon-pies, chicken-salads, lobsters, plo-
vers' eggs, galantine of veal, hams, tongues, salm-

on en mayonnaise, and so on, with a wild pro-
fusion that seems so easy in pen-and-ink.
"I wish you would not be so officious,

Blanche," exclaimed the eldest Miss Luttrell.

"Of course I shall arrange all those details with
Susan Sims."

Susan Sims was the cook an important func-

tionary in the vicar's household who managed
Miss Luttrell.

"That means that we are to have whatever
Susan likes to give us!" said Blanche. "You
do give way to her so, Gertrude ! I think I'd

rather have a bad cook, and one's dinner spoiled

occasionally, if one could order just what one
Uked. However, I suppose, if I mayn't make out
a list of the dinner, I mav make a list of the peo-

ple?"

"Yes, you can, if you'll take your inkstand to

another table. You've made a blot upon the ta-

ble-cloth already."

Upon this, the three elder damsels separated to

pursue their divers occupations : Gertrude to hold
solemn converse with Susan Sims

;
Diana to prac-

tice Mendelssohn's sonatas on the drawing-room
piano ;

Elizabeth to her district visiting ; leaving
Blanche wallowing in ink, and swelling with im-

portance, as she wrote the names of her father's

friends on two separate sheets of foolscap the

people who must be invited upon one, the peo-

ple who might or might not be invited upon the

other.

Mr. Luttrell happened to be at home for lunch-
eon that day a privilege which he was not per-
mitted to enjoy more than once or twice a week

so the sisters were able to moot the question of
the picnic without delay.
The vicar rubbed his bald forehead thought-

fnlly, with a perplexed sigh.
"I suppose AVC must do something," he said,

dolefully. "It's a long time since we've had a

dinner-party ;
and if you think people really like

their dinner any better on damp grass, Gertrude,
and with flies dropping into their wine, why, have
a picnic by all means. There's always an im-
mense deal of wine drunk at these affairs, by-the-

way. Be sure you remind me to write and or-

der some of the Ball-supper Champagne and the

Race-course Moselle we saw advertised the other

day."
The matter was settled, therefore, pleasantly

enough, and the invitations were written that aft-

ernoon, and distributed before night-fall by the

parsonage gardener, or man -of-all -work, Mr.
Forde's invitation among them

;
a formal little

note in Gertrude's hand, which he twisted about
in his fingers for a long time while he meditated

upon his answer.

Would it do him any good to waste a summer
day under Lawborough Beeches ? He had been

working his hardest for some weeks without re-

laxation of any kind. He felt that he wanted
rest and ease

;
but hardly this species of recrea-

tion, which would involve a great deal of trouble;
for he would be required to make himself agree-
able to all manner of people to carry umbrellas
and camp-stools ;

to point out interesting objects
in the landscape ; to quote the County history

and, in fact, to labor assiduously for the pleasure
of other people. Nor had he ever felt himself

any the better for these rustic pleasures ;
consid-

erably the worse rather, especially when they were
shared with Elizabeth Luttrell.

No
;
better to waste his day in utter loneliness

on the moor, under the shadow of a mighty tor,
with a book lying unread at his side. Better to

give himself a pause of perfect rest, in which to

think out the great problem of his life. For,
without inordinate self-esteem, Malcolm Forde
was a man who deemed that his existence ought
to be of some use to the world, that he was des-

tined to fill some place in the scheme of creation.

He felt that al fresco banquetings and junketings
were just the idlest, most worthless use that he
could make of his rare leisure

;
and yet, with very

human inconsistency, he wrote to 'Miss Luttrell

next morning to accept her kind invitation.

CHAPTER IV.

"O you gods!
Why do you make us love yonr goodly gifts,
And snatch them straight away ? We, here below,
Recall not what we give, and therein may
Vie honor with yourselves."

A PERFECT lull in the summer winds, a sultry
silence in the air

;
Tabor lying stilly under the

beeches, dark and polished as a mirror of Da-
mascus steel, nota bulrush stirring on itsmargent,
not a lily trembling on its bosom. There seem-
ed almost a profanity in happy talk and laughter
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in that silent wood, where the great beeches that

were crop-eared by Cromwell spread their gnarl-
ed limbs under the hot blue sky.

Mr. Luttrell's party, however, do not pause in

their mirth to consider the fitness of things. It

boots not them to ask whether Lawborough
Beeches be not a scene more suited to Miltonic

musings than to the consumption of lobster-salad

and galantine de veau. They ask each other for

salt and bread and bitter ale while the lark

pierces the topmost heavens with purest melody.
They set Champagne corks flying against the

giant beechen trunks. They revel in clotted

cream and syllabub, and small-talk and flirta-

tion, under the solemn shadow of that leafy dell;
and then, when they have spent nearly two
hours in a business-like absorption of solids and

fluids, or in playful trifling with the lightest of

the viands, as the case may be, the picnickers
abandon the scene of the banquet, and wander

away in little clusters of three or four, or in soli-

tary couples, dispersing themselves throughout
the wood, nay, even beyond, to a broad stretch

of rugged heath that borders it on one side, or

to the slope of a hill which shelters it on the

other. Some tempt the dangers of smooth-
faced Tabor in Fred Melvin's trim-built wherry,
or in the punt which has conveyed a brace of

Oxonians, James and Horace Elgood, the sons

of one of the squires whose broad pastures
border the town of Hawleigh.

Mr. Melvin has been anxious that Elizabeth

should trust herself upon that silver flood.

"You know you're fond of boating," he

pleads ;

" and if you haven't seen much of the

Tabor this way, it's worth your while to come.
The banks are a picture no end of flowers 'I

know a bank whereon the wild thyme grows,'
and that kind of thing. One would think Shaks-

peare had taken his notion from hereabouts."

"As if the Avon had no thymy banks!" ex-

claimed Elizabeth, contemptuously. "I don't

care about boating this afternoon, thank you,
Mr. Melvin. I am going for a walk."

She glanced at Malcolm Forde as she spoke,
almost pleadingly, as if she would have said,

Give me one idle hour of your life. They had
sat far apart at the banquet, Gertrude having
contrived to keep the curate at her side

; they
had traveled from Hawleigh in different car-

riages, and had exchanged hardly half a dozen
sentences up to this stage of the entertainment.

It seemed to Elizabeth as if they were fated nev-

er to be together. Already she began to think the

picnic a failure. "I only wanted it for the sake

of being with him, "she said to herself, hopelessly.
And here was that empty-headed Fred Melvin

worrying her to go in his boat, while Malcolm
Forde stood by, leaning against the gray trunk

of a pollard willow, listlessly gazing at the river,

and said never a word.
" Let Forde punt you down the river as far as

the weir," cried one of the Oxonians, coming
unconsciously to her relief. "There's an empty
punt lying idle yonder, the one that brought the

Towers party ;
and Forde was one of the best

punters at Oxford."
Mr. Forde had gone up for his degree at a

late stage of his existence, after he left the army,
and his repute was known to these youngsters.

"There's nothing like a punt in this kind of

weather, Miss Luttrell," said the Oxonian, as

he rolled up his shirt sleeves and prepared him-
self to convoy a boat-load of young ladies in vo-
luminous muslin skirts

;

" such a nice, lazy way
of getting along."
He stood up high above his freight, plunged

his pole deep into the quiet water, and skimmed
athwart the river with a slow, noiseless motion

soothing to see upon a summer afternoon, while
Elizabeth was silently blessing him.
Mr. Forde did at last awake from his reverie.
" Shall I get the punt ?" he asked

;

" and will

you come ?"
"

I should like it of all things," she answered,
gently. She was not going to hazard the loss of
this perfect happiness by any ill-tirned coquetry.
Yes, it was perfect happine'ss to be with him

;

she acknowledged as much as that to herself, if

she did not acknowledge any more.
"I suppose I think so much of him simply

because he thinks nothing of me," she said to

herself, musingly, while Mr. Forde had gone a
little way down the bank to fetch the punt.
He came back presently, with his coat off and

his sleeves rolled up like the Oxonians, skillfully

navigating his rude bark with lengthy, vigorous
arms that had pulled in the university eight. It

was the first time that Elizabeth had seen him
on the river, and she wondered a little to find

him master of this secular accomplishment. He
brought the broad stem of the punt against the
bank at her feet.

" Wouldn't your sister Blanche like to go with
us?" he asked, looking round in quest of that

young lady. But Blanche had gone off in the

wherry with the Melvin set Miss Pooley, the

doctor's daughter ;
the Misses Cumden, the rich

manufacturer's daughters; Captain Dan vers; and
Mr. Pynsent. Shrill laughter sounded from the

reedy shores beyond the sharp curve of the river.

Even James Elgood's punt was out of sight.

They had the river all to themselves. Utter lone-

liness seemed to have come upon the scene. The
sound of that shrill laughter dwindled and died

away, and these two stood alone in the sweet

summer silence, between sunlight and shadow,
on the brink of deep, still Tabor.

Elizabeth lingered on the bank, doubtful

whether it would not be the proper course to

wait for some stray reveler to join them before

she took her place in the boat. A tete-a-tete ex-

cursion with Mr. Forde would entail sundry lec-

tures from Gertrude, a general sense of disap-

proval perhaps in her small world. But Mal-
colm Forde stretched out his strong arm and

calmly handed her into the punt. It was quite
a luxurious kind of thing, as punts go, provided
with a red cushion on one of the broad, clumsy
seats, and a tin vessel for bailing out unnecessary
water.

She seated herself in the stern, and they drifted

away slowly, softly over the still blue water. It

was" the first time they had been together, and

alone, since the morning when she called upon
him at his lodgings.
For some time there was silence, sweet silence,

only broken by the hum of insect life around

them, and the sky-lark's song in the clear vault

above. The navigation of a punt is not a very
difficult business

;
but it requires some atten-

tion, and Tabor's windings involved some small

amount of care in the navigation. This made a

lair excuse for Mr. Forde's silence, and Eliza-
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beth vvas content content to watch the dark

thoughtful face, the finely cut profile, the deep

gray eyes, grave almost to severity; content to

ponder on his life, wondering if it were hard

work and careful thought for others that had

blanched the ruddier tints from his somewhat

sunken cheek, or whether he was by nature

pale; wondering if that grave dignity, which

made him different from the common race of

curates, wore an earnest of future eminence, if

he were verily born to greatness, and a bishop-
ric awaiting him in the days to come

; wondering

idly about this thing and that, her fancies play-

ing round him, like the flickering shadows on his

figure as the boat shot under the trees, and she

supremely content to be in his company. Per-

haps, since she had more than all a woman's
faults and weaknesses, it may have been some

gratification to her to consider that this boating
excursion would occasion some jealous twinges
in the well-ordered mind of her eldest sister.

"Gertrude has such a way of appropriating

people," she said to herself, "and I really believe

Mr. Forde considers her a paragon."
The navigation grew easier by-and-by, as Ta-

bor became less weedy. The banks, now high
and broken, now sloping gently, were rich in

varying beauty; but it vvas not of wild flowers

or shivering rushes that Elizabeth thought in

that slow summer voyage. The banks slid by
like pictures gently shifting as she looked

;
now

a herd of lazy kine, fetlock deep in the odorous

after-math, and then a little copse of ancient

hawthorn, and then a silvery creek darkly shad-

owed here and there by drooping willows that

had grown aslant the stream. She was faintly
conscious of these things, and felt a vague de-

light in them
;
but her thoughts were all of Mal-

colm Forde.
" Did you ever hear that story of Andrew Mar-

veil's father?" he said at last, breaking that lazy
silence which had seemed only a natural element
of the warm summer afternoon. There was a

straight stretch of water now before him
;

so

he laid down his pole, and seated himself in the

bows with a pair of sculls. "He was a Hull

man, you know, and a clergyman, and was go-

ing across the Humber to marry a couple in

Lincolnshire. He was seized with a strange pre-
sentiment on stepping into the boat, and flung
his walking-stick ashore, crying,

*

Ho, for heav-

en !' The presage was not a false one, for old

Marvell was drowned. The story came into my
mind just now. when we left the bank, and I

couldn't help feeling that it would be a pleasant

way of solving the problem of life to shoot mid-
stream at randon, crying out, 'Ho, for heaven!'
like that old Puritan parson."

"It would be very nice if heaven could be
reached so easily," said Elizabeth, who had a

feeling that for her the pilgrimage from this

world to a better one must needs be difficult.

She had never yet felt herself heavenly minded
;

of the earth, earthy rather, with mundane long-

ings for an opera-box and a barouche-and-pair.
"But I did not think you were tired of life,

Mr. Forde."
" Not exactly tired, but at times perplexed. I

sometimes doubt whether I am doing much good
in Hawleigh whether, indeed, I am doing any
thing that a man of less energy and ambition

might not do just as well."

" You feel like an eagle doing the work of a

crow," she answered, smiling. "I can fancy
that Hawleigh must seem a narrow field for you.
When you have persuaded people to decorate
the churches, and attend the early services, and

taught the choir to sing a little better, and bought
surplices for the boys, it seems as if there was

nothing left for you to do. I should think in a

populous sea-port, now, where there are narrow
streets and a great many wicked people, you
would have a wider sphere."
"There might be more to do in a place of

that kind," he said, thoughtfully.
"

It wouldn't
seem quite so much like a gardener's work in a

trim, smooth garden, always going over the same
flower beds, dragging up a little weed here and

there, or cutting a withered branch. But that
is not my dream. The field of action that I have

thought about and longed for lies far away from

England."
He was looking, not at Elizabeth, but above

her head, along the shining river, as if he did
indeed with his bodily eyes behold that wider

land, that distant world of which he spoke.
Elizabeth grew pale with horror.

"You surely don't mean that you have ever

thought of turning missionary?" she exclaimed.
" That has been my thought sometimes, when

my work here has seemed wasted labor."

She was inexpressibly shocked. The very
idea was disagreeable to her. There was even
a kind of commonness, in her mind, in the

image of a missionary. She imagined him a
Low-Church person, not very far removed from
a dissenter, a man who let his hair grow long
and was indifferent as to the fashion of his gar-
ments

;
such a man as she had heard hold forth,

in short trowsers and thick boots, at a meeting
for the propagation of the Gospel. She did not

imagine that the commonness was in her own
mind, which could not perceive the width and

grandeur in that sublime idea of gathering all

the nations into one flock. It had never oc-

curred to her that South Sea Islanders were of

any importance in the scheme of creation
;
that

university men in this privileged quarter of the

globe owed any duty to dusky heathens dancing
strange dances in distant groves of palm and

banyan under a hot blue sky."
Oh, I hope you would never think of such a

desperate thing," she said, with a little piteous
look that touched him strangely.

"
It seems a

kind of moral suicide."

"Say rather a second birth," he answered;
the beginning of a new and wider life a life

worth living."
" You must care very little for any one on this

side of the world, when you can talk so calmly
of going to the other."

"I have very few to care for," he replied,

gravely.
" My family ties are represented by a

bachelor uncle in Aberdeenshire a grim old

man, who farms a wild sheep-walk of five thou-

sand acres or so, and lives in a lonely homestead,
where he hears few sounds except the lowing of

his kine and the roar of the German Ocean. I

think I am just the right kind of man for a mis-

sionary ;
and if you knew the story of my life,

and the circumstance that led to my change of

profession, I fancy you would agree with me.
"

" But I know nothing of your life," Elizabeth

cried, impatiently. She was unreasonably angry
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with him for this missionary project, almost as

angry as if it had been a deliberate wrong done
to herself. "You came to us a stranger, and

you have remained a stranger to us, though you
have been at Hawleigh more than a year. You
are so reserved not like papa's other curates,
who were only too glad to pour out their inmost

feelings, as it were. I'm sure I knew every de-

tail of Mr. Dysart's family his papa's opinions,
his mamma's little peculiarities, the color of all

his sisters' hair, even the history of the gentle-
men to whom the sisters were engaged. And
it was almost the same with Mr. Horton. Mr.

Adderley was fonder of prosing about himself
than his surroundings, and I don't think the

poor young man ever had an idea in his rather

narrow brain that he did not impart to us."

"You see I am not of so communicative a

disposition," said Mr. Forde, smiling; "and
when there has been one great sorrow in a life,

as there has in mine, it is apt to assume an un-
natural proportion to the rest, and obscure all

minor details. I had a great loss five years be-

fore I came to Hawleigh. I have often been in-

clined to tell you all about it, especially of late,
since I have seen your character in its most
amiable light. But these things are painful to

speak of, and my loss was a very bitter one."
" You are speaking of the death of your moth-

er ?" inquired Elizabeth, trembling a little, with
a strange, sharp dread.

" No
; my mother died fifteen years ago.

That loss was bitter, but it was one for which I

had been long prepared. The later loss was ut-

terly unexpected, and shattered the very fabric

of my life."
"

I should like to hear about it," said Eliza-

beth, her face bent over the water, one idle hand
drawn loosely through the tide.

" I am assured that you are kind and sympa-
thetic," he said,

"
or I should never have touched

upon this subject. I never had a sister, and per-

haps on that account have not acquired the habit

of confession. But but
"

very slowly, and
with a curious hesitation, "I think I should like !

to talk to you about her
;
about Alice Eraser,

the woman who was to have been my wife."

The face bent over the river flushed crimson,
the little white hand shivered in the tide

;
but

Elizabeth spoke no word.
" When I went to India with my regiment

it was just after the mutiny I left my promised
wife behind me. We were old friends, had been

playfellows even, though the little Scotch lassie

was ten years younger than I. She was the

daughter of a Scotch parson, a man of noble,
mind and widest reading, and the best friend

and counselor I ever had. I will not try to tell

you what she was like. To me she seemed per-

fection, pretty enough to be charming, full of

brightness and vivacity, yet with a depth and
earnestness in her nature that made me her

senior by ten years feel that here was a staff to

lean upon through all the journey of life. I can

not tell you haw I revered this girl of nineteen.

You will think, perhaps, that she was self-opin-

ionated, or what people call strong-minded ;
but

there was never a more simple, unassuming na-

ture. She had been educated by her father, and
on a wider plan than the common scheme of a

woman's teaching. Of late years she had shared

his studies, and had been his chosen companion

in every hour of leisure. Of her .goodness to the

people round about her I can not trust myself to

speak ;
her memory is cherished in Lanorgie as

the memory of a saint. I doubt if, among all

who knew her well in that simple flock, there is

one who could speak of her even now without
tears."

He paused for some few minutes, perhaps lost

in thought, recalling that remote Scottish vil-

lage, and the sweet girlish face that had been
the light of his life six years ago. The oars

dipped gently in the river, the -boat glided on-
ward with imperceptible motion, and Elizabeth
sat silent with her face still bent over the water,
dragging the long green river-weeds through her
cold white fingers." She had the very slightest Scottish accent
an accent that gave a plaintive tone to her voice,
like music in a minor key. She was slender and
fragile, just about the middle height, very fair,

but very pale, with soft brown hair the sort of
woman a painter would choose for Imogen or

Ophelia ;
not an objective nature, strongly mark-

ed with its own individuality ; subjective rather,

yet strong enough to resist all evil. A bad hus-
band might have broken her heart, but he would
never have sullied her mind."
He stopped again, laid down his sculls, and

drew the boat under the reedy bank. Elizabeth

was obliged to look up now. The little gray straw
hat with its convenient shadow hid the change in

her face in some measure, but not entirely, for

Mr. Forde observed that she was very pale.
"I fear you are tired," he said, "or that my

dreary talk has wearied you.
"

"No, no; go on. She must have been very
good."
"She had less of humanity's alloy than any

creature I ever knew," he answered. "I used

to think that it would be a privilege for any man
the best even to spend his life in her com-

pany. There was one subject that gave her

great pain, and that was the fact of my profes-
sion. To her gentle spirit there was something
horrible in a soldier's career. She could not sec

the nobler side of my calling. And I loved her

too well to hold by any thing that gave her pain.
I promised her that I would sell out immediate-

ly on my return from foreign service, and I kept

my word.
"

"It was not of your own accord, then, that

you left the army?" asked Elizabeth, absently,

as if only half her'brain were following his words.

"No; it was entirely to please Alice. I

sacrificed my own inclinations in the matter.

That conviction which has become the very key-
stone of my life since then is a faith that grew
out of my great sorrow. I can not tell you the

rest of the story too briefly. I went back to

Lanorgie a free man. I was to be a farmer a

country gentleman on a small scale any thing

Alice pleased, in the district where I was born.

My sweet girl was to live forever among the people
she loved. Our life was to be Arcadian a pas-
toral poem. We were both very happy. I can

safely declare that there was not left in my mind
one spark of mankind's common desire of suc-

cess or distinction. The long calm years stretched

themselves out before me in sweet, eventless hap-

piness."" You must have loved her very much ?"
" If you could measure my love by the change
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it made in me, you would have good reason to

say so. I had been as eager as other young
men for name, position, wealth, pleasure per-

haps even more eager. But Alice's love filled

my mind with a great content. She made her-

self the sum of my life. I desired nothing be-

yond the peaceful circle of the home that she

and I were to share together. Well, Miss Lut-

trell" this with a sudden abruptness, as if the

words were wrenched from him "
it was a com-

mon trouble enough when it came. Our wed-

ding-day was fixed
;
her old father every one

was happy. The last touch had been put to our

new home; a house I had built for my darling

upon a hill-side facing the sea, on my own land.

Every thing was arranged our little trip south-

ward after the wedding had been planned be-

tween us on the map one sweet summer evening.
We parted at her father's door

;
she a little graver

than usual but that seemed natural on the

threshold of so great a change. When I went
to the manse next morning, they told me she was
not quite well that her father's old friend, the

village doctor, recommended her to keep her

room for a day or two, and to see no one. She
had had a little too much excitement and fatigue

lately. I reproached myself bitterly for our long
walks on the hills and by the rugged sea-shore

we both loved so well. All she wanted was per-
fect rest.

"
They kept me off like this for nearly a week,

now confessing reluctantly that she was not quite
so well, now cheering me with the assurance
that she was better. Then one morning I heard

they had sent to Glasgow for a physician. After
that I insisted upon seeing her.

"She did not know me. I stood beside her

bed, and the sweet blue eyes looked up at me,
but she was unconscious. The physicians ac-

knowledged that it was a case of typhoid fever.

There was very little ground for hope. Yet we
did hope blindly to the last. I telegraphed
for other doctors. But we could not save her.

She died in my arms at daybreak on the day that

was to have seen us married.
"

I will not speak of the dead blank that fol-

lowed her death of the miserable time in which
I could think of nothing but the one fact of my
loss. The time came at last when I could think

of her more calmly, and then I set myself to

consider what I could do, now she was gone, to

prove that I had loved her what tribute I

could render to my dead. It was then I thought
of entering the Church of devoting myself, so

far as in me lay, to the good of others of lead-

ing such a life as she would have blessed. That
is the origin of all I have done, of all I hope to

do. That is the end of my story, Miss Lut-
trell. I trust I have not tired you very much.
I thought we should be better friends if you
knew more about my past.""

I am very glad," she answered, gently. "I
have sometimes fancied there must be something
in your life some sorrowful memory : not that

there has ever seemed any thing gloomy in your
character

;
but you are so much more in ear-

nest, altogether so unlike papa's other curates."
A faint little blush lit up the pale face as she

said this, remembering that he differed most
widely from these gentlemen in his total inabil-

ity to appreciate herself.

Yes, she had fancied there was some bitter

memory in his past ;
but not this. His confi-

dence had strangely shocked her. It was inex-

pressibly painful to her to discover that his love

and so profound a love had been all lavished

upon another woman years ago ;
that were she,

Elizabeth Luttrell, twice as lovely, twice as fas-

cinating as she was, she could never be any thing
to him. He had chosen his type of womanly
perfection ;

he had given away all the feeling,
all the passion, that it was in him to give, long
before he had seen her face.
" Did he suppose that that I was beginning

to think too much of him," she said to herself,

blushing indignantly,
" and tell me this story by

way of a warning ? Oh no, no ! his manner
was too straightforward for that. He thinks

that I am good thinks that I am able to sym-
pathize with him, to pity him, to be sorry for

that dead girl. And I am not. I think I am
jealous of her in her grave.

"

The boat glides softly on. They come to a
curve of the river, and to Mr. Melvin's party
returning noisily.
"You are not going to take Miss Elizabeth

any farther, are you?" cries Frederick. "We
are going back to tea. How slow you've been !

We went as far as the Bells, and had some

shandy-gaff."
Mr. Forde turned his clumsy bark, and all the

voyage back was noisy with the talk of the Mel-
vin party and the Oxonians' punt-load of viva-

cious humanity. They were all in holiday spir-

its, laughing on the faintest provocation at the

smallest imaginable jokes. Elizabeth thought it

the most dismal business. All the sunshine was
taken out of her afternoon

;
Tabor seemed a

sullen, ugly stream, flowing between flat, weedy
banks. But she could not afford to let other

people perceive her depression Mr. Forde above
all. She was obliged to affect amusement at

those infinitesimal jokes, those stale witticisms,
while she was thinking all the time of that thrice-

blessed woman whom Malcolm Forde had loved,
and who had timely died while his passion was

yet in its first bloom and freshness.
"

I dare say if she had gone on living he would
have been tired of her by this time," she said to

herself, in a cynical mood. " She would have
been his wife of ever so many years' standing,
with a herd of small children, perhaps, on her

mind, and just as commonplace as all the wives

one knows women whose intellects hardly soar

above nurse-maids and pinafores. How much
better to be a sacred memory all his life than a

prosaic fact in his every-day existence !"

After this, Elizabeth felt as if she could have
no more pleasure in Malcolm Forde's society.
Her selfish soul revolted against the idea that

the memory of his dead was more to him than

any favor her friendship could bestow
;
that she

was divided from him by the width of a grave.
"I wish his Alice had lived, and. he staid

among his native hills with the rest of the Scotch

barbarians," she said to herself.
"
I don't think

I've been quite happy since I've known him. He
makes one feel such a contemptible creature,
with his grand ideas of what a woman ought to

be
;
and then, after one has tried one's hardest

to be good against one's very nature, he coolly
informs one that there never was but one perfect
woman in the world, and that she lies among the

Scottish hills, with his heart buried in her grave."
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CHAPTER V.
"
Well, you may, you must, set down to me
Love that was life, life that was love;A tenure of breath at your lips' decree,A passion to stand as your thoughts approve,A rapture to fall where your foot might be."

THE gypsy tea went off brilliantly. The fuel-

collecting and fire-making and kettle-boiling
afforded ample sport for those wilder and more
youthful spirits whose capacity for flirtation was
not yet exhausted. Fred Melvin belonged to

that harmless class of young men who, although
in the dull round of daily life but moderately
gifted, shine forth with unexpected lustre on

|

such an occasion as this, and prove themselves
j

what their friends call "an acquisition." He
(

fanned life and light into a hopelessly obstinate
\

fire, with his coat tails for an extemporaneous
j

bellows
;
he showed a profound knowledge of en-

j

gineering in his method of placing the kettle on
the burning logs, so as not immediately to extin-

guish the flames he had just coaxed into being.
"I don't think there was any thing so very

wonderful in Watt inventing the steam-engine,"
said Miss Melvin, standing by and admiring her
brother's dexterity ;

"
I believe Fred would have

been quite as likely to hit upon it, if it hadn't
been done before his time."

They drank tea in little scattered groups : the

elders foregathering in small knots to talk scan-

dal or parish business, or to indulge in mild jere-
miads upon the frivolity and general empty-head-
edness of the rising generation, their own sons
and daughters and nephews and nieces not ex-

cepted ;
the juniors to disport themselves after

their kind, with inexhaustible nothings, vapid
utterances which filled the soul of Elizabeth with

contempt.
She carried her tea-cup away to a lonely little

bit of bank where the rushes on the shelving
shore grew high enough to screen her from the

rest of the company, and sat here alone, in lan-

guid contemplation, of the quiet water, and all the

glories of the sunset reflected in that smooth tide.

Fred Melvin, seeing the white dress vanishing

beyond the trees, would fain have gone in pur-
suit, but the Luttrell sisters prevented him.

"Elizabeth has one of her headaches, I dare

say," said Diana. "It would be no use going
after her.

"

"One of her tempers, you mean, Di!" ex-

claimed Blanche, with sisterly candor. "That's

always the way with Lizzie if every thing doesn't

happen exactly as she wants it to happen. I

think she would like a world made to order, on

purpose for her.
"

"I hope we haven't done any thing to offend

her," cried the anxious Frederick, whose adora-

tion of "the Beauty," as chief goddess of his

soul, had never suffered diminution, not even

when he amused himself by offering his homage
at lesser shrines.

"
Perhaps she didn't like our

going off in the boat without her
;
but it really

couldn't have held so much as a lap-dog beyond
our load."

"As if any thing you could do would offend

her !" exclaimed the impetuous Blanche, always

ready to rebuke Mr. Melvin's vain passion.
" Do

you think she wanted to come in our boat? She
would have given her ears for that tete-a-tete row
with Mr. Forde, only I suppose it didn't an-

swer.
"

"Blanche, how can you be so absurd!" cried

Gertrude.

"If you don't learn to behave yourself with
common decency, we really must leave you at

home in the nursery another time," said Diana.
Mr. Forde was happily beyond the hearing of

this little explosion. He was in infinite request
among the matrons of the party, who all regard-
ed him more or less as a modem St. Francis de

! Sales, and who gave him not a little trouble by
1

their insistence upon communicating small facts

relating to their spiritual progress ;
little senti-

mental gushes of feeling which he did his best to

check, his ideas of his duty being of the broadest
and grandest character. "He would rather have
had the conversion of all the hardened or re-

morseful felons at Portland or Dartmoor on his

hands than these gushing matrons and senti-

mental spinsters, who could not travel the small-

est stage of their journey toward the heavenly
Jerusalem without being propped and sustained

by him.

Nor was it pleasant to listen to little laments
about the vicar. "A kind, generous -minded

man, Mr. Forde, and very good to the poor, I

believe, in his own careless way but so unspirit-
ual! We hardly knew what light was till yon
came among us." And so on, and so on. He
was glad to slip away from the elder tea-drink-

ers, and stroll in and out among the giant beech

boles, with the gay sound of youthful laughter
and happy idle talk filling the atmosphere around
him.

He lingered to say a few words to Gertrude
Luttrell and her party, and then looked round
the circle curiously, as if missing some one.

"I dont see your sister," he said at last,

"Miss Elizabeth."

Miss Luttrell colored furiously."
Lizzie has strayed off somewhere," she said.

" She appears to prefer the company of her own
thoughts to our society. Perhaps had she known

you would express so much anxiety about her,
she would have staid."

"I am not particularly anxious," replied Mr.

Forde, with his thoughtful smile a smile which
lent sudden life and brightness to the dark grave
face. "Only I have it on my conscience that

I kept your sister on the river a long while un-

der a blazing sun, and I feared she might be

too tired to enjoy herself with the rest of you.
Can I take her a cup of tea?"

"I don't think I would, if I were you," cried

Fred Melvin, who was in a picturesque attitude,

half kneeling, half reclining at the feet of Blanche

Luttrell, while his cousin Jane Harrison, for

whom there was some dim notion of his ripen-

ing into a husband by-and-by, sat looking on

with an aggrieved air.
"

I took her a second

cup just now," grumbled Fred, "and very near-

ly got my nose snapped off for my pains."
Not an encouraging statement

;
but Mr. Forde

was not afraid of any attacks upon his nose :

was not that feature in a manner sanctified by
his profession and the very high rate at which

the curate race is held three hundred miles from
London ? He was in no wise deterred by Mr.
Melvin's plaint, but went off at once in quest of

Elizabeth.
"

I saddened her with that melancholy story,"
he thought.

"
Perhaps I ought not to have told

her. Yet I think she is the kind of woman a
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man might dare to choose out of all other wom-
en for his friend. I think she is of a different

stuff from the rest of Hawleigh womankind. She

has shown herself superior to them all in her

power to win the love of the poor. And we
could never be friends until she knew my story,

and knew that the word '
love' has been blotted

from the book of my life."

It was a new fancy of Mr. Forde's, this desire

that there should really be friendship something
more than the every-day superficial acquaintance

engendered by church decoration and croquet
between himself and Elizabeth Luttrell. It was

not to be in the slightest degree sentimental the

popular platonic idea. The Madame-Kecamier-
and-Chateaubriand kind of thing had never en-

tered into his thoughts, nor did he mean that

they should see any more of each other than they
had done heretofore; only that there should be

confidence and trust between them instead of

strangeness.
He found her presently on her bank by the

Tabor, seated in a thoughtful attitude, and cast-

ing little tufts of moss and lady's-slipper idly

upon the tide. She had arrayed herself with a

studied simplicity for this rustic gathering, per-

haps fully conscious that she was one of the few
women who can afford to dispense with frillings

and puffings and ruchings the whole frame-
work of beauty, as it were. She wore a plain
white muslin gown, high to the throat, round
which she had tied a dark blue ribbon the true

Oxford blue, almost black against the ivory
white of her neck. The long dark ribbon made
a rippling line to the perfect waist perfect in

its exquisite proportion to the somewhat full and

stately figure the waist of a Juno rather than

a sylph. Her head was uncovered, and the low

sunlight lit up all the bronze tints in her dark
brown hair

; shone, too, in the luminous gray
eyes, fixed dreamily upon the gleaming water.

Mr. Forde stood for a few moments a little way
off, admiring her simply as he would have ad-

mired a picture, of course.

His footsteps made a faint rustling among the

rushes as he came nearer to her, and she looked
round suddenly, and all her face flushed crimson
at sight of him.

That blush would have elevated Fred Melvin
to the seventh heaven

;
but Malcolm Forde was

no coxcomb, and did not attribute the height-'
ened tint to any magical power of his own. She
was nervous, perhaps, and he had startled her

by his sudden approach ;
or she might be in-

deed, as her friends had suggested, a little out
of temper, and annoyed at being tracked to her
lair.

"Don't be angry with me for disturbing your
solitary musings, Miss Elizabeth," he said, very
much detesting the ceremonial Miss; "but I

really don't think you're enjoying your father's

picnic quite as much as you ought for your own
satisfaction and that of your friends."

"I hate picnics," she answered, .peevishly ;

"and if papa gives one next year, I'll have

nothing to do with it. I'm sure I wish I'd staid

in Hawleigh and gone to see my poor people.
I should have been much happier sitting by Mrs.
Jones's wash-tub, or reading to Mrs. Brown while
she mended her husband's stockings.""

If you speak like that I shall think I spoiled
your pleasure by that egotistical talk in the boat.

"

She only shook her head and looked away
from him at a distant curve of the river. There
was an awkward sensation of semi-strangulation
in her throat. For her very life she could not
have answered him. Yes, it was a bitter disap-

pointment to discover that he had flung away his

heart before he came to Hawleigh ;
that he was

a kind of widower, and pledged never to marry
again.
"I am so sorry that I told you that story.

Of course it was no fitting time. I was a brute
not to have thought of that

;
but we so rarely

have time for a confidential talk, and I have been
so much interested in your work lately, so much
pleased by your hearty manner of taking up a

duty which I know did at first seem uncongenial
to you, and I was anxious that we should be
friends. Pray do not let the gloom of my past
life weigh upon your spirits even for an hour. It

was a most ill-advised confession. Try to for-

get that it was ever made.
"

Silence still, and the head turned obstinately
toward the river. Was it temper, or compas-
sion for another's woes more profound than he
had dreamed of?

"Say, at least, that you forgive me for hav-

ing depressed you."
Still no answer in words, but a hand stretched

out toward his, a hand chill as death.

"Let me take you back to your friends, "he
said, alarmed by the cold touch of that little

hand, which he clasped for a moment with a

friendly pressure and then let fall. "I shall not

forgive myself till I see you happy with the

others."

She rose slowly and took the arm which he
offered her. That choking sensation had been

conquered by this time, and she was able to an-
swer him quite calmly.

"Pray don't distress yourself about me, "she
said

;
"I am very glad that you told me your

story that you think me worthy of your confi-

dence."

He took her back to the circle under the

Beeches. Cups and saucers were being gather-
ed up, the bustle of preparation for departure
had begun. Wagonettes, omnibus, and dog-cart
stood ready for the homeward journey, and the

usual discussions and disputes as to the mode
and manner of return were going on : elderly

.spinsters languishing to travel on the roof of the

omnibus, and protesting their affection for the

perfume of cigars ;
fastish young ladies plead-

ing for the same privilege; and all the male
kind thinly disguising the leaven of selfishness

that was in them, and their desire to appropriate
the roof to their own accommodation by an af-

fected solicitude as to the hazard of cold-catching.
"We ought to have had a dance," grumbled

Blanche
;
"it would have been the easiest thing

in the world to bring a couple of men with a

harp and a fiddle, but I suppose it would have
been considered unclerical. It would have been
so nice. We should have fancied ourselves

fairies tripping lightly under the greenwood tree.

I declare it seems quite a shame to go home so

early, just when the air is pleasantest, and all

the stars are beginning to peep out of their nests

in the sky, as if we were a children's tea-party."
The fiat, however, had gone forth, the vehicles

were ready, the fogyish element in the party

eager to depart before dews began to fall, and
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ONLY A FRIEND.

toads, bats, owls, spiders, and other rustic hor-

rors to pervade the scene
;
the juvenile popula-

tion loath to go, yet eager for the excitement of

the return journey, with all its opportunities for

unlimited flirtation.

Fred Melvin was the proud proprietor of the

dog-cart, a conveyance usually appropriated to

the uses of his father the family carriage, in

short which, if it had only possessed one of

those removable American-oven tops popular in

the rural districts, would have done duty for a

brougham. Urged thereto by his sister, and
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with considerable reluctance, the young solicitor

entreated Mr. Forde, who had come on the box

of the omnibus, to accept a seat in his chariot

a variety in the mode of return being esteemed a

privilege by the picnickers.
"Mr. Forde won't want to go back on the

omnibus, I dare say, Fred," argued Laura Mel-

vin.
" You might as well otter him a seat in

the dog-cart.
"

To which suggestion Frederick growled tha

he wanted no parsons, and that he was going to

ask one of the Luttrell girls.
" You can ask one of the Misses Luttrell too,

Fred. There'll only be you and me and Mr.
Forde. Jenny's going home inside the omnibus.

She has a touch of her neuralgia ; and I don't

wonder, poor girl, you've been flirting so shame-

fully with Blanche Luttrell. I wonder how a

girl hardly out of pinafores can go on so."

So Fred went away to offer the vacant seats,
first to Mr. Forde, with a reluctant politeness." You don't like too much smoke, I dare say,
nnd those fellows on the 'bus will be smoking
like so many factory chimneys every inch of the

way. You'd better have your quiet cigar in my
trap."" You're very good. I don't like bad tobacco,

certainly ;
and the odors I enjoyed coming were

not by any means the perfumes of Arabia. But
are you sure I shall not be in the way ?"

"Oh, you won't be in the way. I am going
to ask Lizzie Luttrell, and that '11 make up the

four."

Mr. Forde winced at this familiar mention of

the damsel in whom he had permitted himself
to become interested

;
but that kind of famil-

iarity is a natural attribute of brothers in their

intercourse with their sisters' friends. "A dif-

ferent race, these provincial brothers, from the

rest of mankind," Mr. Forde thought." I'm going to ask her," repeated Frederick,
as he tightened the chestnut mare's kicking-

strap, "but I don't suppose she'll come, unless

her temper's undergone some improvement since

I took her that cup of tea.
"

Elizabeth Luttrell drew nigh at this moment,
in grave converse with a little silver-headed gen-
tleman, the ancient banker of Hawleigh.
To Mr. Melvin's surprise, she accepted his

offer with extreme graciousness.
"
I like a dog-cart above all things," she said,"

especially if I may sit behind. I do so like

that sort of exciting sensation that one will be

jerked off if the horse shies."

But against this Fred protested vehemently.
"You must sit next the driver," he said;

"Laura can sit behind with Mr. Forde. Not
that Bess ever shies, but you must have the post
of honor."
"Then I'll go home in the omnibus," said

Lizzie; "I know riding behind always makes
Laura nervous."

Miss Melvin, pressed hard upon this point,

acknowledged that the jerky sensation which
was pleasant to Elizabeth's 'bolder spirit was
eminently appalling to herself; so Elizabeth had
her own way, and occupied the back seat of the

dog-cart, with Mr. Forde by her side.

The journey back to Hawleigh was a ten-mile
drive through west-country lanes, with tall tan-

gled hedges that shut out the landscape, except
for those privileged travelers on the roof of the

i omnibus. Only now and then did the dog-cart
emerge from the shadow of hawthorn and wood-
bine, wild rose and wild apple, into the moon-lit

open country ;
but the odor of those leafy lanes

was sweet, and beyond them, far away in the
soft silver light, spread fair hill-sides and wood-
ed slopes, and brief flashes of winding river.

It only lasted an hour and a quarter, that

homeward journey, the dog-cart keeping well

ahead of the heavier vehicles, and Bess, the mare,
performing the distance in so superior a manner
as almost to justify that pride in her which was
one of the chief articles of faith in the household
code of the Melvins. Elizabeth would have

thought better of the animal had she loitered a
little on the way. Not often could she enjoy a

moonlight tete-a-tete with Mr. Forde for it was
in vain that Fred interjected his trivial little re-

marks every now and then across Miss Luttrell's

shoulder
;
not often had he unbent to her as he

unbent to-night, talking to her as if she were

verily in some measure a part of his inner life,

and not a mere accident in the outer world
around him. That confession of his past sor-

rows seemed really to have brought them a little

closer together, and Elizabeth began to think
there might indeed be such a thing as friendship
between them

; friendship that would brighten
that dull round of district visiting, sweeten all

her life, and yet leave her free to dream her
favorite day-dream of a wealthy marriage in the

days to come
;
a splendid position won suddenly

by her beauty ;
a swift and easy transmigration

to a land flowing with silks and laces and all

kinds of Parisian millinery ;
a little heaven here

below in the way of opera-boxes and Ascot and
Goodwood and flower-shows and morning con-
certs

;
while Mr. Forde remained at liberty to

fulfill that scheme of a monkish life which he
had in his own quiet manner avowed to his more
familiar friends of the district-visiting class.

" And perhaps some day, after I am married,
he will really go to the South Sea Islands or the

centre of Africa as a missionary," she thought,
with a little regretful sigh; "and years after-

ward, when I am middle-aged and his hair is

growing gray, he will come back to England as

Bishop of Tonga Faboo, or some fearful place,
and I shall hear him preach a charity sermon at

a fashionable London church."
It seemed hardly worth her while to be sorry

about so remote a contingency ;
but she could

not help feeling a pang at the thought that this

part of her vision was the most likely to be real-

zed
;

that whether the hypothetical baronet,
with thirty thousand a year, did or did not ap-

pear upon the narrow scene of her life, Malcolm
Forde would spread his pinions and soar away to

a wider field than this small provincial town.*

The dog-cart arrived at the gate of Hawleigh
Parsonage quite half an hour in advance of the

other vehicles. It was past ten o'clock, and
are lights burned dimly in the upper casements
of the houses that were scattered here and there

along the high-road on this side of the town, the

more exclusive and suburban quarter, adorned

y the trim Gothic lodges of villas that half as-

pired to be country-seats. The Vicarage serv-

ints Ann the sometime nurse and general

"actotum, Susan the cook, Rebecca the house-

maid, and Jakes the man -of-all-work were
clustered at the gate, waiting to witness the
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return of the picnickers, as more sophisticated
domestics might stand at gaze to see all the

drags and wagonettes and hansom cabs of the

famous Derby pilgrimage file slowly past Clap-
ham Common.

"You'll come in, won't yon, Laura?" said

Elizabeth, who did not wish her evening to close

abruptly with brief farewells at the gate.
' ' Jakes

can take care of your horse, Mr. Melvin. You'll

wait for papa, won't you, Mr. Forde, and to say
good-night to every one?

"
If you are sure that you are not tired, and

would be glad to get rid of us and go in and

rest," said Mr. Forde, doubtfully.
"I am not in the least tired. I feel more in

the humor to begin a picnic than I did at one
o'clock to-day. Why, in London fashionable

people are only just beginning to go out to par-
ties ! We seem to cut off the best end of our lives

in the country with our stupid humdrum habits.

Don't you think the night is best, Mr. Forde ?"
" For study, I admit."

"Oh, for pleasure, for every thing," cried

Elizabeth, impatiently. "I feel another creature

at night, out-of-doors, in summer moonlight
like this. There is a kind of intoxication

; one's

soul seems to soar away into clearer air, into

dream-land. What would dancing be like at

eleven o'clock in the morning, or at three on a

sultry afternoon ? Why, it would seem perfect

lunacy ! But at night, with open windows, and
the moonlight outside, and the scent of the

flowers blowing in from the garden, it is simply
rapture, because we are not quite the same

people, you see, toward midnight. For my
own part, on a summer evening I always feel as

if I had wings." This in a rapid, excited tone,
as if this particular moonlight had indeed pro-
duced an abnormal effect upon her spirits.

They had all strolled into the garden, Fred-
erick having reluctantly committed the mare to

the man-of-all-work. Mr. Forde was walking
between the two young ladies, Miss Melvin feel-

ing that it was mere foolishness to hope for any
attention from a curate while Elizabeth ran on in

that wild and almost disreputable way of hers,
not in the least like a well-brought-up young
lady. But then it was a well-known fact that

the Luttrell girls had received only a desultory

training not the regular old-established board-

ing-school grinding ;
but sometimes a morning

governess, and sometimes an interregnum of in-

termittent instruction from their father
;

some-
times masters for music and drawing, sometimes

nothing at all. They were all clever girls, of

course, said the genteel matrons of Hawleigh, or

they could hardly have grown up as well as they
had

;
but they had not enjoyed the advantages

of the orthodox discipline for the youthful mind,
and the consequences of this irregular education

cropped up occasionally. The girls had read

almost what they liked, and had stronger opin-
ions than were becoming in a vicar's daughters.
To Laura Melvin's gratified surprise, Mr.

Forde did not take any notice of Elizabeth's

tirade about moonlight, but turned to her, Laura,
and began to question her politely respecting her

enjoyment of the day, while Fred, eager to

snatch his opportunity, flew to Elizabeth.

"Didn't Bess do the ten miles well ?" he ask-

ed, by way of a lively beginning, quite prepared
to have his advances' ill received.

But Elizabeth was still under the intoxication

of the moonlight. She was a person of singular-

ly variable spirits, and the sullen gloom that had
come upon her after that interview in the boat

I had now changed to a reckless vivacity.
"The drive was delightful," she said. "I

should like to scamper all over Devonshire and
Cornwall in such a dog-cart, with just such a

horse, stopping at all manner of wild places, and
being benighted, and camping on the moors.
What a mistake it is to live all one's life shut up
between four walls, in the same place, with no
more variety from year's end to year's end than
a fortnight in sea-side lodgings ! Oh, how I wish
Providence had made me a gypsy, or a Bedouin
Arab !

"

"
Awfully jolly, I should think, the Bedouins,"

replied Fred, doubtfully. "They tumble, don't

they? I remember seeing some Bedouin tum-
blers at Vauxhall when I was a youngster, and
was up in London with the paternal party. But
those were all men and boys. I don't think the

women tumbled ; and their lives must have been

uncommonly dull, shut up somewhere in London
lodgings, while their husbands and brothers were

performing, not being able to speak English, you
know, poor creatures, or any thing.

"

"
Oh, you stupid Fred !" cried Elizabeth, who

sometimes deigned to address the young man in

this familiar way. "As if I meant performing
Arabs ! I should like to be the daughter of

some Arab chief in the Great Desert, with my
own darling horse to carry me on the wings of

the wind, and only a tent to live in, and locusts

and honey for my dinner, like John the Baptist.
I should like to be one of those nice brown-faced

girls who go about the country with a van-load

of mats and brooms. There seems something

respectable in brooms. They would hardly send

me to prison as a 1'ogue and vagabond ;
and oh,

how nice it must be never to stay very long in

the same place!"
"And to have no friends and no home, and

no books or piano, and to be of no particular use

in the world
; only always toiling more or less

hopelessly for one's daily'bread, and to die some

day by the road-side of hard work and exposure
to "all" kinds of weather," continued Mr. Forde,
who had soon exhausted his little stock of civili-

ties to Miss Melvin, and turned to listen to Eliz-

abeth's random talk.
" I'm afraid you must be

very tired of us all, Miss Luttrell, when your soul

yearns for the broom-girl life."
" Not so tired as you confess yourself to be

of us when you contemplate converting the

heathen," answered the girl, turning her back

upon the hapless Frederick.

"It is not because I am tired of you that I

think sometimes of a broader field and harder

work," he answered, gravely, "but for quite a

different reason because I sometimes find my
life here too easy, too pleasant an enervating

life, in short. It is not always wise for a man to

trust himself to be happy."
" I thought you had done with happiness, aft-

er what you told me this afternoon, "said Eliz-

abeth, almost bitterly.

Her speech shocked him a little. He answer-

ed it in his coldest tones.

"With one kind of happiness, yes, and that,

perhaps, the only perfect happiness in this world

companionship with a perfect woman.
"
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"A very good way of reminding me that I'm

an imperfect one," thought Elizabeth, not uncon-

scious of deserving the implied rebuke.

They walked slowly round the garden in the

moonlight, side by side, but somewhat silent aft-

er this, leaving Frederick to straggle in their rear

with his sister, an ignominious mode of treat-

ment which he inwardly resented. Nor was he

sorry when the omnibus and wagonette drove up
to the gate to release him from this humiliating

position. He felt himself rehabilitated in his

own self-esteem when Blanche, who really came
next to Elizabeth in the scale of prettiness,

skipped gayly up to him, telling him that she

had had the dullest imaginable drive inside the

omnibus, and that she had been dreadfully jeal-

ous of Lizzie, who of course had been having

capital fun in the dog-cart.
"

I don't know whether Forde is particularly

good fun," Mr. Melvin replied, with a sulky air.
" Your sister had him all to herself. There was
no getting in a word edgeways. I think when a

man as good as gives out from the pulpit that he
never means to marry, he ought to give up flirt-

ing into the bargain."
"
Oh, Fred, how shameful of you to say such a

thing ! As if Mr. Forde ever flirted !"
" I should like to know what he is doing now,"

grumbled Fred. "If that isn't the real thing,
it's an uncommonly good imitation."

Elizabeth had taken up her favorite position

by the sun-dial, and Malcolm Forde was stand-

ing by her, talking earnestly, or at least witli an

appearance of earnestness
;
and it is one of the

misfortunes of youth that two persons of oppo-
site sex can not converse for ten minutes with

any show of interest without raising suspicions
of flirtation in the minds of beholders.

"Doesn't it seem absurd, "exclaimed the ag-

grieved Frederick, "after all Elizabeth has said

about never marrying a clergyman ?"
"

She's not obliged to marry Mr. Forde be-

cause she talks to him for five minutes, is she,

you stupid creature ?" cried Blanche, disapprov-

ing this appearance of concern in her admirer

eligible young men were so rare at Hawleigh.
And now, after some consumption of claret-

cup or sherry-and-soda among the elders in the

low candle-lit drawing-room, and a little strag-

gling flirtation among the juniors here and there

about the garden, there came a general good-
night, and Mr. Luttrell's guests dispersed, in

carriages or on foot, to that gentleman's supreme
contentment. This kind of thing was one of the

penalties that went along with a flock of daugh-
ters.

"Thank Heaven, that's over, "he said, with a

faint groan, and in a tone of voice strangely dif-

ferent from the friendly warmth of his last fare-

well. "And now mind, I am not to be bother-

ed about any more party-giving on this side of

Christmas."
"
I am sure I shouldn't care if there were

never to be another party on the face of the

earth," said Elizabeth, drearily. Whereby it

might be supposed that, so far as the prettiest
Miss Luttrell was concerned, the day's festivities

had been a failure.

Blanche questioned her by-and-by up in their

tower chamber the ancient octagon room, with
its deep-set casements and litter of girlish trifles,

its bird-cages and book-shelves, and glove-boxes

and scent-bottles questioned her closely, but at

the outset could extort very little from those firm

proud lips.

"You know you were glad to have that drive
home with him," said the girl, persistently.
"You know you quarreled with him in the boat,
and were miserable afterward. You know you
are fond of him, Lizzie. What's the good of

trying to hide it from me ?"

"Fond of him!" cried Elizabeth, passionate-

|
ly.

" Fond of a man who scarcely ever says a
civil word to me ! Fond of a man who, if he

j

ever were to care for me and he never will

would want to make me a district-visitor or ft

female missionary ! You ought to know me bet-

ter, Blanche."
"I know you are fond of him," the girl re-

peated, resolutely. "Why, you've changed
1

your
very nature for his sake ! As if we didn't all of
us know the influence that has made you take

up Gertrude's work !"

Elizabeth burst out laughing.

"Perhaps I wanted to take the shine out of
Gertrude's supernal virtues," she said. "Per-

j
haps I wanted to show him that I was just as

!
well able to do that kind of thing as his Haw-

| leigh saints, who call it their vocation that I

|

was able to make the poor people love me,
which very few of his saints can manage."
"Upon my word, Lizzie, I'm afraid you're

very wicked," exclaimed Blanche, staring at her
sister with an awed look.

Elizabeth was sitting on the edge of the low

|

French bed, her brown hair falling round her
1

like a sombre drapery, her eyes fixed with a

dreamy look, a half-mischievous, half-triumphant
smile upon her lips.

"I'm afraid you're right," she said, with a
sudden burst of candor. "

I feel intensely wick-
ed at this moment. Can you guess what I should

|

like to do, Blanche ?"

"Not I. You are the most unfathomable

girl in creation."
"

I should like to bring that man to my feet,
to make him as deeply in love with me as as

ever any miserable slavish woman was with a
man who did not love her, and then spurn him

;

fool him to the top of his bent, Blanche
;
and

when I had become the very apple of his eye
perhaps while he was deliberating in his slow
dull soul as to whether he should make an elec-

tion between me and the conversion of the South
Sea Islanders astonish him some fine morning
by announcing my engagement with somebody a
little better worth marrying. He would have
his South Sea Islanders left to console him."

She flung the cloud of hair back from her face

impatiently, with a bitter little laugh and a
downward glance of the dark eyes, as if she

! did indeed see Malcolm Forde at her feet, and
! were scorning him.

Blanche gazed at her with unmitigated horror.

"Goodness gracious, Lizzie! What can put
such dreadful ideas into your head ? What has

Malcolm Forde done to make you so savage ?"

"What has he done? Oh, nothing, I sup-

pose," half hysterically. "But I should like to

punish him for all he has made me suffer to-day."
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CHAPTER VI.
" When God smote His hands together, and struck

out thy soul as a spark
Into the organized glory of things, from deeps of

the dark,
Say, didst thou shine, didst thou burn, didst thou

honor the power in the form,
As the star does at night, or the fire-fly, or even the

little ground-worm?
' I have sinned,' she said,
'For my seed-light shed

Has smouldered away from His first decrees.
The cypress praiseth the fire-fly, the ground-leaf

praiseth the worm;
I am viler than these. ' "

WHAT had Malcolm Forde done ? The ques-
tion was one which that gentleman demanded of

himself not unfrequently during the next few

weeks. Was it wise or foolish to have bared

his old wound before the pitying, or unpitying,

eyes of Elizabeth Luttrell
;

to have made this

appeal for womanly sympathy he who was by
nature so reticent, who had kept his griefs so

sternly locked within his own breast until now ?

Was it wise or foolish ? Was he right in deem-

ing her nobler than the common herd of wom-
en, a soul with whom it might be sweet to hold

friendship's calm communion, a woman whom he
dared cultivate as his friend ? He was not even

yet fully resolved upon this point ;
but of pos-

sible peril to himself in any such association he
had never dreamed. Long ago he had told him-
self that his heart was buried in Alice Eraser's

grave, laid at rest forever in the hill-side burial-

ground beneath the mountains that shelter La-

norgie ; long ago he had solemnly devoted all

the power of his intellect, all the vigor of his

manhood, to the pursuit of a grander aim than

that mere earthly happiness for which the majori-

ty of mankind searches. From that burial of all

his human hopes there could be no such thing
as resurrection. To be false to the memory of

his lost bride, to forswear the oath he made to

himself when he took his priestly vows, with a

wider or a sterner view of the priestly office than

is common to English churchmen to do this

would be to stamp himself forever in his own
esteem the weakest and meanest of mankind.
Such a thing was simply impossible. He had
therefore no snare to dread in friendly compan-
ionship with a bright, generous-hearted young
creature who was infinitely superior to her sur-

roundings, a faulty soul vaguely struggling to-

ward a purer atmosphere, a woman whom he

might help to be good.
He felt that here was a noble nature in sore

peril of shipwreck, a creature with the grandest

capabilities, who might for lack of culture achieve

nothing but evil
;
a soul too easily led astray, a

heart too impulsive to prosper without guidance.
" If she were my sister, I would make her one

of the noblest women of her age," he said to him-

self, with a firm faith in his own influence upon
this feebler feminine spirit." Her very faults would seem charming to

some men," he told himself, sagely. "That
variableness which makes her at times the most

incomprehensible of women, at other times the

sweetest, would lead a fool on to his destruction.

There was a day when I deemed her incapable
of serious thought or unselfish work

; yet, once

awakened to the sense of her obligations, there

has been no limit to her patience and devotion."

And he was the author of this awakening. He

felt a natural pride and delight in the knowledge
of this. He was the Prometheus who had
breathed the higher and more spiritual life into
the nostrils of this lovely clay. He had snatched
her from the narrow influences of her home

;
from

the easy-going, thoughtless father, whose mind
hardly soared above the consideration of his cel-

lar or his dinner-table
;
from the petty provincial

society, with its petty gossip about its own works
and ways, the fashion of its garments, and its

dinings and tea-drinkings and trivial domestic

details, from Mrs. Smith's new parlor-maid to

Mrs. Brown's new bonnet. It was something to
have lifted her from this slough of despond even
to the outermost edge of a better world.
Yet she had flashes of the old leaven, intervals

of retrogression that afflicted him sorely. Dur-
ing that homeward drive from the picnic she had
been simply perfect ; sympathetic, confiding, un-

derstanding his every thought, and eager to be
understood

; candid, unaffected, womanly. But
when the drive was over she had changed as

quickly as Cinderella at midnight's first fatal

stroke. All the glorious vestments of her re-

generated soul had dropped away, leaving the
old familiar rags the flippancy, the fastness,
the insolence of conscious beauty. That earnest
talk by the sun-dial, which Frederick Melvin had
watched from afar with jealous yes, had been in

reality expostulation. The curate had presumed
to lecture his rector's daughter, not in an inso-

lent, hectoring spirit, not in a tone to which she
could fairly object, but with a gentle gravity, re-

gretful that she who had so many gifts should

yet fall short of perfection." How can you talk such nonsense ?" she ex-

claimed, impetuously, with an angry movement
of her graceful shoulders.

" You know there is

no one perfect, you know there is no one good.
Are you not always hammering that at us in

your sermons, making believe to consider us the

veriest dirt yes, even Mrs. Polwhele, of the

Dene, in her new French bonnet ? I don't see

any use in trying to please you. There never
was but one perfect woman, and she is dead."
"I do not think it very kind of you to speak

like that," said Mr. Forde, "as if you grudged
my praise of the dead."

"No, it is not that
;
but it seems hard that the

living should suffer because because you choose

to brood upon the memory of some one who was
better than they. I will not shape myself by any
model, however perfect. Why" with a little

bitter laugh "if I were to become the faultless

being you talk about, my perfection would only
be a plagiarism. I would rather be original,
and keep my sins. Besides, what can my short-

comings matter to you ?"

"They matter very much to me. Do you
think I am interested in my congregation just
for twenty minutes, while I am preaching to

them, and that when I come down the pulpit
stairs all interest ceases till my next sermon ?"

"You should reserve your lectures for Ger-

trude. She enjoys sermonizing and being ser-

moned. I believe she keeps a journal of her spir-
itual progress. I dare say she would like to

show it to you. No doubt you would find plen-

ty of my sins duly booked, en parenthese."
"Your sister Gertrude is a very admirable

person, and I was beginning to hope you would

grow like her.
"
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"Thanks for the compliment. If I am in any

danger of resembling Gertrude, I shall leave otf

trying to be good the first thing to-morrow morn-

ing."

"Good-night, Miss Luttrell
"

"I am not Miss Luttrell. My name is Eliza-

beth."

"Good -night, Elizabeth," very coldly; and

before she could speak again he was gone, leav-

ing her planted there by the sun-dial, angry with

herself, and still more angry with him
; passion-

ately jealous of that memory which was more
to him than the best and brightest of living

creatures.
" Alice Fraser !" she said to herself. "Alice

Fraser ! A Scotch clergyman's daughter, a girl

who never had a well-made gown in her life, I

dare say. It was her portrait I saw over the

mantel-piece in his sitting-room, no doubt. A
poor little namby-pamby face, with pleading eyes

always seeming to say, 'Forgive me for being
a little better than every body else.' And that

cup and saucer under the glass shade! Hers,
no doubt, used in her last illness. Poor girl ! it

was hard to be stricken down like that
;
and yet

how sweet to die with his arms holding her, his

agonized face bent over hers, his quivering lips

put close to hers to catch the last faint breath !

What was there in that poor little meek-souled

thing to hold him in life, and after death to set

a seal upon his strong heart, and keep it even in

her grave ? It is more than I can understand.
"

In the brief intervals of leisure which his

daily duties left him very brief at the best Mr.
Forde found his thoughts return with a strange

persistency to the image of Elizabeth Luttrell.

It was not that he saw her often, for they had
not encountered each other since the picnic, the

young lady having been absent when he paid
his duty call at the Rectory. It was perhaps
because she was less agreeable than other wom-
en

;
because she rebelled and defied him, and

argued with him flippantly, where other damsels
bowed down and worshiped ;

because she had
never weakened her optic nerves by a laborious

course of tent stitch and satin stitch
;
because she

had refused to lead the choir of Sunday-school
children, or to take a class in the Sunday-school ;

because she was in every respect, save in her

late amendment in the district-visiting way, ex-

actly what a clergyman's daughter ought not to be

that Malcolm Forde suffered his mind to dwell

upon her in the dead watches of the night, and

gave her a very disproportionate amount of his

consideration at all times and seasons.

Of late he had been seriously disturbed about

her; for shortly after the picnic there came a

change in the damsel's conduct, a sad fulling

away in her district visiting. The women whom
she had attached to her bewailed this fact to Mr.
Forde.

"
I thought as how she'd been ill r poor dear,"

said one
;
"but when I went to church last Sun-

day, there she was, with her head held as high as

ever, like a queen, bless her handsome face, and
more color in her cheeks than she used to have.
She sent me a gownd last week by the Vicarage
house-maid, and a regular good one, not a brack
in it

;
but though I was humbly thankful, I'd rath-

er have seen her as I used when she'd come and
sit agen my wash-tub reading the Gospel."

He heard this lamentation, in different terms,
from several women, and after some inquiry dis-

covered that, except to visit a sick child, Eliza-
beth had not been among her people since the

day of the picnic at Lawborough Beeches. She
had sent them tea, and small benefactions of that

kind, by the hand of a menial benefactions for

which they were duly grateful but they missed
her visits not the less.

"She's such good company," remarked one
woman

;
"not like most of your districk visitors,

which make you feel that downhearted as if

you'd had a undertaker talkin' to you. She's got
such pleasant, lively ways, and yet as pitiful as

pitiful if there's sickness. And she do make
herself so at home in one's place.

' Let rne dust

your chimbley-piece, Mrs. Morris,' she says to
me

;
and dusts it before^ can look, and sets the

things out so pretty, an'd brings me that there
blue chaney vase next day, bless her kind heart !"

Mr. Forde was deeply grieved by this falling
off. It seemed as if the Promethean spark had
been untimely blown out. The beautiful clay
was once more only clay. He felt unspeakably-
disheartened by the straying of this one lamb
which he had sought to gather into the fold.

Once possessed of his facts, he went straight-

way to the Vicarage to remonstrate.
"I do not care how obnoxious I render my-

self to her," he thought. "I am not here to

speak smooth words. If her father neglects his

duty, there is so much more reason I should do
mine."
The year had grown six weeks older since the

picnic. In summer-time the Luttrell girls with
the exception of Gertrude, who was always busy

lived for the most part a straggling life, scat-

tering themselves about garden and orchard, and

doing all things in 'a desultory manner. In sum-
mer the curate might have felt tolerably sure of

finding Elizabeth alone under some favorite tree,

reading a novel, or making believe to work. To-

day it was different. The October afternoon was
fine but chill. He would have to seek his erring
sister in the house, to inquire for the vicar and
the young ladies after the usual manner of visit-

ors, and to take his chance of getting a few words
alone with Elizabeth.

He looked right and left of the winding path
as he went from the garden gate to the house,
but saw no glimpse of feminine apparel athwart
the tall hollyhocks ;

so he was fain to go on to

the hall door. He was not particularly observ-

ant of details
;
but it struck him that the gray old

house had a smarter aspect than usual. The
carriage drive had been lately rolled

; there was
even some indication of a thin coating of new
gravel. Muslin curtains that were unfamiliar to

his eyes shrouded the bow-windows of the draw-

ing-room, and a little yapping black-and-tan ter-

rier the veriest abbreviation of the dog species
flew out of a half-open door to gird at him as

he rang the bell.

The Vicarage parlor-maid a young woman he
had prepared for confirmation twelve months be-

fore came smiling to admit him. Even she

had an altered air more starch in her gown, a

smart white apron, cherry-colored bows in her

cap."
Is Mr. Luttrell at home?"

"No, Sir. Master went to Buiford in the

pony -chaise with Miss Luttrell directly after
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lunch. But the other young ladies are in the

drawing-room, Sir, and Mrs. Chevenix."
He went into the hall a square low-ceilinged

chamber, embellished with antiquated cabinets
of cracked Oriental china

;
an ancient barometer

;

a pair of antlers, a fox's brush lying across them,
both trophies of the vicar's prowess in the field

;

a smoky-looking piece of still-life, with the usual
cut lemon and dead leveret and monster bunch
of impossible grapes j

the still smokier portrait
of an old gentleman of the pigtail period ;

and

sundry other specimens of art, which, massed
into one lot of oddments at an auction, might
possibly have realized a five-pound note.

"Mrs. Chevenix?" said the curate, interrog-

atively.

"Yes, Sir the young ladies' aunt, Sir

master's sister."
"
Oh," said Mr. Forde. He faintly remem-

bered having heard of this lady the well-to-do

aunt and godmother who had given Diana the

grand piano ;
an aunt who was sometimes al-

luded to confidently by Blanche as an authority

upon all matters of taste and fashion
;
a person

possessed of a universal knowledge of the lighter

sort; whose judgment as to the best book or

the cleverest picture of the season was a judg-
ment beyond dispute ;

who knew the ins and
outs of life aristocratic and life diplomatic, and
would naturally be one of the first persons to be

informed of an approaching marriage in fashion-

able circles or an impending war.

Without ever having seen this lady, Mr. Forde

had, from his inner consciousness, as it were,
evolved some faint image of her, and the image
was eminently distasteful to him. He disliked

Mrs. Chevenix, of course, more or less on the

Dr. Fell principle. The reason why he could

not tell, but he most assuredly did dislike her.

He could understand now that the new muslin

curtains and the sprinkling of new gravel were

expenses incurred in honor of this superior per-
son. He kept his hat in his hand he would
have left it in the hall, most likely, had the

young ladies been alone and thus armed, went
in to be presented to Mrs. Chevenix.

"Oh, how do you do, Mr. Forde?" cried

Diana, bouncing up from the hearth-rug, where
she had been caressing the infinitesimal terrier.

"You are quite a stranger. We never see you
now, except in church. Let me present you to

my aunt, Mrs. Chevenix."
*He had a sense of something large and brown

and rustling rising with a stately air between
him and the light, and then slowly sinking into

the luxurious depths of a capacious arm-chair

a, chair not indigenous to the Rectory drawing-

room, evidently an importation of Aunt Cheve-

nix's.

He had shaken hands with Diana, and bowed
to Aunt Chevenix, who maintained an aristo-

cratic reserve on the subject of hand-shaking,
and did not go about the world offering her hand

to the first comer. He had performed these two

ceremonies with his eyes wandering in quest of

that other Miss Luttrell for whose special behalf

he had come to the Rectory.
She Elizabeth sat in a low chair by the fire,

reading a novel, the very picture of contented

idleness. She too, like the house, seemed to him
altered. Her garments had a more fashionable

air. That Puritan simplicity she had assumed

at the beginning of her career as a district visitor

was entirely discarded. She wore lockets and
trinkets which he had not seen her wear of late,
and rich plaits of dark brown hair were piled
high on the graceful head, like the pictures in

fashion-books.

She rose now to greet him with a languid air,
an elegant indifference of manner, which he sur-

mised had been imparted by the stately person-
age in shining brown silk. They shook hands

j

coldly enough on both sides, and Elizabeth re-
I sumed her seat, with her book open in her lap.

Mrs. Chevenix sat with her portly brown silk

back toward the bow-window. It was one of
Mrs. Chevenix's principles to sit with her back
to the light, whereby a sotipfon of pearl-powder
and hair-dye was rendered less obvious to the
observer. A beauty had Mrs. Chevenix been in

her time, ay, and as acknowledged a beauty as
Elizabeth Luttrell herself, although it would
have cost Malcolm Forde a profound effort of

|

faith to believe that vivid flashing brunette love-

i liness of Elizabeth's could ever develop into the

fleshly charms of the matron. But in certain

|

circles, and in her own estimation, Mrs. Cheve-

j

nix still took high rank as a fine woman. She
had arrived at that arid full-blown stage of exist-

[

ence in which a woman can only be distinguish-
ed as fine, in which a carefully preserved, figure
and a complexion eked out by art are the last

melancholy vestiges of departed beauty.
She was a large person, with a large aquiline-

nosed countenance, framed by broad-plaited

j

bands of flaxen hair. Her cheeks bloomed with

[

the florid bloom of middle age, delicately toned

j

down by a judicious application of peai'l-powder ;

her arched eyebrows were several shades darker

! than her hair, and a little too regular for nature
;

her eyes were blue cold, calculating eyes, which

I

looked as if they had never beheld the outer

world as any thing better than a theatre for the

advancement and gratification of self; or at

least this was the idea which those chilly azure

orbs inspired in the mind of Mr. Forde as he sat

opposite the lady, talking small-talk and telling

Diana Luttrell the news of his parish.
Mrs. Chevenix had a certain good-society

manner which was as artificial as her eyebrows
or the bluish-white tints that toned her cheek-

bones
;
and of this manner she kept two samples

always in stock the gushing and vivacious

style, which she affected with people whom she

deemed her superiors ;
the listless and patroniz-

ing, or secondary manner, wherewith she grati-

fied her inferiors.

It was, of course, not likely she would take the

trouble to gush for her brother's curate, even

though he might be a person of decent family,

and possessed of independent means. Had he

been an "Honorable," a scion, however remote,

of some distinguished house in the peerage, she

would have beamed upon him with her most en-

i trancing smiles. But an unknown Scotchman;
I a man who had been described to her as terribly

. in earnest ;
a person of revolutionary principles,

who set himself against the existing order of

things, wanting to reform this and that, and per-

haps to level the convenient barriers which keep
the common herd in their proper places ;

a dis-

!
mal person, no doubt, full of strange wailings,

j

like the ancient prophets, whom she heard won-

! deringly sometimes at church, giving them just
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as mucn attention as she could spare from the

fair vista of new bonnets shining in a shaft of

light from the Gothic window, and who seemed

to her to have been distracted personages emi-

nently ineligible for dinner-parties.
" Aunt Chevenix missed your sermon last

Sunday morning, Mr. Forde,
"
said Diana. "She

had one of her headaches, and was afraid the

church might be hot."

"In October?" said Mr. Forde, smiling.
" Our congregation is not vast enough for that."

He did not express any regret about his loss of

such a hearer as Aunt Chevenix.

"I am really fond of a good sermon," re-

marked the lady, blandly, trifling with a shining

black fan, wherewith she was wont to flap the

empty air at all times and seasons. This fan, a

gold -rimmed eyeglass, and a double-headed

scent-bottle were Mrs. Chevenix's only means
of employment, after she had read the Morning
Post and accomplished her diurnal tale of letter-

writing.
' ' And good sermons are become so

rare,." she went on, in her slow, pompous way.
"I have heard no eloquent preacher for the last

five years, except the Bishop of Granchester."

"You would not say that if you had heard

Mr. Forde," said Diana.

Mrs. Chevenix put up her eyeglass and look-

ed at the curate with a languid smile, as if with

the aid of that instrument she were able to make
a precise estimate of his powers.
"Mr. Forde is very young, my dear. It is

hardly fair to name him in the same breath with

the bishop."

Elizabeth, who had been turning the leaves of

her book listlessly, with an air of absolute inat-

tention, flashed out at this.

"Mr. Forde is natural," she said, "which is

more than I can say for the bishop. I admit his

eloquence, his grand bass voice, sinking to an
almost awful solemnity at every climax. But it

seems to me a tutored eloquence. I could fancy
him an actor in a Greek play, declaiming behind

a mask. Mr. Forde" a sudden pause, as if she

had been going to say a great deal, and had
. hastily checked herself "is different."

Malcolm Forde listened with eyes bent on the

ground ;
but just at the last words he raised those

dark, deep-set eyes, and glanced at the speaker.
What a splendid face it was, with its look of in-

tense life, its scorn of scorn, or love of love ! a
nature in all things intensified, like that typical

poet who in a golden clime was born.
"
Yes, she is a noble creature," he said to him-

self.
" No matter how capricious, or fickle, or

unstable. She is a creature of fire and light,
and she shall not be lost, not for all the Aunt
Chevenixes in the world."
He cast a swift glance of defiance at the harm-

less matron in brown silk and flaxen plaits
crowned with blonde and artificial roses, as if

she had been the foul fiend himself, and he

playing a desperate game of chess with her for

this fair young soul. He had always disliked the

family fetich, when she had been only a remote
and unknown image to be invoked ever Avhen
there was question of the proprieties. But he
disliked her more than ever now when she was
seated within the citadel, and was poisoning the

atmosphere of Elizabeth's home with her world-

ly spirit.

He was swift to condemn and to suspect, per-

haps, since he had seen very little of the lady as

yet ;
but that inane small-talk, that stale gossip

of Eaton Square and Lancaster Gate, that bis-

muth-shaded cheek, that practicable eyebrow,
which elevated itself with a trained expression
of irony, or drooped with a studied languor all

these artificialities told him the nature of the

woman, and told him that she was the last of

creatures whom he would care to see in daily
communion with a girl whose wayward disposi-
tion had of late been curiously interesting to him.

That dogmatic assertion of his superiority even
to a bishop, hurled at the very teeth of the family

idol, pleased him mightily. It was not conceit

that was gratified it was sweet to him to dis-

cover that, in spite of all her affected scorn, this

girl appreciated him.

He did not acknowledge her compliment, ex-

cept by one brief smile-l-that slow, quiet curve

of the firm, thoughtful lips, which was sweeter

than common smiles. He went on patiently with

the morning-caller talk, listened tolerantly to

small scraps of information about the Lancaster

Gateites, until he could fairly rise to depart. But
he did not mean to leave the Rectory with his

mission unfulfilled.
' ' Will you give me a few minutes in the gar-

den ?" he said, in a low voice, as he shook hands
with Elizabeth. "I want to talk to you about

your cottagers."
The ears of the Chevenix, more acute than

those chilly blue eyes which required the aid of

binoculars, pricked up at this sound of confiden-

tial converse.

"Did I hear you say something about cotta-

gers, Mr. Forde*?" she demanded, sharply.

"Yes," he replied ;
"I was speaking of that

order of creatures." He was strongly tempted
to add, "who do not inhabit Lancaster Gate,"
but judiciously held his peace.
"Then I must beg that you do not put any

more nonsense about district visiting into my
niece's head. It is all very well for Gertrude,
who is strong, physically and mentally, and is

not of so impressionable a nature as Elizabeth,
and is some years older, into the bargain. I

consider there is more than enough done for the

poor in this place. My brother gives away half

his income, and spends as much of his time

among his parishioners as as his health will

permit. Besides which, he has of course a power-
ful auxiliary in his curate, whose duty it is, nat-

urally, to devote himself to that kind of thing.
And then there are always maiden ladies in a

place good-hearted dowdy souls, who delight in

that sort of work
;
so that you can hardly be in

want of aid. But, however that may be, I can

not possibly allow my niece to fatigue herself and
excite herself as she has done, at your suggestion.
I found her in a really low state when I came
here depressed in spirits, and nervous to the

last degree.
"

Elizabeth flamed crimson at this.

"How can you talk such nonsense, aunt?"
she cried, angrily, being the only one of the sis-

ters who was not habitually overawed by Aunt
Chevenix. "

I am sure I was well enough ;
but

those London doctors put such twaddle into your
head."

Mrs. Chevenix sighed gently, and gravely shook

the head which was accused of harhoring'profes-
sional twaddle.
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"If your niece is to go to heaven, I fancy she
will have to travel by her own line of country,
without reference to you, Mrs. Chevenix," said

Malcolm Forde. "
I do not think she will sub-

mit to be forbidden to do her duty among her

father's flock. It is not a question of just what
is most conducive to health or high spirits. I

do not say that I would have her" this with an
j

almost tender emphasis on the pronoun "sac-
rifice health or length of years even for the ho-

liest work, but we know such sacrifices are only
the natural expression of a perfect faith. I am
not asking her to do any thing hard or unpleas-

ant, however. For her the yoke may be of the

easiest, the burden of the lightest. If you knew, i

as I do, how in two or three months she has con-

trived to win the hearts of these people what
j

good her influence may do almost unconsciously
j

on her part I think you would hardly talk about

forbidding her to give some time and thought to

her father's poor."
He spoke warmly, and it was the first time

that any thing approaching praise had dropped
from his lips. Elizabeth looked at him with a

glowing face, dark eyes that brightened as they
looked.

"Thank you, Mr. Forde," she said
;
"I did

not know I was of any use, and I got disheart-

ened
;
and when Aunt Chevenix came I gave

the business up altogether. But I shall begin

again to-morrow."
Aunt Chevenix stared at Elizabeth, and from

Elizabeth to Mr. Forde, with the stony stare of

speechless indignation.

"Oh, very well, my dear," she said to her niece

at last. "Of course you must know best what
is conducive to your own happiness." And then

she sniffed a sniff, as who should say, "I can

bequeath my money elsewhere. You have sis-

ters, my foolish Elizabeth, as dependent as your-
self. I can instruct my solicitor to prepare a

codicil revoking that clause in my will which has

reference to your interests."

Mr. Forde had gained his point, and cared

very little what smothered fires might be glowing
in the Chevenix breast. Elizabeth went out into

the garden with him, bare-headed, heedless of a

chill October nor'wester, and heard all he could

tell her about her neglected poor, questioning
him eagerly.
"Poor souls, are they really fond of me?" she

exclaimed, remorsefully. "I did not know it

was in me to do any good."
On this Malcolm Forde grew eloquent, told

her, as he had never told her before, the value of

such a soul as hers, gifted with rare capabilities,

with powers so far above life's ordinary level
;

urged her to rise superior to her surroundings,

to be something greater and better than the com-

mon new-bonnet-worshiping young-ladyhood of

Hawleigh.
"I am not depreciating your home or your

family, Elizabeth," he said, remembering that

she had accorded him this free use of her Chris-

tian name
;
"but the world has grown so world-

ly, even religion seems to have lost its spirituality.

There is a trading spirit, an assumption of fash-

ion, in our very temples. Indeed, I am some-

times doubtful whether our floral decorations and

embroidered altar-cloths are not a delusion and

a snare. It should be good to make our churches

beautiful
j yet there are moments when I doubt

the wisdom of these things. They make too
direct an appeal to the senses. I find myself
yearning for the stern simplicity of the Scottish

Church that unembellished service which Ed-
ward Irving could make so vast an instrument
for the regeneration of mankind. He had no
flower-decked chancel, no white-robed choir. It

was only a voice crying in the city wilderness."
This he said meditatively, straying from the

chief subject of his discourse, and giving expres-
sion almost involuntarily to a doubt that had
been tormenting him of late. He brought him-
self back to the more personal question of Eliza-

beth's spiritual welfare presently.

"Why did you keep away from your people ?"

he asked. " Were you really ill ? or was it your
aunt's influence?"

She looked at him with a mischievous daring
in her eyes." Neither one nor the other."

" Then why was it ? You had been going on
so well and so steadily, and I was beginning to

be proud of you. I trust" this slowly and with

hesitation "I trust there was nothing I said

that day at the picnic which could have a deter-

ring influence, or which could have offended you."" I was not offended," she answered, her lips

quivering faintly, her face turned away from
him. "What was there to offend me? Only
you made me feel myself so poor a creature, my
highest efforts so infinitely beneath your ideal of

perfect womanhood, my feeble struggles at self-

improvement so mean and futile measured by
your heroic standard, that I did, perhaps, feel a

little discouraged, a little inclined to give up striv-

ing to make myself what nature had evidently not

intended me to be an estimable woman."
"Nature intended you to be good and great,"

answered Mr. Forde, earnestly.
" But not like Alice Eraser," said Elizabeth,

with a bitter smile.
" There are different kinds of perfection.

Hers was an innate and unconscious purity, a

limitless power of self-sacrifice. She was the

ideal daughter of the manse, a creature who had
never known a selfish thought, to whom the la-

bors which I press upon you as a duty were a

second nature. She had never lived except for

others. I can not say less or more of her than I

told you that day she was simply perfect. Yet

you have gifts which she did not possess a more

energetic nature, a quicker intelligence. There

is no good or noble work a woman can do in this

world that you could not do, if you chose."

Elizabeth shook her head doubtfully.

"I have no endurance," she said; "I am
vain and feeble. Oh, believe me, I have by no

means a lofty estimate of my own character. I

require to be sustained by constant praise. It

is all very well while you are encouraging me, I

feel capable of any thing ;
but when 1 have gone

plodding on for two or three months longer, and

you take my good conduct for granted, I shall

grow weary again, and fall away again."
"Not if you will look to a higher source for

support and inspiration. My praises are a very

poor reward. Trust to the approval of your own
conscience rather

;
and forgive me if I urge you

to keep yourself free from the influence of Mrs.

Chevenix. It seems impertinent in me, no

doubt, to presume to judge a lady I have only
seen for half an hour

"
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"Oh, pray don't apologize," exclaimed Eliza-

beth, in her careless way ;
"I have a perfect ap-

preciation of Aunt Chevenix. She is the family

idol, the goddess whom we all worship, concili-

ating her with all manner of sacrifices of our own
inclinations. She presides over us in spirit even

when at a distance, imparting her oracles in let-

ters. Of course she is the very essence of world-

liness. Is it not written in all the roses that gar-
nish her cap ? But she married a clever barris-

ter, who blossomed in due course into a county-
court judge, and died five years ago of a fit of

apoplexy, which was considered the natural re-

sult of a prolonged series of dinners, leaving
Aunt Chevenix twelve hundred a year at her

own disposal. She never had any children, and
we four girls are all she can boast of in the way
of nephews or nieces, so it is an understood thing
the twelve hundred a year must ultimately come
to us, and we are paying Aunt Chevenix in ad-

vance for her bounty by deferring to her in all

things. She is not half so bad as you might
suppose from her little pompous ways and her
fan and eyeglass ;

and I really think she is fond
of us."

Not a pleasing confession to a man of Malcolm
Forde's temperament from the lips of a beautiful

girl. This waiting for dead men's shoes was of
all modern vices the one that seemed to him
meanest.

"I hope you will not allow your conduct to

be influenced by any consideration of vour re-

versionary interest in Mrs. Chevenix's income,"
he said, gravely.
"You need have no fear of that," she answer-

ed, lightly. "I never took any one's advice in

my life except, perhaps, yours and as to be-

ing dictated to by Aunt Chevenix, that is quite
out of the question. I am the only one of the

family who defies her; and, strange to say, I

enjoy the reputation of being her favorite."

"I don't wish you to defy her," said Mr.
Forde, with his serious smile. She seemed to

him at some moments only a wayward child,
this girl whom he was urging to become good
and great.

" You may be all that a niece should
be kind, affectionate, and respectful and yet
retain your right of judgment."
He looked at his watch. He had been at the

Rectory more than an hour, and half that time
had been spent walking to and fro beside the au-
tumnal China-asters and chrysanthemums, with
Elizabeth for his companion."

I have been detaining you longer than I in-

tended," he said.
"

I shall tell Mrs. Morris and
Mrs. Brown that you are coming to see them.

Good-by."
He stood by the broad barred gate a homely

farm-house-looking gate, painted white a tall

vigorous figure, unclerical of aspect, with the
erect soldierly air that had not departed from
him on his change of profession, a man who
looked like a leader of men, the dark earnest

eyes looking downward at Elizabeth, the broad

strong hand clasping hers with the firm clasp of

friendship. Verily, a tower of strength such a
friend as this, worth a legion of the common
clay which men and women count as friends.

Elizabeth stood by the gate watching him as
he walked along the white high-road toward
Hawleigh.
"He looks like a red-cross knight disguised

; in modern costume," she said to herself; "he
looks like Hercules in a frock-coat. How dif-

ferent from slim little Mr. Adderley, picking his

steps upon the dusty causeway. And now he
will go from house to house, and teach and read
and exhort and help and counsel till ten o'clock

to-night, with only just time for a hasty dinner
between his labors. And yet he is never weary,
and never thinks his life barren, and never longs
to be in London among happy crowds of refined
men and women enjoying all the delights that
the science of pleasure can devise for them op-
eras and concerts and races and picture-shows
and flower-shows, and a hundred gatherings to-

gether of taste and beauty and refinement.
Does he ever long for that kind of life, I wonder,
the very fringe or outer edge of which is delight-

ful, if one may believe Aunt Chevenix ? Or does
he languish for a roving life as I do sometimes

among fair strange countries, sailing on the
blue waters of the Adriatic or the Archipelago,
among the sunny islands of the old Greek world,
or wandering in the shady depths of the Black

Forest, or on thymy mountain-tops, or amidst

regions of everlasting snow ? Has he ho hours
of vain despondency arid longing, as I have?
Or did he concentrate all his hopes and desires

upon Alice Eraser, and bury them all in her

grave ?"

She was in no hurrv to return to the drawing-
room fireside and the Chevenix atmosphere of

genteel idleness. Instead of going back to the

house, she went from the garden to the orchard,
and paced that grassy slope alone, circulating

slowly among the moss-grown trunks of the ap-
ple and cherry trees, thinking of Malcolm Forde.

" How good Ife is,'' she said to herself
;

" how
earnest, how real ! What a king among men !

And yet what hope is there for him in life? what

prospect of escape from this dull drudgery, which
he must surely sicken of sooner or later? He
has no interest that can advance him in the

Church I have heard him say that so his pre-
ferment will most likely be of the slowest. I

hardly wonder that he sometimes thinks of turn-

ing missionary. Better to be something to win
some kind of name in the centre of Africa, or

among the South Sea Islands than to be buried

alive in such a place as Hawleigh. And if he
ever were to change his mind and marry, what
a brilliant career for his wife!" She laughed
bitterly at the thought.

" How I pity that poor
demented soul, whoever she may be ! And yet
he seems to consider this kind of life perfect, and
that one might be good and great goodness and

greatness consisting in perpetual district visiting,

unlimited plain needle-work for the Dorcas So-

ciety, unfailing attendance at early services all

the dull, dull routine of a Christian life. Of the

two careers, I should certainly prefer Africa."

Thus did she argue with herself, this rebellious

soul, who could not understand that life was in-

tended to aftbrd her any thing but pleasure, the

kind of pleasure her earthly nature pined for

operas and concerts, and horses and carriages,
and foreign travel. She roamed the orchard for

nearly an hour, meditating upon Malcolm Forde.

his character, his aspirations, his prospects, and
that hypothetical foolish woman who might be

rash enough to accept him for her husband
;
and

then went back to the drawing-room, to be sharp-

ly interrogated by Aunt Chevenix.
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" My dear Elizabeth, what a disheveled creat-

ure you have made yourself!" exclaimed that

lady, looking with disfavor at Lizzie's loosened

hair and disordered neck-ribbon. The young
ladies of Eaton Square rarely exposed themselves'

to the wind, except at Brighton in November,
when a certain license might be permitted.
"I have been walking in the orchard, aunt.

It's rather blowy on that side of the house.
"

"I hope you have not had that Mr. Forde
with you all this time."

"Mr. Forde has been gone nearly an hour.

I wish you wouldn't call him that Mr. Forde.

You may not mean any thing by it, but it sounds

unpleasant."
"But I do mean something by it," replied

Aunt Chevenix, fanning herself more vehement-

ly than usual. "I mean that your Mr. Forde
is a most arrogant, disagreeable, under-bred per-
son. To presume to dictate to my niece to

override my authority before my very face! The
man is evidently utterly unaccustomed to good
society."
"You might have said that of St. Peter or

St. Paul, aunt," replied Elizabeth, in her coolest

manner
;

" neither of those belonged to the Ea-
ton Square section of society. But Mr. Forde is

a man of good family, and was in a crack caval-

ry regiment before he entered the Church. So

you are out of your reckoning."
"A crack regiment!" echoed the matron.

"Elizabeth, you have acquired a most horrible

mode of expression. Perhaps you have learned

that from Mr. Forde, as well as a new version

of your duty to your relations. If ever that man
was in a cavalry regiment, I should think it must
have been in the capacity of rough-rider. What
a man-mountain the creature is, too ! I should

hardly have thought any sane bishop would have

ordained such a giant. There ought really to

be a standard height for the church as well as

for the army, excluding pigmies and giants. I

never beheld a man so opposite to one's ideal of

a curate."
"
Oh, of course," cried Elizabeth, impatiently.

"Your ideal curate is a slim, simpering thing

with white hands a bandboxical being, talking

solemn small-talk like a fashionable doctor a

kettle-drumish man, always dropping in at aft-

ernoon tea. We have had three of that species,

varying only in detail. Thank Heaven, Malcolm
Forde is something better than that!"

"I can not perceive that you have any occa-

sion to feel grateful to Providence upon the sub-

ject of Mr. Forde's character and attributes, let

them be what they may," said Mrs. Chevenix;
" and I consider that familiar mention of your
father's curate a paid servant, remember, like a

governess or a cook to the last degree inde-

corous."
" But I do thank Heaven for him," cried Eliz-

abeth, recklessly. "He is my friend and coun-

selor the only man I ever looked up to
'

"You appear to forget that you have a fa-

ther," murmured Mrs. Chevenix, sitting like a

statue, with her closed fan laid across her breast,

in a stand-at-ease manner.
' '

I don't forget any thing of the kind ;
but I nev-

er looked up to him. It isn't in human nature to

reverence one's father. One is behind the scenes

of his life, you see. One knows all his little im-

patiences, his unspiritual views on the subject of

dinner, his intolerance of crumpled rose leaves in

lis domestic arrangements. Papa is a dear old

;hing, but he is of the earth, earthy. Mr. Forde
is of another quality spiritual, earnest, self-sac-

rificing, somewhat arbitrary, perhaps, in the con-

sciousness of his own strength, but gentle even
when he commands

; capable of a heroic life, which

my poor feeble brain can not even imagine ; his

eager spirit even now yearning to carry God's
truth to some wretched people buried in crea-

tion's primeval gloom ; ready to die a martyr in

some nameless isle of the Pacific, in some un-
snown desert in Central Africa. He is rny mod-
ern St. Paul, and I reverence him."
Elizabeth indulged herself with this small tirade

half in earnest, half in a mocking spirit, amus-

ing herself with the discomfiture of Aunt Chev-

enix, who sat staring at her in speechless hor-

ror.

"The girl is stark mad !" gasped the matron,
with a faint flutter of her fan, slowly recovering

speech and motion. "Has this sort of thing
been going on long, Diana ?"

"
Well, not quite so bad as this," replied Di-

ana; "but 1 don't think Lizzie has been quite
herself since she took up the district visiting.

She has left off wearing nice gloves, and dressing
for dinner, and behaving in a general way like a

Christian."

"Has she, indeed?" said Aunt Chevenix;
'then the district visiting must be put a stop to

at once and forever, or it will leave her stranded

high and dry on the barren shore of old-maid-

ism. You may be a very pretty girl, Elizabeth

Luttrell I dare say you know you are toler-

ably good-looking, so there's no use in my pre-

tending you are not but if once you take up
ultra-religious views, visiting the poor, and all

that kind of thing, I wash my hands of you. I

had hoped to see you make a brilliant marriage ;

indeed, I have heard you talk somewhat over-

confidently of your carriage, your opera -box,

your town -house and country-seat; but from

what I hear to-day I conclude your highest am-
bition is to marry this preposterous curate who
looks a great deal more like a brigand chief, by-

the-way and devote your future existence to

Sunday-school teaching and tea-meetings."

Elizabeth stood tall and straight before her ac-

cuser, with clasped hands resting on the back of

a priedieu chair, exactly as she had stood while

she delivered her small rhapsody about Mr.

Forde, stately and spiritual-looking as Joan of

Arc inspired by her " voices."

"Perhaps, after all, it might be a woman's

loftiest ambition to mate with Malcolm Forde,"

she said, slowly, with a tender, dreamy look in

her eyes ;
and then, before the dragon could re-

monstrate, she went on with a sudden change of

manner, "Don't be alarmed, auntie; I'm not

going to hold the world well lost for love. I

mean to have my opera-box, if it ever comes

begging this way, and to give great dinners,

with cabinet ministers and foreign embassadors

for my guests, and to be mistress of a country-

seat or two, and do wonderful things at elections,

and to be stared at at country race-meetings, and

to tread in that exalted path in which you would

desire to train my ignorant footsteps."

Mrs. Chevenix gave a half-despairing sigh.

"You are a most incomprehensible girl," she

said, "and give me more trouble of mind than
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your three sisters put together. But I do hope
that you will keep clear of any entanglement with

that tall curate a dangerous man, I am con-

vinced
; any flirtation of that kind will inevitably

compromise you in the future. As to cabinet

dinners and country-seats, such marriages as you
talk of are extremely rare nowadays, and for a

Devonshire parson's daughter to make such a

match would be a kind of miracle. But with

your advantages you ought certainly to marry
well

;
and it is better to look too high than too

low. A season in London might do wonders."

This London season was the shining bait

which Mrs. Chevenix was wont to dangle before

the eyes of her nieces, and by virtue of which
she obtained their submission to her amiable ca-

prices when the more remote advantage of in-

heritance might have failed to influence them.

Gertrude and Diana had enjoyed each her sea-

son, and had not profited thereby in any sub-

stantial manner. They had been "much ad-

mired," Mrs. Chevenix declared, with an ap-

proving air, especially Diana, as the livelier of

the two
;
but admiration had not taken that

definite form which the soul of the match-maker
loveth.

"There must be something wanting," Mrs.

Chevenix said, pensively, in moments of confi-

dence. "I find that something wanting in most
of the girls of the present day. Alfred Cheve-
nix proposed to me in my first season. I was a

thoughtless thing just emerged from the nursery,
and his was not my only offer. But my nieces

made a very different effect. Young men were
attentive to them Sir Harold Hawbuck even

seemed struck with Diana but nothing came of

it. There must have been a deficiency in some-

thing. Gertrude is perhaps too serious, Diana
too flippant. It is manner, my dear, manner,
in which the rising generation is wanting."

" A season in town, "cried Elizabeth, her dark

eyes sparkling, her head lifted with a superb ar-

rogance, and all thought of Malcolm Forde and
the life spiritual for the moment banished. "Yes,
it is my turn, is it not, auntie ? and I think it is

time I came out. Who knows how soon I may
'

begin to lose whatever good looks I now possess ?

I am of a nervous temper ; impressionable, as you
suggested just now. I have a knack of sleeping

badly when my mind is full of a subject, and ex-

citement of any kind spoils my appetite. Even
the idea of a new bonnet will keep me awake.
I lie tossing from side to side all night trying to

determine whether it shall be pink or blue. Liv-

ing at this rate, I may be a positive flight before

I am twenty ;
no complexion can stand against

such wear and tear."

"You have been allowed to grow up with a

sadly undisciplined mind, my poor child," Mrs.
Chevenix said, sententiously.

"
Ifyour papa had

;

engaged a competent governess, a person who
had lived in superior families, and was experi-
enced in the training of the human mind and !

the figure your waist measures two inches more
j

than it ought at your age his daughters would
have done him much greater credit. But it was
only like my brother Wilmot to grudge the ex-

penditure of sixty guineas a year for a proper in-
\

structress of his daughters, while frittering away
j

hundreds on his pauper parishioners.
"

"Now that is one of the things for which
j

I do reverence papa," cried Elizabeth, with ener-
I

gy.
' ' Thank Heaven, neither our minds nor our

bodies havej)een trained by a professional trainer.

Imagine growing like a fruit tree nailed against a
wall

; every spontaneous outshoot of one's char-

acter cut back, every impulse pruned away as a

non-fruit-bearing branch ! I do bless papa with
all my free untutored soul for having spared us
that. But don't let us quarrel about details,

dear auntie. Give me my season in London,
and see what I will do. I languish for my opera-
box and barouche, and the kind of life one reads

of in Mrs. Gore's novels."

"You shall spend next May and June with

me, "said Mrs. Chevenix, with another plaintive

sigh.
"

It will be hard work going over all the

same groun^again which I went over for Gerty
and Di, but the result may be more brilliant."

"

"Couldn't you manage to turn me off at the

same time, auntie ?" demanded Blanche, pertly.
"I am sorry Gertrude and I were not fortu-

nate enough to receive proposals from dukes or

merchant princes," said Diana, whose aristo-

cratic features had flushed angrily at her aunt's

implied complaint. "Perhaps we might have
been luckier if we had met more people of that

kind. But of course Lizzie will do wonders.

She reminds me of Mirabeau's remark about

Robespierre she will do great things, because
she believes in herself."

Elizabeth was prompt to respond to this at-

tack
;
and so, with small sisterly bickerings, the

conversation ended.

CHAPTER VII.
" Je ne voudrais pas, si j'6tais Julie,

N'etrc qne jolie
Avec ma beaute.

Jnsqu'au bout des doigts je serais duchesse.
Comme ma richesse
J'aurais ma fierte."

ELIZABETH, having in a manner pledged her-

self to a career of worldly-mindedness, to begin
in the ensuing spring, deemed herself at liberty
to follow her own inclinations in the interim,
and these inclinations pointed to the kind of life

which Malcolm Forde wished her to lead. She
went back to her district work on the morning
after the curate's visit, put on her Puritan hat

and sober gray Carmelite gown, which seemed to

her mind the whole armor of righteousness, and
went back to her people. She was welcomed
back with an affection that at once surprised and
touched her. She had done so little for them

only treating them and thinking of them as creat-

ures of the same nature as herself and yet they
were so grateful and so fond of her.

So Elizabeth went back to what Gertrude called

her "duties," and the soul ofAunt Chevenix was

heavy within her. That lady had cherished high

hopes upon the subject of this lovely niece of hers.

A perfect beauty in a family is a fortune in em-

bryo. There was no knowing what transcendent

heights in the vast mountain range of "
good so-

ciety" such a girl as Elizabeth might scale, drag-

ging her kith and kin upward with her, provided
she were but plastic in the hands of good advisers.

To scheme, to plan, to diplomatize, were natural

operations of the Chevenix mind. A childless

widow with a comfortable income and a some-

what extended circle of acquaintance could hard-
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ly spend all her existence with no move mental

pabulum than a fan and a scent-bottle and the

trivial amenities of polite life. Mrs. Chevenix's
intellect must have lapsed into stagnation but for

the agreeable employment afforded by social di-

plomacy. She knew every thing about every

body, kept a mental ledger in which she regis-
tered all the little weaknesses of her acquaint-
ance, and had even a journal wherein a good
deal of genteel scandal was booked in pen and
ink. But although by no means essentially

good-natured, she was not a mischief-maker,
and no unfriendly criticism or lady-like scandal

had ever been brought home to her. She was,
on the other hand, renowned as a peace-maker :

and if she had a fault, it was a species of amia-
ble officiousness, which some of her acquaintance
were inclined inwardly to resent. Malign tongues
had called Mrs. Chevenix a busybody ;

but in the

general opinion she was a lady of vivacious and

agreeable manners, who gave snug little dinners,
and elegant little suppers after concerts and op-

eras, and was a fine figure for garden-parties,
or a spare seat at the dinner-table : a lady who
had done some good service in the way of match-

making, and who exercised considerable influence

over the minds of divers young matrons whom she

had assisted in the achievement of their matrimo-
nial successes.

It seemed a hard thing that, after having been
so useful an ally to various damsels who were

only the protegees of the hour, Mrs. Chevenix's

diplomatic efforts in relation to her own nieces

should result in utter failure. She had never

hoped very much from Gertrude, who had that

air of being too good for this world which is of

all things the most repellent to sinful man. Still,

she had done her best bravely, and with the sub-

lime patience engendered by profound experience
of this mundane sphere, its difficulties and dis-

appointments. She had exhibited her seriously
minded niece at charity bazars, at dejeuners given
after the inauguration of church organs, at choir

festivals, and even with a noble sacrifice of per-
sonal inclination at Sunday-school tea-drink-

ings, orphanage fetes, and other assemblages of

what this worldly-minded matron called the

goody-goody school. She had angled for popu-
lar preachers, for rectors and vicars, the value

of whose benefices she had looked up in the

Clergy list
;
but she had cast her lines in vain.

The popular preachers, crying from their pulpits

that all is vanity, were yet caught, moth-like, by
the flame of worldly beauties, and left Gertrude

to console herself with the calm contemplation
of her own virtues, and the conviction that they
were somewhat too lofty for the appreciation of

vulgar clay. It had happened thus that with

the advent of Malcolm Forde the eldest Miss

Luttrell fancied that she had at last met the

elect and privileged individual predoomed to

sympathize with and understand her the man
in whose broad forehead she at once recognized

the apostolic grace, and who, she fondly hoped,
would hail in her the typical maiden of the church

primitive and undefiled, the Dorcas or Lydia of

modern civilization. It had been a somewhat

bitter disappointment, therefore, to discover that

Mr. Forde, although prompt with the bestowal

of his confidence and friendship, was very slow

to exhibit any token of a warmer regard. Sure-

ly he, so different in every attribute from all for-

mer curates, was not going to resemble them in

their foolish worship at the shrine of Elizabeth.
So long as this damsel had stuck to her accus-
tomed line of worldliness, Gertrude had scarcely
trembled

;
but when her younger sister all of a

sudden subdued her somewhat reckless spirit
and took to district visiting, Miss Luttrell's heart
sank within her. She had no belief in the reali-

ty of this conversion. It was a glaring and bold-

faced attempt at the curate's subjugation, to bend
that stiff neck beneath the yoke which had been
worn so patiently by the flute-playing, verse-quot-
ing Levites of the past. And Gertrude did not
hesitate to express herself in somewhat bitter

phrases to that effect.

When Diana came to Eaton Square for the
season the hopes of Aunt Chevenix rose higher.
The second Miss Luttrell was decidedly hand-
some in the aquiline-nose style, and was as de-

cidedly stylish ;
wore her country-made gowns

with an air which made them pass for the hand-
icraft of a West End mantua-maker, dressed her
own hair with a skill which would have done
credit to an experienced lady's-maid, and seem-
ed altogether an advantageous young person for

whom to labor. Yet Diana's season, though
brightened by many a hopeful ray, had been
barren of results. Perhaps these girls in their

aunt's house were too obviously "on view."

Mrs. Chevenix's renown as a match-maker may
have gone against them ;

her past successes may
have induced this present failure. And if Ger-
trude erred on the side of piety, Diana possibly
went a thought too far in the matter of world-

liness. She was clever and imitative, and caught

up the manners of more experienced damsels

with a readiness that was perhaps too ready.
She had perhaps a trifle too much confidence in

herself, too much of the veni, vidi, vici style ;

went into battle with " an opera-box and a house

in Hyde Park Gardens" blazoned on her banner;
and after suffering the fitful fever of high hopes
that alternate with blank despair, Diana was
fain to go back to Hawleigh Rectory without be-

ing able to boast of any definite offer.

But with Elizabeth Mrs. Chevenix told her-

self things would be utterly different. She pos-
sessed that rare beauty which always commands
attention. She was as perfect in her line as

those heaven-born winners of- Derby, Oaks, and

Leger, which, in their performances as two-year-

olds, proclaim themselves at once the conquer-
ors of the coming year. Fairly good-looking

girls were abundant enough every season, just

as fairly good horses abound at every sale of

yearlings throughout the sporting year; but

there was as much difference between Eliza-

beth Luttrell and the common herd of pretty

girls an more or less dependent on the style of

their bonnets or the dressing of their hair for

their good looks as between the fifty-guinea

colt, whose good points excite vague hopes of

future merit in the breast of the speculative

buyer, and a lordling of a crack stable, with a

pedigree half a yard long, knocked down for two

or three thousand guineas to some magnate of

the turf, amidst the applause of the auction-yard.
" Elizabeth can not fail to marry well, unless

she behaves like an idiot, and throws herself

away upon some pauper curate," said Mrs.

Chevenix. "There is no position to which a

girl with her advantages may not aspire and I
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shall make it my business to give her plenty of

opportunities unless she is obstinately bent

upon standing in her own light. This district-

visiting business must be put a stop to immedi-

ately. It is nothing more than an excuse for

flirting with that tall curate."

Mrs. Chevenix was not slow to warn her

brother, the vicar, of this peril which menaced

his handsomest daughter ;
but he, who was the

easiest-tempered and least designing of man-

kind, received her information with a provoking
coolness.

"
I really can't see how I could object to Liz-

zie's visiting the poor,'' he said.
"

It has always
been a trouble to me that my daughters, with

the exception of Gertrude, have done so little.

If Forde has brought about a better state of

things in this matter, as he has in a good deal

besides, I don't see that I can complain of the

improvement because it is his doing. And I

don't think you need alarm yourself with regard
to any danger of love-making or matrimony be-

tween those two. Forde has somewhat ad-

vanced notions, and doesn't approve of a priest

marrving. He has almost said as much in the

pulpit, and I think the Hawleigh girls have left

off setting their caps at him."
" Men are not always constant to their opin-

ions," said Mrs. Chevenix. "I wouldn't give
much for any declaration Mr. Forde may have

made in the pulpit. Very bad taste in him to

advance any opinion of that kind, I think, when
his vicar is a married man and the father of a

family.
"

"Forde belongs to the new school," replied
Mr. Luttrell, with his indifferent, good-natured
air. "Perhaps he sometimes sails a trifle too

near the wind in the matter of asceticism
;
but

he's the best curate I ever had."
"
Why doesn't he go over to Rome, and have

done with it!" exclaimed Aunt Chevenix, an-

grily; "I have no patience with such a wolf in

sheep's clothing. And I have no patience with

you,Wilmot, when I see your handsomest daugh-
ter throwing herself away before your eyes."
"But I don't see any thing of the kind, Ma-

ria," said the vicar, gently rolling his fingers

round a cigar which he meant to smoke in the

orchard as soon as he should escape from his

tormentor. "As to playing the spy upon my
children watching their flirtations with Jones,
or speculating upon their penchant for Robinson

I think you ought to know by this time that I

am the very last of men to do any thing of that

kind."
" Which means in plain English that you are

too selfish and too indifferent to trouble your-
self about the fate ofvour daughters. You oughl
to have had sons, Wilmot ; young scape-graces,
who would have ruined you with university debts,

or gone on the turf, and dragged your name
through the mire in that way."" I have not been blessed with sons," murmur
ed Mr. Luttrell, in his laziest tone.

" If I hac

been favored in that way, so soon as they arrivec

at an eligible age I should have exported them
I should have obtained a government grant of
land in Australia or British Columbia, and plant
ed them out. I consider emigration the natura
channel for the disposal of surplus sons."

" You ought never to have married, Wilmot
You ought to have been one of those dreadfu

,bbots one reads of, who had trout streams run-

ling through their kitchens, and devoted all the

trength of their minds to eating and drinking,
,nd actually wallowed in venison and larded ca-

)ons.
"

" Those ancient abbots had by no means a bad
ime of it, my dear," replied the vicar, with su-

rname good humor,
" and they had plenty of

>roken victuals to feed their poor with, which I

have not."
"

I want to know what you are going to do
tbout Elizabeth," said Mrs. Chevenix, rapping
he table with her fan, and returning to the

charge in a determined manner.
" What I am going to do about Elizabeth, my

ove ? Simply nothing. Would you have me
ock her up in the Norman tower, like a princess
n a fairy tale, so that she should not behold the

'ace of man till I chos"e to introduce her to a
lusband of my own selection ? All the legend-

ary lore we possess tends to show the futility of

,hat sort of domestic tyranny. I consider your
apprehensions altogether premature and ground-
.ess

;
but if it is Lizzy's destiny to marry Mal-

colm Forde, I shall not interfere. He is a very
good fellow, and he has some private means, suf-

icient, at any rate, for the maintenance of a wife :

what more could 1 want ?"

"And you would sacrifice such a girl as Eliza-

3eth to a Scotch curate?" said Mrs. Chevenix, with

the calmness of despair.
"

I always thought you
were the most short-sighted of mortals

;
but I did

lot believe you capable of such egregious folly as

this. That girl might be a duchess.
"

" Find me a duke, my dear Maria, and I will

not object to him for my son-in-law."

Mrs. Chevenix sighed, and shook her head with

a despondent air
;
and Mr. Luttrell strolled out

to the orchard, leaving her to bewail his folly in

confidential converse with Diana, who in a man-
ner represented the worldly wisdom of the family."

I wouldn't make such a fuss about Lizzie, if

I were you, auntie," that young lady remarked,
somewhat coolly. "I never knew a girl about

whom her people made too much fuss, setting
her up as a beauty, and so on, do any thing won-
derful in the way of marriage."

Like the eyes of the lynx, in his matchless

strength of vision, were the eyes of Aunt Cheve-
nix for any sentimental converse between Eliza-

beth and Mr. Forde. It tortured her to know
that they must needs have many opportunities
of meeting outside the range of that keen vision

chance encounters in the cottages of the poor,
or in the obscure lanes and alleys that fringed
the chief street of Hawleigh. Vainly had she

endeavored to cajole her niece into the abandon-

ment of those duties she had newly resumed.

All her arguments, her flatteries, her ridicule,

her little offerings of ribbons and laces and small

trinketry, were wasted. After that visit of Mal-

colm Forde's the girl was constant to her work.
"

It is such a happiness to feel that I can be

of some use in the world, auntie," she said, un-

consciously repeating Mr. Forde's very words ;

"and if you had seen how pleased all those poor
souls were to see me among them again, you
would hardly wonder at my liking the work."

"A tribe of sycophants!" exclaimed Mrs.

Chevenix, contemptuously.
"

I should like to

know what value they'd attach to your visits, or
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how much civility they'd show you, if there were
not tea and sugar and coals and blankets in the

background. And I should like to know how

long you'd stick to your work if Mr. Forde had
left Hawleigh ?"

Elizabeth flamed crimson at this accusation,
but was not of a temper to be silenced by a hun-

dred Chevenixes.

"Perhaps I might not like the work without

his approval," she said, defiantly; "but I hope
I should go on with it all the same. I am not

at all afraid to confess that his influence first set

me thinking ;
that it was to please him I first

tried to be good."
" I am not an ultra-religious person, Eliza-

beth
;
but I should call that setting the creature

above the Creator," said Mrs. Chevenix, severe-

ly. To which Lizzie muttered something that

sounded like "Fiddle-sticks."

"What else is there for me to do, I should

like to know ?" the girl demanded, contemptuous-

ly, after an interval of silence, Mrs. Chevenix

having retired within herself in a dignified sulki-

ness.
"
Is there any amusement, or any excite-

ment, or any distraction in our life in this place
to hinder my devoting myself to these people ?"

This speech was somewhat reassuring to Mrs.

Chevenix ;
she inferred therefrom that if Eliza-

beth had had any thing more agreeable to do she

would not have become a district visitor.
" You have a fine voice, which you might cul-

tivate to your future profit," she said
;
"a girl

who sings really well is likely to make a great

success in society."
" I understand. One gets asked out to enter-

tain other people's friends
;
and one is not paid

like a professional singer. I like music well

enough, aunt
;
but you can't imagine I cfiuld

spend half my existence in shrieking sol fas,

even if papa would tolerate the noise. I am
sure, what with one and another of us, the piano
is jingling and clattering all day as it is. Papa
and the servants must execrate the sound of it :

Blanche, with her etudes de velocite, and Di with

her everlasting fugues and sonatas it's some-

thing abominable."
"You might have a piano in your tower bed-

room, my dear. I wouldn't mind making you a

gerous race, Elizabeth," said Mrs. Chevenix,
sententiously.

"
They contrive to throw fami-

lies off their guard by their false pretenses, and

generally end by marrying a beauty or an heir-

ess. But I trust you have too much common-
sense to take up with a man who can barely af-

ford to keep you.
"

By such small doses of worldly wise counsel
did Mrs. Chevenix strive to fortify her niece

against the peril of Malcolm Forde's influence.

Her sharp eye had discovered something more
than common kindliness in the curate's bearing
toward Elizabeth something more than a mere

spirit of contradiction in the girl's liking for him.
But it was early days yet, she told herself, and
the tender sprout of passion might, by a little

judicious management, be nipped in the bud.
!She would not even wait for the coming spring,
she thought, but would carry off Elizabeth with
her when she went back to town a little before

Christmas. She had intended to spend that so-

cial season in a hospitable Wiltshire manor-house;
but that visit might be deferred. Any thing
was better than to leave her niece exposed to the

perilous influence of Malcolm Forde.

Again and again had she made a mental re-

view of the tritons in the matrimonial market
;

or, rather, of those special tritons who might be

brought within the narrow waters of her own
drawing-room, or could be encountered at will in

that wider sea of society to which she had free

ingress. There was Sir Rockingham Pendarvis,
the rich Cornish baronet, whom it had been her

privilege to meet at the dinner-parties of her

own particular set, and who might be fairly

counted upon for daily tea- drinking and occa-

sional snug little dinners. There was Mr. Malt-

by, the great distiller, who had lately inherited

a business popularly estimated at a hundred
thousand a year. There was Mr. Miguel Za-

mires, the financier, with a lion's share in the

public funds of various nations, aquiline-nosed
and olive-skinned, speaking a peculiar Spanish-

English with a somewhat guttural accent. These
three were the mighty argosies that sailed upon

society's smooth ocean
;
but there were numerous

craft of smaller tonnage whereof Mrs. Chevenix

kept a record, and any one of which would be a

present of a cottage.

Thanks, auntie. Let it be a real cottage,

then, instead of a cottage piano against I set

up that love-in-a-cottage you seem so

afraid of."

much

"
Upon my word, Elizabeth, I can never make

said Mrs. Chevenix, plaintively.you" Sometimes I think you are a thoroughly sensi-

ble girl, and at other times you really appeal-

capable of any absurdity."
"Don't be frightened, auntie. It rather

amuses me to see your awe-stricken look when
I say any thing peculiarly wild. But you need

have no misgivings about me. I am worldly-

minded to the tips of my nails, as the French

say ;
and I am perfectly aware that I am rather

good-looking, and ought to make an advanta-

geous marriage ; only the eligible suitor is a long

time appearing. Perhaps I shall meet him next

prize worth boarding.
Inscrutable are the decrees of the gods. While

this diplomatic matron was weaving her web for

the next London season even planning her lit-

tle dinners, reckoning the expenses of the cam-

paign, resolving to do things with a somewhat

lavish hand, Fate brought a nobler prize than

any she had dared to dream of winning, and

landed it, without effort of her own, at her feet.

CHAPTER VIII.
" He never saw, never before to-day,
What was able to take his breath away,
A face to lose youth for, to occupy age
With the dream of, meet death with"

IT was early in November, and Mrs. Chevenix

had been at the Vicarage a month a month of

spring-in Eaton Square. As to Mr. Forde, he is
}

inexorable dullness, faintly relieved by a couple

quite out of the question. I know all about his of provincial dinner-parties, at which the Haw-

past life, and know that he is a confirmed bach-

elor.
"

leigh pastor assembled round his well-furnished

board a choice selection of what were called the

Your confirmed bachelors are a very dan- ! best people in the neighborhood. But the best
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people seemed somewhat dismal company to

Mrs. Chevenix, who cared for no society that

lacked the real London flavor the bouquet of

Hyde Park and the Clubs. She was beginning
to pine for the racier talk of her own peculiar

set, for the small luxuries of her own establish-

ment, when an event occurred which in a mo-
ment transformed Havvleigh, and rendered it

just the most delightful spot upon this lower

sphere.
She had gone to church with her nieces one

Sunday morning in by no means a pleasant hu-

mor, captiously disposed rather, and inclined to

hold forth about their papa's peculiarities and

their own short-comings in a strain which Eliza-

beth openly resented, and the other girls inward-

ly rebelled against.
"If I had been as cross as Aunt Chevenix is

this morning in my nursery days, I should have

been told that I'd got up on the wrong side of

my bed," said Blanche, walking with Diana in

the rear of the matron. "
I suppose it wouldn't

do for us mildly to suggest to auntie that she

must have got up on the wrong side of her bed

this morning ;
it might seem out of keeping."

"
I wonder you stop with us, if our society is

so very unpleasant, aunt," said Elizabeth, boldly.
"You ungrateful girl! You ought to know

that I am staying in this relaxing climate, at the

hazard of my own health, simply in order to in-

terpose my influence between you and destruc-

tion."

Elizabeth greeted this reproach with a scorn-

ful laugh, even at the gate of the church-yard.
" You foolish auntie ! you surely don't sup-

pose that your presence here would prevent my
doing any thing I wished to do

;
that the mere

dead -weight of your worldly wisdom would

quench the fire of my impulses ?" she said.

They were within the church porch before

Aunt Chevenix could reply. She sailed up the

central aisle with all her plain sails spread, and
took the most comfortable seat in the Vicarage

pew. without bestowing so much as a glance upon
the herd of nobodies who worshiped their Crea-

tor in that remote temple, and whose bonnets

and choice of colors in general she protested were
barbarous enough to set her teeth on edge.

She sat with half-closed eyelids and a languid
air during the earlier portion of the service, kept
her seat throughout the reading of the Psalms

;

but in the middle of the hymn that was sung be-

fore the Litany, Elizabeth was surprised by a

complete change in her aunt's manner. The
cold blue eyes opened to their widest extent,,

while their gaze grew fixed in an eager stare.

The carefully finished eyebrows were raised
;

the corners of the mouth, which feature had pre-

viously been distinguished by a somewhat sour

expression, relaxed into a faint smile
;
the whole

physiognomy indicated at once pleasure and sur-

prise. The look was so marked that Elizabeth's

eyes involuntarily followed the direction of her
aunt's transfixed gaze.
Her wondering glance that way did not show

her any thing very strange only old Lady Pau-

lyn, a somewhat faded dame, in a lavender satin

bonnet, a black velvet cloak, and rare old Mech-
lin collar, all of ancient fashion. In precisely
such garments could Elizabeth remember Lady
Paulyn from the days of her childhood. She
lived in a huge and dismal architectural pile

about seven miles from Hawleigh, saw very little

society, kept no state, and gave but sparingly to

t*he poor. She had an only son, for whonTshe
was said to be hoarding her money, and very
large were the figures by which the gossips of

Hawleigh computed her hoards.

Of young Lord Paulyn (Viscount Paulyn in

the peerage of England, and Baron Ouchter-

lochy in Ireland), her only son, Hawleigh had
of late years seen so little that his face and figure
were known to but few among the denizens of

that town. But various were the rumors of that

young man's manners and movements in the

more brilliant scenes which he affected. His
tastes were of the turf, turfy ;

he was said to

have a tan gallop of his own at Newmarket, and
a stable in Yorkshire

;
and while some authori-

ties declared that he was making ducks and
drakes of all the wealth of past generations of

Paulyns all more or less distinguished by a

miserly turn of mind, and dating their nobility
from the time of Charles the Second, who, by
way of recompense for divers accommodations
of a financial character, created one Jasper Pau-

lyn, merchant and money-lender, Viscount Pau-

lyn, ofAshcombe. Other wiseacres affirmed that

he had doubled his fortune by lucky transactions

on the turf betting against his own horses, and
other strokes of genius of a like calibre.

On whichever side the truth may have lain,

and whatever hazard there might be of future

ruin, Lord Paulyn was, at this present date, ac-

counted one of the richest bachelors in England.
Mrs. Chevenix had met him on rare and happy
occasions, to be remembered and boasted of long

afterward, and had gazed upon him with the

eyes of worship. He had even been civil to her

in fiis easy oft-hand way, and had spoken of her

to a common acquaintance as a decent old party ;

" held her head uncommon high, though, and
looked as if she'd been driven with a bearing-
rein."

The Luttrells were on sufficiently friendly
terms with the Viscount's mother, although the

Viscount himself was a stranger to them. About
twice a year Lady Paulyn called at the Vicarage,
and about twice a year Mr. Luttrell and a brace

of his daughters made a ceremonial visit at Ash-

combe, the seat of the Paulyns. At school treats

and other charity festivals, on warm summer aft-

ernoons, the lavender satin bonnet would some-
times make its appearance, nodding to the com-

monalty with benignant condescension
;

while

plethoric farmers of a radical turn opined that
"

it ud be a deal better if the old gal ud put her

name down for a fi'-pun note a little oftener, in-

stid o' waggling of her blessed old bonnet like a

Chinee mandarin."
Whatever five-pound notes Lady Paulyn did

bestow upon the deserving or undeserving indi-

gent were dealt out by the agency of Mr. Lut-

trell, or Mr. Chapman, the incumbent of an an-

cient little church in the ancient village of Ash-
combe. No necessitous wanderers were allowed

to prowl about the court-yards or loiter at the

back-doors of Ashcombe Manor
;
no dole of milk,

or bread, or wine, or beer, or broken victuals

was ever dispensed in the Ashcombe kitchen.

Lady Paulyn sold the produce of her dairy and

poultry-yard, her garden -stuffs and venison.

Orchard-houses and vineries she had none, hold-

ing the cultivation of fruits under glass to be a
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new-fangled mode of wasting money, or she

would have assuredly sold her grapes and pines
and peaches. But she had acres of apple or-

chard, whose produce she supplied to a cider

manufacturer at Ilawleigh, retaining only a cer-

tain number of bushels of the least salable ap-

ples for the concoction of a peculiarly thin and
acid liquor which she drank herself and gave to

her servants and dependents.
"If it is good enough for me, my dear, it

ought to be good enough for them,
"
she told her

companion and poor relation, Miss Hilda Disney,
when the voice of revolt was faintly heard from
the servants' hall.

The lavender satin bonnet was not alone in

the great square pew. Miss Disney was seat-

ed opposite her benefactress a fair, quiet-look-

ing young woman, with long flaxen ringlets, and
a curious stillness about her face and manner
at all times an air of supreme repose, which
seemed to have grown up out of the solitude and
silence of her joyless life until it had become an
attribute of her own nature. She had refined

and delicate features, a faultless complexion of

the blended rose and lily order, large soft blue

eyes, and lacked only life and expression to be

almost beautiful. Wanting these, she was, in

the words of Elizabeth Luttrell, a very pretty

picture of a pink and white woman.
"There is not a factory girl in Hawleigh so

much to be pitied as Miss Disney,
"
said Eliza-

beth, when she discovered this young lady's char-

acter and surroundings.
" How much better to

be wax-work altogether than to be only half alive

like that ! But there is one advantage in having
that kind of semi-sentient nature. I don't be-

lieve Hilda Disney feels any thing either the

gloom of that dismal old house, or the tyranny
of that awful old woman. I don't suppose she

would mind very much if Lady Paulyn were to

stick pins in her, as the witches used to stick

them in their wax figures ;
or perhaps she might

feel pins, though she is impervious to nagging.
"

To-day Elizabeth looked from the Viscountess

to Miss Disney, and wondered, with some touch

of feminine compassion, if she would ever have
a new bonnet, or go on wearing the same head-

gear of black lace and violets to her dying day.
But there was a third person in the Paulyn pew,
and it was upon the countenance of this last in-

dividual that the distended eyeballs of Mrs. Chev-
enix gazed with that gaze of wonderment and de-

light.

This third person was a stranger to the sight
of most people in Hawleigh. He was a man
of about six-and-twenty, broad-shouldered and

strongly built, but not above the middle height,
with a face that was singularly handsome, after

a purely animal type of beauty a low forehead,
a short straight nose, moulded rather than chis-

eled, full lips, shaded by a thick brown mus-

tache, a square jaw, a trifle too heavy for the

rest of the face, a powerful, column-like throat,

fully exposed by the low-cut collar and narrow

strip of cravat, short-cut hair of reddish-brown,
and large bright eyes of the same hue, a reddish

hazel eyes that 'had never been dimmed by

thought or study, but had something of the sail-

or's hawk-like far-off vision. It was the face

and figure of a Greek athlete, the winner of the

wild-olive crown, in the days when strength was

accounted beauty.

" Do you know who that is in the pew by the
altar?" whispered Mrs. Chevenix, under cover
of the tall green-baize-lined pew, when they knelt
down for the Litany.

"Don't know, I'm sure," replied Elizabeth,

indifferently; "I suppose it's a stranger that

they've put into the Ashcombe pew."" That young man is Lord Paulyn, one of the
richest men in London," said Mrs. Chevenix, in

an awe-stricken whisper.
"Oh," said Elizabeth, settling down to the re-

sponses, and not peculiarly impressed by this an-
nouncement. Of course Lord Paulyn would be

likely to come to see his mother sooner or later.

Sorely mechanical was Mrs. Chevenix's share
in the service after this discovery. Her lips
murmured the responses with undeviating cor-

rectness. She escaped every pitfall which our
form of prayer offers for the unwary, and came
up to time at every point; but her mind was

busy with curious thoughts about Lord Paulyn,
and very little of the vicar's good old English
sermon a judicious solution of Tillotson, South,
and Venn found its way to her comprehension.

She contrived to steer her way down the aisle

so as to emerge from the porch with her elbow

against the elbow of Lord Paulyn, and then
came radiant smiles of recognition, and intense

astonishment at this unexpected meeting.
"There's nothing very remarkable in it," said

the Viscount, while the Luttrell girls were shak-

ing hands with Lady Paulyn and Miss Disney :

"my mother lives down here, you know, and I

generally come for a week or so in the huntin'

season. Going to church is rather out of my
line, I admit

;
but I sometimes do it here to

gratify the mater. Any of your people live

down here, Mrs. Chevenix ?"
' ' Yes

;
I am staying with my brother, the vicar."

" Bless my soul ! old Luttrell, your brother, is

he ? I had no idea of that. Those girls belong
to you, I suppose ? Rather nice girls talking to

my mother."
" Those young ladies are my nieces."
"
Uncommonly handsome girl, that tall one.

We're rather noted for that sort of thing in the

west : pilchards, clotted cream, and fine women
are our staple. Pray introduce me to your
nieces, Mrs. Chevenix. Do they hunt?"

Mrs. Chevenix shook hqr head despondently.
" Elizabeth has all the ambition for that kind

of thing," she said,
" but not the opportunity.

My brother has four daughters, and the Church

is not a Golconda."
" That's a pity," said the Viscount, staring at

Elizabeth, who was talking to Miss Disney on

the opposite side of the path, along which the

congregation was slowly moving, with a good
deal of nodding and becking and friendly salu-

tation : "that tall girl looks as if she'd be a

straightish rider. I could give her a good mount,
if her father would let her hunt."

"That would be quite out of the question,"
said Mrs. Chevenix

; "my brother has such

strict notions" a remark which might have

sounded somewhat curious to the easy-going

pastor himself; but Mrs. Chevenix had certain

cards to play, and knew pretty well how to play
them.

"
Humph ! I suppose so : a parson and all that

kind of thing. Which is Elizabeth ? The tall

one ?"
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"Yes, Elizabeth is the tallest of the four."
" She's an uncommonly handsome girl."

"She is generally considered so."
"
Egad, so she ought to be. There wasn't a

girl to compare with her in this year's betting.

Introduce me, please, Mrs. Chevenix."

The matron hesitated, as if this demand were

hardly agreeable to her. "I think the introduc-

tion would come better from Lady Paulyn," she

said, "as my nieces appear to be on friendly
terms with her."

"
Oh, very well

; my mother can present me
it comes to the same thing. Don't you know

her?"
Mrs. Chevenix shook her head with a gentle

melancholy. "My nieces have not taken the

trouble to make us acquainted," she said; "I
was not even aware that Lady Paulyn had a

seat in this part of the country."
She might have added that she was not even

aware of Lady Paulyn's existence until this

morning. She had supposed the Viscount to be

in the independent position of an orphan.
" Oh ves, we've a place down here, and a pre-

cious ugly one, but my mother likes it
;
doesn't

cost much to keep up, though it's big enough for

a barrack. I say, mother, "crossing the path-

way, which was now nearly clear,
"

this is Mrs.

Chevenix, Mr. Luttrell's sister, who is dying to

know you."
Mrs. Chevenix made a sweeping courtesy, as

if she had some idea of subsiding into unknown

depths below the time-worn tombstones that

paved the pathway. The lavender bonnet gave
a little friendly nod, and the Viscountess extend-

ed a paw in a crumpled black kid glove.
" And now. mother, you may present me to

these young ladies."

The presentation was made, but hardly with

that air of cordiality which it was Lady Paulyn's
habit to employ as a set-off against the close-

ness of her financial operations and the inhospi-

tality of her gaunt old mansion. Mrs. Cheve-
nix detected a lurking reluctance in the dow-

ager's manner of making her son known to the

Luttrell girls.

The vicar came out of the porch while this

ceremony was being performed, with Malcolm
Forde by his side. There were more greetings,
and Elizabeth had time to shake hands with her

father's curate, although Lord Paulyn was in

the very utterance of some peculiarly original
remark about the general dullness of Hawleigh.
Mr. Forde had been very kind to her since her

return to the path he had chalked out for her

deferential even in his manner, as if she had be-

come at once the object of his gratitude and re-

spect. But he had no opportunity of saying
much to Elizabeth just now, though she had
turned at once to greet him, and had forgotten
to notice Lord Paulyn's remark about Hawleigh ;

for Gertrude plunged immediately into the usu-

al parish talk, held forth upon the blessed fruits

of her late labors as manifest in the appearance
of a certain Job Smithers in the free seats : "A
man who was almost an infidel, dear Mr. Forde,
and used to take his children's Sunday frocks to

the pawnbroker's .every Thursday or Friday, in

order to obtain drink. But I am thankful to

say I prevailed with him to take the pledge, and
I cherish hopes of his complete reformation."

"Rather given to pledges, that fellow, I should

think, Miss Luttrell." said the Viscount, in an
irreverent spirit. "I can't conceive why young
ladies in the country plague themselves with
useless attempts at reforming such fellows. I
don't believe there's a ha'p'orth of good done by
it. You may keep a man sober for a week, but
he'll break out and drink double as much for the
next fortnight. You might as well try to stop
a man from having scarlet fever when the poi-
son's in his blood. I had a trainer, now, in the

north, as clever a fellow as ever breathed. I
think if you'd give him a clothes-horse to train,
he'd have made it win a cup before he'd done
with it. But there was no keeping him away
from the bottle. I tried every thing talked to

him like a father, supplied him with Chateau

Lafitte, to try and get him off brandy but it

was no use, and the stupid beggar had one at-

tack of D. T. after another, till' he went off his

head altogether, and had to be locked up."
This improving anecdote Lord Paulyn appar-

ently related for the edification of Elizabeth
;

since, although he began by addressing Ger-

trude, it was on the younger sister his gaze was
fixed as he dwelt plaintively on the hapless doom
of his trainer.
" Won't you come to the Vicarage for lunch-

eon, Lady Paulyn?" asked Mr. Luttrell, who
had the old-fashioned eager country-squireish

hospitality, and who saw that the Viscount hard-

ly seemed inclined to move from his stand upon
a crumbling old tombstone which recorded the

decease of " Josiah Judd, of this parish ;
also

of Amelia Judd, wife of the above
;
and of Han-

nah, infant daughter of the above," and so on,

through a perplexing string of departed Judds,
all of this parish a fact dwelt upon as if to be
" of this parish" were an earthly distinction that

ought to prove a passport to eternal felicity.

"You're very kind," said the dowager, gra-

ciously,
" and your luncheons are always excel-

lent
;
but I shouldn't like to have the horses out

so late on a Sunday, and Parker, my coachman,
is a Primitive Methodist, and makes a great

point of attending his own chapel once every

Sunday. I like to defer to my servants' preju-
dices in these small matters."

"
Oh, Lady Paulyn, I hope you don't call sal-

vation a small matter!" ejaculated Gertrude,
who would have lectured an archbishop.

"
Hang Parker's prejudices !" cried Lord Pau-

lyn ;
"and as to those two old screws of yours

in the chariot, I don't believe any thing could

hurt them. They ought to have been sent to a

knacker's yard five years ago. I always call

that wall-eyed gray the Ancient Mariner. He
holds me with his glassy eye. We'll come to

the Vicarage, by all means, Mr. Luttrell."

The dowager gave way at once
;
she was much

too wise to make any attempt at dragooning
this only son, for whose enrichment she had

pinched and scraped and hoarded until pinching
and scraping and hoarding had become the habit

of her mind. Too well did she know that Regi-
nald Paulyn was a young man who would go his

own way ;*
that her small economies, her domes-

tic cheese-paring and flint-skinning, were as so

many drops of water as compared with the vast

ocean of his expenditure ; yet she went on econ-

omizing with ineffable patience, and thought no

day ill spent in which she had saved a shilling

between sunrise and sunset.
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They all moved away in the direction of the

Vicarage, which, unlike the usual run of vicar-

ages, was somewhat remote from the church.

There was a walk of about a quarter of a mile

between St. Clement's, which stood just within

the West Bar, a gray old archway at the end of

the high street, and the abode of the Luttrells.

The vicar offered his arm to the dowager.
D

"You'll come with us, of course, Forde," he

said, in his friendly way, looking round at his

curate, and the curate did not refuse that offer

of hospitality.

Sunday luncheon at Hawleigh Vicarage was
a famous institution. Mr. Luttrell, as a rule,

abjured that mid-day meal, pronouncing it, in the
words of some famous epicure, "an insult to a
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man's breakfast, and an injury to his dinner."

But on Sunday the pastor sacrificed himself to

the convenience of his household, and went with-

out his seven - o'clock dinner in order that his

cook might exhibit her best bonnet in the after-

noon and evening at his two churches. There

was no roasting or boiling in the Vicarage kitch-

en on that holy day : only a gentle simmering of

curries and fricassees, prepared overnight; nor

was there any regular dinner, but, by way of sub-

stitute therefor, a high tea at eight o'clock, a

pleasant, easv-going banquet, which had been

much affected by former curates. But woe be to

the household if the two-o'clock luncheon were

not a select and savory repast ! and Miss Luttrell

and the cook held solemn consultation every Sat-

urday morning in order to secure this result.

So the vicar enjoyed himself every Sunday
with his friends round him, and bemoaned him-
self every Monday on the subject of that untime-

ly meal, declaring that he had thrown his whole
internal machinery out of gear for the accommo-
dation of his servants.

To-day the luncheon seemed a peculiar suc-

cess. Lady Paulyn, who was somewhat a stran-

ger to the good things of this life, did ample jus-
tice to the viands, devoured curried chicken with

the gusto of an Anglo- Indian, called the parlor-
maid back to her for a second supply of oyster

vol-au-vent, and wound up with cold sirloin and
winter salad in a manner that was eminently
suggestive of indigestion. Lord Paulyn had
the modern appetite, which is of the weakest,
trifled with a morsel of curry, drank a good deal

ofSeltzer-and-brandy, and enjoyed himselfamaz-

ingly after his manner, entertaining Elizabeth,

by whose side he had contrived to be seated,
with the history of his Yorkshire stable, and con-

fiding to her his lofty hopes for the coming year.
She was not particularly interested in this

agreeable discourse
;
but she could see, just as

plainly as Mrs. Chevenix saw, that the Viscount
was impressed by her beauty, and it was not un-

pleasant to her to have made such an impression
upon that patrician mind, even if it were merely
the affair of an hour. Nor was she unconscious
ofa certain steady watchfulness in the dark deep-
set eyes of Malcolm Forde, who sat opposite to

her, and was singularly inattentive to the remarks
of his next neighbor, Gertrude.
"
I don't suppose his perfect woman ever had

the opportunity of flirting with a viscount,"

thought Elizabeth, "or that she would have
done such a thing if she had. I like to horrify
him with an occasional glimpse of those depths
of iniquity to which / can descend. If he cared
for me a little, now, and there was any chance of

making him jealous, the pleasure would be ever
so much keener : but that is out of the question."

So the reformed Elizabeth, the Christian pas-
tor's daughter, who visited the poor, and com-
forted the afflicted, and supported the heads of
sick children on her bosom, and read the Gospel
to the ignorant, and did in some vague undeter-

minate manner struggle toward the higher, purer
life, vanished altogether, giving place to a young
person who improved her opportunity with the
Viscount as dextrously as if she had been bred

up at the knees of Aunt Chevenix, and had never
known any loftier philosophy than that which

dropped from those worldly lips. Malcolm Forde
looked on and shuddered. "And for such a

woman I had almost been false to the memory
of Alice Fraser!"

It must not be supposed that Elizabeth's in-

iquity was of an outrageous nature. She was

only listening with an air of profound interest to

Lord Patilyn's stable talk, even trying to com-

prehend the glory of possessing a horse entered
for next year's Derby, about which fifteen to two
had been freely taken at Manchester during the

autumn, and who was likely to advance in the

betting after Christmas. She was only smiling

radiantly upon a young man she had never seen
until that morning only receiving the homage
of admiring eyes with a gracious air of uncon-
sciousness : like some splendid flower which does
not shrink or droop under the full blaze of a
meridian sun, but rather basks and brightens
beneath the glory of the sun-god.
But to the eyes of the man who watched her

with an interest he would have hardly cared to

confess to himself this conduct seemed very black

indeed. He groaned inwardly over the defection

of this fair young soul, which only a little while

ago he had 'deemed regenerate.
"She is not worth the anxiety I feel about

her," he said to himself: "Gertrude is a hun-
dred times 'her superior, really earnest, really

good, not a creature of whim and impulse, drift-

ed about by every wind that blows. And yet I

can not feel the same interest in her."

And then he began to wonder if there were
indeed something inherently interesting in sin,

and if the repentant sinner must needs always
have the advantage of the just person. It seemed
almost a hard saying to him, that touching sen-

tence of the Gospel of hope which reserves its

highest promises for the willful, passionate soul

that has chosen its own road in life, and has

only been brought home broken and soiled and
tarnished at the last.

Gertrude was virtuous, but not interesting.

Vainly did Malcolm Forde endeavor to apply
his ear to her discourse. His attention was dis-

tracted, in spite of himself, by that animated
talk upon the other side of the wide oval table ;

his eyes wandered now to the handsome, sensual

face of the Viscount, now to Elizabeth's lively
countenance, which expressed no weariness of

that miserable horsey talk. Nor was Mr. Forde
the only person present who took note of that

animated conversation.

From her place at the farther end of the table

Miss Disney's calm blue eyes wandered ever and
anon toward her kinsman and Elizabeth, hardly
with any show of interest or concern, but with a

coldly curious air, as if she wondered at Lord

Paulyn's vivacity as an unwonted exhibition on
his part. She was very quiet, spoke little, and

only replied in the briefest sentences to any re-

mark made by Mr. Luttrell, next to whom she

was seated. She ate hardly any thing, rarely

smiled, and appeared to take very little more
interest in the life about and around her than if

she had been, indeed, a waxen image, impervious
to pain or pleasure.
Luncheon came to an end at last, after being

drawn out to a point that seemed intolerable to

the curate. St. Mary's bells sounded in the dis-

tance, from the eastern end of the large strag-

gling town. There was only a short afternoon

service : the litany, and a catechising of the

children, which Mr. Luttrell himself rarely at-
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tended, deeming that perambulatory examina-
tion of small scholars the hearing of collect,

epistle, and gospel, stumbled through with more
or less blundering by monotonous treble voices

a task peculiarly adapted to the curate mind.

So, as soon as grace had been said, Mr. Forde
rose quietly, shook hands with Gertrude, and

slipped away, not unseen by Elizabeth.
" There's a good deal of that fellow for a cu-

rate," said Lord Paulyn. casting a lazy glance
after the retreating figure; "he ought to have
been a Life-Guardsman."
" Mr. Forde has been in the army," Elizabeth

answered, coldly.
"I thought as much, and in a cavalry regi-

ment, of course. He has the 'long sword, sad-

dle, bridle' walk. What made him take to the

Church ? The army's bad enough stiff exam-

inations, bad pay, hard work; but it must be

better than the Church. What made him

change his profession ?"

"Mr. Forde has not taken the trouble to ac-

quaint the world with his motives," said Eliza-

beth, with increasing coldness.

Lord Paulyn looked at her curiously. She
seemed somewhat sensitive upon the subject of

this tall curate. Was there any thing between

them, he wondered a flirtation, an engagement
even perhaps. He had caught the curate's glance

wandering her way several times duiing the ban-

quet."
Egad, the fellow has good taste," thought

Lord Paulyn. "She's the prettiest woman I

ever saw, bar none, and is no end too good for a

snuffling parson. I'll make that old Chevenix

tell me all about it presently."" That old Chevenix" had been trying to make
her way with the dowager during the lengthy

meal, entertaining her with little scraps of town-

talk and small lady-like scandal; not virulent

vulgar slander, but good-natured genial kind of

gossip, touching lightly upon the failings and

faux pas of one's acquaintance, deploring their

little infirmities and mistaken courses with a

friendly compassionate spirit essentially Chris-

tian. But she was mortified to discover that her

small efforts to amuse were futile. The dowager
would not acknowledge acquaintance with one

of the people Mrs. Chevenix talked about, or

the faintest interest in those public characters,

the shining lights of the great world, about

whose private life every well-regulated British

mind is supposed to be curious.

"I don't know her," said this impracticable
old woman; "I never met him; I m not ac-

quainted with 'em;" until the soul of the Chev-

enix sank within her, for she was ardently de-

sirous of establishing friendly relations with this

perverse dowager.
" I'm a Devonshire woman, and I only know

Devonshire people," she said, ruthlessly cutting

short one of the choicest stories that had been

current in the last London season.

"Then you must know the Trepethericks !

"

exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, in her gushing way ;

" dear Lady Trepetherick is a sweet woman,and
one of my best friends

;
and Sir Charles what

a thorough independent-minded Englishman!"
"I never heard of 'em," said the dowager,

bluntly; and Mrs. Chevenix was hardly sorry

when the conclusion of the meal brought her

hopeless endeavors to a, close.

" I can't keep those horses waiting any lon-

ger," said this ungrateful old woman, as she rose

from the table, after having eaten to repletion." Will you tell them to bring my carriage di-

rectly, Reginald ?"

"Nonsense, mother; the horses are in the

stable, and much better off than they'd be at

Ashcombe, I dare say," answered the Viscount.
"I'm not coming home for an hour. Miss Lut-
trell is going to show me the garden, and an an-

cient turret that was part of Hawleigh Castle."

"Miss Luttrell is at the other end of the

room," said the dowager, grimly, perceiving that

her son's gaze was rooted to Elizabeth.
" Miss Elizabeth, then," said that young man.

" You'll show me the garden, won't you ?"
" There's not much worth your looking at."
" Oh yes, there is : a man would travel a long

way to see as much," cried the Viscount, signifi-

cantly; and then, thinking that his admiration

had been somewhat too direct, he went on "a
medieval tower, you know, and all that kind of

thing. But you needn't wait for me, mother, if

you're really anxious to get home. Ill find my
way back to Ashcombe somehow."

"What, walk seven miles between this and
dinner-time!" exclaimed the dowager.

"There are circumstances under which a man
might do as much," answered the Viscount;
"and the Ashcombe dinners are not banquets
which I hold in extreme reverence."

Lady Paulyn sighed despondently. It was a

hard thing to have toiled for such an ingrate.
"

I'll wait for you, Reginald," she said, with a

resigned air. "Parker must lose his afternoon

service for once in a way. I dare say he'll give

me warning to-morrow morning."
So Lord Paulyn went into the garden with

Elizabeth, longing sorely for the solacement of a

cigar, even in that agreeable society. He made
the circuit of grounds in which there was very
little to see in the month of November

;
went

into the orchard, which he pronounced "rather

a jolly little place," and contemplated the land-

scape to be seen therefrom ;
examined the moss-

grown tower which flanked the low white house,

and uttered divers critical remarks which did

not show him to be a profound student of ar-

chaeology.
" Nice old place for a smoking crib," he said.

" What do you use it for? lumber-room, or coal

or wine cellar eh ?"
"
My sister Blanche and I sleep in it," replied

Elizabeth, laughing: "I wouldn't change my
tower-room for any other in the house." .

"Ah, but you'll change it, you know, one of

these days when you have a house of your own
;

and such a girl as you must look forward to some-

thing better than "this old Vicarage."

"I am quite satisfied with the surroundings

that are good enough for the rest of my family,''

said Elizabeth, with her proudest air
;

" and I

have never looked forward to any thing of the

kind."

"Oh, but, come now, really, you know," re-

monstrated the Viscount, "a girl like you can't

!

mean to be buried alive forever. You ought to

see the world Ascot, you know, and Goodwood,
and the Oxford and Cambridge boat-race, and

the pigeon-shooting at Hurlingham. You can't

intend to mope in this dreary old place all your

life. I don't mean to say any thing against
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your father's house, and I'm sure he gave us an

uncommonly good luncheon
;
but this kind of

life is not up to your mark, you know."

Here was a second counselor suggesting that

the life Elizabeth Luttrell lived was not good

enough for her, urging upon her the duty of ris-

ing above her surroundings ;
but in a somewhat

different spirit from that other adviser whom she

had of late pretended to obey. And this foolish

impressionable soul was but too ready to follow

the new guide, too ready to admit that it was a

hard thing to be fettered to the narrow life of a

country parsonage, to be cut off forever from that

brighter world of Ascot and Goodwood. It was
not that she considered the Viscount at all a su-

perior person. She was quite able to perceive
that this heir of all the ages and all the Paulyns
was made of very vulgar clay ;

but she knew that

he was a potentate in that unknown world whose

pleasures she had sometimes longed for with an
intense longing, and it was not unpleasant to hear

from experience that she was worthy to shine

there. She was not alone with the Viscount in

the garden even for half an hour. The proprie-
ties must be observed in Devonshire as well as in

Belgravia. Mrs. Chevenix was taking a consti-

tutional with Diana close at hand while Eliza-

beth and the lordling were strolling along the

garden walks, and making the circuit of the or-

chard. The dowager had also hobbled out by
this time, with Mr. Luttrell in attendance upon
her, not too well pleased at being cut off from
the sweets of his afternoon nap.
"I might as well be catechising the children

as doing this," he thought, dolefully. But there

is an end of all social self-sacrifice, and the lum-

bering old yellow chariot came grinding over the

carriage drive at last, whereupon Lady Paulyn
declared that she must go."

I am sure we have had a vastly agreeable vis-

it," she said, wagging her ancient head graciously,
and softening at her departure with a grateful rec-

ollection of that toothsome vol-au-vent. "You
must all come and dine with me one of these

days." This was a vague kind of invitation, which
the Luttrells had heard before

;
a shadowy coin,

wherewith the dowager paid off small obligations."
Yes, mother," cried Lord Paulyn, eagerly ;

"you'd better ask Mr. Luttrell and the young
ladies, and er Mrs. Chevenix to dine with you
some day next week, while I'm at Ashcombe,
you know. It's deuced dull there unless we're

lucky enough to get nice people. What day will

suit you, eh, Mr. Luttrell ?"

"Hilda shall write Miss Luttrell a little note,"
said the dowager, graciously ;

" Hilda writes all

my little notes."
" Notes be hanged !" exclaimed Lord Paulyn ;

' '

why not settle it now ? You are not going to

give a party, you know
; you never do. Come,

Luttrell, name your day for bringing over the

young ladies. There'll be nobody to meet you,
unless it's Chapman, the Ashcombe parson, a

very good fellow, and an uncommonly hard rider.

Will Thursday suit you ? that's an off-day with
me. You might come over to luncheon, and do
the family pictures, if you care about that dingy
school of art

;
couldn't you ?" this to Elizabeth.

"The Misses Luttrell have seen our picture-
'gallery, Reginald," said the dowager.

"Well, never mind, they can see it again. I
know those old portraits a collection of ancient

mugs are not much worth looking at
;
but in

the country, you know, one must do something ;

it's a good way of getting through a winter's aft-

ernoon. And I can teach you bezique, if you
don't know it" this to the damsels generally,
but with a special glance for Elizabeth.

' ' We'll

say Thursday, then, at two o'clock; and mind,
we shall expect you all, sha'n't we, mother ?''

He hoisted her into the chariot before she

could gainsay him, and in a manner extinguish-
ed her and any objection she might have been

disposed to offer.
" What a charming young man !" exclaimed

Mrs. Chevenix, as the chariot rumbled away,
after a very cordial adieu from the Viscount, and
a somewhat cold leave-taking from Hilda Dis-

ney.
" So frank, so easy, so unassuming, so

utterly unconscious of his position ;
one would

never discover from hi manner that he was one
of the richest noblemen in England, and that the

Paulyns are as old a family as the Percys.
"

"I don't see any special merit in that," said

Mr. Luttrell, laughing; "a man can hardly go
about the world labeled with the amount of his

income, or wear his genealogical tree embroid-
ered upon the back of his coat. The young fel-

low is well enough seems good-natured and

friendly ;
but I can not say that the manners of

the present day impress me by their elegance or

their polish, if I am to take Lord Paulyn as a

fair sample of your modern fine gentleman."
"The tine gentleman is as extinct as the me-

gatherium, Wilmot ;
he went out with high collars

and black satin stocks. The qualities we appreci-
ate nowadays are ease and savoir-faire. If poor
George the Fourth could come to life again, with
his grand manner, what an absurd creature we
should all think the first gentleman of Europe!"

*'I am sorry for our modern taste, then, my
dear," answered the vicar

;
"but as Lord Paulyn

seems inclined to be civil, I suppose we must
make the best of him. I wish he'd spend more
of his time down here, and keep up the old

house as it ought to be kept, for the good of the

neighborhood.
"

"Oh, you blind old mole!" thought Mrs.

Chevenix, as Mr. Luttrell retired to his den a
little bit of a room at the end of the house, with

a latticed window looking down upon the sloping

orchard, a window that faced the western sun,
and warmed the room pleasantly upon a winter

afternoon. There was a tiny fire-place in a cor-

ner
;
a capacious arm-chair

;
a writing-table, at

which the vicar hammered out his weekly ser-

mons, when he treated his congregation to a new
one

;
a battered old book-case, containing a few

books of reference, and Mr. Luttrell's college

classics, with the cribs that had assisted him
therewith. Here he was wont to slumber peace-

fully on a Sabbath afternoon until Blanche

brought him a cup of strong tea, and told him
it was time to think about evening service.

Mrs. Chevenix ensconced herself in her favor-

ite chair by the drawing-room fire, with a ban-

ner screen carefully adjusted for the protection
of her complexion, and sat for a long time slow-

ly fanning herself and meditating on the events

of the day. That Lord Paulyn was impressed

by her niece's beauty in modern phraseology,
hard hit the astute widow had no doubt

; but,

on the other hand, he might be a young man who
was in the habit of being hard hit by every pret-
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ty girl he met, and the impression might result

in nothing. Yet that invitation to Ashcombe,
about which he had shown such eagerness, indi-

cated something serious. It might be a question
of time, perhaps. If the young man staid long

enough in the neighborhood, there was no say-

ing what brilliant result might come of the ad-

miration which he had exhibited to-day with

such a delightful candor.

"How very odd that you should never have
seen Lord Paulyn before, Blanche!" said Mrs.
Chevenix to her youngest niece, who was sitting
on the hearth-rug making believe to read a vol-

ume of Sunday literature.

"It's not particularly odd, auntie, for he very
seldom comes here; and when he does come
about once in two years, perhaps it's only for

the hunting. I never saw him in church before

to-day, that I can remember.
"

"But it is still more strange that I should

never have heard you speak of his mother."

"Oh, she's a stingy old thing, and we don't

any of us care for her. We only see her about

twice a year, and there's no reason we should talk

about her. She's an uninteresting old party.
"

"My dearest Blanche, ease of manner is one

thing and vulgarity is another : I wish you would
bear in mind that distinction. Party, except in

its legal or collective sense, is a word I abhor
;

and a girl of your age would do well to adopt a

more respectful tone in speaking of your superi-
ors in the social scale."

"I really can't be respectful about old Lady
Paulyn, aunt. We had a house-maid from Ash-

combe; and oh, the stories she told me about

that dreadful house! They'd make your hair

stand on end. I wonder what they'll give us for

dinner next Thursday ! Barley-broth, perhaps,
and boiled leg of mutton."

"Blanche, I beg that you will desist from
such flippant chatter. Lady Paulyn may be ec-

centric, but she is a lady whose notice it is an

honor to receive. Do you know how long Lord

Paulyn usually stays at"Ashcombe?"
" He doesn't usually stay there, aunt. He has

been there once in two years, as far as I know
;

and has staid for a fortnight or three weeks.

I've heard people say that he cares for nothing
but horses, and that he spends his life in going
from one race-meeting to another."

"A thorough Englishman's taste," said Mrs.

Chevenix, approvingly. If she had been told

that he was an amateur house-breaker, or had a

passion for garroting, she would have hardly
blamed his weakness. " But I have no doubt

he will give up that sort of thing when he mar-

ries."

CHAPTER IX.
" The burden of sweet speeches. Nay, kneel down,

Cover thy head, and weep; for verily
These market-men that buy thy white and brown
In the last days shall take no thought for thee.

In the last days like earth thy face shall be,

Yea, like sea -marsh made thick with brine and

mire,
Sad with sick leavings of the sterile sea.

This is the end of every man's desire."

THK vicar had fully expected to receive one of

Miss Disney's little notes postponing the dinner

at Ashcombe, so foreign was it to the manners

and customs of the dowager to extend so much

hospitality to her neighbors ;
but instead of the

little note ofpostponement there came a little note
"to remind;" and, as Mr. Luttrell observed,
with an air of resignation, there was nothing for

it but to go.
Then came a grand consultation as to who

should go. It was not to be supposed that Mr.
Luttrell could enter society, even in the most

friendly way, with five women in his wake. Ger-
trude at once announced her indifference to the

entertainment. It was Thursday, and on that

night there was an extra service and a sermon at

St. Clement's. She would not lose Mr. Forde's
sermon for the world.
" And I should think you would hardly miss

that, Lizzie, "she said, "since you have become
so stanch a Forde-ite."

But on this Mrs. Chevenix protested vehe-

mently that Elizabeth must go to Ashcombe.
She had been especially mentioned by the Vis-
count. He was to teach her bezique.
"I know all about bezique already, and I

hate it," Elizabeth answered, coolly; "but I

should like to see a dinner at Ashcombe. I

want to see whether it will be all make-believe,
like the Barmecide's feast, or whether there will

really be some kind of food upon the table. My
impression is that the dinner will consist of a

leg of mutton and an epergne."
It was decided therefore, after a little skir-

mishing between the sisters, that Elizabeth and
Diana should accompany Mr. Luttrell and Mrs.

Chevenix to Ashcombe, and that Gertrude and
Blanche should stay at home. The Vicarage
wagonette, which had a movable cover that

transformed it into a species of genteel baker's

cart, would hold four very comfortably. The
vicar could afford to absent himself for once in

a way from the Thursday-evening service, which
was an innovation of Mr. Forde's.

The appointed day was not altogether unpro-

pitious, but was hardly inviting : a dull dry win-

ter day, with a gray sunless sky and a northeast

wind, which whistled shrilly in the leafless elms

and beeches of the wide avenue in Ashcombe
Park as the Vicarage wagonette drove up to the

house.

Ashcombe Park was a great tract of low-lying

land, stretched at the feet of a rugged hill that

rose abruptly from the very edge of the wide

lawn on one side of the house, and overshadow-

ed it with its gaunt outline like a couchant giant.

The mansion itself was a triumph of that school

of architecture in which the research of ugliness

seemed the directing principle of the designer's

mind. It was a huge red and yellow brick edifice

of the Vanbrugh school, with a ponderous centre

and more ponderous wings ; long ranges of nar-

row windows unrelieved by a single ornament
;

broad flights of shallow stone steps on each side

of the tall central door
;
a garden door in each

wing ;
an inner quadrangle, embellished with a

hideous equestrian statue of some distinguished

Paulyn who had perished at Malplaquet : a

house which, in better occupation and with light-

er surroundings, might not have been without a

certain old-fashioned dignity and charm of its

own peculiar order, but which, in the possession

of Lady Paulyn, wore an aspect of depressing

gloom.
There were some darksome specimens of the

conifer tribe in huge square wooden tubs upon
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the broad graveled walk before the principal
|

front
;
but there was no pretense of a flower

|

garden on any side of the mansion. Lady Pau-
j

lyn abjured floriculture as a foolish waste of

money. The geometrical flower beds in the

Dutch garden that had once adorned the south

wing had been replaced by a flat expanse of

turf, on which her ladyship's sheep ranged at

their pleasure. The wide lawn before the grand
saloon a paneled chamber of fifty feet long,

with musical instruments and emblems painted
on the central panels was also a pasture for

those useful animals, who sometimes looked in

at the open windows while Lady Paulyn and
Hilda sat at work within.

Lord Paulyn was pacing the walk by the co-

nifers as the wagonette drove up, and flew to as-

sist the Vicarage man-of-all-work in his attend-

ance upon the ladies.

"I'm so glad you've all come," he exclaimed,
as he handed out Elizabeth, apparently uncon-

scious of the absence of her two sisters. "Very
good of your father to bring you to such a dis-

mal hole. I sometimes wonder my mother and
Hilda don't go to sleep for a hundred years, like

the girl in the fairy tale, from sheer inability to

get rid of their time in any other way. But

they sit and stitch, stitch, stitch, like a new ver-

sion of the Song of the Shirt, and write letters

to distant friends, the Lord knows what about.

Here, Treby, take care of the ladies' wraps, will

you" to a doddling old man in a shabby black

suit, who was my lady's butler and house-steward,
and was popularly supposed to clean the knives

and fill the coal-scuttles in a cavernous range of

cellars with which the mansion was undermined.
The Viscount led the way to the drawing-room,

or saloon that spacious apartment with the

flesh-colored paneling which had been originally

designed for a music-room. It was a stately

chamber, with six long windows, and two fire-

places with high narrow mantel-pieces, upon
each of which appeared a scanty row of tiny
Nankin tea-cups. Scantiness was, indeed, the

distinguishing feature of the Ashcombe furni-

ture from garret to cellar, but was perhaps more

strikingly obvious in this spacious apartment
than in any other room in the house. A faded
and much-worn Turkey carpet covered the cen-

tre of the floor a mere island in an ocean of

bees-waxed oak
;
a few spindle-legged chairs

and tables were dotted about here and there
;

two hard-seated couches of the classic mould
their frames rose-wood inlaid with brass, their

cushions covered with a striped satin damask,
somewhat frayed at the edges, exhibiting traces

of careful repair stood at a respectful distance

from each fire-place ;
and one easy-chair, of a

somewhat more modern manufacture, but by no
means a choice or costly specimen of the up-
holsterer's art, was drawn close up to the one
hearth upon which there burned a somewhat

meagre pile of small wood, the very waste and
refuse of the timber-yard. Lady Paulyn was
seated in this chair, with a little three-cornered
shawl of her own knitting drawn tightly round
her skinny shoulders, as if she would thereby
have eked out the sparing supply of fuel. Miss

Disney sat at one of the little tables remote from
the fire, copying a column of figures into an ac-

count-book. Both ladies rose to receive their

guests, but not with any rapturous greeting.

"Very good of you to come all this way to

see a quiet old woman like me," said the dowa-
ger, as if she had hardly expected them, in spite
of Hilda's note "to remind."

"
Why the deuce don't you have a fire in both

fire-places in such weather as this, mother ?" the
Viscount demanded, shivering, as he placed him-
self on the centre of the hearth-rug, and thus ex-

tinguished the only fire there was.
"I never have had two fires in this room,

Reginald, and I never will have two fires," re-

plied the dowager, resolutely. "When I can't

sit here with one fire, I shall leave oft' sitting
here altogether. I don't hold with your modern
luxurious habits."

"But it must have been an ancient habit to

warm this room a little better than you do, or it

would hardly have been built with two fire-places,"
said Lord Paulyn."

That, I imagine, was rather a question of
architectural uniformity," replied the dowager.

"There's the luncheon-gong," said her son.

"Perhaps we shall find it a little warmer in the

dining-room."
There was a good deal of ceremony at Ash-

combe, considering the scantiness of the house-
hold

;
and Lady Paulyn took no refreshment

that was not heralded by beat of gong. Her
little bit of roast mutton, or her fried sole and

skinny chicken, cost no more on account of that

majestic prelude, and it kept up the right tone,
as my lady sometimes observed to Hilda. The
luncheon to-day, though quite a festive banquet
in comparison with the silver biscuit-barrel and

mouldering Stilton cheese which formed the sta-

ple of the daily meal, was not too bountiful a re-

past. There was a gaunt piece of ribs of beef,

bony and angular, as of an ox that had known
hard times, at one end of the long table

;
a mel-

ancholy-looking roast fowl, with huge and scaly

legs, whose advanced age ought to have held
him sacred from the assassin, and who seemed
to feel his isolated position on a very large dish,
with a distant border of sliced tongue, lemon,
and parsley. There were two dishes of potatoes,
fried and boiled

;
there was a little glass dish of

marmalade that was made quite a feature of on
one side of the board

;
and a similar dish con-

taining four anchovies reposing in a grove of

parsley, which enlivened the other side. There
was an artistic preparation of beet-root and en-

dive on a centre dish, and two ponderous dia-

mond-cut celery glasses. These, with a pickle
stand or two and a good deal of splendor in the

way of cruets, gave the table an air of being quite

liberally furnished.

The meal was tolerably cheerful despite a cer-

tain toughness and wooden flavor in the viands.

Mr. Luttrell pleaded his sworn enmity to lunch-

eons as an excuse for not eating any thing, and
conversed agreeably with the dowager, who had

brightened a little by this time, and seemed de-

termined to make the best of things. Lord

Paulyn sat between Mrs. Chevenix and Eliza-

beth, and had a good deal to say for himself in

one way and another. He was enchanted to

hear that Elizabeth was to have a season in

town next year.
"You must come to me for the Oxford and

Cambridge, mind, Mrs. Chevenix," he said.
"
I

always charter a crib I beg your pardon take

a house on the river for that event. I thought
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Miss Elizabeth would never consent to be buried

alive down here all her days. She isn't like my
mother and Hilda. It suits them very well.

There's something of the fossil in their composi-
tion, and a century or so more or less in a pit
doesn't make any difference to them. I'm so

glad I shall see you in town next year.
"

This to Elizabeth, and with an extreme hearti-

ness. He could hardly behave like this to every

pretty girl he met, Mrs. Chevenix thought ;
it

must mean something serious
;
and in the dim

future she beheld herself allied to the peerage
through her niece, Lady Faulyn.
He seemed very glad when luncheon was over,

and he could carry off the two young ladies to

see the family portraits.
"You won't care much about that kind of

thing, I dare say," he said to Mrs. Chevenix,
not caring to be troubled with that matron's

society; "you'd rather stop and talk to my
mother."

" There is nothing would give me more pleas-
ure than a chat with dear Lady Paulyn," sim-

pered Aunt Chevenix, inwardly shuddering as

she remembered her vain attempt to interest that

inexorable dowager;
" but my brother Wilmot

seems to have a great deal to say to her, and if

I have a passion for one thing above another, it

is for family portraits, especially where the fam-

ily is ancient and distinguished like yours.""
Oh, very well, you can come, of course. I'll

show you the old fogies my grandfathers and

great-grandfathers, and all their brotherhood and
sisterhood."

" Miss Disney will accompany us, of course,"
said Mrs. Chevenix, smiling graciously at Hilda,
who sat opposite to her, very fair to look upon
in her wax-work serenity.

"Oh, Hilda knows the pictures by heart.

She'd rather sit by the fire and spin, or go on
with those everlasting accounts she is always
scribbling for my mother."
"I will come if you like, Mrs. Chevenix," re-

plied Hilda, ignoring her cousin's remark.

The party of exploration, therefore, consisted

of the three damsels, Mrs. Chevenix, and Lord

Paulyn, a party large enough to admit of being
divided a result which Aunt Chevenix had la-

bored to achieve. Lord Paulyn straggled off at

once with Elizabeth through the long suit of

upper chambers, with deep oaken seats in all the

windows Hampton Court on a small scale

leaving Hilda to play cicerone for Mrs. Cheve-

nix and Diana, whom her aunt contrived to

keep at her side, thus leaving the coast clear

for those other two, whose careless laughter rang

gayly through the old empty rooms. Merciless

was the criticism which those departed Paulyns
suffered at the hands of their graceless descend-

ant and Elizabeth Luttrell. The scowling mili-

tary uncles, the blustering naval uncles, the

smirking grandmothers and aunts, with pow-
dered ringlets meandering over bare shoulders,

or flowing locks and loose bodice of the Lely pe-

riod. Lord Paulyn entertained his companion
with scraps of family history their mesalliances,

extravagances, and other misdeeds which did

not tend to the glorification of that noble race.

But Reginald Paulyn did not devote all his

attention to his duties as cicerone. He had a

great deal to say to Elizabeth about himself and

his own affairs* and a great many questions to

ask about herself, her likings, dislikings, and so

on.

"I'm sure you're fond of horses," he said;
"a girl with your superior intellect must be
fond of horses."
"
I did not know that taste was a mark of su-

perior intellect. I may have a dormant passion
for horseflesh, certainly, but, you see, it has never
been developed. 1 can't go into raptures about

Toby, that big horse you saw in the wagonette.
I used to be very fond of Cupid, a pony that

Blanche and I rode' when we were children;
but unfortunately Cupid grew too small for me,
or at least I grew too big for Cupid, and papa
gave him away. That is all my experience of

horses.
"

"Bless my soul!" exclaimed the Viscount,
with a distressed air. "It seems a burning
shame that a girl like you should get so little

out of life. Why, you ought to have a couple
of hunters, and follow the hounds twice a week

every season; it would be an introduction to a
new existence. And you ought to have a pair
of thorough-bred ponies, and a nice little trap to

drive them in."

Elizabeth laughed gayly at this suggestion.
"A clergyman's daughter with her own hunt-

ers and pony-carriage would be rather an incon-

gruous person," she said.

"But you're not going to be a clergyman's
daughter all your life. When you come to Lon-
don you'll see things in a very different light."

"London!" repeated Elizabeth, with a little

sigh. "Yes, I think I should like that kind of

life, only the poor old home will seem ever so

much more dismal afterward. 1 sometimes fancy
I could bear it better if there were not quite so

many Sundays. The week-days would go drift-

ing by, and one would hardly know how long the

dreary time was any more than one counts the

hours when one is asleep. But Sunday pulls you
up sharply with the reflection, 'Another empty
week gone; another empty week coming!' A
day of rest, too, after a week of nothingness.
What a mockery !"

"Sunday is a bore, certainly," said the Vis-

count. "People are so dam prejudiced. If it

wasn't for Tattersall's, and the Star-and-Garter

a rather jolly dinner -place near town, you
know Sunday would be unbearable. But I

wouldn't worry myself about coming back to

Hawleigh after you've had a season in town, if

I were you. Sufficient for the day, you know,
as that fellow Shakspeare says. In the first

place, it's a long way ahead
;
and in the second,

you may never come back at all. Who knows?"

They were sitting in one of the deep old win-

dow-seats, waiting for Mrs. Chevenix and the

two young ladies, that diplomatic person having
contrived to ask Hilda so many questions about

the pictures, and to be so fascinated ever and
anon by glimpses of that flat waste of verdure

called the park, as to detain her party for some
time by the way, thus affording Elizabeth and
the Viscount ample leisure for their tete-a-te'te.

They were sitting side by side in one of the

windows, Elizabeth with her head resting against
the ponderous shutter, the golden-brown hair

meliing into the rich brown of the polished oak,
the heavy eyelids drooping lazily over the dark

blue eyes, the whole face in a half-listless repose.

Very different would have seemed the same face
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if Malcolm Forde had been her companion-
radiant with a light and life whose glory Reginald

Paulyn was destined never to behold.
" You can't tell what's in the future, you see,"

said the Viscount, looking curiously at the tran-

quil face opposite him.
"
Suppose I were to tell

your fortune eh, Miss Luttrell ?"

"I should have to cross your palm with a

piece of gold, perhaps, and I'm sure I haven't

any."" Never mind the gold. Shall I tell you your
fortune ?"

"
I have no great faith in your prophetic

power."" You wouldn't say that if you saw my betting
book. I have not been out in my calculations

three times since the Craven meeting.
"

"But that is quite another matter: you have

some solid groundwork for your calculations

there, and here you have none."

"Haven't 1? Yes, I have; only you'd be

offended if I were to tell you what it is. I must
have your hand, please no, the left," as she

offered him the right with a somewhat reluctant

air. "Yes, in this pretty little pink palm I can
read a great deal. First and foremost, that it

will be your own fault if ever you go back to

Hawleigh parsonage as Miss Luttrell
; secondly,

that you can have as many hunters as you like

at your disposal next winter
; thirdly, that it will

be your own fault if you have not your pony-
carriage and out-riders for the Park in the fol-

lowing spring. That's my prophecy. Of course

it will depend in a considerable measure upon
yourself whether I prove a true prophet."

Elizabeth's heart beat a little faster as Lord

Paulyn released her hand, with just the faintest

detention of those slim fingers in his strong

grasp. Was not this the very realization of her

brightest, fondest dreams of earthly glory ? Rank
and wealth, fashion and pleasure and splendor,

seemed, as it were, flung into her lap, like a heap
of gathered roses, without trouble or effort of her

own to compass their winning: prizes in life's

lottery that she had only thought of in a far-off

way, as blessings which might come to her sooner

or later, if fortune were kind but prizes that she

had thought of very much and very often to be
cast thus at her feet ! For, although the Viscount
had not in plain words offered her his hand and

fortune, there was a significance in his tone, an
earnestness in his looks, that made his speech
almost a preliminary offer a sounding of the

ground before taking a bolder step.
She gave a little silvery laugh, which seemed

a sufficient reply to Lord Paulyn's vaticination.

Even in that moment, with a vision of bound-
less horses and carriages, country-seats and

opera-boxes, shining before her; dazzled with
the thought of how grand a thing it would be to

win the position she had talked of winning in

her wildest, most insolent moods; to prove to

Gertrude and Diana, and all the little world
which might have doubted or disparaged her,
that she was indeed a superior creature, marked
out by destiny for a splendid career even amidst
such thoughts as these there came the image of
Malcolm Forde, a disturbing presence.
"Could I bear my life without him?" she

thought; "could I ever put him quite out of

my mind ?"

All her worldly longings, her ignorant yearn-

ing for the splendors of this world, seemed hard-

ly strong enough to weigh against that foolish

passion for a man who had never professed any
warmer regard for her than for the most com-
monplace of young women in his congregation."

If he loved me, and asked me to be his wife,
should I be foolish enough to marry him, I won-
der?" she thought, while Lord Paulyn's admir-

ing gaze was still rooted to her thoughtful face
;

would I give up every pleasure 1 have ever
dreamed about for his sake ?"

The Viscount was happily unconscious of the
turn which his companion's thoughts had taken.
He fancied that it was his own suggestive re-

marks which had made her thoughtful."
I fancy I hit her rather hard there," he said

to himself. "I don't suppose it will ever come
to any thing, and I've made my book so as to

hedge the matrimonial 'question altogether ;
but

if ever I do marry, that's the girl I'll have for

my wife. Not a sixpence to bless herself with,
of course and there are no end of young women
in the market who'd bring me a hatful of money

but a man can't have every thing, and a girl
who'd been brought up in a Devonshire parson-

age wouldn't be likely to have any extravagant
notions calculated to ruin a fellow."

By which sagacious reflection it will be seen
that the Viscount was not without the Paulyn
virtue of economy.

Hilda's calm presence appeared anon upon the
threshold of the open door, leading the way for

the others
;
and this being the last of the state-

rooms, the Viscount's opportunities came to an
end. He was hardly sorry for this, perhaps,
having said already rather more than he wanted
to say. "But that girl is handsome enough to

make any fellow lose his head,
"
he said to him-

self, by way of excuse for his own imprudence.
Miss Disney surveyed the two with a thought-

ful countenance. "
I hope you have been enter-

tained with the pictures, Miss Elizabeth," she

said, with the faintest possible sneer.
' k
I had no

idea that Beginald was so accomplished a critic

as to keep you amused all this time."

"We haven't been looking at the pictures or

talking of the pictures half the time," replied

Elizabeth, coolly.
" You don't imagine one

could interest one's self for an hour with those

dingy old portraits. We have been talking of

ourselves always a most delightful subject."
Miss Disney smiled a wintry smile.

"Then if we have done with the pictures, we
may as well go back to my aunt," she said.

"Oh, hang it all," exclaimed Lord Paulyn,
looking at his watch a bulky hunter that had
been over more five-barred gates and bullfinches

than fall to the lot ofmany time-pieces
"

there's

an hour and a half before dinner
;
we can't shiv-

er in that Siberian drawing-room all that time.

Put on your wraps, and come for a walk in the

park, and I'll take you round to the stables and
show you my hunters."

Any thing seemed preferable, even to Aunt

Chevenix, to that dreary drawing-room with its

handful of fuel ;
so the ladies clad themselves in

shawls and winter jackets, and sallied out with

Lord Paulyn to inspect his domain.

There was very little to see in the park a vast

expanse of flatness dotted about by some fine

old timber
;
a voung plantation of sycamore and

poplar the dowager affected only the cheapest
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kind of timber here and there, looking pinched
and poor in its leaflessness, protected by a rug-
ged post-and-rail fence, with Lady Paulyn's ini-

tials branded upon every rail, lest midnight ma-
rauders should plunder her fences in their law-
less quest for fire-wood. It was all very sombre
and dreary in the early November twilight, and
the black moorland above them took a threaten-

ing aspect, as of a sullen giant meditating some
vengeance against the house of Ashcombe, which
had lain a vassal at his feet so long." I would rather have the humblest cottage
perched up yonder on the summit of that hill,'

cried Elizabeth, pointing to the dark edge of the

moor, behind which the faint yellow light was
fading, "than this grand house down here:
there's something stifling in the atmosphere."" You'd find it uncommonly cold up yonder in

the winter," replied the Viscount, in his practical

way ;

" and Ashcombe wouldn't be half a bad

place if it was properly kept up, with about six

times the establishment my mother keeps. But
she has her whims, poor old lady, and I'm. bound
to give way to them, as long as she's mistress
here."

'" How good of rou !* said Hilda
;
"how very

good of you, to allow my aunt to deprive herself

of luxuries and pleasures in order that you may
be the richest man in the county !"

"You needn't indulge your natural propensity
for sneering, at my expense, Miss Disney," re-

plied Lord Paulyn, rather savagely.
"

It amuses

my mother to save money, and I let her do it

just as I should let her keep a roomful of tame
cats if she had a fancy that way. I don't think

your position in the family is one that gives you
a right to criticise my conduct."
The fair transparent face flushed faintly for a

moment, but Miss Disney vouchsafed no answer
;

and Diana Luttrell plunged valorously into the

gap with an eager demand to see the hunters be-

fore it grew quite dark.

"Very proper indeed,
"
thought Mrs. Cheve-

nix
;

"
that kind of young woman requires a

good deal of putting down. I never like these

dependent cousins about a young man espe-

cially if they happen to be good-looking."
She glanced at Miss Disney : a slim, graceful

figure of about middle height, dressed in a shab-

by black silk gown, but with a certain elegance
and style that were independent of dress

;
a fair,

delicate face, from whose thoughtful calm the

Chevenix eye could discover very little. She
had only a general impression that these quiet

young women are of all others the most danger-
ous.

They went to the stables to see Lord Paulyn's
horses; and Mrs. Chevenix had to endure rather

an uncomfortable quarter of an hour going in

and out of loose boxes, where satin-coated steeds

with fiery eyes jerked and champed and snorted

at her with malignant intentions, or seemed so

to champ and snort; but she bore it all with a

lamb-like meekness, while Elizabeth patted the

velvety noses of these creatures with her ungloved

hand, and brushed fearlessly against their hind-

legs in a manner that went far to confirm the

Viscount's belief in her vast superiority to the

common order of women. Not that Hilda Dis-

ney showed any fear of the horses. She was as

much at home with them as if they had been so

many lap-dogs, and they seemed to know and

love her, a fact which Mrs. Chevenix marked with
a jealous eye." Love me, love my dog,

"
she thought ;

' ' some
people begin by loving the dog.

"

It was dark when they left the great gloomy
quadrangle where the long row of loose boxes
had the air of so many cells for solitary confine-

ment, and Miss Disney conducted them to one of
the numerous spare bedrooms to readjust their

toilets for the evening, a bedroom which was
spare in every sense of the word : sparely fur-

nished with an ancient four-poster and half a
dozen grim high -backed chairs, a darksome

mahogany dressing-table, a tall, narrow looking-
glass which was a most impartial reflector of the
human countenance, making every one alike

hideous
; sparely lighted with a single candle in

a massive armorial-emblazoned silver candle-
stick. Here Hilda left them to their own de-
vices. There was no offer of afternoon tea, and
Diana yawned dismally as she cast herself upon
one of the high-backed chairs.

" How I wish it was over!" she exclaimed;" I don't think I ever had such a long day. It's

all very well for Lizzie, she has Lord Paulyn to

flirt with, and I suppose it's rather nice to flirt

with a Viscount. But Miss Disney is really the
most un-get-on-able-with girl that it was ever my
misfortune to encounter."
" Miss Disney is a very clever young woman,

my dear, for all that," replied Mrs. Chevenix,
mysteriously; "rely upon it, she has her own
views about her position here.

"

"You mean that she would like to marry her

cousin, I suppose," said Elizabeth.
"
I mean that to do that is the sole aim and

object of her life," replied Mrs. Chevenix, with

conviction, "but a design in which she will not
succeed."

" You're so suspicious, auntie," said Eliza-

beth, carelessly. "Aren't we to have any more
candles ? Oh, dear me, what a dreadful old place
this is ! something like those goblin castles one
reads of in German legends, where there are a

number of huge ancient rooms, and only one old

steward, and where a traveler begs a night's shel-

ter, and is half frightened to death before morn-

ing.
"

The dinner, which Elizabeth had looked for-

ward to seeing as a kind of natural curiosity,
was of a somewhat shadowy and Barmecide

order, like the pale wraith of some decent din-

ner that had died and been buried a long while

ago. There was Julienne, that refuge of the

destitute in soups, a thin and vapid decoction,
with a faint flavor of pot-herbs and old bones

;

there was filleted sole a la maitre d'hotel, with

a good deal more sauce a compound of the bill-

sticker or paste-brush order than sole
;
there

was curry, that rock of shelter for the distressed

cook a curry which might have been veal or

rabbit, or the remains of the ancient fowl that

had graced the board at luncheon
;
and there

were patties also, of a somewhat flavorless order,

patties that were curiously lacking in individu-

ality. The joint is a more serious thing, and
the cook, feeling that her art was here unavail-

ing, came to the front boldly with a very small

leg of Dartmoor mutton, which gave place anon
to a brace of pheasants, the produce of Lord

Paulyn's gun. The sweets were various prepa-
rations of a gelatinous and farinaceous order,
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stately in shape and appearance, and faintly fla-

vored* with Marsala or essential oil of almonds.

The dessert consisted of biscuits and almonds and

raisins, a dish of wintry apples, and another of

half-ripened oranges, and some fossil prepara-
tions of crystallized fruit, which looked like heir-

looms that had been handed down from genera-
tion to generation of the Paulyns. This ban-

quet served with a solemn air and a strict ob-

servance of the proprieties by the ancient man-
of- all -work and a Puritanical -looking parlor-

maid, who evidently had the ancient under her

thumb, and who gibed at him and scolded him
ever and anon in the retirement of the sideboard

was a somewhat dreary meal
;
but Lord Pau-

lyn had Elizabeth on his left hand, and found

plenty to talk about with that damsel while the

barren courses dragged their slow length along.
Mr. Luttrell, to whom a good dinner was the

very main-stay of existence, sought in vain to

satisfy his appetite with the insignificant morsels

of provisions that were handed him by the an-

cient serving-man ;
nor was he able to console

himself for the poverty of the menu by a desper-
ate recourse to the bottle

;
for the vintages which

the ancient doled out to him were of so thin and
sour a character that he was inclined to think

the still hock was more nearly related to the

dowager's own peculiar brand of cider than that

lady would have cared to acknowledge. He ate

his dinner, however, or made believe to eat, with

a cheerful countenance, heroically concealing
the anguish that gnawed him within, and did his

best to make himself agreeable to Lady Paulyn,
who was a strong-minded old woman, read every
line of the Times newspaper daily, and was up
in all the ins and outs of the money market,
being much given to the shifting of her invest-

ments, and to cautious little speculations and

dabblings on her own account. The vicar, who
had never had a sixpence to invest, found it

rather up-hill work to discuss foreign loans, In-

dian irrigation companies, and American rail-

ways with this astute financier, and was glad
when the conversation drifted into a political

channel, when the dowager proclaimed herself

an advanced liberal, with revolutionary notions

about the income tax.

He was hardly sorry when they all left the

table together, after a small ration of very indif-

ferent coffee had been served out by the ancient,
in the nice, friendly Continental fashion, as the

dowager remarked with a sprightly air, and he

found a quiet little dark corner in the drawing-
room dimly illumined with two pair of sallow-

complexioned candles, which gave a sickly light
as if just recovered from the jaundice where he
sank into a peaceful and soothing slumber, while

Lady Paulyn played fox-and-geese with Mrs.

Ohevenix, who was enraptured by this small

token of favor from the dowager. Lord Paulyn
insisted upon playing bezique in a remote corner
with Elizabeth, leaving Diana and Hilda to lan-

guish in solitude on one of the Grecian couches,
Diana making feeble little attempts at conversa-

tion, which Miss Disney would neither encourage
nor assist.

Bezique, which neither of the players cared
about playing, afforded a delightful opportuni-
ty for flirtation in a shadowy corner where the
four languishing candles made darkness visible

;

and it was an opportunity which Lord Paulyn

contrived to make the most of. Yet he was
careful, withal, not to commit himself to any-

thing serious. There was always plenty of time
for that kind of thing, and he had some years
ago made up his mind never to marry, unless

marriage should offer itself to him backed by
very substantial advantages in the way of world-

ly wealth. But this girl, this country parson's
daughter, had attracted and fascinated him as
no other woman had ever done. He had, in-

deed, from his boyhood cherished an antipathy
to feminine society, preferring to take his ease in a

public billiard-room or a stable-yard rather than
to sacrifice to the graces of life in a drawing-
room or boudoir. He was not in the least de-

gree like that typical Frenchman of modern
French novels who spends his forenoon in ar-

raying himself like the lilies of the field, and then
sallies forth, combed and curled and perfumed,
to languish in the boudoir of the young Marquise
de la Rochevielle till dinner-time, and after din-

ing elaborately at the Cafe' Riche repairs to the

side-scenes of some easy-going theatre to wor-

ship at the shrine of Mademoiselle Battemain
the dancer, thus employing his life from morn
till midnight in the cultivation of the tender pas-
sion.

Not often did Reginald Paulyn meet with a
woman whose society he considered worth hav-

ing ;
but there was in Elizabeth's manner some-

thing that charmed him almost as much as her

beauty. She was so perfectly at ease with him,
showed at times an insolent depreciation of him,
which was refreshing by its novelty ;

received his

adulation with such an air of divine right that he
felt a delightful sense of security in her society.
IShe was not trying to captivate him, like almost
all the other young women of his acquaintance.
Her mind was not filled to the brim with the

one fact that he was the best match of the sea-

son.

"Do you think your father would let you
ride," he asked,

"
if I were to put a couple of

horses at your disposal, and a steady-going old

groom I've got down here, who'd take no end of

care of you ?"
'*
I am quite sure papa would not

;
and even

if he would, I have no time for riding."
"No time! Why, what can you find to oc-

cupy you down here?"
"

I have my poor people to visit."
" What !" exclaimed the Viscount, with a look

of mingled disgust and mortification. "You
don't mean to say that you go in for that kind of

thing? I thought your eldest sister did it all."

"I don't see why my sister should have a

copyright in good works."
" No ; but, really, I thought it was quite out

of your line."
" Thanks for the compliment. But, you see,

I am not quite so bad as I seem. I have taken

to visiting some of papa's poorer parishioners

lately, and I have found the work much pleasant-
er than I fancied it would be."

"Oh, you have taken to it lately," said Lord

Paulyn, with a moody look.
"

I suppose it was
that tall curate who put it into your head."

"Yes, it was Mr. Forde who first awakened
me to a sense of my duty," replied Elizabeth,

fearlessly.
"How long has he been here, that fellow?"

"What fellow?"
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"The curate."

"Mr. Forde has been with us nearly two

years."
After this the conversation languished a little,

while Lord Paulyn meditated upon the possibili-
ties with regard to Miss Luttrell and her father's

curate. She had flashed out at him so indignant-
ly just now, as if his disrespectful mention of
this man were an offense to herself. He deter-
mined to push the question a little closer.

"I dare say he's a very decent fellow," he
said,

"
but I could never make much way with

that kind of man. They seem a distinct breed

somehow, like the zebra. However, I've no
doubt he's a well-meaning fellow. I thought he
seemed rather sweet upon your eldest sister."

Elizabeth gave a little scornful laugh.
"Mr. Forde is not sweet upon any one," she

answered
;
"he is a priest forever, after the or-

der of Melchizedek or after a more severe or-

der, for I believe that matrimony was not forbid-

den to that ancient priesthood. Mr. Forde sets

his face against it."

"An artful dodge upon his part, perhaps,"
said the Viscount, doubtfully. "I dare say he
is lying in wait for a wife worth having."

His keen eyes surveyed Elizabeth's face with
a searching gaze, but could not read the mys-
tery of that splendid countenance. He would
have gone on talking about the curate, but she
checked him with an authoritative air.

"I wouldn't trouble myself to discuss Mr.
Forde's inclinations, if I were you," she said

;

"you have confessed your inability to sympa-
thize with that kind of person. He is a very
noble-minded man, who has marked out a par-
ticular line of life for himself. There is nothing
in common between you and him."

"Candid, "said the Viscount, with a careless

laugh, "but not complimentary. No, I don't

suppose my line of life is what you'd call noble-

minded
;
but I mean to win a Derby before I

die
;
and I mean to win something else too"

this with the bright red-brown eyes full upon her
face

"
if I make up my mind to go in for it."

The wagonette was announced at this junc-
ture, and Mr. Luttrell awoke from refreshing
slumbers to gather his womankind around him
and depart from the halls of Ashcombe, rejoi-

cing in his soul at this release.

"Thank goodness, that's over !" he exclaimed,
as he settled himself in a corner of the wagon-
ette, half smothered by his sister's ample dra-

peries and Cashmere shawl
;

" and if ever Lady
.Paulyn catches me trusting myself to her hospi-

tality again, she may give me as miserable a din-

ner as she gave me to-day."

"Upon my word, Wilmot, I believe you are

the most short-sighted of created beings," ex-

claimed Mrs. Chevenix, with a profound sigh.
"
It would have required an uncommonly long

sight to see any thing fit to eat at that dinner,"
answered Mr. Luttrell.

"
Supper is a meal to

which I have a radical objection ;
but if there's

any thing edible in the house when we get home

to-night, I shall be strongly tempted to submit

my digestion to that ordeal."
" I'm sure I could eat half a barrel of oysters,"

exclaimed Diana, with a weary air.
"

I never

went through such a day in my life. It's all

very fine for Aunt Chevenix and Lizzie to be

puffed up with the idea of having made a con-

quest, but any body can see that Lord Paulyn is

a professed flirt, and that his attentions are as

meaningless as they can be."
"These are questions," said Aunt Chevenix,

with dignity, "which time alone can solve. I
think we have had an extremely pleasant day,
and that Lady Paulyn is a woman of wonder-
ful force of character. Eccentric, I admit, and
somewhat close in her domestic arrangements

I am afraid my cap was on one side all the

evening, from the inadequacy of light on the
toilet-table when I dressed for dinner but a very
remarkable woman. "

"That's a safe thing to say of any body,
aunt," replied Idizabeth. "Mrs. Brownrigg,
who starved her apprentices to death, was a re-

markable woman."

CHAPTER X.
" Who knows what's fit for us ? Had fate
Proposed bliss here should sublimate
My being had I signed the bond-
Still one must lead some life beyond,
Have a bliss to die with, dim-descried."

WHETHER Lord Paulyn's attentions were in-

deed meaningless, or whether serious intentions

tending toward matrimony lurked behind them,
was a question whose solution Time, the reveal-
er of all secrets, did not hasten to afford. The
Viscount spent about three weeks in Devon-
shire, during which period he contrived to see
a good deal of the Vicarage people calling at

least twice a week, upon one pretense or anoth-

er, and dragging out each visit to its extremest

length. He was not an intellectual person, and
had contrived to exist since the conclusion of his

university career without opening a book, except
only such volumes as could assist him in the su-

pervision of his stables, or aid his calculations

as a speculator on the turf. His conversation
was therefore in no manner enlivened or adorn-
ed by the wit and wisdom of others

;
but he had

a little stock of anecdotes and reminiscences of
his career in the fashionable world, and of the

"fellows" he had encountered there, wherewith
to entertain his hearers. He had also a yacht,
called the Leprachaun, whose performances were
a source of interest to him, and which afforded

an occasional variety to his stable-talk. In fact,

he made himself so agreeable in a general way,
during his visits to the Vicarage, that Mrs. Chev-
enix pronounced him the most entertaining and

original young man it had ever been her good
fortune to encounter.

Elizabeth was not always at home when he

called, but he contrived to spin out his visit

until her return an endeavor in which he was
much assisted by Mrs. Chevenix, who took care

to acquaint him with her disapproval of this par-
sh work, and her fear that dear Elizabeth was

undermining her health by these pious labors.

"If she were an ordinary girl I should regard
the thing in quite another light," said Aunt
hevenix

;

" but Elizabeth is not an ordinary

jirl" an opinion in which the Viscount con-

curred with enthusiasm.
'
It's all that curate's doing," he said. " Why

don't you use your influence against that fellow,

Mrs. Chevenix?"

"Oh, you're jealous of the curate, are you?"
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thought the matron; "then, perhaps, we can

bring you on a little faster by that means."

She gave a plaintive little sigh, and shook her

head doubtfully.
"I regret to say that my influence goes for

nothing when Mr. Forde is in question," she

said.
" He has contrived to impress Elizabeth

with the idea that he is a kind of saint."

"You don't think she cares for him?" asked

the Viscount, eagerly.
" Not in the vulgar worldly sense of the words,

dear Lord Paulyn," said Mrs. Chevenix;
" but

she has a sensitive, impressionable nature, and
he has contrived to exercise an influence which
sometimes alarms me. She is a girl who would

hardly astonish me if she were to go over to

Rome, and immure herself for life in a convent."

"That would be a pity," said the Viscount,
"and it would be a greater pity if she were to

marry some stick of a curate;" but he did not

commit himself to any stronger expression than

this, and he left Devonshire without making
Elizabeth Luttrell an offer a fact which gave
rise to a few sisterly sarcasms on the part of

Gertrude and Diana. Blanche was more good-
natured, and was really desirous of having a
nobleman for her brother-in-law.

But before he departed from his native place
Lord Paulyn dined two or three times at the

Vicarage, having hung about late in the after-

noon in such a manner as to invite Mr. Lut-

trell's hospitality. "I don't much wonder that

he shirks his mother's dinners," remarked that

short-sighted incumbent; nor did he see any
special cause for self-gratulation when the Vis-

count spent his evenings in hanging over the

piano while Elizabeth sang, or in teaching her

the profounder theories of ecarte.

If the vicar was slow to perceive any thing

peculiar in this gentleman's conduct, there were

plenty of more acute observers in Hawleigh who

kept a record of his movements, and told each

other over afternoon tea-cups that Lord Paulyn
must be smitten by one of the Vicarage girls.

Before the young man had left the neighbor-
hood this rumor had reached the ears of Mal-
colm Forde.

He heard this scrap of gossip with a little bit-

ter smile, remembering the Sunday luncheon at

the Vicarage, and to whom the Viscount's atten-

tion had been exclusively given.
"I am hardly sorry 'for it," he said to him-

self. "God knows that I have fought against

my own folly in loving her so dearly loving her

with no higher hope or thought than a passionate

delight in her beauty, a blind worship of herself,

a sinful indulgence for her very faults, which
have seemed in her so many additional charms

;

knowing her all the while to be the last of wom-
en to help me on in the path that I have chosen
for myself, the very woman to hold me backward,
to keep me down by the dead-weight of her world-
liness. I shall have reason to be grateful to

Lord Paulyn if he comes between us, and makes
a sudden end of my madness."

Yet, with a curious inconsistency, when the

curate met Elizabeth in one of the cottages, he
saluted her with so gloomy a brow and so cold
an air that the girl went home miserable, won-
dering how she had offended him. That he
could be jealous was an idea that never entered
into her mind, for she had never hoped that he

loved her. She went home that afternoon think-

ing him the coldest and hardest of mankind a
man whose gloomy soul no act of submission
could conciliate : went home and avenged her-
self for that outrage by a desperate flirtation

with the Viscount, who happened to eat his fare-

well dinner at the Vicarage that evening.
Lord Paulyn departed and made no sign ; yet

it is certain that he left Hawleigh as deeply in
love with Elizabeth Luttrell as it was in his na-
ture to love any woman upon this earth. But
he was a gentleman of a somewhat cold and cal-

culating temper, and was supported and sus-

tained in all the events of life by a very firm be-
lief in his own merits and the value of his posi-
tion and surroundings. He was not a man to

throw himself away lightly. Elizabeth was a

very charming girl, and in his opinion the hand-
somest woman he had

1

ever seen, and the very
fittest to lend a grace and glory to his life in

the eyes of his fellow-men a wife he might be

proud to see pointed out as his property on race-

courses, or on the box-seat of his drag as his

favorite team drew themselves together for the

start on a field-day at Hyde Park Corner. But,
on the other hand, there was no denying that

such a match would be a very paltry alliance for

him to make, bringing him neither advantageous
connections nor addition to his fortune

;
and if

on sober reflection, at a distance from the object
of his passion, he found that he could live with-

out Elizabeth Luttrell, why, he might have reason

to congratulate himself upon his judicious with-

drawal from that too delightful society.

"Mind, I shall expect to see you in town early
in the season," he said to Elizabeth, when mak-

ing his adieux a speech which he felt com-
mitted him to nothing.

" You mustn't forget your promise to show us

the university boat-race," said Mrs. Chevenix,
with her vivacious air.

She felt not a little disappointed that nothing
more decisive had come of the young man's ad-

miration that he should be able thus to tear

himself away unfettered and uncompromised.
She had fondly hoped that he would linger on at

Ashcombe till in some impulsive moment he
should cast his fortunes at the feet of his enchant-

ress. It was somewhat bitter, therefore, to see

him depart in this cool manner, with only vague
anticipations of possible meetings during the Lon-
don season. Mrs. Chevenix was very well aware
of a fact which the Viscount pretended to ignore,

namely, that her set was not his set, and that

it was only by means of happy accidents or dip-
lomatic struggles that she and her niece could

hope to meet him in society.
"But he will call, no doubt," she said to her-

self, having taken especial care to furnish him
with her address.

Elizabeth gave a great sigh of relief as the Vic-

arage door closed for the last time upon her ad-

mirer. She had been gratified by his admira-

tion, she had listened to him with an air of in-

terest, had brightened and sparkled as she talked

to him, but it was dull work at the best. There
was no real sympathy, and it was an unspeak-
able relief to know that he was gone.

" Thank Heaven that's over !

"
she exclaimed

;

"and now I can live my own life again."
After the Viscount's departure Mrs. Chevenix

began to find life at Hawleigh a burden too heavy
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for her to bear. The ceremonial call which she

and her two nieces had made at Ashcombe about

a week after the dinner there had resulted in

no new invitation, nor in any farther visit from

Lady Paulyn. Intimacy with the inexorable

dowager, which Aunt Chevenix had done her ut-

most to achieve, was evidently an impossibility.
So about a week before Christmas Mrs. Chevenix
and her confidential maid left the Vicarage,
to the heart-felt satisfaction of Mr. Luttrell's

household, and not a little to the relief of that

hospitable gentleman himself.

December was nearly over. A long dreary
month it had seemed to Elizabeth

;
and since

that Sunday luncheon at which Lord Paulyn
had assisted, Malcolm Forde had paid no visit

to the Vicarage. Elizabeth had seen him two
or three times in the course of her district visit-

ing, and on each occasion he had seemed to her

colder and sterner of manner than on the last.

Gertrude was the only member of the family
who made any remark upon this falling-away of

Mr. Forde's. The vicar knew that he worked
harder than any other laborer who had ever come
into that vineyard, and was not surprised that he

should lack leisure for morning calls
;
nor had

he ever been a frequent visitor at the Vicarage.
But Gertrude remarked, with an injured air, that

of late he had ceased from calling altogether.

"I've no doubt he heard that Lord Paulyn
was always here," she observed

;

" and of course

that kind of society would not be likely to suit

him."
"I can't see that papa's curates have any

right to select our society for us," exclaimed

Blanche, firing up at this.
" Lord Paulyn was

no particular favorite of mine, for he used to

take about as much notice of me as if I were

a chair or a table; and Mr. Forde is always
nice

;
but still I can't see that he has any right

to object to our visitors.
"

"No one spoke of such a right, Blanche,"
answered her eldest sister

;
"but Mr. Forde is

free to select his own society, and it is only nat-

ural that he should avoid a "person of Lord Pau-

lyn's calibre."

Elizabeth felt this defection keenly. It was

not as if she had neglected her duties, or fallen

away from the right path in any palpable man-

ner. She had gone on with her work unflinch-

ingly, even when, depressed by his coldness, her

spirits had flagged and the work had grown
wearisome. She had been constant in her at-

tendance at the early services on dismal winter

mornings, when the outer world looked bleak

and uninviting. She had struggled to be good,

according to her lights, perceiving no sinfulness

in that flirtation with Lord Paulyn, which had

helped to fill her empty life.

She missed the excitement of these flirtations

when Lord Paulyn was gone. It was all very
well to declare that he had bored her, and to

express herself relieved by his departure; but

she missed that agreeable ministration to her

vanity. It had been pleasant to know, when

she made her simple toilet for the home dinner,

that every fresh knot of ribbon in her hair made

her lovelier in the eyes of a man whose admira-

tion the world counted worth winning pleasant

to discover that fascinations which had no power
to touch the cold heart of Malcolm Forde pos-

sessed an overwhelming influence for the master

of Ashcombe. Yet the end of her flirtation with
the Viscount was hardly less humiliating to her
than the coldness of the curate. He loved and
tie rode away. She began to think that she had
no real power over the hearts of men

;
that she

could only startle and bewitch them by her

beauty ;
hold them for but the briefest space in

her thrall.

If the Viscount's admiration had gone a step

farther, and he had made her an offer, what
would have been her reply? That was a ques-
tion which she had asked herself many times of

late, and for which she could find no satisfactory
answer. The prospect was almost too dazzling
for her to contemplate with a steady gaze. Had
not a brilliant marriage been the dream of her

girlhood ? a vision first evoked by some pro-

phetic utterances of Aunt Chevenix, when Eliza-

beth, was only a tall slip of a girl in a pinafore

practicing major and minor scales on a battered

old piano in the school-room. She had dream-
ed of horses and carriages, and opera-boxes and

country-seats, from the hour when she first

learned the value of her growing loveliness from
that worldly teacher. All that was basest in

her nature her ignorant yearning for splendor
and pleasure, her belief in her divine right to

be prosperous and happy had been fostered,

half unconsciously perhaps, by Aunt Chevenix.

Mrs. Luttrell was the weakest and simplest of

women, and had always referred to her sister-

in-law as the very oracle of social existence, and
had fondly believed in that lady as a leader of

London fashion to her dying day. There had
been no home influence in the Vicarage house-

hold to counteract the Chevenix influence, and

although Elizabeth took a pride in defying her

aunt upon occasions, she was not the less her

faithful disciple.

Could she have refused such an offer from

Lord Paulyn ? Could she of her own free-will

have put aside at once and forever since two

such chances would hardly come in her obscure

life all the delights and triumphs of this world,
all the pleasures she had dreamed of? It hard-

ly seemed possible that she could have been so

heroic as to say no. It was very certain, on the

other hand, that she did not care for Reginald

Paulyn, that his handsome face had no charm

for her, that the lingering clasp of his strong

hand sent no thrill to her heart, that his society

after the first half hour became a bore to her.

It was quite as certain that there was another

man whose coldest look quickened the beating

of her heart, whose lightest touch had a magical

influence; for whose sake poverty would seem

no hardship, obscurity no affliction; by whose

side she could have felt herself strong enough
to make life's pilgrimage over ever so thorny a

road.

"I could hardly have been so demented as to

refuse him, "she thought, remembering that this

one man for whom she could have so cheerfully

sacrificed all her visions of earthly glory had no

desire to profit by her self-abnegation.

Christmas was close at hand, and the Luttrell

girls were busy from morning till evening with

the decoration of the two churches
;
but Eliza-

beth performed her share of this labor with a

somewhat listless air, and did a good deal more

looking on than Gertrude or Diana approved of.

She was beginning to be very tired of her work,
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tired even of her poor people, despite their affec-

tion for her. It seemed altogether such a dreary

business, uncheered by Mr. Forde's counsel or

approbation ;
not that he would have withheld

his counsel, had she taken the trouble to ask for

it, but she could not bring herself to do that.

.She remembered that October day in the Vicar-

age garden when they had walked together over

the fallen leaves, while autumn winds moaned

dismally, and autumn clouds obscured the sun

that day when they had seemed so near to

each other, and when the dull gray world had
been lighted with that light that never was on

sea or shore the light of a great joy. What
would she not have done for his sake, if he had

only taken the trouble to order her! If he had
been a Redemptorist Father, and had presented
her with a cat-o'-nine-tails wherewith to go and

scourge herself, she would have taken the whip
from him with a smile, and departed cheerfully
to do his bidding. But he asked no more from
her than from any other member of that little

band of ladies who helped him in the cave of his

poor, and he distinguished her from that little

band only by his peculiar coldness.

She flung down her garland of ivy and holly
with an impatient air, in the midst of a little

cluster of ladies working busHy in the vestry of

St. Clement's, the decorations whereof were but

half completed."
I shall do no more," she said

; "my fingers
ache and smart horribly. I am tired of the

whole business tired of parish work altogether."
Miss Melvin looked up at her friend wonder-

ingly, with her meek blue eyes."
Why, Lizzie, I'm surprised to hear you say

that," she exclaimed. " Mr. Forde says you are

the very best of his district visitors, because you
are sympathetic, and the poor people understand

you."
"I feel very much honored by his praise,"

said Elizabeth, with a scornful little laugh ;

"but as he has never taken the trouble to give
me the slightest encouragement of late, I begin
to find the work a little disheartening."

" Elizabeth has an insatiable appetite for

praise," remarked Gertrude; "and I dare say
she has been not a little spoiled by Lord Paulyn's
absurd flatteries.

"

"You have been rather fortunate in escaping
that kind of contamination, Gerty," replied Eliz-

abeth, whose temper was by no means at its best

on this particular Christmas-eve
;

"
but I assure

you it is rather nice to have a viscount for one's

slave.
"

" Even when his bondage sits so lightly that

he is able to shake it off at any moment,
"
said

Gertrude. To which Elizabeth would have no
doubt replied, but for the sound of a firm tread

upon the stone threshold, and the sudden open-
ing of the door, which had been left ajar by the

busy workers.

It was Mr. Forde on his round of -inspection.
Elizabeth wondered whether he had overheard
that shallow, unladylike talk about Lord Paulyn.
She picked up her unfinished garland, and set to

work again hurriedly, glad of any excuse for

hiding her face from his cold gaze.
He did not stop long in the vestty, only long

enough for a general good-morning and a few

questions about the decorations
;
nor did he ad-

dress one word to Elizabeth Luttrell. Her face

was still bent over her work, and the wounded
fingers were moving busily, when she heard the
door shut behind him, and his departing footstep
on the pavement of the church.
He had come to the vestry door just in time to

hear Elizabeth's flippant speech about Lord Pau-

lyn a speech which to his mind seemed to re-

veal the utter shallowness and worthlessness of
the woman he had suffered himself to love.

"And yet she has been able to cheat me into

a belief in the latent nobility of her nature
;
she

has been able to bewilder my reason, as she has
bewitched my heart," he said to himself, as he
walked slowly down the quiet aisle, and out into

the bleak church-yard "as she has distracted

me from better thoughts and higher hopes, and
has been an evil influence in my life from the

first fatal hour in which, I let her creep into my
heart."

Even the vicar's friendly invitation for Christ-

mas-day was rejected by Mr. Forde. He would
have been very happy to join that agreeable cir-

cle, he wrote, but it was a pleasure which he felt

it safer to deny himself. The services on that

day were numerous ; there were sick people he
had promised to see in the course of the day, and
he should hardly have time for any thing else,

and so on. He spent his day between the two
churches and those sick-rooms, and his night in

solitary reading and meditation
; trying to lift

his soul to that higher level whither it had been

wont to soar before an earthly passion clogged
its wings.
That he would, so far as it was possible to him

in his position as Mr. Luttrell's curate, renounce

and abjure the society of Mr. Luttrell's daugh-
ter was a resolution that he had arrived at very

promptly on hearing the town-talk about Lord

Paulyn's frequent visits at the Vicarage.
"

I will not trust myself near her," he said to

himself.
" She has deceived me in the past, and

would deceive me again in the future. I have
no power to resist her witchery, except by sepa-

rating myself from her forever."

He was just strong enough to do this
;
he had

just sufficient force of will to avoid the siren.

Knowing the houses in which she was most like-

ly to be found, her customary hours, the way she

took in her walks knowing almost every detail

of her daily life, and how easy it would be for

him to meet her not once did he swerve from

the rigid line which he had marked out for his

conduct ;
he saw the familiar figure in the dis-

tance sometimes, and never quickened his step

to overtake it
;
he heard that she was expected

in a cottage where he was visiting, and hurried

his departure straightway rather than run the

hazard of meeting her. But it is hardly by these

means that a man learns to forget the woman he

loves. It is a kind of schooling that is apt to

end another way. Perhaps no man ever yet for-

got by trying to forget: but he is on the high-

way to forgetfulness when he tries to remember.

A poison had entered into Malcolm Forde's

life. That sacred calling which demands the

service of a heart uncorrupted by earthly pas-

sions began to weigh upon him like a bondage.

It was not that he was in any manner weary of

his office, but rather that he'began to feel him-

self unfitted for it. A deadly sense of monotony

crept into his mind. He began to doubt his

powers of usefulness
;

to fancy that his career at
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Hawleigh was like the round of a horse in a mill,

grinding on forever, and tending toward no high-
er result than that common daily bread. The
natural result of these languors these painful
doubts of his own worthiness was to turn his

thoughts in that direction whither they had turn-

ed not urifrequently in the days when he had been
better contented with his lot. He began to think

more seriously than ever upon that missionary
life which comes nearer to the apostolic form of

service than the smooth pastures of the church
at home. He collected all the information he
could obtain upon this subject; wrote to men
who had the work at heart, and who knew where
a worker of his stamp was most wanted.

"
I have a vigorous constitution," he wrote to

one of his correspondents,
" and have hardly ever

known a day's illness. I am therefore not afraid

of climate
;
and if I do finally determine to go,

I should wish to go where such labor as I can

give would be of real value
;
where a weaker man

might be unfit for the ordeal, incapable of facing
difficulties and dangers which I feel myself qual-
ified to cope with and overcome. Do not think

that I am boasting of my strength ;
I only wish

to remind you that my former profession has in

some measure inured me to peril and hardship,
and that I should be glad to be able to employ
some of that military spirit still inherent in my
composition in the nobler service to which it is

now my privilege to belong. I want to feel my-
self a soldier and servant of Christ's church mili-

tant here on earth, in every sense of the word;
and I do not in my present mood find the work
of a rural parish adequate for the satisfaction of

this desire."

CHAPTER XL
" Tis the pest

Of love that fairest joys give most unrest;
That things of delicate and tenderest worth
Are swallowed all, and made a seared dearth,
By one consuming flame: it doth immerse
And suffocate true blessings in a curse.

Half happy, by comparison of bliss,
Is miserable."

THAT Christmas at Hawleigh was not a pe-

culiarly festive season. Mr. Luttrell being hap-

pily rid of his sister, was indisposed for farther

society, preferring to bask in the genial glow of

his hearth untrammeled by the duties of hospi-

tality. So the Luttrell girls sat round the fire

on Christmas evening in a dismal circle, while

their father, silent and motionless as the sculp-
tured figure of some household god, slumbered

peacefully in his easy-chair behind the banner

screen that had shaded the fair features of Aunt
Chevenix.
"I really do wish that boy-baby had lived,"

exclaimed Blanche, after a long silence, alluding

to an infant scion of the house of Luttrell which

had perished untimely. "Of course I know he'd

have been a nuisance to us all brothers always
are but still he'd have been something. He
must have imparted a little variety to the tenor

of our miserable lives. Papa would have been

obliged to send him to Oxford or Cambridge,
where he would have got into debt for shirt studs

and meerschaum pipes and things, no doubt;
but he would have brought home nice young men,

perhaps, in the long vacation, and that would be

some amusement. He might have touted for

papa in a gentlemanly way, and brought home
young men for him to coach."
"

Blanche, "exclaimed Gertrude, "you posi-

tively grow more revoltingly vulgar in your ideas

every day."
"Let the poor child talk, "cried Diana, with

a stifled yawn.
"

I wonder she has spirit enough
left to be vulgar ; any invertebrate creature can
be lady-like, but vulgarity requires a certain

amount of animal spirits, and 1 am sure such a
miserable Christmas as this is a damper for any
one's vivacity."

Elizabeth said nothing. She sat on a low seat

opposite the fire, motionless as her slumbering
father, but with her great dark eyes wide open,
gazing dreamily at the smouldering log which

dropped its white ashes slowly and silently into

a de,ep chasm of dull red coal. She had sat thus
for the last half hour, thinking her own thoughts,
and taking no part in her sisters' desultory snatches
of talk.
" ' She sat like Patience on a monument, smil-

ing at grief,
1 "

exclaimed Diana presently, exas-

perated by this silence.
"
Upon my word, Liz-

zie, you are not the best company for a winter's

night by the fire."

"I do not pretend to be good company," re-

plied Elizabeth, coolly.
"How different it would be if Lord Paulyn

were here !" said Diana, whose temper had been
somewhat soured by the dreariness of that long

evening :

" then you would be all smiles and be-

witchment."
"
I should do my best to entertain a visitor,

of course. I do not consider myself bound to

entertain you."
"Poor Lizzie,"murmured Diana, with an in-

solent air of compassion.
" We ought not to be

hard upon you. It is rather a trial for any girl

to have a coronet dangled before her eyes in that

tantalizing manner, and nothing to come of her

conquest after all!"
" Do you mean to say that I ever angled for

Lord Paulyn," cried Elizabeth, with a sudden

flash of scornful anger, "or that I could not have

him if I chose?"
"I mean to say," replied Diana, in a provok-

ingly deliberate manner, "that you and Aunt
Chevenix tried your very hardest to catch him,
and did not succeed. Perhaps you look forward

to seeing him in London, and subjugating him

there; but I fancy that if a woman can not bring

an admirer to her feet in the first flush of her

conquest, she is hardly likely to bring him there

later. He has time for reflection and distrac-

tion, you see
;
and a man who has sufficient pru-

dence to keep himself uncommitted as cleverly

as Lord Paulyn did would be the very man to

cure himself of a foolish infatuation. I don't

mean to say any thing offensive, but of course a

marriage with one of us would be a very disad-

vantageous alliance for a man in his position.
"

"You are extremely wise, my dear Di, and
have acquired your wisdom in the bitter school

of experience. But I doubt if you are quite in-

fallible; and to show you that I am ready to

back my opinion, as Lord Paulyn says, 1 will

bet you 'poor dear mamma's pearl necklace, my
only valuable possession, that if he and I live so

long, I will be Lady Paulyn before next Christ-

mas-clay."
A foolish wager to make, perhaps, when her
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heart was given utterly to another man
;
but

these little sisterly skirmishes always brought out

the worst points in Elizabeth's character. She
had been thinking, too, as she watched the softly

dropping ashes, of all the grandeurs and pleas-
ures with which she might have surrounded her-

self at such a season as this were she the wife

of Viscount Paulyn ; thinking of that dismal old

house at Ashcombe, and the transformation that

she might effect there ;
the spacious rooms glow-

ing with fire-light and innumerable candles, filled

with pleasant people, new furniture, splendid dra-

peries, life and color throughout that mansion,
where now reigned a death-like gloom and gray-

ness, as if the dust of many generations had set-

tled arid become fixed there, covering all things
with its dull neutral hue. These visions were

strangely sweet to her shallow soul
;
and mingled

with the thoughts of those possible triumphs there

was always the thought of Malcolm Forde, and
the impression that such a marriage would make
upon him.

" He would see that at least some one can
care for me," she said to herself; "that if I am
not good enough for him, 1 may be good enough
for his superior in rank and fortune."

And then came a vision of that tall figure and

grave face among the witnesses of her wedding.
He would take his subordinate part in the serv-

ice, no doubt: "By the Vicar of Hawleigh, fa-

ther to the bride, assisted by the Reverend Mal-
colm Forde."

" He would not care," she thought,
" he would

not even be angry with me. But he would preach
me a sermon about my increased means of use-

fulness
;
he would expect me to become a Sister

of Mercy on a wider scale.
"

After that joyless Christmas-time life seemed
to Elizabeth Luttrell to become almost intoler-

able by reason of its dreariness. She gave up
her spasmodic attempts at active usefulness al-

together. She had emptied her purse for her

poor; wearied herself in going to and fro be-

tween the Vicarage and their hovels
; steeped her-

self to the lips in their difficulties and sorrows,
and to some of them at least had contrived to

render herself very dear
;
and having done this,

she all at once abandoned them, staid at home
and brooded upon her vexations, sat for long
hours at her piano, playing wild, passionate mu-

sic, which seemed like a stormy voice answering
her stormy heart.

"Let him come to me and remonstrate with

me again," she said to herself, looking up with

haggard eyes at the drawing-room door, as if she

expected to see that tall figure appear at her in-

vocation. "Let him come to reprove me, and
I will tell him that I am tired of working with-

out any earthly reward ;
that I have neither faith

nor patience to labor for a recompense that I am
only to win, perhaps half a century hence, in heav-
en. And who knows if I should see his face

there, or hear his voice praising me ?"

But the days went by, and Mr. Forde took no
heed of this second defection.

One thing only gave color to Elizabeth's life

in this hopeless time, and that was the daily
service in the big empty church of St. Clement's,
at which she saw the cold, grave face that had

usurped so fatal a power over her soul. Once in

every day she must needs see him
;
once in ev-

ery day she must needs hear his voice
;
and it was

to see and hear him that she rose early on those
cheerless winter mornings and shared the devo-
tions of a few feeble old women in poke-bonnets,
and a sprinkling of maiden ladies with frost-

pinched noses showing rosy-tipped beneath their

veils. It was not a pure worship which was
wafted heavenward with Elizabeth's orisons;
rather no worship at all, but an impious adora-
tion of the creature instead of the Creator : in

every word in the familiar prayers, every sen-
tence in the morning lessons, she heard the voice
of the man she loved, and nothing more. His
voice, with its slow solemn depths of music

;
his

face, with its earnest eyes forever overlooking
her. These were the sole elements of that daily
service; she went to church to see and to hear
Malcolm Forde, and knew in her heart of hearts

that it was for this alone she went, and in some
remorseful moments 'wondered that Heaven's
swift vengeance did not descend upon so im-

pious a creature.
" How could I bear my life if I were married

to another man, and it were a deadly sin to think

of him ?" she asked herself, wonderingly ;
and

then argued with herself that in an utterly new
life, a life filled to overflowing with the pleasures
that had never yet been within her reach pleas-
ures that would have all the freshness and delight
of novelty she must surely find it an easy matter
to shut Malcolm Forde's image out of her heart.

"In what is he different from all other men
that I should go on lamenting him forever ?" she

thought.
"
If I lived in the world, I should meet

his superiors every day ofmy life. But living out

of the world seeing only such people as Fred-
erick Melvin and his fellow - creatures it is

hai'dly wonderful that I think him a demi-god."
And then, in the next moment, with a pas-

sionate scorn of her own arguments, she would
exclaim :

"But he is above all other men! There is

no one like him in that great world I am so ig-

norant of. There is no one else whose coldest

word could seem sweeter than the praise of oth-

er men. There is no one else whose very shad-

ow across my path could be more to me than the

love of all the world besides.
"

In this blank pause of her life, when all the

machinery of her existence, which had for a long
time been gradually growing abominable to her

by reason of its monotony, seemed all at once to

become too hateful for endurance, like a long

dusty road which for a certain distance the pil-

grim treads with a kind of hopefulness, until,

grown foot-sore and weary long ere the end of

his journey, that long white road under the broil-

ing sun, those changeless hedges, that pitiless

burning sky, become an affliction hardly to be

borne in this sudden failure of happiness and

hope it was not unnatural that Elizabeth's eyes
should turn with some kind of longing to the

dazzling prospect perpetually exhibited to them

by Aunt Chevenix.

"Remember, my dearest Lizzie," wrote that

lady, whose longest epistles were always address-

ed to Elizabeth "remember that you have a

great future before you, and pray do not suffer

yourself to be depressed by any remarks which

envy or malice may dictate to those who feel
themselves your inferiors in accomplishments and

personal appearance. Your/a<e is in your own

hands, my dearest girl, and it is you alone who
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can hinder, by a foolish preference, of which I

can not think with common patience, the very

high advancement which I feel assured Fortune
holds in reserve for you. But I venture to be-

lieve that your absurd admiration of Mr. F
is a thing of the past. Think, my love, of the

delight you would feel in being mistress of a

E

brilliant establishment in finding yourself the

centre of an aristocratic and fashionable circle,
invited to state balls and royal garden-parties
and then contrast this picture with the vision

of some obscure rustic parsonage, its Sunday-
school, its old women in black bonnets that

species of black bonnet which I imagine must
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be a natural product of the soil in agricultural

districts, so inevitable is its appearance, and I

can hardly believe there are people still living

who would voluntarily make a thing of that

shape. Look upon this picture, my dearest girl,

and then on that as Pope, or some other old-

fashioned writer, has observed and let reason

be your guide. Easter, I am pleased to see,

falls early this year, by which means we shall

have done with Lent before the fine weather be-

gins. I shall expect you as soon after Easter-

Sunday as your papa can manage to bring you."
To this visit she looked forward as a release

from that life which had of late become worse

than bondage ;
but even in this looking forward

there was an element of despair. She might
have balls and garden-parties and pleasures with-

out number; she might wear fine dresses, and
sun her beauty in the light of admiring eyes ;

but she would see him no more. Would it not be

happier for her to be thus divided, than to see him

day bv day, and every day become more assured

of his indifference ? Yes, she told herself. And
in that whirlpool of London life was it likely she

would be forever haunted by his image?
"

It is this Mariana-in-the-moated-grange kind
of life that is killing me," she said to herself, as

she sat by her turret window, preferring her fire-

less bedroom to the society of her sisters, watch-

ing the winter rain fall slowly in the drenched

garden, and the dripping sun-dial by which she
had stood so often talking to Malcolm Forde in

the summer that was gone. It was arranged
that Mr. Luttrell and his third daughter should

go to London on the 30th of March, the vicar

treating himself to a week's holiday in town aft-

er the fatigue of the Easter services a burden
which was chiefly borne by the broad shoulders
of Malcolm Forde. Toward the end of Febru-

ary, therefore, Elizabeth was able to occupy her-

self with the pleasing task of preparing for the

visit
;
a business which involved a good deal of

dress-making, and a greater outlay than the vic-

ar approved. He grumbled and endured, how-

ever, as he had grumbled and endured when Ger-
trude and Diana spread their young pinions for

their brief flight into those fashionable skies.

"It seems a nonsensical waste of money," he

said, with a doleful sigh, as he wrote a final clear-

ing-up check for the Hawleigh dress-maker, "and
I don't suppose that your visit will result in any
thing more than your sisters' visits. But Maria
would lead me a life if I refused to let you go.

"

"I beg your pardon, papa," exclaimed Ger-
trude. "Pray do not make any comparison
between Elizabeth and us. She belongs to quite
a different order of beings, and is sure to make
a brilliant match. It is not to be supposed that
the world can overlook her merits."
"I don't know about that," said the vicar,

with a rueful glance at the figures on his check
;

"but this seems a large amount to pay for dress-

making. I think girls in your position the

daughters of a professional man ought to make
your own gowns."
"The bill isn't all for dress-making, papa;

Miss March has found the material," said Eliza-

beth, waiving the question of what a girl in her

position ought or ought not to do.
" The trim-

mings are rather expensive, perhaps ;
but dresses

are so much trimmed nowadays."
"Yes, that's what I hear on every side, when

I complain of my bills," replied the vicar.

I "Butcher's-meat is so much dearer nowadays,
says the cook

;
fodder has risen since last month,

says the groom ;
Russia is consuming our coals,

j

and prices are mounting daily, says the coal

merchant. But unhappily my income is not so

elastic that is a fixed quantity ;
and I fear the

time is at hand when to make that square with

our necessities will be something like attempt-

ing to square the circle."

The Luttrell girls were accustomed to mild

wailings of this kind when the paternal check-

book had to be produced, and checks were signed
1

as reluctantly as if they were death-warrants

j

waiting for the sign-manual of a tendev-heart-

j

ed king ;
so they were not deeply impressed by

j

this threat of future destitution. They gave
their minds very cheerfully to the preparation
of their summer clothing ;

envied Elizabeth those

extra garments provided for her approaching
visit

; quarreled and made friends again after

the manner of sisters whose affection is tem-

pered by certain individual failings.

Frivolous as the distraction might be, this

choosing of colors and materials, and trying-on
of new apparel, served to brighten the bleak days
of a blusterous March with a feeble light. Eliz-

abeth thought just a little less of her hopeless
wasted love, while Miss March's head apprentice
was' coming to the Vicarage every day with pat-
terns of gimps and fringes and laces and ruch-

ings, for the selection whereof all the sisters had

j

to be convened like a synod. Even Gertrude

and Diana were not altogether ill-natured, and

gave themselves up to these deliberations with a

friendly air
;
while Blanche flung herself into

I the subject with youthful ardor, and wound up
her approval of every article by the declaration

that she would have one like it when she went to

Aunt Chevenix for her London season.

"Or perhaps you'll be married, and have a

town-house, Lizzie, and I shall come to you ;

which would be much nicer than being under

auntie's thumb. And of course you'd enjoy
*

bringing out a younger sister. Viscountess Pau-

lyn, on her marriage, by Lucretia Viscountess

Paulyn ;
Miss Blanche Luttrell, by her sister,

Viscountess Paulyn. Wouldn't that look well in

the local papers ?"

CHAPTER XII.
"

A. man can have but one life and one death,
One heaven, one hell. Let me fulfill my fate.

Grant me my heaven now ! Let me know you mine,
Prove you mine, write my name upon your brow,
Hold you and have you, and then die away,
If God please, with completion in my soul !"

MR. FORDE'S letters brought a more definite

response than he had looked for. One of the

chief members of the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Gospel wrote, strongly urging him to

lend himself to that vast work. It was just such

! men as he who were wanted, and the need for

such was great. A new mission to a land of

more than Cimmerian darkness was on foot
;
the

harvest was ready, had long been waiting for the

sickle, but fitting laborers were few. The letter

was long and eloquent, and went home to Mal-
colm Forde's heart.

From the first, from that first hour in which

the slumbering depths of his spirit had been
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stirred with a sudden rush of religious enthusi-
asm like that strange ruffling of Siloam's still

waters beneath the breath of God's angel from
that initial hour in which, beside the clay-cold
corpse of her who should have been his wife, he
dedicated his life to the service of his God, he
had meant to do something to make a name
which should mark him out from the unnoted
ranks of the church, to accomplish a work which
should be in itself the noblest monument that he
could raise to the memory of his lost bride. Not
in a quiet country parish could lie find the full-

ness of his desires. It was something to have
made a ripple upon this stagnant pool ;

some-

thing to have stirred the foul scum of indifference

that had denied these tideless waters. But hav-

ing done this successfully, having awakened new
life and vigor in this slumberous flock, he began
to think in all earnestness that it was time for

him to be moving forward. The life here was
in no manner unpleasing to him

;
it was sweet,

rather, sweet in its utter peacefulness and the
fruition of all his present desires. He knew him-
self beloved and honored

;
knew himself to have

acquired unwittingly the first place, and not the

second, in the hearts and minds of this congre-
gation. But all this was not enough to the man
who had made St. Paul his typical churchman

to the man who boasted of himself as a soldier

and servant of Christ. Very sweet was this

pleasant resting-place; very dear the affection

that greeted him on every side the blushing
cheeks and reverent eyes of school-children lifted

to him as he went along the quiet street, the

warm praises of men and women, the genial wel-

come that greeted him in every household, the

hushed expectancy and upward look of rapt at-

tention that marked his entrance to the pulpit.
But precious though these things might be to

him, they were not the accomplishment of his

mission. It was as a pilgrim he had entered the

church
;
a teacher whose influence for good could

not be used in too wide a field. Not in this

smooth garden-ground could he find room for

his labor; his soul yearned for the pathless for-

est, to stand with the pioneer's axe on his shoul-

der alone in the primeval wilderness, with a new
world to conquer, a new race of men to gather
into the fold of Christ.

This having been in his thoughts from the very
first a desire that had mingled with his dreams,

sleeping and waking, from the beginning it

would have been curiously inconsistent had he
shrunk from its realization now. And yet he
sat for a long time with that letter in his hand,

deliberating, with a painful perplexity, on the

course which he should take. Nor did that

lengthy reverie make an end of his deliberation.

He who had been wont to decide all things swift-

ly, his life-path being so narrow a thread leading

straight to one given point, his scheme of exist-

ence hardly allowing room for irresolution, he

was now utterly at fault, tossed upon a sea of

doubt, perplexed beyond measure.

Alas, almost unawares, that mathematically

adjusted scheme of his existence had fallen out

of gear : the wheels were clogged that had gone
so smoothly, the machine no longer worked with

that even swiftness which had made his life so

easy. He was no longer able to concentrate

all his thoughts and desires upon one point, but

was dragged to this side and to that by con-

tending influences. In a word, he had given
himself a new idol. That idea of foreign serv-

ice, of toiling for his Master in an untrodden
world, of being able to say, "This work is

mine, and mine only!" which a little while ago
had been to him so exhilarating a notion, had
now lost its charm.

" Never to see her any more," he said to him-
self; "not even to know her fate ! Could I en-
dure that? Oh, I know but too well that she is

not worthy of my love, that she is not worthy
to divide my heart with the service of my God,
not worthy that for her sake I should be false
to the vow that I made beside Alice Eraser's

death-bed; and yet I can not tear my heart

away from her. Sometimes I say to myself
that this is not love at all, only a base earthly
passion, a slavish worship of her beauty. Some-
times I half believe that I never truly loved be-

fore, that my affection for Alice was only a sub-
limated friendship, that the true passion is this,
and this only."
He thought of David, and that fatal hour in

which the King of Israel, the chosen of the

Lord, walked alone upon the house-top, and be-
held the woman whose beauty was to be his
ruin

; thought and wondered at that strange
solemn story with its pathetic ending. Was
he stronger or wiser than David, when for the

magic of a lovely face he was ready to give his

soul into bondage ?

For three days and three nights he abandoned
himself to the demon of uncertainty ;

for three

days and three nights he wrestled with the

devil, and Satan came to him in but too fair a

guise, wearing the shape of the woman he loved.

In the end he conquered, or believed that he had

conquered. There was no immediate necessity
for a decisive reply to that letter, but he deter-

mined to accept the mission that had been of-

fered him
;
and he began to make his arrange-

ments with that view.

Having once made up his mind as to his fu-

ture, it was of course his duty to communicate
that fact to the vicar without loss of time. So

upon the first evening that he found himself at

liberty he walked out to the Vicarage to make
this announcement. It was an evening at the

beginning of March gray and cold, but calm

withal, for the blusterous winds had spent their

fury in the morning, and there was only a dis-

tant mysterious sound of fitful gusts sweeping
across the moorland ever and anon, like the

sighing of a discontented Titan. There was a

dim line of primrose light still lingering behind

the western edge of the hills when Malcolm
Forde passed under the bar and out into the

open country that lay beyond that ancient arch-

way. He looked at the dim gray landscape
with a sudden touch of sadness. How often

had his eyes looked upon these familiar things

without seeing them! The time might soon

come when to remember this place, in its quiet

English beauty, would be positive pain, just as it

had been pain to him sometimes in this place to

recall the mountains and lochs of his native land.

"If I could have lived here all the days of

my life with Elizabeth for my fellow-worker

and companion!" he thought. "I can con-

ceive no existence happier than that, if I could

be satisfied with small things. But for a man
who has set all his hopes on something higher,
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surely that would be a living death. I should be

stifled in the languid sweetness of such an at-

mosphere."
He thought of himself with a wife and chil-

dren, his heart and mind filled with care for that

dear household, all his desires, all his hopes, all

his fears, converging to that one centre only the

remnant of his intellectual power left for the serv-

ice of his God.
"A man can not serve two masters," he said

to himself.
" Sweet fancy, sweet dream of a wife

and a home, I renounce you ! There are men
enough in this world with the capacity for hap-

piness. The men who are most needed are the

men who can do without it."

The curate stood for some moments before the

Vicarage gate with a thoughtful air, but instead

of opening it, walked slowly on along the waste
border-land of unkempt turf that edged the high-
road. Just at the last moment that new habit

of indecision took hold of him again. He had

hardly made up his mind what to say. He
would find Mr. Luttrell with his daughters round
him most likely. Elizabeth's clear eyes would

peruse his face while he pronounced his sentence

of banishment. He was not quite prepared for

this interview, and strolled on meditatively, in

the cold gray twilight, wondering at his own
unlikeness to himself.

"Will she be sorry?" he wondered, "just a
little grieved to see me depart out of her life for-

ever? I remember when I spoke of my mis-

sionary schemes, that day I told her the story
of my life, there was a shocked look in her face,
as if the idea were dreadful to her. And then
she began to talk of missionaries, with the air

of a school-girl, as a low sort of people. She is

such an unanswerable enigma : at times deluding
one into a belief in her soul's nobility, at other

times showing herself frivolous, shallow, empty
in brain and heart. Yet I think after her own
light fashion she will be sorry for my going."
Then arose before him the image of Lord Pau-

lyn, and the memory of that Sunday luncheon
at the Vicarage ;

the two faces turned toward
each other the man's face ardent, enraptured,
and handsome to behold in its mere animal beau-

ty, the girl's glowing with a conscious pride in

its beauty two faces that were of the earth,

earthy : a brief scene which seemed like a pre-
lude of a drama in which he, Malcolm Forde,
could have no part.
He bethought himself of that mere fragment

of conversation he had overheard unawares on
the threshold of the vestry, a gush of girlish con-

fidence, in which Elizabeth had boldly spoken of
the Viscount as "her slave." He remembered
that common talk in which the Hawleigh gossips
had coupled Lord Paulyn's name with Elizabeth

Luttrell's, and he thought, with a pang, that this

was perhaps the future which awaited her. He
thought of such a prospect with more than com-
mon pain, a pain in which selfish regret or jeal-

ousy had no part. He had heard enough of Lord
Paulyn's career to know that the woman who
married him would prepare for herself a doubtful
future

;
in all likelihood a dark and stormy one.

"If I can get a minute's talk alone with her
before I leave this place, I will warn her," he
said to himself;

"
though Heaven knows, if her

heart is set on this business, she is little likely to

accept my warning."

He wasted half an hour idling thus by the way-
side, and in all that time had*been thinking whol-

ly of Elizabeth, instead of pondering on what he
should say to her father. But about that there
need be no difficulty. He had never yet found
himself at a loss for words

;
and though Mr.

Luttrell would doubtless be reluctant to lose so

energetic a coadjutor, his affliction would hardly
be overwhelming. There was always a fair sup-
ply of curates in the ecclesiastical market, of va-

rious qualities ; indeed, the supply of this arti-

cle was apt to be in excess of the demand.
It was past seven when Mr. Forde entered the

Vicarage. The six -o'clock dinner was fairly

over, the lamp lighted in the long, low -ceiled

drawing-room, the four girls grouped round the

fire in their favorite attitudes Elizabeth on her
knees before the blaze, gazing into the heart of

the fire like a prophetess intent upon reading au-

guries in the coals. She started to her feet when
the servant announced Mr. Forde, but did not
leave the hearth to greet him, though her three

sisters crowded eagerly about him to give him
reproachful welcome.
"So long since you have been near us !" said

Gertrude, almost piteously. "I can not think

what we have done to offend you."" You must know that I have had no possible
reason for being offended, dear Miss Luttrell,"
he answered, cordially, but with his glance wan-

dering uneasily toward that other figure rooted

to the hearth. " Your house is only too pleas-

ant, and I have had very little time for pleasure.
I see your papa elsewhere

;
and to come here is

only another name for giving myself a holiday."
Gertrude cast up her eyes in a kind of ecstasy.
"What a saint you are!" she exclaimed,

"and what a privilege to feel your blessed influ-

ence guiding and directing one's feeble efforts!

I have felt myself almost miraculously assisted

in my poor work since you have been with us,
and I look back and remember my previous cold-

ness with a shudder."
"I have no consciousness of my saintship,"

said Mr. Forde, with a little good-natured laugh,

making very light of an elderly young-lady-like

worship to which he was tolerably accustomed.
"On the contrary, I have a strong sense of be-

ing very human. But I am glad if I have been
the source of enthusiasm in you, and trust that

when I am no longer here to guide or inspire

quite unconsciously again you will not be in

any danger of falling away. But I do not fear

that contingency" (this with a somewhat severe

glance in the direction of that figure by the

hearth),
"

for I believe you are thoroughly in ear-

nest, and there is no such thing as earnestness

without constancy."
Elizabeth took up the challenge, and flashed

defiance upon the challenger.

"Oh, Gertrude was born good!" she said.

I wonder papa took the trouble to christen

her. It is impossible that she could have been

born in sin and a child of wrath, like the rest of

us. She is never tired of church-going and dis-

trict visiting ;
has no intermittent fever of wick-

edness, as 1 have."
" When you are no longer here, dear Mr.

Forde!" cried Gertrude, deaf to her sister's

sneers, with her hands clasped, and her some-
what faded gray eyes opened very wide, and gaz-

ing at the curate with a wild surmise. "You
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surely do not mean that you are thinking of leav-

ing us ?"
*' I have beennearly two years at Hawleigh,"

he answered, quietly; "longer than I intended

to remain when I first came here two very hap-
j

py years ;
but I have awakened lately to the con-

viction that Hawleigh is not all the world, only
a very pleasant corner of it, and that if I stamp- ,

ed my name upon nothing larger than a country !

parish, I shall scarcely have realized the idea with

which I entered the Church."
"You have been offered a church in London

perhaps ?" gasped Gertrude, dolefully.
Diana and Blanche had seated themselves, and

watched the little scene with a sympathetic air, ,

regretful, but not despairing. They would be

very sorry to lose Mr. Forde, who was tall and

good-looking and gentleman-like, and had money
of his own

;
but perhaps the vast ocean of cu-

rates might cast up at their feet even a more at-

tractive specimen of that order, a man better

adapted for picnics and small tea-drinkings and

croquet.
"You are going out as a missionary !" cried

Elizabeth, with conviction.

They all turned to look at her, startled by the

certainty of her tone. She had not stirred from

her position by the hearth, but stood there con-

fronting them, calm as a statue, a curious con-

trast to the distressed Gertrude, who was wring-

ing her hands feebly, and gazing at the curate

with a half-distracted air.

The single lamp stood on a distant table
;
but

even in the doubtful light Mr. Forde fancied that

Elizabeth's face had grown suddenly pale.
" You are going out as a missionary," she re-

peated, as if she had by some subtle power of

sympathy shared all his thoughts from the hour
;

in which" he briefly touched upon his views in his

one confidential talk with her.
" You are good at guessing," he said.

"
Yes,

I am going."

"Oh," cried Gertrude, "it is like your apos-

tolic nature to contemplate such self-sacrifice.

But oh, dear Mr. Forde, consider your health,

and the natives."

"I don't think St. Paul ever gave much con-

sideration to his health, or to the question of pos-

sible danger from the natives," answered Mr.

Forde, with his grave smile
;
"and if you insist

upon comparing me with saints and apostles, you
would at least expect me to be as regardless of

any peril to myself as the numerous gentlemen
who have spent the best part of their lives in this

work."
" Those lives may not have been so precious

as yours, Mr. Forde*
"

"Or they may have been much more precious.

There are very few to regret me, should the

chances of war be adverse."

Again he stole a glance at Elizabeth. She

stood firm as a rock, and was now not even look-

ing his way. Her eyes were bent upon the de-

caying fire, with that" customary prophetic look.

She might have been trying to read his fate there.

"However," he continued, "the die is cast.

I have arrived at the conviction that I am more

wanted yonder, to dig and delve that rugged

soil, than to idle among the delights of this flow-

er garden. And I came here this evening to

announce my determination to Mr. Lnttrell. Do

you know if I shall find him in his study ?"

"Papa has gone into the town, to the read-

ing-room," said Blanche.
"Then I can take my chance of finding him

there," said the curate, preparing to depart.
"Oh, Mr. Forde, how unkind to be so anx-

ious to run away, when this is perhaps almost

your last visit ! You must stop to tea, and you
can tell us a little about your plans how soon"

(with a little choking noise)
"
you really mean to

leave us."
"
I will stop, with much pleasure, if you like,"

he answered, putting down his hat, which Ger-
trude took up with a reverent air, as if it had
been a mitre, and removed to a convenient abid-

ing-place. "As to my plans, they are some-
what vague as yet. I have little to tell beyond
the one fact that I am going. Only I thought it

due to Mr. Luttrell to give him the earliest in-

formation of that fact, insignificant as it may be."
"

It is not insignificant," exclaimed Gertrude.
"
Hawleigh never had such a gain or such a loss

as you will have been to it. Will it be" (with
another little choking interval, like a strangled

semicolon)
"
very long before we lose you?"

"I do not know what you would call long.
About a month, perhaps."

' '

Only a month only four more blessed Sun-

days ! Oh, Mr. Forde, that is sudden !

"

" Do not suppose that I am not sorry to go,"
said Mr. Forde. " I am very fond of Hawleigh.

Only that other work is a part of an old design.

I have only been trying my strength here."

"Only fluttering your wings like a young
eagle before soaring to the topmost mountain

peaks," exclaimed Gertrude, with a little gush of

poetry, raising her tearful eyes to the ceiling, in

the midst of which burst the"maid brought in the

tea-tray, and Miss Luttrell seated herself to per-

form her duties in connection therewith, not with-

out a consolatory pride in the silver tea-service.

She was the kind of woman to whom even in the

hour of despair these things are never quite dust

and ashes.

Elizabeth had seated herself in an arm-chair

by the fire, on which her gaze was still gravely

bent. She made no farther attempt to join in

the conversation, but sat silent while Gertrude

persecuted the curate with questions about his

future career, not consenting to be put off with

vague or careless answers, but evincing an in-

satiable thirst for exact information upon every

point.

Scarcely did Elizabeth lift her eyes from that

mute contemplation of the fire when Mr. Forde

carried her a cup of tea. She took it from him

with a murmured acknowledgment, but did not

look up at him, or give him any excuse for lin-

gering near her. He was obliged to go back to

his chair by the round table at the other end of

the room, and sit in the full glare of the lamp,

submitting himself meekly to Gertrude's cross-

questioning. He bore this infliction perhaps with

a greater patience than he might otherwise have

shown, for the sake of that quiet figure by the

hearth. Against his better judgment, even al-

though the plan of his life was fixed irrevocably,

and Elizabeth Luttrell's image excluded from it,

there was yet a pensive sweetness in her presence

her silent presence the sense of being near her.

"What does it matter, if the pleasure is a fool-

ish one?" he thought: "it must needs be so

brief."
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He staid about an hour, sipping orange pekoe,
and talking somewhat reluctantly of his hopes
and views, for he was a man who deemed that in

these things silence is golden. He tried to turn

the thread of talk another way, but Gertrude

would not be put off.
"
Oh, let us talk of you and your future, dear

Mr. Forde,"she exclaimed, with her accustomed

air of pious rapture.
' '

It will be such a comfort

when you are gone to be able to think of you, and

follow'your footsteps on the map."
The clock struck the half hour after nine, and

Mr. Luttrell had not yet appeared, so the curate

rose to depart, and went across to the hearth-rug
to bid Elizabeth good-night.
"You had better say good-by at the same

time," said Diana. " Your visits are so few and
far between that I dare say Lizzie will have gone
away before we see you again."
"Gone away!

5 '

"Yes
;
she is going to town in a fortnight, to

stay with Aunt Chevenix."
" Indeed." This in. a disappointed tone

; yet
it could matter so little to him whither she went,
when he was about to disconnect himself alto-

gether from Hawleigh. Only he disapproved of

Aunt Chevenix in the abstract, and it was dis-

agreeable to him to hear that the woman he had

admired, and at times even believed in, was about

to be subject to her influence.

"I believe you are half a Puritan at heart, Mr.

Forde," said Diana, "and that you look upon all

fashionable pleasures as criminal. I could read it

in your face one day when auntie was holding
forth upon her delectable land in the regions of

Eaton Square.""
I have no passion for that kind of thing, I

admit," answered the curate.
" But I trust that

your sister Elizabeth will pass safely through that

and every other ordeal. If good wishes could in-

sure her safety, mine are earnest enough to count

for something."
He shook hands with Elizabeth as he said this.

The hand she gave him was very cold, and he
fancied even that it trembled a little as his strong
fingers closed on it. Then followed Gertrude's

effusive farewells. He would come to see them
often er, would he not, now that his hours among

j

them were numbered ? Diana and Blanche were
also effusive, but in a milder degree, having al-

ready been speculating upon the possible attri-

butes of a new curate. In so dull a life as theirs

even the agony of such a parting was a not un-

pleasing distraction, like that abscess in the cheek
from which an Austrian archduchess derived

amusement in her declining years.
While these farewells were being somewhat

lengthily drawn out, Elizabeth slipped quietly
from the room. Mr. Forde heard the flutter of

her dress, and looked round for a moment, to

discover that her place was vacant. How empty
did the room seem to him without her !

He dragged himself away from the reluctant

Gertrude at last, and felt not a little relieved

when he found himself in the open air, under a

windy sky ;
the moon shining fitfully, with swift

clouds scudding across her silver face, the night
winds sighing among the laurels on the leafy bank !

that shadowed the almost empty flower border, |

where a fringe of daffodils showed pale in the

moonlight. Mr. Forde walked slowly toward the

gate, over the lawn on which he had condescend-

ed to foolish games of croquet, in the summers
that were gone, thinking of Elizabeth and her
curious apathetic silence, and the almost death-
like coldness of the hand that had touched his.

"She is the strangest girl," he said to himself," and there are moments when I am half tempt-
ed to think

"

He did not finish the thought even to himself,
for looking up suddenly, he beheld a figure stand-

ing before him, on the edge of the lawn, a wom-
an's figure, with a shawl of fleecy whiteness, fold-

ed Arab-wise, and surrounding it almost from
head to feet. Yet even thus muffled he knew the

figure by its bearing ;
a loftier air than is com-

mon to modern young- lady-hood something
nearer akin to the wild untutored grace of an In-
dian princess.

"Elizabeth!"

"Yes, Mr. Forde. I,have come out here to

ask you if it is true if you do really intend to

fling away your life like that ?"
" There is no question of my flinging away my

life," he answered, quietly, yet strangely moved
by her presence, by the smothered passion in her
tone.

"
I shall be as much in the hands of God

yonder as I am here."

"Of course," she answered, in her reckless

way, "God is with us every where, watching and

judging us. But He suffers human sacrifices,
even in our day. It may be in the scheme of

Providence that you should be eaten, or scalped,
or tomahawked, or burned alive by savages."
"Be sure that if it is, the thing will happen."
"Oh, that is your horrible Calvinistic doc-

trine : almost as bad as a Turk's. But if you
do not leave England you can not fall into "the

hands of those dreadful savages."
"And perhaps remain at home to be killed in

a railway accident, or die of small-pox. I hardly
think the savages would be worse

;
and if I felt I

had done any good among them, there would be
a kind of glory in my death which might take

the sting out of its physical pain."" ' The path of glory leads but to the grave,'
"

said Elizabeth, gloomily.
" Don't go, Mr.

Forde! There are heathens enough to convert
in England."

" But if I feel that my vocation calls me von-
der?"

"
It is a mere fancy. You were a soldier the

other day, and can not forget the old longing for

foreign service."

"Believe me, no
;
I have considered this busi-

ness with more deliberation than is usual to me.
And I am quite convinced that my duty lies iu

that direction."
" A delusion ! You would be greater and

more useful in England. Your countryman,
Edward Irving, had once that fancy, I remem-
ber

;
he had his ideal picture of a missionary's

life, and seriously thought of trying to realize it."

"Better for himself, perhaps, if he had achieved

that early aim than to be a world's wonder for

a few brief years, and die disappointed at last."

"Don't go, Mr. Forde!" clasping her hands,
and looking up at him piteously with her lovely

eyes, so different from the seraphic gaze of poor
Gertrude's faded orbs. "I wish to Heaven I

were eloquent, or knew how to plead and argue
as some people do."

"You are only too eloquent; your words go
to my heart. For God's,sake, say no more !"
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"Yes, yes, I will say much more; if I can

touch you, if my words can penetrate your ob-

stinate heart, you shall not go. I am pleading
for Hawleigh, and all the people who love you,
who have drawn their very faith and hope from

you, as ifyour soul were a fountain of righteous-
ness. I have a presentiment that if you go abroad

it will be to perish ;
to lose your life for a vain

dream. Stay here, and teach us to be good.
We were half of us pagans till you came to us.

"

They had walked on toward the gate while

they were talking. They now stood close be-

side it, Elizabeth with one bare hand clasping
the topmost bar, as if she meant to hinder the

curate's exit till she had extorted the recanta-

tion of his vow.
There was a little pause after her last speech.

Malcolm Forde stood looking downward, think-

ing of what she had said thinking of it with a

passionate delight which was new and strange to

his soul, a rapture which had been no element

in his love of Alice Eraser. Suddenly he took

the hand that hung loosely by Elizabeth's side.

"If I were weak enough, mad enough, to

prefer my own happiness to the call of duty, I

should stay here," he said
; "you ought to know

that."
"

I know nothing except that you have been

hard and cruel to me always, in spite of all my
feeble endeavors to please you," answered the

girl, with a faint touch of the pettishness com-

mon to undisciplined beauty.
" Your endeavors to please me !" he repeated.

" Could I think you valued my opinion ? If I

had imagined that if I could have supposed, for

one presumptuous moment, that you loved me "

"If you could have supposed!" she cried, im-

patiently. "You must have known that I loved

you, that I hated myself for loving you, that I

hated you for not loving me."
No swift answer came from his lips, hut she

was clasped in his arms, held close against his

heart, his passionate heart, which had never

beaten thus until this moment.

"My darling, my darling!" he said at last, in

the lowest, fondest tones that ever stole from a

lover's lips. "I never knew what passionate
love meant till I knew you."
"Not when you loved Alice Eraser?" she

asked, doubtfully.
"Not even for my sweet Alice. I loved her

because she was as good as she was beautiful,

because to love her seemed the nearest way to

heaven. I love you even when you seem to lead

me away from heaven."

"Because I am so wicked," she said, with a

shade of bitterness.
"
No, darling ; only because you are not ut-

terly perfect; because to love you is to be too

fond of this sweet world, to be less eager for

heaven. Oh, my dearest, what a slave you can

make of me! But beware of this passionate

love which you have kindled in a heart that

tried so hard to shut you out. It is jealous and

exacting, tyrannic, perilous perilous for you and

for me. It is of the earth, earthy. I love you
too much for the sake of your beauty, too much

for the magic of those lovely eyes ^that
seem

sweeter to me than summer starlight."
" And if something were to happen to me that

would spoil my good looks forever, you would

leave off loving me, I suppose," she said.

"No, dearest, you would still be Elizabeth.
There is a nameless, indefinable charm which
would be left even if your beauty had perished."
"Then you do not love me for the sake ofmy

beauty ?" she asked, persistently, as if she were
bent on plucking out the heart of his mystery.
"Not now, perhaps; but I fear it was that

which won me. I never meant to love you, re-

member, Elizabeth. No battle was ever harder

fought than mine against my own heart and you,
nor ever a battle lost more ignominiously," he

added, with a faint sigh.
"Thank Heaven it is lost!" she said

;
"not

for my sake I will not claim so unwilling a
victim but for your own. You will not go to

the Antipodes to be eaten by savages ?"

"Not if you offer me the supremest earthly

happiness at home. I will try to do some good
in my generation, and yet be happy, I will for-

get that I ever had any higher aspiration than
to tread the beaten tracks. I will try to be use-

ful in my small way at home."
This half regretfully, even with her bright

head resting on his shoulder, her lovely eyes

looking up at him with an almost worshiping
fondness.

"And you will help me to lead a good life,

will you not, Elizabeth ?" he asked, earnestly."
I will be your slave," she said, with a strange

blending of scorn and pride scorn of herself, in-

tensest pride in him. "I will be your dog, to

fetch and carry ;
the veriest drudge in your par-

ish work, if you like. I can fancy our life : in

the dreariest parsonage that was ever built
;
a

wild waste of marsh and fen round about us; a

bleak straggling street of hovels for our town ;

not a decent habitation within ten miles of us,

only the poor with their perpetual wants and ail-

ments and afflictions. I can fancy all this, and yet

my life would be spent in paradise with you !"

Sweet fooling in which lovers delight ! Doubly
sweet to Malcolm Forde, to whom it was so new.

" My dearest and best," he said, smiling at her

enthusiasm,
"

I will forgive you the marshes and

fens
;
that is to say, we will not go out of our

way to find them. 'But we will go wherever we
are most wanted."

" To a nice manufacturing town, for instance,

where there will be a perpetual odor of soap-boil-

ing and size-making, and soot blowing in at all

our windows."
"
Perhaps to such a town, darling ;

but I would

find you a nest beyond the odors of soap-boiling."

"Or if you have set your heart on a mission

to the Dog-rib Indians, or the Maoris, or the

Japanese, I will go with you. Why should I

have less courage than that noble creature, Lady
Baker? Indeed, on reflection, 1 think I should

rather like such an adventurous existence. If

one could go about in a yacht, now, and convert

the heathen, it would be really nice."
" I will not risk a life so precious to me. No,

dearest, we will be content with a narrower

sphere. After all, perhaps a clergyman who has

a wife may be of more use than a bachelor in an

English parish ;
she can he such a valuable ally

if she chooses, almost a second self."

"I will choose to be any thing that you order

me to be," she answered, confidently.

"But, oh, my darling, are you really in ear-

nest?" he asked, in his gravest tone, scrutinizing

the upturned face with a serious, searching gaze.
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" For pity's sake, Elizabeth, do not fool me !

You have told me that you are fitful and incon-

stant. If if this love, which fills my soul with

such a fond delight, which changes the whole
scheme of my existence in a moment if, on

your part, it is only a brief fancy, born perhaps
of the very idleness and emptiness of your life,

let us forget every word that we have said. You
can trust me, darling, I shall not think less of

you for being self-deluded. Consider in time

whether it is possible for you to change ;
wheth-

er the kind of life which you speak of so lightly
would not really seem dismal and unendurable

to you when you found yourself pledged to go on

living it to the end of your days ;
whether there

is not in your heart some hankering for worldly

pleasures and worldly triumphs : a longing which

might grow into a regret when you had lost all

hope of them forever. To marry me is to ac-

cept a life that must be lived chiefly for others.

My wife must be a lay Sister of Charity."" Have I not told you that I will be your
slave?" she answered. And then withdrawing
herself suddenly from his arms,

"
Oh, I begin

to understand," she said, with a deeply wounded
air: "it is I who have been offering myself to

you, not you to me, and you are trying to find a

polite mode of rejection. Why are you not more
candid ? Why not humiliate me at once by say-

ing,
'

Really, Miss Luttrell, your readiness to sac-

rifice yourself is most obliging, only I do not hap-
pen to want you ?'

"

"
Elizabeth, you know that I love you with all

my heart and mind."
' ; Do you ? No, I can not believe it

;
I have

wished it too much : no one ever obtained any
thing so ardently wished for. It is not in nature

that I should be so happy/'"
If there is any happiness in being assured of

my love, drink the draught freely. It is, and
has been yours almost since the beginning of our

acquaintance."
"There is more than happiness, there is in-

toxication!" she answered, in her fervent, un-

measured fashion.
" Not because you are hand-

some," she went on, with an arch smile; "for
in that respect I am superior to you. It was
not your face that won me. I love you because

you seem to me so much above all other men
;

because you have dominion over me, in fact. I

did not think it could be so sweet to have a
master.

"

"Say, rather, a guide and counselor, dearest.

There shall be no question of dominion between
us. I want your life to be as happy as mine will

be in the possession of your love."

"But I insist upon your being my master!"
she answered, impetuously.

"
I am not a creat-

ure to be guided or counseled
;
see how little

influence papa has ever exercised over me with
his mild bewailings and lamentings, or Gertrude
with her everlasting sermonizing. Believe me,
I must be commanded by a being stronger than

myself. Even my love for you is slavish. See
how little value I could have set upon my dignity
as a woman when I came out here to-night to

make my supplication to you. But I did not
mean to betray myself. I only meant to plead
for the people of Hawleigh. You will not think
me too contemptible, will you, Malcolm ?"

The name was halfwhispered. It was the first

time she had ever pronounced it.

"
Contemptible!" A lingering kiss upon the

broad white brow made the rest of his answer.
How long this kind of talk might have lasted

is an open question, but at this moment Eliza-
beth's quick ear caught the sound of a footstep
on the high-road.

"It is papa, perhaps," she said, nervously.
"Oh, please go."" If you wish it, darling. But I may tell him
every thing to-morrow, may I not?"

" To-morrow! That is so very sudden."
" There can be no reason for delay, dear. Of

course our marriage is an event in the future. I

am not going to hasten that unduly. Though,
as far as worldly matters go, I am in a position
to marry to-morrow. But there should be no

delay in letting your father know of our engage-
ment."
"I suppose not. Our engagement! How

strange that sounds! Do you really mean it,

or will you write me a little note to-morrow
morning recalling your ill-advised expressions
of to-night?"" Such a note is more likely to come from yon
than from me. But one word, darling. What
about this visit to Mrs. Chevenix ? It can be

put off, can it not, now ?"

"I hardly think so
;
auntie has made all her

preparations for me."
"
They can not involve much."

"She would be so disappointed, and papa so

angry ;
and there are my expectations, you

know. One can not fly in the face of fortune."

"My wife must be independent of expecta-

tions, dear. And London gayeties are not the

best preparation for life in a parsonage among
the fens."

"Do you think not? I shall find out how
hollow and empty such pleasures are, and learn

to despise them."
" That is according to circumstances. But as

a matter of personal feeling, I would rather you
did not go."
"I only wish it were possible to slip out of the

engagement, but I don't think it is
;
Aunt Chev-

enix is so easily offended."
" Offend her, then, dear, for once in a way."
Elizabeth shook her head hopelessly. After

the money that had been spent upon her dresses

it would seem something worse than folly not to

wear them. They might have served for her

trousseau, perhaps, but she doubted if so much
flouncing and trimming on the garments of a

country clergyman's wife would have satisfied

Malcolm Forde's sense of the fitness of things.
There was a white tulle dotted about with tea-

roses, a masterpiece of Miss March's, which she

thought of with a tender regretfulness. Oh, the

dresses ought really to be worn
;
and what a pity

to offend Aunt Chevenix for nothing !

"Very well," said Mr. Forde. "I see my
tyranny is not to begin yet awhile. If you must

go, dear, you must. But it seems rather hard

that our betrothal should be inaugurated by a

separation.""
It will only be for a few weeks. And I am

not going till the end of the month." .

The footstep had approached and had passed
the Vicarage gate. It was not the step of Mr.

Luttrell, but of some bulky farmer walking

briskly toward his homestead.
"
Good-night, dearest!" said Malcolm Forde,
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suddenly awakened to the recollection that it was
a cold March night, and that Elizabeth was be-

ginning to shiver. "How inconsiderate of me
to keep you standing in the open air so long!
Shall I take you back to the hall door ?"

"Oh no
; my sisters might see us, and won-

der. I will run round by the orchard, and go
in the back way."
"Very well, dear. They shall have no ground

for wonderment after to-morrow. Good-night.
"

CHAPTER XIII.

"For Destiny does not like
To yield to men the helm,

And shoots his thoughts by hidden nerves
Throughout the solid realm.

The patient Daemon sits

With roses and a shroud ;

He has his way, and deals his gifts
But ours is not allowed."

VERY little slumber came to the eyelids of

Elizabeth that night. She had spent many a

sleepless night of late
; nights of tossing to and

fro, and weary longing for the late-coming dawn ;

nights full of thought and wonder about the dim,

strange future, and what it held for her
; nights

full of visions of triumphs and pleasures to come,
or of sad longing for one dearer delight which
was never to be hers the love of that one man
whom she loved.

Very different were ner thoughts and visions

to-night. He loved her. The one unspeakable

blessing which she had for a long time deemed
unattainable had dropped into her lap. He
loved her, and she had given herself to him for

ever and ever. No more vague dreams of the

triumphs that were to be won by her beauty, no

more half-childish imaginings of pleasures and

glories awaiting her in the world she knew not.

On the very threshold of that dazzling region,

just when success seemed certainty, Love closed

the gate, and she was to remain without, in the

bleaker, drearier world she knew, brightened

only by that dear companionship.
She had told him that the most dismal home

to which he could take her would be a paradise,
if shared with him

;
and she believed that it

would be so. Yet being a creature made up of

opposites, she could not let the old dream go with-

out a pang.
" From my very childhood I have fancied that

something wonderful would happen to me, some-

thing as brilliant and unexpected as the fate of

Cinderella : and it all ends by my marrying a

curate!" she said to herself, half wonderingly.
" But then he is not like the common herd of

citrates, he is not like the common herd of man-
kind. It is an honor to worship him."

And then by-and-by she thought :

"I wish I had been a Russian empress, and he

my serf. What a delight to have chosen him

from his base-born brotherhood, and placed him

beside me upon the throne ;
to have recognized

all that makes him noble, in spite of his surround-

ings ;
to have been able to say,

'
I give you my

heart and soul, and all this northern world !'"

An empress could afford to make a bad match.

It was a bad match. Even with all the glamour
of this new delight upon her, she did not attempt

to disguise this fact.

"I am glad he has money of his own,' she

mused. " We can at least have a nicely fur-

nished house what a comfort to have modern
furniture after our ancient rubbish! and silver

like papa's. And I dare say Malcolm will give
me money enough to dress nicely, in a simple
parson's-wifeish way. I shall have to work very
hard in his parish, of course, but it will be for his

sake, and that will sweeten every thing."
She thought of Lord Paulyn, and smiled to

herself at the idea of his disappointment. Now
that she had plighted her faith to some one else,
she felt very sure that the Viscount had been des-

perately in love with her, and had only waited,
with the insolence of rank and wealth, his own
good time for telling her of his love. It would
be not unamusing, if she met him in London, to
lead him on a little, to the point of an offer even,
and then crush him by the information that she
was "engaged." And it would be still more
agreeable some day in the happy future, when
she was Malcolm Forde's wife, to tell her hus-
band how she had refused a coronet for his sake.

She remembered that fodlish wager ofher pearl
necklace. Diana was welcome to the bauble, and
even to any touch of spiteful triumph which she

might feel in her sister's acceptance of so humble
a destiny. "But they can hardly crow over me
if Lord Paulyn makes me an offer, and I refuse

him," she said to herself.

Was she not utterly happy in the first flush of
her victory, having won the thing she had longed
for? Almost utterly, perhaps, but even with the

intoxication of that delight there was mingled a

vague notion that she had been foolish, that the

world her own small world would laugh at her.

She had carried her head so high, had protested
not once, but a hundred times, that, come what
come might, she would never throw herself away
upon a curate. What a storm of anger and rid-

icule must she needs encounter from Mrs. Cheve-

nix, whenever that worldly-wise matron should

be informed of her infatuated conduct! That
defiant spirit, which so often had flouted the

Chevenix, quailed and shrunk to-night at the

thought of the stormy scene that was likely to

follow such a revelation.
" But surely I am the mistress of myself,"

she thought.
"

It is myself I am giving away.
And papa is not up to his eyes in debt, or in

danger of dying in a work-house unless I make a

rich marriage. And if I am a little better-look-

ing than my sisters, and the sort of girl people

say ought to make a success in life, is that any
reason why I should not be happy my own way,

unutterably happy with the man I love so dearly,

and to be loved by whom is like the beginning of

a new life ?"

It will be seen, therefore, that even in the hour

of victory Elizabeth was not unconscious of hav-

ing thrown herself away. She had been miser-

able without Mr. Forde's love
;
but she was quite

aware of the price her devotion to him was to

cost her. The phantasmal opera-box and town-

house and country-seats, and carriages and sad-

dle-horses, faded slowly from before her eyes, like

a ghostly procession of this world's brightest

glories, melting forever into shadow-land. The

worldly half of her soul suffered a pang at part-

ing with these pomps and vanities.

"They do not constitute happiness, I know,"
she reflected; "but I have thought of them so

long as a part of my future life that it does seem
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just a little difficult to imagine my life without

them."
And then she remembered the dark eyes look-

ing down at hers
;
the grave low voice speaking

words of love, sweeter words than she had ever

thought to hear from the lips of Malcolm Forde.

She remembered these things, and the pomps
and vanities seemed as nothing when weighed
against them.
"Thank God that he loves me!" she said to

herself. "What do I care if other people are

disappointed or malicious ? I will be happy my
own way."

In spite of this resolution she felt strangely
nervous next morning at breakfast, when she

met the family circle, about which there seemed
somehow to be a lurking air of suspicion, though

j

nobody could have reason to suspect. She had
|

slipped quietly in from her nocturnal excursion, I

and had gone up to her own room unobserved,
whence she sent a message to the drawing-room
by one of the servants to the effect that she had
a headache, and could not come down to prayers.
"I hope your headache is gone," said Diana,

with the lukewarm solicitude of a relative.

"Thanks; yes, I think so."
' 'A headache is scarcely a subject for thought,

"

remarked Gertrude; "one has or one has not a
headache."

"There are such things as nervous head-

aches, "said Elizabeth, carelessly.
"Which I have always regarded as another

name for affectation," replied Gertrude.
" But you're not eating a crumb, Lizzie," ex-

claimed Blanche; "and you're so pale, and
have such a heavy look about the eyes.""

I did not sleep much last night ;
and as for

breakfast, I have always considered it a most
!

uninviting meal perpetual eggs and rashers, and <

dry toast and Dundee marmalade. Give me an-

other cup of tea, please, Gerty ;
I am feverishly

thirsty. And I am sure, if we are on the subject
of looks, I can not congratulate you on your ap-

pearance this morning ; you look as if you had
been crying half the night.

"

Gertrude flushed crimson at this accusation.
"

I do not deny that Mr. Forde's announce-
ment of last night was a blow to me," she said.

"We have worked so long together, and I had
learned to look upon him almost as a brother."

Elizabeth smiled to herself as she looked into

her tea-cup. She was wondering how Gertrude
would like to look upon him quite as a brother

that is to say, a brother-in-law.

"The idea of his going out as a missionary !"

exclaimed Blanche, spreading marmalade on her

bread-and-butter. "It sounds Low -Church,
somehow, to me."
"I wonder what his successor will be like?"

speculated Diana. "Good-looking and gentle-

man-like, I trust."
" And not a horrid married man with a herd

of brats," said the flippant Blanche.

"Blanche, I do not consider it consistent ei-

ther witli Christian principles or the preservation
of your health to put marmalade on your bread-
and-butter to such an extent as you are doing!"
said Gertrude, with a housekeeper's eye to waste.

"
I suppose we shall see no more of Mr. Forde

till just as he is going away, and then perhaps
we shall only get his card with P.P.C. in the

corner," remarked Diana, listlessly. She had

already begun to put Mr. Forde out of her mind,
as a thing of the past.

Elizabeth smiled again, with bent head, a hap-
py, triumphant smile : the smile of a heart
which held no regret for a possible coronet a
heart which was filled to the very brim with love
for Malcolm Forde, and joyful pride in having
won him. She was thinking how soon they
were likely to see him again, and how often. He
was hers now, her vassal. Yes, he, the saint,
the demi-god, had assumed an earthly bondage.
She had talked, in her foolish, childish rapture of

being his slave, but she meant to make him hers.
" I wish I could get out of the visit to auntie,

as he wishes," she thought.
"
If Blanche could

go in my place, for instance. But my dresses
wouldn't fit Blanche

;
and perhaps it would be

as well for me to see the world a little before I

bid good-by to it, drain the cup of pleasure to the

dregs, and find out how vapid the draught is."

This was an easy way of settling the question ;

but the fact is that Elizabeth Luttrell, having
looked forward during the last four years to the

unknown delights of a London season, was hard-

ly disposed to relinquish so much pleasure even
for the sake of the man she loved better than
all the rest of the world. She was a girl who
thought she had a right to obtain every thing
she wished for, and even to serve two masters if

she pleased.
She appeared unusually restless during the in-

terval between breakfast and luncheon
;
wan-

dered out into the garden and orchard, and came
back to the house with her hair blown about by
the bleak March wind

;
sat down to the piano,

when that instrument was available, and sang a
little and played a little in her usual desultory
manner

;
took up a book from the table, only to

fling it down impatiently five minutes afterward
;

and every now and then went to the window,
and stood looking absently across the lawn.

"One would suppose you expected somebody,
Lizzie, "said Diana, "you do fidget so abomina-

bly, and stare out of the window so continually."" You may suppose it, if you like."
" Hns Lord Paulyn come back to Ashcombe ?"

"I know nothing of his lordship's movements."
"Indeed! I thought he was about the only

person in whom you were interested, and I be-

gan to think you had received private intelli-

gence, and were on the watch for him."
"

I am not on the watch for him, nor do I care

if I never see him again."
" What a change! But how about your wa-

ger in that case ?"

"My wager! what, the pearl necklace, you
mean ? Of course you knew that was the merest
nonsense."

" What ! are you going to back out of it ? I

thought it was a serious challenge."
" Take the necklace if you like. I don't think

I shall ever wear it, and I have other things of

poor mamma's."
"But does that mean that you confess your-

self beaten that you promised more than you
feel yourself able to perform?"

"'Have it so, if you like. You put me in a

passion that night, and I said any thing only to

annoy you. But I shall never be Lord Paulyn's
wife."

"What a death-blow for poor auntie! She
had set her heart upon having a niece in the
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peerage. Her Debrett would have opened of

its own accord like the book Thackeray speaks
of at the article Paulyn."
The sisters were dawdling over their luncheon

when they heard a footstep on the gravel, and
anon a ring at the hall door. Blanche, the agile,
dashed to a window in time to recognize the

visitor.

"Now whoever do you suppose it is, girls?"
she cried; "guess."

Nohody appeared able to solve the enigma,
although Elizabeth's fast-beating heart told her
the visitor's name.
"Mr. Forde!" cried Blanche.
"He has come to tell papa, no doubt," said

Gertrude, with a hasty survey of the table, to

see that the mid-day meal made a respectable

appearance ;
and then going straightway to the

dining-room door, to intercept the visitor, "Papa
is in his study, dear Mr. Forde," she said, shak-

ing hands with him
;

" but do come in first and
have a little luncheon. Blanche, ring for some
fresh cutlets."

"
No, thank you, Miss Luttrell. I never take

any luncheon. And I do particularly want to

see the vicar."

"But I told him every thing, and he is so

grieved.
"

" I don't think you can have told quite every
thing," with a stolen look at Elizabeth, who was

standing just within the doorway, and a little

smile, "and I hope we shall be able to over-

come his grief. I will go to him at once, and
look in upon you young ladies in the drawing-
room afterward."

"Now, remember, we shall expect you," said

Gertrude, with her reverential air, hardly sorry
that he had been proof against the temptation
of the hot cutlet, which had been a somewhat

speculative offer, since there might or might
not be a section of the "

best end of the neck"
in reserve in the larder.

" What delightful manners!" she said, as she

went back to her place at the table; "no as-

sumption of goodness, no consciousness of pos-

sessing a loftier nature than the common herd.
"

"
Why, you wouldn't have him stalking about

in a surplice, or expounding the Scriptures on
the door-step, would you, Gerty ?" cried the ir-

reverent Blanche. "I don't see why sinners

should be the only people with decent manners."
" Hold your tongue, child

; you are incapable
of understanding such a nature as his. You can

gaze upon that saintly brow without one thrill of

emotion.
"

"I certainly shouldn't offer mutton-cutlets to

people with saintly brows; I have more sense

of the fitness of things," replied the uncrushable

youngest.
Elizabeth said nothing. She was subject to

long lapses of silence in the company of her sis-

ters. They were so little worth the trouble of

conversation. And now she had sweet thoughts
that filled her mind while they were babbling, a

new wealth of happiness. He had come to speak
to her father, to offer himself as her husband,
and afterward he would come to the drawing-

room, and she would know the result.

"Suppose papa should reject him?" she

thought, with alarm. "I know how Aunt
Chevenix preached to him about Lord Paulyn,
and the brilliant future before me. But, thank

Heaven, papa is not mercenary ;
so long as he is

not disappointed in his dinners, he is sure to take

things easily."
The four girls repaired to the drawing-room

soon after this, and Gertrude skirmished round
the room, making a clearance of litter books
that had been flung down any where, work-
baskets overturned, flying sheets of music

;
and

having done this, seated herself at her own par-
ticular little table, with its neatly kept Dorcas
basket, and began to tear calico. Elizabeth sub-
sided into her favorite chair by the fire, and did

nothing, after her wont nothing, except look at
the clock on the mantel-piece every now and then,
wondering how long the interview would last.

"What a time they are 1" Blanche exclaimed
at last, with a yawn. "I should have thought,
as papa knew all about it, they'd have made
shorter work of the business.

"

" If you would employ yourself, Blanche, you
would have less time for idle speculations of that

kind," said Gertrude, severely ;

" but the whole
weight of the Dorcas basket is allowed to fall on

my shoulders."
" That's the worst of being born too good for

this world, my dear Gerty ; people are sure to

impose upon you."
The door was opened at this moment, and

Mr. Forde came in, and crossed the room to

Elizabeth's place by the fire, and planted him-
self on the hearth-rug by her side, towering above
her as she sat in her low chair, and looking down
at her with a tender smile. The sisters stared

at him wonderingly. There was an air of ap-

propriation in the manner of his greeting, grave
and subdued as it was.

"All has ended happily," he said, in a low-

voice, as they shook hands. "You will meet
with no opposition from your father."

"Have you told papa every thing?" asked

Gertrude, watching the two with jealous eyes.

"Every thing."
"And he is very sorry, is he not?"
"A little disappointed perhaps, but hardly

sorry."
' '

Disappointed, yes, of course. He had hoped
you would stay with us at least three years.
How I wish he could have persuaded you to

change your mind !"

"Suppose I have changed my mind?" said

Mr. Forde, smiling at her anxiety.
"
Suppose

I have found an influence powerful enough to

make me forego my most cherished ambition ?"
" I don't quite understand," faltered Gertrude,

looking from him to Elizabeth with a blank, dis-

mayed look. "You seemed to have made up
your mind so completely last night. What can

have happened since then to make you waver ?"
" Wonderful things have happened to me since

last night. All my thoughts and dreams have

undergone a revolution. I have discovered that

a life at home can be sweeter to me than I ever

dreamed it could be till last night ;
and it must

be my endeavor to find a useful career for myself
at home."

Gertrude grew deadly pale. Yes, she under-

stood it all now. He was looking down at Eliz-

abeth while he spoke looking down at her with

love unspeakable. It was clear enough now.

Elizabeth was to have this priceless boon flung
into her lap Elizabeth, who had done nothing
to deserve it.
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"I want you to accept me as your brother,

Gertrude," said Mr. Forde; "and you, Diana,
and you, Blanche. I mean to do my best to sup-

ply the place of the brother you have never had.
"

"There was the baby," said Blanche, with a

matter-of-fact air :

" such a poor wee thing !

christened Wilmot Chevenix Trelawney, and died

half an hour afterward. Such a waste of good

family names !

"

Mr. Forde held out his hand as he made this

offer of brotherly affection, but no one took it.

Diana gave a little laugh, and got up from her

seat to look out of the window. Gertrude stood

like a statue, looking fit the curate.

"You seem surprised by my news, Miss Lut-

trell," he said at last, struck by her singular
manner.
"I am more than surprised," said Gertrude,

"after the things I have heard my sister say
after some things that you have said yourself,
too. However, I suppose one ought never to be

surprised at any thing in this world. I hope you
may be happy, Mr. Forde

;
but I do not remem-

ber ever having heard of so unsuitable a match."
She said this with calm deliberation, having

just sufficient self-command to keep the tempest
of angry feelings pent up in her breast for the

moment ;
and having delivered herself of this

opinion, left the room.
"

It will be for us to find out that, won't it,

Lizzie ?" said the curate, looking after her won-

deringly. "Your eldest sister hardly accepts
our new relationship in so pleasant a spirit as I

hoped she would have shown toward me."

"Perhaps she wanted you for herself," said

Elizabeth, with a scornful laugh. "She has

made no secret of worshiping you.
"

"
Diana, Blanche, we are to be good friends,

I hope ?" This with a kind of appeal to the two

others, who this time responded warmly enough.
"Believe me, there is no one we could like

better than you,
"
said Diana.

"I'm sure we dote upon you," cried Blanche.
"
I may say it now you are going to be my broth-

er. But, you see, we were taken a little aback
at first, for Elizabeth is the beauty of our family,
and there has been so much talk with Aunt
Chevenix and one and another about the grand
marriage she was to make

;
so it does seem rath-

er a come-down, you know."
"Blanche!" exclaimed Elizabeth, furiously.
* ' Don't I say that we all dote upon him ?" ex-

postulated Blanche. " But however good your

family may be, you know, Mr. Forde, and how-
ever independent your position, and all that kind

of thing, a curate isn't a viscount, you know; and
after Lord Paulyn's attentions

"

" Blanche ! If you don't hold your tongue
"

" Don't be angry with her," pleaded Malcolm.
"I can forgive Lord Paulyn for having admired

you, and your family for expecting all mankind
to bow down and worship you, so long as you
can forgive me for having made you disappoint
them."

"Forgive you !" said Elizabeth, looking fond-

ly up at him. In his presence coronets, country-
seats, carriages, seemed the vilest dross.

Diana beheld her with wonder. Had worldly
ambition, had a boldly declared heartlessness,
come to so poor an end as this? But when Di-
ana and Blanche were alone together presently,
Elizabeth having gone into the garden to see her

lover off, with a rapid appropriation of her rights
as his affianced, the younger sister shook her head

sagely.
" How blind you must be, Di !" she said. "I

knew all about" it ever so long ago. She was

always madly in love with him. I have heard
her say such things !"

"
I used to fancy she liked him a little once,

but I thought Lord Paulyn had put all that out
of her head, and that she had set her heart upon
becoming a viscountess.

"

"
Elizabeth is a mixture," said Blanche, sen-

tentiously; "one moment the most mercenary
being in the world, and the next like that classic

party, with a name something like Sophia, ready
to throw herself off a rock for love. It '11 be rath-

er nice, though, to have Mr. Forde for a brother,
won't it, Di ?"

'

"It would have been nicer to have had a vis-

count," responded Diana.

In the. bleak garden once more, the March
winds buffeting them, the daffodils waving at

their feet, the world a paradise.
"Was papa very much surprised?" inquired

Elizabeth.
"
Yes, darling ;

more surprised than I had ex-

pected to find him, for he had evidently learned
to consider Lord Paulyn almost your plighted
lover."

" How absurd !" cried the girl, with a little

toss of her head. '"Such an idea would never

have entered papa's mind of itself. He is not a

person to have ideas. But Aunt Chevenix talk-

ed such rubbish, just because Lord Paulyn came
here a good deal. I suppose this was about the

only place he had to come to on the days he
didn't hunt."
"I think there would be a few more houses

open to him within a radius of ten miles, although
he does not bear a very high character," said Mr.

Forde, gravely."
Perhaps. However, he seemed to like com-

ing here," replied Elizabeth, carelessly.
"

I am
sorry he has not a good character, for he is not

at all a bad-natured young man, although one is

apt to get tired of his society after an hour or so.

You are not going to be jealous of him, I hope.""
I should be very jealous of any farther friend-

ship, of any farther acquaintance even, between
him and my future wife. He is not a good man,
believe me, Elizabeth. There are things I can

not possibly tell you, but he is known to have led

a bad life. I think you must know that I am
not a collector of scandal

;
but his character is

notorious."

"You were jealous of him that Sunday at

lunch, Malcolm," clinging to his arm with a tim-

id fondness.
"
I saw you scowling at us, and I

was prouder of your anger than of his admira-

tion
;
and then you kept away, and I saw no

more of you for ages, and I thought you a mon-
ster of coldness and cruelty.

"

"Yes, dear, I was savagely jealous ; and, oh,

my darling, promise me that there shall be no
more intimacy between that man and you. I

hate the idea of this visit to your aunt's, for that

reason above all. You will meet him in town,

perhaps ; you will have Aunt Chevenix by your
side, dropping her worldly poison into your ear.

Will you be deaf to all her arguments ? Will

you be true and pure and noble in spite of her ?"
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"I will be nothing that you disapprove," said

Elizabeth. And then, with a little burst of truth-

fulness, she went on,
" Do trust me, Malcolm

;
I

only want just one little peep at the world before

I bid it good-by forever the world about which
I have dreamed so much. It will be only for a

few weeks.
"

"Very well, dear, I will trust you. If you
could not pass scathless through such an ordeal,

you would be hardly worthy of an honest man's
love. My dearest treasure, I will hazard you.
I think I can trust you, Elizabeth. But if you
can not come back to me pure and true, for God's

sake let me never look upon your face again."

BOOK THE SECOND.

CHAPTER I.

" Two souls, alas, dwell in my breast : the one strug-

gles to separate itself from the other. The one clings
with obstinate fondness to the world, with organs like

cramps of steel ; the other lifts itself majestically from
the mist to the realms of an exalted ancestry."

A SUNNY afternoon in the second week ofMay,
one of those brilliant spring days which cheat

the dweller in cities, who has no indications of

the year's progress around and about him no

fields of newly sprouting corn, or hedges where
the blackthorn shows silvery white above mossy
banks dappled with violets and primroses into

the belief that summer is at hand. He has no
succession of field birds to serve for his time-

keepers, but he hears canaries and piping bull-

finches caroling in balconies, perhaps sees a

flower-girl at a street corner, and begins to think

he is in the month of roses.

It seemed the month of roses in one small

drawing-room in Eaton Square South a back

drawing-room, and of the tiniest, with a dark

green fernery artfully contrived to shed a dim re-

ligious light upon the chamber, and at the same
time mask the view of an adjacent mews the

daintiest possible thing in the way of back draw-

ing-rooms, with chairs and dwarf couches of the

pouf species, covered with cream-colored cre-

tonne and befrilled muslin
;
a coffee-table or two

in convenient corners ; the clock on the maroon-
velvet-covered mantel-piece, a chubby Cupid in

turquois Sevres beating a drum; the candela-

bra, two other chubby blue bantlings struggling
under their burden of wax-candles

;
velvet cur-

tains half screening the fire in the low steel grate :

and ensconced in the most luxurious of the^ow/s,
with her feet on the tapestried fender-stool (a

joint labor of the four Luttrell girls), and a large

green fan between her face and the glow, sat

Elizabeth Luttrell. She was not alone. Aunt
Chevenix was writing letters at her davenport in

the front drawing-room ; the swift flight of her

quill pen might be heard ever and anon in the

rearward chamber; and Reginald Paulyn was

sitting a cheval upon a smaller pouf, rocking
himself softly to and fro, to the endangerment of

the casters, as he discoursed.
" Come now, Miss Luttrell, I want you to like

Mrs. Cinqmars," he said, in an argumentative
tone. "She may not be quite what you'd call

good style
"

" I know very little of good or bad style," in-

terrupted Elizabeth, in a somewhat contemptu-
ous tone

;

"
your world is so new to me. But

certainly Mrs. Cinqmars has hardly what that

French secretary of legation I went in to dinner

with the other night called Vair du faubourg.""
Well, no, perhaps not; dresses a little too

much, and indulges rather too freely in slang,

perhaps. But she's the most kind-hearted creat-

ure in the world
; gives the best parties out

not your high-and-mighty nine-o'clock dinners,
with cabinet ministers and embassadors and for-

eign princelings, and so forth, but carpet dances
and acting charades and impromptu suppers and

water-parties. You go to her house to amuse

yourself, in short, and not to do the civil to a lot

of elderly fogies with orders at their button-holes,
or to talk politics with some heavy swell whose
nameis always cropping up in the Times leaders."

" Who is Mr. Cinqmars ?" inquired Elizabeth,
with a supercilious air.

"Henri du Chatelet de Cinqmars. Born a

Belgian, of a French-Canadian father and an

English mother that's his nationality. Made
his money upon various stock exchanges, and
continues so to make it, only extending his op-
erations now and then by buying up a steamboat

line, or something in that way. A man who will

burst up some of these days, no doubt, and pay
ninepence or so in the pound ;

but in the mean
time he lives very decently at the rate of twenty
thousand a year. He has literary proclivities

too, and is editor and proprietor of the Turf, a

daily paper in the sporting and theatrical inter-

ests, with a mild flavor of the Age and the Sat-

irist, which you may or may not have seen.
"

"
I never look at newspapers," said Elizabeth.

"But pray why are you so anxious that I should

like your Mrs. du Chatelet de Cinqmars?" she

asked, lowering her fan and gratifying the Vis-

count with an inquiring gaze from her brilliant

eyes, more than ever brilliant since she had drunk

the sparkling cup of London pleasures.
" Because she's the nicest person you could

possibly have for a chaperon. Ah, of course, I

know," answering her glance in the direction of

the busy letter-writer, whose substantial form was
visible in the distance; "your aunt is a plucky
old party, and can stand a good deal of knocking
about for a veteran, but I think she'd knock un-

der ifshe tried Mrs. Cinqmars's work : that bless-

ed little woman shows up at every race in Great

Britain from Pontefract to the Curragh and
at every regatta; and in the autumn you find

her at Hombourg or Baden, gambling like old

boots. Now if you would only put yourself un-

der her wing," concluded Lord Paulyn, persua-

sively, "you'd stand some chance of seeing
life."

"Thank you very much; but I think I have

seen enough in the last five weeks to last me for

the remainder of my existence. Mrs. Cinqmars
is a most good-natured person, no doubt

;
she

called me '

my dear' half an hour after I'd been

introduced to her
;
and I won't be so rude as to
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say that she's not good style ;
but she's not my

style, and I shouldn't care about knowing her

more intimately. Besides, papa wants me at

home, and I am really anxious to go back.
"

She smiled to herself with a pensive smile,

thinking what reason she had for this anxiety ;

thinking of the quiet country town, the gray old

Norman church, with its wide aisles and ponder-
ous square tower the church along whose bare

arched roof Malcolm Forde's deep voice echoed

resonantly; thinking of that widely different

life, with its sluggish calm, and that it would be

very sweet to go back to it, now that life at

Hawleigh meant happy, triumphant love, and
Malcolm for her bond-slave. *

But, in the mean time, this other and more
mundane existence, with its picture-galleries,
and gardens botanical or horticultural putting
forth their first floral efforts, its dinners and de-

jeuners and kettle-drums and carpet dances, was

something more than tolerable to the soul of

Elizabeth. She had made a success in her

aunt's circle, which was by no means a narrow

one, and had received adulation enough to turn

a stronger brain
;
had found the cup of pleasure

filled to overflowing, and new worshipers every
where she appeared. Had Mrs. Chevenix been
a step or two higher on the nicely graduated
platform of society, Miss Luttrell might have
been the belle of the season

;
as it was, people

talked of her as the beautiful Miss Luttrell, a

country clergyman's daughter, a mere nobody,
but a creature whom it was a solecism not to

have met.

She accepted this homage with an air of calm

indifference, something bordering even upon ar-

rogance or superciliousness, which told well for

her; but in her secret soul she absorbed the

praises of mankind greedily. She showed her-

self a very fair adept in the art of flirtation, and
had given so much apparent encouragement to

Lord Paulyn that, although she had been only
five weeks in town, her engagement to that

young nobleman was already an established fact

in the minds of people who had seen them to-

gether. But she was not the less constant to

her absent lover
;
not the less eager for his brief

but earnest letters. She looked forward to her

future without a pang of regret with rapturous

anticipation, rather, of a little heaven upon earth

with the man she adored
;
but she thought, at

the same time, that her chosen husband was
a peculiarly privileged being, and that he had
need to rejoice with a measureless joy in having
won so rare a prize."

If he could see the attention I receive here,
he might think it almost strange that I should
love him better than all the rest of the world,"
she said to herself.

"
Going back to Hawleigh !" cried Lord Pau-

lyn, aghast. "Why, you mustn't dream of such
a thing till after the Goodwood week ! I have
set my heart on showing you Goodwood."
" What is Goodwood ?" asked Elizabeth, think-

ing it might be some new kind of game an im-

provement upon croquet, perhaps "and when
is the Goodwood week ?"

"Toward the end of July."
"In July! that would never do. I must go

home in a fortnight at the latest."

"Why, your aunt told me you were coming
up for the season !"

"My aunt had no right to say any thing of
the kind."

"
Oh, but it's positively absurd," exclaimed

the Viscount, "going back just when there'll be
most people in town, and to such a dingy old

hole as Hawleigh. What possible necessity can
there be for your returning? Mr. Luttrell has

your three sisters to take care of him. He'll do
well enough, I should think."

" Oh yes, I dare say he will get on very well,"
said Elizabeth, thinking of another person who
had written lately to inquire, rather seriously,
whether the few weeks were not nearly over
whether she had not had ample time already for

her brief survey of a world whose pomps and
vanities she was going to renounce forever, only
thereby conforming to the pious promises of her

godfathers and godmothers, which her own lips
had ratified at her confirmation.

"Come now," said Lord Paulyn, returning
to the charge, "do let me arrange an alliance

between you and Mrs. Cinqmars. She's just the

kind of person with whom you could enjoy your-
self. She has a box on the grand stand at Epsom
and Ascot every year I shouldn't wonder if she
had bought the freehold of them and always
takes a brace of pretty girls with her. If you
would only let her drive you down to the Derby,
now, to-morrow week, I'll be responsible for your
having a delightful day ;

and I'll be in attendance
to show you every thing and every body worth

seeing."
"Thanks. I don't think my aunt cares for

Mrs. Cinqmars."
"Your aunt is about a century behind the

times; but perhaps Flora Mrs. C. hasn't been
civil enough to her. Let me drive you and Mrs.
Chevenix down to Fulham this afternoon. Tues-

day's her day for receiving, and you'll see no end
of nice people there. I'll send my groom for

the drag, and take you through the Park in

good style."
A four-in-hand seemed to Elizabeth the glory

and triumph of the age ;
and there was nothing

particular in the Eaton Square programme for

this afternoon.

"I should like it very well," she said, bright-

ening, "if auntie would consent."

"Oh, I'll soon settle that," replied Lord Pau-

lyn, rising from his pouf, and going into' the

next room.
Mrs. Chevenix, after a little diplomatic hesi-

tation, consented to every thing except the drag.
" No young lady, with a proper regard for her

reputation, can ride on the box-seat of a four-in-

hand, unless the coachman is her brother or her
husband."

" I'm very glad I'm not the first, in this case,"
said Lord Paulyn ;

" and I certainly mean to be

the second, if I can."
These were the plainest words the Viscount

had yet spoken, and they moved the spirit of

Aunt Chevenix with exceeding joy, albeit she

knew that her niece was engaged to Mr. Forde.
" If you really wish us to visit Mrs. Cinq-

mars and you know, dear Lord Paulyn, there

is very little I would not do to oblige you,
"
she

said, 'with a maternal air "I'll take Lizzie

down to the Rancho in the brougham, and you
can join us there if you like. Mrs. Cinqmars
has called upon me several times, and I have

not returned her visits. She seems a very good-
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natured little person ; but, you see, I am getting
an old woman, and don't care much about culti-

vating new acquaintance."
Thus Mrs. Chevenix, who would have run

herself into a fever in the pursuit of an unknown
countess.

Lord Paulyn waived the question of the drag
regretfully.

"My horses haven't been as fit as they are

to-day since they came from grass," he said
;

"but I'll drive down alone. What time will

you start? It's just four; Mrs. Cinqmars is al-

ways in full force from five to six."

"If you'll be kind enough to ring the bell, I'll

order the carriage for a quarter to five. I shall

have time to dress after I've finished my letters

for the general post."
" Can't think how any one can write letters,

now we've got the telegraph," said Lord Pau-

lyn, staring in amazement at Aunt Chevenix's

bulky dispatches.
"
I always wire."

"But if you were in love, and separated from
the object of your affections ?" suggested Mrs.

Chevenix, smiling.
"I should wire; or, if I had something un-

commonly spooney to say, I might spell it back-
ward in the second column of the Times. I

don't know how to write a letter; indeed, I'm
not at all clear that I haven't forgotten how to

write long-hand altogether. I keep my betting-
book in cipher; and when I send a telegram, I

always dictate the message to the post-office
clerk."

"But I should have thought, now, with re-

spect to your race-horses, the telegraph system
might be dangerous. There are things you
want to keep dark, as you call it, are there not ?"

"Of course there are. But we've got our

code, my trainer and I, and our own private
names for every brute in my stable. Got a

message this morning :

'

Bryant and May taken
to the bassoon.' By which I know that Vesu-

vian, a two-year-old I was backing for next

year, has been run out of her wind in some
confounded trial, and is musical."

"Musical!"

"Yes, ma'am; a roarer, if you want it in

plain English."
" Dear me, how provoking!" said Mrs. Chev-

enix, with a sympathetic countenance, but with
not the faintest idea what the Viscount meant.

Elizabeth consented to the Rancho business

languidly."
I'd rather stay at home and finish my novel,"

she said, looking at an open volume lying on one
of the poufs. "You can't imagine what an

exciting chapter you interrupted, Lord Paulyn ;

but of course I shall go if auntie likes. Auntie
has such an insatiable appetite for society.

"

Mrs. Chevenix raised her eyebrows, and re-

garded her niece with admiring wonder. " Who
would ever imagine the child had been reared in

a Devonshire vicarage !

"
she exclaimed, as Eliza-

beth sat fanning herself, an image of listless grace.
" Who would have supposed Venus came out

of the sea !" replied the Viscount.
" She didn't

look weedy, or sandy, or shell-fishy, that ever I

heard of; but came up smiling, with her hair

combed out as neatly as the tails and manes of

my fillies. And as to rustic bringing up, there

was that young woman in the play Lady Tea-

zle, you know. See how she carried on."

The Viscount departed after this, happy in
the prospect of meeting Elizabeth an hour later
in the happy hunting-grounds of the Rancho,
perhaps the best field for flirtation within four
miles of Hyde Park Corner.

"
Elizabeth," exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, when

they were alone, with an air of almost awful so-

lemnity,
"

there is a coronet lying at your feet,
if you have only the wisdom to pick it up. I
am not going to make any complaint, or to ex-
press my opinions, or to say any thing in dispar-
agement of that person. 1 have kept my feelings
upon that subject locked within my breast, at

any cost of pain to myself. But if, when you
have looked around you, and seen what the
world is made of, you can be so infatuated
as to persist in your mad course, I can only
pity you."

"Don't take the trouble to do that, auntie.
I can imagine no higher happiness than that
which I have chosen. A coronet is a grand
thing, of course, with all the other things that

go along with it. I am not going to pretend
that I don't care for the world and its pleasures.
I do care for them. I have enjoyed my life in
the last three weeks more than I thought it pos-
sible that life could be enjoyed. I fear that I
have an infinite capacity for frivolity. And yet
I shall be proud to surrender all these things for
the love of the man I have chosen."
"The man you have chosen!" repeated Mrs.

Chevenix, with a shiver. "My dearest Lizzie,
is there not a shade of indelicacy in the very
phrase ?"

"
I can't help that," answered Elizabeth, cool-

ly : "I know that I did choose him. I chose
him out from all creation for the lord of my life,

worshiped him in secret when I thought he was
indifferent to me

;
should have died of a broken

heart, I believe, or at any rate of mortification

and disappointment, if he had never returned my
love.

"

This was a bold declaration intended to ex-

tinguish Aunt Chevenix at once and forever.
"
My poor child," said the matron, shaking

her head with a deploring air,
"

I am inexpress-

ibly grieved to hear you speak in that wild man-
ner of such a person as your father's curate. A
man in that position can not afford to be loved

in that exaggerated way. A grande passion is

out of keeping among people with limited in-

comes, and their career to make in the world.

With people of established position it is differ-

ent, of course
;
and though I might smile at such

an infatuation, were you to entertain it for Lord

Paulyn, I could hardly disapprove. You and he

would be as far removed from the vulgar herd

of engaged persons as a prince and princess in a

fairy tale, and might safely indulge in some lit-

tle extravagance."
"You need fear very little extravagance on

my part if Lord Paulyn were my accepted lover,"
answered Elizabeth, with a cynical laugh.

" Im-

agine any one mated to that prosaic being, with

lis slang and his stable talk!"

"In spite of those small drawbacks which,
after all, are natural to his youth and open-heart-
ed disposition I believe him to be capable of a
most devoted attachment. I have seen him gaze
at you, Elizabeth, in a way that made my blood

run cold, when I considered that you were capa-
D!C of trampling upon such a heart for the sake
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of a Scotch curate. However, I will say noth-

ing," concluded Mrs. Chevenix, with heroism,
after having said all she wanted to say.

In half an hour the two ladies were dressed

and on their way to Fulham, Elizabeth envel-

oped in a fleecy cloud of whiteness, with gleams
of lustrous mauve here and there among her dra-

pery, and a mauve feather in her white chip hat,

gloves faultless, parasol a gem : a toilet whose

finishing touches had been furnished by the well-

filled purse of Mrs. Chevenix. The matron her-

commodious wing in rustic wood-work, after the
model of a Mexican farm-house in which he had
once spent a week during his travels. All round
the house he put a wooden veranda, ten feet

wide, and paved with cool blue and cream-colored
tiles

;
and having done this, he furnished all the

rooms in the purest rustic fashion, with light

woods, Indian matting, pastoral chintzes scat-

tered with violets and primroses; no draperies
to the windows, which were amply shaded by
Venetian blinds within and Spanish hoods with-

self was resplendent in gray silk and an impos- out
; very few carpets, but light oak floors pol-

ing blue bonnet. They had put on their richest

armor for the encounter with Mrs. Cinqmars, a

lady who spent her life in trying to dress down
her acquaintance.

CHAPTER II.

"
Applause

Waits on success ; the fickle multitude,
Like the light straw that floats along the stream,
Glide with the current still, aud follow fortune."

FDLHAM is a neighborhood of infinite capabil-
ities. It is almost impossible to know the ulti-

mate boundaries of a region to which nature

seems to have hardly yet assigned any limit :

from squalid streets of six-roomed houses to

splendid places surrounded by park-like grounds;
from cemeteries and market-gardens bare ex-

panses of asparagus or turnips, where the atmos-

phere is rank with decaying garden-stuffs to

arenas reserved for the competition of the fleet-

footed and strong-armed of our modern youth,
and to shady groves dedicated to the slaughter
of the harmless pigeon ;

from newly built terraces,

rising gaunt and bare in their skeleton brick-

ished to distraction, and Indian matting in the

passages. It was a house that was built appar-
ently for eternal summer, but was yet so con-
trived as to be extremely comfortable when March
winds were howling round the veranda, or an

April snow-storm drifting against the glass roof
of the billiard-room.

'

On a real summer's day
it was distractingly delightful; and to return

from its light and airy chambers to the dingy
square rooms of a London house a mere pack-
ing-case set upon end in a row of other packing-
cases was not conducive to the preservation of a
contented mind.
But Mr. and Mrs. Cinqmars were people who

could not have lived in a house that was not bet-

ter than other people's. They were people who
lived upon their surroundings ;

their surround-

ings were themselves, as it were. If any body
asked who Mr. Cinqmars was, his friends and
admirers plunged at once into a glowing descrip-
tion of the Rancho, or demanded with an air of
amazement how it came to pass you had not seen
his horses in the Park high-stepping bays, with
brass-mounted harness. There was a place in

Scotland, too, which Mr. Cinqmars spoke of

vaguely, and which might be any thing from half

work, to ancient red-brick mansions hiding them- a county down to half a dozen acres. He was
selves coyly within high walls, and darkened by
the shade of immemorial cedars. Fulham has

stomach for them all. Queer little lanes still

lead the explorer to unknown (or at least to him

unknown) tracts of inland country ;
and on that

wild shore between the bridges of Putney and
Hammersmith there are far-spreading gardens
and green lawns which a worldly minded person
might long for as the paradise of his departed
soul.

The Rancho was one of these places by the

river
;
a house and grounds which, after belong-

ing to a titled owner, had sunk to gradual decay
under undistinguished and incapable tenants,

and, at last, coming into the market for a larger

price than speculators were inclined to give, had,
after hanging on hand for a long time, been

finally bought a dead bargain by Mr. Cinqmars.

in the habit of promising his acquaintance good
shooting in that ilk

;
but in the hurry and press-

ure of modern life these promises rarely came to

any thing. Every man's autumn is mortgaged
before the spring is over

;
there is nothing safer

than a liberal dealing out of general invitations

in June or July.
Mrs. Cinqmars was at home every Tuesday

throughout the London season, and to be at

home with Mrs. Cinqmars meant a great deal.

The grounds of the Rancho were simply perfect
ancient gardens, with broad lawns gently sloping
to the water lawns whose deep and tender herb-

age had been cultivated for ages ;
forest trees

which shut out the world on every side except
that noble curve of the river which made a shal-

low bay before the windows of the Rancho
;
ce-

dars of Lebanon spreading their dusky branches
This gentleman, being amply provided with ! wide above the shadowy sward. Mrs. Cinqmars

funds whether his own or other people's was, of

course, a minor question and being, moreover,

did not to any great extent affect gaudy flower

beds parallelograms of scarlet geranium and
blessed with a wife who had a taste, set to work

j

calceolaria, silver-gray leafage, and potting-ouc
to remodel the house, which was old and not capa- plants of the pickling-cabbage order or ribbon

cious, and altogether in that condition in which bordering. Are not these things common to all

it is cheaper to pull down than to rebuild. Mr.

Cinqmars, however, left the lower reception-

the world ? Instead of these she had masses of

rough stone-work and young forests of fern in

rooms, which were fine, almost untouched, only
j

the shady corners of her grounds, and a regiment

widening the windows in the drawing-room to ; of century-old orange-trees in great green tubs,
the whole width of the room, and putting a ranged along a broad walk leading down to the

glass roof to the billiard-room, which could be river. Her grounds were shady realms of green-

replaced by an awning in warm weather, or
thrown open to the sky on star-lit summer nights.

ery, rather than showy parterres. She had her

hot-houses and forcing-pits somewhere in the

On each side of these central rooms he built a '

background, and all her rooms were adorned to
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profusion with the choicest flowers
;
but only i

the rose season was there much display of color
in the gardens of the Rancho. Then, indeed,
Mrs. Ciriqmars's lawn was as some fertile val-

ley in Cashmere, and the very atmosphere which
Mrs. Cinqmars inhaled heavy with the odors of
all the noblest and choicest families among the
rose tribe arcades of roses, roses climbing sky-
ward upon iron rods, temples that looked like gi-

gantic bird-cages overrun with roses, roses every
where for a brief season of glory and delight,
the season of fresh strawberry ices, and mature
but not overgrown white-bait."

On these her days Mrs. Cinqmars kept open
house from five o'clock upward. There was a

great dinner later in the evening, but by no means
a formal banquet, for the men who came in morn-
ing dress to lounge remained to dine

; mature
matrons, whose bonnets were as things immov-
able, were permitted to dine in that kind of head-

gear. There was a general air of Bohemianism
about the Rancho : billiards were played till the
summer daylight ;

the sound of cabs and phae-
tons, dog-carts and single broughams, startled the

slumbering echoes in the Fulham lanes between

midnight and sunrise
;
the goddess of pleasure

was worshiped in a thorough-going, unqualified
manner, as intense as the devotion which inspired
human sacrifices on the shrines of mooned Ash-
taroth.

In fine weather, when the sun was bright and
the air balmy, and only occasional shivers re-

minded happy idlers that an English climate is

treacherous, Mrs. Cinqmars delighted to receive

her friends in the garden. Innumerable arm-
chairs of foreign basket-work were to be found
in snug little corners of the grounds ; tiny tables

were ready for the accommodation of tea-cups or

ice-plates. Champagne and claret cups were as

bounteously provided as if those beverages had
been running streams watering the velvet lawns
and meandering through the groves of the Ran-
cho. Wenham's clear ice was as plentiful as if

the Thames had been one solid block from
Thame to Nore. There was no croquet. In

this, as in the flower beds, Mrs. Cinqmars had
been forestalled by all the world. But as a sub-

stitute for this universal recreation, Mrs. Cinq-
mars had imported all manner of curious games
upon queer little tables with wiry mazes and
bells and balls, at which a good deal of money
and a still larger amount of the manufacture
of Piver or Jouvin were lost and won on that

lady's Tuesdays. The chatelaine herself even
was not insensible to the offerings of gloves ;

she

had indeed an insatiable appetite for that com-

modity, and absorbed so many packets of apricot
and lavender treble buttons from her numerous
admirers that it might be supposed that her

husband, while lavishing upon her every other

luxury, altogether denied her these emblems of

civilization. But as Mrs. Cinqmars was never

seen in gloves which appeared to have been worn
more than half an hour, it may be fairly imag-
ined that her consumption of the article was

large. Taking a moderate view of the case, and

supposing that she wore only three pairs per

diem, she would require more than a thousand

pairs per annum, and this last straw in the ex-

penses of her sumptuous toilet may have broken

Mr. Cinqmars's back. However this might be,

Mrs. Cinqmars was singularly successful iu all

F

these small games of chance, tempered by skill,
and did a good deal of lady-like speculation upon
various races into the bargain, whereby the glove-
boxesnot paltry toys made to hold half a dozen
or so, but huge caskets of carved sandal-wood,
with partitions for the divers colors were never

empty. Young men were seen approaching her

through the groves of the Rancho armed with

dainty oblong packages, their humble tribute to
the goddess of the grove tribute which she re-
ceived with a business-like coolness, as her due.
There were malicious people who hinted that
Mrs. Cinqmars was not inaccessible to larger
offerings ;

that diamond bracelets, ruby crosses,
emerald ear-rings, which were not the gifts of
her husband, had found their way to her jewel-
cases

;
but as Mr. Cinqmars was exorbitantly

rich, this was of course a fabrication : only
there is an order of goddesses somewhat insa-
tiable in the matter of tribute goddesses who,
on being suddenly possessed of the Koh-i-noor,
would that instant languish for the Star of the
South as a pendant thereto.

Upon this particular afternoon in May the
air was balmy, and the sun unseasonably warm

for it is only the fond believer in idyllic poets
who expects genial weather in May and the

grounds of the Rancho were gay with visitors
;

brightly costumed groups scattered here and
there in the shade

;
a perpetual crowd hovering

about the footsteps of Mrs. Cinqmars as she
moved to and fro among her guests, so delighted
to see every one

;
a cheerful chatter of many

voices, and a musical jingle of tea-spoons, mildly
suggestive of refreshment.

Mrs. Cinqmars was a little woman, with in-

tensely black eyes and long black hair hair

which she wore down her back, after the fashion

of a horse's tail, and which reached ever so far

below her waist hair which she delighted to

tie with bright-colored ribbons in a coigne at the

top of her small black head. She was a woman
who affected brilliant colors, and as she flashed

here and there amidst the greenery, had some-

hing the air of a gorgeous paraquito from some
far southern isle.

Her hair and her eyes were her strong points,
and to come within the range of those tremen-

dous orbs was like facing a battery of Lancas-

trians. They dealt ruin across the open coun-

try, bringing down their quarry at a terrific dis-

tance. To be able to stand the blaze of Mrs.

Dinqmars's eyes was to be case-hardened, tried

n the fire of half a dozen London seasons. For
;he rest, she was hardly to be called a pretty
woman : her complexion was sallow, and as she

wished to have the freehold and not a short lease

f whatever beauty she possessed, she was wise

enough to refrain from the famous arts of our

modern Medea, Madame Rachel Levison. Her
small hands and feet, coquettish costumes, brill-

ant eyes, and luxuriant hair she considered all-

urficient for the subjugation of mankind.

She received Mrs. Chevenix and her niece

with effusion : so kind of them to come, and so

n. And she really was glad to see them. They
jelonged to a class which she was peculiarly de-

sirous to cultivate, the eminently respectable
not that she for her own part liked this order of

aeings, or would for worlds have had her par-
ies composed of such alone

;
but a little leaven

might leaven the whole lump, and Mrs. Cinq-
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mars was quite aware that the mass of her so-

ciety did require such leavening. Not that Mrs.

Cinqmars was herself in any manner disreputa-
ble. She had never been accused of carrying a

flirtation beyond the limits which society has pre-
scribed for a young matron

;
she was known to

be devoted to her husband and her husband's in-

terests ; and yet the friends and flatterers she

gathered around her were not the choicest fruit

in the basket
; they were rather those ever-so-

slightly-speckled peaches which only fetch a sec-

ondary price in the market. The class with

which Mr. Cinqmars shared the glories of his

wealth and state was that class which seems by
some natural affinity to ally itself with the wealthy

parvenu second-rate authors, newspaper men,
and painters ;

fastish noblemen, military men
with a passion for amateur theatricals, and so on

;

toute la boutique, as Mrs. Cinqmars observed.

Mr. Cinqmars had a two-hundred-ton yacht
of notorious speed and sailing capacity, which
assisted him in the cultivation of youthful scions

of the aristocracy, whose presence imparted a

grace to the dinner-parties and kettle-drums at

the Rancho: but it happened, unfortunately,
that the youthful scions were for the most part

impecunious, and did not materially advance Du
Chatelet's interests. It was not often that Mr.
and Mrs. Cinqmars were so fortunate as to cul-

tivate such an acquaintance as Lord Paulyn,
and the friendship of that wealthy nobleman had
been a source of much gratification to both hus-

band and wife. Reginald Paulyn liked the easy-

going style of the Rancho; liked to feel himself
a god in that peculiar circle

;
liked to be able

to flirt with agreeable young women who were
not perpetually beneath the piercing eye of a

calculating parent or guardian ;
to flirt a little

even, in a strictly honorable manner, with Mrs.

Cinqmars herself; to play billiards till the sum-
mer stars grew pale, or to gamble in moon-lit

groves where the little bells on the bewired and
beuumbered boards tinkled merrily under the

silent night. Lord Paulyn liked to enjoy him-
self without paying any tax in the shape of cere-

mony, and the Rancho offered him just this

kind of enjoyment. He, too, had his yacht, the

Leprachaun; so there was sympathy between
him and the adventurous Du Chatelet, who had
crossed the Atlantic in a half-decked pinnace of

thirty tons, and discovered the source of the

Nile for his own amusement, before any of the

more distinguished explorers who have made
themselves known to fame, according to his own
account of his various and interesting career.

"
I like the Rancho, you know," the Viscount

would remark to his friends, with a condescend-

ing air; "it's like a little bit of Hombourg on
the banks of the Thames

;
and Cinqmars isn't

half a bad fellow a little loud, of course, you
know, and so is Mrs. C.

;
and one needn't be-

lieve a large percentage of what either of 'em

says. But I rather like that kind .of thing ;
one

gets surfeited with good manners in the sea-

son."

To these happy hunting-grounds the Viscount
was peculiarly desirous to introduce Elizabeth.
It was all very well calling three or four times
a week in Eaton Square, and whiling away a

couple of hours under the eye, or within reach
of the ear, of Mrs. Chevenix

;
but the lover's

soul languished for a closer communion than this
;

for tete-a-tete rambles under the forest trees at

Fulham
;

for a snug little corner on board Mrs.

Cinqmars's barge, when she gave her great water-

parties up the river, between Hampton lock and

Henley ;
for waltzes in the rustic drawing-room,

where half a dozen couples were wont to have the
floor to themselves late in the night after the

Cinqmarses dinners. The Viscount's chances of

meeting his beloved in society were not numer-
ous. His circle was not Mrs. Chevenix's circle,
and it annoyed him to hear of dinners and balls

to which Elizabeth was going, the dinners of

wealthy professional men or commercial mag-
nates, just outside the boundary of his patrician
world. The Rancho offered an open field for

their frequent meeting, and it was for this rea-

son that the Viscount desired to bring about an
alliance between Elizabeth and Mrs. Cinqmars.

Miss Luttrell accepted that lady's enthusiastic

welcome with her usual coolness, and allowed
her aunt to descant alone upon the charms of

the Rancho grounds, and her astonishment on

finding so large a domain on the very edge of

London. Lord Paulyn had arrived before them,
and was ready to carry off Elizabeth at once to

explore the beauties of the place.
"I know you're fond of old trees," he said,

"and you must see Mrs. Cinqmars's cedars."

Flora Cinqmars looked after the two with an
air of enlightenment. So Lord Paulyn was
sweet upon that handsome Devonshire girl people
talked so much about. The discovery was not an

agreeable one. Mrs. Cinqmars liked her friends

best while their affections were disengaged ;
and

no doubt if Lord Paulyn married, there would be

an end of an acquaintance which had been very
useful to her. She was not, however, an ill-na-

tured person, so she gave her graceful shoulders

a careless little shrug, and resigned herself to the

inevitable.

"I suppose I had better be civil to the girl,"
she thought ;

" and if he cuts us after he is mar-

ried, I can't help it. But perhaps he'll hardly
do that if he marries a parson's daughter, though
he might if he took up with some heavy swell,
who'd run her pen through the list of his bache-
lor acquaintances, and put her veto on all the

nicest people."
Elizabeth found Mrs. Cinqmars's afternoon by

no means disagreeable. There were plenty of

pleasant people and well-dressed people; a few
eccentric toilets, pour se divertir ; a good many
people with a certain kind of literary or artistic

distinction, a mere effervescence of the hour, per-

haps a temporary sparkle, which would leave

them as flat as yesterday's unfinished bottles of

Champagne by next season, but which for the

moment made' them worth seeing. Then there

were the grounds, pink and white horse-chest-

nuts in their Whitsuntide glory, and the river

running swiftly downward under the westering
sun.

.

Lord Paulyn tried his uttermost to keep Eliza-

beth to himself; to beguile her into lonely walks

where he could pour forth the emotions of his

soul, which did not express themselves in a par-

ticularly poetical manner at the best of times
;

but Elizabeth was anxious to see the celebrities,

and a good many people were anxious to see her,

as a celebrity in her own peculiar line, by reason

of her beauty ;
so Lord Paulyn was thwarted in

this desire, and was fain to be content with keep-
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IN THE HAPPY HUNTING-GROUNDS.

ing his place at her side, whether she sat or

walked, against all comers.
"I never do seem able to get five minutes'

quiet talk with you," he said at last, almost sav-

agely, when Mrs. Chevenix had joined them, and
was talking of going back to town.

" I really can not imagine what you can have to

say that can't quite as well be said in a crowd as

in solitude," said Elizabeth, coldly.
She gave him these little checks occasionally,

not quite forgetting that she was the plighted
wife of another man a fact which she had
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begged her aunt to tell Lord Paulyn, and which

she fondly supposed had been imparted to him.

.Secure in the idea that the Viscount had been

made acquainted with her position, or at any rate

serenely indifferent to that gentleman's feelings,

she enjoyed her new life, and permitted his atten-

tions with a charming carelessness, as if he had

been of little more account than an affectionate

Skye terrier. It was one of the prerogatives of

her beauty to be admired, and she was worldly-
wise enough to know that her position in her

Hunt's circle was wondrously enhanced by this

rumor of Lord Paulyn's infatuation. He had as

yet neither committed himself nor alarmed her

by any direct avowal
;

she had taken care to

keep him so completely at bay as to prevent such

a crisis.

And even in the midst of all these pleasures
and excitements, in this atmosphere of adula-

tion, her heart did* yearn for the lover from
whom she was parted ;

for the light of those

dark steadfast eyes ;
the grasp of that strong

hand, whose touch thrilled her soul
;

for the

sound of that earnest voice, whose commonest
word was sweeter than all other utterances upon
this earth. She did think of him

; yes, in the

very press and hurry of her new life, and still

more deeply in every change moment of repose
even to-day under those wide-spreading chest-

nuts, beside that sun-lit river. How doubly, treb-

ly, unutterably sweet this life would have been
with him !

"
If some good fairy would change the posi-

tions of the two men," she thought, childishly," and make Malcolm Lord Paulyn, what a hap-
py creature I should be !

"

And then she was angry with herself for think-

ing so base a thought. Had she not won much
more than the world in winning him ?

" He knows that I am not good, that I am
just the very last of women he ought to have

chosen, and yet he loves me. I am proud to

think of that. I should have hardly valued his

love if he had only chosen me because I was

good and proper, and a suitable person for his

wife," she argued with herself.

Mrs. Cinqmars entreated her new friends to

stay to dinner. There were a great many peo-
ple going to stay really pleasant people. Mr.

Burjoyce, the fashionable novelist
;
and Mr. Mac-

duff, the Scotch landscape painter, whose "Ben
Lomond" was one of the pictures of the year ;

and Lord Paulyn had promised to stay if they
would stay, whereby it would be peculiarly cruel

of them to depart. But Mrs. Chevenix was in-

flexible
;
she was not going to make herself cheap

in society which she felt to be second-rate, how-
ever cool the Champagne cup, however soft the
sward on which she trod.

"You are very good," she said, "but it is

quite impossible. We have engagements for

this evening."
Lord Paulyn hereupon began to talk of the

Derby.
"I want to get up a party, Mrs. Cinqmars,"

he said, "or you shall get it up if you like, as

you're a top-sawyer at that kind of thing. Sup-
pose I lend you my drag, and you can ask Mrs.
Chevenix and Miss Luttrell and myself, and a
few other nice people ;

and Cinqmars and I will

tool you there and back, eh ? Wouldn't that be
rather jolly ?"

Mrs. Cinqmars opined that it would be charm-

ing, if dear Mrs. Chevenix would go.
Dear Mrs. Chevenix beheld a prospect of be-

ing choked with dust and blinded by a blazing

sun, or chilled to the marrow by an east wind,
and was not elated. And, after all, it might be
almost wiser to let Elizabeth go to the races

with this rather fast Mrs. Cinqmars, without the

restraint of any sterner chaperon. It might bring
matters to a crisis.

' ' He can't propose to her if I'm always at her

elbow," thought the sagacious matron. "I am
hardly equal to the fatigue of a Derby-day," she
said

;
"but if Mrs. Cinqmars would not think it

too much trouble to take care of Elizabeth
"

Mrs. Cinqmars protested that she would be
charmed with such a charge. Elizabeth's eyes

sparkled : a race-cou,rse was still an unknown
pleasure, one of the many mysteries of that brill-

iant world which she desired to know by heart

before she bade her long good-by to it.

So after a little discussion it was settled that

Miss Luttrell was to go to Epsom in the drag
with Mrs. Cinqmars.
"But I must see you between this and to-

morrow week," exclaimed that lady, who, per-

ceiving in ( which quarter the wind lay, was re-

solved to make the best of the situation, and es-

tablish herself in the good graces of the future

Viscountess.
"

1 have a carpet-dance on Fri-

day evening; you really must come to me, Mrs.

Chevenix. Now pray don't say you are full of

engagements for Friday night."
"We are to dine in the Boltons," hesitated

Mrs. Chevenix. " We might possibly"" Drive on here afterward," cried Mrs. Cinq-
mars; "of course you could. Remember you
are to be with me on Friday, Lord Paulyn.""

I shall certainly come if
"

"If Miss Luttrell comes. It's really too bad
of you to make me feel how little weight my in-

fluence has. Good-by, if you positively won't

stay to dinner. I must go and say good-by to

those blue-and-white young ladies yonder."
And with a sweeping Continental courtesy

Mrs. Cinqmars flitted away in her befrilled-

muslin draperies, and wonderful cherry-colored
satin petticoat with its organ-pipe flutings and

flying ebon tresses a figure out of a fashion

plate."
I've told Captain Callender to drive the

drag home," said the Viscount ;
"I thought

perhaps you'd be charitable enough to give me a
seat in your brougham, Mrs. Chevenix."
The third seat in Mrs. Chevenix's brougham

was entirely at his disposal not a very roomy
seat. He was carried back to town half smoth-
ered in silk and muslin, but very well contented

with his position nevertheless.

"Are you going to some very tremendous set-

out this evening?" asked Lord Paulyn, as they
drove homeward.
"We are not going out at all, only I didn't

feel inclined to accept Mrs. Cinqmars's invita-

tion
;
so I had recourse to a polite fiction," an-

swered Mrs. Chevenix.

"And I am particularly engaged to finish

that novel in which you interrupted me so ruth-

lessly this morning," said Elizabeth.

"But the novel need not prevent your dining
with us this evening, if you have no better en-

gagement," rejoined Mrs. Chevenix.
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"If I Jiave no better engagement! As if I

could have a better engagement."
" You might have a better dinner, at any rate.

I can only promise you our every-day fare," an-

swered the matron, secure in the possession of a

good cook. She had made a mental review of

her dinner before hazarding the invitation :

spring soup, a salmon-trout, an infantine shoul-

der of lamb, a sweet-bread, a gooseberry tart,

and a Parmesan omelet. He would hardly get
a better dinner at his club, and had doubtless

seen many a worse at Ashcombe.
" I should like to come of all things," said the

Viscount. "And if you'd like to hear Patti this

evening, I'll send my man to Bow Street for a

box while we dine," he added to Elizabeth.

To that young lady the Italian Opera-house
was still a scene of enchantment.

"I can not hear Patti too often, "she said;
" I should like to carry away the memory of her

voice when I turn my back upon the world."

"Turn your back upon the world!" echoed

Lord Paulyn.
" What do you mean by that ?

You're not thinking of going into a convent, are

you ?"
" She is thinking of nothing so foolish," said

Mrs. Chevenix, hastily.
" No

;
but the world and I will part company

when I go back to Devonshire."
"
Oh, but you're not going back in a hurry.

You must stop for Goodwood, you know. She
must stop for Goodwood, mustn't she, Mrs. Chev-

enix ?"
* '

I should certainly like to take her down to

Brighton for the Goodwood week."
"
Yes, and I would have the drag down, and

drive you backward and forward."
"
My holiday must come to an end before

July," said Elizabeth; and then, turning to her

aunt, she said, almost sternly, "You know, aunt,
there is a reason for my going back soon.

"

"I know of no reason but your own whims and

follies," exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, impatiently;
" and I know that I made all my arrangements
for taking you back to Devonshire early in the

autumn, and not before that time."

Elizabeth's smooth young brow darkened a lit-

tle, and she was silent for the rest of the drive
;

but this was not the first indication of a temper
of her own with which the damsel had favored

Lord Paulyn, and it by no means disenchanted

him. Indeed, by a strange perversity, he liked

her all the better for such evidences of high spirit.

"I shall find out the way to break her in

when once she belongs to me," he thought,

coolly.
The little dinner in Eaton Square South went

off very gayly. Elizabeth had recovered her se-

renity, and was elated by the idea of a night with

Patti and Mozart. She went to the piano and

sang some of the airs from Don Giovanni while

they were waiting for dinner; her fresh young

mezzo-soprano sounding rich and full as the

voices of the thrushes and blackbirds in the

grounds of the Rancho. She was full of talk

during dinner
;
criticised Mrs. Cinqmars and the

Rancho with a little dash of cynicism ;
was eager

for information upon the probabilities of the

Derby, and ready to accept any bets which Lord

Paulyn proposed to her
;
and she seemed to have

forgotten the very existence of such a place as

Hawleigh.

Yet after the opera that night there was a lit-

tle recrimination between the aunt and niece
;.

there had been no time for it before.
"

I hope you have enjoyed your day and even-

ing, Lizzie," said Mrs. Chevenix, as the girl flung
off her cloak, and seated herself upon a sofa in

her aunt's dressing-room with a weary air.
* ' I'm

sure you have had attention and adulation enough
this day to satisfy the most exacting young wom-
an."

"I hardly know what you understand by at-

tention and adulation. If I have had any thing
of the kind, it has all been from one person.
Lord Paulyn has not allowed me to say half a
dozen words to any one but himself; and as his

ideas are rather limited, it has been extremely
monotonous.

"

"I should have supposed Lord Paulyn's at-

tentions would have been sufficient for any rea-

sonable young woman."
' '

Perhaps. If she happened to be disengaged,
and wished to secure him for her husband. Not
otherwise. And that reminds me of something
I wanted to say to you, auntie : you must re-

member my asking you to tell Lord Paulyn of

my engagement to Mr. Forde.
"

"Yes, I remember something of the kind."

"But you have not told him."

"No, Elizabeth, I have not," replied the ma-

tron, busy taking off the various bracelets in which

she was wont to fetter herself as heavily as an ap-

prehended house-breaker, and with her eyes bent

upon her work. "There are limits even to my
forbearance

;
and that I should introduce you to

society, to my friends, with that wretched en-

gagement stamped upon you labeled, as it were,

like one of the pictures in the Academy is

something more than I could brook. I have not

told Lord Paulyn, and I tell you frankly that [

shall not waste my breath in announcing to any
one an engagement which I do aot believe will

ever be fulfilled."

"What!" cried Elizabeth, starting from her

half-recumbent attitude, and standing tall and

straight before the audacious speaker.
" What !

Do you think that I would jilt him, that after

having pined and hungered for his love I would

wantonly fling it away ? Yes, I will speak the

truth, however you may ridieule or despise me.

I loved him with all my heart and soul for a year

before he told me that my love was not all wast-

ed anguish. I was breaking my heart when he

came to my rescue, and translated me from the

lowest depths of despondency to a heaven of de-

light. Do you think that after I have suffered

so much for his sake I would trifle with the

treasure I have won ?"

"Please don't stand looking at me like Miss

Bateman in Leah," said Aunt Chevenix, with an

ease of manner which was half assumed. "I

think you are the most foolish girl it was ever

my misfortune to be connected with, and I free-

ly admit that it is hardly safe to speculate upon

the conduct of such an irrational being. But I

will nevertheless venture to prophesy that you

will not marry your curate, and that you will mar-

ry some one a great deal better worth having."
" I will never see Lord Paulyn again. I will

go back to Hawleigh to-morrow," said Elizabeth,
" Do just as you please," replied Mrs. Cheve-

nix, coolly, knowing that opposition would only

inflame the damsel's pride.
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"Or, at any rate, I shall tell Lord Paulyn of

my engagement."
"
Do, my dear. But as he has never spoken

of his regard for you, the information may ap-

pear somewhat gratuitous."
Elizabeth stood before her silent, lost in

thought.
To turn and fly would be the wisest, safest

course. She felt that her position was a false

one
; dangerous even, with some small danger ;

that Lord Paulyn's attentions, commonplace as

they might be, were attentions she, Malcolm's

plighted wife, had no right to receive. She
knew that all these garish pleasures and dissi-

pations which occupied her mind from morning
till night were out of harmony with the life she

had chosen
;

the fair calm future which she

dreamed of sometimes, after falling asleep worn
out by the day's frivolous labors. But to go
back suddenly, after it had been arranged that

she should remain with her aunt at least a month

longer, was not easy. There would be such
wonderment on the part of her sisters, so many
questions to answer. Even Malcolm himself

would be naturally surprised by her impetuosity,
for in her very last letter she had carefully ex-

plained to him the necessity for her visit being
extended until the second week in June.

No, it was not easy to return to the shelter of

Hawleigh Vicarage; and, on the other hand,
there was her unsatisfied curiosity about the Der-

by that one peculiar pleasure of a great race

which had been described to her as beyond all

other pleasures. Better to drain the cup to sa-

tiety, so that there might be no after-longings.
She would take care to give the Viscount no en-

couragement during the remainder of her brief

career; she would snub him ruthlessly, even

though he were a being somewhat difficult to

snub. So she resolved to stay, and received her
aunt's pacific advances graciously, and went to

bed and dreamed of the Commendatore
;
and the

statue that stalked in time to that awful music
music which is the very essence of all things

spectral bore the face of Malcolm Forde.

CHAPTER III.

"Bianca's heart was coldly frosted o'er
With snows unmelting an eternal sheet;

But his was red within him. like the core
Of old Vesuvius, with perpetual heat;

And oft he longed internally to pour
His flames and glowing lava at her feet ;

But when his burnings he began to spout,
She stopped his mouth and put the crater out."

THE Derby-day was over; an exceptionally
brilliant Derby, run under a summer-like sky ;

roads gloriously dusty; western breezes blow-

ing; the favorite, a famous French horse, tri-

umphant ; every body, except perhaps the book-
men and sundry other mistaken speculators,
elated : Mrs. Cinqmars seeing her way to a
twelvemonth's supply of Piver and Jouvic

;
Eliz-

abeth also a considerable winner of the same
species of spoil.
The Viscount was not altogether delighted by

the great event of the day. He had withdrawn
his own entries two or three months ago, but
had backed a Yorkshire horse, from Whitewall,
somewhat heavily, skeptical as to the merits of
the Frenchman.

"It's all very well while he's among French
horses," he had said, "winning your Grand
Prix, and that kind of thing ;

but let him come
over here and lick a field of genuine English
blood and sinew, if he can.

"

The Frenchman had accepted the challenge,
and had left the pride and glory of many a Brit-
ish stable in the ruck behind his flying heels.

"Couldn't have done it if there wasn't En-
glish blood in him," said the Viscount, grimly,
as he pushed his way within the sacred precincts
to see the jockey weighed. "I wish I'd had
some money on him."

Instead of the pleasing idea of that potful of

money which he might have secured by backing
the Frenchman, Lord Paulyn had a cargo of

gloves to provide for the fair speculators whose

eager championship of the stranger he had smiled
at somewhat scornfully half an hour ago to say
nothing of far heavier losses which only such es-

tates as the Paulyn domains could bear easily.
"1 shall pull up on Ascot," he thought, and

was not sorry to resign the reins to Mr. Cinq-
mars during the homeward journey, while he
abandoned his powerful mind to a close calcula-

tion of his chances for the next great meeting.
He was a man with whom the turf was a seri-

ous business a man who went as carefully into

all the ins and outs of horse-racing as a great
financier into the science of the stock-exchange,
and he had so far contrived to make his Avin-

nings cover all his stable expenses, and even at

times leave a handsome margin beyond them.
Above all things he hated losing, and his medi-
tative brow, as he sat beside Mr. Cinqmars, bore

a family resemblance to the countenance of the

astute dowager when she gave herself up to the

study of her private ledger.
Even Elizabeth's fresh young voice running

gayly on just behind him did not arouse him from
his moody abstraction. He had been all devo-

I

tion during the drive to Epsom, and Miss Lut-

trell's coldness and incivility, which of late had
been marked, had not been sufficient to repel or

discourage him. What did he care whether she

was civil or uncivil ? He rather liked those chill-

ing airs and angry flashes from brilliant eyes.

They gave a charm and piquancy to her society
which he had never found in the insipid amia-

bility of other women. What did it matter how
she flouted him ? He meant to marry her, and
she of course meant to marry him. It was not

to be supposed that any woman in her right
mind would refuse such an offer. And in the

mean while these coldnesses and little bitter

speeches and disdainful looks were the merest

coquetries a Benedick-and-Beatrice or Kath-
arina-and-Petruchio kind of business. See how
uncivil that fair shrew was at the outset, and
how much she bore from her newly wedded mas-

ter afterward. Lord Paulyn smiled to himself

as he thought of Petruchio. "I've got a trifle

of that sort of stuff in me,
" he said to himself,

complacently.
"What is the matter with Lord Paulyn?"

asked Elizabeth of Mrs. Cinqmars, when they
were changing horses at Mitcham, and the Vis-

count's gloom became, for the first time, obvi-

ous to her. She had been too busy to notice

him until that moment, agreeably employed in

discussing the day's racing with a couple of cav-

alry officers, particular friends of Mr. Cinqmars,
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who were delighted with the privilege of in-

structing her in the mysteries of the turf. She
had a way of being intensely interested in what-
ever engaged her attention for the moment, and
was as eager to hear about favorites and jockeys
as if she had been the daughter of some York-
shire squire, almost cradled in a racing stable,
and swaddled in a horse-cloth.

"I'm afraid he's been losing money," said

Mrs. Cinqmars, as the Viscount descended to in-

spect his horses and refresh himself with brandy-
sind-soda.

" He ought to have backed the for-

eigner. He does look rather glum, doesn't he ?"

"Does he mind losing a little money?" ex-
claimed Elizabeth, incredulously.
"I don't think there are many people who

like it," answered Mrs. Cinqmars, laughing." But he is so enormously rich, I should have

thought he could hardly care about it. I know
that Lady Paulyn, his mother, is very fond of

money ;
but for a young man to care, I should

have thought it impossible.""
Very low, isn't it ?" said Major Bolding,

one of her instructors in the science of racing ;

"but rather a common weakness; so very hu-
man. Only it's bad form to show it as Paulyn
does."

"
It's only rich people who have a genuine af-

fection for money," remarked Mrs. Cinqmars;
"a poor man never keeps a sovereign long enough
to become attached to it."

The examination of his team did not tend to

improve the Viscount's temper. They had sus-

tained various infinitesimal injuries in the jour-

ney to and from the course, so he refreshed him-
self by swearing a little in a subdued manner at

his grooms, who had nothing to do with these

damages, and then consumed his brandy-and-
soda in a sullen silence, only replying to Mr.

Cinqmars's lively remarks by reluctant mono-

syllables.
"Can't you let a fellow alone when you see

he's thinking ?" he exclaimed at last.
" I wouldn't think too much if I were you,

Paulyn," said Mr. Cinqmars, in his genial, hap-

py-go-lucky manner; "I don't believe you've
the kind of brain that can stand it. I've made
a point of never thinking since I was five-and-

twenty. I go up to the City, and do my work
in a couple of hours with pen, ink, and paper ;

all my figures before me in black and white, not

dancing about ,my brain from morning till night,
and from night till morning, as some men let them
dance. When I've settled every thing at my
desk, I give my junior partner his orders

;
and

before I've taken my hat off the peg to leave the

office I've emptied my brain of all business ideas

and perplexities as clean as if I'd taken a broom
and swept it."

"All very well while you're making money,"
said the Viscount, "but you couldn't do that if

you were losing."

"Perhaps not. But there are men who can't

make money without wearing their brains out

with perpetual mental arithmetic, men who car-

ry the last two pages of their banking-book past-

ed upon the inside of their heads, and are always

going over the figures. Those are the men who

go off their nuts by the time they're worth a

million or so, and cut their throats for fear of

dying in a work-house. Come, I say, Paulyn, I

know you're savage with yourself for not backing

the foreigner, but you can put your money on
him for the Leger, and come home that way."
"Very likely, when there's five to four on

him !

"
cried the Viscount, contemptuously. Then

brightening a little, he inquired what was to be
the order of things that night at the Rancho." We've a lot of people coming to dinner at

nine, or so, and I suppose my wife means a dance
afterward.

"

' * Like Cremorne,
"
said Lord Paulyn.

' ' Mind
your wife makes Miss Luttrell stay."
"Oh, of course; we couldn't afford to lose

the star of the evening. A fine girl, isn't she ?"
added Mr. Cinqmars, glancing critically upward
at the figure in the front seat of the drag."A fine girl!" echoed the Viscount, con-

temptuously ;

"
she's the handsomest woman I

ever set eyes on, bar none."
Lord Paulyn improved considerably after this,

and when he went back to the box-seat took care
that Major Bolding had no farther opportunity
of demonstrating his familiarity with the arca-
na of the turf. He engaged the whole of Eliz-
abeth's attention, and was not to be rebuffed by
her coldness, and took upon himself the manner
of an acknowledged lover a manner which was
not a little embarrassing to the plighted wife of
Malcolm Forde.

" I must make an end of it as soon as pos-
sible," she thought. "I don't know that to-

day's amusement has been worth the penalty I
have to pay for it.

"

The drag was crossing Clapham Common, an

admiring crowd gazing upward at the patrician
vehicle as it towered above wagonettes, ba-

rouches, landaus, hansoms, and coster-mongers'

trucks, when Elizabeth gave a little start of sur-

prise at recognizing a face that belonged to

Hawleigh. It was only the rubicund visage of

a Hawleigh farmer, a man who had a family

pew at St. Clement's, and who dutifully attend-

ed the two services every Sunday, with an apple-
cheeked wife and a brood of children. He was
one of a very hilarious party in a wagonette, a

party of stout middle-aged persons of the pub-
lican order, who were smoking vehemently, and
had wooden dolls stuck in their hat-bands. She
saw him look up and recognize her with ineffable

surprise, and immediately communicate the fact

of her presence to his companions, whereat there

was a general upward gaze of admiring eyes,
more or less hazy with dubious Champagne.

"What's the matter?" asked Lord Paulyn,

perceiving that slight movement of surprise.
"
Nothing. I saw a person I know in a wag-

onette
; only Mr. Treby, a farmer who goes to

papa's church
;
but I was surprised at seeing

him here."
" Not very astonishing : the Derby is a grand

festival for provincials ;
and we are such an un-

enlightened set in the West we have no great

races. For a Yorkshireman, now, there is noth-

ing to see in the South. His own race-courses

are as fine as any thing we can show him here."

Elizabeth was silent. She was thinking how
Mr. Treby would go back and tell the little

world of Hawleigh how he had seen her perched

high up on a gaudy yellow-bodied coach, one of

two women among a party of a dozen men, dom-

inating that noisy, dissipated-looking crowd, with

a pink parasol between her and the low sun-

light; and she was thinking that the picture
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would hardly seem a pleasing vision to the eyes

of Malcolm Forde. She had meant, of course, to
j

tell him of her day at Epsom, but then the same

things might seem very different described by
herself and by Mr. Treby. She tried to take

comfort from the thought that, after all, Mr.

Treby might say very little about the encounter,

and that the little he did say might not happen
to reach Malcolm's ears. Malcolm ! dear name !

Only to breathe it softly to herself was like the

utterance of some soothing spell.

After that glimpse of Mr. Treby's rubicund

visage in the wagonette her spirits flagged a lit-

tle. She was glad when the drag crossed Put-

ney Bridge. How brightly ran the river under

the western sun ! How gay the steep old-fash-

ioned street, with its flags and open windows
and noisy taverns and lounging boating men !

The scene had a garish, tawdry look, somehow,
and her head ached to desperation. She was

very glad when they drove into the cool shades

of the Rancho.
"Oh yes, thanks; I've had a most delightful

day," she said, in reply to Mrs. Cinqmars's in-

quiry as to her enjoyment of the great festival
;

" but the noise and the sunshine have given me
a headache, and I think if you would let me go
home at once, it would be best for me.

"

"Go home! nonsense, my dear ! Your aunt

is to dine with us, and take you back after our

little dance. It's only half past seven. You
shall have a cup of green tea, and then lie down
and rest for an hour, and you'll be as fresh as a

rose by nine o'clock. Turner, take Miss Luttrell

to the blue room, and make her comfortable."

This to a smartly dressed maid who had come
to take the ladies' cloaks and parasols.

Elizabeth gave a little sigh of resignation. If

it were possible to grow sick to death of this

bright new world all in a moment, such a sick-

ness seemed to have come upon her. But from
the maelstrom of pleasure, be it only the feeblest

provincial whirlpool, swift and sudden extrica-

tion is apt to be difficult.
" I will stop if you wish," she said

;
"but my

head is really very bad.
"

In spite of her headache, however, Miss Lut-
trell appeared at the banquet which was delayed
by tardy arrivals till about a quarter to ten

brightest among the brilliant. Mrs. Chevenix
was there in her glory, on the right hand of Mr.

Cinqmars, and was fain to confess to herself

that the society which these people contrived to

get about them was by no means despicable a

little fast, undoubtedly, and with the masculine
element predominating somewhat obviously ;

but
it was pleasant, when venturing out of one's own
strictly correct circle, to find one's selfamong so

many people with handles to their names. Lord

Paulyn had by this time entirely recovered his

equanimity, and had contrived to take Elizabeth
in to dinner a somewhat noisy feast, at which

every body talked of the event of the day, as if

it were the beginning, middle, and end of the

great scheme of creation. The wide windows
were all open to the spring night ; hanging mod-
erator lamps shed their subdued light upon a vast
oval table, which was like a dwarf forest of

palms and ferns, stephanotis and scarlet gerani-
um. It was quite as good as dining out-of-doors,
without the inconveniences attendant upon the
actual thing.

A little after eleven o'clock there came a crash
of opening chords from a piano, cornet, and vio-

lin artfully hidden in a small room off the draw-

ing-room, and then the low entrancing melody
of a waltz by Strauss. The ladies rose at the

sound, and the greater number of the gentlemen
left the dining-room with them.

" We can leave those fellows drinking Cura9oa
and squabbling about the odds for the Oaks,"
said Major Bolding. "We don't want them."

This was an undeniable fact, for the danseuses
were much in the minority. There were a sprink-
ling of wives of authors and actors

;
a few dearest

friends of Mrs. Cinqmars, who seemed to stand
more or less alone in the world, and to be free

lances in the way of flirtation
;
a young lady

with long raven ringlets and a sentimental air,

who was said to be something very great in the

musical line, but was rarely allowed to exhibit

her talents
;
a stout literary widow, who founded

all her fashionable novels on the society at the

Rancho
;
and a popular actress, who could some-

times be persuaded to gratify her friends with

the Charge of the Six Hundred, or the famous
scene between Mr. Pickwick and the Bath mag-
istrate.

Elizabeth found herself assailed by a herd
of eager supplicants, who entreated for round
dances. No one ever suggested quadrilles at

the Rancho, nor were these unceremonious as-

semblies fettered by the iron bondage of a pro-
gramme.
"Remember," said Lord Paulyn, "you've

promised me three waltzes."
" If I dance at all

;
but I don't think I shall."

"Neither shall I, then," answered the Vis-

count, coolly. "A d'autres, gentlemen, Miss
Luttrell doesn't dance to-night.""

I'd rather take a refusal from the lady's own
lips, if it's all the same to you, Paulyn," said

Major Bolding." The dust and heat have given me an excru-

ciating headache, and I really do not feel equal
to waltzing, "answered Elizabeth.

"Shall I get them to play a quadrille?"
' '

No, thanks. I'm hardly equal to that, either ;

and I know Mrs. Cinqmars hates square dances."
" Never mind Mrs. Cinqmars. Half a loaf is

better than no bread. If you'll dance the first

set, the Lancers any thing Shall I tell the

fellow to play the Grande Duchesse or la Belle

Htlenef"
"Please don't. But if you'll take me for a

turn by the river, I should be glad. Will you
come, auntie ? I don't suppose these rooms real-

ly are hot
;
but in spite of all those open win-

dows they seem stifling to me."
Lord Paulyn's countenance was obscured by

a scowl at this proposition, and Mrs. Chevenix
was quick to perceive the cloud. What could

Elizabeth mean by such incorrigible fatuity ?

Was it not bad enough to have a country curate

in the background, without introducing a new
element of discord in the person of this dashing

major ? There was no time for careful diploma-

cy ;
the situation demanded an audacious mas-

ter-stroke.

"Lord Paulyn can take care of you, Lizzie,"

said the matron, "and I'll ask Major Bolding
to give me his arm

;
for I want to talk to him

about my dear friends the Clutterbucks. Rela-

tives of yours, are they not, major?"
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"Yes; Tom Clutterbuck's something in the

way of a cousin,
"
growled the reluctant major,

rather sulkily. "But they're in Rome, and I

haven't heard of them for an age."
He offered his arm to the aunt instead of the

niece, with a tolerably resigned air, however, per-

ceiving that the position was more critical than
he had supposed, and not wishing to mar Miss
Luttrell's chances. So Mrs. Chevenix sailed off

through the open window to the lawn, a ponder-
ous figure in purple satin and old point, and Eliz-

abeth found herself constrained to accept the es-

cort of the man she so ardently desired to keep
at a convenient distance.

They walked slowly down to the river terrace,
almost in silence. That scene of a moon-fit gar-
den by a moon-lit river is one of those pictures
whose beauty seems forever fresh : from Putney
to Reading, what a succession of river-side par-
adises greets the envious eyes of the traveler!

And at sight of every new domain he cries,
"
Oh,

this is lovelier than all the rest ! here would I

end my days." And all mankind's aspirations
after a comfortable income and a peaceful exist-

ence include

"A river at my garden's end."

But it was not the tranquil splendor of the

moonlight or the eternal beauty of the river that

moved the soul of Reginald Paulyn, and held

him in unaccustomed silence. He was angry ;

some dull sparks of his vexation at having back-

ed the wrong horse yet smouldered in his breast
;

but he was much more angry at the conduct of

Elizabeth Luttrell. It was all very well to be

snubbed, to be trifled with, to be played with as

a fish that the angler means to land anon with

tender care, but there had been something too

much of this. The damsel had said one or two

things at dinner that had been intended to en-

lighten him, and had in some measure removed
the bandage from his eyes. He wanted to know
the exact meaning of these speeches. He want-

ed to know, without an hour's delay, whether she,
Elizabeth Luttrell, a country parson's penniless

daughter, was capable of setting him at naught.
He hardly knew in what words to frame his

desire
;
and perhaps at this moment, for the first

time in his life, it dawned upon him that the

chosen vocabulary of his own particular set was
a somewhat restricted language for a man in his

position.
Elizabeth made some remark about the beauty

of the scene so much better than any drawing-
room and he answered her mechanically, and
that was all until they came to the river terrace,

by which time Mrs. Chevenix and her compan-
ion, who had walked briskly, were at some dis-

tance from them.

"Stop a bit, Miss Luttrell," said Lord Pau-

lyn, coming to a sudden stand-still by the stone

balustrade that guarded a flight of steps leading
down to the water. "Don't be in such a hurry
to overtake those two

; they'll get on well enough
without us. I want to talk to you about

about something very particular."
Elizabeth's heart sank at this ominous prelude.

She felt that it was coming, that crisis which of

late she had done her uttermost to avert.
"
I can't imagine what you can have to say to

me," she said, with an airy little laugh and a very
fair assumption of carelessness.

Lord Paulyn leaned upon the balustrade, with
his elbow planted on the stone, looking up at her
with a resolute scrutiny.

"Can't you?" he asked, somewhat bitterly.
"And yet I should think it was easy enough for

you to guess what I'm going to say to you in

plain words to-night. I 've been saying it in a
hundred ways for the last six weeks saying it

plain enough for any one to understand, I should
have thought any one in their senses, at least,
and there doesn't seem room for much doubt
about yours. I love you, Elizabeth that's what I
have to say and I mean you to be my wife."
"You mean me, "cried Elizabeth, with inex-

pressible scorn, and a laugh that stung her lover
as sharply as a blow "

you mean me to be your
wife ! Upon my honor, Lord Paulyn, you have

quite an Oriental idea of a woman's position.
You are to fling your handkerchief to your fa-

vorite slave, and she is to pick it up and bring it

to you with a courtesy."
"You never look so handsome as when you

are angry," said the Viscount, undismayed and
smiling at her wrath. "But don't be angry
with me

;
I didn't intend to offend you. I

should have said the same if you'd been a prin-
cess of the blood royal. I only tell you what I

swore to myself last November, the day I first

saw your face in Hawleigh church : That's the

woman I'll have for my wife. I never yet set

my heart upon any thing that I didn't win it. I

know how cleverly you've played me for the last

five weeks, keeping me on by keeping me off, eh ?

But we may as well drop all that sort of thing

now, Elizabeth. You are the only woman in

this world I'll ever make a viscountess of; and
of course you've known that all along, or you
wouldn't have given me the encouragement you
have given me in your off-hand way. Don't

try to humbug me. I'm a man of the world,
and I've known from the first that it was a set-

tled thing between you and the old woman I

beg your pardon, Mrs. Chevenix."

"Encouragement!" cried Elizabeth, aghast;
"I give you encouragement, Lord Paulyn!
Why, I've done every thing in the world to show

you my indifference."

"Oh yes; I know all about that. You've
been uncivil enough, I grant you, and many a

man in my position would have been choked off;

but I'm not that kind of fellow. You've given
me as much of your society as circumstances al-

lowed that's the grand point and you must

have known that every day made me more des-

perately in love with you. You're not going to

round upon me and pretend indifference after

that. It would be rather too bad."

Elizabeth was silent for a brief space, con-

science-stricken. She had deemed this lordling

of so shallow a nature that it could matter little

how she trifled with him. He had his yrande
passion, no doubt, every season, hovered butter-

fly-like around some particular flower in the

fashionable parterre, and flew off unscathed when
London began to grow empty. That she could

inflict any wrong upon him by suffering his at-

tentions had never occurred to her. She had

thought at one time even that it would be rather

nice to bring him to her feet, and astound him

by a cool refusal. And even now, though she

was not a little perplexed by a kind of rough
earnestness and intensity in his speech and man-
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ner, she did feel a faint thrill of triumph in the

idea of his subjugation. It would be something
to tell Gertrude and Diana, those representatives
of her little world, who had sneered at the hum-
ble end of all her grand ideas : there would be

not a little satisfaction to her pride in being able

to tell them that Lord Paulyn had actually pro-

posed to her.

The coronet of the Paulyns, the airy round

and top of sovereignty, floated before her vision

for a moment, as she looked across the moon-lit

river, phantom-wise, like Macbeth 's dagger. If

she had not loved that other one above the sor-

did splendors of the world, what a brilliant for-

tune might have been hers ! And Reginald was
not in any manner obnoxious to her. He was

good - looking, seemed good -
natured, had been

the veriest slave of her every whim, and she had

grown accustomed to his society. She had no
doubt that he would have made a very tolerable

husband
;
and as the inexhaustible fountain of

carriages, horses, opera-boxes, diamonds, yachts,
and river-side villas, she must needs have re-

garded him with a certain grateful fondness, had
she been free to accept him. But she was bound
to a man whom she loved to distraction, and not

to be an empress would she have loosened that

dear bondage.
"It is all my aunt's fault," she said, after that

brief pause.
" I begged her she ought to have

told you that I am engaged to be married."
"
Engaged !

"
cried the Viscount ;

"
engaged !

Not since you've come to town ! Why, I know
almost every fellow that's been hanging about

you, and they've had precious little chance, un-

less it's some one you've met at those confound-

ed parties on the other side of Hyde Park."
"I was engaged before I came to London."

"What, to some fellow in Hawleigh! And
you let me dance attendance upon you, and

spend three mornings a week in Eaton Square,
and follow you about to every infernal picture-

gallery till the greens and blues in their confound-

ed landscapes gave me the vertigo, and to every

twopenny -half-penny flower-show', staring at

azaleas and rhododendrons
;
and then you turn

round and tell me you're engaged ! By ,

Miss Luttrell, if you mean what you say, you're
the most brazen-faced flirt it was ever my bad
luck to meet with in half a dozen London sea-

sons !"

Elizabeth drew herself up, trembling with an-

ger. What, did he dare insult her ? And had
she really been guilty ? Conscience was slow to

answer that question.
"How dare you talk to me like that ?" she ex-

claimed. "
I I will never speak to you again

as long as I live, Lord Paulyn." A woman's fa-

vorite threat in moments of extremity, and gen-

erally the prelude to a torrent of words.

"By the right you've given me every day for

the last six weeks. By the right which the

world has assumed when it couples our names,
as they are coupled by every one who knows us.

Throw me over, if you like
;
but it will be the

worse for you if you do, for every one will say it

was I who jilted you. A woman can't carry on
as you've carried on, and then turn round and

say, Oh, I beg your pardon, it was all a mistake
;

I'm engaged to somebody else." And then sud-

denly, with a still fiercer flash of anger, he de-

manded,
" Who is he ? Who is the man ?"

"The gentleman to whom I have the honor
to be engaged is Mr. Forde, my lather's curate.

Perhaps it would be better for you to make your
complaint about my conduct to him."

"Egad, I should think he'd be rather aston-
ished if I did enlighten him a little on that score !

Your father's curate ? So it's for the sake of a

beggarly curate you are going to throw me over
the bridge."
"You are at liberty to insult me, Lord Pau-

lyn, but I must insist upon your refraining from

any insolent mention ofmy future husband. And
now, perhaps, as we quite understand each oth-

er, you will be good enough to let me go to my
aunt."

"Don't be in such a hurry, Miss Luttrell,"
said the Viscount, white with anger. That he,

Reginald Paulyn, should be rejected by any
woman living, least of all by a country vicar's

daughter, and in favor of a country curate ! It

was not to be endured. But of course she was not
in earnest

;
this pretended refusal was only an

elaborate coquetry.
" I'm I'm not a bad-tem-

pered man, that I am aware; but there are
some things beyond any man's forbearance

;
and

after leading me on as you have done that you
can look me in the face and tell me you're go-
ing to marry another man I won't believe it

of you, no, not from your own lips. Come, Eliz-

abeth, be reasonable
; drop all this nonsense.

Never mind if there has been some kind of flirta-

tion between you and Forde
;

let by-gones be by-
gones ;

I won't quarrel with the past. But give
me a straight answer, like a woman of the world.

Remember, there's nothing you care for in this

world that I can't give you ; you were made to

occupy a brilliant position, and I love you better

than I ever loved any living creature."

He took her hand, which she did not with-

draw from him
;
she let him hold it in his strong

grasp, a poor little icy-cold unresisting hand.
For the first time it dawned upon her that she

had done him a great wrong.
"Do you really care for me ?" she asked, with

a serious, wondering air.
"

I am so sorry, and

begin to see that I have done wrong ;
I ought to

have been more candid. But indeed, Lord Pau-

lyn, it is my aunt's fault. I begged her to tell

you of my engagement. I would have told you
myself even, only," with a feeble little laugh, "I
could hardly volunteer such a piece of informa-

tion
;

it would have been so presumptuous to

suppose that you were in any danger from our

brotherly and sisterly acquaintance."
' '

Brotherly and sisterly be hanged !

"
said the

Viscount
; "you must have known that I doted

on you. God knows I've let you see it plain

enough. I've never hid my light under a bushel."

After this there came another brief silence :

Elizabeth looking thoughtfully at the rippling

water, Lord -Paulyn watching her face with a

gloomy air.

"Come," he said at last, "what is it to be?
Are you going to throw me over for the sake of

this curate fellow ? Are you going to bury your-
self alive in a country parsonage, teaching a pack
of sniveling children psalm-singing? You've

tasted blood
; you know something of what life

is. Come, Lizzie, be just to yourself and me.

Write this Forde fellow a civil letter telling him

you've changed your mind."
" Not for Egypt," said Elizabeth, turning her
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flashing eyes upon him eyes which a moment
before had been gazing dreamily at the river.
" You do not know how I love him. Yes, I love
the world too," she went on, as if answering that
sordid plea by which the Viscount had endeav-
ored to sustain his suit; "I do love the world.
Its pleasures are all so new to me, and I have

enjoyed my life unspeakably since I've been in

London yes, in spite of being parted from him.
But I could no more give him up than I could
cut my heart out of my body, and live. I am
quite willing to admit that I have done wrong"

this with an air of proud humility which was

very rare in Elizabeth Luttrell
"
I beg your par-

don, Lord Paulyn ;
I entreat you to forgive me,

and accept my friendship instead of my love.

You have been very kind to me, very indulgent
to all my caprices and tempers, and believe me
I am not ungrateful."

"Forgive you!" he echoed, with a harsh

laugh ;

" be your friend, when I have made up
my mind to be your husband! Rather hard
lines. However, I suppose friendship must count
for something ;

and as you prefer the notion of

psalm-singing and three sermons a Sunday to a
house in May Fair, a yacht at Cowes, a racing-
box at Newmarket, and stables in Yorkshire I

should have liked to show you my Yorkshire
stables and stud farm,

"
with a dreamy fondness

"as you have made your choice, I suppose I

must abide by it. And we'll be friends, Lizzie

I may call you Lizzie, mayn't I? It's only one
of the privileges of friendship."" You may call me any thing you like, if you'll

only promise never to renew this subject, and
to forgive me for having unwittingly deceived

you."
The Viscount clasped her hand in both of his,

then touched it with his lips for the first time.

And as he kissed the little white hand, with a

fond, lingering pressure, he vowed a vow
;
but

whether of friendship and fealty or of passion-

ate, treacherous, selfish love, was a secret hidden

in the soul of the Viscount himself.

Elizabeth accepted the kiss as a pledge of fidel-

ity, and anon began to talk of indifferent sub-

jects with a somewhat forced gayety, as if she,

would have made believe that there had been no

love scene between Lord Paulyn and herself.

They left the landing-place, and strolled slowly
on to join the major and Aunt Chevenix, who
were both sorely weary of their enforced mean-

derings. The matron smiled upon Elizabeth

with the smile of triumph ;
she had seen those

two motionless figures from afar as she paced the

other end of the long terrace with her compan-
ion, and assured herself that the Viscount had

come to the point.
Now as they came toward her, walking side

by side with a friendly air, she told herself that

all was well. Elizabeth had renounced the ways
of foolishness, and had accepted that high for-

tune which a bounteous destiny had reserved for

her.

"I said it when she was still in pinafores,

thought Mrs. Chevenix : "that girl was born to

be a peeress."

CHAPTER IV.

'The company is 'mixed' (the phrase I quote is
As much as saying they're below your notice) ;

For a ' mixed' company implies that, save
Yourself and friends, and half a hundred more,Whom you may bow to without looking grave,
The rest are but a vulgar set, the bore

Of public places, where they basely brave
The fashionable stare of twenty score

Of well-bred persons, call'd
' The World;' but I,

Although I know them, really don't know why."

BITTER, with unutterable bitterness, was the

disappointment ofAunt Chevenix, when at break-
fast next morning she was made acquainted with
the actual state of affairs. Lord Paulyn had

verily proposed, and had been rejected.
"To say that you are mad, Elizabeth, is to

say nothing," exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, casting
herself back in her chair and regarding her niece

with a stony gaze, egg-spoon in hand; "you
were that when you accepted Mr. Forde. But
this is a besotted idiotcy for which even your
previous folly had not prepared me."
"You surely did not think that I should jilt

Mr. Forde ?"
"
I surely did not think you would refuse Lord

Paulyn," echoed her aunt : "a girl of your tastes

the very last of young women to marry a per-
son in Mr. Forde's position. Upon my word,

Elizabeth, it is too bad, positively cruel, after the

pride I have felt in you, the money I have spent

upon you even, though I am above alluding to

that. Your conduct is a death-blow to all my
hopes, Elizabeth." And here Mrs. Chevenix

wept real tears, which she wiped despondently
from her powdered cheeks.

"Pray don't cry, auntie. I am something
like a man in that respect ;

I can't bear the sight

of tears. I am very sorry for having disappoint-

ed vou, but it would be hardly a fair thing to

Lord Paulyn to marry him while my heart be-

longs entirely to some one else, to say nothing

of Malcolm himself"
"Malcolm!" exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, with

profound disgust. "To think that I should

have a niece my favorite niece, too capable

of marrying a man called Malcolm !

"

" I'm sony you don't like his name, auntie.

To my ear it is music."

"Yes, like the Scotch bagpipes, I suppose,"

in accents of withering scorn.

"And now, dearest auntie, let there be no

quarreling between us,
"
pleaded Elizabeth. "I

dare say it is disappointing to you for me to set-

tle down into a country clergyman's wife, after

all my grand talk about marrying well, and rid-

ing through the world in my own barouche, over

people's bodies, as it were, like the lady in Ro-

man history. I did not know my own heart when

I talked like that. I did not think that I should

ever be weak enough to love any body fifty times

better than carriages and horses. Please let us

be friends" coaxingly, and kneeling down by

the offended matron.
" Lord Paulyn has for-

given me, and he and I are to be excellent friends

for the rest of our lives. Perhaps he will give

Malcolm a living ;
I dare say he has three or four

handsome benefices among his possessions."
"
Friends, indeed !" cried Mrs. Chevenix, con-

temptuously. "I'm sure I thought last night

that it was all settled, and even began to think

of your trousseau. I never in my life had such

a disappointment."
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Little by little, however, the matron's indigna-

tion, or the outward show of that passion, abated,
and she permitted her wounded spirits to be

soothed by Elizabeth's caresses. Happily for

the damsel, the business of life, that business of

pleasure which sometimes involves more wear

and tear of mind and body than the most serious

pursuit of wealth or fame, must needs go on.

Once in the whirlpool of Mrs. Cinqmars's set, and

there was no escape ;
all their other engagements

were as nothing to that lady's demands upon
their time, and Mrs. Chevenix, for some unex-

plained reason, had entered upon a close alliance

with the mistress of the Rancho.
"I did not think Mrs. Cinqmars was at all

your style, auntie," Elizabeth said, wondering
that this new-fledged friendship should be so

strong upon the wing.
" Mrs. Cinqmars's style may not be faultless,

but she is one of the best-natured little women I

ever met, and has the art of making her house

most delightful," replied Mrs. Chevenix, deci-

sively."
I think we ought to take our brass bedsteads

out to Fulham, and camp under the trees, now
the warm weather has set in. We almost live

there, as it is," said Elizabeth.

There was some foundation for this remark
in the fact that Mrs. Chevenix and her niece

were oftener at the Rancho than any where else.

Mrs. Ciuqmars devoted all the forces of her be-

ing to the pursuit of pleasure ;
and as these gay-

eties and hospitalities assisted Mr. Cinqmars not

a little in the pursuit of gain, the lady was al-

lowed the free exercise of her talents in the art

of making people forget that life was meant for

any thing graver or higher than a perpetual talk-

ing of small-talk and quaffing of iced cups in

the summer sunshine, now under the striped awn-

ing of a barge gliding up the sun-lit river, anon
in the cool glades of some primeval forest, like

Windsor or Burnham Beeches. If the destiny
of mankind began and ended in picnics, water-

parties, kettle-drums, and private theatricals, Mrs.

Cinqmars would have been among the leaders

of the world
; but, unfortunately for the lady,

those delights are fleeting as the bubbles on the

river, and, however wide their circle spreads,
make but brief impression, and are forgotten
after a season or two. Mr. and Mrs. Cinqmars
might have commemorated themselves in a pyr-
amid as high as Pharaoh's, built out of empty
Champagne bottles

;
but so ungrateful are the

butterfly race they fed that almost the only rec-

ord of their hospitality at the end of a season

was a back-yard full of empty bottles, and the

cases, which an odd man chopped up for fire-

wood.
While the season lasted, however, Mrs. Cinq-

mars drank freely of pleasure's sparkling cup,
and found no bitterness even in the lees thereof.

She rarely left a blank day in her programme.
Every week brought its water-party or its picnic.

Every morning found her breakfast-tray she
did not leave her room till the business of the

day began piled high with notes of acceptance
or refusal in answer to her coquettish little notes
of invitation. She was not a person who sent

meaningless cards " requesting," but wrote dain-

ty little letters on monogram-emblazoned paper,
full of familiar nothings, breathing the warmest

friendship.

"The season is so short, "she used to say,

pensively,
" one can not do too much while the

fine weather lasts."

After that day at Epsom Mrs. Cinqmars made
no party to which she did not invite her dearest
Miss Luttrell. She was eager for the society of
her dearest Mrs. Chevenix at all her dinners and
afternoons

;
but there were picnics and water-

parties which might be too fatiguing for that

dearest friend, on which occasions she begged to

be intrusted with the care of her sweet Miss Lut-
trell a privilege the matron was not slow to ac-

cord. Dinners and dances in Tyburnia were de-
clined with ruthlessness in favor of Mrs. Cinq-
mars ay, even a dinner in Eaton Square, at the
abode of a millionaire baronet in the iron trade.

"
Upon my word, auntie, I don't care about

going so much to Mrs. Cinqmars's," Elizabeth
remonstrated. "I certainly do enjoy myself
more at her parties than any where else, but I

hardly think Malcolm would like me to spend so

much time in that kind of society."
"You had better send a statement of all your

engagements to Mr. Forde, and allow him to di-

rect your movements," replied Mrs. Chevenix ;

and mingled feelings, the fear of ridicule, and
her own inclination, which drew her strongly to-

ward Henley and Virginia Water, kept Elizabeth

silent.

Mr. Forde's remonstrances about the length
of her visit had abated of late, for the curate

had been summoned to Scotland to attend the

sick-bed of one of his few remaining kindred, his

father's only brother, an old man to whom he
was warmly attached. His letters came now from
the North, and were only brief records of suffer-

ings from which there seemed no hope of other

relief than death. He had no time to write at

length to his betrothed, and no spirits for letter-

writing.
"

[ don't want to sadden you, dear-

est," he wrote,
" and therefore make my letters

of the briefest, for my mind is full of our patient,
and the quiet fortitude with which he endures
this protracted trial, too full even for those hap-

py thoughts of the future which have brightened

my life of late. But I do look forward to our

meeting, Lizzie, whatever sorrow may lie be-

tween this hour and that. And I hope to hear

speedily of your return to the West."
" Do you know if this uncle is likely to leave

him any money ?" Mrs. Chevenix inquired, with

a languid interest, when she was informed of Mr.
Forde's movements. A few hundreds a year
could make little difference in that poverty-strick-
en career which Elizabeth had chosen for her-

self. It would be but as a grain of sand when

weighed against a viscount's coronet, and half a
dozen estates.

"I believe Malcolm will be richer, auntie.

There is a small estate in Scotland that must
come to him.

"

"A small estate in Scotland, where land lets

at ten shillings an acre, I suppose. Or perhaps it

is all waste, mere sand and heather. But what

does it matter? You have chosen to go through
life a pauper. It is only a question of a crust of

bread more or less."

There was hardly a necessity for Elizabeth to

hurry back to Hawleigh, to the untimely cutting
off of all these summer delights, when Mr. Forde
was away. She thought how dreary the

place
would seem without him. Gertrude, Diana,
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Blanche, with their stock phrases and their per-
ennial commonplaces, and their insignificant

scraps of gossip about the Hawleigh gentility;
the dull old high street

;
the shop windows she

had looked at so often, till she knew every item

of the merchandise. She thought of going over

all the old ground again with a shudder. "Life
in a convent would be gayer," she thought ;

"the
nuns could not all be Gertrudes and Dianas."

So she wrote a dutiful letter to her betrothed,
full of sympathy with his sorrow, and informing
him that she was beginning to grow a little tired

of London, and would go back to the West di-

rectly she heard of his return. "Don't ask me
to go any sooner, Malcolm," she said; "the

place would seem horrible to me without you. I

want your face to be the first to welcome me
home. I think sometimes of the days when we
shall have our own home, and I shall stand at

the gate watching for you."
The Derby-day was a thing of the remote

past, and Henley regatta was over, before Eliza-

beth received notice of Mr. Forde's return. She

had seen Lord Paulyn almost daily during the

interval, and his friendship had never wavered.

He was still her devoted slave, still patient un-

der her scornful speeches, still eager to gratify

her smallest caprice, still a kind of barrier be-

tween her and all other worship. Serene in the

consciousness of having done her duty, of having,
with a fortitude unknown to the common order

of womankind, rejected all the advantages of

wealth and rank, she saw no peril to herself or

her admirer in that frivolous kind of intimacy
which she permitted to him. It was an under-

stood thing that she was to be another man's

wife that the end of the season was to be her

everlasting farewell to worldly pleasures. Lord

Paulyn appeared to accept his position with gen-
tleman-like resignation. He would even speak
of his happier rival sometimes with but little

bitterness, with a good-humored contempt, as of

an inferior order of being. Elizabeth thought
he was cured.

Henley regatta and the longest day were over,

but the summer was yet in its prime the nights

knew not darkness, only a starry twilight be-

twixt sundown and sunrise.
" How tired the sun must be by the end of

the season,"said Elizabeth, "keeping such late

hours, and always glaring down upon races and

regattas, and flower-shows and garden-parties!"
"Don't pity him: he's such a lazy beggar,

and so fond of skulking behind the clouds on

rainy days," answered Lord Paulyn. "I wish

we could shuffle out of our engagements as easi-

ly as he shirks his.
"

Mrs. Cinqmars, who was never happy without

some grand event in preparation, had hardly

given herself time to breathe after her water-par-

ty at Henley a luncheon for five -and -twenty

people on board a gilded barge, towed up the

river from Maidenhead when she was up to

her eyes in the arrangement of private theatric-

als for the 10th of July a festivity which was

to mark the close of her hospitalities.

"We start for Hombourg on the 12th," she

said, with a sigh; "and as I've been going up

like a rocket all the season, I don't want to come

down like a stick at the last. So, you see, 0111

theatricals must be a success, Lord Paulyn. It's

not to be a common drawing-room business, you

enow, but a regular affair, for the benefit of the

Asylum for the Widows of Indigent Stock-Bro-
ters. Tickets a guinea each. A few reserved
"auteuils at two guineas.

"

" Do you mean to say you're going to let a
lerd of strangers into your house?" inquired the

Viscount, with amazement. "
Why, you'll have

he swell-mob after your plate !

"

"The tickets will be only disposed of by our

iriends, you obtuse creature," said Mrs. Cinq-
mars

;
"but it's not half so much fun acting be-

fore a lot of people you see every day as doing
it in real earnest for a benevolent purpose. I
hall expect you to sell something like fifty

pounds' worth of tickets, and to bring all the

heavy swells you can scrape together. I want
the affair to be really brilliant. But that is not
the point we have to discuss to-day. Before we
can print our programmes, or stir a step in the

business, we must definitively settle our pieces,
and cast them."

This speech was uttered in a friendly little

gathering beneath the umbrage of perfumed
limes, the river flashing in the foreground, a few
of Mrs. Cinqmars's dearest friends, of both sexes

the Viscount, Major Bolding, a young man in

the War-office, with a tenor voice and light hair

parted in the middle, the young lady with raven

ringlets, a fair and dumpy young person, whose
husband was in America, and Elizabeth Luttrell

seated in friendly conclave round a rustic ta-

ble scattered with pens, ink, and paper ;
for it

is quite impossible to achieve an arrangement of

this kind without an immense waste of penman-
ship and letter-paper. There was the usual con-

fusion of tongues, every body thinking he or she

knew more about private theatricals than any
one else Major Bolding, because the fellows in

his regiment had once got up something at Al-

dershott
;
the dumpy young person, because she

had acted charades with her sisters in the nursery

when she was "a mite;" the tenor in the War-

office, because his father had known Charles

Mathews the elder; the contralto, because she

had gone to school with a niece of Mrs. Charles

Kean's. Only Elizabeth acknowledged her igno-

rance.
"
I know nothing about plays,

"
she said,

"
except that I dote upon them."

"Whatever play we choose, Lizzie, I mean

you to be in it," said Mrs. Cinqmars ;
and Eliza-

beth did not protest against the arrangement.

She was enraptured at the thought of acting in a

p]ay of living for one brief night the dazzling

magical life of that fairy stage-world which was

so new to her.

About a hundred plays were suggested, briefly

discussed, and rejected. Mrs. Cinqmars seemed

to know every dramatic work that had been writ-

ten. Every one, except Elizabeth and Mr. Cinq-

mars, had his or her one idea, by which he or

she stuck resolutely. Lord Paulyn voted for

Box and Cox, and could not be persuaded to ex-

tend his ideas beyond that masterpiece. The

tenor proposed To Oblige Benson, because he

knew some people who had acted it last Christ-

mas down in Hertfordshire; "and I'm told it

went off remarkably well, you know," he said
;

"and people laughed a good deal, except one

old gentleman in the front row, who went to

sleep and snored."

"You stupid people!" cried Mrs. Cinqmars;
"don't go on harping upon one string. Those
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are mere insignificant farces
;
and I want a grand

piece that will play two hours and a half."

After this came a string of suggestions, all

alike useless.

"I only wish our men were a little better,"

said Mrs. Cinqmars, with a despondent survey
of her forces.

* ' There is a piece which I should

like above all others ;
but it wants good acting.

There are not too many people in it, and no
troublesome scenery. I mean Masks and Faces.

"

Every one knew Masks and Faces, every one

admired the play ;
but the gentlemen were doubt-

ful as to their capacity for the characters.

"I'll play nothing but Box, "said Lord Paulyn.
"I think I could do that."
" I don't mind what I do, as long as it's some-

thing to make the people laugh," said Major
Bolding.
"Then you'd better try tragedy," suggested

Mr. Hartley, the tenor.

"They're playing the piece at the Adelphi,
Lizzie," said Mrs. Cinqmars, intent upon her

own deliberations, and ignoring trivial interrup-
tions. "We'll all go to see it this evening.
You shall play Peg Woftington. Major Bold-

ing will do pretty well for Vane. Oh yes, you
must do it

;
I'll coach you. Cinqmars and Mr.

Hartley can play Triplet and Colley Gibber;

you, Flory" to the dumpy young person
"
will

make a capital Kitty Clive
;
and you, Lord Pau-

lyn, must be our villain. I can get a couple of

newspaper men to play Snarl and Soaper, the

two critics. No remonstrances. I know you
are all sticks

;
but we all know what great things

can be done by a bundle of sticks. You'll all

learn your words perfectly without an hour's de-

lay. Never mind the acting. We'll arrange all

that at rehearsal. The words and the dresses

are the two great points. You must all look as

if you had walked out of a picture by Ward or

Frith. You'll call at the Adelphi this afternoon,

major, and engage half a dozen stalls for the

rest of the week
;
and mind, I shall expect to

see them occupied every night before the curtain

goes up."
After this came a great deal of discussion.

Major Bolding declared his incapacity for do-

mestic drama
;

Lord Paulyn insisted that he
could soar no higher than Box.
"I don't think I should break down in that

business with the mutton-chop and rasher
;
and

if I had plaid trowsers with big checks and a red

wig, I think I might make them laugh a little,"

he said
;

" but my attempting a stage villain is

too absurd. Why, I should have to scowl,
shouldn't I, and cork my eyebrows, and drag
one foot behind the other when I walked ?"

"Nothing of the kind. It is a light-comedy
villain

; only a slight modification of your own
haw-haw style. You have only to see the piece
acted half a dozen times or so. You shall have
a wig and costume that will almost play the part
for you."
Lord Paulyn groaned aloud.

"
Sit in a stiflin'

hot theatre six nights runnin' to see the same
fellers in the same play !" he remonstrated.

"
Only a small sacrifice to dramatic art and

the indigent stock-brokers' widows," said Mrs.

Cinqmars, soothingly.
She was a determined little woman f and once

having taken up the business, carried it through
with unflagging energy.

The programmes were printed forthwith, on
lace - bordered paper of palest rose -color and

mauve, perfumed to distraction by the arts of

Rimmel.

3!ratofnfl*room performance
AT THE RANCHO, FULHAM (THE RIVER-SIDE
VILLA OF H. DD C. DE CINQMARS, ESQ.),

FOB THE

BENEFIT OF THE WIDOWS OF INDIGENT
STOCK-BROKERS

(Members of the House alone eligible).

A Comedy. By CHABLEB READB and TOM TAYLOB.
Sir Charles Pomander Lord PATTLYN.
Mr. Vane ............ Major BOLPING.
Colley Cibber ....... Mr. HABTLEY.
Triplet .............. Mr. Du CHATELET DE CINQMABB.
James Quin ......... Mr. BEAUMONT.
Snarl ) /vYi> /Mr. SLASHES.
Soaper/

Critws ......
\Mr. SLATER.

Mrs. Vane ........... MIUDUCHATELETDECINQMABS.
Kate Clive .......... Mrs. DESBOBOTTOH.

Peg Woffington ..... Miss ELIZABETH LUTTBELL.

Tickets, to be obtained only from the Committee, one
guinea.

A limited number of reserved fauteuils at two guineas.

Performance to commence at nine precisely. Carriages
may be ordered for halfpast eleven.

For five consecutive nights did Mrs. Cinqmars
and her devoted slaves occupy the stalls of the

Adelphi, gazing upon and listening to the per-
formance of Mrs. Stirling, Mr. Benjamin Web-
ster, and other accomplished masters of the dra-

matic art. The blood in the veins of the gal-
lant major ran cold as the fast-congealing wa-

ter-drops of an Alpine stream among the frozen

mountain-tops when he watched the movements
and listened to the words of Mr. Vane, and con-

sidered that he, after his feeble fashion, must
needs reflect the image of that skillful actor who
sustained the part. But by diligent perusal of

the comedy in the solitude of their own apart-

ments, and by force of seeing the play five times

running, and being urged to attention and inter-

est by the energetic little stage-manageress who
sat between them, the major on the one side

and the Viscount on the other, did ultimately
arrive at some idea of what they were expected
to do; and when the first rehearsal took place
at the Rancho, after the completion of these

nightly studies, Mrs. Cinqmars pronounced her-

self very well satisfied with her company. She
had beaten up recruits here and there in the

mean time, and had filled her programme. The
tickets had been selling furiously. Almost every
one had heard of the Rancho

;
and aspiring mid-

dle-class people who did not know Mrs. Cinq-
mars were glad of this opportunity of placing
themselves upon a level with people who did.

There was no rush of those lofty personages
whom Mrs. Cinqmars had spoken of as "

heavy
swells." A good deal of solicitation would have

been needed to bring these to share the free-and-

easy hospitalities of the river-side villa
;
but soci-

ety on the lower ranges parted freely with their

guineas for gilt-edged tickets of delicate rose-

colored pasteboard, entitling them to behold the

mysteries of that notorious abode. Lord Pau-

lyn, hard pressed by the energetic Flora, did con-

trive to enlist the sympathies of various horsey
noblemen in the cause of the stock-brokers' wid-

owsmen who were curious, in their own words,
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to see
" how big a fool Paulyn would make of

himself" but stately dowagers or patrician beau-

ties he could gather none. Major Bolding, how-

ever, beat up the quarters of wealthy merchants
and ship-owners, and secured a handsome at-

tendance of diamonds and millinery for the

limited number of fauteuils
;
and although the

aspiring soul of Mrs. Cinqmars languished for

a more aristocratic assembly, she was tolerably
contented with the idea of a gathering which
would fill her spacious room, and in outward
show would equal the best.

" If one has not what one loves, one must love

what one has," said the little woman, flinging
back her flowing raven locks with a sigh of res-

ignation.
" We've sold all the tickets, and that's

,a grand point, and we shall have at least a hun-
dred pounds for the widows odious snuffy old

creatures, I dare say, and not worth half the

trouble we are taking for them! A thousand

thanks, major, for your exertions in Tyburnia,
and to you, Lord Paulyn, for your labors at Tat-

tersall's. I really think we shall make a success.

Miss Luttrell is a magnificent Woffington.
"

"Egad, she'd be magnificent in any thing,"
said the Viscount, rapturously. "I always think,
if there ever was such a person as Helen, she

must have been like Elizabeth Luttrell. She's

such an out-and-out beauty. Don't you know
in Homer, when she came out on the ramparts
where the old men were sitting, though I dare

say they had been abusing her like old boots be-

fore she showed up, the moment they saw her

they knocked under, and thought a ten years'
war was hardly too much to have paid for the

privilege of looking at her. Elizabeth is just
that kind of woman. It's no matter how she

carries on, a man must adore her."

"I say ditto to Mr. Burke," said the major.
"

It's a pity she should marry a country parson,
isn't it?" asked Mrs. Cinqmars, who had been

made acquainted with Elizabeth's engagement by
the damsel herself in a moment of confidence.

"
Fifty to one against that marriage ever com-

ing off," said the major; "a pretty girl always

begins with a detrimental, just to get her hand
in. I dare say those Gunning sisters in King
George's time were engaged to some needy beg-

gars before they came up to London and took

the town by storm. I can't fancy Miss Luttrell

settling down to the goody-goody kind of life,

with a sanctimonious fellow in a white choker.
"

"
No, by Jove !

"
cried Lord Paulyn ;

" I can

fancy any thing sooner than that. But she's

just the sort of girl to do any thing, however

preposterous, if she once set her mind upon it."

This was a fragment of confidential talk in

Mrs. Cinqmars's boudoir, which at this period
was littered with court swords, three-cornered

hats, flowing periwigs, and other such parapher-
nalia. The important night came at last, in an

interval of tropical weather, the thermometer at

eighty-six hi the shade, all the greensward in

the parks burned to a dismal tawny hue, arid as

a simoom-blasted desert. Heavy, insupportable

weather, at which Anglo-Indians and other trav-

elers in distant climes, from China to Peru,

grumbled sorely, declaring that they had en-

countered nothing so oppressive as this sultry

English heat in Bengal or Japan, or Lima or

Honolulu, as the case might be. A damp, pen-

etrating heat, as of a gigantic hot-house. Lon-

don and her wide-spreading suburbs wrapped in
a dim shroud of summer mist, pale and impal-
pable as the ghost of some dead-and-gone Novem-
ber fog, and all the denizens of the vast city vis-

ibly dissolving, as in a Turkish bath : threat-

ening weather, with the perpetual menace of a
thunder-storm impending in the leaden sky.

"It will be rather too bad if the storm were
to come to-night," said Mrs. Cinqmars, as she
leaned against the embrasure of an open window
languidly, after the last rehearsal, which had been

prolonged to within a couple of hours of the per-
formance. " But I shouldn't at all wonder if it

did. Hark at those horrible little birds twitter-

ing, as if they were saying, Oh yes, it will come
soon

;
it can't keep off much longer ;

I feel it

coming. And how the laurel leaves shiver !"

"We've sold the tickets," said the major,
philosophically: "the indigent widows will be
none the worse off if it rains bucketfuls all the

evening."
"Do you think that will reconcile me to our

play being a failure?" cried the lady, indignantly." As if those snuffy old things were the first con-
sideration !"

"But you do it for their sakes, you know."
"For their sakes! Do you suppose I pay

Madame Fantini unheard-of prices for my dress-

es for their sakes ? I shall die of vexation if

we've any empty benches."
" We'd better send a whip round to the clubs,"

said Major Bolding.
" I don't want a herd of men," exclaimed the

aggrieved manageress ;

" I want a brilliant-look-

ing audience those Manchester and Liverpool
women with their emeralds and diamonds. How-

ever, we'd better disperse at once, and begin to

think of dressing. Two hours is not too much
for putting on costumes of that kind. Lizzie,

you and I will have some tea and cold chicken

in my room, if we can manage to eat my mouth
is as dry as a furnace

;
and as for you, gentle-

men, there will be dinner in half an hour in Mr.

Cinqmars's study. All the other rooms are con-

fiscated to the interests of the widows.
"

"Are the widows to see us act?" inquired
Mr. Hartley.

' *

They ought, I think, in order to

appreciate the effort we are making for them at

its just value. It would be rather a clever move,

by-the-way, a row of old women in black bon-

nets. Mrs. Cinqmars could point to them when

she speaks her little epilogue: 'Behold, kind

friends, the recipients of your bounty.'
"

" It will be quite enough to speak of them.

And now, gentlemen, if you really mean to be

dressed by nine o'clock, you'd better go to your
rooms. Du Chatelet, be sure you come to me
at a quarter to nine to go over your scenes for

the very last time."

Du Chatelet groaned. He was the Triplet of

the piece, and had sorely toiled in his laudable

desire to reproduce the looks and tones of Mr.

Webster. He had even sacrificed a handsome

black mustache, which he felt to be a costly of-

fering, on the shrine of Art.

It was nine o'clock, and the storm was still

impending still spreading its dark curtain be-

tween earth and the stars. But it had not come,
and carriage after carriage, the chariots of Ty-
burnia and Ecclestonia, rolled round the gravel

sweep before the broad portico of the Rancho.

The foyer filled rapidly with a pleasant swirling
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of silks and satins, a fluttering of plumes, and

flashing of jewels, until the half dozen rows of

luxurious seats became a very flower garden,
the brilliant colors of the more costly sex only

agreeably toned by the Puritan garb of man.
The billiard-room had been fitted up as an

auditorium, and by a skillful removal of the vast

window which filled one end of the room, and

opened on the garden, the apartment had been

extended into a temporary shed beyond. This

shed, with gently sloping floor and sunk foot-

lights, was the stage. The frame of the window,
wreathed with flowering creepers, which seemed
to have grown up after the fashion of the famous
bean stalk, formed the proscenium.
The brilliant light in the auditorium sank gen-

tly to a semi-darkness, as the band, hidden in a
little off-room, attacked the overture to Masa-
niello. People had just enough time to look about
them before the lights went down the women
surveying one another's dresses, the men looking
about for people they knew. Mrs. Cinqmars be-

held her audience through a hole in the curtain,
which Major Bolding had made with his pen-
knife for her convenience, and was satisfied.

"
They look very well, don't they ?" she asked.

" You'd hardly think they were not the real thing
not hall-marked only electroplated."
Mrs. Chevenix occupied her fauteuil in a cool

and somewhat juvenile costume of pale gray silk

and areophane, with pink ribbons, and a blonde
Marie Stuart cap surmounted with pink mar-

abouts, pink marabouts edging her fan, pink
swan's-down on her gloves. Her own dress was
new and had cost money, but the cost thereof

was as nothing compared with the expense of

Elizabeth's satin train and point-lace-flounced

petticoat, and the flaxen wig which was to make
her look like one of the Lely beauties in King
William's bed-chamber at Hampton Court. Yet
all this expenditure had the devoted aunt borne
without grumbling, or only an occasional faint

and plaintive sigh.
If there was sufficient recompense for this out-

lay in Elizabeth's triumph, Mrs. Chevenix re-

ceived such recompense without stint. From
the first moment to the last of that performance
the girl was triumphant, resplendent with beauty
and genius, giving her whole heart and soul to

the magic of the stage, living, breathing, think-

ing, as Peg Woffington. The mediocrity of her
fellow- actors mattered nothing to her; they
spoke the words they had to speak, so that no
hitch arose in the stage business, and that was
all she needed to sustain the illusion of the scene.

There was passion enough and force enough in

her own soul to have animated a theatre; there

was an electricity as subtle as the electricity in

the overcharged atmosphere, a magnetic force

that inspired and excited, instead of depressing.
Mrs. Cinqmars reveled in the sentimentalities

of Mabel Vane
;

rolled her large eyes and flung
about her superb hair she would wear no wig
to conceal that natural abundance to her heart's

content, and made a graceful little heroine of
the whimpering and whining school. But Eliza-

beth was the very creature one could fancy Mar-
garet Woffington in her prime the generous,
reckless, audacious beauty, proud of her power
over the hearts of men, brimming over with life

and genius, but with unfathomable depths of
tenderness lurking beneath that brilliant surface.

Tyburnia and Ecclestonia, and all the men
about town who formed the staple of Mr. and
Mrs. Cinqmars's set, applauded with a unanimity
that for once in a way came from the heart.

They felt that this was verily dramatic art, hard-

ly the less finished because it was the fruit of

only a fortnight's study. The actress had picked
up the technicalities of her part during those stu-

dious nights in the theatre, inspiration and a
fresh and ardent love of art had done the rest,
and the impersonation was as perfect as any am-
ateur performance can possibly be, with all the
added charm of freshness and sincerity, which
can hardly accompany the profound experience
of professional training. An actress who had
trodden the beaten round of the drama, more or

less like a horse in a mill, could surely never

fling herself with such passionate feeling into

one part as this girl, to whom the magic of the

stage was new.

Mr. Cinqmars quavered and sniffed and sniv-

eled in the character of Triplet with an abject

senility which would have been senile in a great-

grandfather of ninety, but copied the stage busi-

ness with some dexterity, and won his share of

applause. Lord Paulyn and Major Bolding were
dressed superbly, and managed to get through
their work with credit to themselves and the

stage-manageress ;
and as coffee and Neapolitan

ices were lavishly administered between the acts,

without any toll being exacted thereupon for the

widows, the aristocracy of commerce in the two-

guinea fauteuils were inclined to think they had
received fair value for their money. As for the

herd of young men who blocked the back of the

auditorium, where there was little more than

standing-room, they were simply in ecstasies.

The girl's beauty and genius together fired their

souls. They protested vehemently that she ought
to go on the stage, that she would take the town

by storm, and much more to the same effect,

forgetting that this flame which burned so brill-

iantly to-night might be only a meteoric light,

and that although a clever young woman, with

an ardent nature, may for once in her life fling

herself heart and soul into a stage-play, and by
a kind of inspiration dispense with the compre-
hension and experience that can only come from

professional training, it is no reason she should

be able to repeat her triumph, and to go on re-

peating it ad libitum. Never again in Elizabeth

Luttrell's existence was she to live the delicious

life of the stage, to lose the sense of her person-

ality in the playwright's creation, to act and
think and be glad and sorry with an imaginary
creature, the centre of an imaginary world.

Among the crowd of white neck-ties and swal-

low-tailed coats at the end of the room, there

was one gentleman who stood near the door,

with his back against the wall, a tall immovable

figure, and who seemed to know nobody. He
was taller by half a head than the majority of

the men standing in the crowded space behind

the last row of seats, and he was able to survey
the stage across the carefully parted hair of the

gentleman in front of him. This gentleman had
a good deal to say about Elizabeth Luttrell, to

which the stranger listened intently, with a some-

what moody countenance.

"Yes," said this fopling to his friend, in the

interval between the second and third acts the

stranger had only entered the room toward the
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close of the second "yes, it's a great match for

her, of course : only a country parson's daugh-
ter, without a sixpence, except any thing she

may get from her aunt, Mrs. Chevenix, the wid-

ow of a man who was a bishop, or a judge, or

something
"

"
Is it a settled thing ?" asked the other.

" Of course it is. Why, they go every where

together. I was introduced to her at the Derby ;

he drove her down in his drag, with Mrs. Cinq-
mars to play Propriety, on the obscurum facere
per obscurius principle, I suppose. And you'll
find him here continually, dancing attendance

upon Miss Luttrell, and spooning to an extent

that is humiliating to one's sense of manhood."
"I didn't think that was in Paulyn's line

;
I

thought he went in for race-horses and prize

yachts, and that kind of thing."

"Yes; there's the rub. This is his first ap-

pearance in the character of a love-sick swain
;

and like a patient who takes the measles late in

life, he exhibits the disease in its most aggrava-
ted form."

"There's not much in him at the best of

times," said the other, with the air of a man
whose own intellectual gifts were of the highest

order, and who therefore surveyed mankind from

an altitude.
" Do you think she likes him ?"

"Do I think she is in full possession of her

senses?" answered his friend, laughing; "and
that being so, she would not be likely to turn up
her nose at such a position as he can give her.

There's hardly a richer man than Paulyn about

town bar the Marquis of Westminster. The
love of money is a hereditary vice in his family,
and his ancestors have scraped and hoarded from

generation to generation. He is one of the few

gentlemen who contrive to make money on the

turf. The book-men hate him like poison. He's
a lamb they seldom have the privilege of skin-

ning. There isn't a deeper card out
;
and I

can't say I envy that lovely girl the life she's

likely to lead with him when she's his own prop-

erty and he gets tired of spooning. But, for

all that, I don't believe there's a girl in London
would have refused him."

Pleasant intelligence this for the tall stranger,
whose name was Malcolm Forde.

CHAPTER V.

"Et je songeais comme la femme oublie,
Et je sentais un lambeau de ma vie

Qui se dechirait lentement"

MR. FORDE had come up from Scotland on
the 10th of July, intending to surprise Elizabeth

by his unexpected appearance in Eaton Place.

He had fancied her bright look of rapture as she

came into the room and saw him, after having
been told only that a gentleman from Hawleigh
wished to see her the look she had given him
so many times during the brief happy fortnight

that followed their betrothal ;
those happy days

in which they had enjoyed for but too short a

space the privileges of plighted lovers, had walk-

ed alone together on the dull March afternoons,

when the curate's labors allowed him such a

blessed interval, and had talked of the future

they were to share a lowly destiny,- but with the

light of true love shining upon it.

G

Thus had he thought of his betrothed dur-

ng the tedious journey from the North, tedious

though he traveled express for the greater part
of the way. He came fresh from the perform-
ance pf a mournful duty, for only two days ago
he had read the funeral service above the re-

mains of his father's brother, the bachelor uncle
who had been almost a second father to him.
He had not even written to tell Elizabeth of his

uncle's death. It would be easier to tell her
when they met. He had made all his plans.
He meant to stay in London for a few days,
while Elizabeth wound up her visit, and then to

take her back to Devonshire with him. And
then it would be time to think of their wedding-
day. He was richer by some four hundred a

year since his uncle's death, and he had lately
received the offer of a very fair living in the

north of England. Since he had surrendered
his old heroic idea of his ministry, and had de-

termined that his lines were to be cast in pleas-
ant places, there was really nothing to hinder

the realization of his wishes.

Only when he was rattling along in a cab be-

tween Euston Square and Eaton Place did he
bethink himself that Elizabeth would, in all prob-

ability, be out. It was nearly nine o'clock, and
she went out so much, as her letters informed

him. He could hardly hope to be so fortunate

as to find her at home. And then he reproached
himself for this childish foolishness of his in wish-

ing to surprise her, instead of telegraphing the

announcement of his advent, as a sensible man
would have done.

"Do love and folly always go hand in hand?"
he wondered.

His forebodings of disappointment were fully

realized.
" Not at home." said Mrs. Chevenix's

single-handed in-door servant a man whose

pompous bearing might have impressed strangers

with the idea that he had an under-butler and a

staff of accomplished footmen for his vassals.

"Not expected home till late this evening."
Mr. Forde had alighted from his cab, and stood

in the stuccoed porch, despondent.
" Have you any idea where they're gone?" he

asked.

Any idea, indeed ! Why, the butler was as

familiar with his mistress's engagements as that

lady herself.

"They are gone to the hamachure theatricals

at the Rancho, Mr. Cinkmarsh's place, at Ful-

ham."
"Amateur theatricals!" repeated Malcolm,

hopelessly."
Yes," replied the butler, who was of a com-

municative disposition; "my missus's niece,

Miss Luttrell, hacks the principal character
;
and

my missus's maid, as has seen her rehearsaling,

and has gone down to dress her this evening,

says she do hack wonderful, jest like the regular

thing, only not so low. It's a pity you didn't

buy a ticket, Sir, as you're a friend of the fambly."

Private theatricals, and his wife-elect the cen-

tre of observation ! He was not strait-laced or

puritanical in his ideas, but this performance

hardly seemed to him in harmony with the part

she had elected to play in the drama of life.

But she had been minded to taste the cup of

pleasure, and she was evidently drinking its

strongest waters. She had told him nothing of

these amateur theatricals a curious reticence.
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"Buy a ticket?" he repeated, echoing the

friendly butler. "Do you mean that tickets

have been sold ? It is a public business, then ?"
"
Well, Sir, it is and it isn't, as you may say.

The performance is for the benefick of a chari-

table institooshun the hindignant widows, and

Mrs. Cinkmarsh have kindly lent her 'ouse for

the occasion, and the tickets have been only sold

by the committee
;

so you see it's public from one

pint of view, and private from the other."
" Where could I get a ticket ?" asked the cu-

rate, moodily. This public exhibition, this play-

ing at charity, was just the very last thing he
could have desired for his future wife, just the

very thing he would have forbidden at any cost

had he been afforded the opportunity of forbid-

ding it.

"And to keep it hidden from me," he thought :

"a bad beginning for that perfect trust which
was to reign between us."

"
I don't know as you could get one any

wheres to-night, Sir," replied the butler, thought-

fully, "unless I was to get it for you. My mis-

sus is on the committee, and I know she had a
lot of tickets to sell, and kep' 'em up to yesterday
in a china basket in the drawring-room. If

they're there still, I might take the liberty of

gettin' one for you : bein' for a charitable pur-

pose^ I don't think missus would objeck to my
disposin' of one."

"Get me one, then, like a good fellow."

"The tickets are a guinea heach," said the

butler, doubtfully, thinking this eager gentleman
might ask for credit.

Mr. Forde took a handful of loose money from
his pocket.
"Here are thirty shillings," he said "a

guinea for the ticket, and the balance for your
trouble."

The man was gratified by this donation, for

in these degenerate days vails are an uncertain

quantity. He produced the ticket speedily, in-

structed Mr. Forde as to the nearest way to the

Rancho, guarded the wheel of the hansom as he

got into it, and delivered the curate's address to

the charioteer with as grand an air as if he had
been instructing the coachman of an archbishop.

"British Hotel, Cockspur Street," he said;
and thither Mr. Forde was driven by way of

Belgrave Square and Birdcage Walk. A nota

bene on the gilt-edged ticket informed him that

full-dress was indispensable.
He dined hastily in the deserted coffee-room

a sorry dinner, for he was in that frame of

mind in which dining is the most dismal mock-

ery, a mere sacrifice to the conventionalities

dined, and then went to his room and dressed

hurriedly, with his thoughts strangely disturbed

by this trivial business of the private theatricals.

But it was not trivial, for Elizabeth's reti-

cence had been a tacit deception ;
it was not

trivial, for unless she had been utterly wanting
in love's truthful instinct she must have known
that this public exhibition of herself would be
of all tilings the most hateful to him.
He was not a tyrant he had never meant to

tyrannize over this fair young creature who had
made him love her in very spite of his own will.

But he had meant to mould her into the shape
of his still fairer ideal the woman whose claim
to manly worship was something higher than
the splendor of her eyes or the golden glory of

her hair the perfect woman, nobly planned. He
had fondly hoped that in Elizabeth there was the
material for such a woman that he had only to

play the sculptor in order to develop undreamed-
of graces from this peerless block of marble.
There were some letters waiting for him at the

British letters which had been sent on from

Lenorgie, where they had arrived after his de-

parture. He had spent the day and night after

the funeral with a friend in Edinburgh, where
he had business to transact.

Two were mere business epistles ; the third

was in a hand that was strange to him rather
a -singular hand, with straight up-and-down let-

ters, but of an angular, scratchy type, which he
felt must be feminine. It bore the postmark of

Hawleigh. It was that snake in the grass, an

anonymous letter.

" Mr. Forde will be perhaps surprised to learn

that Miss Luttrell has given much encourage-
ment to an aristocratic admirer during her stay
in London. She has been seen on the front seat

of Lord Paulyn's four-in-hand, returning from

Epsom races: a circumstance which has occa-

sioned some talk among the strait-laced inhabit-

ants of Hawleigh. This friendly hint is sent by
a sincere well-wisher.
"
HAWLEIGH, July 7."

"An aristocratic admirer LordPaulyn ! She
has suffered her name to be associated with his

so much as to give an excuse for this venomous
scrawl ! I will not believe it. The venom is self-

engendered : some envious woman who hates her
for all the gifts that render her so much more

charming than other women."
He crushed the venomous scrawl in his strong

hand, and thrust it into the depths of a remote

pocket. Yet, however mean the spirit of the

anonymous slanderer, however contemptible the

slander, it stung him not the less, as such venom
does sting, in spite of himself.

"I shall see her face to face," he thought,
"
in

an hour or two shall be able to scold her for

her folly, and take her to my heart for her peni-

tence, and be angry with her and forgive her
and adore her in the space of a minute; and I

shall see the scorn in her proud eyes when I tell

her she has been accused of encouraging my
rival."

The drive to the Rancho gave Mr. Forde am-

ple leisure for thought ;
for going over and over

the same ground with an agonizing repetition of

the same ideas
;
for the amplifications of those

vague doubts, those little clouds in love's heaven,
no bigger than a man's hand, until they grew
wide enough to darken all the horizon. The
shades of Fulham seemed endless. He stopped
the driver more than once to ask if he were not

going wrong ;
but the man told him No : he

knew Bishop's Lane well enough, close agen Put-

ney Bridge ;
and the locality of the Rancho, as in-

dicated by Mr. Forde's ticket, was Bishop's Lane.

They drove into the lane at last a dismal alley
between high walls, just wide enough for a couple
of carriages to pass each other, with imminent

peril of grazing the wheels or the horses against
a wall. One could hardly have expected to find

a suburban paradise in such a neighborhood ;

and in spite of his preoccupation, Mr. Forde
looked about him with surprise as the hansom
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dashed in at an open gateway, made a swift cir-

cuit of a dark shrubbery of almost tropical lux-

uriance, and anon drew up before a long low

house, lighted like a fairy palace.
He gave his ticket to a functionary who looked

like a professional box-keeper, and was admit-

ted to a spacious chamber filled to overflowing
with a fashionable-looking audience. The play
was more than half over there was only stand-

ing room and the central figure of the group on

the brilliantly lighted stage, the focus of every

eye, was the girl he loved the perfect woman,
nobly planned, etc.

He was but mortal, so he could not withhold

his admiration of her grace and beauty, and was
half inclined to forgive her because she was so

lovely and gracious a creature. Then the cur-

tain fell, and the men in front of him began to

talk of her, and he heard what the world thought
of Elizabeth Luttrell.

The blow almost stunned him. He heard

much more than has been recorded
;
heard how

men talked of his perfect woman
;
heard Mrs.

Chevenix's manoeuvres freely discussed, and
Elizabeth's co-operation in all the matron's

schemes spoken of as an established fact. His

first and almost irresistible impulse was to

knock the slanderers down. He felt as unre-

generately minded upon this point as if he had
come fresh from the mess-table, his brain fired

with wine and laughter. But he conquered the

inclination, and stood quietly by, and heard from

the lips of some half dozen speakers what the

world thought of the woman he loved. It was
not that any thing specially ill-natured was said

;

the men hardly knew that their remarks were

derogatory to womanly dignity. It was their

way of discussing such topics. But for Mal-

colm Forde it meant the ruin of that new scheme
of life which he had made for himself. The airy
fabric built by hope and love perished, like an

enchanted city that melts into thin air at the

breaking of a spell. He did not for a moment

suspend his judgment, did not stay his wrath to

consider how much or how little justification
there might be for this careless talk.

These men spoke of facts spoke of Elizabeth's

engagement to the Viscount as a fact concerning
which there could be no doubt. And she had
doubtless given them ample justification for this

idea. She had been constantly seen in his socie-

ty. He "
spooning" odious word ! in a man-

ner that made his passion obvious to the eyes of

all men.
Could he take this woman her purity forever

tarnished by such contact home to his heart?

Was such a woman, who, with her faith plight-

ed to him, could surrender herself to all the fol-

lies of the town, and link her name with yonder

profligate was such a woman worthy of the sac-

rifice he had been prepared to make for her, the

sacrifice of the entire scheme of his life
; theory

and practice alike abandoned for her sake ?

"She would have made me a sensuous fool,"

he thought,
" content to dawdle through life as

her father has done, living at my ease, and mak-

ing coals and beef and blankets the substitute for

earnest labor among my flock. What might she

not have made of me if my eyes had not been

opened in time? I loved her so weakly."
He put his passion already in the past tense.

He had no thought of the possibility of his

forgiving the woman who had deceived him so

basely." Of course she meant all the time to marry
Lord Faulyn, if he proposed to her. But in the

mean while, for the mere amusement of an idle

hour, she made love to me," he thought, bitterly,

remembering that nothing had been farther from
his thoughts than proposing to Elizabeth when
she lay in wait for him that March night, and
cut off his retreat forever with the fatal magic
of her beauty, and the tones and looks that went

straight to his heart.

He must see her as soon as the play was over,
must cast her out of his life at once and forever,
must make a swift, sudden end of every link be-

tween them.
" I might write to her," he thought ;

" but per-

haps it would be better for us to meet once more
face to face. If it is possible for her to justify

herself, she shall not be without the opportunity
for such justification. But I know that it is im-

possible.
"

When the curtain had fallen for the last time,
and Elizabeth had courtesied her acknowledg-
ments of a shower of bouquets, and the enthu-

siasm in the parterre was still at its apogee, Mr.
Forde departed. Not to-night would he break

in upon her new existence. Let her taste all

the delights of her triumph. To-morrow would
be time enough for the few quiet words that were

needed for his eternal severance from the wom-
an he had loved.

CHAPTER VI.
" Since there's no help, come, let us kiss and part :

Nay, I have done ; you get no more of me ;

And I am glad, yea, glad with all my heart.
That thus so cleanly I myself can free;

Shake hands forever, cancel all our vows,
And when we meet at any time again,

Be it not seen in either of our brows
That we one jot of former love retain."

ELIZABETH was sitting alone in the shady back

drawing-room on the morning after her triumph,

carelessly robed in white muslin, pale, exhausted,

languid, as the lady in Hogarth's "Marriage a

la Mode." Mrs. Chevenix was recruiting her

forces, mental and physical, by prolonged and

placid slumbers; but Elizabeth was not of the

order of being who can sleep off the fumes of dis-

sipation so easily. Her brief night had been a

perpetual fever
;

the voice of adulation still in

her ears
;
the lights, the faces of the crowd, still,

before her dazzled eyes ;
the passion and feel-

ing of Peg Woffington still racking her heart.

"I wonder actresses don't all die young," she

thought, as she tossed her weary head from side

to side, vainly seeking slumber's calm haven.

Now she was lying on the sofa, prostrate, an

unread novel in her hand, a cup of tea on a tiny

table by her side, a fan and scent-bottle close at

hand, for she had taken to her aunt's manner of

sustaining life in its feebler moments.

She threw aside her novel presently, and un-

furled her fan.
" I wish I were really an actress," she thought; ;

" that would be a life worth living : to hear that

thunder of applause every night, to see every eye
fixed upon one, a vast audience listening with a

breathless air : and to move in a strange world

a world of dreams and to love and suffer
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and despair and rejoice, within the compass of

a couple of hours. Yes, that is life !"

She smiled to herself as she wondered what
her lover would think of such a life,

"I shall tell him all about it now that it is

over," she said to herself. "If I had told him

before, he would have given his veto against the

whole business, I dare say. But he can hardly
be very angry when I make a full confession of

my misdemeanor, especially as it was for a char-

ity. And I think he will be a little proud of my
success, in spite of himself."

There had been a dance at the Rancho after

the general public had dispersed, and Elizabeth

had been the star of the evening, the object of

every body's outspoken admiration. All the per-
formers had been praised, of course Mr. Cinq-
mars for his life-like rendering of the doddering
Triplet, in which he was declared by some enthu-

siastic friends to have rivaled Webster and Le-

maitre; Mrs. Cinqmars for her pathos and charm-

ing appearance as Mabel Vane
;
Lord Paulyn and

the major for their several merits; but no one

attempted to disguise the fact that Elizabeth's

had been the crowning triumph. Enthusiastic

young men told her that she ought to go on the

stage, that she would take the town by storm, and
make ten thousand a year, and so on. Lord

Paulyn told her but that was only a repetition
of what he had told her before.

" You promised you would never speak of that

subject again," she said.

It was in a waltz, as they were whirling round
to the Soldaten Lieder.

"
I shall speak of it till my dying day," he said.

"Yes, if it makes you ever so angry. Remem-
ber what I told you. I swore an oath the day
I saw you first."

" I will never dance with you again."
" Oh yes, you will. But I tell you what you

will never do : you will never marry that parson
fellow. It isn't possible that, after having seen
what the world is, and your own capacity for

shining in it, you could lead such a life as vou'd
have to lead with him."

"Ah, that's because you don't know how much
I love him, "the girl answered, with a radiant

look. "I'd rather be shut up in a convent, like

Heloise, and exist upon an occasional letter from

him, than have all the pleasures of the world
without him."

"Bosh!" said the Viscount, bluntly. "A
week of the convent would make you tell another

story. Your fancy for this man is one of your
caprices : and Heaven knows you are about the

most capricious woman in the world. You like

him because every one is opposed to your mar-

rying him because it's about the maddest, most
suicidal thing you could do."

"I'm tired, "said Elizabeth; "take me to a

And having once released herself from him,
she took care that Lord Paulyn should have no
farther speech with her that night.

She thought of his impertinences this morning,
as she lay on the sofa listlessly fanning herself,

thought of his obstinate pursuit of her, and

thought with some touch of pride in her own
superiority to sordid considerations how very
few young women in her position would have
held out against such a siege.
She was in the midst of a half-stifled yawn

when the pompous butler opened the door in
his grand sweeping way, and announced, "Mr.
Forde."

She sprang to her feet, her heart beating vio-

lently, her tired eyes brightening with sudden jov,
and seemed as if, forgetful of the scarcely d'e-

parted butler, she would have flung herself into
her lover's arms.
Her lover! Alas! was that a lover whose

grave eyes met hers with so cold a gaze? She
drew back, appalled by that strange look.

"Malcolm !" she cried,
" what is the matter ?"

"There is so much the matter, Miss Luttrell,
that I have hesitated this morning as to whether
I should write you a brief note of farewell, or
come here to bid you my last good-by in per-
son."

The girl drew herself up with her queenliest
air. Trembling with a strange inward shiver,
sick at heart, cold as death, she yet faced him

resolutely, ready to see the ship that carried all

her freight of hope and gladness go down to the
bottom of the ocean without one cry of despair."

It was at least polite to call," she said, loftily."
May I ask what has caused this abrupt change

in your plans ?"
"

I think it is scarcely needful for you to in-

quire. But I have no wish to be otherwise than

outspoken. I was at your friend's house last

night, and saw you."
* '

I hope you were not very much shocked by
what you saw."
Not for worlds would she now have apologized

for her conduct, or explained that she had intend-

ed to tell him all about the amateur performance
at the Rancho when it was over.

"I might have forgiven what I saw; though,
ifyou had known my mind in the least, you must
have known how unwelcome such an exhibition

would be to me.
"

" Did I play my part so very badly, then ?"

with a little offended laugh, womanly vanity as-

serting itself even in the midst of her anguish.
"Did I make so great a fool of myself?"
He took no notice of the inquiry, but went on,

with suppressed passion, standing before her, his

broad muscular hand grasping the back of one
of Mrs. Chevenix's fragile chairs, whiph trembled

under the pressure.
"

I heard your attractions, your opportunities,

your future, discussed very freely between the

acts of your comedy. I heard of your engage-
ment to Lord Paulyn."" My engagement to Lord Paulyn !" staring
at him with widening eyes.

"Yes: a fact which I found confirmed this

morning by one of the newspapers in the coffee-

room where I breakfasted."

He gave her a copy of the Court Journal.
" You will see your name there among the an-

nouncements of impending marriages inhigli life.

A marriage is on the tapis between Lord Pau-

lyn and Miss Luttrell, third daughter of the Rev.

Wilmot Luttrell, rector of Hawleigh.' It was
rather hard that you should allow the court news-

man to be wiser than I."

Eager words of denial trembled on her lips,

but before they could be spoken, pride silenced

her. What! he came to her in this ruthless fash-

ion, came with his course resolved, and resigned
her as coolly as ifshe were a prize not worth con-

testing !
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BETWEEN LOVE AND PRIDE.

"You have come here to to give me up,"
she said.

"
I have resigned myself to circumstances.

But would it not have heen as well to be off with
the old love before you were on with the new ?

It is a matter of little consequence, perhaps, to

the new love; but it is not quite fair to the old."

" You have not taken the trouble to think that

this paragraph might be a newsmonger's unli-

censed gossip, as meaningless as the talk you
may have heard last night."
He looked at her earnestly. No, there was

neither penitence nor love in that cold beautiful

face
; only pride and anger. Was it the same
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face that had looked at him passionately in the I out him. Let him leave her
;
let him renounce

moonlight four months ago ? Was this the wom-
an who had almost offered him her love ?

" Even if this announcement is somewhat pre-

mature, I have learned enough to know that it is

only premature, that it must come in due course,

unless, indeed, you are more reckless of your

reputation than I could have supposed it possible

for your father's daughter to be. Your name
has been too long associated with Lord Paulyn's
to admit of any termination but one to your ac-

quaintance. For your own sake, I recommend

you to marry him."

"I am hardly likely to despise such generous
advice. If you had ever loved me" with a sud-

den burst of passion
"
you could not talk to me

like this."

"I have loved you well enough to falsify the

whole scheme of my life, to sacrifice the dearest

wish of my mind "

"But it was such an unwilling sacrifice," ex-

claimed Elizabeth, bitterly. "God forbid that

I should profit by it !"

"God only knows how much I have loved you,
Elizabeth

;
for He alone knows the strength of

my temptation and the weakness of my soul.

But you you were only playing at love ;
and the

romantic ardor which you assumed, with so fa-

tal a charm, was so factitious a sentiment that it

could not weigh for a single hour against your
love of pleasure, or stand between your ambition

and its object for a single day. Let it pass, with

that dead past to which it belongs. The dream
was sweet enough while it lasted

;
but it was only

a dream, and it has gone like the chaff of the

summer threshing-floors."
She stood like a statue, hardening her heart

against him. What, when all the world the

world as represented by Lord Paulyn and society
at the Rancho was at her feet, did he cast her

off so lightly, without allowing her any fair op-

portunity ofjustifying herself? For it was hardly
to be supposed that she would kiss the dust be-

neath his feet, as it were, confessing her sins

and supplicating his pardon.
What had she done ? Only enjoyed her life

for this 'one brief summer-time, holding his im-

age in her heart of hearts all the while. Yes,
in the very whirlpool of pleasure looking upward
at him as at a star seen from the depths of a storm-

darkened sea. And she had refused Park Lane,
Cowes, Ashcombe, and two more country-seats
for his sake.

Should she tell him of her rejection of Lord

Paulyn tell him that one incontrovertible fact

which must reinstate her at once and forever in

his esteem ? What, tell him this when he spoke
of his love as a thing of the past ;

a dream that

he had dreamed and done with
;
a snare which

he had happily escaped, regaining his liberty of

election, his freedom for that grander -life in

which human love had no part? What, sue

again for his love, lay bare her passionate heart,

again outstep the boundary line of womanly mod-

esty, remind him how she had been the first to

love, almost the first to declare her love? Had
he not this moment reminded her, inferentially,
of that most humiliating fact ?

Thus argued pride, and sealed her lips. Hope
spoke still louder : Let him talk as he might,
he loved her, and could no more live without her
than she could exist, a reasonable creature, with-

her. He would come back again, would be at

icr feet pleading for forgiveness, himself the ac-

knowledged sinner, his the humiliation.

In that brief happy courtship, in those twilit

rambles on the outskirts of Hawleigh, when for

one delicious hour in the day they had been all

the world to each other, Malcolm had laid his

heart bare before her, had confessed all the an-

guish that his efforts not to adore her had cost

trim.

I have heard ofmen making as strong a stand

against infidelity," he said
;

" but I doubt if any
man ever before fought so hard a fight against a
sinless love."

"I must be very horrid," the girl answered, in

her frivolous way,
" or you would scarcely have

taken so much trouble to shut the door of your
heart against me."
"You are all that is lovely and adorable," he

said; "but 1 had made up my mind to be an

Ignatius Loyola on a small scale, and you came
between me and my cherished dreams."

She remembered these things to-day, as she

stood with locked lips and cold, scornful eyes

confronting him, resolved that from him alone

should come the first attempt at reconciliation.

"Having renounced me," she said at last,

after a pause, in which he had waited, Heaven
knows with what passionate eagerness, for any
denial or supplication from her,

"
in so deliber-

ate and decisive a manner, I conclude you have

nothing more to say except, indeed, to tell me
to what address I shall send your letters and

presents."
This home-thrust she fancied must needs bring

him to his senses.

"Destroy them all!" he cried, savagely.

"They are the foolish memorials of a most mis-

erable infatuation."

"As you please," she answered, coolly, pre-

serving that outward semblance of an unshaken

spirit to the last, acting her part of indifference

and disdain far better than he played his. Had
she not her experience of last night to help her ?

This morning's interview was no whit the less

a scenic display an actress's representation of

supreme calm with the strong tide of a woman's

passion swelling and beating in her stormy breast

all the while.
" Then there is nothing more," he said, quiet-

ly, but with the quietness of suppressed passion,
and with no attempt to conceal his emotion, only

trying to carry himself manfully in spite thereof,

"except for us to say good-by. Let it be a

friendly farewell, Elizabeth, for'it is likely to be
a long one."

She looked at him curiously. That was hard-

ly the tone of a man who meant to retrace his

steps to leave her in anger to-day only to come
back to her repentant to-morrow. No, there

was no room to doubt his earnestness. He did

mean this farewell to be irrevocable this part-

ing for ever and ever. It was only when he had
turned his back upon her when the door was
shut between them that he would discover how

impossible it was for them to live apart.
"There must be some reciprocity in these

things," she thought ;

" he could not be so much
to me a part of my very life and I nothing to

him. He must come back to me."
He held out his hand, and she gave him hers,
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and suffered it to remain, helpless, unresisting, "Lord Paulyn, for instance, "said Mr. Forde,
in his strong grasp, while he spoke to her. becoming very worldly-minded in a moment, his

"Elizabeth," he said, "there are some things eyes lighting'up angrily "Lord Paulyn, who
very hard to forgive. It is hard for me to for- I has made his adoration of you a fact notorious

give you the delusive joys of the last few months
}

to all the world."
the deep delight I felt that March night when "It. is something to have one constant admirer,

for the first time in my life passionate love had i Lord Paulyn is at least not ashamed of admiring
full mastery over my heart, and all the world ! me. He does not fight against the sentiment as

seemed to begin and end in you. It is bitter to
!
a weakness unworthy of his manhood. He does

look back upon that hour to-day, and know that

I was the veriest slave of a delusion the blind-

est fool of a woman's idle fancy. But I did not

come here to reproach you. The dream is past.

You might have spared me the sharpness of this

sudden waking ;
but even that I will try to for-

give you. Good-by."
He looked at her with a sad, strange smile, the

firm lips set in their old resolute curve, but with

an unwonted tenderness in the earnest eyes.

"Good-by," he repeated;
"

let me kiss you
once more at parting, even if I kiss Lord Pau-

lyn's plighted wife.'"
*

He took her in his arms she coldly submis-

sive, with an almost apathetic air. Was it not

not feel himself degraded by his attachment."
This sounded like a direct avowal of the Vis-

count's affection, and of her acceptance thereof:

surely no woman would speak in this manner
except of an accepted lover. If Malcolm Forde
had fondly hoped for denial for a tardy attempt
at justification this unqualified admission was
sufficient to enlighten him.
"I did not come here to bandy words, Miss

Luttrell," he said, drawing himself up stiffly;" but I will not leave you without repeating a

warning I gave you once before. If you set any
value upon your peace on earth, or your fitness

for heaven, since a woman is in some measure
the slave of her surroundings, do not marry Lord

time for her to speak, to justify herself, to declare Paulyn. I am not apt to go in the way of scan-

that there was no stranger in all that wide city ! dal, but I have heard enough of his career to jus-

farther from her heart than Reginald Paulyn ? i tify me in declaring that union with him would

No, answered pride ;
it would be time enough to be the quickest road that you could take to life-

enlighten him when he came back to her to-mor-

row and sued for pardon. She would not de-

fend herself she would not stoop to be forgiven.

Had she not humiliated herself too much already
for his sake, when she gave him the love he had

never asked ?
" This time I will hold my own against him,"

she thought ;

" I will not be forever humbling

myself in the very dust at his feet. From the

beginning I have loved him with too slavish a

love."

He touched her forehead with his lips the

passionless kiss of forgiveness for a great wrong.
It was the ruin of his air-built castle of earthly

hope for which he pardoned her in that last kiss.

Before him, wide and far-reaching as the summer
sea that he had looked upon a few days ago from

a grassy peak among the Pentlands, stretched a

nobler prospect, a grander future, than her love

could ever have helped him to win, and hopes
that were not earth-bound. Surely he was re-

signing very little in this surrender of the one

woman he had loved with a love beyond control.

And yet the parting tore his heart-strings as they

had never been strained before not even when

he stood by the death-bed of Alice Fraser.

"I am not destined to be fortunate in my
loves," he said, bitterly, the memory of that older

anguish mingling curiously with his pain to-day
" Let me try to hope that I have a better destiny

than mere earthly happiness."
The qualifying adverb jarred a little upon her

ear. He had always set her so low ;
he had al-

ways loved her grudgingly, with a reservation

of his better self, giving her only half his heart

at best.

"You have been a great deal too good for me,

she said, with exceeding bitterness,
" and you

have taken care that I should feel your superior-

ity. It is not given to every woman to be like

your first love simply perfect ;
and I have some

reason to be grateful to those worldly-minded

people who are willing to accept me for what I

am."

ong misery." Yet you advised me, just now, to marry him.

Rather inconsistent, is it not?"

"Anger is always inconsistent. It was pas-
sion that spoke then ; it is reason that pleads
now. Do not let foolish friends persuade you to

your ruin, Miss Luttrell. Your beauty may win

as good a position as Lord Paulyn can give you
from a much better man, if you are patient, and

wait a little while for that brilliant establishment

which you have no doubt been taught to consid-

er the summit of earthly felicity."
' Your advice is as insulting as as every word

you have spoken to me this morning," cried Eliza-

beth, with a little burst of passion.

"Forgive me," he said, with extreme gentle-

ness. "I did wrong to speak bitterly. It is

not your fault if you have been schooled by world-

ly teachers. Believe me, it was of vour own

welfare, your future on this earth and in the

world beyond, I was thinking. Oh, Elizabeth, I

know that it is in your power to become a good

woman; that it is'in your nature to be pure and

noble. It is only your surroundings that are

false. Let my last 'memory of you be one of

peace and friendship, and let your memory of me
be of one who once dearly loved you, and to the

last had your happiness at heart."

His softened tone set her heart beating with

a new hope. That phrase, "once loved you,"

froze it again, and held her silent as death. A
dull blank shadow crept over her face

;
she stood

looking at the ground, only just able to stand.

When she looked up, with a blinding mist before

her eyes, he was gone. And dimly perceiving

the empty space which he had filled, and feeling

in a moment that he had vanished out of her life

forever, the numbness of despair came over her,

and she fell senseless across the spot where he

had stood.
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CHAPTER VII.

"The good explore,
For peace, those realms where guilt can never soar;
The proud, the wayward, who have fixed below
Their joy, and find this earth enough for woe,
Lose in that one their all perchance a mite

But who in patience parts with all delight ?"

MRS. CHEVENIX, descending to her drawing-
room in state, after the recuperative effects of

a leisurely breakfast in bed, and a gradual and

easy toilet her dress prepared for the reception
of morning callers, her complexion refreshed

with violet powder was horrified at finding her

niece prostrate on the threshold of the back draw-

ing-room. But when Mrs. Chevenix and her

maid had administered the usual remedies, with

a good deal of rushing to and fro, and the girl's

haggard eyes reopened on the outer world, her

first care was to assure them that the fainting-fit

was of no importance. She had been a little over-

fatigued last night, that was all.

"I can't imagine what made you get up so

preposterously early this morning, child," said

Mrs. Chevenix, rather impatiently, "instead of

trying to recruit your strength, as any sensible

young woman would have done. How can you
expect your complexion to last if you go on in

this way ? You are as dark under the eyes as if

you had not slept an hour for the last fortnight.
Good looks are very well in their way, Elizabeth,
but they won't stand such treatment as this. Go
up to your room and lie down for an hour or two,
and let Mason give you one of my globules."

Elizabeth shrugged her shoulders impatiently.
Globules for the cure of her disease! Infinites-

imal doses for the healing of that great agony!
Ho\v foolish a thing this second childishness of

comfortable emotionless middle age is
;
this fools'

paradise of pet poodles and homeopathy ;
this

empty senile existence, which remains for some
men and women when feeling and passion are

dead and gone !

"You know I don't believe in homeopathic
medicines," she said, turning her tired head aside

upon the pillow of the sofa where they had laid

her, with a look of utter weariness and disgust ;"
or in any other medicines, indeed. I was never

ill in my life, that I can remember, and I arn not
ill now. Let me lie here; I feel as if I conld
never get up again as long as I live."

"A natural consequence of overexcitement,"
said Mrs. Chevenix. " Shut the folding-doors,

Mason, in case any one should call
;
and bring

Miss Luttrell the couvre-pied from the sofa in

my bedroom. You shall have a mutton-chop
and a pint of Moselle for your luncheon, Lizzie

;

and if Lord Pautyn should corne before luncheon,
I sha'n't allow him to see you."" Lord Paulyn!" cried the girl, with a shiver.

"Let me never hear his name again as long as

I live. He has broken my heart."

Mrs. Chevenix received this wild assertion with
the stony stare of bewilderment.

"My dearest Lizzie, what are you' dreaming
of?" she exclaimed, pleased to think that Mason
had departed, in quest of the couvre-pied, before
this strange utterance. "I am sure that poor
young man is perfectly devoted to you."
"Who wants his devotion?" cried Elizabeth,

impatiently. "Has he ever been any thing but
a torment to me? Oh yes, I know what you
are going to say," interrupting Aunt Chevenix's

half-uttered exclamation. "In that case, why
did I encourage his attentions ? If I did so, I

hardly knew that 1 was encouraging them. It

was rather pleasant to feel that other people
thought a great deal more of me on account of

his silly infatuation
;
and he is not the kind of

man who would ever be much the worse for any
disappointment in that way. It would be too

preposterous to suppose that he has a heart capa-
ble of feeling deeply about any thing except his

race-horses."

This was said half listlessly, yet with an air

j

which implied that the speaker was trying to jus-

tify herself, and was half doubtful of the force of

her own reasoning.
" No heart! "ejaculated Mrs. Chevenix, indig-

nantly.
"
Why, I do believe that young man is

all heart. I'm sure the warmth of his attach-

ment to you is a very 'strong proof of it. No
heart, indeed! If you had spoken of your tall

curate now, with his rigid puritanical expression
of countenance (just the look'of an icono what's

his name a man who would chip the noses of

the saints on the carved doors of a cathedral, I

should think), if you had talked of his having no

heart, I might have agreed with you."
"Aunt Chevenix," said Elizabeth, starting up

from her pillow,
' '

if you ever dare to say one
word in disparagement of Malcolm Forde, I shall

hate you. I am almost tempted to hate you as it

is for being at the root of all my misery. Don't

put your finger upon an open wound. You have
no occasion to run him down now

;
he is nothing

more to me. He came here this morning, not

an hour ago, to give me up. I meant to tell you
nothing about this

;
but you would have found it

out somehow, I dare say, before long, and it is

just as well you should know at once. He came
to give me up, of his own accord. Our dream
of happiness was very short, was it not? and he

has ended it of his own free-will. It would hard-

ly have seemed so strange if I had been tempted

away from him
; for, so far as the offer of a brill-

iant position in this world can tempt a penniless

parson's daughter, I have been tempted. Yet
Heaven knows my faith never wavered for a
moment. But he had heard something about

Lord Paulyn and me, had seen some silly para-

graph in a newspaper, and came to give me up.
Even if I had been inclined to exculpate myself,
he gave me no opportunity ;

he would hardly let

me speak. And it was not for me to supplicate
for a heanng ;

so I let him go, without an effort

to detain him, almost as coldly as he renounced
me."
"And you acted like a woman of spirit in so

doing," cried Mrs. Cherenix, triumphantly. In-

deed, nothing could be more delightful to her

than this intelligence. "Sue to him, indeed

exculpate yourself to him ! that would be rather

too much. I congratulate you, my dear girl,

upon having released yourself from a most un-

fortunate and mistaken engagement."
"It may have been all that, "said the girl,

shrinking from her aunt's soothing caress with a

shiver,
"

but, unluckily, I loved the man. '
I

loved you once,'" she repeated, dreamily, going
back to her interview with Malcolm Forde. " O
God! that I should live to hear him say that ! 'I

loved you once!'
"

" My dearest child, it was not in human na-

ture that such an engagement as that could en-
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dure. You, handsome, accomplished, admired,
with peculiar opportunities of social success"

(this with a swelling pride in that dainty little es-

tablishment in Eaton Place South, and in her-

self as the sole source of'these opportunities);"
he, an obscure provincial curate

; a man who,
entering the Church somewhat late in life, has

actually started at a disadvantage ;
not even a

particularly agreeable or good-looking person ;

and I feel sure that when reason and experience
have come to your aid, Lizzie, you will confess
the baselessness of your infatuation."

" When experience has made me a hard, world-

ly old woman, like Lady Paulyn, I may begin to

see things in that light," said Elizabeth, bitterly ;" but please don't talk to me any more about
Mr. Forde. Respect his name as'you would if

he were dead. As if he were dead !

"
she repeat-

ed.
" Could I be any more unhappy if he were

lying in his grave?"
"Do not be afraid that 7 shall talk of the

man," exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, indignantly.
"I am too much disgusted with his conduct.
To choose the very time in which his prospects
began to improve as I conclude this uncle has
left him something to throw you off! How-
ever, I thank Providence that your future may
be fifty times more brilliant than any position
which he could offer you at his best !"

Elizabeth said nothing, but sat with fixed

eyes, staring at empty space. Could it be that

he was indeed dead to her that he would not

come back ? Oh, surely not. That parting could
not be final. It was not possible that he could

pluck her from his heart so easily ; she, who on
her side felt as if she were verily a part of him-

self, a mere subordinate being that could have
no existence without him. She felt all this in

spite of her season of independent pleasure ;
in

spite of these last few months in which he had
had no share in her life. Her lower instincts had
been gratified by those vanities and dissipations ;

the nobler half of her being belonged to him, and
held itself apart from all the world besides.

" He will come back to me," she said to her-

self.
" If I had not thought that, I could never

have let him go. I should have groveled at his

feet, thrown myself between him and the door,

clung to him as a shipwrecked sailor clings to a

floating spar, rather than let him leave me for-

ever."

Buoyed up by this belief,.Elizabeth supported
her existence with a tolerable show of calm

;
was

even able to go to a dinner-party that evening
a dinner in Montague Square at which there

was no fear of meeting Lord Paulyn ;
looked

very lovely, in spite of her pallor, if not her best
;

sang and talked and laughed, with that low, si-

lent laugh which was one of her fascinations
;

and altogether delighted Mrs. Chevenix, who had

expected to see her niece stricken down utterly
for a day or two.

" He will come back to me," the girl was say-

ing to herself all the evening. "There will be

a letter, perhaps, waiting for me when we go
home."

All that day she had been expecting his return,

or at the least some tender, remorseful letter
;
but

the day had passed and he had made no sign.

Then she told herself that his anger could hard-

ly cool all at once
;
he had been very angry, no

doubt, though he had borne himself like a rock.
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Not all at once could he discover how essential
she was to his life.

How eager she was for the return to Eaton
Place ! how more than usually wearisome seem-
ed that endless small-talk about flower-shows
and picture-galleries, and opera-singers and clas-
sical music ! She fancied how the letter would
be handed to her by her aunt's pompous serving-
man the dear letter with its superscription in
that noble hand. How she would snatch it from
the salver, and run up to her own room to devour
its contents in happy solitude ! She could al-
most fancy how it would begin :

"
My dearest forgive me!"

They were at home at last
;
but the serving-

man, who looked sleepy, brought her no salver."
Any letters, Plomber ?" she asked, with well-

assumed carelessness.
"
No, ma'am."

" Did you expect any thing particular?" Mrs.
Chevenix inquired." No

; only I thought there might have been
one from from Gerty or Di."
"What can people at Hawleigh have to write

about ?" said her aunt, contemptuously.
The girl went straight to her room, heart-sick.
"He will come back to me to-morrow," she

said.

To-morrow came, but brought no tidings of
Malcolm Forde a dreary day, the longest Eliz-
abeth ever remembered in her life which had
contained many days that were dull enough and
blank enough in all conscience.

Lord Paulyn came, as he had come on the pre-
vious afternoon

;
but he was not allowed to see

Miss Luttrell. She was ill, Mrs. Chevenix told

him, really prostrate.
" Such a sensitive nature,

dear Lord Paulyn ! so much imagination ! I'm
afraid I must take her down to Brighton for

change of air."

The Viscount departed unwillingly, displeased
at this interruption of his smaller pleasures, the

trifling talk and tea-drinking, in the hour he had
been wont of old to devote to more masculine
diversions horsey talk at a horsey club, or a

lounge at Tattersall's.

But although he was thus banished by the

diplomatic matron, Elizabeth was not really ill.

She was only white and wan, with blank tearless

eyes, the living image of despair. Not in a con-

dition to be seen by a young nobleman who as-

pired to decorate her brow with a coronet a

lifeless creature, whose tenure of happiness hung
on a thread. Would he come or write ? Would
he forgive her, and take her back to his heart ?
" Why did I ever come to London ?" she ask-

ed herself, with a curious wonder at her own
folly.

The cup of pleasure, being drained to the dregs,
had left an after-flavor of exceeding bitterness.

She looked back to those sweet peaceful days at

Hawleigh, to that spring-time of life and love,
when her heart had been exultant with a girl's

triumph in her first conquest, and remembered
how averse Malcolm Forde had been to the idea

of this visit. And for such empty trifles, for the

vapid pleasures of a London treason, a few balls,

a few picnics at best only the old Hawleigh
dances and picnics upon a larger scale she had

jeopardized that dearest treasure
;
for so childish

a vanity as seeing this unknown world of good
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society, she had imperiled and lost the confi-

dence of her lover !

Other to-morrows came and faded, and still

there was no sign of relenting on the part of Mal-

colm Forde. And still the girl's white face and
absent manner forbade the admission of visitors.

Lord Paulyn was impatient, sullen even, with a

sense of injury, as if he had been an accepted
lover unduly kept at bay. Upon one particular

afternoon, feeling his disappointment acutely
he had brought a fresh bouquet of stephanotis
and maiden-hair every afternoon, waxen blos-

soms which had bloomed and languished un-

heeded by Elizabeth's dull eyes he gave free

utterance to his vexation, and in a communi-
cative mood poured his griefs into the maternal

bosom of Mrs. Chevenix. It was uncommonly
hard, he urged, that after all he had put up with

and gone through the amount of nonsense he
had stood from Miss Luttrell she should throw
him over the bridge for a parson fellow like that

man at Hawleigh.

"My dear Lord Paulyn," replied Mrs. Cheve-

nix, with a confidential air, bending her head a
little nearer to the young man, as he satacheval
on his favorite pouf, rocking backward and for-

ward drearily, and by that gracious movement

besprinkling him lightly with poudre de Mar-
chale, "that engagement is one which I have a

secret conviction can not be enduring. If I had
not entertained such an opinion I should never

have encouraged I will go farther, and say I

would never have sanctioned your frequent

presence in this house. No" this with a lofty

air, as of sublimest virtue
"

I have too much re-

gard for what is due to myself, as well as to you.
I am no slave of rank or wealth. If I did not

think that you were eminently suited to my
niece, and Mr. Forde as eminently unsuited to

her, I should not have lent my support to an in-

timacy which could have but one result. Eliza-

beth is a girl whom to know is to love."

"I'm not sure about that," said the young
man, not deeply moved by this solemn address.

"She's rather a queer girl, take her altogether;
fools a man to the top of his bent one day, and
snubs him the next

; gives herself no end of airs,

as if the world and every body in it had been
made to order for her. But she's the hand-
somest woman in London, and she has a peculiar

way of her own that no man can stand against.
I hadn't known her a fortnight before I made
up my mind I'd marry her. But I didn't go to

work rashly, for all that
;

I left Hawleigh with-

out committing myself; gave myself time to

find out if it was a serious case with me."
Mrs. Chevenix gave an impatient sigh.
"If you had been a shade less cautious, and

had spoken out at once, you might have prevent-
ed this foolish affair with Mr. Forde,

"
she said.

"Yes, but I pride myself upon knowing what
I'm about not putting my horse at a fence un-
less I know what's on the other side of it. And
the worst of this Forde business is that she's des-

perately fond of him has owned as much to me,
and gloried in owning it.

"

' 'A girl's delusion,
"
said Mrs. Chevenix, sooth-

ingly ;

" the romance of an hour, which will van-
ish like a summer cloud when the charm of nov-

elty is gone. She has some foolish exalted idea
of Mr. Forde's character, a half-religious halluci-

nation that is not likely to last very long/'

"
I hope not," replied the Viscount, in his mat-

ter-of-fact way.
" At any rate, I mean to stand

my ground ; only it's rather wearing for a man's

temper. I wanted the whole business settled and
done with by the end of this season. I've all

manner of engagements for my yachts and stable.

I must be at Goodwood at the end of this month,
and I've a sailing match at Havre the first week
in August ; then come German steeple-chases.
I've wasted more time than I ever wasted in my
life before upon this affair."

"Be assured of my entire sympathy," mur-
mured Mrs. Chevenix.

"Oh yes, of course, I know you are all there,"
answered the hapless lover, carelessly. "I've
known all along you'd be on my side. It isn't

likely you'd back that plater" by which con-

temptuous epithet he described his rival.
" But

I should like to see the wind-up of this engage-
ment, or," almost savagely,

"
I should like to get

Elizabeth Luttrell out of my head, and be my
own man again."

Mrs. Chevenix shuddered. This hint of a sud-

den wrench, a violent effort to emancipate him-

self, on the part of the Viscount, filled her soul

with consternation.
"

I am doing very wrong," she exclaimed, with
a sudden gush of friendship.

"
It is a breach of

confidence for which I shall hardly be able to for-

give myself; but I can't bear to see you suffer and
to withhold knowledge that might seem consola-

tory. I have reason to believe that the engage-
ment between my niece and Mr. Forde is at an
end.

"

"What!" cried Reginald Paulyn; "she has
thrown him off. She has served him as she
serves every body else, blown hot one day and
cold the next.

"

"
I have reason to believe that they have quar-

reled." Mrs. Chevenix said, mysteriously."
What, has she seen him lately?"

"She has; and since I have gone so far on
the impulse of the moment, prompted only by
my sympathy with your depth of feeling I must

go still farther. The quarrel was about you.
Mr. Forde had seen some paragraph associating

your names a marriage in high life something
absurd of that kind."

* '

Yes, I know
; Cinqmars showed me the

newspaper. It was his doing, I fancy. Mrs.

Cinqmars has taken me under her wing, and no
doubt inspired the paragraph, with the notion

that it might bring matters to a crisis."

"It has produced a crisis, "said Mrs. Cheve-

nix, solemnly,
" and a very painful one for Eliz-

abeth. The poor girl is utterly crushed.'
1

"She was so fond of that beggar!" muttered

Lord Paulyn, gloomily."
Perhaps not so much on that account as for

the humiliation involved in such an idea. To be

accused of having played fast and loose, of hav-

ing encouraged your attentions while she was

engaged to him. And now, between you both,

she finds herself abandoned, standing alone in

the world, perhaps the mark for slander."
" Abandoned ! standing alone !" cried Lord

Paulyn, starting up from his low chair as if he

would have rushed off at once in quest of a mar-

riage-license. "Why, she must know that I

am ready to marry her to-morrow!"
This was just the point at which Mrs. Cheve-

nix could afford to leave him.
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" My dear young friend," she exclaimed," moderate your feelings, I entreat. She is not
a girl to be taken by storm. Let her recover
from the shock she has received

; then, while

her heart is still sore, wounded, weary with a
sense of its own emptiness then urge your suit

once more, and I have little doubt that you will

conquer; that the contrast between your gener-

ous, all-confiding affection and Mr. Forde's jeal-
ous tyranny will awaken the purest and truest

emotions of her heart.
"

This was a more exalted style of language
than Reginald Paulyn cared about a kind of

thing which, in his own simple and forcible vo-

cabulary, he denominated "
humbug" but the

main fact was pleasing to him : Elizabeth had

dismissed, or had been deserted by, her plighted
lover. The ground was cleared for himself.

CHAPTER VIII.

"She weeps alone for pleasures not to be;
Sorely she wept until the night came ou,

And then, instead of love, O misery !

She brooded o'er the luxury alone:
His image in the dusk she seemed to see,
And to the silence made a gentle moan,

Spreading her perfect arms upon the air,

And on her couch low murmuring, 'Where? oh,
where ?'

"

No flicker of color brightened the pallid cheeks,

no ray of their accustomed light shone in the dull

eyes, and yet Elizabeth was not ill. She was

only intensely miserable.

"I only wish I were ill," she said, impatient-

ly, when her aunt urged the necessity of medical

advice, change of air some speedy means by
which blanched cheeks and heavy eyes might be

cured.
"
For, in that case, there might be some

hope that I should die. But I am not ill; I

don't believe my pulse beats half a dozen times

more in a minute since Malcolm Forde re-

nounced me. I eat and drink, and sleep even,
more or less. There are a good many hours in

every night in which I lie awake staring at the

wall
;
but before the maid comes to get my bath

ready, I do manage to sleep, somehow. And I

dream that Malcolm and 1 are happy, walking
on the common just beyond our house at Haw-
leigh. I never dream of our quarrel; only that

I am with him, and utterly happy. I think the

pain of waking from one of those lying dreams,
and finding that it is only a dream, is sharper

agony than the worst vision of his unkindness

with which sleep could torture me. To dream
that he is all my own, to feel the warm grasp
of his hand locked in mine, and to wake and
remember that I have lost him yes, that is

misery."

Whereupon Mrs. Chevenix would dilate upon
the childishness of such regrets, and would set

forth the numerous deprivations which her niece

would have had to endure as Mr. Forde's wife
;

how she could never have kept her carriage, or

at best only a pony-chaise or one-horse wagon-

ette, the hollowest mockery or phantasm of a

carriage, infinitely worse than none, as implying
the desire for an equipage without the ability to

maintain one a tiling that would be spoken of

timorously as a "conveyance;" how, as a cler-

gyman's wife, she could not hope to be on a

level with the county families
;
how all her nat-

ural aspirations for "
style" and

"
society" would

be nipped in the bud
;
while such means as her

husband could command would be devoted to

the relief of tiresome old women, and the main-
tenance of an expensive choir. From this dreary
picture Mrs. Chevenix branched off to Lord

Paulyn, his generosity, his self-abnegation, his

chivalry, his thousand virtues, and his three coun-

try-seats."
If I could be talked into marrying a man I

don't care a straw about, while I love another
with all my heart and soul, your eloquence
might ultimately unite me to Lord Paulyn," Eliz-

abeth said, with a sneer; "but I am not quite
weak enough for that. I dare say it sounds very
ungrateful, after all the money you have spent

upon me, and all the trouble you have taken
about me

;
but oh, Aunt Chevenix, how I wish I

had never come to London ! The beginning of

my visit to you was the beginning of my quarrel
with Malcolm. How could I slight a wish of

his ! I loved him for a long year before I won
him, and I only kept his love a few short weeks.

Was there ever such folly since the world begun?"

Mrs. Chevenix urged Brighton as the univer-

sal healer of cockney griefs. What Londoner
does not believe in the curative powers of Brigh-
ton for all ailments of the mind and body ? The

pleasant tread-mill tramp up and down the King's

Road, interchanging affectionate greetings with

people you met yesterday in Bond Street
;
the

agreeable monotony of the pier ;
the pervading

flavor of London and sea-air. Mrs. Chevenix

declared that in that cheerful atmosphere Eliza-

beth would forget her griefs.

"It is not the season for Brighton, I admit,"
she confessed, reluctantly,

" but there are always

plenty of nice people there in the Goodwood
week

;
or we might even stay at Chichester, if

you preferred it.
"

" You are very good to trouble yourself so

much about me, "said Elizabeth, trying to be

grateful, yet with an air of extreme weariness ;

" but I assure you there is nothing the matter

nothing but a sorrow that must wear itself out

somehow as all sorrows do, I suppose, when

people are young and strong as I am, and not

of the stuff that grief can destroy. The best

place for me is home. I shall not give any one

trouble there. I can just live my own life
;
visit

the poor, perhaps, a little again," with a faint,

choking sob; "or teach in the Sunday-school,
and no one will take any notice of me. I am
not at all fit for society. I don't hear what peo-

ple are saying, and 1 am always in danger of

answering at random
;
and 1 don't want people

to talk about the worm in the bud, or to sit like

Patience on a monument, and all that kind of

thing. Let me take my sorrow home to Haw-

leigh, auntie, and dig a decent grave for it there."
" Go back to Hawleigh ! Yes

;
to meet that

man again, I suppose, and begin over again."
" No fear of that. I had a letter from Ger-

trude this morning ;
I'll read you what she says

about him, if you like."

She took out a closely written letter; that

wondrous . composition, a lady's letter, utterly

devoid of intelligence likely to interest the hu-

man mind, yet crossed and bracketed and inter-

polated as if brimming over with matter.
" * We have all been surprised by Mr. Forde's
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sudden desertion of Hawleigh, and can only im-

agine that things are ended between you and

him; and that you have returned to your old

idea about Lord Paulyn. I know auntie had

set her heart upon that match, and I never

thought your engagement to Mr. Forde would

survive your visit to Eaton Place.'
"

" Other people could see my peril," said Eliz-

abeth, bitterly, as she folded the letter. ''It

was only I who was blind."
" Other people are blessed with common-sense,

and would naturally foresee the termination of

so ill-advised an engagement," Mrs. Chevenix

replied, sharply. She was fast losing patience
with this favorite niece of hers, who had fortune

at her feet, and spurned it. "The day will

come when you will repent this folly," she said,
" at a time when it may be too late to retrace

your steps. Even Lord Paulyn's infatuation

will not last forever
; you have trifled with him

too long already.""
Trifled with him!" echoed Elizabeth, scorn-

fully ;

"
I have only one wish about him that

I may never see his face again."
Mrs. Cinqmars called in Eaton Place a day or

two after the private theatricals, and was full of

anxiety about her sweet Elizabeth
; entreating

to be allowed to see her, ifonly for a few minutes.

But this privilege Miss Luttrell refused obsti-

nately.
4 '

1 detest the whole set, and will never see

any of them again," she said, fretfully, when her

aunt brought her that lady's message. Nor did

Mrs. Chevenix press the point ;
she did not care

to expose her niece's faded countenance to the

sharp eyes of Mrs. Cinqmars. She did not want
the Rancho world to know that Elizabeth had
been deserted by her lover, and had taken that

desertion so deeply to heart.

After about a week of anxiety, during which
she had hoped every day to see the girl's dull face

brighten, and her spirits revive with the natural

elasticity of youth, Mrs. Chevenix lost heart
;
and

hearing of some particular friends who were just

going to Torquay, she consented to Elizabeth's

return under their wing. They would take her

to Exeter, where her father could meet her on
the arrival of the down train

;
so that the pro-

prieties should be in no manner outraged by her

journey. The girl seemed so utterly broken

down, that it was hopeless to expect her speedy
revival. All Mrs. Chevenix's ambitious dreams
must be held in suspense till next year ;

unless

destiny interposed in some beneficent manner

during the hunting season, when Lord Paulyn
might reappear at the Vicarage, and find this

wretched girl cured of her folly.

So Elizabeth had her wish, and went home
;

went home to bury her misery in the dull quiet
of the old life, glad to be released from that

brighter world which had now become odious to

her. It is possible that some lurking hope, some

expectation she would scarcely confess to herself,
was at the root of her eager desire for that home-
ward journey.

She went over that brief sentence in Gertrude's
letter again and again: "they had been sur-

prised by Mr. Forde's sudden desertion of Haw-
leigh." What did that mean ? Had he returned
to his duties and announced the approaching
termination of them ? or was the "

desertion" of
which her sister wrote an accomplished fact ?

Had he bidden them farewell, and departed to

some new field of usefulness? Had he shifted

the scene of that laborious career which Mother
Church reserves for her children ?

"I shall be enlightened to-night," she said to

herself, as she bade her aunt good-by at Padding-
ton, in the brilliant summer noontide

; the de-

parture platform crowded with holiday travel-

ers, people who appeared to be serene in a fixed
belief that this life was intended for the pursuit
of frivolous pleasures.

She sat in the corner of the railway carriage,
with half-closed eyes, during the greater part of
the journey, pretending to be asleep, as a means
of escaping the benevolent ofticiousness of her
aunt's particular friends

;
but she was conscious

of every feature in the landscape that flashed

past the window, and, the journey seemed of an
almost intolerable length to her weary spirit.
Her father's mild face peering in at the window,
when the train entered Exeter's stately terminus,
struck her with an emotion that was almost pain.
She had thought of him so little during the last

few months
;
had lived her own life a life of

pleasure and vanity with so supreme a selfish-

ness. She clung to him for a moment, as he
kissed her, with a remorseful tenderness.

"
Why, Lizzie, my dear, how ill you look !"

he said, startled by the settled pallor of the face,

that looked at him with such a new tenderness.

"Maria told me nothing in her last letter."
" There was nothing to tell, papa," said Eliz-

abeth
;

" I am not ill, only very tired."

"That foolish theatrical performance, I'm

afraid, my love
;
or or

"
looking at her anx-

iously, "you may have been unhappy about some-

thing some misunderstanding. I have seen

Forde.
"

Tirey were alone together in a deserted wait-

ing-room ;
the South Devon train having whisk-

ed Mrs. Chevenix's particular friends oft' to Tor-

quay." Then you know all, papa," with a feeble at-

tempt to appear supremely indifferent
;

" that he
and I did not suit each other, and have agreed
to differ, as some one says somewhere."

"Something to that effect, my dear. But
Forde fully exonerated you. He took all the

blame upon himself."
"
Very generous," with her old scornful laugh ;

" but the usual thing in such cases, I believe.

Are you very angry with me for coming back to

you in this forlorn condition ?"

"Angry with you, my love! How can you
imagine such a thing! Forde is an excellent

fellow, but could never have been a good match
for you. I am not the kind of man to interfere

with my children's wishes
;
but your aunt had

inspired me with more ambitious ideas about

you, and I confess I was disappointed."
"Then you may be quite happy, papa; Mr.

Forde and I have parted forever.

" ' He turn'd him right and round about,
Upon the Irish shore ;

And gae his bridle-reins a shake,
With adien for evermore, my dear,
With adieu for evermore !'

"
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CHAPTER IX.
" Can we, whose souls are lighted

With wisdom from on high
Can we to men benighted
The lamp of life deny?

Salvati9n, O salvation !

The joyful sound proclaim,
Till each remotest nation
Has learned Messiah's name."

IT was a dismal coming home after all the glo-
ries of that London season. There was a sup-

pressed triumph in Gertrude's manner, which
Elizabeth felt, but could hardly take objection to.

Diana was indifferent, shrugged her shoulders,
and observed that Mrs. Chevenix's London sea-

sons were not astounding in their results.
" We

are like Somebody and his men," she said
;

" we
all ride up the hill, and then ride down again."
The beauty of the family had not endeared herself

infinitely to these elder sisters. Blanche clung
about her tenderly, and sighed, and mutely sym-
pathized, not daring to speak of her sisters woes,
but evidently brimming over with compassion.
The caresses and unspoken compassion were a

great deal more tiresome to Elizabeth than the

spiteful exultation of the elders.

"I almost wish I had come back engaged to

Lord Paulyn," she said to herself. "It would
be better to marry a man one despised than to

put up with this kind of thing."
Mr. Forde's name was evidently tabooed in

the domestic circle, as a delicate attention to

herself; but she had made her father tell her all

he knew about her lost lover during the journey
from Exeter.

"Yes, my dear, he is going to put his old idea

into execution
;
he is going to the South Sea Isl-

ands as a missionary. It is a kind of craze of his,

poor fellow; and upon my word, Lizzie, I think

you are happily released from your engagement to

a man with such a notion. Rely upon it, the old

idea would have got the better of him sooner or

later, however comfortably settled he might have

been in England ;
and he would have wanted to

drag you otf to some savage country with him."
"
Very likely," said Elizabeth, with a little

sigh.

She was thinking what happiness it would have

seemed to her to have gone with him
; to have

shared his perils, to have lightened his labors, to

have been verily the other half of his mind and

soul. What matter how desolate the region so

long as they two had been together; to have

watched his slumbers in those long silent nights,

with no sound save the distant cry of some beast

of prey ;
to have died even, clasped to his breast,

beneath a rain of poisoned arrows, or done to

death by a savage's stone hatchet !

" When does he go ?" she asked, presently.

"Immediately. He has bidden us all good-

by. He preaches his farewell sermon in St.

Clement's to-morrow evening."
Her heart gave a wild leap at this. She would

hear his voice once more. He would see her

sitting in her accustomed corner in the old square

pew below the pulpit could not help seeing her

all through his sermon
;
who could tell if the

sight of her face might not melt him ?

" But his heart is made of stone," she thought,
" or it would have softened toward me before this.

He has only a heart for the heathen ;
not for

common human sorrows, not for the mute ago-

nies of a love like mine."

" I suppose if I had any proper pride I should
not go to hear him preach" to-morrow night," sh.e

said to herself;
" but I think my stock of pride

was exhausted the day he came to me in Eaton
Place. If that interview were to come over

again, I would grovel in the dust at his feet.

What is there that I would not do to win him
back ?"

Home hardly seemed such a peaceful shelter

as she had fancied it when she turned with dis-

gust from the frivolities of Eaton Place. It

would have been very well without her sisters
;

but she had an uncomfortable consciousness that

six watchful eyes were upon her, and that three
active minds were occupied in the consideration
of her affairs. She had not even the comfort of
solitude in the night season, for her tower was
shared by Blanche, and she could not sigh or

sob in her sleep without arousing that sympa-
thetic young person, who was unhappily a light

sleeper. She heard soothing murmurs of " poor
Lizzie," "poor darling,

"
amidst her fitful slum-

ber; and turned angrily upon her pillow, with

her face to the wall, like King David in the day
of his sorrow.

She looked desperately ill next morning, when
the July sun shone into the tower chamber, and
the skylark sent up his orisons from his wicker

cage o'utside the arched casement. The excite-

ment of her return, vague hopes that lightened
her despair, had brightened her face with a faint

semblance of the old brightness yesterday even-

ing ;
but to-day Blanche beheld the wreck that

one season's joys and sorrows had made of her

sister.

"I'll bring you your breakfast, darling," she

said, in her caressing way. "Of course you
won't think of going to church to-day."
"Did you ever know me stop away from

church on a Sunday morning?" Elizabeth an-

swered, impatiently ;
"that is one of the penal-

ties of our position."
" But if you are really ill, darling."
" I am not really ill

;
there is nothing the

matter with me. You needn't stare at me in

that disconsolate way. I can't help it if I am
pale ;

a London season is not calculated to im-

prove one's complexion. You can send me up
a cup of tea presently, if you like

;
I always had

an early cup of tea in London. And if you'll be

kind enough to go on dressing and take no no-

tice of me, I may be able to get half an hour's

That half hour's sleep seemed to have done

a good deal for Elizabeth; for when she came
down stairs, after a cold bath and a careful toi-

let, when the bells began to ring gayly out from

the ponderous square tower of St. Clement's, she

was looking something like her old self. She

had put on her prettiest bonnet, and had dressed

herself in white muslin the dress Malcolm had

always praised. If the charm of a bonnet or a

dress could only touch his heart, and keep him

from cocoa-nut groves, and savage women in

scanty raiment, and other horrors !

What a strange thing it seemed to hear his

voice once more in the gray old church! to

hear it, and to know that this day was the last

upon which she could ever hope to hear it
;

for

beyond that dismal mission who would dare to

look ? She tried to realize the fact of his speedy

departure, but it was difficult. His presence in
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the old familiar church was such a natural thing
a fact that had been going on all her life, it

seemed to her
;

for she could hardly bring her-

self to look behind those days, to the blank era

of curates who counted for nothing in her exist-

ence. And the church would be there still, a

dreary immutability; the voice of a stranger

echoing along the same aisle, and she compelled
to sit and listen : while her miserable lonely soul

tried to follow that beloved wanderer across un-

known seas, to a land that was more strange
than a fairy tale.

His presence there to-day, considered in the

light of that near future, had a phantasmal as-

pect, as if the spirit of the newly dead had been
with them for a brief space, looking at them with

kind and mournful eyes. Was he not, like the

dead, called away to a land distant and inaccess-

ible as the regions of death? Was there any
stronger hope of seeing him again than if he had
indeed been numbered with the dead ?

He, too, had changed since that day in Eaton
Place. He was paler than usual, and his eyes
had a haggard look, as with prolonged sleepless-
ness. But she dared not appropriate to herself

these signs of deep feelings. Was there not

enough in his parting with these people, in the

thoughts of the new life that lay before him, to

move him strangely ?

Not once throughout that morning service did

their eyes meet. He read the prayers and les-

sons in his grave firm voice, with no sign of

faltering, every tone strong and penetrating as

of old, no fragments of sentences going astray

among the echoes, every word clear, resonant as

n deep-toned bell.

The interval between the two services was a

dreary blank for Elizabeth. The monotonous

machinery of home, which had been so weari-

some before her departure, seemed still more
wearisome now. She shuddered at the thought
that her life was to go on for ever and ever like

this; every Sunday an exact repetition of other

Sundays. The early luncheon, enlivened by
an occasional dropper-in ; the afternoon, daw-
dled away somehow

;
the evening service, in

the mournful summer dusk; the all-pervading
sense that life was an objectless business. How
was she to endure these things until the end of

her days ?

Evening came at last : the bells ringing with
a softer sound in the balmy air : the old church
more crowded than Elizabeth ever remembered
to have seen it before, crowded with people who
very seldom came to church, crowded with those

for whom Mr. Forde had worked with an unflag-

ging zeal the very poor.
Mr. Luttrell read prayers, prayers which Eliz-

abeth heard unconscious of their meaning ;
while

Gertrude prayed and responded in her usual busi-

ness-like way, with the air of an ancient mother

assisting at the sacrifice of her son. Very long
those prayers seemed to Elizabeth, but they came
to an end at last, and in the deepening dusk Mr.
Forde went slowly up to the pulpit.

Then, as he adjusted the newly lighted wax-
candles on each side of him, needing the light

very little for his own convenience, since his ser-

mons were
tchiefly extempore, he looked thought-

fully downward, and, Elizabeth looking up from
her corner in the old pew, their eyes met for the
first time

;
his so grave and spiritual in their

j
expression, with a far-away look, as of a man
whose thoughts dwell in worlds remote from
this common earth

;
hers yearning, imploring,

despairing.
Brief was the moment of those looks meeting.

He unrolled his little black-covered volume of

notes, and began the last sermon he was ever to

preach in Hawleigh.
Wanting the fire of the speaker's voice and

manner, the depth of pathos in some passages,
the passion of faith in others, a barren transcript
of that farewell address might seem common-
place enough. The things he had to say to

them were things that have been said very often

before at such partings; it was only the man
who was exceptional : exceptional in his ear-

nestness, exceptional in a certain grandeur of
face and manner, which, to that regretful assem-

bly, made him godlike. He told them simply,
but with a fervor in those simple phrases," a
warmth in those subdued tones, how lie had la-

bored for them and loved them, with what hap-
py results, with a love that had been returned
to him sevenfold, with experiences that had
been unutterably sweet to him. He told them
how he dared to believe that much of his labor

among them would be permanent ;
that it was

work which, done once, was done forever
;
that

the seed would remain and yield a plenteous
harvest when he the sower was far away, labor-

ing to redeem waste lands where no seed had
ever been scattered, where no sheaves had ever

been gathered for the Master's barns. Then,
with a sudden change from mournful tenderness

to supreme enthusiasm, he told them what he
was going to do. How this mission service was
the realization of a hope and a dream that had
been with him more or less from the beginning,
that had swelled his heart long ago, when he
was a boy at his mother's knee, hearing from
her dear lips sad stories of that far-away world
where the light of revelation had never cloven

the thick darkness, where man lived and died

without God.
Of possible dangers to be encountered he

spoke not at all. He showed them only the

brighter side of a missionary's career; the grand-
eur of his privileges as a bearer of glad tidings,
the vast hopes that he carried with him as the re-

generator of a people lost to their God, as the

very agent and lieutenant of Christ himself. He
dwelt with a picturesque fancy on the natural

splendor of that remote world amidst the south-

ern sea. He spoke of those groves where the

breadfruit-tree spreads its stalwart branches wide
as those of patriarchal oak or elm in pleasant

England ;
where the leafy woods in nature's calm

decay are glorious with an ever-changing splen-
dor of hue unknown in colder climes

;
where

here and there in quiet valleys men and women
live in an almost Arcadian simplicity ; yet in

their utter ignorance of good and evil have no
such words in their vocabulary as honor, truth,

or virtue
;
while in other isles, perchance as fail-

to look upon, vice and crime walk rampant, and

superstition too dark for words to paint holds

mankind in its unholy thrall. He told them how
those islands to which he was going, discovered

nearly three hundred years ago by a Spanish

navigator, had been suffered to languish in utter

darkness until now, and how it was his hope and

prayer to be their earliest evangelist. He told
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them briefly of the far greater men who had gone
before him, of the saints of old time, who had
undertaken such missions in ages when their per-
il was tenfold, and then lightly touched upon the

history of later missions, from the sailing of the

Duff downward.
At the close of that farewell address there was

scarcely one among his hearers, except the mis-
erable girl who loved him with a too earthly love,
whose heart was not warmed with some touch
of his own heroic passion, and would not have
felt ashamed of a selfish desire to detain him.
He seemed created to fulfill the mission he had
chosen for himself; God's fitting instrument for

the noblest work that was ever given unto man
to do.

Upon Elizabeth's ear the solemn close of that

leave-taking sounded like a funeral knell. Would
she ever hear his voice again ever, in all the

dreary days to come, feel her heart stirred by
those deep-toned accents ever again look up-
ward to that earnest face, which to-night had a

grandeur that was not of the earth, earthy ?

Now, perhaps for the first time, she utterly

despaired of his relenting of his turning back
to take her to his heart again. He did not need
her or her human love. He had so wide a life

without her, and beyond her a life which she
could never have shared, since she lacked all the

gifts that were needed to open the door of that

divine city where he dwelt in an atmosphere of

light supernal. Could her feeble aspirations to-

ward things celestial, her wavering faith, have
ever enabled her to tread the path he trod ?

Alas, no ! To-night she felt how vast was the

distance that divided them
;
and if he had suf-

fered her to attach herself to his career, she
would have been nothing but a clog and a hin-

derance for him. And she felt with exceeding
bitterness how easy it was for him to renounce
her for him, whose soul was lifted to the very
gates of heaven by those splendid dreams with
which she had no sympathy. She thought with
miserable self-scorn of her fancy that he would
have found his life unendurable without her

;

that she must needs be as necessary to his ex-
istence as he was to hers. Poor deluded fool !

she had taken no account of his one supreme
ambition when she made that calculation

;
she

had thought of him only as a weak creature like

herself, the slave of an earthly passion.

Throughout that eloquent sermon she had hard-

ly taken her eyes from his face
;
but not often

had his glance shot downward to the dusky cor-

ner where she sat, a white, still figure, phantom-
like in the uncertain light. His gaze, for the

most part, was directed far beyond her, to the

mass of shabbily dressed listeners who crowded
the other end of the church, his peculiar flock,

those English heathens he had found in the lanes

and by-ways of Hawleigh and its neighboring

villages, some ofwhom had walked half a dozen
miles to hear his farewell.

There had been a good deal of quiet crying

among the women, but no dramatical or orator-

ical display of emotion on the part of the preach-
er

; yet every one felt that he was deeply moved ;

that it was not without profound sorrow he bade

them such a long good-by. There was a solemn

hush as he came down from the pulpit, and for

some breathless moments the people stood mo-
tionless looking after him. Then came a favor-

ite hymn, "From Greenland's icy mountains,"
a hymn which the congregation sang with falter-

ing voice
; tremulous sopranos among the young

ladyhood of Hawleigh testifying to the esteem in
which the curate had been held. No sound of
Elizabeth's voice mingled with that psalmody ;

Gertrude sang in a high soprano, with a tremolo
which she affected at all times, and the air of a
martyr making melody as she marched toward
the stake

;
and it seemed as if that shrill peal

drew Mr. Ford's attention to the vicar's pew.He looked that way, and saw Elizabeth standing
like a statue, with a face as white as her gown.

CHAPTER X.
" O last love ! O first love !

My love with the true, true heart !

To think I have come to this your home.
And yet we are apart."

A SLEEPLESS night ;
a night of tossing to and

fro, and mental fever and doubt and uncertainty,
half-formed resolves, a long struggle between
love and pride; and the early summer light
shines on a pale eager face and tired eyes that
have been watching for the dawn.
When that laggard morning comes, Elizabeth

Luttrell has made up her mind to do something
very desperate, very mad perhaps ;

she does not
shrink from confessing as much to herself; but

something without doing which she feels she can
not endure her life.

She will see him once more, face to face
;
hear

his voice speaking to her, and her only, once
more in their lives

;
touch his hand, perchance,

in friendly farewell, and then resign herself to

their inevitable parting.
Of the reversal of that decree, or that any in-

fluence she can bring to bear can make him waver
in his purpose, she cherishes no hope. There
was that in his speech and manner last night
which spoke of a resolve no earthly forces could

shake. What could her selfish passion, her nar-

row love, do against a purpose so high, a scheme
that involved the eternal welfare of millions?

For who shall assign the natural limits of the

missionary's work, or gauge the width of that

new world over which his influence shall extend?
No

;
she deluded herself with no hope that he

might be turned aside, even at the last moment,
by the witchery of her smiles, by the pathos of

her tears. She knew now that his world was not

her world
;
that wide as the east is from the west

were his thoughts from her thoughts. She hoped
nothing, except that he would hear her patient-

ly when she sought to exonerate herself from
the charge of inconstancy, or any flagrant wrong
against him

;
hear her while she told him the

true history of her acquaintance with Lord Pau-

lyn ;
hear and believe her, and carry away with

him at least the memory of a woman who had
loved him dearly, and had never wronged him

by so much as a thought.
And then they would shake hands calmly, arid

he would give her his blessing, the blessing of a

possible saint and martyr ;
and so he would fade

forever from her bodily eyes, leaving only that

image of him which she must carry in her heart

to the grave.
"

I have no pride where he is concerned," she

thought, as she paused to consider how vast an
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HE WENT LAST NIGHT!"

outrage against the conventionalities she was
about to perpetrate ;

"no more pride than Ma-
dame de Chantel had in her relations with Fran-
cis de Sales."

The up train by which most London-bound
travelers of the superior or first-class rank were

accustomed to depart from Hawleigh was a nine-

o'clock express. She thought it more than prob-
able that Mr. Forde would go to London as the

preliminary stage of his journey, and it was just

possible that he might go by that train. If she

called at his lodging at eight o'clock, she would
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secure her desired interview
;
she knew his early

habits, and that he had generally breakfasted

and begun his day's work by that hour. Of
what Mrs. Humphreys, the* carpenter's wife,

might say about this untimely visit, she thought
nothing, being indeed, at all times, too im-

petuous for profound consideration of conse-

quences.
She dressed herself quietly while Blanche was

still asleep. They had a slip of a bath-room,
converted from the oratory of some mediaeval

chatelaine, on one side of their tower
;
here Eliz-

abeth made her toilet, and then crept softly out

of the bed-chamber without awakening her sister

from halcyon dreams of new curates yet hidden

behind the curtain of fate. She went down the

narrow winding stair, and out by the lobby door,
unseen by so much as a servant, and walked,

by field paths and lanes that skirted the town,
toward the tranquil domicile of Mr. Humphreys.
!She recalled that other summer morning nearly
a year ago good Heavens, what a long year !

when she had gone by the same road to make
the same kind of unauthorized visit, half in sport
and half in earnest, defiant, reckless, eager to

do something that would bring light and color

into her monotonous life, and desperately in love

with the man she pretended to hold so lightly.

Then she had gone to him with a proud sense

of her power to conquer and bring him to her

feet, as she had sworn to do the night before in

the passion of wounded pride. Now she went
humbled to the dust, convinced of her insignifi-

cance in the plan of his life
; only anxious that

he should not go away thinking worse of her than

she deserved.

The street-door of the Humphreys' abode
radiant in the splendor of newly polished brass

plate and handle was standing open as she ap-

proached. Mrs. Humphreys, engaged in con-

ference with the butcher, occupied the threshold,
and paused from her discourse with an aston-

ished air at seeing Miss Luttrell.

That air, that look of surprise, awakened the

girl to a sense of the singularity of her untimely
visit, the peril of petty gossip and small rustic

scandal in which she stood. She made a feeble

attempt to protect herself from this hazard.
"
Good-morning, Mrs. Humphreys," she said,

with a friendly air.
"

1 have been for a before-

breakfast walk round by the common. It is so

nice after London. I have a message for Mr.

Forde from papa. Do you think he would come
H

down stairs for a few minutes and hear all about
it? I know he is a very early riser."

"Oh, Miss Luttrell, what a pity ! leastways if

it's any thing very particular. Mr. Forde went

away by the mail-train last night.
"

"He went last night!" Elizabeth repeated,

helplessly."
Yes, miss. It wasn't like him to travel of a

Sunday evening after that moving sermon, too
;

there wasn't a dry eye in the church, 1 do be-

lieve. But the ship he sails in the Columbius
leaves Liverpool this afternoon, and there was no

help for it. I do hope he'll have nice weather,

poor dear gentleman !" added Mrs. Humphreys,
with a hopeful air, as if he had been about to

cross the Straits of Dover.
This was a death-blow. He had gone away,

and carried with him to the other end of the
world the conviction of her faithlessness.

She went slowly homeward, wondering vague-
ly what she should do with the remnant of her

life; how was she to live on for an indefinite

number of years, and eat and drink and sleep,
and pretend to be happy, now that he had van-

ished out of her existence forever. Then a new
anger against him was slowly kindled in her

breast. How could he have been so hard, so

cruel, as to leave her thus, without one last word
of compassion and forgiveness, without a line of

farewell ?
" He saw me in the church last night," she

thought,
" and yet could leave without one touch

of pity. He can boast of the grandeur of his

own prospecrs, the splendor of his own hopes,
and he has not one thought for my broken life

;

he cares nothing what becomes of me."
She brooded over this unkindness with deep

resentment. What right had he to take posses-
sion of her soul, and then cast her off coldly to

this "beggarly divorcement?"
" What does he imagine will become of me ?"

she said to herself.
"
I suppose he thinks I

shall marry Lord Paulyn in spite of his warn-

ing, and be miserable forever afterward. Or
does he think I shall repent my sins and join
some Protestant sisterhood, or die broken-heart-

ed because of his unkindness ? Oh, if I could

only die ! He might be sorry, perhaps, for that,

if the news of my death ever reached his dis-

tant world^ or if he were to come back to this

place some day and find my grave in the church-

yard, and discover at last that I loved him well

enough to die of his desertion."
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BOOK THE THIRD.

CHAPTER I.

"
I am weary of my part.

My torch is ont, and the world Btands before me
Like a black desert"

THRICE has the corn ripened on the hill-sides

and in the valleys round Hawleigh ;
thrice have

come and gone all the pleasant sights and sweet

sounds of summer dog-roses blooming out their

bright, brief life in the tangled hedge-rows : hon-

eysuckle scenting the mild air of early autumn,
and lingering late as if loath to leave the earth it

adorned. Thrice have come the snows and rains

and general discomforts of winter the conven-

tional jovialities of Christmas, church decora-

tions, charity dinners, infant-school festivities, the

annual cakes and ale, the slow going Lent while

the chilly new-fledged spring flutters its weak

wings timidly, like a tender bird too soon expelled
from its nest into a bleak world. All the sea-

sons, with their unvarying duties the same things
to be done over and over again every year have
come and gone three times, and still Gertrude

trudges to and fro among her poor, scattering
leaflets of consolation in the shape of small gray-

paper-covered tracts
;
and still Diana embroiders

a little and sketches a little, and yawns and in-

dulges her constitutional headache a great deal,
and laments languidly that the Luttrells are not

a particularly fortunate family ;
and still Blanche,

the pert and lively, demands of the unanswering
skies when Providence is going to do something
for the Luttrells.

There have been changes, however, at Haw-
leigh. One, a dismal change from the warmth
j'.nd brightness of a comfortable easy-going life to

the darkness and blankness of the grave. That

good easy man, Wilmot Luttrell, has slipped out

of existence almost as easily as he slipped through
it. His daughters found him in his study one
dark November morning, two years ago, strick-

en with paralysis and a partial death, from
which he was never to recover. He lingered

long in this doubtful state, helpless, patient, mild

as he had ever been
;
was tenderly nursed by

the four girls, who had at least agreed in loving
their father dearly at the last had lingered and
been conscious of their love and care, until a
second stroke made all a blank. From this he
never revived, but expired in that dull sleep, un-

conscious of the end
;
so closing a life which

had been as gentle and harmless as a child's.

This loss a profound affliction itself was
made all the heavier by the fact that it left the

four girls a difficult problem to solve in the one

all-important question how they were to live.

The entire fortune which their father left behind
him amounted to about three hundred a year,
exclusive of the Vicarage furniture, which, in its

decrepitude and shabbiness, may have been
worth something less than a hundred" pounds,
and the Vicarage plate worth a hundred more.
With this income and these belongings the girls
had to begin life for themselves. Aunt Cheve-
nix came to the rescue with an offer of a hun-
dred a year from her own purse, and advised
that Elizabeth should come to live with her,
and the three other girls go abroad somewhere,
say Brussels or the south of France, where they

could live genteelly and improve their minds,
thereby escaping the loss of caste involved in any
alteration of their style of living at Hawleigh.
But to this they all objected. Elizabeth thanked
her aunt for the oifer of a home in Eaton Place,
but preferred to remain where she was. "You
would soon be tired of me," she wrote, "when
you discovered how dreary a companion I now
am. And forgive me for saying it, auntie, but

your house was unlucky to me. I could not re-
enter it without a feeling of horror."

Gertrude expressed her gratitude somewhat
stiffly ;

declined to entertain the idea of life-long
banishment for the sake of gentility; hoped
that she could more profitably improve her
mind by the performance of her duties at Haw-
leigh than by the cultivation of any new ac-

complishments at Brussels or Lyons; was not
ashamed of any diminution of s'tyle or luxury
which their altered circumstances might call

for
;
thanked Heaven she could live as content-

edly beneath the humblest roof as beneath the

loftiest
;
and farther informed her aunt that,

with the consent of her sisters, she had decided
on taking one of the small semi-detached villas,

with bay-windows and nice little gardens, in the

Boroughbridge road. The furniture from the

Vicarage, such of it as was adapted to this new
abode, they would retain

;
also the tea-kettle,

which was so touching a memorial of all they
had lost.

Mrs. Chevenix shuddered as she read these

two letters. Her nieces in a semi-detached villa,

at thirty-five pounds a year, in a row of other

semi-detached villas of the same pattern. What
a change from the fine old Vicarage, with its ins

and outs and ups and downs; sunny bow-win-

dows, magnolia and myrtle shrouded walls
;

its

quaint old tower, everlasting memorial of an-

cient splendor ;
its wide flower garden and grassy

orchard, sloping to the setting sun ! What a

change ! And Gertrude wrote of it as coolly as

if it were nothing."
I think my poor brother might have left me

the tea-kettle,
"
she thought; "it would have

been very useful for afternoon tea, and it would
have gone back to the girls afterward."

She pondered upon Elizabeth's letter with a

deep sigh.
"
Yes," she said,

"
it is nothing but the truth

;

the girl is sadly changed. I hardly know if I

should be able to do any thing for her now. All

her animation is gone ;
and she has acquired a

proud, reserved manner that would repel any
one who was ever so much inclined to admire

her. She is handsome still
;
but she certainly

has contrived to render herself as unattractive as

it is possible for a handsome young woman to

be. Did ever any girl throw away such chances

as she has had ?"

This meditation was the result of a retrospect-

ive glance at affairs during Mrs. Chevenix's last

visit to Hawleigh, in the autumn before her

brother's death. Lord Paulyn had been at Ash-
combe during that time, and had come frequent-

ly to the Vicarage, and done his best to renew

|

his old intimacy with Elizabeth Luttrell. But

|

to all these friendly endeavors the girl had op-
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posed a dead blank wall of coldness and reserve.

It was in vain for the wily matron to soothe
and argue. The young man answered her with
smothered anger.

"There's no use in talking nonsense, Mrs.

Chevenix,"he said; "she has not forgotten
that parson fellow yet, and I suppose she never
means to forget him. What a pity you didn't

let her have her own way and go out'with him,
and devote herself to the evangelization of South-
Sea Islanders! I wish with all my heart she
had gone ;

for then I couldn't have made a fool

of myself hanging about here, and exposing my-
self to the sneers of Hilda Disney and my moth-
er."

"
I can not see that the affair is any business

of Miss Disney's," Mrs. Chevenix remarked, with
some hauteur. How dared that dependent young
person to cross the woof of her schemes !

"Miss Disney has so little business of her
own that she's obliged to think of somebody
else's," replied the Viscount, moodily. "Why
don't you bring her to London, ma'am ?" mean-

ing Elizabeth, and not Miss Disney. "You
might cure her of this wretched infatuation

there. I suppose she has the fellow's photo-
graph, and kisses and cries over it every night.

"

" She has a great deal too much self-respect
for that kind of thing," said Mrs. Chevenix, as

if she had been inside Elizabeth's brain, and in-

spected its cellular arrangements from the top-
most arch of the cerebrum to the base of the

cerebellum.

It is possible that this suggestion of Lord

Paulyn's may have had some influence with

Mrs. Chevenix when she offered Elizabeth a

permanent shelter in Eaton Place. That offer

being rejected, she could only shrug her shoul-

ders and resign herself to circumstances. The
luxurious ease of her own existence, the scent-

bottle and green fan, made a powerful armor

against the slings and arrows of other people's
bad fortune. If her favorite niece preferred ob-
scure poverty to rank and wealth, she must needs

indulge her humor.
"After all, it makes no real difference to

me," she said to herself. "I only lose the in-

direct advantage of connection with the peerage.
Such an alliance must have given me the entree

to the very best society ;
and I feel that I could

have been of the greatest use to a young woman
suddenly elevated to such a position. But it is

idle to regret the decrees of Providence."
So Mrs. Chevenix resigned herself to the in-

evitable, thanked Heaven that she possessed a

good cook and a faultless dress-maker, and went
her way calmly rejoicing, knowing no weariness

of that unvarying round of tea-drinkings arid

dinner-eatings and at-homes which she called

good society. But she seldom omitted to search

her Morning Post for any small record of Lord

Paulyn's existence that might perchance adorn

its columns, and she even went so far as to sub-

scribe to a fashionable sporting newspaper which

was more frequently graced by his lordship's

Life seemed new and strange to Elizabeth in

the semi-detached villa on the Boroughbridge

road, strange with a bitter strangeness. A lofty

soul should be, doubtless, independent of its

earthly dwelling-place. "My mind to me a

kingdom is;" "Stonewalls do not a prison
make, nor iron bars a cage." Very noble sen-
timents in their way, but not given "to the com-
mon herd of humanity. Elizabeth's soul was not
so lofty as to rise superior to the influences of her
habitation. She felt the change of tenement

sorely, felt like some lost creature in the square
bandboxical rooms, the prim narrow passage
with its pert gas-lamp, the steep straight stairs

smelling of copal varnish
;
almost as ill at ease

as some wild denizen of the forest that has been
shifted from the vast cavern where he roamed
and rolled at large to some straitened den in a

zoological garden.
And the Vicarage furniture objects which,

from old association, these girls loved dearly
how mean and shabby and woe-begone that poor
old furniture looked in the new smart rooms, with
their cheap modern paper-hanging, and trumpery
cornices, and sprawling plaster roses in the cen-
tre of their ceilings ! The old cracked Chelsea

shepherd and shepherdess, which had seemed
the natural ornaments of the tall narrow wooden
mantel-shelf in the Vicarage drawing-room, had
the forlornest air upon the polished marble slab

in the new house. Diana's grand piano filled

the small back drawing-room, the big old cane-
seated sofa blocked the bay-window in the front

drawing-room. Nothing fitted into an embra-

sure, or adapted itself to the shape of the rooms
;

and it was only when Gertrude brought that in-

estimable quality which she called her common-
sense, and which Blanche called her domineering
way, to bear upon the subject, and by banishing
this article and shifting the other, reduced the

rooms to something like order, that they became

simply habitable. Graceful, or elegant, or pic-

turesque they never would be. Had the new
tenants been able to buy bright modern furniture,
on a toy-shop scale, they might have indued the

rooms with a certain doll's-house prettiness ;
but

the salvage from the Vicarage looked what it

was, the poor remnant of departed fortune.

There was a room down stairs, under the

back drawing-room, half sunk in the earth, but

provided with a small bay-window, a sham mar-
ble mantel-piece, and described by the house

agent as a breakfast-room. This the Misses

Luttrell made their refectory." Of course in a decent house it would be the

housekeeper's room," said Blanche, the day she

first dined in this earthy chamber. "I shall

always feel as if we were cheating the servants

out of their natural rights by occupying it."

Thus began their new lives. Every one called

upon them, and admired their new abode$ and

discussed the new vicar, and sympathized and

approved and consoled. And Gertrude pro-
nounced with satisfaction that their social status

remained firm as a rock. They had two serv-

ants, an irreproachable parlor-maid, who was
never seen without a starched muslin apron, and

every thing was done in the nicest manner. They
had a garden which might have been covered by
a good-sized Turkey carpet, but which was laid

out in the last approved style ;
flower beds of

the tessellated-pavement pattern ;
scrolls and par-

allelograms, and open-tart designs done in plants
of the houseleek and mouse-ear tribes

; jam-tart

patterns in scarlet geranium and brown leafage,

lobelia and petunia after the manner of the Duch-
ess of Wiltshire's parterre at the cottage near
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Haverstock. It is astonishing what great effects

may be produced in the area of a Turkey carpet

by a young lady of Gertrude Luttrell's tempera-
ment.

"There is no one more ready to make sacri-

fices," she said, complacently. ''But whatever

I have must be of the best."

To say that Elizabeth lived in this circum-

scribed home would be to say too much. She ex-

isted as toads have been believed to exist lock-

ed in marble, or comfortably niched in a block of

coal. Yet not so patiently as these quiescent

reptiles did she bear her fate. Her lips were

mute, it is true, for she had a scornful impatience
of sisterly consolation, but her soul complained
perpetually. Like Job, she remonstrated with

her Maker, and demanded why she was not per-
mitted to die. All the anguish of this slow dull

year had not been enough even to undermine her

vigorous young life. There was scarcely the de-

pression of a muscle in the firm round white

arms, no cavernous hollows spoiled her oval

cheeks. She was "paler than of old
;
that fugi-

tive color which had come and gone in such flash-

es of brightness two years ago was rarely seen

now; her eyelids had a heavy look that hinted

of sleepless nights ;
but these were all the out-

ward changes that had been wrought by Malcolm
Forde's abandonment and her father's death.

"
I never could have believed I loved my fa-

ther so much," she said to herself, sadly, one dis-

mal December afternoon, when she had taken a

lonely walk as far as the road before the Vicar-

age, and had seen the fire-glow shining through
the old-fashioned casement of her father's study.
She had stood for a little while looking across the

lawn at that cheery glow, with an aching heart, a
heart that seemed to ache from very emptiness.

"My little world has vanished like a dream,"
she thought; "the waters have swept over it,

and left me standing on a barren rock in a great

pathless sea. If I could only die, like papa, and
make an end of it!"

Among those pleasing testimonies of the

world's esteem which were offered to the sisters

at this sad juncture was a ceremonious call from

Lady Paulyn and Hilda Disney. The two la-

dies drove over from Ashcombe one afternoon in

the ancient chariot, conducted by a postilion
who had the aspect of a farm laboref in disguise,
but at the same time looked more imposing than

a coachman.
Hilda had her customary air of lady-like in-

difference, but the dowager peered and pried,
and expressed profoundest interest in the affairs

of the* four sisters.

"And you really think of remaining in this

pretty little house," she said, with a gracious

wonder, peering at them keenly from under her

shaggy old eyebrows all the while, and peering

especially at Elizabeth.
' ' Do you know I'm

rather surprised at that. I should have thought
this poky old town would have been insufferable

to you all after your loss, and that some nice

place abroad would have suited you better, where

you could have had a little pleasant English so-

ciety in the nice, inexpensive Continental style :

Bruges, for instance, or Courtrai. I've heard
there are English people at both those towns or

Dijon, or some retired little German town where

things are cheap."
*' I have duties and pleasures at Hawleigh

which I could never have in a Roman Catholic

town," said Gertrude.
"There seems to be a prevailing idea that

transportation for life is the only remedy for

our grief," said Elizabeth, not a little contemptu-
ously.

' '

I wonder our friends don't suggest Nor-
folk Island or Botany Bay at once. Or, since

transportation is abolished, the government ought
to erect a special building at Portland or Dart-
moor for young women who are left alone in the
world.

"

The dowager vouchsafed no notice of these

impertinent observations in the way of speech,
but she gave Elizabeth a look from beneath those

bristling penthouses which was not one of su-

preme affection.

"You haven't asked after my son, Miss Lut-

trell," she said, turning sharply upon Gertrude,
after rather an awkward pause, during which
Miss Disney had looked straight out of the win-
dow with an absent air, as if she had been as-

sisting at a visit to cottagers in whose spiritual
or temporal welfare she had no personal interest.

"I beg your pardon," stammered Gertrude,
confused by this sharp attack.

" I hope Lord

Paulyn is well."
" He is very well, and I hope he is on the high-

road to being very happy."
Blanche, having nothing particular to do, and

not feeling herself called upon to sustain any part
in the conversation, happened to be amusing her-

self by the contemplation of Miss Disney. She
saw the fair, cold face flush, and the thin lips

contract themselves ever so little at this moment.
"I suppose that means that he is going to be

married," said Diana, "if one may be allowed

to hazard a guess."
" How quick you young ladies are when mar-

riage is in question !" replied the dowager, gra-

ciously. "Yes, I have every reason to hope
that Reginald has at last made up his mind to

settle. It will be such a happiness to me if he

can only be induced to give up that horrid ra-

cing-stud, his place near Newmarket, and his

dreadfully expensive stables in Yorkshire
;
but

if he cant be persuaded to so wise a step, he
will at any rate be better able to afford to ruin

himself. The young lady to whom he is almost

engaged is one of the richest heiresses in En-

gland. She has not rank, I admit
;
but the op-

pression of the income tax has long ago stamped
out my conservative proclivities. I have no

prejudices, Miss Luttrell, and can appreciate the

grandeur of position attained by a man who be-

gan life by wheeling barrows, and could now
write a check for a hundred thousand pounds
without feeling himself any poorer when it had

been cleared. That is what I call true nobility."
" The barrows or the check-book, Lady Pau-

lyn ?" asked Elizabeth.

"The upward progress from one point to the

other," replied the dowager, with dignity. "I
am told that Mr. Ramsay, the great contractor,

eats pease with his knife, and is somewhat the

slave of habit in the matter of not cleaning his

nails. But I hope I have a soul above such triv-

ialities. Nothing would give me greater pleas-

ure than to welcome Mr. Ramsay's only child as

my daughter."

Having made this announcement, and even

deigned to refresh herself with macaroons and

cherry brandy (made two summers ago with the
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clear old Vicarage cherries from the orchard Eliz-
abeth loved), Lady Paulyn departed. But not
before she had again expressed her wonder that
the Misses Luttrell should prefer Hawleigh to a
delightful Belgian town, with canals and stiff little

avenues, where they might pace to and fro, and
sit on benches, unjostled by any vulgar crowd,
or such a place as Dijon, which must surely be a
most agreeable town for English residents, since
the very name had quite a romantic sound. The
dowager lingered so long to discuss these points
after she had risen to take her departure that it

was dusk when the chariot went jingling off, to

the delight of the adjacent villas.
**

It was really very good of her to come,"
said Gertrude, watching the departing equipage
complacently from the bay-window. "What a
noise that postilion makes ! It is a satisfaction

to let our new neighbors see we are on visiting
terms with the best county people. I trust 1 am
above attaching an undue value to such things ;

but I do not pretend to be ignorant of their in-

fluence."
" Good of her, indeed !" cried Blanche, indig-

nantly. "Horrid old thing! Any body could
see that she came to crow over Lizzie. Wicked
old she-miser! I do verily believe she would
like her son to marry the only daughter of Beel-

zebub if she had plenty of money."" What a pity you didn't marry him when you
had the opportunity, and keep mamma's pearl

recklace, Lizzie!" Diana said, with a yawn."
It would have been advancement for all of us.

And here we are screwed up for life, I suppose,
in this poky little house, instead of having the

run of half a dozen splendid places. Ring for

tea, Blanche, please. If it were not for the

comfort of our early cup of tea, I should be al-

most tired of life.
"

"Almost tired! I have hardly ever ceased

to be tired of it since I was seventeen," exclaim-

ed Elizabeth, with infinite scorn.

"Only for one brief bright summer-time of

love and hope," she thought, by way of rider to

that contemptuous speech.
She was silent for the rest of that evening,

sitting idle in a shadowy corner apart, while the

other three clustered round the lamp ;
Diana

and Blanche engaged in elaborate fancy-work,
which gave occasion for perpetual discussions

about point de Venise, and Sorrento bars
;
Ger-

trude involved in a pious biography, from which

she read stray passages now and then for the

deification of her sisters. It was not a lively

evening, any more th'an the rest of the evenings

which these young women spent together in the

unfamiliar drawing-room, with its lingering odor

of size and plaster of Paris
;
but their manner

of life seemed to Elizabeth just a little more

dreary than usual to-night.

She was meditating upon all she had lost in

love and ambition alike bankrupt; of all the

dreams that she had dreamed, from her early

visions of pomp and pleasure with some un-

known being who should arise out of space, like

King Cophetua, at the right moment, and lift

her up to the high places of the earth, to her

later and more womanlv dream of sweet sacri-

fices made for the

had lost all

man she loved. And she
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dreaming, there was nothing left her but the
dull realities of the waking world as represented
by a trim little newly built villa in the Borough-
bridge road.
"
If I had been wiser, I suppose I should have

fallen back upon my old ideas of life when Mal-
colm Forde flung me off, and married Lord
Paulyn," she thought. "A word would have
brought him back to me. But now even that
miserable alternative is lost, and there is noth-
ing left for me but life for ever and ever shut up
in this narrow den with my sisters. I might
go and live with Aunt Chevenix, certainly ;

but
that would be just a little worse. I have lost
all taste for the kind of society my aunt is so
fond of, and I should have less liberty there than
I have here."

She thought a good deal about Lord Paulyn
that night not so much of him individually 'as

of all that he could have given her the grand-
eur, the independence, the power; that strong
wine of pleasure which, if not happiness, was at
least intoxication; that ideal existence among
beautiful scenes, or surrounded with all the

graces of art and luxury, the very dream of
which had been fair enough to brighten her life

in days gone by. He had offered her all these

things, and she had rejected them, without a

pang, for the love of Malcolm Forde.
"And how noble a return he made me for

my constancy !" she thought, bitterly, with more
anger against her lost lover than she had felt

for a long time.

After this, she thought very often about the

brilliant position she had rejected, and for the

first time thought of it with a vague regret. It

was in her nature to hold a treasure lightly so

long as it lay at her feet, and to appreciate it

when it was lost to her. She had scorned the

idea of a marriage with Lord Paulyn, while that

faithful admirer had shown himself eager and
devoted. She wondered a little at her own fool-

ishness now that he was about to unite himself

with some one else.

There may have been more excuse, perhaps,
for these sordid thoughts in the joylessness of

her present existence. Her life was so utterly

barren every morning the beginning of a day
which must needs be the repetition of yesterday

the to-morrows stretching before her blank

as the pages of an unused memorandum-book.

It is true that she might have occupied her-

self, like Gertrude, in visiting the sick and poor,

since she was gifted with the power of winning

their confidence and even their affection. But

she avoided this natural resource of lonely spin-

sterhood with an obstinate aversion. What ! go

among these people whom she had served for

his sake ? Ally herself with the last new cu-

rate a thin pale-faced slip of a man with sandy

whiskers ? Descend to all the trivialities of the

district-visiting community now that his godlike

form no longer moved among that common
herd ? This was what she could not do.

Even the grave old churches, in which she

had sat from her youth upward, were distaste-

ful to her. Their aspect reminded her too keen-

ly of all she had lost the good harmless father,

the lover she had loved so madly. She seemed

Of these much-cherished dreams to hear the echoes of voices that sounded in those

th7re"had"come no fulfillment; and being older ; stony aisles no more,

and wiser now, and having lost the faculty of
|

The new vicar was a pompous red-faced man,
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who very rarely fatigued himself with the litany

or lessons, and who read the communion service

in a fat voice, as if he had taken the ten com-

mandments under his especial protection, and

preached sermons on abstruse doctrinal points

over the heads of his flock. The vicar's wife

was young and fashionable, and put the simple

Hawleigh folks to shame by the elegance of her

attire. She had essayed to patronize the Misses

Luttrell, and had told them about the changes

she meant to make by-and-by in that dreadful

barn, the Vicarage, and had congratulated them

on their transference from that ancient tene-

ment to a modern habitation. Diana and this

lady got on very well together, but between the

vicaress and Elizabeth there prevailed a quiet

antipathy.
It was doubtless her own fault that Eliza-

beth was lonely. Her sisters had their little

batches of dear friends, and visited a good deal

in a quiet way soon after their father's death,
and entertained their acquaintance with after-

noon tea; but Elizabeth's soul rebelled against
this humdrum sociality ;

her footsteps refused to

tread this beaten track of
every-day provincial

life. She preferred lonely wanderings in the

very teeth of January's northeasters, on thejpom-
mon and in the familiar lanes where she had
walked so joyously with her lover in the brief,

sweet days of courtship.
If she had cherished the faintest hope of his

return to her, she might have been patient, she

might have endured the weariness of the present,
cheered by a fair vision of the future. But she

deluded herself with no such hope. She had,
on the contrary, a settled conviction that, once

having put his hand to the plow, for Malcolm
Forde there would be no turning backward. She
had lured him for a little while out of his chosen

path ;
but having broken loose from her feeble

snare, he was the very last of men to return to

the net.

"He was always sorry that he loved me," she

thought, "and there was a look of rapture on
his face when he preached his farewell sermon,
like the joy of a man who has escaped from a

great peril."

They heard no more of Lord Paulyn's ap-

proaching marriage, standing almost alone, so

far as Hawleigh proper went, in the proud priv-

ilege of the dowager's acquaintance ;
but Ger-

trude and Diana were not slow to retail the news
in their morning calls and five-o'clock teas. Miss

Ramsay and her possessions were enlarged upon
the husbands and brothers referred to as au-

thorities upon the commercial world every one

having his pet theory as to which Ramsay was
the great Ramsay who had begun by wheeling
barrows, one party clinging tenaciously to a

certain Peter Ramsay, Son, and Bilge, in the

shipping line, and another pinning its faith to

Alexander Ramsay, the great contractor. Fash-
ionable newspapers were watched, but shed no

light upon the subject, nor did the local journals

give tongue.
"I don't believe there's a syllable of truth in the

whole story," exclaimed the outspoken Blanche,

during one of these discussions, from which Eliz-

abeth was absent. "I dare say it's all that nasty
old woman's invention. Lord Paulyn was des-

perately in love with my sister Lizzie, and made
her ever so many offers. And she, wicked old

thing, wants us all to go and bury ourselves in

some dead-and-alive Belgian town, where we
should be driven mad by the carillon ringing

every half hour from the rickety old church-

towers."

Miss Luttrell reproved her sister severely for

the impropriety of these remarks, and the com-

pany generally looked incredulous. It was not

to be supposed that any reasonable being would
believe in Elizabeth's rejection of the lord of

Ashcombe. He might have hung about her a

good deal compromising her by his attentions,
to the rupture of that foolish engagement with

dear Mr. Forde
;
but to suppose that he had laid

his coronet at her feet that he had said to her,
" Be mistress of Ashcombe, in Devon, and Har-

berry Castle, in Yorkshire, the Grange, near

Newmarket, and the old family mansion in St.

James's Square," and that she had deliberately

rejected him to believe this was too much for

the imaginative power of Hawleigh.
Yet the day came before very long when the

eyes of Hawleigh were opened, and the eyebrows
of Hawleigh lifted in surpassing wonder.

CHAPTER II.

"
Oh, the little more, and how much it is,

And the little less, and what worlds away!"

THE four sisters had inhabited the smart little

box on the Boroughbridge road about four months,
when Elizabeth's scanty stock of patience came to

an end. Gertrude's small despotism, Diana's lan-

guors and affectations and headaches, she could

abide no longer. She was brought so much closer

to these evils in that circumscribed abode. She
had no hill-side orchard whither to flee at any hour
of the day or evening, even on cold spring nights,
when the young moon was sailing through the

clouds, and when Hawleigh had shut its shutters

and lighted its lamps for the night, and it would
have been an outrage of all the proprieties to go
out for a walk

;
no airy turret, half bed-cham-

ber and half sitting-room, where she could read or

muse in solitude
; only a neat little square bed-

room, divided from Gertrude's by so fragile a

partition that its inmates were wont to whisper
like conspirators in their vesper talk.

The vicar's death, too, had given Gertrude a
new position in the home circle. She assumed
the responsibility of their future life. She had
chosen and taken the house, and selected the

I furniture they were to keep, and regulated the

mode and manner of their new life
;
which friends

and acquaintances of the past they were chiefly
to cherish, and which they were gently and gra-

ciously to let drop. Gertrude kept the purse and
the keys, regulated the expenditure, and held

! possession of the narrow store closets. The

younger sisters could hardly order an extra cup
of tea without permission, or breakfast in bed

perchance on a bleak winter morning without

inventing some ailment as an excuse for that in-

dulgence. Diana submitted from sheer laziness.
"

I must live with some one who will order

my dinner and pour out my tea for me," she

said
;

" and it may as well be Gertrude as any
one else. I dare "say if I were rich enough to

! have a confidential maid, she would tyrannize
over me."
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One day, toward the end of March, Elizabeth
astonished her sisters by declaring her intention
of going abroad straightway.
"I shall go over to Dieppe," she said, "and

wander through Normandy, and then make my
way somehow to Belgium my geographical
ideas are of the vaguest, but 1 shall find out

every thing when I am there and then perhaps
I shall go up the Rhine; and I don't think I

shall come back till the winter. I have been

reading up a foreign Bradshaw, and making tre-

mendous calculations about ways and means.

Oh, by-the-bye, Gertrude, howmuchhave we each
lo live upon ? I know I can manage with it, for

I mean to do things in a strong-minded, econom-
ical way traveling third-class, and even walk-

ing from one town to another when the distances

are short
;
and third-class traveling is dirt-cheap

on the Continent. I shall wear no fine washing
dresses

; nothing more expensive than a linsey

gown and a water-proof cloak."

Until this moment Gertrude had only been

able to stare. Even the languid Diana dropped
her novel, and looked her astonishment 'at this

wild proposition.
"Are you mad, Elizabeth?" exclaimed the

eldest sister, sternly ;
"or do you mean this for

a joke?"
"I am not mad, not a wee bit wud, as the

Scotch say" she had read a little of Burns with

her lover "and I have long left off joking.

Pray don't look so unutterably shocked, Gerty.
I really mean what I say. What is the use of

all this talk about woman's rights if one is to be

pent up all one's life in a place like this in order

to do homage to the proprieties ? Hawleigh is

killing me by inches. I shouldn't at all mind

dying, but I don't want to die of slow poison ;

and my present life is poison to me worse than

infinitesimal doses of antimony."

"Very flattering to the relatives you live with,
"

suggested Gertrude, with dignity.
"
Oh, I don't mean you ;

but this house, Haw-

leigh, every thing. Old Lady Paulyn was right :

we ought to have gone on the Continent. Not
to settle down in some prosy old place, as she

suggested, but to wander about,

half live who live in one place."

People do not

" The roving existence you talk of may be

very well for persons of your impatient temper-

ament," said Gertrude ;
"but for my own part,

I could not live without a settled home
;
and I

believe that Diana and Blanche share my feel-

ings on that point."
"I'm not quite sure of that, Gerty," said the

intractable Blanche.
"
Hawleigh is very well

in its way, and we know plenty of people, and

are sure to be asked to ever so many croquet-

parties in the summer. But I should dearly

love roaming about the world with Lizzie."

"In a linsey gown and a water-proof ?'' cried

Diana, incredulously. "What would you do

with all the time you spend before your look-

ing-glass in that case ?"

"I could get on without a looking-glass if

there was something worth living for," said the

damsel.
" Do not let us descend to puerilities, ob-

served Gertrude, with her air of practical wis-

dom. "Such a mode of life as Elizabeth sug-

gests is quite out of the question. Imagine my
sister wandering about alone in third-class car-
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riages, stopping at second-rate inns, exposing
herself to insult fi'om under-bred foreigners !

"

"That is only your insular prejudice," said
Elizabeth. "Remember all the nice books
we've read about lady travelers From Ostend
to the Tyrol for a Five-pound Note; Third-class

Passengers to the Jungfrau ; Meat - Teas and
Glaciers; or, a Maiden Aunt's Adventures in

Savoy, and so on. Those books seem all to
be written by unprotected females of limited
means. Why shouldn't I get on just as well
as other unprotected females ?"

"If you were forty years of age, the idea
might be somewhat less preposterous."
"Would it? I'm sure I feel as if I were

sixty. But however that may be, I must posi-
tively get away from Hawleigh. The air of the

Boroughbridge road disagrees with me. You
must give me my share of our income, Gerty"" WT

hich would be about seventy-five pounds."
"Is it really so much as that? I should feel

immensely rich on the Continent with thirty shil-

lings a week.
"

"You appear to forget that this house was
taken with a view to joint occupation."" You can keep ten pounds a year for my
share of the rent and taxes."

Gertrude argued for an hour, and even Diana
took the trouble to remonstrate. But it was
in vain that both ladies endeavored to demon-
strate the actual impossibility of such a life as

Elizabeth proposed to lead. The girl was in-

flexible.

"I am of age," she said; "and no one has

the faintest right to curtail my liberty. I have
set my heart upon getting away from Hawleigh.
Blanche can go with me if she likes. She and I

have always got on very well together. But if

she doesn't like, I shall go alone."
"
I suppose you forget that you have expecta-

tions from Aunt Chevenix," said Gertrude, as a

final argument, "and that such a step as you
contemplate is likely to alienate her affection

forever.
"

"
I have never allowed expectations to stand

in my way," answered Elizabeth, scornfully;

"and as I can live upon a pound a week, I can,

afford to be independent of Aunt Chevenix."

Remonstrance being useless, the two elder sis-

ters bewailed their sister's folly in secret. It

was a complete disruption of the small house-

hold. Blanche elected to follow the fortunes of

Elizabeth, agreeing to pay her share of the rent

during her absence. The most melancholy point

in the whole affair was the diminution of state

which this severance would necessitate. One

of the two servants the irreproachable parlor-

maid, who wore muslin aprons would have to

be dismissed, now that the cost of her mainte-

nance could be no longer shared by the four sis-

ters. This fact moved both Gertrude and Di-

ana more deeply than the loss of their younger

and wilder sisters.

Providence, however, had a care for their in-

terests
;
and an event was looming in the future

which was destined to alter Elizabeth's views,

or rather to present her with a more brilliant

opportunity of escape from the life that had be-

come obnoxious to her.

She was walking alone one gusty afternoon,

about a week after the first discussion of her

foreign wanderings, and had rambled farther
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than usual on the road between Hawleigh and
Ashcombe a road that was little better than a

winding lane that meandered through a long

valley at the foot of the moor, following the

course of a stream that brawled and babbled

over its rocky bed, in the winter swollen to the

dimensions of a river, and in dry summers van-

ished altogether from the eye of man, leaving its

bare stony bed to bleach in the sun. The deep
banks of' the lane were thickly clothed with

greenest ferns in the late summer-time
;
but at

this season there were only a few violets nest-

ling in the mossy turf, through which the red

rich soil of the west peeped here and there in

ruddy patches.
This lane was a favorite walk of Elizabeth's.

Young oaks and older Scotch firs rose like a for-

est on one side
;
the steep shoulder of the moor

shut it in on the other. A solitary, darksome

place, in the chill March dusk, gloomy with na-

ture's pensive gloom a very cloister in which to

meditate upon the faults and follies of her blight-
ed life.

The boundary of her longest rambles was an
old stone bridge about three miles from Haw-
leigh, at a point where the stream widened and
made a sharp curve across the road a very an-

cient bridge, covered with gray old mosses and

pale sea-green lichens, and supposed to have
Iteen built by those indefatigable road-makers,
the Romans.

Here she lingered this afternoon, resting a

little, with her folded arms upon the parapet,

watching the faint pale moon driven wildly

through a cloudy gray sky."
I don't suppose I shall be any happier abroad

than I am here," she said to herself, ruminating
upon her new scheme of life; "but I shall at

least have something to do, and I shall not have
so much time for thought if I keep jogging on
from one place to another.

"

This was the result of all her meditations that

afternoon. She looked forward to the change
in her existence not with actual pleasure, only
with a vague hope of relief.

She had been standing on the bridge about
ten minutes, now following the moon till she was
lost in a sea of clouds, now watching the water

gurgling over the stones, when she heard the

approach of a horseman in the quiet lane some

farmer, no doubt. She did not trouble herself to

look round, but waited till he should pass before

beginning her homeward walk.

He rode briskly enough up to the bridge, then

slackened his pace, and rode slowly across
; then,

to her surprise, drew rein suddenly on the other

side, sprang from his horse, and came toward her.

"Miss Luttrell. is it reallv you?"
She turned quickly, her pale face flushing in

the twilight. It was the first time she had ever

blushed at his coming." Lord Faulyn I" she exclaimed, as much sur-

prised by his appearance as if she had been a
thousand miles from his domains.

"
I thought I could not be mistaken," he cried,

holding out both his hands, but only receiving one
of hers, and that one given with a reluctant air

;

"but I should never have expected to find you
in this wretched lane alone, too. I I haven't
seen you since the vicar's death, and I ought to

have "written, I dare say, but I'm not a dab I

mean, I'm a poor hand at penmanship. I should

have telegraphed to you to say how sorry I was,

only I knew my mother would do all that kind
of thing."

"Thanks. I don't think any body's condo-
lence is of much use in such cases, however well

meant. One loses all one has to love in the

world, and one's friends write polite letters, with

quotations from Scripture, which are usually in-

correct.
"

This with a faint attempt at carelessness, but
with tears rising unbidden to her eyes." But you haven't lost all you love" seizing

upon the small black-gloved hand, and possess-

ing himself of it in spite of her "at least, not
all who love you : that is to say, there is one fool-

ish beggar I can vouch for who still loves you to

I

distraction."

"I am not at all aware of any such person's
existence. Let go my hand, please, Lord Pau-

lyn ; you are pressing the rings into my fingers."
"1 beg your pardon" unwillingly releasing it.

" But don't pretend not to know, Elizabeth
;
that

is too bad. I dare say other fellows have made
themselves foolish about you ;

but you know who
I mean when I talk of loving you to distraction.

You know that there never was any man so infat-

uated as I have been as I still am, worse luck !

"

"About Miss Ramsay, I presume" with a

chilling air.

"Come, now, Lizzie, don't be absurd. Has
my mother been letting out any of her fine

schemes for getting me to marry Sarah Ram-
say? a young woman of thirty, with freckles

and sandy hair, and about as much figure as a
broomstick. She's to have something like half

a million of money, I believe, for her marriage-
portion ; and a million or two when her father

departs this life. My mother picked her up at

Torquay in the autumn, and has been trying it

on ever since, but without effect. I'm the kind
of horse that may be brought to the water, but I

don't drink unless I'm thirsty."

"Lady Paulyn told me that you were going
to be married to Miss Ramsay ;

that it was a set-

tled thing."
"Then she told you an infernal lie."

A little thrill of pleasure stirred Elizabeth's

heart at this unfilial observation. It was not
that she liked Lord Paulyn, or that she was

proud of his constancy or grateful for his affec-

tion, or that she had at that moment any idea

of marrying him. She was merely pleased to

discover that she had not been superseded ;
that

she still retained her dominion over him, still

held him in her thrall : that she could go home
to her sisters and tell them how egregiouslv

they had been duped by the dowager's diplomat-
ic falsehoods.

"No, Lizzie, I never cared for any one but

you," the young man went on, after he had mut-
tered his indignation at the dowager's attempt
to deceive

;
"and I suppose I shall go on caring

for you to the end of my days. It's the most
miserable infatuation. Do you know that I am
tolerably safe to win the Derb}

r this year with a

horse I bred myself? his sire was one of the old

Dutchman stock, and his dam was sister to Styr-

iax, who won the Two Thousand six years ag,
and the Chester Cup the year after. Yes, Lizzie,
I think the Derby's a safe thing this year, and yet
I set no more value upon it than if it was noth-

ing. Think of that, Lizzie the blue ribbon of
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the turf. I've been winning no end of things
lately ; yacht races and so on last year, and a

cup at Newmarket the other day. It's the old
!

adage, you know : unlucky in love But I'd
j

rather win you for my wife than half a dozen
1

consecutive Derbys. Come, now, Liz, it's all

off with that other fellow
; he's off the course,

the Lord knows where. What is there to stand

between us?"

"Merely the fact that Mr. Forde is the only
man I ever loved, and that I am not quite sure

I don't love him still. I owe you at least can-

dor. It is a very humiliating confession to make
;

but I do not mind telling you that I loved him

very dearly, and that my heart was almost bro-

ken by his desertion."

"Confounded snob!" said the Viscount;
" but I'm very glad he did make himself scarce.

It would have been a most unsuitable match : a

splendid girl like you, born to adorn a coronet,
and all that kind of thing. But I say, Lizzie

"

" Who gave you leave to call me by my Chris-

tian name ?" she asked, looking round at him

indignantly. She had been staring at the little

river hurrying over its rugged bed, hardly seem-

ing to listen to Lord Paulyn's discourse. He
had his horse's bridle upon his arm, and found

some hinderance to eloquence in the restlessness

of that animal.
"
Oh, come, now. It's not much of a privilege

to ask, after standing all I've stood for you, and

being laughed at by my friends into the bargain.
But I say, Elizabeth, I want to talk to you se-

riously. I only ran down from London by last

night's limited 'mail
;
and the chief motive that

brought me here was the thought that I might
find you a little better disposed toward me, when
the edge of your feelings about that parson fellow

had worn off. You've had time to grow wiser

since we met last, and to find out that there's

something more in the world than sentimental

parsons. By Jove, I should think Hawleigh
was a favorable place for reflection a regular

Hervey's-Meditations-among-the-Tombs kind of

a place. You've had time to think it all over,

Lizzie
;
and I hope you've made up your mind

that you might be happier knocking about the

world with me than moping alone here. Be my
wife, Lizzie. I've been constant to you all this

time, though you always treated me badly. You
can't be so ha'rd-hearted as to refuse me now."

She was slow to answer him, still watching
the swift-flowing river, as if she were seeking
some augury in the gurgle of the waters. Even
when she did speak, it was with her eyes still

bent upon the stream.
" I know that I am supremely miserable here,"

she said, "and that is all I know about myself."
" But you might be happier in the world, Liz-

zie, with me. Who could be any thing but mis-

erable, moping in such a hole as this ?" demanded
Lord Paulyn, with a contemptuous glance at the

darkening moorland, as if it had been the mean-

est thing in nature.

She scarcely heeded the manner of his speech
or the words that composed it. She was de-

bating a solemn question, holding counsel with

herself. Should she astonish all her friends

prove that she, the rejected of Malcolm Forde,

could mount to dazzling worlds beyond their

ken ? The days of her humiliation had been

very bitter to her
;
she had eaten ashes for bread,

and moistened them with angry tears. The fact
that she cared nothing for this man, that her
chief feeling about him was a sentiment verging
upon contempt, hardly entered into her thoughts
to-night ; they were too exclusively selfish. Self
was the very centre of her little world. Her own
humiliation, her own disappointments, made up
the sum total of her universe. Whatever was
womanly, or true, or noble in her nature had
begun and ended with her love for Malcolm
Forde.

An hour ago and she had believed Lord Pau-
lyn as completely lost to her as her father's cu-

rate, and she had begun to regret the folly that
had cost her all the splendors of that brighter
world which had seemed so very fair to her two
years ago. And, behold ! here was the constant
lover again at her side, again offering her his
rank and wealth, not from the haughty altitude of
a King Cophetua to his beggar-maid, but urging
his plea like a condemned felon beseeching the
reversal of his doom.

Busy thoughts of what her life might be in the

years to come if she accepted him busy thoughts
of the dull blank it needs must be if she rejected
him crowded her brain. Selfishness, ambition,
pride all the worst vices of her nature won
the victory. She turned to her lover at last,

with a face that was very pale in the dim light,
and said, slowly,

"If you really wish it, if you are content to

take me without any profession of love or senti-

ment on my side I made an end of those when
I quarreled with my first lover if you can be

satisfied with such an indifferent bargain
"

"If!" cried the young man with sudden en-

ergy, putting his disengaged arm round her re-

luctant figure, which recoiled involuntarily from
that token of appropriation.

" That means Yes,
and you've made me the happiest fellow in Dev-
onshire. The horse that can stay is the winner,
after all. I always said I'd have you for my
wife, Lizzie, and now I shall keep my word."

From that moment her doom was sealed.

There was no looking backward. Lord Paulyn
took possession of his prize with the iron hand

of some lawless sea-ranger swooping upon a dis-

abled merchantman that had drifted across his

track. From that hour Elizabeth Luttrell had

a master.

CHAPTER III.

"
Lorsqu'un homme s'ennuie et qu'il sent qu'il eat las

De trainer le boulet au bagne d'ici bas,

DCS qu'il se fait sauter, qu'iinporte la manure?"

ELIZABETH'S manner that evening was just a

little colder and quieter than usual. No un-

wonted flutter of her spirits betrayed the fact

that the current of her life had been suddenly

turned into a new channel. She had suffered

her lover to accompany her to the edge of that

suburb in which the Boroughbridge road was

situated, and had there dismissed him.
"

I may come to see you to-morrow, mayn't

I ?" he pleaded. He had been trying to make

her fix an early date for their marriage all the

way along the dusky lane.
" We must be married and have our wedding-

tour over before the Derby, you know," he said,

persuasively.
** You don't care much about the
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touring business, do you ? I'm sure I don't. I

never could understand why newly married peo-

ple should be sent to stare at mountains, and do

pennnce in musty old cathedrals, as if they'd
done something wicked, and were obliged to

work it out somehow before they could get ab-

solution. A week at Malvern would be about

our figure ; or, if we had tolerable weather, I

could take you as far as Malta in the Lepra-
chaun.

"

"You are in a great hurry to settle matters
;

but when I promised to marry you, just now, I

said nothing about the date of our marriage."
"But that goes without saying. I've served

my apprenticeship. You're not going to turn

round upon me like Laban, and offer me one of

your sisters, or make me work seven years lon-

ger. And if you have made up your mind to

marry me, it can't matter to you whether it's

soon or late.
"

"What will Lady Paulyn say?" asked Eliza-

beth, with a little laugh. There was something
pleasant in the idea of that wily matron's morti-

fication.

"My mother will be rabid," said the dutiful

son
;
"but so she would whomsoever I married,

unless it was for bullion. It was a good joke
her coming to try arid choke you off with that

story about Sarah Ramsay. Yes
; my mother

will be riled."

"And Miss Disney? do you think she will

be pleased ?"

The Viscount was not so prompt in his an-

swer this time.

"Hilda," he said, meditatively: "well, I

don't know. But I suppose she'll be rather

glad. It '11 give her a home, you see, by-and-
by, when my mother goes off the hooks. She
couldn't have lived with me if I'd been single."

" Of course not. We shall have Miss Disney
to live with us, then, by-and-by ?"

" In the natural course of events, yes. My
mother can't go on nursing the Ashcombe es-

tate till the Day of Judgment, though I've no
doubt she'd like very much to do it. And when
she's dead, and all that kind of thing," contin-

ued his lordship, pleasantly, "Hilda can have
an attic and a knife and fork with us, unless

she marries in the interim, and I don't think

that's likely."
"She looks rather like a person who has had

what people call
' a disappointment,'

"
suggested

Elizabeth, wincing a little as she remembered
her own disappointment." She came into the world with a disappoint-
ment," replied Lord Paulyn.

" Her mother ate

the sour grapes, and her teeth were set on edge.
Her father, Colonel Disney, was heir-presump-
tive to a great estate, when my aunt Sybilla
married him

;
but when his uncle died, six

months after the Colonel's marriage, a claimant

sprang up with a rigmarole story of a Scotch

marriage, and no end of documentary evidence,
the upshot of which was that after a good deal

of Scotch law, and pursuing and defending and
so on, the claimant a black-muzzled lad with
a dip of the tar-brush walked over the course,
and Hilda's father was left with a large fortune
in the hands of the Jews, in the shape of post-
obits and accommodation bills. He ran away
with a French opera-dancer soon afterward, in

a fit of disgust with society. My aunt and

Hilda were left to drag on somehow upon a pit-
tance which my grandfather, a stingy old beg-
gar, had settled upon his daughter "when she
married. When my aunt died, Hilda came to
live with my mother, and has had a very pleas-
ant time of it ever since, I make no doubt.

"

They parted at the beginning of the villas
that were dotted along the first half mile or so
of the Boroughbridge road, giving a trim sub-
urban aspect to this side of Hawleigh. There
were even gas-lamps, macadam, and a general
aspect of inhabitedness very different from the
narrow lanes and rugged common on the other
side of the town. This new neighborhood was
the West End of Hawleigh."

I shall come to see you to-morrow," repeat-
ed Lord Paulyn, reluctant to depart. "And
mind, every thing must be over and done with
before May. Do you remember the first Der-

by we were at together, nearly two years ago ?

Jolly, wasn't it? I've got a new team for the

drag spankers. I've set my heart upon your
seeing Young Englander win. Hadn't you bet-
ter write to Mrs. Chevenix ? She's the woman
to do our business. If you trust every thing to

your sisters, they'll be a" twelvemonth "muddling
about it."

" We have plenty of time for discussing these

arrangements, without standing in the high-
road to do so," said Elizabeth, impatiently."

If I had kaown you were going to worry me,
I should never have said what I did just now.
After all, it was only said on the impulse of the.

moment. I may change my mind to-morrow
morning."

" Oh no, you won't. I won't stand any thing
of that kind. I am not like that parson fellow.
Once having got you, I mean to keep you. I
think I deserve some reward for holding on as
I've done. You mustn't talk any more about

throwing me over
;

that's past and done with."
"Then you mustn't worry me," said Eliza-

beth, with a faint sigh of utter weariness. "So
now good-night for the last time. It is past
seven o'clock, and my sisters will think I am
lost. I almost wonder they haven't sent the
bellman after me."
And thus they parted, without the kiss of be-

trothal, which Miss Luttrell would not consent
to receive in the high-road. But he had kissed
her once in the lane

; passionate lips pressed
against unwilling lips, typical of that union
which was to be no union ; only self-interest

and selfish short-lived passion going hand in

hand.

"Oh dear," thought Elizabeth, as she went
in at the little garden gate, and knocked with the
doll's-house knocker on the doll's-house door," what a tiresome thing it is to be engaged!"

She had thought very differently two years

ago, when her willing head rested for the first

time on Malcolm Forde's breast, and a supreme
contentment, which seemed more of heaven than

of earth, descended on her soul a perfect rest-

fulness, like the serene stillness of a rescued ves-

sel that lies at anchor in some sheltered harbor

after long battling with wind and waves.

"How he begins to worry me already!" she

thought of her new master.
"

I foresee that he
will make me do whatever he likes, unless he

goes too far and rouses the spirit of opposition
in me. But Gertrude and Diana will not be able
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to crow over me any longer, that is one comfort.
And I have done with small rooms and a small

income, that is another."

Her sisters had drunk tea and dismissed the
urn and tea-pot, and a cold and somewhat slop-

py cup of their favorite beverage had been set

aside for her on a little tray. She smiled invol-

untarily as she threw off her hat, and sat down
in a corner to sip the cold tea, thinking how, in

a very short time, pompous serving-men would
hasten to administer to her wants, and her com-

ing in and going out would be an affair of impor-
tance to a vast household. She sat in her cor-

ner looking listlessly at her sisters, grouped round
the lamp, and engaged in their usual avocations,
and could not help feeling that it was really very

good of her to endure these small surroundings
even for the moment.

" Where have you been all this time, Lizzie?"

exclaimed Blanche, looking up from the con-

struction of some futility in bead-work. "At
the Melvins', I suppose, kettle-drumming ?"

" No
;
I went for a longer walk than usual,

and forgot how late it was."
" And have been roaming about alone after

dark," said Gertrude, with a horrified look.
"
Really, Elizabeth, if you must indulge your

eccentric taste for solitary rambles, you might
at least respect the opinion of the world so far

as to gratify your strange taste within reason-

able hours."

"I have no respect for the opinion of the

world. I have outraged it once, and perhaps

may outrage it again."
'* Which way did you go ?" asked the pacific

Blanche, anxious to change the subject.

"Toward Ashcombe."
"I wonder when Lord Paulyn is to be mar-

ried," said Diana, contemplating some grand ef-

fect in a square inch of point lace.
" Rather soon, I believe."
" Where did you hear that ? Come now, you

must have been calling somewhere, or you would

not have heard the news."
"

I have not been calling any where, but I have

reason to believe Lord Paulyn is going to be mar-

ried, and rather soon."

"There's nothing new in that," said Diana;
"the dowager told us as much."
"Would you like to be bride-maids on the

occasion, all of you ?" asked Elizabeth.

"What, bride'-maids to that horrid Miss Ram-

say !

"
cried Blanche.

"No, not to Miss Ramsay but to me."

The youngest and most energetic of the Lut-

trells sprang from her seat, very nearly overturn-

ing the moderator lamp in her excitement.

"To you! Oh, you darling, have you been

cheating us all this time, and are you really going

to be a great lady, and present us all at court,

and give no end of balls and parties ? It's too

good to be true."
" And as we had no ground for such an idea

yesterday, when you were full of your Continent-

al wanderings, I really can't understand why we

are to believe in such a thing to-night," observed

Gertrude, the pragmatical, with a spiteful look.

" Can't you ? There are some people in whose

lives great 'changes seem to happen by accident.

The accident of a wicked anonymous letter

helped to break oif my engagement with Mr.

Forde" with a keen glance at her eldest sister.
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"A chance meeting with Lord Paulyn this even-

ing on the Roman bridge has altered my plans
for going to Normandy. He made me an offer

again to-night, for the third time in his life,
and "

" And you accepted him," said Diana. " You
must have been nearer idiotcy than I should like
to think a Luttrell could be, if you rejected him."" But there is such a thing as constancy even
to an idea," said Gertrude. "I should have

thought Elizabeth would have cared more for
the memory of Malcolm Forde than for worldly
advantages."

"No," answered Elizabeth, defiantly, "I am
not so slavish as to go on breaking my heart
about a man forever. And living screwed up in

this box of a house has taught me the value of

surroundings."
* ' You will go to live at Ashcombe, I suppose,

"

suggested Gertrude, "with the dowager and Miss

Disney? I can fancy how nice that will be for

you."
"I shall do nothing of the kind. I mean to

live in the world, in the very centre of the great

whirlpool to go spinning round perpetually in

the fashionable maelstrom."
"A hazardous life for the welfare of an im-

mortal soul," said Gertrude.
"
I have ceased to care for my soul since Mal-

colm gave me up. Indeed, I have a suspicion that

my soul ceased to exist when he went away, leav-

ing only some kind of mechanism in its place."

CHAPTER IV.

Hoyden. "This very morning my lord told me I

should have two hundred a year to buy pins. Now,
nurse, if he gives me two hundred a year to buy pins,
what do you think he'll give me to buy fine petti-

coats ?"
Nurse. "

Oh, my dearest, he deceives thee foully, and
he's no better than a rogue for his pains. These Lon-
doners have got a gibberish with 'em would confound
a gypsy. That which they call pin-money is to buy
their wives every thing in the varsal world, down to

their very shoe-ties."

UNBOUNDED was the rapture of Mrs. Cheve-

nix when she received the unlooked-for tidings

of Elizabeth's engagement. She wrote at once,

urging that the wedding should take place in

London. "It will be just the height of the sea-

son," she said, "and every body in town. Ger-

trude, Di, and Blanche can come up with you.

I will stretch a point, and find rooms for all of

you. You could not possibly be married from

that footy little house in the Boroughbridge road.

And there will be your trousseau, you know,

dear, a most serious question ;
for of course

every thing must be in the highest style ;
and I

really doubt whether Cerise, whose real name,

by-the-bye, I have lately discovered to be Jones,

is quite up to the mark for this occasion. She

suits me very well, but I have lately discovered

a want of originality in her style ;
so I think the

better way would be to order your superior din-

ner and evening dresses from Paris, and give

Cerise only the secondary ones. Believe me,

my dear child, I shall not shrink from expense,

but we will not fall into that foolish trick of or-

dering more dresses than you could wear in six

months, ignoring the almost hourly changes of

fashion. As Lord Paulyn's wife, you will, of
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course, have unlimited means. By-the-way, as showered upon his mistress. Did she but frown

you have really no responsible male relative, the he propitiated her with an emerald bracelet
;
was

arrangement of settlements will devolve upon me. she angry with him without reason, she had her

My lawyers, Messrs. Pringle and Scrupress, are reward in a triplet of rings, red, white, and green,
well up in that kind of work, and will, 1 am sure, ; like the Italian flag. The Paulyn diamonds,
protect your interests as carefully as if you were

;

which had lain perdu since the dowager's last

the daughter of their oldest and most important ; appearance at court, were dug out of the bank,'

and sent to be reset at a famous West End jew-
eler's. Elizabeth beheld their far-darting rays
with dazzled eyes, and a mind that was almost
bewildered by this fulfillment of all her childish
dreams. It was like the story of Cinderella;
nor does one know by any means that Cinder-
ella cared very much about the Prince. The
old fairy tale is hardly a love-story, but rather

This subject, thus mooted for the first time in

Mrs. Chevenix's letter, was destined to cause a

good deal of argument and unpleasantness be-

tween the aunt and niece.

"I will have no settlement," said Elizabeth,

resolutely.
"

I take nothing to him, except six-

ty or seventy pounds a year, and he shall not be

asked to settle ever so many hundreds upon me.
j

a romance of horses and carriages, and other
I will not quite sell myself. Of course he will worldly splendor, and swift transition from a

give me fine dresses and all I can want to make
a brilliant figure in his own world. He has been

patient enough and devoted enough for me to

trust my interests to him. It stands to reason

that I shall always have as much money as I can

spend. He is overflowing with riches, and as

his wife I shall have a right to my share of them.

But I will not allow any one to ask him to name
the price that he is willing to give for me. It

shall not be quite a matter of buying and sell-

ing
"

kitchen to a palace." After all, it was perhaps very lucky that Mr.
Forde jilted me," Elizabeth thought in her world-

ly minded moments, when she was taken to look
at the carriages which Lord Paulyn had chosen
for her. The graceful shell-shaped barouche,
the dainty brougham, with innumerable patent
inventions for the comfort of its occupant.

There had been no Paulyn town-house since

the reign of George II L, when Reginald's grand-
father had inhabited a gaunt and dismal man-

Very high-flown notions, and worthy of the
j

sion out Manchester Square way, the freehold of

most self-willed, unreasonable young woman which had been settled upon a younger son, and

had, in due course, been forfeited to a money-
lender. The dowager, in her day, had preferred

that ever lived," exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, in a

rage. "But I suppose you would hardly wish

your children to starve. You will not object to

their interests being provided for by people who
know a little more about life than you do, self-

opinionated as you may be."

"My children!" said Elizabeth, turning very

pale. Could there be children, the very sancti-

iication and justification of marriage, for her and
for Reginald Paulyn, who in marriage sought only
the gratification of their own selfish and sordid

desires ?
"
My children ! I can hardly fancy that

I shall ever hear a voice call me mother. I

seem so unfit to have little children loving me
and trusting in me, in their blind childish way,"
she added, dreamily. And then, with a more

practical air, "Do what you please to protect
their interests, auntie, in case Lord Paulyn
should gamble away all his wealth on the race-

course
;
but remember, for me myself not a

penny."
Nor was this an idle protest. She took care

to give the family solicitors the same injunc-
tions

;
and as Lord Paulyn was not a man to

insist on extreme generosity in the preliminary

arrangements of his marriage, he did not dispute
her will. So certain estates were settled upon
such younger sons as Elizabeth might hereafter

bring to her husband, and certain smaller prop-
erties were charged with the maintenance of

daughters ;
but the wife herself was left subject

to the husband's liberality. Mrs. Chevenix
shook her head ominously.

" Was there ever any thing so foolish ? Aft-

er what we have seen of that old woman, too!"

she added, with somewhat disrespectful mention

of her niece's future mother-in-law.

Their knowledge of the dowager was certain-

ly not calculated to inspire any exalted hope of

the son's generosity. Yet in that foolish period
which went before his marriage Reginald Pau-

lyn showed himself lavish in the gifts which he

living in furnished lodgings during her residences

in the capital. So Elizabeth had the delight of

choosing an abode at the West End, and finally,
after exploring all the more fashionable quarters,
selected a corner house in Park Lane, all balco-

nies and verandas, with a certain pleasing rus-

" You must build me a huge conservatory on
the top of that hideous pile of stabling and kitch-

ens at the back," she said to her lover, to whom
she issued her orders somewhat unceremonious-

ly at this period of their lives; "and I must
have a fernery or two somewhere."
The selection of furniture for this balconied

abode was an agreeable amusement for Miss
Luttrell's mornings during the few weeks she

spent in Eaton Place, and was not without its

effect upon the balance Lord Paulyn kept at his

bank, which was an unusually small one for so

wealthy a customer. The young lady showed a
marvelous appreciation of the beautiful in art,

and an aristocratic contempt for all questions of

cost. She had her pet forms and colors, her

caprices upon every subject, the gratification
whereof was apt to be expensive.

"
She's like Lady Teazle, by Jove!" grumbled

the Viscount, opening his heart to a friend in

the smoking-room of his favorite club, after a

long morning at Kaliko's, the crack upholsterer ;

"spends a fellow's money like water; and, by
Jove ! I feel sometimes inclined to growl, like the

old buffer in the play."
"Shaw to be so," said his friend, "if a feller

marries a poor man's daughter. They always
make the money fly like old boots

;
haven't been

used to it, and like to see it spin; just like a

child that spins a sovereign on a table."
" If she were always to go on like this, she'd

be the ruin of me," murmured Reginald, rueful-

ly ;

" but of course it's only a spurt ;
and if she
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were inclined to do it by-and-by, I sbouldn't let

her."

"Of course not. You'll be able to put on a
stiffish curb when once she's in harness."

This capacity for extravagance exhibited by
his future wife gave Lord Paulyn subject for

some serious thought. Even that refusal of a

settlement, which, at the first glance, seemed so

generous an impulse upon the part of Elizabeth,

now assumed an alarming aspect. Might she

not have refused any stated pin-money simply
because she intended to put no limit upon her

expenditure ? She meant to range at will over

the whole extent of his pastures, not to be rele-
j

gated to an allotted acreage, however liberal. I

She meant, in fact, to do her best to ruin him.
" But that's a matter which will easily adjust

itself after we are married," he said to himself,

shaking off the sense of wild alarm which for

the moment had possessed him. "
I won't have

my income made ducks and drakes of, even to

please the handsomest woman in Europe. A
town-house once bought and furnished is bought
and furnished for our lifetime, and for our chil-

dren and grandchildren after us
;
so a little ex-

travagance in that line can't do much harm.

And as to milliners and all that kind of thing, I

shall let her know as soon as possible that if her

bills go beyond a certain figure, she and I will

quarrel ;
and so, with a little judicious manage-

ment, I dare say I shall soon establish matters

on a comfortable footing."

So for these few weeks, her last of liberty,

Lord Paulyn suffered his betrothed to have her

own way to have her fling, as he called it him-

self. Whatever her eye desired, as she roved

at large in Kaliko's treasure-chambers, was in-

stantly booked against her future lord. The
rarest Sevres

;
the most exquisitely carved ebony

cabinets, inlaid with plaques of choice old Wedge-
wood

; easy-chairs and sofas in which the de-

signer's imagination had run riot
; fairy-like

coffee-tables; inimitable what-nots; bedroom

furniture in the ecclesiastical Gothic style, un-

polished-oak, with antique brazen clamps and

plateg_furniture that might have been made for

Mary Stuart, only that it was much handsomer

than any thing ever provided for that hapless

lady's accommodation, as witness the rickety old

oaken bedstead at Holyrood, and King James's

baby-basket ; carpets from Elizabeth's own de-

signs, where all the fairy ferns and wild flowers

that flourish in Devonian woods bestrewed a

ground of russet velvet pile.

Of such mere sensuous pleasure, the rapture

of choosing pretty things for her own possession,

Elizabeth had enough in the days before her

marriage. She was almost grateful to the man
whose purse provided these delights. Perhaps
if she could have quite put Malcolm Forde out

of her thoughts, exiled his image from her mind

for ever and ever, she might have been actually

grateful, and even happy, in the realization of

her pet day-dream.
She had asked after her friends of the Rancho

when she first came to London, but found that

hospitable mansion had disappeared, like Alad-

din's palace, when the Emperor of China looked

out of the window and beheld only empty space

where his parvenu son-in-law's residence had

stood. The Cinqmarses had been ruined some-

how
;
no one at any rate, not any one in Mrs.

Chevenix's circle seemed to understand how.
Mr. Cinqmars had been bankrupt, his name in

the papers as journalist, stock-broker, theatrical

manager, wine-merchant goodness knows what;
and the Rancho estate had been sold by auction,
the house pulled down, the umbrageous groves
on the landward side ravaged by the axe, the

ground cut up into shabby little roads of semi-
detached villas leading to nowhere. The lawn
and terrace by the river had been preserved, and
were still in the market at a fabulous price.
"And what became of Mr. and Mrs. Cinq-

mars?" asked Elizabeth, sorry for people who
had been kind to her, and surprised to find ev-

ery one more interested in the fate of the domain
than in its late tenants.

Mrs. Chevenix shrugged her shoulders.
" Goodness knows. I have heard that they

went to America
;
that they are living in a cheap

quarter of Paris, Mr. Cinqmars speculating on
the Bourse; that they are in Italy, Mrs. Cinq-
mars studying for the operatic stage. There are

ever so many different stories afloat about them,
but I have never troubled myself to consider

which of the reports is most likely to be correct.

You know they really never were friends of my
own choosing. It was Lord Panlyn's whim that

we should know them."
"But they were very kind and hospitable,

auntie."
" Ye-es. They had their own views, no doubt,

however. Their interest was not in Elizabeth

Luttrell, but in the future Lady Paulyn. The
best thing you can do, Lizzie, is to forget that

you ever knew them."
This was not a very difficult achievement for

Elizabeth, whose thoughts rarely roamed be-

yond the focus of self, except in one solitary in-

stance.

Upon the details of Elizabeth Luttrell's wed-

ding it is needless to dwell. She was not mar-

ried before the Derby-day, anxious as Lord Pau-

lyn had been to anticipate that great British fes-

tival, but early in the flowery month of June,

when the roses were just beginning to blow in

the poor old Vicarage garden as Elizabeth

thought, with a sudden pang, when she saw the

exotics that decked her wedding breakfast. The

marriage was, as other marriages, duly recorded

in fashionable newspapers ;
and Mrs. Chevenix

took care that etiquette should not be outraged by

the neglect of the minutest detail, by so much as

a quarter ofan inch on the wrong side in the depth

of the bride's Honiton flounces, or a hackneyed

dish among the entre'es at the breakfast.

So these two were made one, and went off to-

gether in the conventional carriage-and-four from

Eaton Place to Paddington Station, en route for

the Malvern Hills, where they were to moon away

a fortnight as best they might, and then come

back to town in time for Ascot races.

Now__these chapters being purely retrospec-

tivecomes the autumn of the fifth year after

Mr. Forde's farewell to Hawleigh.
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CHAPTER V.

"I Btrive to number o'er what days
Remembrance can discover,

Which all that life or earth displays
Would lure me to live over.

There rose no day, there rolled no hour
Of pleasure unimbittered ;

And not a trapping decked my power
That galled not while it glittered."

THEY were at Slogh-na-Dyack, in Argyleshire,

where, at the foot of a heather-clothed mountain
that ran up almost perpendicularly to meet the

skies, Lord Paulyri had bought for himself a

palatial abode, in that Norman - Gothic style
which pervades the mansions of the North a

massive pile of building flanked by sugar-loaf

towers, with one tall turret dominating the rest,

as a look-out for the lord of the castle when it

was his fancy to sweep the waters with his fal-

con gaze. It is almost impossible to imagine a

more delicious habitation, sheltered front and
rear by those lofty hills, the blue waters of the

Kyles of Bute lapping against its garden terrace
;

a climate equal to Torquay ; long ranges of or-

chard houses, where peaches and nectarines rip-
ened as under Italian skies

; orangeries, viner-

ies, pineries ; stabling of unlimited capacity, but

chiefly devoted to such sturdy ponies as could

best tread those rugged mountain roads
; verily,

all that the soul of a Solomon himself, in the

plenitude
of his power and riches, could desire,

in the golden autumn, when the grain was still

ripening for the late northern harvest, making
patches of vivid yellow here and there upon the

gentler slopes at the base of the opposite hills,

when the purple heather, like a Roman emper-
or's mantle, was spread over the mountain.

The Norman castle was none of Lord Pau-

lyn's building. Not in those mediaeval fancies

of keep and donjon, not in those architectural

caprices of machicolated battlements and elabo-

rately carved mullioris, did the heir of all the Pau-

lyns squander that wealth which the dowager had
accumulated by unheard-of scrapings and pinch-

ings and self-denials during all his long minor-

ity. The chateau of Slogh-na-Dyack had been

erected at the cost of a millionaire Glasgow man-

ufacturer, who had made his money out of knife-

powder and scouring-paper, and who, when he
had built for himself this lordly dwelling-house,
had the mortification of discovering that neither

his wife nor children would consent to abide there.

The heather-clad mountain, the blue water, the

wide bosom of Loch Fyne stretching away in the

distance, the wild denizens of that mountain re-

gion, the flutter of'whose strong wings gladdened
the heart of the sportsman, might be all very
well

;
and to three or four weeks at Rothesay or

Colintrave in the bathing season the lady and
her daughters had no objection ;

but a fixed res-

idence six months out of the twelve on that

lonely shore they steadfastly refused to endure.

So the scouring-paper and knife-powder manu-

facturer, to whom the cost of a Norman castle

more or less was a mere bagatelle, gave his agent
orders to dispose of the chateau at the earliest

opportunity, and resigned himself to the sacrifice

involved in such a sale. The house and its appur-
tenances had cost him five-and-twenty thousand,
the land five. He sold the whole to Lord Pau-

lyn after prolonged haggling, in which at last

the Glasgow manufacturer showed himself un-

equal to the English nobleman for seventeen

thousand, and went home, after signing the con-

tract, to his mansion by the West Park, rejoiced
to be rid of his useless toy.
Lord Paulyn had been chiefly attracted to the

place by its peculiar capacities for the abode of a

yachting man. Slogh-na-Dyack stood on the

edge of a bay where there was anchorage for

half a dozen yachts of the largest calibre
;
while

on one side of the mansion there was a narrow
inlet to a secondary harbor, a bay within a bay,
a little basin hollowed out of the hills, where,
when tempests were raging, the frailest bark

might ride secure, so perfect was the shelter, so

lofty the natural screen that fenced it from the

winds. It was a harbor for fairies, a calm lakelet

in which, on moon-lit nights, one would have

scarcely been surprised to find Titania and her

company sporting with the silvern spray.
Hither Reginald Paulyn brought his wife after

they had been married about two years and a half.

It was her first visit, except for a flying glimpse
of those mountain -slopes from her husband's

yacht, to Scotland his land, her first lover's na-

tive land. The thought thrilled her even now,
when the remembrance of the days in which he
had loved her was like the memory of a dream.

She had been married two years and a half

years in which she had drained the cup of worldly
pleasure, and of womanly sorrow also, to the

very lees. She had run riot in fashionable ex-

travagances ; given some of the most popular

parties in London, in the house with the many
balconies

;
Avon for herself the brilliant distinc-

tion that attends social success
; queened it over

all compeers by the insolence of her beauty, the

dash and sparkle of her manner. For a little

while so long as the glamour lasted, and self-

ishness was subjugated by the intoxication of

novelty she had ruled her husband
;
then had

come disputes, in which she had been for the

chief part triumphant; then later disputes, in

which his dogged strength of will had conquer-
ed

;
then coldness, severance, estrangement, each

tugging at the chain, eager to go his or her own

way. But before the world that world for

which Elizabeth had chosen to live Lord and

Lady Paulyn appeared still a very happy young
couple, a delightful example of that most delight-
ful fact in natural history a love-match.

Their quarrels at the worst and they had been

exceedingly bitter had hardly been about the

most serious things upon which men and women
could disagree. Money-matters, my lady's ex-

travagance, had been the chief disturbing influ-

ence. The breast of neither husband nor wife had
been troubled by the pangs of jealousy. Eliza-

beth's conduct as a matron was irreproachable.
In the very vortex of fashionable frivolity no tran-

sient breath of suspicion had ever tarnished the

brightness of her name. The Viscount, in his

unquestioned liberty, had ample room and verge

enough for any sin against his marriage -vow
were he inclined to be a sinner, but as yet Eliz-

abeth had never stooped to suspect. Their es-

trangement, therefore, had not its root in those

soul-consuming jealousies which sunder some

unions. Their disputes were of a more sordid

nature, the wranglings of two worldly-minded

beings bent on their own selfish pleasures.

Eighteen months after her marriage there came
the one real affliction of Elizabeth's womanhood.
A son had been bt>rn to her, fair as the first off-
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ELIZABETH 8 FIRST-BORN.

spring of youth and beauty, a noble soul or so

it seemed to her looking out of those clear

childish eyes, a child who had the inspired se-

raphic look of the holy Babe in a picture by Raf-

faelle, and whose budding nature gave promise
of a glorious manhood. He was only a few

months old a few months which made up the

one pure and perfect episode in Elizabeth's life

when he was taken away from her, not lost without
bitterest struggles, vainest, fondest hopes, deep-
est despair. For a little while after. his death
the mother's life also hung in the balance, rea-
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son tottered, darkness and horror shut out the

light. Dragged through this tangle of mind and

body, no one seeming to know very clearly which
was out of joint, by physic which seemed to hin-

der or nature which finally healed, the bereaved
mother went back to the world, and tried to

strangle grief in the endless coil of pleasure;
worked harder than a horse at a mill, and smiled
sometimes with a heart that ached to agony :

had brief flashes of excitement that seemed like

happiness ;
defied memory ;

tried to extinguish

regret for the tender being she had loved in a
more exclusive devotion to self; grew day by
day harder and more worldly ;

lost even the pow-
er to compassionate the distress of others, saying
to herself, in a rebellious spirit, "Is there any
sorrow like unto my sorrow?"
To Lord Paulyn the loss of his first-born had

been a blow, but not an exceeding heavy one.
He had considered the baby a fine little fellow,
had caressed him, and tossed him in the air oc-

casionally, at somewhat remote intervals, aft-

er the approved fashion of fathers, while smirk-

ing nurses marveled at his lordship's condescen-

sion; but he was not broken down by the loss

of him. He was a young man, and was not in

a desperate hurry for an heir. He had some-

thing of that feeling which monarchs have been
said to entertain upon the subject of their eldest

sons, an inclination to regard the heir-apparent
as a memento mori.

"
By Jove, you know, it isn't the liveliest thing

to look forward to," he had said tohis friends,
when arguing upon the subject in the abstract :

"a young fellow who'll go and dip himself up
to the hilt with a pack of money-lenders, and
borrow on post-obits, and play old gooseberry
with his father's estate by the time he's twenty-
one, and perhaps make a finish by marrying" a

ballet-girl before he's twenty-two."
It was after a season of surpassing brilliancy,

an unbroken round of gayeties, involving the ex-

penditure of so much money that Lord Paulyn
groaned and gnashed his teeth when the butler

brought him the midsummer bills a season
which had ended in the most serious quarrel
Elizabeth and her husband had ever had that

the Viscount brought his wife to this Norman
chateau, not in love, but in anger, intending this

banishment to the coast of Argyle as a means
of bringing the lady to a due sense of her in-

iquities and a meek submission to his will.

"She'll find it rather difficult to get rid of

money there," he said to himself, with a sardon-
ic grin, "and I shall take care to fill the house
with visitors of my own choosing. There'll be

Hilda, too, to look after my interest. Yes, I

think I shall have the upper hand at Slogh-na-
Dyack.

"

This was another change which the last year
had brought to pass. Just at the end of the

London season happening so opportunely after

the last ball at Buckingham Palace, as Madame
Passementerie, the French milliner, ventured to

remark to Lady Paulyn's maid, Gimp the no-
ble house of Paulyn had been thrown into

mourning by the demise of the dowager.
"The no'ble lady had led a life of extreme

seclusion throughout a prolonged widowhood,"
said the obituary notice in a fashionable journal ;

"thus offering the most touching tribute which
affection can pay to those it has cherished while

on earth, and still fondly mourns when trans-
ferred to a higher sphere. Honored and beloved
alike by equals and dependents, she was the cen-
tre and source of all good to those who came
within her peaceful circle, and she was followed
to her last resting-place in the family vault in
old Ashcombe church by a train of friends, ten-

ants, and retainers, in which long procession of
mourners there was not one who did not lament
the loss of a valued friend or an honored bene-
factress." The notice had been written for an-
other patrician widow, but served very well for

Lady Paulyn, about whom the editors of news-

papers knew little or nothing. She had lived a
retired life in the depths of the country, and it

was argued that she must of necessity have been
benevolent and beloved.

Her death, at the age of seventy-four, had
been occasioned by an accident. Sitting up
one night in her dressing-room after the house-
hold had retired, poring over her agent's last

accounts, she had set fire to her cap, an elabo-

rate construction of blonde and ribbons, and had
been a good deal burned about the head and face

before Hilda, who slept in an adjacent rpom, and
was promptly awakened by her screams, could
rush to her rescue.

Her constitution, vigorous to the last, held
out for a little while against grim death, but
the shock proved too much for the aged frame,
whose sap and muscle had been wasted by the

asceticism of economy. The dowager died a
few hours after telegrams and express trains

had brought her son to her bedside.

As she had only consented to be just barely
civil to Elizabeth in their unfrequent inter-

course, it was not to be supposed that her de-

parture from this world could be a profound
affliction to the reigning Viscountess. She was

sorry that her mother-in-law's death should have
been a painful one, and perhaps that was all.

"What a pity old people can't die like that

person in Mrs. Thrales's Three Warnings /" she

said, afterward. "Death ought to come quiet-

ly to fetch them, without any unnecessary suffer-

ing ; only a natural surprise and annoyance at

being taken away against one's will, like a child

that is fetched home from a nursery ball."

The Viscount contemplated his bereavement

chiefly from a business-like point of view.
" I'm afraid the Devonshire estates will go to

pot, now my poor mother's gone," he said, dole-

fully.
"

I shall never get any one to screw the

tenants as she did. That agent fellow, Lawson,
was only a cipher. It was the old woman who
really did the work, and kept them up to collar.

I shall feel the difference now she's gone, poor
old soul !

"

"
I suppose Miss Disney will go into lodgings

at Torquay or somewhere, and live upon her

private means," said Elizabeth, hardly looking

up from the pages of a new novel she was skim-

ming, seated luxuriously in one of the Park
Lane balconies, in a very bower of summer blos-

soms, kept in perennial bloom by the minions
of the nursery-man.

This sounded as if she had forgotten a certain

conversation in a Devonshire lane one dusky
March evening.
"I thought I told you that Hilda had no

means," answered the Viscount, rather gloomily.
"She must come to live with us, of course."



over somewhere beyond the Kocky Mountains,
and has ever so many wives ? I'm sure, if Miss
Disney is to live with us, I shall feel myself a
number two."

" I wish you wouldn't talk such confounded
nonsense, Elizabeth. I suppose you pick up
that sort of thing from your friends, who all

seem to talk the same jargon, turning up their
noses at every body in creation."

"No, but seriously, can't Miss Disney go on
living at Ashcombe? I should think she ought
to be able to screw the tenants

; she must have
learned your poor mother's ways.

"

"Miss Disney will have a home in my house,
wherever it is. And I think you ought to be

uncommonly glad to get hold of a sensible young
woman for a companion. As to my keeping up
a separate establishment at Ashcombe for one

person's accommodation, that's too preposterous
an idea to be entertained for a moment. I shall

try to let the place as it stands. You'll be thank-
ful enough for her society, I dare say, at Slogh-
na-Dyack."
"I shall have the hills and the sea," said

Elizabeth
;

"
they will be better company for me

than Miss Disney."
She had seen the chateau in the course of a

yachting expedition in the autumn of last year,
when the Viscount, sorely alarmed by the nature

of the illness that had followed the loss of her

boy, had taken her to roam the blue waters in

quest of health and spirits. Health and spirits
had come in some measure health that was fit-

ful, spirits that were apt to be forced and spuri-

ous, a laugh that had a false ring in it, mirth
which sounded sweet enough at one time, but

jangled, out of tune, and harsh at another.

So the Viscount wrote to inform Hilda Dis-

ney that henceforth her life was to be spent in

his household wrote as briefly and unceremoni-

ously as he might have written to a house-maid
and a week later Miss Disney came to Park

Lane, covered with crape, pale, placid, impene-
trable. Elizabeth made a great effort over her-

self in order to receive this new-comer with some
faint show of kindness.

"
I hope you two mean to get on well togeth-

er," said the Viscount, in a little speech that

sounded like a command.
"

I have no doubt we shall get on remarkably
well if we don't interfere with each other, "an-

swered Elizabeth.
"

I believe that is the secret

of a harmonious household."

This was an intimation designed to give Miss

Disney a correct idea of her position a hint

which that young lady fully comprehended.
She accepted this position with a certain quiet

grace which might have won the heart of any
one who had a heart to be won. Elizabeth's had

been given away twice over, once to Malcolm

Forde, once to her lost baby. Her small stock

of love had been spent on these two. There was

no room in her cold, weary heart for any thing

but the ashes of that old fire certainly no ad-

mission for Hilda Disney. But as at this stage

of affairs that young person appeared content

to be a cipher in her new home, Elizabeth's lan-

guid indifference was not kindled into active dis-

like. She tolerated the intruder, but at the same

time avoided her.
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around Slogh-na-Dyack.
To Elizabeth's jaded spirits, worn out by the

small excitements of society, the change was at
first a welcome one. It was pleasant to find
herself mistress of a new domain, which differed
widely from her other dominions; very pleas-
ant to be remote from the region of race-horses
and trainers, and trial gallops and experimental
exercises of rival two-year-olds in the dewy dawn
of autumnal mornings ; trials in which, out of
mere politeness, she had been obliged some-
times to affect an interest. The novelty of the
Norman castle and its surroundings delighted her

;

nor was she discouraged by its seclusion, or par-
ticularly afflicted by the usurpation of the limited
number of spare bedrooms by her husband's sport-
ing cronies, whereby she was deprived of the so-

ciety of half a dozen or so of her own dearest

friends, whose reception she had planned as one
of the amusements of her Scottish home. The
architect whose mediaeval mind had designed
Slogh-na-Dyack had refused to fritter away his

space upon spare bedrooms, reserving his re-
sources for sugar-loaf turrets, donjons, keeps,
Gothic balconies, perforated battlements, pic-

ture-galleries, a banqueting-hall with a groined
roof and a musicians' gallery, a tennis-court,
and a cloistered walk under the drawing-room
floor.

" You will have to build me a new wing next

year, Reginald," Lady Paulyn observed, after

expressing her general approval of the chateau.
"It is all very well for us to exist in this be-

nighted manner for I don't count your shoot-

ing people as visitors for once in a way, but we
couldn't possibly exist here another year without
a dozen or so more rooms."

"Couldn't we?" said the Viscount, putting
on his sullen air, which meant war to the knife.
" I chose Slogh-na-Dyack just because it was a

little out of the beaten track not much, though,
for people go to Oban nowadays just as they used

to go to Brighton and because it has precious
little accommodation for your cackling brood of

dear friends, no stowage for French waiting-
maids and such rubbish a place where I could

feel myself master, and where I might expect

you would even take the trouble to devote a lit-

tle time to my society."
Elizabeth yawned.
"To hear you talk about shooting innocent

birds, and of what your horses are going to do

next year, and what they ought to have done,

but did not do, this year. What a pity there

should be such a sameness in domestic conver-

sation!"
"

I suppose you would like it better if I could

talk about converting the heathen,
"
snarled the

Viscount. It was not the first time he had tried

to sting his wife with an allusion to the lover who

jilted her.

"I should like it better if you had a mind

wide enough to be interested in human beings,

instead of in dogs and horses," she answered,

flashing out at him passionately.

Miss Disney was a mute witness of this little

scene, but a mere cipher, whose presence had

no restraining influence.
" I shall not think of coming here next year

unless there are some more rooms built," Eliz-
This was the position of af-

I
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abeth remarked, decisively, after a little more

skirmishing.
"We needn't talk about coming next year

until we have quite made up our minds to go

away. This place has a famous winter climate,"
said the Viscount, looking into a huge seal-skin

case, as if in search of some rare species of

cigar, the selection whereof was a work of time.

He had a knack of looking down when he said

disagreeable things.
"I could not endure the place for more than

two months," replied his wife, "and I have
made engagements for December."

"That's a pity; for I have invited some fel-

lows here for Christmas.
"

"I am sure you are at liberty to entertain

them with Miss Disney's assistance. I shall

resign all my privileges as chatelaine at the end
of November."

"We'll see about that," said Lord Paulyn,
darkly. But as he had often uttered this mys-
tic threat, and nothing had ever come of it, ex-

cept that Elizabeth had always had her own

way in spite of him, the lady was not appalled

by his dark speech.
It is not to be supposed that Lady Paulyn

was always uncivil to her husband, that she

flouted him in season and out of season. She
had her intervals of sunshine and sweetness

;

smiled upon him as she did upon society, and
with almost as empty a smile; bewitched him
even with something of the old witchery; for,

despite his numerous aggravations, he still ad-

mired her, and still fondly believed her the

handsomest woman in Europe.
This was the state of affairs when Hilda Dis-

ney first entered their household
;
but their do-

mestic life underwent a gradual change after

her coming. It was as if by some subtle influ-

ence she widened the gulf between them, with-

out design, without malice, but only by her

presence. If she had been a statue, she could

scarcely have seemed more innocent of evil in-

tention, more unconscious of the harm she did
;

yet she parted them irrevocably.
She offended the wife by no demonstrative

affection for the husband
; yet, by an unobtru-

sive concern for his comfort, a perpetual solici-

tude, an unsleeping care of his well-being, shown
in the veriest trifles, but shown almost hourly,
she made his wife's indifference a thousand
times more obvious than it had ever been before.

By her interest in his conversation, by her ap-

preciation of his vapid jokes, her acute percep-
tion of the smallest matters in which his pros-

perity or success was involved, she reminded
him of his wife's utter apathy about all these

things. One of the grievances of his married
life was the fact that he had never been able to

interest Elizabeth in the details of his racing

stud, those narrow chances and hair-breadth fail-

ures which make or mar the fortunes of the

year. She liked Epsom and Ascot and New-
market and Goodwood and Doncaster and York
well enough as scenes of gayety and excitement

festivals in which her beauty made her a kind
of queen. She could even admire a winning
horse as a grand and famous creature

;
but she

had not a mathematical brain, and could not by
any means comprehend that intricate process of

calculation by which great results are sometimes
arrived at in 'the racing world, and by which the

Napoleons of the turf accumulate their colossal

fortunes.

In this she was the very reverse of Hilda,
whose arithmetical powers had been trained to

extreme acuteness in the service of the late

dowager, and who, without any natural fond-
ness for horses, could enter into all the compli-
cations of a betting-book ;

could even, on some
rare occasion, give a wrinkle to the Viscount

himself, as that gentleman remarked with su-

preme astonishment.
"
Upon my word, you know, Hilda, you're the

downiest bird I beg your pardon the cleverest

woman I ever met with. If my wife had only
your brains

"

" With her own beauty ! That would be too

much. Not that my brains are any thing to

boast of, but I have been trained in a rather se-

vere school."
"

I should think you have, indeed
; my moth-

er was an out-and-outer. I don't believe there

ever was such a screw, you know, before her

time, or ever will be after it. There ought to

be something of the kind put up in Ashcombe
church, by Jove. It would look well in Latin

that quotation of Burke's, for instance : Mag-
num vectigal est parsimonia. But you've got a
wider way of looking at things than my mother.
And as for looks, if you're not as handsome as

Elizabeth, who really is the finest woman in Eu-

rope, you've no reason to complain of your share

of good looks
;
and you know there was a day

when I used to say a good deal more than that.
"

A faint color came into Hilda's fair face.

"We were children then," she said.

"Oh, hang it, I was at Oxford, and in the

University eight. There wasn't much of the

child about me, Hilda."

"Except in a childish want ofjudgment not

knowing your own mind, in short," she answer-

ed, looking steadily down at a flimsy printed

catalogue of race-horses which they had been

studying together when this conversation began.
"
Oh, well, we settled all that ever so long ago.

Let by-gones be by-gones, Hilda."
" Was it I who recalled the past ?"

"I'm sure it wasn't I," answered Lord Pau-

lyn, hastily, "and I don't want to recall it. I

don't forget what a temper you had in those

days, Hilda. Children, indeed ! You were A

child who knew how to call a fellow over the

coals like any thing. I've a very keen recollec-

tion of some of our shindies. However, all that

was so long ago, and I am an old married man
now

;
so I thought we should be able to get on

very well together. And I must say you're won-

derfully improved; ten years' more grinding in my
mother's mill has made a difference, hasn't it ?"

"I hope I have conquered my evil tempers,
and every thing else that was foolish in me," said

Hilda, meekly.
That little demure speech of Miss Disney's set

the Viscount thinking. Ten years ago there had

been certain love passages between himself and

his cousin a pretty little pastoral flirtation,

which filled the intervals of his field-sports pleas-

antly enough but which, begun for the amuse-

ment of long dull autumnal afternoons in a dreary
old house, ended somewhat seriously. The girl

had been serious from the beginning. Her cous-

in Reginald was the only man whose society had

ever brightened the dismalities of her joyless
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home. He was young, good-looking, energetic,
and possessed that superfluity of physical strength
which gives a kind of dash and swagger to a man's
manner of doing things a dash and swagger
that, in the eyes of inexperienced girlhood, pass
for courage and chivalry. He rode well, shot su-

perbly, talked the last Oxonian slang, the novel-

ty of which language was agreeable after the

dowager's dull grumblings and perpetual prosing
upon small worries. In a word, he was the only
thing Hilda Disney had to love, and she loved

him, hiding more intensity than he could have

suspected under her placid demeanor.
For a short time a long vacation and a Christ-

mas visit he reciprocated her passion. The fair,

still face seemed to him the perfection of patri-
cian beauty, a wonderful relief after certain si-

rens of the bar-maid order with whose lighter
converse he was wont to soften the asperities of

classic learning. He had vague thoughts of a
future in which Hilda should be his wife, and
was severely rated by his widowed parent upon
the folly of his course. Marry Hilda, indeed,
without a sixpence, or a rag to her back that was
not supplied by charity ! He had better pick up
a beggar-girl in the street at once, and then his

next of kin would at least have the satisfaction

of taking out a writ of lunacy on his behalf.

But the passion passed as passions were apt
to pass with the Viscount. A bar-maid flirtation

more in earnest than previous bar-maid flirta-

tions blotted out the milder charms of his cous-

in. When he came to Ashcombe in the next

long vacation he thought her looking pale and
faded. Nor was her temper improved. She

perceived his indifference, and taxed him with

it. Then came bitter little speeches, sudden
bursts of tears, angry rushes from the room,

hangings of doors, and all the varieties of squab-

bling that compose lovers' quarrels, until at

last, with a praiseworthy candor, the Viscount

confessed that he had for some time past ceased

to care for his cousin, except in the most cous-

inly way.
**

If ever you're in want of a friend, you know,
Hilda, you can come to me; and wherever I

live by-and-by, when my mother goes off the

hooks my house will be your home, if you
haven't one of your own."

She acknowledged this offer with some digni-

ty, but with a very white face, and lips that quiv-
ered faintly in spite of her firmness, and expressed
the hope that she might never intrude upon his

hospitality.

"Well, I hope you'll make a good match,

Hilda," he said, rather awkwardly, "and then,

of course, you'll be independent of me and mine
;

but I shall never forget you, and how fond I

was of you, and all that. Oh, by-the-way, you

may as well give me back the letters I wrote you
from Oxford. One never knows when that sort

of rubbish may fall into dangerous hands, and

make no end of mischief. Hunt 'em all up, will

you, Hilda? and we'll amuse ourselves with a

bonfire this wet morning."
Hilda informed him, after a few moments'

hesitation, that she had made the bonfire already.
"
I burned them one by one as they came, aft-

er I had read them once or twice," she said.
"

It

was safer, on account of my aunt the surest

way of preventing them from falling into dan-

gerous hands."

"What a deep card you are! as deep as

Garrick, upon my word. You're quite sure you
burned them ?"

"
Quite sure. Don't be alarmed, Reginald.

There will be no action for breach of promise.""
Oh, it isn't that, you know. No girl with a

hap'orth of self-respect would go in for that sort
of thing ;

much less such a girl as you. Only
old letters are the deuce and all for creating trou-
ble in a man's life. I'm glad you burned 'em."
Never since these juvenile love passages, which

left a somewhat unpleasant flavor in Lord Pau-
lyn's mouth a flavor of remorse, perhaps had
he liked Hilda so well as he liked her now in
their quiet life at Slogh-na-Dyack. She was of
so much use to him so able a counselor, so

ready a confidante. He gave her a pile of his
house - steward's bills to look over, and she
charmed him at once by suggesting that he
should, in future, pay ready money for all house-
hold supplies or make weekly payments, to be
ranked as ready money and claim a discount
of ten per cent, on all such accounts.
"No doubt the tradesmen pay your people

five per cent, already," she said.
"
They would

willingly pay you ten for the sake ofgetting ready
money. Your discounts ought to pay the wages
of half your household, instead of going into the

servants' pockets."

By such brilliant flashes of genius did Hilda
charm her cousin. He groaned aloud as he

compared this skilled economist with his wife,
whose extravagances still rankled in his mind,
and whose refusal of a settled allowance he had
not ceased to consider an artful stroke of busi-

ness, whereby she had reserved to herself the

right of unlimited expenditure.
"If ever I let her leave Slogh-na-Dyack, I

shall restrict her to an allowance of five hundred
a year," he said to himself. But there were
times when the spirit of anger against his wife

burned so fiercely within him that he had se-

rious thoughts of making her spend the rest of

her life in Argyleshire, with only such change
of scene as his yacht might afford her a cruise

in the Mediterranean now and then, or a run to

Madeira or St. Michael's.
"

It '11 suit me well enough for six months of

the year. I can always run up from Glasgow
when there are any races on," reflected Lord

Paulyn, who, after the manner of racing men,

thought nothing of spending his night in railway

carriages, speeding at express rate over the face

of the country.
Elizabeth perceived the harmony that reigned

between her husband and his cousin
; perceived

that he no longer troubled himself with the fu-

tile endeavor to impart his perplexities to her

non-mathematical brain. She saw all this, and

without being absolutely jealous was jealousy

possible where love was absent? was keenly

stung by this preference. She had been accus-

tomed to think of her husband as her slave a

refractory slave sometimes but never able to

put off his bondage ;
a creature to be made glad

by her smile, to be subdued into submission by

her frown. She had felt the sense of her power
over him all the more keenly because in the so-

ciety of other women he was, for the most part,

morose or indifferent, wrapped up in his own

thoughts about his own amusements or specula-

tions, slow to comply with the exigences of po-
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lite life : a man who, if he had not been the rich
[

Lord Paulyn, might have been called a boor.

To her own chosen friends he had been habitu-

ally uncivil
; beauty, except her own, seemed to

have no charm for him
;

wit and vivacity only
bored him. All the graces of feminine costume
were a dead letter.

"I think she wore cherry-color, with blue

sleeves,
"
he answered once, when his wife ques-

tioned him upon a fashionable toilet
;

" or was
it Lord Zetland's colors, white and red ? Upon
my soul I don't know which.

"

She beheld him now for the first time interest-

ed in the society of another woman, and beheld

with wonder that woman's capacity for under-

standing him and sympathizing with him. Mor-
tified by this discovery, she avenged herself at

first by reducing the Viscount's sporting friends

to a state of abject slavery ;
but speedily weary-

ing of this shallow amusement, grew sullen, shut

herself up in her own rooms the best in the

house, occupying the whole front of the second sto-

ry, and sweeping the waters of the strait and the

purple hills on the opposite side; read, sketch-

ed, and brooded; or roamed alone upon the

mountain-side, and thought of her dead-and-gone

youth, and the lover she had loved and lost.

His image haunted her in this lonely region in

this tranquil, empty life more than it had ever

haunted her since she knelt down upon her bri-

dal eve and prayed to God for strength to forget
him. She was in his native country for the first

time in her life, and that she should think of him
seemed only a natural association of ideas. Nor
was this all: she felt herself injured by her hus-

band's evident liking for his cousin's society, and
so opened the doors of her heart to fatal memo-
ries ; lived again, as in a dream, her brief sum-
mer-tide ofjoy and sorrow

; gave up her thoughts
to sad musings upon that foolish past. Some-
times she varied the burden of that sorrow by
thinking of her dead baby alas ! how often in

her dreams had she felt those little arms clasped
about her neck, those sweet soft breathings on
her cheek, and red lips like opening flowers press-
ed warm against her own ! She thought of what
that romantic home might have been to her, still

blessed with her boy ;
fancied the sunny noon-

tide on the grassy slope above the blue water,
or the terrace sheltered from northern winds by
a grove of pinasters ;

or in the flower garden
behind the house, a fertile hol]ow at the foot of
the mountain

;
or wandering on the mountain-

top with her darling in her arms, the summer
air noisy with loud humming of bees, and the

sweet west wind blowing round them. Not for

her these tender pleasures only loneliness and

regret the bitter memory of things that had
once been sweet.

Pride stifled all expression of anger at her
husband's defection. Not by word or look did

she betray her displeasure at the position which
Hilda Disney was fast assuming in the house-
hold. On the contrary, she suffered the reins

to slip from her hands as if weary of the burden
of government. Her old languor and dislike

to exertion, except in pursuit of some novel

pleasure, returned to her. Life at Slogh-na-
Dyack was very much like life at Havvleigh Vic-

arage ;
there was only a difference of detail.

Trained serving-men in place of a parlor-maid ;

a certain state and splendor in all the machinery

of the household. The evenings in the long
drawing-room, with its mediaeval oak furniture,
modern French tapestries, and Brummagem ar-

mory, all made on purpose for the chateau at
the cost of the Glasgow knife-powder maker,
were just as dull as the evenings in the old days
when she had yawned over a novel in the society
of her three sisters. Lord Paulyn and his guests
congregated in the smoking-room, or paced the
wide stone hall, a spacious vaulted chamber al-

ways odorous with tobacco, or strolled on the

terrace, staring at the moon-lit water, and talk-

ing of their day's work among the birds. They
were men who walked thirty miles or so between
breakfast and dinner, and who, after devoting a

couple of hours to their evening gorge, retired

within themselves like boa-constrictors, and were
in no manner dependent upon feminine society.
So when Elizabeth, weary of their vapid compli-
ments, and despising the petty triumph afforded

by the subjugation of such small deer, ceased to

be particularly civil to them, they deserted the

drawing-room almost entirely, and solaced them-
selves with smoke and billiards, or placid slum-

bers, stretched at ease upon morocco-covered di-

vans, lulled by the ripple of the wavelets that

lapped against the beach.

Once in ten days or so Lord Paulyn sped
southward for a day's racing, generally accom-

panied by a chosen friend, and returned, de-

pressed or elated as the case might be, to talk

over all his proceedings his triumphs or his fail-

ures with his cousin Hilda. These confabula-

tions, which took place openly enough in some
snug corner of the drawing-room, wounded Eliz-

abeth to the quick. She began to think that all

those vapid men saw the slight thus put upon her,
and discussed it in their smoking-room conclaves.

She began to fancy that her very servants were

losing some touch of their old reverence, that her
maid had a compassionate air.

"
Shall I live to be pitied?" she asked herself,

remembering that she had sold herself to the

bondage of a loveless marriage for the sake of

being envied.

One day she determined upon sending for

Blanche, in order to bring some new force to

bear upon Miss Disney ;
but upon the next day

altered her mind. She would not endure that

her sister even her best-loved, most-trusted sis-

ter should see that there was an influence in

her husband's house stronger than her own.
"Blanche would go on so," she said to her-

self, "and I feel too weak and tired to bear fuss

of any kind. And, after all, what does it matter
if my husband has found somebody to be inter-

ested in his racing talk ? It never interested

me; only I believe that Hilda's sympathy is all

put on. No woman could be interested in handi-

capping and Chester Cups for ever and ever."

So Lady Paulyn made no struggle to maintain

her authority. She allowed Hilda to drive her

pony carriage, and make friends with the few
families scattered in pretty white villas here and
there upon the coast. She left to Hilda the

trouble of dispensing tea and coffee at the eight-
o'clock breakfast : the gentlemen were early at

Slogh-na-Dyack, and over the hills and far nway^
before ten. She suffered Hilda to receive the

sportsmen when they came straggling up from the

boat with their dogs at their heels, and she rare-

ly appeared herself in the public rooms of the
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chateau till a quarter of an hour before the eight-
o'clock dinner. She had the long days to her-

self, and roamed alone where she would, making
her companions of the hills and the blue sea.

Sometimes, when she looked from the hill-tops
toward the Mull of Cantyre, her soul yearned to

escape by that rock-hound point, to sail away to

the South Sea isles, and toil, for God's sake, by
the side of the man she loved. Oh, how easy,
how sweet, how smooth it seemed to her now,
that better life which she had cast away !

" How
easy it would have been for me to do good for

his sake," she said
;

"
to be schooled by him, to

become any thing that he could make me a
saint almost by his pure influence !"

Then from that distant seaward opening, from
that dream-like gaze toward an unknown world

far away, her tired eyes would sink downward to

the towers and pinnacles of Slogh-na-Dyack, like

a fairy palace dimly seen through the misty at-

mosphere. Was it not verily the fairy palace of

her dreams, symbol of the Cinderella's triumph she

had fancied for herself in her childish visions ?

"I wonder whether Cinderella was happy,"
she said to herself, "or if she ever wished her-

self back among the cinders, and hated her fairy

godmother for having made her a princess. She
found rich husbands for her sisters, at any rate,

and that is more than I have done. I have been

no use in the world to any one but myself."
On quiet Sundays and the Sabbath at Slogh-

na-Dyack was very quiet the sound of the bells

ringing through the soft summer air brought back

the thought of Hawleigh and the grave old church,

its massive clustered columns and lofty arches,

shadowy aisles sonorous with the fresh young
voices of the choii*, and sometimes with his voice

alone, reading the lessons of the day with a ten-

der earnestness that gave familiar words a new

meaning. Here in the little Episcopalian chapel
the sacred rites were sorely stinted

;
no white-

robed choristers trooping in through the vestry

door, no decorated altar-cloths or floral festivals
;

but the same dull round from year's end to year's

end : a harmonium grumbling an accompaniment
of common chords to the dullest selection of

hymns extant, and one elderly incumbent pros-

ing his feeble little sermons, and doing his best

to maintain the dignity of his church single-

handed.
Elizabeth and Miss Disney were regular in

their attendance at this small temple, which was

an unpretentious edifice of corrugated iron, like

a gigantic Dutch oven, until at last, after about

half a dozen Sundays, Lady Paulyn wearied of

the elderly incumbent.

"There's another Episcopalian chapel at Dun-

alien," she said
;

" a real stone pretty little Goth-

ic building, which can hardly be so intolerably

hot as this oven. I shall take the pony carriage

this afternoon and go over there."

She did not invite Miss Disney to join her in

this expedition ;
so that young lady, who made

a point of holding herself aloof from all inter-

course to which she was not specially invited,

and who had certainly received no inducement to

abandon this reserve, went her own ways to the

little iron church in the island, while Lady Pau-

lyn drove to Dunallen. It was a calm sunless

afternoon, with an atmosphere that seemed made

on purpose for Sundays a day on which the

birds forget to sing, and the rabbits lie asleep in
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their holes. The Kyles of Bute looked smooth
as an Italian lake, but there was no Italian sky
above them, only the uniform gray of Scottish

heavens, unbroken save by the white mist-wreaths
on the hill-tops.
The Viscount and his friends, after having

spent all the lawful days of the week in peram-
bulating the moors, lunching on the mountain-
top upon savory stews cooked in a traveling
kitchener, washed down with Glenlivat, were
not sorry for the day of rest, which they de-
voted to lying full-length on the divans in the

smoking-room, or sauntering in the garden and
hot-houses, talking Newmarket and Tattersall's.

Going to church was not among their accom-
plishments.

Dunallen was a hamlet among the hills, round
which sundry white stone villas had scattered

themselves, a hamlet on a winding hill-side road

looking downward across an undulating tract of
fertile meadow and corn field to the blue bosom
of the Loch. Lady Paulyn had marked the

spot, and the little Gothic Episcopalian church,

lately erected at the cost of a land-owner in the

neighborhood, in the course of her lonely ram-
bles. The village was within three miles of

Slogh-na-Dyack, and one of her favorite walks
was in the moorland above it.

The bells were ringing with a sweet solemn
sound in the still air as the little carriage drove

round the curve of the hill, and up to the pretty
Gothic doorway of Dunallen chapel. The Pres-

byterian church stood a few paces off, a gaunt
edifice of fifty years ago, grim and uncompro-
mising, as who should say, Here you will get

only plain, substantial fare, and no foreign kick-

shaws
; something to bite at in the way of the-

ology. Behind the Episcopalian chapel, with

its dainty, dandified air, there rose a little grove
of firs upon the green slope of the hill, crowning
the Gothic pinnacles with their dark verdure,

and in front of the fir grove, a few yards from

the chapel, stood a tiny manse, a miniature Tu-

dor villa, in which a young newly wedded in-

cumbent might have found life very picturesque

and pleasant, but in which there would have

hardly been breathing room for a pastor with a

large'family.

Lady Paulyn was one of the first to enter the

small church, and was speedily conducted to a

comfortable seat by- an obsequious pew-opener,

who had marked the arrival of the carriage.

The light within was softened by painted win-

dows from Munich; the open seats were of

dark oak
;
the small temple had the look of a

labor of love.

The service was conducted in the usual un-

ornamental style ;
a little stout man with sandy

whiskers read prayers at a hand -gallop to a

sparse congregation, who afterward joined their

vinegar voices in a shrill hymn, not one of those

Hymns Ancient and Modern which Elizabeth

loved so well, but a dryasdust composition,

which would never have given wings to any

heavenward -soaring soul. Elizabeth thought

these ministrations but a small improvement on

the services of the corrugated iron chapel at

Slogh-na-Dyack. She had fallen into a drowsy

absent-minded condition by the time the shrill

singing was finished, and did not take the

trouble to look up to see the little stout man

trot up the pulpit stairs.
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She sat looking down at the loosely-clasped
hands in her lap, when another voice, without

any preliminary prayer, gave out the text
;
and

lifting her eyes with a wild stare, in which rapt-
ure and surprise were strangely blended, saw a

tall figure in a surplice in the place where the

little man might have stood the figure of Mal-
colm Forde.
No cry broke from her lips, though her heart

beat as it had never beaten before. She sat

dumbly looking at him, white as death, with

fixed, dilated eyes. The dead newly risen from
the grave could not have moved her more deep-

ly. Great Heaven, how she loved him ! It

seemed to her as if in that moment only she

realized the overwhelming force of her love.

A new world, a new life, were contained in

his presence. To see him there, only to see

and hear him -'whatsoever gulf yawned be-

tween them was new life to her: renovated

youth, hope, joy, enthusiasm, aspiration for high-
er things." O God ! if I can only hear his voice every

Sunday," she thought, "I will worship him,
and live for him, and bo good and pure for his

sake, and never strive to lessen the distance

that divides us. What more joy can I desire

than to know that he lives, and is well and hap-

py, and breathes the same air I breathe, and
looks out across the same sea, and is near me
unawares ! Oh, thank God for the chance that

brought me to Slogh-na-Dyack ! Thank God
for my bonnie Scottish home!"

His sermon to-day was like his old sermons,
full of life and fire and quiet force and supreme
tenderness, the sermon of a man speaking to a

cherished flock out of a heart overflowing with

love. Yet she fancied that his tones had lost

something in mere physical power ;
that deep-

toned voice was weaker than of old. Once he

stopped, exhausted, at the close of a sentence,
with an appearance of fatigue that she had nev-

er seen in him at Hawleigh, and his face looked

very pale in the cold light from a northern win-

dow.
The thought of this change touched her heart

with a sudden sense of fear. That spiritual

countenance turned to the northern light, those

deep hollow eyes, all the lines of the face more

sharply chiseled than of old, something that was
not age, but rather an indication of hard wear
and tear that stood in the place of age these

were the tokens of his late labors, the seal that

his mission had set upon him.

"If he should die," she said to herself, ap-

palled, "while I, who seem made of some hard
common clay, too tough to be broken by sorrow,

go on living !

"

The sermon was not a long one. There was
no hymn afterward, only the clink-clink of shil-

lings and sixpences into the bowl which a grim-

looking Scotchman carried round thelittle church.

The service altogether had been of the briefest
;

and Donald the groom, who perhaps took his

measure from a familiarity with the Presbyteri-
an office, had not arrived with the pony carriage
when Lady Paulyn came out of the church.

She looked round her with something like ter-

ror at finding herself standing almost alone by the

church door, knowing that Malcolm Forde was
so near

; might come through that open door at

any moment, and meet her face to face, for the

first time since he had cast her from his heart
with cruel, deliberate repudiation.

She thought of the morning on which she had
gone to his lodgings in quest of him

; gone with
a determination to humble herself, to ask for his

forgiveness and his blessing, before he left her
forever. And behold, that bitter parting, that
loss of something which had seemed to her the

very life of her life, had not been forever. The
world which seemed so wide was narrow enough
to bring these two face to face again." If I had seen him that morning, and he had
forgiven me, I should never have married Lord

Paulyn," she said to herself.
" If he had left

me only a few words of kindness or forgiveness, I
would have been true to his memory all my life

;

but his coldness drove me mud. I had no mem-
ory of the past to console me

;
I had no hope in

the future to sustain me."
Still no sign of Donald and the ponies. The

scanty congregation had dispersed ;
the mount-

ain-road was empty. She stood watching the

curve round which the ponies must in due time

appear, half dreading, half hoping, that Malcolm
Forde might come that way.

She had been waiting about ten minutes or a

quarter of an hour a period which seemed al-

most interminable when she heard the shutting
of a distant door, and the sound of footsteps ap-
proaching her. She had gone a little way along
the road, in the opposite direction to the* Vicar-

age. The incumbent and his friend would be

likely to return thither when the service was end-
ed. She had not flung herself purposely in the

path of her old lover.

She heard the footsteps drawing nearer, and
the voices of two men conversing ; one, the thin

reedy pipe of the incumbent
;

the other, that

deeper, graver organ, whose every tone she knew
so well.

They had gone a little way past her, when
the short stout gentleman, who had been ap-

prised by the appearance of a stray sovereign in

the alms-basin that some important member of

his flock, or perchance some illustrious stranger,
had been among the congregation, turned him-
self about to behold her, pirouetting in an airy

manner, as if admiring the beauties of the land-

scape.

"Lady Paulyn, I declare," he murmured to

his companion, after that brief survey.
His companion stared at him for a moment

with a look of sheer amazement, and stopped
short.

.

' ' What Lady Paulyn ? Do you mean an old

woman, Lord Paulyn's mother?"
"
No, a young woman, and a very handsome

one. The "Dowager Lady Paulyn died a few
months ago."

They were walking on again. Malcolm Forde
had not looked backward. Was it verily Eliza-

beth, the woman he had loved, the woman whose

image had followed him in his farthest wander-

ings, the shadowy face looking into his, the spir-

it voice speaking with him, in spite of his prayer
for forgetfulness, in spite of his manhood and
his reason ? In dreams, walking and sleeping,

she had been with him. Thoughts of her had
intruded themselves upon his most solemn medi-

tations
; never, even at his best, had he been

free from those olden fetters, the fatal bondage
of earthly love.
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And yet he had passed her unawares upon

that mountain-road, and would not for all the
world go back to speak to her. A few yards far-
ther on they met the pony carriage, the small
cream-colored ponies with bells upon their har-
ness, the little shell-shaped carriage with its

bear-skin and scarlet rug.
Mr. Forde smiled his bitterest smile at the sight

of that dainty equipage. Was it not for pomps
and vanities such as these she had sold herself?" How does she happen to be here?" he asked
his companion." You know her?" exclaimed Mr. Mackenzie,
the incumbent, turning upon him sharply"

Yes, I know her."

"But won't you speak to her? Let us go
back. It must seem so rude to have passed her
like that. And you can introduce me. I should

really have liked to call on her when she first

came to Slogh-na-Dyack, but she would natural-

ly attend the Episcopalian church down there, I

thought, and I hate the idea of seeming intru-

sive. Let us go back and speak to her before she
drives off."

* '

No, Mackenzie. My acquaintance with her

began and ended a long time ago. I will not
renew it. You must get some one else to pre-
sent you, or call upon her and present yourself."
"Was she Lady Paulyn when you knew her ?"

"No."
"
Quite a nobody, I've been told, before her

marriage ?" inquisitively.
"I don't know your exact definition of a no-

body. Her father was my vicar a man of old

family ;
and she was one of the loveliest girls, or

I will say the loveliest, I ever saw.
"

" No doubt no doubt
;
she's a splendid wom-

an now. But it was a great match for a coun-

try clergyman's daughter. I wish my daugh-
ters may marry half as well when they grow up.
Their complexions at present have a tendency to

run to freckles
;
but I dare say they'll grow out

of that."

The pony carriage flashed rapidly by at this

moment, Elizabeth driving, and looking neither

right nor left.
" How do they come to be here ?" asked Mal-

colm.
"
What, didn't I tell you yesterday, when I

took you for that long round? No, by-the-

bye, we did not go near Slogh-na-Dyack. Lord

Paulyn has lately bought a place on the coast

here
;
a chai'ming place, which he got a dead

bargain. We'll go over and call to-morrow, if

you like."

"Haven't I told you that I don't want to re-

new my acquaintance with Lady Paulyn ?"

"That sounds so ungracious : your old vicar's

daughter, too. However, I suppose you have

your own reasons."

"I have. It's best to tell you the plain truth,

perhaps : only mind it goes no farther, not even

to Mrs. Mackenzie. Miss Luttrell and I were

engaged to be married, and she flung me over

for Lord Paulyn. That's the whole story. It's

a thing of the remote past ;
a folly on both sides,

no doubt, since she was created by nature to

adorn the position she now occupies, and I had

other hopes which I was willing to abandon for

her sake. Do not think that I cherish any ill

feeling against her
; only only it might pain us

both to meet.
"
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Mr. Mackenzie held his peace after this, and
the two men made a circuit of the hill-side, and
returned to the manse to dine on a cold roast of
beef, as Mrs. Mackenzie called it, and a salad, in
clerical fashion, content to consume their viands
cold on the day of rest. But Mr. Mackenzie
had a budget of news for his wife that night
when they retired to their own chamber, and
dutifully poured into her listening ear the story
of Malcolm Forde's love affair.

CHAPTER VI.
"
Quel mortel ne salt pas, dans le sein des oratesOu reposer sa tele, a 1'abri des naufrages ?
Et moi, jpuet des flots, seal avec mes douleurs

Aucun navire ami ne vient frapper ma vue.
Aucun, sur cette mer ou ma barque est perdueNe porte mes couleurs."

'

THREE months before the Sunday on which
Elizabeth went to the little Episcopal church
among the hills Malcolm Forde had come home,
a very shadow of his former self, to renew the

strength that he had spent in the fatiguing serv-
ice of his mission. Not disheartened 'or dis-

gusted with his work did he journey homeward,
only intent upon returning to that beloved labor
in a little while, with a frame made vigorous by
the cool breezes of his native land, and mental

powers that should have gained new force from
a brief season of rest. Infinitely had God blessed
his endeavors in that distant world, and infinite

were his hopes of future achievement. He had
not mistaken his mission upon this earth

;
the

work prospered under his hand. He was of that

stamp of men who are by nature formed to be
leaders of their fellow-men : created to convince,
to subjugate, to rule, the weaker clay which makes
the mass of humanity.
He came home to Scotland in no manner de-

pressed, though he felt that his health was shaken
;

that he had labored just a little longer than pru-
dential considerations would have warranted;
not cast down, although he fancied sometimes,
as the good ship sailed homeward, that he should

never again cross those blue waters, never finish

the work so well begun.
"If not I, some other one," he said to him-

self, in tranquil resignation.
"

I can not believe

that laborers will be wanting for so fair a vine-

yard. Let me be content if I have been suffered

to see the beginning of that glorious end which I

know must come in God's good time, before that

wonderful day when the dead shall arise from

their graves, and Alice Fraser and I shall see

each other again."
He thought of his first love, whose bridal robe

had been her winding-sheet, whose undefiled

image rose before him, pure and stainless as an

angel's ;
and then, with unspeakable bitterness,

he thought of that other love, so much more fa-

tally beloved, who had stained her soul with the

deep shame of a loveless marriage; who had

bartered purity and truth and honor, her life's

iberty, her soul's independence, for the pomps
and vanities of this world.

He went back to Lenorgie. Those he had

best loved were sleeping their quiet sleep in the

old church-yard among the hills
;
but there were

old friends still left to give him cordial welcome,

and he spent the drowsy summer-time pleasant-
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ly enough in the restful calm of his native place.
His small estate was let to strangers, even the

house in which he was born
;
but he found a com-

fortable lodging in one of the farm-houses on his

own land. He had just sufficient society to make
life agreeable, and ample leisure for making him-
self acquainted with the better part of that mass
of literature which had been produced during his

absence literature whereof very little had reach-

ed him on the other side of the Pacific.

In this manner he spent a couple of months
;

then, finding his health in some manner restored,
started on a walking tour from Loch Rannoch to

Loch Lomond, resting wherever the fancy seized

him
;
sometimes spending half a week at some

quiet out-of-the-way inn, where the herd of sum-
mer tourists came not; fishing a little, reading
and thinking a great deal, with hope that grew
stronger as his physical strength revived

; taking
the business of pedestrianism altogether quietly,
and varying his work according to the humor of

the hour. Thus, after the best part of a month

spent upon ground which the British tourist

scours in a couple of days, he came to Dunallen,
where he had an old high-school and college
comrade of days gone by in the person of the

Rev. Peter Mackenzie, whose duty he had prom-
ised to take upon his own hands for a couple of

months, while Mr. Mackenzie and his family en-

joyed a holiday in Belgium.
For the first week of Mr. Forde's residence the

Rev. Peter was to remain at Dunallen, in order

to introduce his friend to his new duties, and
make him feel at home in the snug little Gothic
manse on the hill-side, which was a great deal

too small for the Mackenzie olive-branches, but
was so arranged, with infinite management on
the part of Mrs. Mackenzie, as to contain a per-
manent spare bedroom. The juvenile Macken-
zieS inhabited certain dove-cote-like chambers in

the gables, which might have been rather large
for a pigeon, but were a good deal too small for

a child, except upon the principle that nature will

adapt itself to any thing in the way of surround-

ings. The little Mackenzies might have carried

their bedrooms on their backs, like snails, without

being very heavily burdened; but they thrived

and flourished notwithstanding, and whooped
and gamboled like young scions of the Macgreg-
or family, in that clear mountain air. In this

hospitable abode, where he was almost killed, as

Juliet proposed to slay Romeo, with much cher-

ishing, Mr. Forde intended to repose himself for

seven or eight weeks, counting the light duties

of this small parish as the next thing to idleness,
before returning to his labors at the other end of

the world. He hoped to start in November, and
thus escape the seventies of a British winter,
which he felt himself ill prepared to face.

It did indeed seem to Elizabeth, as she drove

homeward at a reckless pace that Sunday after-

noon, as if life and the world were new again, as

if a new force had set the warm blood racing

through her veins, as if the very air she breathed
had a magical power, and the landscape she

looked upon was glorious in the light of a new
sun. It was only a little burst of afternoon sun-

light, a sudden break in the dull gray sky, that

beautified the hills, but to her it seemed no com-
mon radiance in the skies, no common loveliness

in the landscape.

"I would be content to live on just like tins

forever," she thought, "if I could hear him

preach every Sunday."
Lord Paulyn was enjoying the tardy sunshine

before the Gothic porch of Slogh-na-Dyack as
his wife drove her ponies up to the chief door
of the chateau. He was smoking a meditative

cigar, but not in solitude. His friend Mr. Lamb-
ton, a turf magnate, who had exchanged specu-
lation in Manchester soft goods for the more
hazardous operations of the turf, was lounging
on an adjacent rustic bench, and his toady-in-
chief, Mr. Ferdinand Spink, a gentleman who
combined a taste for literature with a genius for

billiards, supported himself against an angle of
the porch in a state of supreme exhaustion:

while, seated in a Glastonbury chair within the

shelter of the porch, appeared the graceful figure
of Hilda Disney. It was altogether a pretty
domestic picture the Viscount planted on the

threshold of his mansion, his cousin close at

hand, his friend and flatterer on either side, like

the supporters in the family arms.
"And how little I am wanted here !" thought

Elizabeth, with the old feeling of dislike and sus-

picion about Hilda.
" Been to church ?" asked Lord Paulyn, coolly.

"Yes."
"Been doing goody-goody for the lot of us.

I'm glad you stick to that sort of thing. It's

ballast for the rest of the family.
"

" I thought you were going to afternoon

church," said Elizabeth, turning to Hilda, with
a faint suspicion in her look.

" She changed her mind, and staid at home
to talk something over with me," answered the

Viscount. "She's worth half a dozen stewards.

I go to Hilda when I want a wrinkle about the

management of my estate. She didn't live the

best part of her life with such a jolly old screw
as my mother for nothing, I can tell you."

Hilda made no acknowledgment of this dubi-

ous compliment.
"Did you like the church at Dunallen?" she

asked.

"It is much better than that cast-iron oven."

Elizabeth's face flamed crimson for a moment
as she spoke, the old transient flush like the reflec-

tion of evening sunlight. Miss Disney marked
the vivid color, and wondered what there could

be in a strange church to call for blushes.
" You had a good sermon, I hope, as a re-

ward for your six miles' drive ?"

"Yes, "answered Elizabeth, curtly.
She went into the house, passing her husband

without so much as a look.

He had Hilda Hilda's counsel
; Hilda, train-

ed in that sordid school at Ashcombe
; Hilda,

whose genius was to suggest the saving of mon-

ey. Her bosom swelled with anger and con-

tempt anger against both, contempt for both.
" Why did he not marry his cousin, and leave

me to my lonely life, leave me to be true to the

memory of Malcolm Forde ?"

She went up to her own room, the room with

the stone balcony looking over the water, the

soft blue -gray wavelets which flowed beneatli

the hills that hid Dunallen. How strange, how

sweet, how sad, to know he was so near her he

from whom she was parted forever !

" If I had been constant to him, if I had been

content to live my blank, miserable life in that
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wretched little house at Hawleigh, to he dra-

gooned by Gertrude, to creep on my dull way
like a snail that has never been outside the walls

of some dismal old kitchen-garden, if I had spent
all these years in thinking about him and griev-

ing for my loss of his love, would Heaven have
rewarded my patience, and brought him back to

me at last ?

"

Could I, by only a little self-denial,

only a few years' patience, have been so blessed

at last ? No : I will not believe it. To think

that would drive me mad."
She sat in the balcony, looking down at the

water dreamily, with folded arms resting on the

broad stone balustrade, sat living old days over

again in a mournful reverie that was not alto-

gether bitter nay, rather perilously sweet, for it

brought back the past and the feelings that be-

longed to the past with a strange reality. Mem-
ory opened the gates of a paradise, like that

Swedenborgian heaven in which all fairest earth-

ly things have their shadow types. And from

the things that had been her thoughts wandered

to the things that might have been, the life she

might have lived, had she been true to Malcolm

Forde.
"He would have made me a good woman,"

she thought. "And what have I been without

him ?"

Her newly awakened conscience reviewed her

past life a career of frivolity and selfishness un-

leavened by one charitable thought or one noble

act. She had lived for herself and to please her-

self, and Heaven, as if in anger, had snatched

from her the chosen delight of her selfish soul

the child whose influence might have redeemed

her useless life, drawn her world-stained soul

heavenward.
Dark was the picture of her life to look back

upon; darker still her vision of the future:

growing estrangement between her husband and

herself her power lessening daily as her beauty

decayed; sinister influences at work to divide

them, and on her own part an apathy and disgust

which made her shrink from any attempt to retain

her hold upon his aflfe'ction.

The booming of the great gong in the hall be-

low reminded her of the common business of

life, but hardly awakened her from her day-

dream. She hurried to her dressing-room, and

suffered herself to be arrayed for the evening,

and went down to the drawing-room, where the

Viscount and his friends were dispersed upon the

ottomans in all manner of attitudes expressive

of extreme prostration, feebly pretending to read

newspapers or look at the pictures in magazines,

while they sustained muttered discussions about

the odds against this horse or the chances in fa-

vor of that. They made a little pretense of

picking themselves up and drawing themselves

together at the entrance of Lady Paulyn. Mr.

Spink, the literary gentleman, said something

funny, in the Saturday-Review-an&-\v&ter style,

about Scotch Sabbaths, but, not receiving the

faintest encouragement, returned to the study of

Bell's Life in a state of collapse.

"I don't know what's the matter with her

ladyship this evening," he said afterward, in a

burst of confidence, "birtshe looks as if she

were walking in her sleep."

Never was sleep-walker less conscious of her

surroundings than Elizabeth that night. She

performed the duties of her position mechanic-

ally; made very fair answers to the inanities

which were addressed to her
;
smiled a faint cold

smile now and then
;
turned the leaves of the

book she pretended to read after dinner
;
caressed

the privileged hound who stretched his long limbs
beside her chair, and laid his head among the
silken folds of her dress, her favorite companion
at times, and fondly devoted to her always.

If the strangeness of her manner were evident
to the careless eyes of Mr. Spink, a gentleman
who considered the universe a clever contrivance

designed as a setting for that jewel Spink, it was
much more obvious to the eyes of Hilda Disney,
eyes that were sharpened by a jealousy which
had never slept since the day when Reginald
Paulyn first betrayed his admiration for the vic-

ar's daughter.
What could have happened within the last few

hours to bring about so marked a change ? That

pale, set face, those dreary, awe-stricken eyes, as

of one who had held converse with the very dead
what could these denote ?

It was not an edifying Sunday evening by any
means. The Scottish underlings of the household

shivered as the click of the billiard-balls made
itself heard in the servants' hall an hour or two
after dinner. But how could the Viscount and
his friends have lived through the day without

billiards ?

Elizabeth looked up from her book after a long

reverie, to find herself alone with Hilda in the

great empty drawing-room ; only they two, sit-

ting ever so far apart, like shipwrecked mariners

who had been cast ashore on some desert island,

and who were not on speaking terms.

"I hope there is nothing the matter, Lady
Paulyn?" said Hilda; "you are looking so un-

like yourself to-night."
Elizabeth stared at her for a moment doubt-

fully, with that almost vacant look which had

startled Mr. Spink.
"There is nothing the matter only only

that I am tired of this place !"

"Already? Why, we have been here only

a few weeks, and Reginald likes the life so

much."
" That does not oblige me to live here. The

place would kill me. I can't endure the soli-

tude. It makes me think too much. I should

go mad if I staid here."

This from her who a few hours ago had

thanked God for her Scottish home, had deemed

it joy and peace unspeakable to breathe the air

that was breathed by Malcolm Forde, to live

from the beginning to the end of every week

cradled in the hope of seeing him for a little

while on Sunday ! Yes, she had thought all

this, but conscience had awakened with much

thinking, and she began to feel that even in this

delight, which involved no hope of meeting him

face to face, of being forgiven, of hearing him

speak her name with something of the old ten-

dernesseven in this there was sin. Danger, in

the common sense of the word, there could be

none, for was not Malcolm Forde as a rock,

against whose calm breast the waves of passion

beat in vain ? But she knew there was peril to

her soul in this vicinity ;
she knew it by the pas-

sionate yearning that filled her heart as she sat

bv this joyless hearth and thought of the life that

might have been had she held by her treasure

when it was hers to hold
;
if she had not, at least
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for a little while, loved earthly pomps and vani-

ties better than Malcolm Forde.

"I can quite imagine that the exertion of

thinking must be a new sensation after your life

in Park Lane, "said Miss Disney, with her icy
sneer

;

' ' but wouldn't it be as well to encourage
the habit ? The world will hardly be big enough
for you if you always run away from thought.
And as you grow older you would find the ex-

ercise useful as a way of getting rid of winter

evenings. You remember what Talleyrand said

to the young man who couldn't play whist?
' What a melancholy old age you are preparing
for yourself!'

"

Elizabeth did not trouble herself to dispute
the justice of these observations. She started up
from her seat, went over to one of the windows,
and flung it open with a sharp decisive action

that indicated a mind overwrought. Innumer-
able stars were shining in the deep dark sky ;

stars that shone upon him too, she thought, "as

she looked up at them, with that old, old thought
which has thrilled the soul of every man and
woman who ever lived, at least once in a life-

time :
" Did he recognize me to-day as I drove

past him ? Does he know that I am near ? Does
he think of me and pity me, and regret the fool-

ishness that parted us ? Oh no
;
to regret would

be sin, and he never sins."

Lord Paulyn came into the room while his

wife was standing at the open window, listening

idly to the slow ripple of the waves, looking idly
at the glory of the stars, lost in thought ; quite
unconscious of any thing that happened in the

room behind her.

He came in alone, languidly yawning. Miss

Disney beckoned him over to her, with a some-
what mysterious air.
" What's the matter, Hilda? How confound-

edly solemn you look !"
"

I am afraid Lady Paulyn is not well."

"Bosh! She was well enough at dinner.

She's been giving herself airs, I suppose. Let
her alone, as I do, and she'll come round fast

enough."
"No, no, it's not that. But I really think

there is something strange about her. Did you
not notice something in the expression of her

face at dinner ?"
"

I have left off hatching her looks. I know
she's a remarkably handsome woman, and she

knows it, and has given herself no end of airs

on the strength of her good looks. But there

are limits to a man's patience, and my stock of

that commodity is very nearly exhausted."
" Do you remember what you told me about

her illness after the death of your son?"
The Viscount started, frowned, and looked at

his cousin with suppressed anger.
" Do you remember telling rne that there was

a time when the doctors feared that her mind
would never recover from that shock ?"

' '
I told you what the doctors said

;
but the

doctors are humbugs. They had a good case,
and wanted to make the most of it. I never

thought any thing of the kind myself. But why
the do you bring this up to-night ?"

' ' Don't be angry. I am only anxious for your
sake as well as hers. There is something very
strange in her manner to-night. Ofcourse it may
mean nothing, only it is my duty to warn you."

"Oh, hang duty!" cried Lord Paulyn, impa-
tiently. "I never knew duty urge any one to
do any thing pleasant. The moment any one
mentions duty, I know that I'm in for it."

He turned upon his heel, paced the room two
or three times in an angry mood, and then went
out to the balcony, where his wife was standing.
"What are you doing out here star-gazing ?"

he asked.

The reply came in a softer tone than he was
accustomed to hear from Elizabeth's lips." I have been thinking a great deal this even-

ing, Reginald, and I am going to ask you a favor.
Please don't call me capricious, or be angry with
me for asking it

;
and if you can possibly grant

it, pray do."

"What the deuce do you want?" he asked,

ungraciously; "more money, I suppose. You
didn't make a clean breast of it the other day
when you gave me your bills though they were

heavy enough, in conscience' name."
"It isn't any thing about money. I want you

to take me away from this place. I know it is

very beautiful. I thought at first I should never
be tired of the mountains and the loch and the
sea that lies beyond ;

but the solitude is killing
me. Do let us go away, Reginald, any where.
I should be happier any where than here."

"I thought as much," cried Lord Paulyn,
with a hard laugh. "I thought there was some

plot hatching between you and Hilda. You'd
both like to spread your wings, I dare say.
You'd like to go to Paris, or Baden-Baden, or

Hombourg, or Brighton some nice crowded

place, where you could spend money like water.

No, my dear Elizabeth, when I brought you
here I brought you here to stay. I know Slogh-

na-Dyack isn't lively; but it's healthy, as the

doctors all acknowledge, and for the time being
it suits me very well indeed. I came here to di-

minish my expenses, and I mean to stick here

till I've filled the hole you dug in my bank bal-

ance by your extravagance last season."

"What!" cried Elizabeth, with ineffable dis-

dain. "You are here for the sake of hoarding

your money ! You bring me to this out-of-the-

way place in order that I may cost you less !

Why don't you send me away altogether ? You
could save more money that way. I could live

upon a hundred a year."
"Then I am sorry you never tried the experi-

ment since you have been my wife."
" Give me back my liberty. Let me go and

live somewhere abr6ad under a feigned name
alone, my own mistress, free to think my own

thoughts, away from this wretched artificial life,

which at its best seems to me like acting a part
in a stage-play. Let me do that, and I will not

ask you for a farthing. I will live on the pit-

tance that belongs to me."
"A very safe offer even if you meant it,

which you don't," answered Lord Paulyn, cool-

ly. "No, I married you because I was fool

enough to be fond of you, and I'm fool enough
to be fond of you still. But there comes an end

to the period in which a man rather enjoys be-

ing twisted round his wife's little finger. I've

been pliable enough. I've let you have your full

swing. I half suspected when you refused to

have any thing settled upon you that you meant
to spend my money all the more freely, that you
didn't want to be limited to a few hundreds, but
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meant to make ducks and drakes of thousands.
I think I've borne with your extravagance pret-

ty well. From this time forward, however, I

mean to pull up, and nurse my income, as my
mother nursed the Ashcombe estates for me.
The three years of my married life have cost me
about six times as much as the same amount of

time in my bachelor life
;
and yet I didn't stint

myself of any reasonable indulgence, I can as-

sure you."
"What if I had some special reason for asking

you to take me away from this place ?" pleaded
Elizabeth, without noticing her lord's harangue.
"A woman always has a special reason for

wanting her own way," answered Lord Paulyn,
with a sneering laugh.
"So be it," she said, raising her drooping

head and looking at him with flashing eyes.
" I will stay here, then. But remember always
that I begged you to take me away, and that you
refused me that favor. I will stay here, since you
insist upon it, and be happy my own way."

" Be happy any way you please, so long as you

the chief doorway. In her walks and drives

ursued her. At everythought p
1 suddenly

don't worry me with this kind of thing. Come,
now, Lizzie, be reasonable, you know. Let us

retrench this year, and I'll give you a month or

two in Park Lane in the spring. Of course I'm

proud of you, and all that sort of thing, and I

like to show you off. Only you've contrived to

make it so confoundedly expensive."
"What other happiness do you suppose I ex-

pected when I married you, except the pleasure
of spending money ?" she retorted, in her cold-

est, hardest tone.
"
Upon my soul you're too bad," he cried, an-

grily. "You're not the first woman that has

married for money, by a long way, but I should

think you're about the first that would look a

man in the face and tell him as much without

blushing."
'And with this reproach he left her, to go back

to his friends and smoke a moody cigar in their

congenial society.

CHAPTER VII.
" Henceforth I fly not death, nor would prolong
Life much, bent rather how I may be quit
Fairest and easiest of this cumbrous charge,
Which I must keep till my appointed day
Of rendering up, and patiently attend

My dissolution."

A STRANGE unrest came upon Elizabeth after

that Sunday evening, a slow consuming fever of

the mind, which in due course had its effect upon
the body. The knowledge of Malcolm Forde's

vicinity quickened the beating of her heart by

day and night. Her sleep was broken by trou-

bled dreams of their meeting; her days were

made anxious by the perpetual question, How
soon would accident bring them face to face ?

Or would he come of his own accord to see her,

deeming the past buried deeper than the utmost

deep of a fine lady's memory ? come to visit her

in his sacred office of priest? come to solicit help

for his poor, support for this or that benevolent

object? come to make a ceremonious profes-

sional call upon the lady of Slogh-na-Dyack ?

The days went by and he did not come, and

she told herself that she was glad. Yet she kept

count of all visitors with a strange watchfulness,

and was fluttered by every sound of the bell at
i

the same fatal

shadow that fell suddenly upon her pathway, at

every approaching footstep, she would look up,
trembling lest she should see his tall figure be-
tween her and the sunlight. Was it a hope that

buoyed her up from day to day, or a fear that
troubled her ? She scarcely dared to ask herself
that question.
Sometimes she staid in-doors all day, seized

with a conviction or a presentiment that he
would come upon that particular day. He would
call upon her, and speak gently of that poor dead

past, and assure her of his forgiveness, and give
her good counsel for the guidance of her life,

and teach her how wisely to tread the dangerous
path she had chosen. But that day dragged it-

self slowly out like all the rest, and he did not
me.
So passed a week. On Sunday she ordered

her pony carriage, and went to Dunallen, dread-

ing that Miss Disney might offer to accompany
her. But the discreet damsel forbore from any
such intrusion. She had made her inquiries

during the week, and knew perfectly who was

officiating, in the absence of the incumbent, at

Dunallen Church.
"Your preacher at Dunallen must be much

better than ours here," she said, standing in the

porch as Elizabeth passed by to her pony car-

riage, "to tempt you to violate the Scottish Sab-

bath on two consecutive Sundays."
"I do not think it any more wicked to drive

on a Sunday in Scotland than in Devonshire,"
answered Elizabeth.

"Nor I. I was only thinking of the custom

of the country. I know at Ashcombe we had a

strong inducement to make a long journey to

hear your father's curate that Mr. Forde, who

preached such splendid sermons, and seemed al-

ways so terribly in earnest. He went to some

outlandish place as a missionary, did he not ?"

"Yes."
"What a pity!"
" You need not bewail the fact. He has re-

turned, and is in Scotland. I am going to hear

him preach to-day. You can come with me if

you like," answered Elizabeth, with a splendid

look of defiance, as much as to say, Whatever

sins may stain my soul, they shall not be the

paltry sins of deceit and suppression.

"No, thanks. I will come some other Sun-

day," said Miss Disney, curiously discomfited by

this unexpected cando'r. She had taken so much

trouble, in a secret way, to ascertain the fact

which Elizabeth declared so recklessly not care-

lessly or indifferently, for her eyes sparkled and

her lips quivered, and the fever flush that had

come and gone so often of late reddened her

Miss Disney had a spare half hour before the

morning service at the iron chapel, leisure in

which to pace slowly to and fro upon the lawn

before the Norman Gothic porch, thinking of her

cousin and her cousin's wife.

Did she seriously mean to injure either of

them, or deliberately plot the ruin of her fortu-

nate rival? No. Nor had she any thought of

a day when death might sweep that rival from

her path, and she herself be Lady Paulyn. She

knew her cousin Reginald too well to hope for

that knew that his brief fancy for her had never
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been more than an idle man's caprice, and had

perished utterly ten years ago ;
knew that what-

ever wealth of affection he had to bestow he had

squandered upon his wife
;
knew that there was

no farther outcome of feeling to be hoped for

from his selfish soul
;
that whatever love he could

feel, whatever self-sacrifice he was capable of,

love and sacrifice alike would be wasted upon
Elizabeth. She hoped nothing, therefore had
no scheme, no dream

; only stood by like the

Chorus in an old tragedy, or prophesied to her-

self, like a mute Cassandra.
But she had loved her cousin had in that

distant, unforgotten day cherished her golden
dream of a happy prosperous existence to be

spent by his side and she could not see him

quite as he really was, in all the utter common-
ness of his nature.

As to her feelings toward Elizabeth well, it

was hardly to be supposed that she should love

the woman who had stolen from her that crown
of life which she herself had hoped to wear the

woman who, after having robbed her of this

treasure, scarcely took the trouble to be civil to

her. No, she did not love her cousin's wife.
" What shall I do ?" she thought, as she walk-

ed to and fro
;
"I can understand the change in

her now the change which only began last Sun-

day afternoon. It was the shock of seeing this

man again. And she goes to-day to hear him

preach, and will contrive to see him perhaps aft-

er the service. What ought I to do ? Warn my
cousin that his wife's old lover is living within a
few miles of him, or hold my tongue and let him
make the discovery for himself? He is sure to

make it, sooner or later, and I do not owe him
so much devotion that I need put myself in a
false position to save him a little trouble."

So Miss Disney did nothing, and suffered

matters to take their course, contemplating the

situation in a cynical spirit, prepared for any
thing that might happen. It seemed as if the

old dowager's gloomy prophecies and she had

prophesied about the various evils to come of

her son's marriage with the convulsive fury of a

pythoness on her tripod were in a fair way to

be realized.

"It really seems hardly worth while to hate

any body actively," mused Miss Disney, "for
the people one dislikes generally manage to do
themselves the worst injury that malice could

wish them, sooner or later."

This Sunday was finer than the last. The
autumn sun shone with rare splendor ;

the little

church at Dunallen was full to overflowing. The
word had gone forth throughout the neighbor-
hood that Mr. Mackenzie's substitute was a fine

preacher, a man who had done good service as

a missionary, too. People had come from a

long distance to hear him. Elizabeth felt her-

self a unit among the crowd. There was no fear

that he would be disturbed by the sight of her,
she thought ; yet she had a seat tolerably near
the pulpit the pew-opener having been eager to

do her honor a seat at the end of an open bench
in a diagonal line with the preacher.
How sweet a sound had the familiar prayers

when he read them ! what a sound of long ago !

full of old sad memories of the churches at

Hawleigh, and her dead father's kindly face.

They filled her soul with tenderness and remorse.
How wicked she had been all her life ! how hard,

how selfish ! She was not fit to worship among
his flock. How many and many a time, Sunday
after Sunday, her lips had gabbled those prayers
mechanically, while her worldly thoughts were

wandering far away from the fane where she
knelt! It seemed as if his voice gave a new
meaning to the old words

; stirred her soul to

its profoundest depth, as the pool was troubled
at Siloam. Not for a long while hardly since
her girlhood, when she had had fitful moments
of religious enthusiasm in the midst of her fri-

volityhad she felt the same fervor, blended
with such deep humility. All the fever and ex-
citement of the last week was lulled to rest in

the solemn quiet of that little church among the

hills. Again she felt that it was enough for her
to be near this saintly teacher, whom she had
once loved with but too earthly a passion ; enough
to be near him, and that she might be good for

his sake a better wife even.

"I will try to do my duty to my husband,"
she said to herself, as she sat listening to the

sermon
;
her e,yes bent on the open book in her

lap, not daring to look up, lest his eyes should
meet hers

; strangely dreading that first direct

look the stern recognizing gaze of those dark

eyes of his after this gap of time.

His sermon was upon duty. A straight and

simple discourse, adorned by no florid eloquence,
but made touching by many a tender allusion to

that lovely life which is the type and pattern of

all human excellence. He spoke of the duties

which belong to every relation of life
;
of children

and of parents, of husbands and of wives. It

was a sermon after the apostolic model ; friendly
counsel to his new friends, here among remote
Scottish hills, away from the falsehoods and arti-

ficialities of crowded cities; a simple pastoral
address to the people of this small Arcadia.

"
If I could only obey him !

"
Elizabeth thought,

at this moment a different creature from the brill-

iant mistress of the house with the many balco-

nies the presiding genius of crowded afternoon

tea-drinkings, the connoisseur in ceramic ware,
who would melt down a small fortune into a

service of egg-shell Sevres, or Vienna, or Carl

Theodore cups and saucers, and cream-jugs and

tea-canisters, for the mere amusement of an idle

morning; a widely different being from her whose
last ball had astonished the town by its reckless

extravagance, whose milliner's bill would have

been formidable for Miss Killmansegg.

By nature a creature of impulse, carried away
by every vain wind of doctrine, she was at least

accessible to good influences as well as evil, and

was for this one brief hour exalted, purified in

spirit by the power of her old lover's pleading

pleading not as her lover, only as one who loved

all weak and erring human creatures, and had

compassion unawares for her.

"Does he know?" she wondered "does he

know that I hear him ? Surely he must have

cast one of his penetrating glances this way.
"

Nothing in his tone or manner indicated the

surprise or emotion which might have accompa-
nied such a recognition. If he had seen her, the

sight had not moved him, the memories which

shook her soul to its centre had no power to touch

him. He was like a rock. She remembered the

old bitter cry that had gone up from her lips in

those dreary days when she had waited for his

coming back to her
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"His heart is stone!"

Strange that a heart should be so tender for

all mankind, yet so hard for her.

"There was a time when 1 thought my love
was worth any man's having, just because they
told me I was prettier than other women. Yet
he has shown me that he can live without it,

that he could have it and hold
it, and let it go

without a pang.
"

Not once during the half hour in which he

spoke to his listening flock had she dared lift her

eyes to his face. Sweet though it was to hear

him, it was almost a relief when the sermon end-
ed. She breathed more freely, stole one little

look at the pulpit where he knelt, saw the dark
head and strong hands clasped before it, and won-
dered again if he knew that she was so near.

Then came the chink-chink of the sixpences, the

gradual melting away of the congregation, and
she was standing before the Gothic doorway.
This time Donald did not keep her waiting.
The carriage was ready for her. She drove

home very slowly, still wondering.

CHAPTER VIII.
" Thou hear'st the winter wind and weet,
Nae star blinks through the driving sleet;
Tak' pity on my weary feet,
And shield me frae the rain, jo.

The bitter blast that round me blaws
Unheeded howls, unheeded fa's :

The cauldness o' thy heart's the cause
Of a' my grief and pain, jo."

LORD PAULYN left Scotland in the following

week, to go to Liverpool, where there were races

being run in the early autumn ;
and his friends de-

parted with him, to be replaced by a relay of other

friends when he returned to Slogh-na-Dyack
a return which was at present problematical.
There were a good many races crowded together
at this

" back end" of the year a late regatta at

Havre, where Lord Paulyn had pledged himself

to sail his yacht the Le.pracha.un ; races at New-

market, at Pontefract, at the Curragh of Kildare,
in all of which events his lordship was more or

less interested.

So the two ladies were left alone in the Norman

chateau, to sit in the long tapestried drawing-

room,with its modern antiquities, a kind of Brum-

magem Abbotsford collection, which had filled the

soul of the knife-powder manufacturer with pride

during his brief occupation of his castle. They
were alone, and were fain to stay in-doors for the

greater part of the week, during which period there

was rain, such rain as does at times bedew Scotia's

fair countenance; rain persevering, rain incessant,

cloud above cloud piled Pelion-upon-Ossa-wise
on the mountain-top, and discharging torrents of

water. Every tiny water-course upon the hill-

side, a narrow thread of silver in fair seasons,

was broadened to a small cataract ; every lowland

river overflowed its rugged banks, and brawled

and blustered over its stony bed with a turbulent

air, as if some long -imprisoned spirit of the

stream had broken suddenly loose and were eager

to make havoc of the country-side.

Very long and dreary seemed those rainy au-

tumn days to the mistress of the chateau and her

uncongenial companion. Elizabeth secluded her-

self in her own rooms, and tried to read, or tried

to draw, or tried to find a tranquillizing influence
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in her piano, a Broadwood, with a sweet human
tone in its music, a tone that answered to the
.touch of the player, and was not all things to all

men, after the fashion of some newer and more
brilliant instruments. She played for hours at a
time played out her sorrows, her brief flashes
of joy, which were at most the joys of memory,
her moments of exaltation, her intervals of de-

spair ; played and was comforted, or laid her head
upon the piano and wept soothing tears. She
had nothing human on this earth to love

;
the life

that she had chosen for herself left her outside
those small tepid loves or likings which are the

pis-aller of less self-contained spirits. Even the

thought of Blanche, her favorite sister, in these
moments of despair, inspired only a shudder.
She loved her dog better than any thing else in
the world except that one person of whom only
to think was a sin and the dog, being dumb,
seemed to sympathize with her, or at least never
uttered trite commonplaces in the way of conso-

lation, but looked up at her with dark, solemn,
loving eyes, and seemed to be moved with human
pity Ayhen she wept upon his broad honest head.
At last there came a break in the sky ;

the
clouds upon the hill-tops rolled away, and dis-

closed the blue heaven whose face they had veiled

so long; the cheerful sunshine brightened the

waters
;
corn fields and green pastures on the

shores of Bute ceased to be blotted out by the

inexorable rain. The world was born again, as

when Noah's ark came aground on the topmost
peak of Ararat. The occasional fine days of a
Scotch summer are apt to be very fine, and this

last glimpse of summer's splendor crowning the

brow of autumn was bright and glorious.

Elizabeth was somewhat cheered by this change

I

in the weather. It gave her at least liberty.

Nor was she slow to avail herself of this recov-

! ered freedom. Long before noon she was on the

hills beyond sight of Slogh-na-Dyack. Those

heathery slopes and narrow foot-paths by which

but it is no longer one of the characteristics of a

fine lady to take her walks abroad shod in satin

slippers, and Elizabeth stepped through mud and

swamp with a fearless tread, in her comfortable

mountain boots. sweet autumn breezes! O
lovelv world ! if one could only be satisfied with

the delight of mountain scenery, and wide blue

lakes sleeping in the rare sunshine !

That week of rain seemed actually to have ex-

hausted the evil propensities of the Caledonian

atmosphere ;
one fine day succeeded another

days whose serenity was only disturbed by half a

dozen or so of showers or an occasional tempest

of hail
;
and Elizabeth who defied brief showers,

and even transient hail-storms, or the sudden ob-

scuring of the heavens behind a curtain of black

clouds, presage of a passing hurricane wandered

about the mountains in delicious freedom, and

seemed almost to walk down the demon of de-

spondency and the sharp stings of remorse. She

rarely drove, for she could hardly use her pony

carriage without offering Miss Disney the spare

seat at her side, and she loved best to be alone,

quite alone, without even Donald the gillie seated

behind her, open-mouthed and empty-headed,

staring vacantly at the sky.

She liked to climb the hill-side alone, to wander
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alone among the sheep, who were seldom scared

by her light footstep, or to sit upon some craggy
bank, where fragments of primeval rock seemed
to be mixed up with the heather and the short

mountain grass, as if this part of the world had
but just emerged, inchoate and unfinished, from
chaos. She loved to sit here alone, her seal-skin

jacket drawn tightly across her chest, defying the

autumnal winds, in whose sweet freshness there

was a sharp sting now and then, like a faint proph-

ecy of coming winter. Here she had time for

sad thoughts, time to repent the foolishness of all

her life gone by, and to long, with how vain a

longing, that the past could be undone.

Sometimes, as she walked homeward in the

beginning of the dusk, foolish fancies would steal

into her mind at sight of the white towers and pin-
nacles of Slogh-na-Dyack rising above the even-

ing mists at the base of the mountain the thought
of what her life would have been if she and Mal-
colm Forde had inhabited that northern cha-

teau
;
how every room in that great house would

have been brightened and glorified by domestic
love

;
how sweet to go home from her walks to

be welcomed by him
;
how sweet to stand in the

porch at eventide watching for his coming vain,
useless fancies, which consumed her heart

;
fan-

cies which she knew to be sinful even, but could

not put out of her mind.
Thus passed the second week of Lord Paulyn's

absence, and there was yet no hint of his return.

Elizabeth was still free to live her own life, a life

of utter loneliness, the life of a woman who lived

in the past rather than in the present ;
free to

wander among those solitary hills, with the dog
Gregarach for her only companion.
Wide and varied as had been her wanderings,

she had never yet crossed the path of Malcolm
Forde. She had almost left off hoping for or

dreading any such encounter. Had she chosen
to put herself in his way, to take the village of

Dunallen in the course of her rambles, or to loiter

among the outlying cottages that sprinkled the

hill-side just around the village, she would have
been very sure to meet him. But this was just
the one thing which Elizabeth, in her right mind,
could not do. Nor, had she languished to behold

him as the fever-parched wayfarer in a dry land

languishes for a draught of cold water, could she

have deliberately waylaid him. She knew that

to think of him was wrong, yet she thought of

him by day and by night, having long lost the

empire over her thoughts. But she was still the

mistress of her actions, and could keep them pure.
She made the most of the fine weather, how-

ever, without coming too near Dunallen
;
and

even when there came threatenings of a change,

menacing clouds again brooding over the mount-
ain peaks, she was not alarmed, and left Slogh-

na-Dyack as usual, immediately after breakfast,
with the faithful Gregarach at her side.

"You are not going out to-day surely," said

Miss Disney, who had come down to the hall to

consult the barometer
;

' '

the glass has gone back
to much rain."

"I thought we ought to have screwed the hand
to that particular point the week before last,"
answered Elizabeth; "much rain seemed to be

the normal condition of Scotland. Yes, I am
going for my constitutional. I dare say I shall

have a shower, but I'm used to that."

"I'm afraid you'll have a storm, and there's

not much chance of shelter among those hills.

It's really very wrong of you to run such risks.
"

" The risk of catching cold, for instance,
"
said

Elizabeth, contemptuously.
" I never catch cold.

I sometimes think I have a charmed life, unas-
sailable by the elements."

" You are very lucky in that particular, as well
as in so many others. I can scarcely put my
head out-of-doors on a damp day without paying
for my imprudence with neuralgia or influenza."

" How disagreeable!" said Elizabeth, looking
at her absently.

"
Come, Gregarach."

She walked rapidly away, under the dull threat-

ening sky, leaving Hilda in the porch, looking
after her thoughtfully." What a miserable restless creature she is, in

spite of her prosperity !" she said to herself. "One
ought hardly to envy her. Does she ever meet
her old lover on those lonely hills, I wonder?
No, I scarcely think that. He is not the kind of
man to run any hazard of scorching his wings at

the old flame
;
and she well, no, I do not believe

she is bad enough for that. She only wanders
about because she is discontented, and still mad-
ly in love with the man who jilted her."

Two hours later those ominous clouds upon
the mountain resolved themselves to rain a
dense driving rain that came down I'ke a sheet
of water, and threatened to extinguish the land-

scape in watery darkness. Miss Disney stood at

one of the drawing-room windows watching the

deluge.
"Good heavens! if she is without shelter in

such rain as this," she thought, not without com-

passion, "what is to become of her?" And
then, with a cynical bitterness, "If she were to

catch her death of cold, it would be very little

advantage to me. What is that some poet says ?
* E'en in our ashes live their wonted fires.

' But
some ashes are quite cold. Nothing would re-

kindle them."

On the hill-tops that blinding rain made a worse

darkness, a confusion of sound as it came sweep-
ing down with a shrill whistling noise, like the
wind shrieking in the shrouds at sea, while ever

and anon came the hoarse roar of distant thun-

der, shaking or seeming to shake even those deep-
rooted hills. Elizabeth stood beneath the tem-

pest, looking helplessly about her, the dog cower-

ing at her side, wondering what she should do.

She was very indifferent to small inconveniences

in the way of weather, but this was a tempest
which threatened to sweep her off the mountain-

side, to whirl her into the teeth of the welkin,
unsubstantial and helpless as a tuft of thistle-

down. Even Gregarach, the deer-hound, who
should have been accustomed to this war of the

elements, shuddered and was afraid.

"If there were a cave or any thing of that

kind handy!" she said to herself, trying to look

through the rain. She might as well have tried

to pierce the curtain of futurity itself. The
world was a thing expunged ;

there was noth-

ing left but herself, her dog, and the deluge.
" The barometer was right for once in a way,"

she said. "This is 'much rain'. But I thought
barometers were things one ought to read back-

ward, like gypsy women's fortune-telling.
"

Happily she was not unfamiliar with her sur-

roundings, and could hardly go astray or topple
over a precipice unawares. She had roamed
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the mountain too often for that in her two months
of residence at Slogh-na-Dyack. She stood quite
still, pondering, while the pitiless rain drench-
ed her garments, reducing even the comfortable
seal-skin to a black, shiny-looking substance, from
which the water ran, not as from a duck's back,
but soaking the fabric thoroughly as it trickled

slowly down.
What should she do ? where seek her nearest

shelter ? Yes, she bethought herself at last of

a place of refuge at the base of the lonely hill-

side on which she stood, a refuge so insignifi-
cant that it had hardly impressed its image on
her memory, though she had looked down upon
it many a time from this very spot ;

an object

which, in her dire distress to-day, came back to

her indistinctly, with a kind of uncertainty, as a

thing which might be real or only an invention

of her own fancy.

"Yes," she thought, "I do believe there is

one solitary cottage down there at the very foot

of this hill. I haye a vague recollection of seeing

it, and a thin thread of smoke curling up from
its poor little chimney a miserable shanty of a

place, with grass growing ever so high on the roof;
but oh, what a comfort it would be to find myself
under a roof of any kind just now ! Come, Gre-

garach, old fellow, we'll make for the cottage."
It was hard work getting down the steep mount-

ain-side in that blinding rain. She had held up
her little silk umbrella as well as she could

against the violence of the wind she had now to

furl it and make it her staff. Her feet slipped

upon the sodden grass more than once during
the slow descent, and for the moment she fan-

cied it was all over with her, and she must roll

down to the valley, bruised and beaten to death

in her swift course.
' ' Such a nasty, dirty death !

"

she thought, with a shudder.

But the firm light feet kept their vantage-

ground, the slender figure held itself erect

against the buffeting of the wind and the force

of the rain-drift, and Lady Paulyn arrived final-

ly, only half drowned, in the narrow road at the

base of the mountain a lonely, cheerless road

at the best of times, skirted by a rocky bank, be-

neath which ran a deep narrow stream, now
swollen to the width of a small river a spot

that was eminently unattractive except from the

artistic and Salvator-Rosa point of view a re-

gion of sterility and gloom, which hopeless grief

might choose for its abode, where nature seemed
in unison with man's despair, where the braes

never bloomed and the birds never sang.

Yes, there was the cottage, "just a but and

a ben ;" grass growing high upon the steeply

sloping roof, the tiny square window obscured

by a handful of hay stuffed into one broken pane,
and a fragment of linsey-woolsey in another.

The very abode of desolation, but still a roof to

cover one, Elizabeth thought, gladly.

The door was shut. She knocked, but no one

came
;
then tried the latch, and opened the door

and peered in, an action which even in that mo-

ment of extremity brought back the thought of

the old days at Hawleigh when she had stood

at cottage doors with so light a heart, so full of

vague hope and unacknowledged love.
"
May I come in?" she asked, gently, unable

to see whether the place were occupied, so pro-

found was the obscurity within. Her dog em-

phasized the question by a fortissimo bark.

Even that loud inquiry brought no reply." The place must be empty," thought Elizabeth,
and made bold to enter, Gregarach going before
her with loud sniffings and a suspicious air.

The little wretched room was unoccupied, but
there was some poor apology for furniture in it.

A chest of drawers article most dear to the
Scottish mind a battered old table, and one
chair, a few odds and ends of crockery on a shelf
in a corner, and a good deal of dirt. There
were signs of occupation, too

;
a struggling turf

fire on the hearth, and beside the fire an old
black saucepan containing some herby decoction,
from which came a faintly aromatic odor."

Odd," thought Elizabeth.
" But I suppose

the people are out at work. Poor creatures, I
wonder what work they can find to do in such
weather as this.

"

She took off her jacket, which seemed a mere
mass of brown pulp, took off her hat, also seal-
skin reduced to the same pulpy condition, and
tried to shake off a little of the water which hung
in every fold of her garments. She tried to put
a little more life into the turf fire, to get some-

thing like heat out of it if possible, but it was

only a lukewarm fire, and she looked about the
room in vain for more turf or a fagot of wood.

" What a wretched place!" she said, to her-

self; "and to think that some poor creature

will come here for comfort by-and-by when his

work is done is thinking of it now, perhaps,
and longing for it, and calling it home."

She thought of Slogh-na-Dyack, her own suit

of rooms, with their many windows looking over

the water, the infinite luxury, the triumph of

man's inventiveness exemplified in every contriv-

ance that can make life pleasant ;
she thought

of the dismal contrast between this home and

hers, and of her own discontented mind, to

which that costly chateau had seemed no better

than a splendid prison.

"Why can not fine scenery and handsome
furniture satisfy one's heart ?" she said to her-

self.
" Why must one always long for some-

thing else, for some one whose mere presence
would make such a shelter as this tolerable, for

same one in whose company one would have no

thought of worldly wealth or worldly pleasure ?"

She looked round the darksome little room

looked up at the low broken ceiling, rain-blister-

ed and stained looked round with a sad smile.

"If Malcolm had married me, and poverty

had reduced us to such a place as this, I would

have been happy with him," she thought. "I
would have tucked up my sleeves and scrubbed

and toiled, and tried to make this wretched hovel

bright and comfortable for him. It would have

been my pride to bear deprivation, misery even,

for his sake. I could then have said to him,

"You doubted me once, Malcolm, but is not

this real love ?"

She had seated herself in the solitary chair

close by the low open hearth, trying to get a

little warmth out of the fading fire, trying not

to shiver very much with that wretched sensa-

tion of cold and dampness which had crept over

her since she had found shelter in the cottage.

She had opened the door two or three times and

looked out, with a faint hope of seeing some in-

dication of fair weather, or at least some lessen-

ing of the rain
;
but the water-drops came down

with a sullen persistence came down as she
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had seen them fall day after day from her win-

dow, without a break in the watery monotony.
" I wonder if I shall have to stay here two or

three days," she thought, "while all the Slogh-

na-Dyack people are searching the country for

me, and a private detective watching all out-

ward-bound vessels that leave the Clyde, lest I

should have taken it in my head to run away to

America ? It really seems as if I should have
to choose between staying here all day and all

night, or walking home in the wet. If I could

only see a stray boy a native boy inured to

rain I might send him home for a carriage."
But looking for stray boys seemed almost as

hopeless as watching for the ending of the rain
;

so Elizabeth shut the door, and went back to

the dismal hearth, which became every minute
colder and more dismal, and to her own sad, use-

less thoughts.
She was startled from her reverie presently

by a sudden activity on the part of Gregarach,
who had been quiet enough hitherto, having
stretched himself among the ashes in the hope
of getting warm, where he had lain until now
dozing fitfully, and looking up at his mistress

wistfully ever and anon, as who should say," We might surely have found better quar-
ters."

Now he started to his feet, gave his short

bark, like the sergeant's cry of "Attention !"

and ran to the door communicating with the

other chamber of the cottage ;
a darksome little

den, into which Elizabeth had looked when she

first took shelter
;
a room which had seemed to

her utterly empty. The door was a little way
ajar ;

the dog pushed it open with his nose, and
rushed in.

Elizabeth started up, not frightened fear

and Elizabeth Luttrell had ever been strangers

only anxious
;
while there flashed across her

brain old stories of Scottish shelters, and faith-

ful dogs whose sagacity had protected their

masters from murder.
"I have my watch and purse," she thought,

" and all these foolish diamond rings, which I

put on my fingers every morning from sheer

habit, just as a red Indian tricks himself out

with beads and wampum. I should be rather

a valuable booty. And this cottage has an un-

canny look at the best of times, standing alone

under the shadow of the hill, and with that deep
dark river running yonder, ready to swallow up
murdered travelers."

She was not frightened, though it was not be-

yond the scope of possibility that this vision,

conjured up half in jest, might be realized in

hideous earnest. That sad and bitter smile, so

frequent on her lips of late, lighted up her face

just now, as she thought how such things have

been, and how lives more precious than hers

had come to dark and terrible ending.
How well that swift river could keep a secret !

It would be so easy a matter to dispose of her.

The dog might give a little trouble, perhaps, but

a knock on the head would make an end of

him, and what resistance could she offer ? Then
would follow a long and tedious quest ;

rewards

offered, heaven and earth moved, as it were, on
behalf of a lady of quality ;

but the mystery for

ever unsolved. Dark scandals invented per-

haps ;
her reputation tarnished by foul imagina-

tions; some people preferring the belief that

she was living a shameful secret life somewhere
to the simpler theory of her untimely death.

She could almost fancy what society would
say of her in years to come, when her husband
had married again and forgotten her.

"
Oh, there was another Lady Paulyn, you

know, who disappeared in a curious manner.
No one knows whether she is alive or dead

; but
Lord Paulyn married again, all the same his
cousin a Miss Disney, a much more suitable
match. The first wife was a very pretty woman,
gave capital parties, and so on

;
but they did

not live happily together."
And he would hear of her dark fate, and won-

der, and be sorry. Yes, surely even his stony
heart would be moved by her dismal end

;
thalt

most horrible of all dooms, at least to the minds
of the survivors, the fate about which there is

uncertainty.
She had time for all these thoughts while Gre-

garach was sniffing about the room.

Presently he set up a piteous whine
;
where-

upon Elizabeth, with a calm, fixed face, as of one
who goes to her doom, pushed the door open
again it had swung to behind the dog and
went boldly into the gloomy den, where murder
perchance lurked in the shadow of the sloping
roof.

The dog was standing with his fore-paws upon
a miserable little bed; a bed she had not ob-
served in her first inspection of the chamber

;

a bed set into the wall, cupboard fashion, after

the manner of some Scottish beds, the lower end
inclosed by a wooden shutter, the head sheltered

by a checked blue curtain, limp and ragged.
A withered, skinny hand grasped this meagre

drapery. Hardly the hand of a stalwart assas-

sin
;
a hand of a dirty waxen hue, wasted by

age or sickness
;
and a feeble voice entreated,

plaintively, "Tak' awa !

the dog."
Elizabeth ran to the bed.

" Don't be fright-

ened; he won't hurt you," she said. "Down,
Gregarach ! down, old fellow ! Indeed, you
needn't be afraid of him

;
he's a sensible, affec-

tionate fellow."

The dog licked his mistress's hand, as if in

grateful acknowledgment of this praise. She
had as yet seen no more of the occupant of the

bed than that skinny hand clutching the curtain
;

but the curtain was drawn back now, revealing
a ghastly figure a woman, old, or made prem-
aturely old by toil and care and sickness

;
a

face haggard as death itself, under a tumbled

night-cap ;
dim eyes staring at the intruder with

vague wonder.

"Something to drink," gasped this helpless
creature

;
"for God's sake give me something

the stuff that auld Becky made."
Elizabeth looked round her helplessly. She

could see no sign of a cooling draught for those

pale, parched lips ;
not even a pitcher of water,

much less the stuff concocted by old Becky, who-
ever that person might be.

"Oh, where shall I find you something?" she

said.
" Poor soul, I'll do any thing in the world

for you, if you'll tell me how."
"The stuff by the fire," said the woman;

" but dinna leave yon doggie with me."
The stuff by the fire, that dark concoction in

the saucepan. The recollection of it flashed

upon Elizabeth. She called her dog, and went
back to the outer room

;
found a cracked mug,
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poured some of the dark-looking drink into it,

and carried it back to the sick woman, and held
it gently to the dry lips, supporting the weary
head upon her arm, with a touch of that natural
tenderness which had endeared her to the cot-

tagers at Hawleigh.
" Have you been long ill ?" she asked.
"Three weary weeks. I've keepit my bed

three weeks, but I was bad before
;

all my limbs

aching, and a weight on my head. I could hard-

ly keep about to do for myself and my son
;
he's

a farm-laborer, beyond Dunallen
;
and then I

was forced to give up, and tak' to my bed. The
fever's been mickle bad about these parts."" The fever!" repeated Elizabeth, with a faint

shiver, but not any shrinking motion of the arm
that supported the sick woman's head.

* '

Yes, it's been varra bad : maybe you shouldna
be in here: some folks call it catching, but I

dinna ken. The Lord knows where I could have

caught it, for there's few folks come my way to

bring me so much as a fever, except the new
minister. I suppose you're the minister's wife ?"

Elizabeth smiled at the question. "No," she

said,
" I'm not the minister's wife. It was only

selfishness that brought me here
;
I was caught

in the storm, and came to your cottage for shel-

ter. But now I am here I may be able to help
to get you well. I can send you wine and tea,

jelly, broth, all kinds of things to strengthen

you. And a doctor, too, if you've had no doc-

tor."
"

I've had auld Becky ;
she kens as much as

ony doctor ;
and the new minister, he knows a

deal. And he brings me wine and things, but

it's very little that I can tak' the noo, I'm so low.

There's some wine in yon cupboard ; you might
gie me a drappie."" Let me settle your pillow more comfortably
first."

She arranged the pillow, fever-tainted per-

haps ;
the whole chamber had a faint fojtid odor

that tried her sorely. But fear of death, even

in this den, where lurked a foe scarce less dead-

ly than the assassin of her imagination, she had
none. The day was past when her life had been

worth cherishing. She placed the pillow under

the weary head, wiped the damp brow with her

handkerchief, murmured a few comforting words,

phrases she had learned in the brief period of her

ministrations, and then went to the cupboard, a

little hutch in a corner, to seek for the wine.

The new minister! that was he, no doubt.

She touched the bottle almost reverently, think-

ing that his hand had sanctified it. The woman

hardly put her lips to the cup ;
it was only by

gentle entreatings that Elizabeth could induce

her to take a few spoonfulls of the wine. Not
all the vintages of Oporto could have brought
back life or vigor to that worn-out habitation of

clay in which the soul fluttered feebly before de-

parting forever.

There was a Bible on a chair by the shut-

tered end of the bed.

"Will you read me a chapter?" asked the

woman, after an interval of feeble groanings and

muttered lamentations.

Elizabeth opened the book immediately, chose

that chapter of diapers, that tender farewell ad-

dress of Christ to his Apostles, the fourteenth

of St. John, and began to read in her low ear-

nest voice, as she had read many a time in the
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sunny cottages at Hawleigh, with the bees hum-
ming in the myrtle bushes outside the window,
the green trees waving gently under the summer
sky. This gloomy hovel in the shadow of the
mountain seemed a bit of another world.
She read on till the patient sank into an un-

easy slumber, breathing heavily. And then, see-

ing her to all appearance fust asleep, Elizabeth
laid the book down, and looked at her watch. It
was nearly five o'clock

;
the day, which had been

dark at two, was growing darker; the rain,
which she could just see through the cloudy
glass of the narrow casement, was still coming
down steadily, with no symptom of abatement.

"It is clear 1 shall have no alternative be-
tween walking home in the rain or staying here
all night," thought Elizabeth.

"
Or, stay: this

poor soul spoke of her son
; he will come home

by-and-by, perhaps, and he might fetch the car-

riage for me."
There was comfort in this hope. Though not

afraid of the fever, she was not a little desirous
to escape from that tainted atmosphere, in which
to breathe was discomfort. And yet it seemed
cruel to leave that helpless creature, perhaps to

die alone.
"
I must try to find a nurse for her somehow,"

she thought ;

"
I'll ask her about this old Becky

when she wakes. It seems almost inhuman to

let her lie here alone."

She wondered that Malcolm Forde had not

done more for this stricken creature. But there

were doubtless many such in his flock, and he

had done his utmost in bringing her wine and

coming to see her now and then.

The woman had been asleep about half an

hour, while Elizabeth sat and watched her, think-

ing her own sad thoughts, when the outer door

was opened. It was the son returning from his

work, no doubt. Elizabeth rose and went to

meet him, anxious to have tidings of her where-

abouts conveyed to Slogh-na-Dyack before night-

fall.

She had her hand upon the door between the

two rooms, when another hand pushed it gently

open. Drawing back a little, she found herself

face to face with Malcolm Forde.

She could see plainly enough that for the first

few moments he failed to recognize her in the

half light of that dismal chamber. He looked

at her, first in simple wonder, then with eager

scrutiny.
** Good God !" he cried at last, "is it you?"

"Yes," she answered, with a feeble, pitiful at-

tempt to take things lightly. "Did you not

know we were such near neighbors? Strange,

isn't it, how people are drawn together from all

the ends of the earth, Parthians and Medes and

Elamites, and the dwellers in Mesopotamia ?"

He seemed hardly to hear her. He was look-

ing at the bed with an expression of unspeakable

horror.
" Come into the next room, he said, draw-

ing her quickly across the threshold, and shut-

ting the door upon the sick chamber.
" What

brought you to this place ?"

"Accident. I came here to find shelter from

the rain."
" You had better have staid in the rain. But

God grant that you may have taken no harm !

I come here daily, and stay beside that poor

creature's bed for an hour at a time. But 1 be-
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lieve custom has made mo fever-proof. You
must get home instantly, Lady Paulyn, and take

all possible precautions against infection. That
woman has a fever which may be which I fear

is contagious ;
but I trust in God that your su-

perb health may defy contagion, if you are only

reasonably careful."

He opened the outer door to its widest extent.

"Let us have as much air as we can, even if we
have some rain with it," he said. "It is too

wet for you to go home on foot. I must find

some one to run to Slogh-na-Dyack and fetch

your carriage."
"You know where I live, then?" with a

wounded air. It seemed so stony-hearted of

him to be quite familiar with the fact of her vi-

cinity, and yet never to have broken down the

barriers of reserve, never to have approached
her in his sacred character. To be careful for

the rest of his flock, for all the other sinners in

this world Fiji islanders even and to have not

even one thought, not one care, no touch of pity
for her !

"Yes," he answered, in his cool, grave way,
imperturbable as the very rock, looking at his

watch thoughtfully.
" The young man will not

be home till seven perhaps. I must go to Slogh-

na-Dyack myself.""
What, through this rain ! Oh, please don't.

You'll catch your death of cold."

"I came here through this rain, and I am very
well protected,

"
he said,~glancing at his mackin-

tosh.
"
Yes, that is the only way. Promise me

that you will stand at this open door till your
carriage comes for you."
"But if that poor soul should call me, if she

should be thirsty again, I can't refuse to attend

to her, can I, Mr. Forde ?"
"
What, you have been attending to her

hanging over her to give her drink?" with a
look of intense pain." Yes

;
I have been arranging her bed a little,

and giving her some of the wine you brought,
and doing what I could to make her comfort-

able. It reminds me of of the old time at

Hawleigh, when I had a short attack of benevo-
lence. Oh, please don't look so anxious. I am
sure not to catch the fever. What is that line

of somebody's ?
' Death shuns the wretch who

fain the blow would meet.' I am just the kind
of useless person who never dies of any thing but

extreme old age. You will see me creeping round

Hyde Park, forty years hence, in a yellow char-

iot and a poke-bonnet, with pug-dogs and a vine-

gar-faced companion."" You have not left off your old random talk,"
he said, regretfully. "I* can not forbid you to

obey the dictates of humanity. If the poor old

woman should ask you for any thing, you must

give it. But do not bend over her more than

you can help, and do not stay in that room
longer than is absolutely necessary. I have ar-

ranged with a woman at Dunallen to come and
nurse her. She will be here to-night."
"I'm glad of that, and I shall be still more

glad if you will let me contribute to your poor.

May I send you a check to-morrow ?''

"You may send me as many checks as 3-011

like. And now, good-by. The carriage will be
here before I can return.

"

He gave her his hand with an air so frank
and friendly that it stung her almost as if it had

been an insult, pressed the little ice-cold hand
she gave him in his friendly clasp, and went out
into the rain.

"He never, never, never could have loved

me," she said to herself, looking after him with
a piteous face, and bursting into a passion of
tears. What had she expected ? That he, Mal-
colm Forde, the man who had given his life to
God's service, would fall on his knees at the feet

of Lord Paulyn's wife, in the surprise of that
sudden meeting, and tell her how she had bro-
ken his heart live years ago, and how she was
still much more dear to him than honor, or the
love of God ?

* ' He looked frightened at the idea of my hav-

ing caught the fever," she thought, when she
had recovered from that foolish burst of passion-
ate anger, bitter disappointment, unreasoning
and unreasonable love. "But that was only
from a philanthropic point of view

; just as a

family doctor would have done. Was there

ever any one so impenetrable? One would
think we had never been more than the most

commonplace acquaintance, and had only parted
from each other a week ago."
She stood leaning against the door-post, look-

ing at the dreary waste of sodden turf, the fast-

flowing river, the mountain on the other side of

the valley, which was like a twin brother of the
mountain behind the cottage.

She stood thus, lost in gloomy thought,

thought that was more gloomy than the land-

scape, more monotonous than the rain, when a

footstep sounded a little way off. She looked

up and saw Mr. Forde coming back to her.

"I met a lad who was able to carry the mes-

sage faster than I could," he said
;
"so I have

returned to prevent your running any risk by
ministering to that poor soul yonder."
He looked into the other room

;
the woman

was still asleep. He waited a little by the bed-

side, and then came back to the doorway where
Elizabeth stood looking out at the turbid water.

"How long is it since
you

were caught in the

rain ?" he asked a foolish question, perhaps,
inasmuch as it had rained without ceasing for

the last four hours.

"I hardly know; it seems an age. I was

wandering about the mountain for ever so long,
not knowing what to do, till I happened to re-

member this cottage, and then we came down,

my poor drenched dog and I, and crept in here

for refuge. And I seem to have been here half

a lifetime."

Half a lifetime, and more than a lifetime, she

thought ;
for were not the joys and sorrows of

any common existence concentrated in this meet-

ing with him ? The dog was licking his hand
with abject affection, as if he too had known
this man years ago, and been parted from him,
and loved him passionately throughout that sev-

erance
;
but strange creatures of the dog tribe

had a habit of attaching themselves to Mr.

Forde.
"And you have been in your wet clothes all

this time," he said, anxiously, with the pastor's

grave solicitude, not the lover's alarm. "I fear

you may suffer for this unfortunate business."
"
Rheumatism, or sciatica, or lumbago, or

something of that kind," she said
;

" those seem

such old woman's complaints. I dare say I

shall have a fearful attack of rheumatism, and
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my doctor and I will call it neuralgia, out of po-
i;*-r, 000 No one on the right side of thirty
liteness.

would own to rheumatism.

lightest good-society manner.
This, with her

should recommend you to send for your
doctor directly you get home, and take precau-
tionary measures."

"I have no doctor," she answered, a little

impatiently ;

"
I hate doctors. They could not

save the child I loved and " Her lip quiver-
ed, and the dark beautiful eyes filled, but she
brushed away the tears quickly, deeply ashamed
of that confession of weakness".

"You have lost a child?" said Mr. Forde;
"I heard nothing of that. I know very little

of the history of my old friends since I left En-
gland. I did hear of your dear father's death,
and was deeply grieved, but I have heard little

more of those I knew at Hawleigh."
Not a word of her marriage ;

but he had
heard of that, no doubt; had heard and had
felt no -surprise, taking it for granted that she
was engaged to Lord Paulyn when he set forth

upon his mission.
" I am sincerely sorry to hear you have lost

one so dear to you. But God, who saw fit to

take your little one away, may, in his good time "

" Please do not say that to me. I know what

you are going to say ;
it has been said to me so

often, and it only makes me more miserable. I

could never love another child as I loved him,
the one who was snatched away from me just
when he was growing brighter and lovelier every

day. I could never trust myself to love another

child. I would keep it a stranger to my heart.

I would take pains to keep it at a distance from
me. I should think it a dishonor to my dead

boy to love any other child. But don't let us

speak of him. I have been forbidden ever to

speak or to think of him."
" Forbidden ? By whom ?"

"By the doctors. I don't know what made
me speak of him just now. It is like letting
loose a flood of poisoned waters."

He looked at her gravely, wonderingly, with
a look of unspeakable sorrow. Was it for this

she had broken faith with him? Had all the

splendors and vanities of the world brought her

so little joy ? The wan and sunken cheek, the

too brilliant eye, told of a heart ill at ease, of a
life that was not peace.

Let us talk of yourself,' she said, in an ea-

ger, hurried manner. "I hope you found the

life about which you had dreamed so long a

realization of your brightest visions."
"
Yes," he answered, with a far-offlook, which

of old had always suggested to Elizabeth that

she was of very small account in his life "yes,
I have not been disappointed ;

God has been very

good to me. I go back to my work at the close

of this year, and to work in a wider field."
" You go back again, back again to that strange

world !

"
with a faint shudder.

* ' How little you
can care for your life, and for all that makes life

worth having!"
"For life itself, for the bare privilege of ex-

istence in this particular world, I do not care

very much ;
but I should like to be permitted to

finish my work, so far as one man
^can

finish his

allotted portion of so vast a work."
" And the savages," said Elizabeth,

" did they
never try to kill you ?"

No,'
terror.

147

he answered, smiling at her look of
*

Before they could quite make up their
minds to do that, I had taught them to love
me."
"And you will go out to them again, and die

there ! For if they spare you, fever will strike

you down, perhaps, or the sea swallow you up
alive in some horrible shipwreck. How can you
be so cruel to yourself?"" Cruel to myself in choosing a pathway that
has already led me to happiness, or at least to

supreme content !"
* '

Supreme content ! What, you had nothing
to regret in that dreary, dreary world ? Oh, I
know that it is full of flowers and splendid trop-
ical foliage, and roofed over with blue skies, and
lighted by larger stars, and washed by green-
er waves than we ever see here

;
but it must be

so dreary twelve thousand miles from every
thing."
"From Bond Street, and the Burlington Ar-

cade, and the Royal Academy, and the opera-
houses," said Mr. Forde, as if he had been talk-

ing to a wayward child.
" Do you think I am not tired enough of those

things and this world ?" she cried, passionately."
Why do you speak to me as if I were a baby

that had never cut open the parchment of its toy-
drum to find out where the noise came from ? I
asked you a question just now. Had you noth-

ing to regret in your South-Sea Islands ?"
"
Nothing, except my own worldly nature,

which still clung to the things of earth."

She looked at him curiously, wondering wheth-
er she was one of those things of earth for which
his weak soul had hankered. His perfect cool-

ness was beyond measure exasperating to her.

It was not that she for one moment ignored the

fact that for those two there could be no such

thing as friendship no sweet communion of soul

with soul, secure from all peril of earthly passion,
in that calm region where love has never enter-

ed. She knew that this accidental meeting was
a thing not to be repeated without hazard to her

peace in this world and the next, or to such poor
semblance of peace as was still hers. Yet she

was angry with him for his placid smile, his

friendly anxiety for her welfare, the quiet tones

that had never faltered since he first greeted her,

the grave eyes that looked at her with such pas-

sionless kindliness. If he had said to her,
' '

Eliz-

abeth, I have never ceased to love you we must

meet no more upon this earth" she would have

been content
; but, as it was, she stood looking

moodily down at the angry river, dyed red with

the clay from its rugged banks, telling herself

over and over again that he had never loved her,

that he was altogether adamant.

Being a woman, and not a woman strong in

the power of self-government, she could not long

devour her heart in silence. The wayward, reck-

less spirit sought a relief in words, however fool-

ish.

You do not even ask me if I am happy,

she said,
" or how I prospered after your deser-

tion of me.
"

"Desertion!" he echoed, with a short laugh.
" Women have a curious way of misstating facts.

My desertion ofyou ! Desertion is a good word.

Forgive me for not having inquired after your

happiness, Lady Paulyn. I had a right to sup-

pose that you were as happy as every woman
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ought to be who has deliberately chosen her own
lot in life. I trust the choice in your case was a
fortunate one."

"I had no choice," she answered, in a dull,

despairing tone, looking at the river, not daring
to look at him. " I had no choice. I went the

way Fate drifted me, as helpless or as indiffer-

ent as that tangle of weeds yonder, carried head-

long down the stream. I was miserable at home
with my sisters

; so, thinking any kind of life

must be better than the life I led with them, I

married. I have no right to complain of my
marriage ;

it has given me all the things I used
to fancy I cared about, long ago, when I was a
vain silly girl ;

nor have I any right to complain
of my husband, for he has been much better to

me than I have ever been to him."
"
Why do you palter with the truth ?" he cried,

sternly, turning upon her with an angrier look
than she had seen in his face even on the day
when they parted.

" Why do you try to dis-

guise plain facts, and to deceive me even now ?

What pleasure can it give you to fool me just
once more ? What do you mean by being drift-

ed into your marriage, or why pretend that you
married Lord Paulyn because you were miser-

able at home? You were engaged to him be-

fore you left your aunt's house. You were mar-
ried to him as soon as my back was turned."

" That is false !" cried Elizabeth.
" I was not

engaged to him till you had left England.
"

' '

What, he was not your accepted lover when
I saw you in Eaton Place when I showed you
that newspaper ?"

"He was not. The newspaper and you were
both wrong. I had refused Lord Paulyn twice.

The last rejection took place the night before

that morning, the night of the private theatricals

at the Rancho." She held her head high now,
'

the sweet lips curved in a scornful smile, proud
of her folly proud, even though she had wrecked
her own life, and had perchance shadowed his, by
that very foolishness.

"And you suffered me to think you the basest

of women to surrender that which was dearer

to me than my very life only because you were
too proud to tell me the truth !"

"Would you have believed if I had told you ?

I don't think you would. You had judged me
beforehand. You would hardly let me speak.
You believed a printed lie rather than my pite-
ous looks the love that had almost offered it-

self to you unasked that night at Hawleigh.
You could think that a woman who loved you
like that would change in two little months
could be tempted away from you by the love of

rank and money. I never thought that you
could leave me like that. I was sure that you
would come back to me. O God ! how I waited
and watched for your coming ! how I hated those

fine sunshiny rooms in Eaton Place which saw

my misery ! And then when I went back to Haw-
leigh, thinking I might see you again, perhaps,
and you might forgive me, I was just in time
to hear your farewell sermon. And when I went
to your lodgings the next morning to beg for

your forgiveness yes, I wanted you to for-

give me before you left us all forever I was just
too late to see you. Fate was adverse once more.
The train had carried you away."
"You went to my lodgings!" he exclaimed,

with breathless intensity.
" You would have

asked me to forgive you me, the blind besot-
ted fool who had been duped by his own pas-
sion ! You loved me well enough to have done
that, Elizabeth!"
"I would have kissed the dust at your feet.

There is no humiliation I could have deemed
too great if I could have only won your forgive-
ness

;
not won your love back again the hope

of that had no place in my heart.
"

"My love!" he said, with a bitter smile.
"When did that ever cease to be yours?"
Her whole face changed as he spoke, glorified

by the greatness of her joy. He had loved her
once and that once had been forever !

But not long did passion hold Malcolm Forde
in its thrall. He felt the foolishness of his words
so soon as they had been uttered.

"
It is worse than idle to speak of these things

now," he said.
" If I wronged you by a ground-

less accusation, you wronged me still more deep-
ly by withholding the truth. That day changed
the color of our lives. Of my life I can only say
that it is the life to which I had long aspired,
which I would have sacrificed for no lesser rea-
son than my love for you. It has fully satisfied

my desires. I will not say there have been no
thorns in my path, only that it is a path from
which no earthly temptation could now with-
draw me. For yourself, Lady Paulyn, I can only
trust as I shall pray in many a prayer in the

days to come, when we two shall be on opposite
sides of the world that your life may be filled

with all the blessings which Heaven reserves for

those who strive to make the best use of earthly
advantages."
"You mean that having made a wretched

mistake in my marriage, and having lost the
child who made life bright for me, I am to con-
sole myself by church-going and district visiting,
and by seeing my name in the subscription list

of every charity.
"

4 ' The field is very wide,
"
he said, every trace

of passion gone from voice and manner. "You
need not be restricted to a conventional role.

There are innumerable modes of helping one's

fellow - creatures, and no one need despair of

originality in well-doing."
"It is not in me," she answered, wearily.

"And if I were ever so inclined to help my fel-

low-creatures,my opportunities henceforward are

likely to be limited. I have been guilty of cul-

pable extravagance : it is so difficult to calculate

the expense of what one does in society, and I

never was good at mental arithmetic. In plain

words, I have made my husband angry by the

amount of my bills, and I shall henceforward
have very little money at my command."
"I should have supposed that Lady Paulyn's

pin-money would be an ample fund for benevo-

lence, which need not always be costly," said

Mr. Forde, conceiving this self-abasement to be

merely a mode of excusing her disinclination for

a life of usefulness.

"I have no pin-money," she answered, care-

lessly.
" I refused to have a settlement. When

a woman marries as much above her as I did,

there is always an idea of sale and barter. I

would not have the price set down in the bond."
" Your husband will no doubt remember that

generous refusal when he has recovered from

any vexation your unthinking extravagance may
have caused him."
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" I don't know. We have a knack of saying
disagreeable things to each other. I have" not
much indulgence to expect from him. Do you
ever pass our house at Slogh-na-Dyack ?"

" Sometimes."

"Sometimes,"she thought, with exceeding bit-

terness ;
and he had never been tempted to cross

the threshold, never constrained, in his own de-

spite, as passion would constrain a man who could

feel, to enter the house in which she lived, to

see with his own eyes whether she was happy or

miserable.

"And yet he talks of having never ceased to

love me," she said to herself.

Then resuming her old light tone the tone

that had so often jarred upon his ear in the by-

gone time she said :

"When next you pass Slogh-na-Dyack think

of me as a prisoner inside those high white walls,

a prisoner looking out at the water, and envying
the white-sailed ships that are sailing round Can-

tyre, the sea-gulls flying over the hills. It is a

very fine house, and I have every thing in it

that a reasonable woman could desire
;
but I feel

that it is my prison somehow."
" How do you mean ?"

"Lord Paulyn has brought me here to re-

trench. He is a millionaire, I believe
;
but mill-

ionaires are not fond of spending money, and,

as I told you just now, I have spent his with

both hands. Pray don't think that I am com-

plaining, only only, when you go past my
house, think of me as a solitary prisoner within

its walls, and pity me if you can."

The assumed lightness was all gone now, and

in its stead came piteous tones of appeal.

"Pity you!" he cried, passionately. "Are

you trying to find out the quickest way to break

my heart ? You had always a knack at playing
with hearts. Elizabeth, do not speak to me any
more. Pity me. I am weaker than water.

Why do you not tell me that you are happy
that the world, and the pleasures and triumphs

of the world, are all-sufficient for you ? Why do

you wish to distract my soul by these suggestions

of misery ? And to-night, perhaps, among your

friends, you will be all life and brightness-r-a

creature of smiles and sunshine as you were in

the play that night."
" I can act still," she said, with a faint laugh.

" But it is too much trouble to do that at Slogh-

na-Dyack. I have no friends tkere; it is a

hermitage, without the peace of mind that can

make a hermitage pleasant. Don't look at me so

sorrowfully. I shall go back to London, I dare

say, in the spring, if I am good, and shall give

parties, and spend more money, while you are

among your Fiji islanders."

Malcolm Forde answered nothing, but stood

with a gloomy brow staring at the rushing wa-

ter. What a shallow nature it seemed, this soul

of the girl he had loved once and forever! what

a childish perversity and capriciousness,
and yet

what dreary suggestions there were, in all her

talk of a depth of misery lurking below this seem-

ing lightness ! Ah, what torture to part from

her thus, knowing nothing of what her life was

like in the present, what it might become in tli

future ; knowing only that it was not peace, and

that all those loftier hopes and nobler dreams

which had sustained him in the darkest hours of

his existence were to her a dead letter !

They kept silence, both watching that dark
and turbid river, almost as if it had been that
iver in the under world by which they must
each stand one day, waiting for the grim ferry-
man. But in a little while the sound of wheels
mingled with the noise of the water wheels and
"lorses' feet approaching swiftly on the wet moun-
tain-road.

^
'Thank God!" said Mr. Forde

;
"the car-

riage at last. How you shiver! I must beg
you to remember what I have said about taking
prompt means to ward off cold, and it would be
as well to take some precautionary steps against
infection : not that I fear any danger from that,"
he added, hopefully. Then, looking at her with

undisguised tenderness for was it not, as he be-

lieved, his very last look?" Elizabeth, I shall

pray for you all my life. If the prayers of any
other than yourself can give you peace and good
thoughts and a happy life, you will never lack
those blessings. Good-by."
He held her hand for a little while, looking at

her with those dark searching eyes which she had
feared even before she loved him, looking through
her very soul, trying to pierce the thin veil of

pretense, to fathom the mystery within. But
even at the last she was a mystery too deep for

his plummet-line."
Good-by," she said, and not one word more,

remembering that other parting when, if speech
could have come out of her stubborn lips, she

might have kept him all her life. What could

she say now except good-by ?

He put her into the dainty little brougham,

wrapped her in the soft folds of a fur-lined car-

riage-rug, gave the coachman strict injunctions

to drive home as fast as his horses would safely

carry him, and then stood bare-headed at the

cottage door watching her departure.

CHAPTER IX.
" My God ! I never knew what the mad felt

Before : for I am mad beyond all doubt !

No, I am dead! These putrefying limbs

Shut round and sepulchre the panting soul,

Which would burst forth into the wandering air.

What hideous thought was that I had e'en now?
'Tis gone- and yet its burden remains here,

O'er these dull eyes upon this weary heart !

O world ! life
!^O

day! misery !

#

She is the mad-honse nurse who tends on me.

It is a piteous office."

WHETHER a careful compliance with Mr.

Forde's behest would have saved Elizabeth from

the evil consequences of that one wet day, it is

impossible to say. She took no precautions;

she was utterly reckless of her own safet}-, hating

doctors and all medical appliances with a child-

ish hatred, and never from her childhood upward

having cared to take any trouble about herself in

the way of preserving her health. That health

had hitherto been a splendid inheritance which

recklessness could hardly reduce. She had run

wild in Devonian woods wet-footed, and caring

no more for the damps of morass or brooklet than

a young fawn ;
she had roamed the moor m the

very teeth of the east wind, had lingered latest of

all the household in the Vicarage garden when

the heavy night-dews were falling ;
she had sat

up late into the nights reading her favorite books,

had existed for weeks at a time with the least
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possible allowance of sleep, and had hardly known
what it was to be ill.

"I almost wish I could set up a chronic head-

ache like Diana's," she used to say in those days.
"It is so convenient occasionally."
But after her boy's death had come an illness

which concentrated into nine long weeks of an-

guish, more than some feeble souls suffer in a

lifetime of weak murmurings and complainings.
Brain fever it would have been called most like-

ly, had the patient been any one less than Lord

Paulyn's wife
;
but the specialists, who met three

times a week in solemn conclave to discuss the

diagnostics of the case, found occult names for

the ailments of a person of quality. That name-
less fever of mind and body, engendered of a

wild and desperate grief, came and passed away ;

but not without severely trying the strength of

the mind, which had been the greater sufferer.

The inexhaustible riches of a superb constitution

saved the body, but that weaker vessel, the mind,
foundered, and at one time was menaced with to-

tal shipwreck.
Now fever again took possession of that love-

ly temple the lowest form of contagious fever

and rang its dismal changes from gastric to ty-

phus, from typhus to typhoid. Wet garments,
tainted air, did their fatal work. After a week
or so of general depression, occasional shivering

fits, utter want of appetite, and continued sleep-

lessness, the fever-fiend revealed himself in a
more definite form

;
and the local surgeon res-

ident five miles from the chateau declared, with

infinite hesitation and unwillingness, that in his

opinion Lady Paulyn was suffering from a mild
form a very mild form, and entirely without

danger of the low fever that had been hanging
about the neighborhood this year.

This declaration was made, in the most cau-

tious and conciliating manner, to Lady Paulyn
herself, in the presence of Hilda Disney ;

the dis-

agreeable fact disguised with an excessive show
of confidence and hopefulness on the doctor's

part, just as he contrived to conceal the flavor of
aloes or rhubarb in his silvered pills.

Elizabeth turned her haggard fever-bright eyes
to him with a strange look. She had been sitting
in a moody attitude till now, staring fixedly at

the ground.
"I have had fever before," she said; "and

that time my mind went. I could not believe it

for long afterward, but I know now that it did

go. I hope that is not going to happen to me
again."

"My dear lady" Elizabeth shuddered; the

specialists, or in other words mad-doctors, had

always called her "dear lady" "there is not
the smallest cause for such an apprehension. In
fever there is occasionally a slight delirium, pure-
ly attributable to physical causes. But I trust

that with care there may be nothing of the kind
in your case."

4 * With care !

"
repeated Elizabeth.

' '

Yes, I
remember they said that when I was ill before.

I heard them as I lay there helpless, repeating
the same words every day like parrots. But then
I only wanted to die, and to go to my darling ;

and I don't know that it matters much more now.

Only I don't want to lose my mind and yet go on
living. If I am to die young, let me die alto-

gethernot like Dean Swift, first atop."
The Scotch surgeon, an eminently practical

man, shook his head a little at this, with a grave
side-glance at Miss Disney ;

then murmured his

directions: quiet repose the saline draughts,
which he would alter a little from those of yes-

terday and the day before and, above all, care.

It would be as well to send to Glasgow for a pro-
fessional nurse, lest the duties of the sick-room

might be beyond the scope of Miss Disney or

Lady Paulyn's maid. This was mentioned in

confidence to Hilda when she and the surgeon
had left Elizabeth's room together.

"It is not going to be serious, I hope," said

Hilda.

"I apprehend not. No; I venture to think

not. With youth, and so fine a constitution

no organic disease I have every reason to im-

agine the fever will pass off in a few days, and a

complete restoration ensue. But the want of

sleep and of appetite are unpleasant symptoms,
and her ladyship's mind is more excited than I
should wish. I think, as it is a case which no
doubt will inspire some anxiety in the mind of

Lord Paulyn, and as he is absent from home, it

might be wise to fortify ourselves with a second

opinion." This was said with an air of proud
humility, as who should say,

" I feel myself strong
enough to cope with the diseases of a nation, but

usage must be observed, according to the statute

in such case made and provided;" for medicine
has its unwritten laws, its unregistei-ed acts of an

intangible parliament.
' ' I should like Dr. Sau-

chiehall to see Lady Paulyn."
"Pray telegraph to him at once," said Hilda,

anxiously ;
"and I will telegraph to my cousin."

With this understanding they parted. , The
doctor to drive his neat gig to the little bathing-

place five miles off, whence he could send a tele-

gram to Glasgow ;
Hilda to pace the terrace, un-

der a gray autumn sky, watching, or seeming to

watch, the white rain mists rolling up from the

mountain crests, and meditating this new turn in

affairs.

How would Reginald take his wife's illness ?

They had parted with a palpable coolness; on
her part indifference, smothered anger on his.

Would all his old selfish vehement love rush back

upon him with redoubled force if he found his

wife in jeopardy ? Such hours of peril, as it were
the shadow of the destroyer lurking on the thresh-

old of a half-opened door, are apt to awaken dor-

mant affections
;
to rekindle passions that seem-

ed dead as doath itself.

"I know that he loves her still," thought Hil-

da. "Those flashes of anger spring from the

same root as tender looks and sweet words
;
he

loves her still, with quite as much real affection,

and as near an approach to unselfishness as he is

capable of feeling. And if she were to die he
would never love any one else; would marry
again perhaps, but for money, no doubt, the sec-

ond time. And I well, I should be always in

the same position, a miserable hanger-on, outside

his life. God give me patience to do my duty to

both of them
;
to the man who amused a sum-

mer holiday by breaking my heart, and the wom-
an who had usurped my place in the world."

To communicate by telegraph or post with

Lord Paulyn was no easy matter, or there was
at least small security that a telegram would find

him. His address was fugitive ;
at Newmarket

to-day, on board his yacht in Southampton Wa-
ter, bound to Havre, to-morrow. Hilda tele-
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graphed to Newmarket and Park Lane, trusting
that one of the two messages might reach him
without delay. She also wrote him a letter, ad-

dressed to Park Lane, in which she gave him a
careful account of Elizabeth's symptoms, and the

medical man's remarks upon them. Having done

this, she felt that she had done her duty, and
could abide the issue of events with a compla-
cent mind.
But a harder and more painful duty remained

to be done
;
the patient had to be watched and

cared for, and that task Miss Disney deemed her-

self, in a manner, bound to perform. A horrible

restlessness had taken possession of Elizabeth.

Weak as she was, she wanted to roam from
room to room, out on to the lonely lawn even,
under the dull gray sky; and Mr. M'Knockie,
the local surgeon, had especially directed that she

should be kept in perfect quiet, and in her own
room that she should straightway take to her

bed, indeed, and, as it were, prostrate herself at

the feet of the fever-fiend.

Against this Elizabeth protested with all her

might, declaring that she was not ill, that she

had nothing the matter with her but cold and

sore throat, and that Mr. M'Knockie was only

trying how long a bill he could run up with his

vapid, tasteless medicines. Air, fresh air, was all

she required, she cried
;
and she flung open the

French window, and went out into the balcony,
in spite of Hilda.

"O sea, sea, sea," she cried, looking away to-

ward that opening in the hills where the waters

widened out into ocean,
"

ifyou would only carry

me away to some new world, a world of dreams

and shadows, where I should have done with the

burden of life!"

Alas, she was only too near that world of

dreams and shadows ! Before night-fall she was

delirious, watched over by hired nurses, a pros-

trate wretch concerning whom the doctors, Sau-

chiehall and M'Knockie, shook their heads almost

despondently. Fever of mind and fever of body

raged together with unabating violence. She hac

entered the region of dreams and shadows
;
anc

in that long delirium, during which all things in

the present were blotted out, or only seen dimly

athwart a thick cloud, her mind went back to the

past. She was a child again, following the wind-

ings of the Tabar, or losing herself in the wooc

where the anemones were like snow in April ;
she

was a girl again, her childish unspoken love foi

Malcolm Forde ripening slowly, like a bud tha'

ripens to a blossom under a gentle English sun

until it bursts into bloom and beauty, the perfec

flower of woman's heart.

In that drama of the past which she lived over

again, there were not only scenes that had been,

but scenes that had not been. With the loss of

sober reason and the perception of surrounding

things, invention was curiously quickened. Mem-

ory, which was beyond measure vivid, ran a race

with imagination. That brief span of her spring-

tide courtship, the few short weeks of her engage

ment to Malcolm Forde, was spun out by mnu

rnerable fancies of the distracted brain. She re

called walks that they had never walked, long

wanderings over the moor ;
wild poetic talk

;
thr

converse of spirits which had issued fortn fron

the doors of this solid world into a vast cloud

land, a place of dim, unfinished thoughts anc

broken fancies.

It was distracting to hear her talk of these

hings ;
it was a madness almost maddening to

vatch or listen to. The hired nurses made light
enough of the business

;
haled their patient about

vith their coarse hands, tied her even with bonds
when she was too restless for their endurance

;

ate, drank, slept, and rejoiced, while she lay there
n her dream-world, entreating Malcolm to loosen
hose cruel cords, to take her away out of the sti-

fling atmosphere that was killing her.

Miss Disney made a point of spending some
lours of the day or night in the sick-room

;
and

n these hours Elizabeth fared a little better than
at other times. The tying process was at any
rate not attempted in Hilda's presence. But,
consciousness of all immediate events being in

abeyance, the hapless patient knew not that she
was being protected by this quiet figure in a black-

silk gown, which sat statue-like by the hearth,
and she was exceedingly tormented by the sight
of it. In her more desperate moods she even
accused Miss Disney of keeping her a prisoner in

that horrible room, and of separating her from
tier plighted lover.

Here was one of the mental obliquities which
made a part of her disorder. Her husband and
her married life, even her lost child, were forgot-

ten
;
were as things that had never been. Noth-

ing stood between her and her first lover except
the bondage that kept her to that hated room.

He was at all times close at hand, waiting for

her, calling to her even, only she could not go to

him. Every creature who held her back from

him was her enemy ;
and chief among these, the

despotic mistress of her prison-house, the arbiter

of her fate, was Hilda Disney.
Matters were in this state when Lord Paulyn

came back to Slogh-na-Dyack, tardily apprised

of his wife's illness by the telegrams, which had

followed him from stage to stage of his wander-

ing existence. He found the doctors at sea, only

able to give stately utterance to the feeblest opin-

ions, but by a curious fatality issuing orders which

in every minutest detail were opposed to the de-

sires of the patient.

In her more lucid intervals she had languished

for the sight of old faces, the sound of old voices.

She had entreated them to send for the old sen--

ant who had nursed her, the old vicarage servant,

who had been part and parcel of her home in the

happy childish days before her mother's death,

before she had begun to be proud of her beauty

and to grow indifferent to the commonplace pres-

ent in selfish dreams of a much brighter future.

She spoke of the woman by her name, remem-

bering all about her with a singular precision, at

which the doctors looked at each other and won-

dered
" Memory extraordinarily clear," they re-

markedlike heaven-gifted seers divining a fact

which it was not within the power of common

perception to discover.

Then came a longing for her sisters, above all

for Blanche, the young frivolous creature who had

loved her better than she had ever loved in return.

Piteously, in her most reasonable moments, she

implored that Blanche might be summoned.

''She would amuse me," she said, and J

want so much to be amused ;
all is so dull here,

such an awful quiet, like a house under a spell.

For Heaven's sake, if there is any one in this place

who loves me or pities me, let them send for my
sister Blanche."
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Miss Disney, faithful to her duties in a semi-

mechanical way, informed the medical men of

this wish.

"Would it not be well to send for Miss Lut-

trell?"

No, they said. Isolation perfect isolation

offered the only chance of recovery. Lady Paulyn
was to see no one except the persons who nursed

her. No old familiar faces inspiring violent

emotions, agitating thoughts were to approach
her. Even Miss Disney, who might he permitted
to take her turn occasionally in her patient's room,
must be careful not to talk to her not to encour-

age any thing like conversation. Soothing silence

must pervade the chamber sepulchral as the

room where the mighty dead lie in state. When
Lord Paulyn came, he might see his wife, but

with such precautions as must reduce any meet-

ing between them to a nullity. The dismal

monotony of a sick-room was to be Elizabeth's

cure; the hard, cruel visages of hireling nurses

were to woo her back to reason and peace : so

said Dr. Sauchiehall, Mr. M'Knockie, as in duty
bound, agreeing.
Lord Paulyn came at a time when mere bodi-

ly illness had been well-nigh subjugated, and that

nicer mechanism, the mind, alone remained out

of gear. He was allowed to stand for a few min-
utes in the shadow of the curtains that draped
his wife's bed

;
and having the misfortune to

come in at an unlucky hour, heard her rave about

her first lover, and upbraid the tyrants who had
severed them. He turned upon his heel, and
left the room without a word

;
nor did he enter

again until, upon a terrible occasion, some weeks

later, when the malady had increased even un-

der those favorable circumstances of utter isola-

tion and the care of hireling nurses and he was
summoned to his wife's room to prevent her fling-

ing herself out of the window by the sheer force

of his strong arm.
She was clinging to the long French window

when he went into the room an awful white-

robed figure with streaming hair, and flashing,

passionate eyes, the two nurses trying to drag
her back, but vainly striving against the unnat-
ural strength that waits upon a mind distraught.

"Why do you keep me back from him?" she

cried.
" He is down yonder by the water wait-

ing for me, as he has waited always. I heard
his voice just now. You shall not keep me back.
Do you think I am afraid of the danger ? At
the worst, it is only death. Let me go."
Lord Paulyn's strong arm thrust the nurses

aside, grasped the frail figure, whose convulsive
force was strangled in that muscular grip. She

struggled with him, and was hurt in the struggle
hurt by the grasp of that broad hand, which

seemed so brutal in its strength. She looked at

him with her wild fever-bright eyes.
"I know you now," she said; "you are my

husband. The other was a sweet *sad dream.
You are the bitter reality !"

He flung her into the arms of the head nurse
-^-a virago six feet high.

" If you can not take
better care of your patient, I must have her put
where they will know how to look after her with-
out boring me," he said

;
and left the room with-

out another look at the only woman he had ever
loved. There are some flames that burn them-
selves out very soon, the fierce love of selfish souls

among them. The warmth of Lord Paulyn's af-

fection for his wife had long been on the wane.
Her extravagances had tried his temper, touch-

ing him deeply where he was most susceptible, in

his love of money. Her illness had annoyed him,
for he detested the fuss and trouble of domestic
affliction. This second calamity struck a final

blow to his self-love, with which was bound up
whatever yet remained of that other love. That
her wandering mind should set up "that parson
fellow" in his rightful place should erase him,
Reginald Paulyn, from the story of her life

'

harking back to that old foolish sentimental pas-
sion of her girlhood, was too deep an offense.

He sat by his lonely hearth, and brooded over
his wrongs his wife's base ingratitude, his child-

lessness hardly daring to look forward to the

future, in which he saw the creature he had once
loved menaced with the direst affliction humani-

ty can suffer. He summoned the mad-doctors
the men who had taken out a kind of patent

for the manipulation of the distraught mind the

men who had called Elizabeth "dear lady," a

year ago, in Park Lane. They came, and agreed
in polite language, which shirked the actual word,
that Lady Paulyn was very mad; they feared

hopelessly, permanently mad. Nature, of course,
had vast resources, they added, sagely providing
for the event of her recovery there was no know-

ing what healing balm she might ultimately pro-
duce from her inexhaustible store-house but in

the mean time there could be no doubt of the

main fact, that her ladyship was suffering from
acute mania, and must be placed under fitting re-

straint.

There was a little discussion as to which of the

doctors should have the privilege of ministering
to this amiable sufferer. One had a charming
place an old-fashioned mansion of the Grange
order in Surrey ;

the other a handsome establish-

ment on the north side of London. They de-

bated this little matter between themselves, like

polite vultures haggling about a piece of carrion,

perhaps drew lots for the patient, and finally ar-

ranged every thing with an air of agreeable cor-

diality. The physician whose house was in the

north had won the day.
"You must contrive to get me through any

formalities that may be necessary as easily as you
can," said Lord Paulyn. "It's a horrible busi-

ness, and the sooner it's over the better. Poor

thing ! She was the loveliest woman in England,
bar none, when I married her. I feel as if we
were committing a murder."
"Be assured, my dear Sir, that the dear lady

could not be more happily placed than with our

good friend Dr. Cameron," said Dr. Turnam, the

gentleman who had resigned the prey to' his

brother patentee.
"
If skill and care can restore

her, rely upon it they will not be wanting."
The Viscount sighed, and went back to his sol-

itary smoking-room, breathing muttered curses

against destiny. She had worn out his love; but
to think of her handed over to this doctor con-

signed, perhaps, to a life-long imprisonment that

was hard. What should he do with himself, when
she who had made the glory of his life was walled

up in that living grave? He had Newmarket

still, and his stables
;
and at his best he had giv-

en more of his life to the stable than to Eliza-

beth. But he felt not the less that his life was
broken that he could never again be the man
that he had been

;
that even the hoarse roar of
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the ring and the public, when his colors came to

the front in a great race, would henceforth fall

flat upon his ear.

CHAPTER X.

"Yes, it was love, if thoughts of tenderness
Tried in temptation, strongest by distress,
Unmov'd by absence, firm in every clime,
And yet, oh ! more than all ! untir'd by time ;

Which naught remov'd, nor meuac'd to remove
If there be love in mortals, this was love."

A GLOOM fell upon the spirit of Malcolm Forde
after that meeting in the sick woman's cottage.
The thoughts of his old life, his old hopes, bright
dreams of union with the woman he fondly loved,

pleasant visions of a simple pastoral English life

among people it would be his happiness to ren-

der happy, a fair prospect which he had cherished

for a little while, only to lose it by-and-by in bit-

terness and disappointment the thoughts of these

things came back to him and took the sweetness

out of his pleasant existence, and made all the

future barren.

It was hard to know that he had his own im-

petuosity to blame for the ruin of his earthly hap-

piness ;
harder to be content remembering how

he had been permitted to realize that other and
unselfish dream of carrying light to those that

sat in darkness; hard to say, "Lord, I thank

Thee
;
Thou knowest best what is good for me

;

Thou hast given me far more than I deserve."

Not yet could his spirit soar into this holy re-

gion of perpetual peace ;
a region where sorrows

are not, only mild chastenings of a heavenly

Master, who leavens every affliction with the

leaven of faith and hope. His thoughts were of

the earth, earthy. His mind went back to that

day in Eaton Place, and he hated himself for his

unreasoning anger, for the false pride which

would not let him court an explanation ;
for his

blind passion, which had taken the show of things

for their reality.
He thought of what might have been if, in-

stead of casting away this flower of his life on

the first indignant impulse of his jealous mind,
he had shown a little patience, a little tender-

ness. But he had seemed incapable of patience
on that odious day ;

with his own angry foot h

had kicked down the air-built castle which it had

been so sweet to him to raise.

If he had found her happy, serene in the glory

of her high position, secure in the sympathy anc

affection of a worthy husband, he would not have

felt his own loss so keenly ;
he could have home

even to know that she had never loved him bet-

ter than in that luckless hour when he renounced

her. But to know that her life had been ship-

wrecked by *is mad anger to look into her hag-

gard face,'with its sad mocking smile, and know

that she was miserable to read the old love in

those lovely eyes, the old love cherished always,

confessed too late by unconscious looks thai

pierced his very soul these things were indeed

bitter.

For a while he forgot his profession ; forgot

what he was, and the work that still remained

for him to do
;
sank from his lofty level of selt-

renouncement to the lowest depths of a too hu-

man despair. If the image of his lost love hac

haunted him in that strange romantic wort

amidst the waters of the Pacific, how much more
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did that sad shade pursue him now, when the

yoman he still loved was near at hand, when
rom 'the hill-side which he had daily need to
)ass he could see the white walls of the house she
lad called her prison !

Nevermore might his eyes search the secrets
f that altered face the face which he remem-

bered in all the pride of its girlish beauty. Nev-
er any more might those two meet. To all other

world-weary souls he might carry consolation,
might breathe words of promise and of hope ; but
not to her. Between them rose the barrier of a

mighty love, unconquered and unconquerable.
He went his quiet way with that great sorrow

n his heart. Had he not carried almost as great
a sorrow even in the islands of the southern sea?

only that he had then regarded his loss as inevi-

:able, while he now lamented it as the wretched
fruit of his own fatuity. He went his quiet way
and did the little there was to be done in that

scantily-peopled district, visited the sick, comfort-
ed the dying ;

but the work he did just now was
done in a semi-mechanical way, for his heart was
elsewhither.

It would have been a relief to him if he could

only have heard of her
;

if there had been any
one who could tell him how she fared. He look-

ed at the white walls, the conical towers, longing-

ly, yet would not go near them. To enter there

would be to enter the gates of hell. But he
would have risked much to hear of her.

His eyes searched the little chapel at every

service, but saw her not. Yet this might augur

nothing except that she instinctively avoided him
with an avoidance he must needs approve.
Weeks passed, and he heard nothing; and

that mountain scene seemed strangely blank to

him, as if that one figure, met only once, had

filled the whole landscape. Then came a day

upon which duty took him near Slogh-na-Dyack.
He went to see a sick child in a cottage within

half a mile of the chateau ; and here, almost by

accident, he first heard of Lady Paulyn's illness.

He had asked the boy's mother if she had ev-

ery thing necessary for him; every thing the

doctor had ordered. Yes, she told him, they got

every thing from the big house where the poor

lady was so ill.

He had been bending tenderly over the fever-

stricken child, but he looked suddenly upward at

these words.

"What house ? what lady ?" he asked, quickly.

"The house with the peaky lums," the wom-

an answered. "Lady Paulyn, who took' the fe-

ver, and is lying ill with it still
;
near death, some

folks say/'
He laid the sick boy gently down upon his

pillow, and then questioned the woman closely.

She could tell him no more than she had told

him in that one sentence. The lady at Slogh-na-

Dyack had been dangerously ill; the doctors

came there every day : a doctor from Glasgow,

and another doctor from Ellensbridge. Some

said she was dying ;
but she had lain sick so

long, and hadn't died, so there were hopes of her

getting well. The fever had been quicker with

poor bodies like her son. It was a good many
weeks now since Lady Paulyn had been taken.

What could he do ? He left the cottage, and

walked straight to Slogh-na-Dyack, with no def-

inite idea as to what he should do, only that he

would at least discover for himself how far the
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woman at the cottage had been right. Those

people always exaggerate ; pick up wild versions

of common facts. Elizabeth might have been

ill, perhaps, but not dangerously. He tried to

persuade himself this as he walked swiftly along
the misty road.

He did not stop to consider his right, or want
of right, to approach her. Such an hour as this

made an end to all such questions. If she were

dying, it was his duty to be near her
;
to sustain

that poor weak soul, of whose mystery he knew
more than any other man on earth. By his right
as a minister of God's word and her dead father's

friend, he would claim the privilege of being near
her at the last dark hour.

The land in front of the chateau looked gray
and gloomy in the twilight, the darkness only
broken by the red light ofa wood fire in the hall.

A pompous butler, imported from Park Lane,
and sorely averse to this Northern establishment,
was basking in a Glastonbury chair before the

cavernous fire-place, yesterday's Times lying
across his knees, to-day

?

s Scotsman and Edin-

burgh Daily Review crumpled into the corner of

the chair; the seneschal having dropped com-

fortably off to sleep after exhausting the news of

the day.
Disturbed by the entrance of Malcolm Forde,

this functionary rose from his slumbers, and im-

periously commanded an unc]erling to light the

gas, "which is about the honly convenience we
'av in this detestable barracks of a place," he was
wont to say,

" and 'av to make it ourselves in the

kitchen-garding, at the risk of being blowed out

of our beds."

Questioned by Mr. Forde, this personage affirm-

ed that Lady Paulyn was ill, very ill
;
but not in

any danger. She had been in danger three weeks

ago, when the fever was at its height ;
but there

was no danger now.
"Yet you say that she is still very ill."

"Very ill, Sir; leastways, she keeps her own
room

;
but is, I believe, progressing toward con-

voluscence. Would you wish to see Miss Disney,
Sir ? Lord Paulyn have gone to Hinverness for

a few days' deer-stalking, but Miss Disney is at

home."
"No

;
if you can assure me that Lady Paulyn

is out of danger, I need not trouble Miss Disney.
But in the event of danger, I should be very glad
if that lady would send for me. You can give
her my card. I am an old friend of Lady Pau-

lyn's family."
He gave the butler his card, and went away

relieved, but still uneasy.
How gloomy the house looked ! The dark oak

staircase, with its medieval newels
;
the Scot-

tish lion rampant, supporting the shield of the

knife-powder manufacturer, whose conventional

quarterings Lord Paulyn had not taken the trou-

ble to efface
;
the vaulted roof, with its bosses and

corbels in carton pierre, and gloomy as the an-

cient wood-work from which they had been mod-

eled; the black-and-white marble floor, with
skins of savage beasts laid here and there

;
the

suits of mail glimmering in the fire-light, the

underling not yet having brought his taper : a
dismal Udolpho-like place it looked at this hour,
in spite of the chief butler's portly presence.
"A parson, I suppose,"mused the butler, when

the figure of Malcolm Forde had vanished from
the porch, beneath whose shadow he had linger-

ed a few moments to look back into the house,
wondering whether amidst all this pomp she was
loved and well cared for. "A parson, I make
no doubt. What a rum lot they are, to be sure !

as bad as ravens hanging about a house where
there's any one dying. One would think they
went pardners with the undertaker. Let's have
a look at his pasteboard,"he continued aloud,
while the gas was being lighted.

" The Rev-
erend Malcolm Forde. Why, I'm blest if that

isn't the chap she was engaged to before we mar-
ried her ! Fancy his coming area-sneaking here
while his Ludship's out of the way."

For about a fortnight after that evening Mr.
Forde sent a messenger to Slogh-na-Dyack, at

intervals of two or three days, to inquire about

Lady Paulyn ;
and the reply being always to the

effect that her ladyship was progressing favora-

bly, he comforted himself with the idea that all

danger was past, and finally told the messenger
that he need go no more. His own residence at

Dunallen was drawing to a close
;
Mr. M'Ken-

zie writing cheerily from divers Belgian towns,
where he and his family were enjoying the glo-
ries and pleasures of continental travel on an
economical scale

;
but writing still more cheer-

ily of his approaching return to the home-nest.
"After all, my dear Forde, there's no place

like our own wee parlor ;
and there's nothing in

the way of foreign kickshaws, partridges with
stewed pears, and the Lord knows what, that I
relish as much as a sheep's-head or a few broth.

And I think my wife's potato-soup beats your
potage a I'ltalienne or your purte aux pois hol-

low. The hills about Spa are a poor business

compared with Argyleshire ;
and if it wasn't for

being covered with firs, would be paltry beyond
comparison. And as it doesn't do for a white

choker to adorn the gaming-table, I had rather

a dull time of it, and was glad when we got back
to Liege, where the churches and gun-factories are

unapproachable. I saw some wood-carving about
the choir-stalls that would have set your ritual-

istic mouth watering, only that, now you've given

yourself up to foreign missions, you've turned

your back upon that kind of thing."
Malcolm Forde's time at Dunallen was nearly

ended
;
thank God the peril had passed ! He

could leave her with a heart that was almost at

peace ;
for by this time he had schooled himself

to accept his fate the lot out of God's hand
and to pray in humility and hope for her ultimate

happiness.
Thus came the last day but one of his service

at Dunallen. He had been at work from early
in the morning, going from dwelling to dwelling

dwellings which were chiefly of the cottage or-

der taking leave of people to wjiom he had
made himself dear in the short space of his min-
istration among them; promising to remember
them at the other end of the world, in compli-
ance with their desire that he would sometimes
think of them when he was far away. He an-

swered them with a somewhat mournful smile,

thinking of that other memory which would
cleave to him for the rest of his life.

There was weeping and wailing in all these

humble habitations at the prospect of his depart-
ure. Mr. M'Kenzie was a good man and a kind,

they all protested warmly; and Mrs. M'lvenzie's

potato-soup and honest barley-broth kept soul and
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body together in many a household through the

bleak long winter
;
but Mr. M'Kenzie wasn't like

Mr. Forde. He had a little dry way of talking
to folks, and didn't enter into the very thoughts
of poor bodies like his substitute. Nor could he

preach so fine a sermon as Mr. Forde a strong

point with these critical Caledonians.

His day's labors were ended at last. He had
trodden the heather-clad hills he loved so well for

the last time
;
had taken his last look at Slogh-

na-Dyack's white towers
;
and he sat by his sol-

itary 'hearth thinking how very soon he should

have left this well-known land to resume his work

among a strange people.

Not unhopefully did he look forward to new

toil, new anxieties. The eager thirst of conquest,
which urges the missionary as it urges the warri-

or, had grown somewhat languid with him of late
;

he could not feel quite the old enthusiasm. " I go
to reclaim the lost among a strange people," he

thought,
" while the soul that I love best on earth

may be perishing ;
the soul that I might have

trained to such a high destiny."
He had letters to write much still to do be-

fore leaving Scotland ;
but he sat by the lone-

ly fireside in the gloaming, lost in melancholy

thought. The neat little maid-servant came to

ask if she should bring the lamp ;
but he told her

no, he liked the fire-light.
"

It is a pleasant

light for thinking by, Meg," he said.

A pleasant light, perhaps ;
but his thoughts

were not pleasant. He tried to confine them to

the actual business of his life, the work that lay

before him in the future
;
but they would not be

directed. They clung with a passionate regret

to the scene he was about to leave. They hung
around the white-walled chateau

; they wander-

ed in and out of those unknown chambers where

Elizabeth lived
; they would not be diverted from

her.
" If she were well and happy it would be dif-

ferent," he said to himself, in self-exculpation.

He sat on till the chapel clock had struck nine.

The October night was blusterous, wild gusts rat-

tling the window-frames, and rustling the ivy with

a gruesome and ghostly sound, as of disembodied

souls striving for admittance. The moon was

up, and by fits and starts emerged from a stormy

sea of blackest clouds, lighting up the wild land-

scape, the water at the foot of the hill. It was

during one of these sudden bursts of moonlight

that Mr. Forde, happening suddenly to look up,

saw a strange figure outside his window ;
a face

white as the moonlight, peering in at him through

the glass. For a mom erit he looked at it in dumb

wonder, taking it for the embodiment of his own

troubled fancies, a mere visionary creature; as

if that melancholy sound of the ivy leaves against

the glass had made itself a shape out of the shad-

ows. ,

It was very real, however. A hand tapped

upon the pane, with a hurried imperious tapping.

He got up from his chair, and went over to the

window. ,

Great Heaven ! it was that one woman whose

image absorbed his every thought ;
it was Eliza

e

"Let me in! "she cried piteously,
in tones

that seemed strange to him ; stranger even than

her presence in that spot. He opened the wm-

"IwiU come round to the door and let yoi

n," he said
;
"for Heaven's sake, what has hap-

pened ?" .

Only that I have cheated them all at last,"
she said, looking at him with wild beseeching
eyes ;

" I have broken loose from my bondage.
Oh, Malcolm, you will not let them take me back

again ?"

Something an unutterable indefinable some-

thing in her tones and looks struck him with a

sharper pain than he had felt even yet ; though
almost all his thoughts of her had* been pain.
He rushed across the room, and the tiny hall be-

yond it, to the door, only a few paces from the
window by which she stood. He opened it quick-

ly, went out into the wintry night, and found her
still rapping impatiently upon the pane, as if she
had not heard or comprehended what he said to

her.

She was clad in some loose long garment of

the dressing-gown species, and had a shawl flung

carelessly over her shoulders; but neither hat

nor bonnet. Her long rippling hair fell loosely
about her, mixed with the folds of her shawl.

"Dear Lady Paulyh," he said, very gently,
"what could have induced you to come here at

such an hour ? Good heavens ! you have sure-

y not walked ?" he added, hastily, looking down
the long moonlit road, where there was no ves-

ige of any vehicle.

"Yes ;* I have come all the way on foot, and

ilone. I was afraid at first that I might not

ind you ;
but there was some instinct led me

right, I think. Sometimes I saw you a little

way before me in the moonlight, and you turned,

now and then, and smiled and beckoned to me.

Your smile drew me after you. Why do you
live so far off, Malcolm? you were so much
nearer at Hawleigh., I remember that morning
I came to see you, only to find you gone it

seemed so short a walk
;
but to-night it was like

walking on for ever and ever."
" Come into the house," he said, in a curious

half-muffled voice, a deadly fear rending his

heart.
" Come into the warm room, Elizabeth ;

you are shivering."

"Not with cold," she said, hastily; "with

fear."

"Fear! of what?"
" That they'll follow me, and take me away

from you. They'll guess where I've come, you

know, as you and I are engaged to be married.

My horrible jailers will hunt me down, Malcolm ;

Hilda at their head. Hilda, who is the worst of

all not rough and cruel with her hands like the

others but cruel with her cold watchful eyes,

that are looking me into my grave."

What was this ? the delirium of fever f

had been told that the fever had passed, that she

was almost well. They had deceived him, evi-

dently ; they denied his right to know what prog-

ress she made toward recovery or toward death.

They had mocked him with their lying messages.

He put her shawl round her, and drew her into

the house. He could keep her here long enough

for her to rest and refresh herself, while a mes-

senger went to Slogh-na-Dyack to fetch a car-

riage to convey her home. This was obviously

his duty. She had talked wildly of her jailers ;

she had entreated him not to deliver her up to

them ; yet his first act must needs be in a man-

ner to betray her. His duty was clearly to re-

store her into the hands of her friends.
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That wild horror of Hilda and of her nurses

could but be the raving of delirium. They were
doubtless kind enough in their way even if it

were not the kindest w-ay only hired service, or

the task-work imposed by duty. It was common
for these poor fever-distracted souls to exhibit a

horror of their best friends to fly from them
even as she had fled. No, there was nothing for

him to do but to restore her to her own home
to that lonely pile which *had seemed to him so

darksome and gloomy a habitation that autumn

twilight when he crossed its threshold for the

first time.

He led her into the parlor, where pine logs
and sea-coal were burning cheerily, led her into

the ruddy home-like light, her weary head rest-

ing on his shoulder : as it had never rested since

the night when he asked her to be his wife, and
let all the scheme of his existence drift away
from him upon the flood-tide of passion. He
placed her in the big easy-chair by the hearth,
removed her shawl, damp with the night dew,
and then planted himself by the opposite side of

the mantel-piece, watching her with grave anxie-

ty, thinking even in this sad moment how fair a

picture she made in the fire-light, a sad forlorn

face with troubled eyes, a listless figure half-

shrouded in a veil of golden-brown hair. If it

were his duty, as he felt it was, to communicate
with her friends, there was time enough to dis-

patch his messenger. He wanted her to speak
a little more clearly first, to discover the full sig-

nificance of her fear.

She sat for some minutes in silence staring

absently at the fire, with a half smile upon her

face, as if exhausted by her long walk, and feel-

ing a physical satisfaction in mere warmth and
rest. Then, after what seemed to Malcolm a

very long pause, she looked slowly round the

room, still smiling, and this time with more

meaning in her smile.

"How pretty your room looks in the fire-

light!" she said, in her old light tone, which smote
him to the heart at such a time. "But your
rooms are always pretty, with books and things
much prettier than my grand rooms, crowded

with pictures and gilding and finery, and a hun-
dred colors that make my eyes ache to look at

them. I like this sober brown-looking parlor,
like an interior by Rembrandt. This is the first

time that I have been in any room of yours since

I came to you that morning at Hawleigh. But
we Avere not engaged to be married in those

days!" she added, smiling innocently up at him,
as if she were saying the most reasonable, the

most natural thing in this world.

"Our engagement!" he said, gravely, "that
is an auld sang, and came to an end long ago.
Let us talk of the future, Lady Paulyn, not of

the past."
She watched him as he spoke, with a curious

look, as if she saw him talking without hearing
what he said.

"It was before we were engaged," she went

on, pursuing her own line of thought. "How
soon are we to be married, Malcolm? When
we are married, you can take me away from that

dreadful room," with a shudder, "that horrid

room where I lie awake night after night watch-

ing the candle burn slowly down oh, how slow-

ly it burns ! and the reflection of the flame in

the shining oak panel. It was clever ofme to find

out that about the candle, wasn't it ? They took

away my watch, and got tired of telling me what
o'clock it was, or were too unkind to do it

;
and

then I thought of King Alfred and the candles,
and knew by their burning when morning had
nearly come."
He sighed a heart-broken sigh and sat

down by her, taking her hand gently. "Dear
Lady Paulyn," he began, with a stress upon the

name, "I want to decide, with your help, what
we had better do. This long dreary walk must
have tired you so much. You have been very
ill"

She turned upon him sharply, with flashing

eyes. "Do not say that to me," she cried, an-

grily ;

" that is what all the doctors said :

' Dear
lady, you have been very ill;' talking to me in

their soothing sugary tones, as if they were rea-

soning with a baby in arms. I told them that I
was not ill that I was quite as well as I had
ever been in my life only that I wanted to be
let out of that hideous room, to go out upon the

hills, to come to you, Malcolm," with sudden
tenderness.

"And you see I was right," she went on, aft-

er a little pause.
" If I were ill, do you suppose

I could have walked ever so many miles ? and I
came along almost as fast as the wind. I ran

part of the wr

ay. Could I do that if I were ill,

Malcolm ?"

He was silent for a few moments, his head
turned away from her and from the fire-light,
his face quite hidden. The first sound that

broke that silence was a smothered sob.

She looked at him wonderingly.
"Malcolm, why are you unhappy about me?

Don't you understand that I am not ill ? What
does it matter to us if all those doctors talk non-
sense? You can send them all away when we
are married."

"
Elizabeth," he said with tender earnestness,

taking her thin cold hand in his, and holding it

while he spoke alas, there was no sign of bodily
fever in that poor little hand ! it was that great-
er fever of the mind which he perceived here,
with supreme anguish "Elizabeth, there is a
kind of illness in which the mind is the chief suf-

ferer, an illness of which it seems to me the best

means of cure are in the hands of the patient, and
not the doctor. Patience and resignation, dear,
are the means of cure which God has given to us

all. If any thing has made you unhappy, if any
tiling has disturbed your peace of mind, pray to

Him for help, for consolation, for cure. They will

come, Elizabeth
;
believe me, they will come."

She looked at him Avonderingly for a few min-

utes, as if there were something in his words that

made her thoughtful. He was the first person
who had ever spoken to her of her mind, who had
ever boldly told her that all was not well there.

The doctors had simpered at her, and tut-tuted

and patted her gently on the head, as if she had

suddenly gone backward in years and become a
child of two. They had made pretty little affec-

tionate speeches of a sugar-plum fashion, never

giving her a direct answer to her eager questions,

putting off every thing blandly till to-morrow,
till she began to think the order of the universe

was changed, and time was all to-morrow. And
then they left her to lie on her bed and wonder
from dawn to sunset, from night till morning, and
to weave strange romances in her ever-working
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brain, for lack of any reality in her life except
the horrible reality of the room she hated and
the nurses who ill-used her. But this was part
and parcel of the magical process of isolation

whereby she was to recover her wits.
" There is nothing the matter with my mind,"

she said. "What should there be the matter,
now that I am with you, and happy? There
never was any thing the matter with me except
the silent horror of that room, and those rough-
handed women who stared at me, and worried

me from morning till night with medicines and

messes, jellies and beef-teas and things, making
believe that I was ill. But you won't give me
back to them you won't let them take me away
from you ? Promise me that, Malcolm

; mind,

you must promise me that," half rising from her

chair and clinging to him.
" My dearest, do not ask me to make an im-

possible promise. I have no alternative. It is

my duty to restore you to your friends. You
can not remain here; and where can you so

properly be as in your own house ? Try to think,

Elizabeth, what the world would say if it knew
that you wished to leave your husband and your
own proper home !"

"My husband!" she repeated, with a cold

laugh "my husband ! That is what Hilda said

to me one day. The nurses talk of my delusions
;

why, there can be no delusion so wild as that !

As if I could have any other husband than you,

Malcolm, after that night in the vicarage garden

when I almost asked you to many me. My hus-

band ! Go back to my husband, go away from

you to my husband ! What, Malcolm, are you

going to talk nonsense like all the rest?" she

asked, looking around her with a helpless, bewil-

dered air. "I begin to think that every one in

the world is going mad except myself."

"Elizabeth, if you would only try to remem

ber. It is quite true that old promise was made,

dear, and you and I were to be together all oui

Jives. But Providence has ruled otherwise. A
foolish mistake of mine divided us, and then, aft

er a little while, you found another lover whose

constancy and devotion must have gained you

gratitude and esteem, if not your love, for yoi

married him. Remember, Elizabeth, you are th<

wife of Lord Paulyn. You owe affection, duty

obedience, to him, and you are bound to go bad

to the shelter of his roof. If it seems dismal and

strange to you while you are so ill, dear, be as

sured that fancy will pass away. Only pray fo

God's help, pray to Him to banish all evil fan

cies."
" Evil fancies !" she cried, staring at him with

wide-open wondering eyes, and an expression tha

was half perplexity, half contempt for his persist

ent folly.
* * You are like the rest, Malcolm, mad

mad ! How dare you say that I am married

how dare you say that I have ever been false t

you ! Good heavens, have I not thought of yo

without ceasing since the first night of our en

gagement, that night when we stood by, the vie

arage gate, Malcolm, and you confessed youlovec

me? I did wring that confession from you
a

last
;
and oh, how proud it made me, as it 1 ha-

tamed a lion and made him lie down at myleet .

She was silent for a few moments lookin

down at the fire with a happy smile, placidly hap

pv in that supreme egotism, that curious self-con

centration, which is one of the characteristics o

unacy, as if living over again that hour of tri-

mphant love, the hour in which she had proved
mt passion may be stronger than principle even
i a good man's breast.

"Why do you talk to me of husbands!" she

ried, with a little burst of anger.
" There is a

nan at Slogh-na-Dyack who ill-treated me, hurt
me with his strong cruel grasp, dragged me away
rom the window when I wanted to escape to you.
le is not my husband. You won't send me back
o him, will you, Malcolm ? O God, you could
ot be so cruel as that ! If you knew how I
,-atched day after day, night after night, before
his chance came, before I could get away from
hat hateful room ! They kept my door locked
n my own house think of that, Malcolm the
loor locked upon me, as if I had been a refracto-

y child ! I watched them to find out where they
Hit the keys of the two doors. But they would
not let me see, and it was only to-night for the

irst time that I cheated them. They were both
out of the room no one there, not even Hilda,

my arch enemy, who has tried to poison me.

Yes, Malcolm, you will not believe, but I have

seen it in her face only I have refused to eat,

and bafHed her that way. I have refused to

touch any thing for days, till they forced me to

swallow their abominable messes," with a look

of unutterable disgust, "bending over me with

their odious breath, and clutching me with their

great hot hands. Malcolm!" starting up from

ber chair, and appealing to him passionately, with

outstretched hands,
" swear that you will not give

me back into their power ! Kill me if you like,

if you have quite left off loving me, if I am.no
use to the world or you kill me, Malcolm;
death from your hands would not be painful

but don't send me back to that locked room !

Good heavens, why do you stand there looking

at me like that ? Are you afraid of them, afraid

of Hilda Disney, afraid of that stony cruel man

you call my husband ?"

"What am I to do ?" he cried, not yet able to

master even his own thoughts, at sea on a stormy

ocean of doubt and pity and love and honor. To

see her thus, beautiful even in the utter wreck of

reason, loving, humble, confiding, the pride that

had been her blemish extinguished forever to

see her thus, casting herself upon his love,: ap-

pealing to his manhood, and yet to feel himself

powerless to help her in the smallest degree, un-

able to stand for a moment between her and her

sorrow this was an ordeal beyond the worst

peril of his wanderings, beyond the circle of yelp-

ing savages, the fire kindled at his feet, which he

had considered among the possibilities
of his ca-

reer. He constrained himself by a supreme ef-

fort of his troubled mind to contemplate the sit-

uation calmly, as if he had been interested only

in his priestly character, called upon to advise or

direct in such an emergency.

"No "he exclaimed at last; "you shall not

go back to Slogh-na-Dyack, if I can prevent it.

She gave a cry ofjoy, a wild passionate cry, as

of a soul released from purgatory.
-

' Thank God !

"
she cried.

"
Oh, I knew that

vou would not send me back ? Let me stay with

Vou, Malcolm ;
let me follow you in all your wan-

derings. Do you think I fear hardship, or fam-

ine, or weariness, where you are ? Let me teach

the little children in those savage lands. Chil-

dren have always loved me, and I them, lie-
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member how I nursed the children at Hawleigh.
Let me go with you, Malcolm. I will be any
thing you order me to be, a slave to work for

those wretched people," with a faint shudder, as

if she had not yet overcome her idea of the gen-
eral commonness of the missionary order. "I
will endure every thing toil, danger, death if

you will let me be with you."
He did not answer her, except with a long look

of sorrowful tenderness parting the loose hail-

gently from her forehead with a protecting touch,
which was curiously different from the patroniz-

ing pattings of the faculty contemplating her

with a deploring tenderness. He could not an-

swer her. To reason to attempt to awaken
dormant memories seemed useless. The doors

of her brain had shut up the story of her wedded
life. It was not in his power to recall her to a

sense of her actual position to rend the veil

which shut out the realities leaving her soul in

a fool's paradise of dreams.
He had arranged his plan of action meanwhile.

He rang for the lamp, and the honest Scottish

lassie, entering with the lighted moderator, be-

held with obvious consternation the figure of a

lady, with pale face and disordered hair, clad in

a long purple garment, slashed and faced with

satin a garment such as Maggie the house-maid
had never looked upon before, a garment fasten-

ed with cords and tassels, which the lady's rest-

less fingers knotted and unknotted again and

again while Maggie stared at her.

"Tell your brother to saddle Trim," said Mr.

Forde, in his quietest manner ;
"I want a mes-

sage taken to the railway station at Ellensbridge."
He looked at his watch thoughtfully. No, it

would hardly be too late to send a telegram from
that small station.

"
Ye'll no' be sending the night, Mr. Forde,"

said the girl,
" the station '11 be shut."

"No, it won't, Maggie. Tell your brother to

get the pony ready this minute. And then come
back to me for the message."
He took the lamp to a desk on the other side

of the room, where he had the blank forms for

telegrams and all business appliances, and, with-

out further deliberation, wrote the following mes-

sage :

"Malcolm Forde, Dunallen, Argyleshire, to Ger-
trude Luttrell, Hawleigh, Devon, England.

"Your sister, Lady Paulyn, is dangerously ill.

Come at once to this place. A case ofurgent ne-

cessity. Telegraph reply."

He filled another form with almost the same
words addressed to Mrs. Chevenix, Eaton Place
South. And having delivered these to Maggie,
with strict instructions as to haste and care in

the manner of transmitting them, he began to

consider how soon either of these women could
reach that remote spot. It was too late for Mrs.
Chevenix to leave town by the limited mail. She
could only arrive at Dunallen upon the following

night, just twenty-four hours after the sending
of the telegram. And during that interval how
was he to protect Elizabeth from her natural

protectors from people who had an unassailable

right to the custody of this helpless creature ?

His only hope lay in the chance that they
might not guess where she had gone ; yet he

hardly dared hope as much as that, when Miss

Disney knew that he was in the neighborhood,
and doubtless knew that he had once been Eliza-

beth's betrothed husband. His first thought, the

telegrams being dispatched, was to find her a fit-

ting refuge. He had friends enough in the cozy
little hill-side colony, friends who, in the com-
mon acceptation of the phrase, would have gone
through fire arid water to serve him, though they
had only known him seven weeks. He debated
for a little while a very little while for mo-
ments were precious, and he had already lost

much time, and then decided upon his plan of
action. Two ancient maiden ladies, his devoted

admirers, lived in a snug little villa hardly five

minutes' walk from the manse friendly Scotch

bodies, upon whose kindness and singleness of

heart he could rely. With these two ladies he

might find the fittest shelter for the forlorn being
who had cast herself upon his care. Lodged
safely here, she might, perhaps, escape pursuit
for a little while just long enough to bring the

friends of her girlhood round her, so that she

might at least have her sister by her side when
she went back to Slogh-na-Dyack.
"Wrap your shawl closely round you, Lady

Paulyn," he said. "I am going to take you to

a house where you can sleep to-night to friends

who will take care of you."
"Friends !

"
she cried

;
"I have no friends in

the world but you. Let me stay here with you.
Oh, Malcolm, you are not going to send me away
after all?"

"
I am not going to send you back to the peo-

ple you fear* as I believe without reason. I am
going to put you in the charge of two good friends

of mine kind old Scotch 'women, who will be

very good to you."
"I want no one's goodness," she exclaimed,

impatiently. "Why can I not stay here with

you ?"

"It is quite impossible."
"But why?"" Because you have a husband and a house of

your own."
She shook her head angrily.

" He is madder
than the rest," she muttered.

"And I should do very wrong to detain you
here. I fear that, if I did my duty, I should at

once communicate with your household at Slogh-

na-Dyack."
"You will not do that !" she cried, starting up

and clinging to his arm.

"No, Elizabeth, I can not do that against

your wish. I will see you placed in safe hands,
and perhaps to-morrow one of your sisters, or

your aunt, may be here to protect you."
"One of my sisters, "she repeated, dreamily."
I should like to have Blanche with me. I was

always fond of Blanche."
"
Come, then. The less time we lose the bet-

ter."

He went out into the hall, she following him,
and thence to the garden in front of the manse.

He gave her his arm as they went out into the

windy road, white in the moonlight, but they had

scarcely crossed the boundary when she gave a

shrill scream and darted back toward the house.

Two women, one tall and gaunt-looking, were

standing in the road, a few paces from a brough-

am, which seemed to be waiting for them.

The tall woman advanced to meet Mr. Forde,
the other ran back to the carriage, and exclaim-
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ed to some one inside, "We've found her, Miss

Disney, we've found her !"

"What do you want?" asked Malcolm, his

heart sinking with a sickness as of death itself.

Vain had been his hope of putting himself be-

tween her and the people to whom she belonged.
"That lady," said the female grenadier, point-

ing to Elizabeth, who stood in the porch watch-

ing them,
"
Lady Paulyn. It was Miss Disney

told us to come here to look for her."

"Yes," said Hilda, who had alighted from

the brougham; "and if you had been honest

enough to tell me of Lady Paulyn's escape at the

time it occurred, instead of three hours after-

ward, I should have been here ever so long ago.

I dare say you remember me, Mr. Forde," she

added, turning to Malcolm. "I met you at

luncheon one day at Hawleigh Vicarage. My
name is Disney. I am Lord Paulyn's cousin."

"I remember you perfectly, Miss Disney."
" I am sorry we should meet again under such

lamentable circumstances. You have of course

perceived poor Lady Paulyn's sad condition?

Has she been here long ?"

"A little more than an hour, I should think.

What made you suppose that she would come

here?"
Hilda hesitated a little before replying.

"Because you are about the only person she

knows in this neighborhood."
"An isolated position for any woman to occu-

py," said Malcolm, "and I should imagine emi-

nently calculated to depress the spirits or even

to unsettle the mind."

"Lady Paulyn had my society and her hus-

band's, Sir; and I do not believe solitude has

had any thing to do with the melancholy state

of her mind."
"She has a strange aversion to returning to

Slogh-na-Dyack," said Mr. Forde, "and a hor-

ror of her nurses, perhaps a natural feeling in

her delirious state. Now I have friends here

two simple-minded kindly old ladies who would

be very glad to take charge of her for a few

days. You might remain with her, if you

pleased ;
and you could by that means withdraw

her from a place about which she has such ar

unhappy feeling."

He did not want to give her up to them with

out a struggle, yet reason told him any struggle

would be useless. Miss Disney's inflexible face

looking at him sternly in the moonlight, was no

the face of a woman to be turned from her own

set purpose by an appeal that might be made t(

her compassion.
"I could not possibly sanction such an ex

traordinary proceeding, "she said.
* ' Lord Pau

lyn is away from home, and in his absence I tee

myself responsible for his wife's safety. I can

not forgive the nurses for their shameful neglec

tliis evening."
"There's no being up to the artfulness of em,

said the tall nurse.
' ' This evening was the firs

time the key of that door was ever out ofmy own

keeping, owing to my having torn my pocket

and, not liking to trust to it, put that blessed ke?

in a little chiny jar on the mantel-piece.

"Will you ask my cousin to come to the car

riage. Mr. Forde ?" said Miss Disney, with a, bus

iness-like air
;

" we need not lose any more time.

" You had better come into the house for t

little while and talk to her quietly.
There is n'

>ccasion to let her feel she is taken back like a
'risoner."

Hilda complied rather unwillingly, and Mr.
Forde led the way to the porch, where Elizabeth
tood waiting the issue of events.
" You are not going to give me up, arc you ?"

he asked.
"

I have no power to detain you."
"Then you are a coward !" she cried, passion-

ately.
'
Is this what men have come to since the

age of chivalry, when a man would leap among
ions to pick up a woman's glove ? You go
among the heathen

; you brave the rage of sav-

ages, their tortures, their poisoned arrows, their

lames ! Why, all that they say you have done can
ie nothing but lies, when you are afraid to oppose
ler," pointing contemptuously to Miss Disney.

"Elizabeth, "he said, earnestly, trying to pierce
the confusion of her mind,

"
there are social laws

stronger than fire or sword, and the law that gives
a woman to her husband is the strongest ofthem

all, for it is a divine law as well as a social one.

I dare not come between you and those who have

the best right to protect you. But I can inter-

fere to redress your wrongs if they are false to

their trust. I do not stand by unconcerned in

this matter. Wherever you are, at Slogh-na-

Dyack as well as in this house, I shall be inter-

ested in your welfare
;

at hand to give you all

the help I can give, counsel and consolation as a

minister of God's word, or advice as a man of

the world. I have telegraphed to your sisters

and your aunt, and I feel little doubt they will

be with you to-morrow night."

"A most uncalled-for interference," said Hil-

da, disdainfully. "The doctors have forbidden

any intercourse between Lady Paulyn and her

relations."

"What, do the doctors choose the time when

she has most need of faniiliar friends and old,

associations to cut her off from them altogether ?

Wise doctors, Miss Disney! Common sense

and natural affection suggest a better system of

cure for a mind ill at ease."

"You may pretend to know more than scien-

tific men who have made this malady the study

of their lives," replied Hilda; "but however

that may be, I can only tell you that should the

Miss Luttrells be so foolish as to come to Lord

Paulyn's house uninvited by him, they will not

be allowed to see their sister."

" We will see about that when they are here.

Elizabeth stood between them silently. A va-

cant look had stolen over the pale melancholy

face She uttered no further remonstrance, no

further upbraiding, but went with Hilda unresist-

ingly, apathetic, or half unconscious where she

was being taken. The fitful flame had died out

into darkness. She was a creature without a

mind ; submissive, indifferent ;
to awaken by-

and-by to a sense of her imprisonment and to

vain anger and fury, like a wild animal that has,

been netted while it slept.

CHAPTER XL
"No joy from favorable fortune

Can overweigh the anguish of this stroke.

THE night that followed was the darkest Mal-

colm Forde had ever known till now, darker even

than that which followed Alice Erasers death;
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for are not the dead that are already dead better

than the living that are yet alive ? And to the

believer death has no positive horror
;

it is only
the anguish of separation ;

a human sorrow
;
a

human longing ;
a sharp pain, tempered always

by that divine hope which makes this earthly
life verily a pilgrimage leading to fair worlds be-

yond it.

But this death in life called madness this liv-

ing death, Avhich may endure for the length of
the longest life is more bitter than the coffin

and the grave. To know her miserable and help-
less in the hands of people she feared linked to

a husband .she had never even pretended to love

was to know her in a state as much worse than
death as waking agony is worse than dreamless

sleep. Never until this hour, when he looked
round his empty room, the vacant chair where
she had sat, the expiring fire into which those

lovely eyes had gazed with their far-off dreaming
look never until now had he fully realized how
he loved her

;
how little the life he had lived and

the work he had done in five long years had
served to divide him from her; how near and
dear she was to him still.

Sleep, or even the semblance of rest, the mis-

erable pretense of going to bed, was impossible
to him that night. He walked down to Slogh-na-

Dyack, down to the little bay where the troubled

waters broke against the shore with a dismal

moaning, where the reflection of the moon was
blotted out every now and then by black wind-
driven clouds. It was a dreary night, bleak and

wintry ;
not a favorable season for midnight

wanderings, or patient vigil beneath the window
of a beloved sleeper ; yet Malcolm Forde paced
the narrow strip of beach below Lord Paulyn's
garden, a strip that was covered at higli tide, un-
til the morning gray. That patient watch might
be useless was useless, no doubt but it was all

that he could do
;
the sole service he could ren-

der to the woman he loved. He saw the lighted
windows on the chief upper floor lights that

never waned through the weary night and he
felt very sure they belonged to the rooms inhab-

ited by Elizabeth. Had a cry of anguish broken
from those dear lips, it must have pierced the

stillness of the night when the wind was low, and
reached him on his beat. Sometimes, when the

shrill blast shrieked in the mountain gorge upon
the opposite shore, he almost fancied the sound
of human anguish was mixed with the voice of

the wind. It was a sad satisfactory vigil ;
but it

was better to be there, beneath her windows, than
to be lying sleepless miles away, beyond reach of

her loudest cry. When day came, and the first

gray threads of smoke crept up from the Gothic

chimneys, he went round to the chief entrance,

rang the bell, and inquired of the sleepy house-

maid who answered it if Lady Paulyn had pass-
ed a quiet night.
"Ask the head nurse," he said, as the girl

stared at him vaguely,
" and then come back and

tell me exactly what she says," emphasizing his

request with a donation.

The girl departed, and returned quickly enough.
"Much the same as usual, Sir, Nurse Barber

says, and would you please leave your name ?"
" Give that to Miss Disney," he said, handing

the girl his card, on which he had written the

date, and 7 A.M. He wanted Hilda to know that

he was vigilant, and was not to be deterred from

watchfulness by any fear of slander or of Lord

Paulyn's displeasure.
This done, he went back to Dunallen, went

back to the early sen-ice in the chapel, and to

another day's work in the quiet little parish where
he had made himself beloved. There was noth-

ing more for him to do, he thought, than to wait
till the arrival of the fast train from the South,
which would not reach the station at Ellensbridge
till half past nine o'clock at night, even if it were

punctual ;
an event not always to be counted as

a certainty on a Scotch railway.
He found two telegrams on his study-table

when he went back to the manse after his morn-

ing's work. The first from Gertrude, "I leave

Hawleigh at 9 A.M. to-day, Thursday, and shall

leave London for Ellensbridge by the limited

mail." The second, a vague and helpless mes-

sage from Mrs. Chevenix, entreating for detailed

information, and pleading indifferent health as a
reason for not coming to Scotland, if such a jour-

ney might possibly be avoided. Mrs. Chevenix
had squandered three-and-sixpence worth of tel-

egraphic communication in the endeavor to rep-
resent herself ardently desirous of flying to her

beloved niece's sick-bed, yet unhappily obliged to

remain in Eaton Place South.

Not till to-morrow, therefore, could Elizabeth's

sad eyes be gladdened by the sight of a familiar

face, not till to-morrow could sisterly arms infold

that poor sufferer. For many hours to come,
Malcolm Forde must be content to leave her to

the tender mercy of hired nurses and Hilda Dis-

ney. He could do nothing for her except pray,
and all his thoughts in this bitter time were

prayers for her.

The railway to Ellensbridge was only a loop

line, and that stern adherence to the hours set

down in time-tables which is demanded by South-
ern passengers on main lines was here unknown.
If a train came in an hour or so after time, no
one wondered. Railway officials placidly remark-
ed that "she was joost a wee bittie late the dee,"
and that was all. Passengers herded meekly
together on the narrow platform and gazed up
and down the line, and saw other trains arrive

and depart trains that seem to have no place in

the time-table or watched the leisurely shunting
of a string of coal-trucks, and made no murmur.
The marvel would have been if a train at Ellens-

bridge had ever come up to time.

Mr. Forde paced the platform with infinite im-

patience when the hour had gone by at which the

train with passengers from the South should have

arrived, waiting for the signal that should an-

nounce Gertrude Luttrell's coming. There was

nothing doing at the station just at this time;
even the string of empty coal trucks stood idle,

an unemployed engine on a siding puffed and
snorted lazily, while the stoker off duty amused
himself with the gymnastics of a disreputable-

looking monkey. The day was wet and depress-

ing ;
that fine straight rain, which to the impa-

tient tourist appears sometimes to be the normal

atmosphere of Scotland, filled the air
;
the kind

of day in which Cockney travelers in the Trosachs

stare hopelessly at Benvenue, looming big through
the gray mist, and think they might almost as

well be looking at the dome of St. Paul's from
Blackfriars Bridge.
The train came slowly in at last, serenely un-

conscious of being three-quarters of an hour be-
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hind time, a diminutive train of two carriages
and an engine ;

and out of one of the carriages
Gertrude Luttrell looked with a pale anxious face,

a face which sent a thrill of pain through the

heart of Malcolm Forde, for it seemed to him
that in this wan and faded countenance he saw a

likeness of that altered beauty he had looked upon
a little while ago.
"What is the matter with my sister ?" she ask-

ed, nervously, directly she was on the platform.
"
Oh, Mr. Forde, am I too late ? Is"
She stopped, and burst into tears. He led her

into the little waiting-room, and reassured her

there was no immediate danger.
"Thank God!" she cried, with a strange fer-

vor.
"
Oh, Mr. Forde, it seems like a dream see-

ing you here in this strange place ;
it seems like

a dream to be here myself. I came without loss

of an hour ;
I couldn't do any more than that,

could I ? Elizabeth has not been a good sister

to me, or indeed to any of us. Her prosperity

has made very little difference to us
;
we went on

living our old dull life just the same after her

marriage, and she did hardly any thing to bright-

en it. Even long ago, before you came to Haw-

leigh, she was always cold and unloving toward

me, sneered at my humble efforts to do right, set

herself up against me in the strength of her beau-

ty."
"It is hardly a time for complaints of this

kind," said Mr. Forde, with grave displeasure.

"Your sister is in great trouble."
' ' Have I not come ? Am I not here to be witl

her ? Oh, why are you always so hard upon me,
Mr. Forde ? Just the same after all these years,

I would do any thing in the world for her. It is

not my fault if her married life is unhappy."
"Do not let us waste time in purposeless talk

I have a carriage ready to take you to your sis

ter's house. I will tell you every thing on the

way."
In the carriage he told her the real nature of

her sister's illness, the ruin that had befallen tha

bright, reckless mind
;
told her his hope of speed}

cure in a case where there was no hereditary taint

no shattered constitution, only the fever and con

fusion of a mind ill at ease, a soul seeking peac

where there was no peace. He told her of hi

confidence in the happy influence of a familia

presence, of old associations, sisterly affection.

Gertrude was inexpressibly shocked ;
a curiou

stillness crept over her
;
she left off making vagu

attempts to explain her own conduct in relatioi

to her sister, which had never been called intc

question by Mr. Forde; ceased to make littl

sidelong attacks upon Elizabeth; but becam

mute, with the aspect of one upon whom a heav

blow has fallen. Only when they were nea

Slogh-na-Dyack did she speak.
" Can you say with confidence that you behev

she will recover?" she asked; "thatjou
do no

think she will be mad all her life ?"

" I can say nothing of the kind," he answered

sadly.
' ' I can only say that I try to put my trus

in God throughout this trial as in others that nav

gone before it. But this seems harder than th

1

They were at Slogh-na-Dyack by this time

but here bitter disappointment,
a disappomtmen

near akin to despair, awaited them, for upon Ge

tnule announcing herself as Lady Paulyn s siste

and requesting to be taken straight to the mva

L

d's apartments, a vacant-looking flat-faced foot-
an informed her that her ladyship had left

'ogh-na-Dyack for the South just four-and-twen-
hours ago.
"What !" cried Mr. Forde, who was standing

n the threshold of the door, while Gertrude
ood a little way within, staring helplessly at
e blank face of the footman. " Do you mean
tell me that Lady Paulyn was allowed to travel
her state of health ?"

"Yes, Sir. The London doctor and one of
le nurses went with her."
"
They went with her, but where ?"

"To London, I believe, Sir. As far as I could
ake out from what was said."

"Where is Miss Disney? Let me see Miss

isney."" Miss Disney have left also, Sir."

"Then let me see some one who can tell me
vhat all this means. This lady is your mistress's

ister, who has traveled five hundred miles to see

er, only to be told that she is gone, no one knows
vhere. Is there any one else in the house who
an explain this business ?"

The footman shook his head despondently." There's Colton the butler, Sir," he said
;

" he

night know something, and there's my lady's own
maid."

'Let me see her," exclaimed Mr. Forde;

vhereupon the footman, always with a despond-
?nt air, ushered them into the library, a dark-

some but splendid apartment, which the Glasgow
manufacturer had furnished with antique carved

shelves for books that had never been supplied, a

room in which literature was represented by a

yaste- paper basket, a what-not crammed with

stale newspapers, a Ruff's Guide, Post and Pad-

dock, and three or four numbers of Baihfs Mag-
azine.

Here Malcolm Forde paced to and fro, his soul

shaken to its lowest deep, while Gertrude sat in a

huge arm-chair and cried feebly. What had they

done with Elizabeth ? What sinister motive had

they in this sudden flight ? What had they done

with the helpless creature who had come to him

for refuge, casting herself upon his pity, entreat-

ing with heart-piercing accents for shelter and

protection ? And he had refused to shelter her.

The fear of injuring her in the sight of the world,

or of widening the breach between her and her

husband, had been stronger with him than love

and pity ;
the anxious desire to do his duty had

triumphed over the voice of his heart, which had

said, "Claim a brother's right to protect her in

her affliction, and defy the world."

He had done that which he had deemed the

only thing possible for him to do. He had sum-

moned her nearest of kin, the sister who had a

right to be by her side at such a time, even in

defiance of a husband. He had done this, and

behold! it was as if he had done nothing -for

her Where had they taken her on what dis-

mal iourney had she gone with a nurse and a

doctor? His heart sank as he brooded upon

that question. There was only one answer that

presented itself an answer that was horrible to

The door was opened after some delay by Mr.

Colton the butler, who had been enjoying the

morning in a dressing-gown-and-slipper
condi-

tion, loitering over a late breakfast and making

the most of the family's absence, and had just
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made a hasty toilet in order to come to the front

and see what was meant by Miss Luttrell's un-

looked-for appearance on the scene. Behind him
came a young woman with a nervous air, and eye-
lids that were reddened with weeping.

"This young person is Lady Paulyn's maid,
Sarah Todd," said the butler, blandly.

"
I have

sent for her to see you, Sir, as I was informed

you had expressed a wish to that effeck. But
there is no information she can give you about

my lady as I don't know as well as her. I'm

sorry you should have made such a long journey
for nothink, ma'am," he added, turning to Miss

Luttrell,
" but if you'd wrote, or telegraphed, the

trouble might have been avided."

"I want to know all about this business, Sir,"
said Malcolm Forde, with his sternest air. "At
whose bidding and in whose custody was Lady
Paulyn removed from this house ?"

"By the border of her medical adviser, Sir,

and under his protection, with a nurse halso in

attendance upon her."

"Indeed! Then Lord Paulyn was not with

his wife ?"
"
No, Sir. My lord is in Invernesshire.

"

" What ! Then it was in his absence Lady
Paulyn was removed ?"

"
Certingly, Sir which the removal of her

ladyship had been arranged before his lordship
left this house. It was his lordship's wish to be

away at the time with a natural delickisy of

feeling."

"Where has Lady Paulyn been taken? To
her house in Park Lane ?"

"No, Sir."

Here Sarah Todd, the maid, dissolved into

tears
;

at which the butler stared sternly at her,

informing her that the lady and gentleman wanted
none of her sniveling.

"
Pray do not scold her/' said Mr. Forde. "I

am glad to see that she can feel for her mistress.

And now perhaps you will be good enough to tell

me where Lady Paulyn has been taken if not

to her town house ?"
"
That, Sir, is a question which I do not feel

mvself at liberty to hanswer."
'"You need not stand upon punctilio. You

can waive the natural delicacy of mind which

you no doubt share with your master. I can

guess the worst you can tell me. Lady Paulyn
has been taken to a private mad-house."
"I believe, Sir, it is somethink in the way of

an asylum. Strickly private, of course, and every
think upon the footing of a gentleman's 'ouse,"

replied the butler, softening, with a view to a pos-
sible donation, slipped unobtrusively into his palm
presently, when he was escorting these visitors

back to their carriage.
"Can you give me the exact address of the

house?"

"No, Sir. Every think was kep extraordi-

nary close. I heard it was somewheres near
London. Even the nurse didn't know where she
was gone."
"One of the nurses went with Lady Paulyn,

you say ? Which was she the tall woman ?'"

'Yes, Sir."

'And what became of the other?"
' She left by the same train, Sir, to go back

to icr own home.'
' Do you know her address ?"
'

No, Sir."

" Nor you ?" turning to the maid.

"No, Sir. But she came from an institution

somewhere near the Strand. You might hear of
her perhaps there."

"Will you oblige me by writing down the
names of both nurses on a slip of paper ?" said

Mr. Forde.
There were an inkstand and port-folio on the

table, and the girl sat down immediately and
wrote two names in a neat school-girl hand.

" ' Mrs. Barber,' that's the tall nurse who went
with Lady Paulyn, Sir. 'Mrs. Gurbage,

'

that's

the one who went home."
" Thanks. I must try to find Mrs. Gurbage.

And now tell this lady all you can. I'll leave

you with her for a few minutes while I talk to

Mr. Colter in the hall. Tell her how Lady Pau-

lyn was when she left this place."
The girl shook her head sorrowfully.

* '
There's

very little I can tell, Sir, though I loved my lady

dearly, for she was always a dear good mistress

to me. A little hasty sometimes, but oh, so gen-
erous and kind. But from the time she began
to be so ill they wouldn't let me go near her,

though I know she used to ask for me, for I've

stood outside her door sometimes for half an hour
at a time and listened and heard her call me,
and then cry so pitifully, 'Let me have some
one with me that I know for God's sake send
me some one I know !'

"

The girl remained with Miss Luttrell, while
Mr. Forde and the butler went out into the hall

and waited for them. But there was little more
to be extracted either from man or maid.

They only knew that after the fever Lady Pau-

lyn had gone out of her mind. She had suffer-

ed an attack of the same kind after her baby's
death only not so severe an attack. The doc-

tors had come backward and forward, and it had
ended by her ladyship being removed under the

care of one of them whose very name the but-

ler had never heard.
"
Every think was kep so close," ho repeated ;" and it would have been as much as our places

were worth to show any curossity."

Thus, after a little while, they left Slogh-na-

Dyack in darkest ignorance, and Mr. Forde took

Miss Luttrell to the manse, to give her rest and
refreshment before their next move, which must
be to London.
The woman he loved better than all things else

in this lower world was hidden away from him
in a mad-house. Hard trial of his faith, who had
made duty his rule of life. If he had followed

the dictates of his heart that night, he might
have found her some safe refuge might have
saved her from this living grave. With a bitter

pang he recalled that last contemptuous look

which she had flung him when she accused him
of cowardice.

CHAPTER XII.
" That was my true love's voice. Where is he ? I

heard him call. I am free ! Nobody shall hinder me.
I will fly to his neck, and lie on his bosom. He called

Margaret ! He stood upon the threshold. lu the
midst through the howling and chattering of hell-

through the grim, devilish scoffing I knew the sweet,
the loving tone again."

A SPACIOUS old-fashioned mansion north of

London, among the green by-roads between Bar-

net and Watford
;
a noble old house, red brick,
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of the Anne period, with centre and wings mak-
ing three sides of a quadrangle ;

a stately old

house, lying remote from the high-road, and sur-

rounded by pleasure-grounds and park the lat-

ter somewhat flat and dreary, but on a high level,
with glimpses of a fine landscape here and there

through a break in the wood. The house had

belonged to a law-lord ofthe Augustan Age ofgood
Queen Anne ;

a once famous law-lord, whose por-
trait in wig and state-robes looked down from
the paneled walls, and with divers other effigies

of his wife and children went among the fixtures

of the house, and was flung into the bargain on

very easy terms, among crystal chandeliers, an-

tique fenders and fire-irons, shutter-bells, and oth-

er conveniences of a by-gone age. From the

law-lord the mansion had descended to a whole-

sale grocer of the Sir-Balaam type, who thought" two puddings" luxuries, and rolled ponderous-

ly to Mincing Lane every day in his glass coach.

Then came an Anglo-Indian colonel, enriched by
the plunder of silver-gated cities and Brahminic-

al temples, who held high-jinks in the old house,
and ended by throwing himself from an upper
window in a fit of delirium tremens. This helped
to give the house a bad name, and together
with its curiously isolated position, remote from

all modes of conveyance an extreme inconven-

ience in an age when every body requires to be

conveyed tended to depress its market value
;

whereupon it was bought a dead bargain by a

speculative solicitor, who tried to let it for some

years without success, during which period the

inhabitants of Hetheridge, a little village half a

mile distant, were confirmed in their conviction

that Hetheridge Hall, the mansion in question,

was the favorite resort of

"Hngs, ghosts, and sprites
That hauut the nights."

In due time, however, the place came undei

the notice of Dr. Cameron, who, as his patients

increased in number, required a larger mansion

than that in which his father had begun business.

and who, finding in Hetheridge and its hall a

situation and an abode at once eligible and inex-

pensive, made haste to secure house and grounds

on a long lease, getting the portraits of the law-

lord and his olive-branches flung in for an olc

song, as well as grounds furnished with some of

the finest specimens of the fir tribe in the count}

of Herts.

So the noble music-room, where the bewigge

and bepowdered family of the law-lord smirked

and simpered on the paneled walls, and when

the law-lord himself had entertained the elite of

the country side with stately old-fashioned hos-

pitality, was now given up to the weekly junket

ings of ladies and gentlemen of more or less dis

ordered intellect
;

ladies upon whose head-gear

and gentlemen upon whose collars and cravats

eccentricity had set its seal. Here once a week

throughout the slow long winter the doctor s pa

tients pranced and capered through First Set

and Lancers and Caledonians ;
while theyounge

and more fashionable among them even essayec

round dances. Here, in full view of those state

ly effigies of the patch-and-powder period, mil(

refreshment in the way of white-wine negus an'

raspberry-jam tarts was dispensed between nm

o'clock and ten ;
when the junketers dispersec

more or less unwillingly to their several chambers
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nder close guard of nurses and keepers, who
rove them along passages and up staircases like
flock of sheep.
The traveler, lingering a few moments by the.

ark fence to look down the long straight avenue
t the grim red fa?ade of Hetheridge Hall, was
pt, knowing the story of the place, to fancv dire
cenes of horror within those solid old walls : se-
ret dungeon chambers underground, in which
vretched creatures, forgotten by all the world
xcept one brutal guardian, languished in sempi-
ernal darkness, chained to a damp black wall,
gainst which the slimy rats pushed noiselessly
o fight for the madman's scanty meal

; dreary
vindowless rooms in the heart of the house, ap-
n-oached by secret passages known of but by a
ew, where pale white-haired women pined in a
'fe-long silence. But there were neither robora
ovpiombi in Dr. Cameron's prosperous and com-
brtable establishment

;
and the only horrors with-

n that melancholy mansion were the gloomy
thoughts of those among its occupants who were
lot quite mad enough to be unconscious of their

^tate, or the black despair of those in whom mad-
ness was a thing of violence and terror, a cease-
ess fever of the brain, like a caldron forever at

boiling-point, full of fancies grim and loathsome
as the constituents of a witch's hell-broth.

Happily for the doctor, there was a good deal

of comfortable easy-going lunacy in his establish-

ment : patients who liked their dinner, and kept
ip their spirits by quarreling with each other and

reviling their nurses. Some of these custodians

were amiable young women enough, and really
kind to their charges ;

but there was another

class of attendants who, finding life in an asylum
rather a dull business, took it out of the patients,

and acquired a diabolical skill in the administra-

tion of sly pinches and invisible squeezes in pub-
lic

;
while in private their mode of remonstrance

with a refractory or fretful patient took the more

open form of bangs and kicks. Any bruises or

abrasions resulting from this rough-and-ready

style of argument were easily accounted for as

having been self-inflicted by the patient, "poor
thing."
The doctor was a man of considerable benevo-

lence, who conducted his house on a liberal scale,

gave his patients airy rooms, ample service, and

good living ;
and only failed to secure them from

the possibility of ill-usage for the simple reason

that he was not ubiquitous. He did not live at

Hetheridge, but drove down from the West End

once or twice a week in his brougham, saw a few

particular cases, smiled his soothing smile upon

the victims of mental delusion, dexterously fenced

those strange direct questions which madness is

apt to put to its guardian, walked through the

public rooms,
made a good many inquiries, looked

about him in a general way, took a chop and a

glass or two of dry sherry with his subordinate

the medical superintendent at Hetheridge and

then went back to his metropolitan practice, which

was a large one.

In this strange abode Elizabeth awoke one

morning from a long troubled dream of swift

journeying through the land, bound like a cap-

tive in a corner of the railway carriage ;
for had

she not resisted this transit, opposing her sudden

removal from Slogh-na-Dyack with what little

force she had ? whereby the physician, kindly as

his nature was, felt himself called upon to exer-
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cise his authority with a certain severity of as-

pect, and to treat Lady Paulyn as a naughty child

requiring nursery discipline.

Darker than the darkest dream that ever vis-

ited the couch of fever was that rapid journey
from north to south. The swiftness of the tran-

sit was in itself an agony to that enfeebled brain
;

the perpetual monotonous thump of the engine,
like the throbbing of some giant heart beating it-

self to death
;
the ceaseless shifting of the land-

scapemoor and mountain, valley and wood flit-

ting past behind the blinding rain, like shadows

moving in a phantom world; all these things
were torment to that distracted mind. No warn-

ing of the intended journey had been given to the

patient, no hint of impending change in her mode
of life

;
for doctors and nurses alike concurred

in treating her as if she had been a sick child.

From the hour in which hallucination set in, this

infantine treatment had been religiously observed.

The possibility of a bright intellect struggling in

an agony of perplexed thought behind the dim
clouds that obscured it was utterly ignored. Be-
cause the patient thought wrongly npon some

points, she was set down at once as incapable of

reasonable thought upon any point. Left in the

dismal blankness of isolation no friendly word

whispered in her ear, no tidings of the outer world

permitted to dispute the dominion of wild imag-
inings her weakened brain had been wearied by
perpetual wonder at her own state, and why she

was thus cut off from all communion with her

kind.

On the morning of the journey she had been

dressed like a child who is taken for an airing,
her traveling dress hustled upon her by the nurse's

impatient hands, dragged down the stairs against
her will protesting vehemently, in wildest de-

spair, as if moved by some prophetic sense of im-

pending doom. Then came a dream-like apa-

thy, in which thought was not, only the acute

agony of shattered nerves.

For some time after her arrival at Hetheridge
Park, Lady Paulyn was pronounced unfit for the

social circle, as there represented by a small as-

semblage of ladies and gentlemen of various hab-

its and opinions, whom the world, as represented

by doctors and commissioners of lunacy, had

agreed in pronouncing of unsound mind. They
were not, on the whole, widely different from oth-

er ladies and gentlemen, nor did their lunacy ex-

hibit those salient points which afford material

for the pen of a Warren or a Gilbert
;
in fact,

they did little to distinguish themselves from the

vulgar herd of the sane.

They were a shade more disagreeable than the

outside world, or exhibited their various ill-tem-

pers more freely; grumbled a great deal upon
every possible subject, and each pursued his or

her line of thought without reference to external

circumstances, with a harmless egotism not un-

common even in the outer world.
But to these specimens of the later stage of

Dr. Cameron's process, which were in a manner
the bedded-out plants of his collection, removed
from the forcing-house or the hot-bed of solitary
confinement into the open, Lady Paulyn was not

yet considered fit to be introduced. Such at least

was the opinion of Dr. Cameron and the house

surgeon, who took their opinions from the nurses.

Their own visits to Lady Paulyn's rooms only
showed them a motionless figure in an arm-chair,

with pale dejected face, and loosened hair tossed

back from a weary - looking brow
;
a haggard

face, and wild tearless eyes which gazed at them

wonderingly out of a dream-world.
The system in this case was naturally the sys-

tem usual in all other cases
;
what physician could

chop and change his treatment to suit the idio-

syncrasies of every new patient? The same

smoothing smile which Dr. Cameron, like the

sun which shines alike upon the just and the un-

just, shed upon a crazy stock-broker whose men-
tal balance had tottered in unison Avith his bal-

ance at his banker's, under the cumulative bur-

den of contango, he shed also upon Lady Paulyn.
The gentle gesture with which he smoothed the

roughened locks of the wealthy grocer's wife,
who had succumbed to a too devoted attention

to the wine-and-spirit department of her hus-

band's business, was the same touch, half-patron-

izing, half-caressing, which he laid like a good
man's blessing npon Elizabeth's fevered forehead.

He had even a little sympathetic murmur, a faint

humming, as of a benevolent bee, which he be-

stowed alike upon all first-class patients. He
perhaps hummed a trifle less for the second-class

boarders, but even for them he had kindly pity-

ing smiles, but always as of a superior order of

being, whose brain had been constructed upon
quite another model, and was altogether a differ-

ent kind of machine, not by any possibility to be

disorganized.
Dr. Cameron, devoting five minutes twice a

week or so to this very interesting case, was

greeted by the patient only with a despairing si-

lence and mute wondering looks from troubled

eyes wonder at this period predominating over

every other sensation wonder why she was in

that place ; why he, Malcolm, had so utterly de-

serted her
; why all her surroundings had under-

gone a change so sudden and complete that it

seemed to her as if she was an infant newly born

into a new world wonder which was mute, for

when she tried to speak strange words came, and
the power of language seemed to have left her,

except in spasmodic outbursts of complaint, com-

plaint addressed to the bare walls or to her ad-

amantine nurses. Dr. Cameron seeing her in

this state, and being duly informed by loquacious
nurses that Lady Paulyn was violent and hyster-

ical, began to think the chances of speedy cure

more than doubtful. The patient talked to her-

self a great deal, her nurses told him, and obsti-

nately refused to sleep, in which peculiar temper
she was the worst subject they had ever had to

deal with.
' ' We don't get a wink of sleep for hours at a

stretch, "complained Nurse Barber, of the grena-
dier aspect. "Talking to herself all night long,

drumming with her fingers on the wall, and that

restless ! Turn and turn, and toss and toss from

side to side, and sigh and moan in a way that

goes to your very marrow ! I think for trouble-

someness she's about the worst patient I ever laid

eyes on."

"Does she ever speak of her husband now?"
asked the doctor, inquiring for some token of

awakening memory.
"Lord bless you, no, Sir; and if we say any

thing about him, stands us out, up hill and down

dale, that there's no such person, and that she

never was married. Once when I mentioned his

name, thinkin' as that might bring her to reason,
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she looked at me with her foolish smile, twisting
and untwisting her hair round her fingers all the

time, and said, 'Poor Lord Paulyn! Yes, he
was in love with me once, poor fellow! But
that's all over. I was true to Malcolm.' As to

the way she carries on about that Malcolm, it's

downright wicked."

So Dr. Cameron looked kindly at the trouble-

some patient, hummed and ha'd a little in his

mild way, which meant that he could make noth-

ing of her, murmured something professional to

himself about cerebral disturbance, like a clock

which strikes in an empty room from the mere
habit of striking, and departed, knowing just as

much about that curious mystery the human mind

in this case as he knew in the case of the drunken

grocer's wife, or the demented stock-jobber, pre-

scribing almost exactly the same treatment, with

a little difference as to diet, perhaps, since this

was a more delicate organization Roussillon in-

stead of bottled stout, the breast of a chicken in-

stead of a rump-steak departed, and left Eliza-

beth in the utter darkness of a lonely room and

in the power of the nurses she abhorred.

The ottery of nurses is not unlike that lottery

to which some atrabilious misogynist has com-

pared marriage. It is like dipping for a single

eel in a bag of snakes. Elizabeth's first draw

had resulted in snakes. Her two nurses were,

first, the grenadier woman, with the muscles of

a gladiator, not a badly-disposed person, perhaps,

could one have arrived at the motive principle

of her nature, but using her enormous strengtl

half unconsciously, and having a fixed opinion

that physical force was the only treatment for a

mind askew
; secondly, a vain pretty girl, who

enjoyed a flirtation with a keeper or gentleman

ly lunatic on the high-road to recovery bettei

than the solitude of the patient's chamber, wh
had adopted the position of mad -house nurse

because it paid better than pleasanter modes of

industry, and who wreaked her disgust for he

calling upon the subject of her care. She wa

morally worse than the grenadier, heartless an<

shallow beyond all measure, and maliciously

gratified at having a lady at her mercy.
Thus followed the long days and the longe

nights ; nights for the greater part utterly with

out sleep, long watches in the dim light of th

night-lamp, watches through which all the imp
and demons of madness held their horrid Sab

bath in that one unresting brain
; nights ii

which the patient's mind was like a rudderles

ship driven thousands of miles out of her course

or like a star that has been loosed from its nat

ural station in heaven to reel tempest -drivei

through infinite space. Who dare follow th

thoughts of that distracted brain, the inextnca

ble tangle of waking dreams and shreds of mem

orv, going back to childhood'* cloudiest recollec
'

tions of a world that seemed sweeter than th

world known in later years? Nor were thos

silent nights voiceless for her. Voices that sh

loved spoke to her from the corridor outside he

door, only divided from her by that fatal lockec

door. Sometimes it was her mother s gentl

half-plaintive tone, as of one who had alway

found life a thing to grumble at
;
sometimes he

baby's tiny voice calling with his first brokei

word, the tender cry she had been so proud t

hear- sometimes her father's genial tones; tc

in this long dream of madness death was no

iut oftenest of all came the voice of Malcolm
'orde. He was always near her, shielding and

onsoling her. There were nights when he
ould not speak, but she was not the less con-
inced of his presence. She knelt by that cruel

oor in the dead of the night while the nurses,
tretched grimly on their truckle -

beds, kept
uard over her as they slept and laid her head

gainst the panel, and felt that her loved ones
reYe near her

;
felt as if their very breath shed

gentle warmth through the magnetic wood,
nd melted the ice at her heavy heart. She was
s certain of their vicinity as she had ever been
f any fact in her life. She never doubted, nev-
r questioned how they had come there, won-
"ered at nothing except why she was separated
rom them, and this severance she came by-and-

iy
to ascribe to the settled enmity of her nurses.

With the gray light of morning that dream
rould vanish, and give place to another faiicy,

r sometimes to a period of dull apathy, an ab-

olute blank, in which perhaps the brain rested

ifter its nightly fever. She was quiet enough in

he day, the nurses admitted to each other, where-

}y they contrived to steal various hours for their

own amusements, gossip or flirtation as the case

might be, while the patient sat alone and stared

at the fire, whose dangerous properties were

guarded by a large wire screen. Against this

screen Elizabeth leaned, and looked into the fire,

which seemed the most sympathetic thing in her

narrow world, and struck wild chords on the

wires of the guard, and imagined the music that

should have answered to her touch, and even

played some simple melody of days gone by
"Vedrai carino,"or "Voi die sapete."

No one essayed to help her back :o sense and

memory. The doctors came and looked at her,

and patted her on the head, and passed from be-

fore her sight like the shifting shadows of a mag-

ic lantern, and had about as much meaning for

her. No one tried to awaken her senses from

their long dream with books or genial talk, with

music, or pictures, or flowers, or any of those fa-

miliar things that might have touched the mystic

chords of memory. There was a certain routine

for all patients at Hetheridge Hall, where mad-

ness was cured, or taken care of, upon a whole-

sale system, not admitting of minute differences.

A comfortable open carriage was maintained tor

the use of the first-class patients, and these, when

pronounced well enough for such indulgence,

were allowed to commune with nature daily dur-

ing an hour's drive, generally on the same turn-

pike-road.
A glimpse of the outer world which

raised strange vague longings in some distracted

minds while for other more sluggish spirits the

wide wintry landscape and the distant dome of

St Paul's, seen dimly athwart a blue-gray cloud,

seemed no more than a picture
flashed before

their troubled eyes-a picture of fields and hedge-

rows and sky and cloud dimly remembered 111

some former stage of existence.

During the first six weeks of her residence

at Hetheridge time of which the patient her-

self kept no count, but which seemedL rather

vast blank interval, a dismal pause wherein hi

came to a standstill, than so many days

nights Lady Paulyn was pronounced too w

for out-of-door exercise of any kind whatever,

and in this period she scarcely saw the sky.

was there certainly-the blue vault of heaven-
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visible from the upper part of her window, the

lower half being kept closely shuttered lest she

should do herself a mischief; for Nurse Barber

remembered and dwelt upon that little episode
at Slogh-na-Dyack when she had sought to

force herself out of the window. The sky was

there, within reach of her dull eyes, and she did

not look up at it. Her brain was a medley of

old thoughts, a chaos of many-colored scraps and

shreds, like a good housekeeper's rag-bag. All

her married life with its social triumphs, its un-

broken brilliancy, its splendor and extravagance
was as if it had never been

;
and young mem-

ories, childish fancies, and the days when her

first and only love ripened into passion, usurped
her mind. Madness, which in its worst folly has

a curious tendency to hit upon universal truths,

revealed the unquenchable power of a first poetic
love a love which, pure as the vestal's sacred

fire, burns with its quiet light through all the

storms of life, and grows brighter as the pilgrim's

path descends the valley where the shadows
thicken on the border-land of life and death.

CHAPTER XIII.

"Hast thon no care of me? Shall I abide
In this dull world, which in thy absence is

No better than a sty?"

TONGATABOO and Taheiti or the Tongataboo
and Taheiti of the day had to wait the return

of their pastor. Savage chieftains, holding coun-

cil in the domestic seclusion of their matting
with their wives and families, could but lament
the absence of that white-skinned teacher whom
at his first coming they had been disposed to treat

as a god. That autumn-tide did not see Malcolm
Forde's return to the South Sea Islands. For a
little while, at least, even duty must be in abey-
ance, his place must wait for him. The society
for which he had worked knew him well enough
to know that he was thoroughly in earnest that

he would return in due time, and complete the

labor he had begun, and widen the area of his la-

bors, and faint not until Death should say to him,
"Thus far, and no farther, shalt thou journey,

pilgrim and messenger !"

Meanwhile he staid in England to do some-

thing very near his heart, to watch and pray for

the woman he loved, and whom, as it seemed, all

the world except himself had abandoned to bit-

terest fate. But for him Gertrude Luttrell would
have yielded helplessly, nervelessly, almost plac-

idly to the force of circumstances would have

meekly accepted the fact that her sister had been
transferred to a lunatic asylum as a melancholy
necessity, against which there could be no ap-

peal, beyond which there could be but the small-

est margin for hope.
But Malcolm Forde was not inclined to take

things so patiently. He came straightway to

London with Miss Luttrell, saw Mrs. Chevenix,
whose malady chronic neuralgia seemed hard-

ly so severe or tangible an affliction as to justify
her refusal to come to her niece's rescue, and who,
in this sad crisis of her favorite niece's life, had
little help of any kind to offer, and seemed chief-

ly tormented by a melancholy foreboding that it,

meaning Elizabeth's madness, would get into the

papers.

"
Every thing does get into the papers sooner

or later," she said, despondently. "I'm sure
there's no such thing as the sanctity of private
life for people of position. I shall never take up
my Morning Post without a shudder from this

time forward."
"Had we not better think of how we are to

save your niece from the anguish of her pres-
ent situation rather than of keeping the fact out
of the Morning Post f" saiti Mr. Forde. "It
might be necessary even for us to appeal to the

press for help, if we found no other way of rescu-

ing her.
"

"Oh, Mr. Forde!" moaned Mrs. Chevenix,
applying herself mechanically to her scent-bot-

tle; "don't pray talk about the anguish of her
situation. We have no reason to suppose that
she is unhappy. With my nephew Lord Pau-

lyn's splendid income, she would, of course, be
sure of the very highest form of treatment

;
ev-

ery advantage which wealth could provide."
"We will take that for granted, if you like.

But she is in the hands of strangers, and even
her sister does not know where or with whom.
The fitful fever of the brain which succeeded fe-

ver of the body has been set down as madness,
and in that state of mental exaltation every
sense intensified, her capacity for suffering in-

creased twenty-fold she has been handed over
to strangers, whose interests will be best served

by her permanent estrangement. Say that they
are conscientious, and will do their best to cure

her, will the best they can do counterbalance the
horror of that sudden removal to an entirely

strange place, and the banishment of every hu-
man creature and every object with which she
was familiar? Is not such a shock eminently
calculated to turn temporary hallucination into

life-long madness ? I am almost distracted when
I think of what has been done!" cried Malcolm,
starting from his chair, and pacing the Eaton
Place drawing-room the room which seemed
destined only to witness his misery.

Mrs. Chevenix sighed, and again sought re-

lief from the scent-bottle, first from one end and
then the other, as if in aromatic vinegar there

might lurk a virtue that was not in sal volatile.

"The first thing to be done," said Malcolm,
coming to a standstill by the writing-table, at

which Gertrude sat helpless, those perpetual tears

standing in her eyes she had done nothing but

shed those two slow languid tears since she left

Slogh-na-Dyack, as if, having produced these si-

lent evidences of feeling, she had done her duty to

her sister
"
the first thing to be done is for Miss

Luttrell to write to Lord Paulyn, requesting to

be immediately informed of the place to which
her sister has been taken, and the people to

whom she has been intrusted. You had better

write the letter in. duplicate, Miss Luttrell, and
address one copy to Park Lane, and the other to

Slogh-na-Dyack .

' '

Miss Luttrell endeavored to obey, with a

sheep-like meekness, but finding her absolutely

incapable of framing a sentence, Mr. Forde him-
self dictated the letter, which was brief and de-

cisive, ending with the formal request,
" Be good

enough to telegraph an immediate reply."
It was also at Mr. Forde's suggestion that

Miss Luttrell took up her abode in her aunt's

house until such time as she should be better in-

formed about her sister's fate.
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Having done this, and feeling, with supreme
pain, that there was little more he could do, Mr. ;

Forde went to his solicitor in Lincoln's Inn

Fields, and took counsel with him upon the legal

aspect of Lady Paulyn's position. The lawyer's

opinion was not particularly cheering. Eliza-

beth's husband was her natural guardian. With
j

the sanction of the Commissioners in Lunacy,
he could place her in whatever licensed establish-

ment he pleased. Her sisters .and her aunt
j

counted for very little in her life.

No reply to Gertrude's letter came in the

shape of a telegram ;
but throe days after the

letter had been sent days of intolerable length
for Malcolm Forde there, came a curt scrawl

from the Viscount, informing his "Dear Miss

Luttrell" that Lady Paulyii had been placed in

the care of Dr. Cameron, o? Chesterfield Row, and

Hetheridge Hall, Herts; that it was quite im-

possible she could be in better hands
;
and that,

having already suffered so much trouble and an-

noyance from this unhappy event, he must re-

quest that no further letters might be addressed

to him upon the subject. He was on the point
of starting for Rome, where he meant to winter

;

his native country having become obnoxious to

him. The letter was full of his lordship's per-

sonal grievance, and contained not one affection-

ate or compassionate allusion to his wife.

It contained, however, all that Malcolm Forde

wanted to know, the name of the doctor and the

mad-house.
He made Gertrude accompany him to Ches-

terfield Row within half an hour of the receipt

of the letter. He had taken up his quarters for

a few days with an old friend in Cadogan Place,

in order to be within five minutes' walk of Mrs.

Chevenix's house, and had stipulated that a mes-

senger should bring him immediate tidings of

Lord Paulyn's reply. Thus it was that so little

time was lost between the arrival of the letter

and their interview with Lady Paulyn's physi-

cian.

Dr. Cameron was kindness itself; smiled his

sweet smile upon Gertrude and her clerical

friend
; pledged himself to do all that he could

do, in reason.

"But really what you ask for, Mr. Mr.

Forde," with a glance at the cards that had been

sent in to him, "is quite out of the question. I

can perfectly understand Miss Luttrell's natural

desire to see her sister. But an interview, in

the present stage of affairs, is simply impossible."

which we can do what we like with. And the
first and most essential step toward recovery is

repose, absolute rest. You will understand,
therefore, my dear Miss Luttrell, why I am com-
pelled to forbid any intrusion upon the tranquil
solitude in which our dear patient is now placed."

' ' How soon may I see her ?" asked Gertrude.
" That is a question beyond my power to an-

swer. All must depend upon her progress to-

ward recover}'. If she recovers, which I trust,
which I may" venture to say I believe, she ulti-

mately will, I shall be happ'y to let you see her

directly I find her mind strong enough to bear
the emotion that must be caused by such a meet-

ing. I will not ask you to wait till she is really

well, for that naturally will be an affair of time,
and at the best rather a long time

;
but as soon as

the brain begins to regain its balance, concurrent-

ly with the return of bodily strength, you shall be
allowed to see her. Lord Paulyn, who is natu-

rally as anxious as yourself, has resigned him-
self to the inevitable, and submits to my judg-
ment in this sad affair."

" He is so far resigned," said Mr. Forde, with

some touch of bitterness, "that he contemplates

going abroad, and putting the Channel between

himself and his afflicted wife."

"A step I myself recommended," replied Dr.

Cameron. "Lord Paulyn has been rather se-

verely shaken by this business
;
and as he is of

an excitable temperament, the consequences to

himself might not be without peril."

The conversation lasted some time longer.

Mr. Forde was not easily satisfied. He tried to

obtain some definite expression of the physician's

opinion. But physicians are not given to definite

opinions. Dr. Cameron see-sawed the matter in

his most delicate way, said all that was kind about

Lady Paulyn, persuaded Miss Luttrell that the

best"thing she could possibly do would be to go

! back to Devonshire and there quietly wait for

! tidings of her sister's recovery, and then politely

dismissed his visitors, who had really usurped a

good deal of his valuable morning, while patients

with their fees neatly papered in their waistcoat-

and loved all her life-a familiar home -face,

bringing back old memories -m,ght stnke a

:

a
ffi

the ~*~ a-d most iie 'piess f

womankind

could Mp her in any

Sir," exc,aimed the doctor in his

blandest way, "that is the very thing we want
,

But

to avoid; there must be no chords struck yet
,

awhile, the instrument is not strong enough to

says

all that time with only

have no more idea of

vorite melody is played, a familiar face is seen,

and the patient gives a shriek, and recovers hi

senses in a moment upon the spot. My dear bir,

there is no such thing possible.
Mental aberra-

tion, without positive change in the condition ot

the brain, is a thing of the rarest occurrence.

We have to cure the brain, which we can neither

see nor handle, just as we set a broken arm,

snan aff be ruined if I don't'go back soon."

-And when you are gone back, if your sister

were dving, and Dr. Cameron at the last moment

awoke'to the idea that she should have some one

near her whom she had loved, you will be in

Devonshire too far to be summoned in time t

"is not going to die," cried Gertrude,
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with a frightened look
;

" Dr. Cameron said noth-

ing about her dying."
" Not directly ;

but he said she was in a very
weak state of health, and a physician seldom says

quite all he means. I have seen her, remember,
and the change I saw in her was enough to put
sad forebodings into my mind. Oh God, to think

of her alone in a mad-house," he cried, with a

little burst of passion, "the brightest creature

that ever lived upon this earth !"

"But they will take the utmost care of her,"
said Gertrude, tremulously, and with a faint pang
of envy, envying Elizabeth even now because

Malcolm Forde had loved her still loved her,

perhaps for was not this keen anxiety more than

simple Christian charity? "Dr. Cameron told

us that
;
and she will have every comfort every

luxury a carriage at her disposal when she is

well enough to use it."
"
Every comfort every luxury ! Do you think

your sister cares for comforts and luxuries in a

prison ? Her proud free spirit might have found

happiness on a desert island. Bondage has stran-

gled it the bondage of a fatal marriage and
now the bondage of a mad -house. Gertrude,
when I think of the past I am almost mad. If

I had not been the proudest fool that ever lived,

all this might have been prevented.
' My dar-

ling," he murmured, softly, "that bright mind
should never have gone astray had I had the

keeping of it."

He grew calmer presently, and discussed things

quietly with Gertrude, who, shamed out of her

small worldliness by his deeper feeling, agreed
to remain in Eaton Place so long as Aunt Chev-
enix would shelter her there

; or, if need were,
to take a modest lodging nearer her sister's pris-

on-house, and to let fenders, fire-irons, and even
the family tea-kettle, enfolded in baize and cun-

ningly secreted under the best bed, take care of

themselves.

CHAPTER XIV.
"Did I speak once angrily, all the drear days
Yon lived, you woman I loved so well,
Who married the other? Blame or praise,
Where was the use then? Time would tell,
And the end declare what man for you,
What woman for me, was the choice of God."

THROUGH the dull days of November, into the

dreary midwinter, Malcolm Fordo lived in the
little village of Hetheridge, and in his lonely
walks every day, and often twice a day, beheld
the walls that shut Elizabeth from all the outer

world. Christmas had come and gone a strange-
ly quiet Christmas and he had not yet seen Dr.
Cameron's patient, though he had been favored
with several brief interviews with the doctor, who
had cheered him lately with the intelligence that
all was going well

;
there had been lately decided

signs of improvement ;
the patient had been al-

lowed to mingle a little with the sanest among
her fellow. patients, had assisted at their little

weekly dance, though that modest festival had
not appeared to make much impression upon
her

;
she had stared at the long lighted music-

room and the people dancing in smartened morn-
ing-dress and various-colored gloves wonderingly,
and had asked if it were a servants' ball. But
she had been latterly more amenable to reason

;

the nurses complained less of her violence
;
she

had been taken for an airing in the grounds on
fine days, and would go out in the carriage as
soon as the weather grew a little milder. Alto-

gether, the account was cheering, and Mr. Forde
was fain to be satisfied, and to thank God for so
much mercy in answer to his prayers.
He was not quite idle even at Hetheridge, but

had made friends with the incumbent of the little

rustic church and helped him with his duty, and
made himself an awakening influence even in this

narrow circle. He visited the poor, and catechised
the children on Sunday afternoons, and very much
lightened the burden of the perpetual curate of

Hetheridge, who was an elderly man with a
chronic asthma. This work, and long hours of

quiet study deep into the winter's night, made
his life tolerable to him made it easy to wait
and watch and hope for the hour of Elizabeth's

recovery.
And when she should have recovered what

then?

Why, then she would go back to her husband,
and to her old worldly life, most likely, and grow
weary of it again. Oh no, he would not believe

this. He would hope that by God's blessing this

dismal warning would not have been sent in vain,
that she would begin an entirely new life, a life

of unselfishness and good works, a life brightened

by faith and prayer, a life which should be her

apprenticeship to Christianity, her education for

the world to come.

This was what he hoped for, this was the end
to which he looked forward, after that blessed

day when she should stand before him in her

right mind.
This consummation seemed to be a little near-

er by-and-by, when Dr. Cameron said that, if

Miss Luttreli would procure a line from Lord

Paulyn giving his consent to an interview with

the patient, he, the doctor, would sanction such

an interview in the course of the following week.
"Do you mean to say that it is necessary to

obtain Lord Paulyn's consent before his afflicted

wife can be allowed to see her own sister, her
nearest surviving relative ?" asked Malcolm, with
a touch of indignation.

"Unquestionably, my dear Sir," answered the

doctor. "Lord Paulyn placed this dear lady in

my care, and I have no right to permit her to see

any one, even her nearest of kin, until I am cer-

tain of his approval. The bond between man
and wife, my dear Sir as I need hardly suggest
to a gentleman of your sacred calling is above
all other ties."

" Yes
;
and as interpreted by the common law

of England, is sometimes a curious bondage,"
said Mr. Forde, bitterly; "separating a woman
from all that was dear to her in the past, encom-

passing her life with a boundary which no one
shall cross let her suffer what she may except
her sufferings assume that special shape which
the makers of the divorce law have taken into

consideration. Thus, a man may break his wife's

heart, but must not break her bones, in the pres-
ence of witnesses."

"Lord Paulyn has been a most devoted hus-

band, I believe," said Dr. Cameron, with a disap-

proving air.
" I have no reason to believe otherwise. Only

it seems rather hard that your patient can not

see her sister without her husband's permission.
It is taking no account of all her past life. And
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there may be some delay in obtaining this con-

sent, unless you can give Miss Luttrell her broth-

er-in-law's address."
* ' Lord Paulyn was in Rome when I last heard

from him," replied Dr. Cameron, with an agree-
able recollection of his lordship's communica-

tion, which had been merely an envelope inclos-

ing a check.
"

If it will save Miss Luttrell trou-

ble, I shall be happy to write to him myself. Of
course such an appeal to his wishes is a mere

point of ceremony, but one which I feel myself
bound to observe."

"You are very good. Yes, if you will write I

am sure Miss Luttrell will be obliged to you."
It was settled, therefore, that Dr. Cameron

should apply for the required permission, and

Gertrude must await the answer to his letter,

however tardily Lord Paulyn might reply.

The week spoken of by the physician came and

went, and he acknowledged that his patient was

now well enough to see her sister, but there was

no answer from Rome.
The Viscount had gone elsewhither, perhaps,

and the doctor's letter was following by the slow

foreign stages.

This delay seemed a hard thing to Malcolm

Forde, almost harder to bear than the long pe-

riod of doubt and fear, when at each new visit to

the physician he had dreaded to hear the patient

pronounced incurable. Now when God had giv-

en her back to them for these first slow signs

of improvement he accepted as the promise of

speedy cure man interposed with his petty forms

and ceremonies, and said, "She shall languish

alone
;
the slow dawn of sense shall show hei

nothing but strange faces
;
the first glimmer of

awakening reason shall find her in loneliness am
abandonment ;

the first thought her mind shal"

shape shall be to think herself forgotten by al

her little world, put away from them like a leper,

to live or die as God pleases, without their love

or their help."
It was in vain that lie pleaded with Dr. Cam

eron.
" I would rather wait for the letter," the kind

hearted physician said, in his mild, gentleman
like way. '"A little delay will do no harm

The mind is certainly recovering its balance, an<

I hope great things from the return of mild weth

er. I have given Lady Paulyn new apartment
those small changes are sometimes beneficia

and a piano ;
the exciting tendency of musii

was a point to be avoided until now ;
and I hav

changed her nurses. Poor thing, she fancied th

last were unkind
;
the merest delusion, as the}

were women of the highest character, and pecul

iarly skilled in their avocation."

Another week went by, and there was still nc

communication from Lord Paulyn. Dr. Came

ron had written again, at Mr. Forde's earnest re

quest, and Gertrude had also written, but ther

was no answer to either letter. Malcolm Ford

paced the lonely road outside the fences of Heth

eridore Park for*hours together in the dull Febru

ary afternoons, saw the fire-light shining from

the distant windows of the Hall, which looked r

comfortable mansion as its many lattices shon

out upon the wintry dusk
;
a mansion m whicl

one could fancy happy home -like scenes;

patter of childish feet on polished oak staircases

fresh young voices singing old ballads in tl

gloaming; lovers snatching brief glimpses o

'aradise in shadowy corridors, from the light
ouch of a little hand or the shy murmur of two
osy lips ;

all sweet things that wait upon youth
nd hope and love, instead of madmen's disjoint-
;d dreams, and the tramping to and fro of weary
eet that know not whither they would go.
He could only watch and wait and hope and

iray, pray that the return of reason might restore
ler to peace and a calmer, loftier frame of mind
han she had ever known yet. For his own part
le had never even hinted a wish to see her. In-

leed, he did hardly desire to see that too lovely
"ace again, most lovely to him even in its decay,
't would be enough for him to hear of her from
Gertrude

; enough for him to have secured her
he consolation of a sister's companionship ;

and

>y-and-by, when she was restored to health and
released from her captivity a captivity which
should not last an hour longer than was necessa-

ry, Dr. Cameron assured him he could go back
o his distant vineyard, with his soul at peace,
[n the mean time it was his duty to watch for

ler and care for her, as a brother might have

done.

CHAPTER XV.
"Look on me! There is an order

Of mortals on the earth, who do become
Old in their youth, and die ere middle age,
Without the violence of warlike death ;

Some perishing of pleasure some of study-
Some worn with toil some of mere weariness
Some of disease and some insanity-
And some of wither'd, or of broken hearts;
For this last is a malady which slays
More than are number'd in the lists of Fate,

Taking all shapes, and bearing many names."

ELIZABETH was better. The time had come

when she could shape her thoughts into words
;

when Dr. Cameron's kind face, smiling gently at

her, had become something more than a picture ;

when it had ceased also to recall to her first one

person, then another, faintly remembered among
the hazy crowd of former acquaintance, the peo-

ple she had known in the Park Lane period of

her life. The time had come at last when she

knew him as her custodian; though why he

should be so, she knew not, nor yet the meaning

of her imprisonment. But he seemed to her a

person in authority, and to him she appealed

against her nurses, telling him that they had been

cruel to her, more cruel than words could speak,

especially her words, poor soul ! which came

tremulously from the pale lips, and were apt to

shape disjointed phrases. The nurses strenuous-

lv denied the truth of this accusation : whereupon

Dr Cameron gently shook his head, as who should

sav "Poor soul, poor soul ! we know how much

significance to attach to her complaints ;
but we

may as well humor her." So Nurse Barber and

Nurse Lucas were passed on to another patient

in the preliminary and violent stage, and Lady

Paulyn was now so fortunate as to be committed

to the care of a soft-hearted^
low-voiced little

woman who had none of the vices of the Gamp

sisterhood. This change, and a change m n<

apartments to rooms with a southern aspect, look-

in^ out upon a flower-garden, produced a favor-

able effect. The patient began to sleep a httl(

at night, awoke from wild dreams of the past,

recognized the blank lonely present, and knew

that she was severed from all she had ever loved
;
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knew that her dead were verily dead, and that

the voices she had heard in all those long win-

ter nights had been only dream voices.

Memory was slow to return, and the power of

consecutive thought. Ideas flashed across her i

brain like lightning, and ideas that were for the

greater part false. Her mind was like a diamond-

cut crystal reflecting gleams of many -colored

light, or like a kaleidoscope in which thought
was forever running from one form into another.

Her brain was never quiet. It thought and

thought, and invented and imagined, but rarely

remembered, or only remembered the remote

past ;
and even in those memories fact was mixed

with fiction. Books that had impressed her long

ago were as much a portion of her life as the

actual events of the past ;
and even in her broken

memories of books, imagination bewildered and
deceived her. There were poems of Byron's,
the "Giaour," the "Prisoner of Chillon," which
in her girlhood she had been able to repeat from
the first line to the last. She could remember a
line here and there now, and murmured it to

herself sadly, again and again. And out of this

grew a fancy that she had known Byron, that

she had met him in Italy and in Greece, had
stood upon the sea -shore at Lerici when the

white-sailed bark that held genius and Shelley
vanished from the storm -swept waters. This
and a hundred other such fancies filled her brain.

She left off thinking of Malcolm Forde, to think

of beings she had never known, creatures of her

wild imagining.
Left to the companionship of a nurse whose

ideas rarely soared above the question of turning
a last winter's gown, or putting new ribbon on an
old bonnet, invention supplied the place of socie-

ty. She conversed with phantoms, held myste-
rious communion with shadows. Were there not

people outside her window for whom she had a

secret code of signals ? Did she not laugh to her-

self sometimes at the thought of how she cheated

her custodians ?

Sometimes she was gay with a feverish gayety,
at other times melancholy to despair, weeping a

rain of tears without knowing why she wept.
Dr. Cameron being informed of these melancholy
fits, suggested that she should mix more freely
with the other patients ;

that she should spend an
hour or two in the drawing-room with the milder

cases, and even attend the weekly soirees, and de-

rive gladness from the Lancers and Caledonians.

So one sunny morning, when the aspect of Na-

ture, even in her winter garment, was cheerful,
j

Lady Paulyn's nurse led her down to the drawing-

room, and left her there alone on an ottoman near I

the fire-place, while all the milder cases stared I

at her with a dreamy indifferent stare, but not

without some glimmer of sane superciliousness.
The drawing-room was long and spacious, Avith

a fire-place at each end, oak paneling and family

portraits, a i-oom that did really seem a little too

good even for the milder cases, who were hardly

up to oak paneling or the Sir Joshua Reynolds's
school of portraiture. The windows were high
and wide, and the sun shone in upon the scatter-

ed figures, not grouped about either of the fire-

places, but scattered about the length and breadth
of the room, each as remote as possible from her

companions, and all idle. There they sat, soli-

tary among numbers, all staring straight before

them after that one brief survey of Elizabeth

some talking to themselves in a dreamy, monot-
onous way, others silent.

Elizabeth looked round her wonderingly.
What were they ? Guests in a country house ?

What a strange look they had, dressed not un-
like other people, with faces like the faces of the
rest of womankind so far as actual feature went,
yet with so curious a stamp upon every counte-
nance and every figure, and some minute eccen-

tricity in every dress ! And then that low, sullen

muttering solitary-looking women complaining
to themselves in *a hopeless, subdued manner

;

then suddenly that low sound of complaint swell-

ed to a little burst of clamor, half a dozen shrill

voices raised at the same instant, a discordant

noise as of cats quarreling, which was hushed as

suddenly at the behest of a clever-looking little

woman dressed in black, who walked quickly up
and down the room remonstrating.

There was an open piano near the fire-place.
Elizabeth sat down before it presently and be-

gan to play dreamily as if awakening reason

found a vague voice in music. But she had hard-

ly played a dozen bars Avhen a tall gaunt-looking

woman, in browTi and yellow, came up to her and

pulled her away from the piano."
I'll have no more of your noise," she said ;

"
you're always at it, and I won't stand it any

longer."
"But I never saw you before to-day," plead-

ed Elizabeth, looking at her with innocent, won-

dering eyes eyes that had grown child-like in

that long slumber of the mind. "
I can't have

annoyed you before to-day."
"Stuff and nonsense! You have annoyed

me
; you're a detestable nuisance. I won't have

that piano touched. First and foremost, it's my
property

"

"Come, come, Mrs. Sloper," said the little

woman in black, who occupied the onerous post
of matron in this part of the establishment.
" You mustn't be naughty. You've been very

naughty all this morning, and I shall really have
to complain to Mr. Burley."

Mr. Burley was the resident medical man, a

gentleman who enjoyed the privilege of daily in-

tercourse with the cases, and had to do a good
deal of mild flirtation with the first-class lady

patients, each of whom fancied she had a pecul-
iar right to the doctor's attention.

Elizabeth wondered a little to hear a broad-

shouldered female, on the wrong side of forty,

reproved for naughtiness, in the kind of tone

usually addressed to a child of six. It was

strange, but no stranger than the rest of her new
life. There were some books on the table by the

fire-place, the first books she had seen since her

illness. She seized upon them eagerly, and be-

gan to turn the leaves, and look at the pictures.

They seemed to speak to her, to be full of secret

messages from some one she had loved. Who
was it she had once loved so dearly ? She could

not even remember his name.
"
Oh, mamma, mamma, mamma !" moaned a

lady in an arm-chair on the opposite side of the

hearth a middle-aged lady, stout of build, with

pepper-and-salt colored hair neatly plaited and
tied up with brown ribbons, in the street-door-

knocker style, like a school-girl's. "Oh, mam-

ma, mamma !" she moaned, lifting her voice with

every repetition of her cry ;

" take me home to

my mamma!"
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" Miss Chiffinch," said the matron, "you real-

ly must not go on so
; you disturb every body,

and it is exceedingly silly to talk like that. Your
mamma has been dead for the last twenty years."" You fool!" replied Miss Chiffinch, with inef-

fable scorn
;

"
as if I didn't know that as well

as you." And then resumed her cuckoo cry,"
Oh, mamma, mamma !"

One young woman, with straight brown hair

hanging down her back, walked about the room
in a meandering kind of way, trying to fasten

herself upon somebody, like the little boy who
wanted the brute creation to play with him*; and,
like that idle child, was rejected by all. She
came up to Elizabeth presently, as if hoping to

obtain sympathy from a new arrival.
" My'sisters are so 'appy," she said

;
"so 'appy.

They're all at 'ome, and they do enjoy themselves

so
; they're as 'appy as the day is long. Don't

you think they'd let me go 'ome ? I do so want
to go 'ome

; my sisters are so 'appy."" Why don't you try to employ yourself, Miss

Pocock ?" demanded the busy little matron, who
was always knitting a stocking, and whose needles

flew as she walked up and down the room or re-

monstrated with her charges.
" You'd get well

as soon again if you'd try to do something ;
I'll

give you some plain work, if you like
; any thing

would be better than roaming about like that,

worrying every body."
"Oh, Mrs. Dawlings, do let me go 'ome,"

pleaded Miss Pocock, in her drawling tone ;

"
my

sisters are so 'appy. Oh, dear Mr. Burley,"this
with a little gush as she espied the house doctor

entering by a door near at hand,
" do let me go

'ome. I'll be so grateful, and I'll be so good to

father, and never be troublesome any more. My
sisters are so 'appy !"

44 You should have behaved better when you
were at home," said Mr. Burley, with friendly
candor.

"
There, go along," as Miss Pocock

hung upon his arm affectionately, "and try to

get well
; get some needle-work, and sit down

and keep yourself quiet." With which scientific

advice Mr. Burley walked on and looked at the

other patients, with a cool cursory glance at

each
;
as if they had been a flock of sheep, and

he, their shepherd, only wanted to assure him-

self he had the right number.
This was the ladies' drawing-room ;

the gentle-

men had their own apartments in the east wing.
The second-class patients, male and female, had

their apartments in the west wing ;
and there

were private sitting rooms in abundance for pa-
tients not well enough or quiet enough for gener-

al society. The majority of these drawing-room
cases were old stagers, people who had been in

Dr. Cameron's care for years, and were likely to

end their lives, contentedly enough perhaps, de-

spite that chronic moaning, under his roof. They
were well fed, and, living thus publicly under the

matron's eye, were not much subject to the do-

minion of cruel nurses. They had comfortable

rooms, good fires, weekly high-jinks in the win-

ter, little dances on the lawn in the summer, an

annual picnic, and, in short, such small solace as

humanity could devise
;
and the slow dull lives

they led here could hardly have been much slow-

er or duller than the lives which some people, in

their right mind, lead by choice in a country town

Elizabeth looked at her fellow-patients in a

dreamy way ;
turned the leaves of the books-

reading a few lines here and there the words
xlways assuming a kind of hidden meaning for

icr, as if they had been mystic messages intended
for her eye alone

;
but when the book was closed

she had no memory of any thing she had read
n it. She dined with the milder cases, male and
female, in the public dining-room, at the request
of Mr. Burley, who wanted to see the effect of

society, even such society as that, as an awaken-
ing influence.

Here the cases behaved tolerably enough,
though exhibiting the selfishness of poor human-
ity with an amount of candor which does not ob-
tain in the outside world. There was a good
deal of grumbling about the viands, chiefly in an
under-tone, and the patients were perpetually re-

monstrating with the serving-man who adminis-
tered to their wants, and who had rather a hard
time of it. There were even attempts at conver-
sation : Mr. Burley saying a few words in a brisk
business-like way now and then at his end of the

table, and the matron politely addressing her

neighbors at her end. One elderly gentleman;
with a limp white cravat and watery blue eyes;
fixed upon Elizabeth, and favored her with an

exposition of his theological views. "You have
an intelligent countenance, madam," he saidj
"and I think you are capable of appreciating

my ideas. There is a sad want of intellectuality
in people here

;
a profound indifference to those

larger questions which No, Dickson, I will

not have a waxy potato ;
how many times must

I tell you that there is a conspiracy in this house
to give me waxy potatoes ! Take the plate away,
Sir ! I was about to observe, madam, that you
have an intellectual countenance, and are, I doubt

not
" Here Dickson's arrival with his plate

again broke the thread of the elderly gentleman's

discourse, and he branched oft* into a complaint

against the administration for its unjust distribu-.

tion of gravy ;
and then began again, and kept

on beginning again with trifling variation of

phrase till the end of dinner.

After dinner Jane Howlet, the nurse, bore

Elizabeth away to her own apartment ;
but here

she had now a piano, on which she played for

hours together all the old dreamy Mendelssohn

and Chopin music which she had played long

ago in those dull days at the Vicarage when all

her life had been a dream of Malcolm Forde.

She played now as she had played then, weaving
her thoughts into the music ;

and slowly, slowly,

slowly the curtain was lifted, sense and memory
came back, until one day she remembered that

she was Lord Paulyn's wife, and that there was

an impassable gulf between her and the man she

loved.

So one morning when Dr. Cameron, going his

weekly round, with Mr. Burley in attendance on

him, asked her the old question about her hus-

band in his gentle, fatherly voice, she no longer

looked up to him with vague wonder in her eyes,

but looked downward with a sad smile, a smile

in which there was thought.
4 My husband,

"
she repeated, slowly.

' '

No,

I do not want to see him. Ours was not a hap-

py marriage. He was always very good to me

let me have my own way in most things only I

couldn't be happy with him. I used to think

that kind of life a fine lady's life must be hap-

piness, but I was punished for my folly. It didn't

make me happy."
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This was by far the most reasonable speech she

had uttered since she left Slogh-na-Dyack, but

Dr. Cameron looked at his assistant with a pen-
sive smile. "Still very rambling," he murmur-

ed, and then he patted Elizabeth's head with his

gentlemanly hand. "You must try to get well,

my dear lady," he said
;

"
compose yourself, and

collect your thoughts, and don't talk too much.
And then I shall soon be able to write to your
good kind husband and tell him you are better.

Don't you think he'll be very pleased to hear

that ?"
" I don't know," answered Elizabeth, moodily ;"
if he cared very much he would hardly have

left me here."
" My dear lady, your coming here was unavoid-

able. And see what good it has done you !"
" Good !

"
she cried, with a wild look. "You

don't know what I suffered in that horrible room,
locked in with those brutal women. Good!

Why, between them they drove me mad !"

This speech cost Elizabeth a melancholy entry
in the physician's note-book: "Very little im-

provement; ideas wild, delusion about nurses

continues.
"

The weekly festive gatherings, at which she was
now permitted to assist, were not enlivening to

Lady Paulyn's spirits. She sat on a bench against
the wall watching the dancers, who really seemed
to enjoy themselves in their divers manners, ex-

cept Miss Chiffinch, who was not terpsichorean,
and who sat in her corner and moaned for her

mamma
;

and Miss Pocock, who, even in the

midst of the Caledonians, buttonholed her fellow-

dancers in order to inform them that her sisters

were "so 'appy !"

Mr. Burley himself assisted at these weekly
dances, in white kid gloves, and, as long as things
went tolerably well, made believe that the dancers

were quite up to the mark, and on a level with

dancers in the outside world. Every thing was
done ceremoniously. The orchestra consisted of

a harp, fiddle, and clarionet, all played by serv-

ants of the establishment. Mr. Burley danced
with all the more distinguished ladies

;
curious-

looking matrons in high caps and china-crape

shawls, whose gloves were too large for them, but

this was a peculiarity of every body's gloves, be-

ing bought for them by the heads of the house
Avith no special reference to size. He asked
Elizabeth to dance the First Set with him, but

she declined.

"I never dance at servants' balls," she said
;"

it is all very well to look on for half an hour, but
I should think they would enjoy themselves more
if one kept away altogether."
"But this is not a servants' ball."

"What is it, then?"
Mr. Burley was rather at a loss for a reply.
"A a friendly little dance," he said, "got up

to amuse you all."
" But it doesn't amuse me at all. I don't know

any of these people, they have not been intro-

duced to me. I thought it was a servants' party.
"

"
Oh, Mr. Burley, do please let me go 'ome,"

exclaimed Miss Pocock, swooping down upon
the superintendent. "I do so want to go 'ome.

My sisters are so 'appy."
"I tell you what it is, Melinda" Miss Po-

cock's name was Melinda, and, being youthful, she
was usually addressed by her Christian name
"

if you don't behave yourself properly, you shall

be sent to bed. Home indeed
; why, you'll have

to stop here another twelvemonth 'if you go on
bothering every body like this.

"

"
Oh, Mr. Burley ! And my sisters are so

'appy. There'll be tarts and negus presently,
won't there ?"

"Perhaps, if you behave yourself."" Then I will. But my sisters are so 'appy."
Mr. Burley pushed her away with a friendly

push, and she was presently absorbed in the

whirlpool of a set of Lancers, and was informing
people of her sisters' happiness to the tune of
"When the heart of a man is oppressed with
care." The house surgeon was more interested
in Lady Paulyn than in Miss Melinda Pocock,
who was the youngest daughter of an Essex farm-

er, idle, selfish, greedy, and troublesome, and by
no means a profoundly interesting case.

He talked to Elizabeth for a little, talked seri-

ously, and found her answers grow more reason-
able as he went on. Did she remember Scot-

land, and her house there ? Yes, she told him,
with a shudder. She hated the house, but she
loved the country, the hills, and the wide lakes,
and the great sea beyond.
"I should like to live out upon those hills

alone all the rest of my life," she said.

"You must get well, and go back there in the

summer."
"Not to that house; to a cottage among the

'hills, a cottage of my own, where I could live by
myself. I will never go back to that house and
the people in it. But why do you all talk to me
about getting well ? There is nothing the mat-
ter with me, or at least only my tiresome cough,
which will be well soon enough."

CHAPTER XVI.
" Peace to his soul, if God's good pleasure be !"

THREE weeks had gone by since Dr. Cameron
had written to Lord Paulyn, and Malcolm Forde
still waited to hear the result of that application.
He went on with his own particular work quietly

enough in the mean while, did the heaviest part
of the asthmatic curate's duty, read to all the bed-
ridden cottagers within six miles of Hetheridge,
went up to London every now and then to see his

friends of the Gospel Society, and thus kept him-
self acquainted with all that was being done for

the progress of that great work to which he had

given his life, and so lived a not altogether empty
or futile existence even during this period of self-

abnegation. He had to attend a meeting in town
one morning while still waiting for Lord Paulyn's
letter, and finding his business finished at one

o'clock, went straight to Eaton Place to call upon
Miss Luttrell. He had heard from Dr. Cameron
a day or two before, to the effect that there had
been no answer from Lord Paulyn, but it was

just possible Gertrude herself might have re-

ceived a letter that very morning. The letter

must come sooner or later, he thought, with some

explanation of the delay which seemed so heart-

less.

The Eaton Place man-of-all-work the man
who had given Mr. Forde the ticket for the am-
ateur theatricals at the Rancho had rather a

doubtful air when he asked to see Miss Luttrell.

Mrs. Chevenix and Miss Luttrell were at home,
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he said, but he hardly thought they would see

any bodv.

"Miss Luttrell will not refuse to see me," said

Mr. Forde, giving the man his card.
"
Oh, it's not that I know you, Sir, only I'm

afraid there's something wrong. But I'll" take

your name in."

He carried the card into the dining-room, and

reappeared immediately to usher Mr. Forde in

after it.

Mrs. Chevenix and her eldest niece were at

luncheon, that is to say, the usual array of edi-

bles the snug little hot-water dish of cutlets,
the imported pie in a crockery crust, the crisp

passover biscuits, Stilton cheese, dry sherry, sil-

ver chocolate-pot, and other vanities had been

duly set forth for Mrs. Chevenix's delectation,
but that lady sat gazing absently at these prep-

arations, with consternation written upon her

countenance. Gertrude, who also sat idle at the

other end of the table, was in the act of shedding
tears.

"What is the matter?" Mr. Forde asked, with

an alarmed tone. Had there been ill news from

Hetheridge in his absence ? His heart sank at

the thought. But surely that could not be. He
had inquired of the woman at the lodge that very

morning, and had heard a good account of the

patient. He had made this lodge -keeper his

friend, bought her fidelity at a handsome price,
at the very beginning of things, and so had been

able to obtain tidings every day.
The two ladies sighed dolefully, but said noth-

ing. There was an open letter lying beside Ger-

trude's plate, a letter edged with black. The let-

ter from Lord Paulyn, he thought. That noble-

man must be still in mourning for his mother.

"Have you heard from Rome ?" he asked Ger-

trude
;

" and does he forbid you seeing -your sis-

ter ? Can he be cruel enough, wicked enough to

do that ?"

"We have had no letter from Lord Paulyn,
and I must beg you not to speak in that impetu-
ous way about my poor nephew-in-law," said Mrs.

Chevenix.
" Lord Paulyn is in heaven."

Malcolm Forde looked at her wonderingly ;

the phrase seemed almost meaningless at first.

"
Yes, it's very dreadful," said Gertrude,

" but

it's only too true. I'm sure it seems like a

dream. He was not a kind brother-in-law to

me, and I had very little advantage from such a

splendid connection, except, perhaps, being more

looked up to and deferred to in Hawleigh soci-

ety. The same people that asked us to spend
the evening before Elizabeth's marriage asked us

to dinner afterward. Beyond that I had nothing
to thank Lord Paulyn for. But still it seems so

dreadful to be snatched away like that, and only

thirty -four; and I fear that after the sadly

worldly life he led here he'll find the change to a

better world disappointing."
"What do you mean?" asked Mr. Forde.

"
Is Lord Paulyn dead ?"

"Yes," sighed Gertrude; "the letter came

this morning from his lawyer. He died at Rome
last Thursday, after only"a week's illness. He
had been hunting in the Cnmpagna, his lawyer

says, and caught cold, but refused to stay in-doors

and nurse himself, as his valet wanted him to do,

and the next morning he woke in a high fever:

and the landlord of the hotel sent for a doctor,

an Italian, who bled him every other day to keep

down the fever. But he grew rapidly worse,
and died on Thursday morning, just as his sen--
ant began to get frightened and was going to call
in an English doctor. The lawyer is very an-
gry, and says he must have been murdered by
that Italian doctor. It seems very dreadful."

'
It will be in the Morning Post to-morrow,"

said Mrs. Chevenix, solemnly.
"
I shouldn't be

surprised if they gave him half a column edged
with black, like a prime minister. I suppose it

would be a mockery to offer you luncheon, Mr.
Forde," she went on in a dreary voice

; "those
cutlets d la soubise are sure to be good. You
won't? Then we may as well go up to the

drawing-room.
^

Give me a glass of sherry, Ger-
trude. I haven't touched a morsel of any thing
since breakfast."

So they went up stairs to the drawing-room
that room whose veriest trifles, the fernery, the
celadon china, the lobsters and other sea-vermin
in modern majolica ware, reminded Malcolm
Forde of that bitter day when he had tried to

cast Elizabeth Luttrell out of his heart as entire-

ly as he banished her from his life.

"It seems like a dream," said Gertrude, wip-
ing away a tributary tear, and appeared to think
that in this novel remark she had expressed all

that could possibly be said about Lord Paulyn's
untimely death.

"We shall all have to go into mourning," she

went on presently. "So near Ashcombe, of

course it would be impossible to avoid it, and I

don't suppose he has left us any thing for mourn-

ing ; dying so suddenly, he wouldn't be likely to

think of it. And the summer coming on too,

with our dusty roads positively ruinous for

mourning."
"He is to be brought home to Ashcombe,"

said Mrs. Chevenix; "and poor Elizabeth not

able to be at the funeral. So sad! And her

absence so likely to be noticed in the papers!"

They babbled on about funerals and mourn-

ing, and will or no will, while Malcolm Forde

sat silent, really like one whose brain is entan-

gled in the mazes of some wild dream. Dead !

the last, remotest possibility he could have

dreamed of dead! And Elizabeth set free,

free for him to watch over, for him to cherish,

for him to win slowly back to reason and to

love !

He thought of her that night at Dunallen,

that bitter night, in which temptation assailed

him in the strongest form that ever the tempter

wore for erring man's destruction, when she had

stretched out her arms to him and pleaded,

"Keep me with you, Malcolm, keep me with

vou!" and he had longed with a wild longing to

clasp her to his breast, and carry her away to

some secure haven of secrecy and loneliness, and

defy the world and heaven and hell for her sake.

Brief but sharp had been the struggle ;
few the

tears he had shed
;
but the tears a strong man

sheds in such a moment are tears of blood.

And behold, now she was free ! He might say

to her, "Dearest, I will keep you and guard you

forever ;
and even if the lost light never comes

back again if those sweet eyes must see me for-

ever dimly through a cloud of troubled thoughts

I may still be yonr guardian, your companion,

vour brother, your friend."
"

But she would recover he had Dr. Cameron &

assurance of that. She would recover. God
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would give her back to life and reason, and to

him. How strange and new seemed that won-

drous prospect of happiness ! like a sudden break

in a leaden storm-cloud flooding all the world

with sunshine
;

like an opening in a wood re-

vealing a fair summer landscape new to the gaze
of the traveler, fairer than all that he had ever

seen upon earth, almost as lovely as his dreams

of heaven.

He sat speechless in this wonderful crisis of

his life, not daring to thank God for this bless-

ing, since it came to him by so dread a means,

by the sudden cutting off of a man who had nev-

er injured him, and for whose untimely death he
should have felt some natural Christian-like re-

great.
But he could not bring himself to consider his

dead rival, he could only think of his own new
future a future which would give back to him
all he had surrendered a future which would

recompense him a thousand-fold, even in this

lower life, for every sacrifice of inclination, for

every renunciation of self-interest, that he had
made,
should

It was not his theory that a man's works
be rewarded in this life; but earthly

things are apt to be sweet even to a Christian,
and to Malcolm Forde to-day it seemed that to

ferring to Burke, whose crimson-bound volume

lay open close at hand, '"Captain Paulyn,
R.N.

;
born January, 1828; married, October,

1849, Sarah Jane, third daughter of John Hen-
ry Towser, Esq., of West Hackney, Middlesex.'

Imagine a twopenny-halfpenny naval man inher-

iting that vast wealth, and perhaps Elizabeth left

almost a pauper I If that sweet child had only
lived! But there has seemed a fate against that

poor girl from the first. What will be her feel-

ings when she recovers her senses, poor child,
and is told she is only a dowager! Even the

diamonds, I suppose, will have to go to Sarah

Jane, third daughter of John Henry Towser'

(with ineffable disgust).
"As her nearest relation you will now have

the right to see your sister without any one's

permission," said'Mr. Forde to Gertrude, slowly
awakening from that long dream. "She ha*s

ceased to belong to any one but you. Will

you come up to Hetheridge to-morrow morning,
Gertrude ?" He had called her by her Christian

name throughout this time of trouble, and to-day
it seemed as if she was already his sister. He
was eager to think and act for her, to do every
thing that might hasten the hour of Elizabeth's

release.
"

I will come if you like, only there's the

mourning; we can't be too quick about that.

They may ask us to the funeral."
"
They! Who? Your brother-in-law had

no near relations. There will only be lawyers

win back the woman he had loved, to begin

again from that unforgotten starting-point when
he had held her in his arms under the March

moonlight, the star-like eyes looking up at him full

of unspeakable love, to recommence existence thus

was to be young again, young in a world as new I and the new Viscount interested in this business,

as Eden was to Adam when he woke in the
j

Let the dead bury their dead. You have your
dewy morning and beheld his helpmeet. |

sister to think of. Could you not send for

And Tongataboo, and the infantile souls who
j

Blanche? Your sister expressed a desire to see

had wanted to worship him as their god, the I Blanche. I have been thinking that I might

dusky chiefs who made war upon each other and
j

find you a furnished house at Hetheridge ;
there

roasted each other alive upon occasion, only for is a pretty little cottage on the outskirts of the

the want of knowing better, and who were

prompt to confess that the God of the Christians,
not exacting human sacrifice or self-mutilation,
must needs be "a good fellow;" what of these

and all those other heathen in the unexplored
corners of the earth, to which he was to have
carried the cross of Christ? Was he ready to

renounce these at a breath, for the sake of his

earthly love? No, a thousand times no! Love
and duty should go hand in hand. His wife

should go with him should help him in his sa-

cred work. He would know how to leave her
in some secure shelter when the path he trod

was perilous he would expose her to no danger
but she might be near him always, and some-

times with him, and might help him in his la-

bors, might serve the great cause even by her

beauty and brightness as birds and flowers,

lovely useless things as we may deem them,
swell the universal hymn wherewith God's 'creat-

ures praise their Creator.

All these thoughts were in his mind, vistas of

happiness to come, stretching in dazzling vision

far away into the distant future, while he sat si-

lent like a man spell-bound, hearing and yet not

village, which I am told is usually let to stran-

gers in summer. If I could get that for you now,
you would be close at hand, and could see your
sister daily. I have had a good deal of friendly
talk with Dr. Cameron, and I am sure that he
will do all in his power to hasten her recovery.

May I try to secure the cottage for you ?"

Gertrude looked at him curiously ;
she was

very pale, and the eyes, which had once been
handsome eyes, before time and disappointment
had dimmed their lustre, had brightened with an
unusual light not a pleasant light.

"You think of no one but Elizabeth," she

said, her voice trembling a little.
"

It is hardly
respectful to the dead."
"I think of the living whom I know more

than of the dead whom I only saw for an hour
or so once in my life; that is hardly strange.
If you are indifferent to your sister's welfare at

such a time as this, I will not trouble you about

her. I can write to Blanche
;
she will come, I

dare say, if I ask her."

Blanche would come, yes, at the first bidding.
Had she not been pestering her elder sister with

piteous letters, entreating to be allowed to come

hearing the voice of Mrs. Chevenix as she held I to London and see her darling Lizzie, whose
forth at length upon the difference between real madness she would never believe in. It was

property and personal property in relation to a
widow's thirds, and the supreme folly, the almost

idiocy sad token of future derangement which
Elizabeth had shown in objecting to a marriage
settlement.
" *

Heir-presumptive,' said Mrs. Chevenix, re-

all a plot of those horrid Paulyns. Gertrude

knew very well that Blanche would come.

"You can take the cottage," she said, "if it

is not very expensive. Please remember that

we are poor. You won't mind my going away,
will you, aunt, to be near Elizabeth ?"
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" My dear Gertrude, how can you ask such a

question ?" exclaimed Mrs. Chevenix, expansive-

ly.
" As if I should for a moment allow any

selfish desire of mine to stand between you and

poor Elizabeth."

She said this with real feeling; for Gertrude

was not a vivacious companion, and her society

had for some time been oppressive to Mrs. Chev-

enix.

It is no small trial for an elderly lady with a

highly-cultivated selfishness to have to share her

dainty little luncheons and careful little din-

ners, her decanter of Manzanilla, and her cup of

choicest Mocha, with a person who is neither

profitable nor entertaining.

"Mr. Foljambe the lawyer, a person in Gray's

Inn, promises to call to-morrow," said Mrs. Chev-

enix, presently.
"
I suppose we shall hear all

the sad particulars from him, and about the will,

if there is a will."

In the question of the will Mr. Forde felt small

interest. Was he not rich enough for both, rich

enough to go back to those sunny isles in the

southern sea, with his sweet young wife to bear

him company ;
rich enough to build her a pleas-

ant home in that land where before very long, if

he so chose, he might write himself down bishop ?

All his desires were bounded by the hope of her

speedy recovery and release. He could go to Dr.

Cameron now with a bolder front
;
could tell the

kindly physician that brief and common story

which the doctor had perhaps guessed at ere

now; could venture to say to him, "I have

watched over and cared for her not only be-

cause I was her father's friend, and remember
her in her bright youth, but because I have loved

her as well as ever a woman was loved upon this

earth."

CHAPTER XVII.

"The widest land

Doom takes to part us, leaves thy heart in mine
With pulses that beat double. What I do

And what I dream include thee, as the wine
Must taste of its own grapes. And when I sue

God for myself, He hears that name of thine,

And sees within my eyes the tears of two."

THE cottage was hired
;
a rustic little box of

a place containing four rooms and a kitchen, with

a lean-to roof; a habitation just redeemed from

absolute commonness by a prettily-arrangedgar-

den, a green porch, and one bow-window; but

Gertrude, who came to Hetheridge with her

worldly goods in a cab, declared the place charm-

ing, worthy of Mr. Forde's excellent taste. This

was before noon upon the day after Malcolm

heard of Lord Paulyn's death. He had lost no

time, but had taken the cottage, engaged the

woman who kept it to act as servant, seen Dr.

Cameron, who had that morning received a let-

ter from Mr. Foljambe, the lawyer, and was in-

expressibly shocked at the event which it an-

nounced, and had wrung from him a somewhat

reluctant consent to the sisters seeing each other

on the following day.
"There is a marked improvement yes, I may

venture to say, a decided improvement ;
but Lady

Paulyn is hardly as well as I could wish. The

mind still wanders ;
nor is the physical health all

I could desire. But that doubtless will be bene-

fited by milder weather."

"And freedom, "said Malcolm Forde, eagerly.'

Elizabeth's soul is too wild a bird not to lan-
guish in a cage. Give her back to the scenes
of her youth and the free air of heaven, and I
will be responsible for the completion of her cure.
You will not tell her of her husband's death yet
awhile, I suppose ?"

"
I think not. The shock might be too great

n her present weak condition."
Three o'clock in the afternoon was the hour

Dr. Cameron appointed for the interview, and at
half past two Mr. Forde called at the cottage.
He had promised to take Gertrude to the park
gate, and to meet her in the Hetheridge road on
her return, so that he might have early tidings
of the interview.

It was a balmy afternoon in early spring, the
leafless elms faintly stirred by one of those mild
west winds which March sometimes steals from
his younger brother April, an afternoon of sun-
shine and promise, which cheats the too hopeful
soul with the fond delusion that summer was not

very far off, that equinoctial gales are done with,
and the hawthorn blossom ready to burst through
the russet brown of the hedgerows. Hetheridge
is a spot beautiful even in winter, essentially beau-

tiful in spring, when the undulating pastures that

slope away from the crest of the hill down to the

very edge of the distant city are clothed in their

freshest verdure, and dotted with wild purple

crocuses, which flourish in profusion on some of

the Hetheridge pastures. Hetheridge has as yet

escaped the builder
;
half a dozen country houses,

for the most part of the William-and-Mary period,

are scattered along the rural-looking road, a few

more clustered near the green. Shops there are

none; only a village inn, with sweet -smelling

white-curtained bed-chambers and humble sanded

parlors, and a row of cottages, an avenue of an-

cient elms, and the village church to close the

vista. At the church gates the road makes a

sudden wind, and descends the hill gently, still

keeping high above the distant city and the broad

valley between, to the gates of Hetheridge Park.

"This bright afternoon seems a good omen,"

said Malcolm Forde, as he and Gertrude came

near this gate.

"Oh, dear Mr. Forde, surely you are not su-

perstitious!" exclaimed Gertrude, with a shocked

"
Superstitious, no

;
but one is' cheered by the

sunshine. I am glad the sun will shine on your

first meeting with your sister. Think of her,

Gertrude, a prisoner on this lovely day!"

"But she is not a prisoner in the slightest de-

gree. Don't you remember Dr. Cameron told

us she was to have carriage airings ?"

"Yes to be driven out with other patients, I

suppose,' for a stiff little drive. I don't think

Elizabeth would mistake that for liberty. Dni

is the gate. I will leave you to find your own

wav to the house. I have no permission to cross

the boundary. You will find me here when you

come back." ..

He waited a long hour, his imagination follow-

ing Gertrude into that old red-brick mansion, his

fancy seeing the face he loved almost as vividly

as he had seen it with his bodily eyes that night

atDunallen. What would be the report? Would

she strike Gertrude strangely, as a changed creai

ure, not the sister she had known a year or tWo

ago, but a being divided from her by a great
gulj,
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distant, unapproachable, strange as the shadowy
semblance of the very dead ? It was an hour of

unspeakable anxiety. All his future life seemed
now to hang upon what Gertrude should tell him
when she came out of that gate. At first he had
walked backward and forward, for a distance of

about a quarter of a mile, by the park fence.

Later he could not do this, so eagerly did he ex-

pect Gertrude's return, but stood on the opposite
side of the road, with his back against a stile,

watching the gate.

She came out at last, walking slowly, with her

veil down. His watch told him that she had
been just a few minutes more than an hour

;
his

heart would have made him believe he had waited

half a day. She did not see him, and was walk-

ing toward the village, when he crossed the road

and placed himself by her side.

"Well," he cried, eagerly, "tell me every

thing, for God's sake ! Did she know you ? Was
she pleased to see you ? Did she talk reasona-

bly, likelier old self?"

Gertrude did not answer immediately. He re-

peated his question.
" For God's sake, tell me !

"

"Yes," she said, not looking up, "she knew

me, and seemed rather pleased, and talked of our

old life at Hawleigh, and poor papa, and was very
reasonable. I don't think there is much the mat-
ter with her mind."
"Thank God, thank God ! I knew He would

be good to us ! I knew He would listen to our

prayers ! And she is better, nearly well ! God
bless that good Dr. Cameron ! I was inclined to

hate him at first, and to think that he meant to

lock her up and hide her from us all the days of

her life. But he only did what was right, and
he has cured her. Gertrude, why do you keep

your veil down like that, and your head bent so

that I can't see your face ? There is nothing to

be unhappy about, now that she is so much bet-

ter. If she knew you and talked to you reason-

ably of the past, she must be very much better.

You should be as glad as I am, as grateful for

God's mercy to us."

He took hold of her arm, trying to look into

her face, but she turned away from him and burst

into a passion of weeping.
"She is dying!" she said at last; "I saw

death in her face. She is dying; and I have

helped to kill her !"

"Dying! Elizabeth dying!" He uttered the

words mechanically, like a man half stunned by
a terrible blow.

"She is dying!" Gertrude repeated, with pas-
sionate persistence.

" Dr. Cameron may talk

of her being only a little weak, and getting well

again when the mild weather comes, but she will

never live to see the summer. Those hollow

cheeks, those bright, bright eyes, they pierced me
to the heart. That was how mamma looked,

just like that, a few months before she died.

Just like Elizabeth, to-day. That little worry-
ing cough, those hot dry hands all, all the dread-

ful signs I know so well. Oh, Mr. Eorde, for

God's sake don't look at me like that, with that

dreadful look in your face ! You make me hate

myself worse than ever, and I have hated myself
bitterly enough ever since

"

"Ever since what?" he asked, with a sudden

searching look in his eyes, his face white as the

face of death. Had he not just received his

dlaath-blow, or the more cruel death-blow of all

his sweet newborn hopes, his new life?
" Ever

since what ?" he repeated, sternly.
She cowered and shrank before him, looking

at the' ground, and trembling like some hunted
animal. "Since I tried to part you and Eliza-

beth," she said.
" I suppose it was very wicked,

though I wrote only the truth. But every thing
has gone wrong with us since then. It seemed
as if I had let loose a legion of troubles."
"You tried to part us you wrote only the

truth ! What! Then the anonymous letter that
sowed the seeds of my besotted jealousy was
your writing ?"

"
It was the truth, word for word as I heard

it from Frederick Melvin."
"And you wrote an anonymous letter the

meanest, vilest form which malice ever chooses
for its cowardly assault to part your sister and
her lover! May I ask, Miss Luttrell, what I had
done to deserve this from you ?"

" That I will never tell you," she said, looking
up at him for the first time doggedly.
"I will riot trouble you for your reasons. You

did what you could to poison my life, and per-
haps your sister's. And now you tell me she is

dying. But she shall not die, "'he cried, passion-

ately, "if prayer and love can save her. I will

wrestle for my darling, as Jacob wrestled with
the angel. I will supplicate day and night ;

I
will give her the best service of my heart and
brain. If science and care and limitless love can
save her, she shall be saved. But I think you
had better go back to Devonshire, Miss Luttrell,
and let me have your sister Blanche for my ally.
It was not your letter that parted us, however.
I was not quite weak enough to be frightened by
any anonymous slander. It was my own hot-

headed folly, or your sister's fatal pride, that sev-

ered us. Only I should hardly like to see you
about her after what you have'told me. There
would be something too much of Judas in the

business."

"Oh, Mr. Eorde, how hard you are toward
me ! And I acted for the best," said Gertrude,

whimpering.
" I thought that I was only doing

my duty toward you. I felt so sure that you and
Elizabeth were unsuited to each other, that she

could never make you happy
"

"
Pray who taught you to take the measure of

my capacity for happiness ?" cried Mr. Forde, with

sudden passion.
' ' Your sister was the only wom-

an -^ho ever made me happy" he checked him-

self, remembering that this was treason against
that gentler soul he had loved and lost "the

only woman who ever made me forget every thing
in this world except herself. The only woman
who could have kept me a bond-slave at her feet,

who could have put a distaff in my hand, and
made me false to every purpose of my life. But
that is all past now, and if God gives her back
to me I will serve Him as truly as I love her."

"
Say that you forgive me, dear Mr. Forde,"

pleaded Gertrude, in a feeble, piteous voice.
" You can't despise me more than I despise my-
self, and yet I acted with the belief that I was

only doing my duty. It seemed right for you to

know. I used to think it over in church even,

and it seemed only right you should know. Do
say that you forgive me !"

"Say that I forgive you! "cried Mr. Forde,

bitterly.
' ' What is the good of my forgiveness ?

Can it undo the great wrong you did, if that let-
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ter parted us, if it turned the scale by so much
as a feather's weight ? I forgive you freely

enough. I despise you too much to be angry.""
Oh, that is very cruel !"

"Do you expect to gather grapes from the

thorns you planted ? Be content if the thorn has

not stung you to death."
" But you'll let me stay, won't you, Mr. Forde,

and see my poor sister as often as Dr. Cameron
will allow me ? Remember, I was not obliged

to confess this to you. I might have kept my
secret forever. You would never have suspected
me."

"
Hardly. I knew it was a woman's work,

but I could not think it was a sister's."
" I told you of my own free-will, blackened

myself in your eyes, and if you are so hard upon

me, where can I expect compassion ? Let me

stay, and do what I can to be a comfort to Eliza-

beth."
" How can I be sure that you are sincere

that you really wish her well? You may be

planning another anonymous letter. You may
consider it your duty to come between us again."

"What! with my sister on the brink of the

grave ?" cried Gertrude, bursting into tears

tears which seemed the outpouring of a genuine

grief.

"So be it, then. You shall stay, and I will

try to forget you ever did that mean and wicked

act."

"You forgive me?"
"As I hope God has already forgiven you."

CHAPTER XVIII.
" Now three years since

This had not seemed so good an end for me ;

But in some wise all things wear round betimes

And wind up well."

ELIZABETH has been nearly five months a

widow. It is the end of July. She is at Pen-

arthur, a little Cornish town by the sea, at the

extreme western point of the land, a sheltered

nook where the climate is almost as mild as the

south of France
;
where myrtles climb over all

the cottages, and roses blossom among the very

chimney-pots ;
where the sea has the hues of a

fine opal or a peacock's breast, forever changing
from blue to green. Penarthur is a combination

of market-town and a fashionable watering-place ;

the town, with its narrow high-street, and bank,

and post-office, and market, and busy-looking
commercial inn, lying a little inland, the fashion-

able district consisting of a row of white-walled

houses and one huge many-balconied hotel, six

stories high, facing the Atlantic Ocean.

Among the white houses, there is one a little

better than the rest standing alone in a small
-

garden, a garden full of roses and carnations,

mignonnette and sweet peas, and here they have

brought Elizabeth. They are all with her Ger-

trude, Diana, and Blanche
; Anne, the old vicar-

age nurse, who has left her comfortable retire-

ment at Hawleigh to wait upon her darling ;
and

Malcolm Forde, who lodges in a cottage near at

hand, but who spends all his days with Elizabeth.

With Elizabeth, for whom alone he seems to live

in these bitter-sweet hours of close companion-

ship ;
with Elizabeth, who is never to be his wife.

God has restored her reason
;
but across the path

M

that might have been so fair and free for these
two to tread together there has crept the dark-
ness of a shadow which forebodes the end of
earthly hope.
He has her all to himself in these soft summer

days, in this quiet haven by the sea, no touch of

pride, no thought of conflicting duty to divide
them

;
but he knows full surely that he will have

her only for a little while
;
that the sweet eyes

which look at him with love unspeakable are

slowly, slowly fading ;
that the oval cheek, whose

wasting line the drooping hair disguises, is grow-
ing more hollow day by day ;

that nothing love of
science can do, and he has well-nigh exhausted the
resources of both in her service, can delay their

parting. Not upon this earth is he to reap the
harvest of his labors

;
not in earthly happiness is

he to find the fruition of his faith. The darkest
hour of his life lies before him, and he knows it,

sees the bolt ready to descend, and has to smile
and be cheerful, and beguile his dear one with
an aspect of unchanging serenity, lest by any be-

trayal of his grief he should shorten the brief span
in which they may yet be together.

Physicians, the greatest in the land, have done
their uttermost. She had lived too fast. That
short reign of splendor in Park Lane, perpetual

excitement, unceasing fatigue, unflagging high

spirits or the appearance of high spirits, the wild

grief that had followed her baby's death, the vain

regrets that had racked her soul even in the

midst of her brilliant career, the excitement and
fever of an existence which meant to be all pleas-

ure these were among the causes of her decline.

There had been a complete exhaustion of vitali-

ty, though the amount of vitality had been ex-

ceptional ;
the ruin of a superb constitution worn

out untimely by sheer ill-usage.

"Men drink themselves to death very often,"

said one of the doctors to Malcolm Forde
;

" and

women just as often wear themselves to death.

This lovely young woman has worn out a consti-

tution which ought to have lasted till she was

eighty. Very sad
;
a complete decline of vital

force. The cough we might get over, patch up
the lungs, or make the heart do their work

;
but

the whole organization is worn out."

Mr. Forde had questioned them as to the pos-

sible advantages of change of climate. He was

ready to carry her to the other end of the world,

if Hope beckoned him.
"
If she should live till October, you might take

her to Madeira," said his counselor,
"
though this

climate is almost as good. The voyage might

be beneficial, or might not. With so delicate an

organization to deal with, one can hardly tell.

That disease, which is of all maladies the most

delusive, allowed Elizabeth many hours of ease

and even hopefulness. She did not see the fatal

shadow that walked by her side. Never had the

world seemed so fair to her or life so sweet. 1 he

only creature she had ever deeply loved was re-

stored to her; a happy future waited for her.

Her intervals of bodily suffering she regarded as

an ordeal through which she must pass patiently,

always cheered by that bright vision of the days

to come, when she was to be Malcolm's helpmeet

and fellow-worker. The pain and weariness were

hard to bear sometimes, but she bore them he-

roically, as only a tiresome detail in the great

business of getting well; and after a night of
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fever and sleeplessness, would greet Malcolm's

morning visit with a smile full of hope and love.

She was very fond of talking to him of their fu-

ture, the strange world she was to see, the curious

child-like people whose little children she was to

teach
; funny-colored children, with eyes blacker

than the sloes in the Devonshh-e lanes, and flash-

ing white teeth
;
children who would touch her

white raiment with inquisitive little paws, and
think her a goddess, and wonder why she did

not spread her wings and soar away to the blue

sky. Her brain was singularly active
;
the apa-

thy which had been a distinguishing mark of

her mental disorder a few months ago, which had
even continued for some time after she left Heth-

eridge Hall, had now given place to all the old

vivacity.
She was full of schemes and fancies about that

bright future; planned every room in the one-

story house, bungalow-shaped, which Malcolm
was to build for her

;
was never tired of hearing

him describe those sunny islands in the southern

sea.

They had been talking of these things one sul-

try afternoon in a favorite spot of Elizabeth's, a

little curve of the shore where there was a smooth
stretch of sand, sheltered by a screen of rocks.

She could not walk so far, but was brought here

in a bath-chair, and sometimes, when weakest,
reclined here on a couch made of carriage-rugs
and air pillows. This afternoon they were alone.

The three sisters had gone off on a pilgrimage to

Mordred Castle, and had left them to the delight
of each other's company.
"How nice it is to be with you like this!"

Elizabeth said, softly, putting a wasted little hand
into Malcolm's broad palm, a hand which seemed
smaller to him every time he clasped it. "I wish
there were more castles for the others to see, only
that sounds ungrateful when they are so good
to me. Do you know, Malcolm, I lie awake at

night often the cough keeps me awake a good
deal, but it would be all the same if I had no

cough I lie and wonder at our happiness, won-
der to think that God has given me all I ever

desired
;
even now, after I played fast and loose

with my treasure, and seemed to lose it utterly.
I hope I am not glad of poor Reginald's death

;

he was always very good to me, you know, in his

way ;
and I was not at all good to him in my

way ;
but I can't help being happy even now, be-

fore the blackness has worn off my first mourn-

ing. It seems dreadful for a woman in widow's
weeds to be so happy and planning a new life

;

but it is only going backward. Oh, Malcolm,
why were you so hard upon me that day ? Think
how many years of happiness we have lost !

"

He was sitting on the ground by the side of her

heaped-up pillows, but with his back almost turn-

ed upon her bed, his eyes looking seaward, hag-
gard and tearless.

"You might as well answer me, Malcolm.
But I suppose you do think me very wicked

;

only remember it was you first spoke of our new
life together."

"My darling, can I do any thing but love you
to distraction?" he said, in utter helplessness.
The hour would come, alas too soon, in which he
must tell her the bitter truth

;
that on earth there

was no such future for those two as the future
she dreamed of

;
that her pilgrimage must end

untimely, leaving him to tread his darkened path

alone, verily a stranger and a pilgrim, with no

abiding city, with nothing but the promise of
a home on the farther shore of Death's chill

river.

Would he meet her in that distant land ? Yes,
with all his heart and mind he believed in such a

meeting. That he should see her as he saw her

to-day, yet more lovely; that he would enter

upon a new life, reunited with all he had loved on

earth, united by a more spiritual communion,
held together in a heavenly bondage, as fellow-

subjects and servants of his Master. But even
with this assurance it was hard to part ;

man's
earth-born nature clung to the hope of earthly
bliss to keep her with him here, now for. a few

years. The chalice of eternal bliss was hardly
sweet enough to set against the bitterness of this

present loss.

He must tell her, and very soon. They had
often talked together of serious things during
these summer days by the sea talked long and

earnestly ;
and Elizabeth's mind, which had once

been so careless of great subjects, had assumed a

gentle gravity ;
a spirituality that filled her lover

with thankfulness and joy. But pure as he knew
her soul to be, almost child-like in her unques-
tioning faith, full of penitence for the manifold
errors of her short life, he dared not leave her in

ignorance of the swift-coming change ;
dared not

let her slip out of life unawares, like an infant

that dies in its mother's arms.

Should he tell her now; here in this sweet

sunny loneliness, by this untroubled sea, calm as

that sea of glass before the great white throne?

The hot, passionate tears welled up to his eyes
at the very thought. How should he shape the

words that should break her happy dream ?

"Malcolm, what makes you so quiet this after-

noon ?" she asked, lifting herself a little on her

pillows, in the endeavor to see his face, which he
still kept steadily toward the sea. "Are you
beginning to change your mind about me ? Are

you sorry you promised to take me abroad with

you, to make me a kind ofjunior partner in your
work ? You used to talk of our future with such

enthusiasm, and now it is only I who go babbling
on

;
and you sit silent staring at the sea-gulls,

till I am startled all at once by the sound of my
own voice in the utter stillness. Have you
changed your mind, Malcolm ? Don't be afraid

to tell me the truth
;
because I love you far too

well to be a hinderance to you. Perhaps you
have reflected, and have begun to think it would
be troublesome to have a wife with you in your
new mission."

"My dearest," he said, turning to her at last,

and holding her in his arms, her tired head lying

upon his shoulder, "my dearest, I never cherish-

ed so sweet a hope as the hope of spending all

my future life with you ;
but God seldom gives

a man that very blessing he longs for above all

other things. It may be that it is not well for a

man to say, 'Upon that one object I set all my
earthly hope.' Our life here is only a journey ;

we have no right to desire it should be a para-
dise

;
it is not an inn, but a hospital. Darling,

God has been very good to us in uniting us like

this, even for a little while."
" For a little while !" she cried, with a fright-

ened look.
" Then you do mean to leave me !"

"
Never, dear love! I will never leave you."

"Why do you frighten me, then, by talking
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like that ? Why do you let me build upon our

future, till I can almost see the tropical trees and

flowers, and the very house we are to live in, and
then say that we are only to be together for a lit-

tie while?"
" If you were to be called away, Elizabeth, to

a brighter world than that you dream of, leaving
me to finish my pilgrimage alone ? It has been
too sweet a dream, dearest. I gave my life to

labor, and not to such supreme happiness ;
and

now, they tell me, I am not to take you with me
yonder. I am to have no such sweet companion-
ship ; only the memory of your love, and bitter

life-long regret."
At this he broke down utterly, and could speak

no further word
;
but still strove desperately to

stifle his sobs, to hide his agony from those fond

questioning eyes.
"You mean that I am going to die," she said,

very slowly, in a curious, wondering tone
;

"
the

doctors have told you that. Oh, Malcolm, I am
so sorry for you ;

and for myself, too. We should

have been so happy ;
for I think I am cured of

all my old faults, and should have gone on grow-
ing better for your sake. And I meant to be

very good, Malcolm never to be tired of trying
to do good so that some day you might have
been almost proud of me; might have looked

back upon this time and said, 'After all, I did

not do an utterly foolish thing in letting her love

me.'"
1

"Might have been;" "should have been."

The words smote him to the heart.

"Oh, my love," he cried, "live, live for my
sake ! Defy your doctors, and get well for my
sake ! We will not accept their doom. They
have been false prophets before now

; prove them
false again. Come back to life and health, for

my sake!"

She gave a little feeble sigh, looking at him

pityingly with the too-brilliant eyes."
No," she said,

" I am afraid they are right
this time

;
I have wondered a good deal to find

that getting well was such a painful business. I

am afraid they are right, Malcolm ;
and you will

begin your new mission alone. It is better, per-

haps, for all intents and purposes, except just a
little frivolous happiness, which you can do with-

out. You will have your great work still
;
God's

blessing, and the praise ofgood men. What have

I been in your life ?"

"All the world to me, darling; all my world

of earthly hope. Elizabeth," in a voice that

trembled ever so little, "I have told you this be-

cause I thought it my duty. It was not right
that you alone should be ignorant of our fears ;

that if if that last great change were at hand,

you should be in the smallest measure unprepared
to meet it. But I do not despair ; no, darling,

our God may have pity upon us even yet, may
grant our human wishes, and give us a few short

years to spend together."

"Strangers and pilgrims," she said in a

thoughtful voice.
"
Pilgrims who have no abid-

ing city. I was very foolish to think so much
of our new life in a new world. The world

where we shall meet is older than the stars."

CHAPTER XIX.
"But dead! All's done with: wait who may,\\ atch and wear and wonder who will.
Oh, my whole life that ends to-day !

Oh, my soul's sentence, sounding still-

A A
woman is dead, that was none of hisAnd the man, that was none of here, may go !'

"

No gloomy forebodings, no selfish repinings
ever fell from the lips of Elizabeth after that sad
day by the sea. A gentle though tfulness, a sweet
serenity, lent a mournful charm to her manner
and spiritualized her beauty. She was only sor-

ry for him, for that faithful lover from whose side
relentless Death too soon must call her away.Her own regrets had been of the briefest. These
few summer months spent wholly with Malcolm
Forde, in

so^perfect and complete a union, held
enough happiness for a common lifetime."

It can not matter very much if one spreads

one's^life
over years, or squanders it in a sum-

mer," she said, with her old smile,
"

so long as
one lives. I don't suppose all the rest of Cleopa-
tra's jewels ever gave her half so much pleasure
as that one pearl she melted in vinegar. And if

I had been with you for twenty summers, Mal-
colm, could we ever have had a happier one than
this ?"

"We have been very happy, darling. And if

God spares you we may have many another sum-
mer as sweet as this."

"If! But you know that will not be. Oh,
Malcolm, don't try to deceive me with false

hopes, for fear you should end by deceiving your-
self. Let us make the best of our brief span,
without a thought beyond the present, except
such thoughts as you will teach me my educa-

tion for heaven."

The time came alas, how swiftly! when it

would have been too bitter a mockeiy to speak
of earthly hope, when these two living to them-
selves alone, as if unconscious of an external

world and those about them, knew that the

end was very near. The shadow hovered ever

at her side. At any moment, like a sudden cloud

that drifts across the sunlight, Death's mystic veil

might fall upon the face Malcolm Forde loved,

and leave them side by side, yet worlds asunder.

She was very patient, enduring pain and weak-

ness with a gentle heroism that touched all around

her.

"It is not much to suffer pain," she said one

day, when Malcolm had praised her patience,

"lying here, in the air and sunshine, with my
hand in yours, after after what I suffered last

winter, in silence and solitude, with cruel jailers

who dragged me about with their rough hands,

and with my mind full of confused thoughts of

you, thinking you were near me, that in the next

moment you would appear and rescue me, and

yet with a half consciousness of that being only

a dream, and you far away. It seems very little

to bear, this laboring breath and this hacking

cough, after that."

All his life was given up to her service, reading

to her, talking to her, watching her fitful slum-

bers for as she grew weaker her nights became

still more wakeful, and she dozed at intervals

through the day. All his reading was from one

inspired Volume ;
he had offered to read other

things, lest she should weary of those divine

pages, but she refused.

"I was not always religiously disposed, she
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said
;
"but in my most degenerate days I always

felt the sublimity of the Bible."

At her special request he read her all the Epis-
tles of St. Paul, lingering upon particular chap-
ters

; she, in her stronger moments, questioning
him earnestly about the great apostle.
"Do you know why my mind dwells so much

upon St. Paul ?" she asked him one day.
"There are a hundred reasons for your ad-

miration of one who was only second to his Di-

vine Master."

"Yes, I have always appreciated his greatness
in thought and deed

; only there was another rea-

son for my admiration his likeness to you."
"Elizabeth !" with a warning look, an old look

which she remembered in the Hawleigh days,
when his worshipers had all confessed to being
more or less afraid of him.

"Is it wrong to make such a comparison?
After all, you know St. Paul was a human being
before he was a saint. His fearlessness, his un-

tiring energy, his exultant spirit, so strong in

direst extremity, so great in the hour of peril, all

remind me of you or of what you seemed to me
at Hawleigh. And you will go on in the same

road, Malcolm, when I am no longer a stumbling-
block and a hinderance in your way. You will go
on, rejoicing through good and evil, with the great
end always before you, like that first apostle of

the Gentiles, whose strong right arm broke down
the walls of heathendom. And I if there were

any thought or feeling in the grave should be
so proud of having once been loved by you !"

"
Malcolm, I have a good deal of money, have

I not ?" she asked him one day. "Aunt Cheve-
nix told me I was left very well off, although Lord

Paulyn died without a will. I was to have a third

of his personal property, or something like that."

"Yes, dearest."

"And does that come to very mucli ?"

"About seventy thousand pounds."
"Seventy thousand!" she repeated, opening

her eyes very wide; "and to think how poor

papa used to grumble about writing a check for

four or five pounds. I wish I could have had a

little of my seventy thousand advanced to me
then. Ought I not to make a will, Malcolm ?"

"
It seems to me hardly necessaiy. Your sis-

ters are your natural heirs, and they are the only

people who would inherit."

"They would have all my money, then ?"

"Among them yes."
She made no further inquiries, and he was glad

to change the drift of their talk
;

but when he
came at his usual hour next morning, he met a
little man in black, attended by an overgrown
youth with a blue bag, on the door-step, and on
the point of departing."

Congratulate me on my business-like habits,

Malcolm," Elizabeth said, smiling at him from
her sofa by the window

;
"I have just made my

will."

"My dearest, why trouble yourself to do that,

when Ave had already settled that no will was

|
necessary ?" he said, seating himself in the chair

'

beside her pillows, a chair which was kept sacred

to his use, the sisters yielding him the right to be
nearest to her always at this time.

' '

I had not settled any thing of the kind. Sev-

enty thousand would have been a great deal too
much for my sisters

;
it would have turned their

1 heads. I have left them thirty thousand in what
do you call those things? Consols

;
a sure three

hundred a year for each of them, the lawyer says ;

and I have left five thousand to Hilda Disney,
whom I always detested, but who has next to

nothing of her own, poor creature. And the

rest I have left to you for your mission, Mal-
colm."
He bent down to kiss the pale forehead, but

words were slow to come. "Let this be as you
wish, dearest," he said at last

;

" I need no such

remembrance of you, but it will be my proudest
labor to raise a fitting memorial of your love. In

every one of those islands I have told you about

God granting me life to complete the task there

shall be an English church dedicated to St. Eliz-

abeth. Your name shall sound sweet in the ears

of my proselytes at the farther end of the world."

The end came soon after this. A sultry twi-

light, faint stars far apart in a cloudless opal sky
the last splendor of the sunset fading slowly

along the edge of the western sea-line.

She was lying in her favorite spot by the open
window, her sisters grouped at one end of the

sofa, Malcolm in his place at the other, his strong
arm supporting her, his shoulder the pillow for

her tired head.

"Malcolm, do you remember the day of our

picnic at Lawborough Beeches ? Centuries ago,
it seems to me."
"Have I ever forgotten any day or hour we

spent together? Yes, dear, I remember per-

fectly."
"And how we went down the Tabor in that

big clumsy old boat, and you told me the stoiy
of your first love ?"

"Yes, dear, I remember."
"You could never have guessed what a wicked

creature I was that day. But you did think me
ill-tempered, didn't you ?"

"I feared I had grieved or offended you."
"It was not temper, or grief, or any thing of

the kind
;

it was sheer wickedness wicked jeal-

ousy of that good girl who died. I envied her,

Malcolm envied her the joy of dying in your
arms."
No answer, save a passionate kiss on the cold

forehead.
" I did not think it would be my turn one day,"

she went on slowly, looking up at him with those

lovely eyes clouded by death's awful shadow;
" I

did not think that these dear arms would hold

I

me too in life's last hour
;

that the last earthly

sight my fading eyes should see would be the

eyes I love. No, Malcolm, no not with that

look of pain ! I am quite happy."

THE END.

/o
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